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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL QUESTION.

Our public school system, though sus-

ceptible of great improvement, is the best
that could be devised for our country. It

is the great safeguard of the country. The
tree, secular, common school is the chief
corner-stone of a free government, based
on the will of the majority. It is the place
for American children to become enlight-

ened, independent, progressive American
citizens. There is no public interest of

greater importance than the preservation
of the American public school system. It

is brought forward now into special prom-
inence by insidious assaults upon it.

A movement has lately been inaugurated
in Ntew York, New Jersey, Maryland and
other states, for the division of the public
school funds on a sectarian basis. It is an
attempt to insert, into our public school
system the thin edge of a wedge that will

split it into, not two, but many parts. If

a portion of the school fund is set aside
for one denomination, other denomina-
tions must get their portion on demand.
Division of the school funds for the pur-
pose of denominational education means
the destruction of our free school system.
Whoever attacks that system can be right-

ly regarded as a public enemy. He is

assailing our form of civil government.
By the constitution of the United States

Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion ; the legislature
of no state has power to make such a law.
Church and state are to be kept separate

;

and our government is not to provide, di-

rectly or indirectly, for the teaching of
sectarian dogmas in public, private, paro-
chial or denominational schools. Division
of public funds raised by tax for public
benefit among denominational schools,
teaching rerigious-dogmas, creeds, and con-
fessions of error is contrary to the supreme
law of the land.

It is a fortunate thing for our country
that this movement is so well known and
some of its objects understood. But
"Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty."

The National League for the Protection
f American Institutions, the objects of

which are "to secure constitutional and
legislative safeguards for the protection of
the common schopl system and other
inierican institutions, and to promote
mblie instruction in harmony with such
institutions, and to prevent all sectarian
or denominational appropriation of public
funds," has issued the following riuging
address

:

The practice of nations in the support of
etvoofs where the union of church and state
prevails, furnishes no precedent for the

United States. We are not looking to monar-
chies for instruction concerning the best

training of youth to fit them for citizenship

in this republic. Popular suffrage here rests

for its safe exercise upon the character and
intelligence of all classes of the people. The
republic, for its own preservation, has estab-

lished and must insist upon maintaining a
free common school system of education. It

must be maintained without compromise. It

is the only institution capable of converting
the dangerously heterogeneous elements of

our population into a safely homogeneous
citizenship. The tax for the maintenance of

public schools levied upon all citizens,

whether they have children to educate or not,

is for the public good, and not for private ben-
efit. The state opens its schools with equal
advantages to the children of all its citizens.

The state does not deny the right to parents,

organizations or churches to establish and
maintain private or parochial schools at their
own expense.
A movement, however, with audacious de-

mands and specious claims, has been initiated
in the state of New York for the division of
the public school funds on sectarian lines,

and it is announced that the same program is

proposed for all the states. That this has
mainly in view selfish and not public ends, is

show n by the fact that the movement is being
pushed almost exclusively by a single re-

ligions denomination, which, fur many years,

by its chief authorities, has been assaulting
the public school system. A few of its more
liberal representatives have tolerated the
system, and have sought in many ways to
control it. Every compromise, however, be-

tween sectarian and public schools which has
previously been tried has invariably resulted

in the humiliating surrender of some vital

principle of public school education. We
appeal to all loyal American citizens to co-

operate in every feasible way in the defense
of the American free public school system, on
which the safety of the republic and the peace
and prosperity of its citizens so largely depend.

FROM CANNIBALISM TO CIVILIZATION.

In 1778, Captain Cook discovered the
group of beautiful, sunny islands in the

North Pacific, now known as Hawaii. The
natives, though mild in manners, were
extremely licentious in habits and bar-

barously idolatrous. Polygamy and pol-

yandry prevailed indiscriminately ; human
sacrifices were offered and cannibalism

was practiced as religious rites. The na-
tives were without laws, without ideas of

justice or morality; life, property, every-
thing was in the hands of irresponsible

chiefs.

About the time of Cook's discovery, the
chief of the largest island died, and was
succeeded by Kamehamen.. . man of great
ability. He built ships on European
models, trained soldiers, introduced fire-

arms, conquered and brought under his

rule the chiefs of the other islands, and
firmly established a dynasty that lasted
ninety years.

In 1820, American missionaries com-
menced their labors at Honolulu. Two
years later the native language was
reduced to writing. Principally through
the work of these missionaries and
through their influence over the Kam-
ehameha race of kings, the form of gov-
ernment was improved -and changed to a
constitutional monarchy, a code of laws

—

American in type—was adopted, and the
American school system was established.

In spite of a strong tendency to relapse in-

to barbarism, the Hawaiians have steadily

advanced in civilization, and made more
progress than any other Polynesian tribe.

In spite of all the advantages of civil-

ization, however, the native race has con-
tinued to decrease rapidly in numbers.
At the time of the discovery they probably
numbered 250,000, although estimated

much higher. In 1823, the missionaries

estimated the population at 142,000; in

1878 the census showed it to be 44,000; now
the natives number only 34,000. Extinction

of the native race seems inevitable. The
number of Hawaiians of foreign descent,

chiefly American, is rapidly increasing.

With American laws, customs and insti-

tutions, Hawaii is now, in fact, an Amer-
ican colony.

Since the Kamehameha family became
extinct in 1874, the sovereigns have been
poor rulers. At that time Kalakaua was
elected to the throne. A formidable riot

followed, but was quickly suppressed on
the landing of American marines. Weak,
extravagant and dissolute, the new king
was soon surrounded and controlled by
the worst characters on the island. Official

extravagance and political corruption

caused an uprising of the better element
of the people in 1887, and if the king had
not then yielded to the demands of the

principal citizens and taxpayers, adopted

a new constitution and appointed a reform
ministry, the monarchy would have been
abolished. By his appointment, Lil-

ioukalani succeeded Xalakaua at his death

in 1890. This dissolute queen proved a

worse ruler than her brother. Surrounded
and controlled by irresponsible adventur-
ers of the opium and lottery rings, she
closed her short, inglorious career last

January by an attempt to carry out a con-

spiracy to subvert the constitution and
overthrow the supreme court. The fall of

the monarchy, brought about by the
queen's own actions, is as important an
event in the history of Hawaii as the

Declaration of Independence is in Amer-
ican history, and marks a great stride for-

ward in the progress of civilization in the
Islands.

THE PRESIDENT'S SPECIAL MESSAGE.

President Cleveland's special message,
submitted in obedience to the command of

Congress, is a long, special plea in defense
of his abortive attempt to set up the fallen

monarchy in Hawaii. Having full faith

in the absolute infallibility of the Par-

amount-Blount report, a document now
very generally discredited, he boldly as-

sumes that the monarchy was overthrown
by the active and unwarranted interven-

tion of Minister Stevens, aided by an
armed force of the United States, landed
under false pretexts, for that purpose; and
he bluntly asserts that when President
Harrison was led to submit the treaty of

annexation to the senate, with the declar-

ation that "the overthrow of the monarchy
was not in any way promoted by this gov-
ernment," and when the senate was in-

duced to receive and discuss it on that

basis, "both president and senate were
misled."

He declares that he will not again sub-
mit the treaty to the senate for its consid-

eration, and that he instructed Minister
Willis to so inform the Provisional Gov-
ernment, hoping that after such assurance
to the members of that government, he
might compass a peaceful adjustment of

the difficulty. Minister Willis was in-

structed to apologize to Lilioukalani for

the wrong done, and to restore her to the

throne on conditions of general amnesty
to those concerned in setting up the Pro-
visional Government, and recognition of

all its bona fide acts and obligations.

He throws the blame for the flat failure

of his scheme to restore the queen, on the
queen herself, stating that these conditions

have not proved acceptable to her. "The
check," he says, "which my plans have

thus encountered has prevented their pre-
sentation to the members of the Provision-

al Government, while unfortunate public
misrepresentation of the situation, and
exaggerated statements of the sentiments
of our people, have obviously injured the

prospects of successful executive medi-
ation."

Having only muddled matters by med-
dling in mediation when it was not called

for, the president has abandoned his pri-

vate enterprise, and concludes his message
by now referring the subject, without
recommendation, to the broader authority
and wiser discretion of Congress, from
which he has kept it for so many months.

THE BUSINESS SITUATION.

Those who held the theory that the

monthly purchase of silver bullion by the

government was the sole, or principal

cause of the panic, and that the passage of

the repeal bill would immediately restore

prosperity, now find that they were badly
mistaken.
The financial situation has changed, it is

true, but the actual depression in business

is nearly as great as it ever was. Money
is not f^w being hoarded, but is seeking
investment at low or fair rates of interest.

But the accumulation of an enormous surf-

plus of money in the financial centers of

the country waiting for an opportunity of

investment indicates clearly the inactivity

in industrial enterprises. Hundreds of

thousands of idle workmen tell of the
continued depression in business in louder
tones than idle money.
Full prosperity will not return until

every idle workman can return to employ-
ment at good wages.

It seems certain that a change for the
better will come soon. Manufacturing is

not now on a scale sufficient to supply
even the demands of limited consumption.
Surplus stocks will all soon be cleared out.

Then manufacturers must employ more
workmen and enlarge their output. The
employed workman is a good customer;
and with the return of men to work there

will come a larger demand for goods. The
outlook is that there will be a gradual im-
provement in the condition of things. As
lower wages will prevail, however, we can-

not expect the high prosperity the country
enjoyed a year ago to be restored.

ANARCHY.

The favorite weapon of the anarchist is

the dynamite bomb. It is his chosen agent
for the destruction of everything in the

nature of law, order and civil government.
Whenever a bomb is hurled at the agents

of any form of government, the hand of the

anarchist is recognized at once. The bomb
explosions in the theater at Barcelona and
in the French chamber of deputies at Paris

have been heard around tK world. The
answer will be more stringent measures
against anarchy, and swifter punishment
of anarchists for their horrible deeds.

Society need not resort to the merciless

methods of the anarchists to protect itself

against them. Prompt arrest, impartial

trial, and just punishment of all convicted

offenders of the law, will keep anarchy in

check. It is the too frequent escape of

criminals of all kinds from deserved pun-
ishment that encourages the growth of

anarchy. His ravings and threats against

civil government and his deeds of indis-

criminate violence indicate that the anarch-

ist is a madman. For the protection of life

and property society must, therefore, keep
every known anarchist under the strictest

police surveillance.
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Will be held in Colum-
bus, Ohio, January 11,

1894. The Ohio stock-

breeders' and farmers'

institute will be held in

the same place, January
9 and 10, 1894. Practical farm topics of the

times are on the programs, and well-

known authorities and specialists are

named to take part in the discussions.

The Annual

Agricultural

Convention

of Ohio

Public

Opinion.

By "the exaggerated sen-

timents of our people," in

his message to Congress,

the president probably refers to the sub^-

stantial unanimity with which the Amer-
ican people indignantly disapprove of his

course of action in the Hawaiian affair.

Annexation is one thing, restoration

is another; and the American people
contemplate with pleasure the happy
failure of his active efforts to rethrone a
pagan ex-queen, who sacrifices pigs toPele,

Goddess of Kilaua, and who lost her king-
dom in an attempt to overthrow its consti-

tution. _

Assistant Secretary

of Agriculture.

Dr. Charles W.
Dabney, Jr., re-

cently appointed
the department ot
in Virginia about
After completing

Club Raisers
Will find our offers lib-

eral. Please read them,
send us as many subscriptions as you can

get, and take your choice of cash commis-
sions or good premiums.

assistant secretary of

agriculture, was born
thirty-eight years ago.

his education in Europe, Dr. Dabney be-

came a citizen of North Carolina, where,
in November, 1880, "he was elected state

chemist. Since 188S he has been president
of the University of Tennessee and

He believes that a reduction in hours of
labor is the only thing that will restore
industrial equilibrium. He advises work-
ingmen to take an active part in politics,

but to be aspolitically independent as they
desire to be economically free.

The Grange on

Secretary Morton.

What motive Sec-

retary Morton
had when he as-

the Granges andsaulted and insulted

Alliances in his Chicago address, is not
known. What he has accomplished is

widely known. His attack has called forth

some very vigorous expressions of opinion
from farm organizations and "the agricul-
tural press.

At the annual session of the National
Grange, at Syracuse, New York, the follow-
ing strong resolutions were adopted unan-
imously :

Hesblved, That so far as the Grange is con-
cerned, there is not one word of truth in^what
the secretary has said about ft, but on the
contrary, it is strictly non-partisan, and tends
by all its teachings and principles to educate
and elevate the farmer to a higher and nobler
citizenship, and does in a thousand ways im-
prove the farmer in his profession by teaching
the most approved methods of agriculture,

and in the marketing of his products of the
farm, and in wisely using the money received

therefor in beautifying and making the home
of the farmer better, and increasing the intel-

ligence and happiness of the farmer and his

family.

Resolved, That in giving utterance to this

calumny, the fallacy of which the secretary

must have known, or could have known if he
had taken care to inform himself, he has

The National

Farmers' Alliance

Will hold its an-

nual meeting in

C hicago, 111., Jan-
uary 18, 1894. The secretary, Aug^t Post,

Moulton, Iowa, will send full particulars

on application.

The Wool
Growers

Of the United States are

busy signing petitions re-

monstrating against the

free-wool clause in the Wilson bill. They
propose to send to the finance committee
of the senate a petition with half a mil-

lion signatures. Let Congress hear from
every wool grower iu the land. If one of

them wants free wool, let him say so. But
let everyone who sees the injustice and
unfairness of free wool and protected

woolen goods, sign the remonstrance, or

write to his representative in Congress.

The United States annually
' imports, in round numbers,

1,800,000 tons of sugar, valued at §120,000,000.

The average farm price of wheat is now
less than sixty cents a bushel. From lands

yielding twenty bushels per acre, the re-

turns are less than §12. Therefore, if we
produce from beets at home the sugar we
import, we can release more than 10,000,000

acres of good land from wheat culture. A
reduction of 200,000,000 bushels in our

wheat crop would leave little or none for

export, and the price would not be held

down by an oversupply in foreign mar-
kets, to the great pleasure and profit of

the American wheat raiser.

Tax on

Incomes.

Is the "tax on incomes de-

rived from certain corpo-

rate investments," recom-

mended by the president in his annual
message to Congress, to apply to the

dividends made by building and loan

associations? Tn the nearly six thousand
building and loan associations in the

United States, there are over a million and
a half stockholders who are interested in

the answer to this question. They have
nine hundred million dollars in "corporate

investments." An internal revenue tax
of two per cent on the dividends derived

from these corporate investments would
bring in about a million and a half dollars.

To be sure, this is not a great sum in the

eyes of a billion-dollar Congress, but the

ways and means committee is searching

very thoroughly for everything that will

help make up the seventy-five-million-

dollar deficiency in the Wilson tariff bill.

chemist of the experiment station. He
is a member of German and American
chemical societies, of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, of the National

Association of Official Chemists, and of

the Society for the Promotion of Agricul-

tural Science.

Seedsmen, Florists

and

Nurserymen

Now, and will for

several forth-
coming num-
bers, occupy con-

siderable space in our advertising columns.

All our readers who plant seeds, love

flowers, or raise fruits, are requested to

read their advertisements and send for the

catalogues offered. In these catalogues

they will find listed, everything in the line

of plants, trees, and field, garden and
flower seeds; also directions' for their cul-

ture for both profit and pleasure.

I^abor.
President Gompers, of the

Federation of Lahor, in his

address before the recent Chicago conven-

tion order, said:

"Since August, this year, we have been
in the greatest industrial division this

country has ever witnessed. It is no exag-

geration to say that more than three mil-

lion of our fellow-toilers throughout the

country are without employment, and
have been so since the time named."
He names as one of the causes of this

lamentable industrial condition, the in-

vention and introduction of vastly im-

proved machinery, tools and methods of

production. These have displaced labor

faster than new industries could be found.

proved himself unworthy of the high position

he holds.

fiesolred. That the president of the United
States owes it to the farmers of America, the

largest agricultural nation of the world, and
the largest single interest in the United States,

that they should have a secretary of agricul-

ture in sympathy with this great interest. We
believe it to be the imperative duty of the

president to immediately take steps to secure

a secretary of agriculture who shall be in

accord with that interest.

Department of

Agriculture and

Experiment

Stations.

In his annual re-

port, Secretary Mor-
ton recommends that

the act creating state

agricultural exper-

iment stations,
ought tobe so amended as to eithergive the

department of agriculture a larger direc-

tion of the methods of expending the an-

nual appropriation made for the exper-

iment-stations, or so as to decisively deter-

mine that the department has no control

over it whatever, and is not required even
to "give advice;" in short, the annual ap-

propriation of nearly §800,000 made for the

experiment stations, ought to be charged

to'them directly, and they entirely divorced

from departmental direction ; or the law
should provide that the secretary of agri-

culture shall have some power to direct

and to restrain the disbursements of the

government moneys in each of the exper-

iment stations, so as to insure only a legit-

imate expenditure of the same.

Whatever changes are made in the rela-

tion of the department to the experiment

stations, it is safe to say that they will not

be placed under control of the present sec-
retary of agriculture.

In his estimate of the appropriations
necessary for the department of agricul-
ture for the next year, Secretary Morton
has omitted the appropriation for the ex-
periment stations, indicating that he
expects Congress to act on his recom-
mendations.

He also advises that Congress make a
thorough investigation into the manage-
ment of each experiment station and the
expenditure of the money appropriated
for it, stating that current rumor indicates
that some of the funds "have been diverted
from legitimate public purposes and
turned to those of a personal and not
patriotic character."

The
Destitution

Now prevailing in nearly
all of the cities of the
land calls for the exercise

of the most liberal charity. Such destitu-

tion has not been known for many years.
It is absolutely necessary, to prevent the
severest suffering, for the charitable to

provide food, shelter and clothing for

many thousands of their fellow-men.
These must be given for immediate relief;

but for permanent relief, the one thing
most needful and helpful to give is em-
ployment. The greatest philanthropists
of the times are those who provide em-
ployment, and help reduce the number of

the army of the unemployed. The causes
that brought about this destitution have
shortened the resources of those able and
willing to help the needy and suffering,

and the most earnest appeals of charitable

organizations fall short of bringing them
sufficient funds to carry on their work.

Stick in

the Mud.

The Ohio road commission
appointed last spring, in

accordance with an act of

the general assembly, has handed in its re-

port to Governor McKinley. The com-
mission estimates that there are 80,000

miles of common roads in the state, and
that the cost of placing them in first-class

condition would average §5,000 a mile.

Since railways reach every village in the
state of any considerable size, the question
of good wagon roads is purely a local one;
therefore, the commission advises that it

would be unwise for the state to enterinto

a work of general improvement. "The
plan of masterly inactivity," says the

commission, "may well be adopted by the
legislature of Ohio in regard to general
road legislation. The times are not pro-

pitious for entering upon experiments in

this direction. There is no agreement
among the advocates of new legislation

upon the features that should be incorpo-

rated therein." *

Sugar

Bounties.

TheUnited States depart-

ment of agriculture, for a

few years past, has been
sending special agents to Europe, seeking
markets for American products. That
they have accomplished something is

shown by our increased exports of corn
and other farm products. This is good;
but is it not better to encourage, by all

proper means, the diversification of our
farm crops and the production at home of

some of our agricultural imports, which
amount to §350,000,000 annually ? We send
abroad annually the product of ten mil-

lion acres of good wheat land to pay for the

sugar we import, which can be produced
from beets at home from less than a mil-

lion and one half acres, and the use of the

products of more than eight and one half

million acres thereby saved. If it is right

to spend a dollar of government money in

enlarging foreign markets for the benefit

of American farmers, it is right to encour-

age the home production of sugar by
bounties to the producers. .

The McKinley act provided for a bounty

of two cents on each pound of high-grade

sugar produced in this country. This

bounty was to continue for a definite

period of time—from 1891 to 1905—long

enough to give it a fair trial. This was

done to encourage the production of sugar

in the United States. It has had that effect,

particularly on the beet-sugar industry.

This is acknowledged even by the framers

of the Wilson tariff bill, which provides,

not for the immediate abolition, But for

the gradual reduction of this bounty.

Such has already been the development

of this industry that it is altogether prob-

able that the United States will be produc-

ing .all the sugar it consumes before 1905,

if this provision of the McKinley act is

allowed to continue in force.
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BOX-STALLS FOR CATTLE.

I

was compelled to make new accom-

modations for four young cattle this

fall, my flock having outgrown their

former quarters.

My barn has no basement, so I built

a lean-to shed across the side at the

back end of the barn floor. - It passes by the

carriage-house at one end six feet (the

carriage»house is alongside the barn floor,

being under the same roof ), and is nineteen

feet long, and eight feet wide. I would
have made it a foot or two wider but my
boards were only ten feet long, with

BOX-STALLS FOR CATTLE.

which to make the roof. This shed is

divided into two compartments, one 9x9

and the other 10x9. In the smaller one I

shall stable two heifers, eighteen months
old, and in the other a two-year-old heifer

and a six-months-old calf. None of the

animals will be tied, but will be at liberty

to circulate around as they see fit. The
floor is of clay, nearly impervious to watei/

and the only preparation made for the

shutting up of the cattle was to cover with
dry leaves and litter a foot deep, and turn

the cattle in. The two younger heifers

are about of a size and agree nicely, having

roomed together last year in a seven by
eight stall. ^The older heifer is very peac-

able and non-combative, while the calf is a

*gluttonous, self-asserting, little heifer (we
call her Pudding), and I have little doubt
will be able to hoe her own row in com-
pany with the older one.

At first I intended to make the manger
on the barn floor, right over the sill, but
this would make it too short in the stall

that passed the carriage-house, so I put
the mangers the other way, alongside
each other, separating the stalls and end to

the barn floor. A door two feet wide and
six feet high at the end of each manger,
gives easy access from the barn floor.

Their feed will be mostly cornstalks, cut
into lengths of five or six inches, and the
feeding will be easier with the mangers in

this direction than as I first planned, as

we can cut the feed in a pile and push it

into the manger without shovel or basket,

and we will not hive to enter the stable at

any time to throw out the' refuse of the
mangers. The stalls will not bo cleaned
oftener than once in two months, bed-
ding being freely given to absorb any
moisture not taken up by the refuse of the
corn fodder.

It is only once in a while that any
manure gets dropped in the mangers, as it

is mostly dropped while they are headed
over the manger, or just after they get up.
I have kept two cows in this way for sev-
eral years and they have a very nice way of

adjusting themselves to the condition of

affairs.

The older and stronger, takes generally
the place next the manger for lying down,
ly-ing parallel to the manger and close to
it. The other lies parallel to her but at the
back side of the stable, the ridge of manure
dropped as they stand at the manger,

1
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separating the two. This ridge is distrib-

uted to the sides of the stable once a day,
and covered with refuse from the manger.
By this method the manure is all saved
under shelter, and the cows keep perfectly
dry and clean, there not being two ounces
of manure balls on either cow after being
stabled all winter, while cows of neighbors
kept tied, often come outin thespring with
a heavy coat of mail formed of dried
manure. There is not as much odor to
this way of managing a stable as the com-
mon way, or even of stables where there is

a gutter. There is a slow, almost imper-
ceptible fermentation that makes a little

heat and this assists in keeping the cattle

warm.

It takes a little more room for a double

stall for grown cattle than by the tying

system. Usually cows are allowed from
36 to 42 square feet, (3 or 3^x12.) My cow-
stable for two animals is 10x12, the man-
ger running the shorter way, leaving ten

feet square. The young cattle being

shorter do not require so much length

from the manger back.

Two cattle that agree pretty well will

require less room boxed together than if

separate, but the stable should be roomy
enough so that one can have a place for

lying down back of whore the manure is

dropped, when they stand at the manger,

as the cattle will, if allowed perfect free-

dom, lie as indicated. L. B. Pierce.

Summit county, Ohio.

A MODEL STABLE.

Accompanying this you will find an il-

lustration of a stable which we consider a

model one. The main idea in its con-

struction is to put as much comfort and

convenience under as little roof as pos-

sible.

The barn is 20x24 feet, and is planned

with two box-stalls (AA) 9x10 feet, buggy
floor (B) 9x18 feet, storage-room for wood
and coal (CU) 6x20 feet, harness and blanket

closet (D) 2x4 feet, and feed-bin (E)2x2>£

feet. This entire room above (20x24 feet) is

to be used for hay.

The weather-boarding is of "ship lap,"

which costs $22 per thousand feet here.

The box-stalls are lined inside with oak,

four feet high, the remainder of the dis-

tance being run up with ordinary hemlock.

The door to the buggy-room is on rollers,

and is the full width of the floor. On the

middle of the inside of this door are two

horizontal cleats, six inches apart, to give

room to carry a bar to slide in and out

when the door is open, with a catch

to secure it on the opposite side. It

pays to have bars on every door

about a stable. In the summer they

are indispensable. The bars on the

two stable doors are on hinges, and
have notches to secure them when
open or shut.

The stable is very warm in winter,

and the double wall makes it cool in

the summer. At the same time the

horses may have a good draft when
both doors are open.

The light is given at a window
above the doorway, at G, also from
a window placed above and behind
the hay-racks, which gives light

above and to both stalls below, by
shining down through the hay-

mangers.
The front of the hay-racks is made

of iron rods, placed five inches apart,

in wooden frames. The frames are

set on hinges at the bottom, so that

the racks may be dropped down
out of the way while the bedding
is being thrown down. The fewer holes

there are in the floor of a hay-loft,

the less room is lost in filling the mow.
For this reason the ladder leading to the
mow, in this barn, has been placed outside,

just beneath the hay-dpor.

The feed-trough (I) is made by sawing
two pieces of two-inch plank in a triangu-

lar shape, and nailing on the back, and one
board in front and one for the bottom. It

should be 20 inches long, 10 inches deep,
and 6 inches wide at the bottom and 10

inches at the top. By all means have it

made separate from the stall, so it can be
hung at the place most convenient, and at

the height suited to the horse. Many a
horse that scatters and wastes half his

feed, and does everything that is mean
while eating, will hang his head content-
edly in the trough when it is adjusted to a
height that suits his taste.

The roof is slate, and put on "single lap,"

as shown in the accompanying cuts. The
slates are 14x24 inches in size, and cost $4
per square, put pn. The only question
heretofore between the use of slate and
shingle roof has been the question of cost,

and now, since the introduction of the
new lap, (which I think the accompany-
ing cuts will fully illustrate), with*the
consequent reduction in price the last bar
to its universal adoption has been re-

moved.

Let Fig. 1 represent the right-hand
corner of a roof, and A the first slate laid

on (it should project two inches over the
edge). The left-hand end of A is overlapped
by the next slate, B, to the extent of three
inches, and so on throughout the first row,
letting each succeeding slate overlap the
preceding slate three inches.

When the second row is begun, Fig. 2,

let the first slate, C, overlap A three inches

;

also, lot its loft-hand end come even with
the right-hand end of B. It will now be
found that the first slate of the second row
projects over the roof three inches too far,

which it will be necessary to cut off. The
first slate of the third row will project six

inches, etc. These pieces cut off will not

be lost, however, as they will all come
handy to be used at the ends as soon as a

start is made.

Anybody can lay this roof who can put
on a shingle roof. I did it myself, and
I am about as awkward as anybody.
Wire nails are used, that are a little over
an inch long. The holes in

the slate can be punched on a

regular machine, or with a

hammer and an ordinary wire

nail, by laying the slate flat

on a solid piece of wood.
Slate can be cut by drawing a

line and punching holes every

half inch, when it breaks

readily.

This new lap is becoming popular for

barns in this section; in fact, it is the only

thing that is being used.

E. C. Crossman.

great care must be exercised, not only in

the milking, but in the setting of the milk.

I find in many localities that the

OLD METHOD
Of setting the milk in gallon crocks is still

in vogue. The farmer may have the latest

improved machinery for performing his
work in the fields, but his wife must con-
tinue to do her work by the old process.

She may perhaps have from fifteen to

thirty crocks to lift, skim, empty, scald,

wash and air twice a day. She may have a
nice, cool place, with a tank of spring or
well water in which to set the milk, or she

B

THE FARM DAIRY.

One of the most tiresome tasks that falls

to the lot of the average farmer's wife, is

the work connected with the dairy. No
farm is complete without at least a few
cows to supply the table with choice,

sweet butter and the favorite dish of cot-

tage cheese, with the refreshing drink of

buttermilk or sweet milk, with rich, yel-

low cream for the strawberries, peaches,

ice-cream, etc. Besides this use of the dairy

as a source of home supply for the table, on
many farms surplus butter is made and
sold at

v
the store, to private customers, or

shipped to the city markets. In any case,
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Floor Plan for Model Stable.

there is a vast amount of work connected

With the care of the milk.

The advent of the

CREAMERY

Has made it possible to avoid much of the

labor by enabling the farmers to dispose

of the cream or the milk, and thus relieve

the wife and daughters of butter-making.

But in many localities this factory pro-

cess has not yet been introduced, and in

others, either through the fault of the

managers or the patrons, the prices paid

are not altogether satis factory, and a return

is made to butter-making on the farm.

There can be no doubt as to the advantages
of the factory if well conducted. In-

stead of a hundred different churns, a

hundred tired boys, a hundred over-

worked wives, a hundred lots of butter

of several different grades, one churn,

or a separator, and a steam engine, with
a few attendants, can do the work of

all, and a uniform grade of choice butter

may be placed on the market.
Where favorable prices can be obtained

from a factory, farmers who do not keep
many cows, and others who may keep
quite a number, but who live remote from
a good market, will find it to their advan-
tage to patronize the factory rather than
make butter for country stores. In this

connection, it may be mentioned that the

patrons may do much toward assisting the

factory to pay good prices, by keeping
only good cows and practicing the most
scrupulous care in regard to cleanliness.

No factory can make choice grades of but-

ter from cream or milk that has absorbed
all the ill odors and much of the filth that

is found in occasional dairies. Milk is

prone to absorb odors as soon as it has
reached the temperature of the surround-
ing atmosphere, so that it is essential that

Model Stable.—Fio. 2.

may carry it all to a cellar in the basement
of the dwelling. She has in either case

from two to four hours' work each day in

caring for the milk.

I recently stopped at a farm-house where
I learned that butter-making was made
one of the sources of income. The farmer
was young and full of ambition. He had
first started on a farm of forty acres. He
next purchased a tract of eighty acres, and
this being too small, had but recently pur-
chased a quarter section of good land, and
was rapidly improving this when I found
him. With two hundred and eighty acres

he found it necessary to employ consider-

able male help, and had at the time of my
visit two farm-hands and two carpenters;

but no help for his wife.

They were milking ten cows. I did not
learn who did the milking, but presume
the wife did; at least half of it. She set

all the milk in gallon crocks, which she
carried to the cellar, and again, after re-

moving the cream, carried up-stairs. The
butter was all made into small 'rolls in

winter, or packed in small buckets in

summer, and sold in a neighboring market
at a fair price.

But how this woman could do the work
of the house after five men and three sma^ I

children, and make fifty to seventy-five

pounds of butter of good quality, with
none of the dairy conveniences, is more
than I could understand. She certainly

cannot do thus very long. The farmer
may be making money and adding to his

acres, but his wife is wearing out the

thread of life too fast to enjoy the home
they are building. It is to be hoped the
farmer will be satisfied with the land he
possesses, and not purchase more until ho
can afford to employ some help for the
house. *' John L. Shawver.

SHEEP OUTLOOK.

The sheep market is full of interest. The
offerings are without any precedent, but
the prices are sustained beyond all expec-

tations. Good, fat sheep at Chicago are in

strong demand.orders being in excess of the

supply. The common sort is the bulk of the

offerings, yet the price is sustained. Think
of Chicago taking from 16,000 to 19,000

sheep every day without the bottom falling

out of the trade. One naturally wonders
where they all came from and where they
go. It is safe to say the great bulk of

them are slaughtered and go into the

dressed meat trade. Probably some of

them go into the country to be fed, and

Box-stalls in Model Stable.

returned when fat, say in thirty to ninety

days, owing to present conditions.

The feeding of sheep has been reduced
to a science by keen, shrewd men, who
make it a business. The careless, rough
and tumble practices of twenty years ago,
are abandoned as too uncertain and slow.
The wind and weather do not interfere
with the processes of handling, and the
rations are selected with care and so given
out that failure is exceptional. During
the grass season many go to pastures that
would not be taken by shrewd feeders to

go into feeding-barns to be crowded to a

finish.
Some experience is needed in selecting

for a given aim, but there are as many
grades of handlers as there are grades of

sheep, and the business goes right along
like clockwork. Verily, the mutton de-
mand is a safety-valve. E. M. Bell.
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FROM RAILROAD TO FARMING.
' ticomes hard when one has to right

the results of one's own teachings.

We have been extolling the advan-

tages of farm life—its independence,

its health, its purity, its fresh fruits

and vegetables, etc., until one can-

not wonder when some young people,

tempted by these roseate pictures, feel

inclined to leave other occupations and
rush into farming or gardening. What
I dislike to see is this "rushing" busi-

ness. It makes the application of the

"break" desirable in more than one case.

A young man in Ohio has been reading up
on farming in the Farm and Fireside for

some time, with the idea of changing his

occupation from railroad man to that of

farmer. He writes

:

"I am twenty-five years old now. Start-

ed on nothing at fourteen, and have been
on the railroad eleven years. My father

also is a railroad man. With my folks at

home and my own family there are eleven

of us. I have §1,500 cash, and can raise it

to §1,800. I want to know if I can invest

that amount or less in say ninety to ope
hundred and fifty acres of land, and make
a living on it for us all. I have worked
one year on a farm. My father ,has had
more farm experience. I have a brother

thirteen years old to help us, and three

grown sisters. I would want to start a

greenhouse. Having had experience in

railroad work, I have the addresses of all

the commission houses in large cities in

Ohio. Could sell to them. I will have
four or five cows, and raise chickens by
incubator (have one now). It is especially

the love for my parents which prompts
me to go on a farm, as I want to spend my
time with them. If I invest in a store or

any business, I may not succeed, same as

on a farm. If there is a good living, I

would be satisfied. I make §55 to §75 a

month here, and have saved my money. I

am strong, and can do all necessary work."
Here is a case that excites all my sympa-

thy, and I do hate to throw cold water on
the young fellow's enthusiasm; But he is

doing well. He not only makes a good
living, but he lays up money; in fact, a

considerable amount for his age. Shall I

advise him to throw a good thing, a cer-

tainty, away for something that may
possibly be better and possibly may be a

great deal worse? When the present is all

bright and the future dark, shall I advise

him to take his chances and jump into the

darkness? Not I. A year's ex-

perience in farm work amounts'

to little. It is evident, also,

that our young friend has a

very imperfect idea of the re-

quirements of a farm of ninety

to one hundred and fifty acres,

as to capital and management.
His capital is by far too limited

to think of farming on that

scale. It would take that

amount to purchase farm
equipments and stock, leaving

nothing for the purchase of the

farm. What does a young man
want with so big a farm, any-
how?
"Does farming pay?" is the

question now only too often asked, and
often answered in the negative even by life-

long,farmers. How can one without farm
experience hope to find a inore satisfactory

solution? Then, whatdpesayoungfarmer
want with a greenhouse, which necessa-

rily must detract his attention from his

farm work, which requires every thought
and effort? And why an incubator, too—

a

further division of efforts? No, no. It

would be sheer folly to carry this plan into

execution, and failure the inevitable result.

I speak of all this for the benefit of other

young men among our readers who may
have been led, by our own enthusiasm in

farming and gardening, into some such
train of thought and desire as that of my
young inquirer. I would not like to lead

any one astray, or into dangerous temp-
tations.

On the other hand, I cannot refrain from
holding out some hope to my young friend,

and to all who are similarly situated. The
fact that he has been able to save quite

a sum from his earnings shows that there

is good timber in him, and that he will be

likely to succeed in any undertaking that

corresponds with his tastes and abilities,

provided his efforts are confined to proper

channels. Possibly, the greenhouse idea

gives the key to the situation. I am not

acquainted with the exact local conditions,

but supposing the place to be an average
country town, the following is an outline
of what I would do

:

In the first place, I would hold on to that
§55 to §75 position. That is something sub-
stantial, and worth keeping. Next, I
would try to find, within easy walking or
driving distance of my place of work, a
small farm that could be bought or rented,

say of five to ten acres. I would secure
this, and move the whole family there.

Such a place is large enough to keep a cow
and a horse, and thirty or forty hens. I

would not pay attention to incubators or

brooders, nor keep a large number of fowls
until I was well satisfied that they pay
well for their keep. Nor would I set my
hopes very high in this respect. Then I

would examine closely into the conditions

and demands of my local markets, and
slowly begin to raise whatever vegetables

or small fruits find ready sale in my im-
mediate vicinity or nearest town. Prob-
ably I would have to hire a good man for

the summer months. Brother could help,

and do chores, etc. The labor of a good
man can be had for §20 or so, while I could
get my §55 to §75 a month. In fact, my
time and labor would be too valuable for

doing ordinary farm work. If I had a
good, near market for early vegetables, or
for vegetable plants, I would put up a
greenhouse. In short, a trial of this kind
would involve little risk, be confined Avith-

in the limits of the available capital, and
have far more prospects of a satisfactory

outcome than the proposed plan of going
into extensive farming. The production
of strawberries, of onions on the new sys-

tem, of early potatoes—all these are fields

worth exploring. You will have to study
some of the modern books written on
these subjects, and be guided by the teach-

ings of experience. Go slow and sure.

This is about as I should manage things.

It remains to be seen which
s
course, our

young friend will pursue. ' Joseph.

Orchard and Small Fruits.
CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

BLACK RASPBERRIES AS A FARM MARKET
CROP.

n a recent bulletin from the Cornell

experiment station, there is a very
interesting discussion of the subject

of growing black raspberries on
farms where they may readily be
evaporated, and the product sold at a

fair price. The author, Mr. Fred Card, re-

fers to some important points in connection

with the work, as follows

:

Berry Harvester.

The advent of the berry harvester makes
it possible to conduct berry farming in re-

mote locations. Without this implement,
the evaporator is just as dependent on loca-

tion as the grower who sells fresh fruit, for

it is only in the vicinity of towns of consid-

erable size that pickers can be secured in

sufficient numbers to make a safe business
in small-fruit growing.

VARIETIES.

The variety chiefly grown for evaporat-

ing purposes throughout the great evap-
orating sections cf central and western
New York is the Ohio, yet it is by no means
certain that this is the best. With a few of

our best growers, the Gregg is coming to

supplant the Ohio, and where it proves to

be hardy, it is a more desirable variety to

grow, especially if picking by hand is

practiced, for the large, firm berries are

much preferred by pickers. They adhere
to the bushes more firmly than most other

varieties, and some growers do not find it

satisfactory to gather them with the har-

vester; others, however, do gather them
successfully in that way. The variety

does not prove so universally hardy and
satisfactory as the Ohio.

HARVESTING.

The means of gathering the crop is one
of the most important considerations in

growing small fruits, and as before inti-

mated, upon the success of the berry
harvester depends? the adaptability of
raspberries as a farm crop. This harvester
is a very simple affair (see. picture), con-
sisting of a canvas tray some three feet

square, there being only enough wood
about it to form a framework and enable it

to be moved about.

Under the corner which rests on the
ground, there is a sort of a shoe of wood,
enabling it to be slid along from bush to
bush easily. In one hand the operator
carries a large wire hook, with which the
bushes are drawn over the canvas, or lifted

up if too low down and in the way. In
the other hand is a bat resembling a lawn-
tennis racquet, with which he knocks off

the ripe berries. This is merely a canvas-
covered loop of heavy wire fastened in a
convenient handle. In place of this some
use a wooden paddle, but this probably
bruises the berries unnecessarily. In
gathering by this method, the berries are
allowed to become pretty ripe and the
plantation is gone over but two or three
times in a season. Many dry leaves, some
stems and a few green berries are knocked
off with the fruit, but the leaves are no
disadvantage, for they help to absorb
moisture before and after drying, and may
aid in preventing mold if the fruit has to

stand some time before going to the evap-
orator. The leaves are quickly taken out
by running the fruit through a fanning-
mill after it is dried. Some growers fan
them out before drying, but this has the
disadvantage of bruising and crushing
more berries. The berries are usually al-

lowed to stand in the field in boxes for a
time after gathering, and any insects

which may have fallen in will usually
crawl out and disappear.

Growers who have had much experience
say that a man will average eight to ten
bushels a day with the harvester, although
much more can be gathered in the best
picking. On one farm visited lust year,

two men and two girls had gathered thir-

ty-one bushels the day previous in ordi-

nary picking, and one of the men had been
in the field only part of the time. This
shows the first cost of gathering to be
less than half a cent per quart. Running
them through the fanning-mill costs but a

trifle; then before marketing they are
picked over by hand to remove stems,
green berries aud other litter. This does
notcost over one cent apound, and is some-
times paid for by the pound at that rate,

so that the i whole cost may be placed at

one cent a quart, as against two cents

usually paid for hand-picking. Growers
who have had experience with both meth-
ods seem to be united in the opinion that

harvesting yields a better quality of dried
fruit than hand-picking, for the reason
that, if picked by hand, they cannot afford

to look them over again after drying, and
so they do not go to market in as clean

and nice condition as those which come
from the harvester.

Some extensive and general fruit growers
find it inconvenient to attend to the matter
of looking over they dried product at the
same time that other fruits, which follow on
after the raspberries, are claiming their

attention, and for that reason prefer to

pick a large part of the crop by hand and
market it fresh, if they can find pickers

conveniently. In that case, they find the
harvester a great convenience to finish up
the last of the crop. Every grower knows
how much dissatisfaction and unpleasant-

ness arise in keeping the pickers at their

work after the berries begin to get thin.

With the harvester, the late berries can all

be finished up at one time with a great

deal of satisfaction to all concerned. This

plan is equally available for those who
sell their fruit fresh. The last of the crop
can be gathered and dried, thus proving a

relief to the market' and the patience of

the grower and pickers.
t
This plan of har-

vestingwas invented and introducedby Mr.
Benedict, of. Dundee, N. Y., and is exten-
sively used by berry growers of that region.

CONCLUSIONS.

Black raspberries can be made a profit-

able farm crop when grown for evaporat-

ing purposes, and gathered by the aid of

the berry harvester, regardless of proxim-
ity to markets. An average yield, with
good culture, is about seventy-five to

eighty bushels per acre.

An average yield of red raspberries is

about seventy busbels per acre. An aver-

age-yield of blackberries is about one hun-
dred bushels per acre.

A majority of growers find Ioav summer
pinching of blackberries best for most
varieties.

Growers are about equally divided in
opinion as to whether red raspberries
should be pinched back at all in summer.
It pinched, it should be done Ioav and
early. The canes should be made to

branch low.

EA-aporating red raspberries has not yet
proved profitable.

There seems to be no immediate pros-
pect that blackberries can be profitably
grown for evaporating purposes.
Berry-canes Avhich made their entire

growth after July 6th,- stood the Avtvter as
Avell or better than those which greAV

during the Avhole season.

Removing all young canes from a plan-

tation bearing'its last crop of fruit, mate-
rially increases the yield.

Under ordinary conditions, thinning the
fruit of raspberries and blackberries, other
than that done by the spring pruning, does
not pay.

Cutting off the bearing canes early in

spring does not induce autumn fruiting of

raspberries.

The only remedy for red-rust is to dig
up and burn at once eArery plant found to

be affected. Cut away and burn all canes
affected with anthracnose pits and spray
the plantation with Bordeaux mixture.
Root-galls weaken the plants, causing
them to appear as if suffering from poor
soil. Removing the plants and burning
the roots is the only remedy.

KEEPING UP AN ORCHARD.

A very large orchard requires a large

capital to run it. One might think that

this would "go without saying," but it

Hoes not—not always. One of the largest

orchards Avith which I am acquainted

—

some rive thousand trees—though Avell

located upon naturally gdod land, and set

to the best standard A-arieties, about
twenty years ago, has not yet nearly paid
for itself, and without a heavy expen-
diture for fertilizing material never can.

The land upon . which it is planted had
been farmed in the ordinary way for many *

years before these trees were set. At that

time it was in fair condition, as mowing,
yielding from three fourths to one ton of

hay per acre. It Avas plowed, set to trees,

and subsequently kept in hoed crops, Avith

enough manure to keep the trees growing
fairly well. Nothing seemed to be wrong
with it until the trees reached bearing

size; and then, after several years, it be-

came evident that there Avas not strength,

enough in the land >to keep up groAvth

and make apples, too. Since then it has

"sort o' lagged along," to use the words of

a neighbor, "but don't produce anything,

hardly." Other orchards of one tenth the

number of trees, and no older, are actually

giving larger and better crops. Now,
what is the matter? Plainly, this orchard

Avants manure, and-^unless it gets manure,
and a good deal of it, and that pretty soon,

it Avill be "gone up" beyond hope.

Mr. Harris' Northern Spy orchard, of

which he wrote in Walls and Talks, is a

case in point, fully illustrating the sit-

uation. It was considered a failure until he

ploAvcd and manured it, and then it pro-

duced big crops of such big fruit that, if I

am not mistaken, less than one hundred
of the apples filled a ban-

el. But it is

going to take an immense quantity of

manure to bring up this one-hundred-

acre orchard like that, or anything near it.

In truth, the manure cannot be had,

unless it can be brought by the schooner-

load (and a good many of them), from
some large city to the lake shore upon
which this orchard stands. At the ordi-

nary price, I estimate that it would cost

not less than seA-en thousand dollars to

get the stable manure into the soil of that

orchard Avhich it would require to make it

profitably productiA'e. The sam» effect

might possibly be produced for some less

money by using, in place of the manure,
ground raAv bone and Canada ashes.

—

Vick's Magazine.

BLACK CURRANTS.

The bushes are easily propagated from
cuttings, Avhich can be planted either in

the fall or in the spring. With proper cul-

tivation they make rapid growth and bear

quite abundantly the second season after

planting. They are long-lived, some on
our premises being more than tAvelA-e

years old to my certain knowledge, and
they still bear fruit in great profusion.

They are not troubled by the currant-worm.

Some think that by planting red currant

bushes among the black ones the former

escape the raA'ages' of the currant-worm,

but I am not quite prepared to A-ouch for

that. So far as I knoAA-, they are not

troubled by any blight or disease.—JEr.
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SELP=DEPENDENT STUDENTS.

Noted College Presidents Say They are the Best

Students and Make the Best Men and

Women. Two Splendid Letters.

Free Scholarships.

The Bryant and Stratton )

Business College, J

Buffalo, N. Y., November 13, 1893.

Editor Farm and Fireside:

Dear Sir—We are glad to improve the

opportunity afforded by your excellent

and widely circulated paper of saying' a

few words of encouragement to, young
men and women who have their own way
to make in the world. It is a well-known
fact that a very large percentage of the

most 'successful business men in all the

leading commercial centers were born and

bred in the country. The majority had no

help or encouragement in their struggles

for success. They were obliged to depend
upon their own resources and light their

way, step by step, and their success has

doubtless been due to a great extent to

this severe discipline, which teaches econ-

omy, perseverence and industry.

During our forty years' experience in

preparing young and middle-aged people

for the practical affairs of life, both in our
school here and in teaching by mail, we
have found that those who had to earn the

money to pay their own tuition were the

ones who most appreciated the advantages

we offered, and who secured the best re-

sults.

We believe that the chances of success

for any energetic young person who has to

depend wholly or largely on his own
efforts for advancement, are immeasurably
better than are those of onewho has every-

thing, made easy, with no obstacles to

overcome.
There is no young man so lowly who

cannot raise himself to an honored posi-

tion if he will but put forth the necessary

energy and determination to succeed.

There are just as good opportunities for

the youngwoman. Almost within astone's

throw from our window is one who has
succeeded by push and persistent applica-

tion in reaching a position where she com-
mauds a salary of $1,500 per year. While
this, of course, is more than the average
woman can hope to receive, it shows what
can he done.

Two years ago a girl of sixteen, who was
anxious to aid her widowed mother,
worked and secured the money to -take

her through our shorthand school. Now
she has a permanent position, and a salary
of $15 per week. This is only one of hun-
dreds. •

The first step toward success is a practi-

cal education. The many excellent text-

books now published, and the system of
giving instruction at the student's home
by means of correspondence—which need
not interfere with other duties—places
such an education within the reach of the
most humble. With this preparation and
an honest purpose, success is certain.

'

Respectfully,

C. L. Bryant, President.

The Sprague Correspondence )

School of Law,
j

Detroit, Mich., December 4, 1893.

Editor Farm and Fireside :

Dear Sir—We understand that you are
purposing to furnish to young men and
young women throughout the country an
opportunity to gain an education by giving
free scholarships in the leading education-
al institutions of the country, on the con-
dition that they secure subscriptions to
your valuable papers. We desire to en-
courage this very laudable undertaking on
your part, as we believe it will be eagerly
taken advantage of and greatly enjoyed
by very many ambitious young men and
women, who might otherwise be denied
the advantages of an education.

It is becoming more and more evident in
this country that the educated man and
educated woman are to receive the places
of influence and the highest 'rewards of
effort. Schools of learning are multiply-
ing at so rapid a rate, and the opportuni-
ties to obtain an education are being so
temptingly presented, that the young men
and young women of the near future who,
in the face of these opportunities, have
neglected to obtain what is thus offered
them, will occupy an unenviable position
in society and in business life.

We thoroughly believe that there should
be no monopoly of education, and that
what heretofore has been enjoyed by a
few should be the common possession of
all. It is for this reason that we desire to
encourage your effort. The writer knows
as a fact that thousands of young men
have obtained an education by the very

means that you offer them. The writer

while in college was acquainted with not a

few men who were enabled to pay their

entire tuition by active effort in canvass-

ing during vacation periods, and many of

these young men were among the best

students in the college, and made better

use of their advantages than did those

whose money came from home or from
the well-filled pocket-books of some rel-

ative or friend.

The young man or young woman who
earns his or her money by the course you
advise will appreciate an education, and
will get greater benefit from it, than will

he whose expenses are paid by others.

Teaching by mail, as we do entirely in

this university, has of recent years come
into great prominence. It contemplates

that the student pursue his study in his

own home or while at his regular occupa-

tion. It does not require him to leave

home, and saves him the expenses of

board and lodging, fuel, light, traveling

expenses and incidentals. It reduces the

cost of an education to the minimum.
Your plan is entirely feasible, and the

plan offers nothing but what is in the

power of any young man or youngwoman
to obtain. If you are fortunate enough to

obtain students for our university (and we
are sure you will, because there are many
who would like an education, but who
cannot leave home to obtain it), we shall

be glad to give them special attention,

whatever may be their line of study with

us, whether it be law, journalism, short-

hand, bookkeeping; Greek or Latin.

It may interest some of the young men
and young women, whom you desire to

obtain as canvassers to your publications,

and whom you are seeking to interest in

the obtaining for themselves of an educa-

tion and paying for it by canvassing, that

some of the greatest names that adorn the

pages of American history were early in

life canvassers.

It is said that George Washington was a

book agent, and that prior to the Braddock
expedition he sold over two hundred
copies of a work on the "American Savage."

Jay Gould, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Mark
Twain, Longfellow were canvassers, and
the success of the latter is said to have

been remarkable. There is now in the

possession of the Massachusetts Historical

Society a prospectus the poet used, and on
one of the blank leaves are the skeleton

lines of the celebrated poem, "Excelsior,"

which he was evidently then incubating.

Daniel Webster paid his second term's

tuition at Dartmouth by selling books.

Bret Harte was a book agent in California

in 1849-50. Rutherford B. Hayes canvassed
southern Ohio, selling "Baxter's Lives of

the Saints." James G. Blaine began his

business career as a canvasser in Washing-
ton county, Pennsylvania, selling "The
Life of Henry Clay." It is said on good
authority that Bonaparte, Bismarck, Car-

dinal Mezzofant, Count Metternii^h, Can-
ning, Lord Denham and the poet Coleridge

were all, at one time, book agents, as well

as were Madam de Stael and Mrs. Jameson.
It is even said that Columbus canvassed
for a work on "Marine Explorations."

Certainly, if these statements are true,

and we have no reason to dispute them, the
young canvasser has every reason to take

courage, and feel that his employment is

an honorable one. Wishing you success,

we are Yours truly,

Wm. C. Sprague, President.

[Note:—The publishers of Farm and
Fireside are furnishing free scholarships to
energetic and ambitious young men and
women. Send them the address of the school
or college which you wish to attend, and get
full particulars. Only free tuition and free
books are given in mail courses.]

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
From North Dakota.—People from the

southern states find this climate a little too
cold in winter, and do not understand the
right way to farm here. I find the following
plan is the best way to farm in North Dakota.
Summer, fallow one half of your farm every
year no matter what size. Feed all you grow
to hogs, sheep and cattle. Keep from giving
mortgages. We have a good country for wood
and there is plenty of water ten feet under
the surface. One man can dig a well here in

one day. Some fine government land is left

for any one looking for a homestead. I came
here without one cent,,worked out and started
farming. I should not care to live in any
other country, for here it is all right and good
farming. Can grow good crops every year.
Dunseith, N. D. F. V. D.

From Western Nebraska.—This season
witnessed the most complete drought ever
known, crops being an absolute failure, except
under irrigation. All dry-land farmers are
down In the lip, many having left the country.
But while dry-laud farmers are bewailing

their loss, those under irrigation aire smiling
while they rake in the shekels for their irri-

gated products from their less fortunate
neighbors. This Is a practical lesson, effec-

tively taught us, here at least, that irrigation

pays. This county will soon all be under irri-

gation, but you' know it takes time, time,

time, to develop a country by such artificial

means. Nearly as much so as it did our fore-

fathers, to hew their farms out of the pri-

meval forests. Unless easternjcapitalists take

hold with their money, which they are loth

to do, the work all devolves upon the few
settlers who mostly have only the same means
as the common renter in the East, and depend
on their labor for the support, of themselves
and family. However, in the past four

years, by this means and by bonding
ditches as completed, more than half this

county and portions extending into sev-

eral others, have been brought under irri-

gation, and all this county is under survey,

that is not too near the hills to be reached
from the river, ready to begin work. 'I'll is

valley has 249 miles of completed ditches,

with an area of 138,000 acres under them, with
207 miles under^urvey and construction, that

when completed will water 207,000 more acres.

Then its success as an agricultural country
will depend on the farmer entirely. Mr. Frank
Miller, of harness-oil fame, of New York city,

after coming and viewing the prospect, pro-

nounced it the most flattering he ever saw,
and has undertaken one of the large ditches

himself, besides investing in land. In com-
ing here, bring plenty of patience, persever-

ence and all the money you can raise. You
will need it to live on an irrigated farm, or to

purchase one under irrigation. Free claims
and undeeded lands under surveys, will cost

you from «500 to «)0, or $1,000, according to

location. These.will have to be homesteaded,
while deeded quarters under survey or under
ditches range from $1,000 to $2,000, according to
lay of land. No government land worth tak-
ing can be had. We are positively certain to
have the Burlington railroad through here by
next spring, as the extension of its branch
from Alliance, Nebraska, to Cheyenne, Wyo-
ming, has been announced for that time by
some of its leading men. This line runs di-
rectly through these valleys and will be a big
boom for irrigation. Even without irrigation
there is a promise for the coming season of
crop/?, as much moisture has fallen this fall
and winter. These western counties, when
properly farmed, will support a dense popula-
tion,;estimated by some at 25,000 to the county,
where now a thousand barely exist. Sugar
beet, specimens sent from here analyzed a
larger per cent of sugar, than from any other
county in the state. Grains and all kinds of
vegetables do well. The climate is similar to
that of Frankfort, Kentucky, mild in winter
and cool and invigorating in summer.
Gering, Nebraska. A. V. F.

Not a

Local Disease
Because Catarrh affects your head it is not
therefore a local disease. If it did not ex-

ist in your blood it could not manifest itself

i n your nose. It is a constitutional disease,

and to cure it, therefore, requires a con-
stitutional remedy and a thorough blood
purifier like Hood's Sarsaparilla, which ex-

pels all trace of the impurity in which the
disease originates, and thus perfectly and
permanently cures Catarrh. Remember

Hood's5^Cures
Sold by a»l druggists. 81 per bottle ; six for $5.

Hood's Pillscure all liver ills, biliousness,

jaundice, indigestion, sick headache. 25c.

From Missouri.— I was born in Jackson
county, Alabama; I have been in the eastern,
middle and western portions of Tennessee,
the northern part of Ueorgia, in North Car-
olina, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Missis-
sippi, Arkansas, Texas, Kansas, Colorado,
Indian Territory and Missouri. After put-
ting advantages and disadvantages together,
1 find no place that suits me better than

I
Wright county, Missouri. It takes "all the
fat to fry the lean" anywhere you go, and
"the best place for a poor man is where he is
satisfied." This is is a rough country, but not
as rough as some places I have seen. Gascon-
ade river with several tributaries headsin this
county, making this a series of hills and
small bottoms. The hills are covered with
black-jack, black oak, black gum, wh ite oak,
post-oak and dogwood; the bottoms have
water or burr oak, sycamore, linn, elm, ash,
white maple and black and white walnut.
The underbrush in this county is elder,
sumac, gooseberry, huckleberry and hazle-
brush. We have good water and good range.
There are in this county between 1,000 and
2,000 acres of government land subject to the
settler according to the provisions of the
homestead law ;

rough, but good land. Why
is it not settled up? Because of misrepresen-
tation. People claim to have twelve acres in
cultivation when, if measured, it would run
from six to nine acres. We raise wheat, oats,
rye, buckwheat, corn, potatoes, tobacco and
all kinds of vegetables. Peaches, pears, apri-
cots, apples, cherries, plums and grapes and
all kinds of berries do well here. I think the
land will yield from 30 to 60 bushels of corn,
wheat 12 bushels and oats 17 bushels per
acre. Iron and lead ore are abundant.

Gerakline, Mo. J. R.

If you need Any Seed Si-n.l toTWeed. Spkts., Flower or Vog. 10c.

Seed Almanac Free. H. I. TWEED, BOX 33, RIPLEY, 0.

What a wonderful thing is a live seed.
Immature, old or dead it may look the same.
How to know ? Old gardeners say that

\4eed&Jrm
I This is the proof of life. When grown we give

|

i
our word you will be satisfied—your success

i

,
is ours. BURPEE'S FARM ANNUAL

,

for 1S94» 172 pages, tells all about the Best
(

Seeds that Grow. The newspapers call it the .

Leading American Seed Catalogue. Yours

(
free for the asking if you plant seeds.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO. .Philadelphia.

STOCK FARM
Containing 485 Acres—Healthy Section.

Handsome Dwelling. Shady Yards. Near Depot.
Orchard select frait ; well watered ; hardwood timber ;
mild climate. Free catalogue containing many bar-
gains. It. B. CHAFFIN & CO.,Kiclimond,Va->

TRUSTSBETRAY
90 OF E^ERylOO FAIL IN BUSINESS.

THIGRuUlTHE50UR[E0F
AILWEALTH IS 5ECURE.Hi
STOCKoeFARMINfc
SITUATED IN COLONY,
Anderson Co. Eastern Kas.HFOR.SALE.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO
GEKellenJ.B.LEWI8.
COLONY, 301 CONGRESS ST.

BOSTON.MASS.

Better

Ever for

1894.

Established ISSe.

Is Different from Others.
It is intended to aid the planter in selecting the
Seeds best adapted for his needs and conditions,

and in getting from them the best possible results.

It is not, therefore, highly colored in either sense ; and
we have taken greatcare that nothing worthless be put
n, or nothing worthy be left out. We invite trial of our

Seeds.We know them because we grow them. Every plant-
er of Vegetables or Flowers ought to know about our three

warrants; our cash discounts; and our gift of agricultural
papers to purchasers of our Seeds. All of these are explained
n the Catalogue, a copy of which can beyours for the asking.

J. J. H. CRECOR Y & SON, Marblehead, Mass.

S1.QO Worth of Choice Flower Seeds for 25c.
[For 25c. in stamps ormoney we will send by mail one pkt. eachf
of the following rare Flower Seeds. Asters, extra choice,
mixed; Balsams* new double English Show: Dianthus
Jtiastern Queen, most beautiful of all; Celosialxlaseow's
iGrand J'rize; Cosmos Hybridus* beet and finest mxd;
iPoppy, new Golden Gate; i'ansies; Imperial German De
'nance; Phlox drummondiisWilson's choice strain- Ver-
bena* new mammoth large flowering; Zinnias new double
crested and curled ; one Splendid Climbing- Plant; one
'beautiful Everlasting Flower; in all 12 full size pkts.,1,
jwith directions for cultivating for 25 cts. Five Collec-fcjs
tions* $1.00. Our beautiful illus. 112 page Catalogue ac-r^
companies each order. Address SAMUEL WILSON,
Seed Grower, ; MECUANiCSVILLE, PA.

Plant
[Wood's
Seeds.

The best vegetables come from the South, and the X
best vegetables grown there are produced from £

Wood's Seeds.
They are.unequaled in quality, a nd will grow North, i
South, East or West—wherever they are planted. 4
Wood's Seed Book for 1894 is a complete history of 4
enrr-ent progress in planting. It helps you to select <
the best things to plant and tells you the best way 4
to plantthem. Write for it, andcurrentprices of any 1
Grass, Clover, or other Field Seeds required.

T. W. WOOD & SONS, RICHMOND, VA. 2
The Largest Seed House in the South. 2

Many Old

Worn-Out FARMS ?na?
ir
farms

mU
a
e
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g
t
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n
nf WOll't PrOdllC@ a P.Ofit.

The rich, loamy soil of IMLiehigran Farms produces a line crop
without this expense. The near markets, general healthfulness

of climate and freedom from cyclones, blizzards, together with good socieiy, churches, etc., make Michi-
gan Farms the best in the world. Write to me and I will tell you how to get the beat farms on long
time; low rate of interest. O. M. BABNJBS, Laud Commissioner, Landing, Mich.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs, Hammonton, New Jersey.

CAPT. PHILLIPS' TANK BROODER.

apt. Phillips, of Chicago,
semis us a design of his tank

brooder, and he states that

he uses five of them, each ac-

commodating fifty chicks,

the loss being only seven

chicks from the whole until they were
sent to market. The cost of the tank is

about three dollars.

Fig. 1 shows the tank, of galvanized iron,

20x30 inches and 1% inches deep. A is the

boiler, of oblong shape, 7 inches high, and
7 inches in diameter one way and 5 inches

Fig. 1.

the other (see plan Fig. 2). B is a smoke-
pipe, or draft chimney, from the lamp.
CC are two l)4-inch pipes from boiler to

bottom of tank. These pipes give perfect

circulation. They are covered with flannel,

tightly drawn. The bottom of the tank is

also covered with flannel, and the flannel

on the pipes is fastened to the flannel on
the bottom of the tank, as shown at Fig.G,

the object being to imitate the breast and I

body of the hen. The tank is held in place :

SMALL FLOCKS PAY.

Small flocks always pay, because they
assist in appropriating waste food that

would be otherwise of no value, and the

labor bestowed upon a small flock'is of no
consideration whatever, as a child may
perform all the work of feeding. When
we receive the records of a small flock of a

dozen hens we are always reminded that

tbe cost is lower than for a large flock, and
a profit of two or three dollars per hen is

not unusual. But when it comes to keep-

ing large numbers the conditions are then
changed. It requires work to have them
in good laying condition, and the work
must be given by a man. The table scraps,

which are so patent with a small flock,

become an insignificant portion of the

feed for a large number, and the farmer or

poultryman finds his expenses for food

and labor increased more, proportionately,

for a large flock than for a smaller one.

It is admitted, however, tljat the small
flocks pay, and those who are sufficiently

interested to have a few hens are never
disappointed. In fact, we know of nothing
which gives more -satisfactory results or

affords greater pleasure than a flock of

about a dozen hens. Each hen in the flock

is well known to every member of the

family, and if one person neglects them,
some one will be sure to notice the fault.

They are pets, and receive the very best of

care. If the weather is severely cold, or a

rain-storm sets in, the hens are looked
after as carefully as if they were members
of the family. And the hens will lay also,

and well repay for all the care that may be

bestowed upon them.

B

a poultry show, where he can be better
educated in a short time and at a very in-

significant cost for admission.

SELLING OFF THE SURPLUS.

It would be money saved if one half the

stock was sold early in the winter. The
usual mistake made is that of attempting
to keep two hens where only one should
be retained, the result being that the flock

is crowded. This happens more frequent-
ly in the winter than in the suhimer, be-
cause during the warm weather the fowls

can get out and forage, but
in winter they have only
the floor of the poultry-
house, and they are thus
kept together during the
day as well as at night. A
space of ten square feet

should be allotted each
fowl for exercise. A house
10x10 feet is not too large

for ten hens, and one male

Sand a dozen hens are suffi-

\ cientasthemaximumnum-
__M ber for that space. It will

pay to sell off the surplus.

Measure the space you
have in square feet, and
then divide by ten, which
"will give you about the

proper proportion of the

number of hens which should be retained,

that will be properly accommodated with

0

Fig.

THE CHEAPEST FOODS FOR WINTER.

Although grain has long been recognized

as the best and cheapest of foods that can

by a tin or sheet-iron upright pipe, made to

fit closely to the boiler. D is the cap, or

opening, for pouring water into the tank.

Fig. 2 shows the tank turned upside

down, the parts being represented by the

same letters as in Fig. 1, except that X is

explained at Fig. 5.

Fig. 3 shows the brooder and tank set

up, but cut in half through the middle, to

show the arrangement. The tank is shown,
H being the tank-supporter pipe and R
the floor of the brooder. S is a three-inch

hot-air chamber, the heat from the lamp
warming this chamber so as to keep the

floor barely warm, never hot. P is the

lamp-box and O is the lamp. N indicates

the hinges, or where the door top opens,

and L the handle. V is the feed-box, and

Fig. 2.

is movable. The lamp is the Gem lamp,
with 1%-inch wick, being safe, as it has

two inches of water over the oil, keeping
it cool. The Summer Queen will also

answer.

Fig. 4 is the brooder complete, and the
box being 4xG feet, one foot high at each
end and 14 inches in the center, thus giv-

ing a slight incline to shed water. The
top is a door or lid, having hinges at the

center, and a handle at the right, and the

Fig. i.

Now, there is no reason why the large

flocks cannot be made to do as well as the

small ones. After all, the main secret of

success is the care and the variety of food

afforded ; but it may be added that those

who keep but a few hens (mostly those

living^in the suburbs of cities) aim to pro-

cure something good. The pure breeds

are used, because it is a pleasure to have
them, scrubs being rare. "When the far-

mers adopt this plan they will find greater

profit. The one who. begins with a small

flock and gradually increases the number,
is the one who is usually the most suc-

cess fill.

CORN-MEAL FOR CHICKS.

- Corn-meal is considered an excellent

food for chicks, but it may be improved by
mixing a raw egg with one pint of the

corn-meal. Beat the egg well, first adding

a pinch of salt, and then gradually add
the corn-meal until the whole is well

mixed. No water should be used, as the

corn-meal should be dry and crumbly. If

preferred, sifted ground oats may be

mixed with the corn-meal. We suggest

rolled oats, given every other day, as a

variety, and once a week a tablespoonful

feed-box at the end. On each side, front

and back, is a window, 0x30 inches. B is

the chimney.

Fig. 5 is a cone-shaped arrangement to

the boiler, showing how the smoke is car-

ried from the lain]), B being the pipe and
O the lamp. It is also shown at X, Fig. 2.

Fig. 6 shows how the flannel is fastened

over the pipes and to the bottom of tank.

The brooder uses but little oil after Once

heated; will hold fifty chicks, and a run
esfti be attached to it for them. It being a

hot-water brooder, it holds the heat well

and uniformly. The brooder costs but
little, and can be made by any mechanic.

of linseed-meal may be added to a pint of

corn-meal. It is better to feed the chicks

every two hours in cold weather, and

under no condition must they miss a meal

or become chilled from cold.

WHAT OF THE SHOWS?

There will be a great many poultry

shows this season, and as the exhibits in-

clude the best specimens of each breed,

they should be well attended by farmers,

as there is much to learn in regard to the

breeds. Xo farmer can succeed with poul-

try who refuses to make himself familiar

with the breeds, andfchere is uo place like

be used for poultry, yet the cost of all

foods depends upon the results obtained.

Wheat at ten cents per bushel is not cheap
at all if the object is to secure eggs. There
are substances that are cheaperthan wheat
because they induce the hens to lay.

First, we may mention meat and bone,

fresh from the butcher, cut up and fed

once a day, a pound per day to sixteen

hens, being an allowance. Xext we may
add clover hay, cut very fine, scalded, a

little corn-meal sprinkled over it, and
given warm in the morning, a half pound
being sufficient, for twenty hens. The
clover is rich in lime that is soluble, and
also contains nitrogen. The bones are

food and provide the phosphates. If green

PIPE

Fig. 6.

bone and meat are scarce, use the ground
commercial articles. Grain may be given

also, and once a week give a pound of lin-

seed-meal, mixed with ground grain, to

fifty hens. Do not overfeed, but provide

these foods as variety in feeding, keeping
the hens warm, and they will lay during

the whole winter.

FREEZING OF THE WATER.

It is too laborious to carry water to the

poultry in winter, when the cold is seVere.

There is one method that may be practiced,

however, which will answer all purposes.

It is to use an open wooden trough, fill it

with warm water early in the morning, at

noon and at night, allowing the hens to

drink, and then overturning the trough,

so as to throw the remainder of the water

out of the trough. The hens will thus

secure all the water required, and the

warm water will invigorate them and serve

to enable them to better withstand the

cold.

IT PAYS.

It pays to read the papers, especially your
own Farm paper, for often in this way
good business opportunities are brought
to your attention. It may be that yon
wish to secure a bargain in implements,
or a situation for one of your boys, or you
wish to use your spare time to good
advantage; if so, B. F. Johnson & Co., of

". Richmond, Va., have an advertisement in
another column that may interest you.

fSM
lThe Best Poultry Paper

IN THE "WORliTJ. •

Write for SAMPLE COPY ; Sent Free,

"T<|- opened up a new field

1 L and cultivated it thor-
oughly."

—

So says the Fanciers' Journal.

" FARM-POULTRY is COV-——————
t

ering itself with glory."
—Thus the Philadelphia Farm Journalivritesus.

It ii worth gl.OOv
Sent on Trial
Six Months for

ONLY ACCENTS.
IF YOU MENTION THIS PAPER;

One department "Answers to Correspondents,"
Is wortn ten times the subscription price to anyone;
explains many things apt to trouble even old breed-
ers. SendforIndextofirst3Vols.free; judgeyour-
oelf.lf asmuch instructive mattercan be bought any
where, for many times the price. Remit cash or
stamps. This special offergood foronly three months.
I. S. - JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House Street, Boston, Mass.

2nnn "FOAXrT Q for sale from 50 varieties.
,\J\JVJ X V W luO Send 3-cent stamp for Illus-

trated Catalogue. Chas. Gammerdinger, Columbus, O.

25
It TeachesHow to
Make Money with
A Few Hens.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
MEDAL and DIPLOMA awarded at World's
Fair. Illustrated Catalogue for stamp.

A. F. WILLIAMS, 28 Race St., Bristol, Conn.

GEM
BEST

in the world.
Send for ciroular.

CLOVER
CUTTER.

WILSON BROS.
iSASTON, PA.

INCUBATORS& BROODERS
Brooders only $5. Best and cheapest for
raising chicks ; 40 first premiums ; 3,000
testimonials ; send for catalogue.

G.S. SINGER, Box533,Cardlngton,0.

AXE yonr poultry pay
ORE than yonr wheat.

0NEY refunded, if this
Incubator does not batch as
well as any one made. Send
4a . stamp for No. 36 catalog.

BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

S20-IHUINCIBLE HATCHER.

Mi

the
world's fair sea
MEDAL and DIPLOMA,

on our INtTABTOR and BROODER
Combined. If you are interested in
Poultry, it will pay you to fiend 4 cents in
stamps for 72 page catalogue, giving valU&M*
points on Poultry Culture. Address

Reliable Incubator Co., Qulflcy, DI#

POULTRY ALMANAC, CATALOGUE
and Guide to Poultry Raisers. Descrip-
tions of over 40 varieties of fowls, 50 illus-
trations, plans for convenient Poultry
Houses, Remedy for all Poultry ailments,
tells how to raise and manage poultry : 60
-iages 7x10, ia colors. Price only 10c AdV
xess O. O. SHOEMAKER,
Freeport, 111., TJ. S. A.

SIMPLEX HATCHER.
The Most Perfect

INCUBATOR MADE.
• Quick and certain ; Hatches
every egg that a hen could
hatch; Regulates itself auto-
matically; Reduces the cost
of poultry raising to a mini-
mum. Best in every way—

slowest in price. Send for
f 'llus. Catalogue. SIMPLEX
HATCHER CO.. QUiNCY. ILL.

THE IMPROVED

Cata-
logue

,

4 cents

VICTOR
INCUBATOR
Hatches Chickens by Steam.
Absolutely self-reeulntlne.
The simplest, most reliable,

and cheapest first-class Hatcher
in the market. Circulars free.

GEO.ERTEL & CO., Quincy, IU.

WEBSTER &HANNUM ty^W's&LSSLL"
GREEN BONE CUTTER CAZE^Sis^^/fjfe
) CHEAP DURABLE «nd WARRANTED rLikh. K
awarded .

1-s.t premium(over cutters^*'
costing double and more) at^j^t,-
great interstate fair elm1ra. n.t^^okn t)

n.y. state fair ' Syracuse n.y.-^for
AND l

s-J and'2.nppr,emiUM?7v '

, 0ru\ aZ
AT WESTERN .

N.Y. FAIR < -f/A G 1*^;7 ^
HELD AT ROCHESTER. N.Y. „ / V 1

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Simple,

Perfect,

and Self-

Regulating

Thousands
in successful
operation.

Guaranteed to
hatch a larger
percentage of

fertile eggs, at
less cost than

any other Hatcher.

6E0. H. STAHL, Qyincy, III.

Loweot priced first-class

Batcher made.
Send 6c (V> r Catalogue.

Circulars free.
Paten toe and

Bole
annfaeturer

M" POULTRY MEN
Have proved that gTeen cut bone is the
greatest egg producing food in the world.

Mann's Bone Cutter
Warranted to cut jrreen bone with the meat and
gristle, without clog or difficulty, or money
refunded.

ILlud. catalogue free ifyon name thia paper.

F. W. Mann Co., MILFORD, MASS.
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THE INCUBATOR AS AN EDUCATOR.

A single hatch from an incubator should

repay its cost. There is no way to learn

the poultry business thoroughly, except

by operating, an incubator. The work is

usually done in the winter, and the prog-

ress of the Aick from the shell to market

can be watched carefully.

The hatching of eggs with an incubator

is no longer considered a novelty. The

greatest difficulty in the way is to secure

good eggs. This is not an easy matter in

winter, and hence any and all kinds of

eggs are used, provided enough of them

can be gotten to fill up the egg-drawers, a

view of the eggs after they are placed in

the drawers disclosing them to be of all

sizes, shapes and colors, which should then

be assorted. The object should be to secure

eggs from yards where the hens are not

overfed and where the males are active.

All extra large eggs or those of very small

size should be discarded. If these precau-

tions are taken, the result will be good

hatches. Bear in mind that a hen is almost

useless for incubation in winter. The best

way to raise early chicks is to hatch them

in an incubator and raise a large lot of

them in the brooder, and thus save labor.

PLANS OF AN INCUBATOR.

Reports from all quarters to us state that

the plans given by us to our readers have

enabled hundreds of them to make an in-

cubator which gives very satisfactory

results. These plans are sent simply to

create an interest in artificial incubation

and to induce the readers to enter a field

that they would otherwise not notice. We
do not sell incubators, offering only the

plans, which can be obtained by address-

ing the editor of the poultry department,

P. H. Jacobs, Hammonton, N. J., and in-

closing two stamps for postage and sta-

tionery. The incubator is on the hydro

system, requiring no lamp.

LEAVES AND CHAFF.

We again wish to -call attention to the

necessity of keeping the floor of the

poultry-house covered with leaves or chaff.

When there is plenty of litter on the floor

the lower drafts are shut off and the house

will be much warmer. It also affords ex-

cellent scratching material for the hens,

keeping them busy, affording them an
opportunity to keep warm by working,

and preventing them from becoming indo-

lent and overfat.

UNDER THE ROOSTS.

When the droppings freeze and are

difficult to remove, it is only necessary to

add sifted coal ashes or dirt every day.

Should the weather then turn warm, a

quart of salt may be sprinkled over the

droppings, which will soon cause them to

thaw, when they may be cleaned away.

The salt will not injure the droppings, but

will be injurious to the fowls if they eat it.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.

Vertigo.—I. P. C, Glencoe, Minn., writes:
"I have a fatal disease among my fowls. They
seem to be crazy, and run around in a circle,

and are almost blind. In the last stages of the
disease their crops become filled with wind,
and when held up by the legs there is a watery
discharge from the mouth."
Reply:—The symptoms indicate that they

have been very highly fed and are perhaps
somewhat closely confined. The blindness in-

dicates a draft in the poultry-house. Reduce
the food one half and give them litter in

which to scratch. Put a teaspoonful of bro-

mide of potash in each half gallon of the

drinking-water.

Breeds and Feeds.—W. . L., Battle Lake,
Minn., writes: "1. How much does a Dark
Brahma male and female weigh ; also Light
Brahma? 2. Which breed is best for laying
purposes in winter? 3. What kind of food
should be given?"
Reply:—1. Light Brahma cock, 12 pounds;

hen, 9% pounds; Dark Brahma cock, 11 pounds;
hen, 8% pounds. 2. Perhaps the Light Brahma
is equal to any. . 3. Give a variety of food, in-
cluding meat, bone and cut clover.

Scaly-leg.—Mrs. M. K., Chesaning, Mich.,
writes: "The legs of my hens are covered
with large scales, and they seem to be increas-
ing. What shall I do for them?"
Reply:—It is due to a minute parasite,

which deposits the substance on the legs.
Anoint with crude petroleum and lard, twice
a week for several weeks, and it will pass
away.
Barley or Rye.—W. G. S., Petoskey, Mich.,

writes : "How do barley and rye compare for
egg production? Should they be fed ground
or whole?"
Reply :—Barley is preferred, though rye may

be used as an addition to the ration. They
should be fed whole.

The best Woven Wire Fencing is always the
cheapest. Sedgwick Bros. Co., Richmond,
Ind., make the best. Write them for catalogue
"and mention Farm and Fireside.

C NAMES WANTED. S'SEVESSTST your neighborhood, who are, or have
W been, agents. We will send a complete
bound book, containing seventy-five complete
stories by popular authors, to any one who
will send us these names. Address LADIES
HOME COMPANION, Philadelphia, Pa,
or Springfield, Ohio.

I Copyrighted by T. Greiner. ]

CAPONS FOR PROFIT.

IV.

Second Operation.—The turning of the

bird is quickly done. Lift up the lever, tak-

ing hold of the chick's legs, turn him over

on his right side,as shown in accompanying
illustration, and readjust the lever to hold

his feet. Again shift the table so the light

Avill fall fully upon the front, of the fowl,

and into the opening to be made on the left

side. The operator this time stands on
the other side of the table, next to the

chick's back, as before. Then a few feath-

ers are plucked out, the moist sponge
wiped over the bared spot and the sur-

rounding plumage, the incision made, and
the whole operation gone through with in

exactly the same manner as was done on
the other side. The fowl really is placed in

a rather more convenient position to be

operated on, than when lying on its left

side. A good deal of bleeding is some-
times going on after the testicle is re-

moved. While a little blood left inside

among the bowels, would probably do no
harm, there may be more than the system
can absorb in a natural way, and the clotted

gore might harden and cause inflamma-
tion, blood-poisoning and death. At any
rate it is advisable to remove this blood by
the means already mentioned; namely,
mopping up with little bits of moistened
sponge. Some-
times you will

have to introduce

one bit after anoth-

er, half a dozen or

even a dozen times,

letting the sponge
soak up, then with-

drawing it with the

tweezers, and
squeezing it out in

warm water. At
other times there

may not be a drop

of blood spilled. If

that is the case

or otherwise, when the flow of
i
blood

ceases, see that no feather, bit of sponge or

other foreign article, is left inside; then

withdraw the spreader, and unloosen the

bird. Next mark it in some way to show
that it has undergone the operation. One
of the easiest and quickest ways to do that

is to clip off the end of one toe. All my
capons have a stub inside toe on the left

foot. The style of marking is a matter of

individual choice. You can use one of the

twenty-five-cent chicken markers with
which to punch a hole or two through the

web between two toes ; oryou might use wire
rings, or any other of the various devices.

A stub toe, however, suits my purpose as

well as anything. Put the fowls foot upon
the table, hold a keen knife-blade across

the end of toe to be amputated, with knife

point down upon the table, and then with

a quick move press down the handle of

knife, like a lever, and thus clip off the

toe end. It seems to make no particular

difference to the fowl, either at the time

that it is done or afterwards.

Of course, you will occasionally lose a

bird. When in removing the testicle you
rupture a big blood-vessel, the bird will

die under your hands, usually in less than
.ten minutes. In that case, chop his head,

off, if you so prefer, and have a fine, spring-

chicken dinner. Accidents of this kind,

however, should not occur oftener than
once in fifty operations on ordinary fowls,

even with the beginner. But if they do
occur there is no loss, as the bird has its

full value for table use.
t
A capon that

comes out alive after the operation, is "out
of the woods," and complete recovery is

swift.

After Treatment.—At the beginning
of the caponizing season, I put up what I

call my "capon hospital." This is sim-
ply a space on one side of the barn, say
eight by four fee,t covered with a low roof

as a protection from rain and sun, and
tightly enclosed with wire netting. In-

side is a coop in which the convalescent
fowls spend the nights. A box in one cor-

ner is kept well supplied with soft food
(bran and meal moistened with skim-
milk), and a dish in the other corner con-
tains the water which should be fre-

quently renewed. Some of our instructors

tell us to feed lightly at first ; others advise

giving all the food that the birds will eat.

I usually have tried to keep the box sup-
plied with food all the time; but it is a hard
task, for the birds have a keen appetite,

and eat a great deal. Just as soon as a
capon is put into the "hospital," and once
gets sight of the feed-box, he will forget

all the trials which he has just experi-

enced, and at once proceed to i i 11 his crop.

It is well to keep the birds confined in

close quarters for at least eight days after

the operation. Many of them "wind-putt"

badly, a lot of air gathering under the out-

side skin and giving the capon a puffed-up

appearance and probably causing much in-

convenience. I usually looked the con-

fined birds over once a day, and gave

speedy relief where needed, by pricking

the puffed-up skin with the point of a keen
pen-knife. Part of the birds do not need
thisattention ; others wind-putt' right along

for a week or so, and need frequent

touches with the pen-knife. Usually you
can tell by the appearance, and always by
the feeling, whether there is wind-puff,

and causes for treatment. In consequence
of this confinement, of the treatment and
of their voracious appetite, the capons be-

come exceedingly tame and tractable.

On some occasions I have given the

capon his full liberty right after the opera-

tion, letting him run, feed and r.oost with

the rest of the fowls. Neither this liberty,

nor the dry (grain) feed, nor want of

prompt attention, when wind-puffed,

seemed to retard his perfect convalescence.

If I noted an especially puffed-up appear-

ance, I would perhaps catch the bird, and
give him relief/with the knife. Still, I be-

lieve it is a good plan to keep the birds

confined for from eight to ten days, giving

soft food and proper attention otherwise.

sets in, corn takes the place of wheat in the
evening ration, but wheat-bran, I believe,
can be used as chief food right along. Of
course, bone and meat and chopped-up
vegetables should all be given freely and
frequently. There are now good hand
mills to be had at reasonable cost which
will chop, or rather shave the hardest bone,
the toughest gristle or meat, and all kinds
of vegetables. Whoever has a large flock
of poultry to feed needs one of them
badly.
Let me say, that I take great pride and

delight in my flock of capons. They eat a
good deal, but they grow fast, are tame,
tractable, peaceable and, indeed, the most
satisfactory lot of fowls I ever raised.
What profit there is in them in cash, that,

I hope to be able to tell at some future
time.

EGGS 50 CENTS A DOZEN.

Many persons who keep hens will not have
an egg to sell when they reach 50 cents; "what
can a body do when the pesky old hens stop

laying, and the pullets refuse to begin until

spring?" Why do as Wm. H. Yoemans, of

Columbia, Conn. He says :—"Last fall I made
an experiment worth giving our readers. Un-
til about Dec. 1st, I was getting from twenty
common hens, only one or two eggs a day. I de-

termined to try Sheridan's Condition Powder.

I confess I had but little faith in its value to

make hens lay, for nine days saw very little

effect. Then the hens began laying, and in three

months laid eight hundred and fifty eggs."

I. S. Johnson & Co., Boston, Mass., will send

further particulars to any one free.

Operating Table.

The straw, leaves or soft earth on the floor

of the "hospital" should, for the sake of

cleanliness, be often renewed.
The chief aim, from the time the bird is

caponized to the time of sale or slaughter,

should be to produce the heaviest possible

weight, and for this reason a liberal supply

of flesh-forming food should be given.

Duringthe summerand earlier fall months,

I feed mostly bran slightly mixed with

meal and moistened with skim-milk, or

buttermilk, and whole wheat. Corn is

not a proper food then ; but some variation

is provided for by giving an occasional

mess of peas, buckwheat or oats. My
fowls have free range, and find good pas-

ture on the lawn and in a piece of rye

and rape sown for this very purpose, close

by the barn. Grasshoppers, bugs, worms,
table-scraps, etc., all help to fill up and
to produce capon meat. A vessel in the
yard is kept supplied with skim-milk
almost all the t^jine. When cold weather

A Non-freezing Water Fountain for watering poultry.
Fanciers, you cannot afford to do without it.

Address Geo. S. Singer, Cardington, Ohio.

E. R-.Gibbs, Breeder and Dealer in
Ferrets, Gulnea Pigs, Lop-eared
and Common Rabbits.. .Send 2c
stamp for circular. NOR WALK. OHIO.

[ Established in 1876. ]

SOWERS, BROTHER & CO.,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Produce and Fruits.
Receive and sell, in carload lots and smaller

quantities, all Products of the Orchard,

Garden, Dairy, Hennery and Farm.

611 Liberty St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
8®°" Inquiries and correspondence invited.

C inseng!
Highest prices paid for prime quality, well dried

GINSENG KOOT and quick returns by T. A.
KRONSON, 54 Cedar St., New .York City.
Correspondence solicited. References furnished.
Established 1865.

Mention this paper.

STOP THIEF!
—USE A—

STAB, WHIP SOCKET.
Locks yourWbip and Robe.
This is the beet Socket and

Quickest Selling Article
on the market.

Price, $1.00. Agents Wanted.
Address

, The Star Slide SeatCo.
Springfield, Ohio.
Mention thiB paper.

WABBANTED
THE BEST

Practical Stump
Poller made,

BENNETT'S IMPROVED

gKTUMP PULLER
*^Sent anywhere in the U. 8.

n Three DaysTriaf.
On runners, worked by 2men.
LIFTS 20 TO 50 TONS.
Five sizes. Price, $35 to $70.
Circulars free. Man'f'd by

H.L.BENNETT.
Wesierville. O.

eep ChickensStrong
and healthy ; it gets your pullets to lay-

ing early ; it is worth its weight in gold
when hens moult ; it prevents all disease,

Cholera, Roup, Diarrhoea, Leg-weakness.
It is a powerful food digestive.
Large cans are most economical to buy.

Uy
CONDITION EOWDEII

Therefore, no matter what kind of feed

you use, mix with it daily Sheridan's

Powder. Otherwise, your profit this

fall and winter will be lost when the

price for eggs is very high. It assures

perfect assimilation of the food elements

needed to produce health and form eggs.
It is absolutely pure; highly concentrated; therefore used in small doses; no other kind one fourth as strong.

In quantity It costs less than one-tenth cent a day per hen. " One large can saved me 810; send six more to pre-
vent roup this winter " says a customer. Sold by druggists, grocers and feed dealers. No other ever mode like it.

If You Can't Get it Near Home, Send to Us. Ask First.
We send postpaid one pack for 25c • Five $1. One large can 41.20; Six cans J5, «xpress paid. Sample copy of

"the best poultry paper published," sent free. I. 0, JOHNSON & CO.. 22 Custom House Street, Boston, Mae*.

THE SPRING GURRY COMB.
CLOCK SPRING BLADE.

Soft as a Brush. Fits Every Curve.
The Only Perfect Comb. Used by U. S. Army and by Barnum &
Bailey and Forepaugh Circuses. Sample mailed, post-paid, 25 cts.

SPRING CURRY COMB CO.,
131 S. l.a Fayette St., - - SOUTH BEND, IND,
The Excellence of this Comb is Guaranteed by the Editor of this Paper.

POTATO MACHINERY.
If you are interested in planting and cutting potatoes by machinery, write to

ASPINWALL MANUFACTURING CO., Jackson, Mich., for their free illustrated

Catalogue. Theyjaall save you money afad guarantee the work. (Mention this paper.)
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BSg-KEAD THIS NOTICE."®a

Questions from regular subscribers of Farm and
Fireside, and relating to mutters of general interest,
will be answered in these columns free of charge.
Querists desiring immediate replies, or asking infor-
mation upon matters of personal interest only, should
enclose stamps for return postage. The full name and
post-office address of the inquirer should accompany
each query in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries must be received at lea6t two
weeks before the date of I he issue in which the answer
is expected. Queries should not be written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written
on one side of the paper only.

Wilrt Parsnips.—A. S., Millersburgh, Ohio.
The poisonous wild parsnip is a different
plant from the common garden parsnip.

Preparing Wheat for Hag Feed.—C. U.,

Belmont, Nev., writes: "Will you please tell

me the best way to feed wheat to hogs for fat-
tening? Should it be cooked and fed with
other food, or alone or raw?"
Answer:—Some farmers have been very

successful feeding it cooked, and probably
that is the better way. Others have it ground
coarsely and make a slop of it. We have just
received a report from one who fed it cooked
and claimed that it was bringing him nearly
one dollar a bushel at the present price of
pork.

Onion Qneries Again.—G. E. M., Indiana,
writes: "I wish to plant an acre in onions
next spring. Which is the best market-onion
for the northwestern part of this state? How
much seed? Where should I get it? Where
is my best market? My ground is a mixture of
sand and black soil. What is the best fertil-
izer?

4

Reply by Joseph :—Don't do it. When you
have so many questions to ask about it, don't
engage in this business at the acre rate. A
quarter of an acre should be the very limit.
Plant Yellow Danvers, if seed is sown in open
ground, or Prizetaker, if plants are to be
raised under glass for transplanting. Read
modern books on onion growing. Buy seed of
any reliable seedsman.
Manure for Melons.—G. I. L., Tennessee,

writes: "I grow melons for market. In the
manure which I usually put under the hills, I
find small, white worms produced by horse-
flies which lay their eggs in the manure.
These worms get into the roots of the melon
plants in spring and injure them greatly.
How can I destroy these worms?"
Reply by Joseph :—The maggots found in

horse manure in the warm season are prob-
ably those of the common house-fly, and I
greatly doubt that they do the least injury to
your melons. But if you desire to destroy
soft-bodied worms in manure or soil, the addi-
tion of fresh burnt, pulverized lime would
accomplish the object. What I would advise
you to do, however, in order to keep the
melons free from the attack of insects, worms,
bugs, etc., is to mulch the ground around the
plants freely with tobacco dust. You can put
it oue or two inches thick. Watering with a
weak solution of saltpeter in water (say a tea-
spoonful to ttie gallon), may also give good
results.

Soiling—Bloating.—H. P. H., Ferndale,
Cal., writes: "I would like an opinion on
soiling cows. Does it reduce their flow of
milk? Red clover grows well here but there
is much trouble with bloat."
Answer:—On high-priced lands near good

markets for milk, cream and fine butter, soil-
ing can be made very profitable. Instead of
the flow of milk being reduced by soiling, it

can be kept up to its highest mark and will be
more regular than by pasturing. The cows,
are kept in yards suitably provided with feed-
racks, shelter and a supply of good water.
A succession of forage crops, rye, grasses,
clover, alfalfa, millet, corn, etc., furnishes the
green food, which must be cut and carried to
the yards daily. Concentrated foods, bran,
corn-meal, cotton-seed meal, etc., are fed with
them. With good management an acre of
ground can be made to 'support a cow a
year. A measure of prevention, is to keep the
cattle off from the clover wet with dew or
rain. Do not turn them out to pasture until
the dew is gone, and let them have dry feed
before being turned out.

Osage Orange Fence.—F. L. T., Lawyers,
Va. You can buy the plants from nursery-
men cheaper than you can raise them from
the seed, as it is somewhat difficult. Plow the
ground in the autumn, leaving the open fur-
row on the fence-line. When the sod is

rotted, plow it twice again, gathering, and
leavea ridge on the fence-line. This will give
a deep, mellow seed-bed, and you will be sur-
prised at the growth of the young plants.
Thorough preparation and good cultivation
on soil adapted to the osage orange will give
you a good fence in three years. Cut the
young seedlings to six inches in length, and
trim off the bruised roots. They can be set
with a trowel, or a light furrow plowed, the
plants laid along one side, and a furrow
turned upon the roots. Firm the earth around
the plants with the feet. Set out the plants
in the spring. For three or four years after
planting cultivate four feet qf the ground on
each side of the hedge-row up to July. One
year after planting cut the hedge off close to
the ground with a mower or scythe, and fill

all the vacancies with, new plants. In mid-
summer and in autumn cut it back to four
inches, to obtain a dense growth near the
ground. The third year's trimming should
leave the hedge about fifteen inches high, in
the form of an inverted V, with a broad base,
and the lateral branches close to the ground,
clipped at their extremities. Wet places
along the line of the fence should be drained
before the plants are set out. One year seed-
lings of the osage orange can be purchased of
reliable nurserymen for less than you can
raise them. See our advertising columns for
addresses of nurserymen, and send for their
catalogues.

Batter not Coming.—A. B., Westerlo, N.
Y., writes: "What is the matter with our
milk? We cannot get any butter. The cows
seem to be healthy, are in good order and are
fed hay and corn-stalks. We have churned
three times within two weeks, have set the
milk where it was warm and where it was
cold, have warmed the milk to blood heat
when we set it, have done the same with some
cream after It was gathered, but it will not
separate. We have had the same trouble
before, and if you can tell what it is you will
confer a great favor."
Answer:—Similar queries come to us this

time every year. There are several reasons
for the trouble ;

improper food, improper enre
of the milk and cream, wrong temperature in
churning, etc. Sometimes the trouble is due
to the fact that the cows arc Bearing the end
of the period of lactation, that is. have been
fresh for several months and will be fresh
again in a few months. The cream does not
separate as readily from the milk of such cows
as from that of fresh cows, nor does it churn
as easily. In the first place good food and pure
water for the cows are absolutely necessary.
If you have bright, corn fodder or sweet clover
hay, add to it some grain rations, bran and

corn-meal, or oats and corn ground together,
two bushels of the former to one of the latter.
Give salt regularly. Let the cream raise from
the milk at a temperature of forty or forty-five
degrees, Fahrenheit. Keep the cream at that
temperature until you have enough for a
churning, but do n<^t keep it too long. Churn
three times a week; every day is better if you
have enough for a churning. Mix the cream
thoroughly and ripen it for a day, or until it

turns slightly acid, at a temperature of sixty-
five degrees, or a little higher in winter. Do
not add fresh cream to it before churning. To
warm cream quickly put the cream-can in a
can or deep tub of warm water and stir the
cream. In winter churn at sixty-five degrees,
or a little higher, if you find by experiment
that it does better. The butter should come in
less than thirty minutes. When the butter
comes in granules the size of a wheat grain,
draw off the buttermilk, and wash the butter
with brine not above sixty degrees. For salt-
ing use fine, dairy salt, one half tooneounceto
the pound. If your cows have not been fresh
recently, treat the fresh nfilk as follows: As
soon as the milk is drawn from the cows, pour
into every five quarts of milk one quart of hot
water; the cream will rise quicker and separ-
ate more perfectly from the milk. You can-
not get the right temperature for handling
milk, ripening cream and churning, without a
reliable dairy thermometer.

VETERINARY.
*Jg(Gonduetecl by Dr. H. J. Detmers.^

Professor of Veterinary Surgery in Ohio State
University.

To regular subscribers of Farm and Fireside, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of
charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,
the applicant should enclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attention will be paid to such a request. Inquir-
ies should always contain the writer's full address.
Queries must be received at least two weeks before the
date of the issue in which the answer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries directly to
Dr. H. J. Detmers, 35 King Avenue. Columbus. Ohio.
Note.—Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column, must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but for other
good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

May Jfeeel Orooming.—A. J. F., Pt. Rock,
Ohio. If your horse's coat of hair is very
dirty, good grooming and, maybe, a little
more nutritious food, good oats, will consti-
tute the remedy.
Big-jaw.—G. W. S., St. Andrews, Fla. If

you will inform me of the nature and the
cause of the swelling of your mule's head, or
of what you call "big-jaw," I may be able to
answer your question. If it is actinomycosis,
it is incurable.

Wants to Know How to Fatten Sis
Jack.—J. C. W., Springfield, Tenn. The
statement that your jack is seventeen months
old, fourteen hands and one inch high and
weakly, don't convey any information what-
ever as to his probable ailment, or the cause
of being in a poor condition, unless you do
not feed sufficient quantities of suitable and
nutritious food. If the latter is the case, feed
better and take good care of the animal.

Wants toEnow What Killed the Mare.
—C. B., Trenton, Md. I cannot answer your
question. The cause of death, and the nature
of the disease cannot be ascertained from jour
statement, which only amount to just this

:

"there was a gill of dark, clotted blood be-
tween the kidneys." Such a blood extravasate
can have several causes; for instance, external
violence to the spinal column, an aneurism,
inflammation of one or both kidneys, inflam-
matory processes in the psoas muscles, etc.

Partial Prolapsns of the Bcctnm.—E.
F. Z., Florence, Ala. What you describe is

nothing more nor less than a partial prolap-
sus of tho rectum. First see to it that your
mare is never costive. If she is, relieve her
by feedifig a good bran-mash. Wash the pro-
lapsed part with a weak .solution of alum or
with a two-per-cent solution of tannic, acid,
and effect a reposition, whenever the prolap-
sus makes its appearance. When making a
reposition, have your hand oiled and see to it

that the mucous membrane of the rectum is

not injured.
i

Atrophy of the Shoulder Muscles.—E.
L. G., Redfield," Dak., writes : "I have a mare,
five years old, which is sweenied on the left
shoulder. I am using a liniment made of
one pint of ammonia to one quart of olive-
oil."
Answer :—If your horse is not lame, exter-

nal applications not only are useless, but may
liven be injurious. All that is necessary is

plenty of time, good nutritious food and vol-
untary exercise. It often requires from six to
ten months until the atrophic conditions dis-
appear, or until "the shoulder fills up again."
The real trouble consists in a paralytic and
flaccid condition of the muscles caused by
overstraining. The inactivity causes the
shrinking.

Lymphangitis.—J. J., Powell, S. D., writes:
"I have a colt which had the distemper last
spring. It recovered from that all right, but
immediately after some small tumors ap-
peared on the front leg from hoof up to his
breast. The tumors are sometimes .swollen
and hard and occasionally some break."
Answer:—The case you describe is probably

one of simple lymphangitis or inflammation
of the lymphatics. Still such cases, on
account of their great similarity to farcy (ex-
ternal glanders), always must be looked upon
with suspicion, and require a thorough exam-
ination by a competent veterinarian, who
takes all circumstances, into consideration,
before a definite and reliable diagnosis can be
made. If simple lymphangitis, the abscesses
maybe brought to healing by application of
caustics (lunar caustic or sulphate of copper),
or, if no destruction is necessary, by applica-
tions—say twice a day—of antiseptics, such- as
diluted carbolic acid, or a mixture of iodoform
and tannic acid (1:3). The safest way to
arrive at a reliable diagnosis, that is, to
decide whether it is farcy or not, is to inoc-
ulate the animal with mallein. If 'reaction
sets in it is farcy, or (external) glanders, and if

no reaction takes place, it is^pretty safe to
consider such a case as simple lymphangitis,
and then the same may be treated as such.

Maladie du coit.—A. J. B., Arnandville,
La. If you are sure in regard to the diagnosis,
and this is in a single case only possible, if
one knows the source of the infection, and if
as yet no paralytic symptoms have developed,
the following treatment will effect improve-
ment, and possibly a cure.. First, irrigate the
vagina for some time, two or three times a
day, either with carbolized water (a one-per-
cent solution of carbolic acid), a-one-per-<jent
solution of alum, or a two-per-cent solution of
tannic acid, and internally give daily from
twelve to twenty grains of corrosive subli-
mate in shape pf an electuary, and from seven
to fifteen grains of arsenious acid mixed with
the food. If paralytic symptoms and emaci-
ation have already set in, any treatment is in
vain.

Knnckling Over.—J. J. E., Grass Creek,
Ind., writes: "Please tell me through your
paper what to do for a horse? His pastern-
joints slip forward when he walks and make
him lame."
Answer:—What you complain of, is due to

overstrained ligaments. The treatment is a
tedious one. Still, if one does not lose his pa-
tience, something may be accomplished. The
simplest treatment probably consists in keep-
ing the shaky joints steady by judicious
bandaging. The same must be commenced
with at the hoof and must extend at least
half way up the shank-bone. The bandage
itself must be sufficiently strong and firm to
give steadiness to the joint, and be taken off
and be reapplied at least once a day, or when-
ever it gets loose. Besides that the horse
must have strict rest, and be kept on a per-
fectly level floor. The treatment has to be
continued for several weeks, and maybe, for
a couple of months.
Splint.—H. IC, South Pittsburg, Tenn. A

splint seldom causes any lameness unless it
extends to the knee-joint, or unless the
exostosis is very sore and caused by repeated
interfering. If the latter is the case, the shoe-
ing has to be attended to in such a way as to
prevent interfering. If theexostosis iscaused
by too much weight or pressure upon the
inner splint-bone, this pressure must be
relieved Dy a little paring' of the lower border
of the inner or medium wall of the hoof,
which will make the stand of the horse less
bow-legged. The same may be done, thicken-
ing the outer arm of the shoe. If the exosto-
sis is an eye-sore, it is best reduced by
uniform pressure, for instance, by placing' a
flat and smooth piece of lead covered with
chamois skin over the exostosis, and keep it
in place by means of a bandage. In order to
prevent necrosis of the skin, the bandage
must be removed and be put on again at least
once or twice a day, and the bandaging must
be commenced with at the foot. Itthis is too
much trouble, a little gray mercurial oint-
ment, say as much in size as a pea, may be
most thoroughly rubbed in once a day.

A Fistule.—Mrs. C. N. J., Beaver, Oreg.,
writes: "Will you please tell me what ought
to be done with a young mare which snagged
herself in the breast over a year ago. It has
been running ever since. It wasdoctored with
a wash of carbolic acid for a while, but that
did no good. It was snagged on an old limb of
a tree and we thought for a long time there
was a piece of the wood still in the wound,
but could find nothing in it. The snag entered
in the flesh between the fore-arm and breast-
bone, rather low down."
Answer:—What you describe is' un-

doubtedly a fistule, that is, a chronic, long
and narrow suppurating canal, with the bot-
tom lower than the opening. Such a fistule
cannot be brought to healiug as long as the
pus cannot freely flow off from every part.
Hence, a lower opening has to be made or the
existing opening has to be enlarged in a
downward direction so as to effect a free dis-
charge of the pus from every point. It also
cannot be brought to healing as long as the
walls of the -canal, or the immediate sur-
rounding of the same, is composed of degen-
erated tissue, which lacks vitality, and is
impregnated with bacteria. Consequently,
this degenerated wall must be removed, or be
destroyed by caustics. This applies to all
fistules. If in your case, the fistulous canal or
canals extend into the sternumor breast-bone,
it is a

1

so-called sternum-fistule, which, on
account of the porosity of the bone, is the
worst kind of a fistule a veterinarian ever has
to deal with, and which is considered as in-
curable by the most eminent authorities. All
fistules of long standing are obstinate, and
can be brought to healing only if treated in
the most rational manner, and receive strict
and constant attention. They often exhaust
the patience of a professional veterinarian,
and if the owner of the animal undertakes
the treatment himself, the latter, almost in-
variably, is a failure, no matter how good and
how precise the instructions may have been.
I, therefore, have only outlined the principles,
which have to guide the treatment.

Probably Heaves.—W. N. H., Parson,
Mo., writes: "I have two horses, six years old,
which have been worked ever since they were
four. I concluded to fatten them this falHor
the market; they were very thin in flesh so I
put them on good pasture. The last of October
I noticed they were coughing. I thought they
were taking the distemper. So I put them in
a warm stable and fed them grain and took
good care of them. But they still cough and
are not doing as well as they should. I let
them have all the corn they want to eat and
timothy or millet hay. They appear to have
life enough and will cough while exercising, or

while eating hay or corn, or while resting.
Their cough seems to be a very dry one." yAnswer:—Your horses, it seems, are effected
with so-called heaves, a disease which may be
defined as "a chronic, feverlcss and incurable
difficulty of breathing." Although it is incur-
able, you can considerably mitigate the affec-
tion, if you stop feeding hay, eitheraltogether
or substitute for timothy and jpillet hay,
small quantities of wild hay, mffle up with
grain and bran-mashes, and see to it that the
bowels of the animals are never costive. Be-
sides that it is essential that horses affected
with heaves should1 have a spacious, well-
ventilated and rather cool stable. A very
warm place in the stable increases the dif-
ficulty. Your horses probably did not show
any conspicuous symptoms of heaves while
they were thin in flesh, and never had their
stomach and intestines excessively filled with
food, although there is, perhaps, no doubt
that the affection existed long before you
noticed the coughing.
Haemaglobinnria.—H. C. G., Xatrobe,

Pa., writes: "I have a mare that was in good
health on Tuesday morning, November 28. I
hitched her to haul a load, and drove about a
mile, when she took something like cramps.
1 took her back to the barn and sent for a vet-
erinary. He came and took a gallon and a half
of urine from her which was as black as tar
water, and left three doses of medicine, but
gave us no satisfaction what was the matter.
She is weak across the kidneys, cannot stand
on her hind legs but can- move around the
stable on her front feet I feed her on warm
bran and a little oats. She eats and drinks
well, does not seem to suffer very much and
looks as bright as when well."
Answer:—Your mare suffers, or rather suf-

fered, from haemaglobinuria, lumbago gravis,
or so-called azoturia, because long before this
seaches you the same has died or recovered

—

probably the former. It will, therefore, be of
no use to dwell on the treatment, and be more
to the point to say a few words in regard to
prevention. This disease, as a rule, 6nly
attacks horses in good flesh ana accustomed
to steady work, if the same have been stand-
ing idle in the stable for several, or perhaps,
only a few days, have, while idle received the
same amount of food, which was given them,
When at work, and are then hitched up for
work. Usually they show the first symptoms,
which, however, rapidly increase in severity,
after they have been driven only one or two
miles. It is, therefore, advisable to give such
horses, which are used to steady work, but for
one reason Or another have to be idle for sev-
eral days, some voluntary exercise, instead of
keeping them standing in the stable, and also
give them less food during such a time. Al-
though the disease very likely is caused by
bacteria, and therefore infections, the dis-
turbance in the process of nutrition caused by
the enforced idleness, constitutes a very po-
tent predisposing cause, and it is much easier
to prevent the latter than to destroy the yet
unknown bacteria.
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Chapter IX.

LEFT IN CHARGE.

The month passed all too swiftly.

What with study, long, dreamy
mornings spent with Elise un-
der the palms, busy with books
and with planning, the days
seemed to slip by on wings;
and one morning Obed went

over to say good-by to Elise and her mother.

The guests were all gone, except Robert
Roseborough, who was to escort his cousins to

their Tennessee home. There was a feeling of

the old, half-conquered jealousy in Obed's

heart, as he saw the two come down to the

wharf together. It was very much as if he
had indeed no claim, and that Robert Rose-

borough was taking her away forever.

The squire was not going. He had decided

to remain in Florida until he could secure

some one to. leave in charge of

his place. And indeed, there

was little desire upon his part

to leave; for verily, his Florida

possessions had never been so

attractive. The grove was a
mass of bloom, a world of

sweetness. There was noth-
ing, indeed, to call the old

man from the scenes he loved

so well in beautiful, restful

Florida.

Elise was well and growing
stronger every day, so the old

uneasiness on her account no
longer troubled him.

"I may come later," he said

to Mrs. Featherstone, while
waiting at the wharf for the

steamer coming across the

lake. "I may come later, and
I may remain here all sum-
mer. Take care of Elise; she
is a born missionary. Look
at her."

Elise, grown strong and
tanned by the Florida winds
until the once pale face had
become a healthful, robust
brown, was talking earnestly

with Obed, while Julie stood

near holding the sun-shade
which the young lady declared
was unnecessary to her com-
fort.

"Obed," she was saying to
the tall young fellow, in whose
honest face grief was strug-

gling with good humor, "I
selected a book from my libra-

ry for you the last thing before
leaving the house. Here it is,

and I hope it may help you."
Obed made believe to speak

lightly, but there were tears in

his eyes when he said :

"It's got a pretty outside,

Miss Elise, anyhow."
"It has a much prettier m-

side," laughed Elise. "And,
Obed, there is that in it about
men who have risen from poor
boys; poorer than you, Obed.
And if I don't come'back soon
I'll send you another."
He watched her from the

wharf as the steamer moved
off, with the sunlight on her
hair and one hand waving
goodby, while with the other
she held her crutch. As the
vessel rounded a point and she
disappeared, the big fellow
dashed off the tears that were
rolling down his boyish, sun-
browned cheeks, and turned
from the wharf with her last

i
words still sounding in his
ears

:

"Good-by, boy, good-by, Obed.
to take care of the roses."

Forget? Could he ever forget anything that
was dear to her, who, though little more than
a child, was the best friend his untrained
youth had ever known? It was not probable
the roses would suffer, since they were her gift
to him, and her instructions had been for
him to "take care of them."
He met the squire as he was passing through

the grove an hour later. He looked lonely,
Obed thought, Tand he would have liked to
comfort him had he dared.
"Martin?"
Obed started, and replied as promptly as

surprise would permit:
"Yes, sir; what can I do for you, sir?"
"Why, you can walk through the grove with

me," replied the squire. "These trees need
thinning; we will examine them together."
That was the beginning of their long friend-

ship. During the slow, uneventful summer,
they were constantly together. The old man
found the young shoulders willing to relieve
him of many a burden; the young feet ready
always to do his bidding. He scarcely knew
how he could have managed without him.
And even when the winter set in again and
a new crop was to be gathered and new hands

came, older and more experienced, Obed was
still retained, the old man's trusted and ever

ready companion.
One evening he called the boy in and offered

him his wages.

"The money has been accumulating, Obed,"
he said, "your mother has made very few de-

mands upon me. You have now one hundred
and fifty dollars. What will you do with
it?"

"If you please, sir," said Obed, "I should
like to buy the place we are on, and use that

money as a first payment."
"Why, the place is costing you nothing,"

replied the squire. "I always furnish a house
to my regular help."

"Mother has a fancy to own it, sir," said

Obed. "She doesn't like the idea of being a
squatter, and it was really as squatters we
took possession there, though we did not so

intend it."

So the trade was ma^e. The squire was not

sorry, since it assured him of Obed's constant
assistance.

It was a very happy moment for Obed when
he tossed the deed to the place in his mother's
lap.

"Oby," she said, looking up from the pan of

beans she was "stringing," "what air this?

lias were growing, too, with more and more
of the sound of the cedars among their dark
leaves.

"It do sound homelike," his mother often

said. And she always added: "Ef I could
only hear the wind in the cedars on the

mount'n just once more afore I air called."

"I do wish she could," said Obed to the tall

rose-bush, as he clipped a twig here and there,

"I do wish she could, poor mother."
That night he wrote a letter to Elise. It was

the first one he had ever written, and he gave
it much caro and thought.
"Mother," said he, "what day of the month

is it?"

"Well, now," replied his mother, "Christ-

mas come a December. Ther' ware a cold

snap in January. Feberary, squair's gray
mare died. March—I disremember anything
happenin' fur March—yes, squair said he'd

send over we-uns' provisions fourth o' March.
They come a Thursday an' yistiddy ware
Thursday."
So he got the day of the month, and the next

day's steamer carried out a very odd-looking
letter, with an address as original as Uncle
Sam's mail carriers had ever stumbled upon.
It read—oh, there was no lack of reading on
Obed's envelope

:

A Ship Crossed the Sea, Bearing a Golden-haired Bride.

Don't forget What does the document say? My eyes air

failin' some fur readin'. What does hit say,
Oby?" »

He read it to her slowly, haltingly, but
proudly. And when he had finished and saw
the proud, pleased look that came into her
eyes, he felt moj-e than repaid for all the
long, hard days he had given to the packing-
house.
"You-uns air mighty good," she said tender-

ly, "mighty good ter me an' the boys. An'
they air growing, too, the twins air. They'll
be big enough ter help you cl'ar out the swam-
mock 'ginst it's all paid fur. Or mebbe we-
uns'll sell the Tennessee land by that time
and raise money enough ter hire help."

"Don't you believe it, mother," said Obed.
"Mountain land is no good, no good."
"Why, Oby !" cried the mother. "You-uns

were born ther', you an' the twins."
"So I have heard," said Obed, as he hurried

away to tend to his flowers.

"Take care of the roses." How he wished
Elise could see them now. She hadn't "come
back with the snow," as she promised,
and the roses were climbing all about the
doors and windows. He had no idea how
many summers would find blossoms on the
bush before see would see them. The magno-

"This letter is for Miss Elise Featherstone, in care

of her ma, at Chattanoogy, in the state of Tennessee,

and top o' the mountain. No more at present.

Youth truly,

Oby.
Remember me when this you see."

Yet the letter found her, and provoked a
laugh as hearty as the queer old songs used to

do. But when the reply came, so neat, and
trim, and precise, Obed determined that he
would not write again until he could "get up
a letter right;" meaning that he would take
hers for a model and learn to write like her.

She was not coming back yet. She was well
and strong and was at school, "making up the
lost time."
After receiving this letter Obed worked

with renewed energy. He was doubly anxious
to get his own grove cleared, but he could not
afford to leave the squire.

"Ef we could just sell the land!"
It was his mother's dream, sleeping or

awake; although her brother had almost
ceased to mention it in his letters, as if it

were no longer to be considered.
One morning when Obed went down to the

steamer for the squire's mail, which the cap-
tain brought over every day from the post-
office on the other side the lake, he received a
letter for his mother in the squire's care. It

was a large envelope, quite a pretentious-
looking letter "for these parts" Obed thought.
"Read it, Oby," she said, when the letter had

been placed in her hands. "It air a pow'ful
big one. but it's writ' in Silas' hand. I hope
ter the land he ain't dead, but I misdoubts
such a lookin' docerment ez that air. Read it,

Oby; read it, son."
Obed ran his eye along the page, but it was

a strange hand and he found reading difficult.

He folded the document and opened another,
smaller, that was inclosed with it. This was
a letter from his Uncle Silas, and Obed read it

through before he spoke.

He folded the letter and laid it upon his
knee. There was a quiver, a ring of happiness
in his voice that refused to be stifled when he
said

:

"Mother, a coal-bed has been discovered
upon your Bon A*ir land, and Uncle Silas

writes that a syndicate of capitalists wish to
buy it, both his share and yours. They offer

you ten thousand dollars each. There is the
deed for your signature."

She looked at him a moment in a dazed,
helpless way. The surprise had been almost
too much for her. Then slowly the tears

gathered in her faded eyes, and the hand she
placed upon his brow shook, as she sobbed

brokenly the wish that had
lain so long upon her heart.

"Oh, Oby, mayn't I go home
ter Tennessee? Mayn't I see
the mount'n just once more
before I die?"

He bent his head and left a
kiss upon the tear-wet cheek.
"That's just what you shall

do," he said, "you and the
kids, too. The squire is going
next week; he shall take you
along. He has made me his
agent and I am to move up
into his house awhile. So you
see it suits all around. Call

the kids and let them share the

z
good news.".

The next week he saw his

mother stand with the two
little boys on the deck of the
steamer, where Elise had stood
almost two years before, to

wave good-by. Again the tears
sprang to his eyes, as he
thought how many dear ones
had sailed away from him;
how few had ever come back.
His dream recurred to him,
waking. Again he seemed to
see all that he loved drifting

from him into the noiseless

waters of Dead river.

He turned from the lake and
went back to the empty house
—the deserted grove. But Obed
Was not one to yield to melan-
choly. The soul that has
grappled with adversity and
felt the sacred fires of aspira-

tion in its depths, is not one
to succumb to the petty pricks
of loneliness, nor even to the
heavier touches of despair. He
smiled, while he dashed off a
tear, saying lightly:

"Well, I am boss of this bor-

ough, at any rate."

The next moment he had
sought refuge in his old habit
of singing, though there was
nobody to laugh at his foolish

old songs now. Only the birds

in the jasmine bushes stopped
their chatter to listen to the
familiar voice—familiar to the
place if not to the birds—sing-
ing away as if tlie heart of the
si nger might have been as light

as their own

:

Screech-owl settin' in a sycamore
tree

;

Oo-hoo

!

I winked at him and he winked at

me ; s
Oo-hoo

!

'Tware the quarest sight that ever

you see

;

Oo-hoo ! Hoo-hoo 1

Owel? Owel?
You air the most surrigrous fowel

;

Oo-hoo ! Hoo-hoo

!

It was three'years before he ever saw the

squire again.

Chapter X.

WELL DONE.

It was an early morning in December that a
young man sat before the door of a neat, little

vine-covered cottage, reading. A tall, slender

young man with strong, clear-cut features and
a shock of reddish, golden hair that clung

about his neck and temples in short, graceful

waves gave a kind of girlish beauty to the

well-shaped head.

Both sadness and good humor were distinct-

ly marked upon the face bent over the book

that lay upon his knees.

Struggle? Only the old women who loved

him, and the dear friend who had been the

first to encourage him, knew how valiantly

poor Obed had given battle to adversity. He
had possessed so little of natural endowment,

the fight had boen peculiarly pathetic, doubly

hard.
There were lines about the mouth, the in-

evitable marks of the conflict with adversity,

and the voice that had been wont to ring with
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stentorian sharpness, through the orange
groves at morning, noon and at evening, had
been toned to gentlest cadences, growing sweet

and tender and musical. So is the.v.oice wont
to reflect the heart and its changes. In the eyes,

full of a calm-, sweet truth, traces of the old

humor still lingered; sparks that flashed forth

now and then, a kind of birt h-mark by which
mother nature would identify this tall young
gentleman with his lofty aspirations, with the

old Obed who chased rabbits through the

orange groves, or doctored a sore-back mule,

when the day's work was done.

The new cottage occupied the site of the old

cabin, fronting the lake through an avenue of

magnolia trees. Roses and jasmine clambered
over the long galleries and peeped in at every

window. Birds sang in tree- and bush, a jubi-

lant song of thanksgiving for t he summer that

lingers the year around. Honey-bees droned

in the heart of the roses.

From within the cottage came the sound of

singing; a woman's voice, cracked and crazy

and old, but withal full of a strong, sweet

faith that blent to perfect harmony with the

quiet scene, and was very good to hear. The
song ceased after awhile and the owner came
to the door.

"Yer breakfast's ready, son," she said.

"Come right in whil'st the eggs air hot. The
children druv off before sun-up, so's they

could git a start of the packers. They be

plumb carried away with bein' let ter haul

oranges, the twins' be. I hev fixed a dish of

'em fur yer breakfast, son. But Lor'! ef I

didn't miss 'em whil'st I ware over in Tennes-

see."
Obed laughed as he followed her to the

breakfast-table, which had been set on a

little back porch where a gauze wire had been
drawn to shut out mosquitoes and other

Florida pests. »

"Those boys are working like soldiers since

we have our own grove," said Obed. "I am
glad they had their chance at school before

the shipping season began."

"Yes, that little school air migh^tly handy,"
said his mother, "an* so air the new post-office

and the church over ter the" village. We-uns
air gittin' of a town right along. Air yer truly

lookin' fur Squair Roseborer ter-day, Oby?"
"Yes, mother, and I must run over and open

up the house before the steamer gets in. He
has failed us three times, but he will be hei-e

this time. He says in his letter that his affairs

have been conducted so well that he has not

been needed in Florida until now that I have
determined upon 'setting up for myself.' From
which I infer that I have given satisfaction,"

said-Obed.

"Ireckin!" was the meaning rejoinder. "I

went over yistidrty an' cleaned up the house,

Oby; all you're ter do air ter open the win-
ders. Will the squair fetch his daughter?"
"Yes," said Obed. "They are coming now to

'make it home,' he says. I suppose they will

all'be here."

"Oby," she looked up as he pushed his chair

back and rose to go, "air the books all

balanced?"
Obed laughed, as he crammed his hat down

on his head after the old, boyish way.
"To the very last penny," he said. "You

just be easy, mother, and come up to the house
in time to welcome our friends home again."

"Why, son, s'posin' they fetch a lot o' their

fine friends home with 'em?" she said hesitat-

ingly, though he saw the longing in her eyes

to be there and to hear a word from the be-

loved old hill, which to her staunch and loyal

heart, would always be home.
"They cannot bring anybody too fine or too

good for the companionship of my dear, old

mother," said Obed, and the tall young fellow

bent his head to kiss the withered cheek down
which a tear was slowly stealing.

Happy tears, happy tears, precious drops to

the boy whose earnest endeavor had helped
to bring about this quiet content and welcome
prosperit3\

"You air a good son, Oby, a mighty good son.

I can tell Squair Roseborer that with my com-
pliments."
The next morning she saw him crossing the

stile through the grove to the house on the

bluff, in the old familiar stride, which still

was Obed's and that refused to be outgrown.
For he often told himself that the only one of

Elise's commands that had not been obeyed,

was the injunction to "learn to walk."
The village had changed greatly, for the bet-

ter. There was a public wharf further down,
and a post-office, a church, a school of three

3
Tears' standing and half a dozen stores. They
had learned to call it "the village" twelve
months back. Other families had moved in,

and land was dearer than when Obed pur-

chased his hammock. He had worked well

these three years; what with the squire's

place and his own, and trying to get as much
time in school as possible, he had found but
little time that might be called "spare." But
it was done now, well done he hoped, though
that was for Squire Roseborongh to say.

"And Squire Roseborough will soon be here
for that say," said Obed, as he threw open
doors and windows to the sunlight and the

gentle breeze from the lake. The curtains
waved a welcome from the windows in their

old, familiar way, as he had been wont to re-

member them the day of the family's coming
that first morning, six years before, when he
had hidden behind a citron-tree to watch the
landing of the steamer. Even the little ham-
mocks were swung, one on the veranda, the
other under the palm trees. He had hung
them himself, since Julie was not there to see

to it. He even gathered a boquet of the same
old rosebuds for the little vase on the mantel.

And when all was ready, he seated himself at

the squire's desk, opened it, and removed
several large ledgers from one of the drawers.

Thejr contained the record of his three years'

service.

He smiled as he ran his eye over the care-

fully kept pages. He was thinking of the day
he had chased the rabbit through the grove,

and had been dismissed as "a notch on a
stick."

"He was right, too; perfectly right," he
mused, and turned the pages slowly and—
without knowing it—to the tune of "Ole
Molly Har'."

Then his mother came over; and leaving her
in charge he ran down to the wharf when he
heard the steamer whistle as she rounded the

point. Yes, there they were, standing on deck
ready to greet him. The squire, his daughter
upon his arm, and a host of servants, but
there Mas no sunshiny head, no little form
leaning upon a crutch; the disappointment
came too sudden for words. Elise was not
there.

The squire was grayer; his voice had grown
gentler with the years, otherwise he was the
same. Obed extended his hand as the old

man's foot touched the wharf.
"Squire Roseborough," he said, "permit me

to welcome you to your Florida home." He
lifted his hat, remembering even at the
moment, that he had that much for which to
thank Robert Roseborough, from whom he
had learned much of courtesy. "Permit me
to extend a welcome both to you and your
daughter."
The squire""looked sharply into the honest,

handsome face before he said, much in the
same tone as that in which he had addressed
the squatters of six years before:

"And who, sir, may I inquire, are you?"
"Martin, sir; Obed Martin, your agent and

man in charge."

The squire's face was a study. He grasped
the extended hand and shook it heartily.

"You don't tell me," said he, "that you are
the yellow-headed stripling who used to chase
old Molly-Cottontail across my plantation?"
"The same," said Obed, with a twinkle of

his old humor, "the very same. And glad to

welcome you back home, since you write me it

is really to be home."
"We hope so, yes, my daughter and I. Have

you spoken to Mr. Martin, my dear?" turning
to Mrs. Featherstone, following with Julie

just behind him.
"I am only waiting for an opportunity,

father," said the lady, offering her hand. "1

am truly pleased to see you again, Obed, for

to me you will always be Obed, the friend of

my darling, Elise."

The quick tears sprang to the mother's eyes,

and were reflected in the squire's. Julie put
her handkerchief to her face and fell back
with the other servants, busy with* the bag-

gage.

Obed was alarmed. What had happened to
Elise? Where was she? Dead? For one in-

stant he felt his heart stop beating. But there

was a crimson rosebud in Mrs. Featherstone's
bonnet. Indeed, there was no other sign of

sorrow visible than the quickly checked tears

that had come at the mention of Elise's name.
"I was about to ask about her," said Obed,

in a low voice. "I had truly expected her, and
I have no words in which to express my dis-

appointment in the absence of the dear little

girl who used to be my friend."

The squire was silent.

"The little girl who was your friend," said

Mrs. Featherstone, "is a woman now, but still

your friend. She is to-day on the ocean,
bound as a missionary to Japan."
He would not see her, then. After so many

years of waiting, he could not thank her per-

sonally for all her interest and help. To
Japan! Her work with him was finished.

She would never see the roses she had bidden
him tend, because they were refining. A mis-
sionary! She was born one. The little twisted
foot that could not run along the flowery
fields of life, had been chosen to carry the glad
tidings of joy into the mountains of despair.

She had sent a letter, some simple gifts and
many messages of kindly interest and earnest
solicitation, by her mother.
Obed left them at the door, promising to re-

turn later.. As he passed out he saw Mrs.
Featherstone glance at the little hammock
swinging among the jasmine vines and put
her handkerchief to her eyes.

He went off alone to read the letter she had
sent. It was such a childish, earnest little

letter. He had forgotten that she was no
longer a child, when he hung her old ham-
mocks in their places.

She had always wished to be a missionary,
6he wrote him, ever since she had taught a
little "cracker boy," away down in Florida.

It was then she had discovered her calling.

There were words of help and of hope ; a mes-
sage for his mother, and at the last an admo-
nition that had for him a sacred, solemn
meaning:
"If I have helped you, as you say, pass it on

to the next."
That last command of hers served to shape

his destiny. Alas ! Words are so little and so

much. "Pass it on." He would hesitate no
longer; he would obey the voice of the friend

who had never yet counseled him unwisely.
The stars were shining when he returned to

the squire's, by way of the lake shore

road. He stopped a moment to watch the
quiet water, thinking awhile of another lake,

beloved of him whose gospel she had gone to

carry to a foreign iand.

"Elise? Oh, Elise?"

With the lonely cry of desolation, tbe heart

sent up a prayer for the wanderer far away
upon the deep, rocked to sleeped by the sob-

bing of the waves.
AVhen half an hour later he entered the

house to find the squire waiting in his study
with Mrs. Featherstone to receive him. Obed
formed a resolution, registered a vow, that
some day he would cross the ocean to bring
Elise back, or else to die himself under the
skies that sheltered her.

The squire rose and' again shook his hand,
holding it a moment in his, his other hand
resting upon the younger man's shoulder.
"We have both been complaining" he de-

clared, "because of your neglect. Can you
not imagine how two lonely old people, such
as my daughter and I, need young and
sprightly, company abo*t the place? Now,
sir, do you sit here close by the table, where
the lamp's light will bring out every trick of
your face, and let us see what manner of job
these years have put upon you. Come, sir."

"First," laughed Obed, "let us run over the
books, sir. I left the key in the desk and re-

mained away ull day, in order to allow you
leisure in which to look inte my stewardship."
"And I have not once glanced at a paper,"

said the squire. "Let the books be, Martin.
They are all square, I know, as your reports
have been."

"I have not reported the last year's business,

sir," said Obed, "but it is all here, and if you
will go over the pages with' me it will take but
a moment."
He drew his chair to the desk, opened the

books, and together with the squire ran over
the various items and figures entered there.

The expenditures, the receipts, the losses, the
gains—everything had been entered. Not in

the exact method of the trained bookkeeper,
to be sure, but as carefully and as clearly as

any bookkeeper could have made them.
"In one grove we picked the fruit," he said,

"and sold it from one fifty to three dollars a
box. Then hands became scarce and I sold

the lower grove fruit on the tree at one dollar

a box. This proved less laborious, but the
profit was not so great, so that when we came
to the big grove, your first venture, I went, to
packing again. 'I put the little boys, my
brothers, to work last year. They are pretty
fair packers, now. -This season, I have put
them to hauling in my own grove. Benr e

packed sixty-nine boxes^neday, sir, and Jack
was but four boxes behind him. He would
have packed as many only he stopped work
to clause a rabbit."

The squire burst into a laugh.

"Glad he did," said he, "glad he did." But
what did you do about it; eh, Martin?"
"I sent him home, sir," said Obed, "where

he found a sensible old mother, who packed
him back to me with a promise of better be-

havior."

"Good !" said the squire, ''very good! Sen-
sible old mothers are rarely good things, mind
you."
"Here i-; an item," said Obed, running his,

finger down the page, "t-Hat I came near over-

looking, 'One mule, eighty dollars.' The old

yellow mule received an injury beyond my
surgical skill. She ventured too near the

lake, an alligator bit her and I had to shoot

her, and then buy another. I assure you, sir,

it was very much like shooting a friend."

"Shouldn't wonder," laughed the squire,

"the yellow mule was one of your first friends

here. And now, sir, you know what I think
of your management here. I am glad you
hsfve bought a place near me, for that tells me
I shall keep you for a neighbor."
Obed closed the books, pushed them back

upon the desk and said:

"j! think not, sir. My brothers are now able

to work, and my mother is a fine manager.
The boys are energetic, faithful and obedient.

I have always had a taste for surgery, sir, and
have lately decided to go away for a few
years' study of medicine." •

"Medicine!" thundered the squire, "and
pray, sir, where did you get that idea?"

"I think, sir, first from doctoring an old

yellow mule," laughed Obed. "At least those
operations w-ere rather successful. Then, sir,

and you, madam, if you please, there was a
little girl who corrected my blunders, grieved

over my faults, encouraged and smfled uporr

my efforts. And who, now grown to a noble

womanhood, still directs and encourages my
efforts by bidding me 'pass ou' to the next

that which she has done for me. I can best

obey her command in that field toward which,
by nature, I feel myself best suited. And sir,

and madam, I am going to tell you frankly
that I intend, with God's help, to cross the

ocean and cheat the heathen of their mission-

ary."

Mrs. Featherstone laughed, despite her tears.

"I fear," she said, "you have asked God's
help in a very selfish cause. Yet, selfish or'

otherwise, I shall not feel sorry to see my
darling safe at home with those who love her."

"Well, sir," declared the squire, "I call that

rather a pretty piece of coolness—asking the

Lord to take his workmen out of his field for

your pleasure, sir."

"Only to labor in another, sir," said Obed,
"and after all, I think the home field offers a
plentiful harvest. And now I must leave you

;

my mother will be waiting, and alone, for the
boys will not be out of school for ten days yet."

"You will come to ^breakfast," said Mrs.

Featherstone, when Obed rose to go, "we

will surely expect you 23rojnptly at eight

o'clock."

"I will be here," said Obed, "though I pro-

mised the boys to go over with my mother to

see 'em—

"

He stopped, drew himself together, and in a
tone that all remembered, said sternly: .

" 'Say them, boy, not 'em.'

"

The squire and his daughter laughed so

heartily that Obed felt as if the old days had
come back, with their music and fun and
chattel-

.

"I heard Elise laughing about her old man-,
ner of correcting your English not half an
hour before we parted," said Mrs. Feather-

stone. "And I almost forgot to tell you she

said you were to keep the roses trained."

"You must come over and see them," said

Obed. "They are my chief care, and one of

my keenest pleasures. I had a job of it trying

to^propand protect the yines, when we tore

the old house away to make room for the new.
And indeed, in selecting the site for our house
I had great respect for my roses, placing the

cottage in a convenient place to receive the

vines without running the risk of transplant-

ing."

The squire sat before his desk a long time
after his agent had gone home. Mrs. Feather-

stone sat opposite, busily stitching, while her
thoughts followed the track of a lonely ship

Tjound for distant Japan. For an hour neither

spoke; yet both were content and well pleased

with life and its promises. Suddenly the old

man lifted his head, a smile upon his lips, and
said

:

"I did not believe there was anything in

hin^ He seemed to me the most stupid, most
trifling, inattentive, unstable excuse for a boy
that I ever saw. And what a very good job he
has made of himself. It is wonderful! won-
derful !"

Mrs. Featherstone arose, crossed over to the
old man's side and stood a moment behind
his chair, her arms resting lightly around his

neck. After a moment of silence, She dropped
her face and left a Itiss upon the silver waves
of hair—a kiss and a tear.

"And father, dear," she said, "he is Elise's

'job,' you know. My darling always believed

in your 'notch on a stick.'

"

* * * * *

Five years slipped by, five busy and eventful

years to Obed; years full of change, of longing

and of endeavor. He had spent but little time
in his Florida home during those years. Once
he had been called home by the death of his

mother, and had remained for six months
while his brothers arranged their affairs and
adjusted themselves to their new mode of life.

They preferred to remain in their Florida

home. Their" mother had selected Squire

Roseborough to act as guardian for them, and

Obed felt that she could have made no better

selection. Mrs. Featherstone's gentle influence

would be of great value to the boys, he k-new,

and so he returned to his studies in the East,

confident and full of hope. "»

For his mother he grieved sorely, for they

had been the best of friends always. She had
shared his sorrows, appreciated his struggles,

loved and believed in him always. He had
reached her bedside only in time to receive

her last farewell aiiW commendation :

"You've been a mighty good son, Oby; a

mighty good son ter yer ole mammy. Yer
wan't never in no ways ashamed o' yer ole

mammy. She ain't furgot that, Oby. An' yer

must be good ter the twins, Oby ;
they air little

boys an' can't know their own minds as yet.

You-uns mustn't furgit the twins."

And poor Obed, his hand in hers, had pro-

mised that he would neither forget nor neglect

the "little boys," who stood by vainly strug-

gling against their tears as boys of sixteen are

wont to .struggle against those feelings which
the older man has learned are neither un-

manly nor unbeeoming.
Obed's promise had given the mother full

content; for at the moment when the dread

mfessenger waited to set the final seal, upon
her lips, she turned to her oldest born with a

smile:
"You-uns ware a good son, alius a good son

termc."s ' . s

A commendation well worth the journey

south that he had made in order to receive it.

The squire had arranged for the boys to

enter school, and had secured an agent to look

after their groves, together with his own.
The agent occupied the cottage, where each

vacation the twins found a home.
Obed, in his eastern home, received letters

constantly, both from the squire and his

brothers, telling him of progress and prosper-

ity. One morning' he received a letter from

Mrs. Featherstone herself, telling him of her

marriage to a wealthy neighbor, whose plan-

tation adjoined that of Squire Roseborough's.

The same day he received a letter from Japan.

The letter said, "Dear Obed, if anything were

needed, more than your love^ to induce me to

come back, itjwould be the thought of my dear

old grandfather alone and lonely, perhaps, in

his last years."

Six months later a ship crossed the sea,

bearing a golden-haired bride, who leaned

upon the arm of a tall, slender gentleman, to

watch the fast -receding shores of Japan. In

the lady's eyes a gentle love-light lingers,

while the fond gaze of the man rests proudly,

not upon the land they are leaving, but upon
the girlish face nestled against his am. How
proud and strong he feels; and she who has

been both strength and inspiration unto him,

yields lovingly her life to him who is now be-

come her strength. ;

.
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READING ADVERTISEMENTS.

Twenty years ago a man was held to be an

exceedingly daring advertiser if, in the course

of a year, he bought «50,0l)0 worth of space in

the journals of his own country alone. The
enterprise has so expanded that now a man is

not held to- be a large advertiser unless he

spends every year for this purpose, in the

United States only, from $300,000 to $600,000.

This great increase of advertising has pro-

duced a noticeable change in all papers and

magazines. Readers are not slow to discover

the enormous increase in advertising matter,

but they are not so ready to consider that this

has made possible, and indeed has required,

much larger and much cheaper periodicals.

The readers who complain of the excessive

amount of advertisements would hardly care

to go back to the old-style, diminutive and

high-priced papers. Indeed, much satisfac-

tion is to be gained from the right rending

even of the advertisements themselves. At
one time for many months Frank R. Stockton

was unable to use his eyes, and his friends

had to read to him. When at last he was able

to read for himself, the members of his house-

hold were exceedingly curious to know what
sort of reading he would call for first. A great

shout of laughter arose when the novelist in all

seriousness called eagerly for advertisements.

The fact was, that during all those months of

darkness, his friends had read to him every-

thing else^.but the advertisements, and in

regard to these he had an intellectual famine.

It may well be imagined that a humorist can

find food in advertisements. No species of

literature so persistently and frankly as these

makes its appeal to human nature, and in

none, therefore, is human nature so clearly

and frankly disclosed. Much information,

moreover, is to be gained from them, and in

the case of the more extravagant of them we
learn what to avoid, while the more worthy
ones widen our knowledge of good and useful

things. "We should read advertisements, not
as the credulous loafer, but as a philosopher,
and as a student of bjuman nature and human
achievements. Perused after this fashion,
this glaring literature will prove not the least
profitable matter in our journals.—Golden
ifiule.

TO CATARRH SUFFERERS.

A clergyman, after years of suffering from
that loathesome disease, Catarrh, and vainly

trying every known remedy, at last found a

medicine which completely cured and saved

him from death. Any sufferer from this

dreadful disease sending his name and address

to Prof. Lawrence, 88 Warren Street, Nev7
York, will receive the means of cure free and
post-paid.

MEDICAL TREE BARKS.
I will furnish Balaam, Mountain Ash, White Oak/ Cherry, Tamarack, Prickly

Aata, Spruce, Hemlock, PTooas wood, Alder, Poplar, and Butternut barks ; also,

Squaw vine, Wintergrcen leaves j and Balsam and Pino Tree needlo pillows, very

beneficial to sickly persons in keeping in sleeping upartmuntfl. Price Jf>c fur

barks, and $1 for Pillows. FRANCIS BIRON* Grand Rapids, Wis.

NO IRRITATION.

~hz P"OCTcr! a camele co., cinti.

A Race With the Suri,
By Carter H. Harrison. Around the World in
Sixteen Months. This bewitchingly charm-
ing story, told in the simplest and most vivid
descriptive manner, is so intensely interesting
and wonderfully instructive, that it is difficult

to conceive of a more delightful volume. It

is the best book of travels ever written. 32 il-

lustrations ; 509 large pages. Cloth, $2.00.

Fay Banning, a charmingly interest"
ing novel of over 300 closely printed pages by
a new claimant to literary fame. Second
edition now on the press. Will only cost you
50 cents in stamps to read it for yourself in
paper, Sent by mail, postage'paid. Cloth 81.00.

"Uncle Dick" Wooton, the Daniel
Boone of the Rockv Mountains. Elegantly
illustrated. Cloth, $2.00.

Kirkland's Chicago Massacre. Paper,
50 cents" cloth, $1.00. Story of Chicago, 500

pages, 900 illustrations. Cloth, $3.50. Kirk-
land's Captain of Company K. Cloth, $1.00.

DIBBLE PUBLISHING CO.,

334 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

AGENTS WANTED.

OMR SYSTEM THE BEST
fWe want reliablewomen in every town ^
sell $6.00 worth of Teas, Spices and Baking
Powder for us, and get a set of SilverKnives
and Forks free, or 812.00 worth, and get a set

of China Dishes free. No money required!

uWil you deliver goods and get premium^
WXTH0MAS, 48-50 B. 3d St., Cincinnati).

In his hand he holds the crutch, as dear to

him as any costly jewel in fairest lady's

dower could be. As he takes it from her hand
she hears him whisper proudly :

"You are to lean on me, love."

And so the tide goes out and bears them on

to sea, and to the waiting ones who watch and
hunger for their coming and send up many
a prayer for that full-freighted ship upon the

sea.

"The vessel will get into port to-morrow,"

the squire had told his daughter who had
come over, according to her daily habit, to sit

with him, and to chat awhile about the two so

dear to both of them. "I have just read it in

the Herald," said the old man, laying aside his

glasses. "She is expected, so the paper says,

next Thursday. The paper is three days old,

and next Thursday is to-morrow."

"That will bring them to us on Tuesday, as

Elise writes they will remain two days in New
York. Robert and his family will get here to-

morrow. I have ordered them put in my old

rooms, father. And Julie has insisted upon
Elise occupying her own old rooms opening
out upon the palms. I have not opposed her

in it, since it seems to me rather a happy idea,

and I feel sure Elise will like it."

"Are the rooms all ready?" said the squire.

"I have been to the door and looked in'at least

twenty times, but for the life of me I can see

nothing but a patch of sunshine on the wall,

which, instantly takes the form of a golden

head and begs to come down and get into my
arms. The old arms have ached fpr the pretty

head—"
"It will soon be in them," said the mother,

her eyes filled with tears, but a thrill of glad-

ness in her voice. "The golden head will soon

find f*ts own, old resting-place. As for the

rooms, we can safely trust Julie for them.

The girl Is like some one gone mad with hap-

piness. Reuben tells me she did not leave

Elise's room until one o'clock this morning,
and at six was in there again, looping and
unlooping curtains, dusting and arranging

furniture. Will Jack and Ben get home in

time?"
"1 look for them to-morrow," said the squire,

"on the boat with Robert's family."

Again the house on the bluff wore its hol-

iday appearance ;
again were doors and win-

dows thrown wide to sun and breeze; again

the fleecy curtains waved a welcome; ham-
mock waited under palm and jasmine. Ser-

vants darted here and there, some with arms
full of white roses, some with orange blossonls,

to make ready for the coming of the little

bride.

The family waited, assembled on the front

veranda, the first sound of the steamer's

whistle. The steamer was late; Squire Rose-
borough had walked down to the wharf three
times, to scan the water for a glimpse of her.

Robert, too, had run in to get the squire's

marine glass, and had been faithfully search-
ing the water for half an hour. The late

breakfast waited ; for it was decided the fam-
ily would breakfast together, upon the arrival
of the steamer bearing the two missing
members.
Julie, from an upper window, was keeping

watch alone. Suddenly the girl sprang to her
feet, shaded her face with her hand, and
eagerly scanned the land. A faint, far-offline

of smoke arose upward and seemed to beckon
as it floated away and was lost in the dis-

tance. Julie turned and ran down the stair,

calling as she went to the company upon the
veranda

:

"The steamer! the steamer is coming, Miss
Elizabeth."

Instantly all was confusion. The squire

was so eager to be the first to greet the wan-
derers, that he forgot his hat and went to the
wharf with the sun beating down upon his

bare head, and was wholly unconcious of his

uncomfortable oversight until Reuben
touched his arm and said

:

• "Here is your hat, sir; you forgot it."

Robert Roseborough, determined upon giv-
ing Elise a surprise, seized his baby daughter,
asleep in the nurse's arms, and ran down to the
landing to join his wife, who had gone on at
the very first information that the steamer
was in sight. Two tall, young men, strangely
resembling each other, stood near the citron-

trees waiting to welcome their brother. The
servants left their work to add their welcome
to that of the master.

The steamer plowed its way across the water.
The whistle sounded a gay salute, a very, wel-
come to the old man, who stepped forward to
demand of the tall, erect bridegroom:
"Have you brought my little girl back to

me, sir?"
But the little bride would answer for herself.

There was no doubting the gladness in the
voice that rang out sharply, "Grandfather!"
as the old man gathered the heroic little wan-
derer home to his heart.

Obed felt his best greeting to come from
Elise's mother, who lifted her beautiful,
happy face to receive his kiss, saying as she
did so:

"My son, you are very welcome home," she
said. "Your father is waiting to add his
greeting to my own."

It was Obed's Bijpt meeting with Elise's step-
father, though he had no time in which to
form opinions, for Elise had already taken

'possession of him. Nor did she resign him to
heJi.mother until Robert Roseborough claimed
her attention.

"My cousin," he said, "I am waiting to pre-
sent n»y wife and my own, dear little Elise.

And cousin, I may as well state to you at the

beginning, that no benighted heathen will

rob me of my second Elise."

From behind the citrons Obed saw two
forms advance. His heart recalled another
day, another homecoming, and an awkward,
idle, timid boy, who had watched from that

same old covert. There was a very happy ring

in his voice when he said, advancing to meet
the figures:

"Elise, dear, my brothers are waiting to

welcome their sister."

• Life slipped back into its old, velvety pace

in the Florida home; the days go by on dream-
wings; the heaviest burden is the breath of

orange blossoms; the roughest wind a gentle,

lake breeze.

Obed sits among the jasmines, a gentle pres-

ence near. That presence, which has helped

to shape and direct his destiny, will follow

on, to the close, ever his guide and loving

helper.

The old squire falls quietly and with a rare

content, into an old age that smiles upon, the

while it leans upon, his "notch on a stick."

Many poor and suffering have lived to bless

the skill of the physician, whose first patient

was a yellow mule.
He and Elise make their home with the

squire, in the house upon the bluff, where
Jack and Ben are daily visitors, coming up
from their bachelor quarters—the cottage

Obed had built for their mother. They read

and chat with Elise, and plan with Obed
against the coming of the busy season in the

grove.

For Obed's old dream has been more than
realized. The freight that will leave the.pack-

ing-house next season will bear the**name of

the new firm, "Martin Brothers and Rose-

borough."
Sweet peace and gentle content rest upon

heart and home. Life moves with reluctant

feet, as if it fain would linger among scenes so

nearly perfect.

And the old mother, asleep under the mur-
muring magnolias that still whisper of the

Tennesseean hills, is not forgotten.

[the end.]

A COLLEGE FOR THE PEOPLE.

Hundreds of young people never seriously

consider th© question of securing an educa-

tion, simply because they suppose it is utterly

beyond their reach. Such young persons, as

well as their parents, will be interested to

know about a new educational movement in

what seems to many of us a strange land-
Kentucky. *

About a year ago, Prof. Wm. G. Frost, of

Oberlin, accepted the presidency of Berea col-

lege, one hundred and thirty miles south of

Cincinnati, in the edge of the Cumberland
mountains, and proposed to make of that

school a people's college. The institution has

romantic situation in the county where Kit
Carson was born and where Daniel Boone per-

formed his principal exploits. And it has a

thrilling history, being the only school of lib-

eral principles, the only college which admits
colored as well as white students, in the state.

But it has had the support of Cassius M. Clay
and the large number of anti-slavery and
Union men who are found in eastern Ken-
tucky. The flag which ' went up Lookout
mountain was carried byKentucky men, and
is now kept a few miles from Berea. Berea
village has local prohibition.

President Frost's idea was that most col-

leges pay too little attention to the self-

supporting student and the student who can
spend but a brief time at school. The student
who comes for a single term has a right to

instruction of the best quality. He is also a
representative of several improved methods
of instruction, which have been received with
much favor. He believes that as students
must leave home in order to study, they
might as well go to a mild climate, and as

board is the largest item in a student's ex-

penses, they should go to some place where
good board can be furnished cheaply. Three
college courses are provided, with normal
course, music and business studies, and man-
ual training is to begin the coming term.

LANDS FOR SALE.

BY THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL. R. R. CO., AT LOW
PRICES AND ON EASY TERMS, IN

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS.

The best farm country in the world for either

large or small farms, gardens, fruits, orchards,
dairying, raising stock or sheep. A greater

variety of crops, with a greater profit, can be
grown on a less amount of lands in this coun-
try than can be raised in any other portion of

this State.

Special inducements and facilities offered by
the Illinois Central Railroad Company to go
and examine these lands. For full description

and map, and any information, address or call

upon E. P. SKENE,
Land Commissioner I. C. Jl. R.'Co.,

78 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

FROM NEBRASKA.
Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick :

Gentlemen—For the inclosed amount
send 12 Atlases and 1 "Views," with
Coupon Receipts. Please send samples
of paper to canvass with. I have taken
even 66 orders to date, and will send
for more spoons and "Views" soon.

Yours,

J. H. Bartlett.
t

As a sample ofonr 1000 BARGAINS we will send FREE this
Hard Rubber Fountain Pen, Warranteda perfect writer,& im-
mense 111. Bat-pain Catalopnt, for loc. to cover postage.
ltOBT. H, INGERSOLL & DUO., 65 Cortlandt St., S. Y. City.

Agents for this paper make money,

and lots of it. Write for terms.

Send for Pamphlet, "The Saw," mailed free. HENRY

It will pay you to buy a S;i\v

with "DISSTON"on it. It will
hold the set longer, and do more
work without riling than other
saws, thereby saving in labor
and cost of files. They are made
of the best quality crucible cast
steel, and are

Fully Warranted.
For Sale by all Dealers.

DISSTON & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.

Estab.1859.]

WE SELL DIRECT TO FAMILIES.

THE OLD RELIABLE MCHAL £ SMITH PIANO CO,

NEW YORK. [Incor^l877.

PIANOS i ORGANS
$150 to $1500. $25 to $500.

ay i

ga5T"55£i"<sraneeaies3 expense. Every=~—^^V^.-J Benefit is Uiven to You.
f You get an instrument fa-

*<« •-• i nious for sweetness and
sgMim-m^sr power. Guaranteed for

Ten Years, ana sent free to you for trial. We were the first

to sell on these terms, beginning thirty-four years ago, and
we can save you from $50 to $200 if you want a piano or an organ.
Send for our Catalogue.

THE MARSHAL & SMITH PIANO CO.,

send a Beautiful Catalogue Free to all who
wish to buy. It gives full description of many elegant

pianos and organs and tells you how you can in the quiet of
your home select an instrument, make your own terms,
and have it sent to you for trial with certainty of getting a
handsome First-Class Piano or Organ.

You Pay no Agent's
Commission, nor middle-
man's profit, nor a
Deedless ^expense.

235 EAST 21 ST STREET,

i i mm
NEW YORK.
wm*r*m

THIS PAPER
ONE YEAR FREE.
Any one sending one yearly subscriber to this journal at the regular price, 50

cents, will receive this paper one year Free as a reward for securing the

subscriber.

The subscriber mav obtain any article offered by the publishers of this journal by paying
the "Price, including' one year's subscription." For example: The Atlas, and tins paper
one year, is 75 cents, and the subscriber you secure can have the Atlas and this paper one
year by paying 75 cents; and you can have this paper one year free as a reward for sending
the subscription, but you are not entitled to any other premium,

Publishers FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, 0.
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THAT CALF.

Do you see that calf out yonder?
That one haltered to a tree?

He's as mild a lookin' critter

As you're ever.like to see.

An' he looked that way this mornin'
When I led him down the slope,

Like he'd never heard o' buckin'

Or a tuggin' on the rope.

An' I met our city boarder,

Just this side that pile o' stones,

An', says she, "The little darlin'!

Let me lead him, Mr. Jones?"

Now I reckon in all conscience

That 1 ought to answered, No;
But I couldn't help a thinkin'

That I'd- like to see the show.

So she led the "little darlin',"

An' I hadn't long to wait,

Before I seen her hurried

Far beyond her usual gait.

For the calf he went and trampled
On an old tomato-can,

An' I hadn't time to stop him,
When he humped himself, and ran.

Down acrost the apple orchard
Like a whirlwind goiu' past,

A jumpin' an' a rarin';

An' the gal a holdin' fast.

The next thing she Was stranded
Up agin an apple-tree,

Where I found her sittin' speechless,

An' the calf a runnin' free.

I couldn't help a smilin'

As I helped her up the hill,

An' I'd be a corpse this minute,
If a woman's look could kill.

An' I venture on predictin',

Though she hain't no broken bone,

That she henceforth let 's the "darlin"'

Most religiously alone.

—Fanny Pcirce.

HOME TOPICS.

Panned Oysters.—One of the
most delicious ways of cook-
ing oysters is to pan them in

what a renowned oyster cooker
calls the "Philadelphia style."

He gave me the directions for

this dish. Pick the oysters, one by pne,

from the liquor and strain the liquor;

then put both in a saucepan over the

fire until the oysters plump up. Pour
them out into a hot dish with a cover and
put them where they will keep warm;
then into the pan from which you have
removed them, put a tablespoon ful of

butter, half a pint of milk, a saltspoonful

of salt and the same of pepper and mace.

These are proportions for half a pint of oys-

sters. When the milk boils, put the oysters

in and let them cook two minutes. Put
two tablespoonfuls of sherry into the dish

in which the oysters are to be served, turn

in the oysters and they are ready to serve.

This is the recipe as given to me, but as I

never use sherry or anything similar in

cooking, I always omit that from this

recipe and pour the oysters over two slices

of toast. This same oyster cooker says

that a mistake which is frequently made
by professional cooks as well as amateurs,

is to cook the oysters for a stew in milk.

The oysters should be cooked in their own
liquor, and then the milk, previously

heated, be added just before serving.

• No. 1.

Care of Clothes.—While one should

never be wasteful or extravagant, during
the present hard times, it is fitting to be

especially careful and economical. Every-
one likes to appear well dressed, and by a

little management this can be accom-
plished without great expense. It is quite

an art to keep clothes looking fresh and
nice for a long time, and only care can

.accomplish this result. When a dress is

taken off it should be aired and brushed
before it is put away. While the dress is

airing,$it should bo hung so that' it will not

wrinkle. The waist may be hung over the

back of a chair. Every part of the dress

should be carefully brushed, every ruffle

and facing or wherever dust may lodgle. A
whisk-broom is not a good brush for silk.

The waist of a dress is better kept in a

|

large box or drawer than hung in a closet.

Have a muslin or calico bag to slip over
the skirt

;
pin the band of the skirt to the

bag with two safety-pins, tie up the top of

the bag and hang it in the closet. It is a
good plan to stuff the sleeves and top part

of the waist with tissue-paper, and shields

should be taken out and washed in water
with a little ammonia, after the dress has
been worn two or three times. Hats and
outside wraps should also be carefully

brushed before being put away. Never
throw hats and cloaks down on a chair,

sofa or bed carelessly, or they will very
soon lose their freshness. It is a good
plan to have two waists to a dress—one of

them made perfectly plain and with medi-
um sleeves, to wear under a cloak to

church and on the street; the other to be
trimmed and made more elaborate for

other occasions. In this way a dress can
often l>e made to do double duty. Gloves
should never be put on or taken off hastily.

When they are taken off, they should be
straightened out carefully and laid in a
box. Shoes should bo wiped witl/a flannel

cloth before •being put away; boots should
be buttoned, and all shoes will keep their

shape better if they are stuffed with soft

paper.

Mending.—The woman who cannot
mend neatly has certainly had a very im-
portant part of her education neglected.

A few stitches taken in time—the button
at once replaced, the buttonhole repaired

at the first symptom of breaking, the little

No. 3.

rip sewed up, the worn braid replaced by a

new one—these will keep a garment pre-

sentable and often double its period of

usefulness. When a skirt wears out at the

bottom, cut it off, hem it up again and put
a yoke at the top to lengthen it. If the

heels and toes of stockings are run with
darning cotton, they will wear much
longer. A worn place or a tear in woolen
garments can be nearly darned with ravel-

ings of the goods,/ then pressed on the

wrong side, and- the darn will hardly be

noticeable. When little jackets and trou-

sers are past darning on elbow or knee, the

side seams should be ripped and a piece

set in clear across ; then if the cross seams

are pressed, they will look very well. If

the garment is faded, wash the piece of

new and fade that some before using it for

a patch. In the care and repairing of

clothing, it is the attention to little things

that extends the time of service and keeps
garments lookiug well to the last.

Maida McL.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,'!
Lucas County. J

Fbank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the senior
partner of the firm of F. J. Chexey & Co., doing busi-
nerss in the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid,
and tltat said firm will pay the sum of ONE HUN-
DRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot bo cured by the 'use of Hall's Cataukh
Cure.

FRANK .1. CHENEY.
Sworn to before nie and subscribed in my presence,

this 6th day of December, A. D. 188G.

A. W. GLEASON.
Notary Public.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is tulcen internally and acts di-

rectly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the sys-
tem. Send for testimonials, free.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0. •

BSTSold by Druggists, 75c.
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Do you want Work, at Good Pay?

Agents for this paper are given a Big

Cash Commission. If you want to

make money, write to-day for our

special terms.

TABLE AND STANDS.

We cannot all have new furniture when
we want it. Many of us are afflicted with
some very old, indeed, which we must put
up with. But it need not stay in a repul-

sive manner to afflict us in every way.
With this are given three illustrations

by which, with a little ingenuity and help
from, the carpenter, a plain piece can be
made very artistic and pretty.

In No. 1 a new top was added with some
little turned knobs as ornaments. The
top was of oak, smoothly sandpapered
and given a coat of varnish." If pine
is used, a coat of white enamel paint,

over a coat of ordinary white paint,

would make it very nice.

In No. 2 a piece of tile oil-cloth is

fitted into a-frame for the back, a like

piece for the top of the stand, being
fastened on with molding. The wood
part being left the original walnut
and all nicely varnished.

No. 3 has the addition of a back
piece with compartments, and a small

glass. These, as dressing-tables in a

young girl's room, are far more ap-

propriate than a more expensive piece

would be and if you have only.

a

little to invest in fixing up a room,
the' money can be 'ppt Into other

helps to make it all new and clean.

There is nothing more satisfactory

in bedroRns as matting which, wifti

care, lasts for years, is so much more
easily kept clean and with the addition

of rugs is far more picturesque than car-

pet. If a bedroom is small, it is next to

impossible to sweep it thoroughly, espec-

ially under the bed; whereas matting can

be thoroughly cleaned with a cloth or

a broom.
Try some of these models, and I am

sure you will like them. L. L. C.

STEAM FROM THE TEA-KETTLE.

Years ago there stood in our kitchen,

a pretty little pine table, andaveritable

little despot it was, too. It held com-
plete possession of the culinary de-

partment. Never might we expect

quarter from the little pine table. It

was inexorable in exacting homage,
and we paid tribute with unremitting

zeal and unflagging devotion to its

snowy countenance.

Regularly, every Saturday, my
mother scoured it with sand, soap

and scrubbing-brush or rushes. For
fully thirty years, had that little pine

table been scoured and scrubbed, until

it was as white and smooth as wood
B could by any possibility be made.

One happy day, a blessed thought

came to my , mother. She rebelled

against the tyranny of the scrub-

broom and she said that she would
have that table covered with zinc.

So the zinc was purchased and brought

home and tacked on securely, and the

pine table no longer holds the scepter

in our kitchen. It is ignominiously over-

come and ingloriously dragged at the feet

of its conqueror. Humiliated now beyond
the pale of endurance almost, the proud,

little pine table bears all manrier of bur-

dens, without damagingitself or engender-

ing labor. Upon its Cold-and impassive

face, hot kettles, lard-crocks, butter-bowls,

soap-dishes, anything and everything, may
now be placed with perfect impunity.

Dish-water may be spilled all over it, and

it doesn't look as though afflicted with the

leprosy; no backs are brolien, or fingers

worn to the bone by endless scouring.

Just experiment and see how nice it

really is, but be careful not".to let salt

lay on it, for salt eats zinc as rust does

iron.

And do you, my good, mistaken sister,

do you scour the kettles and pots and skil-

lets, the tea-kettle and frying-pans and

spiders, the tin lids and pans and the

stove-hearth? Do you really add this bur-

den to all your -other cares and worries and

labors? Do you make your kitchen and

-its work a feticle? Yes, you do, just hun-

dreds of you. Don't do so any more, I beg

of you. Stop to-day. Just yesterday, I

stepped into a neighboring kitchen. The
ironware and tinware glistened like sil-

ver—the result of years and years of scour-

ing and polishing.

"Mrs. A., although it is none of my
affairs at all," I said, as I surveyed the'

"glistening wonder," "may I ask how
much time you spent upon these skillets?"

"Oh ! I don't know," she replied, "about

three minutes, I guess."

"And you use them every meal?" I

queried.

"Yes, about as near as I can make out,"

she said. "I use something—a kettle.or a

pot—and the tea-kettle, I'd just as soon
think of doing without coffee as of not
scouring it." »

I said nothing, but made a little mental
calculation. Three minutes each meal for

three hundred and sixty-five days, for

twenty years, makes eighty-five days and
fifteen hours spent in scouring skillets,

and the dear soul takes as much pleasure

in it as the artist in his beautiful canvas,

No. 2.

the sculptor in his faultless marbles, or the
musician in his eternal harmonies.
Now, consider the supreme folly, the

waste of time, temper and muscle. Ac-
tually the good woman's nerves are thread-

bare. Like her poor overworked hands
they catch against everything she touches,

and what wonder? She never has time to

read a book, or write ajetter or lie down
for a nap, or a little rest spell. There is

always something to be done.

Dout scour the suppleness out of your
fingers, the roses from your cheeks, the

elasticity from your footsteps, the bright-

ness from your eye, the pain into your
back, the crow's-feet around your eyes,

and the sharp words into your tongue.

Don't, and again I say, don't.

Caruib O'Neal.

protecting silver from tarnishing.

It is worth while knowing that silver

articles put away for a time can be pro-

tected from tarnishing. According to tho

Decorator and Furnisher, this can be done
by applying to them, with a soft brush,

collodion mixed with alcohol. If silver

plate is already tarnished, its full bril-

liancy may be restored by washing it in

liquid potassia, next rinsing it in warm
water and then immersing it in a liquid

composed of one part alum, one part of

common salt and two parts of saltpeter in

three parts of water. The plate has now
to be washed in lukewarm water, then

wiped with chamois leather and finally

packed in sawdust to dry.

POT-CLEANER.

Very often in some kinds of cooking
where the round-bottomed iron pot is still

used, some of the material will adhere so

closely as to make it very hard to get ofl';

some use an old shell for this purpose
l

others a spoon, or a piece of tin; but we
take pleasure in presenting to our readers

Pot-clean

a handy article, always ready for the pur-

pose, and not to clean afterwards. Once

used you would not be without it. It is

made of steel, and being flexible, will fit

any pot, cooker Or skillet. The handle is

about five inches long and the scraper four

inches long.

The Farm and Fireside will send this

pot-cleaner free to any one sending in one
yearly subscriber at 05 cents, if the sub-

scriber wants a cleaner also—or at 50 cents,

if the subscriber wants the paper only.

Price, when purchased, 25 cents, or with
Farm and Fireside one year, 65 cents.
Postage paid by us in each case.
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TWO SONGS.

"I'll make ray song so grand and high—
rto high." he said, "that those who hear

Will stand and gaze into the sky,

As on a soaring bird they fear

That earthward turns,

And where some planet shines alone

My song shall sit, and those who see

Will say that star has higher grown,
And all, perchance, because of me,

It brighter burns."

"And I would stay close to the grass-

So near that a sweet child could kiss

"My song," she said, "where those who pass

Would brush its bloom, and I could miss

One fragrance less,

I'd have my song so sweet, its wing
So fragile yet so perfectly wrought,

That both would seem some spirit thing

Of comfort, down from heaven brought
For men to bless."

~Katydid, in Times-Democrat

CAKE MAKING.

Cake making has improved very much
in the last few years, and has now become'

simplified so that by carefully following

instructions one need not produce a set of

failures.

Perfect tools to work with always insure

good work and the set of tins* we illustrate

in this number, will convince our readers

of their immense practicability over the

old method.
These pans being made with an opening

in the side through which a knife cau be

slipped and the cake cut loose from the

bottom, allowing it to come from the pan
in an unbroken manner. No grease is

necessary with ihese pahs, and as the cake

adheres to the pan, it can be inverted and
left in the pan to cool before removfrfg it,

thereby insuring perfect lightness, as its

weight stretches it out. We will carry for

awhile a column on instruction on cake

baking and making; thereby allowing our

subscribers the benefit of cooking-school

lessons. Our lady readers are invited to

send their request far information qn cake-

making, to be answered through our

squarg or round molds may ' be had, as

suits the subscriber best.

We will also send one layer-mold (either

round or square) free to any one sending

one yearly subscriber at 65 cents, if the

subscriber wants a layer-mold also—or at

50 cents if the subscriber wants the paper

only. Price of one layer-mold when pur-

chased, 20 cents ; or with Farm and Fire-

side one year, 05 cents. But 10 cents extra

for each mold must be inclosed with the

order, to pay postage. Molds will not be

sont unless this postage is included.

> We will also send a loaf-mold set, includ-

ing one loaf-mold, one measuring-cup and

one set of cake recipes, free to any one

sending two yearly subscribers at 75 cents

each, if the subscribers take the loaf-mold

set also—or at 50 cents if the subscribers

want the paper only. The sender of the

two subscribers gets the loaf-mold set in

either case. Price of loaf-mold set when
purchased, 35 cents; or with Farm and
Fireside one year, 75 cents. But 15 cents

extra lor each loaf-mold set must be in-

closed for postage. They positively will

not be forwarded unless this amount for

postage is included.

Address Farm and Fireside, Philadel-

phia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

HINTS FROM MAY MANTON.

This basque, designed either for home or

street wear, is one of the latest and most
popular styles. The model was of Parisian

novelty cloth woven in shades of green,

magenta and brown, most harmoniously
blended, the velvet trimming being of the

rich magenta. The effect was almost be-

wildering, even in this season of startling

combinations, but the brightness can be

modified to suit individual taste. Any of

the popular brown shades trim charmingly

with velvet in either brown or green, the

two-tone effects "being much used in velvet.

Eminence purple and blue are colors

much worn, trimmed with velvet of a

darker shade. The basque can also be

made of one material and tailor-finished

CAKE-MAKING UTENSILS.

columns by one of the most famous cake-

makers of the day.

These pans being made of very heavy
tin are very durable, and once used the

owner would not be without them. The
shallow ones can be used for. corn-bread

and deep pies; with the pans is a measur-
ing-cup, thereby insuring the same quan-
tity every time.

These cake-molds are made of the very
best of tin, and are of the regulation size.

Over 200,000 of these molds have been, sold

within the past year, and give universal

satisfaction. The Farm and Fireside has

No. 4,025.—Ladies' Basque.

arranged to offer this set of molds as a pre-

mium. We will send them free for six

yearly subscribers, or for four yearly sub-
scribers and 40 cents additional; or for two
yearly subscribers and SO cents additional;
or for one yearly subscriber and $1 addi-
tional. Price, when purchased, $1.25; or
with Farm and Fireside one year, $1.50.

Expressage paid by us in each case. Either

with stitched edges or braid. Jet or galoons
can be used to outline the revers, collars

and cuffs. Many rows of braid is a very
popular and exceedingly stylish finish for

basques in this style.

We here present a design for misses-
one of the latest Parisian designs.

Mauve Henrietta was trimmed with
heavy-shaded bengaline showing tones of

pink and green, decorated with white lace

insertion. Made in cloth and velvet, with
narrow, jet braid trimming, the full front
of Brussels lace over some bright, becom-
ing color, a prettier or more stylish gar-

ment for a miss could not be imagined. If

made in one 'material, au edging of fur

would be seasonable.' The waist can be
made without the belt and ripple skirt

portion, if so preferred. The fullness in

front and back can be omitted if desired,

the pattern supplying a plain, fitted lining,

which can be smoothly covered with the
material.
The ladies' basque and misses' waist

shown on this page are made from the
celebrated "Bazar glove-fitting patterns."

Dressmakers and fashion authorities rec-

omnqend them as being among the most
simple, economical and reliable cut-paper
patterns. Full and explicit directions for

putting together the garment accompany
each pattern. We have arranged with the
makers of these patterns to furnish us
with them in all sizes. They are thor-

oughly reliable and complete in every way.
We will mail two patterns of either style

or any size, and the Farm and Fireside
one year, for G5 cents, or will send two
patterns free-to any one sending us one
yearly subscriber at 05 cents, if the sub-
scriber takes two patterns also—or at 50

cents if the subscriber wants the paper
only. Price of each pattern, when pur-
chased, 25 cents. Postage paid by us. •

Order by'pattern number.
Note.—Pattern No. 4,025 (ladies' basque)

can be furnished in five sizes—32, 34, 36, 38

and 40 inches, bust measure. Always give

j
size wanted. Pattern No. 4,027 (misses'

waist) can be furnished in sizes 10, 12, 14

and 16 years. Always state age of the miss
that pattern is wanted for.

A HOME COOK BOOK.

It was only a blank exercise-book, such
as is used by school-children, costing ten

years ago, fifteen cents, but which can be
bought for five or ten cents now. , The
owner, who was a school-teacher, soon to

be married, felt she was not as well posted
in culinary matters as she would like to

be, and decided to make a cook-hook of

her own, feeling certain she could have it

more reliable than any she could buy.

No. 4,027.

Misses' Waist, with Ripple Bretelles
and Skirt.

Teaching in a very social neighborhood,
she was often invited out, and made it a

rule to procure the favorite recipes of her
different hostesses. All good cooks like to

talk about their culinary operations, so

that she picked up many a valuable hint

and stored it away in her book, which be-

ing carefully indexed and divided under
different headings, soon became very val-

uable.

All seemingly good recipes from papers
and magazines that were explicit, were
either copied or cut out and pasted in, and
by the time she began housekeeping she
had a veritable "housekeeper's friend," for

her book contained medical, health and
cleaning hints, as well as some miscellane-

ous information. Although more than one
published icook-book has been added to

her kitchen library, she still clings to her
home-made book, for it is far more val-

uable than any she could buy, and she bids
me tell the Farm and Fireside readers

about it, that they, too, may go and do
likewise.

If a blank book is not easily procured,
any old printed volume will answer, by
first cutting out over three fourths of the
leaves. On the stubs of about half of these

could be pasted sheets of light manila
paper (wrapping-paper), on which recipes

could be copied, using the printed pages
for the clipped recipes. *

One thing which renders the book pecu-
liarly valuable is its choice collection of

economical recipes and those for using the

"left-overs," many of which we will some
day give to our readers. Here are some
choice recipes procured from a Yankee
friend, who, she declares, was the best cook
she ever ate after:

Boston Brown Bread.—Three cupful?
of sour milk, one cupful of molasses, one
cupful of corn-meal, three cupfuls of Gra-
ham flour, one tablespoonful of salt and
one teaspoonful of soda. Dissolve the soda
in the sour milk, then add the molasses
and stir well, after which add salt, meal
and Graham, stirring and beating until

perfectly smooth; pour into well-buttered

molds, set in a steamer over boiling water,

cover closely and steam four hours. Re-
move to a very moderate oven fifteen or

twenty minutes to dry the top, which is

quite moist from the steam. Tin fruit-

dans with the top melted off make good
molds.
Boston Baked Beans.—One quart of

beans, carefully picked over and soaked in

cold water over night. In the morning
put on to cook in plenty of cold water; let

them boil for half an hour, then add half a

teaspoonful of soda; cook five minutes,

and carefully drain off all the water; add
sufficient boiling water to cook, and stir

now and then for two hours. Wash and
scrape one pound of pickled pork and
score the rind about a quarter of an inch
apart. Put the beans in a bean-pot, add
half a cupful of molasses ; put the meat in

the center, with the rind even with the
top of the beans; add boiling water until
the pork and beans are well nigh covered,
cover the pot and bake five or six hours or
all day. In the morning heat through,
remove the cover and brown, when they
will be delicious, and the oftener they are

warmed up the better they will be. If one
has no bean-pot, a crock or jar may be
used, but is not quite so nice.

Soft Gingerbread.—Three well-beaten

eggs, one cupful of sour cream, one cupful
of butter, or part butter and part meat
drippings, one cupful of sugar, one cupful
of molasses, one teaspoonful of soda, one
tablespoonful of ginger, one teaspoonful
of cinnamon and flour as for cake ; erearn

the butter and sugar, dissolve the soria in

the milk and add to it the molasses; then
add the well-beaten eggs, the butter and
sugar and the spices; lastly add flour, half
a cupful at a time, beating thoroughly un-
til perfectly smooth. Line a dripping-pan
with well-oile^ paper and put in the dough
to the depth of r_j inch and a half. Bake
very slowly, c o as ru.t to scorch.

Clara Sensibaugh Everts.

SctilfTmaii n's Asthma Cure
Instantly relieves the most violent attack,

facilitates free expectoration and insures rest
to those otherwise unable to sleep except in
a chair, as a single trial will prove. Send for
a free trial package to Dr. R. SclnHinann, St.
Paul, Minn., but ask your druggist first.

The biggest cash commissions ever given lip any
paper are now given to club raisers )ot »*j

journal. Write at once for "Special Cash J •>.••>#»*

to Club Kaisers."

MEN or WOMEN make B0.00 a day selling the
"Wonderful Christy Bread Slicer." Write quick
for territory. CHRISTY KNIFE CO., Fremont, Ohio.

SHE MAKES MONEY.
How one bright woman makes money from her dairy
is told in "Profit in the Dairy." We furnish the
book at cost, 25c. Stamps taken. Address BOX A,CREAMERY PKG. MFG. CO., Chicago, 111'

Mention this paper.

quilt of 500 sq.
made with

gkg.of 60splendid Silkpcs.,asstd.brighy color*,25c.

:

5 pkgs., $1. LE MAR It'S SILK MILLS, LITTLE TERRY. N. J.

A BIAy Ti FUL. CRAZY

Beware of Imitations
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Newcomb Fly-Shuttle

Rag Garpet

Weaves 100 yards per
day. Catalogue free.

Gc N. NEWCOMB,
311 W. St. Davenport, Iowa-*

HaVdv Cobbler completeshoe
— , and XXarnesa Hit

for home use. Great time
i
^ and money saver. Arti-

cies separate cost $tl. Priceg 26articles,boxed,2ums. *"3.

No. 2 without extra har-
ness tools, 22 articles, 17

lbs., $2. Catalogue free.
Agents wanted. In order
give R. R. or Exp. sta-

tion andname this paper.

KUHN&CO., Moline.lH

We sive away Lace Curtains, with $4, $6, or 88 orders.

White Tea Set, 56 mid 70 pieces, with $11 and $13 orders.

Pair Ladies' Dongola Kid Hoots, with $ti orders.

Safety Bicycle, Cushion Tires, with $80 orders.

Decorated Granite Dinner Sets, 112 pieces, with $^,0 orders.

•Hanging Lamp and Decorated bhade, with $10 & $12 orders.

Violin, Banjo and Guitar, with $12, JIG, and $25 orders.

Moss Rose Toilet Set, with $15 orders.

Stem Winding Swiss Watch, Ladies' or Boy's, with $10 orders.

Send for our F R EE Illustrated Catalogue.

GKJEjSlT CHINA CO,,
210 State Street, Boston, Mass.

14 K
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THEEXPRESS
WasbingtonCrossingthe
Delaware.—Cut this ad.
out and send to us and wo
will send you this beauti-
ful Gold Plated watch,
by express.subject to full
examination, and if you
do not find it equal toany
watch retailed at3times
our price.you need not.

pay one cent. Other-
wise pay the express
agent $3,35. riie
movement is a jewel-
ed quick train,withoil
tempered Pinion ami
Hairspring. Durable
accurate time keeper.
Case is made of coin
nickle.hand engraved!

(Cutaliowabackof caae.)

over which is placed 2
olates 14k Gold. Fully
warranted. In carrying
this watch you have the

„ 'reditof owninga
#SOL!D COLO WATCH
¥ awl for use just asdesirable.

HILL & CO.,
WhoIeMile Jewelers,

207 State St.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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A MAN IN THE DISH-PAN.

My wife has figgered out to me, in tongue and
black an' white, that she

Has more to do from sun to sun, than I out-

side; said she: "I'll run
Your chores an' clear things up to-night,

while you wash dishes !" I'm perlite

Enough to give my wife full kite, an' so prove

to her that I'm right,

So after supper off she went an' done the

chores ; it's no great stent,

Because I've gut things fixed to save most
every step and light and shave

The labor bill; but, as for me, I tackled them
air dishes, ye see

!

An' first send off I plum fergot to keep my
water bilin' hot.

I swun I couldn't get 'em clean; I never see

things act so mean.
My wife set there and give me roop enough.

"Why don't ye use some soap?"

Says she. My stars! I could etthat woman up,

I was so het.

An' so into the night I swashed, and, when I

thought I'd gut 'em washed,
I found a half a dozen more, while wife set

laughin' to Vie core.

Ez nigh ez I could figger out, I washed and
dried that night about

Three dozen pieces, multiply that figger or a

bigger Dy
Ten hundred and ninety-five—the meals in one

year's time—that's how wife feels.

T:i yc what, there's somethin' wrong; our
work outside goes like a song.

W' set an' ride an' ride an' ride, and all the

ime our wives inside

At meanest handwork toil away like some old

tread-mill horse, I say,
1

That here's a chance fer Edison to get the big-

gest slice of fun
That ever in man's pocket fell; 'lectricity is

very well,

But he could beat it slick and clean by washin'
dishes by machine.

WINTER HOSPITALITY.

N this age, when there is too

general a strife for luxury,

there is apt to be neglected

that which adds more to our

happiness—which is comfort.

It is a relief to find a house

where there is no attempt at

display, but a constant aim for content-

ment. Each of us can remember a few

homes where there is nothing for style, but

everything for coziness. Sometimes young
housekeepers begin with high-flown ideas

about the entertainment of guests. We
often hear such remarks as, "I should like

to have her visit me only I can'tput on the

style she does," or, after having seen an

acquaintance in a better home, the plain

liver says, "I'll be terribly mortified if she

ever comes to see me." These expressions

do not betoken the best kind of pride. In

the summer two things are necessary to

successful entertainment of a guest—cor-
diality and cleanliness. In the winter »ue

thing more is necessary, and that is

—

warmth. •

Our minister, who is a young man, was
lamenting that the Methodist preachers of

his generation are so poor in reminiscences

while those of fifty years ago had perils in

woods and plains, long horseback rides

with saddle-bags, and adventures of va-

rious kinds, which, although grievous at

the time, do work up into such delightfully

thrilling stories; he was trying to collect

what he could in the way of tales of hard-

ships pertaining to his first few years of

"circuit-riding." Among other things, he

said: "I remember one good sister in the

country who had her yard piled up with

tire-Avood, ushered me into a bedroom
where the thermometer was six degrees

below zero. She said—as though it was a

joke—'Well, brother D., if we don't freeze

you out to-night, I don't know as we ever

can.'

"

Wasn't that a blood-curdling tale? In-

deed it was, and one can almost doubt the

Christianity of such a "sister." She cer-

tainly forgot the golden rule.

There are some very foolish ideas about

"hardening" the human body, and one of

these is the theory that cold bedrooms are

healthy in winter. A cold bedroom at

home is bad enough, then one can warm
at the sitting-room fire, perhaps half un-
dress there, and run and jump into bed
In' lore all the comfortable heat is gone, but
to put a stranger into a cold room is to treat

. him with barbarous inhospitality. If the

guest-chamber has no stove, by all means
heat the bed. The accompanying illustra-

tion of the pretty French maid performing
her hospitable duty, fills us with comfort-

able thoughts. Thepictureof thewarming-
pan is given, and it is a very pretty one.

If not in possession of anything so artis-

tic, a jug of hot water or a hot flat-iron

wrapped in a towel, will have quite as

happy an effect. No matter how homely
the contrivance, be sure your guest is

warm. He will love you better; he will

wish to visit you again; he will not sniffle

for weeks afterward with a bad cold, and
say, with what thanks you can imagine,

"I got this cold the night I staid at brother

R.'s."

Ask your guest if there are enough cov-

ers on the bed, and have handy a few
extra blankets. Do not make fun of him
if he prefers to sleep next to wool, instead

of clammy cotton or linen. Do not deny
him the simple and inexpensive

comfort of hot water to wash in;

have it hot, not disappointingly

luke-warm. Let a cozy steam curl

up from the pitcher as it is set on
the stand. In short, let your winter
guest be served with the necessities

of a warm body if you would have
him remember you with the kind-

liness of a warm heart.

Kate Kauffman.

the dear old wood, which was called the

"sugar bush," where the clear sap, by the

aid of sap-bucket, neck-yoke and stalwart

arms, was gathered from the dripping spoil

and brought to the kettle where, amidst
fire and smoke, laughter and joke, it

changed to the rich, golden cakes.

As I look I know the maples, the oaks
and rugged hickories, the chestnut and the

whole family of forest trees have yielded

to the woodman's ax, and another fleck

of sunshine comes over my little stream.

Still it murmurs on, and bears on its sur-

face the rounded bark with paper sails,

MY WEST WINDOW.

I sat at my west window of a fall

day, because it looked out upon the
flower garden. The flowers were
mostly gone, but I thought I would
do as the Quakers do, "gather into

the stillness" and listen. The bor-

der of polyanthus claimed my no-
tice first ; the flowers had blossomed
their brief day, and now the plants

had donned their brown coat and
were concentrating tjieir juicy

sympathies upon theirs roots, to

garnish them there until after the

rest of a long, cold winter, when
again they will come to listen to the song of

the robin and brighten and glow like the
cheeks of childhood kissed by the first

warm rays of the vernal sun. Then there

are tulips
;
they stand like hatless soldiers

in line, being reviewed. Their uniform is

laid aside, but they seem to say that when
spring returns they will hear her voice and
come forth in radiant beauty.

The littie pansies are our congenial spir-

its, and they seem to link the poetry of

winter with the eloquence of spring, and
prepare the world for the floral treasures

of summer. The peonies have their mes-
sage as, leaf by leaf, it falls off the shrub,

as it trembles in the wind. As in life

some of the richest experiences are nur-

WaRJIING-PAN.

tured in sorrow, so in nature winds and
storms are required for the most perfect

exhibition of her power. Whether it be
the rose-tree or the aster or the dahlia, all

alike have the brown and somber color, and
all await the springtime.

But I keep looking through the west
window till I seem to see the quiet coun-
try farm of my childhood. There is the

little murmuring stream that had its rise

in the distant hills and came to us from its

embowered home, tinkling its merry song
as it threaded its way through pasture and
meadow. It murmured its way through

Warming the Bed.

which are set afloat by other children on
its banks now, just as my school friends

and I did long ago. Then I used to sit on
the banks of that stream, and it had a voice

for me.
In those years I learned to love the

stately measures of the old poets. Milton
had a strange fascination for me, and held
me almost spellbound. There I dreamed
my name would float down the tide of

time linked to immortality, as the author
of something of strength and beauty that

would be "a joy forever." Young then
awakened in me a chord of sympathy, and
with him I'd say, "wishing, of all employ-
ments, was the worst."
In Pope'^ flowing verse could I

"Ask of thy mother earth, why oaks are made
Taller and stronger than the weeds they

shade."

Or with Burns:

"When the supperdone, with cheerful face

They round the ingle form a circle wide."

There I realized that Shakespeare hews
human nature so closely that the chips fly

in everyone's face. With Dick I almost
dwelt among the stars. Books and newspa-
pers did not carpet my youthful pathway,
so 1 had more time to read over and over
the old pages of old poets and romancers.

It did not take a strong fancy to people the

ravines and glens with Rhoderic Dhu's and
imagine that a Lady Ellen could be found
on some of our inland lakes singing, in

Walter Scott's measure

:

"Rather through realms beyond the seas,

Seeking the cold charities,

Where ne'er was heard a Scottish word,
Nor ne'er the name of Douglas heard,

An outcast exile would I rove,

Than wed the man I could not love."

My little brook still murmurs on. It

runs in the same pebbly bed, though far

from my west window. Never has ocean,

or mountain torrent, or sleeping lake been
to me what that little singing brook was,

as it wended its way in quiet and seclusion

to be lost in deeper woods.
Here at my window I know that there

are large rivers and great seas and people

that go down in ships, but the little stream
which I now know is one of the tributaries

of a great lake. It often speaks to me as I

sit and "gather into the stillness," and it

brings content as I take its lessons, that as

al I the small streams make the great sea, so

will our small lives fulfill their purpose if,

as they flow on, they give inspiration to

those who are on the banks, and if they
reflect the beautiful things that look down
upon them. Mary Joslyn Smith.

Of all the visitors at the World's Fair there

was not one but wished that he could retain

those magnificent views. Of course every
visitor retains them in memory, more or less

indistinct, but the camera retained them as

real and natural as life. Our collection of

over 200 Photographic Views of the World's
Fair, as advertised on another page, is simply
a marvelous sight. No one should fail to

secure them. One full collection with de-

scriptions and map will be sent free.

DAINTY LUNCHES FOR TRAVELING.

One of the requisites of a pleasant jour-
ney is a substantial lunch, daintily packed
in baskets or boxes. Boxes are often pre-
ferred, inasmuch as they can be thrown
away after the contents are eaten.

Extra pains should always be taken to

have lunches inviting and appetizing.
Each article should be wrapped separ-
ately. If several meals are to be taken
during the journey, it is wise to have as

many boxes, the same size, instead of one
very large one. Sandwiches should al-

ways lie cut very thin and small, so that
they are easily to handle. Wrap them in

several thicknesses of white cheese-cloth,

which has been rung out in cold water, so
that they will keep moist. Oiled paper is

very nice to wrap around meat, cake, cook-
ies, etc. Coffee and rntyk can be carried

nicely in a large bottle.

A small alcohol lamp often proves very
convenient when traveling, and the milk
or coffee can be heated in a few moments,
or tea made.
Celery sandwiches are delicious, and will

keep moist longer than those with a meat
filling. Chop the celery very fine and mix
with a nice dressing, and spread between
the thin slices of bread and butter.

Chicken, veal, lamb, ham or tongue are
all nice for sandwiches. Chop and mix
with a nice dressing. A good rule is given
below for the dressing to be used with the
meat filling:

.Yolks of three eggs, one tablespoonful
of butter, one dessert-spoonful each of mus-
tard and salt, one saltspoonful of cayenne
pepper, half a cupful of vinegar.
Another dressing which is better for the

celery filling is made of one tablespoonful
of butter, one third cupful of sugar, one
teaspoonful of salt, one dessert-spoonful of

flour, half a cupful of vinegar and three
eggs. i

A very nice filling lor sandwiches is

chopped nuts moistened with cream, so

they will spread easily.

Salad eggs are nice and easily made.
Boil your eggs hard, cut in halves, leaving
the shells on for traveling to better protect
them, and remove the yolks. Mash them
fine; season with a little salt, about as

much mustard and enough vinegar to

moisten. Mix thoroughly and return to

the whites. Plain, hard-boiled eggs are
relished by many.

( 'risp celery is always good. When pick-

les are taken, let them be olives or small

cucumbers, in open-mouthed bottles.

Small glasses of jells' are easily packed,

and very appetizing. When cake is taken,

let it be something that is not sticky. A
nice nut-cake, or a good caramel one,where
the icing is dry and firm; a plain fruit-

cake or a ribbon one, made of two white
layers with one of fruit between. Never
take custard or jelly cake, unless you ex-

pect to have it mashed and spoiled.

If one desires lemonade, it is an e%sy
matter to make it if the juice is squeezed
into a bottle with sufficient sugar added to

it. As it is needed, add cold water.

Gingersnaps and gingerbread, when
nice, tastes fine on the cars; also snowflake

wafer-crackers.

By no means should fruit be forgotten,

for there is nothing more healthful or sat-

isfying than lucious peaches, pears, apples,

bananas and grapes.

Rolls are sometimes preferred to sand-

wiches, and frequently it is necessary to

lake butter. In that case it is better tu

carry it in a jelly-tumbler, tying a piece

of white muslin over the top and then fast-

ening on the top. If salad is to be taken,

put it into a pint fruit-can and screw the

cover on.

Fried chicken should have each piece

wrapped separately in old, white muslin

or cheese-cloth. Do not forget salt, if

eggs or celery are taken.

It is well to put in a few wooden tooth-

picks. Japanese napkins answer nicely if

one does not care to bother with linen ones,

though. the latter are sometimes more use-

ful. Cover the box, or basket with a cloth

and then with brown paper, before putting

the cover on, to keep the dust out. Do
not forget one very important article—the

drinking-cup.

Where boxes are taken for each meal,

don't try to have them all alike, for it lie-

comes monotonous. In one put chicken,

sandwiches, celery, olives, gingerbread,

etc., and in another celery, sandwiches,

jelly, cucumber pickles, cold tongue and
cake. Aim to have a variety.

Carrie May Ashtojj.

St. Vitus Dance. One bottle Dr. Fmnier's Specific

cures. Free by mail. Circular. Fredonia, N. Y.

Agents for this paper get Big Pay.
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NOT MELANCHOLY DAYS.

these ain't the "melancholy clays," no matter

what they say

;

There's more good fun in all the ways than 's

been there many a day.

The crackfn' of the teamsters' whip, the shout-

in' of a boy

As the apples come a-tnmhlih' down—that's
joy for you—big joy

!

These ain't the "melancholy days"—there's

lots of fun in sight;

The cool and braci n' morniii's, and the big oak

fires at night;

The hounds upon»the rabbit's trail—the wild

doves on the wing—
The maiden with the red lips, an' the lover

with the ring!

These ain't the melancholy days—not much

!

They're full of life.

An' you're thankful fer your sweetheart, an'

you praise Go/1 fer your wife

!

An' then, on general principles—in view of

what he's givin'—

You shout a hallelujah for the [privilege o'

, Hvin'. . ,

—Frank L. Stanton, in Atlanta < '(institution.

CROCHET BRAID EDGING.

Abbreviations.—Gh means chain ; s c,

single crochet,; d c, double crochet; tr,

treble crochet; lg tr, long treble; st, stitch.

_The braid is to be crocheted the length

required, with the edge and scallops cro-

cheted on afterward.

The following*, braid. Oh 20 st.

^
f First row— 1 s c in twelfth st of ch (ch 5,

miss 3, 1 s c in the next st), twice, ch 8;

^urn.

Second row— 1 s c in third st of 5 ch, ch 5,

I s c in third st of next 5 ch, ch 5, 1 s c in

third st of 11 ch of the foundation, ch8;

turn. .

Third row—1 s c in third st of 5 ch (first

loop), ch 5, 1 s e in third st of next loop, ch

5, 1 s c in third st of 8 ch, ch 8; turn.

Repeat the third row for the length re-

quired, and along one side of the hraid

have the number of loops divisable by 4,

and also add on one or two extra loops for

the scallops.

First row—* 1 tr, ch 11, 1 tr all in one loop

of braid, ch 5 (1 tr, ch 9, 1 tr all in the next

loop, ch 5), twice, 1 tr, ch 11, 1 tr all in next

loop, ch 5. Repeat from * for the length

required of braid.

Second row—* 1 tr in loop of 11 ch of pre-

vious row, ch 4,"1 tr in loop of 9 ch, ch 4, 1 tr

in next loop of 9 ch, ch 4, 1 tr in loop of

II ch, ch 6. Repeat from * for the length
required.

Third row—6 tr under each ch of 4 st, and
9 tr under each ch of 6 st for the length

' required.

Fourth row—*31g tr in (thread overbook
twice before inserting) 3 first st of 6 tr

Unissing first group of G tr), ch 1, 3 lg tr in

next 3 st of 6 tr, ch 8, miss 7 st, 7 d c in the

7 center st of 9 tr, ch 8, miss 7 st. Repeat
from * for the length required.

Fifth row—* 3 long tr in first 3 st of 6 tr,

ch 3, miss 1 ch, 3 lg tr in next 3 st, ch 6, 1 lg

tr in each st of 7 d c, ch 6. Repeat from *

for the length required.

Sixth row—* 1 tr in first st of 3 lg tr, 2 lg

tr in next 2 st, ch 2, miss 1 st, 2 lg tr separ-

ated by 3 ch in the next st, ch 2, miss 1, 21g
tr in next 2 st, 1 tr in next, ch 6, 5 d c in 5

center st of 7 lg tr, ch 6. ! Repeat from * for

the length required.

Seventh row—* 1 tr and ch 1 in each st of

3 tr, 8 lg tr under 3 ch, with 1 ch between
each of them, ch 1 and 1 tr in next 3 tr st,

ch 4, 3 d c in 3 center st of 5 d c, ch 4. Re-
peat from * for the length required.

Eighth row—* 1 d c under 1 ch between
the first and second tr (ch 5, 1 d c under
next 1 ch), twelve times, ch 5, 1 d c in cen-
ter st of 3 d c, ch 5. Repeat from * for, the
length required.

Ninth row—* 1 s c in third st of 5 ch, ch 7,

1 s c in fifth st of 7 ch from hook, ch 2.

Repeat from * twelve times (1 tr in third st

of 5 ch each side of the 1 d c on 3 d c), ch 7,

1 s c in fifth st of 7 ch from hook, ch 2.

Repeat from the first *, at the beginning
I of the row, for the length required.

FOR THE HEADING.

First row— 1 tr, ch 9, 1 tr all in each loop
of braid, with 5 ch between. Repeat for

the length required.

Second row—1 tr in fifth st of 9 ch, ch 5.

Repeat for the length required.
Third row—* 1 tr on tr, ch 1, miss 1, 1 tr

in next st, ch 1, miss 1, 1 tr, ch 1, miss 1.

Repeat from * for the length required.

Ella McCowen.

AN IDEAL NURSERY.

In many homes, too little attention is

paid to the nursery, and a large number of

children spend the greater part of every

twenty-four hours in a small, poorly-

ventilated room, which is neither attrac-

tive nor comfortable.

It has been said, and with truth, that no

room in which we live during the day

should be occupied as a sleeping-room

at night. In nearly every home one room

can be spared for a nursery. Never mind

if your parlor has to bo turned into a cozy

living-room in order to make this change.

It will pay you in the end.

Tastes differ, and many might desire a

room on the ground floor for this purpose,

but my choice is an upper room facing the

south and east. Let it be furnished simply

but tastefully, and in a manner pleasing to

the little folks who are to occupy it. It is

dosirable^vhen practical, to have a grate,

both for ventilation purposes and to heat

the room; or rather, to take off the chill On

cold mornings and evenings during the

summer, when the furnace oj coal-stoves

are not running.

The children of W. It. Vanderbilt have a

beautifully-decorated nursery and school-

room with Mother Goose melodies and

nurseryi rhymes on the walls. For the

older children there are quotations from

Shakspere. Few of us, if any, can afford

such a beautiful room, but many might

have fully as artistic a one if 'they studied

to make it so.

AN ASTHMA CURE AT LAST.

European physicians and medical journals
report a positive cure for Asthma, in the Kola
plant, found on the Congo River, West Africa.
The Kola Importing Co., 1164 Broadway, New
York, are sending free trial eases' of the Kola
Compound by mail to all sufferers from
Asthma, who send name and address on a
postal card. A trial costs you nothing.

Crochet Braid Edging.

An ideal nursery, which was designed

and carried out by a clever young artist

for her sister's children, is worthy of de-

scription. The house was a new one, and
the room chosen for this purpose was a

large corner one, containing Ifwo south

and two east windows. The woodwork
was pine, , oiled and hard finished. The
walls were tinted a pale yellowish tinge,

and then the work began in earnest, for it

was no esisy task to decorate them with
appropriate rhymes and quotations, as

well as quaint and amusing pictures. As
this pretty room was a surprise for New-
Year's, the first quotation was chosen

because of its appropriateness

:

,

' Little children, don't you hear
Some one knocking at your door?

Don't you know the glad New-year
Comes to you and me once more-?

Comes with treasures ever new
Spread out at our waiting feet?

High resolves and purpose true

Bound our lives to music sweet.

Ours to choose the thorns or flowers,

If we but mind our duty,

Spend aright the priceless hours,

And life will glow with beauty.

Let us then the portals fling,

Heaping high the liberal cheer;

Let us laugh, and shout, and sing,

"Welcome, welcome, glad New-year!" -

On eittjer side of this poem were huge
sprays of holly and its crimson berries.

Farther on are cherub faces. Occasionally

there are some lines from Mother Goose,

such as

A
Rock-a-by, baby, on the tree-top,

When the wind blows the cradle will fall.

With appropriate sketches.

Sing a song of sixpence,

A pocket full of rye.

Is also noticed.

A few stray verses are given below.

To those who serve you, children all,

Be gentle and polite

;

For thus are gentlewomen known,
Or gentlemen, at sight.

Be gentle and loving,

Be kind and polite;

Be thoughtful for others,

Be sure and do right. •

'Tis wrong, my dear, to do a thing

That mother must not know
;

And when your playmates, old or young,

Shall tell you thus to do,

Leave them at once, and quickly come
To your dear mother's side,

And tell her, for she'll know what's wrong
And she will be your guide.

A "Yes" and "No" are common, hard;

But "YeS'm," "No, sir," choice;

Let none but sweet and gentle words
Flow from your gift of voice.

&jf • Turkey red on cotton

VOS1 1 JSV sP* 1M that won't freeze, boil
a %J>%A *f y \* B 1 I or wash out. No other^ » - will doit. , Package to

30 minutesK^K
wool or cotton, 40c. Big pay Agents. Writequick. Men-
tion this paper. FRENCH DYE CO.Vassar.Mich

Beeman's Pepsin Gum.
CAUTION.—See that the name.

Reeman is on each wrapper.

The Perfection of Chewine
Gum and a Delicious Remedy
for Indigestion. Each tablet con-

tains one grain Beeman's pure pepsin.

Send 5 cents for sample package.

THE BEEMAN CHEMICAL CO.
39 Lake St., Cleveland, 0. ,

Originators of Pepsin Chewing Gum.

D. LANDRETH & SONS
THE

OLDEST

HOUSE
-IN—

AMERICA
Papa, when you dive me tandy
Dive me only white;

'Tause there's poison in the tolored,

Which my health will blight;

But you better dive me sudar,

Let the tandy be—
• »' ,yause I shall not want so much,

. And that is best for me.w '
*

Instead of -a carpet, a pretty Japanese

matting was chosen for- the floor, with a

few gay rugs to give brightness. Children

as a rule, like warm, rich colors. A low
bookcase, to correspond with the wood-
work, was filled with suitable books for

the four children, all carefully selected

and by the best authors. Here was found

a broad, low couch, with a bright cover,

downy pillows and a warm slumber-

robe to throw over whoever might care to

take a nap thereon; there were several

comfortable chairs, graduating in size

from the small rocker for wee Willie to

the large, easy one for grandma. A pretty

screen to shut off a draft had the three

panels covered with brown cambric on
both sides, and then all sorts of gay pic-

ture-cards pasted on. A border or frieze

of handsome wall-paper was used to finish

the edge.

On the walls were hung a few good pic-

tures, copies of the. old masters. It is sur-

prising to know what an influence pictures

have over all our lives, and especially those
of children.
On the mantel was a clock, a vase for

flowers and a calendar. A small, rattan
table held the children's magazines

—

Har-
per's Young People, Youth's Companion,
Our Ldttle Ones, etc.

A large, spacious closet opened out of
the nursery, with drawers for each of the
children to keep their toys in, and hooks
for their clothing. Here everything be-
longing to them was sacred, but once out
of their own room or closet, no one was
responsible for their belongings.
Nothing seemed forgotten which would

instruct or entertain, for there were all

sorts of kindergarten books and games for
these fortunate little folks.
The trouble is with too many nurseries

that they are overcrowded with all the
odds and ends that are thrown out of the
other rooms. Like every other room,
there should be an individuality expressed
in the furnishings of the nursery.

Carrie May Ashton.

have issued their handsomely illustrated Seed Cata-
logue for 1NW4. Merchau ts, Market Gardeners and
Private Families desiring Good Seeds, should send
postal for a copy. FREE to all applicants. Address

D. LANDRETH & SONS phii?ade £'k*ma , paI

WOTO "Who want light and
easy work, either all

the time or spare
hours, can earn big- pay working for us. No
other publishers pay as big- cash commis-
sion. The business is genteel, and pro-
motes g-ood health, besides filling- your
purse. Write to-day for full particulars.
Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Phil-
adelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

GARDEN
FLOWER

and FIELD.
Seed Potatoes, Fruit Tree*,
Plants and Vines of Old and New
Varities. Send now for

OUR NEW CATALOGUE
Plain, neat, sensible, truthful,with
honest prices. Free to all. All will
want the New Pare Wilt e
Earliest of all best Sweet Corn'
Extra Early "Vermont.

FRANK FORD & SON. Ravenna, 0.

How to get the best, and
how to grow them suc-
cessfully—that's the text
of our new

Guideto Rose Culture
forl894. .It tells you how
to get thefamousD.&C
Rosea on their own roots;

gives the very latestand
best i nformation for the

- culture of all kinds of

flowers. We send it free to anyone ,
together with

a sample copy of our interesting floral Magazine

"SUCCESS WITH FLOWERS."
THE DINGEE &. CONARD CO.
Mose growers andSeedsmen, West Grove, P a.

Don't Lose

Heart.
PLANT FERRY'S SEEDS

this year, and make up for lost tima i

Ferry's Seed Annual for 1894 will t
give you many valuable hints ,

about what to raise and how to^
raise it. It contains informa- 1

k.tion to be had from no other^
k
source. Free to all.^

"

k D.M. Ferry &Cov
Detroit,
Mich.

SEED
FOR TRIAT^. I have found that the beat way to ad-
vertise good Seeds is to give away a sample for trial.

If you will send me a 2-cent stamp to pay postage, I will

mail free on© package, your selection, of either Cabbage,
Carrot, Celery, Cucumber. Lettuce, Musk or Water Melon.
Onion, Parsnip. Pepper, Pumpkin, Radish, Spinach,
Squash.Tomato.Turnip, or of Flower Seeds—Aster, Balsam,
Oelosia: Carnation, Mignonette, Pansy, Phlox. Poppy,
Sweet Peas, Zinnia, or Verbena, and one of my 1894 Cata-
logues, Under any circumstances do not buy your Seeds
until you" see it, for I can save you money. Over 200,000

people say my seeds are the cheapest and best. I have
earliest vegetables on record. Discount and large pri -es

to agents. 50 cents worth of Seeds free with $1.00 order
Write to-day. F. B. MII/LS, Box 22, Rose Hill, N.Y.

Mention this paper when you write.

The Only Dust
that a good housekeeper is glad

around, is

GOLD DUST
For cleaning and washing, nothin

her so much labor, time and money

GOLD DUST
WASHING

.

POWDER
A 4 Pound Package

for 25 Cents at any

Grocers.

Made only by N. K. FAIRBANK & CO., Chicago,
St. Louis, K"-w York, Philadelphia, Boston, Montreal.
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MY KING.

You are all that I have to live for—

All that I want to love,

All that the whole world holds for me
Of a faith in the world above

!

You carne—and it seemed too mighty
For my humble heart to hold

;

It seemed, in its sacred glory,

Like aglimpse through the gate of gold,

Like life in the perennial Eden,

Created, formed anew—
This dream of perfect manhood
That I realize in you.

God created me a woman,
With a nature just as true

As the blue, eternal ocean—
As the sky that is over you,

And you are mine until your maker calls

you—
Your soul and your body, sweet!

Your breath, and the whole of your being,

From your kingly head to your feet^-

Your eyes, and the light that is in them—
Your lips, with their maddening wine—

Your arms, with their passionate clasp, my
king—

Your body and soul are mine.

No power, whatsoever,

No will but God's alone,

Can take you from my keeping;

You are his and mine alone

!

I know not where, if ever

—

I know not when or how
Death's hands may try the fetters

That binds us here and now;
But some day, when God beckons,

"Where rise his fronded palms,

My soul shall cross the river

And lay you in his arms;
Forever and forever, beyond the silent seas,

You will rest in the arms eternal,

And still belong to me.
—Boston Times.

MAN AND THE BOOK.

Last Sunday an Atlanta divine

preached a sermon in which he

warned his hearers not to

worship the Bible—not to make
the mistake of regarding the

book as the equal of Christ, but

to look upon it simply as a help to Christ.

The preacher meant well, but in this age

of free thinking, when scientists and
critics are consciously and unconsciously

unsettling the foundations of Christian

faith, every word that minimizes the word
of God is doing a serious injury to the

cause of religion.

Our Atlanta divine said, among other

things, that a mother has not necessarily

done much for her boy because she has

bought him a nice Bible and put it in his

trunk. We prefer not to hear any more of

this sort of talk. The effect is bad—always
bad, and no splitting of hairs, and no
higher criticism, and no subtle explana-

tions can mend the matter. Give us the

old-fashioned mother who sends her son

out into the world with a Bible in his

truuk, and give us the old-fashioned boy

who reads that Bible every night with

tears in his eyes, as he thinks of the old

folks at home, and their simple lives de-

voted to the cause of the Master. Give us

the man, woman or child whose hands

touch the Bible reverently, instead of

slinging it about like a dictionary.. Give

us the plain old fellow who quickly takes

leave of the circle in which critics are pro-

ceeding to ably explain away certain

chapters of the Scripture.

We live in an era of restless upheaval,

and on every hand we see thousands of

men advocating theories calculated to

overturn the law, destroy the state, under-

mine the church, separate families, and re-

sult in violence, anarchy and a red carni-

val of madness. As a safeguard against

those dangers, hold fast to the old Bible of

your fathers. The boy who is taught to

reverence it will grow up a good citizen, if

not a good Christian. Destroy the old-

fashioned idea regarding this book, and we
shall have a republic of infidels defying

God, defying law, and repeating the licen-

tiousness and the horrors of the French
revolution.

We do not want any new theories about
the Bible—no new versions—no new crit-

icisms. If you cannot accept it as a whole
and reverence it as the word of God, then
be silent. Say nothing that will weaken
the faith of others. Never knock away
the staff that supports the crippled way-
farer. Why tell the good, gray-haired

mother that it will do no good to give a

Bible to her child when he leaves home,
unless you can suggest a better substitute?

There is too much free, loose and irrever-

ent talk these days, and people are the

worse for it. Let iis all call a halt!

—

Atlanta Constitution.

GOOD ADVICE TO YOUNG WOMEN.

There is nothing so certain to make you
disliked as to tell your troubles to a friend.

Prosperity means friends, but once you
take it into your head to retail your woes
you will soon discover that your company
is not wanted, and the people who once

bowed tcTyou in pleasant recognition, now
walk on the other side of the way, with a

cold and stony glare that looks over your
head or through your body, but never
meets your eyes as of yore.

The people are not hard-hearted that

turn the cold shoulder to you. They are

only averse to knowing of any more mis-

ery than they already have to bear. We
everyone of us. have our little troubles.

In some cases they grow to be very large

ones, and it isn't pleasant to have the dark
side continually thrust before us just

when we begin to feel a bit comfortable in

our minds over some unpleasant occur-

rence that has upset us for a time.

Take a bit of valuable advice, and when
you feel like telling some one of your spat

with your intended, or how low your
finances are, just remember our warning-,

and don't do it. Your mother, your fatlj^r

and your husband are the truest sympa-
thizers and, outside of them, you are cer-

tain to be soon called a bore if you persist

in'yonr harrowing confidences.

—

Philadel-

phia Times.

PAUL'S CONCEPTION OF CHRIST.

It is in its conception of Christ that

Paul's gospel wears its imperishable crown.
The evangelists sketched in a hundred
traits of simple and affecting beauty the
fashion of the earthly life, of the man
Christ Jesus, and in these the model of

human conduct will always have to be
sought, but to Paul was reserved the task

of making known, in its heights and
depths, the work which the Son of God
accomplished as the Savior of the race. He
scarcely ever refers to the incidents of

Christ's earthly life.althoughhereand there

he betrays that he knew them well. To
him Christ was ever the glorious being,

shining with the splendor of heaven, who
appeared to him on the way to Damascus,
and the Saviour who caught him up into

heavenly peace and joy of a new life.

When the church of Christ thinks of her
head as the deliverer of the soul from sin

and death, as a spiritualizing presence

ever with her and at work in every be-

liever, and as the Lord over all things,

who will come again without sin unto sal-

vation, it is in forms of thought given her

by the Holy Ghost by the instrumentality

of this apostle.—Stalker's Life of St. Paid.

A PATHETIC PRAYER.

The fishermen of Brittany, so the story

goes, are wont to utter this simple prayer

when they launch their boats upon the

deep: "Keep me, my God; my boat is

small and the ocean is wide."

How touchingly beautiful the words and
the thought ! Might not the same petition

be uttered with as much directness every
morning and evening of our daily life?

"Keep me, my God; for my boat is so

small and the ocean is wide!" Keep me,
my God, keep me from the perils and
temptations that throng around me as I go
about my daily duties. My boat iss mall

—I am so weak, so helpless, so prone to

wander, so forgetful of thy loving kind-

ness! I am tossed to and fro at the mercy
of the world; I am buffeted about by sharp

adversity and driven before the storms of

grief and sorrow. Except thou dost keep
me I must perish. Keep me, my God, for

"thy ocean is so wide"—the journey is so

long, and the days and the years are many.
"In thee, O Lord, do I put my trust. De-
liver me in thy righteousness."

—

Recorder.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

It is always well to watch the signs of the
times, and especially at present, for there are
signs without number, and they all tell of
good times. There are bright and encouraging
signs everywhere of a reaction from the de-
pression of a few months since, but no sign is

needed to impress the traveler with the fact
that the Duluth Short Line is the people's
popular route with those who like the latest
equipment, fast and convenient trains,
smooth traveling and super-excellent service.
The Duluth Short Line, as the St. Paul &
Duluth Railroad is called, offers all of these
and makes a specialty of each. Hence the
popularity of this route, running, as it does,
between St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth, West
Superior, Stillwater, Taylors Falls and other
points, and making close connections with
trains running in all directions. Information
cheerfully supplied by ticket agents, or by
George W. Bull, General Passenger Agent, or
W. A. Russell, Asst. G. P. A., St. Paul, Minn.

For temporary or permanent work, onr
new terms to agents eclipse any offer ever
heretofore made by us or any other reliable

publishing-house. We are determined onr
agents shall be well paid. Send at once for

onr "Special Cash Terms to Clnb Raisers."

PIANO
— AND—

ORGAN
Send us your address on a postal, and you will receive the finest and most

J

elaborate Catalogue of Pianos and Organs ever published. It will show you
j

the latest and U-st Q Blir <}»<| f\f\ Send for it to-day. It will I

styles, and how to OH V L O IVVi more than please you. I

Write and see how little it takes to get an instrument when you begin right.

(ORGANS from $.47.50 up.) (PIANOS from $175.00 up.)

CORNISH & CO.,—TOSS?—Washington, N.J.

Ol 'H^TT51'P, PT Alfffi For 25 cents. If you
4ni XlUUOXi Jt Jj-fiiXO are going to build,
6end 25 cents to J. S. Ogilvie, 87 Hose St., NewYork, and
get newbook containing newplans how to build a house.

PATENTS
FRANKLIN H. HOUGH, Washington,
D.C. No attorney's fee until patent ia

obtained. Write for Inventor** Guide.

PATENTS
LF.HM l\S, PATTISON & NESBIT,
Washington, D. C. Examina-
tions Free. Send for circulars

PATENTS
Etc. quickly obtained. No Attorney's
fee until allowed. Advicejuid circular
free.COLLAMER & CO., 615 F St. Washington, D C

UHAKE YOURSELF A MIME FOREMAN, Superintendent,
Mining Engineer, (Coal or Metal), or Successful

JL Prospector bydevoting your idle hours toHOME STUDY
"^by the method of TheCorrespondence School of Mines,
Scrnnton,Pa. To begin,students need only know how to
read and write. Moderate charges.Send forFreeCircular

HOME f
STUDY. It will pay every

young man and wo-
ian to secure a good Business Educa-

tion in Bookkeeping, Shorthand, etc., by
Mail, at their own Homes. Low rates and success
assured. Gives a practical business training that everyone
needs. Catalogue and Trial Lesson sent fori2c. stamp.
BRYANT &STRATT0N. 449 Main St.. Buffalo. N.V.

A TELEGRAPH OPERATOR'S
WORK IS PUEASANT,

-and pays good wages the year
' round, in good times and bad.
We teach it quickly, and start onr
graduates in railroad service. Write
for free Dlus. Catalogue. Address

Valentine's School ol Telegraphy,
Janesvtlle, Wis.

"ECONOMY IS WEALTH."
Canvassers wanted to sell the

Improved Hull Typewriter.

Writes all languages.
Price, $30. Great iudue'e-
Unents to agents. Send for cat-
alogue and terms. Address

I N. TYPEWRITER CO.,
0611 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.

Mention this paper when you write.

TheHighSpeedFamilyKnitter
Will knit a stocking heel and toe in

pten minutes. Will knit everything

required i n the household from
homespun or factory, who 1 or cotton

yarns. The most practicu 1 knitter

on the market. A child can operate it.

Strong, Durable. Simple, Rapid.
i Satisfaction guaranteed or no pay.
Agents wanted. For particulars

and sample work, address,

J. E. GEARHART, Clearfield, Pa.
Mention this paper when you write.

IERFECTION DYES
Make BRILLIANT and FAST Colors. Send
40c. for 6 sample packages (any colors
wanted) and try them. Single pkg. 10c.
Beautiful sample cards showing new colors

sent TREE. Agents wanted.
W. Gushing & Co., Box 45 Foxcroft, Me.

ROOT'S REPAIRING OUTFIT,
Consisting of iron Lasts
and other tools and ma-
terials, enables one to do
LiS Own HALF-SOLING BJld
Boot, Shoe, and Rubbkk
repairing. Any boy can
use it Thousands now
in use. Weight, 20 lbs.

_ b
Price,only$2.00. Good

HALF-SOLES, W,12, 16c.
a pair; 2, 3, Sets, extra, sent
by mail. STRA PS for ei-
ther making or mendiner
YOUR OWN HARNESS,
any length or width .black-
ed and creased, half usual
prices. Hamestrats, coin-

Slete,8c. each;doz.,75c.
ther goods in propor-

tion, safely and cheaply
by mail. Root's HOME
IRON-WORKER, a
complete .practical,and
flrst-clas9 Kit of Black-
smith Tools. Root'sGem
Soldering Casket, 65 c.

;

mail, 75 c. Agents want-
ed. Catalogue free.

ROOT BROS.. MEDINA. OHIO.

DOUBLE
Breech -Loader

S6.00.
RIFLES S2.00

WATCHES

BICYCLES $15
An Liuds uueuper inau else-

where. Before you bay,
aen i stamp for catalogue to

POWELL & CLEMENT CO.
lC6B*lnSt.,Ci>>eUii»tl,0.

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
HIGH

ARM.

in your own home. First-class
Sewing Machines shipped any-
where to anyone in any quan-

tity at wholesale prices.
NO HONEY RKQURKDInAhVANCK
We FAT the Freight.
S60 "Kenwood" S24.50
*55 "Kenwood" S22.50

= ^*50 "Arlington" 8.20.50
§2**^ "Arlington" $18.50
1^ 27 other styles including
a Sstandard Singers at SO. 50,

= 3*15.50, «17.50. Full set

3
Z nickel plated attachments

FREE. Latest improvements. Self-setting needle.
Self-threading shuttle and automatic bobbin winder.
Adapted for light and heavy work. Buy of the
manufacturers and save agents and dealers large
profits. Send at once for catalogue and testimonials
free. Address (in full) CASH BUYERS' UNION,
168-164 W. Van Buren St.. Dept. 24 Chicago, HI.

WIRINGS' _
To introduce Onr Jew-
*elry we send the fol-
lowing Rings at special
pricesquoted, which are
ii the price charged in
jewelry stores

Chased Band 25c.
Or the 4 Rings for SI.

Bach ring warranted!
14k Solid Rolled*
Gold over composition
metal and will wear for
years, bend for catalog. Oval Chased 25 c.

W. HILL & CO.. lewelers,

,

'*VM 2G7State St. , CHICAGO, ILL.

DUEBER.
SOLID SILVERINE

WARRANTED.
Full gents size, made strong
and heavy, and guaranteed
wear a lifetime; movements
warranted 5 years. Stern-

d and stem-set, bal-
ce jeweled top and
iottom, finely temper-
ed main and hair

hard enam-
eled dial. Send us
your address and
we will ship this
watch by express
with written
gru ar an tee,
and allow you to
fully examine it,

and if you are
s a t i sfi e d the
watch is well
worth the money,
pay the express
agent $3.45 and
express charges
and it is yours:
otherwise you
pay nothing and
tbe watch will be
returned at our ex-

pense. If you send
cash in full with order

will give a suitabel
c s t chain, fr e e»

Prices always the lowest.

W. G. MOKKls" AVnolesale watches and
Jeweler? 273 E. Madison Stu Chicago, III.

Mention tbis paper when you write.

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

A Selfish (Sell-fish) Man.
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SOME PAPERS READ AT THE ANNUAL MEET-
ING OF THE OHIO HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY, AT COLUMBUS.

Prof. Lazenby gave an account of "Hor-

ticultural Work at the State University."

Up to a year ago last September there was

no separate course in horticulture, but this

was taught as one of the studies in connec-

tion with agriculture. At that date a sep-

arate course in horticulture was established,

.and one student had been graduated. Pre-

vious to that time the professor's time had

been mainly devoted to teaching botany,

as the orchard and garden were used by
the experiment station. With the estab-

lishment of the new course, he made some
changes in the methods of teaching. Par-

ticular subjects or especial types of studies

require particular treatment. The classics

may be taught by one method, chemistry

by another, engineering by still another,

so there must 'be one best way to teach

horticulture. In solving a problem in

mathematics the conditions are always the

same, unchanged by weather or season of

the year. Not so with problems in horti-

culture. The orchards, gardens and green-

houses are the laboratory, and can only be

used at certain times for certain objects.

The material worked with are living

things and the Conditions are constantly

changing. You can tell a student how to

build a bridge or measure a piece of land.

He follows certain directions aud reaches

definite results. Horticulture cannot be

taught in this way.
The conditions of soil and climate, the

inherent tendencies and characteristics,

are constantly changing. No problem
seems capable of exact solution. Only a

few broad, unquestionable truths can be

laid down. In teaching horticulture, there

is but little experience to guide one; there

is no rich accumulation of past experience.

The teachers of horticulture are of a

single generation. - We are pioneers, and
must work out methods for ourselves. In

its crud# beginning the work is likely to

be unappreciated, and perhaps not under-

stood.

There is, however, a place for horticul-

tural study, and it is yearly becoming
more necessary. It is taught in many
laiul-grant colleges under the guise of the

sciences closely related thereto. However
close the relationship, and however neces-

sary as a preparation, these sciences are

not horticulture. All the science in the

world, while it might signally help, could
not make a man a good fruit culturist,'

florist or landscape gardener. These are

arts, and can only be taught by personal

observation and practice.

Botany and chemistry may teach much
regarding the structure, growth and feed-

ing of plants, but they do not teach how
to propagate, transplant, cultivate, ferti-

lize, prune, or what is even more essential,

how to gather and market the products to

the best advantage. In a department
course or school* of horticulture the prin-

cipal thing taught should be horticulture.

Professor went on to show the needs of

horticultural education in Ohio, and how
the times demanded something more than

formerly. The teaching of only a few who
engage in horticulture, would in time

leaven the whole community.
He closed with an interesting account of

experiments and practice in -the garden
and frait orchard, the University having
thirty acres devoted to these, about one
half being in fruit.

A very interesting paper was read, by
Prof. Hood, of the Ohio State University,

entitled,

"the horticultukalist's wobst insect
ENEMY."

This is the aphis. The phylloxera, the

dreaded insect that has ruined so many
vine yards in France, belongs to this fam-
ily. This insect multiplies with woefder-

ful rapidity. The apple-tree bark louse is

said to keep on multiplying as long as

there is room for one to reach the bark
with his beak. Their mode of subsistance

is by sucking the juice of living plants

through their beak. This makes it impos-
sible to kill them by the use of poison ap-

plied to the tree or plant. The insecticide

must be something that kills them by
contact; and many of them cannot be
killed this way, because they live upon the

roots, or hide behind the leaves or in the

bark.
In the university garden are aphides

that prey upon cabbages and lettuce. The
only remedies that can- be used against

them are hot water, kerosene emulsion

and tobacco dust. The former does not

injure the vegetables, and would be the

best and cheapest if it was possible to keep

it just at the right temperature. They
were finally destroyed by tobacco dust to

such an extent that the crop was saved.

In the greenhouse the loss on lettuce

from this cause was fully ten per cent,

although the houses were frequently

smoked with tobacco. The eggs of the

aphis are laid beside the buds near the

ends of the twigs. They hatch in the

spring, and eight or ten generations are

produced during the summer. The issue

Of one female aphis can easily destroy

several acres of hops, as the progeny of

the season numbers into the trillions.

The insect enemies of the aphides are

our best allies in their destruction. In-

deed, if it were not for them, and unfavor-

able seasons, the insects would totally

destroy many of our most valuable trees
and vegetables. The larvaj of the ladybug
consume large quantities. Efforts have
been made to colonize the ladybug in
greenhouses to destroy the plant-lice, but
so far have not succeeded. There are two
ichneumon flies which prey upon the
aphis ; one lays its eggs in the body of the
insect, where it hatches and eats its way
out; the other deposits its egg in a group
of the insects, and the grub hatching
therefrom fastens itself to the body of an
insect and feeds at its leisure.
Kerosene emulsion was the only safe

remedy for the cherry and plum aphis. It
was difficult, however, to mix it just right
so that it would destroy the lice and not
injure the tree. Mr. Willard, of New
York, said he mixed it with whale-oil soap,
which made a sickening compound, very
offensive to the man who used it, but it

effectually disposed of the insects.
L. B. Pierce read a paper on

"intensive berry culture."

The long period which it takes to bring
fruits into bearing, and the low prices of
recent years makes it necessary to change
some of the old practices in planting. Pie
urged closer planting and shorter rotation
for raspberries and blackberries. Rasp-
berries are usually planted seven by three
feet. He would change this and plant
three by four or two by four. This gives
room foe the first year's cultivation, also
for the growth of the plant one year, and
makes the number of plants that can be
planted on an acre very close to 7,500. This
gives a large crop of fruit one year from
planting, so thatia man can afford to plow
under the plantation after picking one
crop and put the ground in wheat if he
chooses, or plant vegetables the next year.
Anthracnose is a disease that attacks

raspberries, and after the first year often
destroys the crop. By growing the berries
only one year, losses from this scourge can
be mostly avoided.
Mr. Pierce also suggested a renewal sys-

tem of growing blackcap raspberries. He
suggested planting the first year in rows
seven feet apart, with plants two feet in
the rows. With these raise a catch crop of
vegetables or corn that could be harvested
before August 25th ; then layer the young
plants in a row half way between. In the
following spring remove the surplus
plants, leaving plants to grow two feet
apart'. Cultivate these young plants, and
after the crop has been removed from the
old rows, cut out the old rows, give thor-
ough cultivation until time to layer the
tips (about September- 1st), then plow a
furrow in the line of the old row; dis-
tribute fertilizer as needed, then layer in
this furrow the tips for another year's
planting. In this way the constant suc-
cession of first-year crops can be grown
for a series of years, depending upon the
care given and the fertility of the soil. He
also suggested the planting of red rasp-
berries between the black ones in the row,
thinking they would grow together with-
out harming each other until after the
first crop of black ones had been picked

;

when the black ones could be removed
and the whole row devoted to the red
ones. As red ones do not bear much of a
crop until the second year, this gave one
profitable crop of berries a year sooner.
He also suggested planting blackberries

in the same way, also of planting black-
berries between the plants of a worn-out
raspberry plantation the year before itwas
proposed to remove the raspberries ; this
kept up a continuous crop of fruit without
losing a year's crop or refitting the ground.
The blackberries could be planted with a
spade, with but little more cost for labor
than if planted on entirely new ground.
Blackberries do not require as rich soiLas
raspberries, and will generally thrive on
ground on which raspberries have had
their day.
He had not found catch crops of vegeta-

bles'very profitable to grow in raspberries
and blackberries. All things considered
he thought Cory's sweet corn the best
catch crop to plant with berries.
There was no catch crop that could be

planted profitably with strawberries, ex-
cept small and very early garden vegeta-
bles, such as onion sets and lettuce, early
beets or radishes. The ground needs to be
very rich if one should attempt it, and a
near-by market was necessary. The only
way that time could be shortened in pro-
ducing a strawberry crop was to plant a
crop of early cabbage, sweet corn or some
other vegetable, and follow in August with
a planting of strawberries, using potted
X)lants. The crop could be picked the fol-
lowing June, the vines plowed tinder and
a crop of late cabbage, celery or pickling
beans raised thereafter. By this method
two crops of vegetables and one crop of
fruit would be produced in one year on the
same ground. L. B. P.
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SPRINGSTEEN-. Celebrated for

t-ating aud controlling ALL HORSES,
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Burlington"Sfay-On"
STABLE BLANKET fits like a tailor-made'

coat. Ask your dealer for the "BURLINGTON."
Write for handsome illustrated catalogue—sent free.

BURLINGTON BLANKET CO.,Burl!ngton,Wls

UARNESS
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for illustrated cat-
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positive inducements even in these times.

Easy payments if desired. A high
.grade Ordinary $14; ball bearing
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to first purchaser in each town. Can suit any purse.
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K. T. STATE DRAIN TILE AND PIPE WORKS.
134 Third Avenue, ALBANY, N. Y

ROUND
and SOLE TILE

Also agents for Akron
Salt Gfazed Pipe, Kip
Brick and Oemenfc.
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MANUFACTURED BV

WILLIAMS BROTHERS.
ITHACA. N.Y.

| MOUNTED OR ON SILLS, FOR
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STEAM OR HORSE POWER

- SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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THOMPSONS GRASS
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Also Steel Web Picket Fence and Steel Wire
Fence Board. Write for circulars.

DeKALB FENCE CO., 38 High St., DeKalb, ill.

Burr-Stone Grinding Mills
VPe offer you the best mill on the

market at such a low figure it will
pay you to write to us. They are
the best constructed, least complicated
and fastest grinding mills yet pro-
duced. SAT1SFAOTIOIf

GUARANTEED.
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Catalogue*
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Accidents
Will Happen.

But "an ounce of prevention in worth a pound of
cure." We load ten miles or sixteen tonn of "pre-
vention 11

in a box car. We have County Agents
who sell two or three such carloads in one season.
Figure up the saving on accidents and cures, and
write for evidence.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

COLUMBIA
New in Principle.

Beautiful in
Appearance.

Powerful in Operation.

Contains covered Internal Uear»
TTnequaled io the line of Punipiuc Wind
Milla. We solicit the closest investiea-
tion. Also Columbia Steel Derricks,

Iron Turbine Wind FVfrtnes.
m^BuekeyeForce & l*if> Puinpn*

Tank and Spray Pumpn, ISuokeye
aodGlobeLawn Mowern.lron Fenc-

HJ1HJUI Ing, Cresting, Etc Write for circulars.

MAST, F00S & CO., SPRINGFIELD, 0.

UPRIGHT & HORIZONTAL.
From 8 II. p.

EE \^
with STEEL BOILERS

'

Specially adapted and largely
used for driving Grinding
Mills,Wood Saws, Corn Shel-
ters, Saw Mills, etc. .affording
best power for least money.
Send for pamphlet and state
your wants to

JAMES LEFFEL Sc CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, or 110 Liberty St., N.YXitp

Mention this paper when you write.

[STEEL PRESSES]

SELF FEEDER -

Address PJCD^£rici<a(q.
10 dederick's works, albany.ny.

EACJL.E BRAND THE BEST

ROOFING
Ih uneQua'led for House, Barn, Factory or Outbuild-

ings, and costs half the price of shingles, tin or iron.
If in ready tor use. and easily applied by any one.
Send stamp for samples and state size of roof.

EXCELSIOR PAINT and ROOFING CO.,
155-157 Duane Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mention this paper when you write.

Best Fences and Gates for aU
purposes. Free catalogue giving
particulars and prices. Write
THE SEDGWICK BROS. CO., RICHMOND, IND.

Mention Farm and Fireside.
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DIDYOU EVER
consider what the fencing on your farm costs
you per rod, and how many rpds you have.
Send for our CATALOGUE of farm fencing.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,
30 H. Locust St., TREMONT, Tazewell Co., 111.

lEALFEEl
and Power Combined

m
LL SAVE
3 PER CENT.

YOUR GRAIN.
Remember it grinds EAR CORN and all kinds of

grain FASTER AND BETTER than any other Our line
comprises Everything in the shape _of GRINDING
MILLS. Address for catalogue,

BTAVCD UCIS ff*ft 50T River Street.
dlUltn MM)! uUei FREEPORT, IIX.

Grant's Household

Repairing Outfit

$2.00.
JT/ST WHAT YOTJ

WANT.
Will pay for itself

many times over dur-
ing the year.
The outfit consists

of the Tools and Ma-
terial shown in cut.
Anyone can do his
own half-soling and
mending of
Hunts, Shoes, Rubbers,

Harness, Furniture, lite,

We also furnish
Half Soles (cut to ex-
act size J and Patches.

Price for Outfit, $2.
Send for Catalogue.

JOHN H. GEANT,
342 Wabash Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois.

DOUBLE ACTION
UTQMATIC
POLICE
1QL

FOB

H0ME»H0PDCKEr
Double Action, Bnbbe?*Si=^' Stock.Fine NicItelFlatejl
BELF.COt'KEK, 82oi B8 Caliber, i'KNTKK * UlK,
with2K inch octagon barrel ,

long fluted ey under. FIVE
811 ©OTTER. Sent C. O. D. on approval for $£,45.
W. HILL & CO.. 807 State Street, CHICAGO, IEL.

For temporary or permanent work,

our terms to agents eclipse any offer

ever heretofore made by us or any

other reliable publishing-house. We
are determined our agents shall be

well paid. Send at once for our

"Special Cash Terms to Club Raisers."
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(But ptecellany.

An old gentleman standing before a marble
statue wbich wore only the costume of the

"nude in art." He slowly spelled the title—

"P-s-y-c-h-e"—and with one sweeping glance,

he murmured, "Ah, yes! I see—Physique."

For safety in driving use a Springsteen Bit.
75 cents mailed. F. W. Floyd, Detroit, Mich.

Ax experienced whaler is authority for the

statement that the Greenland whale never
has more than one set of teeth. These teeth

are milk-teeth, and when the young whale is

yeaned they do not fall out like a baby's

milk-teeth, but disappear by absorption in the

jaw, and instead of being replaced by perma-
nent teeth, plates of baleen, or whalebone,

are substituted for them.

Don't Run the Risk of your Cold getting
well of itself—you may thereby drift into a
condition favorable to the development of
some latent tendency, which may give you
years of trouble. Better cure your Cold at once
with the help of Dr. D. Jayne's Expectorant, a
good healing medicine for all Coughs, Sore
Lungs and Throats.

There is a certain member of the Chicago

bar who is noted for his low, weak voice and
unobstrusive way. On one occasion the gifted

Emery A. Storrs came into the office and in-

quired for this man. A clerk said he was out.

"Oh, no," said Mr. Storrs, "he is in the inner

room." .

"How do you know that? " asked the clerk,

alarmed by the guess.

"How do I know it?" answered Storrs;

"why, it is so damn still."

—

Argonaut.

THE BUFFET CAR, MULTUM IN PARVO,

On the Great Northern is something more
than the name implies. Besides the Buffet is

the Library, where one can enjoy a visit with
the best authors. The latest periodicals are

there, with chess and draughts to amuse and
instruct. The large windows make it an
observatory car, and the wide, easy and com-
fortable chairs make it more than the regula-

tion parlor car. All this is free to holders of

first-class tickets. Is it any wonder that the
public appreciate luxury, of this kind and
travel by the Great Northern?

If you are going to the Pacific coast, ask for

tickets reading via Great Northern Railway,
from St. Paul, Minn.

THE COLUMBIAN PEACE PLOW.

The plowshare was made of the surplus his-

toric implements of warfare contributed for

the casting of the new liberty bell. When it

was made known that the voluntary contri-

butions of cherished mementoes of past wars
to be cast into a new liberty bell had exceeded
the amount needed, an offer came from Mo-
line to turn the remainder of the metal into a
peace plow, in fulfillment of the prophecy,

"And they shall beat their swords into plow-
shares and their spears into gruning-hooks

;

nation shall not lift up sword against nation,

neither shall they learn war any more." The
offer was accepted, and the plow now becomes
one of the permanent historic creations of the

spirit of the Columbian year.

Two of the swords beat into this plowshare
came from three children of the same family,

with the statement that their grandfathers

were killed in the civil war, one on the Union
side and the other on the Confederate. They
contributed these priceless relics with the

hope "that little children might not hereafter

find themselves without grandfathers as the

result of war." And thus this implement of

the tiller of the soil, ennobling symbol of hon-

orable Industry and the arts of peace, typifies

that time when the nations of the world shall

be united in the "parliament of man."—
Breeders'1 Gazette.

$5,000,000 TOBACCO BILL SAVED.

Chicago, Dec. 20.—[Special.!—The Chicago
Inter Ocean's IllustratedSuppfement, describ-
ing the great success and merit of NO-TO-BAC,
has made it famous in a day.
Mr. H. L. Kramer, the active man, was seen

to-day at his office, 45 Randolph St., and in
talking of NO-TO-BAC'S growth, said it was
hard work to keep up with the rapidly in-
creasing demand, as every box sold advertised
NO-TO-BAC'S merit.
He said, "NO-TO-BAC is not sold on the

strength of the thousands and tens of thou-
sands of testimonial statements, but under an
absolute guarantee to cure, or money re-
funded." That made a long story about merit
very short, as it absolutely protects the user
from physical Injury or financial loss. "Whv,"
said he, "NO-TO-BAC will make 100,000 cures
t his year, and the saving will average $50.00 for
everyone cured, or a grand total of 85,000,000
saved from going up in smoke and out in
spit." NO-TO-BAC is indeed a God-send to the
poor man these hard times. According to the
testimonials, however, the money saving is

the least consideration, for almost everyone
reports an improvement of the nervous sys-
tem, increase in weight, and a revival of
physical and mental powers that is indeed
miraculous.
Prominent physicians look upon NO-TO-

BAC as a great success, and are very free to
prescribe it.

Every wholesale drug house in this country
and Canada sells NO-TO-BAC, and the retail
druggists are pushed to supply the demands of
customers; the direct mail demand is im-
mense.
The cost of NO-TO-BAC compared with the

results is a small matter, as the saving in a
week pays the cost of a cure for a life-time.
NO-TO-BAC is sold for 81.00 a box, or three
boxes $2.50, with a guarantee to cure, or money
refunded.
A few extra copies of the Inter Ocean Sup-

plement (8 pages) illustrated in five colors,
have been secured and will be mailed for the
asking, by addressing The Sterling Remedy
Co., Chicago office, 45 Randolph St., New York
office, 10 Spruce St., Laboratory, Indiana Min-
eral Springs, Ind.

FOOD PRODUCTION AND WASTE.

Not many weeks ago I published an article

in the Boston Herald, describing how any one
who had never cooked before, but who would
follow the instructions in my book on "The
Science of Nutrition," might buy the food
and fuel requisite to a full and somewhat
varied subsistence in Boston at a cost of 81 per

week.
But let us connect the 81 per week with the

population of the United States. We are now
approximating 67,000,000, with a consuming
population equal to 60,000,000 adults or more,

counting two children of ten or under as one
adult. Now then, if the 60,000,000 adults are

fed at the standard of only 81 per week for

food and fuel, the bill comes to 83,120,000,000 a-

year. Add to that the drink bill, which is

now over 81,000,000,000, and then you have the

measure of the question with which we are

dealing at its minimum in each part of the

problem; namely, 84,120,000,000.

If you assume, what is probably nearer the

fact, that instead of 81 per week the average

expenditure of the rich, the well-to-do, the

industrious and the poor comes to 8100 a year

for each adult, or nine cents a meal, then
your food bill is 86,000,000,000 a year. Add the
drink bill and it becomes 87,000,000,000. In
point of fact, the expenditure for that part of

the subsistence of the people, in food only, of

this country, that is bought and sold, putting

aside that which is consumed where it is pro-

duced, probably amounts to 85,000,000,000 a
year. Not less than a quarter of this huge
sum is wasted in bad buying and in bad
cooking. •

Not less than 90 per cent of the product of

each year is expended in its production. I do
not think we save 10 per cent of our product.
The full measure of our annual product is

about 8200 per head, and we cannot have for

use more than is produced.

When I undertake to show you what you
can do with a five-gallon stable tracket for an
oven and a hand-lamp for the source of heat
in converting either the high-priced or the

low-priced food material into the most appe-
tizing and nutritious dishes, I am, in fact,

bringing before you a. method which, being
intelligently practiced by the mass of the

people, would remove the chief cause of in-

temperance and want, would ameliorate the

condition of the rich and alleviate the condi-

tion of the poor, and would double the profits

of the whole community in a prosperous year,

or make the profit equal to that which we
customarily enjoy, even in such a year of de-

pression and loss as that in which we now
are, in which there will be little profit and
great loss.

—

From Lecture by Edward Atkinson.

LINE THE ROAD WITH TREES.

The matter of shaded roads is one upon
which the movement for road improvement
and for forestry preservation may work to-

gether. The ends of the latter, or at least a

part of them, would certainly be subserved by
the planting of trees along mile after mile of

country roads. It would add a considerable

amount to the forest area of a state, and
would thus affect the rainfall to some degree.

The added beauty and comfort of highways is

an item of no mean importance, and is worth
considering in a new country, while the added
expense, once the system of road making and
mending is established, would be compar-
atively small. In the prairie states, especially,

the plan is eminently desirable, and should

be adopted wherever the work for road im-
provement gets a hold.

"AN OPEN DOOR FOR SAFETY."

This is a German proverb, and refers to the

fact that people who have much to lock up
are not so safe as those who have not, but in

countries where there are many earthquakes

the proverb has another meaning.

A gentleman who spent many years in

South America, told us that he had learned

never, in an earthquake country, to sit in a

room with a closed door, because the shock
sometimes displaces the walls so much that

the doors become jammed or cannot be

opened, while the ceilings may fall in and
crush the inmates of a house like rats in a

trap. ^_
FARMING THAT PAYS.

Get a farm accessible to the best markets,
where the climate is temperate all the year
round, where there are good schools and
churches, and good neighbors, and where land,
capable of producing the best sellers, can be
purchased at low prices. The farms that pay
are in Virginia. Send for catalogue and learn
how others have prospered. Address U. L.
Truitt, General Traveling Passenger Agent,
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Cincinnati, Ohio.

NOT A PREPOSSESSING FACE.

"Mama," said little Ethel Fosdick after one
of her early visits to the Sunday-school, "did

God make everybody?"
"Yes, dearie."

"Did he make Mr. Uglymug?"
"Yes."
"I wouldn't have thought it of him."

CONSUMPTION CURED.
An old physician, retired from practice, had placed

in his hands by an East India missionary the formula
of a simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and per-
manent cure of Consumption. Bronchitis. Catarrh,"
Asthma and all Throat and Lung Affections, also a
positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and all
Nervous Complaints. Having tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousands of cases, and desiring to
relieve human suffering, I will send free of charge to
all who wish it, this recipe, iu German, French or
"English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent by mail, by addressing, with stamp, naming this
paper. W. A. Noyes,S20 Powers' Block, Rochester, N. T.

THE TOWER OF BABEL.

It has been discovered that Nebuchadnezzar
reared his temple of Belus on the founda-
tions of the original tower of Babel. An
inscription on a cylinder has brought this to
light; and the inscription declares that the
old tower, on the foundation of which the
temple of Belus was built, was begun forty-
'two generations before the time of Nebuchad-
nezzar—that is, reckoning between thirty-five

and forty years to a generation, as was com-
monly done, about 1,600 years before—a date
that carries us back to the years when men
wore scattered over the face of the earth by
the confusion of tongues.

But we shall give the inscription in full. It
was deciphered and translated by Oppert, a
man of great learning, sent out by the French
government in 1857. It is Nebuchadnezzar's
own composition, apparently:
"The temple of the seven lights of the

earth—the planets—the ancient monument of
Borsippa was built by an ancient king; since
then are reckoned forty-two generations* But
he did not reach the summit of it^ Men had
left it since the days of the flood, ivhich confused

their language. Earthquake and thunder had
shattered the bricks and thrown down the
tiles of the roof. The bricks of the walls were
cast down and formed heaps. The great god
Mepodach has put it into my heart to build it

again. 1 have not altered the place nor disturbed

the foundations. In the month of Salvation, on
the auspicious day, I pierced the unburned
bricks of the walls, and the bricks of the cas-

ings with arches. I inscribed the glory of my
name on the frieze of the arches."

Is not the discovery of this cylinder, under
the rubbish of Babylon, like the raising up of

a witness from the dead to attest the truth of

the ancient history of the tower of Babel?—
Episcopal Recorder.

HEALTH A DUTY.

Perhaps nothing will so much hasten the
time when body and mind will both be ad-

equately cared for, as a diffusion of the belief

that the preservation of health is a duty. Few
seem conscious that there is such a thing as

physical morality.

Men's habitual words and acts imply that
they are at liberty to treat their bodies as they
please. Disorder, entailed by disobedience to

nature's dictates, they regard as grievances,

not as the effects of a conduct more or less

flagitious. Though the evil consequences in-

flicted on their descendants, and on future
generations, are often as great as those caused
by crime, yet they do not think themselves in

any degree criminal.

It is true that in case of drunkenness the
viciousness of a bodily transgression is rec-

ognized; hut none appear to infer that if this

bodily transgression.is vicious, so, too, is every
bodily transgression. The fact is, that all

breaches of the laws of health are physical

sins. When this is generally seen, then—and
perhaps not till then—will the physical train-

ing of the young receive all the attention it

deserves.—Herbert Spencer.

WONDERFUL CURES OF CATARRH AND CON-
SUMPTION BY A NEW DISCOVERY.

Wonderful cures of Lung Diseases, Catarrh,
Bronchitis and Consumption, are made by the
new treatment known in Europe as the
Amlral-Broca Discovery. If you are a sufferer
you should write to the New Medical Advance,
67 East 6th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, and they
will send you this new treatment free for trial.
State age and all particulars of your disease.

SOME WORD-MEANINGS.

There are comparatively few names for

other aggregations of abstract numbers be-

sides the dozen and the score. Two things
make a brace, a couple, a duo or duet; three

things make a trio, a trinity; eight, according

to St. Paul, are a few ; thirteen make a
baker's dozen.

But taking concrete numbers, we find plenty
of such names. Fourteen pounds make a
stone; twenty-eight pounds a quarter ; a clove

of wool is seven pounds; a tod is twenty-eight
pounds; a wey is six and one half tods; a sack
is two weys,and a last is six sacks.

A SPLENDID FREE OFFER, t

We have the best and surest remedy in all
t he world for the speedy and permanent cure
of Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Biliousness, Con-
stipation, Liver Complaint, Sick Headache,
Nervous Debility, Rheumatism, and even Con-
sumption in its early stages. We will gladly
send a valuable free trial package post-paid to
any reader of this paper who will send us his
or her name and address. If it does not do
what we claim the loss is ours not yours.
Write to-day. Address
Egyptian Drug Co., 29 Park Row, New York.

PICTURE PRODUCTION.

Next to the wonder of this age in electricity,

the marvelous advance in the art of picture
production must take its place. The extent
to which this has been carried is a source of

constant surprise as well as admiration. It is

all the time advancing in the finish and
beauty of its printed work. The counter of
our stores at which periodicals are sold, is

really a curiosity and one well worth studying.
There appears to be nothing on the earth, in
the heavens or under the earth which is not
reproduced in some form or other of publica-
tion, and the number of the representations,
which are of remarkable excellence in their
fidelity to nature as well as their softness of -

tone, is ajtever-ending marvel.—Boston Herald.

MUSIC FREE TO YOU.
By sending 111 cents, stamps or silver, for 3 months'

trial subscription to American Nation, a charming
magazine; you will also receive, FREE, 157 complete
pieces of popular music. Address American Nation
Pub. Co., 325 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

WHY OUR AGENTS SUCCEED.
Our agents succeed because we offer premi-

ums that are in almost universal use—pre-
miums for which there will always be a need.
It is possible for an agent to take orders for

every one of our premiums in a single family,
so universally needed are they. With our
premiums an agent has something that can-
not help but please some member of every
family he calls on. The shrewd agent will

here see the great advantage in canvassing
with our premiums. If there are lots of pos-

sible customers there are bound to be lots of

orders. This is an accepted law of trade the
world over. If you have tried and failed

while working for some one else, don't give
up, for you likely worked at a great dfsadvan-
tage by having premiums that had no merit
and were not what the people wanted. Try
our premiums. There is a demand for them,
and you might as well supply that demand
and earn some money as some one else. Some
one will do it. Will -it be you ?

We describe several of our premiums in this

issue. Read the descriptions. We know they
are excellent, and court investigation. Look
at the Atlas—its size, quality, etc. ; or at the
collection of "World's Fair Views," or the
Cook Book, or the spoons. The spoons are a
very popular premium. Try them.
Our agent's outfit No. 3 consists of a set of

our silver-plated teaspoons, as described

on another page, our agent's instruction book,
return envelopes, sample copies of our papers
and everything complete, ready for the agent
to begin the canvass.

Price of outfit to agents, 50 cents. Price of a
single outfit and one year's subscription to

Farm and Fireside, 75 cents. Price of outfit

and Ladies Home Companion one yeart SI.

Postage paid by us.

Positively no outfits sent free to any one
under any circumstances; hut when an agent
sends in his first club of ten subscribers at

one time, he can include, without charge, one
extra name for a yearly subscription to either

paper without a premium. In this way the
agent secures the outfit free. This extra
name must be sent in on a special blank,
which is sent with each outfit. Address
Farm and Fireside, Philadelphia, Pa., or
Springfield, Ohio.

GOOD LADY TO DO
Copying at Lome. Xock Box l'-iO 1, Lima, Ohio.

FTP ^"TIX/E- We want a man la every locality

\J w» I d \m/ I I V C to act as private Detective under
instructions. Experience unnecessary. Send stamp for par-

ticulars. National, Detective Burkau, Indianapolis, Ind.

=GIRLS READ THIS!=
FREE RINGS.
Do you want one! No.
1, genuine diamond;
no. 2, genuine pearl;
No. 3, solid gold band
^beautifully engraved.
7 All are warranted. We
only ask a few hour's

workintroducing ournew goods among your friends.
Over 20,000 girls have received presents from us the
past year. Send for our illustrated circular and see all

the premiums we offer. Write at once as we want you
NOW. I. M. association, 269 Dearborn St. Chicago, III.

FREE
A fine 14k gold pla-
ted watch to every
reader of this paper*

n
qCut this out and send it to us with,

.<S^ your full name and address, and we-
|l * will send you one of these elegant,'

.pi' richly jeweled, gold finished watches
*£ by express for examination, and if

I you think it is equal iu appearance to
any $25.00 gold watch pay our sample
price,$3.50,and It is yours We nend
with the watuh our guarantee that
you can return it at any time within

one year if not satisfactory, and if

you sell or cause the sale of six we
"will give you One Free. Write at
once, as we shall send out samples
for 60 days only. Address

THE NATIONAL M'F'C
& IMPORTINC CO..

331 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

OUR TWO PAPERS
FOR

ONE DOLLAR.
The Farm and Fireside and the Ladies Home Companion will

be mailed to the same person one year for one dollar, but no
other premium wiU be included in this offer. The Ladies Home
Companion has been greatly enlarged and improved, making it

more popular than ever with the ladies. The regular subscrip-
tion price is One Dollar a year, but for the present both of our
papers will be sent to one address for one year for One Dollar.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.
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CHINA ARMING FOR WAR.

Notwithstanding the enormous
population of China, its old-

fashioned methods of warfare

expose it to the contempt of

foreign nations. It was.easily

beaten by England 50 years

ago, and by France still more recently.

This last war set the Chinese Government
officials to thinking, and ever since they

have been drilling and arming on a scale

that will soon make the Chinese Empire
one to be feared abroad, as it never has

been. A correspondent of the Paris Figaro

writes aa follows

:

The Chinese art of war has become thor-

oughly modernized, and tends to rival

that of the western nations. The illustrious

man who has brought about this radical

transformation is the Viceroy Li Hong-
Tchang. It is at Tientsin that he is opera-

ting. Tientsin is the industrial center of

war material, where the agents of Canet,

Krupp and the Armstrongs enter into

competition for the acceptance of their

deadly wares. In the tournaments of

these rivals, the Germans have almost
always carried off the prizes. At Port

Arthur, in the province of Petchili, there

are splendid cruisers, battle-ships and gun-
boats built with all the recent improve-
ments of naval science. It is noteworthy
that a regular fleet has been created there

in less than six years.

Since the last Franco-Chinese war the

Celestials have opened their eyes. That

great, sleepy people has become aroused.

Li Hong-Tchang has rudely shaken off

their night covering. He has undertaken

the task of waking them up thoroughly.

He can claim the honor, of having created

genuine soldiers, organized in European
style,and armed with the improved modern
rifles.

On visiting the Imperial Military school

at Tientsin, I had a chance to see the sol-

diers manceuvering. Their exercises had
the trade-mark of their training. Their
movements, regular, stiff and sturdy, and
their heavy and noisy march, with auto-

matic precision, clearly indicated that

German instructors had been there. Li
Hong-Tchang has reformed the army of

China.

CAUSE OF TORNADOES.

From the Gulf of Mexico to the North
Pole, and from the lakes to the Rocky
mountains is a vast extent of country
crossed by no mountain chains to intercept

or retard the velocity of air current. The
extent of this country is equaled by none
on earth. Cold air being heavier to the
scmare inch than warm air, the cold air,

when coming in contact with a warm cur-

rent from the South, always'predominates,

forcing the warm air into the upper
currents.

The cause of cyclones is the meeting of a
head wind from the north with a head wind
from the south. They meet like two vast

armies of men. The pressure at the point
of meeting is so great that the air, by com-
pression, becomes heavier to the square
inch than wood or the human body, hence
either one will float in the same manner
that wood will float in water—it floats

because it is lighter to the square inch than
water. Place water in an ordinary wash-
bowl and remoye the plug, and it will be
observed that in passing out the water
forms a circular reaction. Air being a
liquid does the same in passing either

upwards or downwards, hence the funnel-
shaped spout of the cyclone center. When
two immense bodies of air coming from
opposite directions meet, the only egress is

upwards and . sidewise, and in passing
upwards it forms the funnel the same as

water passing out of a wash-bowl down-
ward.

The theory that a cyclone forms a vacuum
is absurd. Withdraw air from a glass jar
with an air-pump, and a feather within the
vacuum formed will drop with the same
velocity as lead

;
or, on the other hand, you

can compress air until it is heavier to the
square inch than wood, in which case wood
will float in the air. The lifting power of
a cyclone ispaused (1) by the compression or
density of the air, and (2) by its velocity.

Combining the power of density with that
of velocity, which occurs at the center or
funnel, no power can resist it. The feeling
of suffocation or difficulty in breathing
when near the track of a cyclone is caused
from the compression of air.—Minneapolis
Tribune.

BEECHER'S BORROWED BOOK.

Men who would not for the world steal a

pin, will steal books; or, what amounts to

the same thing, borrow them and forget to

return them. When the owner forgets to

whom the book has been loaned, the pre-

dicament is indeed serious. In such an

emergency our readers may like to try the

scheme of the famous orator of Plymouth
pulpit, thus described by a friend.

We were at a friend's house one evening,

when Mr. Beecher came in. As he entered

the parlor, and saw -us, he said severely,

" S.,why don't you bring back that Ruskin
of mine that I lent you?"

S. colored to the roots of his hair. " Mr.

Beecher," he said, " I'll take it to your

house tq-morrow morning. I would not

have kept it so long if you had not told me
I might."
To our astonishment, Mr. Beecher burst

into a fit of merry laughter. "Found!
Found!" he shouted. '

We begged him to explain. When he

could stop laughing, he said: "I am
always ready to lend my books to any one

who will make good use of them and bring

them back, but I always forget that I have

done it. It happened, in this case, that I

wanted that volume of Ruskin', but when
I went to the shelf for it, it was gone. I

knew I must have lent it; but to whom, I

could not remember. I began to demand
the book of every friend I met, to whom I

might have lent it. A dozen, at least, have
protested innocence ; but at last I've struck

the guilty man. I shall know, in future,

how to find missing books. The plan

works beautifully."

We all laughed, but none so heartily as

Mr. Beecher himself. He enjoyed the joke

of the affair immensely.

' A little fellow rushed into the street re-

cently to look at a monkey that accom-

panied an organ-grinder, who was playing

in front of an adjoining block. Never
having perused the "Origin of Man," he

gazed in wonder and admiration a few
moments, and then, rushing ' into the

house, lie met his grandmother, to whom
,he addressed this inquiry:

"Grandmother, who made the monkeys?"
"God, my boy," replied the old lady, in

her candid way*
"Well," said the excited boy, in ro#

joinder, "I'll bet God laughed when he got

the first monkey done!"

PRETTY VALENTINES FREE.
We are giving away a package of sweet pretty val-

entines to all who would like to take our, Prize Story
Magazine, Comfort, on trial for the 'next three
months. They are the regular cupid deflrts made up
with Lithographic lace work. Send (i cents to Com-
fort, Box 309, Augusta, Maine, for trial subscription
and we will include an assortment of Comics, postpaid.

ADftQTAT f ABA Directed to us and signed
rUOlftL \jHSW byyourself willbringyou
information how you can make big wages
In your own community, without capital.

Address I,ADIES HOME COMPANION,
Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

the Owen Electric Belt

AND APPLIANCES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
CUKE

MANY
DISEASES

WHEN
ALL

OTHER

REMEDIES

FAIL.

GET ONE.

.•^pr-r—..:

[Trade Mark.]

DR. A. OWEN

A GENUINE CURRENT OF ELECTRICITY
Is generated in a battery on the belt, and can
be applied/to any part of the body. The cur-
rent can be made mild or strong as the case
may require, and is absolutely under control
of the wearer at all times.

OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Contains fullest information regarding the
cure of Acute, Chronic and Nervous Diseases,
Sworn Testimonials with portraits of people
who have been cured, Price List and Cuts of
Belts and A ppliances, and how to order, pub-
lished in English, German, Swedish and Nor-
wegian Languages. This catalogue will be
mailed to any address on receipt of six cents
postage.

THE OWEN
Electric Belt and Appliance Co.

Main Office and Only Factory,

THE OWEN ELECTRIC BELT BUILDING,
201-211 STATE ST., CHICAGO, 11,1,.

The Largest Electric Belt Establishment in the
World.

When writing mention this paper.

The Rocker Washer
is warranted to wash | OO PIECES IN
ONE HOUR, as clean as can be washed
on the washboard. Write for prices and descrip-

tion. ROCKERWASHER CO.,
Liberal Inducements to live agent*, r t. Wayne, Inu.

LYON & HEALY,
» 57 Monroe St., Chicago

Will Mall Free their newly enlarged
Catalogue of Band Instruments, Uni-
forms and Equipments. 400 Fine Il-

lustrations, describing every article '

required by Bands or Drum Corps.
Contains instructions for Amateur Bands,
Exercises and Drum Major's Tactics, By-
Laws, and a Selected List of Band Music, '

Mention this paper when you write.

AGENTS WANTED
to handle the latest, cheapest, simplest and
most practical cooker manufactured.
Consists ot lour sections. Each section
can be used separately. Food is cooked
on a dish. Send $1.60 for our No. 3, three-

callon cooker with aprent's complete out-

fit. Only one atrent in a town. Cooker
fits any stovp, Writf miick,

ROBEfiT 8TB<*N© & CO.,
Circulars free. Harrisburg, Pa.

Mention this paper when you write.

A WONDERFUL NEW METAL
SUPERIOR TO SOLID SILVER.

Solid through ami through. Will not wear off or
tarnish like plated ware and will lust a lifetime. We
refund money if not as represented. Our goods man-
ufactured of this metal are BEAUTIFUL, EL-
EGANT and COST ONLY (Express paid):

TEASPOONS, jSer set of 6, - - $.89
TABLE-SPOONS, per set of 6, - 1.78
FORKS, per set of 6, - - - 1.78

Cheaper than plated ware. Remit by Postal Note.

LEONARD MFG. CO., 20 Adams St., Chicago.
Mention this paper when you write.

Agents for this paper make money,
and lots of it.

14 KARAT

GOLD PLATE
CUT THIS OCT and send it to ua

with your name and address and we
will send you this watch by express

for examination. A Guarantee
For & Years and chain and
charm sent with it. You ex-
amine it and it you think it
a bargain pay our sample
price, »2.75, and it is yours.
It is beautifully engraved
and warranted the besttime-
keeper in the World (or the
money and equal in appear-
ance to a genuine Solid
Gold Watch. Write to-day,
this offer will not appear
again.

THE
NATIONAL MFG.

—AND—
importing co.

334 Dearborn St.,
CHICAGO. ILL.

500 BOOKS, &c.,FREE!
SEND 10 CTS. and we PRINT your full address
on 1000 (2 color) GUMMED LABELS, 500 post-i

paid to you to stick on your letters, papers, &c,
and 500 postpaid to 500 agency tirms, publishers^
and manufacturers,who will mail you 500 sample
hooks, novelties, pictures, magazines, papers,
Ac, Free with your printed address on each.
G. P. Curtish, of So. Willmeton, Ct„ writes as follows

"The FREE sample books, papers, Ac, I received from the
S00 firms mentioned, if bought would cost me J!i5 to ?40.

Am delighted." Big 3MCa.il Oo-
No. 215 Frankford and Girard Atea., Pb.Ua., Pa,

If you
will work

a few hours for ne. Send stamps (if convenient.)
Surehold Co.,BoxJ)., NorthWindham,Maine.

RUPTURE CURED FREE!

For temporary or permanent work,
our terms to agents eclipse any offer

ever heretofore made by us or any
other reliable publishing-house. We
are determined our agents shall be
well paid, Send at once for our
"Special Gash Terms to Club Raisers."

THE STANDARD GEM ROLLER ORGAN.
IS XJElJe WOKDER OF THE AGE.

PLATS OVER 600 PIECES. SO SIMPLE A CHILD CAN PIiAY IT.

Onr Gem Roller Organ
now stands unparalleled in the
history of Automatic musical
instruments. It is as near the
ideal ot a perfect home instru-
ment as it i3 possible to make
it. Requiring no knowledge of
music, any one can play the
most elaborate and difficult

pieces, such as Sacred IIu-
Slc/Waltzes, Schottischs
Polfcas, Quadrilles, Med.
leys, Hornpipes, .fee. It is

a perfect accompaniment for
singing. It will save its cost in
one evening in furnishingmu-
sic at a dance. Its reeds are
full size, and furnish as much
volume as an ordinary Organ.
i Sacred—Sweet Bye-ana-Bye - Nearer, My God, to Thee; I Need Thee Every Uour; Onward. Christian Sol-
fliers; Hold The Fort; Almost Persuaded- Where is My Boy To-night? Bringing in the Sheaves; Precious
Name.Pleyel's Hymn.Federal Street.Kock of Ages.Old Hundred.BeulahLand.God Be With You.Happy Day,
Gathering Home; Jesus, Lover of My Soul; He Leadeth Me; Abide with Me: Shall VVe Gather at theBiver.
Popular—Old Folks at Home, Home Sweet Home. Auld Lang Syne. Nelly Gray, Annie Laurie; Waltz—Ger-

man Hearts: Listen to the Mocking Bird; Blue Bells of Scotland; little Old Log Cabin; Yankee Doodle:
Marching Through Georgia; Dixie; Star Spangled Banner, Kitty Wells. • Gay Lite Quadrilles, rhe Old Oaken
Bucket, Sunset Schottiscne The Girl I Left Behind Me; Gen. Grant's Grand March; Kazzle Dazzle Lancers.

All applicants for organs will please be sure to cut this advertisement out and enclose with it 25 cents, in

some form, for six month*' subscription to The Metropolitan and Rural Home, a large eight-page,

illustrated Agricultural and Family Monthly.on receipt of which our full descriptive catalogue, containing
list of tunes played by the organ, describing how to apply for same, and the way in which the organ will

bleentFEE^!wW bSed to you. Address THISTf»™^T^|Sherry? HOME «

A Few of the Tunes ih$ Orsan Plays:

I0U CAN GET IT FREE I

It uses rollers the same as a
music box, and it can never
wear out. B'inished in the very
best of style and workmanship
it i» a home beautifier in every
sense, Just think, of it! A
full reed organ, playing
60O pieces, free, Used in
Churcties and Sunday
Schools. Now is the lime to
adorn your home with this
beautiful instrument. This
offer is made to introduce our
paper and organs into differ-
ent parts of the country, and
is open to reliable persona
of either box, who will pro-,
misa to show them to our ad-
vantage.

($ert£D<

FISK MBMORIAX, HAXJ,.

American Temperance University

AT HARRIMAN, TENN.
A $15,000 Foundation already laid. To be finished from the

FISK MEMORIAL, FUND of ONF, HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
Divided Into Shares of ONE DOLLAR each, in Memory of GEN. CLINXON B. FISK,
founder of Harriman. A Noble Monument to a Noble Man. Dedicated to tire Temperance
Idea, in the Higher Co-education of the Sexes.

A Handsome Aluminium Portrait Medallion of Gen. Fisk sent every one remitting for One
Share. Picture of Memorial Hall on the obverse. Share subscribers solicited.

University has Six Distinct Departments of Instruction—A College of Liberal Arts ; Col-
lege Preparatory

; Conservatory of Music ; Art Department ; Commercial Department,
and a First-class Gymnasium. Full corps of Experienced Teachers.

Second Term opened Dec. 5; 200 Students Enrolled.

Harriman has 4,000 people, ten churches, NO SALOONS. Beautiful Mountain Scenery;
Pure Water; Superb Climate. A safe place for sons and daughters. For courses of study
and full particulars, address

m- <J- F. SPEECH, Chancellor or UfiDWMJW TRWIJ
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THE FIRST STEP.

"I have begun to plan my yacht,"

Said Chollie Ferguson.

"I've worked so hard I've really got

The wine list nearly done."

A
HE WAS A DYER.

H, my dear madam," cried the
Irish country doctor, turning
from the examination of his

patient to his agitated wife, "you
have called me too late. Your
husband is past praying for.

See! bis hands have already
turned blue! Sure, it's mortification already

set in!"

"But, doctor," returned the weeping wife,

"don't you know that my poor husband is a
dyer?"
"A dyer, my dear madam," cried the man of

physic, "then, by St. Patrick, it's a good job

for him that he is, for I give you my word
that if he hadn't been a dyer he would be a
dead man."

THE SAILOR'S DEFINITION.

A sailor was descanting upon an anthem
which gave him much pleasure. His ship-

mate listened for a time, and thensaid, "What
is a hanthem?"
"Do you mean to say that you don't know

what a hanthem is? Well, then, I'll tell yer.

If I was to say, ' 'Ere, Bill, give me that 'and-

spike,' that, wouldn't be a hanthem. But, was
I to say: 'Bill, Bill, Bill, give, give. give, give,

give, me, give me, Bill, give me that, Bill, give
me that 'andspike, spike, spike. Bill, give,

give me that, that 'and, 'andspike, 'andspike,

spike, spike, spike. Amen, ahmen, Billgive-

methat'andspike, spike. Ahmen,' why, that
would be a hanthem."

WHAT IS A BLUSH?

It seems that, unlike an oscillatory demon-
stration, a blush can be scientifically defined.

A Cincinnati physician attempts it as follows

:

"A blush is a temporary erythema and cal-

orific effulgence of the physiognomy, setiolo-

gized by the perceptiveness of the scnsorium
when in a predicament of unequilibrity from
a sense of shame, anger, or other cause, even-
tuating in a paresis of the vasomotor nervous
filaments of the facial capillaries, whereby,
being divested of their elasticity, they afe

suffused with radiance emanating from an
intimidated prsecordia.

MET HIS MATCH.

A fellow, thinki ng to appear smart, entered

a notion store on Sixth avenue the other day
and said to one of the salesladies:

"Ever have any call for husbands here?"

"Oh, yes, occasionally. Are you looking for

a market?"
"Yes," said smarty.

"All right. Step right up on the ten-cent

counter."

—

Texas Sifiings.

MORE PRESSING.

Mrs. Doubtful—"What did you get in the

mail?"
Dickey Doubtful—"Only two invitations."

Mrs. Doubtful—"From whom?"
Dickey Doubtful—"One is from Jack Harlem-

ite; he wants me to come up sometime. The
other is from my tailor; he wants me to come
down—right away!"

IN THE COURT ROOM.

"Your honor, and gentlemen of the jury, I

acknowledge the reference of counsel of the

other side to my gray hair. My hair is gray,

and it will continue to be gray as long as I

live. The hair of that gentleman is black,

and will continue to be black as long as he

dyes."

A SURE SIGN.

Tramping Jim—"Say, Mike, there's a house

fer us. We kin git anything we wants. There

ain't a man within a mile of it."

Mellow Mike—"How d' ye know ther ain't

no men around?"
Tramping Jim—" 'Cause th' women is house-

cleaning."
^

MULLIGAN'S UNCERTAINTY.

"Maggie," called Mulligan to his accom-
plished daughter.

"What do you want?"
"Is the pianny bruk, or are yez playin' that

here Wagner's music?"

THE REASON FOR IT.

Fussy—"I can't see why you women wear
such long, trailing skirts."

Mrs. Fussy—"fo have something to occupy
our hands with, of course. Why do you carry

a walking-stick when you're not lame?"

One scarcely realizes that we can get vastly
lu ttcr pianos and organs than our fathers
c nhl get, and at half the price they paid.
Y 't why should we wonder? Everything,
houses, furniture, clothing and all our belong-
ings are handsomer and better than of old,

cheaper by half. Now, that the old firm
i.r Marchal & Smith, of New York, are selling
elegant pianos for $150 and upwards and
inmms from SoO up, why should it surprise us?
'rin se reductions are no greater than has been
common to all our finest goods. In truth,
i very home ought to be supplied with a
beautiful piano or organ when they can be
secured, almost at your own price and terms,
by writing to The Marc hal <& Smith Piano Co.,

235 East 21st Street, New York.

LITTLE BITS.

What is done cannot he undone, especially

if it is a hard-boiled egg.— Texas Si/tings.

Employer—"Well, Patrick, which is the big-

ger fool, you or I ?"

Patrick—"Faith, I couldn't say, sor; but it's

not mesilf."

A sweet little four-year-old added this clause

to her evening petition the other night : "And
please help grandma not to talk so much
when the pies get burned."—Boston Traveller.

Bridget—"Please, mum, there's a poor man
at the door, with a glass eye."

Mistress—"Why, Bridget, what do you sup-

pose we want of a glass eye? Tell him we
don't care for it."

The young housewife (to the butcher)—"Have
you a nice spring chicken this morning?"
"Yes, ma'am."
"Well, please cut out the croquettes and

send them to my address."— Christian Register.

"Hello, Jack, I understand you're engaged."
"I am, old man, to the "

"Ah, yes, 1 know; to the dearest, sweetest

little woman on earth. The one woman cal-

culated to make you a happy home, the em-
bodiment of your ideal, the dream of your
youth !"

"Say, old man, how—how did you ever find

that out? You—you don't know her, do you?"
—Harper's Bazar.

It so happened that several days ago a cer-

tain well-known lawyer, who, for narrative
purposes shall be nameless, came into the
official presence of a learned judge, whose
cognomen shall likewise be discreetly veiled.

The lawyer did not arrive alone. He was
accompanied by a large number of previously
encompassed drinks, and, in the language of

the pave, a symphonic "brannigan" was con-
cealed about his person.

"Mr. ," remarked the Solon, "I am
astonished to see you in such a condition."
"Dishun!" sighed the lawyer, "Wazzer

matter?"
"There is no need of explaining, sir."

"Yesher is. You 'tack my condishun—
wazzer matter wish it?"

"To be plain, Mr. , you are very drunk."
"Y'r honor," responded the inebriate one,

after a moment's pause, "I've been prac'sing

here for fifteen years, un' that's the first c'rect

decishun I ever heard in this court."

It cost him something for contempt.

Once during the argument in a lawsuit, in
which Lincoln represented one party, the
lawyer on the other side was a good deal of a
glib talker, but not reckoned as deeply pro-
found or much of a thinker. He would say
anything to a jury which happened to enter
his bead. Lincoln, in his address to the jury,

referring to this, said:
" My friend on the other side is all right, or

would be all right, were it not for the pecu-
liarity I am about to chronicle. His habit—of
which you' have witnessed a very painful
specimen in his argument to you in this case

—

of reckless assertions and statements without
grounds, need not be imputed to him as a
moral fault, or as telling of a moral blemish.

He can't help it. For reasons which, gentle-

men of the jury, you and I have not the time
to study here, as deplorable as they are sur-

prising, the oratory of the gentleman com-
pletely suspends all action of his mind. The
moment he begins to talk, his mental ope-

rations cease. I never knew of but one thing
which compared with my friend in this par-

ticular. That was a small steamboat. Back
in the days when I performed my part as a
keel boatman, I made the acquaintance of a
trifling little steamboat which used to bustle

and puff and wheeze about the Sangamon
river. It had a five-foot boiler and a seven-

foot whistle, and every time it whistled it

stopped."

—

Argonaut.

A $65 SEWING MACHINE FREE.
Our $65 Alvah Sewing Machine now soldby

us at $8.25 to $22.50 will be placed in your
home to use without cost of one cent to you.
Cut out this advertisement and ^eud to day
to ELY M'F'G CO., Dept. 25 Chicago, 111.

UNPI CTnU'QPABIIII hassoIclforS2.0ft. I send it
NOLL I Uflfl ObADInand Hl'sMagazine,6rnontbs
for onlylOc ,post-p'd. E.F.NASOS.132 Church St.,N.Y.

©0©o

t'. with nunc, or a\mr. town & state. 15c. Self
Inking Fin A.
'pencil stamp
OurPet printing outfit has UOlettcrsAfigures

ft makes any name, onlj 1 3 c . AG_ ENTS LATEST GOODS. Stamps ol all kinds.

Kubber Stamp Co. Factory T 17, New Haven, Conn*

AGENTS
and Farmers with no experience make 82.50 an
hour during spare time. A.D. Bates, 164 W. Rob-
bins Ave., Covington, Ky., made 821 one day,
881 one week. So can you. Proofs and cata-
logue free. J. E. Shepard'& Co., Cincinnati, O.

via uay bure. address and we
mj% -1 » will show you

%J how to make $3 a day; absolutely sure; we
furnish the work and teach you free; you work in the locality

Where you live. Send us your address and we will explain the
business fully; remember we guarantee a clear profit of f3 for

every day's work; absolutely sure; don't fail to write to-day.

ROYAL MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, Mich.

ill $500 Help You Out?
so, you

an have
W e

offer yon the Sole Aeency for an article that is
Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, something that SEIiliS AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Double
the Price, though not answering the purpose
half so well. You can make from 8500 to $700
in three months, introducing it, after which it will
bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-
tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or coun-
try. Don't Miss this Chance. Write at once to
J. W. JONES, Manager, Springfield, Obio.

U afflicted with
wore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

I GCMTC m* 1^ hirmoooT. Catalogue quirk filing household
MUI.I1 I Oarticlesfree. CliaeMffe.Co. I8W.Wash.St. Chicago.

WONDERFUL!
Send 10 cents to FRANK HARRISO-N.

Boston, Mass., and seo what you will get

RUBBER STAMPS. Beet made. Immense Catalogue FreeRto agents. The G. A. Harper Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

500 SCRAP

WE
WANT TOtTto distribute circulars, umolae, etc.. In your locality for onr cm*
diealeofbig*dT*rtU?rs. :" ' !

'
i

r I h .• i -iai. CASH PAID. No a/ -;-, c ,

fiodoiPBUmp. DLdTaiBUTINQ BUREAU. P.O.Box 192&, N.w Yark City.

4rt^ ^^k^^k lbocj *D;1 P*'d for dlitribatini «ir«a!»rt. Owd mm
™fc J| I II I w»«t»d in joar eooutj.w* otih. 6i'» ttblftH. Eulow

\kW \f *Unp. PiaaMi BiuribklLnc Auceniion. Ckiaftgo, LU.

$450 Per 1000
CASH fcr distributing circulars. £ncto#»

a tamp. U.S. Distributing Ilurttu, Chicago

IAFIITP WlDted Liberal Salary Paid.IIiPN I ^ At home or to travel. Team furnishedHU In IV I V ^ee. P.O. VICKERT, Augusts, Me.

AGENTS
wanted in eTery town. Something
new. t75 a month. Write quick.
herm»Q Jt Batkr, 26W. tat e St. Chicmo

LADIES
We give permanent position in every coun-
ty on salary. No canvassing. Stamp.
Li. A. CL.ARK CO., Bridgeport, Conn.

I ATCCT efHUf»C W0RDSanil MUSIC, 6 Trickfl,LH I CO I OUnUaiO Games, 96 Secrets, Dream
I aside, 17 Pictures Pretty Girls, and Mag&cine 3 months, all for

i
H one-cent stumps. H. BELL it CO., Station A,JJoston. Mass.

no btylish Visiting Cards, heavy quality, name andw address neatly engraved 10c.,6packs50c.AgentB
sample outfit, 2c. Engkaving Co., Northford, Conn.

JEND for free Catalogue of Books of Amusements,
. Speakers. Dialognes, Calisthenics, Fortune Tellers,
IDream Books, Debates, Letter Writers, Etiquette,
'etc. Dick & Futzgekald, £4 Ann St., New York.

RflYQ AWR P I Dl C who wish to make money
DU I 0 HIlU UlnLO when out of school; send
name and we will tell you how. No money want-
ed. STAYNES. & CO., Providence, R. I.

I jjj A tl I CU Ureases, alao other writing and ea»y
office work. 925 to$30perweekeDtire^^^^^W year. If convenient enclose stamp.

WUHAN'S CO-OPEfiATiVS TOILET CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS. (Ino!)

GENTS WANTED ON SALARYA or
Chemical Ink Erasing Pencil. Agents mak-

ing S50 per week. Monroe Eraser Mfg Co., X 98, LaCrosse, Wis.

Ua f^nnrl Kitchen complete without a
111! UUUU Chicago Rotary Biscuit * Cale
Cotter. They sell at sight. AGENTS WANTED
Samples of round and square mailed for 25 pte.

Sidmj Mfg. Co., 32-40 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.

GOLD-SILVER-NICKEL PLATING
A trade easily learned; costs little to start. I will

furnish outfits and give work in part payment. Circu-
lars free. F. LOWEY, 191 Duffield Si., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Vnil Want to Make Money? CDCr I I

IUU MY New Catalogues of f fltt

!

Money ?

of
1000 ARTICLES

CHAS. LUBRECHT, 195 Pearl St N. Y.

AWOMAN'S SUCCESSigSiiT ^ vreeK
at Home. Instructions FREE to lady readers. Send stamp.

(No humbug), Oils. i. A. aUNNlNti, Boxl5. Anna, Ohio.

FREE TO every AGENT!
A wonderful Wire Puzzle sent absolutely free; also
catalog of finest agents goods ever offered. Write quick.
Ladies goods also. V Cassgreen MTg*Co.» Chicago, 111.

that is pleasant
and profitable
Bend us your ad-IF YOU WANT WORK

dress immediately. We teach men and women how
to earn from $5.00 per day to $3,000 per
year without having had previous experience, and
furnish the employment at which they can make
that amount. Capital unnecessary: a trial will cost
you nothing. Write to-day. Mention this paper.
E. C. ALLEN & CO., Box 101 3, Augusta, Me.

AGENTS COINl
Money selling Beveridge'sAu-
tomatic Cooker. Latest and|
best cooking utensil ever invent-
ed. Sells at sight. One Agent

|

sold over 1700 in one town.
One sample Cooker free tol
good agents. Advertising matter
furnished. Forfullparticularsad-'
dress W. E. BEVERIDGE, m

BALTIMORE. Md-H

THE CRUSADER
IN

GREAT BRITAIN,
Mother Stewart's new book, '*Tbe Crusaderin Great

Britain," is now out. Tt is a deeply interesting account
of her work and its results in that country. Is writ-
ten in the same lively and fascinating style as is

Memories of the Crusade, which Henry Faxon de-
clares is his favorite book. It is full of valuable in-
formation and interesting incidents in her work, and
should be in every home. Best of terms to agents,
who will find it a taking book. Write at once for
terms. Address 1>I. Campbell, Springfield, O.

Mention this paper.

TO THE UNEMPLOYED.
YouS $75 to $250 a Month.
Workingfor us in any locality. "Will paya salary or
commission [as you prefer] and all expenses

;
money de-

posited in bank to cover Earae when started. Ifyou are

out ofwork or even wish to better your condition, we
have something entirely new to offer, and if you follow

our instructions you cannot fail to meet with success;

the people will have our goods no matter how hard the
times; our agents are reporting big Bales everywhere
from Maine to Mexico; all that is rejjuired is a little

pluck and pu»h and fiuccess is yours. Why
tand idle : this offer may be your stepping stone to

fortune. We furnish sample outfits Tree If you care

to investigate write today for particulars before all v«I
uable territory is taken. Address Standard Silver
Ware Co., Boston, Mass.

Mention this paper when you write.

WANTED «HP
"SCENES FW EVERY LAND,"
THE BOOK OF THE CENTURY;
over 500 Mafjnificent Photoeraphic Views,
8ize W6 by l&H inches. Introduction by

GEN. LEW. WALLACE, Author of "Ben-Hur."
Descriptions by Edward Everett Hale. D.D., Russell
Conwell, D.D., LL.D.. Hon. Wm. C. P. Breckin-
ridge, Henry Watteroon and other talented writers.
Ahead of all competitors, larger views, finer photo-
graphs, ticice a* many of them, more handsomely
bound, and lower in price; sells at sight to people
who never bought a bonk in their lives; agents of
other books throwing their outfits ;»way and beg-
ging for territory; beautiful sample views free;

absolute control of field ; goods on credit ; SS.nr

to $2U.OO a day readily earned ; success guarnnteed.

MAST, CROWELL & KIRKPATRK'K.
Springfield. Ohio. Sole Publishers.

riCTCr.F3.CAED9;MOTTOES. RIDDLE
«AME UAfPY-UU-lX'CKV. 2c. j,Piw,t
fAUDEE 4s Cu., MUNTUWESE, CONN. FREE

t SCRAP PICTURES. 0»m»».V.r»^lU..
i-U-tT'SMAMPLE UookfcOattU. 2 AeSjurto-

3c. 1VT CARDCO..UAMDEN. CQKH.'

CARDSFOR 1894. 60 Sample Stvles
AXD LIST OF 400 PREMIUM ARTICLES
FRIE.UAVIRnELDPCB co.0ADiz.oaio

too
1IOLD TO THE LIGHT CARDS and two
SAMPLE ALBCM3 OF CARDS FOR AGENTS. ALL POST-PAID,
10 CENTS. Addrto. BANNER CARD CO., CADIZ. OBJ0.

CARDS Send Cc stamp for Sample Boot of all the FINEST a
LATEST Styles in Hoveled Edge, Hidden Name,

"

Fringe, Envelope and Calling CARDS FOR 181H. WE
SELL GENUINE CARDS, NOT TRASH. UNION CARD CO., Columbus, Ohio.

klpllf A ft W% t% 0%Son& 2c. >tamp for th* FINEST SAMPLE BOOK of
MM L Mf II If I 1 Volume Hidden Nmo«, SiU >V,r,f>., EoT.l»p«,BOT#lH b WW UHnUO £-lE*. F»uci CtiUr.f' Cards, Etc, tier offered,

IMMHK^HMMBMHHI u XfiASU, Backt C-.r± Co. , Licx-t. I lie. 0W.

m9f\f\ TRANSPARENT tt Acquaintance CARDS, Scrap
n »W Piotorea, Games, Songs. Stories, *e.; 60Trickaia
ff Marie, Agent's Sample Book of Ever; Style of Card used, k
Adjiifltablo Aiofc tnS* ALLLRO * CO-DURHAM,

480
Sample styles of New Cards k (? ^) (
Premiums for 1894. AgfBUrgtr llbE

iplo Book of genuine Hidden Name, Silk

Fringe, Envelope Bevel edge & Fancy shape Calling Cards,

'ail for 3 ccLtj. CROWN CARI> CO.. CADIZ, 0UX0.

VOURNAME OnSoLoTelyt's;

r^^^^^^z 4H0 Album Mottoes,£e

\" i^fiui? «i?iTff
r'n Conversation andCourt-,

52QK33e?° iQE Cards. 1 Ring, \ Comic
|» *2$r£-Sf^ 5( Scarf Pin. New Combination
|ooo o>-a oo ogj Pcn Pencil, fcud Agent**

OUTFIT FOR \b"H, ALL l'Jc. UL£N CARD CO, NORTH HAVEN, CONN.

YOUR
NAME
beautifully

printed on 25 LOVELY CARDS
Assorted Fans, Baskets, Envelope Cards, Bilk,

Fringed, etc., ete., 1 set Joker' b Cards, (But-,

too Boaters) 12 Comio Transparent Cards,
(Great Fun) and our Eureka Budget; This is a Gold mine [you wan tit] con-

taining 79 valuable MoneyMaking'Sccrets from whicb fortunes are being made*
Popular Songs, AutograDh Selections, Golden Wheel Fortuae Teller.Dictionarj

of Dre&m.i, Flirtation Signals, The Lovers' Telegraph, 15 Portraits of Populaf
Ladies, Etc., Etc.; also our Popular paper 3 months. AH for lu cents-

CLUTOS BliOXll£B8. CUntouvUlf, «iiuk
iMtution this paper when you write.

U ft UIIUDIIC s*nd 10c 10 Supt.CittTeI.ro. Onosio, BIth. for

llU nUMDUD boofe, "IIow&YThtrrtoleani TELEGRAPHY."

FILLYQUR OWN TEETH
with Crtpta issv. Stops pain and de-
cay. Lasts a lifetime. Circular free.

T^.Truman,MD.,WelLiBridge,N. fc

PLAYS
Dialogues. Speakers, for School,
Club and Parlor. Catalojrue free.
T. S, DENISON, Pub.Cnicago.IU.

TOUR FUTURE REVEALED.)
Send your name and address to Bos D
1692, Boston, Mass., for free book, which]
tells you how to read pour ownfortune.

j

^Pnd 10 rtc tlI«r . for postage, ete.OBnU |U CIS.^ aUp of paper site of
finger, and we will mail you on* of tbeio
•olid rolled gold engraved rings and cata-
logue of fast-flelling goods for agent* tu sell.

Howard Mfg. Co., ProTldenee, It. I.

FREE.
We will send this elegant

_ solid gold front gent's initial

Scarf Pin or ladies' Bonnet Pin, which is

two inches lone. Free to each and every
person who cuts out this advertisement
and sends it to us, stating which letter is

wanted. Address Lynn &. Co.*
48 Bond ?*treett New York.

**************************

f A PRESENT. 1* QEND us your address and we will make you a*
<V «-> present of the best Automatic WASHING ** MACHINE in the World. No wash-board or rub- 4«
iZ, bing needed. We want you to show itto yonrfriends. tfi

oractasagentif youcan. You can COIN MONEY *<* We also give a HANDSOME WATCH to theJl* nrst from each countv. Address Koom m* N. Y LAUNDRY WORKS, 80 Murray Street, N. Y. #
**************************

Pinless Clothes Line
WANTED—Salesmen to whom we will give exclusive
territory to sell our celebrated Pinless C lothes Line,
the only line ever invented that holds clothes without
pin s

—

& wonderfulsuccess ;orourfamous Fountain Ink
Eraser wliichwill erase ink instantly,andhasNO equal.
The success of our salesmen shows the great demand for
these articles, many making £20 to g50 per day. On re-

ceipt of 50c. will mail sample of either.or sample of both
for SI, with price-lists and terms. PINLESS CLOTHES
LINE CO., Js'o. 168 Ilermon Street, Worcester, Mass.

Fountain Ink Eraser
Mention this paper when you write.

AGENTS*5otojfoow
-
E£.

Ladies or Gents. Beat seller known. Need-
ed 3t every bouse, place of business or farm

the year round. "Hwne** Eleetrie Motor
ruttsallkindsofiigbtmachioery. Cheap-

estpoweron earth. Connected instantly to
wash or sewing machine, corn shelter,

pumps, fans, lathes, jewelers' or dentists'

machinery, Ac. Clean, Noiseless, lasts

a life-time. No experience needed. To
show in operation means a sale. Guar-

anteed. Profits Immense. Circulars tree.

W. a HARRISON A. CO., Columbus. O.

WORK and MONEY
FOR ALHi. Newest and most successful plnn. Light
and pleasant work and Big Wages. Men, Women,
Boys and Girls can work for us, either part time or

all the time; in your own neighborhood or over yonr
own and adjoining counties. Our agents are doing
big business now, because of the novelty of the plan

and great value given for the money : and agents like

it because we pay the Biggest Cash Commission. Suc-

cess sure. Don't be idle! ll> rf is your chance to

Get into Paying Business ! Write to-day for

special terms to agents, which are mailed free, or

Save Time by sending 50 cents for Outfit and special

terms, and go to work at once.
• Addross FARM AND FIRESIDE,

Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

$10.00
IN EUVLF AS HOUR

Or at the rate of $50,000
a year profit is what Mrs.
Marshall wrote she was
making by our new plan
where we give away two
hundred and fifty thousand
dollars in premiums. Nut

a day passes hut what scores ofmen and women write us letters

saying it is just such a God-send as they have prayed fur to

help tnein through the hard times and panicky ncriuds. It

gives new life, new hope, new happiness to all. It is a God-
send to home-helpers, easy employment to the weak or
weary, brings relief to cinntv pocketbooks, new strength

and vigor to faint hearts. Thousands are already makinu
FOETl N ES _

Within Bight

of home and friends W hu

5r»«»
ee
«" cash paid i&t frr

Poverty to ___ Biches. Sta-

tistics show IN AJJ V A> t/li.. that never
in the his- tory of our
Country has

-»^—^ 50 sure, so

easy, or respectable, and permanent a chance for money
making been offered to the people as that sat forth by our
l^ucky Investment discovery of the Goldext Columbian
Venr. Thousands have by its aid been abte toytep from the
common country cart intothe comfortable chariot of contentment.

Do you wish to do likewise? if so, send ns your full name
and address and wc will supply you, postpaid, samples for

outfit, and for the name of a reliable friend will send a 50c
Cash Cert, in advance. As this will

only cost vou a postal you will make
4llc. clear tor the minute oftimeused,
rind can then drop the matter n you
desire after investigation. Ifyou pre-
fer to write at home, distribute circu-

lars, or work on salary, let us know.

49c.
A MINUTE.

lie c.tATvT OXLE CO., 21 Willow St, Augusta, Maine.

Mention this paper.
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HEAT AND LIGHT OF THE SUN.

So far as our present knowledge goes it

would seem that the brightness of. any
sun-like body is to be attributed solely to

the transformation in some fashion of

mechanical power into heat. To take our

ow n sun as an example. It is now an

assured doctrine that the boat so necessary

for our welfare is sustained by the. gradual

contraction of the solar volume. The
energy available for transformation into

heat in this process seehns sufficient to

supply the radiation of the sun, not only

for ages such as those we reckon in the

human period, but even throughout a

lapse of time so vast as that which geology

demands for the formation of the earth's

crust, writes Sir Robert Ball, in the Fort-

i
nightly Review. But it is- certain that-the

quantity of possible light and heat to be

dispensed by the sun is limited in amount.
The sun cannot shine on forever. A time

must assuredly come when the orb, at

present so' Ifrill iant, will have no more po-

tency for the radiation of light than is at

present possessed by the earth or the

moon. In like manner it can be shown
that the materials constituting the sun
have not always been luminous. We can-

not, indeed, say with certainty by what
influence their brightness' was originally

kindled. It probably arose from a collision,

or an approach to a collision, between two
dark masses which happened to come to

an encounter with enormous velocities in

their progress through space. It is, how-
ever, plain that the ages during which the

sun has been brilliant, form only an inci-

dent, so to speak, in the infinite history of

that quantity of matter 'of which the solar

system is constituted.

Notwithstanding the millions or thou-

sands of millions of years which that mat-
ter has existed, it has, perhaps, only once
become so heated, oiving to the circum-
stances which we may describe as acci-

dental or casual, as to have acquired the
ample light-dispensing power of the sun.

It is, however, possible that such periodsof

light-radiating capacity should have oc-

curred more than once ;
they may possibly

have occurred several times throughout
the a_ges of time past. Nor is it -likely that
tlio last phenomena of this kind have yet
arrived. The sun, after the lapse of un-
counted years, will lose all its heat and
pass into a black, dark fhass. In that form
it may endure for an epoch so protracted
that the spell during which it has acted as

the luminary to our system, will appear
but a moment in comparison with the dark
ages which succeeded the solar splendor.

But we can conceive that the darkness,
which is the doom of our system, need not
necessarily be eternal so far as its materials

are concerned ; it may be that again in the

course of its wanderings through space the

tide of chance may at length bring the
dark and tremendous globe so near some
other orb that another collision should
take place with appalling vehemence. The
solid materials shall again become trans-

formed into a stupendous glowing nebula,

and then, in the course of the tedious con-

traction of this nebula, another pro-

tracted period of brilliance will diversify

the career of the great body, and may last

long enough for the evolution of planets
and of the whole races of highly organized
creatures. The essential point of our pres-
ent consideration must not be misunder-
stood. A little reflection will show that
any periods of brilliance must be regarded
as exceptional periods in the history of
each body.

CELESTIAL DISTANCES.

Sir Robert Bell, the English astronomer,
has been giving a popular series of lectures
in London, in which he has endeavored to
bring within the comprehension of his
hearers, some practical idea of enormous
space*. Referring to the fact that the stars
that we see, apart from the planets of our
solar system, are suns^ he> said that the
nearest star to the earth was Alpha Cen-
tauri, which was only visible in the south-
ern heavens. Now, to say that tlfis was
2,000,000,000,000,000 miles away gives only a
confused idea of distances, as half or quar-
ter of this sum would seem quite as great
in the aggregate as this appears, because
the unit of distance is too small to easily
popularize the broad conception. To say
that the star in question is, quite 200,000
times as far away from the earth as_ the
sun, is equally incomprehensible. Some
other and larger yardsticks must be
used when these tremendous spaces are
measured off.

Sir Robert Bell takes as the unit, the dis-

tance that electricity can travel in a second

of time, that is, 180,000 miles, or seven

times around the earth. While the elec-

tric current, under proper conditions,

could reach the moon in a little more than

a second, and could arrive at the sun in

about eight minutes, it would require

fully three yearsof time to traverse-the dis-

tance between the earth and the nearest of:

the stars. But beyond these are other stars

or suns-so far oil' that the distance between

the earth and Alpha Ceutauri seems insig-

nificant in comparison. Sir Robert Bell

said: "Thero are stars so remote that if

the glad tidings of that first Christmas in

Bethlehem, nineteen centuries ago, had

been disseminated through the universe by

telegraph messages, speeding at the ra*e of

180,000 miles a second, the time that has

elapsed since the event wbuld not have
been sufficient to enable the message to

reach them." Some idea of the immensity
of the universe can be formed by realizing

that a speed that would carry one from the

earth to the moon in a second, would need
to be maintained for thousands of years to

reach some of the stars that -we see each
clear night above our heads.— Young Men's
Era.

The "Western Trail" is published quarterly

by the Chicago, Rock \Island & Pacific

Railway. It tells how to get a farm in the

West, and it will be sent to you gratis for one

year. Send name and address to "Editor
Western Trail, Chicago," and receive it one
year free. John Sebastian, G. P. A.

10
T. D.

^^B^akl^PO (silver) pays ror our Han<iaom0

f-cElfw I O PEOPLE'S JOURNAL one yeai;,

ontrial, and your address in our » AGENTS' DIREC-
TORY," which goes whirling all over the United

States to firms who wish to mail FBEE, sample

papers, magazines, bftofcs, pictures, cardB, etc., with

terms, and our patrons receive bushels of mail. Great-

est bargain in America. Twit ; you will be Pleased,

CAMPBELL* X 115 Boyleeton, lad.

SILK
REMNANTS

FREE."We get an unlimited
_ supply of Silk Rem- _.

nnnt8& cuttings from 1st class manufacturers as Broadway
elite neck wear makers, leading Fifth Avenne dress mak-
ers, Bilk paraBol makers, etc. By pntAtnp them together,

we get a brilliant assortment for patchwork. Each package
contains a fine lot of assorted pieces, all different colors.

Ladles find profit and pleasure In makinpthese ellk rem-
nants Into quilts scarfs, tidies, etc. One larpe packape
lO cents; Two for 15 cents. NEW STAMPING
OUTFIT—Yon would like Kensington work. Every lady
does. Beautify yourhomeand make money besides. Three
hours a day gives plenty of work and brings In the neatsum
of SSS.OO or over. Can you take time for pleasureand
profit. Our 1894 outfltcoiitain b nearly loo new patterns. We
can't describe them here, but they are the best designs
from riuowsham to pincushion. We send a new book
•n the art of stamping, all abont powder and full lo-

atructions wltheach. Price 1© cents; worth 5*5 rents
A ODEAT ACCCD Send ua only 1 5 cents for our

UilbAI UrrClllspage monthly family and
story paper (Our Country Home) 3 months, and wo
will send yon absolutely free and postpaid our 1894

Stamping OuTFiiand 2j*ackages Silk Remnants. Address,-

OUR COUNTRY HOME, 122 Nassau Street, New York,

"Perfect

How to

Attain It."

A Wonderful
New Medical
Book, written
for Men Only.
One copy may
be had tree on
application.

Erie

Go.,

Niagara Square,

Buffalo N. Y,

5 BOOKS FREEWe will send S3 Complete Stories by celebrated authors
1 5 1 Latest Comic and Sentimental Songs: Mrs. Caudle' 1

Curtain Lectures, funniest book ever publisnedjA Guide to
Needle-work, Knittingand Crochet, and a good Cook BookFRKE to all who send lo cents for a 4 month's trial sub-'
scription to Modern Stories, a large 16 page, 6i column
handsomely illustrated Story Paper. AddressMODEM STORIES, 8» Warren St.. Wow York

RHEUMATISM
Perfectly and PermanentlyCURED
BY USING ONE BOTTI/E

YELLOW PINE COMPOUND.
Price S2.00 ; by Express $2.25. Send for

treatise.

YELLOW PINE EXTRACT CO.,
Allegheny/ Pa.

For sale by all druggists.

Mention this paper when you write.

SUMPTI
SURELY CURED.

To the Editor—Please inform your readers

that I have a positive remedy for the above

named disease. By its timely use thousands

of hopeless cases have teen permanently
cured. I shall be glad to send two bottles of

my remedy free to any of your readers who
have consumption if they will send me theii

express and post office address. Kespectfully,

T. A. Slocum, M.C., 183 Pearl St.. New York

t MIRACULOUS
POSITIVE CURE

for Deafness,Rheamatlsm,
Paralysis, Kidney, Liver.
Nervous Troubles, and all

Chronic Diseases, by our i in

proved Life Giving Elec-
tric Appliances lOOpnjrc
book j!*Jb*.I3E.
B. B. BLISS ELECTRIC GO I,

Iewa Falls, Iowa.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.

Promotes a luxuriant growth.

Never Fails to Bestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair lalling.
<" 50c, and $1.00 at Druggists

BV rni I/O reduced, 15 lbs.L H I ruuiva amonth ; any onerU M can make remedy :il home.
Miss M.Ainley, Supply, Ark.,

says, "I lost 43 lbs. and feel splendid." No
starving.No sickness.Particulars (sealed)
2c.HALL & CO., B.,Box 404, St, Louis,Mo.

ARE YOU HARD OF HEARING OR
Call or send stamp for full particu-

lars how to ,
restore your hearing,

by one who was deaf for 30 years. Address
JOHN KARMORE, Hammond Iildg. 4th & Vine, Cincinnati, 0.

DEAF

,1s a DISEASE.
It can be Cured— — —• -w'by administer-

ing Dr. Haines' Uwlden Specific. It can be
given without the knowledge of the patient, if
desired, in coffee, tea or articles of food. Cures
guaranteed. Send for circulars. CrOLnEBf
SPECIFIC CO., 1SS Race St., Cincinnati, O.
BaPST&e Only Cure. JSewart of Imitators.

ASTHMAcATARRH CURED
By Dr. B.W. Hair's Asthma Cure and Catarrh Spe-
cific. Only known unfailing permanent cure.
I send treatise free. 15. W. filair, Cincinnati, O.

RUSSES
on 30 DaysTrial

Easy, durable and
IffllHUTII mill—lyimnnni cheap. A radical

cure effected. Send for sealed catalogue.
Bggleston Truss Co. 69 Dearborn St. Chicago,

nffe 1 1 BP" Instant relief, final cure in aU H fl |L- ^£ few days,and neverreturns; no
|f" bTBpurge; no salve; no suppository

H IB llhVReiiieilv mailed tree. Ad-
dress J. H. REEVES, Box 3290, New York Gity.N.Y.CURED

Our Book on Piles—Free,
Bacon Medicine Co.,
Richmond, Va., U.S.A.

CONSTIPATION
Address, UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CO., Dept. A54.
(Treatise mailed free.) 76 43d St., Chicago, 111.

CAUSE
and

CURE.

TURKISH HAIR ELIXIR
Grown & Floavj Board, a Glossy Moustache, Beautiful Eyobrowi, or

Luxuriant tlair on Bald Heads in one month or money refunded.

A preparation tbat may be relied on, and every pkge is sold with a
guarantee, 1'riee 25 cte. ready for ubo, 3 for 50 ote. soaled by mail.

TREMONT MAN'U CO., Sta. A, Boston, Masu.m KIDNEYS and BLADDER
I will send full particulars of a Certain Cure for all
diseases of the n. n 1 Ulilliomr. East Hampton,
aboveFREE. Uli U. A, WIMIdilib, Connecticut.

PositiveOure. By mail. Sealed
Book Free, Address Dr.W. S.
Eice, Box F, Smithville, N.Y.RUPTURE

CANCER
Its cure by scientific local treat-
ment. 20 Years Experience.
Book Free. Dr3. McLeish an<8

Weber, 123 John Street, Cincinnati,Ohio.

OPIUM

CANCER

IKorphlue Habit Cared in 10
to 20 days. No pay till cured.
Dr. J.Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

AND TUMORS scientifically
treated and cured. No kqife.

Book free. Br. L. H. Gratigny,
30 Shillito Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

If afflictad with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

| FREE CURE.

IKidney
AI.JIAVIS is a positive cure for Kidney, Liver an

and Urinary Diseases. It is from the new Polynesian 35
shrub, KAVA-KAVA (botanical name: Piper Melhysti- ZZ
cum) described in New York World, Feb. 8, 1893, and J?
Medical Gazette, of Dec, 1892. Endorsed by the Hos- g
pitals and Physicians of Europe as a sure Specific Cure W
for Kidney and Bladder Diseases, Diabetes, Bright 's 9
Disease, Brick-Dust deposits, Rheumatism, Liver Dis- ©
ease, Female Complaints, pain in back, etc. Sold at (ft• Liver & Urinary Diseases

. or if you will send us Twenty Cents (postage stamps will do) to pay exjjress charges, we wil
Two Dollars a Bottle. Descriptive Book sent free to all, a

urn yuu win aeuu ua i weniy ^ema (postage stamps will do) to pay express charges, we will jJC• send you One Bottle by express prepaid, JFBEXl. We know ALKAVIS is a Positive Cure,
~

S.
and we do this to prove to you its wonderful effects.
Office. Address CHURCH KIDSET CUKE CO.,

Give your Post-office.and nearest E-tpres„ ^Albany Building, Cincinnati, Ohio. sr

,
/TMET

I

tombjj

HAN

BoTnfoi

DESPERATE REMEDY.
Museum manager.—"I tell you what it is, Murphy, business is mighty dull, an'

we've either got to get up a weddin' between you an' Maggie or close the show—take
yer choice."

THIS SET Of 6 SIIiVER-PliATED TEASPOONS
And this Paper One Year, 7S Cents. Also Given as a Premium for

PREMIUM NO. 3.

2 Yearly Subscribers.
These are genuine

silver-plated tea-
spoons, especially
manufactured for
us. Probably it was
one of the largest
ordersevergivon for

teaspoons. This is

why we are able to
furnish such handsome spoons of genuine merit as premiums. They are made from
a special base metal, then heavily nickel-plated and then silver-plated so that they
will give excellent service and wear for years with ordinary usage.
This method of manufacturing silver-plated ware is now adopted by all the reput-

able manufacturers. Our spoons have just as fine a finish, and are just as handsome as any solid silver spoon can be. They
are of the latest style in shape and carving, are full size ; in fact they are perfect beauties. We have received many letters
from ladies praising them, and almost every time they say they are much finer than they expected. Every subscriber ofour
paper, who needs a set of spoons, should select this set, which we will send them free with their renewal. We guarantee that
in finish, style and beauty these spoons are'equal to any solid silver spoons; and further guarantee that in quality they are
equal to sets sold in stores for from $1.00 up. Each spoon is stamped Sterling-Plate. -\We offer this set of 6 elegant Silver-plated Teaspoons free to any one subscribing- for this paper one year at 75 cents,w e also oner tne set of Spoons as a premium to any one sending- us two subscribers at 75 cents each if the subscribers want
tne spoons also—or for two yearly subscribers at 50 cents each if the subscribers want the paper only. Or the subscribers can
select any otner premium offered by paying the required amount for the paper one year, including- the premium. The person sending-
in tne two names gets a set free for^sending us two subscribers in any case. Postage paid by us on all spoons.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.
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IMMENSE BARGAIN.

Famous Books
And this Paper

One Year, Only 60 CENTS
Or 10 Books Given Free as a Premium to Any One Sending One Yearly

Subscriber to this Journal at 60 Cents.

EACH NUMBER IS A SEPARATE BOOK.
No. 901. THE SCARLET LETTER. By

Nathaniel Hawthorne. One of the greatest
masterpieces of American fiction.

No. 902. THE MYSTERY OF COLDE
FELL; Or NOT PROVEN. By Charlotte M.
Braeme, author of "Dora Thorne." A thril-
ling novel full of life from lid to lid.

No. 003. UNDER THE RED FLAG. By
Miss M. E. Braddon. A novel of great interest.

No. 005. AROUND THE WORLD IN
EIGHTY DAYS. By Jules Verne. This is
one of the best known stories written in latter
years.

No. 901. KING SOLOMON'S MINES. By
H. Rider Haggard.
No. 900. THE CORSICAN BROTHERS.

By Alexander I lumas. Anything by Dumas, of
course, must be splendid. The Corsican
Brothers is a masterpiece of French fiction.

No. 007. LADY GRACE. By Mrs. Henry
Wood. A beautiful story told in a pleasing
way.
No. 000. THE BLACK DWARF. By Sir

Walter Scott. There is not a line written by
Sir Waiter Scott but that is wholesome and
entertaining.

No. 923. THE SIEGE OF GRANADA.
By Sir E. Bulwer Lytton. This is another
famous work in English fiction.

No. 008. AVERIL. By Rosa Nouchette
Carey. A pretty novel with a splendid moral.

No. 912. THE BLACK TULIP. By Alex-
ander Dumas. Another of Dumas' famous
works.

No. 913. THE DUCHESS. By "The
Duchess."
No. 911. THE BELLE OF LYNN; Or
THE MILLER'S DAUGHTER. By Char-
lotte M. Braeme, author of "Dora Thorne."
No. 010. A NOBLE LIFE. By Miss Mu-

lock. A splendid book, as the name implies.

No. 936. THE FAMILY DOCTOR BOOK.
Containing plain and simple directions for
the treatment of every disease and ailment,
and suggesting simple borne remedies which
will usually effect a cure without the necessity
of employing a physician.

No. 937.'FAMOUS COMIC RECITATIONS.
A large and valuable collection of the best
humorous recitations in the English language.

No. 938. THE LADIES' MODEL FANCY
WORK MANUAL. Containing designs and
directions for knitting, crocheting and lace-
making, with complete instruction in the
various branches of artistic embroidery.
No. 959. HILDA; OR THE FALSE VOW.

By Charlotte M. Braeme, author of "Dora
Thorne." A very spirited novel.

No. 914. NURSE REVEL'S MISTAKE.
By Florence Warden.

No. 920. MR. GILFIL'S LOVE STORY.
By George Eliot. Of course, this is a good
story, as it is by George Eliot.

No. 918. LORD LISLE'S DAUGHTER.
By Charlotte M. Braeme, author of "Dora
Thorne."
No. 927. THE SQUIRE'S DARLING. By

Charlotte M. Braeme, author of "Dora Thorne."
The title describes this book.

No. 928. THE RUSSIAN GYPSY. By
Alexander Dumas.
No. 929. THE WANDERING HEIR. By

Charles Reade. Reade is another author who
is known far and wide.

No. 931. NO THOROUGHFARE. By
Charles Dickens and Wilkie Collins. Of
course, this is a splendid book.

No. 932. THE GREAT HOGGARTY
DIAMOND. By W. M. Thackeray. This
story is one of Thackeray's best.

No. 033. POPULAR SONGS. One hundred
and fifty-six sentimental, pathetic and comic
songs with words and music complete, in-
cluding ''Comrades," "Little Annie Rooney,"
"Little Fisher Maiden." "Ta-ra-ra Boom-de-
ay," etc., etc.

No. 934. THE HANDY CYCLOPEDIA
OF EVERY-DAY WANTS. A large and
valuable collection of useful Facts, Recipes,
Hints, Helps and Suggestions for the House-
hold, the Farm and the Workshop. All alpha-
betically arranged.

No. 941. THE MINSTREL SHOW. By
Ed. Marble. Containing songs, interludes,
end-mens' jokes, stump speeches, plantation
sketches, etc.

No. 942. FAMOUS DRAMATIC REC-
ITATIONS. A large and valuable collection
of the best dramatic recitations, as recited by
the most famous elocutionists.

No. 958. THE PIONEER'S DAUGHTER.
By Emmerson Bennett. A thrilling story of
frontier life and battles with the Indians.

No. 957. A LITTLE REBEL. By "The
Duchess." Who has not read and re-read
novels written by "The Duchess?" This one
is another of those masterpieces of fiction.

No. 955. DANESBURY HOUSE. By Mrs.
Henry Wood. This is a very popular novel.

No. 954. IN DURANCE VILE. Another
splendid story by "The Duchess."

No. 956. THE SURGEON'S DAUGHTER.
By Sir Walter Scott. This is one of Scott's
brightest novels.

No. 9.53. MEETING HER FATE. By Miss
M. E. Braddon. An enticing story.

NOTED BOOKS BY NOTED 'AUTHORS.
Everyone of the above books is complete in itself, written by authors whose

fame for writing entertaining and high-class stories is world-wide. In the list

are many of the most popular and famous books ever written. Each book is a
regular octavo size, six inches wide by eight inches long. They are nicely printed
and bound in attractive covers. Some unscrupulous publishers advertise a set of
books very cheap, but when the subscriber receives them he finds to his disgust
that they are all bound together in one little insignificant volume. But this cannot
be said of these books. We guarantee that they are all separate and individual
books. In this offer we give 10 books just as complete as if they were purchased
in 10 different stores. The books named above are entirely different from those
offered in our last issue.

Ten Separate and Complete Books.
REMEMBER, we will send any 10 of the above books and this paper one year, post-

paid, for 60 cents.
We also give any 10 of the above books free, as a premium, to any one sending- one

yearly subscriber to this paper and 10 cents extra for postage and packing-. In this
case the subscriber gets 10 books, and also the person sending the subscription gets 10
books as a reward for sending the subscription. Or, the subscriber can select any other
premium offered by paying the required amount for the paper one year, including the
premium. The person sending the name gets the 10 books in either case.
Order by the numbers and address all letters to

FARM AND FIRESIDE. Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

CHEAPEST AMERICAN WATCH EVER SOLD.
fl Phenomenal Product of Yankee Ingenuity.

Given for a Club of Only 6 Yearly
Subscribers.

This watch will keep accurate time, will not get
out of order, and will in every way give entire sat-
isfaction. This we (riiurantee or money refunded.
The Case is strongly made and carefully fitted. It

is open face, with heavy polished bevel crystal. The
case is made from solid nickel metal and handsomely
finished. Weight of watch complete, 4)4 ounces.
Cut is exact representation, three fourths size. •

The Movement is the simplest and most durable
of any watch movement known. It has American
Lever, Lantern Pinion, Patent Escapement, Keyless
Winding Attachment, Polished Main Spring incased
in barrel, giving high maintaining power and pre-
venting damage to other parts in case spring breaks.
With fourorfive turnsof keyless windingattachment
it will run from 24 to 36 hours. Beats 240 to minute.

It is a standing rule of mine, when I see an admirable trait

in any character or a marked excellence in anything, to ex-
press some appreciation either in public or private; hence, I

want to say to you that I am delighted with your watch re-
ceived sometime ago. It is a little gem. I keep it upon my
typewriter deBk during week-days right before my eyes, and it

keeps splendid time, f then use it on my pulpit on Lord's
Days. Faithfully yours, Rev. Stephen A. Northrop,

The Watch is M larger than cut shows. Tastor First Baptist Church, Fort Wayne, Ind.

If this watch is not found as represented, or is not perfect, it may be returned to us.when
we will send another or refund the money. (When watches are returned they must be care-
fully packed and sent by mail.)
Given for a club of six yearly subscribers; or for two yearly subscribers and $1 addi-

tional; or for one yearly subscriberland $1.25 additional.
Price, when purchased, $1.50 ; or with Farm and Fireside one year, $1.75.
NOTICE TO AGENTS :—This watch is one of the greatest sellers of to-day. The demand

exceeds one thousand watches a day. We pay agents a big commission for taking sub-
scriptions for our journals in connection with this premium. Give it a trial. Your
success will surprise you. >«.

Our Agent's Outfit No. 6 consists of a genuine watch, exactly as described above, our
Agent's Instruction Book, [all necessary blanks,] return envelopes, sample copies of

our papers and everything complete, ready for the agent to begin the canvass.
PRICE OF OUTFIT to agents, $1.50. Price of a single outfit and one year's subscription

to Farm and Fireside, $1.75. Price of outfit and Ladies Home Companion one year,

$2. Postage paid by us. Order by premium number.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

MODERN
IN SUBSTANTIAL CLOTH BINDING,

And This Paper One Year 85 Cents,

Or Given as a Premium to Any One Sending
Two Yearly Subscribers.

and ItsIt Contains 320 Pages and over 1,200 Recipes,
Actual Retail Value is $2.00.

PREMIUM NO. 8.

Variety is said to be the spice of life, and
is likely true. But nowhere is variety so

absolutely essential as in cooking. What
lady has not asked, time and time again,

as meal hour drew nigh, "What shall I get

for dinner?" Now, those ladies who get our
Cook Book will never ask that question, for

they have over 1,200 recipes for cooking
palatable fodd. And the recipes are all

practical, too, for they were selected from
over 20,000 which were sent us by cooks who
know what it means to go into the kitchen

and get up a nice meal. Many of these

recipes are signed by the ladies who
furnished them. 1,200 of these were selected

for us by authorities in the art of cookery.

Some of its points of excellence are the

following: Practical Suggestions to Young
Housekeepers, Necessary Kitchen Utensils,

Suggestions and Becipes for Soups, Fish,

Poultry, Game, Meats, Salads, Sauces,

Catchups and Relishes, Breakfast, and Teal
Dishes, Vegetables, Bread, Biscuit, Pies,

Puddings, Cakes, Custards, Desserts, Cookies, 1

Fritters, etc. Also, for Preserves, Candies I

and Beverages; Cookery for the Sick; Bills
|

of Fare for Family Dinners, Holiday Din-

ners, etc.

The book is the regular octavo size, of 320 pages. It is printed in large, clear type on
good paper, and'is durably bound in cloth.

This cloth-bound Cook Book will be sent free, post-paid, to any one subscribing for
this paper one year at 85 cents.
We also give this cloth-bound Cook Book as a premium to any one sending- two yearly

subscribers at 85 cents each if the subscribers want the book also—or for two yearly
subscribers at 50 cents each if the subscribers want the paper only—or the subscribers
can select any other premiums offered by paying- the required amount for the paper one
year including that premium. The person sending- in the two subscriptions receives
the book free as a reward for securing- the subscribers.

NOTICE TO AGENTS:—We pay agents a big commission for taking subscriptions for

our journals in connection with the Cook Book as a premium. Order an outfit at once.
It will pay you big.
Our Agents Outfit No. 8 consists of a complete Cook Book, ns described above, our

Agent's Instruction Book, [all necessary blanks,] return envelopes, sample copies of

our papers and everything complete, ready for the agent to begin the canvass.
PRICE OF OUTFIT to agents, 50 cents. Price of a single outfit and one year's sub-

scription to Farm and Fireside, 85 cents. Price of outfit and Ladies Home Companion
one year, $1.10. Postage paid by us. Order by premium number. .

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

FREE
Choiee of any three of our "Happy Family'"
free with One Yearly Subscription at 7S
eents-Or given as a premium to any one
sending one yearly subscriber to this paper.

"Our Happy Family."

Premium No. 122.

DOLL,
CAT,
TWO KITTENS,
BOW-WOW,
TATTERS.

CAT.

The Two Kit-
. tens count as
i one.

KITTENS.DOLL.
Rag dolls have been loved more than all the creatures of wire, wax and china.

BOW-WOW.
No wonder;

a rag baby is almost human. But the rag babies of old were cut out of unbleached muslin,
without shape or form, while a few strokes of the pen and ink had to indicate eyes, nose and
mouth. Now all is different. This dolly (and the other articles) is another modern product
of the inventor. It is a doll printed out on cloth in several colors, ready to sew ujjr and
stuff with cotton, hair or sawdust, and thus gives a pretty doll without weight, and can-

not be broken. The doll when made up is 1G inches tall, and shows neat shoes, stockings

and dress. This doll will afford much delight to the children. The cat and kittens are

very lifelike and seem to be ready to purr, but they do not scratch or have fits. They, too,

are printed on strong material—each cat or kitten in three pieces, front, back and feet.

They are Maltese in color, and life-size, and children of all ages enjoy cutting them out

and creating them with a few stitches and ksome stuffing. Every home should have them.
The poodle-dogs are life-size and appear just as innocent as the live dog. They are of a
brownish color. The lap-dogs are also life-size, but of a grayish color, and look just as

woolly, and have the same little eyes as in life.

Choice of any three of our "Happy Family" g-iven to any one who subscribes for
this paper one year at 75 cents.
Also any Three given as a premium for one yearly subscriber at 75 cents if the sub-

scriber takes three also—or for one yearly subscriber at 50 cents if the subscriber wants
the paper only, or the subscriber can have any other premium offered, by paying- the
required amount for the paper one year including the premium. The person sending- us
the subscriber g-ets the premium in any case.
Price of the entire "Happy Family," when purchased, 50 cents; or with Farm and

Fireside one year, 90 cents. Price of any one member of our "Happy Family" 10 cents
or with Farm and Fireside one year 55 cents. Be sure to name the ones you select.
Postag-e paid by us in each case. Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.
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Premium So. 5.

ems of the World's pair
flfJD THIS PAPER OflE YEAR TO AJM ADDRESS, POST-PAID, fOH

OYER 200 IffSTANTA H I C VIEWS,
Showing Every Object Exactly as it Appeared to the Millions of World's Fair Visitors. The Most Wonderful Collection of World's Fair Photographic "Views in

Existence. They Include

All Exhibition Buildings, All Foreign Buildings, All State and Territorial Buildings,

Many Views of the Grounds, Many Views of the Lagoons, Many Views of the Statuary,

Bird's-eye View of the Grounds, Accurate Map of the Grounds, and 45 Pictures of Midway Plaisance.

All Accompanied by Accurate Descriptions of all the State and Exhibition Buildings, Signed Articles by the Officers of the Fair, and Many Other Important Features.

Our collection contains over 200 Photographic Views of the World's Pair, which would
hiivo cost singly 50 cents each on the World's Fair Grounds, or over $100.00.

These pictures are instantaneous photographic views, showing every detail true

to life. Besides the pictures of the grand buildings and the magnificent views, the

persons in the pictures are seen in all the characteristic acts of the World's Pair visitor;

a,s eating lunch, taking notes, studying the guide-book, and sight-seeing in general.

i:\cryoiiehasheardof the Midway Plaisance and its sights. Get this collection and
you can see them all again. To run through this collection of pictures is to live that

memorable trip to the World's Fair over again, to.see and admire all its grandeurs, and
to revisit the Midway Plaisance from end to end. With the descriptions and history

which accompany these photographic views, every man, woman and child can yet visit

the World's Fair"in all its beauty.

ADiVtahi'qI HicfnM/ This collection is a pictorial history of the
riClOrlclI I IIolUI y . greatest achievement of the age,~ and a history

that is readily understood by children and highly appreciated by all who possess it.

It is equal in every respect to those selliag for from $3.00 to$5!00. It will not only
make a splendid present, but is a collection that every family in the land should own.

OflliY THREE OUT Of 60,000,000.

'Tis true there were over 22,000,000 World's Fair visitors, but that does not
mean that twenty-two million different people saw the World's Fair. By no means.
On an average it is estimated that every visitor was at the Fair six days. So you
see that there were actually less than 4,000,000 different people saw the Fair, and
fully o-ne fifth of these were foreigners, or residents of Chicago. Think of it, only
3,000,000 out of over 60,000,000 Americans saw the World's Fair. Only one out of every
twenty. But everyone wanted to go—wanted to see the World's Fair and its

unsurpassable grandeur. They read about it everyday for three years, and longed
to see it. This is why our grand collection of perfect Photographic Views sells like
wild fire. They sell to those persons who did not go to the Fair, arid to those who
did, for they know that they had to pay 50 cents for each picture on the World's
Fair grounds, while here they get over 200 beautiful lifelike pictures and our paper
one year for about what two pictures cost them on the Fair grounds. You will be*'
startled and delighted that you have struck such a gold mine.

We Here Give a Partial List of the Views.
All Exhibition Buildings,
All State Buildings,
All Foreign Buildings,
Court of Honor,
MaeMonnies Fountain,
Statuary about Grand Basin,
Views from every top-corner of the Man-

ufacturer's Building,
The Peristyle,
United States Life Saving Station,
Krupp Gun Building,
Puck Building,
Electric Fountains,
Obelisk,
Columbus' Statue at Entrance of Administra-

Colonnade,
Government Plaza,
Facade of Machinery Hall,
Golden Door to Transportation Building,

'

Whaling Bark,
Administration Building, by night,
The Caravals,
Indian Door-posts,
Viking ship,
Yucatan Ruins,
Liberty Bell,
Cafe Marine,
Statuary on top of Peristyle,
Whaleback Christopher Columbus,
Statue of America,
Statue of The Republic,tion Building,

This entire collection offered Free, post-paid, to any one who subscribes for this paper
one year, at 75 cents.
We also give the entire collection as a premium to any one sending two yearly sub-

scribers at 75 cents each if the subscribers want the collection also—or for two yearly
subscribers at 50 cents each if the subscribers want the paper only—or the subscribers
can select any other premiums offered by paying the required amount for the paper one
year including that premium. The person sending the two subscriptions gets a collec-
tion free as a reward for sending us the subscribers.

Franklin Statue,
Cliff Dwellers,
Windmills,
Interior View of the Manufacturer's Building,
Interior View of the Horticultural Building,
Interior View of the Government Building,
Interior View of the California Building,
Interior View of the Electricity Building, by

night,
Roof Garden, California Building,
Austrian Exhibit in Manufacturer's Building,
Interior View of Anthropological Building,
The Famous Illinois Farm, in grain,
Ohio Statue,
Aztec Ruins,
A Midway Plaisance Sliouter,

In the Samoan Village,
Venetian Gondola,
Libbey Glass Works,
Congress of Beauty,
Hagenbeck's Arena,
New England Kitchen,
Another Typical Midway Ticket-seller,
Samoan Villagers,
German Village,
Views of Street in Cairo,
Riding Camels and Donkeys,
Javanese Village,
Several Views of the F,erris Wheel,
Views from the top of the Ferris Wheel,
Captive Balloon,
Ostrich Farm, Etc., Etc.

AC ENTS should not fail to order an outfit at once. Our Agent's Outfit No. 5 con-
sists of a Complete Collection of Photographic Views, as described above, our Agent's
Instruction Book, [all necessary blanks,] return envelopes, sample copies of our papers
and everything complete, ready for the agent to begin. We pay agents a big commission,
PRICE OP OUTFIT to agents, 50 cents. Price of a single outfit and one year's sub-

scription to Farm and Fireside, 75 cents. Price of outfit and Ladies Home Companion
one year, $1. Postage paid by us. Order by premium number.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

ATMS OF THE WORliD
And This Paper One Year, For

THIS PEERLESS ATI^AS OF THE WORI,D HAS 130 PAGES, EACH 14 by 11 INCHES, AND OVER soo LARGE
MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

IT GIVES THE POPULATION
HANDSOME COLORED MAPS.

The handsome colored maps (most of them in six colors)

are large, full page, with a number of double-page maps,
to represent the most important states of our own
country.

All Countries on the Face of the Earth are Shown.
Rivers and Lakes are Accurately Located.
All the Large Cities of the World, the Important Towns

and Most of 'the Villages of the United States are
Given on the Maps.

It gives a Classified List of all Nations, with Form of
Government, Geographical Location, Size and Popula-
tion.

Its Special Features Relating to Each State Are

:

Population for the Past 50 Years.
A Condensed History.
Number of Miles of Bailroad.
Peculiarities of Soil and Climate, together with the Chief

Productions, Principal Industries and Wealth.
Educational and Religious Interests.
Interest Laws and Statutes of Limitation.

MAGNIFICENT ILLUSTRATIONS
Embellish nearly every page of the letter-press matter,
and faithfully depict scenes in almost every part of the
world. They are intensely interesting, and constitute an
art collection which will be viewed with pleasure and
admiration for years to come.

Its Special Features Relating to the United
States Are:

' List of all the Presidents.
Agricultural Productions.
Mineral Products.
Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules.
Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to 1891.

Public Debt for the Past 100 Years.
.Commercial Failures for 1890 and 1891.

Gold and Silver Statistics.
Number and Value of Farm Animals.
Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popula-

tion.
Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates.
And much other Invaluable InJormation.

Of Each State and Territory
Of All Counties of the United States
Of American Cities with over 5,000 Inhabitants

This Peerless Atlas offered FREE, post-paid, to any one who subscribes for this
paper one year, at 75 cents.
We also give the atlas as a premium to any one sending two yearly subscribers at

/5 cents each if the subscribers want the atlas also—or for two vearly subscribers
at 50 cents each if the subscribers want the paper only—or the subscribers can select

Size, Open, 14 bv 22 Inches ; Closed, 14 by 11 Inches.

Premium \o. 4.

BY THE CENSUS OF 1890.

The Peerless Atlas Has Larger and Finer

Maps than Are Found in $5.00

and $10.00 Atlases.

It Contains a General Description of the World, giving
its physical features—form, density, temperature, motion,
the seasons, climatic conditions, winds and currents; dis-
tribution of land and water: heights of mountains and
lengths of rivers; races of people and their religions; a
historical chapter on polar explorations; also the most
complete list of nations ever published, giving their
geographical location, area, population and form of
government. Every school boy and girl, as well as
college student, will find it an invaluable aid in the
study of geography in all its phases, and parents should
not fail to provide their children with it, and thus place
in their hands a potent and comprehensive educational
aid, supplementing and assisting the work of the school.

The Peerless Atlas the people more com-
pletely than any similar publication ever published.
For the price it stands ''Peerless" in every sense of
the word.

is a broad and compre-
hensive reference book,

Valuable alike to the merchant, the professional man,
the farmer, in fact, everybody.

T/\ A »n«ffl Stop for one moment, agents, and just
J. U -tlgdlUS* think how many uses there are for a
good atlas, and how many people need them. In every
home, and especially in every home where there are
children, an atlas is almost indispensable. They are
needed in offices, in stores, in libraries, everywhere. And
what is more, the people recognize the fact that they do
need them, and the success of our agents demonstrates
that they are buying them, too. Everyone wonders how
they can be furnished in connection with the paper one
year for only 75 cents, but if the agents will takethe orders,

we will furnish atlases and send them direct to the sub-
scribers for the agent, if he wishes it, and besides this pay
him a big commission for taking the order. These atlases

are worth 82 of anybody.'s money. If you never tried to

take subscriptions before, try it now with us, and you
cannot help but have success. We pay a big commission.

The Peerless Atlas

any other premiums offered by paying the required amount for the paper one year
including that premium. The person sending the two subscriptions gets an atlas free.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio

Our Agent's Outfit No 4 consists of a complete Atlas, as described above, our Agents
Instruction Book, [all necessary blanks,] return envelopes, sample copies of our

papers and everything complete, ready for the agent to begin the canvass.
PRICE OF OUTFIT to agents, 50 cents. Price of a single outfit and one years sub-

scription to Farm and Fireside, 75 cents. Price of outfit and Ladies Home Companion,
one year, $1. Postage paid by us. Order by premium number.
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The Secret of Health
in old and young alike is proper nourishment. Health is insured only when the

body is well supplied with pure, rich blood and sound flesh.

Persons who are Thin

and who have depleted or diseased blood are poorly nourished, and consequently are

the most likely to take cold easily, to show weakness of lungs and to suffer from

chronic ailments.

Scott's

i

Emulsion
the cream of Cod-liver Oil and Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda, is the essence of

notirishment. It is palatable, and so easy on the stomach that babies thrive on it;

but still its nourishing powers are so great that it prolongs the lives of consumptives

for years when their physicians say there is no other hope.

S

l
m

s

s

§ Send for our Illustrated Book about Norway and her Cod=fisheries.

The Nourishment
of Scott's Emulsion makes babies fat, makes growing children

robust and uniformly developed, gives strength to Weak Mothers,

creates Healthy Flesh, enriches the Blood, overcomes Scrofula and

Anaemia and prevents the development of Consumption by curing

the Cough and making new lung tissue. Physicians, the world

over, endorse it.

Prepared by SCOTT & BOWNE, New York City. Druggists sell it.

i

s
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The Circulation of Farm and Fireside
this issue is

300,400 COPIES.
The Average Circulation for the 24 issues of

the last year has been

265,307 Copies Bach Issue.
To accommodate advertisers, two editions
are printed. The Eastern edition being

150,200 copies, the Western edition
being 150,200 copies this issue.

Estimating- at the usual average of five
readers to each copy, Farm and

Fireside has

One and a Half IVHllion Headers
Farm and Fireside has More Actual Sub-

scribers than any other Agricultural
Journal in the World.

OFFICES: 927 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.,
and Springfield, Ohio.

j[opics of tfye

INCOME TAX.

A tax is an enforced contribution levied

on persons, property or income for public
use. An income tax is a direct tax upon the
ascertained annual income of the person
taxed. Theoretically, on the assumption
that each person's ability to pay is exactly
proportioned to his annual income, it is

the most equitable of taxes. Practically,
it does not prove to be so. The ability to
pay taxes is not in proportion to annual
income. An income tax of one per cent on
a wage-earner, whose total yearly earn-
ings are required for the support of him-
self and family, is much more burdensome
than one of fifty per cent on a millionaire.

This disparity of power to pay taxes in
proportion to annual income is recognized
wherever governments resort to this kind
of a tax, and incomes below a given
amount are exempted. That such exemp-
tions are necessary invalidates the claim
that an income tax is equitable.
The United States levied an income tax

from 1861 to 1872. It was one of the first of
the war taxes repealed. It is now proposed
to resort to this unpopular kind of a tax
again. To help make up the deficiency
provided for in the Wilson tariff bill, the
majority of the ways and means commit-
tee of Congress has reported in favor of a
two-per-cent tax on incomes, exempting
ihose below .$4,000.

The rates and schedules of a protective
tarifftmeasure, like the McKinley law, may
be so arranged that a required amount of
revenue will be raised from duties on im-
ports. The same may be done with a non-
protective tariff, or tariff for revenue only,
such as was indorsed by the Chicago plat-
form of 1892. Even a nondescript tariff
measure may be made to produce the
required amount of revenue. There is no
necessity for a deficiency in any kind of a
tariff measure. Therefore, the deficiency
in the Wilson tariff measure must have
been purposely and specially provided for
that income and other internal revenue
taxes might be levied. Tor twenty years
sufficient revenue has been raised without
an income tax. It is not necessary now.
The object of levying it is other than the
raising of revenue for the federal govern-
ment. What the real object is does not
now appear. It may be an attempt to use
the tax system to punish the man who has
a good income, or it may be the first of a
series of socialistic measures for the gov-
ernment distribution of private wealth.
Of the personal income tax, Chairman

Wilson, in the January North American
Review, says: "Aside from the Very nat-
ural objection of those who might have to
pay such a tax, its administration is nec-

essarily accompanied by some exasperat-

ing and some demoralizing incidents. Our
people have so long and so generally been
free from any public scrutiny into their

personal incomes, and even from personal

contact with federal tax collectors, that

they resent the approach of either. More-
over, like the personal property tax, which
is so universally evaded, a personal income
tax would easily lend itself to fraud, con-

cealment and perjury, and prove, as Mr.
Mills said, a tax upon conscience. And
finally, in a country of the large geograph-
ical dimensions of the United States, it

would be difficult to put into smooth and
effective working order the necessary ma-
chinery for its thorough collection."

LOSS BY THE PANIC.

The year 1893 is marked by a record of

financial and industrial disturbance and
disaster in the United States that is unpar-
alleled in history. This record is not yet
completed. The end is not in sight. How
many more months must pass before this

period of depression is closed cannot be
predicted. The money loss cannot be ac-

curately estimated. From the beginning
of the panic to the present time, it has cer-

tainly amounted to more than a thousand
million dollars, or more than one third of

the national debt at the close of the civil

war. Before the period is closed, the loss of

wages to unemployed labor alone will
amount to half this moderate estimate of
the total loss. The wages of a million men
at two dollars a day for two hundred and
fifty days amount to five hundred million
dollars.

In a recent address, Hon. David A. Wells
illustrated the enormous losses of the panic
by the following particulars

:

"The national treasury, of late years so
overflowing with surplus revenues that
millions of dollars ($21,458,718 in 1890 and
1891) were given for the privilege of simply
anticipating the payment of debts funded
at low rates of interest, now faces the cer-

tainty, independent of any change in the
methods of rates of taxation, of an annual
deficit of necessary revenue of something
dike $30,000,000; a decrease in the gross
earnings of the railroads of the country
from May to October inclusive of at least

$30,000,000, of which $12,000,000, or elim-
inating the world's fair business, $20,000,-

000, occurred in the month of August alone.
The loss occasioned by destruction of
property by fires in 1893, in excess of that
experienced in the previous year, and un-
doubtedly in a large degree the result of
incendiarism contingent on hard times, is

estimated at $25,000,000. Between May 4th
and July 12th deposits to the amount of
$194,000,000 were withdrawn from the
national banks alone. Between May 4th
and October 3d these withdrawals amount-
ed to $378,000,000—$299,000,000 by individ-
uals and $79,000,000 by banks and bankers.
And if to this sum the withdrawals which
occurred in like proportion from savings
banks, state banks, trust companies and
private banks be added, the aggregate
would exceed $500,000,000. To meet this
drain the national banks were compelled
to call in loans to the extent of $318,000,000,

and all the other banking institutions of
the country pursued a similar policy. This
concurrent action probably finds no exact
parallel in all economic history.

"Finally, in order to make this sum-
mary complete, there must be added the
losses incurred by the owners of shops and
factories, who were obliged to suspend
operations, and, above all, by the thou-
sands who were unable to earn wages."

THE HAWAIIAN QUESTION.

The Hawaiian, affair promises to con-
tinue a live question in politics for some
time. What Congress will do about it is

vmeertain, but it is certain that it will have
a great deal to say about it. After the

reading of the pi-esident's special message,
the senate took action that significantly

indicated its opinion of the value of the

Blount report. It ignored the message as

a basis for action, and adopted, without
division, the following resolution

:

Resolved, That the committee on foreign re-

lations shall inquire and report whether any,
and if so, what irregularities have occurred
in the diplomatic or other Intercourse be-

tween the United States and Hawaii in rela-

tion 'to the recent political revolution in
Hawaii, and to this end said committee is

authorized to send for persons and papers and
to administer oaths to witnesses.

As provided for by this resolution, a sub-
committee is now engaged in making an
exhaustive and genuine investigation into
the facts. It will require several weeks to

complete "this inquiry. Then the report
will be given to the senate and the public.

The truth will come out at last.

Meanwhile, the affair has taken another
turn in Hawaii. Lilioukalani has finally

offered to accept the conditions imposed
by President Cleveland. Mr. Willis, in
accordance with his instructions, has re-

quested the members of the Provisional
Government to step down and out and
allow the monarchy to be restored. 1 The
Provisional Government has firmly re-

fused, as it was evident from the first that
it would. What next?
There is no diplomacy without guns, and

Congress is not going to trust diplomatio
blunderers with guns. That private enter-
prise, kept so long in the dark from the;

American people, the conspiracy of res-

toration, has been checkmated.

THE LABOR PROBLEM.

One of the foremost topics of the day is

the labor problem. But it is not the same
problem of a year ago. It doe's not relate

to less hours of labor, higher wages, rec-

ognition of organizations, or to harmony
between employers and their workmen.
It is a question of finding work for the
unemployed and means of support for

their families. There are no quarrels now
over the rates of wages. Employment is

the first consideration. Whoever has work
to offer finds no difficulty in coming to an
agreement with the seekers after work on
the rate of wages. Work at fair wages
commands a premium in the labor-

market.
This change of labor problems finds few

better illustrations than in the affairs at
Homestead. One year and a half ago a
change in the schedules that reduced the
wages of a few very highly paid workmen
brought on a great strike and a terrible riot.

A few weeks ago the same iron and steel

mills started up with a forty-per-cent
reduction in wages that affected a majority
of the men employed, and they all seemed
glad of the opportunity to get work.
The unemployed are so numerous and

the needs of their families so urgent, that
many cities are trying to provide work on
public improvements. Public employ-
ment is an extraordinary measure, but it

is an extraordinary emergency that has
called for it. It is a temporary means of
relieving distress. The permanent relief

must and will come in time from private
employment. Whoever provides work
now for the unemployed is the greatest of
public benefactors.

GOVERNMENT BONDS.

In his annual report, Secretary Carlisle

makes a proposition to increase the inter-

est-bearing debt of the United States. He
asks Congress for permission to issue

$200,000,000 bonds, bearing three per cent

interest. There are times when it is abso-

lutely necessary for the government to

issue bonds to raise money for immediate
needs or to strengthen its credit. Such
occasions are extraordinary.

Our government has not found it neces-

sary to increase its national debteince the
resumption of specie payment. What is

the emergency that calls for it now ? It is

a prospective emergency. There is an
unavoidable fear that under the proposed
new tariff and internal revenue laws the
receipts of the federal government will

fall far below its necessary expenditures.

In such a case it would be very convenient
for the secretary of the treasury to have
the unquestioned authority to issue

enough bonds to make up the deficiency.

But it is contrary to plain business sense
to deliberately provide for such a defic-

iency. It is financiering of the very worst
sort. The cost of running the government
would necessarily be increased by the
amount of interest paid on the bonds

"

issued. There is no necessity for Congress
to pass revenue laws that will not yield
sufficient revenues to meet the expenses
of the government.
A proposition to increase the public debt

does not meet with very favorable consid-
eration by the people who are taxed to pay
the interest. Capitalists favor such bond
issues, because they provide opportunity
for safe investment. Let them invest in

productive enterprises that give employ-
ment to labor.

SHORT COURSES IN AGRICULTURE.

Many agricultural colleges now offer

short winter courses in agriculture. They
are doing all they can to widen the oppor-
tunities for young men to get instruction
in agriculture. The courses are carefully
arranged and the instruction is practically

free. Many have attended these winter
schools of agriculture with profit and pleas-

ure. More will do so. There never was a
time when there was greater need for

young farmers to have all the instruction
in agriculture they can possibly get. The
winter school of agriculture cannot give
them all they need, but what it does give
them is most valuable. The educational

work of the school does not stop when the
students return home. Not a few will

continue the study, reading and investiga-

tion commenced while in attendance at

school. That is one of the objects of the

short course in agriculture, to start the
young farmer in the right road. Through
these short courses the agricultural col-

leges have gained students for the full,

regular courses.

THE CHAMPIONSHIP PRIZE-FIGHT.

Governor Mitchell, of Florida, will de-

serve and receive the hearty commenda-
tion of all citizens who have the public
welfare at heart, if he succeeds in his efforts

to prevent the prize-fight between Corbett
and Mitchell from taking place within the

limits of his state. A brutal prize-fight,

with its degrading and demoralizing ac-

companiments, is a deep disgrace to any
community. Florida cannot afford to be
disgraced by prize-fights. Desirable im-
migration and capital do not flow into

states that tolerate such things, partic-

ularly when they are done in direct viola-

tion of state laws.

\
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FARM AND FIRESIDE.
ISSUED 1st AND 15th OF EACH MONTH BY

MAST, CROWELL & KIRKPATRICK.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION :

One Year, - (24 Numbers), - 50 Cents.

Six Months, - (12 Numbers), - 30 Cents.
The above rates include the payment of postage by

us. Subscriptions can commence any time during the
year. Send lor Premium List and see premi-
ums offered for obtaiuine new subscribers.

Payment, when sent by mail, should be made in

Express or Post-Otlice Money Orders, Bank-checks or
Drafts. When neither of these can be procured,
send the money in a registered letter. All post-
masters are required to register letters whenever re-

quested to do so. Do not send checks on banks in
small towns.

SilTter, when sent through the mail, should be care-
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Tue Advertisers in this Paper.
We believe that all the advertisements in this paper

are from reliable firms or business men, and do not in-

tentionally or knowingly insert advertisements from
any but reliable parties; if subscribers find any of

ftem to be otherwise we should be glad to know it.

Always mention this paper when answering advertise-

ments, as advertisers often have different things ad-
vertised in several papers.

Gastric Soda
Is the new name of

one of the old butter-

increaser frauds. Let it alone.

The United States geolog-
Irngation.

jcal survey has completed

an investigation of the water resources of

the arid regions. It reports that the sup-

ply is insufficient to irrigate more than

one tenth of the government lands.

Wheat.
The area of winter wheat is

only seven per cent less than

that of last year. The condition of winter

wheat is better than it was a year ago.

The price will be higher—when nearly all

of the wheat is out of the farmers' hands.

One of the best economies
Farm

xhaii can be practiced on
Economy. the farm js the saving 0f

barn-yard manure. There is an extrav-

agant waste of this article. And it is a

kind of economy that does not make hard

times worse by depriving some one of

work and wages.

* * *

The plans for a division
The School

Qf the pubUc school fuuds
Question. on a denominational

basis have been checked. Public opinion

is too strong against it. Prom every corner

of the land came emphatic protests against

this insidious attempt to undermine the

American school system. Public efforts

of the movement have been dropped, and

some of the promoters are busy denying

that they ever had anything to do with it.

* * *

The department of agri-
Crop

culture estimates the
Statistics. area an£ product of the

principal crops of 1893 as follows :

*

Av.

Acres. Bushels.
yield
per
acre.

72,036,045 1,619,496,131 22.5 bu.

Wheat .. 34,629,418 396,131,725 11.4 "

27,273,033 638,854,850 23.4 "

Rye 2,038,485 26,555,446 13.0 "

3,220,371 69,869,495 21.7 "

Buckwheat . 815,614 12,132,311 14.9 "

Potatoes 2,605,186 ' 183,034,202

Pounds.
72.7 "

Pounds.

702,592 483,023,963

Tons.
68.7

Tons.

Hay 49,613,634 65,706,159 iy3

Robber
For several years political

demagogues have had much
Barons. to say about "robber barons."

Who are they? By taking off the duties

on wool and leaving forty per cent duties

on woolen goods, the framers of the

Wilson tariff bill have made it ap-

pear that the most notorious robber

barons are the wool growers. But they

are not. Free wool will not make a

twenty-five dollar suit of clothes fifty

cents cheaper to the purchaser. The

barons the tariff tinkers are after are the

woolen manufacturers. Free wool, with
protected woolens, is a strategic movement.
The object is to array wool growers

against woolen manufacturers. The man-
j

ufaeturers are expected to assist placing
j

wool on the free list, so that they can get

cheaper "raw material." As soon as that

is done the wool growers will be expected
to help put woolens on the free list. Free
wool first, free woolens next, is the plan of

the campaign.

* * *

„ _ . The troublesome weed
The Russian , _ .known as the Russian

Thistle. thistle, or saltwort, has

recently acquired a national reputation.

Senator Hansbrough, of North Dakota,

has introduced a bill in Congress to appro-

priate a million dollars for its extermina-

tion. It is a noxious weed of great capacity

for mischief, and without a single known
redeeming quality. Unlike the Scotch

thistle, it is not useful even for emble-
matic purposes. It is spreading rapidly in

the Northwest, and farmers are seriously

alarmed over it. It is charged with four

million dollars' damages for last year. The
Wisconsin experiment station, Madison,

has issued a bulletin which gives full in-

formation about this undesirable foreigner.

' * * #

„ , The fifth special report
Gothenburg TT ., 7 c,,

r
,

of the United States
System. commissioner of labor

relates to the various plans of regulating

and restricting the liquor trafflcin Norway
and Sweden. The so-called "Gothenburg-

system" is practically government control

of the traffic in distilled liquors. The re-

tail business is conducted by licensed

companies under strict regulations. All

the profits are expended for the relief of

society, the element of private gain being
entirely eliminated from the business.

The report represents a full, careful in-

vestigation covering the history of Scan-

dinavia liquor legislation and the estab-

lishment of the Gothenburg system, the

liquor laws of Norway and Sweden, and
the company system in operation, its

results, advantages and disadvantages.

Four New
Types of

Fruit.

A bulletin of the Cornell

University agricultural

experiment station, Ith-

aca, N. Y., gives candid

descriptions of four new types of fruit

tested at the station. These are Prunus
Simonii, or apricot plum, Crandall currant,

Wineberry and dwarf Juneberry. "It

should be remembered," says Prof.

Bailey, "that wholly new types of fruit are

notto be measured by existing standards.

They are not introduced, as a rule, for the

purpose of supplanting other fruits, but
with the intent that they shall add variety

to our fruit lists, and occupy places which
are now vacant. If they fill an unsupplied

demand, or if they create a new demand,
then they may be -counted successful."

He thinks these fruits have suffered from
injudicious praise and exaggeration of

their merits.

Horticultural and
Entomological

Editor.

The United States

civil service com-
mission will hold
an examination on

January 24th, to fill a vacancy in the posi-

tion of horticultural and entomological

editor, department of agriculture, at a sal-

ary of §1,400 per annum. The subjects of

the examination will be horticulture, eco-

nomic entomology, French and German,
essay writing and abstracting. Arrange-

ments may be made to examine applicants

in some of the large cities outside of

Washington, if applications are filed in

time. Those who desire to compete should

write to the civil service commission,
Washington, D. C, and obtain an applica-

tion blank. Men only will be admitted to

the examination, and residents of the Dis-

trict of Columbia will not be admitted.

The above notice is from the department
of agriculture office of experiment stations.

* * *

Secretary Morton has
Mutual published a second edi-

Admiration ^ Qf Ms CWcago ad_

Society.
dresses. This second

edition is illuminated by some additions.

On the cover pages of the pamphlet are

published a few selections from the many
unfavorable criticisms and Grange resolu-

tions that have been passed on the secre-

tary and his diatribe on farmers' organiza-

tions. To offset these, there appears on

the first page of the cover one of a few
favorable comments that have been made.
It reads as follows: "I have read pretty

carefully—portions of them aloud to my
family—both of your addresses at Chicago.
I am a better judge of the first one, but so

i'ar'as I am able to judge, both are as clear

as a bell, sound as a nut and as lively as a
play.—Arthur L. Perry, Professor of Polit-

ical Economy, Williams College." On the
ninth page of the pamphlet appears the
secretary's testimonial to the professor.

He says: "It constantly illustrates the
terse truthfulness of that greatest sentence
in modern political economy, evolved by
Prof. Arthur L. Perry, of Williams col-

lege, that 'A MARKET FOB PRODUCTS IS

products in market.' " A fair exchange
of compliments is no robbery.

Is a new forage plant that is
Spurry recommended for improv-

ing thin, sandy land. In some parts of

Europe it has been grown for hay and pas-
turage, and for renovating the soil. It is

now being tested in different parts of this

country. The Michigan experiment station

gives a favorable report of experiments
with this plant on the sandy soils of the
jack-pine plains. In bulletin No. .68 it

says: "Spurry still holds a high rank,
and the crop is rapidly spreading in this

region, With many farmers it yields a
large amount of forage, and they find it a
profitable crop to feed stock. The wonder-
ful seed production gives it a good foot-

hold in soils where once -grown. The
introduction of this crop is a permanent
benefit to jack-pine belt."

The Ohio

Experiment
Station

Makes the following

statement relative to

appropriations, re-

quested for necessary
improvements on its farm:
The board of control of the Ohio agricul-

tural experiment station has asked the

general assembly this winter for an appro-
priation of §75,000 for the erection of

buildings on its farm at Wooster. This is

a large sum, and the taxpayers of the state

are entitled to a full explanation of the use
which it is proposed to make of it.

Two thirds of this amount is required

for the erection of the principal office, or
administration building, of the station.

The plans for this building contemplate a

plain, fire-proof, stone structure 50x70 feet

in size, and two stories high, with a one-

story wing about 30x50 feet. This, it will

be seen, is no larger than many a dwelling-

house, and far smaller than many a farm
barn. The cost of the building will be

doubled by making it fire-proof; but when
it is considered that the books, records and
collections of the station are many of them
of such a character that it would be impos-
sible to duplicate them in case of fire, it

seems the part of wisdom to adopt this

style of building. No less than eight

American experiment station buildings

have already been destroyed by fire, in-

volving in some cases irreparable loss.

The contents of a farmer's barn,, the

stock of a merchant or the machinery of a

manufacturer may always be replaced

—

often to great advantage—and in such
cases insurance is cheaper than fire-proof-

ing; but in the case of the most valuable

part of the records and collections of the

experiment station no insurance can cover

the loss.

Seventeen thousand dollars is asked for

the construction of barns. The plans con-

template one large barn, with stabling for

about sixty head of cattle, and the neces-

sary room for storage of feed ; one sheep-

barn, with a capacity for about one hun-
dred and fifty head; the inclosure of an
old frame already on the station farm for

the use of the horticultural department,

and the erection of a small power-house
for engine near the large barn. The plans

for these buildings contemplate plain

frame structures—just such buildings, in

fact, as are to be found on hundreds of

farms in Ohio now, the only difference be-

tween them- and the ordinary farmer's

barn being that the work of the station

requires greater capacity. .

Three thousand dollars is requested for

the construction of a dairy building, or

just one tenth the cost of the dairy build-

ing of the Wisconsin experiment station

;

§1,000 for a tool-house, and §4,000 for a res-

idence, including stable, sidewalks and
other necessary improvements of the lot

on which it is to stand. The rental of this

building will be a source of income to the

station, as no perquisite of any sort is

allowed under the present management.

BUTTERINE WAR.

There is a great row on in York state

over the attempted sale of butterine by
Armour & Co. in violation of the statute.

The butter dealers of New York City

held an animated meeting recently, at

which it was charged that the state dairy

commissioner and his deputy commis-
sioner were permitting large firms to han-
dle the butterine and prosecuting small
firms for the same. The deputy commis-
sioner, who was present, simply declared
the charge unworthy of answer. A letter

was read stating that a combination has
been formed by the cheese and oleo men
of Iowa and Illinois to fight any opposition

to the butterine traffic in New York, but
just how the cheese men come to join this

alleged unholy alliance was not explained.

Exporters of butter complained of the bad
effect the shipment of butterine was having
on their trade in tropical climates, and
stated that the export of butter had fallen

off in consequence one third to one half.

It was decided to call a convention at

Washington at an early date, and lay the

matter before the authorities there.

Dairy Commissioner Schraub comes back
at the mercantile exchange with a club

and informs the public that the deputy
commissioner and his assistants in New
York City were appointed and retained in

service on the petition of its members.
Fifty-eight convictions have been obtained
for violations of the oleo law, and a large

number of litigations are pending in which
the constitutionality of the law is in ques-
tion. He-denounces Armour & Co. as per-

sistent violators of the law. He further
reminds the mercantile exchange that

his department simply has concurrent
jurisdiction with other officers of the state,

and if the exchange is not satisfied with
the work being done, it can call on the

attorney-general or the district attorney
to bring actions. On the- face of it, the

commissioner appears to have the better

of the argument with the exchange.
Meanwhile Armour & Co. are seeking in

the United States court at Utica to restrain

Commissioner Schraub from interfering

with the sale of butterine in original pack-
ages, claiming a right under the interstate

commerce law to sell in such packages.
They will undoubtedly obtain the injunc-
tion prayed for. When the United States

supreme court handed down its famous
"original package" decision in the Iowa
liquor cases, establishing the right under
interstate commerce of liquor dealers to

sell their goods in original packages in

states where the liquor traffic was prohib-

ited, The Gazette promptly pointed out

that it opened the door to the oleo-makers
to flood with their goods in original pack-

ages, the states which had legislated

against the sale of "bull-butter." Congress
quickly passed a measure in relief of the

prohibitory states from this decision as

applied to traffic in intoxicants, and the

butter men finally awoke to the effect of

the decision upon the oleo legislation and
sought similar relief from Congress, but

their measure was in some way lost in the

shuffle, where it seems to remain': It

doubtless will be revived, as it is the only
way in which the trade in original pack-

ages of oleo can be circumvented.—Breed-
er's Gazette.

THE FORGOTTEN WOOL GROWER.

Grover Cleveland says that the great

wool manufacturing industry needs pro-

tection ; that it has taken year3 of protec-

tion to build it up, and it must not be
obliterated by competition with foreign

countries, "Just a reasonable protection,"

he says. Grover forgets the wool grower,
who has been building up an industry in

which over one million men are person-

ally interested, and hundreds of thousands
more dependent upon. If this industry

was fostered and protected, our country
could and would support over 100,000,000

sheep, thereby making a market for mil-

lions of bushels of grain and millions of

tons of hay.

—

American SJieep Breeder.

The Centennial Silver is not the onl?

State
precious metal in

Colorado. The silver-

miners have gone to work prospecting for

gold, developing gold-mines and mining
gold. By another year she may be known
as the "New Golden State," for it is confi-
dently expected that her output of gold
for this year will be one half the total
yield of the United States. A Tribune
correspondent says: "If the governor will
only let us alone, within six months there
will be as many miners employed as be-
fore the panic." Besides, the agricultural
products of Colorado exceed in value all

her mineral products combined. Colorado
is not "busted," even if all her citizens do
not get to Pike's peak.
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NOTES ON RURAL AFFAIRS.

How to be Happy.—Farmers
are said to be natural grum-
blers. This certainly may be

so with scattered individuals.

If applied to farmers as a

class, I believe the saying

is a gross libel on them, and that indeed

there is no happier lot, as a whole,

than the American soil-tiller. With the

opportunities which he has at hiscommand,
he ought to be happy. Maybe everybody

is his own fortune's architect, but I think

in a much truer sense everybody can be

the manufacturer of his own happiness.

Happiness does not come from outside ; is

not dependent on riches or worldly suc-

cess, but comes from within, and is sim-

ply a state of mind, and therefore a condi-

tion which can be cultivated or acquired

by habit. It is a desirable condition, too,

because it puts the possessor and all those

around him—a whole family, if you will—

at ease and on a peace footing; in peace

with themselves and the world at large.

Still the world is full of misery and suf-

fering. We have our great losses and sor-

rows, and they sadly mar our happiness
for a time. But it is extreme folly to

allow small matters to interfere with it.

Sometimes the loss' of a pencil or pocket-

knife, the death of a pet bird or cat, a cross

word, a little mishap of this or that kind,

will give one a prolonged spell of the

blues, and make a whole family feel mis-

erable for days at a time. Isn't this the

heighth of folly? I believe that a person

can get into the habit of taking all such
petty losses and annoyances lightly. I

have grown old enough to know that

things in this world frequently do not go
the way we would like them to go, and
that, even if they do not, we get along just

as well, and the world moves on. I have
made up my mind that it is our natural

fate to lose and suffer. Nobody is, or can

expect to be, exempt. If we have a small

loss, instead of mourning over it, and spoil

days that might be days of happiness and
enjoyment, we should compare in our
minds the smallness of the real loss with
the loss that we might have met, and try

to bear the smalllosses cheerfully. It may
be hard at first to some dispositions; it

will become easier as you keep trying, and
in the end become second nature.

Some people worry about the wickedness
of this world. It is true there is enough of

it. We see it in daily life ; we read of it in

the newspapers. It is not necessary to go to

the slums of the great cities to find it. It

is everywhere, in cities large and small, in

towns and country homes, too. We see

cruelty in and outside of public institu-

tions, and vices of every description. We
can sympathize with Dr. Parkhurst and
others that are fighting the vices of the

cities. We can try to help in the good
work in the country where such work is

also needed. Yet I do not think it is abso-
lutely necessary for preachers and delicate

women to go "slumming," for the sake of

finding and reaching vice. We find it

everywhere, and can do our share in fight-

ing it, without going much out of our
way. Indeed, it may be much more effec-

tive to fight the open vices that meet us
openly, than the hidden ones in the
slums. The gamblers and bad characters

generally, who ply their trade in the dark-
ness of night and the hidden recesses of

the slums, do not generally offer profitable

subjects for reformatory efforts. Nor are

they doing as much damage to the public

as many of the seemingly more respec-

table open sinners. I believe, the former
do not deserve as much attention, except
by the police, as often given them by our
zealous reformers. In most cases, too, the
work of these world-storming and world-
reforming preachers and women results in
greater notoriety and welcome advertising
for the attacked resorts of vice. We have
seen this in Chicago. The fuss that was
made for a time (without doing any good)
over the Oriental dances (especially the fa-

mous and ill-renowned (tan.se du ventre),

kept the Egyptian theater in Cairo streetand
other theaters of that kind, filled with cu-
rious visitors all the time. It seems to be
human nature to go where things are re-
ported to be a little naughty. Many peo-
ple will contend that the authorities in
charge of the fair -grounds should have
stopped a performance which surely is not
graceful, and it seems to me cannot be
attractive to anybody who was not brought
up in the orient. Butlhese performances
would not have drawn half as many people

as they did, if nothing had been said or

done against them.
While in a general way I admit that

there is plenty of wickedness and vice in

this world, I am happy in the thought that

the world is getting better all the time.

Wickedness and crime always have existed,

and in far more horrible forms, and more
generally than they do now. Education
with the refinement that it brings, is the

great moderator, and the most powerful
foe of vice. Instead of worrying ourselves

sick over the contemplation of the wick-

edness of the world, we might rest easy in

the conviction that the world to-day is

better than it once was, and that it will be

better by and by than it is now. The
great reformers who attack the slums of

cities, and other public vices, but neglect

to bring up their children as they should,

had better let charity begin at home. Let

your children have a common-sense educa-

tion. This is the most potent weapon we
have with which to fight vice.

Then comes politics. Some worry over

this. Now, I believe that it is every good
citizen's duty—be he lawyer, merchant or

farmer—to read the papers, and study up
on the questions of the day. But he

should do so without passion and without
prejudice, and not allow his good sense to

be carried away by the sham arguments or

the rhetoric of a partisan press. The times

for a vindictive condemnation of the oppo-
site party have gone forever. Independ-
ent thought is spreading like wild fire. I

believe in certain principles. The party
that comes nearest to advocate my princi-

ples is my party. I stick by it as long as it

adheres to these principles. Whenever it

renounces them it is not my party any
more. At the same time I do not look for

perfection in any party or person. For the

sake of great principles I can overlook
smaller faults for a time. But I do not
expect that there ever will be a party that

will please me in everything. Nobody
can hope to have his way in all matters.

Often things go entirely against our
wishes. The laws which Congress passes

may possibly be very different from my
ideal

; yet I know I will have to stand these

things, and I make up my mind not to

worry over them, or let them interfere

with my happiness. I am not infallible.

Sometimes things that we did not at all

relish at first, turn out for the best in the

end. We may be sure of this, that ours is

a great country, and we may rest assured
that it will not go to the dogs. Wrong
often triumphs for a time, but right is

right, and must prevail in the end. Our
lawgivers may make blunders. No need
of worrying ourselves to death over them.
Blunders will be righted. If a certain

policy does not prove advantageous to our
interests, it will be abandoned or reversed.

All will come out well in the end. There
can be no doubt about it. I will not let pol-

itics and partisan feeling interfere with my
happiness. T. ©seiner.

CORN AND BEANS AS A CROP.

In south Missouri, on the Ozark moun-
tains, corn raising was a rather unsatisfac-

tory business with us, mainly due to the

drouthy weather of July and August.
Among the many experiments we made to

find a way of beating corn raising, none
promised so much as the planting of beans
and southern cow-peas in the hills with
corn. We gave each a separate trial one
year, and will here outline each separately.

We used a large, round, white bean with
a round, red spot on one side, that was a
climber and gave a large amount of foliage.

The beans and corn were dropped by hand,
three grains of corn and two beans in the
same hill. The soil was what Missourians
called a mulatto soil, not rich, but in fair

condition and tilth. The corn was a small,

white, early variety of Dent, that yielded
well and always grew a solid, perfect grain,

if only a nubbin was found on a stalk. The
corn and beans came up perfectly, and
grew finely. The cultivation was such as

a corn crop should have, and no attention
was especially given to the beans, as they
were only meant for a catch crop.

The season proved to be a typical one.

July brought hot, dry weather, as usual,
and corn that was cultivated close curled
up badly. One acre of corn and beans was
a part of quite a field of corn, and had all

been treated alike in the cultivation. It is

fair to mention that a neighbor, a good
corn raiser, and my confidante in all ex-
periments, objected to the beans being
planted so thickly, as he feared they would
smother the corn and take the moisture
and strength of the soil from the corn.
Now for results. At no time did this

acre of corn show the effects of the drouth

as did the balance of the field. The corn
came into tassel and silk with the rest of

the field, the ears developed far better than
the remainder of the field, and it was by
far the best acre of the whole. The foliage

of the beans shaded the corn-plants, and I

suspected that the long tap-roots of the

beans brought up moisture that the corn
roots appropriated.

Here I had an acre of good corn and
such a show of beans as I had never seen
before, and I did not know just what to do.

It seemed a pity to waste the beans, and I

had never fed beans to sheep and cattle, so

it was decided to cut up the field for fod-

der, and leave this plat until the beans
were ripe and gathered. This was a mis-
take, because I lost all the bean foliage,

which would have been quite an item in

the fodder. I had supposed the beans
would shell out in handling the fodder

and be a waste, which was not so, even
when allowed to fully ripen.

Those who may have had experience in

hand-picking an acre of corn-field beans
may smile at my pains. It was a big job,

but I got fourteen bushels of shelled beans,

and enough were left to show what a few
beans and a" great lot of bean-vines, if the
leaves were gone, would do forcorn fodder.

The "critters" enjoyed them greatly.

The other experiment was on ten rows,
twenty rods long, of Stowell's Evergreen
sweet corn. The corn was planted in
drills, with cow-peas mixed about half

and half, thicker than I would do again.

This was planted in one of the gardens

;

"the soil was strong. This was intended
for green forage for the cows if the grass
failed in the fall. The variety of corn was
a bad choice, as it got its growth and dried
up long before the cow-peas stopped grow-
ing. The com did well, but the cow-pea
vines finally took possession and covered
up the whole thing, and tied everything
into a fearful mass. I don't think I ever

saw so much forage on the same area of

land before in all my life, and it was worth
all it came to to cut and haul it to the cows.
The feed was of the very best, and was
relished by all the stock. A small part of

it was put in the barn, and was as much of

a treat to the cattle in the winter as it had
been when green in the fall.

By these two experiments I found it was
possible to grow two crops at the same
time, on the same land, without detriment
to either. The beans and cow-peas fully

doubled the amount of forage that would
have been obtained otherwise, and at no
additional cost of cultivation.

While cheaper stock food is the one great

problem with stock raisers, farmers have
not sought for short cuts to profits on this

line as much as they should. They seem
to think they have a right to complain,

and grow poorer and quit business if they
cannot make money feeding corn worth
forty to fifty cents a bushel and hay worth
ten to fifteen dollars a ton to their stock.

The Farm and Fireside has been advo-
cating the raising of catch crops—crops
.that do not interfere with the regular farm
crops—for a long time. It has done so be-

cause the situation demands such an in-

tensive system of farming.

The raising of live stock should be a

prominent part of the farm industries all

over this country. This can be the rule,

and be profitable in actual cash receipts

and in improved fertility of the soil; but
cheaper food supplies must be obtained.

That they are possible no one doubts. The
above experiments showed that the beans
fostered the corn and the corn fostered the

beans. A little forethought would show
many other possibilities by which two and
three crops may be obtained from the same
land without serious detriment or incon-

venience to the soil. Let experiments be

made in this direction. R. M. Bell.

HEAVY FEEDING PAYS.

Bulletin No. 24 of the station, just

issued, gives the results of an experiment
by Professors Waters and Caldwell and
Mr. Weld upon the question of the most
profitable amount of food for a milch cow.
In these experiments, ten cows were fed

a ration beginning with eight pounds of

grain and twelve pounds of hay, and
gradually increasing up to as high as nine-

teen pounds of grain and twenty-seven
pounds of hay per day and head, and then
gradually decreasing to the original

amount. Throughout the experiment,
accurate notes were taken of the amount
and cost of the food, the amount of milk
produced by each animal and its butter

value as determined by the Babcock test.

Perhaps the most striking lesson of the

experiment is the demonstration it gives

of the profit there is in liberal feeding.

The cheapest ration used cost 18.8 cents
per day and produced butter valued at

26.5 cents, making a net profit of 7.7 cents
per day per cow. An increase of 2.9 cents
per day per cow in the cost of this ration
made the daily value of the butter 31 cents
and the net profit 9.3 cents per day, or a
difference of 1.6 cents per day per cow in
favor of the more costly ration. In other
words, the farmer who attempted to econ-
omize by feeding the cheaper ration would,
with a herd of twenty-five cows, save

|217.50 per year on his feed bills, but
would lose $337.50 worth of butter that he
might have produced with the more costly

ration, so that his ill-judged attempt at

economy would result in a net loss of $120.

The cheaper ration, moreover, is what
would ordinarily be considered a good
ration, and the majority of dairymen
would be likely to feed less, rather than
more, yet the results of this bulletin show
conclusively that with such cows as these,

the more expensive ration was really the

more economical.

A further increase of the cost of the ra-

tion, however, to 25.1 cents per day gave no
further increase in the butter product, and
the net profit was thereby cut down to 5.9

cents per day or 1.8 cents less than with the

cheapest ration of the three. In other

words, the experiments indicate that there

is a certain medium ration for each cow
which will give the greatest net profit and
that any attempt to economize by feeding

less than this will result in a loss, while,

on the other hand, it is possible to feed a
cow too much as well as too little. Gen-
erally, however, there is more danger of
feeding too little than too much.
The experiment also brings out in a

striking light the great individual differ-

ences in cows and the great importance of
a careful study by the dairyman of each
individual of his herd, both as regards the
amount of milk and butter produced and
the cost of feed consumed. The net profit
yielded by each one of the ten cows used
in this experiment was the greatest on the
medium ration, but it varied in amount
from 2.2 cents per day to 24 cents per day

;

equivalent, for a milking period of 300
days, to $6.60 and $72.00 respectively.
The increased profit coming from the

better feeding, too, varied greatly with
different animals, some responding
promptly and freely to the increase, while
on others it produced but little effect.

The figures of the bulletin show likewise
what great differences in profit there may
be between cows producing very nearly
the same total amount of milk and butter
per year. For example, the records show
that last year
Marguerite produced, 6,512 pounds of milk

and 296 pounds of butter.
Ramona produced, 5,459 pounds of milk and

279 pounds of butter.

By the customary standard of compar-
ison, Marguerite would have been re-
garded as the superior animal, barring dif-
ference in breeding, etc., and would have
commanded the higher price. On compar-
ing the daily net profit returned by these
animals, however, we find a remarkable
difference not indicated or suggested by
the butter and milk records.
Assuming that they remain fresh 300

days, taking the average net profit per day
of all periods, we have a yearly profit for

Marguerite $31.50
Ramona 61.50

On this basis, at the end of six years,
which, for this case, we assume to be the
productive life of a cow, and disregarding
the offspring, they would have made a
total net return of

Marguerite 8189.00
Ramona 369.00

This means that Marguerite would have
yielded ten per cent compound interest on
a purchase price of $106, while Ramona
would have paid the same dividend on a
purchase price of $208.

Again, in the case of Bianca producing
5,556 pounds of milk and 232 pounds of
butter last year, we have the following
exhibit

:

Average dally net profit for all periods 4.9

cents.
Total net profit for one year $14.70

Total net profit for six years 88.20

The reader may regard these as extreme
cases, and yet they were selected from the
ten animals used in this experiment and
there is no reason to doubt that as great
differences might be found.

Hood's is Good
BECAUSE

Hood's Cures
It possesses curative power peculiar

to itself, and has a record of cures

unequalled in the history of med-

icine. The severest cases of Scrof-

ula, Salt Rheum, Dyspepsia, Ca-

tarrh "lid Rheumatism have been

cured by it. If you suffer from any

of these complaints give Hood's Sar-

saparilla a trial.

Sold by all druggists. SI per bottle ; six for 85.

Hood' ~ Pills cure Constipation byrestoring
the pevi; ?-ltic action of the alimentary canal.
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GARDEN AND FIELD NOTES.

y—"w- akdenisg Still Pays.—Good
i T farm editors are not always

n Ci> good farmers, nor good advis-

1 Cf V" ers-on practical farm questions.

\ \ They may have ever so clear a
^-^^ head, but if the training in

the field is lacking, they are liable to

go wrong. In one of the last numbers
of the bright, little Farm Journal, the

editor advised his readers to strike out

on new lines in farming; for instance,

to raise vegetables, poultry, lambs, etc.,

rather than stick to the old farm rota-

tion. When given in a general way, this

is about the worst advice that can be given.

Jumping from one business into another

will never lead to success. Jacob Biggie

takes the editor to task in the following

words:
"I know something about it, for I have

been right in it, and have tried almost

everything from rutabagas to bees. Many
of the things I tried were not successful,

but I do not undertake to say but that it

was my own fault. Success often depends

on the man more than on the thing tried,

and if you have not-discovered this fact,

you have not lived up to your oppor-

tunities.

"Among the things I tried was cabbages.

I had been persuaded to go into cabbages

by some such advice as the editor is now
giving, and it has always been my habit

when I went into a thing to go it strong.

So with the best light 1 had, after volum-
inous reading and ardent study, I set out

a whole, field of cabbages—some ten acres.

It was a big job, I assure you, and cost

money.
"If you are good at figures, you can count

over 7,200 plants per acre, or 72,000 on ten

acres; that at $3 per hundred—and they

often sell for §6—the gross income

would be §2,160 for the crop. Allowing

one fourth off for the chances of a bad sea-

son or other accidents, we have left over

§1,500 as the proceeds from the ten-acre

field. I had heard of others doing far

better than this, and read of fortunes

being made in cabbages on quite small

farms.

"Now, how did the crop turn out? Not
at all as I expected. In the first place the

seed was bad, and not one head in ten was
solid, as it ought to have been, and the

tenth one would go quash if I should sit

down on it; then the worms riddled

almost every head, and the green lice made
sad havoc throughout the whole patch;

and when we came to the harvest the

heavy rains which fell about that time

caused so much mud aud mire that the

men got disgusted with the job, and threw

it up before it was half done, leaving thirty

or forty thousand heads for me to take care

of myself. The truth was, we only got

into market about 5,000 heads, and these

averaged about §2 per hundred—a total

of §100, less tolls and market expenses.

"I haven't tried cabbages since, except in

a smaller way, which turned out better;

but I would not advise your readers to

plunge pell-mell into the great unknown
of truck gardening, without due and
thoughtful consideration."

I have quoted all this because it is so

unusually good and instructive. Mr.
Biggie's case was not a serious one. He is

a wealthy man and probably thought the

experience was worth all it cost. But
there are thousands upon thousands of

people of more than average intelligence

who, although they are not in the sit-

uation to make costly experiments, are led

on to strike out in new lines and to final

disaster by thoughtless advice, and by the

golden promises held out by theoretical

enthusiasts. Of course, the Farm Journal

editor did not expect that in following his

advice, a person would be guilty of such
poor management as Jacob Biggie

describes. Ten to one, the seed was not as

bad as he imagines. The looseness of the

heads was probably due to something be-

sides seed. Then, a good gardener will not

give the worms and the lice quite so much
chance ; nor will he abandon the crop on
account of rain and mud. When a person
cannot raise more than 500 good heads of

cabbage per acre, he better quit the

business.

I imagine, however, that Mr. Biggie did

not quite catch the Farm Journal editor's

idea. It is very doubtful to my mind
whether the latter would, or meant to, ad-

vise any one to plant ten acres of cabbage,

or one acre of onions, at the very start ; or

to begin the poultry business with 1,000

hens, etc. Any undertaking of this kind
cannot be made a success without a com-
bination of favorable conditions. Landand
climate must be right for the crop. There

must be amarket fortheprodvict. The man
himself must be adapted to his business.

Gardening is not a speculation, but a

steady, legitimate business, and one which
has to be learned. Nobody can expect to

obtain satisfactory results without going

through a regular course of apprenticeship.

And yet, gardening still pays. Thou-
sands of people raise large crops of cab-

bages, and secure good returns. If the

conditions are fairly favorable, the right

man will know how to make his crop pay.

But he sticks to his business. He does not

raise cabbages one year, and lambs the

next, and ducks after that, and when all

these do not pay, hops, bees, turnips,

etc., all to be discarded again in their

turn. By jumping»about from one thing

to another, a person can only get from the

frying-pan into the fire. Learn how to

raise cabbages, and you can make money
in growing cabbages. Learn how to raise

onions, and onions will pay you. Lambs
can be made to pay, and ducks can be
made to pay, and geese also. On the

whole, however, poultry keeping as a

business is far less safe and Sar less

remunerative than gardening. Poultry, as

an adjunct to the farm, and when kept in

reasonable numbers, usually pays well.

When you want to make a big business»of

it, you fail. It is different with truck

raising. You must begin in a small way,
and be a learner before you can safely em-
bark in extensive operations. But when
you have once learned the trade, you can
extend it further aud further, as your ex-

perience, your inclination and your
means may permit. And when you find

that you can make a certain crop pay you
reasonable profits, stick to it. When you
have been growing . potatoes until you
have become an expert, and have learned

how to produce good crops, and to make
them pay fairly well, don't give up the

crop for cabbages or anything else, in the

hope that the latter will pay you better. It

will be far preferable to raise a few addi-

tional crops in a small way, and learn all

about them, and find out whether they

give better returns than your main crop,

and then be guided by experience rather

than by expectations and promises.

Joseph.

SUBSURFACE WATERING IN

AND GARDEN.
GREENHOUSE

The careful reader of these pages is ac-

quainted with the new method of water-

ing greenhouse crops by subirrigation, as

practiced by the Ohio experiment station.

The subject is one of importance, and the

experiments in this line have been con-

tinued and broadened to fit the benches

for the new system of watering ;
they were

constructed new throughout and made
water-tight by using clear, hard-wood
flooring (Georgia pine) and pouring white

lead into the grooves. The ends and sides,

as well as the bottoms, were made water-

tight. Upon the floor of the benches,

which was level, lines of three-inch drain-

tile were laid, extending their whole
length. In the side benches, which are

four feet wide, two lines of tile were used.

In the middle benches, which are seven

feet wide, three to four lines of tile were
laid. All were laid in cement which ex-

tended partly up the sides of the joints.

This was done so the water would not run
out too freely at first. The cementing com-
pels the water to pass the whole length of

the tile before much, if any, runs out. It

then escapes from all the joints alike.

The crops grown were radishes, lettuce,

tomatoes, parsley and cucumbers. The
effect of the under-surface watering upon
the growth and health of the crops named
was remarkable., By careful weighings,

as well as by the actual market returns, it

was found that the radishes averaged
more than fifty per cent better, and the

difference in earliness and quality was
quite as marked as the difference in

quantity. With surface watering, especially

during cloudy weather, there was a rank
growth of tops and a proportionally

smaller development of root. When
pulled for market the tops would fre-

quently weigh more than the roots, and
many plants with unusually large tops

would have a small, tough, spindling root

that was worthless. With under-surface

watering the tops were comparatively
small, and the roots large -, the latter more
than double the weight of the former, and
well developed in almost every part. The
effect upon lettuce was equally evident
and nearly as favorable. The yield wag

from twenty to thirty per cent greater, and
the lettuce rot, which was quite bad where
surface watering was practiced, was com-
pletely held in check by under-surface

watering. The effect upon cucumbers was
no less beneficial than with the crops just

mentioned. The results were less marked
upon tomatoes and parsley, although the

advantages here were plainly discernable.

Lpon the average it was found necessary
to run water into the tiles about once a
week. The proper amount of water to use
is readily determined by the appearance of

the plant and the condition of the soil.

There is little danger of overwatering, for

the tiles act to a certain extent as drains,

and by allowing free access of air the soil

never becomes sour or water-soaked.

The experiments in subsurface watering
have also been extended to open field

operations. A fairly level spot was selected

in the vegetable garden and divided into

plots, each twenty-five by forty feet. In

oue plot lines of three-inch tile were laid

eight inches deep and two and one half

feet apart, the rows extending lengthwise
of the plot. The tile was laid upon an
exact level and the ends embedded in

cement. At one end of each line an up-
right tile was placed, into which water
could be turned. The opposite ends were
all connected with a line of tile, which con-

tinued beyond the plots and acted as an
outlet when the tiles are used as a drain.

A Talve was placed at the beginning of

this outlet so that when desired water
could be held in the tiles. So, when the

soil was too wet, the valve was opened and
the tiles acted as a drain ; when it became
too dry and water was turned into the tiles,

the valve was closed and the tiles acted as

a reservoir, from which the water passed
into the»soil. Another plot was treated in

the same way, except that only one half >

the number of tiles were used. Asa result
it was seen that the soil of the tiled plots

was dry, and in a fit condition to work
several days before that of the adjacent

untiled plots. The crops planted on these

plots were early beets, onions, potatoes
and string-beans. Rains'were plentiful in
the early part of the season, and there

was but little difference noted between
the crop of early beets on the tiled and on
the untiled plots. For the onions and
string-beans, water was turned into the
tiles at five different times, and the effect

was marked. Onions yielded an increase

of over fifty per cent^ and the crop of

string-beans was considerably more than
doubled in weight. Besides this increase

in weight, the season was greatly length-

ened and the quality of the crop greatly

improved. At this rate of gain, for inten-

sive cultivation, this system of control-

ing soil moisture is a grand success. It

has all the advantages of under-surface
watering in the greenhouse, and combines
drainage when an excess of moisture ren-
ders this necessary. These facts were
taken from a paper read at a recent meet-
ing by Professor W. R. Lazenby.^^
Agents for this paper get Big Pay.
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Orchard, and Small Fruits.
CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

PLANTING AND CARE OF AN APPLE ORCHARD.

Obtain healthy, stocky, three or

four year old trees of varieties

that you know do well in your
localities, rather than new and
untried sorts. Select a well-

drained, deep, rich soil (one

that always produces good corn).

The year previous to setting your

orchard, plow it a little deeper than

usual about June 1st, turning under a good

coating of grass if possible. Sow with

oats, and harrow the land thoroughly, and
when the heads begin to show, turn them
under nicely with the plow by plowing an

inch deeper than at first. Then sow with

rye about September 1st, and harrow
well.

'

The following spring order your trees,

and when they arrive, open them care-

fully and take off all superfluous limbs,

and then shorten in the remaining ones

one half of the last year's growth. Cut
th"e mutilated ends of the roots smooth,

and then dig a deep ditch in your garden

and set them in close together, and throw
a little earth over the roots and then wet
it thoroughly ; fill it with soil and bank
the dirt about the trees.

Now turn under your rye with a good
plow, and get down a little deeper than at

the last plowing. Should the rye be large

enough to turn under with difficulty,

fasten a heavy chain from the outer end of

the evener to the plow-beam, and make it

just slack enough so that the furrow will

not catch it, and it will then turn under
all right.

Now harrow nicely, and then lay out

your orchard, setting a small stake where
each tree is intended to stand, so that you
may get them true. Dig all the holes.

They should be three feet across and two
feet deep. Scatter all the subsoil about,

leaving only the soil for use. (The secret

of a large hole is that it contains more soft,

rich earth for the young trees, and is not

so readily affected by either drouth or

moisture.) Now bring out part of your
trees, keeping the roots wrapped in a wet
blanket until you plant them. Trees can
be placed in position just right by using
two lines running at right angles. They
should not be set nearer than thirty feet.

Pill the hole to within one foot of the sur-

face with good soil, and press it down
with the foot; then place your tree in

position, and fill about the roots with
good soil and press it down firmly

until a little more than level, and then
place some loose earth on the top. Set a

small stake near the tree, and with a soft

cord fasten the tree to it. When all are

planted, harrow the land again and mark
out with a small plow, in furrows thirty

inches apart each way, and plant with po-

tatoes. Cultivate thoroughly, and keep
trees and plants free from weeds until

fall.'

The following spring give the land a

nice dressing of manure, and sow ten
bushels of ashes to the acre, and plant with
some early sort of potatoes. After they
are dug, plow and top-dress lightly with
manure. Sow the same amount of ashes,

and seed with wheat and clover.

The summer after the wheat has been
taken off let the clover get as large as you
can turn under with the plow, and then
turn it under with a good plow. Top-
dress lightly as before and plant potatoes
again, or corn, if you prefer.

Follow with early potatoes the next
year, and seed to wheat and clover as be-
fore. Continue this routine for the next
eight or ten years.

After the trees begin to bear, the land
can lay two years to clover and orchard-
grass, and whemthe trees get fair size and
begin to cover the ground, it is well to seed
with redtop and orchard-grass, and let it

remain so. Keep out all superfluous
limbs and cultivate low, open tops, and
for the first ten years keep a piece of water-
proof, manila building-paper wrapped
about the base of the tree and fastened
with an elastic cord from just beneath the
surface to one foot above, to guard against
the worst of all apple7tree enemies, the
borer. Trees handled fn this way will
grow very fast and need very little prun-
ing, which is much to their advantage.
The slower a tree grows, -the thicker the

top and the more waste wood to cut out;
where one limb is cut out, three often start
out.

From my observation, these instructions

will always produce very satisfactory

results.

Subscribe for the Farm and Fireside,

be careful, temperate, industrious, pru-

dent, contented and patient, and in time

the harvest will surely come.

New York. A. T. Cook.

SUCCESSFUL FRUIT GROWING.

In successful fruit growing there is

something more than the mechanical work
of plowing, hoeing and cultivating. There

is a real pleasure in the growing of fruits,

and in the development of each leaf, bud
and blossom there is an inspiration, but
the real practical knowledge of growing
them to the best advantage can be acquired

only by careful reading of good books and
papers, followed by close observation.

First, then, subscribe for several first-

class journals, horticultural, agricultural,

and others having a well-conducted horti-

cultural department. Commence now to

study and plan for the berry garden that is

to be.

The wonder of the age is that so many
most excellent papers may be had at so

little cost; and the misfortune of the age

is that people do not read more of them.

Half a dozen in each family is none too

many. A single number is often worth
more than a year's subscription. Your
own state horticultural and agricultural

reports are valuable, and may be had for

the asking.

Small fruits and berries can be produced
ready for packing at three cents per quart.

Every farm and village home should have
all that can be used.

A quarter-acre garden, well arranged, set

to best varieties and properly cared for,

should yield at least twenty-five bushels

of berries. In no other way can a farmer
produce so much of value with so little

labor, as in a garden of small fruits.

The question to decide now is, shall we
have a berry garden the coming spring?

M. A. Thayer.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

Varieties of Reaches.—A correspondent
signing himself J. S. Mc, writes: "It is hard
to tell what varieties of peaches to plant, as
there are so many kinds offered by the differ-
ent nurserymen."
Reply :—In settling this question it is better

to consult with the practical orchardist than
with the nurseryman, as the latter is apt to
color the list he recommends by the kinds he

|
has for sale. It is Important to buy trees of
honest nurserymen, so as to get them true to
name. If they are true to name when planted,
they will be so when they bear fruit. The
kinds which do best with me are, in the order
of ripening, Alexander, Early Rivers, Moun-
tain Rose, Old Mixon Free and Old Mixon
Cling, Chase's Choice Elberta, Prince's Rare-
ripe, Fox's seedling, Garrisel Holdon, a seed-
ling of the Smock and Ward's Late. In set-
ting a peach orchard, always begin with one-
year-old trees having good, strong roots ; cut
off all side branches and shorten the main
stem to two feet.

'Cranberry Culture.— O. E. D., New
Britain, Conn. Your plan of putting six
inches'of sand on the land may aid you a little,
but a much better plan would be to destroy
the turf first and then put on sand. The weeds
will bother you about coming up through the
sand, unless the bog is covered with some of
the weaker grasses, when it may possibly be
smothered out by the sand. If one has a
promising location, it generally pays well to
fit it very perfectly before planting. On this
account I would recommend that you be sure
the turf is well subdued before putting on
sand on a large area. The planting should be
done in the spring, and the plants set in hills
about two feet apart each way, putting four
or five cuttings in a place. After planting,
raise the water high enough to keep the sand
around the cuttings quite moist, and they will
root very quickly. I presume you mean to
put on the sand this winter. You will find it
a good plan to own."Webb's "Cape Cod Cran-
berries," for sale by Farm and Fireside. It
contains just the information you need.

Green Manure on Strawberry-plants—
Raspberry Tips.—J. F. G., Jonesboro, Ind.,
writes : "I set out a patch of strawberries last
fall for home use. After setting the plants, I
covered the ground, not the plants, with fresh
stable manure. Did I do the right thing in
thus manuring the ground? Can I use fresh
stable manure to cover the plants for winter,
or would straw be better? 1 also set out some
raspberry tips which had taken root this
summer. Are they better for setting than
one-year-old plants?"
Reply:—It certaiuly can do no harm to

have the green manure between the rows of
your strawberry-plants, and will probably be
very beneficial. Of course, it would have been
a very-bad plan to have covered the plants, as
it might cause them to rot if covered heavily.
Besides this manure between the rows, it
would have been a good plan to have lightly
covered the plants with some light mulch,
such as swale, hay, oat straw, stable litter or
leaves, which would not lie closely on the
plants. This protects from freezing and
thawing in the spring and from drouth in
summer. This may be put on at any time
after the ground is frozen in autumn. Some
years when prevented by snow from putting
it on in the fall, I have put it on early in the
spring, as soon as the snow was gone. I do
not like fresh stable manure for covering the
plants. It is apt to smother them. Rasp-
berry tips are not nearly so sure to grow, nor
so good for planting as one-year-old canes
with good roots. Rooted raspberry tips should
not be planted in the fall, as they are fre-
quently winter-killed if disturbed in autumn.
It is safest to allow them to remain where
rooted, to be taken up in spring. The hardi-
ness of old plants will be much increased by
having their tips rooted in the ground all
winter.

Apple-trees IVot Bearing.—M. A., Delta,
Wash., writes: "What can I do with apple-
trees that are ten years old and do not bear?
The trees are strong and healthy."
Reply:—It is quite impossible to answer

your question intelligently without knowing
the kinds of trees and whether all are of one
kind. Some varieties of apples are not fruit-
ful unless near other kinds. Other varieties
do not come into bearing until they are quite
old, while some varieties on rich land take
much more time to come into bearing than if

on good fruit land.

Apple Seed—Russian Mulberry—Mo v-
ing- Evergreens.—E. M. K., Ibsen, Minn.
We keep apple seed buried in moist sand in a
cold cellar where it freezes occasionally during
the winter. This freezing is desirable. If
possible, I like to keep the seed from getting
very dry. In the spring we bring the seed in
the sand into a warm room, and keep it there
until it starts, when we sow it in drills in
warm land, and it never fails to start, al-
though we often have to fight the cutworms,
which are fond of the tender seedlings.
Russian mulberry seed is very sure to grow,
if sown as soon as ripe, where it will not dry
out. We make up a rich bed surrounded with
boards, and cover with a screen of cotton
cloth, and sow the seed at once. It will also
grow readily if sown in a box in the window.
If sown when ripe, it will be two inches high
by autumn. White-ash seed should be
treated as recommended for apple seed, and I
have found it sure to grow. Native ever-
greens may be successfully moved to the
prairie. One of the best of these is red cedar.
Most of the loss in doing this comes from al-
lowing the roots to get dry in handling. If
this is prevented and the work done in
spring, it is a very sure operation.

EXTRACTS
FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

inillliimimiiinin iiiiiiiinmiiniMin miimiumi I

From Texas.—The numerous inquiries that
I have received about this part of Texas leads
me to believe that there are many people in
the North seeking homes in a mild climate,
and prompts me to extend an invitation to all
such to visit this part of Texas. Our climate
equals that of California, with additional ad-
vantages of richer soil and regular rainfall.
We neither fertilize nor irrigate. We have
plenty of flowers and roses in bloom in
our yard in midwinter. Land can be bought
at from 88 to $15 per acre now, but is increas-
ing in value very fast on account of northern
immigration. In the past eighteen months
quite a number of northern people moved
here, and all are well pleased. Consumption
and sunstroke are unknown here, which is
evidence of our mild winters and pleasant
summers. We reach the markets of the world,
and the earliness with which we can send
fruits and vegetables insures us fancy prices.
I have no land to sell. H. I. C.

Wallis Station, Texas.

From Illinois.—This town has two of the
largest canning factories in the world. They
packed last fall 6,000,000 cans of corn and
3,000,000 cans of peas. Another factory to
make tin cans was located last week. The
town has a clothing factory employing one
hundred men and women. It has tile and
brick factories and other industries. It has
Greer's college, the gift of the late John Greer.
It has a system of water-works which all the
surrounding towns of any size are trying to
pattern after. It has a fine electric light
plant, corporated. To crown all, Hoopeston
has no saloon. When a man comes here to
seek a location and asks what kind of a town
we have, every man, woman and child whoops
for Hoopeston. Twenty years ago it was a
miasmatic swamp with a roan cow and calf
tied to a stake; now.it has 3,000 healthy,
wealthy and wise people. To-day it is one of-
the best towns of its size in the state, because
all her citizens pull together.
Hoopeston, III. A. J. McW.

From Oregon.—Stock is doing well this
winter. Fat beef is plentiful and cheap. Hogs
are selling at 4% cents apound on foot. Prune
boxing is going on at a rapid rate. There will
be over 200,000 pounds shipped from here this
winter. Our climate is unsurpassed. Any one
who would find fault with the weather we are
now having does not deserve to live in a good
country. There is every indication that a
sorghum factory will be in operation before
next season's crop comes on. A large hy-
draulic mining plant is soon to be put in oper-
ation about two miles from town, and the
mining industry is looking up all around
here. I believe that before another year rolls
around this will be one of the most prosper-
ous communities on the Pacific coast. It is
only ten miles from here to the famous nickel
mines that took the first premium at the
world's fair. This is one of the finest coun-
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Sent on Trial
Six Months for

ONLY
It is well worth $1.00. Send stamps. Sample free.

C1DU Dfllll TDW istnenameof it. Mention this ad.
ITAnni*rUULIn! I. S. Johnson & Co., Boston, Mass.

25
Teaches How to
Make Money with
A Few Hens.

CENTS.

tries for a man to invest money in that I
know. Land can be had from $8.50 to $100 an
acre, according to quality and location.
Wheat, oats, barley and corn do very well
here, yielding from 20 to 50 bushels to the acre.
All kinds of vegetables can be raised. This
country is the least advertised and the best
part of Oregon. "W. T. F.
Myrtle Creek, Oregon.

SECRET OF HER SUCCESS.
A lady said recently :—"My fifty hens, half

pullets, and half year old hens, are now, Dec.
26, laying two dozen eggs and upwards every
clay." It pays, of course, to get that many
eggs in mid-winter. But the secret of her suc-
cess, she says, was in the fact that she had
used more or less Sheridan's Powder every
month in the year, so that they were in con-
dition to lay when eggs brought the most
money. Her hens and chickens are sound and
healthy the year through, and she believes it
largely due to Sheridan's Condition Powder.
Certainly over 30 years use ought to be ample
recommendation for it.

I. S. Johnson & Co., Boston, Mass., will send
further particulars to any one free.

mm GRAPEVINES
100 Varieties. Also Small Fruits, Trees, Ac. Best
rooted stock. Genuine, cheap. 8 sample vines mailed for 10c.
Descriptive price-list free. LEWIS KOE80II, Predonli,N.Y.

STRAWBERRIES AND FINE FRUIT.
Do you intend planting any Strawberries, Raspber-
ries, Blackberries or other small fruit plants, Roses
or novelties? Send for my 00-page catalogue and the
best report on strawberries ever published, Free.
.BRANDT, BOX 311, BREMEN, OHIO.

oses
How to get the best, and
how to grow them suc-
eessfully—that's the text
of our new

Guide to Rose Culture
for 1894. It tells you how
to getthefamous D.&C
Roses on their own roots;
gives the very latestand
best i nformation for the
culture of all kinds of

flowers. We send it free to anyone, together with
a sample copy of our interesting floral Magazine

"SUCCESS WITH FLOWERS."
THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.

Jiuae Growers andSeedsmen, West Grove, Pa.
Mention this paper when you write.

SPRAY

Stall i's
Double Acting
Excelsior Spray- ^
ing Outfits prevent
Leaf Blight & Wormy

~
Fruit. Insures a heavy,
yield of all Fruit andl_

t

Vegetable crops. Thous
anas in use. Send 6 cts. for
catalogue and full treatise
on spraying. Circulars/ree.

WM.STAHL.Quincy.lll.

Always mention this paper when you write.

What a wonderful thing is a live seed.
Immature, old or dead it may look the same.
How to know ? Old gardeners say that

4eed6 Jrcm
i This is the proof oflife. When grown we give

i

i our word you will be satisfied—your success
i

i
is ours. BURPEE'S FARM ANNUAL,

,

j
for 1894» 172 pages, tells all about the Best

(

Seeds that Grow. The newspapers call it the .

Leading American Seed Catalogue. Yours !

(
free for the asking if you plant seeds.

W.ATLEE BURPEE & CO..Philadelphia.

Mention this paper when you write.

C NAMES WANTED. Wisest
I your neighborhood, who are, or have

\fi been, agents. We will send a complete
bound book, containing seventy-five complete
stories by popular authors, to any one who
will send us these names. Address FARMAND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or
Spring-field, Ohio.

Fruit Trees, Small Fruits,

Vines, Roses, Ornamentals.
All the best new and old varieties. The celebrated

TIMRRFI I
Strawberry. New Fruits a specialty.

llmunl.L.L Buy direct and save one half. Price List/ree.i
E. W. REID, BRIDGEPORT, OHIO.

&1.00 Worth of Choice Flower Seeds for 25c.
"i'or 25c. in stamps or money we will send by mail one pkj;. eachp™
jf the following rare Flower Seeds. Asters, extra choice
mixed; Balsams, new double English. Show: Dianthus
jEastern Queen, most beautiful of all; Celosia lilastfow's
4<vrand Prize; Cosmos Hybridus, best and finest mxd

;

3Poppy, new Golden Gate; Pansies; Imperial GermanDe-
fiance; Phlox druinmondii,Wilson's choice strain;Ver-
bena, new mammoth large flowering; Zinnias new double
[crested and curled; one ISplendid Climbing Plant; one
beautiful Everlasting* Flower; in all 12 full size pkt-s.,

with directions for cultivating for 25 Cts. Five Col lec»
tions, 5*1.00. Our beautiful illus. 112 page Catalogue ac-
companies each order. Address SAMUEI* WILSON,
Seed Grower, . MECHANICSVILUE, PA. I

Many Old

Worn-Gist FARMS
Won't Produce a Profit.

require so much fertilizing
that farms and gardens -

The rich, loamy soil of Michigan Farms produces a fine crop
without this expense. The near markets, general healthfulness

of climate and freedom from cyclones, blizzards, together with good society, churches, etc., make Michi-
gan Farms the best in the world. Write to me and I will tell you how to get the best farms on long
time; low rate of interest, O. M„ BAM£S, JLand Commissioner* JCansIng, Mich.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Condueted by P. H. Jacobs, Hammonton, New Jersey.

SELF-SHADING POULTRY-HOUSE.

The design of the poultry-house

in this issue is to permit of

affording shade underneath in

places where there are no
trees, while in the winter,

three sides of the underneath
run can be boarded, leaving the front open,

so as to afford a shelter from the winds.

The poultry-house, the design of which
is from Mr. Henry Grosser, of Kansas, is

8x12 feet, 6 feet high at the sides and 8 feet

at the center. The outside is made entirely

of boards, with roof boards grooved, and
battens nailed over tke cracks; but it

would be an advantage to use tarred paper

oh the boards before fastening the battens,

though with a two-foot pitch it is doubtful

if such a roof would leak without the

tarred paper. It would also be best to use

lath and plaster on the inside for a cold

climate. There is only one window, a

large one, on the south side, which permits

plenty of light to enter.

There is nothing stationary in the house,

the nests and roosts being movable, so as

to be taken outside in order to allow of

facility in cleaning the house.

The house is set on six posts, about 18

inches over the ground, and it should cost

from $30 to $40, according to price of mate-

rial, but the cost may be lessened if built

by the owner himself.

In Pig. 2 (interior arrangement), A is the

door, B the window, D the dusting-box,

KRKE the roosts, and N the row of nest-

boxes. This arrangement, however, may
be varied according to preference. It will

be noticed that the roosts can be placed

nearer or further from the window and
door as necessity demands, or they may
be placed, in the winter, on the location

occupied by the nests, and the nests placed

on the side, nearer the door. These ad-

vantages can only be secured when the

roosts and boxes, are movable.

ROUP AND ITS CURE.

Nearly every inquiry that comes to us

relates to roup, and while we have over

and over again given information in regard

to it, yet there are new readers every

month, and they desire to know what is

killing off their fowls. A great many ail-

ments are ascribed to roup, such as swelled

heads and eyes, discharges from the nos-

trils, hoarse breathing, sore throat and the

results of "catching cold" in any form.

Canker (sore throat) and some other indi-

cations may be noticed in a whole flock, as

the disease is contagious. When a very

foul odor is noticed, it is a sure sign of

malignant roup. The ventilator and
drafts of air cause roup in' the majority

of cases.

Roup does not kill quickly. It may ap-

they fail because they can only give a dose

or two. If the fowl does not get well

when medicine is given in the feed, the task

of attempting to cure is abandoned; yet,

when a fowl is sick it often refuses food

altogether, and receives no remedy.
As a rule, all sick fowls will drink, hence

all medicines should be given in the drink-

ing-water, and as all the birds will drink
from the same vessel, the medicine must
be of a character to disinfect, and also de-

stroy the disease in the sick fowl. A tea-

spoonful of liquid carbolic acid is the best

for this purpose, added to one gallon of

water, or a teaspoonful of a solution of

permangenate of potash in a quart of

water. Fresh, air-slaked lime should

be dusted daily over the floor, walls,

on the little chicks, th.it has destroyed
thousands of them. If the attendant will

keep his brooder-house warm, and not
allow any fresh air in until he notices that

the chicks are dying from the effects of

foul air, he will never have to open a ven-
tilator. If the liftle chicks are thriving in

warm air, there is no reason for giving
them fresh air. If they are thrifty, it is

all that is required, and it is not wise to

incur the risk of killing them with cold.

It is a difficult matter to keep them as

warm as they should be, even with the

best of care, without letting the cold air in.

B

Fig. 2.—Self-shaking Potjltry-hotjse.

ceiling and yards, and the face, head
and skin of the neck should be anointed
'(well rubbed in) with a mixture of one
part spirits of turpentine and four parts of

sweet-oil, about ten drops of the mixture
being also forced into the nostrils with
the point of* a'Sewing-machine oil-can. If

the throat is affected, the roof of the mouth
may be sprinkled with a pinch of chlorate

of potash.

While we have suggested the above rem-
edy, we will also add that it is best to kill

the birds that first show indications of

roup, so as to prevent its spread. When
once a hen has had the roup, she will not
afterward be valuable, and it does not pay
to attempt to cure it when it attacks the

whole flock. Burn all of the bodies, dis-

infect the whore premises and begin with
new stock, being careful to procure only
such as are healthy and free from disease.

A POINT ON RAISING CHICKS.

A very small chick is not three inches

high; consequently, if 'it is in a house
10x10 feet and 6 feet high, it is, in propor-
tion to its size, in a building as large as the
agricultural building of the world's fair,

from our standpoint. It is plain that if a

thousand persons were in the agricultural

building they would not-lack for fresh air,

as the great extent of space would be
ample, while the drafts of air would
come in from hundreds of sources. The
same rule applies to the tiny chick when
it is in the brooder-house. The attendant

Self-shading Poultry-house

pear in a flock and remain for mouths.
The poultryman will notice his hens grad-

ually drooping, becomingvery thin in flesh,

and finally dying, or he may find some
of them breathing as though they had the
croup. Then again, he will discover a few
of themwith their eyes swollen and closed,

or they will constantly sneeze and have a
discharge from the nostril. Examination
of the throat may show a white substance,

or patches of white on the roof of the

mouth, as in diphtheria.

How to cure the roup is a mystery not
yet solved, as medicine cannot be admin-
istered except at the expense of labor in

handling them. It does not pay to give a

hen a dose of medicine every fifteen min-
utes, as in the case of a sick human, and
many persons who try remedies find that

passes in, and he is in close quarters. He
feels warm, and concludes that the house
is too warm. He does not consider the
fact that along the floor of the brooder-

house the air is coming in, and right over
the chicks, although he may not notice it.

He forgets the small size of the chick, and
does not consider that a small opening to

him is a large one to the chick. He pro-

ceeds to open a ventilator and let off the

"foul air," when there is no foul air, as

warm air is npt necessarily foul. As the

warm air goes out, the fresh air comes in

to fill the vaccuum, and the little chicks

are chilled. The attendant will not believe

that the chicks have been exposed, for he
was in the brooder-house and knows that

it was warm, the chicks requiring fresh

air. It is this "fresh air" in winter, let in

i

DO LICE EXIST IN WINTER?

Some of our subscribers complain that

lice annoy their fowls even in the winter

I

season, and in such states as

Kansas and Nebraska. Very
cold weather should destroy
lice, but it is possible that

where- a great many fowls
are together, the animal heat

is sufficient to cause the lice

to be active. Those on the
bodies of the hens are pro-

tected, especially the large

lice on the heads. It will

not be best to drench the
poultry-house at this season,

unless on a clear, dry day,

but air-slaked lime may be
freely used. Insect-powder
should be used on the hens.

This may be done by mixing
oue part insect-powder with four parts

finely-sifted coal ashes, the hen to be
rolled ove"r in the mixture, and also held
head downward, so as to get it well into

the feathers. A few drops of sweet-oil,,

well rubbed on the head and neck, will

destroy the large head-lice. It is the large

kind that cause the hens to gradually
droop, lose flesh and finally die of ex-

J

haustion.

COOPS FOR BROODS.

If the hens hatch out broods, small coops
with runs must he provided. The chicks
must not be allowed to go outside of the
runs until they are' well feathered, as they
may stray off too far from the hen and fall

over with cold before they can reach her to

secure warmth. In spring and summer
the chicks are allowed their liberty, while
the hen is confined, but this cannot be
done in winter, as the season is too un-
favorable for the chicks. Feed them
times a day, on dry food, as soft or

food will become frozen and useless.

five
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FOREIGN INNOVATIONS.

In New York City there is a demand for

broilers that have no yellow legs. This

sounds strange for an American city, but
it is all owing to the fact that the hotels

and restaurants are employing French
"chefs," or head cooks, who have a preju-

dice against yellow skin. The yellow-skin
fowl still holds its place at the front, but
the chick is supposed to be best when the
skin is white. Now, if some foreign cooks
will demand scalded fowls, it will save a
vast amount of tedious work in "dry-pick-
ing" birds for market.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.

Egff!;! Laid by Different Breeds.—E. H.
writes : "What is thetaverage number of eggs
laid annually by Brown Leghorns, Langshans,
Wyandpttes, Houdans, and which breeds are
the "bent winter layers?" „

Reply :—It depends on how they are man-
aged, and it is also difficult to estimate. The
following Is about the average: Leghorns,
180; Langshans, 120; Wyandpttes, 120; Hou-
dans, 125; the Brahmas being considered equal
to any as winter layers. There is but little

difference in the averages of the breeds for a
year.

Plucking- Ducks.—Mrs. S. M. K., Thom-
ason, Tenn., writes: "Which month should
be the one for plucking white ducks?"

Reply:—It should be done in the summer
or fall, when they are about to molt, as the
feathers will then be "ripe," and come out
easily.

Mites.—E. W. R., Parker, SKan., >rltes

:

"Which is the best method for destroying
mites?"

Reply:—There should be none in winter.
Dust every portion of the poultry-house—
floor, walls, ceiling, etc.—with air-slaked lime.

Disinfectant.—E. L., Independence, Mo.,
writes: "How can a poultry-house be disin-
fected in order to destroy the germs of roup?"

Reply:—Close the house, first stopping up
all cracks, and setting fire to a pound of sul-

phur, by using a red-hot shovel for that pur-
pose. Keep the house closed for an hour.

IVinler Hatching:.—J. D. B., Enterprise,
Kan., wrilcx: "Will it pay to allow the sit-

ting hens to hatch out broods at this season?"

Reply :—Not unless you have warm quar-
ters for the hens and broods, and can give
them careful attention.

Poultry Do Have
These diseases. The first is what diphtheria is ton^ 1 8 13 human beings, and closely allied to that

W\Ww r m disease. Symptoms are, sneezing like a
rAWTfr? c°i(l; slight watering? of the eyes; run-
vAJAAMa, ning at the nostrils, severe inflammation

Bheumatism ^ fcne throat, canker, swollen head and
' eruptions on head and face. A breeder

L£Q of fighting game fowl which from
wtw* wMwejo their habits, are more liable to roup tBanw XiAuajuoa. others, gives us a TRE\TMBI¥T,
which he says is a Positively Sure Cure for the

By the nse of

JOHNSON'S
Anodyne Liniment

Space here will not permit giving his full directions for
use. Send to us for full particulars, by mail,/ree. It
also cures all Bowel Complaints, Leg Weakness and
Rheumatic Lameness like magic. Sold everywhere.
Price, 35c, 6 bottles, §2.00. Express paid. Pamphlet free.
Ii S. JOHNSON& CO., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mass.

Mention this paper when you write.

CPPO HUE AD From choice selected PureBred
i
Poultry, of the most noted prize

-—.winning strains. Stamp for fine
illustrated catalogue. B. H. GREIDER, Florin, Fa.

2 Ann Trfl'\I7"T C for sale from 50 varieties.lUWLO Send 3-cent stamp for Illus-
trated Catalogue. Chas. Gammerdinger, Columbus, O.

INCUBATORS& BROODERS
Brooders only $5. Best and cheapest for
raising chicks; 40 first premiums ; 3,000

testimonials ; send for catalogue.

G. S. SINGER, Box 533, Cardlngton, 0.

THE WORLD'S FAIRS
MEDAL and DIPLOMA,
our 1NCUABTOR and BROODER

Combined* If you are interested in
Poultry, it will pay you to Send 4 cents in

Stamps for 72 page catalogue, giving valuable

points on Poultry Culture. Address

Reliable Incubator Co., Qulney, IU»

Mention this paper when you wiite.

Mammoth New Catalogue Almanac
AND GUIDE TC POULTRY RAISERS.

64 large pages, printedin colors. Descrip-
tion of all leading varieties of fowls. Over
50 fine illustrations. Plans for Poultry
houses. Remedies for all diseases. Recipe
for Poultry Powders. The finest thing
out—everybody wants one. Only 10c.

C.C. SHOEMAKER, Freeport, III,, U.S.A.

Meutton this pacst when roo wfftff.

P Improved 1

' TTVEEBLES5 HATCHEH;
SOLD UNDER A GUARANTEE

!
that it is positively self-reeulating
and will hatch fully 80 per cent,
of fertile eggs, or it can be returned
and money refunded. Reason-
able in price. Self-Regulating

BROODERS. Send 4 cents for catalogue.
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WITH A CUP AND SAUCER.
f

I send my love :i fragile china cup;

With purple violets painted 'round the rim;

Empty it in, but sweet thoughts fill it up,

And peep like tricky elves above the rim.

Upon a saucer fashioned like a heart,

Of palest lint, my dainty cup is set—

Dear emblem, symbolizing life's better part-

How can she look upon it and forget?

The charm I drop within the cup is such

That every draught a tender thought will bring.

The crinkled leaves will brighten at her touch,

The flowers will know a mystic blossoming.

Poor pictured violets, that never grew

In ferny nooks nor felt a summer shower !

To hearts that hate the false and love the true

There is sadness in a painted flower.

But go, my gift, and as my lady sips

Her creamy cocoa or her fragrant tea,

Thy happy rim may perchance touch her lips,

And bring to her a fleeting thought of me !

— lloiisefurntehing Review.

[Copyrighted by Lou V. Chapin.l

seevs "sixths

The individual referred to as "pap" was, at

the moment when his dutiful daughters were
commenting on his tendencies toward matri-

mony, thoughtfully smoking a covn-cob pipe,

in the shadow of the cherry-tree not far from
the front door. Although it was Sunday
morning, he had not yet begun the weekly
ceremony of "takin' a clean shave," and
arraying himself in the butternut-colored suit

of store clothes, which, though they had done

duty for many a year, were still presentable,

barring a few shiny indications at the seams
and a bagging at the knees of the trousers,

which allowed six or seven inches of the legs

of their owner's boots to be visible, when he

was dressed "in his Sunday best."

Mr. Hamilton Sooy, or as he was familiarly

known, Ham Sooy, seemed on this particular

Sunday morning to be cogitating upon some
weighty matter. Like his eldest offspring, he
was "not much on looks," as he expressed it

himself, with a mysterious emphasis that led

the hearer to infer that there were several

other things, however, in which he was a
prodigy. He was tall and lank, with sandy
hair, eyebrows and complexion, and features

suggestive, appropriately enough in conjunc-
tion with his prevailing sandiness, of flint

and gravel. The smallpox had at some remote

BY liOTJ V. CHAPIN.

ILLUSTRATED BY WILL E. CHAPIN.

TAIN'*
in nature," said Mat,

and won more prizes in the tourney of

Hymen than usually falls to the lot of men,
and was even now bent on another conquest.

He was deliberating over his plan of campaign,
holding, as it were, a counsel of war with him-
self. Should he marry the widow, or should
he not?

Of course, Mat would make a fuss, and Ellie

would follow her lead. His acquaintances
would make uncomplimentary remarks, but
those, of course, would be set down to the ac-

count of envy, for the widow was unquestion-
ably fair. Was he in love with her? Well,

Ham Sooy had no foolish notions on that

score. He was seven and fifty, and knew "a
good thing when he saw it," he said to himself

with a chuckle. He had loved his first wife,

if he remembered rightly, though that was so

long ago and so much had happened since,

that he had almost forgotten the sensations

he had experienced when courting her. She
had be6n "a good worker," and had worked
herself into her grave some twenty-five years

before our narrative opens, leaving a son and
a daughter; the latter, Martha, and theformer
named Granville, habitually referred to by the

family as Gabe. He was the shyest and most
tongue-tied of bachelors. Ham's second—he
was accustomed to speak of his various wives

giving the dish-cloth a vic-

ious twist and an energetic

shake preparatory to hang-

ing it on a nail, "'tain't in

nature, an' I fer one won't
stan' it. Here's pap with

four sets of young uns now, an' a row
clean 'cross the front of our lot in the

buryin'-groun' of stones, 'Sacred to the

mem'ry of diseased wife of Hamilton
Sooy.' Seems as if that man would be

'shamed to marry 'gin, but there he is

makin' eyes at Miss' Roberts.']

Mat seized the broom and swept the

floor with an energy that emphasized her

objection.

"To be sure, mam's been dead mos' a
year, an' a year's a long time fer pap to

stay single, but one ud think he'd had
'nuff of matrimony fer one while, 'spec-

ially when it's usually fatal. Now, my
mam, you know, wnz his first', an' me
an' Gab's her only childurn. AftersheYi
been dead 'bout six months, he married
your mam an' brought her home. Then
you-wuz born, an' that mam died. He
wuz a widower mos' two years that time,
but las, twa'nt his fault, fer I've been
tol' that he sparked four diff'rent girls

in that Jtme. Then., he married Jane
Blackburn. I wuzn't quite nine when
she come to keep house fer him, an' I

liked her well 'nuff, fer she treated us
childurn well an' never scolded and
carried on like his fourth. Tom an'

John's her childurn. That fourth of

pap's wuz a nuisance, and I wuz mighty
glad when she picked up an' lef on the
sly with a travelin' photygraph man.
Jen wuz only a baby an' George, her
other chiP, wuzn't more'n two years ol\

She wuz killed on the failroad a few
weeks after, when the train she an' the
feller wuz on run off the track, an' a good
riddance 'twas."

Mat glanced at Jennie, who sat on the
step, her plump hands clasped across her
knee, but that young lady had heard the
tale so often that she showed no emotion.
"Miss' Roberts is good lookin'," inter-

posed Ellie, an' "I guess she's good tem-
pered. She's only got one boy, an' he's

grown up, an' her farm's a mighty good
one. She ain't more'n forty, an' I can't

see whut she wants to take up jwith pap
fer, but you can't tell whut them widders
will do."

"There never wuz sech a mixed-up
family as this is," continued Mat, making the
dust fly, "an' when you come to talk of mixin'
it some more, I'm jes' out of all manner of
patience."

"Whut are you goin' to do 'bout it?" queried
Ellie, anxiously. "Pap's as set in his ways as
the fence posts, an' jes' 'bout as yieldin' when
his min' is made up."

"I don't know whut to do, but something
mus' be done. I've been through so much
with pap's marryin' scrapes, bein' the oldes'

of all his ehildu rn, that I know I'll go ravin'
crazy ef 1 have to put up with any more."
Mat Sooy was a tall, lank spinster of two

and thirty, with a face that might be consid-
ered one of nature's freaks of economy, for
the odds and ends of several types of visage
seemed to have been used in its make-up. The
forehead, cheek-bones and eye-sockets were
thin, not to say cadaverous, but the chin and
lower jaws were round and heavy, though set
above a bony and yellow neck. Her eyes
slanted several degrees toward her long, tbin
nose, and as one was blue and the other gray,
and they were of different sizes—though both
were considerably smaller than the correct
proportion when compared to the size of her
face—one had the impression in gazing upon
her, that she was a composition of an anatom-
ical junk-shop. In spite of these defects of
person, Mat was a woman "that could be de-
pended on," as she herself often said, arid had
the tamily credit much at heart.

He was deliberating over his plan of campaign.

period chipped small pieces off here and there,

but the scars only served to emphasize the
hardness of his countenance. His cheek-
bones were high, his nose long and thin, his

mouth wide, thin-lipped and presenting the
appearance of a slightly-puckered seam. His
eyes had the same oriental cast already noted
in "Mat," were equally small, and constitu-
tionally red and watery. His face was desti-

tute of any hirsute adornment, though he
wore under his chin a wisp of the color and
fineness of broom-corn. This ornamental
appendage seemed to have some occult con-
nection with Mr. Hamilton Sooy's organ of
meditation, for every time that he gave it an
extra twist as he sat under the cherry-tree
smoking, his attitude assumed a deeper
thoughtfulness. The morning was hot,
and with that cheerful disregard of looks
upon which he sometimes prided himself,
Ham had removed his shoes and stockings,
turned down the collar and as much of the
surrounding fabric of his blue-check shirt as
could be turned down, and rolled up the
sleeves as far as they would go. In this stage
of decollete he presented a picture that might
have daunted the widow Roberts, could she
have beheld it.

A casual observer could not have explained
which was the attraction possessed by Hamil-
ton Sooy, that made him a favorite with the
fair sex, but he had, as Mat truthfully averred,
broken many a lance on the field of love,

as his "first," "second," "third," and so on, as
though they were the elements in an acrostic

—

his second had been equally dutiful, and Jane
Blackburn, though she had her faults, was a
good housekeeper and worth her keep, though
he couldn't keep her, for she died after a brief

period of matrimonial bliss. Ham's fourth
had been won in a single afternoon. She was
an itinerant book agent, who called at the
farm-house one day, when Ham was for the
third time a widower. His wife had been
dead five months, and he was trying to keep
house for his family himself, with the aid of

his eldest, then but a child.

There were those of his neighbors who de-

clared that"Ham Sooy was so stingy that he
would skin a flea for the sake of its hide, if

the hide had a market value," and hinted
that he thought it cheaper to marry than to

hire a girl to take care of his children. At all

events, he proposed to the book agent on half

an hour's acquaintance, was accepted and
married the same afternoon. She lived a
stormy life with him for three years. She had
married him in a moment of desperation, for

she had struggled against adversity, and
though she had plenty of "prospectuses," had
no prospects to speak of. Then she met an
old flame in the person of a traveling creator
of tin-type monstrosities, whom she' had
known in her youth, before the blight of un-
toward fortune had touched them both, and
hidden away in his cart, among his chemicals

and negatives, accomplished a positive dis-

appearance from her husband's "bed and
board," as Ham stated in the advertisement,
calling upon all the world to refuse to give
her credit in his name.
Ham had been uncomfortable with his

"fourth," and was secretly rejoiced when he
heard of her death. He waited nearly a year
before he married again, and then besought a
meek and hard-worked country girl on an ad-
joining farm to be his Vfifth." She would
have refused him, but he had first consulted
her father, as though the matter was one in

which she could not but concur. Her father

had some dealings with Sooy, involving prih"

cipal and interest, and in consideration of the
canceling of certain obligations by the wooer
of his daughter, commanded her to marry the
obliging creditor. The poor creature had
never possessed sufficient courage to defy her
parent, and therefore submitted. It was of

this last wife that Ham thought with the

nearest approach to tenderness, which his

heart, grown callous with his many losses,

marital, and gains material, was capable. He
had several tranquil years with her, and
although she was overworked and imposed
upon, she never complained. She died silent-

ly and patiently as she had lived. One morn-
ing she did not rise as usual, and when
Ham turned over in bed for his last and
sweetest nap, before the cares of the day
were gathered up, he informed her that
it was time to get up and call the boys
and make the kitchen fire. She did not
answer or move. In a few minutes Mat
came into the room to investigate the
unwonted absence of "mam" from the
kitchen, and saw at a glance that the
woman was dead. That was nearly a year
ago, and Ham was thinking that he was
a young man yet and that the widow
Roberts would admirably fill the vacancy
at his fireside, if there could exist a va-
cancy where he and his seven children

clustered. The fireside of the Sooys was
literal and not figurative, as most fire-

sides are in these days of stoves.

Egypt, which claimed Ham Sooy as its

own, clung to the good old ways. "The
house that wuz good 'nuff fer granddad
is good 'nuff fer me," was a favorite ex-

pression with the Egyptians, and though
the broad acres extending in rolling

beauty of woodland and cleared farms
in the richest and most fertile por-

tion of Illinois yielded their annual
tribute of fruit and grain, which in their

turn were converted into good dollars,

no "senseless splurge" was encouraged in

Egypt, and certainly not by Ham Sooy,
its bright and shining ornament. His
house would have been considered spa-

cious in the primitive days, which are

not so long past away in this western
country that some of us do not still re-

member them, and as I am writing
from the standpoint of the locality, I

will not decry his dwelling. It was
"double"—that is, the main room had
long served every purpose of sitting-

room, kitchen and bedchamber when
the "addition" was built. This "addi-

tion" was in the shape of a right angle,

set before the original structure and con-

taining two rooms side by side, one in

the rear and a slant-roofed shed. There
were in reality two front rooms, each
with an outside door, but the apartment
considered as "the front room" was so

built—perhaps that it might not be ap-

proached with too much haste and ir-

reverence—that three awkward steps led

to it from the other, which was the
"living-room."

It is said that environment influences

character, and I have been specific in

regard to Ham Sooy's surroundings, in

order that those who hold to that belief

may, if they so elect, trace in them the

molding power that they are supposed to

exert. The interior of the house was like

that of many others in Egypt. In the

living-room the great fireplace allowed

the smoke and heat to escape together in the

Winter season, as those cheerful relics of past

savagery are wont to do. It is quite possible

that some of the redness and weakness of the

Sooy eyes was due to this revered institution,

which, by the way, is a favorite with poets

brought up in the benign atmosphere of the

furnace and steam-heater. Those who gath-

ered about the Sooy fireside when the ther-

mometer was in its most dejected mood, were

compelled to freeze resignedly half way
through, and roast with equal resignation the

other half way, a suffering only a little less

tolerable than the whole of one or the other.

This process continued "in season" for years,

may also influence character, and 1 call atten-

tion to it for the benefit of those interested in

the environment theory.

The furniture of this living-room consisted

of seven or eight straight-backed chairs, orig-

inally "split-bottomed," but many of them
now covered on the seat with sheepskin or

patchwork ; a chest of drawers, on the top of

which was a miscellaneous litter of almanacs,

newspapers, rolls of needlework, tobacco,

pipes and school-books, and a bedstead of a

dark-red color, which supported four posts,

the top of each one bearing an ornament in

size and shape resembling a baseball, more or

less defaced by time and the jack-knives of

juvenile Sooys. This bedstead was adorned

with a quilt made from the scraps of the

gowns of Hamilton Sooy's "variouses," or to
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speak more reverently, his five dear departeds,

and Ham nightly reposed under this melan-
choly canopy, made all the more melancholy
because EUie and Mat, who had "pieced"
it in their leisure and "set it together" with
orange-colored calico, recalled daily at sight

of it the family afflictions. His slumbers were
loud if not deep, for Ham, though not a vol-

uble man when he was awake, gasped,

moaned and talked in his sleep, as though the

pork and pies upon which he banqueted were
rising up in judgment against him.
It is hardly necessary to describe the splen-

dors of the sacred best room, for its wax
flowers under a glass shade ; its corner what-
not ornamented with two red and white plas-

ter of Paris dogs; its shell-covered boxes on
the high, blue, wood mantel; its lamp with
a bit of red flannel in the oil to give it an es-

thetic appearance; its plush-covered photo-

graph album; its blue paper shades, whereon
stands depicted flowers and fruits whose
originals never grew in any gardens of earth,

or the depths of the sea; its black hair-cloth

furniture with puffs of red plush about the

seats of the chairs and the short sofa ; its high-

heaped, white-draped bed and its striped rag

carpet, in which black is the predominating
tone, have we not all seen them a thousand
times in farm-houses from the Atlantic to the

Pacific? The bedrooms were really rooms for

beds, which fact will be apparent when
we recall that three of them accom-
modated the eight Sooys, for of course

none of the family, except in case of

illness, ever occupied the bed in "the
front room."

Ham's stinginess never took the form
of denying himself any of the good
things of the pantry, and his family
partaking with him, were always well

fed, though like the Sooy grunters that

roamed in the timber on the ancestral

acres, the more they ate the hungrier-

looking and lanker they were—all ex-

cept Jen, the plump, nineteen-year-old

offspring of Hani's "fourth," the re-

creant book agentess. Jennie Sooy was
the black sheep of this model flock.

While all the other Sooys were sandy,

lean and weak-eyed, Jennie had hair

of the warmest brown, tangling in be-

witching curls about a face that was
rosy with good health and sparkling

with mischief. She had dimples at the
corner of her red mouth, and a dimple,

too, in each round cheek. Her dark
eyes were large and expressive. Amid
the prevailing sandiness of the family
she bloomed like a wild rose trans-

planted by accident and growing by a
miracle in an uncongenial soil and
climate. Her mother had been fair,

though wayward, and it may be that

Jen's beauty was inherited. At all

events, she was so un-Sooy-like that

the family, .especially the two spin-

sters, held a grudge against her for it.

They had, however, never been pos-

itively unkind to Jennie, but they had
left her to herself as an incorrigible.

She had roamed the woods barefooted

and bareheaded since she was a tiny

child. She had met and baffled all the /

infantile diseases that usually de-

scended upon the Sooy flock and laid

them all low at one fell swoop. Her
curly head had some wilful notions,

which were fostered by the fact that

her tastes made her virtually an out-

east from the family. Even her tallow-

faced brother George, a year her senior,

shared in the feeling that she was a
"ne'er-do-well." From her earliest

days, whenever she failed in the per-

formance of anything that was ex-

pected of her—which was not seldom
—she was accustomed to hear it said,

"What can you expect of her, when
you remember her mother?" Jennie
respected her mother in her heart for

escaping the Sooy environment, even
under such questionable escort as that

of the traveling tintyper, and won-
dered how any woman of spirit could

live contentedly with her father, who was the

embodiment of sordid selfishness.

Jen was exceedingly unpopular in the

neighborhood. She hated drudgery, and
though she could bake dainty pastry, and
make the whitest of bread and the sweetest of

butter when the notion seized her, she would
not slave at the wash-tub, the churn and the

cook-stove as did her sisters. Neither would
she spin and knit; for though the rest of the
world buys its hosiery ready made and its

carpets ready woven, in Egypt the thrifty

among the matrons and ma'ids, barefooted and
scantily clad in the long, summer days, for

convenience and comfort, still pace back and
forth, drawing into yarn to the music of the
spinning-wheel, the snowy "rolls," carded by
their hands in the long winter evenings.
They dye the yarn, too, and knit it into stock-
ings. Jennie had a contempt for such labor.

"It's jus' nonsense," she said. "I ain't going
to spin an' weave when such things are

cheaper ready made than you can possibly

make them. Dad's able to buy me the things I

want, an' he shall, too. If he don't, I'll buy
'em myself an' charge 'em to him."
And she did, stemming the torrent of his re-

proachful eloquence thereafter with unmoved
countenance, for Ham could become eloquent

when his pocket-book was assailed.

Jennie took to books, though this, along

with her other failings, was attributed to in-

herited weakness. "Her mother wuz in the

book line, you know, an' we've jes' got to put
up with Jen, whether or no," her sisters would
say, though they both secretly envied her
acquirements, and her handiness with the
pen. When Jennie was a little girl she had
more than once been chastised for reading

under the shelter of the currant-bushes, from
which retreat the calls for her presence would
remain unanswered, and search for her would
prove unavailing. The "Scottish Chiefs" and
other heroes of romance filled her fancy, and
the stirring scenes among which she wandered
in the old romances which were available to

her, made for her an ideal world in which she
dwelt when the real world about her became
unbearable, for Jennie had a fresh fancy and
a lively craving for the refined and beautiful

in life.

Jennie was, as I have already said, sitting

on the step- of the kitchen porch. She was
idly watching the swaying branches of the

locust-trees, and paying no heed to tire talk of

her sisters, until Mat spoke of the widow
Roberts. Themshe turned toward them with
some show of interest. The widow Roberts
had a handsome son, who was employed in a

distant city. Jennie had known him all her
life, but of late she had evinced a special in-

terest in the young fellow, and when they
chanced to meet, on the occasions of his flying

tians had achieved, and pouring her longings
and her dreams in the ears of the sympathiz-
ing George—dangerous confidences for both
and making them tempting marks for the sly
archer, Cupid.
Jennie, therefore, may be excused for hav-

ing an interest in Mrs. Roberts. She looked
up and said:

•'Mrs. Roberts wouldn't marry dad ; she's got
too much sense." .

"Pap puts his bes' foot foremos' when she's
roun', an' you'd think butter wouldn't melt in
his mouth," answered Mat drearily. "When
he takes to sprucin' up on week-days an' to
callin' on a woman that ain't got a husban', I
know whut's comin'. I've seen it too of'en
not to. Las a me! I've seen so much marry-
in' in this family that I'm plum disgusted
with the whole subjec'. Ellie an' me both
might have married years ago ef pap hadn't
made hisself a laughing stock. Gabe wuz
dead in love with Sallie Rousey, an' I verily
b'lieve she'd a-married him ef pap hadn't been
a widower 'bout the time he wuzmakin'upto
her, an' aeshually cut Gabe out, though he
didn't marry Sallie after all, fer he form' a girl

that wuz a better worker—Tom an' John's
mam, you know. Gabe'll never marry now."
"Pap ain't a beauty," remarked Ellie, "but

he does have a way with women when he's

courtin' 'em. Sometimes I think it's his very

Jennie was sitting on the step of the kitchen porch.

visits to his mother, they sometimes strolled

to church together, or sat chatting in the twi-

light very much as lovers do. If George
Roberts had paid any such particular atten-
tion to any other girl in the neighborhood
except Jennie Sooy, the gossips and match-
makers would have had much to say concern-
ing it, for in Egypt slight straws, indeed, were
used as indicating the set of the matrimonial
wind; but, of course, such an eligible person
as the widow's son would not "take up with
shif'less Jen Sooy."
Nevertheless, George Roberts found her very

fair and winning, and sympathized with her
aspirations and dreams, for Egypt is not so

far outside the great, busy world that thrills

of awakened consciousness do not sometimes
disturb its calm. Young men from its farms
have won fame and fortune in the centers of

commerce, and some of them have married
among the daughters of the Egyptions, and
carried them away to grace their homes.
From time to time traditions of the doings of

these native Egyptions in the society of cities

and watering-places had reached the neigh-

borhood where they passed their youth, ex-

citing awe and admiration, but never the
desire, in the main, of emulation. Their
doings were commonly considered rather un-
holy than otherwise, and they themselves
renegrades. Jennie, however, thirsted for the
larger liberty that these expatriated Egyp-

ugliness that charms 'em, jes' like a snake
charms a bird."

"Come now, Ellie, don't you be ourespec'ful

to pap, even ef he is aggarvatin'," Mat replied.

"It's time to get ready fer church, so come
'long. Brother Williamson preaches to-day,

an' I wouldn't miss it fer a lot. He's a mighty
good un on exhortin'. Ef anybody everneeded
spiritooal comfort, I'm that one, an' I ain't

ashajned to own it."

Mat and Ellie betook themselves to the shed
room, which served as a bower for the three

sisters, and proceeded to array themselves in

skimp white gowns, which displayed all of

their incongruities of face and form with
startling force. While Ellie braided her tow-
colored hair at the little glass, that had re-

flected her features daily for nine and twenty
years, she said musingly :

"Mat, I b'lieve Jen likes George Roberts.

S'posin', now, she'd marry George and pap ud
marry the widder—

"

"Don't," groaned Mat. "I know whut you're
goin' to say. You're goin' to ask whut rela-

tion the widder's childurn, ef she had any,
would be to Jen's, an' whut relation they'd all

be to us. Don't say no more, fer I'm tryin' to

git my min' on solem' subjec's, an' to med-
itate."

Ham sat in the shade until it gradually
shifted to the other side of the tree, and the
hot July sun began to beat on his uncovered

feet, 'when he came out of his reverie with a
start which precipitated the front legs of the
split-bottom chair to the ground with such
force that the corn-cob pipe fell off the stem
and rolled into Ham's bosom, scattering
heated ashes and half-burned tobacco upon
his manly chest. He was constrained, there-
upon, to spring to his feet with a muttered
anathema, and drew in his breath, so that his
trouser's waistband, which he held away from
his person with both hands, might thus be
made loose enough to allow of the escape down
their legs of the contents of the pipe and that
article itself. Once aroused, Ham did not
again abandon himself to his da3' dreams.

"It's 'bout—time—fer meetin'," he said to
himself, with a singular sort of hesitation be-
tween every two or three words, as though he
hardly knew himself what was coming. This
was one of Ham's peculiarities, and it gave
his conversation an uncanny sort of fascina-
tion for a stranger, who could never tell from
llr. Sooy's inflections whether he was through
a sentence, whether he had forgotten his sub-
ject, or meant to continue indefinitely.
Though his words halted thus, Ham was not
lacking in decision. "I guess—I'll go," he
continued, and proceeded to the house with
the long, loose-jointed stride common to very
tall people.

The Sooy equipage of state was a "spring-
wagon," whose "spring" had long since
departed. It was commonly drawn by
two frowsy mules,who looked as though
they had been put away and forgotten
for a long time, and when remembered
at last and brought forth, were found
to be badly moth-eaten, but still fit for
service. With no Jhope of posterity
and no pride of ancestry, these dejected
animals went their earthly way with
lagging gait and hanging head. Age
and poor feeding had reduced in them
even the natural obstinacy of mule
nature, aud save when one or the other
lifted up a despairing lament, they
were silent and submissive. When the
mules, attached to the "spring-wagon,"
had stood some fifteen minutes before
the door of the living-room, and Mat
and Ellie had waited their sire for that
space of time with audible impatience,
Ham made his appearance. Mat re-

marked under her breath, as he climbed
into his seat, that "pap is slicked up
uncommonly*."

Ham's red hair was parted a little to
the left, and plastered as tight on either
side of his face as though he had used
gum arable in the process. It fell in
uncompromising stiffness and smooth-
ness to his collar, being cut off square-
ly around in the bygone Egyptian
fashion that went out with the rest of
the world about the time Henry Clay
went to 'dust, but immortal both as
Clay and dust in the 'hearts of his
countrymen—according to the Fourth
of July orators, who used to spout be-
fore patriotism, too, went out. His
cowhide boots were greased until tbey
were resplendent; that is, they were
resplendent below, the ankle-bone; but
between it and the edge of the butter-
nut trousers they were of the color and
flexibility of old stove-pipe that has
lain long in the weather, though this
rather enhanced their brilliancy in the
place wiiere the public is supposed to
have the most interest in boots. A "lay-
down" linen collar adorned his neck,
and it was further garnished by a brick-

red necktie, a bit of levity that made
Mat almost shed tears.

During the service at the church,

.>. .
which on week-days served as a school-
house, Ham's eldest offspring wore an
expression of settled melancholy,which
deepened whenever she glanced across
the room to the place where her father
sat "on the men's side," for it was not
considered seemly in Egypt for the
sexes to be seated together in the house
of the Lord. Mat noticed that her
father kept his eyes persistently fixed

on the face of the fair widow Roberts,

and when Brother Williamson called upon
him to "lead in the opening prayer," he
knelt in such a position that he could watch
the effect of his position upon the object of his

interest. Why Ham always delivered this

prayer with such unction, is one of the un-
fathomable mysteries of nature. At least

every second Sunday he was called upon to

"lead," and for fifteen years the form of his

petition had never once been varied, except

as the vicissitudes of his personal experience

led him to substitute "third" for "second,"

and "fourth and "fifth" likewise. It ran thus,

and every member of the congregation knew
it by heart, and could have repeated it from
beginning to end without an error. Never-
theless, Ham always delivered it as though it

were a fresh bit of devotional oratory, pausing
in the same places every time. After telling

the maker of heaven and earth the fact that

he was the maker, and should have great

credit therefore, he proceeded to inform him
that men were exceedingly sinful. He then
prayed for the world in general, and the
heathen in foreign lands in particular, though
why he should have discriminated between
them and the heathen in our own country is

not quite plain. This done, he began with the

president of the United States and prayed sys-

tematically through both houses of Congress,

finally reaching his own neighborhood. After
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more petitionary perambulating than the

reader would have patience to follow, about

the time the knees of the congregation ached

with weariness, and their amens had died in-

to feeble whispers, then he "did" himself,

usually in these words:

"I've been through scenes and unseens; I've

lost—two or three or four, as his afflictions

multiplied—I've lost—five wives—an' am the

father of a family—of childurn—an' I've

never—seen—the righteous—forsaken," mean-

ing, of course, himself, "nor—their seed—beg-

gin'—their bread." After this he would close

with a poetical quotation, which he had par-

aphrased and otherwise altered to suit the pur-

pose, but which he found originally on a

tombstone in an old graveyard. "Lord—go

,
gently—with us—down the declivity," here

Ham's false set of upper teeth usually fell with

a grisly clatter upon his lower,and in his efforts

to replace them wit hout manual aid, he chewed
the word "declivity" with frightful mouth-
ings. In truth, all through his prayer those

false teeth gave him more or less trouble, from
the fact that during the week they reposed in

a glass of water in the kitchen pantry, and
were only worn when the butternut suit was
brought forth and Ham went abroad, whether
to court the widow, or to worship God or

mammon. "Go gently with us—down the

declivity of time, be with us in—death an'

—

in heaven save us—fer Chris'—sake. Amen."
To-day, however, instead of noting his, mar-

ital misfortunes, Ham made a daring innova-

tion at which the congregation wondered,
some of the younger members tittered audi-

bly, and Mat, with her face buried in the

depths of her handkerchief, gnashed her teeth

in impotent despair. "Thou knovvest, oh
Lard," said Ham, "that I am a pore, lone man
—needin' the comfort of—a tender tech

—

wantin' a lovin'—companion to walk—with
me down—the hill of life. I ain't worthy—
I'm a pore cretur'—but I ain't ashamed to own
my needs—an' I ask to have 'em satisfied—"

Mat heard no moiu She knew that this pub-
lic declaration had not been made by her
cautious "pap" without a reasonable hope
that his wishes were to be speedily gratified,

and felt that it was equivalent to a publica-

tion of the bans.

The widow's face had flushed rosy red as

Ham proceeded, and she gave him an implor-

ing glance, which he answered with an assur-

ing smile as he arose from his knees. The
"meetin' " was such a success that Ham's
petition was quite forgotten, save by those

most deeply interested therein, yet its effect

upon Ellie and Mat was such that neither

could extract the customary consolation from
the eloquence of Brother Williamson, and
though the services were of that turbid and
noisy kind known as "revival," they did not
enjoy as usual the woes of the "convicted"
who flocked to the mourner's bench. Many
of these persons systematically back-slid as

soon as the revival was over, but were period-
ically frightened back into the fold by the
depictment of the terrors in store for the
unregenerate. At such times as they were
"renewed," they told with relish how sinful

- they had formerly been and how now they
meant to feed on heavenly manna every day
in the week. The place that is said to be
paved with good intentions no doubt received

whole blocks of street covering at these "revi-

vals," yet terror was never a lasting spur to

noble effort, and physical excitement does not
clasp hands with calm resolve.

There are those who inquire why true re-

ligion is on the wane, and why the generation
that was reared with the idea of future pun-
ishment as plainly before them as their daily

meals and nightly sleep, should be a gener-
ation of sceffers and unbelievers; for the re-

ligion of Egypt is 'only a generation behind
that of the rest of the world, and was the
religion of our fathers. Perhaps it may be
explained by likening it to the frightening
process employed- by some foolish nurses.
Children may be terrified into being good
while they are small and ignorant, yeV they
look with scorn upon that method of moral
suasion and those who employ it, when they
are grown up and learn that there are no hob-
goblins ever lying wait to devour the small
boy, who is so deeply and darkly wicked as to
take two spoonfuls of sugar when his mother
places the whole bowlful before him and com-
mands him only to take one, then goes about
the duty of attending to her large family, re-
gardless of boys' natural tendencies, for which
he is no more responsible than he is for the
color of his eyes and hair.

"When "meetin' " was over, Tom and John,
Who had walked across the fields to church,
took Ham's place behind the somnolent
mules, and their father lingered about the
door of the "meetin '-ho use," waiting for some
one. Ham had given his orders to "Tom an'
John," for he, like the rest of the family,
always spoke of and to the lads as though they
were one composite boy, each responsible for
the other and unable to act independently
His orders had been -brief and to the point,
and Ham was always obeyed by the members
of the family, Jen excepted. He had told them
to "git the girls an' drive straight home; I
want to see Brother Williamson on business."
Whatever Ham's business with Brother

Williamson, it was concluded when he had
informed him privately that he much desired
to have his attendance at Mrs. Robert's house
the next night but one, and enjoined him to
secrecy. He waited until the widow came
out, then stepped up to her side. She held out

her hand with a charming blush, and Ham
thought: "My ! ain't she pretty? She's 'bout

the height of my Jen, an' not a bit plumper,

though she's forty years old." He took the

outstretched hand gravely. "How-dy-do—
how-dy-do—Miss Roberts—hope—you're pretty

well?"
[To be continued.]

A FAMOUS LABORATORY.

All of Faraday's work in the liquefaction of

gases, the discovery of new hydrocarbons, the

study of the changes of steel through the

slight admixture of other metals, the im-

provement of optical glass, and the long list

of results which are to-day represented in

millions of tons of products from thousands

of factories, were obtained within these four

walls. And nothing could better illustrate

the earnestness and modesty of the great

chemist than a little anecdote which Profes-

sor Dewar, standing in the center of the room,

calls to mind. "I never met Faraday," says he,

"but Tyndall told me this story of him. The
first time Tyndall entered this laboratory,

Faraday led him to this point and said, 'Tyn-

dall, this is a sacred spot. This is the spot on

which Davy separated sodium and potas-

sium.' "

Moreover, it is a laboratory eminently cal-

culated to excite the enthusiasm of anybody,

being, in fact, the most famous laboratory

known to chemical science. The workshop
of Sir Humphry Davy, Michael Faraday and
Dr. Thomas Young, to say nothing of lesser

and still famous men, it Is a nest in which
more great discoveries have been hatched

than any other of its kind on earth. Here it

was that Young conducted the experiments

which gave us the undulatory theory of light.

Here Davy, covering, nearly a hundred years

ago, almost the whole field of chemistry and
electricity, made clear those principles which
science and applied science since his time

have developed to the marvelous degrees of

to-day. A little room leading to the right of

the main laboratory was the scene of all Far-

aday's experiments in magnetism, and a cel-

lar on its south side is known to this day as

"Davy's.froggery," from the fact that Davy
kept in it hundreds of live frogs for use in his

experiments. Professor Dewar, whose sense

of the inspiration of his surroundings is

clearly deep, dwells upon them with interest,

and tells how on one occasion a barrel of live

frogs, imported by Davy from France, burst

at the docks, causing astonishment there and
consternation in the laboratory when Davy
learned of his. loss.

It was in this laboratory that Faraday first

liquefied chlorine gas, sending thereupon the

famously curt note to Dr. Paris, the biogra-

pher of Davy, in 1823:

Dear Sir:—The oil you noticed yesterday turns out

to be liquid chlorine. Yours faithfully,

Michael Faraday.
—McClure's Magazine.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY PIANOS AND
ORGANS.

The Marchal & Smith Piano Co., of New
York, have always been the most liberal of

the piano and organ makers, and their present
offers are amazing in their liberality. You
can buy a piano or an organ almost at your
own price and terms. Don't let your home be
without an instrument, now that one can be
so easily secured by writing to this old reliable

firm. Their address is, The Marchal & Smith
Piano Co., 235 Bast 21st Street, New York.

It is very difficult

t o convince
children that

a medicine is

"nice to take"

—this trouble

is not experi-

enced in ad-
ministering

Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil. It is

almost as palatable as milk.
No preparation so rapidly
builds up good flesh,

strength and nerve force.

Mothers the world over rely
upon it in all wasting diseases
that children are heir to.
Prepared by Scott & Bowne. N. Y. All druggists.

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

WOMEN
Who want light and
easy work, either all

the time or spare
hours, can earn big- pay working for us. No
other publishers pay as big: cash commis-
sion. The business is g-enteel, and pro-
motes g-ood health, besides filling- your
purse. Write to-day for full particulars.
Address FARM AND FIBESIDE, Phil-
adelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

NO IRRITATION.

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., ClN'Tf.

LYON & HEALY,
m. 57 Monroe St., Chicago

Will Hall Free their newly enlarged
t

Catalogue of Band Instruments, Uni-
forms and Equipments. 400 Fine Il-

lustrations, describing every article 1

required by Bands or Drum Corps.
Contains instructions for Amateur Bands,
Exercises and Drum Major's Tactics, By-
Laws, and a Selected List of Band Music

Cheap Printing
$3 PRESS prints cards, Ac. Circular
pressSS. Small newspaper size $44. Great
money maker and saver. All easy, print-
ed mien. Write for catalogue, presses,
type, paper, &6. to factory,
Kelsey <V Co., Meriden, Conn.

Ginseng!
Highest prices paid for prime quality, well dried

GINSENG ROOT aud quick returns by T. A.
BRONSON, 54 Cedar St., New York City.
Correspondence solicited. References furnished.
Established 1805.

Excelsior Spring Gurry Comb
Finest Steel Throughout.

Light, Flexible, Durable,
Vibrates over the surface. Fits everycurve.
Can never clog. It's blades are of superior
advantage in combing mane and tail. Ask
your dealer, or sample by mail postpaid 40c.

C.W.WALTON & GO.,SoleWIfrs,
146 W. Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

,jg££EI

|

Hope's Wall Pocket Design.

Size, 14^x21. Price, 25c.

We will send this, together
with our 84-pp. catalogue of
Scroll Saws, Fancy Woods,
Foot-Power Machinery, French
locks, Catches, etc., and Minia-
tures of Wild's Latest Designs,

I
including the beautiful

COLUMBUS CLOCK,
upon receipt of 25 cents.

THE WILKINSON CO.,
83 Randolph St., Chicago.

OMR SYSTEM THE BEST
fWe want reliable women in every town
sell 86.00 worth of Teas, Spices and Baking
Powder for us, and get a set of Silver Knives
and Forks free, or $12.00 worth, and get a set
lof China Dishes free. No money required!
vh^il you deliver goods and get premium/'
WJLTHQMAS, 48-50 E. 3d St., Cincinnati},

Glimpses
| Photographic

I

I Reproductions
_

" l Half-Tone

|
of tho ENTIRE Ex- i

I position

.of the

World's Fair...
A Selection of

* 1 Ofl QEHS OF THET 1 /II WHITE CITY
Seen through a Camera.

Instantaneous Photographs-"Snap Shots'*

All flain Buildings
AH State and Territorial Buildings
All Foreign Buildings
Grounds... Statuary... Lagoons...

Also Characteristic Scenes from

The flidway Plaisance
A Beautiful and Lasting Souvenir
of the Fair.
A Grand Holiday Gift.

PRICES:—Paper covers, inclosed in handsome en-

velope ready for mailing, 50c. Beautifully bound in

Cloth, gold embossed, in a neat box, J$1.00. Sent post-
paid to any part of the world on receipt of price.

Liberal Terms to Agents.

LAIRD & LEE, Publishers
265 WABASH AVENUE CHICAGO, ILL.

I
California

mid=winter

j^1AIR.

Are you expecting to goto California to

spend the winter—to see what the Golden
State with its Mid-winter Fair can do

'

toward rivaling the World's Fair—to bask
in sunshine—to live among the flowers—
to eat oranges—to saunter on moonlight
nights on the sands of the seashore? If .

you are, remember that for only

$95 i

50
00

you can buy a ticket from St. Paul or '

Dui/uth to San Francisco and return,
]

via the Northern Pacific R. R. and .

Shasta route.

These tickets are good to return until
;

April 30th, 1894, and are good for stop-

over.

Write to Chas. S. Feb, Gen'l Passenger
\

and Ticket Agent, N. P. R. R. Co.',

St. Paul, Minn.

OFFICE 15°
A large font of Type (over 4A) with Figures,

Holder, Indelible Ink, Pad, Tweezers, Corkscrew,
etc. , as shown in cut. complete in nuat case. Best
Linen Marker, Card Printer, etc. Regular Price 60o
Sample postpaid for 15c. to introduce, with Cat-
alocue of 1000 new articles. CAT. FREE.
INGERSOLL St Bro.65 CortlandtSLN.Y.Cltr

THIS RING FREE.
It looks worth $5.00, but retails as low

J

as #1.50 or $3.00. Beautiful in design,
the fashionable ring in New York for lady

|
or gent. We want the names of well-to-do

j

people, towhom we desire to send a sample
j

of our great monthly paper THE GUI IMS. I

These names are worth 10 cen^s each as
subscribers, and we pay for them by send
ing you this ring FREE. SEN1> US
ONLY 15c. for the OUIJ)F. 4 months,
also list of 15 people, and we send you at once abso.
lutelT Freethiu Beautiful Kingand our paper4 months,
The Agents' Guide 122 Nassau St.- New York N V

For temporary or permanent work, our
new terms to agents eclipse any offer ever
heretofore made by us orany other reliable
publishing-house. We are determined our
agents shall be well paid. Send at once for
our "Special Cash Terms to Club Raisers."

Business College.

Building,
dents. A

School of Book-keeping
and Accounts. School
of Shorthand and Type-
writing. English Train-
ing School. New College

Elegantly equipped. Delightfully located. Room for IOOO stu-
high grade institution. Skilled Teachers. Modern Methods.

Low Expenses. Board and Furnished Room $2 .50 per week. For infor-
mation, address, R. L. MEREDITH, Principal, Sandusky, O.

A TAIvB OF WOE.
In Eight Chapters, Complete in this Issue.

No. 1.
(See No, 3, on page 13.)
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are particularly dainty, and can be made
into a number of entrees—such, as patties,

croquettes, fritters, salads, etc.

The head may be prepared by any of the

recipes given for serving calf's head, as

well as used for making head-cheese or

sauce. Pigs' feet are a too well-known
delicacy to require recommendation, and
are acceptable fried in butter, pickeled br
spiced.. Eliza R. Paekbr.

Company, of Boston, will, for fifteen cents,

send a good list of such programs, with
helpful hints.

If such features come into the sehool-

;

room they will prove beneficial to the

|

pupils and the community at large, and no
one but "old foggies" will croak because
they interfere with school duties ; indeed
just such interferences help to develop
the boys and girls. Maky D. Sibley.

WHEN I WAS MARY'S BEAU.

Away down East, where I was raised, among
my Yankee kith,

There used to live a pretty girl, whose name
was Mary Smith

;

And though it's many years since last I saw
that pretty girl,

And though I feel I'm sadly worn by western
strife and whirl,

Still, oftentimes I think about the old familiar

place,

Which oftentimes seemed brighter for Miss
Mary's pretty face.

And In my heart I feel once more revivified

the glow
I used to feel in those old times when I was

Mary's beau.

On Friday night I'd drop around to make my
weekly call,

And, though I came to visit her, I'd have to

see 'em all,

With Mary's mother sitting here and Mary's
father there,

The conversation never flagged so far as I'm
aware

;

Sometimes I'd hold her worsted, sometimes
we'd play at games,

Sometimes dissect the apples which we named
each other's names—

Oh, how I loathed the shrill-toned clock that

told me when to go,

'Twas ten o'clock at half-past eight, when I

was Mary's beau.

And Mary, should those lines of mine seek
out your biding-place,

God grant they bring the old sweet smile back
to yonr pretty face

—

God grant they bring you thoughts of me, not
as I am to-day,

With faltering step and dimming eyes and as-

pect grimly gray;

But thoughts that picture me as fair and full

of life and glee

As we were in the olden time—as you shall

always be,

Think of me ever, Mary, as the boy you used
to know

When time was fleet and life was sweet, and I

was Mary's beau.
—Eugene FieM.

HOME TOPICS.

Apple
Layer Cake.—Oue of the

nicest layer cakes I have ever

eaten was made as follows:

Cream two cupfuls of sugar
with half a cupful of butter,

add the yolks of three eggs

and beat together five minutes; then

add a teacupful ,of milk and three cup-

fuls of flour, sifted with two teaspoon-

fuls of baking-powder; lastly add the

whites of the eggs beaten to a stiff froth.

Bake in three layers. For the filling, pare

and grate two Greening apples; to the

grated apples add the whites of two eggs

beaten very stiffly, two teaspoonfuls of

vanilla extract, and powdered sugar to

sweeten. Stir this all well together and
spread it between the layers of cake. It is

best if eaten the same day it is made.
Bedroom Slippers.—No person should

run about sleeping-rooms or into halls

from bed in bare feet. There is always a

layer bf cold air near the floor, and care-

lessness in this respect is a prolific source

of colds. It is therefore a good plan to

keep a pair of warm slippers close to the

bed, where they may be slipped on quickly

before one's feet touch the floor.

The knitted or crocheted slippers, with

lamb's-wool soles, are nice for this pur-

pose, and I know one young mother who
sewed up a pair of bags of eider-down

flannel, put elastic in the top to draw them

up around her ankles, and found them
very serviceable for an entire winter.

Where there are little children the

mother especially needs something of this

kind, as hardly a night passes that she is

not going about to give this one a drink of

water, or to see that that one has not

thrown off the clothes, etc.

The Voice.—While not everyone can be-

come a sweet singer, yet it is possible to

acquire a voice to read and speak so as to

give pleasure to all who hear. Undoubted-

ly, some voices possess more natural

sweetness than others, but all may be cul-

tivated and improved.

This cultivation of the voice should be-

gin during childhood; in fact, as soon as

the child begins to talk. Too often at this

time the little one is left almost wholly in

the care of an ignorant nurse, and soon

learns all her faulty speech and bad tricks

of voice, which will require years to wholly

eradicate, if it is ever done. Habits of

speech and tones of voice, when once fixed,

are very stubborn.

Parents often lavish money in a vain en-

deavor to teach music to a child who has

no talent for it, but are extremely careless

about the child's voice, as heard in con-

versation. A child should never be
allowed to talk in a high, sharp key or to

mumble his words and drop final letters.

A drawling, whining or nasal tone should
also be guarded against. Don't think that
these faults will correct themselves as the
child grows older, for that is a mistaken
idea. It is only constant care and training

that will develop a sweet-toned, clear,

well-modulated voice to which it will be a
pleasure to listen.

The most faultless toilet, elegance of

figure and irreproachable manners can
never atone for harsh, unpleasant tones of

voice and a faulty articulation. Parents

who are ambitious for their children's

NOVELTIES.

For a side-table we give an illustration

of an ornamental way in which to treat it"

to make it an attractive piece of furniture.

The cloth is heavily embroidered on felt in

CHOICE CREAMS.

Japanese Cream Tart.—This is a most
delicious dessert and a very pretty looking
one. Make a pastry of half a pound of

flour and four ounces of butter, place on a

large, flat dinner-plate; put some jam, red

raspberry or strawberry, in the center and
spread partially over the surface ; with a
sharp knife cut the edge of the pastry an
inch in depth and half an inch apart, turn
down every other strip over the jam ; bake
in a quick oven. When cool, spread
whipped cream over the jam inside the

turned-down edges, dot the cream with
tinybits of jelly or jam, or sprinkle with
pink sugar.

Charlotte Russe.—This is pretty served
in individual glasses; small ones, about
half the ordinary size, are pretty. Line
the glass with lady-fingers (plain, thin
glass or tinted ones look well), fill the glass

with whipped cream flavored with rose,

strawberry or almond.
Italian Cream.—Sweeten a pint of

cream and add the beaten yolks of four

eggs, heat in a double boiler till it thickens,

but avoid curdling. In the meantime dis-

solve two tablespoonfuls of gelatin in cold

water, add the juice of one lemon, and
when the cream is nearly cold, stir in the

gelatin and lemon, whip well and put in

individual custard-cups. Serve cold.

Lemon Cream.—To one pint of cream
add the grated rind of one lemon, one cup-
ful of sugar and the well-beaten yolks of

four eggs, put in a double boiler and stir

until it thickens. When nearly cool, put
the juice of one lemon in a glass dish and
pour the cream slowly over it, stir and set

on ice till ready to serve.

Rose Seelye-Miller.

TO MAKE A FOWL TENDER.

When it is drawn and stuffed, it is then
wrapped with two thicknesses of brown
paper, tightly bound with twine, so that

none of the varjor or steam may escape.

According to its' size and age, the fowl is

allowed to cook in a very hot oven within

its envelope of paper, from an hour to an
hour and a half. When the fowl is taken
out, remove the paper, which is to be

burned with all the grease it may contain.

The bird is now dredged with flour, re-

placed in the oven and basted every few

Empire Apron.

minutes with the juice which may flow

into the pan. As soon as it has assumed a

deep brown color, it is served with a rich

gravy.

Full-grown pigeons cooked in this man-
ner are said to be equal to squabs.

Henry Fwahm.

Ornamental Cover for Side-table.

future should consider that no charm sur-

passes that of a clear, richly-modulated

voice and perfect enunciation. The train-

ing for this involves the discipline of both
ear and vocal organs, and thereby quick-

ens the powers of observation, an impor-

tant element in education. If children

once acquire this habit of voice and speech,

a faulty one will never be possible.

The gift of song is bestowed upon com-
paratively few ; but even after bad habits

of speaking have been acquired, it is pos-

sible for any young person, by care and
patience, to improve their voice, and sure-

ly, a charming, impressive reading and
speaking voice is no slight accomplish-

ment. Maida McL.

PORK.

Country housekeepers have a very great

resource at hand during the winter months
in the plentiful supply of fresh pork, in

the way of spareribs, backbones, tender-

loins, sausage, brains and liver. Yet it is

a very common experience to hear the

family express their distaste for such,

growing tired after a few times having

such served on the table. This is in a

great measure due to the sameness in cook-

ing; the spareribs being always fjied, the

backbone boiled, the tenderloin made into

sausage, the brains and liver thrown
away. All of these may be served with a

variety and daintiness that will render

them acceptable during the "hog-killing

season." Spareribsmay be broiled, stewed,

stuffed, baked or made into pie. Back-

bone makes a delicious roast, and the meat
picked from it when cold can be used for

salad, which is an excellent substitute for

chicken-salad. It is made in exactly the

same way. Backbones, stewed with dump-
lings, is a very appetizing dish.

Tenderloin may be broiled and buttered,

breaded or larded, and fried, or dressed

with butter and herbs, then baked inside

the stove; if desired this meat can be used
for salad in the same way as the backbone.

Croquettes, quite as good as those made
from chicken or lamb, are made of tender-

loins.

Hog's-liver is very tender, and may be

broiled, fried, or served in the various stylos

so much liked when calf's-liver is used.

Excellent pudding is made of it. Brains

a very elaborate pattern introducing gold

bullion thread to liven it up.

Another novelty is the

Empire Apron.—This is made of China
silk, gathered with two shirrs and a stand-

up ruffle. It is fastened by the ribbon

bows at ' the upper corners, with ends
crossing at the back and fastened at the

waist line, with a rosette on each side.

This makes a pretty serving-apron for

church suppers or fairs. L. L. C.

A SCHOOL ENTERTAINMENT.

Miss B. had grown tired of the conven-
tional recitation and essay entertainments,

so she set her brain to work to evolve

something new under the sun.

Philosophers say there is nothing new
under the sun, but this was Miss B's pro-

gram (or at least the original part of it); of

course there was singing, plenty of other

music and tableaux and pantomimes.
A bright girl read an essay on Louise

Alcott;care was taken that it should be

interesting from beginning to end. Then
following this was a scene from "Little

Women," dramatized for the occasion by
Miss 15. The first chapter is well adapted

to dramatizing, so it was chosen, and by
doing just a little interlarding, it did

nicely. Meg, Joe, Beth and Amy covered

themselves with glory, while Mrs. March
was genuine. A pretty picture in the scene

was represented when all the children

clustered about the mother's chair to get

the news from father's letter. The good-

night song made a pretty close.

The spinning-wheel, thatpretty tableaux,

was preceded by a recitation, the "Lover's

Errand," which served to prepare the audi-

ence for a keener appreciation of the tab-

leaux.

Then there was an essay on Harriet

Beecher Stowe, followed by twoscenes from
Uncle Tom's Cabin. This was also dram-
atized by MissB., and the characters repre-

sented were Uncle Tom, Eva, Miss Ophelia,

and of course, Topsy. The scenes chosen

were the bed-making and stolen ear-ring

part, then the one where Uncle Tom with
Eva are seated in the garden, listening to

her idea of the better land. AltogetherMt

was a pleasing program.
An instructive program celebrates an

author's birthday. Houghton, Mifflin and
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GIFTS FOR THE LITTLE STRANGER.

Very often are we asked for suggestions

as to suitable gifts for the little strangers

who have but recently taken up their

abode in this world.

There are novelties without number, but

nothing can be more acceptable to the

young mother than a book of records, that

will contain blank pages for the date of

the little one's birth, weight at birth, and

every month afterward until a year old,

-items of interest, gifts, etc. Here should be

chronicled the first words uttered by "his

or her royal highness," when the first

pearly teeth pricked through, the day the

little one began to creep, and when he

stood alone the first time and commenced

to walk.

Books of this nature can be found in the

book-stores for a reasonable sum, but one

which will be of infinitely more value to

the recipient, can be made at home by a

clever woman who is skilful with her

brush.

An exquisite one suitable for a holiday

gift, has the cover of.white celluloid, with

violets scattered over it, while the pages

are of heavy, creamy linen paper. Tiny

holes are punched through the cover and
leaves and ribosene passed through them
and tied in a bow at the back, to hold the

book in place. On the first page is in-

scribed the poem,

BABY IS KING.

A rose-curtained cradle, where, nestled within
Soft cambric and flannel, lie pounds seven-

teen,
Is the throne of a tyrant—that pink little

thing
Is an autocrat august, for baby is king

!

Good, solemn grandfather dares hardly to
speak I

Or walk, lest the sleeper should hear his boots
creak.

Grandma is a martyr, in habits and cap,

Which the monarch unsettles, as well as her
nap.

Papa, wise and mighty, just home from the
house,

Grows meek on the threshold, and moves like

a mouse,
To stare at the bundle, then outward he goes,

Like an elephant trying to walk on its toes.

Good aunties and cousins before him bow
low,

Though he rumples the ringlets, twists collar

and bow.
He bids the nurse walk with his majesty's

i self,

And cries when she stops, like a merciless elf.

v,
\" t

He flings right and left his saucy, fat fist,

And then the next moment expects to be
kissed.

He demands people's watches to batter about,
And meets a refusal with struggle and shout.

Then, failing to conquer, with passionate cry
He quivers his lips, keeps a tear in his eye,

And so wins the battle, this wise little thing;
He knows the world over that baby is king.

Between each poem should be left sev-

eral blank pages, at the top of which should

be inscribed, "Items," "Gifts," etc.

Another sweet poem for this book is,

"Where Did You Come Prom?" by George
MacDonald.

Where did you come from, baby dear?
Out of the everywhere into here.

Where did you get those eyes so blue?
Out of the sky as I passed through.

Where did you get that little tear?
1 found it waiting when I got here.

What makes your forehead so smooth and
high?

A soft hand stroked it as I went by.

What makes your cheek like a warm, white
rose?

I saw something better than any one knows.

Whence that three-cornered smile of bliss?

Three angels gave me at once a kiss.

Where did you get this pretty ear?
God spoke and it came out to hear.

Where did you get those arms and hands?
Love made itself into hooks and bands.

Feet, whence did you come, you darling
things?

From the same box as the cherub's wings.

How did they all come just to be you?
God thought of me, and so I grew.

But how did you come to us, you dear?
God thought about you, and so I am here.

Other poems are given below, all of

which are very appropriate for these little

books.

THIS BABY OF OURS.

There is not a blossom of beautiful May,
Silvery daisy or daffodil gay,
Nor the rosy bloom of apple-tree flowers, ,

Fair as the face of this baby of ours.

You can never find on a bright June day
A bit of fair sky so cheery and gay,
Nor the haze on the hill in noonday hours,
Blue as the eyes of this baby of ours.

There is not a murmur of wakening bird,
The clearest, sweetest that ever was heard,
In the tender hush of the dawn's still hours,
Sweet as the voice of this baby of ours.

There's no gossamer silk of tasseled corn,
Nor flimsiest thread of the shy wood-fern.
Nor evan the cobweb spread over the flowers,
Fine as the hair of this baby of ours.

May the dear Lord spare her to us, we pray,
For many a long and sunshiny day,
Ere he takes to bloom in paradise bowers,
This wee bit darling, this baby of ours.

Into our home one blessed day,
A wee, sweet babe had found its way.

The father's eye with pride and joy
Beamed as it rested on his boy.

But what the voice within her ear,

The mother—in whose eyes a tear

Glistens and falls upon the brow
Of the babe resting by her now—
She lifts her heart and simply says,

"O God, I thank thee, give thee praise !"

She heard a voice within her ear,

That breathes this lesson, low, but clear,

"Mother, to thee this day is given
A soul to keep and fit for heaven."

On the last page of the book let this quo

tation, by Florence Percy, appear in quaint^

letters

:

Ah! who may read the future?
For our darling we crave all blessings sweet,

And pray that He who feeds the crying ravens
Will guide our baby's feet.

Another dainty book which will gladden

the heart of a fair young mother on Christ-

mas morning, has a cover of white kid,

with a wreath of forget-me-nots painted

on it, and inside the wreath appear the

words, "Our baby."
Still another, no less attractive, has a

cover of white linen, with golden butter-

cups scattered over it, and yellow ribbons

are used to tie it with. More durable ones

have covers of gray or brown linen, or

chamois-skin, prettily decorated with a

spray of flowers and an apt quotation.

Carrie May Ashton.

KNIT LEAF LACE.

Abbreviations.—K means knit
;
n, nar-

row
;
si, slip

;
st, stitch or stitches ; o, over

;

oo, over twice; pass o, pass slipped stitch

over the one k or n
; p, purl or seam.

Cast on 26 stitches. Knit across plain.

First row—SI 1, k 1, o, n, k 1, o, k 2, si 1,

n, pass o, k 2, o, k 1, o, k 2, si 1, n, pass o,

k 2, o, k 2, o, n, oo, k 2.

Knit Leaf Lace.

Second row—SI 1, k 2, p 1, k 1, o, n, p 17,

k 1, o, n, k 1.

Third row—SI 1, k 1, o, n, k 2, o, k 1, si 1,

n, pass o, k 1, o, k 3, o, k 1, si 1, n, pass o,

k 1, o, k 3, o, n, k 4.

Fourthrow—SI 1, k 4, o, n, p 17, k 1, o, n, k 1.

Fifth row—SI 1, k 1, o, n, k 3, o, si 1, n,

pass o, o, k 5, o, si 1, n, pass o, o, k 4, o, n,

oo, n, oo, k 2.

Sixth row—SI 1, k 2, p 1, k 2, p 1, k 1, o,

n, p 17, k 1, o, n, k 1.

Seventh row—SI 1, k 1, o, n, n, k 2, o, k 1,

o, k 2, sl 1, n, pass o, k 2, o, k 1, o, k 2, si 1,

k 1, pass o, k 1, o, n, k 7.

Eighth row—SI 1, k 7, o, n, p 17, k 1, o, n,

k 1.

Ninth row—SI 1, k 1, o, n, n, k 1, o, k 3,

o, k 1, sl 1, n, pass o, k 1, o, k 3, o, k 1, sl 1,

k l,pass o, k 1, o, n (oo, n) three times, k 1.

Tenth row—Sl 1 (k 2, p 1) three times, k 1,

o, n, p 17, k 1, o, n, k 1.

Eleventh row—Sl 1, k 1, o, n, n, o, k 5, o,

sl 1, n, pass o, o, k 5, o, sl 1, k 1, pass o, k 1,

o, n, k 10.

Twelfth row—Sl and bind off 8 st, k 2, o,

n, p 17, k 1, o, n, k 1.

Repeat from the first row for the length
required. Ella McCowen.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,")
Lucas County. J

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the senior
partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co., doing busi-
ness in the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid,
and that said firm will pay the sum of ONE HUN-
DRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cl'RE.

FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence,

this 6th day of December, A. D. 1S86.

A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts di-
rectly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the sys-
tem. Send for testimonials, free.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
CS^Sold by Druggists, 75c.

RAISED DOUGHNUTS.

Why cannot every woman make good
doughnuts? It seems so easy; and yet so

many seem to think that raised doughnuts
are one of the mysteries to which only a,

select few are initiated. To those who
make hop-yeast bread the way is very

simple. In the morning take two cup-

fuls of the light bread sponge, before any
more flour has been added. Take one pint

of sweet milk, and one small cupful of

lard and heat to the warmth of new milk

;

then add to the two cupfuls of sponge,

with one cupful of sugar. Beat thor-

oughly and add enough flour to make a

stiff batter and set in a warm place until

light, which should be in about two or

two and one half hours. Now beat three

eggs and add, with another cupful of sugar,

one teaspoonful of cinnamon, one tea-

spoonful of salt and one half teaspoonful

of nutmeg. When thoroughly mixed with
the batter, add enough flour until the

dough can be kneaded as biscuit, and
without bothering about sticking to pan or

molding-board. Set back and keep warm
for another couple of hours, or until light,

and then without kneading down or add-
ing more flour, cut the doughnut dough
into cakes about as large as a big, black

walnut with the shuck off; put on a but-

tered tin, not too close together, and
keep warm, and in about an hour
they will be light enough to fry. It

takes a doughnut a little longer to cook
through than it does a fried cake.

When one does not make hop bread,

they can set up the first sponge by using a

yeast cake soaked in a cupful of warm
water, instead of the two cupfuls of light

bread sponge as given above.

It seems as if these directions were
plain, enough for a child to follow and be
sure of success in the end. Gypsy.

GOOD RECIPES.

Two Good Dishes.—A very pretty re-

chauffe, or warmed-up di,sh, is made by
warming pieces of meat in some good
gravy; have ready some croutons cut

to the size of the meat-slices and
fried, and dish these and the meat-slices

alternately, pouring the gravy in which
it was heated into the center, after it has
been thickened with a little butter and
flour and flavored with a squeezejof lemon-
juice and a little finely-chopped parsley.

Or try this : Mash some potato and mix it

with a couple of spoonfuls of cream or new
milk, butter some small, plain molds, line

them thinly with the mashed potato and
fill up the centers with a mince of any cold
meat, chopped fine and seasoned with pep-
per, salt and some finely-chopped chives

;

lay a piece of butter on each and bake till

the tops are browned, then turn them out
and serve with brown sauce around.

Cream Cake.—
2 eggs,

2 teacupfuls flour,

2 teacupfuls sugar,

1 teacupful rich cream,
1 teacupful corn-starch,

2 teaspoonfuls baking-powder,
1 teaspoonful vanilla.

Bake in three layers, and spread between
each layer the following cream

:

% cupful sugar,

% cupful milk,

% cupful grated cocoanut,

1 heaping tablespoonful corn-starch,

3 tablespoonfuls cream.
Mix corn starch in the cream, boil milk

and sugar together, add corn starch and
cocoanut and boil until thick as cream.

CHRISTMAS ON WASH-DAY.

Christmas day came on Monday last year,

a circumstance that recalls the following

rhyme stored away in the British museum

:

If Christmas day on Monday be,
A great winter that year you'll see,
And full of winds both loud and shrill

;

But in summer, truth to tell,

High winds there shall be and strong,
Full of tempest, lasting long;
While battles they shall multiply,
And great plenty of beasts shall die.
They that be born that day, I ween,
They shall be strong, each one, and keen

;

He shall be found that stealeth aught

;

Tho' thou be sick, thou diest not.

POTATO-BALL YEAST.

Having had several inquiries for this
yeast, I have taken pains to get the recipe
from a very reliable and successful house-
keeper.
Peel and boil six large potatoes, mash

very fine and add one yeast cake dissolved
in half a teacupful of warm water. Beat
until light and set to rise, using enough
of the potato-water to make it wet. Use
this to start your bread, with the usual
amount of wetting. Just before making
it stiff, take out a teacupful of the dough
to use next time. The second time add
this to your potatoes instead of yeast, and
proceed as before.

A NEW JERSEY MIRACLE.

HELPLESS FOR YEARS WITH LOCOMOTOR ATAXIA
AND RHEUMATISM—HIS CASE PRONOUNCED
HOPELESS BY THE LEADING PHY-

SICIANS OF SUSSEX COUNTY.

[By /Special Correspondence to the N. Y. Press.]

The busy little village of Branchville, N.
J., has been the scene of a modern miracle.
Chas. F. Struble, al well-known and pros-
perous farmer, living on Homestead Farm,
in Frankford Township, a few miles from
Branchville, is just now the chief subject
of discussion throughout Sussex County.
The Tress is always up to date in its

news, both political or medical, and has
procured the following from Mr. Struble's

own lips:

"I have been troubled with rheumatism
off [and on for 20 years. I have tried all

kinds of medicines and treatmen ts. I have
taken sulphur baths at Hamburg, N. J.,

Newton, N. J., and in New York City, with
a doctor who charged me $2.50 a bath each
day. An English doctor treated me with a

galvanic battery at Rockaway, Morris Co.,

N. Y. I have tried many doctors. None
of them did me any permanent good. I

used all kinds of liniments I could hear of,

but without avail.

"About two years ago I was taken much
worse and my doctor said I had locomotor
ataxia of the spine, and that the chances
were against me. After treating for a

time, he finally gave me up and said he
had done all he could for me.
"The cords of my limbs were drawn tight

as the cords on a kettle drum, and I had
such cramps in my limbs that I suffered

terrible pain. My feet were cold all the

time. I had to use a hot water bag and
heated bricks to my feet, but even then I

could not get any relief.

"Finally, I heard of Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills for Pale People, and I commenced
taking them on Feb. 5th, 1893. I found in

three days' time that the cords in my legs

began to 'let up,' my feet began to get

Warm, I began to eat and sleep well, and in

one month I had gained six pounds. The
numbness in my limbs began to leave me,
too, and to-day I feel like a new man, and
cannot say too much in praise of Dr. Wil-
liams' Pink Pills. I am able to walk and
do some work, and all this is after using
only nine boxes of Pink Pills. I feel so

gratefiil for my recovery that I am glad to

let the public know what these pills have
done for me."
In order to emphasize his story, Mr.

Struble made the following affidavit:

Sworn and subscribed to before me this

thirteenth day of April, A. D. 1893.

Ira Cross, Justice of the Peace.

Justice Cross evidenced his interest and
good feeling by the following certificate

:

I hereby certify that all that Mr. Struble

says regarding his rheumatic and other
troubles and for cure from the same, I be-

lieve to be true and correct.

Ira Cross, Justice of the Peace.

Miss Mary E. Struble said: "I saw my
brother in all the stages of the disease. He
began improving as soon as he began tak-

ing the Pink Pills. When my sister went
away in January he was apparently at

death's door and nobody seemed to have
any hope for him. He certainly had
little or none for himself, and he was
very despondent in spite of all efforts

to cheer him. He declared that he felt

better as soon as he began taking the

Pink Pills, and to one who, like myself,

was attending him day by day, there

could be no doubt that they and they

alone were the cause of his improvement."

George J. Bowman, the proprietor of the

American Hotel at Branchville, said: "All

that Mr. Struble says in reference to the

Pink Pills I know to be true. In fact, he

can't say too much about them, for they

have undoubtedly saved his life."

At the Branchville drug store, chief

clerk Henry Beemer remarked, "I have no

doubt that Dr. Williams' Pink Pills have

cured Mr. Struble." Joseph H. McDonald,

the proprietor of the General Store at

Branchville, and Postmaster Knox, ex-

pressed themselves in similar terms.

An analysis of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills

show that they contain, in a condensed

form, all the elements necessary to give
new life and richness to the blood and re-

store shattered nerves. They are an un-
failing specific for such diseases as loco-

motor ataxia, partial paralysis, St. Vitus'
dance, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism,
nervous headache, the after effect of la

grippe, palpitation of the heart, pale and
sallow complexions, all forms of weakness
either in male or female, and all diseases

resulting from vitiated humors in the
blood. Pink Pills are sold by all dealers,

or will be sent post-paid on receipt of

price (50 cents a box, or 6 boxes for .$2.50—

they are never sold in bulk or by the 100),

by addressing Dr. Williams' Medicine Co.,

Schenectady, N. Y., or Brockville, Ontario.
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WHEN THE BOARDERS ARE GONE.

Jerushy, go clear out them grasses an' vines,

The parlor's a sight with sech rubbishin'

stuff—

An' pull down the curtings an' close in the

blin's—

The dear gracious knows they be'n open
enough;

An' fetch in the chairs that's all over the

lawn,
We'll hev time to set down, now the boarders

is gone.

You best burn them papers an' magazines up.

The picters that's in 'em ain't fit to be seen.

An' if here ain't cigars in the baby's gilt cup,

An' somebody's necktie hung over the

screen!

There's jes' seeh a clutter, as sure as ye're

born.

That's left every time when the boarders is

gone.

I've got to hev Hiram's bed fixed up agen—
His mattress an' blankets is out in that L;

He'll be glad to git back from the barn, where
he's ben

No better'n camped out—an' I ain't slep'

well,

A-wantin' my pilla's—I ain't h'ad but one;

I'm glad as o' glory the boarders is gone

!

Let's hev a good dinner, for once, to our-

selves ;

I'll beat up a custard with some eggs that is

left,

An' I think there's a pie on the buttery
shelves,

An' one piece of pork, not a very big heft.

But Hie'll kill a chicken—so put the pot on ;

We dast hev a meal, now the boarders is gone!
—Puck.

HINTS FROM MAY MANTON.

ihis stylish cape, with the

Columbus cape collar, is a
favorite outdoor wrap this

season. It is equally be-

coming to all—tall orshort,

stout or slim—and the'

ease with which it can be

put on or slipped off, n^
matter how large the dress

sleeves may be, makes it

easily the most popular garment worn.
The Columbus cape collar is cut in six

gored sections, narrowing at the neck, and
can be used separately in remodeling last

season's garments—coats, jackets or wraps
—to give them the latest mode. Made of

fur, velvet, plush or astrakhan, it can be

worn over any style of outdoor garment.

An edging of fur makes a pretty finish.

The cape hangs in graceful folds from the

shoulders, without the objectionable full-

ness of the full circular.

We here present a very desirable and
beautiful dress for a child. The model was
of diagonal wool plaid, in red and black,

the lower edge of the skirt, sleeves and
neck being trimmed with narrow, black

velvet ribbon. The jacket, bodyand ripple

sleeve caps, were of two-toned velvet—red

and black—the front and back being caught
together with rosettes of red satin. Hat
of red felt, faced with velvet to match, aud
trimmed with red satin rosettes.

i Wo. 4,026.—Ladies' Cape, with Colum-
bian Cape Collar.

Very stylish dresses can be developed in

plain material by this design, trimming
the jacket and ruffles on the free edges
with braid or lace insertion. The jacket

can also be made separately for removal,
if so desired, and a single sleeve-cap can

take the place of the double one here
shown.
The ladies' cape and girl's dress shown on

this page are made from the celebrated

"Bazar glove-fitting patterns." Dress-

makers and fashion authorities recom-
mended them as being among the most
simple, economical and reliable cut-paper
patterns. Full and explicit directions for

putting together the garments accompany
each pattern. We have arranged with the
makers of these patterns to furnish us
with them in all sizes. They are thor-

oughly reliable and complete in every way.
We will mail two patterns of either style

or any size, and the Farm and Fireside
one year, for 65 cents, or will send two
patterns free to any one sending us one
yearly subscriber at 65 cents, if the sub-

scriber takes two patterns also—or at 50'

cents if the subscriber wants the paper
only. Price of each pattern, when pur-

chased, 25 cents. Postage paid by us.

Order by pattern number.
Note.—Pattern No. 4,026 can be furnished

in five sizes—32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches,

bust measure. Always give size wanted.
Pattern No. 4,028 (girl's dress) can be fur-

nished in sizes 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

Always state age of the miss that pattern
is wanted for.

THE ART OF SLIGHTING.

Methinks I hear some of you dear, good
souls exclaim, aghast, "Slighting an art?

Absurd! No one should slight any-
thing."

Nevertheless, I stoutly affirm it is an art,

and a fine one at that—one that every per-

son, rich or poor, should so thoroughly
master that it will become a science to

them.
Nothing should be slighted.where health

and comfort are concerned, but there are a

multitude of accessories that can be
omitted from the curriculum of routine

work without harm to anybody or any-
thing. Let some things go, if necessary,

but I beg of you, oh, ye busy mothers, do
not begin by taking from the wee ones the

time that rightfully belongs to them. Do
not allow your heart and hands to become
so overcrowded that you have not time to

enjoy your children's childhood. What a

fascinating study it becomes, this watch-

ing the development of your child's mind
and body. Do not become a slave to your
child, but do not permit other duties to so

encroach upon your time that you are too

weary to enjoy your own baby. You are

anxious that your children shall become
sweet-tempered, home-loving, cultured

and intelligent men aud women. Then do

not deny them your supervision, counsel

and companionship.
No one person can do everything, and

the sooner we American women become
cognizant of the fact, the happier will we
be. The women of other nationalities do
not think of attempting so much as we do.

We evidently have the idea that we are

capable of doing far more than any of our
sisters across the waters. Is it any wonder
that we American women possess highly

sensitive and nervous organisms? Per-

haps many of us would not be guilty of

overdoing our powers, if all were directed

in one or two ways. It is the multiplicity

of duties that is causing so many instances

of nervous prostration. No woman can be

her own housekeeper, cook, seamstress,

laundress and nurse, besides being pres-

ident of the missionary, ladies' aid and
Chautauqua circle.

If one be so fortunate as to hire her

housework and part of her sewing done,

she will undoubtedly join the art class and
spend much time in painting and fancy

work, while many hours will be spent in

performing social duties (?). Then she

will be made to feel it her duty to accept

the office of secretary of the Ladies' Libra-

ry Club or of the local W. C. T. U., because

she has so little to do at home.
It is this variety of work—the abundance

of it—this never-get-away-from-it feeling,

that wears so heavily upon already jaded

nerves; this rushing from one thing -to

another that breaks down the system. If

one attempts too much, the ghosts of un-

performed duties will haunt her in her

dreams. For

"Labor with what zeal we will,

Something still remains undone;
Something uncompleted still

Waits the rising of the sun."

That some women, by judicious manage-
ment and practical, systematic planning,

can accomplish easily what three less sys-

tematic women could do, is no just reason

why they should attempt to do the work
of five such lackadaisical creatures. It is

really pitiable to see how some women
labor from early morn till late at night,

taking thousands of unnecessary steps,

but accomplishing little withal, all for the

want of a little system ; their heads fail to

save their heels. And the ridiculous part

of it is, they flatter themselves that no one
other woman, under the same circum-
stances, could do any more work than
they. If you would hint to them that

the same amount of work could be accom-
plished with less arduous labor, they
would answer, "What is worth doing, is

worth doing well." A trite saying and
one that is true—with limitations.

I used often to watch a neighbor of mine
as she was doing her week's ironing. Not
that I made calls in the forenoon, for I be-

lieve in practicing the Golden Rule in that

particular ; but she spent so much time in

No. 4,028.—Girl's Dress.

doing up her morning's work that her
ironing was invariably left until the after-

noon. Think of ironing of hot afternoons

!

Now, if I cannot get my dishes washed,
beds made, floors swept and dusting done
in time to finish ironing before dinner,

some of the floors go unswept and the in-

conspicuous dusting remains undone. The
beds also receive a thorough airing on that

day, not being made until afternoon.

But to return to my neighbor. I have
seen her iron old, worn-out towels and
aprons as carefully as though they had
been fine shirts. In martyr-like toues she

would declare, "These large ironings are

just killing me!" And then would com-
placently add, "But 'tain't my nature to

slight things." In the winter, all the win-
ter underclothing must needs be "damp-
ened down" and ironed smoothly the next

day. In the summer, all the cotton under-

clothing was ironed and reironed until it

fairly shone. She thought any woman
who ironed flannels direct from the line,

or who merely ironed the bands and fac-

ings, was a very careless housekeeper, in-

deed. She scoffed at the idea that her

process shrank and hardened the delicate

fabrics; or that clothing would wear
longer if ironed less; or that every-day

sheets, if folded smoothly, dampened well

and ironed at the top, bottom and selyage

edge was sufficient, if other duties pressed.

She would not rub the iron over a cloth on
which beeswax had been put, thus render-

ing it smooth, because her mother did not
do so.

You should see my neighbor mend.
Garments that she knew could be worn
but once or twice more, received as careful

mending as those almost entirely new. Old

stockings were carefully and laboriously

darned, when they could far more easily

have been cut down or made over.

As we sit down to inspect the contents

of our mending-baskets, in regard to some
well-wrorn garment the query will arise,

"Is this worth mending again ?" Give it

the benefit of the doubt and mend it once

more; but do not, I beseech of you. bestow

upon it the painstaking care that a newer
article deserves. Mend the garments worth,

mending, carefully and well. It does not

pay to slight them, but be chary of the

time spent upon worn-out goods.

This misguided neighbor prided herself

upon the fact that no one ever saw her

children dirty or ragged. I admit that

they were seldom dirty, but just so seldom
were they happy. The house must be

kept so scrupulously clean, that they were
never allowed the innocent joys of child-

hood. They were not permitted to play

with sufficient vigor to soil or tear their

clothes; they had their highest enjoyment
away from home. Consequently, they are

growing up with a dislike for home. Their

mother, who prided herself on slighting

nothing, neglected the higher natures of

j
her children. She failed signally in be-

i coming a friend to them ; while minister-

ing to their physical wants, she neglected
to give them the loving sympathy their

child minds required. Her own mind
having become dwarfed, through negli-

gence, she could not be a companion and
helper to them in their studies or occupa-
tions. She slighted the things of greatest
importance, and counted as naught those
of infinite value. I do not believe in al-

lowing the wee ones to be habitually rag-
ged or dirty, but if a little dirt, at times,
will add to - their happiness, let them
have it.

•Two of the happiest children I have ever
seen were "neglected" for an hour or two
each morning during the past summer.
Each was given a fire-shovel, old spoons,
tin buckets and cups, and sent out into the
yard, through which ran a tiny irrigating

ditch; there they played, busily and hap-
pily, until half-past ten o'clock. They
would dig ditches, build bridges, bore arte-

sian wells, plant potatoes and other veg-
etables, make pies and cakes, and as the
school-boy says in his essay, "Many other
things too numerous to be mentioned."
Their pies and cakes were made of water
and sand, which can be readily brushed off

when dry. For raisins and different kinds
of fruit, the smooth pebbles made an ex-
cellent substitute. After tiring of this,

they were brought into the house, bathed,
dressed and put to bed for a good nap be-
fore dinner. After dinner, their amuse-
ment consisted of more quiet, cleanly plays
in the house. Wasn't that far more sen-

sible than attempting, to keep them neat
and clean all the morning? What if they
did get dirty? They were engaged in
healthful play, and the mother had time
to attend to household duties while they
were gone. She understood the true sci-

ence of slighting her children. She made
their clothes for morning wear tastefully,

but plain, putting no unnecessary work
upon them. Hence, a little dirt or a- rent

did not worry her in the least; the gar-

ment could be easily washed and mended.
She carried this same judgment about

the house. Tier wrork there was not al-

lowed to consume an undue amount of

time. She was not very strong; hence, she
made it a study to distinguish between
the essentials and non-essentials of house-
keeping and home-making, and was never
too tired or busy to sympathize with,

counsel and instruct her children.

Some things must be slighted, or par-

tially so, and every true home-maker
should study to distinguish between that

which is merely good and that which is

really best. Many things considered pos-

itive necessities are really only luxuries.

This we find when, throwing care to the

winds, we betake ourselves to a delightful

mountain resort. As we enjoy camp life

for a few weeks, we are highly delighted

with the simplicity of it. We enjoy eating

there, and eat with evident relish, even if

the food be not served in courses. Fresh

mountain berries are just as palatable and
far more digestible than rich pies or pas-

tries. Too much time is spent by the busy
housewife in preparing the dinner dessert.

Fruit with whipped cream, snowy bread

and golden butter form a dessert that can-

not be excelled by the most famous French
chef.

There would be fewer dyspeptics in the

land if our living were more simple. Our
little ones would have fewer spells of sick-

ness if their diet were more simple. Our
children will be no healthier, happier nor

smarter because we spend hour after hour
making dainty clothes for them in which
to play, or pampering to a "spoiled taste."

Too few mothers seem to realize the com-
fort to be derived from pretty little flannel

dresses; the lighter weight material being

delightful for spring and autumn wear,

the heavier for winter. They always look

well, are warm and comfortable; easily

made and more easily laundered and kept
in repair.

I once knew a mother who kept her little

boy looking clean and well dressed one
entire winter by having for him simply a

change of flannel dresscs,~whien he wore
without aprons. She said the aprons were
harder to make and do up than the dresses.
1' have seen her wash one dress at night in

one suds only, shake well, hang up to dry
and press in the morning while getting
breakfast. Ella Bartlett Simmons.

DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA?

If you do, you will be glad to hear that the
Kola plant, "found on the Congo river, West
Africa, is reported a positive' cure for the dis-

easo. The Kola Importing; Co.. UCA Broadway,
New York, have such f:>itii in this new dis-

covery, that they are sendlnf; out free by mail,
large trial cases of Kola Compound to all suf-
ferers from Asthma, who send their name and
address on a postal card. Write to them.

Agents for this paper make money,

and lots of it.
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FI,ORICUI,TURB and
KITCHEN GARDENING.

THE CHINESE PRIMROSE.

The varieties of the Chinese primrose,

known botanically as Primula si'ensis, or

P. chiensis, is beyond question one of the

most desirable plants for the window gar-

den we have. From early in January un-

til late in the spring it is in constant bloom,

and is truly a beautiful thing.

It is, moreover, obtainable at a low price,

plants in bloom retailing at from fifteen to

thirty cents each, according to size. As
our illustration will show, the foliage and

habit of the plant is attractive, and the beau-

ty of the blossom, added to the freedom

with which they are produced, makes the

plant all that could be desired. The fern-

leaf sorts are somewhat more attractive

than the others, and may be had bearing

blossoms, some white, some red, and others

white with red splashes.

The primula is remarkably free from in-

sect enemies and disease. Under glass we
have had no trouble of any kind with it,

but in the living-room we find that heat,

dry atmosphere and dust sometimes bring

out the red spider; but this pest is easily

gotten rid of by the use of cold water

syringed over the foliage of the plant. The
culture of the plant is simple, the temper-

ature of the ordinary living-room suiting

it admirably ; the soil in the pot must not

be allowed to become dry at any time, but

kept moist continually. Some sunshine

is desirable, though our plants, which have

had only an hour of sunshine during the

day have done better than others having

sunshine fully one half the day.

We can cordially recommend the primu-

la to all lovers of plants as being one of

the most satisfactory house plants with

which we are familiar.

Our illustration is from life, and shows

the true character of plant and blossoms

in all respects.

SOME OF THE NEWER VEGETABLES.

The following were some of the varieties

of vegetables tested in the garden during

1893. The soil was a gravelly loam in good

cultivation and quite rich. The season,

taken all together, was not a good one;

cold spring rains, prolonged drouth in

summer and cold fall rains being much
against a good growth.

Our first test of the Stanley pea made us

a convert to the claim that it was a val-

uable sort. It is described as a cross be-

tween American Wonder and Telephone.

With us it is medium in season, and re

quires a deep, rich soil for the best/results.

As it ripens its cup all at once,"succession"

plantings were necessary to give us all the

peas we wanted. Its strong points are

sweetness, size, tenderness and heavy
bearing.

Burpee's Black Lima bean will not take

a first rank in the market because of its

color, but it is as juicy and tender as the

white sorts, and uudej- garden culture

fully as desirable. It requires good pole

support for best results.

On our soil the new Giant White cucum-
ber was not a success. Nice when about
half grown, but soft and pulpy instead of

crisp and tender when full size, as is

claimed for it. On different soil—a rich,

warm sand, perhaps—it might bear out the

claim made for it.

Boston Market beet is one of the best

early beets we have tried. Not so good in

quality as some other sorts, but because of

its extreme earliness will be found de-

sirable.

Onondaga lettuce—a second season's test

of this confirms our good opinion of it. It

is very early, and what is more to the

point in garden culture, is crisp and tender
from the first to the last of the season.

The tinges of red or brown on the leaf will

doubtless count against it in the market,
but the cultivator who grows it for his

own consumption will make no mistake.

realize until the season is over how much
pleasure and how many fresh vegetables

you have had at so little cost of time,

labor and money. In this department we
will give you advice regarding kinds,

methods of culture, etc., so that you will

have little difficulty in accomplishing all

you expect.

One of the first things to do is to obtain

the catalogues of the different seedsmen

and plantsmen whose advertisements you
see in this journal, study them carefully,

and make judicious selections. If we can

help you, we will be glad to do so on

request.

A FEW HINTS ON PALMS.

During the past year or two palms have

become exceedingly popular for the living-

room, and are especially sought for by
those whose rooms are so situated that

they obtain little or no sunlight.

Many species of palms can be success-

fully grown in the house under certain

conditions; but if these conditions cannot

be complied with, it is time and labor

wasted to attempt palm culture. Heat and
moisture are essential to their well-being;

sunshine'is not. So far as possible under
the changed situation, we try to give our

palms in the house the same care and
treatment they had in the glass palm-
house.

Of course, it is quite impossible in the

ordinary living-room to have the warm,
moist atmosphere of the palm-house, but
the moisture maybe supplied in a modified

degree by having vessels of water near the

plants; more or less of it will be drawn
into the atmosphere by evaporation, and

Don't try to raise cannas from seed. It

takes an expert to induce the seed -to

sprout, and notwithstanding many direc-

tions for success are given, such as soaking

the seed in hot water, filing a hole in them,

etc., not one amateur in a hundred will get

a dozen plants from a hundred seeds. Even
if you should succeed, the chances are ten

to one that the child will be inferior to the

parent in markings of flower or other

ways. Again, strong plants or dormant
roots of many first-class sorts may be
bought at a low price, so it is better in

every way to leave canna growing from
seed to the professional.

*»*

Don't attempt to grow roses, carnations,

violets, ferns, geraniums, etc., in the same
window. They are entirely different in

their natures, one from the other, and it is

practically impossible to succeed with

them all in the same window. The heat

and moisture required for roses to do well

would be death to carnations and violets.

If your window garden space is limited to

one window and one room, try to obtain

plants which require about the same treat-

ment and temperature; failure to do this

maybe the reasonwhy your efforts to have
plants grow and thrive in the window
have failed.

it,
***

Other things which see-m of little conse-
quence, but which may be, one or more of

them, the cause of failure with you, are
these: Lack of drainage in the pots, re-

sulting in soured soil, and from this yellow
and dropping leaves. Coal gas, which in-

variably^ blasts buds of some plants, and
blackens and wilts the delicate foliage of

ferns, heliotropes and other plants of a
similar character. Too much pot-room
for the roots of callas, which results in a

MEN or WOMEN make $10.00 a day selling the
"Wonderful Christy Bread Siicer." "Write quick
for territory. CHRISTY KNIFE CO., Fremont, Ohio.

The Fucker Washer
is warranted to wash IOO PIECES IN
ONE HOUR, as clean as can be washed
on the washboard. Write forprices and descrip-

tion. ROCKERWASHER CO.,
Liberal Inducements to live agents, bu Viaj tie, ln<U

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA
BREAKFAST—SUPPER.

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which
govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and
by a careful application of tiie fine properties of well-
selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast
tables with a delicately flavored beverage which may
save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judi-
ciouB use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever there
is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by
keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame."— Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only
in half-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thuB :

JAMES EPPS & Co., Ltd., Homoeopathic Chemists,

London, England.

The Chinese Primrose.

HAVE A KITCHEN GARDEN.

A garden near the house for vegetables
may seem- an unnecessary part of farm
life where there are so many acres, a part
of which may he used for that purpose.
The families in town, having hut a few
yards of ground, appreciate the advan-
tages of the kitchen garden, and so would
the farmer's wife and daughters if they
once had one. Try it this year. When the
early plowing is heing done, ask "father"
to break up a small plot near the house,
and prepare it for different vegetables.
Sow radishes, lettuce, beets, peas, beans,

cucumbers, etc., in small quantities at fre-

quent intervals, and you will hardly

the palms will readily absorb it. It -is our
practice, at least twice a week, to sponge
the palms, leaves and stalks, keeping them
free of the dust which always accumulates
in carpeted rooms and from coal-stoves.

Every other day the foliage is sprinkled
lightly ; this care, with water at the roots

twice each week, keeps the plants in
healthy condition. It will be necessary to

see that the sun's rays through the glass

do not strike the leaves while they are

wet; a brown spot (scald) will usually be
the result.

A word about varieties and species. The
fan palm, or Latania borbonica, is a favor-

ite with many, but it is, in our opinion,

more desirable for a large hall than for a
living-room, especially if the latter has
considerable furniture in it. For the par-

lor or other moderate-sized rooms we pre-

fer some of the varieties of Kentia, as

Balmoreana, Canterburyana or Fosteriana

;

all are graceful in habit, and the first and
last named erect and slightly drooping.

Kentia Canterburyana is still more droop-

ing than the others, and makes a very
pretty specimen when grown by itself.

Cocos Weddeliana, sometimes called the

toy palm, is another desirable sort for the

house ; its foliage is delicate, and it has an
upright, graceful habit.

THINGS NOT TO DO.

Don't try to raise double petunia-plants

from seed ; a large proportion of them will

"go back" to the single form, and in many
cases the markings will be inferior. The
single sorts from seed, however, are most
satisfactory, and by using seed of the

named varieties, rather than a mixture,

you can obtain the shades of color desired.

splendid growth of glossy, green foliage,
but gives you no blossoms. Poor soil,

causing a sickly growth. Daily "hints" at
watering instead of tri-weekly or semi-
weekly thorough waterings. These points,
and many others which might be men-
tioned, are oftentimes the cause of failure
with plants in the window; study them
closely and note if they apply to your
plants.

We give away Lace Curtains, with $4, $6, or $8 orders.

White Tea Set, 56 and 70 pieces, with $11 and $13 orders.

Pair Ladies' Dongola Kid Boots, with $6 orders.

Safety Bicycle, Cushion Tires, with $80 orders.

Decorated Granite Dinner Sets, 112 pieces, with $20 orders.

Hanging Lamp and Decorated Shade, with $10 & $12 orders.

Violin, Banjo and Guitar, with $12, $16, and $25 orders.

Moss Rose Toilet Set, with $15 orders.

Stem'Winding Swiss Watch, Ladies' or Boy's, with $10 orders.

Send for our FREE Illustrated Catalogue.

GHEAT OHIISTA. TEA CO.,
210 State Street, Boston, Muss.
Mention this paper when you write.

Beeman's Pepsin Gum.
CAUTION.—See that the name

Beeman is on each wrapper.

The Perfection of Chewing
O 41111 and a Delicious Remedy
for Indigestion. Each tablet con-

tains one grain Beeman's pure pepsin.

Send 5 cents for sample package.

HE BEEMAN CHEMICAL CO.
39 Lake St., Cleveland, 0.

Originators of Pepsin Chewing Gum.
Mention this paper when you write.

SENT FREE.
P. O. M.3 Unitarian Church

UNITARIAN
PUBLICATIONS
Sent Free. Address
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

No. 3.

(See No. 4, on page 14.)

Do you want Work, at Good Pay'
Agents for this paper are given a Big
Gash Commission.

iStog A/ong of Soldi Su*t "apackage full of^ine,

R\L tfje dirt of agr? it will undermine ;

work become^ like play, l/nf tyat

a^affiy ty°«S^
for next ^ou^e» cleaning Say!

With

Gold Dust Washing Powder
the spots on the floor, the dirt on the wall, the finger marks
on the doors, the stains on the windows, the grease on the

dishes, the tarnish on the silver, are quickly removed.

You can get "other kinds," but they all cost more
money and require more effort.

Made only by N. K. FAIRBANK & CO., Chicago,
St. Louis, New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Montreal.
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JUDGE NOT.

Oh, men who are good, who are honored and
great,

Be kind to your brothers of lowly estate.

If masters, then be not in tasking severe.

If rulers, then rule men in love and not fear.

And if ye be fathers, wise, learned and strong,

Lead the little ones tenderly, slowly along.

Ere you sneer at the humble or punish the

base,

Pause and think for awhile, "Put yourself in

their place!"

Fair lady, so haughty, so chaste and so cold,

Kept safe from harm in love's sheltering fold,

Ere you turn from your frail, erring sister

with scorn

,

Think how she was tempted and how she was
born.

Her ruin may date from a smile or kind word,

The first that her poor, hungry heart ever

heard.

Then pause ere you taunt her with sin and
disgrace-

How if you had been tried! "Put yourself in

her place !"

Proud man, whom the white robes of ermine
enfold,

As you weigh others' sins in the balance you
hold,

Ere you crush the last spark in-a heart doomed
to bleed,

Let mercy come in for a moment and plead,

Ere you sentence "for life" a poor brother to

dwell
With the ghost of the sins that shall people

his cell,

Think why you are honored, and he in dis-

grace.

What is hid in your heart? "Put yourelf in

his place !"

"Put yourself in their place!" Yea, have
mercy on al 1

Who through love or through hate, good or

evil shall fall

;

Who knows in the lightof» judgment divine,

Which soul shall be whitest, the sinner's or

thine

!

Fear to judge lest you stand at the heavenly
door,

To see harlots and publicans go in before,

While you cover with guilty confusion your
face,

And cry,when too late, to be put in their place!
—Phcebe Vary.

LOOKING FOR HIS RETURN.

Passing the corner of Sixth and
Plum streets, Cincinnati, a short

time ago, our attention was
called to a neatly-dressed, re-

spectable-looking- woman, who
was standing a little distance

outside the curbstone, anxiously looking

down the street. We were informed that

during the late war her husband entered

the army, and she parted with him on
that spot. He, like thousands of others,

never returned. The disappointment to

his wife was more than she could bear.

Reason gave way, and the idea of her

husband's return took entire possession

of her mind, and for years, almost every

day, and till late in the night, through sun-
shine and storm, heat and cold, she had
stood on the spot where her husband left

her looking for his return. But alas, she

looks in vain ! He sleeps his last sleep, and
the sound of his returning footsteps will

never greet her ears. Hope deferred has

made her heart-sick, and yet she clings to

that hope with unyielding tenacity, and it

is the all-absorbing, ruling passion of her

life. What an evidence of sincere devo-

tion, of undying affection! And yet the

longing desire of that smitten heart will

never be realized.

Such are the hopes and expectations of

the world, which are often doomed to dis-

appointment. But the Christian's hope,

unlike these, resting on a sure foundation,

shall never be cut off. The Savior, before

his crucifixion, surrounded by his sorrow-

ing disciples, informed them of his depar-

ture from them; but he assured them that

he would come again and receive them to

himself, that where he was, they might be

also. And when, from the Mount of Olives,

he ascended in triumph to his Father, the

angels assured his disciples that ho would
come again in like manner as they had seen

him go into heaven. Ever since that hour
such has been the expectation and hope of

his people. The glorious appearing of

Christ—his coming to be glorified in his

saints, is a theme on wrhich the apostles

dwell with peculiar emphasis. Paul assures

us that to them that look for him he will

appear the second time, not a suffering

Savior, to offer himself a sacrilice for sin,

but as a glorious conquering deliverer, to

exalt and save his people. John declares

that when he shall appear, we shall be like

him, for we shall see him as he is. The
great incentive offered by Peter to faithful-

ness in the ministry is, that when Ihe ehiel

shepherd shall appear, they shall receive a

crown of glory that fadeth not away.

—

Messiah's Herald. _
LONGING FOR GOD.

"I have loved thee with an everlasting love

;

therefore with loving kindness have I drawn
thee."

Too late I loved thee, O thou beauty of

ancient days, yet ever new ; too late I loved

thee. For thou weft within and I abroad

;

there I searched for thee, I in my deform-

ity plunging among the fair forms which
thou hast made. Thou wert with me, but

I was not with thee. Things held me far

from thee, which unless they were in thee

were not at all. Thou didst call and shout,

and didst burst through my deafness.

Thou didst flash and shine and scatter my
blindness. Thou didst breathe forth odors,

and with every breath I draw I pant for

thee. I tasted, and I hunger and thirst.

Thou didst touch me, and I yearn for thy

peace. Where hast thou not walked with

me, O Truth, teaching me what to beware
and what to desire, when I referred to thee

whatever I could discover in this earthly

state? Nor in all these things can I find a

safe place for my soul but only in thyself;

there may my scattered members be gath-

ered, so that nothing shall be separated

from thee.

And sometimes thou admittest me to an
unusual affection, felt in my inmost soul,

and rising to a strange sweetness, which, if

it were perfected in me, I know not what
in it would not belong to the life*tocome.

O Truth who art Eternity, and Love who
art Truth, and Etern ity who art Love, thou
art my God; to thee do I cry night and
day.

—

St. Augustine.

Shield.

BE KIND.

"Have you ever noticed," writes Prof.

Drummond, "how much of Christ's life

was spent in doing kind tilings—in merely
doing kind things? Run over it with that

view, and you will find that he spent a

great portion of his time simply in making
people happy, in doing good turns to peo-
ple. There is only one thing greater than
happiness in the world, and that is holi-

ness; and it is not in our keeping; but
what God has put in our power is the hap-
piness of those about us, and that is largely

to be secured by our being kind to them."
"The greatest thing," says some one, "a

man can do for his heavenly father is to be
kind to some of his other children." I

wonder why it is that we are not all

kinder than we are? How much the world
needs it. How instantaneously it acts.

How infallibly it is remembered. How
superabundantly it pays itself *baek, for

there is no debtor in the world so honor-
able so superbly honorable as love. "Love
never faileth." Love is success. Love is

happiness. Love is life. Where love is,

God is.

—

Messiah's Herald.

THE GREAT DOCTRINES OF THE BIBLE.

1. The Bible is flrst of all a record of his-

torical facts, called doctrines.

2. Theiirst and fundamental doctrine is

that of a personal creator.

3. The second great doctrine is man's
creation in the likeness of his maker, thus
becoming morally responsible, and subject

to God's holy law.

4. The doctrine of sin is simply a state-

ment of fact concerning man's conduct and
consequent condition.

5. The center of the system of doctrines

is that of redemption. It begins in Eden,
where the promise is given that the seed
of woman should bruise the serpent's

head, and culminates with the cross, when
Christ says, "It is finished."

6. The Old Testament teaches the same as

the New.
7. All the doctrines concerning man's

future state are simply statements con-
cerning man's personal relation to God, as
determined by his acceptance or rejection
of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

SINFUL SILENCE.

In a book by Rev. J. R. Miller, D.D., are
found the following words bearing on this
subject: "People keep in their hearts un-
spoken the kindly words they might utter
—ought to utter—in the ears of the weary,
the soul-hungry and the sorrowing about
them. The ministry of good words is of
wondrous power, yet many of us are
wretched misers with our gold and silver
coin of speech. Is any miserliness so
mean? One who attends the funeral of
any ordinary man, listens to what his
neighbors have to say about him as they
stand by his coffin, and will hear enough
kind words spoken to have brightened
whole years of his life. But how was it

when the man was living, toiling and
struggling among these very people? Ah

!

they were not so faithful then with their
grateful, appreciative words. Silence was
overdone."

An Effectual J°r™*
1!abU

;

to take c
°',
d

should always keep an All-

cock's Porous Plaster
close at hand.

Placed right over the chest it protects better than any

pad, for there is no slipping to one side just far enough

to endanger some vital part.

But Allcock's Porous Plasters do more than merely

ward off harm from the surface. They protect the inner

organs by keeping the skin in good condition, thus form-

ing an effectual shield to sensitive lungs or stomach.

Porous
Plasters

keep the skin at an even temperature, and the pores

open, so that consumption finds it hard to secure a hold

even in the severest changes of the weather.

You can buy this

Piano for $140
IF YOU BUY IT NOW,

It has I'/i octaves—is 50 inches high—CO
inches long—with Triple Veneered Case,
Rosewood Finish and Ivory Kevs. It is

a beautiful Piano, First-Class through-
out and Guaranteed for 10 years.

Send us $$140 now and we will send
this piano to you. Or give $150 to your
Banker or Merchant to hold and we will

send the piano to you, to be paid for after
15 days' trial in your home.

Other Pianos front $(80 to $1500.

We have been in business 34 years and have sold
thousands of our pianos but never before have we offered so

handsome a piano at so low a price and there is no probability that such an offer will be
made again by anyone.

SEND YOUR ORDER TO

MARSHAL ftmm PIANO CO., 235 E. 21st St., New York.

[Trade Mark.]

DR. A. OWEN

The Only Scientific and Practical Electric Belt

for General Use. Producing a Genuine Current

of Electricity for the Cure of Diseases.

OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

contains fullest information, list of diseases, cut of
Belts and Appliances, prices, sw orn testimonials and
portraits of people wjlio have been cured, etc. Pub-
lished in English, German, Swedish and Nurwegian
languages. This valn^l-h- cm 1 alogne or a treatise on
rupture cured with Electric Truss will be sent to any
address on receipt of six cents postage.

The Owen Electric Belt and Appliance Co.

Main Office and Only Factory,

THE OWEN ELECTRIC BELT BLDG.
301 to 211 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL,.

The Largest Electric Belt Establishment in the World.

MENTION THIS PAPER.

PATENTS

PATENTS

THOMAS P. SIMPSON, WASHINGTON. 0. C.
No attorney a fee until patent ob-
tained. Write for Inventor's Guide,

LEHMASJI, i'ATTTSOJf & SESBIT,
Washington, 1). C. Examina-
tions Free. Send for circulars

MAKE YOURSELF A MECHANICAL
ENGINEER OR DRAUGHTSMAN;

or qualify to take charge of Mnchiuery, by the method of

HOME STUDY of THJS CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF
MECHANICS, Scranton, Fa. To begin, students need only know how to read

and write. MODERATE CHARGES. SEND FOR FREE CIRCULAR.

&60

g*45

in your own home. First-class
' Sewing Machines shipped any-
where to anyone in any quan-

tity at wholesale prices.
*NO MONEY REQUIRED In A DVANfJE
We FAY the Freight.

"Kenwood" S24.50
•Kenwood" S822.50

'•Arlington" S20.5O
"Arlington" $18.50

27 other styles iucluding
* z ^*-and::rd Singers at $9.50,

L -= = $15.50, 8U7.50. Full set

Sh '' 1 •aoO-V-"- nickel plated attachments
FKBK. Latest improvements. Self-setting needle.
Self-threading shuttle and automatic bobbin winder.
Adapted for light and he&vy work. Buy of the
manufacturers and save agents and dealers large
profits. Send at once for catalogue and testimonials
free. Address On full) CASH BUYERS' UNION,
158-164 W. Van Burers St.. Dept. 24 Chicago, III.

500 BOOKS, Ac. FREES
SEND 10 CTS. and we PRINT vour full address
on 1000 {2 color) tiUMMED LABELS, 500 post-,

paid to jou to stick on your letters, papers, Ac,
and 500 postpaid to 500 agency firms, publishers
and manufacturers, who will mail you 500 sample
hooks, novelties, pictures, magaziiieis, papers
Ac, Free with your printed address on each.
G. P. CDETias.of So. VUUngton.Ct.. writes as follows

"The FREE sample booka, papers, A?.,! received from the
600 firms mentioned, if bought would cost me i'Jb to $10.

Am delighted." ig "TVTT^-i H Oo-
No. 216 Frankford an J Girard Ares., I'aila., Pa,

10
T. D.

^^ftl^P<3 (silver? pays ror our nandsom©Obli I v£ PEOPLE'S JOURNAL one year,

on trial, and your address in our ** AGENTS' DIREC-
TORY," which goes v/hirling all over the United
States to firms who wish to mail FREE, sample
papers, magazines, hooks, pictures, cards, etc., with
terms, aDd our patrous receive bushels of mail. Great-
est bareain in America. Tr$it; too will be Pi-wed.

CAMPBELL* .X 115 Bay leaton, JCnd*

PATENTS
PRA NKLIN H. HOUGH, Washington,
D.C. No attorney's fee until patent ia

obtained. "Write for Inventor^s Guide.

Asa sample ofour 1000 BARGAINS wewill seed FREE this
HardRubber Fountain Pen, Warranteda perfect writer,& Im-
mense 111. Bargain Catalogue, for loc. to cover postage.
ROBT. H. INGERSOLL 4 BRO., 65 Cortlaudt St., N. V. City.

eh;:,

A TELEGRAPH OPERATOR'S
WORK IS PHEASANT,

and pays good wages tlie year
round, in good times and bad.
We teach it quickly, and start our
graduates in railroad service. Write
for i'rei- Illus. Catalogue. Address

5p Valentine's School ol Telegraph*,
'Gaioesville. Win.

"ECONOMY IS WEALTH."
Canvassers wanted to sell the

Improved Hall Typewriter.

Writes all languages.
Price, $30. Great induce-
ments to agents. Send for cat-
alogue and terms. Address
N. TYPEWRITER CO.,

611 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr, Thompson's Eye-Water

No. 4.

(See No. 5. on page 15.)
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BS-KEAD THIS N0TICE.-E9

Questions from regular subscribers of Farm and
FtRESIDE, and relating to matters of general interest,

will be answered in these columns free of charge.

Olieriste desiring immediate replies, or asking infor-

mation upon matters of personal interest only, should

enclose stamps for return postage. The full name and

Bost-ofnce address of the inquirer should accompany
each query in order that we may answer by mail it

necessary. Queries must be received at least two
weeks before the date of 1 he issue in which the answer

is expected. Queries should not be written on paper

containing matters of business, and should be written

on one side of the paper only.

Frothy Cream.—C. L., Sandy, Pa. Keep
your milk and cream in a different place.

Thoroughly scald every utensil in which they
are handled. And follow directions given in

"Queries" for January 1st number.

Remedy for Cabbage Lice—A. N. C,
Placerville, Cal., writes: "My cabbages were
badly infested with lice. What can I do for

them?" ,

Reply by Joseph:—Use hot soap-suds, or

spray with kerosene emulsion, or a strong in-

fusion of tobacco waste.

The ©iant Kocca Onion.—A. T., Smith-
field, Va., writes: "What onion will keep all

winter, and where can I get seed? My Giant
Roccas all spoiled last winter by growing."
Reply by Joseph:—The large Italian onions

are hot good keepers. If you want onions for

winter or spring sales, don't grow the Rocca,
but rather Danvers Yellow, Yellow Dutch,
Red WethersfielcT; etc. You can get seed of

any reliable seedsman. See our advertising
columns.
Timothy Meadow.—H. K., Dwyer, Mo.,

writes: "I have a piece of old meadow
which was totally dried and killed last fall.

I also have a piece of clover injured by
drouth. I would like to sow both pieces to
timothy. Would it do to sow the seed early
this spring on top of the ground, and harrow
in? Would I expect a reasonable crop, or is

fall seeding better?"
_

Rep-ly -.—Timothy sown alone early in the
fall will, if the season is favorable, give a full

crop of hay the following summer. If sown
alone in the spring, you could hardly expect a
good crop the first season, unless all the con-
ditions are extremely favorable.

Reclaimed Land.—H. T. J., Olney, Wash.,
writes: "I have a piece of land from off which
I have drained a lake. The soil is decayed
vegetation, and seems quite rich, but I have
made several fruitless attempts to get it

under cultivation. Nothing thrives on it

except where there has been fire, and the soil

gets burned, when it yields well."
Reply:—Your letter suggests that your 1

reclaimed land might be greatly benefited, by
applications of hard wood ashes, or potash in

some other form. Also try application of
fresh-burned, caustic lime, at the rate of fifty

bushels per acre. The sample of soil sent is

composed mainly of vegetation only par-
tially decayed. Thorough and frequent culti-

vation of the soil, exposing it to the air, will

in time fit it for raising crops.

Ripened Cream.—J. L. N., Waterville,
Kan., writes: "What is ripened cream? At
what temperature should cream be kept, and
how long? I have one cow."
Reply:—For practical purposes ripened

cream is cream that has become slightly acid.
Keep the cream at a temperature of forty or
forty-five degrees until you have enough for
a churning. Then place the cream-can in a
vessel of warm water, and raise the temper-
ature to sixty-five degrees or a little higher
in winter. Keep it at this temperature for
about twenty hours, stirring it occasionally.
As soon as it turns slightly acid, the cream is
"ripened," and ready for churning. It is

more trouble to make good butter from the
milk of one cow than from half a dozen. But
churn at least twice a week, even if the
churnings are small.

Greenhouse for Growing Onion-plants.
—A. D., Sanborn, N. Y., writes: "Should I

build a small greenhouse to raise my onion-
plants for transplanting? What caused my
plants to die in hotbed?"
Reply by Joseph :—A cold-frame is not

early enough for starting onion-plants in
time. You are liable to lose plants in the
manner mentioned, by suddenly perishing
after they have made a several weeks' normal
growth, whether you plant in cold-frame,
hotbed or greenhouse. The hotbed should be
started early, say in February, for best results,
and I find that clear sand is about the best
soil in which to raise onion-plants. Water
with liquid manure, or apply a little nitrate
of soda or nitrate of potash. Of course, a
greenhouse is more convenient than a hotbed
for the purpose of growing onion seedlings.
It is a thing that any market gardener should
have.

Corrosive Sublimate for Potato-scab
—Fish Refuse.—F. F. C, West Bay City,
Mich., writes: "How long should the seed
potatoes be soaked in the corrosive sublimate
solution? In what quantity should fish re-
fuse be used in the potato hills for best
results?"
Reply by Joseph :—Make a one-tenth-per-

cent solution (one part of corrosive sublimate
to 1,000 parts of water) gmd soak your seed
potatoes for two hours.-*—Fish refuse makes
a strong manure for all kinds of crops. If I
could get it for the hauling, I would keep my
wagon going after it pretty freely. The best
way to manage it is by composting it in
alternate layers of muck or loam and fish re-
fuse. If you can add a sprinkling of kainite or
muriate of potash or plaster, by all means do
so. Then shovel or fork the mass over from
time to time until it is all homogenous and
fine. Then apply to the field broadcast, say
fifteen or twenty good loads to the acre.
More will do no harm unless you use potash
salts too freely.

Grafting Grapes.—M. C. S., Starkville, N.
Y., writes: "I have about twenty old vines.
Would like to graft them to Green Mountain.
How is it done, and where can I get Green
Mountain scions?"
Reply by Joseph:—For any one having

only a few vines to graft, and with an expert
grafter within reach, I would advise letting
the latter do the job, even if he would make a
good charge for it. The ordinary cleft-graft
does not always succeed. The grafting must
be done on the root stock, below the level of
the ground, so the grafts can be covered up
clear above the top. The greatest trouble is
in splitting the gnarly stock. You may have
to use a saw. Set the scions in same way as
you would set apple or pear grafts. A newer
method, and one that seems to be more gen-
erally successful, requires the vise of a spec-
ially designed double saw. I will tell of this in
a regular article. Scions of the Green Moun-
tain (Winchell) grape can probably be had of
kllwanger and Barry, Stephen Hoyt's Sons,
and other nurserymen.
Tanning Hides.—C. D., Bostwick, Neb.

Io tan hides with the hair on for rugs or
rnbes, first thoronslily wash the skin and re-move all fleshy matter from the inner side,

then clean the hair with warm water and soft

soap, and rinse well. Take one fourth of a
pound each of salt and ground alum, and one
half an ounce of borax; dissolve in hot water,
and add sufficient rye-meal to make a thick
paste, which spread on the flesh side of the
skin. Fold it lengthwise, the flesh side in, the
skin being quite moist, and let it remain for
ten or fifteen days in an airy and shady place;
then shake out and remove the paste from
the surface and wash and dry. For a heavy
skin, a second application of the paste may be
made. Afterward pull and stretch the skin
with the hands, or over a beam, and work on
the flesh side with a blunt knife. To tan for
thongs, scrape all the flesh and fat off the
skin ;

bury it, well spread out, in wet ashes or
soft hair for a day or two, or until the hair
starts readily. Remove the hair and wash
thoroughly. Make a tanning solution by dis-

solving a large handful of pulverized alum
and two handfuls of common salt in a gallon
of water. Soak the skin in this solution for

two weeks, then rinse thoroughly and pull;
rub and stretch while drying. The leather
will be soft, and will make good lashes as long
as kept dry.

To l>estroy Colony Ants.—L. L. R.,

Hempstead, Texas, writes : "Can you tell me
how to exterminate what are known here as
the colony ants? They build their nests in
clusters, sometimes fifty in a place not larger
than twenty feet square. They burrow to a
great depth. Are very troublesome to
orchards and shrubbery, climbing the trees
and cutting the leaves off. They are red and
large."
Reply :—Bisulphide of carbon will exter-

minate them. Pour a little into the burrows
and close them up with earth. This liquid is

very volatile, and its fumes are sure death to
small animals and to insects. The vapor
being heavier than air, penetrates to the low-
est parts of the burrows. Bisulphide of car-
bon is a poison, and must be handled with
care. It is not corrosive, and will not hurt the
hands, but it is highly inflammable, and must
be kept away from fire. Ants, lice, weevil,
gophers, etc., can be easily and cheaply
destroyed by this agent. One of the best
brands of the market is "Fuma," manufac-
tured by Edward R. Taylor, Cleveland, Ohio,
who will, on application, send circulars giving
full directions for using.

VETERINARY.
*JJ(Condueted by Dp. H. J. Detmers.^ls

Professor of Veterinary Surgery in Ohio State
University.

To regular subscribers of Farm and Fireside, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of
charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,
the applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attention will be paid to Buch a request. Inquir-
ies should always contain the writer's full address.
Queries must be received at least two weeks before the
date of the issue in which the answeris expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries directly to
Dr. H. J. Detmers. 1315 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Note.—Parties who deBire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column, must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but for other
good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

Treatment of Spavin.—M. E. S., Ran-
dolph, Mass. Read the article on spavin in
December 1st issue of Faem and Fireside.
An Old Fistula.—J. W. M., Stratton, Neb.

Even such an old fistula as you describe may,
under circumstances, yet be brought to heal-
ing, but is useless for any one except a com-
petent and attentive veterinarian to attempt
a cure.

Iiousy Hogs.—R. B. C, Patterson, Iowa,
writes: "Please tell us how to get rid of lice
on hogs. They are rather small, black and
very lively lice. We first noticed them about
a year ago, and have used kerosene-oil, tur-
pentine and ashes, and changed the pens,
-but they stick with us."
Answer :—Wash your hogs once a week for

three weeks in succession with a good tobacco
decoction, and immediately after each wash-
ing clean the premises where the hogs are
kept in a most thorough manner. If you ifeg-
lecttthis, you will never succeed, no matter
what remedies you may use.

Two Quarts ofMilk Instead ofTwelve.
—L. E. B., Berkeley Heights, N. J.,writes : "My
Jersey cow, ten years old, always has given
ten to twelve quarts of milk a day when fresh.
She had a calf six weeks ago. The calf was
taken away when five days old, and the cow
only gave two quarts of milk a day. She is
rather fat; is fed on good timothy hay, brew-
er's grains and oil-meal. Can the cow be
brought back to her usual ratio of milk before
calving again, and how?"
Answer:— Keep on milking, preferably

three times a day, and unless the cow is sick,
or her udder is diseased, there is no doubt the
flow of milk will return. Probably you took
the calf away too soon.

A Peculiar Case.—H. H., Oak Hill, Kan.,
writes: "I have a six-year-old horse that has
no teeth on one side of the lower jaw. Now
there is one little one appearing. The teeth
on the upper jaw grow long. I have had to
cut them off several times, for when they get
too long he cannot eat. When cut off he
can eat well. Is it safe to keep the horse? If
so, how should I trim the teeth?"
Answer:—What you describe is surely a

peculiar case of arrested or erratic develop-
ment. All that can be done is to saw off to a
proper length all those teeth that are too long
and grow into the opposite gums. As these
teeth are not in friction, this operation must
be performed once a year. As you are a dealer
in hardware, you will know how and where to
obtain a suitable saw with fine teeth and of
sufficient hardness to cut a horse's tooth.

Wants to Know What Killed His
Horses.—A. J. M., Silver Beach,Wash.,writes

:

"Will you please tell me what killed my
mares? They were six years old and in good
flesh. They looked as though they were in
good health till an hour before death; then
they began to act as though they were tired,
and began to tremble all over, and stagger
around a little, then fall backward. They
tried to get up, but could not, and died in
about twenty minutes after they fell down.
They died about two hours apart. They were
at work at the time. They never did heavy
work."
Answer:—If you had made a post-mortem

examination and reported the result, it might
have been easy enough to name the disease,
or the cause of death, of your horses. But to
put it in a nutshell, all you say is that your
horses died in a very short time after they
showed any symptoms of disease. As this
may happen in more than one disease, for in-
stance, colic, internal hemorrhage, anthrax,
etc., it is impossible to decide of what disease
your horses died.

Diverticle.—Win. A., Ashton, S. D., writes:
"I have a cow seven years old, which, soon
after calving one year ago, was taken sick.
She lost in both flesh and milk, and her eyes
sunk back in her head. Sometimes she loses
her cuds; sometimes I find about a peck of

cuds by, the manger. She has spells of diffi-

cult breathing."
Answer:—What you describe seems to be a

diverticle of the esophagus, produced by rup-
ture of the muscular coat of the esophagus,
and a bulging out of the mucous membrane
through the vent, thus forming a sac or
pouch, which becomes filled with food while
the cow is eating, and is more or less emptied
when the animal vomits. If the diverticle is

in the neck portion of the esophagus, an op-
eration, if performed by a competent veteri-
narian, may effect a cure, provided there is no
stricture further down. If the diverticle is in
the chest portion, an operation cannot be
performed, and the case is incurable.

Probably Foot-mange.—S. B. D., Beloit,

Wis., writes : "I have a mare that seems to be
very uneasy in her hind legs. She stamps as
if bitten by fleas. Last summer she had some-
thing like the scratches. I cured all outward
signs of that, but since she had this trouble
with her hind legs they seem to be tender.
What is the matter and the remedy?"
Answer:—Your mare, it seems, is affected

with foot-mange, caused by mites (Symbiotes
or Dermatophagus), which are somewhat dif-

ferent from the common mange-mites, and as
a rule, do not spread the diseaseover the whole
body. First, give the legs and other affected
parts of the body a good, thorough wash with
soap and warm water. This done, thoroughly
clean and disinfect the stable, and then wash
the legs, etc., of the mare with a three-per-
cent solution of creolin (Pearson) in water, or
else rub in an ointment of soft soap and ben-
zin (4 : 1). Repeat this treatment in five or six
days, and your mare will be cured.

May be Trichinosis.—T. M. E., Atkinson,
Neb., writes: "What is the matter with my
sows? I have three ailing. They became
stiff, hump up the back somewhat, and after
three or four days refused to eat. When I

-touched them to make them get up, they
acted like a person with inflammatory rheu-
matism. I have been fatteningthem, and have
had them in small pens, with little chance
for exercise. 1 killed one. The entrails all

looked natural. From the leaf lard, when
cool, ran an oily substance, somewhat yellow.
Would it be safe to eat the meat? Also, can
I give a cow anything, drug or feed, to make
her come in heat?"
Answer :—Judging from your description of

the case, it appears probable that your sows
suffer from trichinosis. Still, the diagnosis
cannot be definite until the trichina? have
been found. Consequently, a microscopic ex-
amination will be necessary. Trichinous meat,
of course, should not be eaten ;

at.any rate, nox
raw or rare.——As to your second question,
some, usually much more dangerous than ef-

fective, nostrums are sometimes given for
that purpose. If animals qualified for breed-
ing, and desirable for that purpose, are kept
under suitable hygienic conditio»s, nothing
will be necessary.

Fine Blooded Cattle, Sheep, Hogs, Poultry,
3£S5Sf Sporting Dogs. Send stamps for catalogues,
Z^T-"^ with 150 engravings .H.P.BOTER & CO.,Coatesville,P&

1000 AGENTS WANTED
to sell the great wonder of the age,

ECLIPSE BROODER.
Inclose a two-cent stamp for circulars and grand in-
ducements. Address J. D. Wingert, Fayetteville, Pa.

LOCAL AGENTS WANTED isS~
utable staple article of merit, manufactured by an old
established house. Used in every family. Quick seller.
Good profits. Can be handled as a side line to advan-
tage. Exclusive territory given to reliable parties.
Men or women of large acquaintance in their localities
preferred. No experience needed. Full particulars
by addressing "L," P. 0. Box 1517, New York City.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.

Promotes a luxuriant, growth.

Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases Sl hair falling.

50c, and $1.00 at Druggists

FARMING THAT PAYS.

Get a farm accessible to the best markets,
where the climate is temperate all the year
round, where there are good schools and
churches, and good neighbors, and where land,
capable of producing the best sellers, can be
purchased at low prices. The farms that pay
are in "Virginia. Send for catalogue and learn
how others have prospered. Address U. L.
Truitt, General Traveling Passenger Agent,
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Burlington "Stay-On"
STABLE BLANKET fits like a tailor-made'

coat. Ask your dealer for the "BURLINGTON."
Write for handsome illustrated catalogue—sent free,

BURLINGTON BLANKET CO.>Burllngton,Wis

CLOVER
CUTTER.

in the world. WILSON BROS.
Bend for circular. 1 JiASTON 5 PA. j

No. 5.

(See No. 6, on page 16.)

GEM

"Perfect

Manhood

AND

How to

Attain It."

A Wonderful
New Medical
Book, written
for Men Only.
One copy may
be had free on
application.

Erie

Medical

Co.,

Niagara Square,

Buffalo N.Y

EVERY DISEASE OF MAN,

WOMAN, CHILD, POSITIVELY CURED
Without Bad Tasting Medicines, for Almost Nothing.

WE CURE
BLOOD DISEASES,

FEVERS, SCIATICA,

KIDNEY TROUBLES,
LIVER AILMENTS,

RHEUMATISM,
PARALYSIS,

LUMBAGO, CRAMPS,
NERVOUS DEBILITY,
IMPAIRED VITALITY,
PITS, DYSPEPSIA,
CONSTIPATION,
FLATULENCY,
CORPULENCY,
Sick Nervous Headache,
NEURALGIA,
HACK-ACHE,
HEART DISEASE,
DIARRIICBA,
SLEEPLESSNESS,
RUPTURE, ETC.

I
It is the scientif-

) ic opinion of the
. World's experts
' that in electric-
) ity we have one
) of the greatest
i
healing agents.

. One of the best
' applications of
i it is in the
1 BLISS IMPROVED
* ELECTRO-GALVANIC

I BATTERIES AND
) APPLIANCES.

I Which are so ac-

curately adjust-
ed that they can
be worn by a
child or adult,
and produce no
harmful shock
to the most de-
bilitated body.
They are simple
in construction,
very comforta-
ble, and can be
worn with any
costume, loose
or close fitting,
without being
noticeable.

Special Afflictions of Women
Are most effectively treated by specially con-
structed appliances. Our Woman's Belt is the
most perfect made. Thousands of women have
been made entirely well by using it. If you have
any trouble, write. Your letter will be seen only
by the lady expert who manages this department.

VALUABLE

BOOK FREE.
"Electricity in its

Relation to Thera-
peutics, " contains
brief descriptions of
diseases and symp-
toms, and full details
of Bliss' Appliances,
also a few of many
testimonials. Valu-
able information for
everyone. Gladly
sent free to anyone
sending 10 cents to
covercostof mailing.
Send now if you have
anything the matter
while you have our
address before you.

Testimonials.
We have thousands

of unsolicited testi-
monials from cured
persons.

Besides curing all the diseases here listed, the electric force is so applied to all important organs as
to keep the body at a uniform temperature, Alleviate the effects of Overwork, Worry and Want of Exercise, to
Prevent Chills, Assist Digestion and Improve Nutrition, to Restore Exhausted Nerve and Brain Force, to give Tone to
Every Nerve, Mnscle and Organ, and thus promote Good Health and Strength.
We want to cure every reader of this advertisement who suffers from any

disease of any nature. We would rather loose many sales than fail to cure a
single ease.
We will send circulars to those not wishing our book. Correspon-

dence confidential. Mention this paper every time you write.
DEAFNESS CURED

Permanently, no matter of how
long standing. OurB is the only
contrivance that will really
cure this disease. If deaf, or
growing deaf, write us to-day.

THE B. B. BLISS ELECTRIC CO.,

IOWA FAIXS, IOWA,We refer to any bank in Iowa
Falls for our financial standing.

THIS PAPER,

ONE YEAR FREE.
Any one sending one yearly subscriber to this journal at the regular price, 50

cents, will receive this paper one year Free as a reward for securing the

subscriber.

The subscriber may obtain any article offered by the publishers of this journal by paying
the "Price, including- one year's subscription." For example : The Atlas, and this paper

one year, is 75 cents, and the subscriber you secure can have the Atlas and this paper one
year by paying 75 cents; and you can have this paper one year free as a reward for sending

the subscription, but you are not entitled to any other premium.

Publishers FARM AND FIRESIDE. Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, 0.
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Somebody who claims to know says that a
child three years old is half the height it will

ever be.

If the Hawaiian policy of President Cleve-

land is not carried out, the dusky queen may
sue him and Secretary Gresham for breach of

promise.

Character is not cut in marble, it is not
something solid and unalterable. It is some-
thing living and changing, and may become
diseased as our bodies do.

—

George Eliot.

Asthma Sufferers
Who have in vain tried every other means of
relief, should 'try Schifpmann's German
Asthma Cube. No waiting for results. Its
action is immediate, direct and certain, as a
single trial will prove. Send for a trial pack-
age to Dr. R. Schiffmann, St. Paul, Minn., but
ask your druggist first.

Every ton of milk sold from a farm takes

away, it is said, plant-food to the value of

S2.07, every ton of cheese removes $21 worth,
while a ton of butter takes away only 26 cents'

worth.

One only "right" we have to assert in com-
mon with mankind—and that is as much iu

our hands as theirs—is the right of having
something to do.

—

Miss Mulock.

A Deep-Seated Cough cruelly tries the
Lungs and wastes the general strength. A
prudent resort for the afflicted is to use Dr. D.
Jayne's Expectorant, a remedy for all troubled
with Asthma, Bronchitis, or any Pulmonary
affection.

If the editors of some of the agricultural

papers were given three acres and a cow, they
would not know from which of them to ex-

pect the milk.— Texas Si/tings. .

The "Western Trail" is published quarterly

by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Railway. It tells how to get a farm in the

West, and it will be sent to you gratis for one

year. Send name and address to "Editor
Western Trail, Chicago," and receive it one
year free. John Sebastian, G. P. A.

In the Sandwich islands apple-trees grow
wild, and there are forests of this tree miles

in extent covering the mountain sides. Grow-
ing closely together, they do not bear much
but seedling apples, showing that some fruit

falls to the ground and sheds its seeds.

PRETTY VALENTINES FREE.
We are giving away a package of 6weet pretty val-

entines to all who would like to take our Prize Story
Magazine, Comfort, on trial for the next three
months. They are the regular cupid darts made up
with Lithographic lace work. Send 6 cents to Com-
fort, Box 309, Augusta, Maine, for trial subscription
and we will include an assortment of Comics, postpaid.

CLASS IN GRAMMAR.

Teacher—"Parse the sentence, 'Yucatan is a

peninsula.'

"

Pupil (who never could understand gram-
mar, anyhow)—"Yucatan is a proper noun,

nom'tive case, second person singular—"

"How do you make that out?"

"First person Icatan, second person Yucatan,

third person Hecatan; plural, first person

Wecatan, second per—"
"Go to your seat!"

MUSIC FREE TO YOU.
Bv sending 10 cents, stamps or silver, for 3 montnB'

trial subscription to American Nation, a charming
magazine, you will also receive. FREE, 157 complete
pieces of popular music. Address American Nation
Pub. Co. s 3'Z5 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

THAT'S WHAT SHE MEANT.

It had been oyer four months since they
were engaged, and as they read the evening
paper together, he said:

"See, my dear, only S20 for a suit!"

"Is it a wedding suit?" she asked sweetly.

"No, a business suit."

"Well, I meant business," she answered.

A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY—CATARRH AND
CONSUMPTION CURED.

There is good news for our readers who are
victims of Lung Diseases, Catarrh, Bronchitis
and Consumption, in the wonderful cures
made by the new treatment known in Europe
as the Andral-Broca Discovery. Write to the
New Medical Advance, 67 East 6th Street, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, and they will send you this new
treatment free for trial. State age and all
particulars of your disease.

A USEFUL ADJUNCT.

Guest (tenth story) — " Porter, what's this

rope coiled up in the corner for?"

Hotel porter—"Dat's fo' use in case ob fiah,

sab."

Guest (after a look out of the window to the

sidewalk)—" Oh, I see. Very convenient. If

a man objects to being burned to death he

can hang himself."

A LESSON.

Pipkin—"Does Chappie belong to the smart
set?" -

Potts—"He did, but they kicked him out."

Pipkin—"What did he say about that?"

Potts—"Why, he said that there was such a
thing as being too smart."— Truth.

CONSUMPTION CURED.
An old physician, retired from practice, had placed

in bis bands by an East India missionary the formula
of a simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and per-
manent cure of Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh,
Asthma and all Throat and Lung Affections, also a
positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and all

Nervous Complaints. Having tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousands of cases, and desiring to
relieve human suffering, I will semi free of charge to
all who wish it. this recipe, in German. French or
English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent by mail, by addressing, with stamp, naming this
paper. \V. A. Noies, S2U Powers' Block, liudtester, N. Y.

THE ENTRANCE TO THE HOME.

Here.are some of the indispensable furnish-

ings of a hall: A table somewhere near the

door, and on it a tray for cards and some sort

of a receptacle for incoming and outgo'ing

letters; another table near the end of the

hall, with a hat-tree above it, for coats, hats

and the like; an umbrella-holder and a chair

for the doubtful person to occupy while his

message is brought up-stairs.

All these things should be made as attrac-

tive as possible. At least one or two good
pictures should hang from the walls, and a

very charming effect is obtained when the
wall beside the stairway has various engrav-

ings and etchings hung at different heights.

If the hall is very long, its dreary and monot-
onous appearance may be corrected by a broad
piece of fretwork fastened across the top.

The card-tray and the letter-baskets should be

as pretty as possible, and a great bunch of

bright-colored flowers or a green plant will

make the table particularly attractive. The
umbrella-stand may be a piece of blue or

green or yellow pottery, such as is sold for

jardinieres, and the rather unsightly effect of

the family overcoats and overshoes at the end
of the hall may be remedied by placing a
Japanese screen -between them and the enter-

ing guest.

THE GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT OF THE AGE.

On the shore of Lake Michigan, from May 1

to October 30, 1S93, stood the Magic City—the
Dream City—that caused the whole world to

halt and gaze in wonder and amazement.
This was the crowning event in America's
history of 100 years. Every nation from
"Greenland's Icy Mountains to India's Coral
Strand," from darkest Africa to the islands of
the sea, poured forth their riches as tribute to
the World's Columbian exposition, that it

should be the most marvelous display of an-
cient and modern times. All that the brain
of man and woman had conceived, that
human skill could execute, was there.
Among these was the largest building in the
world, largest engine in the world, most
powerful electrical machinery in the world,
fastest train in the world, greatest cannon in
th& world, strongest search-light in the world,
hightest wheel in the world, most extensive
collection of paintings in the world, and a
thousand and one other greatest things were
there within an area of 633 acres, of which 250
acres were covered with buildings that alone
cost Twenty-three Million Dollars. All this
wealth of the earth and genius of mind was
concentrated there to exemplify the imperial
glories of our nation. Only the spirit and the
pictures of this, the eighth and greatest wonder
of the world, remain with us. The spirit will
make our natjon greater and all humanity
better, while the pictures make a pictorial
history that will tell the story to all the chil-
dren of men. On another page of this paper
will be found the description ,of a collection
of over 200 photographic views of the World's
Fair, which is sent with a year's subscription
to the Farm and Fireside,at 75 cents.

s
EEDS
O WARRANTED. O
Best in the World.
By mail, postage paid,

|1 cent a package and up.

I
Grand lot of EXTRAS given
with every order. Prettiest
and only free Catalogue in
the world with pictures of
all varieties. Send yours
and neighbors' address.

R. H. SHUMWAY,
'BOCEFOKD, - ILLINOIS.

THE WORLD'S WASHER
Is common sense. The Greatest
Labor=Saver known. Sent any-
where in TJ. S. Prices reason-
able. One at wholesale. Circu-
lars free. Agents wanted quick.

C. E. ROSS, Lincoln, 111.

WALL PAPERS.
Send 10 cents for postage. We will mail you the
largest and best selected line of samples at lowest
prices in the TJ. S., with instructions how to paper.

DADCD U A liftCDC should have our Sample Books.
rArtn nAPlOCnO Price $1.00. Nowready.
CHAS. M. N.KILLEN, 614-616 S. 30th St.,PhUo.

BIG JOB LOT OF SILK REMNANTS
FOR CRAZY PATCH-WORK.

OWING to the hard times there has been dumped on the
market an extra big lot of odd pieces of silk and satin

that are just what ladies want for crazy patch-
work. We were fortunate in securing them
cheap, and will give one of our special panic
PACKAGES to any one sending 10c. for a three

months' subscription to COMFORT, the Prize

Story Magazine. Three lots and an elegant

piece ofSilk plush contain 3ti square inches,

together with five skeins of elegant embroid-
ery silk, all different bright col- . A$
ors, all for 25c. postpaid; three

25c lots for G5c.j five for $1.00.

A Cute Foot=Rest
FREE.

Useful Ornament!)
are sought after at all seasons
of the year. People do not
realize the quantities of
goodsthatare sold through
the mails. Inventors are
daily trying to get up
something to sell by mail
that will be pretty, useful,
and cheap. A pretty foot-
rest could never be ob-
tained at a low price be-
fore (they sell for
31.00 each at the
stores), but by get-
ting up something
that is turned out
by machines in
pretty colored
durable goods, to
be filled with cotton or any cheap or cast-off substance and
then sewn up, we can now give a premium that will be
welcome in every room in nil the homes from
Maine to California^ It comes in the shape of a
handsome Spaniel /'-". lying down, size about 8x12
inches, and can always be placed for an ornament when not
in use by grandma or yourself or company as a Foot Rest.
It will create untold merriment when lying in front of the
fire, it is so life-like in shape and color. Although entirely
new, 57,39G have already been sold, and millions iinore
will be in use before many months. Agents will find them
great sellers, and should order at least a dozen to start
with. To introduce, we will send a sample postpaid to
any one sending 13c. for a three months' subscription to
Comfort. Two Rests and Comfort G months for 25c. ; five
for 50c., one dozen, $1.00; one Rest and lUc. lot Remnants!
20c. ; one Rest and 25c. lot Remnants, 32c.

Address, Comfort Pub. Co., Box 121 1
Augusta, Me,

We are the largest growers of farm and vegetable seeds in the world. Wheat, OatSi
Barley, Corn, Clover Timothy, Grasses, Potatoes, etc., in enormous quantities. 1,000,

000 Roses and Plants. 35 pbgs. earliest Vegetable seeds, enough for a garden, post
paid for 81.00. 18 pkgs. late Vegetable seeds, 50c. Say. our Great Northern Oafs
yielded 21G bush, from one bush, sown! Did you ever hear the like! Pkg. of thisOats
and catalogue free upon receipt of 8c in stamps. 1ft Farm Seed samples. 10c, With
catalogue. 15c. Our great catalogue. 130 pages, for 5c postage. Write to-day.

J9MN A.5ALZER 5EED <s- LACROSSE, WIS.

A $3.00 BOX of NEW, RARE and BEAUTIFUL
HARD TIMES OFFER—We know that
one trial will convince you that we have the

BEST as well as the CHEAPJEST Seeds to be found anywhere in AmericaFREE for trial the following 15 Packets of Choice Seeds and two Grand Bulhs-
1 BEAUTIFUL SPOTTED GLADIOLUS BULB, sure to bloom. 1 EXCELSIOR TUBEROSE BULB Lovely and *

Fragrant, _«3=-BELL'S[.Show Mixtures are Finest andRaresI[Sorts in the World. f

FLOWERS FREE
rica, so we will mail you f
albs: f

ASTER, Bell's Show Mixture.
PINK, Bell's Show Mixture.
VERBENA, Bell's Show Mixture.
PETUNIA, Bell's Show Mixture.
PHLOX. Bell's Show Mixture.
ALYSSliM, White Wave, Choice White.
CALLI0PSIS, Golden Wave, Extremely Showy.

COLUMBINE, Queen Victoria, Choice New D'ble. *
BUSH MORNING GLORY, Double Violet, Pretty.
GODETIA, Double Show, New Double, Rare.
WONDERFUL MEXICAN PRIMROSE, Worth 25c.
LINUM, Perpetual Flowering, Blooms allSumm'H
SWEET PEAS. Beautiful Home MixedXarge Flower)
HARDY ANNUALS, 400 Choice Sorts, Mixed.

PANSY. Bell's Ever-blooming Greenland.Brilliant.
ES?~A11 the above 15 Packets Seeds and 2 Bulbs Mailed FREE on the following conditions;
(This is to prevent people sending who have no use for them). Send —
us 25 Cents and we will mail all the above, postpaid, with our "Book
on Summer Gardening," and send you in the box a check for the
25 cents ; this check you can return to us and get25cts. worth of Seeds
at, any time. So you see the box of Seeds costs you nothing. We have
1'200 of the choicest varieties and do this to get your patronage. Book
mailed free on application to all seed buyers. Address, 0*. J. BELL, Flowers, Broome Co.,N.Y.

GRAND BOX FREE.
SEND FOR IT.

LOVEIV FLOWERS
EASILY GROWN.

UPON our 250 acres of nursery we have every class of hardy
Trees and Plants , Fruit,- Ornamental, Nut and Flowering.

Mary andHenry Ward Beecher Strawberries andLove tt >b

Best Blackberry are among the most valuable novelties.

In our catalogues which are the most complete, comprehen.
sive and elaborate published by any nursery establishment
the world, are all accurately described and offered at one-

half the price of tree agents. (

EOVETT'S GUIDE TO FRUIT CULTURE tells all

about fruits, their merits and defects ; bow to plant, prune, cul-

tivate, etc. Richly illustrated. Several colored plates. Price 10c.

LOVETT'S MANUAL OF ORNAMENTAL TREES AND PLANTS is authori-
tative as well as instructive: a model of excellence in printing and illustration. Gives
points and plans for ornamnental planting. Price, with colored plates, 15 cents.

Established 40 years. We successfully ship to all parts of the world.
All who order either of the above

SlS?,%
bK;Sr

sSS,K'™ J- T- MVETT CO., Little Siber, H. J.

BANQUET STRAWBERRY
Equal to wild berry in flavor. CROSBY PEACH,
frost proof. Fruits every year. Colored plates.
Full descriptions. Free Catalogue. All fruits. Write at
once. HALE BROS.,South Glastonbury, Conn.

Magnificent New Flowers
FOR ONLY 25 CENTS.

Including the lovely Orange Scented
Tuberose which bears flowers of
great beauty and of unsurpassed
fragrance,'worth more than the price
of the collection. One bulb of Orange
Scented Tuberose, 1 bulb French
Seedling Gladioli, lovely spikes; 1

pkt. Fuller's Hew Sweet Pea in
.mixed colors, a grand variety; l pkt.
"World's Fair Pansy, comprises all

the finest strains mixed; 1 pkt. Ful-

ler's New Rose Aster flowers of
great beauty, 1 pkt. Star Phlox, 30

colors mixed; 1 pkt. Giant Cocks-
comb, heads over two feet in cir-

cumference; 1 large pkt. Mixed Flower Seeds, over loo different
kinds, all the best sorts, which grow and bloom freely. The above
fine bulbs and seeds are worth $i .00,will all flower this season,and
we send them for only 25 cents. Order at once. Catalogue free. x

J. ROSCOE FULLER & CO., Floral Park,N.Y=
No. b.

(See No. 7, oji page 17.)

MAGIC LANTERNS
AND STEREOPTICONS

ABLieioN and Tray ill i9 immense. For Home Amase:
be found &9 instructive or amusing,
tloas and Pop.
kular Illustrate
led Lectures
•era, and ship to all parts of the world.

afford the best and cheapest meana ofobject teaching for

College*, School*, and Sunday Schools. Oura»
sortmeal of Views, illustrating aet. Scihnce, Hibtobt,
,ent and Parlor Entertainment, etc. nothing can
CCr'C'hnrch Entertainments, Public Exbtbl-

fEJ* A very profit*blt businei$for
a person icith small capital. We are
the largest manufacturers and deal'

If yon wish to know how to order, how to conduct Parlor
PAY WELL.
parts of the world. If yon wieh to know how to ord

Entertainments for pleasure, or Public -Exhibitions, etc., for MAKaJiCr MONEY,

m«a7mctc d" 250 PACE BOOK FREE.MCA LaL I ©T fc R » JUfg. Optician,49Nassau Street, New York.

HOURS AT HOME
is the most interesting publication of its class in Amer-
ica. 16 pages, illustrated, the best stories, sketches and
general reading mutter. In order to more thoroughly
introduce it we will send HOURS AT HOME three

months on trial and all the following Novels, Novelettes, Stories, etc., for only Twenty Cents :

EKIC DERING,

,

BY "THE DUCHESS."

MID PLEASURES,
BY MAEY CECIL HAY.

GEO. CATJLFIEIiD'S JOURNEY,
BY MISS M. E. BRADDON.

SHE LOVED HIM,
BY ANNIE THOMAS.

NANCE,
BY EMMA W. PHILLIPS.

MYSTERIOUS LODGER,
BY WM. H. DANCER.

A MOMENT OF MADNESS,
BY FLORENCE MAKRYAT.

BETTY'S VISIONS,
BY RUODA BROVJGHTON.

A SECRET DIARY,
BY DOHA RUSSEL.

A HASTY WEDDING.
BY E. H. BURRAGE.

THE SUFFERED "S OF NATHAN
SPOONER and other intensely funny
sketches by Josiah Allen's Wife.

BOUND FOR EIFE: or, A SIN AND
ITS PUNISH.1IEXT. A very interest-

ing novelette by Amanda M. Douglass.

45 COMPI-ETE STORIES BY POP-
ULAR AUTHORS. A great collection

of love stories, stories of adventure, do-

mestic stories, humorous stories, stories

of border life, se% stories, stories of

railroad life.

10 THRILLING DETECTIVE STO-
RIES as follows : Shadowing, The Miss-

ing Emeralds, Margaret Lee the Girl

Detective, An Amateur Detective, Vicdocq,

Among the Counterfeiters, The Quaker De-

tective, Silas Grimffrin's Trap, A Parisian

Mystery, A Narrow Escape.

We will send everything mentioned above—the Ten Complete Novels, Sketches by Josiah
Allen's Wife. Novelette bv Amanda M. Douglass, the Forty-five Complete Stones and the

Ten Detective Stories, with HOURS AT HOME three months for only 20 Cents in stamps,
silver or postal note. You will want some good reading matter during these long winter evenings,

and here's a chance to get a host of it for only 20 cents. Complete satisfaction or money returned.

Address HOURS AT HOME, 283 Broadway, Sew York. P. O. Box 1198.

Ill IIv CTAftlfi Iftl T9 Agents that work for usWnT OlHIlU lULLf get a valuable sample, also
Side Line to pay expenses, FREE. Good thing ! Big
wageB! Try us! Chidester & Son, 28 Bond St., New York

=GIRLS READ THIS!=
FREE RINGS.
Do you want one! No.
1, genuine diamond;
No. 2, genuine pearl;
No. 3, solid gold band
kbeautifully engraved.
"Allare warranted. We
only ask a few hour's

•work introducing ournew goods among your friends.

Over 20,000 girls have received presents from uff the
pastyear. Send for our illustrated circular and see all

the premiums we offer. "Write at once as we want you
NOW. I. H. Association, 269 D«arborn St. Chicago, III.+»
Agents for this paper get Big Pay.

5 BOOKS FREE
We will send 32 Complete Stories by celebrated authors

1 5 1 Latest Comic and Sentimental Sonars; Mrs. Caudle's
Curtain Lectures, funniest book ever published; A Guide to
Needle-work, Knitting and ('rochet, and a good Cook Book,
FRKK to all whosend lO cents fora 4 month's trial sub-
scription to Modern Stories, a large 16 page, 64 column
handsomety illustrattel Story Paper. Address
nOU£U.V<Sl01Ui;s,»? Unrren St. jVpv? Ynrli

«*» KIDNEYS and BLADDER«—
I will send fall particulars of a Certain Cure for all
diseases of the n. fl 1 U/illiamo East Hampton,
above FREE. Ill, U, A, WlllldUlb, Connecticut.

Morphine Habit Cared in 10
to 80 flays. No pay till cured.
Dr. J.Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

Its care by scientific local treat-
ment. 20 Years Experience.
Book Free. Ors. McLeish and

Weber, 123 John Street, Cincinnati, Obio.mm
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SUPPOSE.

Suppose you were reading some wonderful

tome
That led you way back in the past,

Till, with feasting and fighting in Athens or

Rome,
You'd forget in what age you were cast;

Suppose, while thus "busy," you heard a wee

voice,

And felt a small hand on your knee,

Would the world of the present or past be

your choice

At the sound of that little "Take me?"

Oh, come now ! Be honest ! What would you

do?
You'd "take" Tiny Toddler and hug him to

you.

Suppose you had been in the city all day,

In the troublo and turmoil of trade,

Till your brain was so weary you felt the

dismay
Of an overtaxed surface-car jade

;

Suppose you were smoking and taking your

ease,

And in should come Little Boy Blue

To "play horsey" with papa, and "wouldn't

he please

To kick up" and such antics go through?

Oh, come now! Be honest! What would you
do?

You'd prance and "play horsey" with Little

Boy Blue!

Suppose you were thinking of serious things,

Of questions mortality asks,

Till life, with the problems perplexing it

brings,

Seemed a round of impossible tasks;

Suppose, while thus puzzled, a frown on your
brow,

And your face looking solemn and grim,

Little laddie insists you shall be a "bow-
wow !"

Or sing "Hey ! Diddle, Diddle !" to him.

Oh, come now! Be honest! What would you
do?

You'd "bark" or recite Mother Goose, wouldn't

you?
— William S. Lord, in Chicago Record.

ON WOMAN.

Ghere are things about the fem-

inine character which completely

baffle my somewhat frivolous in-

tellect.

They are only little things, but
they are more puzzling to ,me than the doc-

trine of supralapsarian pretention, or the
theory of praadamite existence.

For instance, why does a girl always want a
glass of ice-water at the most inconvenient
times and places?

Why does she want the nearest window
opened if it is closed, and closed if it is open?
Why does 'She keep you waiting three

quarters of an hour in the parlor, and then put
on her gloves in the street?

Why does she go to a dance with a man she

doesn't care for, and rely on shaking him
after she gets there? Why doesn't ske ever

choose the right man for her escort?

Why does she never discover that a man is

"perfectly lovely" until he has married some
other girl?

Why does she never want to walk on the
turf until she sees the sign, "Keep Off the
Grass?" And why does the warning, "Do Not
Pick the Flowers," immediately start her to
gathering a bouquet?
Why does she always admire the man you

particularly loath?

Why does she act babyishly silly when you
want her to be practical, and sternly practical
at times when you could not only pardon, but
gladly welcome a little exhibition of fond
foolishness on her part?
Why does she refuse your invitation to an

after-theater supper when you are flush, and
accept with alacrity when you are "reduced
to S3?" .

Why does she come and sit all over you in
the horse-car, if she doesn't know you, and
then insist in keeping three feet away from
you on the parlor sofa after you become ac-
quainted?
These problems are, as I have said before,

too much for me. Perhaps they have all been
thought out by some eminent philosopher,
but I doubt it.

.

I believe they form a valuable addition to
the doctrine of the unknowable as elucidated
by Mr. Herbert Spencer.—Puck.

THE FIRST MAN.

When a youthful genius was asked by the
superintendent of the Sunday-school, "Who
was the first man?" he at once showed that he
had been trained in a political, rather than a
religious direction, • by answering, "George
Washington, sir, who was first in war, first in
peace, first in the hearts of his countrymen."
"No, no," cried the impatient superinten-

dent, "Adam was the first man, of course."
"Well," replied the thoughtful youth, very

slowly, as if unwilling to make the admission,
"if you are speaking of foreigners, I suppose
he was."

St. Vitus Dance. One bottle Dr. Fenner's Specific
cures. Free by mail. Circular. Fredonia, N. Y.

ELECTRICITY VERSUS t iAE CANAL MULE.

"Does yer know what's happenin' in de

wurl ob science?"
" 'Deed I doesn't," was the reply.

"Hain'yoh 'shamed, an' yoh workin' on er

canal-boat, ingaged in tendin' to de traffic ob

dishere great country? Yoh bettah know; I

tells yoh dat. Science is gittin' right into yoh

bus'ness."

"How do you mean, uncle?"

"Dey is runnin' canal-boats by 'lectricty stid

o' by mule, an' ef yoh ain' keerful yoh'll be

shocked clean off'n de tow-path inter de

woods."
"I ain' skeert."

"You ain'?"

"No'n deed. I'd like fur to hab de 'lectrieity

once."
"What foh?"
"Case, ef dat 'lectrieity kin shock any hah-

der'n a mule kin kick, I dess wants ter see it.

Dat'sail; I dess wants ter see it."—American

Industries.

. GETTING IT OFF HIS MIND.

"Now, John," she said persuasively, "you

will try to do those few errands for me when
you get down town."
"Yes, indeed," he replied.

"Don't put them off."

"No.
|

I make it a rule now, when I promise

to do anything for you, to get it off my mind
as quickly as possible."

"Yes," she answered, with a gentleness that

relieved the sarcasm, "you do—by forgetting

it."— Washington Star.

AN EXPERT OUTDONE.

"Say, mister," said the stranger who was in-

specting the prehistoric animal department
of the museum,"who drawed them pictures?"

"Prof. Slimson."
"Did he 'magin'e he saw 'em?"

"In a certain sense, I suppose so."

After a silence he resumed reluctantly

:

"Well, I must confess that he's seen some
that's bran' new to me. An' I've been to a
'nebriate asylum three times."

TOO INDEPENDENT.

Crusty old gentleman—"Your singing, Miss
Taylor, is like attar of roses—"
Miss Taylor (with a gratified smile)—"Oh,

you are too flattering!"

Old gentleman (continuing)—"A little of it

goes a very long way."— Til-Bits.

A $65 SEWING MACHINE FREE.
Our $65 Alvah Sewing Machine now soldby

us at $8.25 to $22.50 will be placed in your
home to use without cost of one cent to you.
Cut out this advertisement and <tend to day
to ELY M'F'G CO., Dept. 25 Chicago, 111.

u Uni CTn|y|'?PARINlias soldforS2.00. I send it
NULL I Um OUADin andIll'sMagazine,6montbs
for only10o.,post-p'd. E.F.NASON,132 Church St.,N.Y.

AGENTS
Wanted, liberal Salary Paid.
Athotneortotravel. Team furnished
free. P. O. VICKERT, Augusts, Me.

AWOMAN'S SUCCESS fiffag
afTcXOTael^Instructfo^^ Send stamp,
CNo humbug), HIES. J. A. MANNING, Bos. 15- Anna, Ohio.

GOLD-SILVER-NICKEL PLATING
A trade easily learned; costs little to start. I will

furnish outfits and give work in part payment. Circu-
lars free. F. LOWEY, 191 Dutneld St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

YOUR FUTURE REVEALED.
Send your name and address to Box D
1692, Boston, Mass., for free book, which
tells you how to read your ownfortune.

win $500 Help yoummso, you
can have

W e
offer you the Sole Agency for an article that is
Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, something that SELLS AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Double
the Price, though not answering: the purpose
half so well. You can make from $500 to $700
in three months, introducing it, after which it will
bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-
tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or coun-
try. Don't Miss this Chance. W-rite at once to
J. W. JONES, Manager, Springfield, Ohio.

EPILEPSY OR FITS.
Can this disease be cured? Most' physicians say

No—Jaay, Yes; al 1 forms and the worst cases. Af-
ter 30 years study and experiment I have found the
remedy.—Epilepsy is cured by it; cured, not sub-
daed by opiates—the old, treacherous, quack treat-
ment. Do not despair. Forget past impositions on
your purse, past outrages on your confidence, past
failures. Look forward, not backward. My remedy
is of to-day. Valuable work on the subject, and
large bottle of the remedy—sent free for trial.

Mention Post-Office and Express address.
Prof. W. H. PEEKE, P.D.,4 Cedar St., New York.

No. 7.

(See No. 8, on page 20.)

!

2 World-wide,
means world-tried.

(The high reputation

• and enormous sale of ®
Beecham's
(\%0 Pills

(Tasteless)

I reflect the wisdom of
i two generations.

23 cents a box.

tOOOOOM o

i

JlAA USD3< MOTTOES, GAUSS, PUZZLES, Ac,t|UU AOrs FULL OUTFIT AND THIS KING, 2 CTS.^w TDTTLE BU.QS. MFU. CO.. TOTOKKT. CONN.

CAA 8CBAP PICTURES, GftmM, V«rici,KU.,pim<flT'H« t MPH! LWkfc Outfit. 2 AJju.il*-]

hie kiogi 1c. IWCARDCO..IUMDEN. CONN.'

NEW CARDS
Sand 2c. (tamp for tb« FINEST SAMPLE BOOK of
oouiiio Bidden Noma, Silk Fringo, EaT«lop»,BeT*l
'•dg,, F»DCJ Shapo Culling C«rdj, Etc. «T«r offtrad,

NO TRASH. Baokoro Cud Co., LaaejTillo, Ohio.

_P% A m V% ft FOR 1894. 50 Sample Styles

1 J ^^AND LIST OF 400_ PREMIUM ARTICLES
" FREE. UAVERFIELDFOB CO.0ADIZ.OHIO

too
HOLD TO THE LIGHT CARDS and two
SAMPLE ALBUMS OF CARDS FOR AGENTS, ALL POST-PAID,
10 CENTS. Addrott, BANNER CARD CQ. ( CADIZ, OHIO.

JQ m^^d Send Co. stamp for Sample Boole of all the FINEST ana
1 11 K I IK LATEST Styles in Beveled Edge, Hidden Name, SilkVAlVi/M FrinKo, Envelope and Calling CARDS FOR 1894. WE

SELL GENUINE CARDS, NOT TRASH. UNION CAKD CO., Columbus, Obio.

. Tf\f\ TRANSPARENT & AequalntancoOABDS, ScrapW Picture*, Games, Bong*. Stories, Ac; GO Tricks in

7 Made, Agent's Sample Book of Every Stylo of Card used, k
AdjuUblo&iltfcXttiSa. ALUKG A C0..DUHHAM, COKH.

Sample styles of New Cards k J™»*C
Premiums for 1894. Agt's large m W\ Em E>
Sample Book of genuine Hidden Name, Silk

Fringe, Envelope, Bevel edge & Fancy anape Calling Cards,

all for 2 cents. CROWN CARD CO.. CADIZ, OHIO.

480

YOTJB NAME on
b pRLOVELy CARDS, 1 RINO.l LACK PIN. I FOUNTAIN PEN.
F
6U1SOOVENIR ALBUM, 400 ALBUM VERSES, 8 COMl6
TRANBPARENT3, Eu-., 4c. 16 PORTRAITS OF NOTED

LADrES, WITH ODR NEW POPULAR STORY PAPER, WAYSIDE GLEANINGS.
T&BEE MONTHS. ALL FOR 10a. BIRD CARD CO.. CLINTON V1LLK. CONN.

VOURNAME On 25 Lovely Cards.

r.<.;3f:

480 Album Hottoes.&c
50 Conversation andCoi
ing Cards, 1 Ring, 1 Comic"*

ot Scarf Pin, NewCombination
_ _ J£j Pen & Pencil, and Agent*!

OUTFIT FOB 1891, ALL 10c. GLEN UAKD 00., NORTH HAVEN, CONN.

Spnfi 111 pfc silver, for postage, etc.

finger, and ire will mall you one of these
eolid rolled gold engraved rings and cata-
logue of fast-selling goods foa>agents to sell.

Howard Mfg. Co., Providence. It. I.

W Ol U 1 1 1J D II P S«nd N>e to Supt.City Tel.Co. Owosso.Mleh. for
NU nUMDUu !)Oot,"HowAWh«retolearfi TELEGRAPHY."

FILLYOUR OWN TEETH
with Crtstauttb. Stops pain and de-

cay. Lasts a lifetime. Circular free

,T.F.Truman,MD.,Wcll3Bridge
>N.X

ft PEMTO make his- money. Catalogue qnlekselllnghoaseholdHUCn I Oarticlesfree. CUneMfg.Co. 78 W.Wasb.St.Cblcago.

Send 10 cents to FRANK HARRISON,
Boston, Mass., and see what you will getWONDERFUL!

RUBBER STAMPS. Best made. Immense Catalogue Free
to agents. The G. A. Habpeb Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

$5~Per DAY CASH. Wanted—Men orwomen In your
county. Enclose stamp. Pioneer MfgCo.,Chicago.

WE
WANT YODiodintribntoeircnlarB, samples, etc.. In your locality for onr eja*

dloato ofbig adterliHcra. S3 to $0 uor thousand. CASH PAID. No oanrassine.

Gncloie stamp. DISTRIBUTING BOBEAU, P.O.Box 1925, New York City,

AGENTS
wanted in every town. Something
new. *75 a month. Write quick.
Ihennin* Bitter, SOW.Lake St. Cb ieago

I »TCOT ©fllUf1©m>IlBS a"3 MUSIC, 6 Tricks,

LHI CO sUnUOlO Games, 90 Secrets, Cream
I Guide, 17 Piotures Pretty Girls, and Magazine 3 months, all for

.
14 one-cent stamps. B. BELL Ac CO., Station A, Boston, Mass.

| KIND for free Catalogue of Books of Amusements,
.Speakers, Dialogues, Calisthenics, Fortune Tellers,
Dream Books, Debates, Letter Writers, Etiquette,

"etc. Dick & Fitzgerald, iJ4 Ann St., New York.

Oil C0UCII tmUTCntosellourgoodsbysampIestothe
XALlOMlN WAR I CU wholesale and retail trade, sell

on sight to every business man or firm; liberal salary, money
advanced for advertising and expenses, Permanen position.

Address with stamp, KING MFG. CO., A 64 Chicago, 111.

FIIFAPiESS & HEAD NOISES CURED
UEiHh y my invl3lble Tubular Cushion. Whispers heard.

Successfulwhenallremedieafail. SoldonlvPncC
by F. Hiscox,853 B»vvay,NewYork. Writefor book of proofs r Ktt

CT"C "T IWp "We -want a man In every localitytw I I V Lot to act as private Detective under
In Btr .lotions. Experience unnecessary. Send stamp for par-
ticulars. National Detxcttvs Bubxau, Indianapolis, Ind.

A6EHTS MAKE $5 a DavSl!^
Retails 35 cts. 2 to 6 sold in a house. Sample post-
age paid, fivecents. FOESHEE & CO.Cincinnati.O

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY
or COMMISSION, to handle theNew Patent
Chemical Ink Erasing Pencil. Agents mak-

ing $50 per week. Monroe Eraser Mf'g Co., X98, LaCrosse, 'Wis.

Cuts a Circle. Ma tinrtl\ Kitchen complete without a
I1U «UUU Chleago Rotary Uiseuit & Cake

"Cutter. They sell at Bight. AGENTS "WANTED
- Samples of round and square mailed for 25 cts.

'Sldway Mfg. Co., 32*40 S. Jefferson St., Chicago.

0 0 Q DHV SlirG address and we
mf\ -Tl * will show youw . how to make $8 a day; absolutely sure; we
furnish the work and teach you free; you work in thB locality

where you live. Send us your address and we will explain the
business fully ; remember we guarantee a clear profit of ?3 for

every day's work ; absolutely sure; don't fail to write to-day.

ROYAL MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, Mich.

TO THE UNEMPLOYED.
You m

c
a\
n
e $75 to $250 a Month.

Working/for us in any locality. Will pay a Balary or
commission [as you prefer] and all expenses ;

money de-
posited in bank to cover same when started. Ifyou are
out ofwork or even wiBh to better your condition, we
have something entirely new to offer, and if you follow
ourinstructions you cannot fail to meet with success;
the people will have our goods no matter how hard the
times; our agents are reporting big saleB everywhere
from Maine to Mexico; all that is required is a little

pluck and push and success is yours. Why
stand idle: this offer may be your stepping stone to a
fortune. We furnish sample outfits free If you care
to investigate writfe today for particulars before all val-
uable territory is taken. Address Standard SilverWare Co., Boston, Muss.

If affliotafl with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

9 fflfllV UfJi UTCIl ** b0me
'
to aa;i,t P«pwin(» ftd-LDU I WnH n CKJ dreafit-a, fclaooilier writing and easy

"^J^""^""^^^!- °ftcework. »25 to |30pcr weekentlrs••^•^•^•^^^MS^IB year. If convenient ein'lose atanin
WOMAN'S C0*0P£BATiVB TOILET CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS,

TTrCNTC 1 I send samples of this Chopping
1 ^ " Kniie,FREE,yesfreei poBtpaid,

also other newfast selling articlesjust out. Immen-
IJ. se sellers. Big pay. Write at once,a postal will do.

The RundellMfyMHorBeheads^.Y, or Joliet, 111,

AGENTS
and Farmers with no experience make #3.50 an
boar (luring spare time. A.D. Bates, 164 W. Bob-
bins Ave., Covington, Ky., made 821 one day,
881 one week. So can you. Proofs ana cata-
logue free. J. E. Shepaed & Co., Cincinnati, O.

Can be made by working
for us. Parties preferred who
have a horse and can give their
whole time to our business.
Even spare time will pay splen-
didly. This announcement is of

special interest to farmers and farmers' sonB, and others
residing in the rural districts. A few vacancies also in

towns and cities. B. F. JOHNSON As CO.,
No. 5 South 11th St., lUehuiond, V«.

$12 TO $35
PER WEEK

IF YOU WANT WORK
that ie pleasant
and profitable
send ue your ad-

dress immediately. We teach men and women how
to earn from $5.00 per day to $3,000 per
year without having haa previous experience, and
furnish the employment at which they can make
that amount. Capital unnecessary; atrial will cost
you nothing. Write to-day. Mention this paper.
B.C. AliliEN ifc CO., Box 101 3, Augusta, Me.

THE CRUSADER
IN

GREAT BRITAIN,
Mother Stewart's new book, "The Crusader in Great

Britain," is now out. It is a deeply interesting account
of her work and its results in that country. Is writ-
ten in the same lively and fascinating style as is

Memories of the Crusade, which Henry Faxon de-
clares is his favorite book. It is full of valuable in-
formation and interesting incidents in her work, and
should be in every home. Beet of terms to agentB,
who will find it a taking book. Write at once for
terms. Address M. (T^ampbell3 Springfield, O.

WORK and MONEY
FOR. Alili. Newest and most successful plan. Light
and pleasant work and Big Wages. Men3 Women,
Boys and Girls can work for us, either part time oi"
all the time ; in your own neighborhood or over your
own and adjoining counties. Our agents are doing
big business now, because of the novelty of the plan
and great value given for the money ; and agents like

it because we pay the Biggest Cash Commission. Suc-
cess sure. Don't be idle ! Here is your chance to

Get into Paying Business ! Write to-day for
special terms to agents, which are mailed free, or
Save Time by sending 50 cents for Outfit and special

terms, and go to work at once.
Address FARM AND FIRESIDE,
Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

Rev.H. M. Wharton,
is the great book ofthe day.
Contains, the only picture
ofMoody ever taken from
the originalin possession ot
Mrs. Moody. A'he picture
has been copyrigh ted. Also
asketchof hislife and work
and an unpublished ad-
dress. Portraits and sketch-
es of Revs. John McNeill,

Wilbur Chapman,
Henry Varley,
Thomas Spurgeon,

and many others. Beauti-
fully illustrated. Superbly
bound. Price, $1.50.

"A Month

with

Moody,

His Work

and

Workers.'
1

SCENTS WANTED everywhere.
Exclusive territory given. Address

THE WHARTON & BARRON PUB. CO.,
9 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.

RHEUMATISM
Perfectly and PermanentlyCURED
BY USING ONE BOTTI/B

YELLOW PINE COMPOUND.
Price S2.00; by Express 82.25. Send for

treatise.

YELLOW PINE EXTRACT CO.,
Allegheny^ Pa.

For sale by all druggists.

DRUNKENNESS!
Is a DISEASE.
It can be Cured
by administer-

ing l>r. Haines' Golden Specific. It can be
given without the knowledge of the patient, if

desired, in coffee, tea or articles of food. Cures
guaranteed. Send for circulars. CrOIiDEN
SPECIFIC CO., 185 Race St., Cincinnati, O.
R&"The Only Cure. Bewares of Imitators,

W Bk SSB mi US reduced, 15 lbs.
B- M B rui»lw a month ; any one
B~ MM 9 can make remedy at home.rm m Miss M.Ainley, Supply, Ark.,
says, "I lost 43 lbs. and feel splendid." No
starving. No sickness.Particulars (sealed)
2c.HALL & CO.,B.,Box 404, St. Louis. Mo.

Agents for this paper get Big Pay.

T
on 30 DaysTrla.

Easy, durable and
Eft cbeap. A radical

cure effected. Send for sealed catalogue.
Eggleston Truss Co. 69 Dearborn St. Chicago.

RUSSES

CAUSE.
and

CURE.CONSTIPATION
Address, UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CO., Dept.A54,
(Treatise mailed free.) 75 43d St., Chicago, 111.

TURKISH HAIR ELIXIR v
Grows a. Hoavj Beard, a Glossy Moustache, Beautiful tyobrowj, ot

Luxuriant Hair on Bald Heads in one month or money refunded.

A preparation that may be relied on, and every pkge io Bold with a

guarantee. Price 25 ota. ready for use, 3 for 50 eta. sealed by mail.

TREMONT WAN'O CO., Sta. A, Bostoo, Maaa.

5** t** 4**My Electric Belts sent you on trial.

+* J** *4 S* ^ee. CURES YOU. Insoles,

w 5 + 5 i Trusses. Give Size, Disease. Dr.

$ i * ***<Nte|!,Judd, Detroit, Mich. Want Ag'ts.

PILES
OTJIFLZEID
Our Book on Piles—Free.
Bacon Medicine Co.,
Richmond, Va., U.S.A.

Jf^^ Electrobole gives instantMr B | I" relief, final cure in a few
Mm MB\& days, and never returns

;

no purge : no salve ; no suppository. Mail ed free.
Address J. H. Beeves, Box 695, NewYork City, N.Y.

RUPTURE
Positive Cure. By mail . Sealed
Book Free, Address Dr.W. 3.

Bice, Box F, Smithville, N.Y.

CANCER
AND TUMORS scien t i noil 1

7

treated and cured. No knife.

Book free. Dr. L. II. Grallgny,

20 Shillito Ate., Cineiannti, Ohio.
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Premium Tio. 5.

Gems of the World's pair
flflD THIS PflPEH OflE YEAR TO flflY ADDRESS, POST-PAID, F0l{

OYER 200 INSTANTANEOUS PHOTpIljPHIG YIEWS,
Showing Every Object Exactly as it Appeared to the Millions of World's Fair Visitors. The Most "Wonderful Collection of World's (Fair Photographic Views in

Existence. They Include

All Exhibition Buildings, All Foreign Buildings, All State and Territorial Buildings,

Many Views of the Grounds, Many Views of the Lagoons, Many Views of the Statuary,

Bird's-eye View of the Grounds, Accurate Map of the Grounds, and 45 Pictures of Midway Plaisance.
All Accompanied by Accurate Descriptions of all the State and Exhibition Buildings, Signed Articles by the Officers of the Fair, and Many Other Important Features.

Our collection contains over 200 Photographic Views of the World's Fair, which would I

have cost singly 50 cents each on the World's Fair grounds, or over §100.00.
These pictures are instantaneous photographic views, showing every detail true

to life. Besides the pictures of the grand buildings and the magnificent views, the
j

persons in the pictures are seen in all the characteristic acts of the World's Fair visitor;
as eating lunch, taking notes, studying the guide-book, and sight-seeing in general.
Everyone has heard of the Midway Plaisance and its sights. Get this collection and
you can see them all again. To run through this collection of pictures is to live that
memorable trip to the World's Fair over again, to see and admire all its grandeurs, and
to revisit the Midway Plaisance from end to end. With the descriptions and history
which accompany these photographic views, every man, woman and child can yet visit
the World's Fair in all its beauty.

APiffrkfifll H 1 d"nt*V This collection is a pictorial history of the
i iCLLFl lcll 1 1151UI y greatest achievement of the age, and a history

that is readily understood by children and highly appreciated by all who possess it.

It is equal in every respect to those selling for from §3.00 to§5.00. It will not only
make a splendid present, but is a collection that every family in the land should own.

O^LY THREE OUT OF 60,000,000.

'Tis true there were over 22,000,000 World's Fair visitors, but that does not
mean that twenty-two million different people saw the World's Fair. By no means.
On an average it is estimated that every visitor was at the Fair six days. So you
see that there were actually less than 4,000,000 different people saw the Fair, and
fully one fifth of these were foreigners or residents of Chicago. Think of it, only
3,000,000 out of over 60,000,000 Americans saw the World's Fair. Only one out of every
twenty. But everyone wanted to go—wanted to see the World's Fair and its

unsurpassable grandeur. They read about it every day for three years, and longed
to see it. This is why our grand collection of perfect-Photographic Views sells like
wild-tire. They sell to those persons who did not go to the Fair, and to those who
did, for they know that they had to pay 50 cents for each picture on the World's
Fair grounds, while here they get over 200 beautiful lifelike pictures and our paper
one year for what two pictures cost them on the Fair grounds. You will be
startled and delighted that you have struck such a gold mine.

We Here Give a Partial List of the Views.
All Exhibition Buildings,
All State Buildings,
All 1'oreign Buildings,
Court of Honor,
Macilonnies Fountain,
Statuary about Grand Basin,
Views from every top-corner of the Man-

ufacturers' Building,
The Peristyle,
United States Life Saving Station,
Krupp Gun Building,
Puck Building,
Electric Fountains,
Obelisk,
Columbus' Statue at Entrance of Administra-

tion Building,

Colonnade,
Government Plaza,
Facade of Machinery Hall,
Golden Door to Transportation Building,
Whaling Bark,
Administration Building, by night,
The C'aravals,
Indian Door-posts,
Viking ship,
Yucatan Ruins,
Liberty Bell,
Cafe Marine,
Statuary on top of Peristyle,
Whalebaek Christopher Columbus,
Statue of America,
Statue of The Republic,

Franklin Statue,
CliffDwellers,
Windmills,
Interior View of the Manufacturers' Building,
Interior View of the Horticultural Building,
Interior View of the Government Building,
Interior View of the California Building,
Interior View of the Electricity Building, by

night.
Roof Garden, California Building,
Austrian Exhibit in Manufacturers' Building,
Interior View of Anthropological Building,

—

The Famous Illinois Farm, in grain,
Ohio Statue,
Aztec Ruins,
A Midway Plaisance Shouter,

In the Samoan Village,
Venetian Gondola,
Libbey Glass Works,
Congress of Beauty,
Hagenbeek's Arena,
New England Kitchen,
Another"Typical Midway Ticket-seller,
Samoan Villagers,
German Village,
Views of Street in Cairo,
Ruling Camels and Donkeys,
Javanese Village,
Several Views of the Ferris Wheel,
Views from the top of the Ferris Wheel,
Captive Balloon,
Ostrich Farm, Etc., Etc.

This entire collection offered Free, post-paid, to any one who subscribes for this paper
one year, at 75 cents.
"We also give the entire collection as a premium to any one sending two yearly sub-

scribers at 75 cents each if the subscribers want the collection also—or for two yearly
subscribers at 50 cents each if the subscribers want the paper only—or the subscribers
can select any other premium offered by paying the required amount for the paper one
year including that premium. The person sending the two subscriptions gets a collec-
tion free as a reward for sending us the subscribers.

AGENTS should not fail to order an outfit at once. Our Agent's Outfit No. 5 con-
sists' of a Complete Collection of Photographic Views, as described above, our Agent's
Instruction Book [all necessary blanks], return envelopes, sample copies of our papers
and everything complete, ready for the agent to begin. We pay agents a big commission.
PRICE OF OUTFIT to agents, 50 cents. Price of a single outfit and one year's sub-

scription to Farm and Fireside, 75 cents. Price of outfit and Ladies Home Companion
one year, $1, Postage paid by us. Order by premium number.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

0UH ATLAS Op THE
And This Paper One Year, For

THIS PEERLESS ATLAS OP THE WORLD HAS 130 PAGES, EACH 14 by 11 INCHES, AND OVER 200 LARGE
MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS. Premium No. 4.

IT GIVES THE POPULATION
HANDSOME COLORED MAPS.

The handsome colored maps (most of them in six colors)

are large, full page, with a number of double-page maps,
to represent the most important states of our own
country.

All Countries on the Face of the Earth are Shown.
Rivers and Lakes are Accurately Located.
All the Large Cities of the World, the Important Towns

and Most of the Villages of the United States are
Given on the Maps.

It gives a Classified List of all Nations, with Form of
Government, Geographical Location, Size and Popula-
tion.

Its Special Features Relating to Each State Are

:

Population for the Past 50 Years.
A Condensed History.
Number of Miles of Railroad.
Peculiarities of Soil and Climate, together with the Chief

Productions, Principal Industries and Wealth.
Educational and Religious Interests.
Interest Laws and Statutes of Limitation.

MAGNIFICENT ILLUSTRATIONS
Embellish nearly every page of the letter-press matter,
and faithfully depict scenes in almost every part of the
world. They are intensely interesting, and constitute an
art collection which will be viewed with pleasure and
admiration for years to come.

Its Special Features Relating to the United
States Are:

List of all the Presidents.
Agricultural Productions.
Mineral Products.
Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules.
Statistics of Immigration, 1S20 to 1891.

Public Debt for the Past 100 Years.
Commercial Failures for 1890 and 1891.

Gold and Silver Statistics.
Number and Value of Farm Animals.
Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popula-

tion.
Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates.
And much other Invaluable Information.

Of Each State and Territory
Of All Counties of the United States
Of American Cities with over 5,000 Inhabitants

Size, Open, 14 bv 22 Inches ; Closed, 14 by 11 Inches.

This Peerless Atlas offered free, post-paid, to any one who subscribes for this
paper one year, at 75 cents.
We also give the Atlas as a premium to any one sending two yearly subscribers at

75 cents each if the subscribers want the Atlas also—or for two yearly subscribers at 50
cents each if the subscribers want the paper only—or the subscribers can select any
other premium offered by paying the required amount for the paper one year includ-
ing that premium. The person sending the two subscriptions gets an Atlas free.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

BY THE CENSUS OF 1890.

The Peerless Atlas Has Larger and Finer

Maps than Are Found in $5.00

and $10.00 Atlases.

It Contains a General Description of the World, giving
its physical features—form, density, temperature, motion,
the seasons, climatic conditions, winds and currents; dis-
tribution of land and water: heights of mountains and
lengths of rivers; races of people and their religions; a
historical chapter on polar explorations; also the most
complete list of nations ever published, giving their
geographical location, area, population and form of
government. Every school boy and giii, as well as
college student, will find it an invaluable aid in the
study of geography in all its phases, and parents should
not fail to provide their* children with it. and thus place
in their hands a potent and comprehensive educational
aid, supplementing and assisting the work of the school.

The Peerless Atlas «fe people more com-
pletely than any similar publication ever published.
For the price it stands "Peerless" in every sense of
the word.

The Peerless Atlas '^t^tA^t
valuable alike to the merchant, the professional man,
the farmer, in fact, everybody.

Wt\ I n'miii' Stop for one moment, agents, and just
J. U ilJ,LIIl>S. think bow many uses there are for a
good atlas, and how many people need them. In every
home, and especially in every home where there are
children, an atlas is almost indispensable. They are
needed in offices, in stores, in libraries, everywhere. And
what is more, the people recognize the fact t,hat they do
need them, and the micccss of our agents demonstrates
that they are buying them, too. Everyone wonders how
they can be furnished in connection with the paper one
vea'r for onlv SI. hut if the agents will-take the orders,

we will furnish aliases and send them direct to the sub-
scribers for the agent; if he wishes it, and besides this pay
him a big commission for taking the order. These atlases
are worth S2 of anybody's money. If you never tried to

take subscriptions before, try it now with us, and you
cannot help but have success. We pay a big commission.

Our Agent's Outfit No 4 consists of a complete Atlas, as described above, our Agent's
Instruction Book [all necessary blanks], return envelopes, sample copies of our
papers and everything complete, ready for the agent to begin the canvass.
PRICE OF OUTFIT to agents, 50 cents. Price of a single outfit and one year's sub-

scription to Farm and Fireside, 75 cents. Price of outfit and Ladies Home Companion
one year, §1. Postage paid by us. Order by premium number.
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IMMENSE BARGAIN.

Famous Books
And this Paper OCf^TQ

One Year, Only %J\J Vft-ll I O
Or 10 Books Given Free as a Premium to Any One Sending One Yearly

Subscriber to this Journal at 60 Cents.

EACH NUMBER IS A SEPARATE BOOK.
No. 901. THE SCARLET LETTER. By

Nathaniel Hawthorne. One of the greatest
masterpieces of American fiction.

No. 902. THE MYSTERY OF COLDE
FELL ; .Or NOT PROVEN. By Charlotte M.
Braeme, author of "Dora Thorne." A thril-

ling novel full of life from lid to lid.

No. 903. UNDER THE RED FLAG. By
Miss M. E. Braddon. A novel of great interest.

No. 905. AROUND THE WORLD IN
EIGHTY DAYS. By Jules Verne. This is

one of the best*known stories written in latter
years.

No. 904. KING SOLOMON'S MINES. By
H. Rider Haggard.
No. 906. THE CORSICAN BROTHERS.

By Alexander Du mas. Anything by Dumas, of
course, must be splendid. The Corsican
Brothers is a masterpiece of French fiction.

No. 907. LADY GRACE. By Mrs. Henry
Wood. A beautiful story told in a pleasing
way.
No. 909. THE BLACK DWARF. By Sir

Walter Scott. There is not a line written by
Sir Walter Scott but that is wholesome and
entertaining.

No. 923. THE SIEGE OF GRANADA.
By Sir E. Bulwer Lytton. This is another
famous work in English fiction.

No. 908. AVERIL. By Rosa Nouchette
Carey. A pretty novel with a splendid moral.

No. 912. THE BLACK TULIP. By Alex-
ander Dumas. Another of Dumas' famous
works.

No. 913. THE DUCHESS. By "The
Duchess."
No. 911. THE BELLE OF LYNN; Or
THE MILLER'S DAUGHTER. By Char-
lotte M. Braeme, author of "Dora Thorne."

No. 910. A NOBLE LIFE. By Miss Mu-
lock. A splendid book, us the name implies.

No. 936. THE FAMILY DOCTOR BOOK.
Containing plain and simple directions for
the treatment of every disease and ailment,
and suggesting simple home remedies which
will usually effect acure without the necessity
of employing a physician.

No. 937. FAMOUS COMIC RECITATIONS.
A large and valuable collection of the best
humorous recitations in the English language.

No. 938. THE LADIES' MODEL FANCY
WORK MANUAL. Containing designs and
directions for knitting, crocheting and lace-
maklng, with complete instruction in the
various branches of artistic embroidery.
No. 959. HILDA; OR THE FALSE VOW.

By Charlotte M. Braeme, author of "Dora
Thorne^" A very spirited novel.

NOTED BOOKS BY

No. 914. NURSE REVEL'S MISTAKE.
By Florence Warden.

No. 920. MR. GILFIL'S LOVE STORY.
By George Eliot. Of course, this is a good
story, as it is by George Eliot.

No. 918. LORD LISLE'S DAUGHTER.
By Charlotte M. Braeme, author of "Dora
Thorne."
No. 927. THE SQUIRE'S DARLING. By

Charlotte M. Braeme, author of "Dora Thorne."
The title describes this book.

No. 928. THE RUSSIAN GYPSY. By
Alexander Dumas.
No. 929. THE WANDERING HEIR. By

Charles Reade. Reade is another author who
is known far and wide.

No. 931. NO THOROUGHFARE. By
Charles Dickens and Wilkie Collins. Of
course, this is a splendid book.

No. 932. THE GREAT HOGGARTY
DIAMOND! By W. M. Thackeray. This
story is one of Thackeray's best./

No. 933. POPULAR SONGS. One hundred
and fifty-six sentimental, pathetic and comic
songs with words and music complete, in-
cluding "Comrades," "Little Annie Rooney,"
"Little Fisher Maiden." "Ta-ra-ra Boom-de-
ay," etc., etc.

No. 934. THE HANDY CYCLOPEDIA
OF EVERY-DAY WANTS. A large and
valuable collection of useful Facts, Recipes,
Hints, Helps and Suggestions for the House-
hold, the Farm and the Workshop. All alpha-
betically arranged.

No. 941. THE MINSTREL SHOW. By
Ed. Marble. Containing songs, interludes,
end-mens' jokes, stump speeches, plantation
sketches, etc.

No. 942. FAMOUS DRAMATIC REC-
ITATIONS. A large and valuable, collection
of the best dramatic recitations, as recited by
the most famous elocutionists.

No. 958. THE PIONEER'S DAUGHTER.
By Emmerson Bennett. A thrilling story of
frontier life and battles with the Indians.

No. 957. A LITTLE REBEL. By "The
Duchess." Who has not read and re-read
novels written by "The Duchess?" This one
is another of those masterpieces of fiction.

No. 955. DANESBURY HOUSE. By Mrs.
Henry Wood. This is a very popular novel.

No. 954. IN DURANCE VILE. Another
splendid story by "The Duchess."

No. 956. THE SURGEON'S DAUGHTER.
By Sir Walter Scott. This is one of Scott's
brightest novels.

No. 953. MEETING HER FATE. By Miss
M. E. Braddon. An enticing story.

NOTED AUTHORS.
Everyone of the above books is complete in itself, written by authors whose

fame for writing entertaining and high-class stories is world-wide. In the list

are many of the most popular arid famous books ever written. Each book is a
regular octavo size, six inches wide by eight inches long. They are nicely printed
and bound in attractive covers. Some unscrupulous publishers advertise a set of
books very cheap, but when the subscriber receives them he finds to his disgust
that they are all bound together in one little insignificant volume. But this cannot
be said of these books. We guarantee that they are all separate and individual
books. In this offer we give 10 books just as complete as if they were purchased
in 10 different stores. The books named above are entirely different from those
offered in our last issue.

Ten Separate and Complete Books.
REMEMBER, we will send any 10 of the above books and this paper one year, post-

paid, for 60 cents.
We also give any 10 of the above books free, as a premium, to any one sending1 one

yearly subscriber to this paper and 10 cents extra for postage and packing. In this
case the subscriber gets 10 books, and also the person sending- the subscription gets 10
books as a reward for sending the subscription. Or, the subscriber can select any other
premium offered by paying the required amount for the paper one year, including the
premium. The person sending the name gets the 10 books in either case.
Order by the numbers and address all letters to

FARM AND FIRESIDE. Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

MODERN COOK
IN SUBSTANTIAL CLOTH BINDING,

And This Paper One Year 85 Gents,

Or Given as a Premium to Any One Sending
Two Yearly Subscribers.

It Contains 320 Pages and over 1,200 Recipes, and Its

Actual Retail Yalue is $2.00.
PREMIUM

Variety is said to be the spice of life, and
is likely true. But nowhere is variety so

absolutely essential as in cooking. What
lady has not asked, time and time again,

as meal hour drew nigh, "What shall I get

for dinner?" Now, those ladies who get our
[

Cook Book will never ask that question, for

they have over 1,200 recipes for cooking

palatable food. And the recipes are all

practical, too, for they were selected from

over 20,000 which were sent us by cooks who
know what it means to go into the kitchen

and get up a nice meal. Many of these

recipes are signed by the ladies who
furnished them. 1,200 of these were selected

for us by authorities in the art of cookery.

Some of its points of excellence are the

following: Practical Suggestions, to Young
Housekeepers, Necessary Kitchen Utensils,

Suggestions and Recipes for Soups, Fish,

Poultry, Game, Meats, Salads, Sauces,

Catchups and Relishes, Breakfast and Tea
Dishes, Vegetables, Bread, Biscuit, Pies,

Puddings, Cakes, Custards, Desserts, Cookies,

Fritters, etc. Also, for Preserves, Candies

and Beverages; Cookery for the Sick; Bills

of Fare for Family Dinners, Holiday Din-

ners, etc.

The book is the regular octavo size, of 320 pages. It is printed in large, clear type on

good paper, and is durably bound in cloth.

This cloth-bound Cook Book will be sent free, post-paid, to any one subscribing: for

this paper one year at 85 cents. . .

We also give this cloth-bound Cook Book as a premium to any one sending- two yearly

subscribers at 85 cents each if -the subscribers want the book also—or for two yearly

subscribers at 50 cents each if the subscribers want the paper only-or the subscribers

can select any other premiums offered by paying: the required amount for the paper one
year including- that premium. The person sending m the two subscriptions receives

the book free as a reward for securing- the subscribers.

NOTICE TO AGENTS:—We pav agents a big commission for taking subscriptions for

our journals in connection with the Cook Book as a premium. Order an outfit at once.

It will pay you big. , .
h , .,

'

Our Agents Outfit No. 8 consists of a complete Cook Book, as described above, our

Agent's Instruction Book, [all necessary blanks,] return envelopes, sample copies oi

our papers and everything complete, ready for the agent to begm the canvass.

PRICE OP OUTFIT to agents, 50 cents. Price of a single outfit and one year's sub-

scription to Farm and Fireside, 85 cents. Price of outfit and Ladies Home Companion
one year, $1.10. Postage paid by us. Order by premium-number.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

CHEAPEST AMERICAN WATCH EVER SOLD.
fl Phenomenal Pfodact of Yankee Ingenuity.

Given for a Club of Only 6 Yearly
Subscribers.

This watch will keep accurate time, will not get
out of order, and will in every way give entire sat-
isfaction. Tbis we guarantee or money refunded.
The Case is strongly made and rarefully fitted. It

is open face, with heavy polished bevel crystal. The
case is made from solid nickel metal and handsomely
finished. Weight of watch complete, iy2 ounces.
Cut is exact representation, three fourths size.

Tbe Movement is the simplest and most durable
of any watch movement known. It has American
Lever, Lantern Pinion, Patent Escapement, Keyless
Winding Attachment, Polished Main Spring incased
in barrel, giving high maintaining power and pre-
venting damage to other parts in case spring breaks.
With fourorfive turnsof keyless winding attachment
it will run from 24 to 36 hours. Beats 240 to minute.

It is a standing rule of mine, when I see an admirable trait
in any character or a marked excellence in anything, to ex-
press some appreciation either in public or private; hence, I
want to say to you that I am delighted with your watch re-
ceived sometime ago. It is a little gem. I keep it upon my
typewriter desk during week-days right beforemy eyes, and it

keeps splendid time. I then use it on my pulpit on Lord's
Days. Faithfully yours, Kev. Stephen A. Northrop,

The Watch is X larger than cut shows. Pastor First Baptist Church, Fort Wayne, Ind.

If this watch is not found as represented, or is not perfect, it may be returned to us,when
we will send another or refund the money. (When watches are returned they must be care-
fully packed and sent by mail.)
Given for a club of six yearly subscribers; or for two yearly subscribers and $1 addi-

tional; or for one yearly subscriberland $1.25 additional.
Price, when purchased, $1.50 ; or with Farm and Fireside one year, $1.75.
NOTICE TO AGENTS :—This watch is one of the greatest sellers of to-day. The demand

exceeds one thousand watches a day. We pay agents a big commission for taking sub-
scriptions for our journals in connection with this premium. Give it a trial. Your
success will surprise you.
Our Agent's Outfit No. 6 consists of a genuine watch, exactly as described above, our

Agent's Instruction Book, [all necessary blanks,] return envelopes, sample copies of
our papers and everything complete, ready for the agent to begin the canvass.
PRICE OF OUTFIT to agents, 81.50. Price of a single outfit and one year's subscription

to Farm and Fireside, $1.75. Price of outfit and Ladies Home Companion one year,
$2. Postage paid by us. Order by premium number.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

FREE
Choice of any three of our "Happy Family"
free with One Yearly Subscription at 7S
eents-Or given as a premium to any one

sending one yearly subscriber to this paper.

Our Happy Family."

Premium No. 122.

DOLI,,
CAT,
TWO KITTENS,
BOW-WOW,
TATTERS.

DOLL. OAT.

The Two Kit-
tens count as
one.

KITTENS. BOW-WOW.
Rag dolls have been loved more than all the creatures of wire, wax and china. No wonder;

a rag baby is almost human. But the rag babies of old were cut out of unbleached muslin,
without shape or form, while a few strokes of the pen and ink had to indicate eyes, nose and
mouth. Now all is different. This dolly (and the other articles) is another modern product
of the inventor. It is a doll printed out on cloth in several colors, ready to sew up and*
stuff with cotton, hair or sawdust, and thus gives a pretty doll without weight, and can-
not be broken. The doll when made up is 16 inches tall, and shows neat shoes, stockings

and dress. This doll will afford much delight to the children. The cat and kittens are

very lifelike and seem to be ready to purr, but they do not scratch or have fits. They, too,

are printed on strong material—each cat or kitten in three pieces, front, back and feet.

They are Maltese in color, and life-size, and children of all ages enjoy cutting them out

and creating them with a few stitches and some stuffing. Every home should have them.
The poodle-dogs are life-size and appear just as innocent as the live dog. They are of a

brownish color. The lap-dogs are also life-size, but of a grayish color, and look just as

woolly, and have the same little eyes as in life.

Choice of any three of our "Happy Family" given to any one who subscribes for
this paper one year at 75 cents.
Also any Three given as a premium for one yearly subscriber at 75 cents if the sub-

scriber takes three also—or for one yearly subscriber at 50 cents if the subscriber wants
the paper only, or the subscriber can have any other premium offered, by paying the
required amount for the paper one year including- the premium. The person sending us
the subscriber gets the premium in any case.
Price of the entire "Happy Family," when purchased, 50 cents ; or with Farm and

Fireside one year, 90 cents. Price of any one member of our "Happy Family" 10 cents
or with Farm and Fireside one year 55 cents. Be sure to name the ones you select.
Postage paid by us in each case. Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.
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POSITIVELY PREE.
Our New ORGAN and PIANO BOOK.
Colored Portraits, Special Oners, and
full Particulars of all our famous

ORGANS AND PEA^OS.
f Sold to anyone at wholesale price, forfl

Cash or on Terms to Suit*
_iOrgans$27.50. I'ianos S175.CO.

JSSTWrite to-day for thisVALUABLE BOOK.-^ 1

WASHINGTON. HrW JERSEY, [
Established 27 Years.

|
With SPEED RECULATO

I

For 1 , 2 and 3 Horses

CORNISH & CO.

Mention this paper when s ou write.

[U8ARIMESS Send 2-cent stamp
for illustrated cat-
alogue, 70 styles of

< CUSTOM HAHD-MAOE OAK LEATHER HARNESS to

select from, shipped subject to approval at wholesale
Brices. KING J» 10.. Jlfrs., 5€hur«h St., Owogo, New York.

Mention this paper when you write.

60 CTS

RfoNoMY
is

Welth

LITTLE QUEEN SOLDERING OUTFIT
Complete with full directions. Useful
tools, not toys! Saves ten times its cost.
Postpaid to any address in America for

60c. or two for $1.00.
J. M. Jenkins, Wetumplca, Ala,

Mention Farm and Fireside.

the a ^>
COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPOflTp

AND ANTI-RATTLER.
H

Past aejliug; always Rives satisfaction. No
weight on horse. Worth' twice the cost ftr oonven-CO
ience in hitching up. Agents wanted. Circulars tree,a
Order sample. Prioe, 91.50. State rights for sale.

THE DECATUR SHAFT SUPPORT CO.™
Decatur, III.

Mention this paper.

lWELL drilling machinery
MANUFACTURED BV

WILLIAMS BROTHERS.
ITHACA. N.Y.

| MOUNTED OR ON SILLS, FOR
I DEEP OB SHALLOW WELLS, WITH
1 STEAM OR HORSE POWER
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

^ADDRESS WIL!JAM5£ROO. ITHACA. N.V.

Mention this paper when you write. ^

H^Vdy* Cobbler completeshoe
and Harness Kit

for home use. Great time
and money saver. Arti-
cles separateeost$6. Price

j™ 20 articles. boxed, 20lbs. £i.

] No. 2 without extra har-
ness tools, 22 articles, 17

, lbs., $2. Catalogue free.

Agents wanted. In order
I
give R. R. or Exp. sta-'

)
tion andname this paper.

KUHN & CO., Voline, Ml

IXL TANK HEATER.M FOR WARMIHG WATER IN STOCK TASKS*

WILL SAVE DOUBLE ITS
COST IN ONE SEASON.

It is made of the best quality of
iron, cast in ooe piece. No sheet-iron
to ruat, do solder to melt and cause
leak. It is permanently located in
tank during winter. Need not be re-

moved to kindle fire, burns fine or
coarse coal, cobs, chunks of wood, or
most any kind of fuel. A small boy
can easily operate it.

Send for free catalogue.

U.S.Wind Eng. & Pump Co.
114 Kiver St.,Balavia,IU.

Mention this paper when yon write.

THOMPSONSB
SOWS CLOVER,
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA
RED TOP, FLAX,

and all kinds of
GRASS SEEDS.

20 fo 40 UimU .r^.i itt âasSs
~

t-aatACRES PER DAY Jf/fP^KM w <st, dry and
Send'for circulars. S£r**5fc ^p8r|windy weather.

0. E.THOMPSON &, SONS W weight^,.
NO. I?, River St., YPSILANTI, MICH.

BEST FARM FENCE, made of GALVAN-
IZED STEEL WIRE. FENCES and GATES
for all purposes. Write for free catalogue
giving particulars aud prices. Address

THE SEDSWICK BROS. CO., RICHMOND, ENS.

Be sure to mention Farm and Fireside.

BUCK
SPRAYIN
PUMP
Also BUCKEYE Force

and Lift Pumps,
*

COLUMBIA Steel & Iron

Turbine Wind Engines, I

STEEL DERRICKS, Ironf
Fence, BUCKEYE La w \
Mo wers,& c. S en d fo r ci rc u I ar

MAST, FOOS & CO., SPRINGFIELD, 0.

For temporary or permanent work,
our terms to agents eclipse any offer

ever heretofore made by us or any
other reliable publishing-house. We
are determined our agents shall he
well paid. Send at once for our
"Special Cash Terms to Club Raisers."

Patent LEVEL-TREAD
Horse- Power.

JTTLE GIANT Threshing Wachlrn _

Threshes Grain, Bice, Flax, Millet and Grass Seed. Folly
Warranted. Feed and Ensilage Outters.Feed Grinders.Ac
ME ESiNMIt & SONS, Lansdale, fa., V. JS. A,

Always mention this paper when you write.

UPRIGHT & HORIZONTAL.
From 3 H. If,

ENGINES,
with STEEl BOILERS

Specially adaptedand largely
used for driving Grinding
Mills,Wood Saws, Corn Shel-
Jers, Saw Mills, etc., affording
best power for least money.
Send for pamphlet and state
your wants to

JAMES I.EFFEL & CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, or 110 Liberty St., N.YXity.

Always mention this paper when you write.

After Tennyson.
"Break! Break! Break!
And murder my stock," said he,
*'OH, 'twould bankrupt a saintj to utter
The thoughts that arise in me."

"Right here, if I live till next spring.
Page Woven Wire Fence you will pee.
For the znoney I've lost on barb wire.
Will never come back to me."

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENGE CO., Adrian, Mich.
When writing mention this paper.

IDEALFEEDMILL
'and Power Combined

SAVE
3331-3 PER CENT.

YOUR GRAIN.
Remember it srinds EAR CORN and all kinds of

grain FASTER AKD BETTER than any other. Our line
comprises Everything in the shape ^of GRINDING
MILLS. Address for catalogue,

STOVER MFG. GO., in.
Mention this paper «rb»n yon write.

THE COMING FENCE
is STRONG, durable, harmless and CHEAP.
We want a live farmer in every County to take
the agency. Send for Illustrated Catalogue
and prices. Address

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,
SO N. Locust St., TREMONT, Tazewell Co., 111.

Mention this paper when you write.

THRESHERS, ENGINES. SAW HILLS,
MILLERS. STACKERS. BOILERS,

For Pamphlet, giving full description, write
to THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR MACHINERY CO., Mansfield, 0.

When writing mention this paper.

HARD TIMES
PRICES ON

Agts y*1* *^To reduce stock we offer prices that are
positive inducements even in these .times.

Easy payments if desired. A high
igt-nOe Ordinary £14; ball bearing
'28 in. Cushion Safety 3*0; high grade
,30-in. Pneumatic 375, etc. Big disct-

to first purchaser in each town. Can suit any purse-

Cata. free. Rouse, Hazard & Co. 32 E St. roorlu, III.

Mention this paper when you write.

BICYCLES
(ranted

Our large 24-page catalogue of
Organs, also our new aud ele-
gant catalogue of Pianos, oou-

0 taining 16 pages. We have tlie

largest manufactory in the
world,from which we sell direct

S to the consumer at wholesale prices, t hus saving the profi fcsof

jjj
the dealer and the commissions of the agents. We furnish >i

3 S^jJi. @ first-class Organ, warranted vn
f! f3sii,K^siiSsfeitvjk...£ years, with stool *n ^-a. tar, ca

and hooit, ^g2/ »

FREE

NO MONEY
REQUIRED

until instrument has heen thoroughly tested in your own house.
Sold on instalments. Easy payment.

We posit ively guarantee every organ and Piano twenty years. Send for
catalogue at oi.ee if you want to obtain the greatest, bargain ever offered on
earth. Write yo
same day letter is

Asan advertisement, we
,

will sell the first

ourmakeiuat

name and address plainly, and we will send by mail
received.

•tisement, we Wi * m for ftft Stool. Book and Cov- It-

first Piano of %\ '8 / .V er Free.
placeforonij'%JJ S fl KJ Regular price, 8350.00

Beethoven Piano a
nd Organ Co.,

p. o. Box 628 Washington, N. J.

THIS MACHINE FOR $14. FREIGHT PRE-PAID.
We now offer for the next sixty days this elegant Oxford High Arm Im-
proved Singer sewing machine—perfects-reliable, finely finished, adapted
to light and heavy work, self threading Cylinder Shuttle. Self Set-

ting Needle, complete set of the latest Steel Attachments, cab-
inetwork best of walnutoroak, each machine warranted for ten years,

WilR'l
safedelivery guaranteed and will sell a few at this extremely low price'

J*lLSu Q14, freight prepaid, or will ship machine on thirty days*
trial, subject to approval and examination for $!">. When cash in full ac-
companies order for one of these machines if it is not satisfactory in every res-
pect, do the work any family sewing machine can do, we bind ourselves'upon
the return of machine to refund all money. Where can you buy on better
terms? Do not let this opportunity of a life time pass if you are in need of a

first class sewing machine. Cut this out and send it to us to-day with
h; your order. Our large catalogue, showing the machines awarded Pre-
B mium Medal at the World's Fair, Chicago, sent free to any address.

' OXFORD MANUFACTURE COMPANY, 340 Wabast Ave., CHICAGO.

14 KARAT

CUT THIS OCT and send it to us
with your name and address and we
will send you this watch by express

for examination. A Guarantee
For 5 If rare and chain and
charm sent with it. You ex-
amine it and if you think it

a burg-air piy our sample
price, «2.75, and it is yours.
It is beautifully engraved
and warranted thebesttime-
keeper in the World for the
money and equal in appear-
ance to a genuine Solid
Gold Watch. Write to-day,
this offer will not appear
again.

THE
NATIONAL MFG.

-AND-
IMPORTING CO.

&5fr 334 Dearborn St.,
V CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 8.

(See first 7 numbers on inside pageB.)

5 HORSE POWER

Engine and Boiler $103
SAW HILL ENGINE AND

ROILER, $450.00.
Other Siz<><< ill Proportion.
ENGINES and BOILERS
v FROM 2 TO 500 H. P.

For Circulars address
ARMSTRONG BROS.. SPKINGl'IELD, 0

Solid through trains between Cin-
cinnati, Toledo and Detroit.

Pullman Vestibuled trains between
Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Chi-
cago.

Through car lines from Cincinnati
via Indianapolis to St. I,ouis; also
Cincinnati via Indianapolis to De-
catur, Springfield, Ills., and Keo-
kuk.

Wi. M. Greene,
Gen'l Manager.

D. G. Edwards,
Gen'l Pass. Ag't.,

Cincinnati, O.

GABLED F9 ELD AND HOG FEN CIN

—

.

—
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Also Steel Weo Picket Fenco and Steel Wire
Fence Board. Write for ci rculars.

DeKALB FENCE CO., 38 High St., DeKalb, III.

Mention this paper when you write.

POTATO MA
If you are interested in planting and cutting potatoes by machinery, write to

ASPIWALL MANUFACTURING CO., Jackson, Mich., for their free illustrated

Catalogue. They will save you money and guarantee the work. (Mention this paper.)

THE SPRING GURRY COMB.
CLOCK SPRING BLADE.

Soft as a Brush. Fits Every Curve.

The Only Perfect Comb. Used by U. S. Army :tnd by Barnuin <8

Bailey and Forepaugh Circuses. Sample mailed, post-paid, 25 cts.

SPRING CURRY COMB CO.,
131 S. La Fayette St., - - SOUTH BEND,
The Excellence of this Comb is Guaranteed by the Editor of this Paper.

Ihaftman
I

HARMLESS TO STOCK

ECONOMICAL,

HANDSOM E.

STRONG,

SAMPLE AND DESCRIPTION FOR ONE 2c. STAMP.

MADE ONLY BY
CHICAGO BRANCH:

508 State St. Hartman Mfg.Co.,of Ellwood City,
NEWS"

2 MIDE. ELLWOOD CITY, PA.

WITHSTANDS CHANGES

IN TEMPERATURE, j
LOW PRICE, I:

MIRES. VISIBLE.
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ADVERTISERS.
The Circulation of Farm and Fireside

this Issue (February xst) is

300,000 COPSES.
The statement of the past three

months is as follows:

November 1,

" 15,
December 1,

" 15,

January 1,
" 15,

A total of

250,400
250,300
500,000
250,400
300,200
300,400

- l,S5l,60O
Average per issue, 308,600

Estimating at the usual average of five
readers to each copy, Farm and

Fireside has

One and a Half Million Readers

Farm and Fireside has More Actual
Subscribers than any other Agricul-

tural Journal in the World.

OFFICES

:

927 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa,,
and Springfield, Ohio.
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THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK.

There are conditions that make the
prospects of labor appear a little more
favorable than they have done for some
time. Opportunity for some of the unem-
ployed to return to work is promised. The
opportunity will be welcomed. Employ-
ment at low wages is better than no em-
ployment at all. In certain lines produc-
tion must be increased to meet even the
current demands of restricted consump-
tion. The Financial Review says:

"Such a paralysis of production as has ex-
isted for the last six months is entirely
incompatible with supplying the current
wants of consumption. Carefully com-
piled information gathered by one of the
commercial agencies from thousands of
firms and corporations shows that, for the
last six months, the contraction of sales
by manufacturers has been much more
than double that of merchants, and that,
in some important branches of trade, the
curtailment of retail sales has been com-
paratively nominal. The amount of im-
ported merchandise going into consump-
tion at this port (New York), during the last
half of 1893, was $84,000,000 less than for the
same time of 1892, which amounts to a de-
crease of thirty per cent; while, for the
last two months, the reduction averaged
thirty-six per cent. These facts show that,
although the reduction in the supply of
goods coming through importation has
not quite equaled that which has occurred
in domestic sources of supply, yet the cur-
tailment even in this department is in
nearly double the ratio of the decline that
is shown by Dun's statistics to have
occurred in the sales direct to consumers.
This process of contraction at the sources of
supply, to an extent so entirely dispropor-
tioned to the actual consumption, and ex-
tending over more than six months, can-
not fail to have produced a depletion of
stocks of merchandise virtually unpre-
cedented. Merchants whose opinion is en-

titled to respect, tell us that, in the leading

branches of trade, the stocks of to-day do
not exceed a three weeks' consumption at

the present curtailed rate.

These facts have certainly this much
significance—whatever else they may
imply—that there must bean immediate
considerable resumption of production;

and that such resumption, if conserva-

tively adjusted to the demand, can be
undertaken with a reasonable prospect of

profit, for the relation of supply and
demand is entirely in favor of the man-
ufacturer. This conclusion is borne out by
the process of resumption of work in iron

works, in textile factories and in their in-

dustries, which is becoming more marked
every day. This resumption is also

evidence that manufacturers have at last

reached a point at which they can approx-
imately estimate the conditions in which
they will be placed, under the new duties,

and that consequently they feel it safe to

undertake production to an extent compat-
ible, with their being able to control prices,

leaving the ultimate rate of output to be
determined by the new duties finally

established by Congress."

A NEW DICTIONARY.

The publication of a new dictionarj is

a notable event in the literary world.

We acknowledge the receipt of Volume I.

of "A Standard Dictionary of the English
Language,'' published by the Funk & Wag-
nails Company, New York. The work
will be issued in two volumes, also in a
single volume. The publishers hope that
it will be completed by May 1, 1894. For
nearly four years there have been engaged
in its production 247 office editors and
specialists, also nearly 500 readers for quo-
tations. Besides, hundreds of others have
assisted in various ways. It is estimated
that the cost of the work will be nearly a
million dollars. In its plan the new dic-

tionary differs in many respects from its-

predecessors. Some of its special and
most commendable features are, placing
definitions before entomologies, giving
the common meaning first when

#
a word

has two or more meanings, using the sci-

entific alphabet to give the pronunciation
of words, reducing the compounding of
words to a scientific system, locating the
selected quotations used to illustrate or
verify the meaning of words, and adopting
the simpler forms of spelling. "The aver-
age man (speaking in a general way) goes
to a dictionary to find one or more of three
things about a word: (1) Its correct spell-

ing, (2) its correct pronunciation, (3) its

most common present meaning." The
plan used enables him to get this informa-
tion with ease and certainty, and there-
fore makes this dictionary pre-eminently
the best for common use. Its vocabulary
is extraordinarily rich and full, containing
280,000 words and terms—55,000 more than
its largest predecessor. Briefly, in com-
prehensiveness, condensation and clearness
the new dictionary is unrivaled.

Volume I., containing 1,060 pages, is sub-
stantially bound, printed in clear type, on
fine paper, and fully and beautifully illus-

trated. Many of the illustrations are in

colors; the one of gems is a masterpiece of

lithographic art. In mechanical execution
the work is one of the finest specimens of

typographic art. Considering that the un-
dertaking was one of the greatest mag-
nitude and importance, requiring the
employment of the most expert skill in all

its parts, the price is very moderate. The
price of the work in single volume is $12;
in two volumes, $15.

THE BOND ISSUE.

By virtue of the authority contained in

the act of January 4, 1875, entitled "an act

to provide for the resumption of specie

payments," Secretary Carlisle offers for

public subscription an issue of $50,000,000

United States bonds, redeemable in coin at

the pleasure of the government after ten

years from the date of issue, bearing inter-

est at five per cent per annum. These
bonds are to be sold to the highest bidders,

but none will be sold at a less premium
than .17223, which is the equivalent of a

three-per-cent bond at par. Sold at the min-
imum price named in the offer, the issue

of $50,000,000 bonds would realize $58,611,-

500. For the use of this money obtained

from the sale of ten-year bonds the gov-

ernment will have to pay at least $25,000,-

000 in interest. How many times this

issue of $50,000,000 bonds will be repeated

is not now known. It is well known,
however, that the expenses of running the

government will be increased by the

amount of interest paid on bonds. The
increase of the interest-bearing debt of the

United States is decidedly unfavorable to

the interests of taxpayers.

This issue of bonds is ostensibly for the

purpose of replenishing the redemption
fund of $100,000,000, which has been re-

duced about $25,000,000. But as this fund is

being invaded daily for money to meet the

current expenses of the government, it is

for this purpose that the bonds are really

issued. There is much difference of

opinion as to the legality of this act of the

secretary of the treasury. But owing to

the utter uncertainty of the outcome of

congressional deliberations, on revenue
measures, the secretary was forced to take
some action without waiting longer for

Congress to give him the authority he
asked for. Under the circumstances it

was the only thing left for him to do.

SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MUNDI.

"And, like the baseless fabric of this vision,

The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces,

The solemn temples, * * * shall dissolve,

And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,

Leave not a rack behind."

Thus passes away the Dream City—the
glory of the world. Part of it is passing
away gradually and ordinarily

; part sud-
denly and dramatically; all regretfully.

The stately Peristyle, with its massive
columns, heroic statues and Quadriga-
crowned, triumphal arch, and its marble-
like wings, the Casino and Music Hall,

have vanished. An unknown Neronian
tramp applied the torch, and "Fire Uncon-
trolled" swiftly changed to vapor and dust
the lake portal to the Court of Honor
Beautiful of the White City Wonderful.
That imperial Court of Honor was the

grandest ideal of beauty in architecture

ever made real.

"Not Babylon,
Nor great Alcairo, such magnificence
EquaPd in all their glories."

Now is its glory darkened, its majesty
marred, its? harmony broken. With the
magnificent palaces that remain, time will

deal no less gently, if not so suddenly.
Soon all will have passed away.
The whole Columbian Exposition—its

buildings in their environment and all

they contained, and the administration of

its affairs—formed an unparalleled display
of the power of the arts, sciences and in-

dustries in sisterhood and men in brother-
hood. Designed originally to celebrate in
1892 the four centuries of America's prog-
ress, it became the glorious dawn of a
new era. The crowning achievement to

commemorate the past became the proph-
ecy of the future.

In the hush of a civic tragedy it closed;

its ceremonies, congresses, pageants, illu-

minations, music, ceased. Its exhibits

—

gems worthy of their caskets—removed, its

streets deserted, the Magic City itself is

dissolving, like the vision before Pros-

pero's wand.
But of all this shall there not be left

behind even a "rack?" Its influence and
inspiration continue. Part of it abides in

memory. The art preservative has gar-

nered its choicest treasures in illustrated

Books of the Fair. The sun that beamed
on the White City so many cloudless

summer days photographically perpet-

uated many of its sights, scenes and splen-

dors. And millions can now before them
lay the whole Panorama of the Fair. It

was not

"All a fleeting show,
For man's illusion given."

"Of the vanished dream"
An "image is there left to him."

TUBERCULIN.

Tuberculin is a ptomaine produced by
the action of the tubercle-bacillus. It was

189ff 1bacillus in 189(jf by Dr. Koch, an eminent
German scientist. At that time enthusi-
asts made extravagant claims for it as a
specific remedy for tuberculosis. Tests
failed to verify these claims. Tuberculin,
however, has been found to be just what
its discoverer claimed, a valuable aid in
the diagnosis of suspected or doubtful
cases of consumption. A hypodermic in-
jection of tuberculin in a person or animal
infected with the disease is always fol-

lowed within a few hours by a rise of tem-
perature. If free from the disease, no
fever is produced. So uniform has been
this result from a long series of tests, that
tuberculin is now considered an invaluable
means of determining the existence of
tuberculosis, even in its earliest stages.

The diagnosis made with tuberculin has
been invariably confirmed by post-mortem
examination. This has led to a wide ap-
plication of the test to cattle.

Approximately one seventh of the
human race perish from consumption.
Among the principal means by which the
virus of this dangerous disease is spread
is the use as food of the flesh and milk of
infected cattle. Tuberculin tests show
that tuberculosis in cattle prevails to a
much greater extent than ever suspected.
A breeder of thoroughbred cattle says in

the New York Medical Record:
"The New York state board of health is

killing by the hundred animals con-
demned by diagnosis with tuberculin, and
the state is paying full value for them.
The veterinarian says that the autopsy
shows the diagnosis to be correct in every
case. He says also that it is impossible
for the best veterinarian to discover
tuberculosis by physical examination ex-
cept in extreme cases. My herd is appar-
ently in splendid condition. Breeders do
not know of its existence in their herds.
They let a cow remain in the herd until

she is unquestionably tubercttlous, and
then remove her ; but she has then already
infected the herd. A temperature of 102

degrees Fahrenheit condemns the cow.
In a herd of Jerseys, at Troy, of eighty
head, he has killed thirty-three, and will

kill twenty more of them this week.
Autopsies are held in the presence of phy-
sicians and veterinarians. There have
been 15,000 tests with tuberculin in Eng-
land. New York evidently believes in

this kind of diagnosis, and will probably
have to pay $500,000 to eradicate tubercu-
losis. The veterinarian says the state is

full of it, in herds both of thoroughbreds
and common cows."
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Is sure death to insects in

stored grain. One of the.
of Carbon first indications that the

weevil or other insects are working in

stored grain is an increase in the temper-

ature of the mass. If this is noticed, ex-

amine the grain carefully for insects. If

the bin is tight, pour some bisulphide of

carbon into dishes, place them on top of

the grain and close up the bin. The fumes
of this volatile liquid being heavier than

air will sink down and spread through the

grain, and destroy the insects and their

eggs. As the vapor of this chemical is

highly inflammable, no flames should be

allowed near it.

Of /this new forage plant
Wonderful J, ~ ... .

,the California agncul-
Cow-pea. tural experiment station

says: "In view of the great industrial

value of the cow-pea in the southern

states, there is a wide disposition to try it

in California. We are fortunate in receiv-

ing from D. M. Dimmick, of Santa Bar-

bara county, a supply of seed of the new
cow-pea, 'Wonderful,' which is believed

to be the best of its kind. It yielded a

very large amount of forage and peas for

Mr. Dimmick, and keeps green on hisJand
until destroyed by frost. The pods are

very long, and carry as many as eighteen

peas to the pod. It is not likely that it

will do so well away from the coast, except

perhaps on moist or irrigated land, but it

is worth a trial everywhere. Mr. Dimmick
says the plant is about as tender as the

Lima bean, and should be planted about

the same time, as it is liable to rot in the

ground if planted too early. Put two peas

in a hill, the hills eighteen inches apart in

rows three feet wide."

sfxJLi: ' _
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_ The American Grocer re-
Canned , . , .

ports the output of
Tomatoes. canned tomatoes in the

United States and Canada, for the year

1893, at 4,395,543 cases, an excess over 1892

of 1,028,814 cases. The total output is

equivalent to 105,493,032 tins, a quantity

sufficient to give each family of five per-

sons eight tins per annum. The total is a

larger quantity than ever before reported.

Had it not been for the long summer
drought, which cut off the yield of toma-
toes in New York, Ohio and other western

states, the pack would have reached 4,500,-

000 to 5,000,000 cases, or fully 1,000,000 cases

beyond the annual requirements of the

United States and Canada. The year was
a good one for the packers, as the sales for

future delivery during the first half of 1893

were unusually heavy. High prices for

cauned tomatoes during May, June and
July last stimulated the industry, and led

to the planting of a largely increased area.

Fortunately, the crop was short in some
sections, and thus an overstocked market
was prevented.

Oleomargarine
That has not had but-

ter mixed with it may
be detected by a very simple test. Place a

small quantity of the suspected article in

a tin cup and heat it on the stove. At the

same time and in the same way heat some
pure butter. Observe how each sample
acts. Butter molts quickly, gives oil' its

characteristic odor and foams considerably.

The oleomargarine will not foam at all,

but will sputter and act like hot lard with
water 6pilled in it.

The National
Is an association re-

cently organized by
Dairy Union dairymen. Its objects,

as set forth in its constitution, are "to

secure national and state legislation to

prevent the manufacture and sale of food

products made in imitation or semblance
of pure butter or cheese," and "to assist in

the effective and thorough enforcement of

existing laws and such future laws as may
be enacted for the purposes set forth."

The secretary of the association is D. W.
Willson, Elgin, 111.; the president, C. W.
Horr, Wellington, Ohio. In his closing

address the president said : "We will never
stop until we have compelled, if we can-

not persuade, Congress and state legisla-

tures to put a stop to the sale, of oleomar-
garine and other counterfeits made in

imitation of butter."

A National

Dairy
Convention

Composed of delegates

from state dairy associ-

ations, .will be held in

Cleveland, Ohio, Febru-
ary 7th. A national dairy association is to

be organized, with the following objects in

view

:

"That all newly-discovered methods or

facts which may become known to any
state association may, through the me-
dium of the national association, become
known to all.

"To provide an authentic channel
through which all dairymen may give to

the department of agriculture that loyal

support which is due from all citizens, and
receive in return reports of the work-of the
department in behalf of the dairy and
kindred interests."

The Ohio
Association held its

annual meeting at Co-
Wool Growers'

iumbus, January 10th.

The following resolutions were unan-
imously adopted

:

Whereas, President Cleveland's message to

Congress December 6, 1887, declared that

changes in the tariff "should he devised with
especial precaution against imperiling the

existence of our manufacturing interests;"

and whereas, the report of the committee on
ways and means in the national house of

representatives on the "Wilson bill," Decem-
ber 19, 1S93, declares that it is "not purged of

all protection," and that "great interests do
exist, whose existence and prosperity it is no
part of our reform [the bill] either to imperil

or curtail ;" and whereas, the protection given
by the Wilson bill Is chiefly for manufactur-
ing industries, disregarding the interests of

farmers by placing wool on the free list; there-

fore, be it

Resolved, That in the name of the 80,000 wool
growers of Ohio, we denounce this discrim-

ination against the farmers of this country as

invidious and unjust, and if enacted into law
it will substantially destroy sheep husbandry
in the United States.

2. That we urge the people of Ohio, without
regard to past political party associations, to

send to Congress remonstrances against the
colossal political crime of free wool, and in

favor of adequate protection for sheep hus-

bandry.

3. That we will oppose the nomination or

election of any candidate for either branch of

Congress who will not aid in securing ad-

equate protection for the wool industry.

4. That we urge the wool growers of the
United States to sustain the national wool
growers' association, and to maintain state

and county associations, and that they send
representatives to our wool growers' meeting
at Washington, D. C, February 6th, to be
heard before the committee of finance of the
senate In opposition to free wool. *

.

5. That the wool growers' meeting atWash-
ington be requested to consider the expedi-

ency of urging the wool growers of the United
States to unite with the Patrons of Husbandry
to secure organized action in favor of ad-

equate protection for the wool industry so

long as the law shall give protective duties
for any other industry.

ti. That we favor adequate protection for

the allied industries of wool manufacturing
and wool growing, without which neither can
survive, and if farmers are alienated from
protection by free wool, free goods will Inev-
itably and speedily come.

NOTES OF RURAL INTEREST.

TILLAGE AND MANURE.

The question has recently been discussed
in agricultural papers, how much manure
can be used prutitably in ordinary farm-
crop rotation. The estimates go widely
apart. Some farmers want fifteen loads
per acre every year, while others, and ex-
perts among them, say five are enough.
One thing is sure. Manure, no matter
how liberally applied, will not make up
for drainage and tillage on soils of a some-
what clayey character. Want of perfect

drainage has prevented the production of

heavy crops, and consequently the re-

moval of much plant-foods. The soil,

then, is yet well supplied, but it is difficult

to make use of it simply because you can-
not easily break up the soil finely enough
so the plant roots can get hold of it. Now
put drains enough in such land that the
water will not stand on the surface for any
length of time after heavy rains or sudden
thaws, and then note the differenoe in the
way the-soil works and how nicely it pul-
verizes. This is not a new observation.

Yet thousands of farmers keep on trying
to raise good crops among hard lumps and
chunks of clay, and invariably fail.

Drainage, in a measure, will make up for

tillage, and tillage in a measure for ma-
nure. I therefore place drainage .first,

tillage next, and manure third in impor-
tance.

Part of the farm here consists of just

such land without sufficient drainage. For
years it has been a mass of clods and
lumps, and resisted all efforts to get it in-

to the desired state of fineness by plowing
and working in spring. Last fall I had it

plowed in very narrow beds, thus providing

a thorough systeraof surface drainage. Part

of these narrow beds were put in rye. The
ground was then in best order, and made
as fine and smooth as a garden plot. The
rye has made a good growth, and no water

now remains on the surface at any time.

It now looks as if there would be a heavy
crop of rye this year.

But I have not yet answered the ques-

tion, "How much manure should be ap-

plied, year after year, on such soils after

they are once thoroughly drained?" Stu-

dents of agricultural chemistry will easily

figure out good crops in the ordinary five-

year rotation—clover, corn, potatoes, oats,

wheat—will remove almost the exact

amount of plant-foods that is found in

thirty loads of good, average mixed barn-

yard manure, and that therefore an annual

application of six (two-horse) loads per

acre will make up for the loss. Soil and
subsoil, as well as atmosphere through
clover, can well be depended upon to fur-

nish a material addition; and the land,

under this system of cropping and manur-
ing, should increase in-fertility from year

to year. In short, I believe that with good
drainage and good tillage our average

heavier soils will gain rather than lose in

productiveness when the annual applica-

tion answers the lowest estimate of five

loads per acre. Lighter soils, which
usually have the advantage of perfect ne-
ural drainage, seem to give up the plant-

foods applied more easily; in other words,

be more wasteful with them, and the an-

nual applications may have to be larger.

FEEDING HORSES AND CATTLE.

Now as hay is high in price, the ques-

tion of utilizing substitutes for hay is an
important one. It is treated in bulletin 9G

of the New Jersey experiment station.

This bulletin, among other things, cites

from a circular issued by the French -min-

ister of agriculture, as follows : "100 pounds
of hay, of good average quality, can be

replaced by either 170 pounds of oat straw,

237 pounds of wheat straw, 150 pounds of

husks of oats, 193 pounds of wheat chaff,

145 pounds of potatoes, 300 pounds of for-

age beets, etc." It is supposed that twenty
pounds of good hay a day provide the nec-

essary nourishment for a horse of one
thousand pounds live weight. Equivalent
rations for these twenty pounds are given

as twelve pounds of ,hay and five pounds
of oats; or six pounds of wheat straw and
eight pounds of oats, etc. All these figures

are interesting, as they will give to the

ordinary farmer some idea of the relative

feeding values of hay, straws, grains and
roots, and the quantities required to prop-

erly nourish an animal.

Of straw and corn stalks the bulletin

speaks as "our more valuable farm prod-

ucts, now so carelessly handled and waste-

fully used, and which experimental tests

have shown to contain almost as much
nutriment, ton for ton, as meadow hay."

These for us are the chief substitutes for

hay. In the case of straw, many farmers
insist that, although it may possess feed-

ing value, it is more useful as bedding and
manure than as feed. Straw has a decided
value for these purposes; but if farmers
recognized that straw trodden into the
mire of an open yard is not good bedding,
and that the resultant product is not good
manure, there would in many instances

be a considerable quantity left for feed

after the legitimate uses of bedding were
served.

The bulletin also calls attention to it that

corn stalks and straw in their original

state are not readily and completely eaten
by animals. To insure the minimum
waste, they must be cut, and the coarser

and finer portions intimately mixed, and
feeds of known relish added. In England
the cut hay, straw and other coarse prod-
ucts are mixed with sliced roots, the feeds

added, the whole mass thoroughly mixed
and allowed to remain some time before

feeding. This method doubtless adds to

both the palatability and digestibility of the
foods, and is to be recommended where
circumstances permit. The question is

whether it will pay farmers to invest in

machinery for this purpose. For dairy
farmers there can be no question as to the

advisability of such a course, since in feed-

ing corn stalks whole in the usual manner,
from one third to one half of the food con-

tained in them is wasted. Where only few
animals are kept it becomes a proper ques-

tion for consideration, though a saving of

two or three tons of hay at present prices

would pay for a good feed-cutter. One
good cutter, too, might serve for several

farmers in a neighborhood, until its useful-

ness was thoroughly established.

TURKEY RAISING.

I have been much interested in a bul-

letin of the Rhode Island station, which
tells of their experiments with turkeys,

especially with wild crosses. There was a
time when I raised quite a flock of turkeys

every year ; but that was when I lived in

a hilly country, with plenty of woods
about, and the conveniences of a large,

somewhat lonely farm. Sometimes I had
good luck with them; sometimes the

little turkey chicks would die by the score,

in spite of all I could do for them, and at

other times foxes would make sad havoc
among my young flocks in the woodbs.

Domestication degenerates. The great

trouble is wo are trying to make them
thrive on food and under conditions en-

tirely different from what they find in

their wild state. If a hen is allowed to

take her flock off and roam at will, she

will not lose one by disease. The woods
are often the safest place for them, if there

are no foxes, hawks, etc. The advice about

raising turkeys, found in the bulletin,

might be briefly stated as follows : ( 1 ) Get

good breeding stock ; rather lean than fat.

(2) Separate every sick bird from the flock.

Kill and bury it, and disinfect what is con-

taminated by it. (3) Exterminate lice by

greasing the top of the chick's head with

carbolized vaseline. Do not set eggs under

vermin-infested hens, or put little turkeys

in lousy coops. (4) Feed little and often.

Give cooked food until the chicks begin to

show the reds about their heads. (5) Pro-

vide green food, like chopped onions and

lettuce, if they are confined to a pen. (6)

If the little turkeys are cooped, remove
them to fresh, dry ground frequently.

Dampness, lice and filth make short work
of them. (.7) Give them their food on clean

surfaces. (8) Give them water to drink

that is fresh and pure, and clean the dishes

every time they are tilled. (9) Let them
have access to fine gravel, crushed shells

and broken charcoal. (10) Keep them out

of heavy showers. If they get wet, put

them in a warm room to dry. Black and

red pepper and ginger in the food or

drinking-water aid them in overcoming a

chill, and are of great value on cold and

damp days, and a preventive of bowel

troubles in both young and old turkeys.

The crossing with wild gobblers from

time to time imparts a good deal of the

original hardiness into the domestic race.

Wild-turkey crosses are hardier and

healthier than the common turkeys, and

rarely have disease. Half-blood gobblers

are not as wild as half-blood hens, and

suitable for crossing with domestic hens.

A small proportion of wild blood im-

proves the size, form and general appear-

ance, as well as the vigor, without being a

disadvantage in any way. A quarter-wild

cross is better for practical breeding than

pure-wild or half-wild bird. Half-wild

crosses do well if allowed a large range,

but are not well suited for woody coun-

tries. T. Greiner.
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CORN CULTURE IN SOUTH DAKOTA.

I remember well when sixty years ago I,

a large boy of seventeen, with father and

brother, raised the last crop of corn dn our

farm, one half mile east of Watertown,

N. Y. The farm was little more than a

ledge* of lime-rocks, with a little soil on

top. Nearly all the work was done by
' hand with the hoe, and the crop sold at

about fifty cents per bushel. Farmers then

did not say that farming did not pay.

They supported their families well and
gave their children a fair education, and
were happy.
But we were fortunate when we ex-

changed that pile of rocks for thrice the

number of acres in the fertile forests of

northern Ohio. But the westward flowing

tide bore me on until I was stranded on
the great fertile bottoms of the Missouri,

in South Dakota. These bottoms extend

from Yankton to Sioux City, a distance of

sixty miles, and vary in width from six to

ten miles. Though all crops do well, I in-

tend to speak mainly of corn, which is our

principal one. Though these'alluvial bot-

toms can hardly be excelled for fertility,

money in corn must be preoeded by thor-

ough cultivation.

The common practice is to use three

horses before the plow, which will turn

two and one half or three acres seven

inches deep a day, at a cost of one dollar

per acre. When the plowing is completed,

the team is hitched to a wide, steel harrow,

which fines and smooths the sand very
rapidly. The check-row planter is next
brought into use. Some of the large far-

mers, who plant a hundred acres or more,

use the planter sixteen or eighteen hours

a day by changing hands and teams, thus

putting in twenty acres a day. I obtain

the best results by running the cul-

tivator lightly through very soon after

planting, sometimes commencing the

next day; of course, the same way the

planter was run. This is followed by the

harrow, with the teeth sloping back at an
angle of about 45 degrees. This destroys

all weeds that may have germinated, so

that when the corn is up enough for the

cultivator again the surface is perfectly

smooth and mellow, and no weeds are to

be seen. -

The cultivator should be kept at work
through the season. Our best cultivators

go through their corn four times, not
merely to kill the weeds, but to keep the
soil well stirred and the surface as mellow
as possible. The early cultivation is not
generally practiced, but I regard it of great

importance to secure the best results,

though it cannot be advantageously done
unless the surface is made very fine before

planting.

It is hard to find anything more pleasing

to the eye of a South Dakota farmer than
our immense fields of corns, with their

straight rows a half mile or more in length.

Corn thus cultivated in ordinary seasons

will yield from forty to sixty bushels an
acre. Last season was an unusually good
one here, and many fields yielded as high as

seventy bushels an acre. The price paid

for corn for several years past during the

best of the season has been from twenty-
five to thirty cents pe,r bushel, though
sometimes higher. A man and team can
cultivate and crib forty acres, working
from two and one half to three months.
Meckling, S. D. E. H.

HOW TO USE COTTON-SEED MEAL.

It should be mixed with hay, mill feed

and corn-meal. Be careful not to give too

much; begin with a small quantity—

a

handful, then two—and increase a\s your
cattle get used to it.

For milk, butter and beef, give two quarts
of cotton-seed meal, add five quarts of
bran, two quarts of corn-meal, and a little

linseed-meal, to prevent constipation.
Dampen, so that the cotton-seed meal,
bran and ground grain will stick together
and mix well.
These are daily rations for cows, or cattle

of heavy weight. Do not give young cattle
as much. Feed calves one half' pint and
lambs one gill daily, mixed with other
food. Do not feed cotton-seed meal to
very young lambs or calves. You will get
very rich butter, firm and solid, and a
number one beef. The yalue of the ma-
nure is very large, more than one thinks
for. The best meal sells at wholesale in
New York at twenty-five to twenty-six
dollars for best quality for feeding, and
less for fertilizing grades.
A good many farmers now include cot-

ton-seed meal in their feeding rations,
while its superior fertilizing value is un-
questioned. I think that the demand for
it will keep on the increase yearly, as fast
as consumers get better acquainted with it.

Edward A. Moore.

Full Set of Rollers
Surrounding Shafts.

BICYCLE BEARINGS ON HARVESTING
MACHINES.

Ten years ago ball bearings were almost

unknown. To-day they are successfully

applied to all sorts of machinery, from the

wood-carver's lathe, with its thirty thou-

sand revolutions a minute, to electric dyna-

mos and palace-cars. In the bicycle, of

course, these bearings have received their

widest introduction, and to their unqual-

ified success thus applied is doubtless due

their adoption to other machines.

The latest adoption of ball bearings is

their application, in a modified form, to

harvesting machinery, by William'Deer-

ing & Co., of Chicago. As applied to their

pony self-binder, they have reduced draft

more than one third ; while their applied

tion to the ideal mower is said to have re-

duced the draft of that machine to a figure

but little over half that of the ordinary

mower of the same size and weight. These

machines attracted widespread attention

and were awarded medals and diplomas at

the world's fair.

For use in heavy machinery the ball is

modified into a rol-

ler^ set of rollers in-

tervening between
the axle and the

journal which sur-

rounds it. These

rollers change sliding contact into rolling

contact. Their saving of friction is illus-

trated by the difference between sliding

across the floor on shoe soles and on roller-

skates, the roller bearings answering for

rollers-skates to the axle.

HOW IT WORKS ON HEAVY MACHINERY.

It seems to be only a question of time

when all engines and passenger coaches

will be fitted with ball and roller bearings.

The Locomotive Engineer, in describing a

test with rollers, says

:

"Two trains of the same' weight (102

tons) and engine! one with roller bearings

and one with ordinary bearings, made a

trip of 270 miles. The one with ordinary

bearings used 14,800 pounds of coal during

the trip, 3,270 pounds to start. The one

with roller bearings used only 11,100

pounds of coal, and only 252 pounds to

start. In a gravity test down a slight

grade to a level, the first ran 100 feet

beyond the incline, and the second, with

roller bearings, ran 534 feet beyond the

incline." The Implement and Machinery

Review for December is authority for the

statement that heavy milling machines,

capstan lathes, large vertical pulleys,

drills, wood-working, wood-carving and
other machines are to-day in actual work
in English engineering shops, all running

with ball or roller bearings, and that dyna-

mos similarly fitted are running with great

smoothness at a speed of over one thou-

sand revolutions a minute, without sign

of heating.- A. H. Tyler, in a recent num-
ber of Engineering, states that he has ball

bearings at work on the spindles of wood-
carving machines making as many as

30,000 revolutions a minute and that they

run perfectly cool without ever being

oiled.

IMPORTANCE OF THE NEW APPLICATION.

Great as has been the field of usefulness

of ball and roller bearings as applied to

bicycles, and the other

branches of machinery
just mentioned, it

seems probable their

highest mission is

just being reached by
their application to

harvesting machin-
ery. This becomes
evident when it is re-

membered that har-

vesting machines, necessarily heavy, must
be drawn by horses over ground neces-

sarily soft, at the same time driving the

operating mechanism of the machine;
conditions thaY are not met in any other

branch of machinery. A farmer's grain

ripens all at once, and has to be cut in the

brief pariod of time elapsing between the

condition in which it is too green and too

ripe. The same is true with his grass.

Any mechanism that lightens the work on
the horses and enables them to cover more
ground in a given time will be the means
of saving millions of dollars annually to

agriculture.

It is safe to say that this new improve-
ment to harvesting machinery, fathered

as it is by the largest firm of the kind in the

world, will meet with the most enthusias-

tic reception, and that at no distant date it

will be as difficult to sell harvesting ma-
chines without such bearings as it is now
to dispose of an old "parallel bearing"
bicycle.

Cross Section of
Roller Bearing.

WINTER WORK FOR THE HORTICULTURIST.

Open winter weather, such as we had in

the latter part of December, reaching into

the new year, gives an opportunity to do
man^r odd jobs that would otherwise be

deferred until April. All kinds of prun-

ing may be done, and such grubbing and
chopping as may be necessary. It has
generally been taught that pruning must
not be done until cold weather is past, but

the necessities of large orchardists, with
considerable idle help on hand in winter,

has led to experiments in this direction,

and no injury resulting from pruning in

open weather, many do all of it in winter.

This is done as far north as Michigan and
in New York. In the fruit centers in the

latter state—on the Hudson, at Geneva,

Lockport, Rochester and Brocton—one can

see men at work on any mild day, pruning
orchards and vineyards.

While too much open weather in winter

is a cause of serious loss to the fruit grower,

a few warm days in December are often

quite welcome. To the fruit grower who
combines it with market gardening, as

many do, the summer months are months
of intense activity, some of the days be-

ginning before daylight and ending at

bedtime, and not chicken bedtime, either.

During these busy days there is much of

trimming and "slicking up" that has to be

postponed, and on my place this is espec-

ially true in June and July, when I have
to devote all my own energies to selling-

berries and providing hay for the rest of

the year.
August generally brings me a little re-

spite from daily absence, and I generally

find time to catch up a little, but last sum-
mer sickness claimed a portion of my time,

and I was obliged to content myself with
doing as little as possible. For this reason

there was much that I could do better than
hired help could do it, that was not done,

and I was very glad to have some open
weather this winter when such jobs could

be done.

REPAIRING GREENHOUSE.
I

One of the jobs deferred was the re-

pairing of the greenhouse. For two or

three years it has only been run during
the spring months, heating it up in Feb-
ruary. I have so much to do in the

autumn that I find it pays me better to

buy in a stock of young bedding plants

in March, and grow them in connection

with vegetable plants, than to be at the

bother of putting in stock plants, and hav-

ing the expense of firing through the cold

months. If I lived in the edge of a village,

it would probably pay to enlarge and keep
a man especially to look after the green-

house, but as I am situated it will not.

When winter set in there was a good
deal of glass slipped down or broken, and
I was figuring on some very cold and dis-

agreeable hours' work to fix it, but when a

warm day came, I got at it and reset and
put into position the broken and loose

glass, simply "sprigging" it down. This
took only a short time, occupying, with
some other outside repairing, less than
two days. Had I stopped to putty it in the
old-fashioned way it would have taken a
week, but thanks to certain advanced
methods, I was not compelled to do this.

The houses were not to be used immediate-
ly, so temporary fastening answered, for

the balance of the work could be done at

any time when the sash-bars were dry.

To finish the job, I mixed white paint
with putty until it was about like thick

cream. This was put into an insect-powder
gun and a little stream of the liquid putty
distributed at the juncture of glass and
sash-bar. While this was being done, I

had some fine, white sand baking in the
oven, and this, when dry and as hot as I

could handle, was sprinkled on the putty.
The combination forms a cement that

nothing but a chisel will remove, and
holds the glass as in a vise. The insect-

gun is a rubber bulb about the size of a
duck egg, with a tin, tapering nozzle. This
tin nozzle screws on, and when off leaves a
mouth nearly three quarters of an inch in

diameter, which makes it easy to fill. It

is not easy to clean up after use, so that it

can be kept for future use, but it only
costs fifteen cents, and as one can save two
hours out of every three over the old way
of puttying, it does not take long to save
its cost in time, saying nothing about its

being so much more permanent.

TRIMMING HEDGES.

Another job that I have been doing was
the cutting back of some arbor-vita? hedges.

Along the street line in front of my house
is one of these hedges. It had been neg-

lected for half a dozen years, until it was
about eleven feet high in spots. I cut it

back to five feet, making my chin the
gage. The stems were about the size of

broom-handles, and the top presents, since
trimming, abare and unsightly appearance,
and to an inexperienced person looks as if

it was permanently injured. "Why, how
it looks!" some exclaim, and others less

blunt put their thoughts in other words
by asking if it will not kill it, their tone
implying that it wouldn't be much matter
if it would. To such I answer it will not.

It is one of our hardiest trees, and the

base of green, thrifty boughs six feet wide
will grow all the thriftier, and before mid-
summer will entirely hideHhe unsightly

stumps. Where the bottom branches are

green and vigorous, the cutting off of the

top of an evergreen will always result in a

thickening up of the growth and increased

beauty of form and appeai-ance. I might
have stuck the tops down through the

hedge and thus have screened the protrud-

ing stumps, and given it a dressed-up

appearance for a few weeks, butl preferred

to use them for mulching some strawberry

rows that were so near the railroad that I

dare not use straw.

CUTTINGS AND GRAFTS.

These may be cut at any time in winter

when they are not frozen, and the sooner

the better. There are in every community
local varieties of considerable merit that

cannot be obtained at the nurseries; there

are also varieties that are such poor growers

that many nurserymen do not propagate

them, or if they do, can only furnish

crooked or inferior-sized trees. The Dam-
son plum, the Canada red apple, the Bosc

and Nellis pears are cases in point. There

are on every farm and in almost every

dooryard undesirable fruits that may
profitably be regrafted to better kinds, and
the sooner it is done the less time will be

lost. If a person cuts his own grafts, and
either puts them in himself or has some one

do it, then there is no doubt in the case,

and sooner or later will have kinds true to

name, and a source of satisfaction and
profit.

The scions should be tied in small bun-
dles of not more than two inches in diam-
eter with wire and plainly labeled. As
pencil and ink marks often become invis-

ible, I take a square pine stick about one
fourth inch big and the length of the scions,

and cut Roman numerals in one side. (See

illustration.) The numeralsare transferred

to a pocket diary or day-book, with the

kind of scion they represent opposite, and
the label is tied up with the scions. The
scions should be packed in wet sawdust or

sphagnum (the latter is better), placed in a

box and set on the north side of a building,

and when frozen solid, placed in an ice-

house. If no ice-house is available, then
let them stand on the ground until covered

with snow and ice, and then cover with a

foot of straw. This will generally keep
frozen until it is time to use them in April.

They may also be kept in a cool cellar, but

cannot be used so late in the spring. Cut-

tings of grapes, shrubbery, etc., may be

packed and labeled in the same way, but
should not be frozen, but may be kept in

the cellar or buried in the ground.
L. B. Pierce.

The philanthrophic advocate of free wool
pleads for the great mass of laboring men
who would get cheaper clothing. The
average suit of^jeans worn by the laboring

element of this country does not contain

one pound of wool. How much would free

wool benefit this poor man?

—

American

Sl\eer> Breeder.

Prevent the Grip
Dr. Cyrus Edson of the New York Board
of Health says that to prevent the Grip,

you should avoid exposure in inclement
weather, and keep your strength up,

your blood in good condition and your
digestive organs in regular action. The
tonic and alterative effects of Hood's
Sarsaparilla so happily meet the last

three conditions, that with the protection

given by this medicine you need not fear

the Grip. Many people confidently rely

upon Hood^'s Sarsaparilla for protection

from the Grip, Fevers, etc.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Is an inexpensive medicine, and a single

bottle may save you many dollars in doc-

tors' bills and much suffering. Truly an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of

cure. Be sure to get Hood's.

Hood's Pills act easily, yet promptly and
efficiently, on the liver and bowels. 25c.
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GARDEN AND FIELD NOTES.

\ruits for Profit.—I think I

have at an earlier opportunity

mentioned the unusual success

which one of my neighbors has

made in growing Bartlett pears

formarket. Iknow thatinoneF
year he sold the crop from his two acres for

almost §3,000; in the year following for

about §2,000, and at other times for gl,20Dand

§1,500. This season has been the poorest in

years for him, the crop not being as large

as usual, and the price far below the aver-

age. Still, the two acres have paid better

than any other two acres on the large

farm, and their yield would have sufficed

to support almost any ordinary farmer's

family fairly well. Indeed, I know more
farmers who have to live on a smaller in-

come than who have a larger one. In
short, this man's fruit growing pays, pays
well, and with all the drawbacks of this

season, will continue to pay. Now, having

told this, I know that there are lots of

readers who think this is a chance for

them, and will want to go at it right

away, and plant a Bartlett pear orchard.

Hold on a minute.

In the first place this is a pear country.

The clay loams hereabouts seem to suit

pears to perfection, and especially the

Bartlett. Give the Bartlett half a chance

here, and it will do well. This is not the

case everywhere, and on all soils. How
much a protected situation (being sur-

rounded by orchards and buildings) has to

do with my neighbor's eminent success, I

do not know; but of this I am well aware,

that said neighbor knows how to manage
his trees. He neither allows them to be
choked out by grass or grain, nor to be
starved out by want of food. The trees

stand .
close, only twelve or fifteen feet

apart each way; they have full possession

of the soil, and are given constant and
clean tillage. The ground is plowed in

early spring, and then thoroughly har-

rowed over almost every week until mid-
season, when cultivation ceases for awhile.

Another plowing is given just before

winter. This is intended to provide a

mulch of loose soil for winter protection.

The large crops require plenty of plant-

foods, and these are provided by an annual

heavy coat of old cow manure, which can

be purchased at a dairy in the vicinity at

fifty cents a two or three horse load. This

tells the whole story, the right location,

the right soil, the right treatment, these

links form a strong chain ; but when any
link is weak, the whole chain is weak.

Before any of my friends will start out to

imitate my neighbor's success, let them
inquire, first of all, whether location and
soil are right. If there is no weak spot in

these conditions, and you feel confident

that you are the person to manage the

thing all right, then it will be safe to em-
bark in the enterprise.

Drainage.—One thing, however, needs

to be especially emphasized. Xever ex-

pect to make a success of growing the

ordinary tree fruits, and other fruits as

well, except on soil that is thorouglily

drained. Trees may grow all right, even

if the drainage is not quite what it should

be ; but in that case the blights and scabs

which at the present time are threatening

the very existence of profitable fruit cul-

ture, will be all the more liable to attack

trees and fruit, and to destroy our chances

of success. Orchards in this part of the

country, to do as well, need tile drainage,

and the tile lines pretty close together,

besides. If there are only drains enough

to remove the largest share of the excess

of water, you will find that the trees are

more subject to disease, and less liable to

give regular and satisfactory crops and

fine fruits, than when there are drains

enough to remove all surface water

promptly. That this has a more general

application, an application to almost all

crops, I have tried to emphasize elsewhere

in this issue.

Feeding Fruit-trees.—The first aim
in starting an orchard is to make a strong,

healthy growth of wood. Our average

clay loams contain all the plant-foods

needed during this period of wood forma-

tion. When, in setting the young trees,

you have mixed a shovelful or two of nice

old compost with the good surface soil,

and packed this well around the roots of

the tree, you have done about all that you
can to give the tree a good start in life.

And if afterward you utilize the spaces

between the tree rows for growing beans,

or cabbages, or potatoes, etc., for a few

years, and give to these crops a moderate
amount of the plant-foods they need, it

will not be required for you to. throw a lot

of manure around the trees. They will

need little additional manuring, although
a few handfuls of bone (and potash' on
lighter soils) will do no harm. Good cul-

tivation -will bring the strong wood
growth desired. But when the trees begin
to bear, and especially while they are bear-

ing full crops, they need help from with-

out, and the owner can hardly be too

liberal in his applications of fertilizing

materials. Bone, potash, ashes, etc., may
be all right ; but even stable manure will

not come amiss during the periods of

heavy fruit production. .Only let it be in

proportion to the amount of crops. Let
there be enough of it.

Prospective Profits.—When an espec-

ially shining example of profits leads us
into wholesale planting of a fruit crop, we
often find, when the trees or vines come
to be of bearing' age, that the favorable

conditions which made the crop at the one
time so profitable, have changed or do not
exist any more. Apples may be named as

one instance. The apple crop in this

county used to be regular and reliable, and
was an exceedingly profitable one. Peo-
ple have planted extensive orchards, and
for awhile made money. Then came the

scab, and with it bad years, and failures

partial or complete. Where are the profits

now? There may be. another change,
however, and the trees may again begin to

bear more regularly, and bring good re-

turns. I, for my part, expect a good crop
this year, simply because the trees had
healthy foliage last year, and a chance to

ripen their wood. v

Peaches are another instance of this

kind." Years ago the peach crops were
large, reliable and highly remunerative.
People set out orchard after orchard. Then
came the yellows, and swept the orchards

out of existence. Now the peach crop is

unreliable, and one year with another, not
any too profitable. Joseph.

Orchard and Small Fruits.
CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

PECANS.

A. J. M. wishes to know something
about pecans. I have two trees, nearly
thirty years old, seventy feet high and
forty feet across the limbs, and about one
foot in diameter, grown from the seed of
the hardy northern pecan. They have been
in bearing about twenty years, having
never failed to bear a part or full crop. This
year we have about one hundred and fifty

pounds, or nearly five bushels—thirty-two
pounds being counted as a bushel. I
planted twenty-seven nuts four years ago

;

twenty-six of them made trees. I disposed
of them to parties near me, and on careful
inquiry, all lived but one, and that was
from being replanted in an unfavorable
place. I do not think, if care is taken, that
pecans are hard to raise or transplant. I
recommend replanting in the last half of
April, care being taken in digging up, as
they have a long tap-root and few small
roots. Nuts planted now will freeze and
burst open, and come up in the spring. If

planted where they cannot freeze, the shell
must be carefully cracked. If planted over
a board or stone six inches below the nut,
the tap-root will spread and be much
easier taken up, and will be better rooted.
The tree is very hardy. They are hard to
grow from graft, but it may be done; per-
haps two or three in ten will make trees.
They will bear some earlier. The Tennes-
see or Mississippi pecans are larger and the
shell thinner, but not so hardy for a
northern climate. F. L.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAMUEL B. GREEK.

Plum Stock Wanted.-T. M. B.. Rolling
Prairie, Ind., writes: "Will you please in-
form me where I can obtain plum stock for
buckling? I want rooted cuttings of Mariana.
Please inform me of a nursery that makes a
business of rooting the plum and pear from
cuttings; one most northern preferred."
Reply:—Stark Bros1

., Louisiana, Missouri,
grow the Mariana plum from cuttings in
large quantities, and are located fas far north
as any concern that I now think of which
grow their plum stocks in this way. The same
concern also grow several oriental pears from
cuttings. I do not know of any class of pears
but this latter that it is practical to grow in
this manner.
Ashes on Strawberries— Warfield

Strawberry. — E. M., Elizabeth, Minn.,
writes: "When is the best time to put ashes
on strawberries? Is it proper to put them
on now, or will the fertility of the ashes be
carried away by the melting of the snow?
Will ashes, if they become wet or moist, lose
any of the potash or any of their fertility?
Is the Warfield strawberry a more profitable
variety than the Crescent in Minnesota?"
Reply:—I prefer to put ashes on in the

spring, as the soluble part is liable to be
wasted if put on in the winter. The simply
getting of ashes wet with water does not seri-
ously injure them, unless the water runs
through, but it makes them very bad to
handle. If the water runs through them, the
potash is wasted badly. As a rule, I think
the Crescent is more universally successful in
this state than any other strawberry, but the
Warfield in doing exceedingly well in many
places. I think: you had better try the Beder
Wood on a small scale for a pollenizer. It is
doing wonderfully well in some parts of your
state.

Work of the Woolly-aphis.—J. J. N.,
Berryville, Ark. The apple roots received
were very much shriveled from drying, but
resembled the accompanying cut, having
little hollow swellings all over them. These
swellings were undoubtedly made by the
woolly-aphis, which is very destructive to
apple-trees in your section, often causing the
death of the trees. They are simply little
white lice having a woolly covering, which
live and increase very rapidly on the roots of
trees. They at first sight appear like a mold.
All new nursery stock should be inspected,
and if any traces of this pest is found the
trees should be treated as follows: Dip the
roots of the trees into water having a temper-
ature of from 120 to 150 degroes. This is easily
done in any hot-water heater, by having a
thermometer in the water, and gaging the

Work of the Woolly-aphis.

fire to keep the heat regular. The lice in this
way are killed very quickly, and the trees
need not re*nain in the water for more than a
minute to do this effectually. Great care
should be exercised not to bury even tem-
porarily, or to plant apples in land having
this pest in it.

Buffalo-berry—His'h-bush Cranberry
—Nuts.—G. T. H., Waverly, Mo., writes:
"What kind of berries are the buffalo-berries,
and the high-bush cranberry? Are buffalo-
berries good fruit to grow for family use?
Is the high-bush cranberry like the cranberry
sold in stores? Also please give me the
address of a reliable firm that deals in
almonds, chestnuts, English walnuts, etc."
Reply:—The buffalo-berry is a small tree or

bush, seldom growing over ten feet high, and
found abundantly along the watercourses of
the Dakotas, Montana and Wyoming. It is

not found wild east of the Dakotas. The
plants are pistillate (female) and staminate
(male), so that it is necessary togetboth kinds
of plants in order to have any fruit. The
fruit under favorable conditions is produced
abundantly, but of course only on the pistil-
late plants. It is about the size of a red cur-
rant, and generally red in color, although
occasional plants have yellow fruit. The
fruit is very sour, makes a good jelly, but as a
sauce it is unpleasant on account of the large
seeds which they contain. Each fruit having
oneseed,which isaboutthe size of a very small
grain of wheat. It is my opinion that it will
never be popular for table purposes where the
red currant does well. The bush, however, is

quite pretty and is desirable as a lawn tree.
There is, however, quite a difference in the
color of the leaves, some plants having leaves
that are nearly as white as the old dusty-
miller of the gardens, while others have quite
dark-colored leaves. The high-bush cran-
berry is not like the cranberry sold in the
stores. The latter grow in the swamps on a
small-leafed vine that lies flat on the ground,
while the former makes a bush eight feet
high. The high-bush ""cranberry is almost
identical with the common snow-ball of the
gardens in leaves and wood, but not in flower.
It grows wild over most of the northern
United States, and is probably abundant in
the woods and thickets in your vicinity. The
berries are borne in clusters on the end of the
branches, are red in color, and have one flat
seed in each. I have never yet seen them suc-
cessfully cultivated except in a very small
way, but I have a lot of seedlings of them with
which I am experimenting, hoping to get a
good kind that will be productive under cul-
tivation. The berries make a very excellent
sauce which is much like ordinary cranberry
sauce. It is a very pretty lawn shrub, as the
flowers and fruit are both conspicuous and
pretty. It is wen worth trying in a small way,
in sections where the common cranberry is
not abundant. It is very hardy.

For years the Standard Woven Wire Fen-
cing has been the Sedgwick make. Write
Sedgwick Bros. Co., Richmond, Ind., for
particulars, and mention this paper. .

"What! Never?" Well, Hardly Ever^
an opportunity presented for as much enjoy-
ment, for so little outlay, as we extend in our
World's Fair offer. See page 19.

if you need Any seed Send toTweed. f> pkt*.. Flower or Vejt. 10c.

» Seed Almanac Free. H, I. TWEED. BOX 33, RIPLEY. 0.

OPS" 0 0 FREE Send 10c. for "Favorite
VlaLIIV Flowers" and act these seeds free : 5
•IT .Utj pkt6. Tuberous Begonias, Aster,w w Echinocj tis, Passion Flower atad
Pansy. 6 House Plants, 30c; 6 Begonias, 30c.

A. C. ANDEKSON, Box K, Leigh, Nebr.

FREE SPRAY PUMP^^^M
you mean business and want agency send 10c. We will
send a complete pump that will do tbe work of any $10
spray. A. SPEIKS, Box 52 No. Windham, Maine.

Trees

Fruit and ornamental. Everything for
the fruit grower. True to label. New
and old. Immense stock. Well grown
trees. Catalogue Free. Oakland
Nursery Co., Forgys.Clark Co., Ohio.

SSSJSS GRAPE VINES
100 Varieties. Also Small Fruit*, Tree*, Ac Best
rooted stock, GenuiDe, cheap. 2 sample Tines mailed for lOo.
Descriptive price-Hat free. LEWIS KOESCB, Fredonia,N.T.

Plants a specialty.
Immense stock of
all good varieties.
Send postal for el-
S SON, Dover, Del.

STRAWBERRY
egant Price List., SLAYMAKER

STRAWBERRIES AND FINE FRUIT.
Do you intend planting any Strawberries, Raspber-
ries, Blackberries or other small fruit plants, Roses
or novelties? Send for my 6U-page catalogue and the
best report on strawberries ever published. Free.
D. BRANDT, BOX 311, BREMEN, OHIO.

BANQUET STRAWBERRY
Equal to wild berry in flavor. CROSBY PEACH,
frost proof. Fruits everv year. Colored plates.
Full descriptions. Free Catalogue. All fruits. Write at
once. HALE BROS.,South Glastonbury,Conn.

GRAPE vines.Wl BS H Bat All best varieties. High-
est Grading. Small Fruits. Introducer of unrivalled
new Red Jacket Gooseberry A Fay Currant.
Cataloguefree. Geo.S.Josselyn, Fredouia,N. V.

SEEDS
THAT PAY ARE
SEEDS

THAT GROW.
Our seeds are all fresh, tested and reliable.

They are sure to grow if given a chance. It-

will pay you to get our Catalogue of Seeds and
Plants, before placing your orders. Send for
it to-day. Address
F. W. RITTER & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

CARDEN
,FLOWER

and FIELD.
Seed Potatoes, Trait Trees,
Plants and Vines of the best Old
and New Varieties. Send now for

OUR NEW CATALOCUE
Plain, neat, sensible, truthful.with
honest prices. Free to all. All will
want Our New Pure "White
Earliest of all and best,Sweet
Corn, Extra Early Vermont.
FRANK FORD & SON. Ravenna. 0.

EEDS

RARE AND UNIQUE

PLANTS
A Sew Col-

f.n n±.<Zlection for *-"J CtO.
containing one each of three
species of choice Palm, an Orchid,
a tine Amaryllis bulb, two species
of Air Plants and some beautiful
Long Spanish Moss. All sent

post-paid for only 60c. They are worth twice the
sum asked. This special offer is made simply to
introduce our goods. Why not take advantage of it?
Our Catalogue of tropical plants will prove of interest
to those who have not seen it. Address li . D. HO VT.
American Exotic Nurseries, Seven Oaks, Fla.

Magnificent New Flowers
FOR ONLY 25 CENTS.

Including the lovely Orange Scented
Tuberose which bears flowers of
great beauty and of unsurpassed
Iragrance.lworth more than the price
of the collection. One bulb of Orange
Scented Tuberose, l bulb French
Seedling Gladioli, lovely spikes; 1
pkt. Fuller's ifew Sweet Pea In -

mixed colors, a grand variety; 1 pkt.
"World's Fair Pansy, comprises all

thcfinest strains mixed ; 1 pkt. Ful-

ler's New Ruse Aster flowers of
great beauty, 1 pkt. Star Phlox, SO
colors mixed; 1 pkt Giant Cocks-
comb, heads over two feet In cir-

cumference: 1 large pkt Mixed Flower Seeds, over loo different
kinds, all the best sorts, which grow and bloom freely. The above
fine bulbs and seeds are wprth $i .00,will all flower this eeason,and
we send them for only 25 cents. Order at once. Catalogue free.

J. ROSCOE FULLER & CO., Floral Park,N.Y.

oses
How to get the best, and
how to grow them suc-
cessfully—that's the text
of our new

Guide to Rose Culture
for 1894. It tellsyou how
to get thefamous D.& C.
Roses on their own roots;
gives the very latestand
best information for the
culture of all kinds of

flowers. Wesend it free to anyone, together with
a sample copy of our interesting floral Magazine

"SUCCESS WITH FLOWERS."
THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.

jtuse Growers andSeedsmen, West Urove, Pa.

et there ^ALZ ER'5 NORTHERN GRQWN.SEEDS potatoes
;li vfr bapi sjpJEBH»liflMlte« per brl

John A 5alzer.Seed<°- LaCr°S5e. Wis.

TIMBRELLPF I D'CELDORADO
STRAWBERRY 1 1 bn I BLACKBERRY*

"THEY HAVE NO EQUAL," says E. a Cab-
man. B. N. Y., and H. E. Vandkman, U. S. Dept.

A full assort-
ment of FRUIT TREES,

SMALL FRUITS, VINES, ROSES, ORNAMENTALS,
CRATES and BASKETS. NEW FK I ITS A SPECIALTY. C Ul RCin Rrirlffdnort flhinBuy direct. Don't pay double prices. Illustrated Catalogue FREE. Et 11 1 ntlll) Dl lugGJJUl lj UIIIUi
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EXTRACTS
FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

From Arkansas.—We haye good freestone

water, supplied by numerous springs and

wells. Good water can be obtained by digging

or boring ten to seventy feet. Health is gen-

erally gooil here. All fruits adapted to this

latitude do exceedingly well here where, they

receive proper care and cultivation. This is

attested by the fine display of fruits at the

chamber of commerce in Fort Smith. The

fruit industries of this country will improve

each year, as horticulturists are getting more
experience as to the best methods of fruit

culture, and the varieties of fruits best

adapted to this soil and climate. Sebastian is

principally a timbered county; the upland

timber consists of post oak, black and shell-

bark hickory, white oak, red oak and elm.

Timber on bottom lands consists of cotton-

wood, ash, pecan, black and white gum, soft

maple and papaw. A superior quality of

coal is found in nearly all parts of the county

at a depth of two to fifty feet, which makes a

demand for labor in the vicinity of the mines.

Western Arkansas was settled principally by
people from Tennessee, North Carolina and
Georgia. As a rule, they are a very industri-

ous, economical and sociable people, and peo-

ple coming here ffom the North to locate who
are industrious and otherwise good citizens,

are welcomed and respected by their southern

neighbors regardless of their attitude in

politics. But they have no use for a northern

man who will put in the most of his time sit-

ting around the corner grocery, whittling

dry-goods boxes and discussing politics and
'assuming a sort of bulldozing attitude. Our
free schools compare favorably with most of

the older states. Churches of nearly all de-

nominations are fairly well represented here.

As a rule, our people are quiet," law-abiding
citizens. This county has very good railroad

facilities, but what we are most in need of

now for the general good of this county and
the people is manufacturing interests, more
especially in the agricultural line of imple-

ments. Plows and harrows, also other im-
plements, are all shipped here from neighbor-

ing states. We have the best of facilities for

manufacturing all kinds of implements in

Fort Smith. A plant of that kind of man-
ufacturing certainly would pay good div-

idends on the investment, and would be a
great advantage to the country. Prices of im-
proved land range from $10 to $25 an acre.

Winters are very mild here ; I do not think in

my residence here of five years that the

ground has been frozen to a depth of two
inches. At this writing, January 5th, our
rose-bushes and other shrubbery hang quite
full of green leaves, and our poultry are get-

ting plenty of green forage about the yards.
Barling, Ark. H. B.

From Florida.—The winters are our- dry
seasons, but we generally have rain enough.
Our market gardeners are shipping egg-plant,

beets, lettuce, cabbage, celery, snap-beans,
cucumbers, tomatoes and all kinds of veg-
etables north. We are shipping oranges,
lemons, limes, grape-fruit (pomelo), etc. This
is the country and climate for cocoanuts,
sapodillas, egg-fruit (tiess), mammae-apple,
guava, bananas, pineapples and all kinds of
tropical and semi-tropical fruits. Tamarinds,
tropical gooseberry, cherimoyer, melon
papaw, sugar-apple, etc., are all fruiting here.

I have my opinion of aman who does not
relish them. They all come to their greatest
perfection in Lee county, Florida. On our
poor pine land, cow-penned, I raised three
crops in eleven months. Irish potatoes
.planted January 15th, yielded 220 bushels an
acre. I then planted the ground in water-
melons and took off a good crop. Then I

planted the ground to sweet potatoes, and in

December dug 550 bushels per acre. When
fertilized, our pine land is the most productive
soil to be found, and when one can raise three
or four crops a year, he can afford to manure
it well. I have known 1,000 bushels of Ber-
mudaonions per acre grown here. Our lands
are easily cultivated. Rice is sown about
June 1st and harvested in October, yielding
twenty to eighty bushels per acre, without
flooding the field. Our rains during summer
supersede the necessity of flooding the rice

fields, which is essential in other countries.
Florida can support more human life from
her own products than any other state in the
Union. Lee county has native fertilizers,

muck, marl and phosphate, enougb to fertilize

the state many years. Florida never did, nor
never will be known to beg for bread. We
have good schools and churches, the best of
society, the finest cilmate in the United
States, and the best health in the world.

Ft. Myers, Fla. L. C. W.

From Oregon.—Ours is a hilly country, but
we have one of the Bnest climates the sun
shines on. This portion of southern Oregon
has been very appropriately termed "the
Italy of America." Our little village, contain-
ing two hundred inhabitants, is situated in
the midst of a rich agricultural, fruit and
grazing country, 219 miles south of Portland,
at an altitude of 637 feet above the sea, on the
line of the Oregon and California railroad.
This country is par excellence the country for
all kinds of fruit. Our peaches took the first
premium at the world's fair. We driedf 200,000
pounds of fine prunes this season, and will

ship from here next year fully half a million

pounds. A car-load of our prunes will soon be

on the road for Dayton, Ohio, so that any one

of your readers who are near enough there,

can have the pleasure of finding out for them-
selves whether I am lying or not, when 1 say

that the Myrtle Creek prunes far excel the

California product offered in open market.

Prunes do not come into bearing until the

fifth year from planting. They must be cul-

tivated continuously, as should all kinds of

fruit; but corn is raised on same land the first

two years. Prunes will yield a net income of

from $75 to as high as $800 per* acre, according

to age and cultivation. . Good prune land can

be had /or from $20 to $100 per acre, according

to location. Soil principally a sandy loam.

Timber consists of oak, ash, fir, sugar-pine,

cedar and several other woods. Our hills afford

excellent pasturage for stock of-all kinds. Corn

does very well here, considering that Oregon

is not a corn state. It yields an average of

thirty bushels an acre, and has been known
to yield sixty. The town of Myrtle Creek has

a fine school, three churches and no saloon.

It has one of the best flouring mills in the

county. There are some rich gold mines near

us that are attracting considerable attention

just now. Ten miles from here are located

the now famous nickel mines, whose exhibit

at the world's fair created so much comment.
Oregon was a year behind time, and only had
a small appropriation for the world's fair ex-

hibit, yet she came out third in the race for'

awards. Southern Oregon is the cream of the

state. W. T. F.

Myrtle Creek, Oreg.
,

From Michigan.—Our main crops are wheat
and hay. Our wheat, if it pulls through the

hard winter, averages from fifteen to twenty-

five bushels per acre, and sells at present for

fifty-four to fifty-six cents per bushel. Hay
yields from one and one half to two tons per

acre. Our corn crops for the last seven years

have been, very uncertain, so much so that

people are discouraged in trying to raise it.

Potatoes do well here, and are raised quite ex-

tensively farther north. Apples have been a

failure for three or four years. Small fruits

do quite well. The long, cold and dismal win-

ters are a great drawback. We commenced to

feed stock October 1st, and will have to feed

'until May 1st. S. W. C.

Climax, Kalamazoo Co., Mich.

A NEW HORSE POWER.

The attention of our readers-is called to the

advertisement of the Poindexter Mfg. Co., of

Indianapolis, Ind., in this number of the

Farm and Fireside. The chain cable horse

powers are built on an entirely new* principle.

The power is transmitted by a chain belt and
can be carried to any point. For instance, a
corn splitter or cutting box can be set in a barn

loft and the power in the barn yard, 200 or

300 feet from cutting box if necessary. The
power has but one set of cog gearing and is

devoid of dead centers and is easy to start.

For such work as running feed cutters,

corn splitters, corn shellers, bone cutters,

fanning mills and churns and pumping water,

etc., this is perhaps the most convenient
power on the market, and is worthy of in-

vestigation by persons in need of a light

power. The Corn Splitting machines- are in

use by hundreds of feeders, who unhesitat-

ingly recommend their use. A postal card

written to the manufacturers will secure for

any of our- readers a full description of both
powers and corn splitters and Lion Fodder
Cutlers and Crushers, as well as some points

on the value of splitting corn for feed. When
writing mention the Farm and Fireside.

SHREWDNESS OF THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT.

» The United States Government Artist

secured a magnificent series of photo-
graphs of the World's Fair, which will be
preserved in the Smithsonian Institute, at

Washington, for posterity. It is shrewd
and proper that the Greatest of Modern
Enterprises, now passing into history,
should have its best and highest features
preserved. You should be just as shrewd
and also possess a Panorama of the Great
Exposition. We furnish it free, as stated
on page 19.

FAR ^ALr* A large, fine young orchard of all the
r un unub. varieties of orchard fruits. Also some
small fruits. Gross sale6 for two yrs past, 830,000. Terms
moBt favorable. Address Box 7S0, New Britain, Conn.

A FARM BARGAIN.
825 Acres for Three Thousand Dollars.

750 Acres in timber and wood. Three miles from
Depot. Abundance of game. Free catalogue con-
taining larger and smaller Farms.

R. B. CHAFFIN <fc CO., Richmond, Va.

The largest stock of select FRUIT
TREES, PLANTS AND VINES
at the lowest prices. Send for 1894

Catalogue; 72 pages of valuable

facts for the fruit grower, Free.

T. J. DWYER, Cornwall, N. Y.

H
ICU DDCfl round potatoes. 1 barrel worth two of
lUII-UIILU one crop seed. No more scabby pota-
toes. 500,000 Berry plants, true. 50,000 asparagus,
fine.etc.Write for catalogue. J.'W. Hall, Marion Sta., Md.

Buy Your^^^Buy Your

SEEDS
FROM THE

GROWERS
FARMER SEED GO

CHICAGO

ICCL^J befor

yy FARR
Cf 51 W,

FOR ONLY 10 CENTS
Will send you free by mail
either 13 Sample Packages
of Grain or Grass seeds for

trial. Our Catalogue or

book on "Permanent Pas-
ture and Meadows" Free
to all Farmers and Dairy-
men. You should see it

e you place your order.

MER SEED CO.,
Van BureB St., (Ihicaga.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR

Lowest priced firat-clasi
Hatcher made.

Send 6c. for Catalogue.
_ Circulars free.

Patentee and
Sole

Manufacturer

Simple,

Perfect,

and Self-

Regulating

Thousands
in eacceBBful
operation.

Guaranteedto
hatcha larger
percentage of

fertile eggs, at
less cost than

any other Hatcher.

GEO. H. STAHL, Qyincv, III.

titrate of
CONTAINING

Soda
j

THE EQUIVALENT OF NEARLY

20% OF AMMONIA
IS THE

CHEAPEST FERTILIZER
KNOWN.

800,000 TONS Used Annually in Europe.

SEND FOR

FULL DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS
FREE OF CrIARGE.

For Sale in Large or Small Quantities.

W. R. GRACE & CO.
Hanover Square, New York.

HESPOflSIBIiE flQEflTS WAITED.

CYCLONE GRASS
AND GRAIN SEEDER

Given free if not superior to any
seeder ever offered the farmer.
200,000 of our seeders in use.

SENT ON TRIAI,.
Agents Wanted.

For circular, special price, etc., address
CHAMPION SEEDER CO.,Urbana, Indiana.

Mention this paper.

The
sower has no

second chance. If
you would at first suc-

'ceed, be sure and start with^

FERRY'S
Ferry's Seed Annual for 1894

\ contains the sum and substance/
of the latest farming knowl-

1

edge. Every planter should
have it. Sent free.

D. M. Ferry& Co.,
Detroit,
Mich.

TO INTRODUCE OUR SEEDS.
For 25 cents "we send 6 pkts. seeds, reg.
price 65c, Finch Tree Tomato, Sure
Head Cabbage, T. Ever-bearing Ou-25

TTUTrU' cumber, Henderson M Dwarf White£ IV ri T*i Celery, Denver Market Lettuce, and 15c.
pkt. Imported German Pansies,20 varieties, free, to all

who send silver or P. Note. To first lOOorders received
after Feb. 10th and each twentieth order thereafter,
with names and address of 10 Farmers or Vegetable
Growers, we will send £5c. worth of seeds Free, your
selection from Catalogue which will be sent with above
collection, also ourCasli Prize offer, and information
how to get Roses, Bulbs, and Flower Seeds Free.
AddressEnterprise Seed Co.jBox l2.,Newark,New
York. Reference 1st National Bank,Newark,NewYork

NORTH STAR CURRANT
ISperfectly hardy; will stand any climate;
strongest grower—3to4feet in onesnmmer.
Fruit Large, sweet, most delicious flavor.
Berries do not shell or dropoff; most
prolific Picks 25 per cent, more fruit. Full
particulars and fine colored plates free.

THE JEWELL NURSERY CO.,
Nursery Ave. 31, Lake City. Minnesota.

$12
.OO FOR A

MACHINE
to weave your fence at

25 Cts. per Rod.
10 No. 11 Gal. wires.Cross
wires No. 12, % in. to 2 ft.

apart. Weaves 30 rods a
day. Agents wanted.
Catalogue free, address

CarterWIrePenceMch.Oo.
Box 88, Derby, Ohio.

ALL FOR TEN CENTS.
French Giant Pansy ,30sorts.
Choice Indian P*nl£&,%) sorts.
Jfasnt ine-scented Xicotiana
Morning Glories, in 12 colors.
Mixed Packet of 1000varieties.

Mverblooming Petttnias, 15 sorts,
Xew Fancy Snapdragon, mixed.
Butterfly Schisanthxis, 12 kinds.
Superb Double Asters, 14 colors.
Marigold, New Fern-leaved, dwarf.

J8@- The above—10 pkts flrst-class, warranted seeds, enough for

a a whole garden of choice flowers, also cultural Guide and Park'sMag-
3 AzruE 3 months on trial all for 10 cts. They're worth a dollar. Centro-
sema, Fern-leaf Acacia, Basket Lobelia, or New Darwin Zinnias for
club of two, or all for club of five. Club with friends. Order now. -This
offer will not appear again. GEO. W. PARK, B3, Libonia, Pa.

A Fine Sex "Begonia and 14 fineBverblooming Boses, with culture,75 cents. ICQ Boses $4.50. Mailed.

Wilson's 1894
PLANT, TREE and

Catalogue
Live Stock Annual

112 pages, handsome colored plates. Hundreds of natural illustrations. I'ull of useful information. All kinds
of guaranteed Garden, Flower and Field Seeds. THE WORLD'S FAIR PREMIUM and other Pro-
ductive Potatoes Specialties. Also all kinds of Choice Boses and Bare Flowering Plants. New and
popular varieties of Small Fruits. Grape Vines. Fruit and Ornamental Trees. Thoroughbred Land and
Water Fowls. Bronze Turkeys. Eggs for Hatching. Registered Pigs. German Hares, &c. Catalogues free
on application. Address SAMUEL WILSON, M ECHAN ICSVILLE, PA.

RICHARDSON'S NEW SNOWBALL PINK.
Flowers large, perfectly double and fragrant, and of the purest snow white. Grown

from seed, it will bloom all Bummer in the garden, and if taken up and placed in the
window in the fall will continue to bloom the entire winter and spring. One of the
most beautiful of flowers is this snowy-white Pink. Regular price, 25c. ; but to intro-
duce our Northern grown seeds into the home of every one of the readers of this
paper, w.e will send a pkt., post-paid, for lOc. silver, or 12c. stamps, and include our
^GRflMn PAMSIFQ FUFF ft* trial. New collection for 1894, exactly
th e unnlill l HltUvsLV I Klbb same in every way as we advertise and
Bell for $1.00. The collection consists of four 25c. pkts., as follows: Rainbow has
five beautiful colors in every flower; Snowbird, flowers of largest size, white as the
beautiful snow; Black Giant, mammoth coal black; Royal Prize, flowers 3
inches across, striped, spotted and blotched in every beautiful way. The largest and
finest in the world. Our beautiful, new illustrated catalogue, the finest we have ever

issued, containing a coupon worth 20c. , and filled to the brim with the rarest flowers and choicest vegetables, sent
FR££ with the above. We make this offer for 30 days only, so send at once. Address

OTIS M. KICHARPSOjV <fe CO., Florists, CANTON, Oxford Co., MAIIVE.

SPRAYPUMPBS$5.50.
AUTOMATIC MIXER. BARREL ATTACHMENT.

Endorsed by the leading Entomologists of the U. 3.
A valuable illus. Book (worth $5.00) given to each
purchaser. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
or money Refunded. Illus. Book on Spraying
Free. Rapid sellers. One Agent has already soldi

over 2,000. For full particulars and terms, address
Box 83

"WIU-SPRAV 10 ACREs' PER DAY. P. C. LEWIS MFG. CO. CATSKJXL, N.Y.

Many Old

Worn-Ouf FARMS JgiHar^f^SS^nS. Won't Produce a Profit.
The rich, loamy soil of Michigan Farms produces a fine crop)
without this expense. The near markets, general healthfulnesa

of climate and freedom from cyclones, blizzards, together with good society, churches, etc., make Michi-
gan Farms the bent in the world. Write to me and I will tell you how to get the best farms on lona
time: low rate of interest. O. M. BAKKE8, Iiand Commissioner, Lanaing, Mich.

Crorp. Factory to parrp
That's the way to buy Fertilizers—direct from Manufacturer at lowest

wholesale factory prices. That's the way WE sell. We have no

agents ; the farmer saves the commission. And we sell in any quantity,
deliver it anywhere, and pay freight in advance. Our

prices show exact cost at your station. These Fertilizers are the Highest

Quality, prepared by skillful chemists for Potatoes, Tobacco, Cabbage, Truck,

Corn, Fruit, Grain, etc. Send for OUR. BOOK; it will help you. It tells

how to grow the MOST PROFITABLE CROPS at least expense.

We gladly mail it free.

THE SCIENTIFIC FERTILIZER CO., 294 PITTSBURGH, PH.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs. Hamroonton, New Jersey.

BROODER-HOUSE FOR ONE BROOD.

A
brooder-house for one hun-

dred chicks may be constructed

at a small cost, the illustration

(front view) showing where
to place the brooder, although

it may be placed nearer the

rear wall if desired, leaving six inches

of space between the wall and the brooder,

so as to permit the chicks to come
from under the brooder at all sides. Any
kind of brooder that is intended for one
hundred chicks will answer, the object

being to illustrate the brooder-house rather

than the brooder. The brooders made" at

present usually have a piece of cloth, cut

into hanging strips two or three inches

wide, which hang down on the sides of the

brooder. The brooder-house should be ten

feet square, seven feet high in front and
five feet high at the rear, tarred paper roof,

the building to be of upright boards, lined

inside with heavy paper, so as to have the

building warm. The dotted lines, seen at

the end view and on the front view,

are intended to show that a curtain made

POULTRY PACKING-HOUSES.

It is reported that Armour & Co., in

Kansas City, have begun the packing of

poultry in large numbers for the trade.

They will no doubt create a market in that

section for all the poultry that can be pro-

duced, and there is no use in denying the

fact that benefit will result to many, as the

poultry will be shipped to the East. No
fear need be entertained of any monopoly
in that direction, however, as the hen, un-

like the cow, multiplies her kind very
rapidly, and the incubator comes to her

assistance. Packed poultry will never be

able to compete with the near-by product,

and the number of persons who raise

poultry is too large, and the facilities for

producing fowls are too easily within the

reach of all, to permit of great fluctuation

in prices. The packing-houses offer oppor-

tunities to many western farmers to sell

to better advantage, however, and save ex-

pense in dressing and shipping to market.

In the meantime we predict a demand
equal to the supply.

BUYING EGGS OF PURE BREEDS.

Order your eggs early, so as to avoid de-

lay. Remember that the breeder may have
no eggs when you write him, and mustx
wait for his hens to lay them. He will

always fill the orders that reach him first

Erooder-hotjse for One Erood.

of heavy muslin may be arranged at the

front, to guard against storms and winds,

or it may be of glass. Glass is better, but
muslin is cheaper, and may be arranged

so as to roll up in favorably weather. In

very cold climates the muslin will not
answer, however. The position of the

brooder is also shown. The design of the

brooder-house is of a cheap one, and for

those who have a small incubator, which
requires but one brooder. We will be

pleased to have readers improve on this de-

sign, and send us their plans.

FEEDING YOUNG DUCKS.

Ducklings will eat twice as much as

chicks, but they will also eat almost any-

thing that is given them. Though appar-

ently voracious, they also grow twice as fast

as chickens, and do not cost any more per

pound than chickens, as a duckling will

weigh four pounds when nine weeks old

if of the Pekin breed. Cooked turnips,

beets, carrots or potatoes, thickened with

bran, make an excellent mess for them.

Peed them four times a day, givlbg all that

they will eat, and you cau almost see them
grow.

THE DUST BATH.

It is absolutely necessai-y to have a dust

bath for the hens in the winter. The dust

bath is the toilet of the hen. She cleans

her body by its use, and keeps lice away.
If you did not follow our advice and lay

in a supply of dry dirt for winter use, then

you will find coal ashes the best substitute,

but they must be sifted twice, so as to re-
move all of the coarse portions, and have
that intended for use as fine as dust.

in preference, and delay may result, for

which he is not responsible. Do not wait
until a hen becomes broody. It is better

to send the order for the eggs and take the

risk of procuring a sitting hen when the

eggs arrive. If they reach you too soon,

keep them in a cool place and turn them
daily. Do not delay your order, however,
as you will not receive them too soon.

An enterprising orchardist, with a few
thousand dollars to invest, would do well to
consult advertisement headed "For Sale."

SHELTER AND FOOD.

The greater share of the food consumed
in winter is used for the maintenance of

the body, and the heat that prevents the

hen from freezing is formed from the food
which is consumed. The more warmth
that is saved the less food required for her
support. It is plain, therefore, that if the
hen has good, warm quarters, she will uti-

lize less food for support and be better

enabled to produce eggs. Shelter econo-

mizes by saving food.

HATCH PULLETS EARLY.

The pullets of the large breeds should be
hatched before the first of April, and if by
the middle of March, it will be all the bet-

ter, as they will then have plenty of time
to grow before fall. Eggs of the small

breeds need not be used until later, as such
pullets require a much shorter period for

reaching maturity.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lath and Plaster is BESt.—I see by the

Farm and Fireside a great many ways of

taking care of the chickens. Now, for a place

for them to roost in, they should not have any
location where the mites can breed and hide
awaj>which they can do when paper is used
for lining to the house. I use lath and plaster
in the roosting-room. It is smooth, and can
be whitewashed with ease. The lath and plas-

ter is as cheap as paper, and much cleaner. In
building your hen-house, take scantling 2x6
inches for your foundation the size you want
your house, stand them edge up and1"spike
them together at the corners, and you have
the bottom of your house. Now take 2x4 scant-
ling and make them the size of the bottom.and
spike them together for the top. Take boards
the length you want the height of the house
and nail them on all around, except where
you want your door and windows. Cover with
boards and shingles; then put in the door and
windows, lath so it will go around the house
and across the cracks ; then plaster it all over
inside, and you will have a nice place for your
hens. For roosts I use 2x4 scantling, and
have a wire fastening to the end of a 2x4
piece that will be a little short of the width
of your house. Have a hook in the plate as a
top piece, so that your 2x4 scantling will
swing about one foot from the floor. Have
two of these, and hang them so they can be
taken down easily; take some 2x4 pieces,
round one edge of them for roosts, fasten them
in pairs, then lay them on the pieces that
swing. When you want to clean your hen-
house, move the roosts all out, and you have
clear work, and it can be done in aiew min-
utes. I have used one for three years, and
like it very much. p. t.
Byron, Mich.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Doable-yolk Eggs—T. E. B., Brooklyn

Village, Ohio, writes: "Some of my hens lay
double-yolk eggs and some lay eggs with no
shells, although they have lime, bone and
oyster-shells always within reach. What is
the cause?"
Reply:—The hens have been overfed and

are too fat, being out of condition for laying.

Geese.-jJ. F. G., Franklin, Pa., writes: "Is
there any larrn known where geese are kept
in large numbers and made a special busi-
ness?"
Reply:—We know of no such farm. In the

sparcely settled sections of West Virginia,
away from railroads, geese are raised exten-
sively—allowed to forage, and the feathers are
the principal object.

Loss of Flesh.—Mrs. B. H., Lakeview, Or-
egon, writes: "My hens lose flesh, and so con-
tinue for a long time, finally dying. Appetite
is good, and sometimes two or three months,
occur before they show signs of the disease."
Reply :—It is probably due to the large, gray

lice on the skin of the heads and neeks.
Anoint three times a week with sweet-oil, rub-
bing it in well.

Vertigo in I)»u-ks.—E. W., Lowellville,
Ohio, writes: "I have a drake which staggers,
falls on his back and so remains. Last fall he
did the same thing. He is old, and is fed
mostly on corn and bran-mash."
Reply- :—It is probably vertigo, due to exces-

sive feeding on food that is too stimulating.
Remove him from the flock and feed only
once a day for ten days, allowing only one
ounce of lean meat daily.

Roup in Turkeys.-Mrs. A. F., Clarion,
Iowa, writes: "What is best to be done for
roup in turkeys? Their heads swell, and they
become blind."
Reply :—It is caused by exposure. Put them

in a warni place, sponge the faces with warm
salt and water, wipe dry and anoint heads
and faces once a day with a mixture of
one part spirits turpentine and four parts
sweefroii. Add a teaspoonful of cloratc of
potash to each quart of the drinking-water.
The difficulty is not easily cured.J
Poultry Supplies_->-

Our Line is Most Complete.

J
Our Prices are Right. ^

^ Our Illustrated Circular is Free. ^
Write for it. JOHNSON & STOKES,
217& 219 Market St.,PhiladeIphia,Pa.

500 Fine, Large Chicks
at hall' price. Plymouth Rock,
Leghorn, Hamburgs, Wyandottes,
Bantams, Langshans. Cochins and
Bi ahmas. Eggs S2.00 per fifteen.
Seud two-ceut stamp for twenty-p^ge
catalogue, gives full information.
JOE A. DIENST, Columbus, O.

POULTRY MEN
Have proved that green cut bone is the
greatest egg producing food in the world.

Mann's Bone Cutter
Warranted to cut preen bone withthe meat and
gristle, without clog or d>**iculty, or money
retunded.

IIlus. catalogue free ifjou -ame thia paper.

* F. W. Mann Co., MILFORD, MASS.

Poultry Do Have
These diseases. The first is what diphtheria is to
n/siin human beings, and closely allied to that
rfw w disease. Symptoms are, sneezing like a
pkuvfin cold; slight watering of the eyes; run-
u.in ninf? at the nostrils, severe inflammation

EheunatisnL ^ *"e tnroat, canker, swollen head and^ eruptions on head and face. A breeder
LEG of lighting game fowl which from

WffiTWPW their habits, are more liable to roup tuknWiAJLHXii>&. otnerSi &ives us a TREATMENT,
which he says is a Positively Sure Cure,_for the

By the use of

JOHNSON'S
Anodyne Liniment

Space here will not permit giving his full directions for
use. Send to us for full particulars, by mail,/ree. It
also cures all Bowel Complaints, Leg Weakness and
Rheumatic Lameness like magic. Sold everywhere.
Price, 35c. 6 bottles. S2.00. Express paid. Pamphlet free.
I. S. JOHNSON& CO., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mass.

Send 6 cents for sample copy of the BEST
Poultry Magazine in the world to POULTRY
MONTHLY, Albany, New York.

TVTF.W HOOTr PRoriT and loss ik poultry,n fY U\JVJJX sent fre(, to anJr address.
J. E. WHITE, South Glens Falls. New York.

CP PC PUCAD From choice selected Pure Bred
LUUd U II L ft li Poultry, of the most noted prize

.winning strains. Stamp for fine
Illustrated catalogue. B. H. GREIDER, Florin, Pa.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
MEDAL and DIPLOMA awarded at World**
Fair. Illustrated Catalogue for stamp.

A. F. WILLIAMS, 28 Race St., Bristol, Conn.

TJ/YTyp Canker and Gapes Conquered. Dr.Owsley'sJMJ \J X Sure Cure for Roup is Guaranteed to Cure
every case. Price 50c. and Si per bottle by express.
Breeder High Class Poultry. Stock and eggB for sale.
AddressM. F. STELLWAGEN, Sole Prop'r.St.Ignace.Mich.

SEA* SHELLS
for POULTRY.

Best thing known to make egg6. Try them and
see the big results. SI for sample barrel, or 6 barrels
for $4: S. YOUNG, East Harwich, Mass.

INCUBATORS& BROODERS
Brooders only $5. Best and cheapest for
raising chicks ; 40 first premiums ; 8,000

testimonials ; send for catalogue.

G.S. SINGER, Box 533, Cardtngton, 0.

Fancy Poultry
Standard

Seeds
Valuable Catalogue pertaining to Fancy Poultry

and Standard Seeds. Tells all about Poultry
and how to make a garden. Send 4c. in stamps.
JOHN BAUSCHER, Jr., Freeport, 111.

INVINCIBLE HATCHER $l7K:ffi£
1 Incubator, which ia gu&ran

! teed to hatch as well as the
Ihighest priced Incubator made
"or your money refunded. Send
o, in stamps for No. 36 Cata-

(

logne. Write to our customers and
' you will use no other. 600 sold

In 6 mouths, and no complaints from any customer. Addreai
BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO.. SPRINGFIELD, O.

THE WORLD'S FAIR E££
MEDAL and DIPLOMA,
oar INTTABTOR and BROODER

Comblned. If you are interested in
Poultry, It will pay you to Send 4 centi In

stamps fcr 72 page catalogue, giving valuable.

PCinta on Poultry Culture. Address

KeUable Incubator Co., Qolnfly, Hi*

Mammoth New Catalogue Almanac
AND GUIDE TO POULTRY RAISERS.

64 large pages, printed in colors. Descrip-
tion of all leading varieties of fowls. Over
SO fine illustrations. Plans for Poultry
houses. Kemedies for all diseases. Recipe
for Poultry Powders. The finest thing
out—everybody wants one. Only 10c.

C. C, SHOEMAKER, Freeport, III., U.S.A.

the

VICTOR
INCUBATOR
Hatches Chickens by Steam.
Absolutely self-regulating.
The simplest, most reliable.

Cata- R 1-— and cheapest first-class Hatcher
logue JJ in the market. Circulars free.
4 cents? GEO.EETEL& CO., Quincy, Ilk

P Improved i

EERLESS HATCHEI
SOLD UNDER A GUARANTEE
that it is positively self-regulating
and will hatch fully 80 per cent,
of fertile eggs, or it can be returned
and motley refunded. Season-
able in price. Self-Regnlating

BROODERS. Send 4 cents for catalogue.

H. M. SHEER & BRO., Quincy, III.

SIMPLEX HATCHER.
The Most Perfect

INCUBATOR MADE.
Quick and certain ; Hatches
every egg that a hen could
hatch: Kegulates itself auto-
matically; Reduces the cost
of poultry raising to a mini-
mum. Best in every way-
lowest in price. Send for
Illus. Catalogue. SIMPLEX
HATCHER CO., QUIHCY. ILL.

You will always find the
trade-mark, "A little girl"
holding a sheet of "Nepon-
set" over her head as a pro-
tection, on every roll of
genuine "Neponset."

All Farmers and

Poultrymen Need

And Should Write for Neponset

Water-Proof Fabrics

They cost rery much
less than shingles. Abso-
lutelyWater-Proof,Frost
Proofand Air Tight. Any
one can pnt them on.

They will save yon money
Cover and sheathe

your hen-house, barn,and
all of your ont-buildings.
Protect" your green-
houses and hotbeds.
Sheathe your houses, etc.

The best thing made, and
is low < 08t.

NEPONSET CARPETING
BEAUTIFUL, COLORINGS.

ROOM 9x9

Costs aboat $2

Price much less than oil
cloth of any kind and will
wear for years.

Samples and Full Particulars FREE if you mention Farm and Fireside.

F. W. BIRD & SON, sole manufacturers.
EAST WALPOLE, MASS.
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Chapter III.

Thank you, Mr. Sooy, I'm en-

joyin' good health. Won't you
coine home with us?"

He signified his assent with
a languishing -look, and Mrs.

Roberts called out to a buxom,
rosy-cheeked girl, who stood In

conversation with a bashful youth, upon
whose cheek the down, untouched as yet by

razor, was like the silk on the young corn.

"Mary, come on, we are ready to go."

Mary was Mrs. Roberts' help, but she would
have scorned the name of hired girl, and
would have waxed indignant had any one
dared to call her a servant.

"I'm ready whenever you are," she replied.

"Come, Ike, an' take dinner with us."

The party was about to proceed to the farm-

wagon, which stood near, drawn by
two strong horses known as "Widder
Roberts' blacks." Ham was mentally
estimating their value as he looked

upon them with the eye of an owner,
when a quiet-looking man of about
forty turned from a .group where he

had been in conversation, and bowed
politely to the widow.
Every community boasts of its human

oddity. Weak-minded, weak-Vodied or

malformed persons are apt to enjoy

more public respect than one who
deliberately and through no fault of

nature varies from the moral or mental
*

standard. A naturalist, philosopher or

scientist of any sort, in many rural

communities like this of Egypt, is con-

sidered a "crank" of the first water,

and a novelist could hardly there be-

come a member of ordinary society,

were his predilection to fiction known.
Ephraim Boiling, or Eph Dollin', ;is

he was known to the Egyptians, w is

the "queer" member of the community,
according to the local phraseology.

When he was a young man, he had
loved Alice Hartley with true devotion,

and when he went to California to seek
his fortune, as many a man did in his

day, he left his betrothed, the pretty

A3k«se, to the charge of his best friend, a

young farmer with whom be had grown
up, with directions that he should take
care that she did not pine in his ab-

sence. The friend performed his part
of the contract so literally that when
Eph came back f^rom the gold-fieUls

little richer than when he left Egypt,
except for the experience of five years
of rough life, he found Alice the wife
of his friend, and the mother of two
little daughters. Her husband died

soon after Eph's return, leaving his

widow and children wholly unprovided
for. Eph sold the estate that his father,

who died in his absence, had left him,
and before he went away to fight for

his country, made the money over to

Alice's daughters. He had reserved a
few acres for himself, and after the war
was over, settled down upon them with
his maiden sister for his housekeeper.
Alice died when her eldest daughter
was fourteen years old, and thereafter
Epli took the two children home to his

own h6use, and reared them as care-
fully as though he were their father.
They were both married now.
Yes, Eph was "queer." Besides his

"softness," as evinced in his dealings
with the faithless Alice, he "wuz alus
buggin' roun'an'carryin' home insecks
an' things in his pockets," a pursuit con-
sidered frivolous and unsuited "fer a grown
man." While his neighbors did not think
that he was exactly "touched," they had
little patience with his fad. He was hot
a talker, except to children whom he met in
his solitary walks, and to them he would dis-
course by the hour upon the obscure and in-
teresting life going on all about them in the
leaves and grass. The. children loved him
staunchly, and always championed him when
their elders disparaged him and his pursuits;
but Eph was not a favorite with the adult
population. He never frequented "the basket
meetin's" or other rural festivities, and sel-
dom appeared at church. He spent all of his
spare cash in books. "Ez though books could
put money into his pockets, er could increase
an' multiply like cattle now, er pigs," Ham
had once said with supreme contempt when
speaking of his odd neighbor.

In his later years Eph had a romance that
was sweeter to his unspoiled heart than the
old dream from which the awakening had
been so rude. Jennie Sooy was fond of Eph,
and from her childhood had given him the
respect that she found it impossible to yield
her father. It was Eph who had formed the
taste which she had developed for books, and
the "Scottish Chiefs," her dearest childish
treasure, was his gift. She had passed many
happy hours in his little brown cottage,
among Ms books, swhile his sweet-facea

maiden sister sat by sewing or reading. It

was not?, however, for Jennie that Eph's
autumn romance blossomed. Once when
Jennie was scarcely more than fifteen years

old, she had said to him:
"If I was only older, I'd run away from

home, an' go out in the world to seek my for-

tune."
"Oh, no, Jennie," Eph had replied. "The

world is a rough place for a young girl. You
should be sheltered and protected. You will

fall in love one of these days and marry."
"Eph," Jennie had replied quite seriously,

"when I grow up I wish you'd marry me. I

like you better than any one else, for you are

so gentle, and never talk to me 'bout my
foolish mother."
"I shall never marry, little girl," Eph

answered, "unless the one woman that I love

will haye me, and I'm afraid I shall never
pluck up courage to ask her. She is near my
own age, and looks as you will, you sWeet,

wild rose, when you are forty."

Jennie knew whom he meant, b"ht kept the

secret and pondered much how she might aid

shy Eph in his wooing. Now the very idea

that her much-married father should turn his

covetous eyes upon what Jennie considered

Eph's property, for it was Mrs. Roberts whom
he adored, filled her with indignation and
alarm.

with women. But I'll make the attempt, at

any rate."

Soon, with Mary's lover on the front seat

handling the lines, they were driven toward
Mrs. Roberts' house. On [the way Ham had
the lion's share of the conversation. He
talked to the widow and at Eph, meaning to

daunt the one and to convince the other.

His colloquial powers were employed mainly
in the description of how well his crops
looked, and how much money he thought
they would bring, how many steers he was
feeding, and the price of hogs, how much
grain he had held for a high market, and how
much more clever he was in all financial

matters than any other man in the town-
ship.

While Mary prepared the dinner, Ham and
Eph sat on Mrs. Roberts' front porch, and be-

tween them in a low rocking-chair sat the
widow, her plump hands folded in her lap,

and her rosy face and waving hair setoff to

the best advantage by the black dress she still

wore for him whose relict she was, though he
had been dead seven years. Ham strove to be
entertaining. He never once referred to his

deceased wives, but kept up a conversation of

unexampled fluency for him, interrupting

whenever he thought Eph was about to

hazard an observation, and when he by
chance had an opportunity to do so, paying

"Cain't we no nothin', Jen?"

As Eph bowed to Mrs. Roberts, that good
lady, moved by a sudden impulse, beamed
upon him. She thought swiftly that Ham
Sooy might have thought she was angling for
him when she invited him to dine with her,

and though she knew perfectly what his in-

tentions were regarding her, woman-like, she
would not aid him, and would even put hin-
drances in his way, to give zest to his wooing.
She had a reverent respect for Eph, and never
"made fun" of him as did many of the other
ladies of her acquaintance, but she knew that
he was not a "marrying man," and could
therefore act with perfect freedom toward
him.
"How do you do, Eph, how is Sarah?" she

said. "Come home to dinner ,with me like a
frien'Iy neighbor, an' tell me how you all

are."

This was unlooked-for good fortune, but
perhaps Eph would have lacked the courage
to accept the eordial invitation had he not
chanced to see the calculating look upon Mr.
Sooy's face. He interpreted it aright.

"Oh, ho !" said Eph to himself. "You've got
your eye on her property, you red-headed
Bluebeard. I will go to dinner with her, and
I'll stay afterwards until you are gone, and
then I'll put my fate to the touch. It would
be a sacrifice for her to take you, you smooth-
faced hypocrite, and to protect her I'll offer

myself, though I'm afraid there isn't much
show for me beside a man of your experience

no sort of attention to it, but proceeding as

though he had not heard it. At last Eph sub-

sided entirely, and watched Ham with the
same sort of interest he sometimes gave to a
strange and not altogether pleasant insect.

In the course of the afternoon Ham asserted

that Mat was about to leave him to seek the
shelter of the roof of a maiden aunt in

Indiana, though truth compels us to relate

that Mat had not the remotest intention of so

doing, for the reputation of that good lady as

to temper was not all that could be [desired;

but Ham had come to the decision that he
would send her thither, should her objec-

tions to the proposed match be too great for

family peace. He also informed the widow
that Ellie was about to "go to Newbrasky to

keep house fer my brother John, a widower,
you know, like myself."
The afternoon waned. Mary did the milk-

ing, then strolled away with her bashful
lover. The evening approached; still Ham
sat with the widow and Eph, talking in his

monotonous, ejaculatory way. Eph began to

feel anxious, for it dawned upon him at last

that Ham had determined to tire him out.

He thought, too^that he detected faint traces

of annoyance on the face of the widow. In a
temporary absence of that personage, Sooy
turned to Dolling and said:

See here, Eph—me an' the widder—has got a
little—business to git through—this evenin'

—

an' I shouldn't wonder—ef she wuz a little bit

put out—that you're stayin' so long. Course,
I don't min' it myself—any other time would
do—jes' as well fer me—but the widder now—

"

Just then Mrs. Roberts returned and seated
herself as before. Eph scanned her face. Yes,
there was ever so slight a cloud upon it. His
resolution melted away.
"Good-night, Mrs. Roberts," he said, "I

must really go, for sister Sarah will be
anxious."
"Must you, really," replied the widow with a

heartiness that made Eph's spirit sink.
"Yes, I must, good-evening."
Ham watched Eph as he went out of the

gate and across the fields. He smiled as he
did so, and thought:
"He's acshually struck on her, an' I ain't a

minute too soon."
He moved a little nearer the widow, and

began to talk in a low, coaxing tone. Neither
heard a footfall on the floor of the living-
room. Jennie had come to the Roberts house
with a message for Mary from her sister Mat,
and not finding that young woman, had
entered the house, whose doors were wide
open, intending to give the message to Mrs.
Roberts and depart. The sight of her father
sitting very near the widow, holding her
hand and looking down into her face, arrested
her. She shrank behind the door, smiling to
herself, her mind more taken up with the idea

of hearing what was being said than
With the notion that it was wrong for
her to play the eavesdropper. Poor,
untaught Jen had some ideas of honor,
but in the present instance the ludi-

crousness of her father's look and at-

titude overcame all scruples, and she
settled herself down on the floor behind
the door, peering through the crack
above its hinges, watching what was
transpiring on the little porch, with the
same enjoyment as though she were
witnessing a play. She heard her fath-
er, with many endearing words, offer

his hand and heart to Mrs. Roberts,
and noted the cleverness with which
he put down every objection that the
widow urged against the match.
"What'll Mat say?" asked the widow,

"an' how'll Ellie treat me? Of course, I

know that Jen is the kindest-hearted,,
deares' little thing in the world, an'
she'll be jus' like a daughter to me, but
I'm afraid of Mat an' Gabe an' Ellie."

"Oh, I'll manage them all rightf
replied Ham tenderly. "Don't you
worry. I won't tell—them a thin' 'bout
it—till we're jined—then ef they make
a fuss—I'll pack 'em all off, an' we'll

have things to ourselves."

"But my George," pleaded the widow,
"I want him to see me married."
"Never min', never min'. He kin see

you afterward."
Then followed some tender endear-

ment by the practiced and well-sea-

soned Ham that amazed Jennie.
"I declare," she said under her

breath. "Dad comes out strong. Hear
him now, sayin' poetry to the widow.
I didn't know he'd ever learned any
poetry, but perhaps he only uses it on
such occasions. Tellin' her, too, that
she's the sweetest thing the sun ever
shone on, an' that he never loved any-
body till he loved her. I wonder if

Solomon didn't tell his three-hundreth
wife that when he courted her, jus' as
I'm sure he did the firs', an' every other
one of 'em. An' kissin' her, too. I've

never kissed dad since I can remember,
an' I think it would give me the heant-
burn to do it now. You ol' rascal," she
apostrophized in a soft whisper, shak-
ing her fist at him through the crack
above the hinges, "there ain't no sense
nor reason in your takin' that poor
bamboozled woman, who'd be tired of
you in a week, an' go distracted in our
family, an' cry her eyes out to think
she wuz such a fool as to marry you.
She don't love you a mite, an' you
don't love her. You're only thinkin'

of her farm an' her black horses. There's

Eph, now, that's more of a man in a minute
than you are in a week, if you are my
dad. He's had one disappointment, an' he
sha'n't have another if I can help it. What's
that you're sayin'?" she continued, men-
tally taking note. "You've told the preacher

to come over here Tuesday night. I think
that was peart in you, dad. 'Pon my soul

I do, when you'd not even asked her then

if she'd have you. Want to hurry up before

she comes to her senses. Ah! I have it. I'll

spoil your plan if I die for it."

As Ham was taking a tender farewell of his

betrothed, Jennie stole softly from her hid-

ing-place and out of the back door. Making
a short cut through the woods, she was at

home when her father arrived, and was sit-

ting on the door-step, pensively watching the

moon. Ham gruffly ordered her to bed, then

retired to the depths of the four-poster Ito

dream of the widow and her black horses.

Jennie slipped softly into the shed-room,

her face dimpling with smiles in the dark-

ness.

"Mat," she called in a whisper, "don't wake
Etlie, but come out by the well; I want to talk

to you."
"Whut is it, Jen?" replied her sister peev-

ishly. "I am tired an' worrited out of my
seven senses. I cain't sleep now, so don't tell

me any of your nonsense."

"Do come, Mat," Jennie urged. "It's 'bout
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pap an' the widow. I've been down there.

Oh, if you'd a seen whut I have, you'd laugh
for a week," and Jennie stifled a ripple of

mirth. "Come 'long. Dad's asleep before this,

an' there ain't none of the others awake."
Mat slipped on her clothes and went out to

the well, where Jennie awaited her. Jennie
detailed with smothered laughter the con-

versation between Ham and the widow, em-
bracing Mat at the tender portions to give

force to her narrative, and enacting both her

sire and the shy widow to perfection. Mat
heard with growing despair, and when Jennie

concluded with the information that the

wedding was set for Tuesday night, her con-

sternation was complete.

"Cain't we do nothin', Jen, nothin' in the

worl' to stop it? The idea of packin' me off to

Aunt Sooy, after all the years I've slaved an'

toiled fer this family, an' sendin' Ellie out to

Newbrasky to Uncle John. Aunt Sooy is the

stingiest, crossest ol' woman that wuz ever

born, an' I'd rather die than go an' live with
her. Dad ain't got no feelin' 'tall, er he'd re-

member how Ellie an' me has stood by him,
an' worked like horses, an' never galivanted

'round. I just won't make room fer another
mam, an' ef they take me to Indiany, I'll be

tied han' an' foot, fer I swan I won't stir a
step to go. Cain't we do nothin'?"

"See here, Mat, I've thought of a plan,"

replied Jennie, and sitting down by her sis-

ter on the platform surrounding the well-

curb, she detailed a scheme that had taken
shape in her mind.
Mat listened intently, and when Jennie had

finished, she drew a long sigh of satisfaction.

"I think you can do it, Jen; I'm sure you
can, but you'll have to have money. How
much will it take, now?"
"At least twenty dollars."

Twenty dollars. Just the sum that hard-

working Mat had saved without her father's

knowledge, from the proceeds of the sales of

eggs and butter, over and above what had
been required as a medium of barter for sugar,

coffee and molasses. She had intended pur-

chasing herewith a summer gown and bonnet,

a pair of shoes and a parasol, but all these

splendors were not to be hers, if Jen was to be

allowed to carry out her plan.

"I'll give it to you, Jen, though it's .every

ierit I've got in the worl', an' it's took a year

to save it. I've always wanted a parasol, but

I guess I can do without it a little longer,

swnce I've done without it this long. Auy-
thing's better than havin' a sixth comin' here

to upset everything, an' me packed off to

starve at Aunt Sooy's. I'll give it to you the

firs' thing in the mornin', an' you can git the

things when you ride in to town to git me
the onion-sets fer the garden. I'll call you
bright an' early ; so now less go to bed."

"When Jennie came back from the town the

next day, she carried a band-box, which she
hid in a thicket just below the orchard, and
did not bring to the house until all the

family save Mat were asleep. Then she dis-

played to her sister conspirator a mourning
bonnet and veil, the exact shape, size and
pattern of those worn by the Widow Roberts.

Jennie was the owner of a black dress that

was nearly new, and this was also brought
forth, sundry ruffles and furbelows ripped

from it, and then Jennie put it and the new
bonnet and veil on to try the effect. With the

veil demurely lowered as was the widow's
wont when she went abroad, Jennie stood be-

fore Mat, and turned anxiously about. In
height, plumpness and general effect, she so

exactly resembled the widow in her mourn-
ing-robes that her best friends would
not have known the difference. Mat _

was exultant.

"It's the widow herself, Jen ; her own
son wouldn't know her."

' The next morning early the Widow
Roberts drove away from home, and
Jennie hastened down to see Mary,

who had apprised her the day before

of the widow's intention to drive on
' Tuesday to Johnsville, some twelve

miles away, and that she did not

expect to return until near sunset.

This was Jennie's opportunity. She
detailed to Mary her plan, and that

damsel heartily concurred and aided.

Together they composed a note, and
Jennie copied it in a hand as near as

possible like that of the widow, as

shown by some papers Mary extracted

from her desk as a model. The note

read thus:

Dear Hamilton:—I want so much that my son

George should see me married, and have taken the

morning train for Chicago. I will stop ofl" at

(and she named a town some tweutv miles from the

city), and will meet you there to-morrow morning.

If you take the^three o'clock train, you will meet me.

I have taken this plan in order that none of our

friends should have an id«a that we are going away to

be married, and they would be sure to suspect it if

we went together. I shall expect to meet you to-

morrow morning. Ever thine, Claka.

"Dad," said Jennie, with a serious face, as

she handed him the letter an hour later,

"Miss' Roberts has gone to Johnsville, an'

ain't goin' tojbe home for several days. Mary
said she left this note, with orders that you
wuz to have it right away. I wonder whut
Miss' Roberts wants to write to you about." '

Ham took the note without remark, and
put it in his pocket.

"Mat," continued Jennie, "if you've got

that basket of carpet-rags ready for Miss'

Smith, I'll carry 'em over. I won't be back

till late, for I want Josie Smith to show me

that new tidy stitch, and it's a good three-

mile walk there."

Mat handed Jennie a carefully covered

basket, and Jennie sauntered away. Once out
of sight of the house, she sped toward Eph's

cottage, leaving her basket, which contained
the black dress and new bonnet and veil, she
advanced toward Eph, who sat reading in the
shade.

Flushed and panting, she stood before him,
and Eph's surprise at her appearance was
deepened when she said hurriedly:
"Eph, I want to tell you something, but you

mustn't tell dad I told you, leastwise till I

give you leave."

"Sit down, Jennie," said Eph kindly.
"I ain't got time to set down. Dad's goin' to

Chicago to get married, has started maybe
already. He means to jilt the Widow Roberts,

because he has a notion that she wuz a little

too pleasant to you Sunday. Everything is

ready for him an' the widow to be married
to-night, the minister askecj an' all. If you
really love her, now's your chance. You go
over there, as if you'd jus' happened in, an'

when dad don't come, for he won't, you jus'

save her from feelin' that she's been deserted.

You marry her, an' spoil dad's mean
revenge."
"Jennie, what do you mean? Can this be

true?" cried Eph.
"It can, an' it is, an' ef you're wise, you'll do

as I say. But I mus' be goin' before dad fin's

out I've been over here. He'd kill me if he
knew I had told you."
Jennie was off like a flash, and catching up

her basket turned into the woods. She
stopped in a secluded nook, and when she
came forth, to all intents and purposes she
was Mrs. Roberts, for she had doffed her ordi-

nary clothes, and hidden them and the bas-

ket safely away, and had dressed herself as
the plump and d«mure widow was wont to be
arrayed.

She reached the depot of the little town
about five minutes before the noon train

came in, and bought a ticket for the town
named in her note to her father, as the place
where Mrs. Roberts was to meet him the next
morning. She* did not raise her veil, and
murmured a "good-morning" to the ticket

agent, who politely addressed her as Mrs.
Roberts.
Four hours later, as Ham Sooy, in his Sun-

day clothes, boarded the northward-bound
train, he saw Eph Dolling entering the
county clerk's office opposite the depot. Eph
had been hanging about the platform for half

an hour, and had addressed Ham, who was
sauntering back and forth, waiting for the
train, but Ham had seemed unwontedly
reticent.

He followed Ham to the ticket window, and
looked on while he bought a ticket for Chi-

cago. Eph was convinced that Jennie had
told him the truth, but he would question

"Going to Chicago, Ham?"
"Yes," drawled the worthy. "I'm goin' on a

little ja'nt."

"Going to sell your wheat?"
"Naw, I ain't goin'—to sell my wheat. I'm

goin' on a'pfeasure trip. Fac' is," and Ham
lowered his voice, "I'm goin' on mighty petic-

lar business. I don't min' tellin' you, I'm
goin' to git a pardner," and he gave Eph a
nudge. "Goin' to get jiued."

Just then^the train whistled, and Ham said

no more.
Eph left him, and went directly to the

clerk's office.

"Mary," he said, "call Mrs. Roberts out ; I

have some very painful news for her.'*

As Mrs. Roberts came into the room, she
trembled very much, and the more so as Eph
took her hand, and looked pityingly into her
eyes. -

"What is it, Eph?" she faltered. "You are
my good friend, I know. What ie it that you
have to tell me? Painful news, Mary said."

Eph grew bold as the widow's distress in-

creased. He took her other hand, and drew
her very close to him.
"Clara," he said, "promise me that you

will hold no grudge against me as the bearer
of ill tidings."

"What is it?" she gasped.
"You were to have been married to-night to

Hamilton Sooy. Jennie came over this morn-
ing and told me all about it. She told me,
too, that her father meant to take a low and

"EZ THOUGH BOOKS COULD PUT MONEY INTO
HIS POCKET."

mean revenge upon you for an imagined
slight, and that to humiliate you he was
going away to Chicago to marry another
woman. I thought there might have been a
mistake, so I went to the depot, saw him buy
his ticket and leave. Oh, Clara, I have loved

j

you for so many years! Had I been bolder
perhaps this would never have happened.
Marry me now, and spoil the revenge of that
mean-souled wretch. Indeed, I will be a true
and loving husband to you. He had his arms
about her, and she was crying on his

shoulder.
"Mary," she called through her tears, "go up

to Sooy's right away, and ask Mat where her
father is. Not that I doubt you, Eph," she
explained, "but he may have left some mes-
sage, and it is only right that I should
inquire." »

Mary went, and in her half hour's absence,
Eph consoled the widow tenderly, and
showed her the folly of marry ing Soo*y, even
though be had not proven recreant. :

"I think he mesmerized me, or somethin',"

"Sacred to the mem'ry op the 'diseased' wipe op Hamilton Sooy."

"He's goin' to pay his taxes," said Ham to
himself, but not so.

Ephraim Dolling sought and received a
document, which authorized him, in the
name of the great commonwealth of Illinois,

to marry Clara Roberts, relict of John Roberts,
deceased.
Widow Roberts was pensive that evening,

and when Brother Williamson alighted from
his white horse at her gate a little after

supper, was visibly nervous. Her nervous-
ness increased when Ephraim Dolling strolled

up the path to the front door a few minutes
later, and though she invited him cordially to

join her and the preacher, where they sat in

the best room, he saw she was ill at ease. The
twilight wore away, and the lamps were
lighted. The widow cast frequent and anx-
ious glances at the clock, and when eight
chimed, her hands were trembling in her lap.

Nine o'clock struck at last, and those who sat
together in the widow'stiest room were con-
strained and silent.

Then Eph arose and went into the kitchen.

moaned the widow, "an' hurried matters up
for fear I'd come to an' refuse to have him. I

hope with all my heart that he is gone, for I

wouldn't marry him now, since you've told

me what my life would be in that family, an'
since such a man as you loves me, if he wuz to

put me in jail if I didn't. To think, Eph, that
you've been lovin' me for five years, an' me so
sorry for your lonesome state, an' thinkin'
that it was such a pity that you were so
taken up with your books an' bugs that you
wouldn't marry anybody."
Thus they talked, until Mary came back

with the information that Mat had declared
that her father "had gone to Chicago to bring
home a wife (he -wouldn't tell who), an' that

the poor girl was that put out that she wuz
nearly crazy."
The widow looked shyly at Eph.
"To think," she cried, "that I should have

had a notion of bein' Sooy's sixth. Why, I'm
that ashamed that I can hardly look you in

the face."
She did, though, a little later, and allowed

him to lead her before the somewhat impa-
tient Brother Williamson, who pronounced
the words that made them man and wife.

. Ham Sooy rode on,,and his mind kept time
to the rattle of the train, as he figured out
what the widow's farm was worth, what the
blacks would bring, and the probable amount
of her cash in the bank. The luxury of a
berth in the sleeping-car was not to bp
thought of. Ham concluded, and as the dark-
ness grew deeper and the hour later, he
curled himself up, on the seat, and snored
peacefully until the daylight was breaking.
He awoke stiff and tired, cross and disheveled,
to find that the station that the widow had
mentioned was the next stopping-place. He
took a few turns up and down the car,

smoothing his rumpled hair, and settling his
clothing, so as to be presentable to the widow.
He saw her standing on the platform as the
train stopped at the station, and alighted to
assist her into the car. Apparently she did
not see him, lor she walked to the, other end
of the coach, and the train was already in
motion, when he again embarked, and eagerly
set off down the aisle to meet her. He drew
her into the seat beside him, and put his arm
about her, regardless of the curious looks that
his fellow-passengers cast upon him.
"Miss' Roberts,." he said tenderly, "I'm so

glad that you made this plan. We'll git a
license, an' be married as soon as we git into
the city, then we'll go about an' see the sights
feraweddin' tower."

Jennie said not a word, and Ham continued

:

"Come, don't be shy now—spunk up, an'
put back that veil, an' let—me look on that

—

pretty face that it seems—a year sence I've

seen."
Slowly the veil was raised, and Ham almost

fainted with astonishment when, instead of
the widow's placid features, the roguish face

of his daughter Jennie, looking ten-fold the
more roguish under the demure widow's bon-
net, met his gaze.

"Jen!" he gasped. Then he seized her
roughly by the arm. "Tell me the meanin' of
this foolery, you huzzy," he cried in a fierce

whisper, "or I'll kill you," and he swore be-
neath his breath, some sulphurous oaths that
would have astonished the good Egyptians,
but Jennie had seen and heard him in rage
before, and was not at all surprised.

"Now, see here, dad," Jennie said coolly,

"you jus' let go my arm, an' quiet right down,
for if you don't, I'll call the conductor."
"Call him ef you want to, ah' I'll tell him

that you're my daughter, an' whut a trick

you've done."
"If you do," replied the unmoved Jennie,

"I'll vow you're crazy, an' that I never seen
you before in iny

(

life. He knows I've jus' got
on the train, an' that you wuz on all nighf.

Make any kin' of fuss, an' you'll be arrested

an' locked up as a crazy man."
Ham subsided and glared at Jennie for a

few minutes. Then he said

:

"Tell me what this means, an' why you're

dressed up that way?"
"Well," said Jennie coolly, "now that you

ask the question more civil, I don't min'
tellin'. You meant to take Miss' Roberts for

your sixth, an' I knew she didn't care for you
a mite, nor you for her. I knew, too, that
you'd make her miserable, an' she's a good
woman, though a little weak an' easy per-

suaded. I heard you Sunday night tellin'

them lies to her, 'bout bein' the only woman
you'd ever loved, an' all that, an' as I know
somebody that really does love her, an'' has
for years, I fixed up this dress an' bi<| it.

Then I wrote you the note, an' after I'd give

,
it to you, I went to Eph (he's the person that

really loves Miss' Roberts) an' tol* him that

you meant to jilt her and marry another
woman, an' that to spoil your fun, he'd better

marry her himself. Shouldn't wonder," Jen-

nie continued, enjoying her father's speech-
less and impotent wrath with a fearful kind
of pleasure, "shouldn't wonder a bit if they
were married las' night. Think it more'n
likely. Come, dad," she said coaxingly, lay-

ing her hand on hit, arm. "You mus' make
the bes'pf it. §how me the sights in the city,

an' we'll go back together, an' I'll never let

on what a joke I've played on you, but if you
don't, you'll never hear the last of it."

Hani brooded a few minutes. Finally he
said

:

"Where did you get the money to buy the—
things an' your ticket?"

"Oh, I saved it up," replied Jen with cheer-

ful mendacity.
"How much did you save up?"
"Twenty dollars."
"Twenty dollars—hum—how much have you

got left?"
"About two dollars."

"Hum. Well, miss, you've give me—an
idee. I don't know you—never seen you in

my life—you can have my seat—an' ef you
say—I'm your pap—or ask me fer money—to
gel back home—I'll have you 'rested—an'

locked up—as crazy."
Jennie turned pale. Here was an unlooked-

for difficulty. She said nothing, however, as

her father, with grim determination ex-

pressed in every line of his face, sought
another car. Soon the train arrived at the

depot in the city. Jennie was frightened and
distressed when her father disappeared in the

crowd and she was left alone. She had not

counted on his revenge, and did not at first

know what to do. She knew only one person

in the city, the widow's son. She would go to

him for advice. She knew his address, and
by dint of questioning the depot policeman,

learned how to reach it.
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George was deep in a column of figures,

when a shadow darkened his page. He looked

up, and with the cry, "Mother!" clasped Jennie

in his arms. The office in which he was em-
ployed was a large and busy one, and the

clerks looked on in curiosity, as the black-

ro6ed Woman hid her face on George's

shoulder. Finally a voice came from the

depths of the veil. It said

:

"George, you ridic'lous fellow, take me out

of this crowd; I want to talk to you<"
The young man's look of wonderment at the

sound of that voice was comical. He lifted

the veil a trifle to satisfy himself that he was
not mistaken, and that it was indeed Jennie

Sooy, then clasped her again, with greater

fervor than before.

"George! George!" she pleaded in a whisper,

"do take me some place where I can talk to

you alone."

George released her, and led the way into

the private office. She threw^back her veil

and looked appealingly into his face. George
promptly kissed her, and was about to repeat

the dutiful embrace, when she drew back, and
said indignantly

:

"George Roberts, if you don't behave I'll go
right away into this great big city, where I

haven't got a single friend but you, an' lose

myself."

With that Jennie laid her head on* his

shoulder, and cried heartily for the space of

five minutes.
"There, there, Jen, I didn't mean to hurt

your feelings. There now, don't cry, but tell

me what's the matter, and why you are here

in this masquerade."
Jennie told her tale, and George listened

with a grave face. Jennie had reached the

point in her narrative where she had found
herself alone in the city, and had come to

George to ask his advice, when a knock was
heard at the door. George answered it and
returned to Jennie with a telegram in his

hand. He tore it open and read it.

"Mother has telegraphed that she was
married last night to Eph Dolling, and has

gone away on a wedding trip. She wants me
to come home for a morrth, and look after the

place for her. It's about my vacation-time,

and I'lr ask for leave." 4

Jennie looked blank.

"But what's to be done about you, Jen?" he

continued. "It won't do to take you to my
boarding-house, and you've nowhere to go.

I'll tell you what, Jen, let's get married.

We've always loved one another, and I have
always meant to marry you some day, if I

could win you. You are alone and helpless,

Jen, and want my advice. Here it is. I ad-

vise you to marry me right away, and we'll

take our wedding journey this very day.

Come, Jen, what do you say 1"

Jennie looked into his eyes.

"George, ours is an awful family to marry
into. Think twice before you take such a
step."

"You're out of the family, at any rate just

at present, and as your father has cast you off,

you are under no obligations to sacrifice your-
self on his account."
"But you forget my mother, an' how I'm

sort of disgraced by bein' her child, an' dad's."

"Come, Jen, you can't terrify me. I know
all about you, though how Ham Sooy came to

have you for a daughter is a mystery. We'll
leave the whole Sooy tribe behind us, and be-

gin life unvexed by the shades of half a dozen
defunct step-mothers. Say, shall we not?"
It is to be presumed that Jennie answered

that question to her lover's complete satisfac-

tion, for he sought and obtained leave of ab-

sence from the office, and an hour later stood
with Jennie in the dingy back room of a jus-

tice shop, before a portly, gray-haired' gentle-

man, who pronounced the words that made
them one.

Ham Sooy fretted the day a,way in angry
impatience. He had ventured a little way
from the depot in the morning, but a newsboy
had pertly told him there "was hayseed in his

hair," a bootblack inquired confidentially,

"Where did you get that hat?" and a cabman
had cried to a kindred spirit, as he went by
his stand, "Shoot the jay." He was afraid of

losing his bearings and being late for the train

Egyptward, though it was not due to leave for

hours. Thus all day long, sore and stiff with
travel, he cogitated upon the probabilities of

Mrs. Roberts having married Eph. He was
too stingy to purchase a first-class ticket back
home, and in the dingy, dirty smoking-car
made the long journey, arriving early the fol-

lowing day at the town from which he had set

forth with such high hopes. His butternut
-suit was creased, dusty and dirty, his vener-
able' tile was crushed out of shape from being
sat upon and slept in, his red necktie hung
about his neck limp and dejected, and he was
altogether a weary, blear-eyed spectacle of a
returned traveler. The first person whom he
saw when he alighted from the train was
Jennie, resplendent in a new gown which her
husband had insisted on purchasing for her
ready made, and smiling and blushing under
the nodding white plumes of her wedding
bonnet. He stared in astonishment, but
when George Roberts alighted from the car,

and drew her arm within his with an air of

proprietorship, Ham realized what had
happened.
The couple had not seen him, for instead of

coming into the waiting-room, which he had
sought, and from whose shelter he was peer-

ing out at them, they stepped into a carriage

standing near the platform and drove away.
When crestfallen Ham slunk homeward,

he went out of his way to pass the Widow
Roberts' house. George and Jennie were sit-

ting on the front porch, and Mary, the "help,"

was swinging on the hig gate, having

descried him in the distance.

"How dy do, Mr. Sooy," she called out.

"How dy do," replied Ham, not daring to

look her in the face, fearing that she would

read in his own countenance his anger and

chagrin. He paused irresolutely, opened his

mouth to ask a question, shut it without say-

ing anything, and turned away as if to pro-

ceed.

"Miss' Roberts is married to Eph Dollin' an'

George is married to Jen," she said. "I

knowed you'd been away an' hadn't heard

the news. Have a pleasant journey, Mr.

Sooy?"
"Naw," replied Ham. "Didn't go fer pleas-

ure—went on a business ja'nt—went to sellmy
wheat—good-day," and he proceeded to his

domicile, where Mat met him with a more

radiant face than she had worn for many a

day.
Ham Sooy was joked a little,by his friends

abouthis "sixth," but he is' still a widower.

He has refused to "lead" ever since the mem-
orable Sunday in which he made his lonely

State the subject of his petitions, and Mat
declares that he "is gettin' too crabbed fer

anythin'."

Mat made a visit not long since to Jennie in

her city home, and came back full of the splen-

dors of her sister's establishment, which,

though but a modest second floor "flat,"

seemed palatial to Mat, and on Sunday after-

noons she goes "down to the Mrs. Dollin's."

Eph's wife is so happy with her husband

that she forgave Jennie the ruse that de-

prived her of the felicity of being Sooy's

"sixth."

The two women,1 Mat and Mrs. Dolling, in

their Sunday chats speak enthusiastically of

Jennie and her husband, and both are agreed

that "Jen's baby is the peartes' an' smartes'

child of it's age that ever wuz."
THE END.

SANDWICH ISLAND MISSIONS.

For more than half a century the Sandwich
Islands have been the one spot on the face of

the globe in which the churches of the United

States have felt a great, peculiar and active in-

terest. The American missionary work con-

verted the people of those islands from bar-

barism to Christianity and civilization. For

half a century there has not been a neighbor-

hood in all this country that has not actively

identified itself in some way with this work;

Vast sums of money in a continuous stream

have flowed in the treasury of missionary

societies to sustain it.

Hundreds of American men and women
have given the best part, of their lives to the

cause of Christianity in the islands, and the

name of Missionary Bingham is still a familiar

and venerated one in thousands of households

in the United States. In this way the islands,

in the triumph of civilization and growth of

Christianity, are in an important and almost
literal sense the offspring of the United States.

It was through influences set at work years ago

by missionaries, gloriously sustained by the

churches of America, that this new republic

of the Pacific—almost, if not quite a republic,

at least—came to exist, and it is this that

Grover Cleveland, by turning the wheels of

progress backward, by hauling down the
American flag that had been raised by liberty-

loving people, has handed over to the deposed
queen of bad form, when, by as much as the
weight of his finger, he might have helped the

islands to become a republic indeed. He
hauled down the stars and stripes, and if the
islands do not become a monarchy itself, or a
dependency o'f a more powerful monarchy, it

will be because his plans will fail.

This will be bad news in all the churches of

the United States. Whether the Sandwich
islands will become a monarchy or a depen-
dency of some more powerful monarchy, and
in this way a menace to the Unites States, or

whether the spirit planted there by those who
gave the islands an existence in civilization,

will be strong enough to rescue them and
prove itself master of the situation, is the
present question of great gravity. There is

reason for hoping that the American spirit

will prove strong enough there to save the
islands from the fate to which Mr. Cleveland
has done what he could to consign them.—New
York Sun.

•BEWARE OF OINTMENTS FOR CATARRH THAT
CONTAIN MERCURY,

as mercury will surely destroy the sense of smell
and completely derange the whole system when
entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except on prescriptions
from reputable physicians, as the damage they will
do is ten fold to the good you can possibly derive
from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by P. .1. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the sys-
tem. In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you
get the genuine. It is taken internally, and made
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
free.
H^SoId by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.

The World's Gold and Silvef JWoney
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an aggregate of about $7,750,000,000.00. This is a
big pile of money. Somewhat bigger than you
have been earning, yet your little pile can be
increased quickly and steadily by working for

us. We have started many persons on the
road to a competence. Why not let us start

you? We pay big cash commissions for light
and easy work. Write to-day for full partic-
ulars. Address Farm and Fireside, Phil-
adelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

* PURE *

NO IRRITATION.

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., CIN'TI.

We SellDM to FAMILIES
PIANOS AROANS
$160 to $1500U$85 to $500.

Absolutely Perfect !,

[Sent for trial in your
Pown home before you
buy. Local Agents

must sell inferior instruments or
charge double what we ask. Catalogue Ere©
MAKCIIAL & SMITH PIANO CO,,

»S5 East Slet St., N.Y,

PRINTING OFFICE I5C
A largo font of Typo (over4A) with Figures,

Holder, Indelible Ink, Pad, Twcezera, Corkscrew,
etc., as Bhown in cut. complete in neat case. Best
Linen Marker, Card Printer, etc. Regular Price 60e
Sample postpaid for 15c, to introduce, with Cat-
alogue of 1000 new articlea. CAT. FREE.
IN0KKS0LL& Bro.G5 CortIandtSt.N.Y.CItr

SPRAY

Stahl'H
Double Acting
Excelsior Spray-
ing Outfits prevent
Leaf Blight & "Wormy
Fruit. Insures a heavy^
yield of all Fruit and!
Vegetable crops. Thous-
ands in use. Send 6 cts. for 1

catalogue and full treatise
on spraying. Circularsfree.

WM.STAHL,Quincy,lll.\

Mention this paper when you write.

Better than,

Ever for

1894.

Established 1856.

Is Different from Others.
It is intended to aid the planter in selecting the
Seeds best adapted for his needs and conditions,

and in getting from them the best possible results,

is not, therefore, highly colored in either sense ; and
we have taken greatcare that nothing worthless be put

in, or nothing worthy be left out. We invite trial Of our
Seeds.We know them because we grow them. Every plant-

er of Vegetables or Flowers ought to know aboutour three
warrants; our cash discounts; and our gift of agricultural
papers to purchasers of ourSeeds. All of these are explained

In the Catalogue, a copy of which can be yours for the asking.

J. H. CRECORY 4 SON, Marblehead, Mass.

UPON our 250 acres of nursery we have every class of hardy
Trees and Plants , Fruit, Ornamental, Nut and Flowering.

Mary and Henry Ward Beecher Strawberries andLovett's
'Best Blackberry are among the most valuable novelties,

^iln our catalogues which are the most complete, comprehen-
sive and elaborate published by any nursery establishment

in the world, are all accurately described and offered at one-

halfthe price of tree agents.

LOVETT'S GUIDE TO FRUIT CULTURE tells all

about fruits, their merits and defects ; how to plant, prune, cul-

tivate, etc. Richly illustrated. Several colored plates. Price 10c.

LOVETT'S MANUAL OF ORNAMENTAL TREES AND PLANTS is authori-

tative as well as instructive: a model of excellence in printing and illustration. Gives
points and plans for ornamnental planting. Price, with colored plates, 15 cents.

Established 40 years. We successfully ship to all parts of the world.
All who order either of the above _ _ . . _.. _
and name this paper will receive J. T. L0VETT CO., Little Silver, N. J.an ounce of Flower Seeds/ree. " ' •

NEW CROP ONION SEED
PER POUND-
Either RED WETHERSFIELD or

YELLOW DANVERS.

.25 PER POUND for
American Grown Prizetaker,

In lots of FIVE POUNDS of one kind or assorted
as desired. With every $5.00 order goes Free a
copy of Greiner's Newest and Best Book,
' ONIONS FOR PROFIT," telling all the Se-
rets of Success in Old and New Onion Culture.

If You Garden for Profit
J you can save money and should buy at Wholesale

r
Prices, as quoted in BURPEE'S BLUE LIST

for 1894. It is mailed Free to Market Gardeners every-
where, who, while entitled to the lowest prices possible,

should alv/ays be sure to get Only the Best Seeds That
Grow! BURPEE'S SEEDS ARE WARRANTED,—

few equal, none bettet—and are annually sold direct to many more
planters than are the seeds of any other growers.

W. Atlee Burpee& Co., Seed Growers,Philadelpliia,Pa.
If you have not already seen BURPEE'S FARM ANNUAL for 1894, write for it TO-DAY A

handsome book of 172 pages, it is pronounced by papers everywhere The Leading American Seed Catalogue.
It tells all about the Choicest Vegetables and Most Beautiful Flowers for The Home Garden.

Suppose you could save one-half the work
that you are now doing, wouldn't you jump at
the chance? You can learn how others are doing
this, by reading the PLANET JR. Book for 1894. It
describes in detail 20 of the greatest labor saving
farm implements ever invented. It showsyou how
to turn the latest productions of science to your
own account. It is a book that every progressive
farmer should read and consider. We send it to
any one, anywhere, free for the asking.
S. L. ALLEN & CO., 110? Market St., Philada.

POTATO MACHINERY.
If you are interested in planting and cutting potatoes by machinery, write to

ASPINWALL MANUFACTURING CO., Jackson, Mich., for their free illustrated
Catalogue. They will save you money and guarantee the work. (Mention this paper.])

THE SPRING GURRY COMB,
CLOCK SPUING BLADE.

Soft as a Brush. Fits Every Curve.
The Only Perfect Comb. Used by U. S. Army and by Barnum &
Bailey and Forepaugh Circuses. Sample mailed, post-paid, 25 cts.

SPRING CURRY COMB CO.,
131 S. La Fayette St., - - SOUTH BEND, IN».
The Excellence o£ this Comb is Guivranteed by the Editor of this Paper.
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THE SONGS MY MOTHER SUNG.

Sing the songs that my mother sung,
For their dear old'tunes are best,

And their words taste sweet to my tired

tongue;
I am weary of all the rest.

Sing me the songs that my mother sung
As I nodded by her knee,

And my drowsy head into slumber swung
With the quaint old melody

:

"Dah was an ole niggah, an' his name was
Uncle Ned,

An' he died long, long time ago;

An' he had no wool on de top &f his head
In de place wha de wool orter grow.

Ole Ned had fingers like de cane in de brake,

An' he had no eyes fo' to see,

An' he had no teef fo' to eat de cohn-cake,
So he had to let de cohn-cake be.

1 "Den hang up de fiddle an' de bow,
Lay down the shubble an' de hoe;
Dah's no mo' ha'd wo'k fo' pore ole Ned,
Kase he's gone wha' de good niggahs go."

Sing me the songs that my mother sung,

So soft, so sweet, so clear;

All the songs you sing me are too high-strung,

And I hunger just to hear
One of the songs she used to sing

In the days when I was young;
For the newer cadences do not cling

Like the songs my mother sung.

"Way down in the valley, where the lily first

blows, •

Where the breeze from the mountain ne'er

ruffles the rose,

Lives sweet Evelina, my dear little dove,

The pride of the valley, the girl that I love.

"Sweet Evelina, dear Evelina,
My love for you shall never, never die .'

Sweet Evelina, dear Evelina,

My love for you shall never,'neverdie!"

Sing the songs that my mother sung,
Before her hair turned white,

When her face was fair as a rosebud flung

On the breeze of a summer night.

Sing me the songs that she used to sing

With a quaver in each tone,

When the summer twilight was vanishing
And the summer day was done.

"Down in de canebrake close by de mill,

Dere libbed a yaller gal, her name was Nancy
Till.

I told her dat I lubbed her, she said she lubbed

me, too,

So we bofe lubbed each odder—we had nufiin

else to do.

"Come, love, come, aud go along with me,

And I'll take you down to Tennessee

!

Come, love, come, and go along with me,
And I'll take you down to Tennessee !"

These are the songs I would rather hear

Than all you sing to-day;

For they ring in my memory faint, but clear

From that babyland far away,
Out in the shadows of long ago
Where their lullaby first rung

For the little fellow who loved them so,

These old songs that my mother sung.

"Oh, when I'm dead and gone to rest,

Lay de banjo by my side

;

Let de possum and coon to de funeral come,
For dey's my only pride.

And when I'm takin' my sweet repose,

I'll dream forebber more
Dat you've laid my bones in ole Virginny,

On ole Virginny's shore!"
—Jack Sennet, in Srandan Banner.

WEE GOWNS FOR WEE GIRLS.

I have lately seen the gowns a sensible

mother has made for her girlie of two years.

They are pretty, and easily made by the

mother who does her own sewing.

Fig. 1.

The first little gown is of very soft,

light gray flannel. The skirt has two
and one half straight breadths, a deep
hem that will allow for lengthening

the same when necessary; the skirt is

very long. Above the hem is a feather-

stitching of interlacing squares, done in

canary-colored wash silk. The little waist

is made to simulate waist and guimpe.
The yoke is .of yellow-gray flannel, and
has a ruffle of the same encircling its

rounding shape; the ruffle is feather-

stitched all along its lower edge with the

yellow silk, and it has a heading of a nar-

row bias band, which is first stitched on
with the machine and then feather-

stitched. This gives the yoke the appear-

ance of being a guimpe. The sleeves are

of the yellow-gray flannel, cut large and
full, and are gathered into a ruffle about
two inches in width at the wrist ; the ruffle

is feather-stitched along its edge. The
lower part of the waist is of the flannel

like the skirt.

After making Fig. 1, there was a good-
sized piece of the light gray flannel

left. This was cut into a skirt and waist,

as shown in Fig. 2. A blue opera-

flannel sack had been laid away for

years. This was cut into a waist shirred

at the neck in front. Large, full sleeves

and collar were added. Then the gray was
feather-stitched with blue of the same
shade as the waist. Twostraight lines of

feather-stitching were made about three

inches apart on the bottom of the skirt

;

then a spray of three daisy heads and leaf

was done in Keusington stitch, at inter-

vals between. The top of the gray waist,

which was cut low and square, with little

straps over the shoulders, wras feather-

stitched, as also were the straps. This
little gown looks very pretty on the little

maid who wears it, and when necessary,

the two little gray gowns may be used to

make over together. Both will be worn
about the same.
Another neat little dress was made from

an old bronze-green flannel of the mother's.

This was cut full and gathered from the
neck, from which it falls to the tiny ankles
of the wearer. A hem was blind-stitched,

and then a curved line was feather-stitched

sewed, shin- two or three times and lay a

piece under to stay the gathers. Gather a
double ruffle, full, to finish the neck.

The best way to get the exact length, and
to be certain that the gown will hang
evenly around the bottom, is to put it on
the little miss and then pin it up ; all the

extra length may be turned up in a hem,
which can be let down as required. I do
the feather-stitching before I blind-stitch

the hem; then when letting down is de-

sirable, it can be done without pulling out
the embroidery. I would suggest, how-
ever, that you first lay the hem so as to be
certain you get the needlework at an equal
distance from every part of it. This pat-

tern is one of the prettiest for sheer white
goods, for apron or gown. It has many
excellent points besides its prettiness. A
gown with a waist soon gets too small, but
this one, shirred as it is, full at the neck,

gives ample breadth of shoulder and full-

ness of waist as long as the gown lasts ; so,

if enough is at hand for new sleeves when
needed and the hem is ample to let down,
the gown can be worn as long as it lasts

to wear. This an item not to be despised

by the mother who does her own sewing
and has to economize in other ways as

well. Narrower material may be used
than that mentioned, by putting gores on
the side, to give the necessary fullness.

Rose Seelye-Miller.

CROCHETED TIDY (GROUP OF THREES) IN

WHEELS.

Abbreviations.—Ch, chain; d c, double
crochet; s c, single crochet; 1-tr, long
treble; st, stitch; tr, treble.

First row (one wheel)—Ch 7, join 1 s c,

Crocheted Tidy.

above, a star being made in each of the

curves. This gown looked so well that a

new red cashmere was cut in the same
way. The feather-stitching around the

bottom was done in fern fronds with.pink

wash silk.

These little gowns are not difficult to

cut or make, and all were cut using a

plain wraist pattern for their basis. You
could easily cut a waist pattern by follow-

ing measurements in Fig. 1. The lower

part of the waist. No. 2, you will see,

simply has the upper part left off entirely.

The square yoke and sleeves were of blue,

and are really another waist, over which
the gray with its dainty shoulder-straps

is worn.
For ©titting Fig. 3 for a child of two years,

one and three fourths yards of goods forty-

four inches wide will do, with right man-
agement. The diagram of pattern shows
both back and front, the only difference

being that the' front is cut lower in the

neck, following the dotted line, and the

arm-scye is also cut a different shape, as

the dotted line indicates. Cut off a strip

from the cloth widthways, wide enough
to make a double ruffle for the neck. Now
cut your cloth in two equal lengths, fold

one of these directly in the center length-

wise, lay your pattern on and cut the

front. Cut the back from the other piece.

A slit will have to be cut in the center of

the back for an opening. Face this and
press all seams. From the side, where the

gown is slanted from arm-scye to bottom,

will be a piece of material, from which
the sleeves may lie cut; use the widest
part for the sleeve, and below this will be
a piece that may be used for a cuff. Gather
the gown at the neck after the seams are

THE KITCHEN AS AN ART GALLERY.

Lately, on going into a friend's kitchen
I was surprised to see the large portions of

the walls literally covered with pictures,

cut from Harper's Weekly and different

magazines. There were scenes from the

world's fair, portraits of many distin-

guished men, bits of landscape and scenes

Fig. 2.

of celebrated places; in fact, just such a
collection as one might gather at random
from the different magazines which find

their way into the house. The jdea was a

novel one, and put into execution, was
decidedly instructive.

Pictures are great educators, and may be
made to awaken a great interest in young
people. A twenty-five-cent copy of Rosa
Bonheur's famous "Horse Fair" was
recently hung in a school-room. A great

curiosity was aroused in the minds of

some of the pupils, which led to a .study

of this famous arnst. It was interesting

to learn that during the Franco-Prussian
war, while famous buildings, both public

and private, were being burned, the crown
prince of Prussia ordered his troops to

spare the residence and studio of Rosa
Bonheur, thus preserving some of the
world's most famous pictures.

The pleasure of looking upon the great
masterpieces of illustrious painters is

denied the mass, yet copies of them may
be obtained at a low value and still give

one a good idea of the original, especially

as many of them are reproduced in the

original colors.

Many a heart has been touched by the

beautiful sentiment expressed in "The
Angelus," even though it was seen only

in a poor woodcut.
Mary D. Sibley.

ch 4, 23 tr under loop of 7 ch, with 1 ch
between them; join in third st of 4 ch,

with 1 st ; ch 5 st.

Second row—1 tr in 1 ch of 4. * ch 2, 1 tr

in next ch 1 % repeat from * to * twenty-

two times
;
join with 1 tr in third st of 5

ch ; ch 6 st.

Third row—Make 3 1-tr (thread over

hook twice) under tr that joined previous

row, counting 6 ch as 1 1-tr, so there will

be 3 1-tr in all, keeping last stitches of each

tr on hook (now have 4 st on hook); throw
thread over and draw it through them all

at once, ch 1, to keep them to place, ch 3

not counting 1 ch. Repeat all around
(having twenty-four groups of 3 1-tr in all),

and after last group ch 1, join to first group
of threes with 1 tr, ch 5 st.

Fourth row—1 d c under 3 ch, ch 5, repeat

all around (twenty-four loops of 5 ch),

fasten. These can be crocheted together

by four loops of 5 eh, skipping two loops

at each corner.

For the filling to be joined:

A small star is made for filling in the

corners. Ch 5, join,/ch 1, 16 d c in loop^jl

5 ch, ch 8, 1 s c in third st of 5 ch in loop

on one wheel, ch 5, 1 tr in second d c, miss

1 st, ch 5, 1 s c in next loop of o ch, ch 5,

repeat at end, join to third st of 8 ch, re-

peat. When finished, there will be thirty

wheels and sixteen stars.

Ella McCowex.

FARMING THAT PAYS.

Get a farm accessible to the best markets,
where the climate is temperate all the year
round, where there are good schools and
churches, and good neighbors, and where land,
capable of producing the best sellers,, can be
purchased at low prices. The farms that pay
are in Virginia. Send for catalogue and lean;
how others have prospered. Address U. L
Truitt, General Traveling Passenger Agent,
Chesapeake <fe Ohio Railway, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Supplementing this, I would like to say
how much good a woodcut of the Hotel

Atheneum porch at Chautauqua did me,

which I cut from John Habberton's story

of "The Chautauquans," which appeared

in the New York Ledger. I pinned it up
on my bedroom wall. I could look at it

and imagine I was there. Looking toward
the pier, I could feel the air from the lake,

and it comforted me the summers I could

not go.

Ah, pictures are a great educator. Put

Fig. 3.

them up around the house unframed, and

when they have told their story, fill their

places with others. Christie Irving.

Have You Asthma?
Dr. R. Schiffmann, St. Paul, Minn., will mail

a trial package of Schiffmann's .Asthma
Cure free to any sufferer. He advertises by
giving it away. Never fails to give instant
relief in worst cases and cures where others
fail. Name this paper and send your name
and address for a free trial package.

A FORTUNATE MAN is he who can have the

delights in his own home that cost the mil-

lions which were expended on the World's

Fair Buildings and Grounds. Read our offer

on page 19.
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TWILIGHT BRIDGE.

I know a little fairy bridge that spans a tiny

stream,

And there the sky is ever clear, for life is like

a dream
As the silv'ry stream goes rippling, running

onward to the sea,

While the little birds are singing in an ecstasy

of glee.
.y

»
The path one side the tiny stream is bright

and busy Day,

And Night, a forest dark and drear, lies just

across the way

;

But the fairy bridge called Twilight, clasping

hands between the two,

Is the brightest, dearest spot on earth a mor-

tal heart e'er knew.

For when the day has passed away I meet my
sweetheart there,

While in the rippling stream beneath I throw

away my care.

And just the falling shadows and the sunset

glow above
Watch o'er the little Twilight bridge and wit-

ness to our love.—Edith Livingston Crary.

STERILIZING MILK.

At the request of the secretary of agri-

culture, the chief of the bureau of animal

industry has furnished the following sim-

ple directions for the sterilization of milk:

"The sterilization of milk for children,

now quite extensively practiced in order

to destroy the injurious germs which it

nay contain, can be satisfactorily accom-
plished with very
Birnple apparatus.

The vessel contain-

ing the milk, which
may be the bottle

from which it is to

beusedorany other

suitable vessel, is

placed inside of a

larger vessel of

metal which con-

tains the water. If

a bottle, it must be

plugged with ab-

sorbent cotton, if

this is at hand, or

in its absence, other clean cotton will an-

swer. A small fruit-jar, loosely covered,

may be used instead of a bottle. The

requirements are simply that the interior

vessel shall be raised about half an inch

above the bottom of the other, and that

the water shall reach nearly or quite as

high as the milk. The apparatus is then

heated on a range or stove until the water

reaches a temperature of 155 degrees Fahr-

enheit, when it is removed from the heat

and kept tightly covered for half an hour.

The milk-bottles are then taken out and

kept in a cool place. The milk may be

used at any time within twenty-four

hours. A temperature of 150 degrees

maintained for half an hour is sufficient

to destroy any germs likely to be present

in the milk, and it is found in practice

that raising the temperature to 155 degrees

and then allowing it to stand in the heated

water for half an hour insures the proper

temperature for the required time. The
temperature should not be raised above 155

degrees^ otherwise the taste and quality of

the milk will be impaired.

"The simplest plan is to take a tin pail

and invert a perforated tin pie-plate in the

bottom, or have made for it a removable

false bottom, perforated with holes and
having legs half an inch high, to allow

circulation of the water. The milk-bottle

is set on this 'false bottom, and sufficient

water is put into the pail to reach the

level of the surface

of the milk in the

bottle. A hole may
he punched in the

cover of the pail, a

cork inserted, and
a chemical ther-

mometer put
through the cork,

so that the bulb

'dips into the

water. The tem-
perature can thus
be watched with-
out removing the

cover. If preferred

an ordinary dairy thermometer may be
used and the temperature tested from
time to time by removing the lid. This
is very easily arranged, and is just as sat-

isfactory as the patented apparatus sold
for the same purpose. The accompanying
illustrations show the form of apparatus
described."

MUSIC FREE TO YOU.
By sending 10 cents, stamps or silver, for 3 months'

trial subscription to American Nation, a charming
magazine, you will also receive. FREE, 1S7 complete
Pieces of popular music. Address American Nation
.rub. Co., 325 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

GRANDMOTHER'S WAY.

Some time ago a sister reader asked for

a different stitch to knit. I will try to

give the directions for the way our grand-

mothers knit their men-folks' "galluses."

It may not be necessary for us to knit such

things, but I think we should preserve the

way it was done. No "galluses" now
bought will outlast or feel easier than

those knit with "home-made yarn."

Cast on an even number of stitches (I

have here 16 stitches), knit the first stitch,

put the yarn under the right-hand needle,

take off one "stitch, cross the yarn back

again.

Knit one stitch, put the yarn in under

the needle again, take off another stitch,

put the yarn back and knit one; so on

across. Then begin over again, the same,

knit the first, and so on. Do not at any

time knit the same one going back that

you did irfgoing across before.

Knit about half an inch, then take an-

other needle. Knit one half of the stitches

for perhaps an inch, then break off the

thread (leaving quite a long end). Go
back and knit the other side as long, and

knit both together for an inch or so. Then
knit the first stitch, put the yarn in under
the needle, take off a stitch, then knit one.

Let the yarn form a loop over the stitch

taken off, put the yarn under the needle,

take off a stitch, knit one, and so on across.

Begin over again as before, taking care

not to knit the same stitch each time

across, but knit the loop with the stitch it

crosses.

When long enough for the suspenders

(or galluses of our grandmothers' time),

knit the first for a finger or so, then bind

off. If it is knit right, this will be double.

Take the ends and sew back and forth, to

stay the buttonholes.

I have tried to make this plain. If any

Knit Suspenders.

one wants to try these stitches and does

not understand them, I will send sample.

Mrs. M. Fiske.

Vuckerlon, Ocean county, N. J.

P. S.—Can any of the sisters give me the

directions for oak-leaf or shell-work stock-

ings? M. F.

FACTS CONCERNING CAKE-MAKING.

If there is one article of food that has

caused more anxiety on the part of the

housekeeper than all others, it is cake.

For who has not tried, on some special

occasion, to have her cake a little better

and made a failure of it, and at the same
time could not account for the cause ?

It is not strange that this has happened,
for there is no other article which is so

sensitive to material, to the mode of mak-
ing, and even to the altitude in which it is

made, and on which so little pains has

been taken to enlighten the housekeeper,

or help her in the anxious endeavor to

master the art.

The most important part in selecting the

material is to be sure to get a winter-wheat
flour, known to the trade as pastry flour,

for while spring-wheat flour is the best for

bread, it is impossible to have success with
the more delicate cakes when this is used.

In regard to sugar, granulated is consid-

ered the best, although some have failed

by using it, for the reason that they use

too much; being heavier than the soft

sugars, it requires one fifth less to give the

same effect.

Another important part to be considered

is the eggs, for while it is essential that

they should be fresh, a great deal of the

success will depend on the way they are

beaten. It is immaterial as to the kind of

beater used in beating the yolks, only that

they are beaten thoroughly. Very few-

take the time to beat them as they should
be, and consequently the cake is heavy
and has a strong taste of the egg, which so

many object to in cakes containing the

yolks, which would not be the case were

the yolks properly beaten. The whites of

the eggs should always be beaten with a

whip beater or fork, when they are to be

used in the cake. Rotary beaters do not

fill the air-cells, but toughen the cake;

therefore, the cake will not raise to the

required lightness, and will be tough.

Especially is this true in angel, sunshine

and sponge cakes.

In mixing cakes there are two rules

which are very important, for what will

make one class of cake better will spoil

the other. The first applies to cakes con-

taining butter and milk; they should be

stirred or beaten thoroughly, especially

after the flour is added . The second applies

to sponge-cakes, and includes all cakes

that do not contain butter or milk ; these

should never be stirred, but sugar and
other ingredients beaten in, being careful

to beat up, to keep the batter light, and
the flour should be added last and folded

lightly through, being careful not to over-

do this, for every stroke of the spoon after

the flour is added tends to toughen the

batter. This is one cause of many tough

sponge-cakes.

Cakes should be baked in ungreased
molds, allowing them to stick to the tin so

they can be inverted and allowed to hang
in the mold to cool, which is the only way
known to keep them from settling. In

this way cakes do not require as much
flour, or to be made as stiff, as in the old

way, and are far more delicate. It is on
this account that the Mrs. Van Deusen
cake-molds, offered as a premium in the

Farm and Fireside, have become so pop-
ular with the housekeepers. The cake is

allowed to stick and hang to cool, and
is then loosened with a knife and removed
as easily as from a greased tin. They are

the only molds that fill successfully the

long-recognized want, and are fast

taking the place of all others.

The last, but not the least im-
portant part is the baking, which,

with a little care, can be easily

mastered. As a great deal depends
on the class of cake, and also on the

altitude in which it is made, no
definite time can be given in which
to bake them. The best way is to

allow the cake to raise to the de-

sired lightness before browning
over, and after it has raised, in-

crease the heat and bake as fast as

possible without burning. The
higher the altitude the quicker
the cake will raise, thus requiring

to be baked faster, allowing fully

fifteen minutes less time in Col-

orado than in New York. So great

is the difference in these localities

that very few of the more delicate

cakes can be made successfully in both
places without varying the recipes; but
there are so many points to be considered

on the subject jof altitude that it would
require an article on the subject to do it

justice, as is also the case with each of the

other subjects considered.

In my next I will give especial attention

to a few recipes for cakes containing but-
ter and milk. Mrs. C. A. Chapman.

mmm&A FORTUNE

A GOOD POINTER.

Why should you be idle for one hour?
No use in the world for it. Every mo-
ment of the working part of each day
ought to be employed. The busy people
are the happy people. B. F. Johnson &
Co., of Richmond, Va., are offering in this
paper to show you how to turn every hour
into solid cash.

SHREWDNESS OF THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT.

The United States Government Artist

secured a magnificent series of photo-
graphs of the World's Fair, which will be
preserved in the Smithsonian Institute, at

Washington, for posterity. It is shrewd
and proper that the Greatest of Modern
Enterprises, now passing into history,

should have its best and highest features

preserved. You should be just as shrewd
and also possess a Panorama of the Great
Exposition. We furnish it free, as stated

on page 19.

f
PD ET E? ? Send us your full

Km mm u name and address
and we will send you 100 Hav-
ana Perfectos 10 cent cigars (retail
value $10) for $7.75. In orderto in-
troduce our cigars, we will send
you free an elegant richly jeweled
Elgin style hunting ease (20 years
guaranteeJUE., gold-tilled watch,
stem-wind and set (retail value
S25). The 100 cigars and watch
cost only $7.75 C. O. D. Full
examination allowed before you
pay. RIVERSIDE CICAR CO.
173Greenwicb. St., N. Y. City.

CAN BE MADE BELLING THE

Mrs.Van Deusen Cake Molds

The Only Successful Mold.

Every housekeeper will have them. Apply at once to

C. A. CHAPMAN, Sole Manufactures
CLIFTON SPRINGS, N. Y.

A BEAU TiFUL CRAZY quilt of 50*. sq.
in., made with

pkg.of 60splemlid Silk pee. ,asatd.bright colore,25c:
5 pkes., $1. LEMARIE'S SILK MILLS, LITTLE FERRY. N. /.

S' /Li

The Fockcr Washer
is warranted to wash 1 00 PIECES IN
ONE HOUR, as clean as can be washed
on the washboard. Write forprices and descrip-
tion. ROCKERWASHER CO.,
Liberal inducements to live agents. Ft, Wayne, JLnd»

THE WORLD'S WASHER
Is common sense. The Greatest
Labor=Saver known. Sent any-
where In U. S. Prices reason-
able. One at wholesale. Circu-
lars free. Agents wanted quick

C. E. ROSS, Lincoln, 111.

If afflicted with
sore eyes use_ Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

"We trive away Lace Curtains, with $4, $6, or 88 orders.

White Tea Set, 56 and 70 pieces, with $11 and $13 orders.

Pair Ladies' Dongola Kid Boots, with $6 orders.

Safety Bicycle, Cushion Tires, with $80 orders.

Decorated Granite Dinner Sets, 112 pieces, with $20 orders.

Hanginir Lamp and Decorated Shade, with $10 3i $12 orders.

Violin, Banjo and Guitar, with $12, $10, and $25 orders.

Moss Rose Toilet Set, with $15 orders.

Stem Winding Swiss Watch, Ladies' or Boy's, with $10 orders.

Send for our FREE Illustrated Catalogue.

GKEAT CHINA 1\EA. CO.,
210 State Street, Boston, Mass.
Mention this paper when you write.

No local dealercan compete with us
in variety or price. Our
new deBigns and colorings
are handsomer this year
than ever before.WALL
PAPER

Our "Guide How to I

Paper and Economy
in Home Decoration," I

mailed free with samples!

Beautiful Cold Paper, 5c. per Roll.

We carry the largest stock in the country, and
can save you 51) per cent, on every roll of paper you
buy. No matter where you live, if you have any use

for wall paper, send 10c. to nearest address to pay
postage on a large package of samples. One
good agent or paper banger wanted in each town
to sell frorr sample books, price $1.01.

ALFRED PEATS,
80-88 W. 18th St.,

NEW YORK.
186-188 VV. Madison SU,

CHICAGO.

GOOD
COFFEE,

Rich and Fragrant, is what every
housekeeper wants. BURPEE'S
IMPERIAL ROASTER always

ensures this. Costs little

;

saves money; roasts
quickly; gives delicious
coffee. Send to-day for

"Good News for the Breakfast Table."

T. B. C. BURPEE, 1620 N. Ninth St., Phila.,Pa.

OUR SYSTEM THE BEST
fWe want reliablewomen in every town f\
sell 86.00 worth of Teas, Spices and Baking
Powder for us, and get a set of Silver Knives
and Forks free, or $12.00 worth, and get a set

of Ohina Dishes free. No money required
uV^til you deliver goods and get premium^
WXTHOM AS, 48-50 E. 3d St., CincinnqftO.

VftTT TITTV fSHAU, YOTJ BUY

A BICYCLE
IN 1894.

The HARTFORD SAFETIES
are made in designs and sizes
for Men, Ladies, Boys and Misses,
and are light and strong. In any
case be sure and send for a cat-
alogue to

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO.,
HAKTFORB, CONN. d

OUR

TWO PflPEHS
FOR

OflE DOIiliflH.

The Farm and Fireside and the

Ladies Home Companion will be

mailed to the same person one year for

One Dollar, but no premium will be in-

cluded in this offer. In this case the

Ladies Home Companion is your pre-

mium. Address

Farm and Fireside,

Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.
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HOME TOPICS.

Eried Parsnips.—If you wish your
parsnips to be especially nice, try

this way of frying them, which I

have never seen published and
have only just learned myself.

Scrape the parsnips and parboil

r~\ (e?\
m sa^tec^ water, then^ —— —s before putting them

in to fry,dip each piece in molasses, then fry

as usual, and see if they are notpronounced

by all who eat them as "the best parsnips

I ever ate."

Bran Coffee.—A cupful of hot coffee,

with plenty of cream, is relished by nearly

everyone with their breakfast, but many
of us cannot drink coffee without feeling

some bad effect from it, and again good
coffee is quite expensive. The following

recipe makes a coffee which can be drunk
by children, dyspeptics or any one, without
any danger, and certainly from an econom-
ical point of view it is a success: Moisten
two quarts of wheat bran with a teacupful

of New Orleans molasses, mixing and rub-

bing it well together until all is moistened
alike. Brown it in the ov'en as you would
brown green coffee, and then use it the

same as any coffee. A little coffee may be

mixed with it if it is not liked clear ; one
teaspoonful of coffee with Ave of the bran
will make three cupfuls of coffee. There is

a hygienic coffee composed entirely of cere-

als, which may be bought at twenty cents a

pound, but nearly everyone likes the bran
coffee just as well, and it costs about two
cents a pound—not counting the trouble of

preparing it.

Pandowdy, or Apple-slump.—A New
England friend who was visiting me du-

ringthe holidays,in talkingof old-fashioned

dishes, said: "Do you ever make apple-

slump?" I did not know it by that name,
but when she told me how she made it,

recognized an old friend I had been famil-

iar with when a child, under the name of

pandowdy. It is a good, wholesome, old-

fashioned dish, by whatever name called,

and is made as follows:

Pare, quarter and core enough tart apples

to fill a deep earthen pudding-dish heaping
full ; stew them with as little water as pos-

sible until about half done, then season

them with molasses, cinnamon and butter.

Put them in the pudding-dish and cover

with a crust made of short biscuit dough,

rolled a half inch thick. Bake this in a

slow oven about au hour, covering the top

BONBON-BASKET.

if the crust is liable to get too brown.
Break the crust in small pieces into the

apple, stir it together and put it back in

the oven for another half hour. Do not

have the oven very hot. This can be served

hot or cold. When cold it should be of a

jelly-like consistency.

Talking About Children in Their
Presence.—The wise parent will not do

this, either to repeat the cunning ways and
bright sayings of her little ones, or to speak

of their faults or shortcomings. Very
little children •will notice when they are

being talked about, and in the former case

will have their self-esteem unduly fostered,

in the latter will be unnecessarily hurt and
mortified. Often the parents who flatter

their children by repeating their sayings
when they are little, are the ones who are

mortified when they are older by public

reproof for faults their own course has in-

duced. The child cannot see why sayings
and actions which he has heard talked of as

bright and funny are now frowned upon,
and although hurt and mortified, he seeks

to hide it by a sullen and obstinate temper.

It is only through loving sympathy, a

watching for little peculiarities of mother
and little suggestions of father's character

cropping out in our child, a remembrance
of the feelings and fancies of our own
childhood and a prayerful dependence on
the guidance of the all-wise Father, that

we can hope to lead our children through
childhood and youth to a pure and noble

manhood and womanhood.
Maida McL.

OAK-LEAF EDGING, CROCHETED.

Abbreviations.—Sh, shell; ch, chain;

st, stitch; tr, treble; d c, double crochet;

s c, single crochet.

There are two rows of shells. Crochet

the row with the edge on first, and the

row with heading on next, crocheted all

opposite the first row, joining the first and
second rows of shells together with 1 s c

in each loop of 5 ch. Also, each oak leaf

has five ferns, and when crocheting the

second oak leaf, join the first fern to the

last fern of the first oak leaf, where the

fourth row is joined.

First row—Ch 16 st, 1 s c in seventh st,

miss 3 st, 1 sh (3 tr, ch 1, 3 tr) in next st,

miss 3 st, 1 s c in next, ch 5 ; turn.

Second row—1 sh in sh, ch 11, 1 d c in

sixth st of eh, * ch 5, 1 d c in the same st;

repeat from * four

times, making five

loops of 5ch; turn.

Third row—* 1 d c, 5

tr, 1 d c in 5 ch ; repeat

from*five times, mak-
ing five ferns, and join

first fern to the loop

of the first row. 3 d c

on first 3 st of next 5

ch, ch 2, 1 sh in sh, ch
5; turn.
This completes one

oak leaf.

Fourth row—1 sh in

sh, ch 2, join in mid-
dle of last fern, ch 3, 1

sh in sh, ch 5; turn.

Repeat from second
row for length re-

quired, and at the end,

after 3 ch of the fourth

row. Omit the rest,

and put 1 s c in each
st of the last sh.

Ch 20 st. 1 tr in fourth st, ch 2, miss 2,

1 s c in next st, miss 3 st, 1 sh in next st,

migs 3 st, 1 s c in next, ch 2. * Join to the

first loop of 5 ch of the first row of sh, ch 3;

turn.
Second—Tr on second tr, ch 2, 1 sh in sh,

ch 2. Join to next loop of 5 ch. Repeat
from * in first row for the length required,

and at the end, after 2 tr and 2 ch, crochet

1 s c in each st of the last sh, ch 4 and join

to first st of the foundation ch.

THE LOWER EDGE.

First row—* 1 tr in second st of first fern,

keeping last loop on hook, 1 tr in second
st of next fern. Crochet all loops on hook
off as 1 tr, (a) 1 picot (ch 5, 1 d c in first st

of ch), 1 tr in center st of second fern,

1 picot, 1 tr in same st, 1 picot. Repeat
from * three times, and also repeat from *

to (a) once. Repeat from first * for length

required. Ella McCowen.

even and straight, in order to have a nice,

smooth rope. Paste with good, stainless

paste that will dry quickly (such as comes
for the purpose, and can be purchased at

the book-stores) these strips together, lap-

piug just enough to hold securely. You
now have one long string. With assis-

tance, twist this as for cord, taking care to

twist enough before doubling. After
doubling, twist again and wind tightly

around the hand. You will now have a
firm rope to build the basket with.
Join one end of the rope neatly and

securely to the small piece t>f cardboard
already covered for the bottom. Paste the
rope around and around, pressing it firmly
together, until it is six rows high. Care
must be taken to keep the sides straight.

Now fasten the lid by means of very
small paper cord inserted through the
rope of basket middle of one side of the
lid, and tied on top in pretty bows. This
acts as a hinge.

Cut three strips of paper two inches wide,
for the handle. Before
twisting, put a piece of fine

wire, one half the length
of the paper when gummed
together, and twist, double,

twist and double again.

This makes a firm, thick

handle. Paste this very
securely on the outside of

the basket, on each side of

the middle, pressing, it

tightly to the rope of the
basket.

Now the basket is ready for the decora-

tion. Make a small bow of paper ribbon
cut across the crape, and paste on the lid

in the center. Surround this with violets

made from tissue-paper No. 123, 68A and
62, using olive-green No. 9 D for the stems
and leaves. Cut your paper into squares

Diagram for
Petals.

Oak-leaf Lace, Crocheted.

of one and one half inches, and fold twice,

in order to make eight lobes. After cut-

ting on the dotted lines, take two of these

and place one inside the other, so the lobes

or petals will alternate; pinch together

from the center, attaching the stem—a nar-

row strip of olive-green, cut about one
eighth of an inch wide and six inches

long, twisted as you would lamp-lighters.

When dry, open with some dull instru-

ment and slightly curl the petals, some
outward and the center ones inward. Ar-
range the different colors, some without
stems, over the lid and a few on the bow,
pasting them in place. O. M. Smith.

BONBON-BASKET.

One of the many beautiful articles which
can be made from crape-paper, and which
would be suitable for a gift to a friend at

all seasons of the year, is a bonbon-
basket.
The cut represents one made of violet

crape, the lid covered with paper violets.

Cut from white, medium cardboard two
oblong pieces, eight inches long and three

and one half inches wide, and two a trifle

larger for the lid. Cover smoothly one
large and one small piece on one side with
crape-paper, and the other large and small

pieces on one side with the crape, slightly

puffed. This is done by drawing the fin-

gers across the grain a couple of times.

Now paste the small pieces together, and
the large pieces also, and put under a press.

You are now ready for the rope, of

which the basket is made. Cut across the

crape twenty strips two inches wide, very

FOR THE LITTLE FOLK.

The patron saint of Valentine's day Is

the merriest, brightest little saint on earth.

His name is Cupid, and one day out of the

three hundred and sixty-five he claims for

his very own.
This day, the fourteenth of February, is

a combined Christmas and Fourth of July
celebration to him. Many sleepless nights

has lie had throughout the year, when
wild pranks have been contemplated, wild

schemes made or rhymes evolved which
no one could write but Cupid himself.

There is no dependence to be placed up-

on the little fellow. He does just what
you don't expect him to do. But there is

one nice thing about hiin, after all—he is

not a bit particular in what circle of soci-
ety he moves.
Everyone knows him, and somehow

everyone has a sneaking regard for him.
That's Cupid.
There's another good thing about him

—

he has learned to perfection the secret of
making other people happy, and he's back
of all the jolly little messages and pretty
little cards which are flying around just at

this time.
At no time during the year does he re-

ceive so many smiles and so much atten-
tion as on St.* Valentine's day. Ou almost

every valentine a picture of his chubby
little self may be seen.
There are valentines of every kind this

year
;
many of the inexpensive ones are

bright and pretty. This valentine is apt to
make the children laugh ; there is such a
funny little darky's face on a plain white
card. The darky is holding up in his small,
black hands the soles of two big shoes, and
here is the verse that is written below

:

- My heart and all this to boot;
My sole adores the precious one,
Oh, come and heel my woes!

Your Valentine.

Another valentine represents in shape
and color a large watermelon. The melon
opens, and within is the verse:

Two souls with but a single thought;
Two hearts that beat as one.

Another represents a little colored girl

in a field eating a melon almost as large as
herself. Under the picture is written:

Massy sakes, don't I love you

!

A valentine easily made is of thick,
rough paper cut in the shape of the sole of
a shoe. On the outside, with a drawing-
pen is written in gilt letters, "A Whole-
souled Confession." Within are love
verses, original or not, just as the sender
may choose.
A rather novel home-made valentine is a

heart cut out of thick, white paper. A
yellow paper pumpkin is its only orna-
mentation, and underneath are the words,
"My heart is as full of love for you as a
pumpkin is full of seed."
Sometimes the cards are tinted and the

tie matches it in color. With the lettering
in gilt it makes a"pretty valentine.
An odd affair is a card of thick, rough

paper. A match is tied in one corner and
a bow of ribbon in the other.
Another white paper heart has in one

corner a net made of wire, and caught in
its meshes is a tiny spider. This is the
verse written in gilt:

Love that hath one in his net.

A valentine which the girls are making
this year is a plain white card. At -one
side is a small "four-in-hand" satin' tie.

The verse is appropriate

:

Blest be the tie that binds.

A dainty valentine is made in this way:
Cut out of thick paper two large hearts.
Cover them with light blue silk, then
cover the silk in turn with bolting-cloth.
Sew together and paint a vine of blue
forget-me-nots around the edge of the
heart. In silver lettering write the words

:

Greetings loving, greetings true,
Take them, dear, they're all for you.

A pretty valentine card is in the shape
of a bottle of perfume. It opens, showing
a pretty verse inside. A dainty sachet to
be sent as a valentine is a pink silk heart
perfumed with the fragrance of the rose.
Upon the outside is a rose made of ribbon,
and peeping out from the petals is the pic-
tured face of the sender. In gilt letters

are the words:
In every heart, as all the world knows,
Cupid is hiding under the rose.

A present which makes a nice valentine
to send to a little girl—and a big girl, too,

for that matter—is a box, in the shape of a
heart, filled with dainty bonbons. It

should be tied with ribbon and accompa-
nied by the old but good sentiment,
"Sweets to the sweet."

Valentine book-marks are made of broad
bands of violet ribbon, with dark purple
pansies painted upon them.

An Opportune Friend will lie found in Dr.
D. Jayne's Expectorant, when racked by a
severe Cold, and the many Lung or Throaty
affections which sometimes follow. This old
remedy has met the approval of two gener-
ations, and is to-day as popular, safe, and
effective as ever.

"PAPA WON'T BUY ME A BOW-WOW."
No. but he will send fur a set of our World's

Fair Views, if you show him how lie can get
them for nothing. See page 19.
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FI/ORICUI/TURE and
KITCHEN GARDENING.

ABOUT SWEET-PEAS.

Doubtless every reader knows the beau-

ties and value of the varieties of sweet-

peas, and more or less of their culture.

Last spring a dozen or fifteen new varieties

were introduced, all of them of great

merit, and a glance at the advance sheets

of the catalogues of our leading florists

show that this year a further addition will

be made to the list of desirable sorts.

Flower lovers who have not grown sweet-
" peas during the past five years will be

astonished and delighted at the improve-

ments made in the strains. This improve-

ment is not only in variety of color, but in

' size, and with size, fortunately have not

come weakness of stem or bloom, nor shy-

ness of bloom. It is safe to say that our

average blooms from the imported sorts

of the day are from one third to a half

larger than the best blooms of five years

ago. Last spring we planted twenty-eight

distinct sorts of the latest introductions,

and on soil similar to ours—a moderately

rich, sandy loam—we would recommend

the following twelve kinds as the most

desirable:

Alba Magniflca, pure white; Painted

Lady, a crimson
blush over a white

ground,a very desira-

ble and reliable sort

;

Senator, chocolate,

creamy wltlte;

Blanche Ferry1, 'pink

and white; Isa Eck-

ford, creamy white

and rosy pink ; Lot-

tie Eckford, rose and

white, edged with

blue; Waverly, pale

blue and rosy claret

;

Monarch, bronze

crimson and olive

;

Mrs. Eckford, white,

delicately shaded

with primrose; Her

Majesty, beautiful,

soft, rosy pink ; Dor-

othy Tennant, dark

mauve; Mr. Saukey,

large, and pure
white.

?L few seeds of ($ne

of the new . "sorts

which will be offered

this spring under the

name of "Infanta of

Spain." was verysat-

i sfactory . It is of the

purest white, large

- size and most pro-

fuse in bloom. Un-
der a warm sun the

blooms take on the

slightest tinge of

blush. While this

may be considered

objectionable in a

pure white, the tinge

is so slight that it

adds to its beauty
rather than detracts

from it. Its large

size and profuse
blooming qualities will render it very
popular.

It is generally known that to have the-

best success with sweet-peas, they must be
planted early, but most growers do not
consider that in this case early means as

soon as the ground can be safely worked.
Our best blooms last year were on plants

from seed sown the tenth of February,
during a warm spell which freed the

ground of frost. Within a week after the
seed was sown the ground froze again, and
remained so for nearly a month. It had
no bad effect, however, and settled weather
brought the plants along in good shape.

Our practice is to make a trench about five

or six inches deep, sow the seed in the
bottom of it and cover with soil an inch
deep. After the plants are up about two or
three inches high, more soil is gently
placed against them, and this process re-

peated until the trench is nearly level
with the surrounding soil. This method
gives the plants a deep, strong root
growth, enabling them to withstand severe
drouth.

Success in sweet-pea culture hinges
mainly on these points. Early and deep
planting, and a soil quite rich and moder-
ately moist. During their growth, and
especially when in bud and bloom, give
an abundance of water at the roots—the
warmer and dryer the season, the more
water.

GARDEN NOTES.

Lay aside an extra twenty-five or fifty

cents to invest in the "new things" which

are offered this year. The cost is little,

only a small space of ground will be nec-

essary, and you will have the satisfaction

of proving for yourself on your own soil

the value of the novelty. If it proves a

good thing, you will know what to do an-

other year. If of no value with you, the

experience will be worth all it cost.

As a screen between the vegetable garden

and the lawn or the street, or for the pur-

pose of shutting offany objectionable view,

try the following: Make a bed three feet

wide the length of the space to be screened.

At the back plant seed of Eicium (castor-

oil plant). Use variety Cambodgensis, the

foliage and stems of which are nearly black,

at either end, and Gibsoni, a red-leaf sort,

in the middle. In front of the castor-beans

plant a row of scarlet sage (Salvia splen-

dius), and in front of that a row of gera-

niums, nasturtiums or any other dwarf

plant you choose. The effect will be strik-

ingly handsome. '

* * *

Lovers of the rose should try a bed of

polyanthus this year. The type is entirely

distinct from others, the blossoms being

Marguerite Carnation.

small, but well shaped, and borne in clus-

ters of a dozen or more on each branch.
They begin to bloom early, and during the
summer are one mass of beautiful blos-

soms. Clotilde Soupert bears larger

flowers than the other varieties of the
class ; white, with a tinge of rose, and very
profuse in bloom. Miniature is very small,

but in beauty and fragrance makes up
what it lacks in size. Mignonette is an
incessant bloomer of a rosy pink shade.

Etoile d'Or, a new sort of a rich yellow
color, bearing a profusion of small buds
perfectly formed. Little Pet bears flowers
only an inch in diameter, but is most pro-
lific in bloom; blush, changing to pure
white. The class will give vast satisfac-

tion. They are easy to grow, and will

stand the winter if given a little protection.

GOOD NEWS FOR ASTHMATICS.
We observe that the Kola plant, found on

the Congo river, West Africa, is now in reach
of sufferers from Asthma. As before an-
nounced, this new discovery is a positive cure
for Asthma. You can make trial of the Kola
Compound free, by addressing a postal card to
the Kola Importing Co., 1164 Broadway, New
York, who are sending out large trial cases
free by mail, to sufferers.

GIRLS
Make money, and lots of it, as
agents for our journal. Light,
genteel work. Earn your new
dresses, new cloaks, your hol-

iday money, and be independent. Success
sure. We pay the largest cash commission
offered by any publishers. Be sure to write to-
day to FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadel-
phia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

THE MARGUERITE CARNATION.

We illustrate in this issue, from life,

blossoms of the race of carnations known
as Marguerites. The type is a most desir-

able one, and with amateurs will take the

place of the florists' carnation to some ex-
tent. Its odor is fully as pronounced as

the florists' carnation, and while the range
of shades of color is not so large, nor the
markings so varied, the solid colors are all

that can be desired. The plants bearing
the blossoms from which our illustration

was made are from seed sown in March
last. The plants showed their first bloom
early in August following, and have been
in constant bloom until this writing,

December 28 ; they are now about "bloomed
out."
The value of the type, in my opinion,

after twelve months' testing, is the ease

with which the plants may be raised from
seed, earliness of bloom—beginning in

four or fiye months from the sowing of

the seed—the freedom of the plant from
insect enemies and diseases and its general

adaptability to the wants of the novice.

The young plants are easily transplanted,

and will bloom profusely all summer, and
late in the fall they may be lifted from the

ground, potted and brought into the win-
dow garden, where they will bloom until

the holidays, and often later.

Some complaint has been made that the

majority of the blossoms come single. I

have found this the case with the tall sorts,

but with the dwarf and half-dwarf kinds,

if the seed is obtained from a reliable

source, fully sixty per cent of the blossoms
will be double, about > twenty per cent

semi-double and the remainder single. In
our experiments we found that the Mar-
guerites in pot culture would stand more
heat and water than the so-called florists'

carnation, which, as a rule, cannot be suc-
cessfully grown in the living-room, because
of the high temperature. Seed may be
sown now in pots or shallow boxes indoors,
the young plants transplanted when two
inches high, and set out in the garden as
early as the soil can be properly worked.
Have the soil moderately rich and well
drained. Set the plants in rows, so that
they may be worked among during growth.
If any of the plants are inclined to a slen-
der, spindling growth, they should be
staked soon after the tendency to a tall

growth is developed.

OLD RAG

TO CATARRH SUFFERERS.
A clergyman, after years of suffering from

that loathesome disease, Catarrh, and vainly
trying every known remedy, at last found a
medicine which completely cured and saved
him from death. Any sufferer from this

dreadful disease sending his name and address
to Prof. Lawrence, 88 Warren Street, New
York, will receive the means of cure free and
post-paid.

FREE FOR TRIALoppnc
Hjft B I HMS We have tne Finest andWhhSv %gP Cheapest Seeds to be found

in the world and we want
every reader of this paper to try one of the fol-
lowing collections Free. They would cost you
from 75c. to $1.00 purchased elsewhere.

1st FREE OFFER, Vegetables, lpkt. each.
BEET, Mitchell's Blood Turnip, earliest and best
CABBAGE, Surehead, sure to head.
CELERY, Golden Self Blanching, the best.
LETTUCE, Denver Market, fine new sort.
WATERMELON, Dixie, luscious, great bearer.
ONION, Selected Globe Danvers, standard sort.
RADISH. Summer Varieties, 15 choice kinds.
SQUASH, Fordhook, best, new sort.

TOMATO, Picture Rock, a grand tomato.

2d FREE OFFER, Rare Flowers.
FORGET-ME-NOT, New Giant Flowered, large.

CANDYTUFT, Fancy Mixture, best bouquetsorts.
CALENDULA, Double White, very showy.
CLARKIA, Salmon Queen, richest col'd double.
CHRYSANTHEMUM, White Bouquet, fine flower.
GAILLARDIA, Perpetual Flowered, rich, showy.
POPPY, Riverdale Mixture, fancy sorts only.
SCABIOSA. Dwart, Double Striped, lovely, grand.
SNAPDRAGON, Show Mixed, penciled blossoms.
ORNAMENTAL GRASSES, 25 choice sorts.

J

Either of the above collections,(9 packets vege-
(

table seeds, or 10 packets flower seeds) Mailed

,

Free on following conditions : Send us 10c. for
either of above collections, or 20c. for both, and
we will mail them to you ; also "Book on Sum-
merGardening," and include in each lot a check
for 10c. This check you can return to us at any 1

time and get 10c. worth of seeds, thus thecollec- 1

tion really costs you nothing. (We charge this I

10c. to prevent people from sending who have no I

use for the seeds.) We want you totryourseeds. i

8S~Both collections, book, and packet each of
i

the lovely early Cornatlon Marguerite and
i

profuse blooming Begonia Vernon and a 25c.
(

check for 25c. Book free to seed buyers. ,

J. J. BEL.Ii, Flowers, Broome Co., N. Y.

Colored with "PER-
FECTION " Dyes will
make beautiful carpets
andrugs.andare guar-
anteed notto fade. Wa

•will send you a package each of Turkey Red, Green,
Wine, Rose, Medium-Brown and Orange Cotton dyes,
or 6 ykg's any colors you name ior 40c. Single pkg.
Oc. Sample cards and catalogue FREE. Agents

wanted. . CusillMU & Co., Bos « Foxcroft, Me.

PLANTS
Strawberry, 4-REES ^Blackberry,

| Peaoh(Chê
e

t;Currants, Gooseberry, I Waiuut , Sena
Asparagus, Grapes, for Catalogue.

J. S. COLMNS' SON, Moorestown, N. J.

for Spring Planting. Apple,
Pear, Plum and other var-
ieties. The Monarch
Plum. Bourgeat Quince,

best yet introduced. Japan Plums,
nd small fruits. Very fine stock. Our

Catalogue sent free, send for it. .

Fred. E. Young, Nurseryman, Rochester] N. Y.

TREES!
finest grower, best yet int:

Crosby Peach and small fruits

PRETTIEST BOOK
EVER PRINTED.A MB Sfe Cheap as dirt
t» _" W_ R 1 by oz. and lt>.^F tT 1

1

0ne Centa pkg.
\phfl«Bv UP, If rare.

Cheap, pure, best. 1,000,000 eitr»B,

Beautiful Illustrated Catalogue free.
B. H. SHUMWAY, Rockford, LU.

SEEDS £tffY
FOR TIMATj. I have found that the best way to ad-
vertise good Seeds is to give away a sample for trial.

If you will send me a 2-cent stamp to pay postage, I will
mail tree one package, your selection, of either Cabbage,
Oarrot, Celery, Cucumber, Lettuce. Musk or "Water Melon.
Ouion, Parsnip, Pepper, PumpkiD, Radish, Spinach,
Squash.Tomato.Turnin. or of Flower Seeds—Aster, Balsam,
Celosia. Carnation, M'gnonette, Pansy, Phlox. Poppy,
Sweet Pe^ti, Zinnia, or Verbena, and one of my 1894 Cata-
logues. Under any circumstances do not buy your Seeds
until you see it, for I can save you money. Over 200,000
people say my seeds are the cheapest and best. I have
earliest vegetables on record. Discount and large prirea
fco agents, 50 cents worth of Seeds free with $1.00 order
Write to-day. F. B. MILLS, Box 22. Rose Hill* N.Y»

Mention this paper.

A Perfect Wonder. The Best Tomato
In the World and just what everyone wants. It is ex-

tremely early, bears abundantly of the finest flavored,

bright red tomatoes and is distinguished from all others

by its tree form, standing, erect and requiring no support

at all. No one who has a garden should be without it.

MAY'S PEERLESS CUCUMBER
A Superb \ariety of the finest quality. Enormously

productive. Grows about ten inches long, and is un-

equaled for slicing.

OUR FAMOUS PRIZE LETTUCE
It beats them all. Very crisp and tender. Stands a

long time before running to seed.

I^.We will send postpaid, a packet each of Extia Early

Tree Tomato, Peerless Cucumber, Prize Lettuce,

May's 05c. Certificate, and our Illustrated Bargain Cata-

logue (worth dollars to every buyer) of Seeds, Fruits and
Plants, containing Colored Plates, painted from nature,

and thousands of illustrations, all for only 10c.

To every person sending
toe, for the above Tomato Collection and

giving us the names and addresses of three or more
of their friends who purchase Seeds, Plants or Fruits, we
will add, free, one packet ot Mammoth Tomato, a magnifi-

cent variety of enormous size, often weighing 3 lbs. each.

This la the most liberal offer ever made by a reliable

Seedsman, and no one should fall to take advantage of It.

MAY & CO.
Seedsmen A
Florists, St. Paul, Minn.

THE EVILS Of INTEMPERANCE

Illustrated by the Adventures of a Small
Boy and a Horse.

No. 1—"Gee up, there, Old Charlie."
(See No. 2, on page 14.)

Vick'sFloral Guide, 1894,
The Pioneer Catalogue of Vegetables and Flowers. <

Contains 112 pages 8 x 10 1-2 inches, with descriptions

that describe, not mislead ; illustrations that
instruct, not exaggerate.

The cover is charming in harmonious blending of water
color prints in green and white, with a gold background,

—

a dream of beauty. 32 pages of Novelties printed in 8 dif-
ferent colors. All the leading novelties and the best of the
old varieties. These hard times you cannot afford to run
any risk. Buy HONEST GOODS where you will receive
FULL MEASURE. It is not necessary to advertise that
Vicks' seeds grow, this is known the world over, and also
that the harvest pays. A very little spent for proper seed
will save grocer's and doctor's bills . Many concede Vick's
Floral Guide the handsomest catalogue for 1894. If you
love a fine garden send address now, with 10 cents, which
may be deducted from first order,

mi

$360.00
Cash Prizes,

YidvsFloralCiuii

NOVELTIES.
Branching Aster,
(Often sold for Chrys-

anthemum.)
Hibiscus, Sunset,

Dahlia, Ethel Tick,

Large Horning Glories,

Double Anemone,

Charmer Pea,

Maggie Murphy and
other Potatoes.

ROCHESTER, N. Y. JAMES VICK'S SONS.
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ONE STITCH.

One stitch dropped as the weaver drove
His nimble shuttle to and fro,

In and out, beneath, above,

Till the pattern seems to bud and grow.
As it the fairies had helping been.

And the one stitch dropping pulled the next
stitch out,

And a weak place in the fabric stout,

And the perfect pattern was marred for eye,

By the one small stitch that was dropped that

day.

One small life in God's great plan,

How futile it seems as the ages roll,

Do what it may, or strive how it can,

To alter the sweep of the infinite whole!
A single stitch in an endless web;
A drop in the ocean's flow and ebb;
But the pattern is rent where the stitch is lost,

Or marred where the tangled threads have
crossed

;

And each life that fails of the true intent
Mars the perfect plan that its master meant.

—Susa7i Coolidge.

MR. MOODY IN CHICAGO.

People who ask the question, "Is

Christianity played out?" may
perhaps be helped to its solu-

tion by the following extract

from an article on "Chicago," by
Dr. A. J. Gordon

:

Mr. Moody estimates that from 30,000 to

40,000 people have been reached by his

special Sunday evangelistic services. This

multiplied by seven days easily foots up
about 200,000 brought weekly within reach

of the gospel. Every good opening for the

gospel is readily seized. When Fore-

paugh's great circus tent had been set up
in the city, Mr. Moody tried to secure it

for Sunday. He was granted the use of it

for a Sabbath morning service, but as the

manager expected Sunday in Chicago to be

a great harvest day, he reserved the tent

on the afternoon and evening for his own
performance. Fifteen thousand people

came to hear the simple gospel preached
and sung at the morning service. The cir-

cus, however, was so poorly attended in

the afternoon and evening that Sunday
exhibitions were soon abandoned. More
than that, the manager said he had never

been in the habit of giving performances
onSunday,and should not attempt it again,

and he offered, if Mr. Moody would ap-

point an evangelist to travel with him, to

open his tent thereafter on Sundays for

gospel meetings and be responsible for all

expenses. It was the same with the

theaters. At first they declined to allow

religious services on Sunday. Their per-

formances on that day not having proved

as successful as they anticipated, now Mr.

Moody can hire almost any he wishes to

secure.

—

Christian Commonwealth.

CIRCULATION OF THE BIBLE.

The sale of the Bible has gone on through

the ages and over the religious world. Be-

sides the circulation of private parties, the

distribution of the Bible by the forty or

fifty Bible societies is immense. Since 1804

the leading societies of England and Amer-
ica have distributed 203,000,000 copies of the

whole Bible or parts of it. The American
Bible Society alone has distributed 55,500,

000 copies.

The distribution last year ran up to 400,

900 Bibles, besides 370,700 Testaments and
141,000 separate books. The issues of Brit-

ish and foreign are still larger. The
American society prints in fifty languages

and dialects, and the British in two hun-
dred.

—

Zion's Herald.

THE CHINESE POSTAL SYSTEM.

The Chinese have no governmental pos-

tal system, and letters are transported by
means of so-called "letter-shops." These
are somewhat like our express stations, as

packages are also sent, and both letters and
packages are insured and registered, and
charges are in proportion to the distance

to be carried. There are said to be nearly

two hundred of these letter-shops in Shang-
hai alone, which send out employees to

work up custom. "Foreign letters are con-
veyed from China to other countries by
the postal systems of the latter, consuls
being considered as postmasters for their

own countries.

—

Public Opinion.

A SPLENDID FREE OFFER.

We have the best and surest remedy in all
the world for the speedy and permanent cure
of Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Biliousness, Con-
stipation, Liver Complaint, Sick Headache,
Nervous Debility, Rheumatism, and even Con-
sumption in its early stages. We will gladly
send a valuable free trial package post-paid to
any reader of this paper who will send us his
or her name and address. If it does not do
what we claim the loss is ours not jours.
Write to-day. Address
Egyptian Drug Co., 29 Park Row, New York.

DON'T.

Don't snub a boy because his home is

plain and unpretending. Abraham Lin-
coln's early home was a log cabin.

Don't snub a boy because he wears shab-
by clothes. When Edison, the great in-

ventor, first entered Boston, he wore a pair

of yellow linen breeches in the depth of

winter.

Don't snub a boy because of the igno-

rance of his parents. Shakspere, the
world's poet, was the son of a man who
was unable to write his own name.
Don't snub a boy because he chooses a

humble trade. The author of "Pilgrim's
Progress" was a tinker.

Don't snub a boy because of physical dis-

ability. Milton was blind, and Kitto was
deaf.

Don't snub a boy who seems dull or
stupid. Hogarth, 'the celebrated painter
and engraver, was slow at learning and
did not develop as soon as most boys.
Don't snub a boy because he stutters.

Demosthenes, the greatest orator of Greece,
overcame a harsh and stammering voice.

Don't snub any one. Not alone because
they may far outstrip you in the race of

life, but because it is neither kind nor
right nor Christian.—Christian Advocate.

LED THROUGH OUR MISTAKES.

God often leads us into paths of his own
choosing through our mistakes. "A short
time ago," says a minister, "I bought a
ticket intending to take the next train for

a certain place. A train came into the sta-

tion at the hour when my train was to
leave. I entered it, but soon learned, when
it was too late, that it was the wrong train

for me. My regrets were unspeakable. I
severely chided myself for not nuking in-

quiry as to whether or not it was the train

I ought to have taken. I went on that
train thirteen miles, and got off. Then I

asked God to tell me what was the mean-
ing of my seeming mistake. After pray-
ing halfan hour, light broke into my mind.
I was moved, to go from there to see a
friend seven miles distant and off the rail-

road. While spending a few days there,

an important letter was forwarded to me,
which caused me to go to another place
before returning home, where my service

was specially needed. As soon as I re-

ceived that letter I saw plainly that God
had led me, through my mistake, to a place

of duty, and I also got the whole benefit of

my ticket besides."

—

Christian Age.

NO COUNTERFEIT INFIDELS.

"Did you ever see a counterfeit bank-
note?"

"Yes."
"Why was it counterfeited?"
"Because the genuine note was worth

counterfeiting."

"Did you ever see a scrap of brown pa-

per counterfeited?"

"No."
"Why not?"
"Because it was not worth counterfeit-

ing?"
"Did you ever see a counterfeit Chris-

tian ?"

"Yes."

"Why was he counterfeited?"

"Because he was worth counterfeiting."

"Was he to blame for the counterfeit?"

"Of course not."
"Did you ever see a counterfeit infidel?"
"Why, no."
"Why not?"
"Ahem!"
We pass the above catechism along.

THE MARTYRDOM OF VICE.

The martyrs to vice far exceed the mar-
tyrs to virtue, both in endurance and
numbers. So blinded are we by our pas-
sions that we suffer more to insure perdi-
tion than salvation. Religion does not
forbid the rational enjoyments of life as
sternly as avarice forbids them. She does
not require such sacrifices, of ease or am-
bition, or such renunciations of quiet, as
pride. She does not murder sleep, like
dissipation; x>r health, like intemperance;
or scatter wealth, like extravagance or
gambling. She does not imbitter life, like
discord; or shorten it, like dueling, or har-
row it, like revenge. She does not impose
more vigilance than suspicion, more
anxiety than selfishness, or half as many
mortifications as vanity,

—

Hannah More.

The "Western Trail" is published quarterly
by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Railway. It tells how to get a farm in the
West, and it will be sent to you gratis for one
year. Send name and address to "Editor
Western Trail, Chicago," and receive it one
year free. John Sebastian, G. P. A.

A MAN MISSING
Our offer on page 19 will miss the best thing I

of the year. Our Portfolio is a rare work
of art, and is the next best thing to a visit
to the World's Fair.

You Dye
30 minutes

Turkey red on cotton
1 Y\ tbat won't freeze, boil
* * orwasbout. No other

will doit. Package to
C0lor21bs.,by mail, 10

cts. : 6 , any color—for
wool orcotton, 40c. Big pay Agents. Writequick. Men-
tion this paper. FRENCH DYE CO.Vassar.Mich

H?IJ>fDY* COBBLER completeshoe
and Harness Kit

for home use. Great time
and money saver. Arti-

. . clesseparatecost$6. Price™ 26 articles, boxed, 20 lbs.,«3.

IJTtI
No. 2 without extra har-

|u ; ness tools, 22 articles, 17

I™; lbs., 82. Catalogue free.
, I;? Agents wanted. In order
I
IliU give R. R. or Exp. sta-

i tion andname this paper.

IKUHN&CO., Moline.ill

WE CANNOT
SPARE

healthy flesh — nature never
burdens the body with too
much sound flesh. Loss of
flesh usually indicates poor as-
similation, which causes the
loss of the best that's in food,
the fat-forming element.

Scott's Emulsion
Of pure cod liver oil with hypo-
phosphites contains the very
essence of all foods. In no oth-
er form can so much nutrition
be taken and assimilated. Its

range of usefulness has no limita-

tion where weakness exists.

Prepared by Scott & Bowne. Chemists.
New York. Sold by all druggists.

the Qwen Electric Belt

AND APPLIANCES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Beeman's Pepsin Gum.
CACTIOJV.—See that the name

Beeman is on each wrapper.
The Perfection of Chewing
Gum and a Oeliclous Remedy
for Indigestion. Each tablet con-/
tains one grain Beeman's pure pepsin;"
Send 5 cents for sample package.

THE BEEMAN CHEMICAL CO.
39 Lake St., Cleveland, 0.

Originators of Pepsin Chewing Gum.

Hi?h
Arm $17.50

buys $50 Arlington King
machine} $14 buys $40
Arlington King, $12

buys JU5 High Arm Hem machine, we
sell all makes and styles, from cheap-
est $7.95 to best Arlington King,
$17.50. We take all risks, pay freight,
ip anywhere on 30 days free trial m

any home without asking one cent in ad-
vance; machine to be returned at our ex-
pense if unsatisfactory. All attachments
free. World * Fair Medals Awarded. Over

1 100,000now in use. Buy direct from factory.
Saveagentslarge profits. Catalogue and testimonials free. Write
at once. Address (in full) CASH BUYERS' UNION.
158-164 W. VanBuren St., Dept.B24 . Chicago. III.

SEND A 8MP OP PAPER the liit of your Surer ud
10 cents in Si!Ter and 1 will mwl you oae of thete Solid
Rolled Gold Rings and toy CaUlogue of Ring*. Emblsmt,
Watchti »nd Novelties for agents to sell. |1.00«a bow
eftsilj m&de. Address C. X. MARSHALL, Lockport, N.I.

No. 2.—"Now you can drink all you
want to."

(See No. 3, on page 15j
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"TOBACCO
SPIT

EVERYWHERE"
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[Trade Mark.]

DR. A. OWEN.

A GENUINE CURRENT OF ELECTRICITY
Is generated in a battery on the belt, and can
be applied to any part of the body. The cur-
rent can be made mild or strong as the case
may require, and is absolutely under control
of the wearer at all times.

OUR IlXtrSTRATED CATALOGUE
Contains fullest information regarding the
cure of Acute, Chronic and Nervous Diseases,
Sworn Testimonials with portraits of people
who have been cured, Price List and Cuts of
Belts and Appliances, and how to order, pub-
lished in English, German, Swedish and Nor-
wegian Languages. This catalogue will be
mailed to any address on receipt of six cents
postage.

THE OWEN
Electric Belt and Appliance Go.

Main Office and Only Factory,

THE OWEN ELECTRIC BELT BUILDING,
201-211 STATE ST., CHICAGO, IEL.
Thi Largest Electric Belt Establishment in the

World.
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How often have you noticed it? Ladies' §
eyes dilate with horror as they scorn- s
fully gather up their dress and tip-

1

toe into the car for a seat. The man i

who is "TOBACCO SPITTING HIS LIFE i
AWAY" can find a cure in

NO-TO-BAC.
Because it acts directly on the nerve §
centres, destroying the nerve craving §
effects, builds up and improves the §
entire nervous system. Makes WEAK :

MEN STRONG. Many report a gain of |
ten pounds in ten days. You run no |
physical or financial risk—N0-TO-BAC |

sold under i

OUR GUARANTEE,

Rusher's!
I We, the pulw
Ushers of thisj

Jpaper, know thet
JS. R. Co. to be

J

'reliable and do*

fas they agree. J

FAITH in NO-TO
Bac, you will

PLAIN AND TO THE POINT, g"

One box $1, three boxes, g
thirty days' treatment, 5
$2.50. Is GUARANTEED to g
cure TOBACCO HABIT in |
any form, or money re- 5
funded. We don't claim g
to cure everyone, but Z
the percentage is so a
large, we can better af- g
ford to have good will g
of occasional failure, g
than his money.We have §
BAC. If you try No-To- I
find that it is to you I

I WORTH ITS
I WEIGHT IN COLD.
I Book called "Don't Tobacco Spit and §
I Smoke Your Life Away," mailed for g
I the asking—Buy No-To-Bac from drug- g

gist or mailed for price. Addresb Tho g
STERLING REMEDY CO., Chicago g

I Office, 45 Randolph St., New York g
Office, 10 Spruce St., Laboratory, Ind- S
iana Mineral Springs, Indiana. 1 |
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THIS MACHINE FOR $14. FREIGHT PRE-PAID.
We now offer for ths next sixty Jays this elegant Oxford High Arm Im-
proved Singer sewing machine—perfect—reliable, finely finished, adapted
to light and heavy work, self threading Cylinder Shuttle, Self Set-

ting Needle, complete set ofthe latest Steel Attachments, cab-
inet work best of walnut or oak, eacli machine warranted for ten years,
safedelivery guaranteed and will sell a few at this extremely low price,

$14, freight prepaid, or will ship machine on thirty days'
triaU subject to approval and examination for $15. Wlien cash in full ac-

companies order for one of tliese machines if it is not satisfactory in every res-

pect, do the work any family sewing machine can do, we bind ourselves upon
the return of machine to refund all money. Where can you buy on better

terms? Do not let this opportunity of a life time pass if you are in need of a
first class sewing machine. Cut this out and send it to us to-day with

-- your order Our large catalogue, showing the machines awarded Pre-
M mium Medal at theWorld's Fair, Chicago, sent free to any address.
P

OXFORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 340 WafiasH Ave., CHICAGO.

Any one sending one yearly subscriber to this journal at the regular price, 50
cents, will receive this paper one year Free as a reward for securing the

subscriber.

The subscriber may obtain any article offered by the publishers of this journal by paying
the "Price, including one year's subscription." For example : The Atlas, and this paper
one year, is 75 cents, and the subscriber you secure can have the Atlas and this paper one
year by paying 75 cents; and. you can have this paper one .year free as a reward for sending
the subscription, but you are not entitled to any other premium.

Publishers FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, 0.
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09* BEAD THIS NOTICK.'Sa

Questions from regular subscribers of Farm and
Fuleside, and relating to matters of general interest,

ill be answered in these columns free of charge.

anerifltB desiring immediate replies.-or asking infor-

mation unon matters of personal interest only, should

enclose Btamps for return postage. The full name ana

noet-oflice address of the inquirer should accompany

each query in order that we may answer by mail it

necessary. Queries must be received at least two

weeks before the date of the issue in which the answer

io expected. Queries should not he written on paper

containing matters of business, and should be written

on one side of the paper only.

Tantiing Shins.—C. A. N., Rapid City,

S. Dak. Read answers to queries in January
loth issue.

Lard-oil.—B. A. F., Port Byron, 111. Lard-
oil is obtained from cold hog's fat by subjec-

ting It to great pressure.

Cement for Cast-iron.-^J. H. E., Milan, O.

For cementing together two pieces of iron,

apply litharge and glycerin stirred to a paste.

lawn,-O. F. H., New Castle, Pa., writes:
"I have a new lawn that I wish to sow in

grass. It was sown last summer, but on ac-

count of dry weather the seed did not come
up very well. When would be the best time
to seed it again, without disturbing the grass

that came up?"
Reply :—Reseed the lawn early in the spring.

A light raking with a tine rake will not injure
the grass. Then sow the seed and follow with
a lawn-roller.

Bean Growing.—W. E. B., Elma, Iowa,
writes: "Please inform me how to raise

white beans, what kind of soil is best, when
to plant, best variety for market, etc. How
will they do on newly-broken prairie?"
Reply by Joseph -.—Articles on bean grow-

ing have frequently appeared in these col-

umns. White beans will grow on almost any
ordinary farm soil. Need not .be rich, but
should be in fairly good condition for farm
crops. Plant in rows thirty-two or thirty-six
inches apart, so that plants will stand about
six inches in the row. Use Marrowfat,
Medium or Kidney, according to the demands
of your market. Pull when ripe; cure and
thresh, and thoroughly clean, picking over
by hand if necessary.

Onion Seed for Nebraska Highlands.—
C. A. B., Gering, Neb., wauts to know where
he can get onion seed that will do well in the
high altitude four hundred and fifty miles
west of Omaha. Onions usually produce scal-
lions, but make a large growth.
Reply by Joseph:—I think eastern onion

seed, if of first-class quality, will be just as
liable to make good onions as western. The
trouble seems to be, with your onions as well
as with your celery, that your summer climate
is too hot and dry. The ouly hope I can hold
out to you for success with ©nions is the
adoption of the new method of growing plants
under glass and transplanting to open ground
at the beginning of spring, and for success
with celery, on the new or old plan, by pro-
viding half shade and plenty of water for
your plants. Try the Prizetaker ouion.

Spawn of the New Mushroom—Tuber-
ous-rooted Chervil.—E. K. C, Morris
Ranch, Texas, writes.: "Where can I get
spawn of the new mushroom, Agaricus subru-
fescens? 1 have twice tried to raise tuberous-
robted chervil, and have failed. The Cat-
alogues say it should be planted in the fall."
itsSPLY Btf Joseph:—The new mushroom

wants warm weather and plenty of moisture.
It-may do well in your climate. I am keeping
spawn in dormant beds over winter, for
spring use. You can get spawn of F. Boulon,
SeaCIiff, Long Island, New York. Thereason
of your failure with the tuberous-rooted cher-
vil probably was due to the seed. This keeps
its vitality for a very short time only, and
must either be sown as soon as ripe, or kept
in sand during the winter, out'of the reach of
frost. I do not know as the sowing in late fall
would answer in your climate. It would not
here.

About Bone and Potash.—D. K. H.,
Geary, Pa., writes : "Is S. C. rock and kainite
a good combination for potatoes, or would
ammonia be necessary also? What form of
potash is cheapest? How much of it should
be put to the acre for wheat and clover?
Would one half kaiuite and one half S. C. rock
be a good proportion for corn and potatoes?"
Reply by Joseph:—Usually we want some

form of nitrogen in our potato fertilizers.
Muriate is the cheapest form of potash, but
neither this nor kainite is safe to use for pota-
toes, except in small quantities, or a year or
so ahead of planting. The best form to use
for this crop is the sulphate of potash. To
supply nitrogen, you may use sulphate of am-
monia and nitrate of soda, one or both. Use
only a third as much sulphate of potash (if

high grade) as bone. This combination you
can use for almost any crop. Kainite, say five
hundred pounds or more, can be safely used
on clover in the fall.

VETERINARY.
*Jg<eonducted by Dp. H. J. Detmere.^

Professor of Veterinary Surgery in Ohio State
University.

To regular subscribers of Farm and Fireside, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of
charge, Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,
the applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attention will be paid to such a request. Inquir-
ies should always contain the writer's full address.
Queries' must be received at least two weeks before the
d*ie of the issue in which the answer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries directly to
De. H. J. Detmebs, 1315 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Not*.—Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column, must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but for other
good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

A Cryptorchis Calf.—J. V., Pella, Iowa.
Since your calf is only three months old, it is
possible that the wanting testicle will yet
come down. If it does not, the same, very
likely, got stuck in the inguinal canal, and it
will not be so very difficult to get at it. All
that is necessary is.to have the operation per-
formed by somebody familiar with the
anatomy of the parts in question.

A Fistulous Hip.—F. J., Fandon, Neb. In
.a case like that described by you, the treat-
ment, which at best is a tedious one, and
requires a great deal of unceasing care and cir-
cumspection, depends in its details altogether
upon the result of a careful examination, and
more than that, hardly anybody but a compe-
tent and painstaking veterinarian seldom
succeeds in effecting a cure. Any fistule, no
matter where, can be brought to healing
only if the outer opening is lower, or made
lower, than the bottom or end of the fistulous
canal, and if the more or less callous walls of
the fistulous canal, pervaded by colonies of
bacteria, are either removed by means of the

knife or destroyed by suitable caustics. I

cannot give a detailed description of the
treatment and operation necessary, because
the extent, depth and direction of the fis-

tulous canal are unknown.

Pseudoparalysis in a Cow.—N. T. R.,

Durant, Miss. The weakness or apparent
(pseudo) paralysis of your cow is due to being
heavy with calf, and at the same time re-

ceiving too much voluminous food. If you
feed smaller quantities of food, and what
then may be lacking in quantity make up in
quality, the trouble will disappear, at any
rate as soon as the cow has calved, but
probably before.

Founder.—T. L. W., Ellisville, Va. If your
mare has been foundered, and suffers from
chronic founder, or laminitis, and in conse-
quence has pumiced feet, you have no busi-
ness to drive her on rough, frozen ground, or
on any rough and hard or stony roads, at
least not unless she has been properly shod.
If you have a blacksmith familiar with the
mechanism of a horse's foot, tell him to shoe
your mare with good, well-fitting bar-shoes.
There is no cure for chronic founder and
already pumiced or degenerated feet.

Actinomycosis.—Mrs. B. H., Lakeview,
Oregon, writes: "I have a valuable cow.
About one year ago a lump formed on her
jaw. It kept getting larger until it attained
nearly the size of a gallon bucket, then it

broke, discharged watery blood and appeared
to itch. Her general health is good. She eats
well."
Answer:—Your cow suffers from actinomy-

cosis, or so-called "lumpy jaw." The treat-
ment asked for has been repeatedly given in
the columns of Farm and Fireside, and as it

cannot be repeated in a few words, but re-

quires a lengthy description, space forbids to
repeat it just now.'' I therefore can at present
only say this much: If the swelling is im-
movable, or firmly attached to the bone, the
case is incurable, and the sooner the cow goes
to the butcher the better.

Probably Actinomycosis.—O. S., Higdon,
Ala. What you describe seems to be a case of
actinomycosis; still, other tumors also occur
below the ear in the parotic gland. As the
tumor does not seem to grow much, and as
the cow has no difficulty in masticating her
food, it may be best to leave the tumor alone,
and to see to it that the cow is fattened and
ready to go to the butcher by the time her milk
considerably decreases—say next fall. The
treatment of actinomycosis has been repeat-
edly described in these columns. If the swell-
ing complained of is a tumor of a different
nature, only a very competent surgeon should
be allowed to excise it, because the place
where it is situated makes an excision some-
what dangerous, unless the operation is per-
formed in a very skilful and careful manner.

"Open" Shoulders.—V. B., Rushmore,
Minn., writes: "1 have a horse with open
shoulders. Please tell me what to do for it.

He has been so for a year. His shoulders are
tender."
Answer:—I suppose you mean sore shoul-

ders. First, give the animal rest, keep the
sores perfectly clean, apply, say twice a day,
some good antiseptic, for instance, a three-
per-cent solution of creoline (Pearson), or a
mixture of iodoform and tannic acid (1:3).

After the sores have been brought to healing,
and you desire to work the animal again, see
to it that the collar not only fits well, but also
that there is no undue pressure on the parts
that were sore. Don't use pads, etc., again,
because by using them all the pressure is

concentrated on the sore spots. Furthermore,
see to it that the collar where it comes in con-
tact with the skin of the horse is perfectly
smooth and always scrupulously clean. If
you follow the above directions you will have
no more trouble.

An Offensive Discharge From the
Nose.—R H. L., Southwest City, Mo., writes:
"What ails my mare? There is a continual
and very offensive discharge from her left
nostril. It has been running for two months.
The mare looks well, eats and drinks
regularly."
Answer:—If you will ascertain and let me

know where the discharge has its source, or
comes from, or give me sufficient other data
upon which with reasonable certainty a
diagnosis can be based, I maybeableto com-
ply with your request, but not otherwise.
Discharges, and offensive discharges from the
nose, too, may have various sources. They
may come from the lungs, from any part of
the respiratory passages, from the frontal or
maxillary sinuses, from the conchse and the
system of the nasal cavity, and even from a
curious tooth, if a fistulous opening extends
from its alveole, or socket, into the maxillary
sinus or into the nasal cavity. They may be
due to an existing morbid growth, or to an
ulcerative proeess affecting bone or cartilage.
Have your hors^e examined by a competent
person.

It is not Black-leg.—C. B. B., Husted,
Col. What you describe is not black-leg, or
symptomatic anthrax, but what it is—very
likely several different diseases—does not ap-
pear from your letter. Black-leg, or sympto-
matic anthrax, once fully developed, is almost
invariably fatal, and if you had had to deal
With that disease, you never would have suc-
ceeded in saving ten out of sixteen—you
would not have saved one out of a hundred.
Its most characteristic symptom consists in
suddenly appearing and rapidly increasing
crepitating swellings, usually on the extrem-
ities above the knee or hock, or in compar-
atively rare cases on the body. It is a bacte-
ritlc, and consequently infectious disease. To
give a complete description is forbidden by
want of space. It is best prevented by keep-
ing young cattle away from such places of
which it is known that black-leg Is contracted,
and especially if conditions are such that the
animals will get small, insignificant sores on
the lower extremities. As a rule, stubble-
fields and fields of young, green grain, espec-
ially if the ground is wet and inclined to be
muddy, are the most dangerous.
Scrotal Fistule.—J. B., Gladstone, Man-

itoba, writes: "What is the best thing to do
for a colt which got hooked when about eight
months old (he is now one and one half years
old)? The skin was torn open five or six
inches In a line with the testicles upward.
After a few weeks it healed up. Two or three
months after this it broke out into a sore, and
has been so ever since. He was running on
the prairie all summer, and during that time
the sore took the appearance of a wart about
the size of one's fist. When I got him in this
fall, the lump had come off, leaving a raw sore.
It does not discharge or bleed, except when I
clean it, then it bleeds a little."
Answer:—Your colt can be cured only by

an operation which includes castration. If I
exactly knew which parts have been injured,
and where the fistule terminates and leads to,
I could tell you how to proceed, and how to
perform the operation. As I do not, the best
advise I can give you is to have the operation,
if possible, performed by a skilled veterina-
rian ; or if none is available, to ask your
family physician to be present, and to super-

intend the operation. If the case is not too
urgent, it may be best to wait until the
weather gets a little milder; but if the degen-
eration is rapidly progressing, it may be best
to operate at once, because I have no doubt
that you possess means, or can make arrange-
ments to protect the animal against too severe
exposure.

An Exostosis.—G. G., Rolla, Mo., writes:
"I have a four-year-old cow that was hit on
the face, just below the right eye, in July last,

which caused a large lump to form. At one
time it was as large as a man's wrist and about
four inches long, but is some smaller now.
Can 1 put anything on it to take it off?
Also tell me how to cure horses of bots or pin-
worms."
Answer:—What you complain of may, and

may not, be caused as you state. In a vast
majority of cases such enlargements in the
bones of the head of cattle are caused by acti-
nomyces, which have found an entrance
through the alveole of a tooth, and unless of
very recent origin, are incurable. But even if

the enlargement in your case is merely an
exostosis, not caused by any morbid process
originating in the alveole of a tooth, or In a
maxillary sinus, it may not lead to serious
consequences, and may in time grow some-
what smaller, but it cannot be removed.
Bots and pinworms are entirely different. The
former are the larvse of the bot-fly and the
latter Is a small intestinal worm, Oxyurls
anvula, which is less than two inches in
length, about one twelfth to one eighth of an
inch thick, a»d inhabits the large intestines
of horses. Bots cannot be removed, but pin-
worms may be induced to leave, if injections
with raw linseed-oil are made.

All Kinds of Questions.—J. C. )oRenton,
Wash., writes: "(1) What is the best med-
icine to give a cow in the form of a "blister?

(2) What makes a cow in the last stages of
milk-fever lie flat on her stomach, with her
hind legs straight out behind? Our ranch is

bottom land, and grows luxuriant feed,
which keeps the cows in high condition
the year around. (3) What is the best drink
to give a cow before calving, in your opin-
ion? I have lost four cows in about nine
months."
Answer:—(1) A blister (vesicant or vesica-

tory) is made use of to cause inflammation in
the skin to serve various purposes, but is not
a form in which medicines are administered
to animals. (2) I never saw a cow in that posi-
tion, neither in the last nor in any other stage
of milk (puerperal) fever, and doubt whether
you ever observed it, unless it be that
violence has been used, or the helpless animal
has been dragged into such a position. (3)

Water. If your milch cows die of puerperal
fever, my advice would be to prevent that
disease by keeping all cows that are good
milkers, and very good in condition as to
flesh, on light diet during the last four or six
weeks before and the first three weeks after
calving; to leave the calves with them for at
least ten to fourteen days, and to keep the
premises scrupulously clean.

May be Farcy and Glanders.—A. B. J.,

Oberlin, Kan., writes: "I have a mule that
has been ailing since September. At first there
appeared small lumps on his under jaw-bone
that seemed stuck fast there, and also on the
side of his body. F«r these I treated him with
liniment and tonic powders, and he seemed to
recover, until I noticed the swelling of the
sheath, and similar hard lumps appeared on
same, and these would break open. For this
I gave the tonic powders, and washed him
with carbolic-acid water. He recovered from
this, and I let him into a very good pasture,
thinking to give him full benefit of good feed
and rest until needed for spring work. Two
weeks ago I found him suffering from heavy
discharges from the nose. It has become
heavy and thick, yellowish, mixed with
blood, and so foul smelling that no one can
stand near him more than a few minutes at
a time. I have for this given him sulphite
of soda in shape of 'drench, as he will not eat
his food when mixed with medicine. His
fore legs swell badly as far down as the knee,
and he is losing flesh. Tell me what to do, or
if I am treating him right. I am very much
afraid that he has glanders. If I keep him in
one end of my barn, separated by eight or ten
feet from the other horses, do you think it
dangerous? I am a regular subscriber to the
Farm and Fireside, and should be thankful
for an answer in its columns by the 15th of
this month's issue."
Answer:—What you describe looks like

farcy and glanders combined. I would there-
fore advise yon to inform your state veteri-
narian, if there is such an-official in Kansas,
or else have your mule by all means ex-
amined by a competent veterinarian. If this
is done, and there should yet be any doubt,
ask the veterinarian to procure some mallein,
and subject the animal to the mallein test,
which will tell the tale. You asked to have
your inquiry answered in the issue of January
15th. It reached me on January 6th, and the
correspondence for January 15th was sent
off on December 25th, so your request could
not be complied with. »

A Roarer—Clipping Horses.—W. R.,
Ohioville, Pa., writes: "I have a four-year-
old gelding whose 'wind' is not good. He does
not whistle like a wind-broken horse, but
rather makes a snoring noise on expiration.
The noise is aggravated by exercise, but can
be noticed when standing. Can be heard on
inspiration, but not so loud as during expira-
tion. When calling for his feed, he cannot
whinny loudly; frequently he cannot make
an audible sound. There seems to be some
thickening about the cartilages of the throat.
A local veterinarian says the trouble is in his
vocal cords, and that he can be relieved.
Think he is better than he was a year ago.
If anything can be done for him, what line of
treatment would he advise? What is your
opinion about clipping a horse whose hair is
very long and woolly at this time of the
year ?"

Answer:—Even if your local veterinarian is
perfectly competent to perform the operation,
laryngotomy, I would not advise it unless the
difficulty of breathing is so great, and the
roaring so bad, as to make the horse worth-
less and to incapacitate the same for work,
and unless the diagnosis of paralysis of one of
the arythenoid cartilages in the larynx is
positive. Roaring may be caused by quite a
number of other morbid conditions, and then
the operation, laryngotomy. which your
"local" veterinarian undoubtedly has in mind,
would be perfectly useless. Even where the
diagnosis is secured, it does not always effect
a cure; on the contrary, the evil sometimes
gets worse. I therefore do not advise it
unless the horse is worthless. As to clip-
ring horses in the winter, you may answer
that question yourself, if you will divestyour-
self of your overcoat, coat and vest, take off
your flannels, etc., and go outdoors in your
shirt sleeves when the mercury is below' the
freezing point, or in the proximity of zero.
If you try that and find it more comfortable
than being warmly dressed, yon may clip
your horse in the winter, and thus rob them of
their warm clothing provided for them by
nature.

NEWTON'S HEAVE, COUGH
and DISTEMPER CURE.

A GUARANTEED
HEAVE CUKE.

Positively Cures HEAVES. COUGHS, COXDS,
DISTEMPER. Indigestion, Skin Eruptions,
(Worm Expeller), and a grand conditioner.
Used for years by Doctors J. V. Newton and O. J.
Carter, Veterinary Surgeons, Toledo, O. Price $ 1 .00
per package by dealers or forwarded direct. Send 6
cents in stamps for"The Roadster," fastest records,
stable hints, &o. W Try Marshall's Hoof Cure.
The NEWTON HORSE REMEDY C0.t46Summlt St. Toledo.O-

Send 2-cent stamp
for illustrated cat-
alogue, 70 styles of

"i " CUSTOM HAND-MADE OAK LEATHER HARNESS to
select from, shipped subject to approval at wholesale
firlces. KINQ & to.. Mfr»., 5 Church St., Owogo, New York.

HARNESS

WOVEN WIRE
FENCE

2 No. 9 and 11 No. 14 wires
50 in. high. Make it your'
self for 16c per Rod.

.Horse high, buil strong,
'.pig tight. Make it yourself

-^for 22 Cents Per Rod.
^Catalogue free. Address

KITSELM AN BROS.
Kidgeville, Indiana.

[STEEL PRESSES]

10 DEDERICK'S WORKS* ALBANY.NY.

THOMPSON S GRASS

SEEDER
SOWS CLOVER,
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA,
RED TOP, FLAX,

and all kinds of
GRASS SEEDS.

20 to 40 <BSS

Sows any quantity.
—evenly, accurately.

a.

ACRES PER DAY .^Tf^ffll in w et, dry and
Send for circulars. «*^** IPjjOwindy weather.

0. E.THOMPSON &S0NS W weight 4oib,.
No. 12, River St., YPSILANTI, MICH.

No. 3.—"Jimminy! what a lot he is

drinking."
(See No. 4, on page 17.)

CAE LED Fl ELD AND H 06 FENCIN Si.

—

'

:

—
Also Steel Web Picket Fence and Steel Wire

Fence Board. Write for circulars.

DeKALB FENCE CO., 38 High St.. DeKalb, ill.

Burr-Stone Grinding Mills
1 W e offer you the best mill on the

market at suck a low figure It will

Say you to write to us. They are

ie best constructed, least complicated
and fastest grinding mill* yet pro-

duced. SATISFACTION
ARANTE ED*

Send 2ct. stamp
for our 48-paga

Illustrated
Catalogue.

LEONARD Dm
HARRISON,

IDEALFEEDMILL
'and Power Combined

WILL SAVE
3331-3 PERCENT.
YOUR GRAIN.

Remember it grinds EAR CORN and all kinds of
grain FASTER AND BETTER than any other. Our line

comprises Everything in the shape.Iof GRINDING
MILLS. Address for catalogue,

STOVER MFG. CO., ^W^'iu.
THE IiATESX FAD.—Everyone or oar

readers should secure our Portfolio of
50 Photographic Views of the World's
Fair. See our offer on page 19.
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Great improvement will be found in tea

and. coffee if they are kept in glass jars in-

stead of tin.

All ancient Egyptian paintings were ex-

ecuted according to a code of rules laid down
by the priesthood.

The drink curse costs us over 8800,000,000

yearly. Errors of currency or tariff are a

feather's weight beside it.

Yor; must believe in yourself and then make
the markets believe in you. Make a name for

yourself. Toot your own horn.—J. H. Hale.

For safety in driving use a Springsteen Bit.

75 cents mailed. F. W. Floyd, Detroit, Mich.

Look out for the man who wants to sell you
the "right" to get more butter out of milk
than the cow put in it. Take the right to get

out all there is in it, but pay no royalty for

doing it.

The railroads in the United States have
cost nine billion dollars. The money ^pent
for rum in ten years would buy every railroad

in our land and pay six per cent interest on
the original cost.

In several respects China may be called the

antipode of America. Its people drink their

tea cold and their wines warm, wear white for

mourning; and a pupil, when reciting, turns

his back to his teacher.

The Grange exists to-day for purposes that

should have the approbation of all good
citizens, and the hearty co-operation of the

class from whose ranks its membership is

recruited.— Vermont Watchman.

There are various groups among the an-

archists, but they are agreed in one funda-

mental and most dangerous doctrine; namely,

that man has no moral right to exercise

authority over his fellows. To the exercise of

authority of some men over other men they
trace the social and individual evils of our
time.—Harper's Weekly.

The next universal exposition opens in

Antwerp on May 5th of this year. The next
after that, so far as at present known, will be

the Paris exhibition of 1900. The municipal
council of St. Petersburg makes a proposal

for an international exhibition to be held in

that city in 1903, to celebrate the two hun-
dredth anniversary of the founding of the
capital by Peter the Great.

It is maintained very stoutly by expert
electricians that the storage battery is, after

all, a success for commercial work ; that the
new processes for manufacturing them have
cheapened their cost, and that in train light-

ing they are especially efficient and econom-
ical. It is estimated that eighty-five dollars

per horse-power is the annual cost of the
accumulator.—Inventive Age.

The only way to farm successfully nowadays
is to thoroughly understand the nature of the

soil and how to fertilize it to produce the

largest crops at the least expense. Fertilizing

is really the key-note of progress, and any new
light obtainable on this subject is appreciated

by intelligent farmers. A new, instructive

and readable little book has just been issued

by the Scientific Fertilizer Co., of Pittsburg,

Pa., treating the fertilizer problem from the

standpoint of advanced science.- It is entitled

"Scientific Fertilizers, How and Why They
Act." It is well worthy of careful reading,

and we would recommend our friends to send
for a copy. It is mailed free by the company.

The Javanese musical instruments are made
mostly of bamboo. They also played upon a
pipe, or whistle, which was about three feet

long and six inches across. This sounded like

the hollow roar of a lion. Another was a
bundle of tubes of different lengths, which
covered the small boy who carried it like a big

saddle. A log hewn out with two strings

stretched across it served as a drum. A zither

of sixteen strings and a mandolin of two
completed their outdoor band, while inside

one could hear other music made by gongs of

wonderfully pure and beautiful tone.

A WONDERFUL GIFT.

A silver egg was once presented to a Saxon
princess. By a secret spring the egg was
opened and disclosed a yolk of gold. By an-
other spring the golden yolk was opened, and
there stood a beautiful bird. By pressing the

bird's wings its breast was opened, revealing

a jeweled crown. And even within the crown,
reached like the rest by a spring, was a ring

of diamonds which fitted the finger of the
princess.

How many a promise there is in God's word
which contains a promise—silver around the
gold, gold around the jewels. Yet how many
of God's children ever find their way far

enough among the springs to discover the
crown of rejoicing or the ring of peace?—St.

Louis Republic.

FREE MUSIC FOR ALL.

One hundred and fifty-6ix songs, words and music,
Bent free to any person sending ns ten cents for three
month's trial subscription to the Fibeside Gem. a
bright sixteen page monthly story paper. All the latest
and most popular songs will be found in this collec-

tion, including After the Ball, Comrades, Ta-ra-ra
Boom de ay, and one hundred and fifty-three others.
Every reader of this paper should be sure and take
immediate advantage of this offer and send the re-

quired amount by first mail. You will be pleased.
Address, The Fireside Gem, Waterville, Me., Box 124.

IRREVERENT PRAYERS.

It is said that an officer once went up to the

ruler of the English Commonwealth, after he

had finished a prayer in the presence of his

troops, and said to him roughly:

"I know now the God you believe in ! He is

only a bigger and stronger Oliver Cromwell."
Whether this bold declaration was true or

not, there is reason to believe from many of

the sermons which have come to us from
those early days that some of our forefathers,

with their narrow lives and intense personal

affections and prejudices, were apt to regard

their Maker merely as a larger and more
powerful self, very much as they did their

king or the chief of their clan.

The chief of the Leslies is said to have
prayed before a battle : "Be on our side! An'
gin ye canna be on our side, aye lay low a bit,

an' ye'll see thae carles get a hidin' that must
pleass ye."
An old Covenanter, who ruled his household

with a rod of iron, is said to have prayed in

all sincerity at family worship

:

"Oh, Lord, hae a care o' Rob, for he is on the

great deep, an' thou holdestitin the hollow

o' thy hand. And hae a care o' Jamie, for he
hae gone to fight the enemies o' his country,

an' the outcome o' the battle is wi' thee. But
ye need na fash yersel' wi' wee Willy, for I hae
him here, an' I'm cawpable o' lookin' after

him mysel'."

There was no irreverence meant in these

petitions, however much of vanity or of mis-

conception of God may have been exhibited

in the language used.

Cavalier and Roundhead, Fenian and
Orangeman', Bonapartist and Legitimist have
alike invoked the aid of the ruler of the
universe, with a passionate faith that he was
a partisan with strong, bitter prejudices like

themselves.
We have learned to offer our petitions with

at least more of a semblance of reverence ; but
how many of us endow the Almighty with
our own opinions and prejudices? And how
often we forget to ask his help, until we find

we are not able to help ourselves!— Youth's

Companion.

A SAVING TO THE FARMER.

Those of our readers who are using Neponset
Waterproof Fabrics do not ne^d to be re-

minded of their many good qualities. They
know that there is nothing that can so effec-

tually protect houses and all outbuildings
from cold and rain as these fabrics.

The farmer finds it very economical to use
them, for he knows that a horse requires less

care and food if warmly housed, a cow will

give more milk and need less grain if she
stands in a comfortable stable, a hen will lay

eggs in zero weather if only the house that
protects her is made warm by using these

fabrics.

Quite recently Messrs. Bird & Son have
placed on the market a Neponset Carpeting,

of the order of oil-cloth, but having a very
solid back and possessing great wearing qual-

ities. This Neponset Carpeting is made in

beautiful colorings and the cost of it is so low
that it is sure to be in great demand.
Neponset Carpet for a room 9x12 costs about
$2.75. i

We recommend your sending for samples,
which will be mailed you free, if you mention
this paper.

FOREMOST MAN IN ALL THE WORLD.
Lincoln believed in the sovereignty of the

people—in the supremacy of the nation—in
the territorial integrity of the republic.

Lincoln assumed the leading part in the
greatest drama ever acted upon the stage of a
continent. His criticisms of military move-
ments, his correspondence with his generals
and others on the conduct of the war show
that he was at all times master of the sit-

uation—that he was a natural strategist, that
he appreciated the difficulties and advantages
of every kind, and that in "the still and men-
tal" field of war he stood the peer of any man
beneath the flag.

In passion's storm he stood unmoved, pa-
tient, just and candid. In his brain there was
no cloud and in his heart no hate. He longed
to save the South as well as North, to see the
nation one and free. He lived until the end
was known. He lived until the confederacy
was dead—until Lee surrendered, until Davis
fled, until the doors of Libby prison opened,
until the republic was supreme.
He lived until Lincoln and liberty were

united forever. He lived until there remained
for him nothing to do so great as he had done.
What he did was worth living for, worth
dying for.
He lived until he stood in the midst of uni-

versal joy, beneath the outstretched wings of
peace—the foremost man in all the world.
And then the horror came. Night fell on
noon. The savior of the republic, the breaker
of chains, the liberator of millions, he who
had "assured freedom to the free," was dead.
Upon his brow fame placed the immortal

wreath. For the first time in the history of
the world a nation bowed and wept. The
memory of Lincoln is the strongest, tenderest
tie that binds all hearts together now and
holds all states beneath a nation's flag.—Ex-
tractfrom Col. Ingersoll's Eitlngism of Abraliam
Lincoln.

BITS

CONSUMPTION CURED.
An old physician, retired from practice, had placed

in his hands by an Ea6t India missionary the formula
of a simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and per-
manent cure of Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh,
Asthma and all Throat and Lung Affections, also a
positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and all
Nervous Complaints. Having tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousands of cases, and desiring to
relieve human suffering, I will send free of charge to
all who wish it. this recipe, in German, French or
"English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent by mail, by addressing, with stamp, naming this
paper. W. A. Noves, 820 Power*' Block, Rochester, N. Y.

SPRINGSTEEN. Celebrated for edu-
cation and controlling ALL HORSES.
Guaranteed Jap. 75 eta.: XC Plate, 91

;

Nickel, 91.50 each, mailed.

w. Tloyd! ^trotVch. EVERY 10TH PLRCHASE FREE.

FREE

B

BUCCIES & HARNESS AT HALF PRICE
$50 Buggy $26. I Buy of raclurj, -are Hlddlp-
$10 Harness $4. 75

|
mhn't Profit. Catalogue Free,

U.S.CART4 BUCCY CO. CINCINNATI, 0,

SEND FOR
Sample copy ol

CLE AMINOS IN BEE CULTURE.
A Handsomely Blustrated n r r C

1 1 D D I ICC
Magazine and Catalog, of DLL OUirLI tOFREE. A. I. ROOT, Medina. O.

WALL PAPERS.
Send lO cents for postage. We will mail you the
largest and best selected line of samples at lowest
prices in the U. S., with instructions how to paper.

PAPER UAUnPDQ should have our Sample Books.rMrtn nANUtnO Price $1.00. Now ready.
CHAS. M. N.KILLKN, 614-616 S.20th St..PhiI«.

Mention this paper when you write.

LYON & HEALY,
» 57 Monroe St., Chicago

Will Ball Free their newly enlarged
Catalogue of Band Instruments, Uni- /
forms and Equipments. 400 Fine II- I

lustrations, .describing every article*
required by Bands or Drum Corps.

Contains instructions for Amateur Bands,
Exe^cise^ and Drum Major's Tactics, By-
Laws, and a Selected List of Band Music.

Mention this paper when you write.

wanted

HARD TIMES Q I f\ViO I ET OPRICES ON D 1 w I wLtd
Agts y** g^To reduce stock we offer prices that are

_positive inducements even in these times.
Easy payments if desired. A high
grade Ordinary S14; ball bearing
28-in. Cushion Safety S40; high grade
r30-in. Pneumatic S75, etc- Big disct-

to first purchaser in each town. Can suit any purse-

Cata. free. House, Hazard & Co. 32 E St. Peoria, 111.

Mention this paper when you write.

Ginseng!
Highest prices paid for prime quality, well dried

GINSENG ROOT and quick returns by T. A.
BRONSON, 54 Cedar St., New York City.
Correspondence solicited. References furnished.
Established 1865.

When writing mention this paper.

Root's Home Repairing Outfit

Consisting of S Iron Lasts and Standard, and 80 first-
class, full-sized Tools and Materials ; enables one to do
his own haif-soling, boot, shoe, rubber, harness and tin-
ware repairing, neatly boxed, 20 lbs. , $3. No. 2, without
harness and soldering-tools, H2.00. No. 3, for half-soling
only. 81. Half-soles, 10, 12, and 15c a pair. Hame-straps,
8c; Hitch-straps, 15c; Breast-straps, 40c. Double Lines,
1.50; plain straps, blacked and creased, half usual prices.
Blacksmith Tools, Saddlery , etc. , cheap. Live Agents

wanted everywhere. Send for free catalogue.
ROOT BROS., MEDINA, OHIO.

Mention this paper.

FREE
A fine 14k gold pla-

ted watch to every
reader of this paper.

n
oCut this out and send it to us with™ your full Dame and address, and we

ff
a will send you one of these elegant,

richly jeweled, gold finished watches
by express for examination, and it

you think it is equal in appearance to

any $25.00 gold watch pay our sample
price,|3.50,and it is yours * We send
with the watch our guarantee that

you can return it at any time within

one year if not satisfactory, and if

you sell or cause the sale of six we
will give you One Free. Write at

once, as we shall send out samples
for 60 days only. Address

THE NATIONAL M'F'C
& IMPORTING CO.,

334 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

OTABBATiTED
THE BESI

Practical Stomp
toller made.

BENNETT'S IMPROVED

STUMP PULLER
Sent anywhere in the U. 9.

On Three Days Trial.
On runners. Worked by 2 men.
LIFTS 20 to 50 TONS.
Five sizes. Price, $35 to $70.

Circulars free. Man'f'd by

H. L.BENNETT,
Wesierville. O.

Mention this paper when you write.

FENCING
-W!R-r-RP-PP~s_EtyA£li

16m

POULTRY & RABBIT NETTING
Railroad, Farm, Garden, Cemetery, Lawa
Fencing. Prices down. Freight paid. Calal'g. free.

BIcKIalien Woven Wire Fence Co., Chicago.

Mention this paper when you write.

mnASTHMAcured
Is the despairing inquiry of thousands afflicted
with it. Many thousands now say Dr. Hair's
Asthma Core cured them. Pages of advertis-
ing will not be as convincing as a trial of the
medicine. One trial bottle will be sent free to
any asthmatic who will pay express charges.
Valuable Pamphlet Free, address,

DR. B. W. HAIR,
233 West 4th Street. Cincinnati, Ohio.

MOTHERS SEE HERE.
I will Cure your Girl or Boy of Bed-vrctiine

in two weeks. Send me $1.00 for the Medicine
or Prescription, either one. Particulars free.

DR. S. C. CLARK, 15 Court Sq., Boston, Mass.

r^P*T"C^T|\/pr 'w'e want a man In every localityt 1 ^ X> I I V L to act as private Detective under
Infltruotiona. Experience unnecessary. Send stamp for par-
ticulars. Nationju, Detectmi Bureau, Indianapolis, Ind.

THE LATEST FAD.—Everyone of oar
readers should seenre oar Portfolio of

Photographic Views of the World's
Fair. See our offer on page 19.

Glimpses
IQf. ph0| Photographic l #

|
RcprcrducdoDslv^

_ "
i Half-Tone B?

1 of the E\TIRE Ex- r
J

position I*

.of the

World's Fair...
A Selection of

*190
GEHS OF THE
WHITE CITY

Seen through a Camera.

Instantaneous Photographs-"Snap Shots"

All Haiti Buildings
All State and Territorial Buildings
All Foreign Buildings
Grounds... Statuary... Lagoons...

Also Characteristic Scenes from

The flidway Plaisance
A Beautiful and Lasting Souvenir
of the Fair.
A Grand Holiday Gift.

PKICES:—Paper covers, inclosed in handsome en-

velope ready for mailing:, SOc. Beautifully bound in

Cloth, gold embossed, in a neat box, Sl.OO. Sent post-

paid to any part of the world on receipt of price.

Liberal Terms to Agents.

LAIRD & LEE, Publishers
265 WABASH AVENUE CHICAGO, ILL.

Mention this paper when you write.

l California
Va-^3>

I MID=WINTER
AIR.•

^ Are you expecting to go to California to

spend the winter—to see what the Golden

^ State with its Mid-winter Fair can do J
+ toward rivaling the World's Fair—to bask +

in sunshine—to live among the flowers—

J to eat oranges—to saunter on moonlight ^
^ nights on thg sands of the seashore? If A

you are, remember that for only

! $95^ !WD
,00

you can buy a ticket from St. Paul or

i DuIjTjth to San Francisco and return, ^
+ via the Northern Pacific R. R. and +

Shasta route.

^ These tickets are good to return until J
+ April 30th, 1894, and are good for stop- X

over.

X Write to Chas. S. Fee, Gen'l Passenger I
+ and Ticket Agent, N. P. R. R. Co., X

St. Paul, Minn.I
BIG JOB LOT OF SILK REMNANTS

FOR CRAZY PATCH-WORK.
OWING to the hard times there has been dumped on the

market an extra big lot of odd pieces of silk and satin

that are just what ladies want fur crazy patch-
work. We were fortunate in securing them
cheap, and will give one of our special i'\M<

\

PACKAGES to any one sending 10c. for a three

months' subscription to Comfqbt, the Prize

Story Magazine. Three lots and an elegant

piece ofSILK PLUSH contain 3ti square inches,

to CTether with live skeins of elegant embroid-
ery silk, all di.fer.ent bright col-

ors, all for 25c. postpaid; three

25c lots for 65c, five lor §1.00.

A Cute Foot=Rest
FREE.

Useful Ornament*
arc sought after atallseasmis
of the year. People do not
realize the quantities of
goodsthatare sold through
the mails. Inventors are
daily trying to get up
something to sell by mail
that will be pretty, useful,
and cheap. A pretty foot-
rest could never be ob-
tained at a low price be-
fore (they sell for
$1.00 each at the
Btores), but by get-
ting up something
that is turned out
by machines in
pretty colored
durable goods, to
be filled with cotton or any cheap or cast-off substance and
then sewn up, we can now give a premium that will be
welcome in every room in all the homes from
Maine to California. It comes in the shape of a
handsome Spaniel Bow-Woto^ lying down, size about 8x12
inches, and can always be placed -,for an ornament when not
in use by grandma or yourself or company as a Foot Rest,
tt will create untold merriment when lying in front of the
fire, it is so life-like in shape and color. Although entirely
new, 57,396 have already been sold, and millions »more
will be in use before many months. Agents will find them
great sellers, and should order at least a dozen to start

with. To introduce, we will send a sample postpaid to
any one sending 1.3c. for a three months' subscription to
Comkort. Twu Rests and ComFORT 6 months for 25c. ; five

for 50c, one dozen, $1.00; one Rest and 10c lot Remnants,
20c; one Rest and 25c lot Remnants, 32c.

Address, Comfort Pixb. Co., Box 121 » Augusta, Me.

Mention this paper when you write.

14 KARAT

GOLD PLATE
CUT THIS OCT and send it to us
th your name and address and we
"" send you this watch by express

foi examination. A Guarantee
For 5 fears and chain and
charm sent with it. You ex-
amine it and if you think It

a bargain pay our sample
price, $2.75, and it is yours.
It is beautifully engraved
and warranted the best time-
keeper in the World for the
money and equal in appear-
ance to a genuine Solid

Gold Watch. Write to-day,
this offer will not appear
again.

THE
NATIONAL MFG.

—AND

—

importing co.

334- Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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DEFEAT.

She worked a pretty tidy

To help the church along;
It was a rosy poem,

It was a rosy Bong.

She said that twenty dollars

Should be about the price,

Because it was so daintj',

So flowerful and nice.

She bursts from wails of anguish
Into a fiendish laugh,

Because they let it go for

A dollar and a half.

—Puck.

GIRL AND ENGINE.

„HE following is a girl's description of

how an engine is made. It is certainly

very graphic, and might do as an
account of a railroad wreck

:

"You pour a lot of sand into a box, and
throw a lot of old stoves and things into a

fire, and empty the molten stream into a hole

in the sand, and the men all yell, and its aw-
fully dirty and smoky. And then you pour
it out and, let it cool and pound it; and then
you put it in a thing that goes round, and try

to break it; then you screw it to a thjng that

goes back and forth, that you can ride on, and
that scrapes it and it squeaks; then you put
it in a thing that turns it round, and you take

a chisel and cut it; then you put it in a thing

that bores holes in it. Then you screw it to-

gether and paint it, and put steam in it, and
it goes awfully; and they take It up in the

drafting-room and draw a picture of it, and
make one of wood just like it. And oh ! I for-

got—they have to make a boiler. One man
gets inside and one gets outside, and they
pound just terribly ; and then they tie it to

the other thing—and oh ! you j ust ought to see

it go."

IS THIS ENGLISH?

A rite suite little buoy, the sun of a kernel,

With a rough round his neck, flue up the road

as quick as a dear. After a thyme he stopped

ata house andVrung the belle. His tow hurt

him, and he kneaded wrest. He was two tired

to>raze his fair, pail face, and a feint mown of

pane rose from his lips.

The made who heard the belle was about to

pair a pare, but she through it down and ran
with all her mite^ for fear her guessed would
not weight; but when she saw the little won,
tiers stood in her eyes at the site. "Ewe poor
deer! Why do you lye hear? Are you dye-
ingrr "'''Know," he said, "I am feint." She
boar him in her arms, as she aught, to a room
where he might be quiet, and gave him bred
and meet, held a cent bottle under his knows,
untid* his choler, rapped him up warmly,
gave him a suite dram from a viol, till at

last he went fourth as hail as a young hoarse.

WHO WAS IT?

A prominent lecturer had been billed to ap-

pear in an eastern city. The hall was crowded,
and stepping to the front of the platform, the
chairman introduced the speaker of the eve-

ning as follows : "Ladies and gentlemen, we
•ara to have a lecture on 'Pools,' by one of the
most distinguished"—there was a long pause,
for the chairman's inflections indicated that
he had finished, and the audience roared with
delight, so that it was some time before the
sentence was concluded—men of Chicago,"
The lecturer, who is a ready wit, began his lec-

ture when silence was at length restored by
saying: "Ladies and gentlemen, I am not as

great a fool as the chairman"—and here he
stopped, apparently through with the sen-

tence, while the audience again wildly ap-
plauded, finally concluded—"would have you
think."

SPECIAL PRAYER.

. "Uncle Josh," I said, "don't you believe in
the efficacy of special prayer?"
"What you mean by special prayer?" asked

Uncle Josh, picking a turkey feather off of his
trousers.

"By special prayer I mean where you pray
for an especial thing."
"Wal, now, Mister Perkins, dat depends. It

depends a good deal on what yo' pray for."

"How is that, Uncle Josh ?"

"Wal, I all'ays notice dat when I prays de
Lord to send one of Massa Shelby's turkeys
to de ole man it don't come, but when I prays
dat he'll send de ole man after de turkey my
prayer is always answered."— Perkins, "Wit
and Humor."

_ A CHICAGO ROMANCE.
"You say you love me, James; but what

guarantee have I that we shall be happy if we
are married?"

"I'll give you my written consent to a di-

vorce on demand."
And so they were married.

GOOD NEWS FOR SUFFERERS-CATARRH
AND CONSUMPTION CURED.

Our readers w'io are victims of Lung Dis-
eases, Catarrh, Bronchitis and Consumption,
will be glad to know of the wonderful cures
made by the new treatment known in Europe
f the Andral-Broca Discovery. The New
Medical Advance, 67 East 6th Street, Cincin-
nati, Ohio, will send you this new treatment
free for trial. Write to them. Give age and
all particulars of your disease.

FUNNY EXPERIENCES OF LECTURERS.

A good reason is always very satisfactory.

"A man gave me the best reason for a pass

to-day that I ever heard," said Mr. Depew.
"He came in and asked for a pass to Albany."
"On what ground do you request this cour-

tesy ?" I asked. "Why do you ask it?"

"Because," said the man hesitatingly, "be-

cause it will save me three dollars."

My friend, Bill Nye, tells me how he received

a good reason from a hotel keeper down in

Tennessee

:

"You see," said Mr. Nye, "the hotel waa bad
and the feed was worse. It was so intolerable

that I Anally went to the landlord to complain.

I said

:

"Landlord, this is very bad feed you are giv-

ing us—tough meat and stale vegetables."

"Yes, it is pretty bad. They all say so, Mr.

Nye."
"But you charge a good price—four dollars a

day."
"Yes, 'tis a good price. I agree with you."

"Well, now, landlord," said Bill, "1 should

like to know what reason you've got for

charging four dollars a day for such indiffer-

ent accommodations?"
"Well, now," said the landlord, looking at

Mr. Nye from head to foot, "you surprise me,
I took you to be a very bright man, Mr. Nye.

You look like it. They paid you a hundred
dollars for lecturing here to-night, and it

seems funny that you should ask me such a

foolishfquestion."

"But I do ask it," said Nye, "and I should
really like to have you answer it. Tell me,
why do you charge so much—four dollars a day
—for such feed?"
"Well, I'll tell you, Mr. Nye," said the land-

lord, leaning forward and putting one hand
around his mouth. "I'll tell you confiden-

tially. It is because—because I need the

money!"

A STUNNING QUESTION.

Mr. Bennett is a bright and well-preserved

old gentleman; but to his granddaughter
Mabel he seems very old indeed. She had
been sitting on his knee and looking at him
seriously for some moments one day when she

said:

"Grandpapa, were you in the ark?"

"Why, no, my dear!" gasped her astonished

grandparent: Mabel's eyes grew large and
round with astonishment.
"Then why weren't you drowned?" she

asked.— Youth's Companion.

THE OBJECT PARTLY ATTAINED.

Kiljordan (giving it a vigorous kick)—"Boy,
this is the third morning I've seen that old

rubber boot lying on the 'sidewalk at this

corner. What's your idea in keeping it there,

anyhow?"
Bootblack—"I ain't got nothiu' to do with

it. The feller wot runs this groc'ry store is

keepin' tab on that boot. He says he's goin'

to find out how many durn fools kicks it in

one week.— Chicago Tribune.

A NOVEL INTRODUCTION.

"There is a young boy staying at our board-
ing-house," writes a correspondent, '"who is a
perfect little gentleman in his way. The other
day he brought his sister in to dinner and
gave her a general introduction somewhat as

follows: 'Ladies and gentlemen, this is my
sister.' Then he electrified the gathering by
continuing: 'My sister, these are ladies and
gentlemen.' "

WOMAN'S READY SYMPATHY.

Wearied father—"They say that no matter
how one suffers, some one has suffered more.
All the same they couldn't beat me in this

business, for I have walked this child the en-
tire night for fully six hours."
Mother (calmly)—Yes, Henry dear; but sup-

pose you lived up near the pole, where the
nights are six months long?"

A POSSIBLE ATTRACTION.

Little girl—" Your sister is real pretty, isn't

she?"
Little boy—"Guess not. I never noticed it."

Little girl — "Then what's the reason so
many gentlemans keeps calling on her?"
Little boy—"Don't know. Maybe it's 'cause

we haven't any piano."—Good News.

IMPOSSIBLE CURE.

Bodkins— "Doctor, how can insomnia be
cured?"
Doctor— " Well, the patient should count

slowly and in a meditative manner 500, and
then "

Bodkins—"That's all very well, doctor; but
our baby can't count."—Life.

LIMITATIONS OF LITERATURE.

Little boy—"What is your papa?"
Little girl—"He's a literary man."
"What's that?"
"He writes."
"What does he write?"
"Oh, he writes most everything 'cept

checks."—Good News.

PRETTY VALENTINES FREE.
We are giving away a package of sweet pretty val-

entines to all who would like to take our Prize Story
Magazine. Comfort, on trial for the next three
niontliH. They are the regular eupid darts made up
with Lithographic lace work. Send ti cents to Com-
fort, Box :'.e<i. Augusta, Maine, for trial subscription
and we will include an assortment of Comics, postpaid.

WE INVITE ALL OUR READERS
To thoroughly enjoy the agricultural, indus-
trial, scenic and other attractions of the
World's Fair, as permanently preserved in our
Portfolio of 50 Views described on page 19.

MURRAY
VEHICLES and HARNESS
Time Tried and Tested and Endorsed the world
over as the Best and Cheapest on Earth.
Single Buggy Harness, - - 5.95
Bonnie Buggy Harness, - 15.70
Single Farm Harness. - - 17.67
Double Farm Harness, - 22.94
Top Buggies, ----- 55.95
Road Carts, .... 14.90
Road Wagons, - - - - 31.75
Spring Wagons, .... 43.50
Farm Wagons (2 horse) - - 39.50

Fine 160 page Catalogue, free.

Wilber U. Murray Mfg. Co., Cincinnati. ©.

The Longest Pole
Knocks the Persimmons.
So the long test knocks out shoddy fences.

The Hon. John Walker, of Payette, Mo., writes

:

"Four years ago I bought your fence for a deer
park, and it has proved so satisfactory, I now
want prices on farm fences." Unripe testimon-
ials, like green persimmons, lead to profanity.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Grant's Household

Repairing Outfit

$2.00.
JUST WHAT YOU

WAHT.
Will pay for itself

many times over dur-
ing the year.
The outfit consists

of the Tools and Ma-
terial shown in cut.
Anyone can do his
own half-soling and
mending of
Boots, Shoes, Rubbers,
Harness, Furu it n re, Etc.,

We also furnish
Half Soles (cut to ex-
act size) and Patches.

Price for Outfit, $2.
Send for Catalogue.

JOHN H. GRANT,
342 Wabash Avenue.

Chicago, Illinois.
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The mesh, around, the panel offence-
shews hcur the fence is Tnade.

THE MAN who does
his own
thinking

and is quick in taking new ideas, is the man
who LEADS his neighbors. Send' for our
Illustrated CATALOGUE of Farm Fencing.
30 north KEYSTONE WOVEN
locust street, WIRE FENCE CO.
TREMONT, Tazewell Co., III.

COLUMBIA
STEELWIND

MILL
New in Principle.

Beautiful in
Appearance.

Powerful in Operation.
Contains oovered Internal Gear.

Unequaled in the line of Pumping Wind
Mills. We solicit the closest investiga*
tion.A iso Columbia Steel Derrick*,

Iron Turbine Wind Engines,
Buckeye Force & LiftPumps,

Tank and Spray Pump*. Buckeye
and Globe Lawn Mowers,Iron Fenc-
lng. Creating, Etc Write for circulars.

MAST, FOOS & CO., SPRINGFIELD, D.

PATENTS
Etc. quickly obtained. No Attorney's
fee until allowed. Advice and circular
free. C0LUMER.& CO., 615 F St.Washington, D 0

PATENTSE
PATENTS

P. SIMPSON, WASHINGTON . D. C.
ttorney's fee until patent ob-

tained. Write for Inventor's Guide,

LEllJUM, PATT1S0N & NESB1T,
Washington, D. 0. Examina-
tions Free. Send for circulars

PATENTS
FRANKLIN H. HOUGH, Wathington,
D.C. No attorney's fee until patent is

obtained. Write for 'Inventors Guide.

HOME
STUDY. Success in Busi-

ness depends largely
upon one's learning and knowledge o£
business affairs. If you wish to succeed

take a thorough Business College course at Home, by
Mail. Highlyconimended as a practical,convenient and
economical plan of study .Catalogue and TrialLeuson2c.
BRYANT & STRATTON, 449 Main Si., Buffalo, N.Y.

A TELEGRAPH OPERATOR'S
WORK IS PliEASANT,

and pays good wages the year
round, in good times and bad.
We teaoh it quickly, and start our
graduates in railroad service. Write
for free Illus. Catalogue. Address

Valentine's School of Telegraph),
J.'ioesvllle, Win.

ECONOMY IS WEALTH,"
Canvassers wanted to sell the

Improved Hall Typewriter.

Writes all languages.
Price, $30. Great induce,
ments to agents. Send for cat*
alogue and terms. AddreBB

N. TYPEWRITER CO..
611 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.

FRU COMET FOUNTAIN PfTN

Aaa sample ofour 1000 BARGAINS wewill Bend FREE this
Hard Rubber Fountain Pen, Warranteda perfect writer, & Im-
mense I1L Bargain Catalogue, forioc. to cover postage.
EOBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRQ* , 65 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City.

10
T. D.

Wm 1 H IP tf* (silver; pays ror our Handsome
El ill I O PEOPLE'S JOURNAL one year,

on trial, acd your address in our " AGENTS' DIREC-
TORY," which goeB -whirling all over the United
States to firms who wish to mail FREE, sample
papers, magazines, books, pictures, cards, etc., with
terms, and our patrons receive bushels or mail. Great-

est bargain in America. TrgiC; yon will be Pleased*

CAMPBELL, X 115 Boyleaton, Ind.

500 BOOKS, &c„ FREE!
SEND 10 CTS. and we PRINT your full address
on 1000 (2 color) GUMBED LABELS, 500 post-i

paid to you to stick on your letters, papers, Ac,
and 500 postpaid to 500 agency firms, publishers,
and manufacturers, who will mail you 500 sample
books, novelties, pictures, magazines, papers,
&c, Free with your printed address on each.
Q. P. CnETifiB.of So. WiLlington.Ct, writes m follows:'

"Tlio FREE sample books, papers, Stc, I received from the
600 firms mentioned, if bought would cost me $25 to ¥40.

Am delighted." HESig TMCa.il Oo-
No. 215 Frankford and GlrardAves.,Phila.,Pa,

THIS RING FREE.
It looks worth $5.00, but retails as low
as 91.50 or $3.00. Beautiful in design,
the fashionable ring in New York for lady
or gent. We want the names of well-to-do
people, towhomwe desire to send a sample
of ourgreat monthly paper THE GUI l>E.
These names are worth 10 cents each as
subscribers, and we pay for them by send-
ing you this ring FREE. SEND US
ONLY 15c. for the GUIDE 4 months,
also list of 15 people, and we send you at once abso-
lutely Free thin Beautiful King and ourpaper4 months.
The Agents' Guide, 1 22 Nassau St., New York, N. Y.

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

No. 4.—"Why, this horse is a regular
tank."

(See No. 5, on page 18.)

EVERY DISEASE OF MAN,

WOMAN, CHILD, POSITIVELY

Without Bad Tasting Medicines,

WE CURE

CURED
BLOOD DISEASES,

FEVERS, SCIATICA,

KIDNEY TROUBLES,
LIVER AILMENTS,
RHEUMATISM,
PARALYSIS,

LUMBAGO, CRAMPS,
NERVOUS DEBILITY,
IMPAIRED VITALITY,
FITS, DYSPEPSIA,
CONSTIPATION,
FLATULENCY,
CORPULENCY,
Sick Nervous Headache,
NEURALGIA,
BACK.ACHE,
HEART DISEASE,
DIARRHEA,
SLEEPLESSNESS,
RUPTURE, ETC.

i It is the scientif-
) io opinion of the
. World's experts
' that in electric-

.

I ity we have one V(
|
of the greatest *<

,
healing agents.

. One of the best
applications of

1 it is in the

BLISS IMPROVED

ELECTRO-CALVANIC
1 BATTERIES AND
APPLIAXOES,
Which are so ac-

for Almost Nothing.
VALUABLE

BOOK FREE,

Special Afflictions of Women
Are most effectively treated by
Btructed appliances. Our Wuman
moat perfect made. Thousands of
been made entirely well by using it

any trouble, write. Your letter wi
by the lady expert who manages thi

curately adjust-
ed that they can
be worn by a
child or adult,
and produce no
harmful shock
to the most de-
bilitated body.
They are simple
in construction,
very comforta-

.

ble. and can be . °|
worn with any ; ai

costu T e, loose \ l
®j

or close fitting, (
:ib

without beings every one. Gladly
nntirpnble /sent free to anyone

< sending 10 cents to
covercostof mailing.
Send now if you have
anything the matter
while you have our
address before you.

Testimonials.
We have thousands

of unsolicited testi-
monials from cured
persons.

"Electricity in its

Relation to Thera-
peutics, " contains
brief descriptions of
diseases and symp-
toms, and full detailB
of Bliss' Appliances,
lso a few of many
jstimonials. Valu-
ble information for

specially con-
s Belt is the
women have

. If you have
II be seen only
department.

Besides curing all the diseases here hated, the electric force is so applied to all important organs as
to keep the body at a uniform temperature, Alleviate the effect* of Overwork, Worry and Want of Exercise, to
Prevent Chills, Assist Digestion and Improve Nutrition, to Restore Exhausted NerTe and Brain Force, to give Tone to
Every Nerve, Muscle and Organ, and thus promote flood Health and Strength.

We want to cure every reader of this advertisement who suffers from any
disease of any nature, "We would rather loose many sales than fail to cure a

single case,

DEAFNESS CURED
Permanently, no matter of how I

longstanding. Onrs is the only
|

contrivance that will really
;

cure this disease. If deaf, or
J

growing deaf, write us to-day.

We will pend circulars to those not wishing our book. Correspon-
dence confidential. Mention this paper every time you write.

THE B. B. BLISS ELECTRIC CO.,
_We refer to any bank in Iowa „ . . „ , .

Talis for our financial standing. IOWA FAIXS, IOWA,
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Current Coins. By Dr. J. B. Naylor, who
coines to us often under the pseudonym of S.

Q. Lapius, is a book of poems presented in a

continuous form as a story. Some of his

poems have appeared in our columns from

time to time. Price, 81.2-5. By Hann & Adair,

Columbus, Ohio.

ABC of Potato Culture. How to grow

them in the largest quantity and of the finest-

quality, with the least expenditure of time

and labor. Revised edition. Fully illustrated;

220 pages. Price, 40 cents, post-paid. Pub-

lished by A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.

Bulbs and Tuberous-rooted Plants.

Their history, description, methods of prop-

agation, and complete directions for their

successful culture in the garden, dwelling and

greenhouse. Profusely illustrated. By C. L.

Allen, New York. Orange Judd Company,

1893. 320 pages, illustrated, 12mo., cloth. $2.

How to Judge a Horse. By Captain F. W.
Bach. A concise treatise as to the qualities

and soundness of the horse, with chapters on
training and driving. Fully illustrated.

Price, SI. Published by William R. Jenkins,
New York.
Our Farming ; or, how we have made a

run-down farm bring both profit and pleas-

ure. Potato, wheat and clover culture, till-

age, tile drainage, manure savings, etc.,

treated independently form A to Z. Cloth,

367 pages, illustrated. Published by the
Farmer Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Low-cost Poultry-houses. Plans and
specifications for poultry buildings, costing

from S25 to S100. Price, 25 cents. Published by
The Fanciers' Review, Chatham, N. Y.
Livingston and the Tomato. Being the

history of experiences in discovering the
choice varieties introduced by him, with
practical instructions for growers. Cloth, 175

pa°-es. Published by A. W. Livingston's
Sons "True Blue" Seedsmen, Columbus, Ohio.

My Arctic Journal. A year among ice-

fields and Eskimos. By Mrs. Josephine
Peary. Everyone has heard something of the

Peary expedition, and of this wonderful
woman. In this book Mrs. Peary recounts
her experiences of a twelve month spent on
the shores of McCormiek bay, midway be-

tween the Arctic circle and the north pole.

The Eskimos with whom she came in contact
belong to a little tribe of about three hundred
and fifty individuals, completely isolated

' from the rest of the world. These people had
never seen a white woman, and some of them
had never beheld a civilized being. The book
is highly entertaining and very instructive.

It is beautifully printed, with a number of

handsome half-tone cuts made from actual
photographs. Published by the Contempo-
rary Publishing Co., Philadelphia and New
York -

Bookkeeping at a Glance. By expert J.

T Brierley. A simple and concise method of
practical bookkeeping. With instructions
for the proper keeping of books of accounts
and numerous explanations and forms used
in a commercial business, showing an entire

set of books based upon actual transactions

;

how to take off a trial balance sheet, and
finally close and balance accounts

;
equation

of payments; metric system of weights and
measures. Table showing number of day,
from any given date to any other date; inter-

est—short method- of calculating; grace on
sio-ht draft, United States and Canada: busi-

ness law ; checks, etc. ; discount table ; values of
foreign coins, gold and silver; interest laws of

United States; wages table; forms of notes
and drafts; catechism of bookkeeping—being
conversation between teacher and student.
Containing 144 pages, size 5x2% inches, bound
in flexible leatherette, price, 50 cents ; Russia,
indexed, 75 cents. Excelsior Publishing
House, 29 Beekman street, New York, N. Y.

How to Frame a House; or, balloon and
roof framing. A book for the practical house-
builder. Illustrated. SI. Owen B. Maginnis,
356 West 124th street, New York.

catalogues received.

Plant Seed Co., St. Louis, Mo. A very com-
plete catalogue from an old reliable house.
Prairie State Incubator Co., Homer City,

Pa
Simplex Hatcher and Brooder. Simplex

Hatcher Co., Quinc-y, 111.

Descriptive catalogue of the Jewell Jsursery

'Co., Lake City, Minn.
Forty-ninth annual catalogue of D.S.Mor-

gan & Co., Brockport , N. Y. * Reapers, mowers
and other implements
Retail list Kansas Seed House. F. Bar-

Peldes & Co., Lawrence, Kan.
Price list of Lewis Roesch, Fredoma, N. Y.,

grape-vine specialist and general nursery-
man.
Burpee's Farm Annual. W. Atlee Burpee &

Co., Philadelphia, Pa. A magnificent cat-

alogue, embracing all lines of seeds, together

with many novelties.
Bee-keeping in Dixie. Price list of bees,

hives, etc. J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka,
Elmore county, Ala.
Poster and catalogue of pumps, haying tools,

etc., made by F. E. Myers & Bro., Ashland,
Ohio.
Circulars for Hunting's Automatic Distiller.

An apparatus sold at a reasonable price for

distilling water for domestic use. Dr. Nelson
Hunting, Albany, N. Y.
List of Lincoln Pear Nursery. W. E. Jones

& Son, Lincoln, 111.

Catalogue and price list of American grape-
vines, small fruit plants, etc. George S. Jos-
selyn, Fredonia, N. Y.
Circulars of Krauser's Liquid Extract of

Smoke, for smoking meats. E. Krauser &
Bro., Milton, Pa-
Book of designs for ornamental parquetry,

floors, walls and borders. The Interior Hard-
wood Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
List of Spaulding's select trees, plants, etc.

Spaulding Nursery and Orchard Co., Spauld-
ing, 111.

Catalogue of E. H. Upson, Wilmot, Ind.,
proprietor of "The Gold Spike" fruit farm and
poultry-yards.
Floral Gems, being the annual catalogue of

McGregor Bros., Springfield, Ohio.

A $65 SEWING MACHINE FREE.
Our $65 Alvah Sewing Machine now sold by

us at $8.25 to $22.50 will he placed in your
home to use without cost of one cent to you.
Cut out this advertisement and jend to day
to ELY M'F'G CO., Dept. 25 Chicago, 111.

"IS SHE DREAMING Of THE HHGELS?"
No, she has recently received one of our Port-

folios of World's Fair Views. You would look
just as happy as she does if you had a set of
them. Page' 19 will tell you how you get them.

a i%pyT«m»tebiemonoT. CaUloene qoiet s.Hing honseboid

AUCR I Wmrtielesfree. Clio;- Sff.Co. .SW.Wish. St. Chicago.

DUBBER STAMPS Best made. Immense Catalogue Free

••to agents. The G. A. Ha:

$5

irpeb Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

Per DAT CASH. Wanted—Men orwomen in your
county. Enclose stamp. Pioneer MfgCo.,Chieago.

WE
WANT TOLTtodirti-ib«loeirenl»r«, wmplea, •lc.. In your locality for our «yn»

dicmUof bie «drcrtis*ra. S3 to 13 p*r thousand. CASH PAID, No cnu-
Encloj.nwop. DISTttlBGTlNG BlIEEAL", P.O.Box 1925, New York Ciiy.

0 M CA fl flflftft CASH fbr distributing circulars. fiueloM

V4'DU I BP IUUU *tam P-
C.S-Diitributing Bureau, Chicmao

wanted in eTery town. Something
new. 175 a month. Write quick.

Bhermanh BiUer, 26W.&ak* St, ChicagoAGENTS
I ATCOT OnWI*0 ^O^S and MUSIC, C Tricfcfl,

LA I CO I oUnUOlO Games, 96 Secrete, Bream
I Guide, 17 Pictures Pretty Girls, and Magazine 3 months, all for

, 14 one-cent stamps. H. BELL & CO., Station A, Bostcn/ftlus.

SALESMEN WANTED who!

on sight to every business man or

to sell our goods by samples to the
" olesale and retail trade, aell

firm; liberal salary, money
advanced for advertising and expenses. Permanen position.

Address with stamp, KING MFG. CO., A 64 Chicago, III.

UIUV CTAMfl Iftl r*> Agents that work for us
fin T Ol HI1LI lUULf get a -valuable sample, also
Side Line to pay expenses, FREE. Good thing ! Big
wages! Try us! Chidester & Son, 28 Bond St., New York

LADY WANTED
at home, to uslst aa preparing ad-
dresses, also other writing and easy
office work. 925 to |30perweek entire

^mVmtmmmmwmWWI^m^S^mWMl^^^SM Tear. If convenient eoclose stamp.
W0aiA>T *S CO-OPEBATIVE TOILET CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS. (Io8.)

AGENTS
Wanted, liberal Salary Paid.
Athomeorto travel. Team famished
free. P. O. V1CKEBT, Angrasts, Me.

jEND for free Catalogue of Books of Amusements,
. Speakers, Dialogues, Calisthenics, Fortune Tellers,
iDream Books, Debates, Letter Writers, Etiquette,
'etc. Dick & Fitzgerald, 24 Ann St., New York.

AWOMAN'S SUCCESS LV?1?1
at Home. Instructions FREE to lady readers. SeDd stamp,
iNo humbug), J0RS. J. A. BLilSNIKG, BoxJ.5. Anna, Ohio.

i
GENTS WANTED ON SALARY
or COMMISSION, to handle theNew Patent
Chemical Ink Erasing Pencil. Agents mak-

Monroe Iraser Mfg Co., 1 98, LaCrosse, Wis.ing $50 per week.

YOU
You can now grasp a fortune. A. new
guide to rapid wealth, with "240 fine en-
gravings, sent free to any person. This
is a chance of a lifetime. Write at once.
Lynn & Co. 48 Bond St. NewYork

:ereAGENTS
and Farmers with no experience make $3.50 an
hour during spare time. A. D. Bates, 164 W Bob-
bins Ave., Covington, Ky., made 821 one day,
8S1 one week. So can you. Proofs and cata-
logue free. J. E. Shepaed & Co., Cincinnati, O.

We will pay a
liberal Salary
to Agents who
will take subscri-
bers for Wood-

ward s Musical Monthly. Send ten cents and receive
copy with five full size and complete pieces of latest vocal
and instrumental music. Address WOODWARD'S
MUSICAL MONTHLY, 842 Broadway, N. Y.

SELL MUSIC

that is pleasant
and profitable
send us your adIF YOU WANT WORK

dress immediately. We teach men aDd women how
to earn from $5.00 per day to $3,000 per
year without having had previous experience, and
furnish the employment at which they can make
that amount. Capital unnecessary; atrial will cost
you nothing. "Write to-day. Mention this paper.
E. C. ALLEN & CO., Box 1013, Augusta, Me.

DO YOU WANT WORK ?JWe can put you in the way of making from $2oj
to S50 weekly, in any locality, if you apply at

3

once; no peddling, women succeed ai well asa
-'men. No hnmbng. we mean just what we IV

{say. Address at once for full particulars, •
"Man'frs." Box 5308. Boston, Mas».«

AGENTS $75 a week
using or selling PRACTICAL
PLATING DYNAMO. Thcmod-
era method, used in all factories

to plate new goods. Plates gold,
silver, nickel, etc , on watches,
jewelry, table-ware, bicycles and
all metal goods ; fine outfits for

agents; different Sizes; always
ready; no battery; no toy; no
experience; no limit to plating
needed ; a great money maker.

W. P. HARRISON & CO., Clerk No. 15, Columbus, Ohio.

+************** **$***g ^4,

| A PRESENT. |* QEJfD us your address and we will make you aT '

* vJ present of the best Automatic WASHING*1

* MACH I N E in the World. No wash-board or rub-*
j, bing needed. We want you to show it to yourfriends. 4<
- oraetasagentifyoucan. Youcan COIN MONEY JLT We also give a HANDSOME WATCH to the*~ nrsC from each countv. Address Room F*N. T LAUNDRY WORKS, 80 Murray Street," N;Y. *

Will $500 Help You Out?
so, you

can have
We

offer yon the Sole Agency for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, something that SELES AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Double
the Price, though not answering: the purpose
half so well. You can make from S300 to S700
in three months, introducing it, after which it will
bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-
tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or coun-
try. Don't Miss this Chance. Write at once to
J. W. JONES, Manager, Springfield, Ohio.

FILLYQUR OWN TEETH gj
1with Crystaldte. Stops painandde-

, Lasts a lifetime. Curcularfree
Truman,HID..WeUsBridge.N.X

CDCP 150 latest SOXes, including "After
rnkb the Ball," to all sending3oDe-cent stamps
for postage. GEM NOV. CO., B. 87, Frankfort, Ind.

A»» 4%^ CODA ft PICTURES, CAEDS.M0TT0E9. KIDDLES PnFP*1|JU OutlAr GAME HA^PY-GO-LOCKi". 2c.iPres*EtrKtCw - ,PARDEE St CO., MOXTOWESE, CONN, j •

*

NEW CARDS
S*nd 2c. tump for th» FINEST SAMPLE BOOK .f
ennine Hidden Nuno, SilkFrine«. EoTalopo, B*t*I
<dge, Fanry Shape Callitjfr C»rdsT Elc. ar*r offered.
NO TRASH. Boek*j» C»rdCo„ L*wt*U1o, Ohio.

u UPi CTnU'Ct, ARIIi ll»SBoldforS2.00. I send it
HULL IUm OfcADin andIirsMagazine,6months
for only10c.,post-p'd. B.F.NAS05i,132 Church St.,K.Y.

PLAYS ?
Dialogues, Speakers, for School,
Club and Parlor. Catalogue free.

. S. DENISON, Pub.ChicagoJU.

YOUR FUTURE REVEALED.)
Send, your name and address to Box D
1692, Boston, Mass., for free book, which]
telli; you how to read your own fortune*

p We will send 156 Popular]
f\ mm mm Songs, words and music, also 12
oHa^RKi Complete N ovels by most fa-mwb mous authors, and the largest and I

I beststorypaperintheworld3 months absolutely free if I

lyou sendlOc.topaypostage. Thisoffer is madeonly
I to introduce our paper in new homes. Order Quick. 1

I SOCIAL VISITOR CO., Box 3139, Boston, Mass.

CARDSFOB 1894. 50 Sample Styled
AND LIST OF 400 PREMIUM ARTICLES
FREE.UAVERPTELDPUB CO.CADIZ.OHTO

too
nOLD TO THE 1IGHT CARDS and tw»
SAMPLE ALBUMS Of CARDS FOR AGENTS. ALL POST-PJtOL
10 CENTS. Addrea, BANNER CARD CO.. CADIZ, OHIO.

Money selling Beveridge'sAu-
tomatic Cooker. Latest and
best cooking utensil ever invent-

ed. Sells at sight. One Agent
sold over 1700 in one town.
One sample Cooker free to

good agents. Advertising matter
furnished. For full particulars ad-

dress W. E. BEVERIDGE,
BALTIMORE, Md

I

Always mention this paper when you writ*.

THE MINSTREL SHOW. A boob
(full of fun. Contains Comic Songs,
End Men's Jokes and stories, Co-

nundrums, Darkey Dialogues, Stump
Speeches, Burlesque Lectures aDd
'Plantation Sketches, Farces, After-

ieces, Negro Songs and Dances,
jk n^^yjpfjfl^^j joanio Solos.'Sonfrs and Marches. It is-wj- TyjjT-^ the largest and best collection of Min-
flul ./>Ajft etrel wit ever published, and all who
enjoy a good laugh will find it just the book. We send this
Great Book Free to any one sending us XOcentsto pay
postage. .Also our Catalogue Guns, Revolvers, Musical In-
struments, Magic Tricks. All for lOc. Order quick.

BATES & CO., 74 Pearl Sr., Boston, Mass.

No. 5.—4 lStop it, or you'll burst, sure."

(See No. 6, on page 20.)

5 BOOKS FREE
We will send 33 Complete Stories by celebrated authors

151 Latest Comic and Sentimental Songs: Mrg. Caudle's
Curtain Lectures, funniest book ever published; A Guide to
Needle-work, Knitting and Crochet, and a good Cook Book,
FitEE to all who send lu cents for a 4 month's trial sub-
scription to Modern Stories, a large 16 page, 64 column
handsomely illustrated Story Paper. Address
MODER.V STORIES, ST Warren St.. SewYork

READ THIS!=
FREE RINGS.
Do you want one! No.
1, genuine diamond;
No. 2, genuine pearl;
No. 3, solid gold band

^beautifully engraved.
"All are warranted. We
only ask a few hour's

work introducing ournew goods among your friends.
Over 20,000 girls have received presents from us the
pastyear. Send for our illustrated circular and see ail

the premiums we offer. Write at once as we want you
NOW. I. ML, Association, 269 Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

CONSUMPTION
SURELY CURED.

To the Editor—Please inform your readers
that I have a positive remedy for the above
named disease. By its timely use thousands
of hopeless cases have been permanently
cured. I shall be glad to send two bottles of

my remedy free to any of your readers whe
have consumption if they will send me theii

express and post office address. Respectfully,

T. A. Slocum, M.C., 183 Pearl St.. New York

RHEUMATISM
Perfectly and PermanentlyCURED

BY USING ONE BOTTLE
TEllOW PIJfE COMPOUND.

Price, $2.00; by Express, $2.25.

Send for treatise.

YELLOW PINE EXTRACT CO.,
. Allegheny, Pa.

For sale by all druggists.

Mention this paper when you write.

THE CRUSADER
IN

GREAT BRITAIN.
Mother Stewart's new book, "The Crusader in Great

Britain, 1
' is now out. It is a^deeply interesting account

of her work and its results in that coirntry. Is writ-
ten in the same lively and fascinating style as U
Memories of the Crusade, which Henry Faxon de-
clares is his favorite book. It is full of valuable in-
formation and interesting incidents in her work, and
should be in every home. Best of terms to agents,
who will find it a taking book. Write at once for
terms. Address M. Campbell, Springfield, O.

WORK and MONEY
FOR ALIj. Newest and most successful^lan. Light
and pleasant work and Big Wages. 3ren 9 Women,
Hoys and Girls can work for us, either part time or

all the time; in your own neighborhood or over your
own and adjoining counties. Our agents are doing
big business now, because of the novelty of the plan
and great value given for the money ; and agents like

it because we pay the Biggest Cash Commission. Suc-
cess sure. Don't be idle! Here is your chance to

Get into Paying Business ! M'rite to-day for

special terms to agent6 (
which are mailed free, or

Save Time by sending 50 cents for Outfit and special

terms, and go to work at once.
Address FARM AND FIRESIDE,
Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

TURKISH HAIR ELIXIR
Grows a Ha&vj Beard, a Cilossj Moustache, Beautiful fcyebrovs, or

Luxuriant Hair on Bald tleads io one month or money refunded.

A preparation that maj be relied on. and ererj pkge >a sold with ft

guarantee. Price 25 eta. ready for use. 3 for SOcu. sealed bj maiL
TR£HUNT M aV * i CO., Sta. A, Boston, Mass.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.

Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Kestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color-
Cures scalp diseases &. hair falUog.

50c, and $1.00 at Druggists

CANCER
Its cure by scientific local treat-
ment. 20 Years Experience.
Book Free. Drs. McLeish and

Weber, 123 John Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Send Ec. stamp for Sample Book of all the FINEST and
LATEST Styles in Beveled Edge, Hidden Name, Silk

/ Frinm:, Envelope and Calling CAitDS FOB 18*L WE
CAKbS, NOT TRASH. UNION CARD CO.. Columbus, Ohie.

. "T/\0 TRANSPARENT & Acquaintance CARDS, Strap
n mW Pietorei, G amee. Songs, Stories, *e.; 60 Trieki in
3 Made. Agent's Sample Book of Every Style of Card used, ft

Adjustable Ring, fer^c AILING £ CO.,DURHAM CONN.

| AA Simple styles of New CardsiPPfCAK II Premiums for Apt's large M W\ Ei b
Sample Book of gennine Hidden Name, Silk.

Fringe, Eavolope, Bevel edge & Fancy shape Calling Cards,

'all for 2 cents. CROWN CARD CO.. CADIZ. OHIO.

FOUR NAME on 25 BgAUTIF
.
CARDS

„ I lAUlUUKAi'HALBCM. 1 KING. I KNIFE, li
Poctel PeD<ril, Irat. GOLD PEN & AGENT'S OCTFrri
OP 430 SAMPLE CAEtDi ECBAP PICTCRES, ftc.i
ALL iQc KJNtt CARD CO- NORTH HAVEN, CONN.B

Y0TO NAME on
t ORLOVELY CARDS, 1 R1NQ.1 LACE PIN, 1 FOUNTAIN PEN
F^ISOCVENIR ALBUM. 100 ALBUM VERSES, 8 C0SI10
TE aNSPaRENTS. Etc.. fro.. 16 PORTRAITS OF NOTED

LADIES, WITH OCR NEW POPULAR STOBV PAPER, WAYSIDE GLEANING*,
THREE MONTHS. ALL FOB 10c. BIRD CARD CO.. CLINTONFILLS. CONN.

VOUR NAME
f<fo'o"o'o'o"o

L

c"5"ol qi r

On25LoTelyCa
4S0 Album Mottoes, A- e

50 Conversation andCourt-^
ing Cards. 1 Ring, 1 Comio^
Scarf Pin, NewCombination
Pen h Pencil, and Agent1

!

OUTFIT FOR 1894. ALL 10c. GLEN CARD CO., NORTH HAVEN, CONN.

LOVERS
HAND B00K,ofHowto TT00, WIN k VTED.

,
A sure guide to euccess i a LOVE & MARRIAG E, New
Edition; also 25 French and German Valentin*

Cards, Imported, Embosfcd Beauties, & our Popular Illustrated Monthly 3
montns; all for 10c. WAYSIDE CO., Clinton vllle, Conn.

100
IICb?b?III Articles wasted in every family, with
\JWE W saw, full instructions to Agents. How to

BBBBBBBBBBBBBVflBBiBBBVa make an easy living. All postpaid for

lOcenta. HOME SUPPLY CO., CUNTONVILLE, CONN.

We Will Print
Your Name On
25 Fringe, Velvet, Lace Envelope, k Satin Cards. >

1 Paek~LOVEBS' CARDS, 1 Pact MYSTERY }
CARDS, and our BIS VALUE PREMIUM L
C0LLECTI0S containins VAix.BLSmoiMj^naking8ecrets,STORIES,JOKES,
GAMES, PUZZLES, PARLOR MAGIC, EXPERLMENTS, the latest S0XG3.

\(which everyone Iranta), Valuable RECIPES,
v500 VERSES, GAMES, &c, complete FORT-
•JUXETELLER.l 0 modelLOVE LETTERS.verj
Ocomical. ourSTORT PAPER 3MOXTHSJINE
)SET V> 0RU>'S FAIR VIEWS, and OUTFIT of

SCar ; Novelties,Jewelry, 4c. All for only 12cta.

,Jl STAR PRINTING CO..
CUNTONTIIAE, CONtf.

"Perfect

Manhood

AND

How to

Attain It."

A "Wonderful
N e-w Medical
Book, written
for Men fe)nly.

One copy may
be had free on
application..

Erie

Medical

Co.,

Niagara Square,

Buffalo N. Y.

DRUNKENNESS!
Is a DISEASE.
It can be Cured.
by administer-

ing Dr. Haines' tJoltlen Specific. It can be
given without trie knowledge of. the patient, if

aesired, in coffee, tea or articles of food. Cares
guaranteed. Send for circulars. GOLDEN
SPECIFIC CO., 185 Race St., Cincinnati, ©.
OSS'The Only Cure. Beware of Imitators*

T
on 30 DaysTria.

Easy, durable andb cheap. A radical
cure eBected. Send for sealed catalogue.
EgglestonTruss'Co. 69 Dearborn St. Chicago.

RUSSES

DROPSY
rTREATED FREE
Positively CURED with Vet-
table Remedies. Have cured
many thousand cases called

hopeless. From first dose
symptoms rapidty disappear, and in ten days at least two-tnirds

of all symptoms are removed. BOOK of testimonials of mi-
raculous cures sent FREE. IO DAYS TREATMENT FIEE by
mail. Dr. H. H. Green & Sons, Specialists, Atlanta, Ga.

p.W rni k<5 reduced, 15 lbs.Lit I rUi.r»a a mon tb : any one
j U& I can make remedy at home.

Miss M.Aiuley, Supply, Ark.,
says, "I lost 4:Ubs. and feel splendid." No
starving.No sickness. Particulars (sealed)
HALL &l CO.,B.,Box 404. St. Louis,Mo.

CONSTIPATION
Address, UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CO.. Dept.A54.
(Treatise mailed free.) 75 43d St., Chicago, IU.

CAUSE
and

CURE.

PILES
CURED
Our Book on Piles—Fi'ee.

Bacon Medicine Co.,
Richmond, Va., U.S.A.my Electrobole gives instant

In 'Sak relief, final cure in a fewI Bam %mV days, and never returns

;

no purse: no salve; no suppository. Mailed free.
Address J. H. Reeves. Box 695, New\ork City, K.Y.

Positive Cure. Bv mail. Sealed
Book Free. Address Dr.W. 5.

Eice. Box F, Smithville, N.Y.RUPTURE
Morphine Habit Cored in 10
to 20 slays. No pay till fared.
Dr. J. Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

OPIUM
or norpbine Habit Cured at
Homo. Trial Free. No Pain.
Comp'd OxygenA»a'n, ft.Way»e,Ia4,

DEAFNESS & HEAD NOISES,CURED
by mv Invisible

,

l'uhu!ar Cushion. \* hlspers nyarO.

Successful when all ren-edies fail. Sold only C[J££
by F. Hiscox, 853 B'way, NewYorlt. Writefor book of proofs I

rf afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water
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Photographic Views
of the World's Fair.

Copies of $25.00 Worth of Superb Photographs.
Some of the pictures are 9 inches wide by 12 inches long, on paper 11 inches wide by 14 inches long, and are the

grandest pictures, of the World's Columbian Exposition in existence.

The achievements in Mechanics, in Architecture, in Art and in Science of that great event, with all its marvelous Exhibits, Scenes and Surroundings,

which produced the sublime spectacle, has passed away, but thanks to photography, it yet lives for the entertainment

\ t and edification of the multitudes and for posterity in a realistic and

' Of

the
Showing pictures of grand Buildings, of glittering Domes, of massive Arches, of noble Statuary, of jetting Fountains, of beautiful Interior

Exhibits, of Venetian Gondolas, gliding over the deep Lagoons, of Pavilions, of Foreign Villages, of Cafes, of the

Wooded Island, and many other attractions of the Dream City and

The famous Jflidotay Plaisance, The Bazaar of Rations, op the Side-shoui of the World's fair.

THE GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT OF THE AGE.
On the shore of Lake Michigan, from May 1 to October 30, 1893,

stood the Magic City—the Dream City—that caused the whole world to

halt and gaze in wonder and amazement. This was the crowning event

in America's history of 400 years. Every nation from "Greenland's Icy
Mountains to India's Coral Strand," from darkest Africa to the islands

of the sea, poured forth their riches as tribute to the World's Columbian
Exposition, that it should be the most marvelous display of ancient and
modern times. All that the brain of man and woman had conceived,

that human skill could execute, was there. Among these was the largest

building in the world, largest engine in the world, most powerful
electrical machinery in the world, fastest train in the world, greatest

cannon in the world, strongest search-light in the world, highest wheel
in the world, most extensive collection of paintings in the world, and a

thousand and one other greatest things were there within an area of 633
acres, of which 250 acres were covered with buildings that alone cost

Twenty-three Million Dollars. All this wealth of the earth and genius

of mind was concentrated there to exemplify the imperial glories of our
nation. Only the spirit and the pictures of this, the eighth and greatest

wonder of the world, remain with us. The spirit will make our nation

greater and all humanity better, while the pictures make a pictorial

history that will tell the story to all the children of men.

those who weHt to the frih
Will live again in these pictures and accom-
panying descriptions, the delights they experienced
on that memorable trip to the Fair. They are
sure to exclaim, "Why, it seems as though I am
right there!"

This collection of pic-

tures forms a pictorial
history of the greatest achievement of the age ; a history that is readily
understood by children and appreciated by all who get them. Besides
the accurate description furnished of each view, we give several articles and
letters, with autographic signatures, from the noted builders and officers

of the Fair, as Colonel Geo. R. Davis, Mrs. Potter Palmer and others.
These pictures are all instantaneous photographic views, showing

every detail true to life. The persons in the pictures are seen in all the
characteristic acts of the World^s Pair visitor ; as eating lunch, taking
notes, studying the guide-book, and sight-seeing in general.

Jl pictorial history

those who did Hot go
Will find in them a source of great delight
and education. With such pictures and descrip-
tions they can yet visit the Fair in all its glory.
Parents should secure this beautiful pictorial his-
tory for their children.

What could be more appropriate or

/more useful for a present than a

year's subscription to the Farm and Fireside and this collection of

pictures ? We are positive that they will be highly appreciated by every-
We will send the Farm and Fireside one year and this splendid

AS R PRESENT

one.

collection to any address, post-paid, for almost nothing. You will then
not only please your friends by making them a beautiful present, but
the Farm and Fireside coming to them every two weeks will pleas-

antly remind them of your friendship. Every man will delight the heart
of his wife and daughter by such a present. Try this plan. It works
like a charm.

THESE PICTURES MUST BE SEEN TO BE APPRECIATED. It is impossible to describe their beauty in words. They contain all of
the finest views and photographic gems of the World's Fair. They are worthy of a prominent place on the center-table of the most elegant
mansion, but we furnish them so reasonably that they can now be had to ornament the humblest home.
The photographs of these same views sold on the World's Fair grounds for 50 cents to three dollars each, or over one hundred dollars, but we

here furnish 55 of them (some of the pictures being 9 inches wide by 12 inches long) and a year's subscription to Farm and Fireside for 50 cents.

A Partial Hist of the 55 Vieuus.
Court of Honor.

This is considered the most majestic scene
that has ever been wrought by the hands of men.

Columbus' Caravels.
Exact reproductions of the Santa Maria, Nina
and Pinta, ships in which Columbus sailed in
his discovery of America.

The Ferris Wheel.
The highest wheel in the world, and one of
the mechanical wonders of this age.

Battle Ship, Illinois.
An exact reproduction of one of America's
finest war vessels fully equipped.

John Bull Locomotive.
Oldest successful railroad locomotive in America.

Manufactures Building.
The largest building in the world, which cost
$1,700,000 and had nearly 44 acres of floor space.

Administration Building.
Cost $550,000, and considered the architectural
gem of the Fair.

Woman's Building.
Cost |138,000, and was devoted exclusively to
woman's work.

Transportation Building.
One of the most attractive and gorgeous build-
ings on the grounds.

Irish Village.
Reproduction of a typical village in Ireland, and
one of the greatest attractions on the Midway.

Cliff Dwellers.
A reproduction of the homes of that curious
race of Indians.

Palace Mechanical Arts.
Cost 11,200,000 ; 850 feet long and 500 feet broad.

Ostrich Farm.
An exhibit of live ostriches.

California State Building.
Cost $75,000; next to the largest state building

Where one of our magnificent Panoramas of the World's Fair is seen, it results in
the sale of from ten to one hundred more; therefore, in order to introduce it at once, we

Interior Manufactures Building.

Interior Government Building.

Number of State Buildings, Etc.

will give the

55 Splendid Photographic Views Described Above

F^EE to Any Person
Who subscribes for the FARM AND FIRESIDE for one year at the regular .price,

50 cents a year.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

Free
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D«ss
JON'S

ifHf
liBi

Send lor Pamphlet, "The Saw," mailed free. HENRY

It will pay you to buy a Saw
with "DISSTON"on it. It will
hold the set longer, and do more
work without filing than other
saws, thereby saving in labor
and cost of files. They are made
of the best quality crucible cast,
steel, and are

Fully Warranted.
For Sale by all Dealers.

DISSTON & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.

A
SOLID

jSTEEL
FENCE

The best and most easily erecteolence in useT""Kot

J

wire. Cut from solid steel plates, better known as

Expanded MetalJ
Combines beauty, strength, durability, and economy. Write foi^

Catalogue No. 33 ,giving particulars and showing this material^

framed in ornamental designs for lawns.

*

Central Expanded Metal Co., 531'Wood St,Pittsburgh,Pa*

Mention this paper when you write.

Be sure and mention Farm and Fireside.

The Poindexter

Two Horse Chain

Gable Power.
The Cheapest and strongest

Power on the market. Write
ns for full description of Horse
Powers, Corn Splitting Ma-
chines, Feed and Ensilage Cut-
ters, Farm, Bark and Cemetery
Fence or Fencing material.

PoinHeocter Mfg. Co., In-
dianapolis, Intl., JJ. S.A.

Estab'd] JACKSON BROS. [1852.

X. T. STATE DRAIN TILE AND PIPE WORKS,
134 Third Avenue, ALBANY, N. Y,

ROUND
and SOLE TILE

Also agents for Akron
Salt Glazed Pipe, Fire
Brick and Cement.

|lWELL drilling machinery
MANUFACTURED BY

WILLIAMS BROTHERS.
ITHACA. N.Y.

| MOUNTED OR ON SILLS, FOR
I DEEP OR SHALLOW WELLS, WITH
\ STEAM OR HORSE POWER
J SENO FOR CATALOGUE
^ADDRESS WILLIAMS BROS.ITHACA.N.y:

FARM UPRIGHTS HORIZONTAL.
From 8 H. P.

ENGINES,
with STEEL BOILERS

Specially adapted and largely
used for driving Grinding
Mills,Wood Saws, Corn Shel-
iers, Saw Mills, etc., affording
•est power for least money.
Send for pamphlet and state
your wants to

JAMES LEFFEL & CO..
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, or 110 Liberty St , N.Y.Cilyt

No. 6.—"Whoa! Are you a horse or a
balloon?"

(See first 5 numhers on inside pages.)

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.

THRESHERS, ENGINES, SAW HILLS,
HUEXERS. STACKERS, BOILERS,

For Pamphlet, giving full description, write
to THE AULTMAN ft T1YL0B MACHINERI CO., Mansfield, 0.

When writing mention this paper.

Best Fences and Gates for all
purposes. Free catalogue giving
particulars and prices. Write
THE SEDGWICK BROS. CO., RICHMOND, IND.

Mention farm and Firuilde,

GEM
^ BEST

in the world.
Send for circular.

CLOVER
CUTTER.

WILSON BROS.
EASTON, PA.

ThisjQrand Organ
$45.00

Jeompletewith stool and instruction book. Safe deliveryenar-
lanteed. Free test trial in your own home without a penny In
advance. Price $43.00 cash or £50.00 on credit, $10.00 down
and $5.00 per month. This offer stands unequalled In
the annals of organ making. It is the red letter offer ofa lifetime—never equaled, and never will be. This Is our

GOOD HOPE ORGAN
brand new, (exactly like cut) absolutely perfect, con-
taining all the latest and best improvements. Solid
sBlack Walnut Case. 10 Effective Stops, 3 Sets
Orchestral Toned Reeds, Double Octave Couplers, New
Tone Swell, Grand Organ Swell, all known modern
Improvements, making a complete Parlor Organ,
specially warranted 10 years. The regular
rotail price of this Orcan is S78.00. This is but
one of MANY BARGAINS in Organs and Pianos
to be found in our mammoth Illustrated Catalogue.

> Organs from S27.50 np. Pianos from S175 np.
\V e send it absolutely FREE to anyone, anywhere.
Send for it at once and see how much betteryoucan
do by buying from our factory at manufacturer's
prices. It shows you how you can get the best
Orteans and Pianos at bed rock prices for cash or

ON EASY CREDIT.
I Remember we do the largest business In the
1 world, and can do better for you than anybody in
the world. Investigate our methods. Compare

our prices and our instruments with those offered by dealers. Ask any bank or commercial
agency in the U. S about our responsibility. Our factory is always open for inspection,and if you live within a reasonable distance and wish to purchase, we will pay your exDenl
ses. Don'tdelay-actatonce. This offer will not last forever. When writing mention this paper.

CORNISH & CO., Washington, New Jersey.

MAGIC LANTERNS
travel 13 immense, ror Hone Amuse:

be fouud hi instructive or amusing,
ttong and Pop-
ular Illustrat-
ed Lectures

AND STEREOPTICONS
afford the best and cheapest means ofobject teaching fef

College** School*, and Sunday Schools* Our a*
Bortmeut of Views, illustrating Art, Senses, HiaTOmr,
lent and Parlor Kntertalument, tw. nothing caa
CCfOhureli Entertainments, Public Exhlbl-

ma m * aipaM t^T" A very profited businciifor

|-# jj\
lr E« Ll

a penonvrithMmaU capital. Wears
the largest manufacturers and deal-

era, and ship to all parts of the world. If 70a wish to know how to order, how to conduct Parlor
,Entertainments for pleasure, or Public -Exhibitions, etc.. for MAKifiG MONEY.
Me

« aTiTctcd ' 250 PACE BOOK FREE.
NICA!b19TER» ftlfe. Optician,49Nassau Street. New York*

FREE with THE EPITOMIST
8 VARIETIES FARM AND GARDEN SEEDS

As Illustrated Herewith and

4 VARIETIES FLOWER SEEDS
i Packet Pinks, i Packet Pansies, i Packet Asters, i Packet

flignonette

12 VARIETIES
IN ALL, AND THE3EPITOMieT

OneJYear, All.'Post=paid For

50 Cts.
^YOURS FREE 1^

Sena a club of four at 50 cents each and we will send your paper and seeds

free.

Any one sending a club of two at 50 cents each will have their choice of a
year's subscription to the Epitomist, or SEEDS -free.

The Epitomist and seeds will he sent in clubs of ten or more at 35 cents

each, thus giving the club raiser 15 cents commission on each subscription.
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DESCRIPTION OF VAEIETIES,
MOM DUNGAN'S WHITE PROLIFIC—The best corn in cultl-

VUnn vation. Taking more premiums at our State Fairs than all

other corns; is a remarkable yielder; nearly half the stalks producing two
large well-developed ears. Our illustration is a fair representation of an ear,

and a field in shock. The ears are very large; cob small; grains deep and pure
white. No corn grower can afford to be without this corn. One of our sub-

scribers last year grew NINETEEN and ONE-HALF bushels from a single ear.

AATC WHITB SUPERIOR—These oats were awarded first medal
UN I w from Indiana at World's Fair. They are of excellent quality;

heavy croppers and will be sold very high this year, and we give our readers

an opportunity of getting a start of these prize oats In advance by ordering
this collection.

REET E\RLY BLOOD TURNIP—Best beetgrown for home use;
BICE I round, good form; single taproot; flesh dark red; very sweet,

fine-grained and tender.

DAAICU BECKERT'S CHARTIER—A long, fine variety of re-
AmUIvA cent introduction; distinct and desirable; quality of the best.

growing to a large size without getting pithy.

WkVZO MCI fill KOLH'S GEM—The leading variety with all

nAICn'mCbUII growers; hybrid between Georgia Rattlesnake
and scaly bark; flesh red, sweet and melting; the vines are very hardy and
productive.

nenSSSD GOLDEN UPRIGHT—Produces the fruit upright on the
rCrrCIl stems, as shown in cut. The fruit is fully double the size of

Golden Dawn; beautiful color golden, tinged with red where exposed to the
sun; mild and well flavored.

I ETTIIPE CALIFORNIA ALL HEART—Originated in Call-

LC I lUVt fornia; no praise Is too high for its merits; its superior does
not exist: Its handsome shape and appearance is well shown in our engraving.

BATATA HUNTINGTON'S HOOSIER—Offered this year for the
rll I ft 1 U first time. Though It will be very high priced, we have se-

cured from them enough to put one potato in each collection. It is a very
early potato and of excellent quality, and will prove a valuable acquisition to

your potato list.

CI AtUES CCCA The varieties we offer are too well known to need
rLUlfCA wCEU any description. Pinks, Pansies, Asters and

Mignonette are the standards, and are admired and highly prized by all lovers
of flowers.

12 VARIETIES FREE,

PROSPEROUS is the FARMER WHO READS*

The Agricultural Epitomist
The most Practical, Instructive and Interesting Farm, Garden and Household paper published. Its contributors are the best Practical Agricultural

Writers. Established in 1881. Circulation 125,000 Copies among the most Prosperous and Progressive Farmers in the country. Subscription Price

50 Cents a year, Including a Premium with Each Subscription.

AIIT TUIC AIIT This advertisement will not appear again, although the offer
bill IniO UUI will hold good until April 1st, 1894.

niuni g PADIEC Containing our Premium List of many valuable and useful
oAmrL£ bUr ICO articles will be cheerfully mailed free to any one sending
us their name and address on a postal card.

BIG INDUCEMENTS TO CLUB RAISERS.

DCUCIIDID all the above named Twelve Varieties of Farm. Garden and
nCmCmDCn Flower i-eeds, as Illustrated and described herewith, and the

AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST one year, all postpaid to any address for

If you would prefer some other premium instead of seeds, send for sample copy
containing list of many valuable and useful articles as premiums. Big Inducements
to club raisers. $

Address EPITOMIST PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Burford' Izidianapolli Ind.
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December 1,

15,
January 1,

" 15,
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A total of

- 250,200
500,000

- 250,400
300,200

- 300,400
400,000

2,001,200
Average per issue, 333,533

Estimating at the usual average of five
readers to each copy, Farm and

Fireside has

One and a Half Million Readers

F;irm and Fireside has More Actual
Subscribers than any other Agricul-

tural Journal in the World.

J OFFICES

:

* 927 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.,

H. and Springfield, Ohio.

Topics of ttje 'Jiiite.

TARIFF BILL.

The Wilson, or administration, tariff bill

passed the house by a decisive vote of 204

to 140. All Republican and seventeen
Democratic members voted against it.

The bill as passed differed in some partic-

ticulars from the one reported by the com-
mittee on ways and means, and the internal

revenue bill, with its provisions for

income taxes, was added as a rider. The
bill is now in the hands of the majority of

the senate finance committee, which is

trying to fix it up so that it will have a

chance to pass the senate. What changes
will be made, and many are proposed, can-
not be foretold, but it is safe to say that it

"will be more of a bill for revenue and less

for deficiency when it is reported back to

the senate. Chairman Voorhees announced
that the committee would give no hearings
on the tariff. Therefore, indorsements of

the bill and remonstrances against it by the
people must reach the senate by way of

petitions.

THE BRAZILIAN REVOLUTION.

The Brazilian revolution has been drag-
ging along for months. A policy of mas-
terless inactivity seems to prevail "on each
side. Recently an incident of special

interest occurred. The insurgents inter-

fered with the free movement of foreign
merchant ships in the harbor of Rio.

United States Admiral Benham decided to

give full protection to American com-
merce, and ordered one of our naval vessels
to accompany and protect our merchant
ships on their way to the Rio wharf. The
insurgents fired on our ships ; our naval
vessel replied, and its commander threat-
ened to sink the insurgent vessel if there
was any further interference with Amer-
ican commerce. A one-pound shot and
the threat were all that was necessary for
the protection of American interests at
Rio. The action of Admiral Benham was
promptly commended by an appropriate
resolution in Congress.

THE HAWAIIAN AFFAIR.

The house of representatives has at-

tempted to let the Hawaiian affair drop

gently by passing the following perfunc-

tory resolutions :

Resolved, First, that it is the sense of this

house that the action of the United States

minister in employing United States naval
forces and illegally aiding in overthrowing
the constitutional government of the Hawa-
iian islands in January, 1893, and in setting up
in its place a provisional government not
republican in form and in opposition to the

will of the majority of the people, was con-
trary to the traditions of our republic and
the spirit of our constitution, and should be

and is condemned.
Second, that we heartily approve of the

principle announced by the president of the
United States that interference with the do-

mestic affairs of an independent nation is

contrary to the spirit of American institu-

tions; and it is further the sense of this house
that the annexation of the Hawaiian islands

to our country, or the assumption of a protec-

torate over them by our government, is un-
called for and is inexpedient. That the
people of the country should have absolute
freedom and independence in pursuing their

own line of policy, and that foreign interven-
tion in the political affairs of the islands will

not be regarded with indifference by the gov-
ernment of the United States.

The first resolution condemns Minister
Stevens, although it does not appear that

there was before the house one iota of reli-

able evidence in support of the contro-

verted theory that he aided, directly or
indirectly, the overthrow of the rotten

monarchy, or the establishment of the

provisional government. The resolution

does not in any way consist with the facts.

The second resolution approves of the

principle of non-interference with the do-

mestic affairs of Hawaii, unless foreign na-
tions intervene. It is studiously silent on
the acts of President Cleveland, and care-

fully avoids approval of his policy of res-

toration.

If these resolutions were intended to

sustain the course of the administration
toward Hawaii, they form the thinnest
coat of whitewash ever spread by legisla-

tive hands. Logically, however, since his

course has been nothing but blundering
interference with the domestic affairs of

an independent nation under a govern-
ment recognized by the United States and
other nations, the second resolution actu-
ally condemns him by implication.

CO-OPERATIVE CREAMERY.

There are a few lines along which it is

possible and profitable for farmers tq co-

operate. One of these is butter-making.
The establishment of co-operative cream-
eries, wherever the conditions justify, has
been recommended frequently in the col-

umns of this paper. They are successful

enterprises when located in the midst of a
sufficiently large cow population owned
by dairymen with the true co-operative
spirit, and placed in the hands of good
business managers.
'In an address on dairying, before the
Ohio agricultural convention, Prof. W. I.

Chamberlain said:

"And what of the butter business? I
believe it is a better business [than the
cheese business] ; far better if we can have
really co-operative creameries with good
centrifugal separators and the sharing of

profits (or even the purchase of milk) on
the strict basis of the Babcook test of but-
ter fats. I lately visited a creamery at

Centerville, Indiana, owned by stock-
holders who are chiefly patrons of the
creamery. It is run on the profit-sharing

and co-operative plan. It has averaged
one dollar a hundred weight the entire

past year for standard milk, and has re-

turned the skimmed milk to the patrons

besides. Careful tests show that one hun-
dred pounds of this separated milk are

worth a bushel of shelled corn for feeding

calves and growing pigs, if wisely fed.

The December butter sold at the factory at

twenty-eight cents a pound, with no
freight, commission or salesman's ex-

penses. This creamery tests the milk of

individual cows for patrons when desired,

and thus lays the basis for individual selec-

tion and breeding from the best cows.

And the fresh, sweet, separated milk, with
oil-meal, middlings and clover, makes the

very best food for raising the best heifer

calves.

"The butter tests of different dairies in

December run all the way from three and
one half to five per cent of butter fat by
the Babcock test. This shows the out-

rageous injustice and demoralizing effe,ct

of buying milk by the hundred weight,
not tested. The churn test of salted butter

sold averaged over five percent. Thus the

churn test runs from twelve to twenty per
cent above the Babcock, because the Bab-
cock gives pure butter fats and the churn
test gives actual s.'Jted butter, including
water, salt and any other possible solids

in the finished product. This is a wide
margin, and in this creamery the patrons
share the benefit of it. In many cream-
eries the margin is kept very shady; the
buying is by the Babcock test, the selling

by the churn test, and the margin goes to

the creamery owners, stockholders and
officers, and not to the patrons. Wherever
a creamery can be run like this, it seems
to me the ideal plan. This particular one
was built by a Chicago firm at a round
price, but even this watered or loaded
stock paid seven per cent dividend last

year, and paid the patrons as stated. It

has run nearly three years. The trouble

in many places in the creamery work is of
several sorts—too costly a plant, too many
salaried men, unwise location and insuf-

ficient milk supply, petty quarrels and
lack of confidence among stockholders
and patrons, etc."

REFORMING THE TRAMP.

Work and water are two things studi-

ously avoided by the professional tramp.
The solution of the tramp problem is in-

the application of these two things. A
successful device for the application of Qne
of these reformatory agents is in use. The
New York Ledger says

:

"It has remained for the great West to

produce a town that has evolved the most
perfect tramp-suppressing, or more prop-
erly speaking, tramp-dispersing device
thus far made known to the public. With
wisdom that deserves the thanks of a
grateful nation, the fathers of that city and
the guardians of its peace have built a cell

and provided it with numerous pipes
directly bearing on all parts of the interior.

After catching the tramp, they remove as
many of his rags as possible, seap him
thoroughly, then shut him in the cell and
turn on the water.

"If there is one thing above another that
fills the soul of the tramp with horror, it is

water. Soap is bad enough, but water is,

metaphorically, the last straw. The tramp
howls, dances, shrieks and beats against
his prison bars and the walls of .his cage.

But the water comes on, and heated with
exercise and rage, it is only a question of

time when the victim becomes at last ap-
proximately clean.

"And when his liberty is restored to him,
he makes a bee-line for some less pains-

taking locality, and chalks on the palings,

as he passes, a warning to his fellows that

they and he may go there no more."
The device seems to be,an excellent one,

but it does not go far enough. For thorough
reformation there should be work as well

as water. The tramp should pump the
water. But it would take too much time
and trouble to make him do it by the ordi-

nary appliances. Besides, the pumping and
the bathingshould proceed simultaneously

.

To accomplish this, the ablution-cage

should be modified to the form of a giant

'

squirrel-wheel, fitted with small buckets
and hung to revolve with its lower part in

a deep pool of water. To escape from sub-
mersion the tramp would have to climb
steps on the interior of the wheel. This
would revolve the wheel and lift the water
for the shower bath. There could be
attached to the axle of this revolving

tramp-cage a small dynamo in connection

with a storage battery, and electricity could

be generated and stored for useful pur-

poses. If this were to be done, rations

could then be furnished to the perform-
ing tramp on the basis of a sandwich, a

cup of coffee and mince pie for every
thousand watts of electrical power that he
generated.

Only the outlines of this machine have
been given. Its details and the various

kinds of work that it could be made to do
will suggest themselves. It is full of

great possibilities.

One of the comic papers recen tly had a

pathetic caricature of two professional

tramps bewailing the hard times, because
there were so many amateurs on the road
that they had no show whatever for them-
selves. The proposed work and water
wheel will give them the show they need,

and fill a long-felt want.

WINTER WHEAT.

The Price Current has made a thorough
investigation and published a midwinter
report on the condition of the growing
wheat crop. It says:

"Fall seeding was prosecuted under
fairly favorable conditions, though de-

layed, and germination hindered in local

districts by drought. The least complaint
comes from the Ohio valley, where gener-

ally good growth was made during the

fall, and where December and January
were favorable to continued development.
West of the Missouri river the conditions

surrounding seeding were not so favorable,

the long drought of the summer of 1893

having made plowing difficult, and left

the seed-bed rough and cloddy. The same
unfavorable seed-time, from similar causes,

was noted in portions of Missouri, and to

a less extent in Illinois. In all districts,

however, the proposed area was sown,
though late, and moisture enough was
present to secure germination and some
growth.
"The winter, so far as regards/ temper-

ature, till the closing days of January was
remarkably favorable in almost every dis-

trict. The only cold weather was early in

December, and was accompanied by timely

snow-fall that gave sufficient protection.

The growth of the plant was not checked,

and except in limited districts where there

was continued lack of moisture, the plant

continued green and thriving. It is the

almost universal testimony of local re-

porters that the plant has made remarkable
progress, and except where too dry has

largely recovered from the effect of the

comparatively late start."
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Clover
Is the sheet-anchor of Ohio
agriculture. Even at the pres-

ent price of seed it is really one of the
cheapest fertilizers on the market. But be > of your state?

7. To what extent, in yonr opinion, are
the prices and character of your products
affected by the manufacturing industries

sure the seed you buy is absolutely pure.
No farmer can afford to sow weed seed as
a gift, much less to pay a high price for it.

David's article in this number is right to

the point.

Ohio Dairy

School.

Everyone of our
readers should get
our "Photographic

Panorama of the World's Fair." Read our
offer on page 23.

From Peristyle

to Plaisance.

The Florists,

Nurserymen

and

Seedsmen

Who advertise in this

paper desire to place

their catalogues in the

hands of everyone who
raises garden and field

crops, fruits and flowers.

According to the report
Kansas . .. , . , ,of its department of ag-

Agriculture. r jculture, the value of

the farm products of Kansas in 1893 was
over 8122,565,000, in spite of adverse crop

conditions and low prices.

Farm
There are a number of

students in the school of
Managers. agriculture of the Ohio

state university who desire to secure work
in the management of farms, orchards and
gardens. Land owners who need the ser-

vices of trained, energetic young men in

this capacity are invited to correspond

with the professor of agriculture, Thomas
P. Hunt, Columbus, Ohio.

New Dairy

Book.

The "Manual for South-
ern Butter-makers" is a

concise, reliable, practical

work, written especially for beginners and
prospective dairymen. Price, 30 cents by
mail. Published by the author, Edwin
Montgomery, Starkville, Miss. Mr. Mont-
gomery is a practical dairyman and a well-

known writer for agricultural papers. His
pamphlet is a useful contribution to dairy

literature.

s * -*

, . , The following bill, in-
Antioleo Bill , ., , , ' a

'

troduced by Senator
in Congress. Hilli of New York, is

now in the hands of the senate committee
on interstate commerce:

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-

sentatives of the United Slates of America in Con-

gress assembled, That all articles known as

oleomargarine, butterine, imitation butter or

imitation cheese, or any substance in the

semblance of butter or cheese not the usual

product of the dairy and not made exclusively

of pure and unadulterated milk or cream,
transported into any state or territory or re-

maining therein for use, consumption, sale or

storage therein, shall, upon arrival in such,

state or territory, be subject to the operation

and effect of the laws of such state or terri-

tory enacted in the exercise of the police

powers, to the same extent and in the same
manner as though such articles or substances

had been produced in such state or territory,

and shall not be exempt therefrom by reason

of being introduced therein in original pack-
ages or otherwise.

There is a movement to

establish a dairy school
in connection with the

school of agriculture of the Ohio state

university. The board of trustees recently
decided to build and equip such a school
as soon as they have funds available for

the purpose. For the building they desire
an appropriation by the general assembly
Ohio is one of the leading dairy states in
the Union, but is behind several others in

;

this particular. The dairy schools of other
states are notably successful. That of
Wisconsin has a national reputation. That
of Minnesota will probably have over two
hundred students during the school year.
The New York dairy school at Cornell
university, opened only a few weeks ago,
has over forty students. It is time for
Ohio to establish such a school- for practi
cal instruction in one of its most iinpor
taut branches of agriculture.

Improve the

Home
Dairy Product.

In the fight against
oleo every dairyman
has a part to perform.
Not the least of this

with many dairymen is the improvement
of their own product. Oleo advocates
claim, not without some show of reason,
that oleo finds ready sale because there is

so much poor butter on the market. Oleo,

flavorless, or nearly so, colored and put up
in attractive form in imitation of the
choicest butter, is fraudulently offered to
consumers as butter. Thinking that it is

butter, consumers buy it in pi-eference to
genuine butter that is off flavor. For
months past, during the lowest business
depression ever known, choice dairy prod-
ucts have brought remunerative prices.

What stronger inducements than good
prices and fair profits are needed to en-
courage improvement in the quality of
the product of the farm dairy? Better
care of the cows, better methods of hand-
ling the milk, cream and butter will
make the desired improvement, and they
are within the reach of every butter-
maker. Improved dairy apparatus save
time and labor and make it comparatively
easy to turn out a gilt-edged product.
There is no profit now in anything else.

There are profits in making choice butter.

8. Have your living expenses increased
or decreased during the past four years?

9. Please give your views on the prop-

Tariff

Interrogatories.

quiry to merchants,

We acknowledge the
receipt of a full set

of the letters of in-

manufacturers and
producers from Chairman Voorhees of the

senate finance committee. We comply
with his request by publishing the letter

to agriculturists, which reads as follows:

_In former years, when the question of

the tariff was uppermost in the consider-

ation of the people, circular letters were
addressed to merchants, importers and
others, making inquiries as to the char-

acter and amount of their business, prices

and wages paid, rates of import duties,

etc. This was notably. the case in 1845,

under the direction of Secretary Walker;
in 1882, through the tariff commission;
and in 1885, under the direction of Secre-

tary Manning.
The replies to such interrogatories fur-

nish valuable statistics and other data, and
materially aid in legislating upon the sub-

ject of customs duties.

With a view to securing such informa-
tion, the committee on finance submit to

you the following questions, which they
trust you will formulate replies to, adding
such general or special matter as you may
be possessed of, and which, in your judg-
ment, will be of value to the committee:

1. What is the character of your prod-

uct?
2. Do similar foreign products compete

with yours?
3. What would be the effect upon your

product of a reduction of duty on imports
of all kinds?

4. Have the wages which you pay for

labor increased or decreased within the

past two-years?
5. To what extent does your state ex-

port agricultural products?
f>. What competition do such exports

meet abroad?

osition to restore sugar to the dutiable
list.

10. Do the present duties benefit, in any
respect, people engaged in growing agri-
cultural products and staples; and if not,
how can they be so modified as to produce
this result ?

11. State generally anything which you
believe would be useful to the com-
mittee in preparing tariff legislation.

The committee are desirous that your
reply shall give a full expression of your

.

views, and not be restricted to merely
answering the questions categorically. At
the same time it is desired that your
answers shall be confined to your own
business and be stated concisely.

Publicity will not be given to names or
location of business if you so desire.

Address Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D. C.

this respect, that they must be learned
before they can be practiced. The safest
way for a young man to become a success-
ful market gardener is to hire out for a
few years to a successful market gardener.
To become a poultry raiser, hire out to a
person supposed to make money by poul-
try raising, etc. In the meantime, study
some good books on the subject, also. This

|

will enable you to compare theory and
practice, and give you many good lessons
for which otherwise you would have to

pay very dearly. This is, indeed, the only
advice I can give.

Original

Packages.

Before state legislation re-

quiring oleo to be sold for

just what it is can be thor-

oughly effective, there must be national leg-

lation of the kind proposed in the Hill bill

Oleo manufacturers now send their prod
ucts into a state and sell them in defiance

of the laws of the state. Their refuge is in

"original packages." They are now fight-

ing against state laws regulating the sale

of oleo, on the ground that they are un-
constitutional. They claim the right to

sell their products in "original packages"
in any state in the Union, regardless of

local laws. If the bill pending in Congress
is passed, it will make short work of this.

Each state can then regulate the sale of

imitation dairy products as it sees fit.

Laws that will prevent fraud in the sale

of these products are sufficient to protect

the interests of consumers. Laws prohib-

iting them from being colored in imitation

of genuine dairy products and sold as such",

will be thoroughly effective if fairly en-
forced. Nearly all the oleo sold in the

retail markets of the country is palmed off

on consumers as genuine butter. Few
consumers buy it knowingly. If they
know when oleo is offered, they will either

not buy it, or pay much less for it than
they do now. If they really want oleo they
will hardly be willing to pay two thirds

the price of choice butter for an article

composed mainly of cheap grease. The
cost of producing oleo is said to be less

than eight cents a pound.

NOTES ON RURAL AFFAIRS.

NO CHANCE FOR INEXPERIENCE.

Among the requests for advice recently

received by me are also a number of letters

written by people who wish to try certain

lines of agriculture, especially market
gardening and poultry raising, as a means
of making a living, or a better living than
& clerkship, a store or other business

occupations afford them, yet who have
only a slight conception, if any, of

the life of the average farmer, gardener

or poultry raiser, and but little, if any,

practical experience in either or any
branch of agriculture. In a former article,

"From Railroad to Farming," I have al-

ready touched on some of these points.

Here I wish to repeat, and this in order to

make it as emphatic as possible, that there

is no branch of agriculture (so far as I can

recall to mind) which offers any chance of

sudden success to the person who has little

or no practical experience in this field. I

do not wish to discourage any one from
becoming a farmer, gardener or poultry

raiser. I find gardening a delightful occu-

pation, and take great interest in my poul-

try, and find profit as well as pleasure in

both occupations. But to give profit, they
have to be properly managed. My aim is

to prevent the beginner from starting in

with a fundamental mistake, and to save
him from sore disappointment and loss.

Before any one can hope to become a

successful physician, he will have to go
through a course in a medical college and
spend years in study. Before any one can
become a skilful mechanic, he has to be
apprenticed to a skilful mechanic, and
acquire many years' practice. In short,

before any one can embark in any kind of

business on his own hook, he has to learn

something about it. Fruit growing, gar-

dening, poultry raising, etc., do not differ

from any other business occupation in

POULTRY FEEDING.

Many of those who desire to engage in

the occupation of poultry keeping for

profit think the poultry business is a very
simple affair. This is far from the truth.
Poultry keeping, to be made a success of,

is just as complicated as doctoring people,
and far more complicated than keeping a

store or raising small fruits. Every point
has to be guarded, or failure will enter
right at that point. There is this matter of

feeding. All who have ever kept fowls
know that the summer is usually the
time of greatest profit. If the fowls have
the run of lawn, orchard or meadow, they
pick up an incredible amount of stuff-
grass, leaves, weed seeds, bugs, worms,
etc. Small rations of grain or bran will

give all the additional food needed. Often

grain can be entirely dispensed with.

Eggs may be cheap at this time, but they

do not cost mu£h, while broilers bring a

good price. Winter, with us, is the crit-

ical time. The problem of profitable feed-

ing grows in complication and difficulty

with the severity of the winter. Any one
who has ever kept fowls on purchased food

knows that they eat a great deal during
the winter, and that the bills for grain, even
with wheat at only sixty or sixty-five

cents and corn fifty cents a bushel, soon
run up to a large amount. The higher

prices of eggs (if we succeed in getting

any during the early winter) are offset by
the large consumption of expensive food.

For best results, we must change the diet.

The trouble is that the majority of people
think grain is the only or even chief food

for poultry. This is an error. Exclusive

grain diet is not only expensive, but un-
natural and unsafe. It may do well for a
week, when fowls are being fattened for

slaughter, but if long continued, it will

surely clog the system, make fowls over-

fat and injure their general health and
well-being. Our aim must be to winter

our fowls cheaply and in a natural man-
ner. We must find some cheap material

that will take the place of the grass, the

leaves, the bugs and worms, etc., which
make the natural summer food, and only

give grain in place of the weed seeds, per-

haps a little more liberally and in grains

of greater heating power, such as corn,

buckwheat, etc., during very cold weather.

I feed largely chopped-up vegetables (cab-

bage, turnips, carrots, beets, kohl rab ;
;

also potatoes and apples) either raw or

scalded, and mixed with bran. Chopped
clover and corn leaves, scalded and sprin-
kled with bran, are also freely given.
These materials furnish the desired bulk.
Let the fowls fill their crops with them, if

they wish; the stuff lies loosely, makes
the fowl feel comfortable and contented,
is easily digested, and generally produces
best results. A reasonable amount of
whole corn is given at night, preferably on
the. cob. >

This is the way I always manage my
capons. They get only small rations of
whole grain, yet they are bound to get fat

as butter. If I were to feed them all the
corn and wheat they wanted to eat, I think
there would be little profit left in them
when they are ready for slaughter at a year
old. By the way, we are told by our com-
mission merchants in Philadelphia that
there is no demand for capons until the
end of February or the beginning of
March, when capons will bring from
eighteen to twenty-two cents per pound.
Meat and b^pnes, of course, must be used
as substitutes for the bugs and worms.
Green bones and waste meats may be had
of any butcher for the taking away, or at
a merely nominal price. In fact, a great
deal of these materials now go to waste.
They, together with chopped vegetables
and clover and a little bone,, might be
largely used in place of the grains now so
exclusively fed. A good bone-cutter, I
think, will soon pay for itself.

I will name another point in the details
of winter feeding which offers a ready
avenue for failure. This is the usual neg-
lect of giving to your fowls free access to
sharp grit. Broken oyster-shells will do.
Still, fowls prefer small, sharp stones. I

believe there is nothing superior to raw
linipstone broken up in pieces of the size
of peas. When fowls do not find grit of
some kind, as is frequently the case during
winter, the food is not properly digested,
and hence will be partially wasted. I have
had some striking examples of this lately,
and shall be very careful hereafter that
the needed sharp grit is always before the
fowls. T. Greiner.
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tAe seeding of clover.

lover is the great manurial plant

of our northern states. It adds

directly to the amount of

available plant-food in the soils

by storing in itself the nitrogen

of the air. This cannot be done

by rye, oats, timothy or blue-grass, and

for this reason, as well as others, they are

inferior to clover as manurial plants. I

have sown many hundreds of dollars'

worth of clover seed, and in view of "the

oft-repeated assertion that it is a difficult

matter to get a stand of clover, will give

my experience. With proper care 1 do not

think it is difficult to get a stand of young
clover, although on some land it seems

impossible to keep a stand.

Let mo caution every reader against

filthy seed. Many sections of good farm-

ing land are literally overrun with plan-

tain tli at got its first start from the seed

that was mixed with the clover seed. It is

no longer easy to get pure clover seed.

There are "cleaners" that can take about

all tilth out of clover seed, but if it con-

tains many light grains, the loss from

cleaning is heavier than dealers care to

stand. Filthy lots may be run through a

cleaner with a sufficient force of air to

remove the bulk of the filth in order to

make the lot merchantable, hut enough
plantain is left in to befoul any field on
which it is used. Dealers often represent

a lot of seed as being first-class, when close

examination will show that plantain is

present. I will give my test: Thrust a

moistened ringer into the seed, and a layer

of seed will adhere to it. Then examine
carefully every grain. If one or two plan-

tain seeds are found, depend upon it that

if you sow that seed you will have cause

to regret it. There will be enough plantain

to make the field filthy.

One cannot judge well of the quality of

seed by taking it in the hand. It should

be spread out so that every grain may be

examined. For this reason, nothing is

better than the method I name. A good
proportion of the seed should be purple in

color, although light-colored seed is good
when plu mp. Reject lots that have a large

per cent of shrunken seed. Never buy a
second grade ; the best is none too good.
There is no worse failure in attempted
economy than in buying any low-priced
seed. Order the best, pay for the best, and
then see that you have the hest. No dealer

could give me a second-grade seed if it had
some weed seeds in it. The weeds inter-

fere with the growth of clover that is

nee^dj and in the case of plantain the
wor of several years often fails to erad-

icate it.

A few good farmers advocate the sowing
of clover seed in the spring, after all

danger of freezing is past; but it is the ex-
perience of the great majority that early

seeding is better. In the late winter, when
the ground has been checkered by repeated
freezings and thawings, the top soil is

made loose and almost dusty. This action

of the frost, while it is very hard on wheat,
makes an ideal seed-bed for clover. The
alternate freezes and thaws often continue
for days. In the mornings before the
wind rises, and before the ground grows
sticky in places from thawing, the seed
should be sown. It will fall in the tiny
crevices and soon be covered by the earth.

I have continued to sow when the earth
became a little sticky, but the seed will
often stay where it strikes the earth, in-
stead of bouncing and rolling down into
the crevices. "But the seed may sprout
and be killed by cold weather," objects
one. I suppose this is true, as good farmers
hare said they have had such loss, but
there is far more danger from summer
droughts on late-sown ground than from
frost on the early-sown. One year the
weather turned warm after seeding, and
there were sprouts about one half an inch
long, when a sharp freeze came. Every-
thing was frozen solid, but the stand of
clover on that field at harvest was magnif-
icent. There is danger from a freeze in
the spring, I presume, if the young plants
have taken root and put out the third leaf.

The little tap-root may be broken off or
thrown out, and the plant die, but it is my
experience that this early seeding, when
the soil is in the right condition, will
nearly always insure a stand of young
plants.

It is, however, not so easy to get a heavy
growth of clover from these plants. Some-
times failure is due to drought after the
wheat or oat harvest. The best protection

against drought is clipping with a mower.
If the wheat is cut with a high stubble,

mowing will give a very fair mulch to the

plants. Do not run the sickle too close to

the ground, but if the plants are five or six

inches high, clipping off the tops will do

good; it will cause the clover to branch

out from the root, and thus thicken the

stand. Often a second clipping in Septem-

ber does good. These mowings destroy

the ragweeds, and leave the fields in the best

shape, both for whiter and for the next

harvest.

In the first winter the plants are often

thrown out of the ground by action of the

frost. I have seen plants with long roots

lying on top of the ground, just as if they

had been drawn out by hand. One rem-

edy is drainage. Compact clays that have

fine surface drainage often heave clover

out, but such lands need underdrainage to

carry off the surplus water in the soil and

let air into it. Some fields, on the other

hand, throw clover out because there is

lack of the elements needed by the clover

to make a strong root growth that can

withstand ordinary freezing weather. The
roots of the plants have only a small sup-

ply of fibers to hold onto the soil. Such
soils are probably more numerous than

many suppose.

In fact, it takes pretty good land to grow
clover well. If a field is naturally thin,

there must be some kind of fertilizer ap-

plied. Barn-yard manure, worked into

the surface of the soil before the wheat
seeding, is not surpassedby any chemicals.

If one has enough manure to make clover

grow well, then it will do the rest. Its

roots go down into the subsoil, drawing
up potash, phosphoric acid and the nitrates,

and they also take up the nitrogen in the

air that fills the interstices In the soil.

The clover-plant also changes the mechan-
ical condition of compact soils. Its con-

tinued use in close rotation leads to

failure to grow in some instances; but if

used judiciously, it is the farmer's best

friend. Our experience, in a word, is,

(1) use only pure seed, (2) sow early, (3)

clip the young plants after harvest,^and

(4) underdrain when necessary.

David.

BEEF VERSUS PORK.

Beef is undoubtedly amuch more health-

ful diet than pork, and at the same time it

is frequently cheaper. While containing

less of the heat and fat producing proper-

ties than pork, it has fifty per cent more of

muscle-making power.
A contractor once tested this matter in a

practical way in a frontier settlement. He
fed his men, forty in number, for sixty

days on a diet containing beef, and then
had them carry a piece of timber for some
distance. Ife then provided pork for the
tables instead of beef for the same period,

and without intimating his object, desired
the same men to again remove the timber.
After repeated efforts it was found that

the men could not even lift the piece of

timber.
* Because of the heating properties of pork
it may be advisable to include it in one's

diet in cold countries, or during winter in

temperate climates ; but certainly this fact

makes it objectionable during the summer
months in our latitude. The chief diffi-

culty in the way of its use by farmers is

that beef is not so easily provided for

summer use, while pork may be kept in-

definitely if properly cured.

However, where one cannot have access

to a butcher-shop, he may lay in a supply
of beef during the winter, and by slicing

down the steaks, carefully roasting the
same after properly seasoning it, pack it

down in gallon jars, pressing it carefully,

so as to leave as few air spaces as pi'acti-

cable ; then run fresh lard over the top, so

as to have the meat well covered. Next
cover with parchment-paper, such as is

used in wrapping butter, and over all tie

three or four thicknesses of newspaper.
Thus prepared it will keep for several
months, or perhaps for even a year, almost
as fresh and sweet as it was when first

roasted.

I usually butcher two or three beeves
each winter, and after drying a few choice
pieces, pack down the steaks in this way
for summer use. The fore quarters are
sold to neighbors or exchanged. I use
very little pork except during the hog-
killing season, when it is fresh, and I be-
lieve many others would follow the same
plan if once they gave it a trial. The only
secret about the method is to exclude the
air as carefully as possible. When using
from a jar, care should be taken to pack
the lard down after removing a mess, and
cover again. John L. Shawvek.

THE MANAGEMENT OF MANURE.

No question which I have heard dis-

cussed at farmers' institutes this winter

has excited greater interest than that of

the management of manure, and I find

that the practice of thinking farmers
throughout the state is undergoing a rad-

ical change in this management, and that

the number of those who advocate haul-

ing the man«re from the stable imme-
diately to the field, when the weather
permits, is constantly increasing.

These farmers are realizing the fact that

the chemical changes which take place in

a pile of fermenting manure involve far

greater loss than is ordinarily experienced

by the washing of well-scattered manure
in the fields. They have learned from the

chemist that the moment manure begins

to heat it begins to lose ammonia, for such
heating is due to the formation of am-
monia. This ammonia escapes from the

manure-pile in the form of an invisible

gas, and hence those ignorant of chemical
processes have not detected its escape,

while they have been able to see the coffee-

colored water running away from the

manure scattered in the fields.

Another point has been overlooked;

namely, that ordinary clay has a wonder-
ful faculty for catching and holding the

manurial elements of this colored water,

so that even on a steep hillside the water

flows but a short distance until it loses its

color.

It is said that the process of refining

sugar was discovered by observing the

white tracks left by an old hen with
muddy feet as she walked over a pile of

brown sugar, and this property of clay

has been demonstrated in many other

ways.
As the matter stands now, it is probable

that the occasional losses which may fol-

low the spreading of manure upon frozen

ground or snow, when the 1 spring thaw
comes with a heavy fall of rain, are far

more than offset by the certain losses

which ensue if the manure is allowed to

heat, either in the barn-yard or in piles in

the open field, for this heating begins the

moment the temperature rises above the

freezing point. Chas. B. Thobne,
Ohio Experiment Station.

BLACK CATTLE COATS AND ROBES.

As people reach a higher plane of intel-

ligence and understand better the laws of

health, they come to appreciate the lux-

uries and comforts of life. It is no longer

regarded as effeminate for a man to wear a

warm, luxurious coat, or to travel with a

robe covering his feet and lower limbs.

Winters are not more severe nor are men
more tender than they used to be, but they
are less inclined to unnecessarily expose
themselves to the bitter cold, the searching

winter winds, the rain or the snow. Fur
coats,warm driving gloves and mittens and
ample robes are more appreciated; we
might say more fashionable, if the word
were admissible.

Where are these robes to come from?
The time was when buffalo robes and bear-

skin coats were possible, but such are now
impossible, as the buffaloes are gone and
bearskins never were in very large supply.

They are practically a thing of the past, so

far as a home supply, at least. The in-

creasing demand offers a market for im-
ported skins of various kinds. The prices

are high and practically beyond the means
of most farmers, who of all classes need
them most. The farmer and his family

can be entirely independent along this

line, as in almost any other, by raising his

own supplies, whether real or artificial, if

the will and genius for such production is

not lacking. Let me quote a private letter

from one such farmer who has been led to

experiment on these things. This gentle-

man is a breeder of black cattle, and by
degrees has become interested in tanning
and manufacturing as well as growing the

most beautiful, valuable and serviceable

skin coats and robes. He says

:

"Allow me to give, in a brief way, my
experience in manufacturing, wearing and
selling Galloway and polled Angus black

cattle coats and robes. Of these two breeds

of cattle, I think the Angus cattleskins

make the best overcoats, as the hair is coal

black, fine, straight, thick and glossy. It is

beautiful, both in a coat or in a robe, far

surpassin g the buffalo robeswe used to have.

I like the Galloway for a long or curly-

haired robe. In this they are without a

rival among animals. The Galloway and
Aberdeen-Angus will furnish the robes of

the future, because of their beauty and
solid usefulness.

"It goes without saying that these coats

are the warmest made. I have often trav-

eled with parties who wore chinchilla over-
coats and found they were extremely cold,

while I was as warm and comfortable as
though 1 had been within doors. I think
where the Galloway and polled Angus
coat excels all others, is that they are abso-
lutely wind-proof, and neither the wind
nor the cold can reach the body. Besides
this, the heat does not escape from the
system, two very important points to be
taken into consideration. When people
are caught in a storm—or blizzard—these

goods will and have saved lives. It is

easily seen that keeping the cold out and
the heat of the body within, must keep the

body in a natural and constant state of

warmth. They are especially suited to

men who have to ride much in our northern
winters. It is well known that cowhide
has a reputation for wearing qualities. It

is hardly possible to wear these coats out,

even by years of hard service. I believe

a black cattle coat or robe will outwear
that of any other, fur not excepted.

"One of the features of our goods is the

softness and pliability of the tanned skins.

This is not so of ordinary skin goods, and
is readily accounted for by our improve-
ments in the processes of tanning, by
which all the glue is taken out of the

hides. That, by the way, is where all other
tanners fail

;
although they give months to

the process the glue still remains, and
when by reasdn of dampness or wetting,
the skin becomes hard and harsh.
"Another contrivance has given great

satisfaction in the use of our goods. By a
patent process we are able to secure a uni-
form and given thickness to the entire
hide, leaving no thick necks or bristles to
be an' inconvenience and a nuisance, but
all parts are thin and soft like the flanks."
Here, then, is another factor in cattle

raising, and especially so to these black,
polled Scotch cattle, with their soft, glossy,
curly, thick coats of hair, which is not to
be overlooked by farmers. The prices of
these robes and coats will justify the rais-
ing of such cattle, even if there were no
other especial advantages in the breed,
which no one now questions. The indus-
try, too, is a home enterprise, worthy of
the patriotism and foresight of the men
engaged in the breeding, tanning and
manufacturing of these black cattle coats
and robes. Another point with these goods
is the absence of odor, so objectionable in
the buffalo robes as we remember them.
The sight and smell of an Indian-tanned
buffalo robe was more than the average
team of horses would endure; it caused
many a runaway and smash-up.

R. M. Beli,.

Popular Preacher
Says HOOD'S Rallies the Vital Forces

and Gives Strength.

Mev. J. Merritte Driver, B. O.

Is widely known as pastor of the First M.
E. Church at Columbia City, Indiana,
and is a powerful pulpit orator. His
book, "Samson and Shylock, or a
Preacher's Plea for the Workingman,"
has received much praise from press
and clergy. Dr. Driver says

:

"Columbia City, Ind., June 3, 1893.

"C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

:

"Dear Sirs—Among the ralliers of all the

vital forces, I regard Hood's Sarsaparillaas

the general-in-chief. Crowded and over-

worked, as a preacher and lecturer, I some-
times am conscious that I am not measur-
ing up to the best that I am capable of

doing. A few doses—a bottle or two—of

Hood's, however, greatly invigorate iny
body, clarify my mind, and make me
feel like a new man. "In a week I am
up to concert pitch again, cheerful, buoy-

ant and ready for any work and capable of

Hood's Sa;>Cures
any feat of strength or endurance. To
all overworked professional men Hood's
Sarsaparilla is a Godsend. Very truly

yours, John Merritte Driver.

Hood's Pills cure Bick headache, biliousness,

and all liver ills. 20 cents per box.

ED. R. HARDY, AIlINOnflN, IU,. Tanner
o£ all kinds of Carrie, Calf. ITorse, Doer.

Coon Hides; all hides with the hair on. Black
Cattle Coats, Robes, Rues, etc., made to order.
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GARDEN AND FIELD NOTES.

aris Green on Cabbages.PARIS IjREEN ON UAKBAliJES.—A
reader asks me whether 1 consider

it safe to use Paris green mixed
with wood ashes as a means of

clearing cabbages from the green

worm. In a general way, I detest Paris

green, and always try to avoid handling

and applying it unless absolutely unavoid-

able. Much as I dislike to use it, however,

I dislike the potato-bug more, and when
the latter comes, I do not hesitate to apply

Paris green to the vines. But when it'

comes to cabbages I go slow. It is true

that I think it is absolutely sale to put

Paris green on plants before the heads

have formed, and would eat cabbages thus

treated at an earlier stage, without the

least fear of being poisoned. Yet there is
V
certainly a prejudice against the use of

Paris green on cabbages, and this preju-

dice is strong. So long as you will have to

be afraid, for fear of losing their trade, to

tell your customers that Paris green was

put on the plants, so long had you better

refrain from adopting the practice. Be-

sides, we have other remedies that are just

as effective, such as biihach, tar-Water, hot

soap-suds, kerosene emulsion, tobacco tea

and strong solutions of muriate of potash

and kainite. If you have a knapsack

sprayer, you can conquer the cabbage-

worm with a minimum of labor and mate-

rial. Load it up with water and stir, in a

little buhaeh (previously mixed to a paste

with hot water or alcohol), with any of the

other liquids named, and then go ahead

giving your plants a thorough spraying.

Repeat this as often as seems necessary,

and the worms will not give you much
trouble. This is my experience; it is the

experience of others. It will be your
experience if you give this method a thor-

ough trial. All these liquids kill by con-

tact. To poison the worms with Paris

green, or any, other strong poison, you
have to cover the leaves with a thin

film of the poisonous material. Water
usually runs off the cabbage leaves as it

would run off a duck's back. The poison

rnust be used dry. This, in my opinion, is

always an objection, as the person apply-

ing it will inhale more or less of the dust.

I do not care to do that. But if any one is

bou-nd to use Paris green on cabbages, I

would advise mixing it with Hour or plas-

ter and applying it when the plants are

wet with dew or rain.

Sprayers for Garden Use.—The knap-

sack sprayer is a useful thing in the gar-

den, in small vineyards, young orchards,

etc. You can use it in the greenhouse, to

water flats or benches in which tine seeds

are sown, or outdoors to fight insects and

blights. It comes very handy for almost

daily use, eveu if it is not a perfect imple-

ment. But when you have a larger area

to go over—say an acre or two—of grape-

vines or potatoes, etc., it means work to

carry and operate the machine. I ani glad,

for this reason, that there is now a sprayer

in the market which seems to me just the

thing for spraying potatoes in large plats.

As it is to be wheeled between two rows,

spraying the row on either side or on both

sides, as may be desired, and as it is geared

from the wheel, needing no extra exertion

in pumping, I think that hereafter we can

do our spraying in the potato-field pretty

easily, and can well afford to spray often,

not only for the potato-bugs, but blights as

well. I confess that heretofore the neces-

sity of spraying has been my bugbear in

potato growing. With this new wheel-

barrow sprayer I fear it no longer.

Grafting'Grape-vines.—The most nec-

essary thing to have for grafting worthless

vines, and thus converting them into

desirable varieties, is the needed amount
of scions. These should be cut while per-

fectly dormant, and stored in sand or saw-

dust in a cool cellar. The method of

grafting which has given the best results

is as follows : Procure or fix ~a fine-toothed

handsaw with two parallel blades bolted

together, and so arranged that the blades

can be set nearer or further apart, say at a

distance of from one eighth to three six-

teenths of an inch, which is done by the

insertion or removal of a strip of card-

board or ' thin wood. A party in Yates

county, New York, advertises such saws
for sale; I believe he holds a patent on
them. His saws are also provided with a

little chisel, inserted between the two
blades in such a way thai the kerf is cut

out as fast as the blades enter the wood.

Now dig down into the ground around the

stem of the vine to be operated on ; the

deeper the better. If you have to cut away
some of the roots emitted from the stem
near the surface, it will do no hurt. You
will notice here and there great knobs or

swellings on the stem part of the vine.

Select one of them that is several inches

below the surface of the ground, and cut
the vine ort' square half an inch or so above
it. Now take the saw and -saw a kerf,

nearly vertically, into the knob or swell-

ing, with its lower end slightly slanting

away from the stem. Now you have a
kerf, or slit, into which the scion is to be
fitted as follows: Select a scion of proper
thickness, having three eyes. If the scion

has quite a bend or forms somewhat of an
angle at the middle bud, all the better.

Just below the middle bud, peel oil' with a

sharp, thiu-bladed knife the bark and a

little of the wood for an inch, or a little

more, on three sides, leaving the upper
side (inside the angle) untouched. This
trimming is done in such a way that this

part of the scion appears slightly wedge-
shaped, and will closely fit into the kerf

of the stock by being pressed into it with
a little force by means of a flat, smooth
implement (knife-handle or screw-driver,

for instance). This brings the middle bud
just above the top of the stock, and the

lower bud down into the soil. A number of

scions should be inserted into each stock in

the same way ; really, the more the better.

Four or six are none too many. This gives

a chance for one to grow even if a number
of them should fail. The scion is kept
provided with moisture from below, and
has a chance to strike roots if the union
should not be perfect- When the. desired

number of scions are all inserted, the soil

must be carefully packed around them
and around the stock, and finally hilled

up clear to the tops, so that the upper ends
of the scions are just covered out of sight.

In due time the upper buds will start; but
most likely, after awhile they will wilt

and die down. Dorrt think this means
failure. There is a secondary bud, which
will start and may make a good growth of

wood. Of course, we only want one of the

scions to remain in the end. We leave the

one.having made the healthiest growth,
and remove all the other canes. In a vine-

yard where we have a poor variety grow-
ing next to a desirable one, it may often

be advisable to simply dig out the poor
one and replace it by means of layering a

cane from the adjoining good one, and let

a bud grow from it right where the other

one used to stand. I have thus replaced

a lot of Pocklington, Salem and other va-

rieties which were not suitable for my
location, or did not suit me in quality, by
layers from the Delaware which grew near

the undesirable sorts. Joseph.

(8) For apples, two applications of Bor-

deaux mixture before blooming are

advised, and two of the same mixture
after blooming, with Paris green added,

i (9) The same treatment is recommended
for the pear as for the apple, before bloom-
ing, but the copper-arsenic solution is
advised after blooming.

(10) The Bordeaux mixture, if used too

late, causes a russet appearance on both
pears and apples.

(11) The quiuce may be treated the same
as apples, or with Bordeaux mixture alone.

(12) The treatment advised for the cherry
consists in making two or three applica-

tions of Paris green—two ounces to fifty

gallons of water.

(13) Peach-trees and American varieties
of plums have very tender foliage, and
must be treated with very weak mixtures,
if at all.

(14) Raspberries may be treated with
Bordeaux mixture alone. Grapes with the
same until the fruit sets; after which,
use copper carbonate. Potatoes should be
sprayed at least live times with Bordeaux,
mixture and Paris green.

H
IfiH RRrR rolllu ' potatoes. 1 barrel worth two of
t Oil-DHL J one crop seed. No more scabby pota-
toes. 5UU.O0O Berry plant's, true. 5(>,0U0 asparagus,
riue.etc. Write for catalogue. J.W. Hall, Marion Sta., lid.

Orchard and Small Fruits.
CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

PROFITS IN SPRAYING.

W. J. Green, horticulturist of the Ohio
experiment station, in bulletin 48 gives

the following summary of results of

spraying:

(1) The profit to be derived from spraying

orchards often exceeds $20 per acre, and
for vineyards much more. The fruit crop

of the state would be enhanced in value

several million dollars annually if the

practice were generally followed.

(2) Combined fungicides and insecticides

are recommended whenever applicable,

because of a saving of time; a less liability

of injuring foliage; greater efficiency in

some cases, and as a precautionary meas-
ure in others.

(3) Dilute Bordeaux mixture, copper-
arsenic solution and ammoniacal solution

of copper carbonate are the most useful

fungicides for the treatment of the diseases

herein mentioned, and the first has the
widest range of usefulness of all.

(4) Early spraying is the key to success

in the use of fungicides.

(5) For the plum-curculio and shot-hole

fungus use Bordeaux mixture and Paris

green combined, making three or four

applications.

It is not known that this treatment will

prevent the black-knot, but cutting away
and burning diseased branches will accom-
plish the result.

(6) Scabby apples rot much earlier than
those free from scab, and spraying with
fungicides will save at least fifty per cent
of this loss.

(7) Spraying with fungicides in the sea-

son of 1892 prevented much of the early
dropping of apples," which is usually attrib-

uted to wet weather.

ABOUT CULTIVATING ORCHARDS.

The diverse treatment which orchards
receive throughout the country affords a
lesson showing the great benefit of giving
them the best management, and the loss

from neglected treatment. Neglect is too
common, and poor crops and scabby fruit

is the result.

In contrast with these neglected orchards
are a few to which the owners give the
best attention, and who receive good prices

for the copious returns of handsome fruit.

One orchard of this class, which has
grown to full bearing size, affords the
owner a handsome profit every year, while
his careless neighbors receive not more
than one fourth of his returns. This well-
managed orchard is kept in grass, which
is grazed short by sheep, the grass afforded
them being only one half or two thirds as
much as would give them full feed, the
deficiency being made up with grain or
meal.- This is fed to them regularly in
long, broad troughs. The sheep eat every
wormy apple as it falls, and the fruit is

thus kept nearly clear from insects. The
droppings of the sheep enrich the ground,
and a top-dressing of barn manure is

added yearly. The salas of the fruit from
this orchard for many years have been
equal to one hundred dollars from each
acre it occupies. The shade of. the apple-
trees prevents a rank growth of the grass,

and the grazing of the sheep gives it some-
what the appearance of a lawn.
The owners of sorhe other excellent or-

chards, who cannot use sheep, apply yard
or barn manure more copiously. In one
of the finest visited, the annual application
of manure had gradually made it two or
three inches deep; the result was a superb
crop of apples. Other orchards, with less

manure, are kept clean and mellow with a
gang-plow or Acme harrow, to keep the
surface clean and in a finely-pulverized

condition.

If you need Any 8eedSendloTweed.*plns.. Flower or Yeg.lOo.
1 Seed Almanac Free. H. E, TWEED, BOX 33, RIPLEY, 0.

FREE SPRAY PUMP&srsss^s
you mean business and want agency send 10c. We will
send a complete pump that will do the work of any 810
spray. A. SPELBS, Box 52 No. Wliidbam, Mulue.

wooGRAPE VINES
100 Varieties. Also Small Fruits, Trees, Ac. Best
rooted 6tock. Genniue, cheap, ft sample vines mailed Tor 10c.
Descriptive price-list Tree. LEWIS KOE8CH, Fredonla,N.Y.

Plants a specialty.
Immense stock of
all good varieties.
Send postal for el-

SLAYMAKER & SON, Dover, Del.

STRAWBERRY
egant Price List.

STRAWBERRIES AND FINE FRUIT.
Do you intend planting any Strawberries, Raspber-
ries, Blackberries or otiier small fruit plants, Roses
or novelties? Send for my 6u-page catalogue and the
best report on strawberries ever published, Free.
D. BUANDT, BOX 311, BREMEN, OHIO.

BANQUET STRAWBERRY
Equal to wild berry in flavor. CROSBY PEACH,
frost proof. Fruits every year. Colored plates.
Full descriptions. Free Catalogue. All fruits. Write at
once. HALE BROS.,Sonth Glastonbury, Conn.

GRAPE vines.Wl mmrnm mBB All best varieties. High-
est Grading. Small Fruits. Introducer of unrivalled
new Red Jacket Gooseberry Jt fr'av Currant.
Catalogue /ree. Geo.S.Josselyn, Fredouiu,.N. Y.

The largest stock of select fruit
TREES, PLANTS AND VINES
at the lowest prices. Send for l.x<4

Catalogue; 72 pages of valuable
facts for the fruit grower. Free.

T. J. DWYER, Cornwall, IN. Y.

GRAPEm®,*bSB I mM% I Una Small Fruits.

All old andnew varieties Extra quality.Warranted
true Lo\rrM rates. New Descriptive Catalogue Free.
T. S. HUBBARD CO., FREDONIA, N. Y.

-Catalogue HOME •GROWN

NORTHERN SEEDS
Guaranteed fresh and reliable.
Large pkta. 2 to 5cts. > Direclfrom
Grower. Novelty presents with
every order. Catalogue, Free—
or with 2 packets Seeds, 5 cents;
35 packets, $1.00. Send to-day.

A. R. AMES, Madison, Wis.

„ EVERGREENS.
J Largest stock in Amer-

ica, including

Colorado Blue Spruce
and Douglas Spruce
ol Colorado.
Also Ornamental,

Shadeand Forest Trees,
Tree Seeds, Etc.

K. DOCGLA84SON8,
Waukegan, 111.

s
EEDS
O WARRANTED, o
Best in the World.
By mail, postage paid,

1 cent a package and up.
Grand lot ofEXTRAS given
With every order. Prettiest
and only free Catalogue in
the world with pictures of
all varieties. Send yours
and neighbors' address.

R. H. SHUMWAY,
.OCKFOKD. - ILLINOIS.

G00D SEEDS
Purchasers of SEEDS, in

lookingthroughthecolumnsof this paper will
be in some doubt as to where to send for a
CATAXOGUE. To write to
each house would involves
good deal of TIME as well as
EXPENSE for postage. Many
houses also (either directly or
indirectly) charge from 8 to 25
cts. fortheir catalogue. We are.
very GLAD to SEND OURS
BinfiSi to any BUYERFULL of SEEDS, and
fRrr are not afraid to
I 1 1 mm mm have itcontrasted

with any Seed Catalogue published in America,
for Beauty of Illustration, Taste in Design,
or Originality of Matter. It is not from that
standpoint, however, thatwe seek business. The
true merit of our catalogue consists: 1st, in our
endeavor to represent everything exactly as it
is, without exaggeration in description or de-
sign. 2d, it is not merely a price list of Seeds.
It contains valuable suggestions and infor-
mation. Our notes on Oats, Carrots, Barley,
Corn-Insurance, Field Peas, Rape, Lathy,
rus, Fodder Corn, Grasses, etc., afford food
forthought. A beautiful colored plate of Prince
Patrick,winnerofthe World'sFair Sweepstakes
for the best Clydesdale horse in America, will in-
terest every one interested in stock.

C. ....... r~ _ „ - „ should have our catalogue
tVery rartlieP as we devote more atten-

tion and space to Farm
Seeds than any Seed house in America. Read
about the Lincoln Oat, introduced by us last
year; 817 bushels were grown from 7 bushels
of seed, breaking all previous records.

Every Gardener teur should haveOUR— Catalogue, contain-
ing a select list of the best varieties, carefully
grown and tested. Quality high, prices low.
Pi;..-,, i t . . who grows Flowers, should
tVeryLafJy have our Catalogue. Ourlm-
Mn«m«MBa^H perial Mixtures of Asters,
Balsams, Sweet Peas, Nasturtium, etc., can-
not be surpassed. Who has not heard of our Im-
perial German Pansies, unequalled for rich-
ness and diversity of coloring, and of which over
30,000 packets were sold by us in one season.
Charming novelties, Bridal Veil, Evening
Scented Stock, etc., should be in every garden.

SPECIMEN SALES FOB 1893.
Onion Seed sa,e37 lbs.
beet Seed 29,837 lbs.
Cabbage Seed 7,031 Lbs.
Carrot Seed to,967 Lbs.
lettuce Seed 6,4-49 lbs.
Radish Seed 18,700 lbs.
We submit that these figures show conclusively

that a house that has builtup a trade of this mag-
nitude within the brief period of ten years, sells

GOOD SEEDS. To test the advertising
value of this paper, and to put the extra cop»es
of our^catalogue where we want them—in 1

the hands of Seed Buyers—we will in addi- 1

tion to our Catalogue, mail p*
toany seed purchaser, sample ™ IIHL
packets of four choice varieties of seeds, viz

:

Maosnury Barley, Minnesota King
Corn, Golden Ball Lettuce, and Snow-
flake Pansies ; ONLY, however, on condi-
tion that each applicant in writing ns men-
tions the paper in which he saw this
advertisement, and the words " GOOD
SEEDS." SEND NOW.
This offer WILL NOT appear again.

NORTHRUP, BRASLAN, GOODWIN CO.,
SEED GROWERS,

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

TIMBRELLpp I[YGELDORADO
STRAWBERRY H ft I— B %kXW ^m** BLACKBERRY

"THEY HAVE NO EQUAL," says E. S. Car-
man, E. N. Y., and H. E. Vandeman, U. S. Dept.

A full assort-
ment of FRUIT TREES,

SMALL FRUITS, VINES, ROSES, ORNAMENTALS,
CRATES and BASKETS. NEW FRUITS A SPECIALTY. C W DCII) RrirfffPnftTt flhinBuy direct. Don't pay double prices. Illustrated Catalogue FBEE. »-• Hi (lLlUi DllUgCJJUIIj UIIIUi
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INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAMUEL E. GltEEN.

y

Fresh or Rotted Manure for ©range-
trees.—E. A. B., Riverside. Cal. The results

from the use of rotted stable manure are

quicker than from fresh manure, but it is not
generally considered necessary nor even a

good plan to rot manure before applying it to

trees. Rotting manure reduces the bulk, and
it is often a wasteful process. It also requires

considerable labor in order to attend to it

properly. If the manure is spread on the land

and covered a few inches, it soon decays and
becomes available to the plant. It would rot

very quickly on the soil you mention.

Filling Around Transplanted Trees.—

O. F. H., Newcastle, Pa. I think your idea

about filling in around trees with some mate-

rial that would hold moisture is a good one.

Should be very careful about putting in ma-
nure that would heat. I think no injury will

come from filling in with well-rotted manure,
but should prefer to use one third rotted

manure and two thirds sods and turf, as from
an old pasture. I have the highest opinion of

sod buried around trees. I make it a rule to

regularly feed some small elms I have grow-
ing in gravelly soil, by every two or three
years burying half a load of sod in a hole near
them. This material is perfectly safe to use,

holds moisture well, feeds the tree and makes*
a fine mass for the roots to run in.

Budding' Peach on Wild Plum.—A. D.

J., Ontario, Ohio. It would be better to bud

the plums in August. Those trees that have

good, thrifty suckers coming up from the root

I would cut off and bud on the sucker, for by
so doing you would have a nice, clean bark to

work on. But if there is no sprout, should bud
on the old tree, unless the bark was very hard
close to the ground. In that case I would
cut the old trees onT before spring, and trust to
selecting one good sprout to bud on from
those that start from the root. Such a sprout
should be big enough to bud on by the follow-

ing August. Should thin out the weak and
diseased wood of the hazel and allow the rest

to remain. If they did not grow well, should
cultivate the land on each side of the row.

Currant Cuttings.—J. E., Walton, N. Y.

The best way to grow the currant from cut-

tings (slips) is to cut off the new wood as soon

as the leaves have fallen in September, and
cut it up into pieces about eight inches long.

Place them at once in rich garden soil, where
no water will stand over them, leaving only
one bud above the ground. Pack the soii

firmly around tliem, and they will be rooted
a little by winter, and the next year will

make good plants to set out. They should be
slightly mulched, to prevent from heaving by
frost. This is the best way, but if you have
not done it, you can make them early in the
sbring and plant at once as recommended
above, but the chances of success are not
nearly so good as if they were made in the
early autumn. It is very important to have
all but one bud about one inch below ground.
In good soil they will make good plants in
one year.

To Destroy Cnrrant-worms.—Mrs. J. P.,

Bozeman, Mont. Commence using the white

hellebore as soon as the first worm is seen, or

the leaves are at all eaten. This will gener-
ally be from the middle to the last of June.
Use it dry, mixed with twice its bulk of flour
or road dust, on the moist leaves, or at the
rate of one ounce to a pailful of water. Last
year I was most successful with Paris green
and water, at the rate of one pound to two
hundred gallons of water. Either of these
remedies may be used without danger, if ap-
plied before the fruit commences to color. If
the fruit has colored, it would be best to pick
it und then apply.the poison. When applied
as recommended, it is washed off the fruit
before it is used; but if used at once, there is

not enough of the poison on the fruit to cause
any serious trouble. It is very important to
look out for and destroy the second brood of
worms, which appears just after the fruit is

gathered, or by defoliating the bushes they
will weaken them for next year.

Mariana Stock.—W. W. W., Martinez, Cal.

The Myrobolan stock is largely being discard-

ed as unsatisfactory, on account of its ten-

dency to throw up suckers, to dwarf the
growth of varieties worked on it, and from
the fact that some varieties worked on it do
not make a good union with it. The Mariana
makes a strong, vigorous tree. It seems to
have a wonderful range of adaptability in
different varieties (much greater in this re-

spect than the Myrobolan), does not sucker
badly and works very ea»ily. The Mariana
has been used extensively as a stock for only
eight or ten years, so that its ultimate effect

on different varieties has not been ascertained,
but thus far it seems to be meeting with very
general favor. It is undoubtedly closely allied
to the Myrobolan botanic-ally. It readily grows
from cuttings of the new wood, as I know
from experience the past season, when out of
five hundred cuttings of it, over ninety per
cent grew. I feel quite sure that it will largely
supplant the Myrobolan for a stock. I do not
know any grower near you who has this stock
for sale, but most of the large nurserymen of
the country handle it.

Trees for Wind-breaks—Thorn for
Hedges-C. S., Lisbon, N. D. The best tree

to grow for wind-breaks in North Dakota is

white willow, as it is easy to get, grows fast,

and is very hardy, and the trimmings make
good light firewood. But in- a wind-break I

should want several kinds of trees, and should
mix in with the willows a few of our hardiest
tiers, such as native ash, box-elder and white
elm. On the north side I would, perhaps, put
a row of red cedar, which is the hardiest ever-
green we have. It will stand drought and
cold in almost any situation, and when well
grown makes a wind-break almost as imper-

, meable as a stone wall. The best street tree
f'>r your section is undoubtedly the white
elm, but Cottonwood, native ash (not white
ash) and box-elder are also good. By com-
mon thorn you may perhaps mean the haw-
thorn, which has edible fruit. This is not
hardy in North Dakota. The common buck-
thorn, which is also used extensively in the
East for neat hedges along drives and the
like, will probably be perfectly hardy in your
section, since it is doing finely in severe sit-

uations in Minnesota. This has black berries
that are not fit to eat. Plants of this can be
bought for from three to six dollars per hun-
dred. The seed also is inexpensive and grows
readily. This latter thorn is well worth try-
ing, in buying any Of tin 1 trees mentioned,
except the buckthorn.it is im-portant to get
those grown from native or at least northern
grown stock. Box-elder and red cedar from
the South does not Stand as well in cold
climates as the native plants, and this is true
of many other kinds.

EXTRACTS
FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

in nlmiimiiiiiHi imiiiiiiiiiHiiiinnininntimiiiuiiiimniiiuh
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Fuom Texas.—In this day of homeless peo-

ple and crowded farms in the East, the home-
seeker should investigate the advantages

offered in the panhandle of Texas. This is

comparatively a new country, but is rapidly

settling with people from every state, espec-

ially from the northern and northwestern

states. The state of Texas gives 160 acres of

good land to every head of a family, and
eighty acres to every single person over eigh-

teen years old. The only cost is the payment
of surveyor's and patenting fee—amounting to

$15. Three years' occupancy is required. The
homestead laws are very liberal, and one who
has obtained a homestead under the United

States laws is not debarred from obtaining

one here. He can sell his land and also trans-

fer the time he has lived on the land, his

vendee being only required to live out the

balance of the three years. If 100 acres do not

suffice, the settler can purchase 640 acres of

school land at $2 per acre, $32 cash and the bal-

ance on forty years' time, five per cent interest.

Three years' occupancy is also required on
this land, and at the expiration of three

years the principal on any part thereof may
be paid. The land is a chocolate loam, cov-

ered with mesquite-grass—the most nutritious

grass grown—and will produce the first year.

No clearing is to be done. Nearly everything

except cotton and tobacco has been produced
here. As a stock country it has no superior,
and cattle go through the winter in good con-
dition on the grass without protection.
Health is excellent, malaria is unknown, con-
sumption is benefited and pneumonia and
fevers are rare. There is not sufficient prac-
tice in this county to support one physician.
Hartley county is located in the northwestern
part of the state, and the town of Hartley, the
county-seat, is on the Fort Worth and Den-
ver City railway, half way between Fort
Worth and Denver. It contains several hun-
dred inhabitants, has good society, a ten-
months school and no saloon. The people are
sociable and extend a hearty welcome to new-
comers. Residence lots in the town can be
purchased at 810 to $25, and patented land in
quantities to suit purchasers can be pur-
chased at $1.50 to $4 per acre, owing to quality,
quantity and distance from, town.
Hartley, Texas. M. F. B.

From Texas.—Last May I wrote you a letter

descriptive of our sunny south land that
brought me in all several hundred inquiries,

and still they come, nine months after the

publication of my first letter, all of which
goes to prove that Farm and Fireside has a
very large, widespread and attentive family
of readers. The letters came from every state

in the Union, and some from foreign lands.

It also proves that the ever-vigilant people of

the United States are also interested in the
history and development of the whole Union,
not excepting our remote corner. First and
best of all we want to tell you of our delight-

ful summer climate. The middle of January
our prairies were as green as May in the mid-
dle states. Roses of every variety and hue
were blooming luxuriantly in the open yards
of our beautiful young city. Peach-trees

were also in full bloom. Our open, unpro-
tected gardens were full of fresh toinatoes,

some green and some ripening, fine, large cab-

bage heads, onions, lettuce, radishes, beets,

etc. The few bearing orange-trees of the
town are full of the golden fruit; many of the
old cotton stalks were still growing aild

blooming. Our streets were full of bare-

footed children, men were rustling around in
their shirt-sleeves, with perfect comfort. We
are actually reveling in a land of almost per-

petual summer, sunshine and roses. Then
our air is so pure and climate so healthful

that we can all the more fully enjoy such a
delightful climate and country. We realize

that, to our northern friends this story will
read like a fairy tale, for the writer has lived
in Missouri and Kansas. I will try to help
you realize the force of these facts by explain-
ing that Bee county is seventy-five miles
south and 500 miles west of New Orleans,
thirty miles from the Gulf of Mexico at
Aransas Pass, in the coast country of south-
west Texas, and eighty miles southeast of
San Antonio. So you see that we must have
a semi-tropical climate, that would be ex-
tremely warm in summer, but for the ever
cool and refreshing sea breeze. So far we
have not had enough frost to kill an unpro-
tected tomato-vine. However, it is not al-
ways quite so mild; some winters there is
enough frost to kill down for a short while
the tender vegetation. We have had an un-
usual amount of dry weather since last May.
The country did not make a full crop, and our
best winter gardens are where they had wind-
mills and irrigated some, which is easy and
cheap. Yet we have good gardens without
irrigation. Oats, wheat, barley and rye are
fine pastures now, but I think we are so far
south that only oats will mature successfully.
Although the fall was dry, our country made a
one half crop of cotton. Beeville will ship
about 5,500 bales against 3,360 last crop. The
increase is largely due to new lands in the
settlement of the country. Cotton is our
leading farm crop. Winter vegetables and
fruit growing are coming industries. Range
stock stays in good order all winter on pasture.
Our country is new and undeveloped. The
big stock pastures are only beginning to be
broken up. It does seem such a pity that
such a healthy and delightful climate and
country as this should lie idle and undevel-
oped. The light of our land is gradually
gaining the hilltops, through the penetrating
press. Thousands are visiting and locating in
our summer land, and it is needless to say
that our northern visitors are perfectly car-
ried away. The railroads are helping by sell-
ing from now until June cheap excursion
tickets to this country on the second Tuesday
in every month. J. W. M.

Beciille, Texas.

NFRRA3MA I AND9 FOR SALE. 70,000acres inntDnndlXH t-HHUO Lincoln Co. Those meaning
business, apply to Hugh Ralston, Rock Island, 111.

GREAT SPECIAL OFFERS!
, For only thirty cts. I wilt send yoo
12 packets Choicest Flower Seeds*
which cannot be obtained in any other

way for less than §1.25 (50 to 300 seeds in

'each packet except as noted below); 10

seeds New Oiant Perpetual Hibiscus,

Sunset, the most magnificent garden
plant introduced in years; blooms first

year from seeds; flowers from six to nine

inches across, of a deep rich cream color, with a velvety crimson-

maroon center; 5 feet tall, each plant bearing 10 to 20 of its enormou9
blossoms every day for months. Largc-Jl. German Prize Pansies,

the/amous Diamond strain, best in the world; over 50 distinct sorts

and an endless variety of rich and delicate colors, some edged witb

bands of red, white, blue, gold, etc., others mottled, striped and
blotched in every combination. 40 vars. Sweet Peas, mixed, in-

cluding Eckford's celebrated new vars. 8 seeds Giant Brazilian

Morning Glory, grandest of allvineB; climbs 50 feet; leaves afoot

across; large clusters of pink: flowers. 12 vars. large, double

Pozony-fl* Asters. 10 seeds elegant New Butterjly Pea. 30 vara.

large fl. Phloxi
Pansy Park strain. 50 vars. Japanese Pinks.

Mammoth Double FringedPoppy, Snowball. Verbenas, saved from
100 vars. 8 vars. Double. Rose-ft. Portulaca. New Double Fairy
Zinnias, 18 bright colors; the best strain ever offered; little beauties.

For fifty cts., or 36 letter stamps, I will send all the above and
1

10 more packets, including 60 vars. Choicest Double Asters. 42 vars.

Improved Sweet Williams. 10 vara. Double Everlastings. DwarJ
Sweet Alyssum, a perfect gem. Blegant Spotted and Striped DwarJ
Petunias, Chrysanthemums, etc. Send four cts. extra for postage

and we will add 30 seeds of the gorgeous Red, White and Blue Afri-

can Water Lilies, which are easily grown in tubs or ponds, and be-

gin to bloom 100 days from sowing seed. When ordering ask for my
Catalog of New and Choice Seeds, Roses, Aquatic and other Plants*

which tells about the culture of 47 vars. of Water Lilies I offer.

Ii, W. GOODEIiIi, Seed Grower, Pansy Park, DWIGHT, MASS.

SEEDS AWA

Y

FOR TTMATj. I have fonnd that the best way to ad-
vertise good Seeds is to give away a sample for trial.

If you will send me a 2-cent stamp to pay postage, I will
mail free one package, your selection, of either Cabbage,
Carrot, Celery, Cucumber, Lettuce. Musk or Water Melon.
Onion, Parsnip, Pepper, Pumpkin, Radish, Spinach,
Squash,Tomato,Turnip. or of Flower Seeds—Aster, Balsam,
Celosia. Carnation, Mignonette, Pansy, Phlox, Poppy,
Sweet Peas, Zinnia, or Verbena, and one of my 1894 Cata-
logues. (Under any circumstances do not buy your Seeds
until yon see it, for I can save you money. Over 200,000

people say my seeds are the cheapest and best. I havo
earliest vegetables on record. Discount and large pri^ea
to agents. 50 cents worth of Seeds free with $1.00 order
Write to-day. F. IS. JMJXIiS, Box 22, Kose Hill, N.Yo

Magnificent New Flowers
FOR ONLY 25 CENTS

Including che lovely Orange Scented
Tuberose which bears flowerB of
great beauty and of unsurpassed
trugrance, worth more than the price
ol the collection. One bulb of Orange
Scented Tuberose, l bulb French
Seedling Gladioli, luvely Bpikes- 1
pkt. Fuller's New Sweet Pea in
mixed colors, a grand variety; l pkt.
World's Fair Pansy, comprises all

the finest strains mixed; l pkt. Ful-
ler's New Rose Aster flowers ot
great beauty, 1 pkt. Star Phlox, 30
colors mixed; 1 pkt. Giant Cocks-
comb, heads over two feet In cir-

cumference; 1 large pkt. Mixed Flower Seeds, over 100 different
kinds, all the best soils, which grow and bloom freely. The above
fine bulbs and seeds are worth $i .oo,will all flower this season.and
we send them for only 25 cents. Order at once. Catalogue free.

J. ROSCOE FULLER & CO., Floral ParK.N.Y.

EVERGREENS! Shade and
Ornamental treeB, Large varieties of
Spruces, Pines and Arbor Vitaes, all
sizes for Windbreaks, Hedges and Or-

nament, $1 to $20 per 100. $i to $100
per 1000. Received highest award at
the World's Fair. Illustrated Cata-
logue FREE. Local agents wanted.
Dilli j Evergreen Specialist,

, liILL, Dundee, Illinois.

TREES
for Spring Planting. Apple,
Pear, Plum and other var-
ieties. The Monarch
Plum. Bourgeat Quince,

finest grower, best yet introduced. Japan PlumB,
Crosby Peach and small fruits. Very fine stock. Our
Catalogue sent free, send for it.

Fred. E. Young, Nurseryman, Rochester, N. V.

Our seeds are all fresh, tested and reliable.
They are sure to grow if given a chance. It
will pay you to get our Catalogue of Seeds and
Plants, before placing your orders. Send for
it to-day. Address
F. W. RITTER & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

Money=
aving

RECOGNIZING tbe fact that in times
like these, to hold our own, we must

I

meet our customers half way, our new
seed book demonstrates conclusively we

l have done so. If you wish to make every
dollar count, you should have our Cata-

1 logue before placing your order. A few
. special features : 593 Illustrations;
$2250 tn Cash Prizes; the Lowest

i
Prices ever known on Manle's Seeds,
Small Fruits, Flowering Plants, etc.

1 If you wish to purchase, we will send you
a copy free ; others must remit 10 cents,
which does not represent one-half its cost.

WM. HENRY MAULE,
1711 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Rawsoo's
Poppies

This collection of magnificent Poppies are
of the sleep-producing or somniferum variety
of Africa, and are wonders of beauty, form

and grace. The blossoms are of mammoth size,
perfectly double, and of rich, brilliant colors.
Seed can be sown from April to June, in open

ground, and will produce flowers in about 60 days.
We offer them in six different colors.

IiUac—shading to Lavender, with broad petals.
Pure White, deeply fringed with bright Carmine.
Purple "Violet, shading to beautiful shining Bronze.
Dazzling Vermilion, very showy.
Blush Pink, shading to Write. Snow White.

The entire Collection of six varieties for 35 cts.; two Collections for
50 cts. In addition to the above, we will mail Free with each order
mentioning this paper, our Catalogue for 1894, which alone is worth 20cts.

I

It contains beautiful colored plates painted from nature ; honest illus-
trations and descriptions ; all the latest reliable Novelties, with full de-

1 scription how and when to plant all kinds of seeds.

SXT. -\7U~. H.AWSOKT *Se OO.,Boston,Mass.

1
TREES AND PLANTS.

UPON our 250 acres of nursery we have every class of hardyTrees and Plants ; Fruit, Orna-
mental, Nut and Flowering. Mary and Henry Ward Beecher Strawberries and,

Lovett's Best Blackberry are among the most valuable novelties. In our catalogues named,
below (which are the most complete, comprehensive and elaborate published by any nursery
establishment in the world) all are accurately described and offered at one«half the
price of tree agents.

LOVETT'S GUIDE TO FRUIT CULTURE tells all about fruits, their merits and
defects; how to plant, prune,cultivate. etc. Richly illustrated. Severalcoloredplates. Priceioc.

LOVETT'S MANUAL OF OKNAMKNTAl. TREES AND PLANTS is au'hori-
tative as well as instructive; a model of excellence in panting and illustration. Gives
points and plans for ornamental planting. Prico, With colored plates, 15 cents.

Established 40 years "We successfully ship to all parrs of the World.
^ Ali who order either of the above and name this paper wi.l receive an ounce of Flower Seeds free.

Wilson's 1894
PLANT, TREE and

atalogue
Live Stock Annual

112 pages, handsome colored plates. Hundreds of natural illustrations. Full of useful information. All kinds
of guaranteed Garden, Flower and Field Seeds. THE WORLD'S FAIR PREMIUM and other Pro-
ductive Potatoes Specialties. Al60 all kinds of Choice Hoses and Rare Flowering Plants. New and
popular varieties of Small Fruits. Grape Vines. Fruit and Ornamental Trees. Thoroughbred Land and
Water Fowls. Bronze Turkeys. Eggs for Hatching. Registered Pigs. German Hares, &c. Catalogues free
on application. Address SAMUEL WILSON, M ECHAN ICSVi LLE, PA.

THE LITTLE DARKEY and his love— for the— Dixey Watermelon
are fully illustrated in our unique and beautiful Seed Manual for

\

1894. If you are an up-to-date Gardener you should be familiar
J

with its pages. It is free if you are a buyer of 5££JJ§
JOHNSON & STOKES, 217 and 319 ^aI^Wa! pa.

We are the largest growers of farm and vegetable seeds inthe world. Wheat, Oatsi
Barley, Corn, Clover Timothy, Grasses, Potatoes, etc., in enormous quantities. 1,000.

000 Roses and Plants. 35 pkgs. earliest Vegetable seeds, enough for a garden, post
paid for SSL 00. 18 pkgs. late Vegetable seeds, 50c. Say. our Great Northern Oats
yielded 216 bush, from one bash, sown! Did you ever hear the like? Pkg. of this Oats
and catalogue free upon receipt of 8c in stamps. 10 Farm Seed samples. 10c, With
catalogue. 15c. Our irreat catalogue. 130 naires. for 5<; pnsfarre. Write to-day.

J9HNA.5ALZER:5EED^LACR?5SE;WK.
-THAT-

THRIVE

"Headquarters for Pear, Pluin, Apple, Nut, aDd all other
Trees, of the best. Also the finest and best .Strawberries,
and Choice iSinali Fruits. Writeforour Cataloffue6flS9t.
You will be interested in our Big 4 Jr. and Frost Proof
Strawberries. THE ROGERS NURSERY CO.,
AgmUWanted. (Department 1.) MoortstowU; N. J.

I
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs, Hammonton, New Jersey.

WARMING AND VENTILATING.

To
warm a poultry-bouse does

not require a stove. The
house need only be kept at

a temperature of 40 degrees,

so as to avoid freezing. The
illustration shows a lamp

inclosed in a box, or placed on a swinging
shelf. Above the lamp is a piece of

pipe, not over four inches in diameter.

Lamp for Poultry-house

rather flat, which may be made for the

purpose. The lamp heats the under
side of the pipe, thus creating a current

of air, the warm air rising and the cold

air coming in from the outside, thus giv-

ing ventilation as well as warming the

air. The object should be not to have the

air come in too rapidly, hence a damper
should be arranged. It is better to have a
pipe three inches wide and one inch deep,

making it fiat, so as to heat the air more
easily. Our object is not so much to show
the arrangement of pipe and lamp (a

small oil-stove is better) as to give the

suggestion. By this plan you make the

house dry, ventilate at the same time, and
keep the temperature above the freezing

point.

WINTER WATER-TROUGH.

When the birds drink, and their wattles

are dipped in the water, there is a liability

of the wattles being frozen, the conse-

quence being that they cause great pain to

the bird. It has long been a problem how
to avoid this difficulty. The use of drink-

inar-fountains prevented frozen wattles as

long as they remained intact, but as such
fountains are of earthenware they are

often broken by the frost, and hence some
substitute must be resorted to. We
present in this issue an ordinary
wooden trough covered on the top, with
openings not larger than an inch or two in

diameter, so that the birds can only insert

their beaks to drink. The trough may be
tilled and emptied through these openings,

and the troughs should be kept tilled with
water, or the birds will not be able to reach

the water level. The same arrangement
may be used for chicks, only the troughs
should be smaller. These troughs can be
made at a small cost. If preferred, the top
may be movable, or can be lifted up, a
heavy stone being placed on it to hold it in

place. It will save much pain and suffer-

ing to the birds.

POULTRY AND HARD TIMES.

Car-loads of poultry are shipped from
the eastern cities every day to the farmers
of the West, and yet many of those farmers
are wondering what they should do to in-

crease receipts. They produce the cheapest

kind of articles to sell and buy the most
costly. Yet they could as easily produce
the articles desired for themselves. This
is not a statement based on fancy, but is a
stern fact. Denver, Salt Lake City, San
Francisco and the new cities of the West,
buy their poultry and eggs from points
east of the Mississippi river.

There is a portion of the winter season,
where the climate is very cold, that the
labor of the farmer is lost, because it can-

not be profitably ap-

plied. If the people
in his section are com-
pelled to send to a dis-

tance for articles that

can be produced on
the farm, why do far-

mers waste their time,

when they can provide
the articles that are in

demand ? Why do far-

mers look upon poul-
try as fit only for

women to look after,

when there is work
enough for one or two
strong men if poultry

is made a business?

It is safe to say that

nothing sells sooner

than poultry and eggs,

and the returns are

always cash. One does

not have to wait for

the money or look to

the future for the re-

turns, as the hens will

supply thei» quota
daily, and have some-
thing coming iu all the

time.

No farmer has the

right to complain if

he neglects his home
market. If poultry

and eggs are brought
into his neighborhood to be sold, why
should he grow wheat to send away, when
his market near by is willing to accept

something that is produced elsewhere? If

the eastern farmer finds a profit in poultry

anil eggs by shipping them to the West,

there is a larger profit for the western far-

mer, because he escapes the transportation

rates, and can consequently hold the mar-
ket against competition from other

points.

GREEN BONE FOR POULTRY.

Green bone contains the natural juices,

and is not only soluble, but is a food. It

contains lime for the shell of the egg, ni-

trogen for the white, a proportion of oil

and fat, and also serves as grit. There is

nothing which can approach it as food for

poultry, so far as a combination of excel-

lent materials for egg formation is con-

cerned.
Bear in mind thatthough we also recom-

mend ground bone, there is quite a differ-

ence between green cut bone and ground
bone. The one is ground, while the other

must be cut with knives. The green bone
contains also adhering meat, and combines
flesh and bone forming elements which
make the complete chick. Ground bone
becomes hard and brittle, having lost the

natural solvents by evaporation ; but green
bone is readily dissolved when eaten, and
is also the most economical of all foods.

A pound of cut bone will be an excellent

allowance for sixteen hens, or an ounce for

each hen per day. This is cheaper than
corn, and has the advantage of containing

more egg-prodiu-ing food than corn. A
pound of bone will give as good results as

four pounds of corn, but we do not infer

that nothing but bones should be allowed.

Give grain and green food, but make the

green bone a part of the ration also.

If you have no bone-cutter, then you are

in the predicament of the farmer who has

no plow. The bone-cutter may cost you a

little at first, but as it is made of iron, and
will last for years, it soon repays all that is

expended in that direction. Bone-cutters

are often advertised in this journal, and as

they are now improved to the highest

capacity, one cannot fail to get more than

the cost. We simply make this statement

in order to reply to some of the readers

who occasionally inquire in Regard to bone-

cutters. Now, as we stated, do not con-

found the bone-mill with the bone-cutter.

One grinds dry bone and the other cuts

green bone. It is very difficult to grind

green bone, but it can be easily cut.

Then there is the increase in eggs by the

use of the bone. When the hen is supplied

with a co»tpZete""ration she will lay, and if

|
bone is allowed the hens do not readily be-

come overfat, as they will receive food that

is more suitable. Anything that produces

eggs is cheap. Corn at ten cents a bushel

is not cheap food if one receives no results.

Bone-cutters will also cut vegetables and
roots. They will even cut dry bones; but

what you should have for your hens to

make them lay is the fresh, green bones

from the butcher, and cut them so as to

convert them into food for hens. The
poultry droppings will then also be more

The Spring Curry Comb, manufactured by
The Spring Curry Comb Co., South Bend, Intl.,
is the best thing of the kind ever placed on
the market. In every essential for which a
curry comb is desired, it fills the bill. When
used on horses or eattle its operation is as
gentle as a woman's hand; as searching as the
eye of fate; as thrilling as a maiden's love; as
perfect as nature's laws. It insures mercy and
delight t i all animals it is used on. See ad-
vertisement in this paper.

"IS SHE DREADING OF THE ANGELS?"
No, she has recently received one of our Port-

folios of World's Fair Views. You would rook
just as happy as she does if you had a set Of
thein. See offer on another page.

Winter Water-trough.

It may be that farmers are not very par-

tial to work done with poultry. It may
be to them somewhat of a small business

for a farmer. What matters such if it pays?
Farmers work for money, ljke other

classes, and nothing that will give them a

profit should be overlooked. There is a
fearful loss of time by some of them when
the snow is on the ground, and they may
have to clear off a space for the hens
(which cannot well be done by women),
but if the hens will lay and give a profit,

what is it to them? Their labor is profit-

able wherever it can be applied, and while
the care of a flock in the winter season

may entail extra work, the well-tilled egg-
basket will be a remuneration, and, as we
stated, eggs always sell for cash.

WARM HOUSES FOR CHICKS.

If the brooder is warm and the brooder-
house cold, the chicks will not thrive.

Chicks will not go under a dark brooder if

they can huddle in a light corner, and it

is necessary to have the brooder-house as

warm as seventy degrees. The majority
of losses are due not to the brooder so

much as the cold quarters when the chicks
arc in the brooder-house. If the chicks

are kept warm, they will thrive on almost
any kiud of food that may be allowed
them.

valuable, and the young stock will grow
more rapidly.

We have used bone-cutters, and will

state, for our part, that if we supposed
that we could not buy another, we would
not sell the ones we have for ten times the

cost, and the hens have long ago paid us

the cost by laying more eggs.

The "Western Trail" is published quarterly

by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
i

Railway. It tells how to get a farm in the

West, and it will be sent to you grat is for one
year. Send name and address to "Editor
Western Trail, Chicago1," and receive it one
year free. John Sebastian, G. P. A.

Mammoth New Catalogue Aimanac
AND GUIDE TO POULTRY RAISERS.

64 large pages, printed in colors. Descrip-
tion of all leading varieties of fowls. Over
50 fine Illustrations. Plans for Poultry
bouses. Remedieefor 'all diseases. Recipe
for Poultry Powders. The finest tiling

out—everybody wants one. Only 10c.

C.C. SHOEMAKER, Freeport, III., U.S.A.

Mention this paper when you write.

POULTRY MEN
Have proved that green cut bone is the
greatest egg producing food in the world.

Mann's Bone Cutter
Warranted to cut green bone with the meat anil

gristle, without clog or difficulty, or money
refunded.

Itlus. catalogue free ifyotsame this paper.

F. W. Mann Co., MILFORD, MASS.

Poultry Do Have
These diseases. The first is what diphtheria is ton f\ iiQ human beings, and closely allied to thatKvw wr m disease. Symptoms are, sneezing like a
PAWffffTl cold; slight watering of the eyes; run-
vr.»> ning at the nostrils, severe inflammation

Eheumatiso. 111 the throat, canker, swollen head and^ eruptions on head and face. A breeder
LKQ of fighting game fowl which from

<mt»Air>Tr<!^ their habits, are more liable to roup tnanwjwuu^AijS). others, gives us a TREATMENT,
which he say3 is a Positively Sure Cure for the

By the use of

JOHNSON'S
Anodyne Liniment

Space here will not permit giving his full directions for
use. Send to us for full particulars, "by mail./ree. It
also cures all Bowel Complaints, Leg Weakness and
Kheumatic Lameness like magic. Sold everywhere.
Price, S5c 6 bottles, §2.00. Express paid. Pamphlet free.
I. S. JOH>'SON& CO., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mass.

Poultry Supplies_^>>
Our Line is Most Complete.

J Our Prices are Right. ^
^. Our Illustrated Circular is Free. +

Write for it. JOHNSON & STOKES,
217 & 219 Market St.,PhiladeIphia,Pa.»»»

Send 2-cent stamp
for illustrated cat-
alogue, 70 styles of

LEATHER HARNESS to

HARNESS
MtJJmm^^m^T ...
select from, shipped subject to approval at wholesale
Prices. KING & CO.. afrs., 5 Church St., Owego, New York.

! WPW "ROOTT PROFIT AND LOSS III POULTRY,
1\ Xj V> JSUUJQk sent free to any address.
J. E. WHITE, South Glens Falls, New York.

1K(\f\ FERRETS. Largest ranch in the world.
ftiVv Trained for rabbit hunting and destroying

rats. *3apair, C. O.D. W.H.Farniwortb.NewLondou.O.

PURE BRED POULTRY g°^tftoT^ r
&V.

Catalogfree. iddressMt. Airy Poultry' Yards, Rural Retreat, Va.

MM Rosecomb. White and Black Leghorns, j511-

bUttO ver Wyandottes, Non-sitters, Egg machines,
Pekin ducks, Jersey cattle. Pug puppies. Circulars.
Gillivan Breeder Prize Stock, West Jefferson, Ohio.

CPPC P LI CAD From choice selected Pure Bred
CUUO UnCnli Poultry, of the most noted prize

descriptivecatalogue tree
wl nning strains. Fine illustrate-.

H.GREIDER, FLORIN, P..

PREEN BONE CUTTER—Awarded 1st premiumsw over cutters costing double and more. Is cheap,
durable, practical and warranted. Adjustable for
cutting very fine for chicks. Get our circulars, prizes
wou, etc. Webster & HANNr/M, Cazenovia, N. Y.

SWEET ENSILAGE WITHOUT A SILO

!

Patent Press—Cheap, Portable.

Aa active agent wanted in every state. Send 2-cent
Stamp for particulars to
j\o postal cards. T.W. Lawford, LawfordP. 0.,Va.

INCUBATORS& BROODERS
Brooders only $5. Best and cheapest for
raising chicks ; 40 first premiums

; 3.WQ
testimonials ; send for catalogue.

G. S. SINGER, Box 533, Cardlngton, 0.

EGGSMFOWLS
CAD CIIC From 50 varieties. Largest
rUn OALL RANGE in the West.
1600 prizes at lO Shows In 1398.
Send three one cent stamps for best Illus-

trated Catalogue size 8111, 32 pages.

CHAS. GAMMERDINGER, COLUMBUS, ••

TH
f WORLD'S FAIR
'MEDAL and DIPLOMA,
our INCl ARTOR and BRUODEK

Combined. If you are interested in
Poultry, it will pay you to Bend 4 centa la

stamps for 72 page catalogue, giving valuable

points on Poultry Culture. Address

Reliable Incubator Co., Qnlaey, Ill*

Pi Improved' igERLESS HATCHEl
SSSfl SOLD UNDER A GUARANTEE~ that it is positively self-regulating

and will hatch fully SO per cent,
of fertile eggs, or it can be returned
and money refunded. Reason-
able in price. Self-Regulating

BROODERS. Send 4 cents for catalogue.

H. M. SHEER & BRO., Quincy, III.

THE IMPROVED

VICTOR
INCUBATOR
Hatches Chickens by Steam.
Absolutely self-regulating.
The simplest, most reliable,

and cheaiwst first-class-Hatctier
in the market, Circufci-s free.

4cents7 , GEO. EKTEL Sc CO., Qniucy, III.

SIMPLEX HATCHER.
The Most Perfect

INCUBATOR MADE.
Quick and certain ; Hatches
every egg that a hen could
hatch; Regulates itself auto-
matically; Reduces the cost
of poultry raising to a mint-
mum. Rest in every way-
lowest in price. Send for
Illus. Catalogue. SIMPLEX
HATCHER CO.. QUINCY. ILL.

Mention this paper when yon write.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAK
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Simple,

Perfect
and Self-

Regulating

Thousands
in successful
operation.

Guaranteed to
'hatcha larger
percentage of

fertile eggs* at
less cost tban

any other Hatcher.

Lowest priced flrst-class
Hatcher made.

Send 6c for Cats . >
.

Circulars free.
Patentee ana

Bale
ofselarer GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy, III.
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PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAL MEETING AT HARRISBUKU,
JANUARY 16 AND 17.

attended this meeting and

listened to valuable discus-

sions by some of the most

practical horticulturists of

the state. Philadelphia is

noted for its vast consump-
tion of fruit of a high quality,

8
and the men who grow the fruit, and the

trees and plants that produce it, form that

society, its membership being largely from

cast of the mountains.

W. H. Moon, a nurseryman widely

known for the large and complete stock of

ornamental trees and bushes he carries, is

president, and E. B. Engle, of
.

Waynes-
boro, Pa., is secretary.

I will attempt to give only some of the

cream of the discussions. Before I begin,

however, let mo introduce to my readers

the newly-appointed chief of pomology,

the successor of Mr. II. E. Vandeman,
who for eight years held that position,

who organized its methods and work, and

who made thousands of friends all over

the country.

The new man is Mr. E. B. Heikes, of

York, Pa., who has been secretary and
president of the Pennsylvania Horticul-

tural Society. He is "a jolly good fellow,"

of line appearance, and a lifelong fruit

grower. He has a wide acquaintance with

fruits and fruit men, and is evidently held

in high esteem by his fellow-horticul-

turists. He was present at the meeting,

and helped greatly in making the discus-

sions interesting, being quite familiar

wHh the sciences that aid horticulture.

He is 57 years of age.

FRUITS.

The KeUfer pear cut quite a figure in

eastern Pennsylvania markets. There

was a fine crop; the fruit ripened nicely

with high color, and brought good prices as

compared with peaches and berries. First-

class grade brought §2 per bushel, and the

culls also found a market. One hundred
trees are planted to the acre, and trees

eight years old produced three bushels

each. Specimens larger than large Bart-

letts were shown at the meeting that were
fairly well preserved and that had not

been in cold storage. They were left upon
the tree until ripe, then picked and put in

kegs on the north side of the house until

freezing weather, and then headed up air-

tight and put in the cellar. The sealing is

done on a day when the temperature out-,

side is about the same as that of the cellar.

If removed to the cellar when it is very
cold outside, the fruit sweats and causes

rot. The Keiffer is shipped all over the

country, and seems to be gaining great

favor as a cooking or canning pear. It has

a point in its favor as a market fruit, that

it comes at a time when there are neither

peaches nor melons, while the Bartlett finds

the market glutted with both.

The Globe peach had been fruited by
several. In some cases it grew quite

large, but it seems quite variable in size,

and is decidedly sour and very poor in

quality.

The Triumph gooseberry was claimed
by Mr. Brinton, the accomplished corre-

sponding secretary of the society, to be
decidedly in the lead of a dozen leading
varieties he had growing. It is of a

greenish-yellow and as large as Industry.
Several members urged the more extended
planting and use of gooseberries. Goose-
berries are generally picked too green.
They should be allowed to ripen and then
be canned. They are an excellent and
cheap substitute for cranberries.

One grape grower, who supplies a special

retail market, claims that he does the best
with Woodruff Red for red, Eaton for

black and Niagara for white. He bags the
Niagara as a protection from rot. A grower
who lives seventy miles from Philadelphia
claimed that freight was higher from his
place than from grape-producing points
300 miles away. The Keystone grape was
on exhibition, the claim being made for

long-keeping quality. It is a black grape,
pretty well preserved outwardly, but dry
and of no account to eat. Of its history,

as to whether it is ever good, I cannot
say.

The wineberry was praised by Mr. Brin-
ton for its beauty and jelly qualities. Mr.
Heikes had fruited it three years. It was
a red raspberry, inclosed in the calyx like

a capsule until half grown. The calyx then
opens, disclosing a berry of a delicate

straw color, which deepens to an orange

and becomes blood-red when ripe. It is

productive, but too sour to eat in the usual
j

way. It makes a jelly equal to currants, i

and" is of a color that surpasses any other

fruit product.

The Erie blackberry received many com-
mendatory remarks.

Prof. Butz, horticulturist of the state

experiment farm, spoke very highly of

the Greenville strawberry. This originated

in Greenville, Ohio. It was twice as

productive as Crescent grown alongside,

and as large as Sharpless. It ripened more

evenly than the latter variety.

WINDFALL APPLES.

There was a considerable crop of apples

in several' counties in Pennsylvania, and

apple eaters all over the country who
are going without or paying $4 per barrel

for apples, may be interested in the fact

that Center county produced thousands of

barrels for which the producers received

but 25 cents per bushel. It would cer-

tainly pay the farmers of that benighted

region to follow Secretary Morton's ad-

vice and take the daily papers, if not a

good agricultural journal.

The terrible storms that visited the

Atlantic coast in September blew off many
hundreds of bushels of apples, and this

loss led to the discussion of what were

the best apples to resist wind. Mr. Heikes

said short-stemmed apples were most

likely to drop. Apples with short stems,

like the Baldwin, would sometimes grow
themselves off by pressure against the

bough. Prof. Butz said a healthy tree

would retain the fruit longer than an un-

healthy one. L. B. Pierce said the codlin-

moth was of great assistance to the wind
in dislodging apples. Wormy apples ma-
tured prematurely and lost their grip. H.

M. Engle considered a wind-storm a bless-

ing in disguise. It thinned overladen

trees of their surplus and gave the re-

mainder a chance to grow. Mr. Chase

called attention to the fact that apples that

were winter apples or long-keepers in

New York and Michigan were much
earlier in Pennsylvania. Picking was

often delayed too long. All varieties did

not require picking the same week. Some
late-keeping varieties should be originated

on Pennsylvania soil for Pennsylvania
orchards.

President Moon said it was the work of

a lifetime to originate and test new
varieties. New berries or grapes could

be grown from seed and tested in three or

four years ; not so with standard fruits.

H. M. Engle said it was a mistake to

think it took a long term of years to fruit

seedling apples. A tree big enough to

make one or more scions could be grown
the first year from seed and then put into

a bearing tree as a top graft. If nothing
happened, it would bear fruit in four or

five years.

Mr. Chase said apples varied considerably

under the same name; so much so that in

some cases, like the Baldwin, two or three

sorts differing enough to almost make a

new variety could be sorted out. If

nurserymen would graft only from bear-

ing trees, and of those nearest approach-

ing the type, there would result a weeding
out of the poorer variations. Florists did

not take cuttings indiscriminately from
good and poor plants. If they did not
take pains to cut from typical plants, the

characteristics most desirable would often

be lost. It was the same in live stock

breeding. A certain standard was adhered
to, even if the greater number went to the

shambles.

THINNING FRUIT.

Does it pay? was thought by two gentle-

men to be doubtful. Mr. Heikes said it

took no longer to pick it when small than

when large, and resulted in giving the

remainder a chance.

Mr. Brinton said one could sometimes
remove two thirds of the fruit and get just

as many bushels at the final gathering as

if none had been removed. The larger

fruit would also bring a better price, and
in a year of glut sell when the other would
not.

L. B. Pierce said that with fruit with larger

stones it was a case of economizing in min-
eral fertilizers. The pulp took little

mineral matter from the soil, the pit took
a great deal. If we grew four peach-stones

to get the same amount of pulp that might
be grown around one, then we wasted the
growing of three pits and tried the re-

sources of the soil and the constitution of

the tree to that extent for nothing. A
successful pear grower in Toledo thinned
fruit on pears by cutting back the shoots

and cutting away spurs. The same could

be done with cherries and plums. This

should be done while the tree was dor-

mant, there being no leaves to obstruct

the vision.

Mr. E. B. Engle said peach growers in

southern Pennsylvania thinned by cutting

off the ends of the twigs after peaches
were as big as grapes.

This precipitated the old discussion as to

the injury done by summer pruning. The
discussion was closed by Mr. Brinton,

who asked, "Why do -we poison canker-

worms?" and after a pause, answered it

by saying, "Because they eat the foliage."

He then asked another, "Is it any less try-

ing to the constitution of the tree or vine
to cut off the foliage with a knife than to

have it eaten away?"

DISEASES AND STORIES.

There were two papers on the yellows,

and a good deal of fruitless discussion.

During the talk I learned for the first time
what the trouble known as "rosette" was.
It is a multiplying of the petals of the

peach-blossom, making it double and
barren. It is becoming a serious trouble

in the, South, especially in Alabama. I

asked if it was liable to prevail in the

North if trees were procured from the

South.

Mr. Moon said that was what Penn-
sylvania nurserymen told their cus-

tomers. "If they planted home-grown
trees they would escape the rosette, but if

they bought Alabama trees they would
have it, sure."

President Moon is quite a story-teller,

and I will give one of his best: A good
many years ago a Long Island nurseryman
died, leaving a large stock of grape
cuttings planted out. His son, a bummer
in New York, cared nothing for the nursery
business, but wanted to turn the old gen-
tleman's estate into as much money as

possible, so he had the vines carefully

attended to, and the second year adver-

tised the vines as the Heavenly grape,

raised from seed which his father had sent

him from the other world. He had won-
derful pictures made of the pretended
fruit, and succeeded in selling a great

many vines at $3 each. After awhile the

vines bore, and proved not very good, and
black in color, while his picture repre-

sented them of the color of gold. When
complained to about it, the son assured his

customers that it was not his fault, "the
climate around New York was so much
colder than that where his father lived."

L. B. P.

'mail Orange Grove and choicest gardening lands at rail-

t road center. Cheap. Terms eaBy. Box 27, Archer,Fla.
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WALL PAPERS.
Send 10 cents for postage. We will mail you the
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prices in the U. S., with instructions how to paper.
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To a large number in every State the name of our Manager,
J, A. ROSS (formerly at 29 Oliver Street), will meanLow Prices and a Square Deal. Send two-cent
stamp for 1894 Catalogue, with Net figures direct to consumer.
Mention paper. HOBKILL FIRE ASMSCOMPA\T, 65 Oliver Street, Rostom, MASS.

SOME HINTS ON BUYING A HORSE.

Don't buy a horse of a man who prides
himself on being a horse jockey ; he will
cheat you every time, either by not telling
the whole truth, or by allowing you to be-
lieve what is not true about the horse. A
horseman may be scrupulously honest and
reliable in everything else, but tricky in a
horse trade. In buying a horse, do not be
smart and put your judgment against
the honor and integrity of the man who is

selling the horse, or he will allow you "to
cut your eye teeth."
Never buy a horse in harness; unhitch

him and take everything off but his halter,
and lead him around. If he has stiff knees
or shoulders, or has other ailments, you
may be able to discover them. Turn him
loose and get behind him, and chase him
for a few minutes to see his movements.
The horse may be blind and his eyes appar-
ently all right ; one eye may be sound and
the other one not. Take the horse by the
head and back him ; if he drags his toes,
you may depend upon it his shoulders are
unsound. Stand beside the horse and
notice if his knees are sprung forward

;

they should be in a straight line. Notice
if the horse stands firmly and squarely on
every foot, and does not change his weight
from one foot to the other, which you
may know indicates soreness somewhere.
To know if a horse's wind is good, give

him a run of ten minutes, and then watch
the results. If a horse stands with his feet
wide apart or straddles his hind feet in
moving, especially while pulling, there is a
fault in the loins or kidneys. Examine the
hoofs carefully with the hand. The feet
should be cool and all alike. The frog
should be as near like india-rubber as pos-
sible, not dry and brittle. If the ears are
continually thrown back and eyes un-
kindly, the eyes wide apart and the face
dished, the chances are the horse is very
smart and very mean. If the horse has a
thin, narrow face, with eyes close together,
the horse is a natural-born fool, suspicious,
ready to scare to death at nothing and do
all sorts of fool things. You don't want
such a horse for anything. Watch out
for scarred hind legs, as the horse is
probably a kicker. A stumbling horse
will probably have scarred knees. A
rough, harsh skin that sticks to the body
like the bark on a tree, indicates stomach
troubles; he is a hearty eater and has fits

of indigestion. To know surely if the
breathing organs are right, put your ear at
the region of the heart and lungs and you
can tell. The breathing should be clear
and with no wheezing sounds. With all
this there is no man living that will not
be deceived sometimes. R. M. Bell.

ISpeefectlthardy; will stand any climate;
strongestgrower—3 to 4 feet in onesummer.
Froit Large, sweet, most delicious flavor.
Berries do not shell or dropoff; most
prolific Picks 25 per cent, more fruit. Full
particulars and fine colored plates free.

THE JEWELL NURSERY CO.,
Nprsery Ave. 31, Lake City. Minnesota,

NEW CROP ONION SEED
90 Cents per lb., post-paid.

Either Red Wethersfleld,Extra EarlyKed,YollowGlobe
DanverB, or Yellow Dutch. Ten pounds or over of one
kind, or assorted as desired. 80 cents per lb. by express,
not prepaid. All warranted best seed. I annually supply
hundreds of nja'rkot gardeners in 10 to 200 lb. lots. Order
at once. (Jatalq'gue of bargains, free. F. B. MILLS,

Seed Grower, Box 202, Rose Hili, N. Y.
Mention this paper.

i't Lose
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PLANT FERRY'S SEEDS

this year, and make up for lost tima /

Ferry's Seed Annual for 1894 will I
give you many valuable hints

;

about what to raise and how to^
raise it. It contains informa- j

ition to be had from no other^
, source. Free to all.
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Detroit,

Mich.

S
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iSend at once for our complete
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Teeth QuicJdy
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Our New Steel Frame
CORN PLANTER

with Fertilizer Attachment.
For simplicity, neatness,

strength and dura-
bility cannot be
equaled. We also
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larSaw Mills, Culti-
vators, Grain Drills,

__ 'Threshers, Engines,
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oargoods Agents wanted in unoccupied territory. Cat

logue/Vee. HENCIIife I>R.OMC;OLD,York,Pa.
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PLUM CULTURE.

A PROMINENT NEW YORK FRUIT GROWER
TALKS.

pomological
was to talk

eetino Hon. I). S.Willard, of

New York, on the cars a

short time since—we were

both journeying to thesame
point of destination, the

meeting of the Maine state

society, where Mr. Willard

to Maine fruit growers upon
commercial plum culture—the topic of in-

terest between us was the discussion of the

culture of the plum.
"What are the main requisites to suc-

cessful plum culture at the beginning of

the business?" was asked Mr. Willard.

"Good trees, properly set in good soil

properly prepared, are the fundamentals,
and then proper attention all the way along

in their growth,"jwas the reply. "Hardy
stocks are essential, and onto these graft

or bud the varieties desired."

One of Mr. Willard's earlier experiences

was setting plum-trees between apple-

trees, setting both together, the idea being

that when the apple-trees had grown so as
' to require the whole room, the plums would
have become exhausted and past useful-

ness. The seventh year the apple-trees

bore fruit in value of about §1.50 to a tree,

while the plums, beginning to bear at three

and four years, gave $10 to §12 value per tree.

The consequence was, many of the apple-

trees were rooted out to give place to the

much more profitable plum-trees,.

"Many fail in growing plums by not
properly considering the soil before set-

iug the trees," said Mr. W. "Plums need a

strong, rich soil to produce in abundance
and fruit of good quality. Manures con-

taining a large per cent of nitrogenous

compounds may prove injurious; the

want of the plum-tree is potash and plios^

phoric acid. Chemical fertilizers contain-

ing these elements in- excess of nitrogen

may be used with profit in the plum gar-

den." He had known instances where
plum-trees had been damaged by the ap-

plication of overdoses of barn dressing

—

the effect of too much nitrogen causing the

trees to die prematurely.

"The plum, like most other trees, is

susceptible to improvement by proper

pruning. When the trees are received

from the nursery, trim to three or four

branches, and cut these back one third or

one half of previous year's growth, accord-

ing to the condition of the roots. Each
succeeding year cut back about one third,

and thin out all branches which cross oth-

ers; this will give low and symmetrical
heads. Tall trees, as they are inclined to

grow if left, unpruned, are a nuisance

when gathering the .fruit, or when cutting

out the black -knot.

"At the head of the list for profitable

commercial plum growing is the Heine

Claude de Havay; it is a plum of good
quality, productive, and picked at the

proper time, a good shipping variety. The
tree is not hardy, but top-graftiug it upon
the Lombard is a success.

"Next was the Lombard, which might
be styled everybody's plum, but it is of

low quality. A hardy tree, very produc-

tive, of taking appearance and a good
shipper, but lacking in the one particular

quality. Other varieties to be recom-

mended are Bradshaw Gui, Coe's Golden
Drop, Stanton and Monarch."
Referring to the Japan plum, Mr. Wil-

lard said that there were several that were
productive and hardy, and of quite good
quality. Of these were the Burbank,which

was to be recommended above all others.

In point of quality nothing surpassed

the Yellow Botan. Botau 2G was the ear-

liest in ripening, but poor in quality. In

choosing varieties for the commercial
plum orchard, hardiness, productiveness

and market qualities, should govern. Ashes
were a fine fertilizer for the plum; -a half

bushel spread about a tree forms a good
dressing. Muriate of potash is also val-

uable, when ashes are not to be had.

"An essential thing in orchards under
high cultivation is thinning of the fruit.

Most varieties of plums are inclined to

overbear. As a rule the plums should not

come in contact with each other while

hanging on the tree. If they do, in some
seasons the fruit is sure to rot, even if

spraying is resorted to, which ordinarily

is a preventive.

"But thinning serves another important
pur-iose ; it enhances the quality of the fruit

jiued, and saves or prolongs the life of

the tree. Fruit properly thinned is a third

larger, and this sells quicker and gives

better satisfaction in market.
"The time to thin is after the natural

dropping of the fruit, which will be more
or less in individual trees from various

causes—improper fertilization of the flow-

ers, winds and insects. Thin out half the

fruit left.

"Gather the fruit when well colored, but
yet hard. Left till later destroys their

value for shipping. Plums thus picked
will ripen up in the packages. Pick in the

morning and late afternoon—the cool of

the day. Pack when no .heat pertains to

the fruit.

"Clean cultivation should be practiced
in the plum orchard. The trees will not
thrive in grass, or where the weeds are
allowed to appropriate the fertility of the
soil.

"Shallow cultivation should be practiced,
only deep enough to cover the dressing
applied. The one-horse plow, cultivator
and spring-tooth harrow are good imple-
ments.
"The bane of plum growing is the black-

knot. Black-knot can be controlled, but
not prevented. The knife and buruing is

the remedy of most avail. Black-knot is a
fungus and propag-'ed by spores spread by
the wind; hence, a cureless neighbor's gar-
den may be the means of spreading the
disease over the territory of the most care-
ful grower. For that reason a law was
passed by the New York legislature impos-
ing a penalty for allowing the knots to
remain upon diseased trees. Twice a year
go over the trees, and cut off the knots and
burn them.
"Leaf-blight may be controlled byspray-

ing with Bordeaux mixture
;
also, spraying

is preventive of rotting of the fruit on
the trees.
"The curculio proves a very annoying

insect. Spraying with Paris green had
been highly recommended to prevent its

ravages, but the more experienced plum
growers fall back upon the jarring process
to head off this troublesome insect. This
is an old method, and the contrivances of
sheet and mallet are the most effectual of
anything known." L. F. Abbott.
Maine.

"HENS BY THE ACRE."

f I were to advise any one who con-
templated beginning in the poultry
business, I should say:

Begin on a small scale and get the

knowledge which can be gained only
by experience as you proceed. It is

not so likely to be "dearly-bought wit,"and
i f you get discouraged you can get out with-
out so much loss. I propose to take my
own advice and go slowly. I have now 15

houses completed. Eight are stocked with
hens from one to four years old, and the
rest with pullets three to four months old,

which will give six acres or 600 hens for

the winter campaign. I set my first setting

of eggs on March 17th, and got my first

pullet's egg on August3d. The pullet that
laid it could not have been more than
three months and twenty-three day's old.
She is a Brown Leghorn, and is the only one
that has commenced to lay in August.
Most of my old hens are such as I could
buy during the winter, being a mixed lot
of all sizes and colors. I have no hobby as
to breeds, but propose to give the single-
comb Brown Leghorns a trial.

I had a call the other morning from
Deacon Thomas, who is one of the slow-
going farmers who is satisfied to do just
as his ancestors did, and would be afraid
to get out of- the ruts they made for fear
he would get lost. I was just starting out
to feed my hens, so I invited him to go
along. lie looked with wonder at what
he called my telegraph wires,' arid I no-
ticed that he walked as far away from the
poles as possible, evidently- thinking they
might "go off." By the time we had
reached the second flock, his tongue was
unloosed and he began to ask questions.
"What is that you an? giving your hens

this morning, anyhow?"
"Oh, this is their regular breakfast."
"What is it composed of?"
"Well, in the first place, I take four

bushels of good wheat and eight of the
best clipped oats to the mill and have both
ground. To the flour arc added 200 pounds
of wheat bran and 100 of animal meal, or
meat serap, and the whole is well mixed."
"Do you give them the same thing every

morning?"
"I have used this mixture now for over

a year for morning feed."
"Do your hens do well on it?"
"I have never had them do better in the

many years I have fed hens."
"But there is no corn in it! Now, my

hens like corn, and father always fed it

to his hens;, and they were always plump
and fat when we wanted to kill one. My!
what good, rich pot-pio mother used to
make. It makes my mouth water yet to
think of it."

I had t<> smile at the deacon's earnestness,
but simply remarked that I was feeding
for eggs and not for pot-pie.
"You seem to be taking corn out of a

barrel there and putting it up in that little
box with the telegraph-machine on it.

What is that for?"
"Why, that is for their supper."
"But how ever can the hens get it away

up in that little box as high as my head?"
"That is an electric feed-box, such as your

father never dreamed of. I can press a
button down in my dining-room this after-
noon, and this telegraph-machine, as you
call it, will cause the corn to scatter on the

floor, so !" and the deacon jumped back as I
sprang the magnet, and the corn began to
rattle over the tin deflector and scatter
over the floor. $- * * *

ANY MONEY IX IT?

"Well," said the deacon, "does it pay?
That is the main question."
"To be sure it does. It is only an exper-

iment with me thus far, but present indi-
cations are that it is going to pay even
better than I at first supposed. Istarted out
to prove that stony pasture-land that could
not be profitably tilled, could be made to
pay a yearly profit of $100 per acre, by
stocking it with 100 heus to the acre. You
see that first building over there we visited?
It was stocked with 10 pullets November
1892. Come up to the house and we shall
see how they are making out. Here is the
record

:

Total 3.723 Total mil
The other seven houses, stocked last

April, are doing equally well. Present in-
dications are that by September 1st (nine
months) they will have paid for the build-
ing (§40), in addition to paying for them-
selves {GO cents each) and paying for their
feed, which costs about 10 cents per day for
the flock of forty."
"How do you get such big prices for

eggs?" said the deacon.
"Why, do you call those big prices? I

don't. The first man I struck last winter,
when I went down to the city to look for a
market, offered me eight cents per dozen
above the highest market quotation, ^.s
that was satisfactory for the present, I did
not look any further. I expect to find
some one who will be glad to pay more
than that when I get in shape to send a
crate every day, and guarantee each egg
not over 24 hours old."
The deacon sat in a brown study for

some time. When he looked up at last,

his next question was:
"How long did it take to feed those hens

this morning?"
"Probably about an hour. When I have

no one along to talk to, it takes three or
four minutes to each flock."
"Well," said he, "if my calculations are

correct, if a man had twenty acres in hens
and they paid as well as this flock whose
record ' for eight months you have just
showed me is doing, he could clear in the
neighborhood of §3,000 a year. My! Just
think of it! I keep twelve cows on my
farm of one hundred acres and have hard
work to sell §600 worth of milk after
paying my feed bills."
"Don't figure too high," said I; "if I can

make them pay a profit of §1 a hen I shall
be well pleased. The months of October
and November are to be heard from yet,
when they will be molting. There are
some losses to be reckoned, also. Three of
the flock have died already. In fact, most
of the 3,723 dozen eggs have been laid by
thirty-seven hens."

SOME DISADVANTAGES OF PROSPERITY.

"Well," said the deacon, "I am sorry I
came over this morning."

To my look of astonishment he replied:
"Susan has been teasing for a new hen-

house all summer, and when she hears of
this, I shall have to build it for her, sure."

"If Susan takes to the business, you fix
her out with buildings and hens enough
to keep her busy an hour every morning
feeding them and half an hour at night
hunting eggs in the old orchard back of
your house, and if she dou't clear enough
money every year to buy herself a piano
and a silk dress "and make her 'pa' a
present of a new mowing-machine, I shall
be very much mistaken."
"It won't be necessary for me to buy her

those telegraph fixings, too, will it?"
"I don't kn«w. You can tell by trying.

From my experience in feeding hens, if I
should go out into a ten-acre field with 500
or 1,000 hens running at large and attempt
to feed them from a basket, I should expect
to see them come to meet me from all
quarters, till after a few days I would have
the whole crowd around me at once. The
greedy ones would get more than their
share, and all would get so mixed up that
they would never all get home to roost.
You can buy the electric feed-boxes much
cheaper than you, can build yards for each
flock."
As the deacon rose to go and took his hat

from the piano, I was reminded of the way
I got started in studying the possibilities
of the American hen. Several years ago
my wife was like the Deacon's Susan—she
wanted to go into the lien business. We
had an old hog-house not in use, so she
bought about fifty hens and went to rais-
ing chickens. She hapx>ened to have pretty
good luck and raised a good lot of them.
This was in 1884. in 1885, when her chick-
ens were about half grown, she bantered
me one day to buy her out. I offered her
twenty cents each for them, and she took
me up. She had bought her own feed, and
when I paid her for the chickens she
proudly brought out enough savings from
her chicken and egg money to buy a good
organ. To be sure, this has since been
traded for a piano, and the minks got in to
my chickens a few nights after I had taken
possession and killed forty of them, mak-
ing me feel blue and her jubilant that she
had sold out just in time; but then I got
experience. I learned that a mink would
go through a crack an inch wide, and
straightway I built a house in which the
cracks were less than an inch wide. A few
days ago I heard one of the most prosperous
merchants in the city of Middletown tell-

ing about how his wife keeps liens on their
city lot. They live in the suburbs and
have probably half an acre of land around
their fine dwelling. He said she besran to
talk of wanting a sealskin sack last winter,
and he began to plead poverty. He told
her he had no money to pay for such fool-
ishness. "By Jinks," said he, "if that
woman did not go and get an old stocking,
in which she keeps her egg money, and
count out enough to pay for the sealskin
cloak."

—

O. W. Mapc.s, in Ilural -Veto Yorker.

We take pleasure in calling attention of our
readers to the advertisement of Mr. D. Hill, of
Dundee, 111., in this issue. His stock of Ever-
greens and Forest Trees, all Nursery grown, is

of the hardiest varieties, and for wind-breaks,
ornament, etc., are unequaled. Mr. Hill's
Evergreen Exhibit was awarded the highest
prize at the World's Columbian Exposition
last summer. Write him for Illustrated Cat-
alogue, and mention Farm and Fireside.

NEW APPLE, PEAR AND NUT TREES io%
YEARS.
ACRES.

1838.
1894.
Starr, the largest early apple ; Paragon, and other valuable sorts; Lincoln Coreless,
Seneca and Japan Golden Russet Pears in collections at reduced rates. NITS—
Parry's Giant, Pedigree, Mammoth) Paragon and other chestnuts. Walnuts—
French, Persian, Japan, English and American. Pecans, Almomls and Filberts.
Eleagnus Ijongpiiies, Hartly Oranges, Dwarf Rocky .Mountain Cherries,
free from insects, black knots or other diseases. SMALL FRUITS, Grape Vines,
Currants, etc. SHADE TREES — Immense stock o! Poplars and Maples,
Ornamental Shrubs and Vines. JStST Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue Free.

POMONA NURSERIES. WILLIAM PARRY, Parry, N.J.

POTATO MACHINERY.
If you are interested in planting and cutting potatoes by machinery, -write to

ASPINWALL MANUFACTURING CO., Jackson, Mich., for their free illustrated

Catalogue. They will save you money ant} guarantee the work. (Mention this paper.)

GREEN'S
80 PAGES, 9 COLORS, ILLUSTRATED. Free to all who Apply.

ftuit Guide
and Catalogue

Fruits, Roses, Ornamentals

SIXTY THOUSAND PATRONS. ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS. 2 NURSERIES.
See Green's Mo*
Free. 100,000]

Mr£^tt\S??SZr?lSgZ GREEN'S NURSERY CO., Rochester, N. Y

FREE!
Our large 24-page catalogue of
Organs, also our new and ele-
gant catalogue of Pianos, con-
taining 1G pages. We have the
largest manufactory in the
world,from which we sell direct

to the consumer at wholesale prices, thus saving the profits of
the dealer and the commissions of the agents. We furnish a

first-class Organ, warranted 20
years, with stool sfiL pom en
and book, *«-

only

I, walliiuicu

$27'
NO MONEY
REQUIRED

until Instrument has been thoroughly tested in your own house.
Sold on instalments. Easy payment.

We positively guarantee every organ and Piano twenty years. Send for
catalogue at once if vou want to obtain the greatest bargain everotfereii on
earth. Write your name and address plainly, and we will send by mail
same day letter is received.

As an advertisement, we «M m m wftrtStailBookandCof- B»

will sell the first Piano ofJ\ j er Free. R»
ourmakeiuaplaceforonlyVJ 1 » Regular price, 8350.00

|j

Beethoven Piano a
nd Organ Co., |

P. o. Box 628 Washington, N. J. ^
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THE FAREWELL.

Not going abroad ? What, to-iuorrow ?

Ami to stay; goodness knows, for how long?

Keally, Jack, 'twould appear that dry sorrow

Had done even you, sir, a wrong,

It has ? Ha ! ba ! ha ! what a joke, sir !

is it Mabel or Jenny or Nell ?

I'm sure you are wrong; hold my cloak, sir.

Am I not'an old friend '! Come now, tell.

The prince of our set broken-hearted !

What a joke! Who rejected you ? Speak!

Did you look like that, Jack, When you parted?

Was that pallor of death on your cheek ?

You interest me. Tell me about it,

And let your old chum, sir, console.

Hard hit in the heart, I don't doubt it;

You were made for that sort of a role.

Did you bend on your knee like an actor,

Hardly knowing just where to begin?

Was dear mama's consent the main factor?

What a fool the poor girl must have beenjl

Who was she ? What ! I—you were jealous ?

Oh, Jack ! who'd have thought such a

thing?

You've been certainly not overzealous.

But kiss me, and where is the ring ?

-Hartford Chat.

I Will!
-°-p>-4'-0r,>-

Sidney flttuiood's Ambition.

HARRY WILLARD FRENCH.

c;i tight the book from Sidney's weak fingers,

laughing at his struggle to keep it and reply-

ing to his pleading:

"I brought de ole man out a-purpose fob. ter

heah j ob sing. He's drunker'n a sailor, 'n' I

knowed der'd be a row t'would pay yob fur

not tellin' me who drinked my ginger-

water."

'I'd rather lose the book than tell you,"
sobbed the cripple, clinging nervously to the
branch upon which he was sitting. "They all

get flogging's enough, without my help, and
nobody meant any harm. I wish you
wouldn't burn dear mama's book, but I will

not tell."

The doctor's hand trembled until the leaves

of the hedge rustled, and he quickly withdrew
it and drove away upon his mission, thinking
of Sidney's mother, a beautiful woman who
came from New England to be the wife of the
handsomest, the richest and the most brilliant

man in the Shenandoah valley. She died less

than a month before, the legal victim of a
drunken husband, leaving the puny cripple,

the ground. He had recovered consciousness
and crawled out from among the apple
branches when Tom returned, accompanied
by Col. Attwood.
"So you struck Tom in the face with a pis-

tol, did you?" shouted the drunken father.

Sidney's body was twisting about on the

grass, wholly beyond his control, but his

great, black eyes looked straight into his

father's face as he replied

:

"If I did, papa, I didn't mean to, and I'm
very sorry."

"An' you think that'll settle it, hey?" the
father exclaimed, fiercely. "You just come
'long with me to the whipping-shed an' I'll

flog yer till yer don't do it again this week,
I'll bet my boots. Come 'long, now!"
A stranger from the North was driving

through the Shenandoah valley, with his

wife and little daughter. The horses were
drinking at the creek when Col. Attwood's
threat caught his ear. Prom his position he
could see over the thorn hedge to where the
little cripple lay at the feet of the drunken

Chapter I.

THE VILLAGE DOCTOR'S OPINION.

The sun was rising one autumn
morning in the grand Shenandoah
valley, half a century ago. The vil-

lage doctor, from his home a mile

or two away, was driving down the

valley for an early call. Just before

him, a narrow lane crossed tfie road

and a creek ran under a bridge, turn-

ing a mill-wheel on its way to the

Shenandoah. The mill and a few

huts occupied three corners, and a

great, gray stone mansion the fourth.

The mansion still, stands there, with

the same old thorn hedge bordering

both lane and road. A knoll rises

behind the hedge, ajid on the sum*iit

stands the stone mansion, with its

sweeping gable roof still slated in red

and blue diamonds.
Everything was litter about the

four corners. There was not a sign of

life visible; but a hoy's voice sound-

ed, singing King David's morning
hymn as Watts wrote it. He was
hidden by the hedge, but the doctor

had heard bis voice so often that he

easily recognized it; there were asso-

ciations in the long, long ago which
made it more interesting to him than'

any other voice in all the Shenandoah
valley. He stopped his horse, and
approaching the hedge carefully

parted the thorny branches and
looked through. Half way up the

knoll an old apple-tree lay where it

had been left by a recent gale, and
among its fallen branches sat a boy
of twelve; a weak and puny cripple,

with a frail, nervous body, a thin,

pale face, a mass of tangled curls, two
great, black eyes, and a foot that was /

painfully twisted out of shape.

"Sidney Attwood, you've a hard row
ahead of you to hoe, and a precious

poor hoe to do it with," the doctor

muttered to himself as he watched.
A book lay open on the boy's knee,

and the club shoe on the twisted foot

was swinging slowly with the singing,

when another voice sounded, as rough,

and harsh as a watch-dog's bark.

"Drat that parson's pipe 0' yourn!"
it said. "You're minding well what I

told yer, t'other day."
With a shudder the village doctor

glanced toward the veranda, where,
steadying himself by one of the posts,

stood a man who once had it in his power to
*e the intellectual and physical champion of
the Shenandoah valley. His massive shoulders
were bent; his hair was matted about his head;
his eyes were bleared, and but for the post, he
would have fallen from the veranda. He was
accompanied by a boy older than Sidney and
diametrically his opposite, whose skin and fea-

tures betrayed the fact that he was the son of
a plantation woman.
The cripple's voice trembled, but it was

clear and musical still as he replied

:

"I have obeyed you, papa."
"Well, what's that book you're yellin' out

o'?" shouted the father, fiercely.

"I wasn't singing from the book at all,

papa," the cripple replied. "It is only a book
of old Greek stories mama gave me."
The strong man shuddered at the word

"mama," but more savagely than ever, as if

to atone for it, he exclaimed:
t "I've heard too many niggers yellin' that
stuff not to know where it comes from. Take
the book away from him, Tom, and burn it,

before he commits it to memory."
And with that he staggered into the 'house

again, while Tom ran down the hill and

Among its fallen branches sat a boy of twelve.
"Where is the mother of that child?" "I will!"

her only child, upon a very troubled sea.

While she lived she was a powerful guardian
angel about her boy, protecting him and
teaching him all that she had brought with
her from the North, until he was already
studying Greek and Latin, and was thor-
oughly proficient in German.
Col. Attwood had not been sober since she

died, and all the restraint which had held
him back for years reacted in a vindictive
desire to crush the last frail atom of life out
of the cripple with those great, black eyes
that haunted him with thoughts of the
mother.
Tom turned and walked slowly up the hill.

He was not satisfied with the punishment he
had bestowed. He looked back over his
shoulder. Sidney's back was toward him, and
he seemed to have forgotten the whole mat-
ter. Tom was disappointed; but as he
watched, a wicked smile broke over his face.
He drew a pistol from his pocket, crept cau-
tiously back again, held it close to the crip-

ple's ear and fired.

With a wild cry, Sidney turned upon him,
caught the pistol from his hand and struck
him in the face. Then he fell, fainting, upon

giant. He saw Sidney struggle to his feet and
limp slowly along after his father and Tom,
toward one of the little outhouses, and his

blood boiled with indignation. Driving to
the gate, be gave the reins to the coachman,
and leaping from his carriage, hurried after

them, while his little blue-eyed, golden-
haired daughter, unnoticed, slipped from her
seat and ran close behind him.
They reached the open door. Tom stood

with his hands in his pockets, watching,
while Col. Attwood lashed the helpless crip-

ple with such a whip as was used for flogging

the plantation hands. The arm was lifted for

another blow. There was no time for thought.
The stranger sprang forward, wrenched the
whip from the drunken father, and before
Col. Attwood could turn his head to see who
had done it, he caught him by the collar

and hurled him upon the floor at the opposite
side of the room. Col. Attwood did not have
time to move, when the stranger stood over
him with the lash raised and fiercely de-
manded:
"Where is the mother of that child?"
"Dead," muttered the brute upon the floor.

And the only thing which prevented the

stranger from killing him, in his anger, was
the voice of his little daughter, exclaiming:
"Papa, he's dying—he's dying!"
Glancing over his shoulder, he saw Florence

tugging with all her strength upon the uncon-
scious form as it sank upon the floor of the
whipping-shed. He did not venture to look
again at the man at his feet, lest his anger
should overpower him. Ho did not stop to
consider any question of law, but turning to
Tom, said sternly

:

"Take him up carefully and put him in my
carriage. Florence, show him the way."
When they were gone, the stranger threw

the whip into the distant corner, drew a
revolver, cocked it and went out, closing the
door behind him. The hint was sufficient.

Col. Attwood remained where he was.
All was quiet at the four corners when the

doctor passed, on his return, but there was
excitement enough when he reached his
home, where the stranger had left the cripple
in the hands of old black Aunt Cloe. He
was tossing restlessly upon the sofa, and

sprang into Aunt Cloe's arms with a
piercing shriek at the sound of the
closing door. The slightest motion
about him made him tremble vi-

olently
; and at every sudden noise he

would struggle and cry out, as if in
the most intense agony. More than
three weeks of anxious care and
watching passed before the first ra-

tional word escaped his lips. It was
in the middle of the night. The doc-
tor was bending over him, when he
looked up with a smile of recognition
and said

:

"Her hair was like the sunshine,
and her eyes were like the sky. Could
it have been an angel, doctor?"
"It may be," the doctor answered

softly, for he had not seen the stran-
ger's daughter, and of course sup-
posed that his little patient's mind
was still cloudedj

Very slowly Sidney crept back to
life again, but the twisted foot had
lost what little strength it had and
the face was paler and the eyes were
darker than ever, and larger; while
at every sound the nervous body
would start and cringe as though the
pistol were fired again. His mind
came out of the sickness as curiously
ill-balanced as his body. He would
instantly obej' whatever any one com-
manded and believe whatever any
one told him, while nothing would

i induce him to state anything as a fact
upon the strength of his own obser-
vation. Quickly and eagerly, how-
ever, he mastered every text-book he
could obtain, and the mania for study
grew constantly stronger, in spite of
every precaution which the village

, doctor could impose. That it was
only a mania—something abnormal—
the doctor was forced to confess to
himself; and worst of all, it was ab-
sorbing every atom of physical
strength, which his patient 'could ill

afford to sacrifice.

Col. Attwood had no desire td have
his son return, and the doctor was
glad enough to keep him; but after
months of the most careful study, he
reluctantly said to himself that life

for Sidney Attwood was a failure

from the start. The conclusion forced
itself upon him that all which seemed
remarkable in the boy must be the
unique effect of those great, black
eyes set in so thin and pale a face,

under such a peculiar mass of curling
hair, and that his extraordinary
characteristics were simply the result

of his early training and the fact that
he was deprived of the occupations of

other children. He zealously did all

that he could for him, but he felt

sure that, both physically and men-
tally, he would topple over, like a
reed before a whirlwind, with the
first touch of the rough finger of the
real world.

As if to deliberately set at defiance

every possible chance for hope, Sidney
developed an inordinate desire to

study medicine, and concentered
there the whole ambition of the tiny spark
of life which he possessed.

Vainly the village doctor endeavored to dis-

suade him from expending his strength upon
something so utterly beyond his reach, but he
might as easily have turned the course of the

Shenandoah with verbal arguments. He
looked in blank astonishment at the cringing,

credulous, obedient boy and wondered at the

defiant determination.

"I never heard him say 'I will' before," he
said to himself; "but it is either a whim,
which he will give up, or it will kill him be-

fore he has gone far with it."

Sidney never spoke of his father, under any
provocation, but he would talk of his mother
a» long as any one would listen. Tom fell

into the way of coming frequently, to spend a

half day with him, and though the doctor

feared the influence of that robust magnetism
over his abnormally susceptible patient, he

did not venture to oppose the visits, for Sid-

ney seemed to enjoy them, and at least they

kept him from study.

In time, however, he began to miss small

sums of money left in his office desk, and in-

stantly his thoughts accused Tom. At the
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breakfast-table one morning he spoke of the

theft, and as an indirect suggestion to Sidney,

he warned Aunt Cloe to have an eye on peo-

ple who came into the office. To his utter

amazement, Sidney came limping up to him
that afternoon, his eyes swollen with crying.

He held a few coins in his trembling hands,
and sobbed

:

"Oh, I am sorry thai, I stole the money, but

I did."
The possibility of another mania flashed

upon the village doctor's mind. His heart

stood still for an instant. But he caught the

little cripple in his arms, and never referred

to the subject again.

Not long afterward, however, he discovered

that a much larger sum had been taken from
an iron box, the key to which he kept in a

drawer of his desk. Aunt Cloe entered be-

hind him at that moment, and without look-

ing up, he asked if any one had remained

long in the office that day. Instinctively, he

almost asked her if Tom had been there. \

"Lor' bress ye, mars doctor, how's I know?"
she exclaimed. "1's been in de wash-shed all

de day, a-washin' out de close. Is yoh been

got some moh dat money stole outter de desk

draw'?"
The doctor shuddered, frowned and an-

swered, "No," for, too late to stop her talk-

ing, he heard the thump of a wooden shoe,

and knew that Sidney was behind her.

A sad and anxious face and a painful look

of earnest inquiry in the great, black eyes

were the only evidence that Sidney had heard.

There was not the shadow of guilt in his con-

duct, but like a thunderbolt the conviction

forced itself upon the village doctor that the

little cripple would again confess the theft.

"If he does," he muttered, "it will not be

true. It was not true before. I will find out

this time, and what I find out will be that

Tom is the one who has done it."

Several times that day he gave Sidney an
opportunity to speak. He even took him out

with him in the chaise. But while the bur-

den on the cripple's mind was as evident as

the day, he had nothing to say concerning

the missing money.
The next day was a hard one for the doctor.

He was kept at work from early in the morn-
ing, and with several distant calls did not

return until after dark. He found Aunt Cloe

sitting on the office floor, wailing as only an
old negro woman can.

Sidney was nowhere to be found

!

Lying upon his desk the doctor saw a letter,

addressed to himself in the cripple's delicate

hand. He caught it up and read

:

You are my best friend. I did not suppose that I

could ever steal from you again, but I think it is in

me, and comes out when I don't know it. I cannot

stay here and keep injuring you. I do not know how
much I have stolen, but you must remember, fori

am going to study medicine. I will be a great doctor

and cure myself. Then I will come back to you and

pay you, and show you how much I thank you for

being bo good to me. Your unhappy hut loving

Sidney.

The village doctor turned to Aunt Cloe and
asked:
"Was T,om here this morning, before Sidney

went away?"
And as he anticipated, he received an affir-

mative answer. He did not wait to eat supper,

but drove at once to the gray stone mansion
at the four corners.

[ To be continued.]

A SINGULAR flDVEflTUHE.

"Willow Creek" did not prove what my
aunt, Judith Ware, thought- it would when
she read the name among a host of summer
resorts in the "Travelers' Guide," and decided

to spend a few of the hot weeks there.

"The name sounds cool. I think it must be

a sort of a retired, rural place," she said, look-

ing up, her finger upon the words, "Pine ac-

commodations and excellent board at cheap
rates."

"Probably there's a brook," she went on,

"with willows all along the banks, and it will

be so very nice, in hot days, to sit under their

shade; and I think there must be some farm-

house near, it says 'excellent board at cheap
rates,' and eggs, butter, cream, berries and
such like are cheap on a farm, you know. I

think we'll go there, Kate."

And so we went, and found instead of a syl-

van retreat a fashionable summer resort, and
instead of the rural farm-house, three fine es-

tablishments not far from each other—the
"Willoughby Mansion," the "Midlothian

House" and the "Tourists' Rest." Aunt Judith

chose to stop at the "Tourists' Rest," for the

creek ran down through a field at the back of

the house, and there was one magnificent wil-

low and some other fine trees near itr so the

poor lady held to her determination to sit in

the shade on hot days. She "would not be
disappointed in that," she declared, if she

"was in everything else about the place."

Our accommodations were the best and
terms very reasonable, but Aunt Judith
thought there were too many people and too

much flirting and fashion for her. She was
not contented, and our stay was shortened to

scarcely three weeks.

We were sitting under the willow the morn-
ing before the day decided upon for our re-

turn to Hampden City. I had just finished

reading aloud the last chapter of "Cudjo's

Cave," and looked up, to see my aunt's eyes

fixed very interestedly on a bush some little

distance away.
Presently she said : "Is that a kitten frisk-

ing about over there? If it is, it is a black

one, and I must have it; I've tried to find one
this long while. Go fetch it for me, Kate."

I went, and finally succeeded in capturing
the little heasfand conveying it to my aunt.

She held him up and looked into his round,
mischievous eyes. "He's a beauty," she said,

stroking his fur, which was as black as the ace

of spades. "Just what I've hunted so long
for. I don't think the little creature has a
white hair on him," and she repeated the
couplet,

"A black cat, small or great,

Brings good luck, sure as fate."

"Now the question is, how shall we carry it

home?"
"But suppose it belongs to somebody about

here who would not care to part with it?"'

I

said.

"You don't believe it does!" she exclaimed
anxiously. "Of course, I wouldn't want to

steal the little thing, but I must have it."

"And faith, mum, ef yer afther loiken, the
small baste, jist kape him," said a full, pleas-

ant voice, and looking around we saw a
woman approaching from the creek, a pail

of water in each hand, and close at her heels

a large, black cat and another black kitten,

the exact counterpart of the one my aunt held.

"Oh, bless me! jet black and one of three!
Could anything bring better luck? I'm glad I

came here after all!" exclaimed Aunt Judith
in an ecstacy, for she held strongly to certain
old-fashioned superstitious ideas concerning
signs and omens.
The woman put down her pails, and stood

with her hands resting upon bar hips, staring

at us. "Thank you, thank you very much,
my good woman," said Aunt Judith.
"Yer intirely welcome, mum," was the an-

swer, "but yer wouldn't be afther givin' meself
thank's ef yer knew (.he mischafe of the cray-
thur, and ef ye'd not take it amiss, mum, I'd

be tellin' of ye ter kape an eye on yer chany
and breakables when the little baste is 'round,

mum."
"I don't usually keep the cat in the china-

closet," said Aunt Judith with dignity.

"Oh, no offense, mum, no offense, I hope. I

thought a word of warnin' might be suinmat
help, but ye'll foind the lake in his manners
full soon yerself, ter yer sorrer, me leddy,"and
picking up her pails as she finished speaking,
the woman went on her way.
But never was there a truer prophecy. We

did find out full soon that the "lake" in his
manners was the most distinguishing trait in

his character; in fact, most of them seemed to
have "laked" out, and he was the worst be-
haved little specimen imaginable. But I an-
ticipate.

Aunt Judith took the light shawl from her
shoulders, and wrapping the kitten in it (for

he was becoming quite at home with his

claws), we started for t he house. On entering
our room she deposited the little animal upon
the bed and gave it a ball of yarn to play with,

while we busied ourselves, she with her pack-
ing, and 1 with a book I was anxious to end
that night.

Presently she turned to me, saying, "I shall

name kit 'Cudjoj'it will be so odd, and we can
call him Jo for short."

Knowing her predilection for the story,

"Cudjo's Cave," which I had that morning
finished reading to her for the third time,

I said, "Very good; and I think"—but what I

thought was not told, for here came a crash

that brought us both to our feet, and we saw
that the kitten had leaped from a chair to

the mantel shelf and sent a small mirror
smashing upon the hearth.

"Oh, Aunt Judith, that lovely glass!" I ex-

claimed in dismay, adding, a little wickedly,
"and breaking a looking-glass is one of the
very worst of signs, too."

"No bad sign to break this one," she said

coolly, picking up the elegant plush and ham-
mered brass frame. "There was some defect

in the glass," she went on, "it made one's face

look dreadfully plain. I've lost my temper
almost, more than once, wondering if I was
such a hideous fright as this glass represented
me; it's a mercy it's broke," and she brushed
the pieces of glass into the fireplace among
the ashes.

I don't think my aunt's pet ever behaved so

well before or since as he did on our home-
ward journey. Solitary confinement seemed
to agree with him, and when we arrived at

our destination in the early evening he
emerged from the covered basket, where he
had spent the day reposing on an old shawl,
and looked exceedingly cunning as he trav-

eled about inspecting his new home. But
Mrs. Mills, the housekeeper, was destined to
have her patience severely tried by my aunt's
new pet,.

Aunt Judith had inherited plenty of money,
and she bestowed it generously on relatives,

friends or neighbors, if she thought them
needy. She never had many educational ad-
vantages in her youth, and was old-fashioned

in many of her ways.
"It seems queer my having a housekeeper,"

she used to say, "when 1 was brought up to

work and keep my own house, but I like to

make pretty things and do embroidery and
such like as well as the young folks." She
never hinted that Mrs. Mills was without
money or friends, and that besides giving her
a comfortable home, she paid her enough so
that she could lay by something for old age or
a rainy day. But the housekeeper did not for-

get this, and endured Cudjo's misdemeanors
with much good nature for his mistress' sake.

The winter months passed away, and Aunt

Judith's kitten grew famously. He was an
inveterate and most persistent climber,

mounting to the topmost shelves of book-
cases, pantry or china-closet, whenever oppor-
tunity offered, and he never seemed quite

satisfied unless bis upward journey was at-

tended with the fall of a book, the crash of a,

dish, or the downeoming of a tin pan or two.

I used to think if people only submitted as
patieutly and cheerfully to the dispensations
of Providence as my aunt was wont to submit
to the dispensations of that cat, there would
be much less fault-finding and discontent in

the human family, for notwithstanding the

numerous tricks of the little black try-

patience, I never saw Aunt Judith when she

came near losing temper or forbearance but
once. Chief and most highly-prized among
her many articles of home adornment was a
beautiful statuette of Flora, the goddess of

flowers. She was crowned with a wreath of

rosebuds and lilies, and held a basket over-
flowing with delicate blossoms of exquisite
workmanship. Aunt Judith's youngest
brother, a sea captain, knowing her exceeding
love for flowers, had brought her this from
some foreign country, and she valued it far

above all her other treasures.

It was on our return from a short shopping
excursion one forenoon that, on entering the
parlor, we saw the lovely Flora dislodged

from the bracket it was wont to grace, and
Cudjo in contented glee pursuing the head
around the room.
I stood speechless (as I usually did when

witnessing some unthought-of work of devas-

tation committed by the young mischief).

Aunt Judith's face grew very white, and she
looked the nearest angry that I ever saw her.

But Cudjo came marching toward her, his

black tail straight in the air, his yellow eyes
placidly beaming as he loudly purred a wel-

come, and the good lady sank into the nearest

chair, saying: "He didn't know the harm of

it; no, he couldn't, and maybe I was making
a sort of a little idol of that image. I did set

much store by it for brother Ben's sake, and
Hivas a beauty. oh, dear! Well, pick up the
pieces, Kate."

I did pick them up, and with the aid of some
cement I put them together again, so that the
charming goddess looked almost as well as
new.
When I took it to Aunt Judith she ex-

claimed: "Did I ever! Well, well, the old

lady isn't worth your taking all that trouble

for! But I'm delighted; I declare I never
should have known how much my niece cared
for her old aunt if it had not have been for
Cudjo. Puss did a good thing, a very good
thing;" and after that she insisted more than
ever that whatever he did was for the best,

somehow, and that the time would surely
come when we should all see, for a certainty,

that her black cat brought the best luck in the
world.

And sure enough it did come; but it makes
rae shudder, and always will, to recall it, for

although the experience was a combination
of the terrible and the ridiculous, still the
terrible predominated greatly, and left an in-

effaceable impression upon my memory.
I was at that time spending several months

with Aunt Judith, while my parents were,
taking a tour abroad for the benefit of my
mother, who was quite an invalid, and our
singular adventure occurred upon the May-
day following our short sojourn at Willow
Creek.

Surely, approaching summer could have had
no more balmy and delightful harbinger than
that eventful first day of May. I had been
enjoying a drive with a few friends out to the
adjacent country fields, and returned the
middle of the afternoon with basket and
shawl overflowing with the fragrant little

flowers of the trailing arbutus. I found my
aunt seated in the dining-room, busy with
some bright silks and an elaborate piece of

embroidery. As 1 came in she looked up with
a most hearty welcome.
"I'm so glad you've got back, Kate," she

said. "I was beginning to be dreadfully lone-

some. James is away trying to find some one
to help him about the garden, and for a won-
der Mrs. Mills has gone out to tea; so we are

all alone. Trim your flowers right here with
me" (for I was going on to the kitchen).

"Never mind the litter, " she continued, seeing
that I hesitated; "just spread out a paper and
empty your flowers on it, and then trim and
arrange them to your heart's content."

Aunt Judith's house stood in the suburbs of

the city, and was built "cottage style,"finished
very handsomely within and without, but
planned, perhaps, a little more for conveni-
ence than for fashion or show. It was snug
and cozy, and the kitchen, the pantry and the
dining-room were contiguous.

I passed into the kitchen, and entering the
pantry (which opened from it), I took an old

newspaper from one of the drawers, and left

the door ajar as I came back. If any one had
told me, however, that this little act of care-

lessness would be instrumental in saving two
lives, and one of them my own, I should have
been exceedingly loath to credit it. Yet so it

seemed to prove.

I spread my paper down near Aunt Judith,
shook my flowers upon it, and was soon busily
engaged snipping off the dry leaves and roots.

We were chatting merrily, when suddenly
Cudjo appeared upon the scene, every hair
erect, a puff of anger and fright; he gave one
wild glance behind him and lied into the
kitchen.

"There must be some dog around ; how queer

and big he looked," my aunt said, laughing.
"1 left the liall door open, the air is so fresh
and delightful; you did not shut it, did you,
Kate?" she added inquiringly. I had hardly
given a negative reply, when—oh, how fer-

vently I wished I had shut, and locked it, too—
for a moment after we heard heavy steps
along the passage, and then a tall, uncouth
figure stood in the dining-room doorway.
"Are there any men folks about these prem-

ises?" asked a sharp; nervous voice. I think
Aunt Judith must have been startled out of

her usual presence of mind, or she would
have evaded that question in some manner,
but she answered in a dazed sort of way, "No,
there aint one." /

At this the strange-looking being walked
boldly into the room, closed and locked t'he

door behind him, and stepping briskly across

the floor, shut the door leading into the
kitchen, turning the key in that also.

I had arisen from where I sat by my flowers.

It was simply horrible to be fastened in a
room like that, and I started for a window;
but the man was there before me, and the
look I saw in his wild, determined eyes
warned me that any resistance would only
make matters worse. I turned to Aunt Judith

;

she had regained her self-control, and ev-
idently saw (as I began to) that in calmness
and apparent unconcern lay our best chance
for safety.

she made no attempt to speak or move, and
directly our singular visitor placed his hat
upon the table, and taking a chair, seated him-
self opposite us. "Excuse me, ladies," he
began politely, "but most important business
brings me here; 1 am in search of very val-

uable treasures. You have doubtless heard of

this tremendous robbery, gold, precious
stones, diamonds worth millions! All the
world knows of their disappearance and half

the world is searching for them, but I" (here
his voice sank to a whisper) "yes, ladies, I am
guided by invisible powers, directed by a
supernatural agency, with the assurance that
if I only obey this control I shall most cer-

tainly find all the treasure."

Assuming his natural tone, he continued:
"You noticed I inquired if men were about

these premises. Now, men are envious and
avaricious, and sometimes use questionable
means to thwart the advancement of those
who are on the highway to fortune and pros-

perity. I am warned to avoid men, but the
women—in women my help lies. They are so

shrewd and obliging, so penetrating and
secretive, they will not betray me. Now,
ladies, if yo# please, I will proceed to take
your depositions; in other words, to note
down all the facts you may be able to give to
aid me in this important matter," and he
drew some soiled paper and a lead-pencil

from his pocket.

His manner seemed that of a gentleman,
but his dress was most peculiar, looking like

a sort of hastily-assumed disguise. I felt sure

the man was insane, and I was hurriedly try-

ing to fabricate some kind of a story about
the jewels and gold, which might pacify him,
and give him the idea that we would be of

help to him. But before I had time to speak,

Aunt Judith most unfortunately said : "We
don't know anything about your diamonds
and things, of course we don't; how should
jve? But I guess if half the world are hunting
for them, they'll get found."
The good woman spoke thoughtlessly, and

had no idea of the fuse she was firing. The
nervous, excitable, sensitive nature of the

man probably detected a latent spark of rid-

icule in my aunt's words. Anyway, his whole
demeanor changed, his eyes gleamed with an
angry fire, and bis hand trembled so that he
could hardly hold the pencil, as he said

fiercely: "So you are in league a*;amst me!
You think others will find the treasure, and
you talk as if you knew nothing of its where-
abouts. You said 'we,' so both of you are in

the vile plot to circumvent me."

Just then afeint scratching and rubbing was
heard on the other side of the partition; he

looked hastily about, as if unable to locate

the sound. "Hark! hush!" said he, holding

up his finger, "Hark! I hear the rustling of

spirits' wings!"
I turned my face away, for unfortunate as

our situation was, I felt strongly Inclined to

smile at the idea of mistaking Cudjo's claws

for angels' wings.

He interpreted my movement to be one of

attention, and said sternly: "You need not *

listen; you can hear nothing, it is only for

me." Presently, thrusting paper and pencil

back in his pocket, he went on speaking ex-

citedly: "I hoped for encouragement and
help. I expected information and advice.

Why, the magnitude of this robbery can
hardly be estimated, and I must discover the

stolen treasure. I am directed there is only

one way to deal with scoffers and enemies. It

is to put them where they cannot deter me
from accomplishing this great object."

He slowly drew a dark sheath or case about

a foot long from under his old coat, and I

knew., with a sickening fear, that it contained

a weapon of some kind, which he must have
stolen, and then I realized fully that we were

at the mercy of a madman. He pulled out a

knife resembling a short sword, and drawing

the blade lightly over the back of' his hand,

be glanced at Aunt Judith with an evil look,

saying:

"Now, madam, you are about to go where
you will learn the vast importance of my
mission; the powers beyond will teach you,

and no one else can."
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My aunt looked completely bewildered. I

don't think she realized just what he meant
to do until afterward; but what seemed to

deaden ber senses made mine all the more
alert. I felt that something must be done at

once. "Wait a moment, sir," I said, trying to

speak very quietly, "the lady may have
imagined you to be other than you are; of

course, we would not wish to confide all we
know to everyone."
He pushed the knife back in the case and

turned eagerly to me. "True, true, I may be

hastyj" he said; "tell me quickly what you
know, for I am no imposter. All I want is

information and assistance."

All I wanted was time
;
something plausible

must be said, something that sounded like

truth, at least. Trying to think what was
best, I inquired casually, "How far have you
traveled this morning, sir?"

"From just where I started from, miss,"

he returned shortly, eyeing me suspiciously.

He evidently thought 1 still distrusted him,

so I hastened to say:

"Oh, I was only going to ask if you were not

hungry. I thought if you had walked far,

you might be."

An eager, wistful look came over his face as

he answered earnestly, "Well, victuals would
taste good, miss."

With my heart beating wildly in the hope
of release, I walked slowly toward the kitchen

door, talking as I went. But he was watchful

;

stepping before me and drawing the key from
the lock, he said:

"Ah, I see, I see, it is only a ruse to escape

me, but you cannot do it." Hope^ deserted

me when I looked in his stern, set face, as be

continued: "I would not eat if you placed a
feast, before me. My work must be accom-
plished; my search ended, the gold and dia-

monds found, and then hunger can be satis-

fied. Come, miss, if you have anything to say

that will help me find this treasure, speak
quickly."

Somehow, with his keen, wild eyes upon
me, I could think of nothing that I wanted
to, or that would help matters, and I saw, as

"he waited, he was becoming momentarily
more excited. Words cannot describe my
feelings during the next few terrible

moments. Then there came a perfect fusilade

of tinware and crockery crashing down from
somewhere.
The man whirled about and gazed on all

sides of him. Then he looked upward and
exclaimed : "Hark to the clashing of the
armor of the shadowy host ! It is a summons

;

I must go, ladies. It is a signal that news of

the missing treasure has been received, and I

am needed far from here. I will now"—an-
other crash came, and seizing his hat he fled

precipitately from the house.
I hastened to lock every door and fasten

every window. Then returning to the kitchen
I found Aunt Judith standing in the pantry,
surrounded by three or four tin pans and
several broken plates, arid Cudjo upon the top
shelf, playfully shaking a small rat.

"He's got it," said my aunt, calmly, "the
very one Mrs. Mills has been scolding about
for a week past; but oh, Kate!" (and the ex-

pression of her face was indescribable) "didn't
my precious black cat bring us luck !" I could
not help thinking that if a cat of any other
color had have created that unearthly noise
just at that time, the favorable results under
the circumstances would have been the same,
but I did not breathe a word of this heresy.
I was only too glad to give Cudjo all possible
praise.

And when James came home an hour or two
later and said the officers had just succeeded
in capturing an insane man, who had escaped
from the city asylum the day before, and that
he was considered a very dangerous subject, I

did not wonder that Aunt Judith stroked her
cat's black fur very lovingly as he lay in her
lap.

It seemed an unusually sad case, however, as

James went on to say that the cause of the

man's insanity was that he had been unjustly

accused of committing a very heavy robbery.

Circumstantial evidence was strong against

him. He was tried, convicted and sent to

prison, but when his innocence was proved
some time after, and the real criminal (a

young forelTr;er) was discovered, it was too

late to beneff aim, as trouble and anxiety had
unsettled hie reason, and all he thought of

was to recover some immense treasure which
had been stolen, and to the discovery of

which he was confident some supernatural

influence was constantly guiding him.

Kate Louise Sydney.

A SIMPLE BAROMETER.

About the simplest barometer that one can
have—and, it is said, one of the most efficient

—is made of two bottles and some water. One
of them should be an ordinary wide-mouthed
pickle-jar, filled with water to near the top.

The other should be a long, slim flask, which
will go into the neck of the jar. This should

be inverted and plunged into the jar, so that it

will not reach the bottom. This arrangement
gives a complete barometer. In fine weather
the water will raise into the neck of the flask

higher than the mouth of the pickle-bottle.

In wet or windy weather it will fall to within
an inch of the mouth of the flask.

THE OLDEST NEWSPAPER.
The King-Pan, or Capital Sheet, of Pekin, is

the oldest newspaper published. It was first

issued in A. D. 911, and appeared irregularly.

Since 1351 it has been published weekly. It

now has three editions daily; the early morn-
ing edition is devoted to commercial news
and prices; the forenoon edition contains
official and general news. These editions are

' printed on yellow paper; an afternoon edition
' on red paper is especially prepated for coun-
try readers. The daily circulation is about
14,000 copies.—Presbyterian.

Covpred'vitha Tasteless and Soluble Coating,

BEECHMSf
PILLS

are a marvellous

Antidote forWeak £
Stomach,

SICK HEAD-
ACHE,
Impair,

ed Dlges-
tlon.Con-
tlpatlom
Disorder.

J
\

ed Liver, \
etc.; found

<> also to be especially efficacious and remedial

i by FEMALE SUFFERERS.
Of all druggists. Price 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, 365 Canal St.SNMtMMMiMMMMtMM^m 21

FITSCUR
{From IT. S. Journal of Medicine.)

Prof.W. H.Peeke,whomakesaspecialty of Epilepsy,
flag without doubt treated and cured morecases than
any living Physician ; his success isastonishing. We
have heard ofcases of20 years' standing cured by him.
He publishesa valuableworkon this disease which he
sends with a large bottle of his absolute cure, free to
any sufferer who may send their P.O. and Express ad-
dress. We advise anyone wishing a cure to address,
Prof. W. H. PEEKE, F. D.,4 Cedar St., New Yoris

NAMES WANTED
We want the names and
post-office addresses of
any active, intelligent

canva6Bers for books or household goods whom you
may know of in your neighborhood or elsewhere ; also
of persons whom you think would make good agents,
and who are needing profitable employment. We will
send a book containing 75 complete stories by popular
authors, to any one who will send us not less than r> such
names. Address LADIES HOME COMPANION,Book Department, Springfield, Ohio.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN FREI
In page for page, word for word and picture for picture

it is the same as the

REGULAR $2.00 EDITION.
For a short time we will send FREE by

mail, post-paid, a COMPLETE VOLUME
of Uncle Tom's Cabin, with illustrations, to
everyone who sends 50 cents for theFARM AND FIRESIDE One Year.

Old ! Yes, "Uncle Tom's Cabin" is an old
book, but so is the Bible. To the mind of the
child there cannot be an old book. Every
book is as new and as mysterious to the young
mind as the first sight of falling snow. Old
in age, but young in spirit; old in age, yet a
fountain of youth. The same grand theme of
freedom and fellowship is still in this book
that made it known the world over, and it
will never cease to be a popular book so long
as successive generations of people are born in
this world who must learn of all, that has gone
before; who must study the "old" books in
order to- reap the harvest sown by the past
ages. All school-children, without exception,
become deeply interested in the story of
Uncle Tom, and this is the only book pub-
lished which will indelibly stamp upon their
young minds the fact that slavery ever existed

;

and this leads on to the history of the civil
war, to a deeper love for their fathers or grandfathers who fought there, to a deeper love fortheir country; and surely, such love should be cultivated. The book is complete and exactly 1

like the S2.00 copyrighted edition, in page for page, word for word and picture for picture. 11
is printed on good book, paper and has an attractive cover; the type is clear and easy to readOrder by the premium number or use blank on page 23.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE. Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

UNCLETOM'S
CABIN

.OR

LIFE AMONG THE
LOWLY

Premium No. 837.

MLS READ THIS!=
FREE RINGS.
Do you want one! No.
1, genuine diamond;
No. 2, genuine pearl;
No. 3, solid gold bund
kbeautifully engraved.
"Allare warranted. We
only ask a few hour's

work Introducing ournew goods among your friends.
Over 20,000 girls have received presents from us the
pastyear. Send for our illustrated circular and see all
the premiums we offer. Write at once as we want you
NOW . I. n. AtioeUUon, 269 Dearborn St. Chicago, 111.

NO IRRITATION.

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., CIN'Tl.

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

BREAKFAST—SUPPER.
*'By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which

govern the, operations of digestion and nutrition, aud
by a careful application of .the tine properties of well-
selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast
tables with a delicately flavored beverage which may
save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judi-
cious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever there
is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by
keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame."— Civil Service Gazette.
Mwde simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only

in half-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAMES EPPS & Co., Ltd., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

rfgjjgfr
TERRiFF's PERFECT WASHER

is warranted to wash as clean as
d.ecan be done on wash-
A^board. Machines
\t sent on trial at

i
5 wholesale price

; *where not intro-i
duced. If not satis-
factory money re-

1

/funded. Liveagts.
_>wanted. For terms
/and prices write 75000 in

'PORTLAND MFG. C0/Boxl4,PortIand,Mich.

THE LATEST FAD.—Everyone of our
readers should secure our Portfolio of
Photographic Views of the World's
Fair. See our offer on page 23.

To 1 ntroduce at once My Celebrated Vegetable
I'illets winch i*rea sure cure for Constipation, Head-
ache, Dyspepsia, and Liver Complaints. To any person
who sends S5 cts. for a box containing 3 dozen of the
above Pillets, I will send FREE a set of© beautifully
embossed heavily plated Tea Spoons. These Spoons are
made of hard white metal, heavily plated and nicely
finished, and for service will t&ke the place o ia Solid
Silver Set, worth $7.00 I cheerfully send these beauti-
ful Spoons to every one who sends 35 cts for my Pillets,
because I know you and your neighbors will continue
their use as soon as you know their merits. You will suffer
no longer from dyspepsia and headaches. Spoons and
PllLets only*35 cents.

F. Bsockway Warner. 3> College Place. N. Y.

FOR LADIES ONLY^Tt
Valuable Secret that cost me $5 .00 and a Rubber Shield for 30cts.
HB&J.A.£INSMAN&CO.,26mver3t^CmCAQO.£Ll<.

In Seven Chapters, Complete in this Issue.

No. 1.—Farmer Jones finds a stray pig

and gives it a square meal.
(See No. 2, on page 16.)

Itf^BVBTUJ and expenses paid any
I \Jr B IS B n active person to sell goodi$80 A

f$40 a month to' distribute circulars, salary paid monthly. Sample]
lof oar goods and contract free. Send 10 cts. for postage, packing,!

Bete. Wb Mean Busfness. UNION SUPPLY CO., Chicago,

ASTHMA
" The Greatest Medical

Discovery of the Century.

DR. HAIR'S
An infallible cure within the reach of every

asthmatic. Asthma that for years has withstood
every medicine, inhalant and climMe, yields to a
few weeks' treatment. A sample bottle for trial,

sent free A valuable pamphlet on Asthma,
Bronchitis, and Hay Fever, free. Address,

S5. W- HAIK,
233 Went Four&li .Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

MAGIC LANTERNS
AW STEREOPTICONS
afford the best and. cheapest means ofobject teaching for

Colleges, Schools, and Sunday Schools. Our
Bortment of Views, illustrating Art, ScrsNCK, Histokt,

. is immense, vor Home Amusement and Parlor Entertainment, etc - nothing can
be found as instructive or amusing. Cj^Churi'h. Entertainment**, Public Exhibi-
tions and Pop- n » m dm • «n a m ClT" ^ very prnfitabtt busines$for
nlar IUustrnt- k# «fc W WlM^S H a person with small capital. Wcare
ed Lecture* I Sr'ik H WW Vaa Iseb ffiffl D the largest manufacturers and deal-

-ers, aud 8hip to all parts of the world. Ifyouwish to know how to order, how to conduct Parlor
.Entertainments for pleasure, or Public -Exhibitions, etc., for MAK.JLWU MONEY,

^J^Ta'utFrcn*2&0 PACE BOOK' FREE.mCAhb(dT&n> Mfg. Optician, 4U> Nassau Street* New York.

Tbe Wonder of the flge

The Best I,ow-priced American

Watch Ever Sold.

The Case is strongly made and carefully
fitted. It is open face, with heavy polished
bevel crystal. The case is made from solid
nickel-silver, highly polished and handsome-
ly finished. Cut is exact size. A handsome
chain and charm are furnished with each
watch free.
The Movement is the simplest and most

durable of any watch movement known. It
has American Lever, Lantern Pinion, Patent
Escapement, Polished Main Spring incased in
barrel, giving high maintaining power. It is

wound up without a key. Four or five turns
of the patent winding attachment winds it

up for from 2-1 to 36 hours.

PARTICULAR NOTICE. ^j^wS
It is made for service, and with ordinary
usage ought to wear for ten years, and even
longer. It is wonderful that such a handsome
and durable watch can be made and sold at
such a low price. This is because of the per-
fection of watch-making machinery, and be-
cause we are furnishing them to the readers of
the Farm and Fireside at the regular factory
price, which saves to them the jeweler's profit.
THIS IS AS EVERYDAY WATCH.

We remember how we used to hang our high-
priced watch up on a nail Sunday evening

when we changed clothes ready to do the feeding and chores, and there it hung all week for
fear we would break or lose it at work. Not so with this watch. Tins is tbe best low-priced
watch for the farmer, for the farmer's hired man and for the farmer's boys, or any one else
who wants a good timekeeper, that we have ever seen. We have carried and tested it. We
know it to be a better watch than most watches selling for several times its cost. If you
need a watch, order this one, for if it is not found as represented, or is not perfect, it may be
returned to us,when, we will send another or refund the money. (If watches are returned

This is the exact size of the Watch.

they must be carefully packed and sent by mail
MICHIGAN.
The watch I received from you was a good time-

keeper. I traded it for a horse and Bold the horse for
$10.00. Yours, John A. Allison, Covert, Mich.

PENNSYLVANIA.
I received the watch, and have given it a fair trial.

In regard to time-keeping Qualities, I consider it
equal, if not superior, to many watches that cost ten
times its price. Respectfully.

Jos. 0. Boyd, Parkesburg, Pa.

INDIANA.
It is a standing rule of mine, when I see

able trait in any character or a marked
anything, to exp
lie or private: In

delighted with v

It is a little gem.
du ling week-dayi
splendid_time. I

Days.

an admir-

es* some appreciation either in pub-
lice, I want to say to you that I am
nr watcli received some time ago.
1 keep it upon my typewriter desk
right before my eyes, and it keeps
then use it on my pulpit on Lord's

Faithfully yours,
Rev. Stephen A. Northrop,

Pastor First Baptist Church. Fort Wayne, Ind.

Given for a club of six yearly subscribers ; or for two yearly subscribers and $1 addi-
tional; or for one yearly subscriber and $1.25 additional.
Price, when purchased, $1.50: or -with F?,rm and Fireside one year. $1.75.

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.
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THAT BROTHER OF MINE.

Who is it comes in like a whirlwind,
And closes the doors with a slam,

And before he has taken his hat off,

Calls out for '-some bread and some jam?"
Who is it that whistles so loudly,

As he works at some tangle of twine
That will send his kite up into eloudland?

Why, of course, it's that brother of mine.

Who is it that, when I am weary,

Has always a hole in his coat,

A button to sew on in a hurry,

A sail to be made for a boat? >

Who is it that keeps in my basket
His marbles and long fishing-line,

And expects, undisturbed, there to find them?
No one el^e but that brother of mine.

Who is it that tiptoes about softly,

Whenever I'm sick or in pain,

And is every minute forgetting.

And whistling some head-splitting strain?

Who is it that when he is trying

To be just as still as he can,

Is always most terribly noisy?
My brother, of course—he's the man.

Who is it I'd rather have by me
When in need of a true, honest friend;

Who is it that I shall miss sadly

When his boyhood has come to an end?
And when he is far from the old home,
And I long for a glimpse of sunshine,

Whom, then, do you think I shall send for?

Why, of course, for that brother of mine.
—Agnes L. Pratt, in Good Housekeeping.

HOME TOPICS.

Lenten Soups.—It is often incon-

venient in the country to get

oysters, clams or fish, but
there are many nice vegetable

soups that can take their

place.

Corn Soup.—Open one can of corn and
empty into a shallow- dish two hours be-

fore it is to be used. When ready to make
the soup, chop the corn fine. Have a quart

of hot milk in a double boiler, to which
add the corn. Season with salt, pepper
and butter to taste, and when the soup is

scalding hot, add two beaten eggs and
serve it at once.

Mock Bisque of Lobster.—Put a pint of

tomatoes over the fire with a slice of onion

and five cloves?. Let it simmer fifteen

minutes, then remove the onion and cloves,

press the tomatoes through a sieve and re-

turn to the soup-kettle. Put a pint of

milk in a double boiler, and when it is

scalding hot, add a tablespoonful of butter

and a heaping teaspoonful of flour, wet
with a little milk. When ready to serve,

add a teaspoonful of sugar and a quarter of

a teaspoonful of soda to the tomatoes. Re-

move the kettle from the fire and pour the

milk into the tomatoes, stirring it all the

time. Season to taste with salt and pepper.

Many think a little dust of cayenne pepper
improves this soup.

Easter Calling-card.

Croutons.—Slice some stale bread, but-

ter it slightly, cut into half-inch squares,

and brown them slightly in a very hot

oven. Serve with mock bisque.

Potato Soup.—Peel, boil and rub through
a sieve six medium-sized potatoes, one
onion and four stalks of celery. Add to

this enough hot mirk to thin it to the

proper consistency. Season the soup with

a tablespoonful of butter and salt and
pepper to taste.

Vegetable Puree.—Scrape two carrots,

peel four potatoes and one onion. Cut
these vegetables in small dice, and also cut

up one root of celery. Put two table-

spoonfuls of butter in the soup-kettle, and
when it begins to brown, add the veg-

etables. Let them brown slightly in the

butter, stirring them all the time, then add
a quart of hot water and a piece of red-

pepper pod as large as a dime. Do not put
in any of the pepper seeds. Let all boil

together, adding water as it boils away
until the vegetables are soft. Strain the

soup through a sieve, rubbing the veg-

etables through, and return it to the kettle.

Add a half teacupful of cream, in which
you have stirred a tablespoonful of

browned flour, and let it just come to a
boil. Then season -with salt to taste and
serve with croutons.

Politeness.—I do not mean by this

word the smooth manners that are some-
times assumed, but something more, the

true politeness and gentle manners that

come from an unselfish and honest desire

to make others happy. William Wirt,' in

a letter to his daughter on "The small,

sweet.courtesies of life," says: "I want to

tell you a secret. The way to make your-

self pleasing to others is to show them
that yon care for them."'

Many persons entirely without wealth,

beauty or extraordinary talents often find

an easy entrance into society and become
favorites of all who meet them, simply
because they have pleasant, winning man-
ners.

The unrivaled fascination which Madame
Recamier exerted on all who came in con-

NCVELTIES.

Having given before an illustration for

a balloon match-receiver, we present an-
other style, quite simple and attractive in

all its details. This uses the little Japanese
basket, into which a small tumbler fits so
nicely.

A thoughtful little gift is a booklet,

made of a good quality of note-paper, with
a water-color paper back, tied with ribbon,

and a vine sketched across it; also "My
Calling List" etched in fanciful letters.

This would be particularly useful for a

bride going to a new place, where the

names would be new and a little difficult

to place at first.

An artistic and thoughtful Easter favor

is one's calling-card, with a silk cord drawn
through holes at each end, covered with a

satin ribbon doubled over it, and fringed

at the ends, with a little scene painted on
it, and "Easter Greeting," or anything
else appropriate, painted on it. It can
serve as a book-mark.
Although there has been a silence on the

subject of bangle-boards, the one we pre-

sent is of wood, padded and covered with
satin, upon which is painted a swallow,

and three brass hooks are put into the

wood. While the button-hook, scissors

and key-ring must be accounted for, the

bangle-board must "hold its own."
A pretty linen table-cover is shown, with

a hemstitched border and a conventional
pattern, outlined in white' silks, through
which the trailing arbutus is woven, done
in art colors. We can furnish this design
if wished for.-

Upon this sits another novelty in paper.

America. Once more we could hear the

most beautiful of the wives remark:
"We have never been beyond these

walls. Our servants tell us that our hus-
bands' houses are more elegantly fur-

nished than ours, but we have never been
permitted to enter them. We are but
beautiful slaves."

Linen Table-cover.

tact with her was the result of the genuine

and unaffected interest she showed in the

good and ill fortunes of her friends.

No adornment of beauty, learning or

accomplishments attracts one as the fine

and gentle breeding of those who never

think of themselves, but only of the pleas-

ure they can give to others.

Parents and others who have the care of

the young are too careless and negligent,

in impressing upon then the value of a

true politeness of manner. In the struggle

for wealth and knowledge and power, the

courtesies and amenities of polished and
refined life are too much ignored. These

are things which cannot be put on and off

at will, but must be so much a part of our-

selves and our daily life that they will be

spontaneous. Cultivate unselfishness and
a regard for the feelings of others, along

with a proper training in the convention-

alities of good breeding, and your children

will be polite and courteous under all con-

ditions and circumstances, and will h^ve

cause for gratitude through all their lives.

Maida McL.

The bottom, standard and bottom of the

top are made of pasteboard, covered with
crape-paper. This is finished with ropes

of paper in two colors, pasted so as tp form
a baskot. A vine of morning-glories
finishes it. These are made of the crepe-

paper, and the veins put in with water-

color paint. This can be used for a

card-case or as a receptacle for letters.

Christie Ikvinq.

BEWARE OF OINTMENTS FOR CATARRH THAT
CONTAIN MERCURY

as mercury will surely destroy the sense of smell
ami completely derange the whole system when
entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never he used except on prescriptions
from reputable physicians, as the damage they will

do is ten fold to the good you can possibly derive
from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. .1. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly

upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the sys-
tem. In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure he sure you
get the genuine. It is taken internally, and made
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
free.
BSTSold by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.

"PAPA WON'T BUY ME A BOW-WOW."
Xo. but lie will send for a set of our World'3

Fail Vi, «•-;. if you show him how he can get
them for nothing. See offer on another page.

REMINISCENCES.

Reading Kate Kauffman's excellent ar-

ticle in a recent Farm and Fireside, "A
Chapter on Chairs," reminded me forcibly

of the chairs we bad seen at Pompeii,
Rome, Naples, Paris and London. Chairs

with a history—with "blue blood in their

veins."

But presently my head dropped on my
hands and I was again in India, sitting in

the houses of the Hindus upon the floor, and
upon chairs in the homes of the wealthy
Parsees; for, as Kate Kauffman says, the

better classes of the Parsees "are getting

to take their meals sitting in chairs in-

stead of, as formerly, on the floor." Hence,

they have them to offer us when we call.

There came Soaking to my mind incident

after incident of our life there. Some
were grotesque, others pathetic. Suddenly
they appeared to fall into the dainty little

inkstand (a weilding present) before me,
and reappear again as you see them.

I visited again the three beautiful wives
of the three rajas; saw them seated upon
the floor in the open court, which was
gloomily walled in oft all sides. Again did

I visit their husbands' apartments and be-

hold the elegaut upholstered furniture

—

chairs from England, rugs from Persia,

bric-a-brac from their own country and

Booklet.

It is different with the Parsee ladies,

however; they go about the streets un-
veiled and have free access to their hus-
bands' apartments. Each evening the

wealthy ladies from Malabar Hill can be

seen, dressed most elegantly, riding out in

state.

The Parsees, like the Hindus and Mo-
hammedans, live after the old patriarchal

style, each son bringing his bride back to

the parental roof to live, new rooms being

added as necessary. Each family has its

own rooms, while a large and the open
court is the common property of all. This

room is furnished with chairs and tables

and other furniture, according to the

wealth and education of the father.

The native chairs are made of bamboo,
and are shaped much like the "barrel

chairs" that were so popular some time

ago, though many of the Parsees are be-

ginning to have them made after English

patterns.

In this common room, in a house in

Bombay, four cousins—their ages ranging

from seventeen to twenty years—were
wont to meet each Wednesday afternoon,

to await the coming of the memsahib, their

teacher. They formed a pleasing picture,

dressed in holiday attire, the day I went
with Miss Carrol to visit them. Three of

them seemed very smiling indeed, but the

youngest appeared to be indulging in a tit

Balloon Match-receiver.

of sulks. She remained standing, while

the rest of us seated ourselves in their

oddly-constructed chairs. When asked
why she did not sit, she replied that her

uncle (her father was away at the time)

would not permit her to do so, as she had
displeased hint. .During the, lesson hour I

noticed that she \vas the brightest of the

four young ladies, and I mentally admired
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her style of arranging her head-dress.. The
others had theirs drawn tightly over her

foreheads, while hers was pushed back,

disclosing a most becoming pompadour.
She had evidently seen the hair worn so

by some of our missionaries, and her

looking-glass clearly revealed to her the

fact that her hair in this way was very

becoming. Presently a heavy step was

heard. The door opened, her uncle en-

tered, and going up to Ram Piari he said,

"Be seated upon the floor." Then turning

to me he said

:

"Memsahib, I want you 'to command
this girl to pull her

chaddar over her

head so that none of

her may be seen, for

it is the mark of the

greatest disrespect to

her elders for her to

have her hair ex-

posed in that way."
After a little per,-

suasion, the girl

smoothed down her

hair and pulled her

head-dress over it.

But I mentally said,

"What a pity to thus

spoil the appearance

of that high forehead

and golden-brown
hair, all for a foolish

custom." But India

is full of foolish cus-

toms.

We are thoroughly
American

;
hence,

while in India must
needshave a rocking-
chair, and therefore

directed a carpenter

to make one. Not
long after, the new
head matron for the

girls' boarding-
school arrived. Com-
ing into my room
one day, she espied my rocking-chair.
Going up to it, that she might the better

inspect it, she said:

"Well, I've heard of rocking-chairs, but
this is the first time tliat I have ever seen
one."

And she was of English parentage, and
had spent several years in Great Britain.
The queerest of all the oriental chairs

are the dolis and dandis, in which people
are carried from place to place. I laugh
now whenever I think of the little, b'ox-
like dolis completely filled with high-caste
women and children, shut up tightly lest

they might see or be seen by a man.
Seclusion they must have; fresh air is not
supposed to be necessary. ,

A most ridiculously funny affair oc-

curred at the parsonage at Moradabad.
One of the native teachers, who had but
recently been converted from heathenism,
called on some business relating to the
school. He had dolled his dhote and
donned coat and pants. Being invited by
the sahib to be seated, he refused, saying
he preferred to stand. Knowing that his
duties there would require two or three
hours, the sahib insisted; but still he re-
fused, saying:

"My new pant is too tight to sit down
in. ,The knees will break through if I sit

in a chair. If I become tired I will sit on
the floor, native style."

He remained standing, however, during
the entire interview.

The Art of Cake=making.
[CONTINUED.]

Having previously given merely an out-

line in regard to the subject of cake-mak-
ing, I will in this issue enter into details

concerning the art of making the class

coming under the head of milk and butter

cakes.

First in order of preparing the material

is to get the flour ready. This, as has been
previously stated, must be pastry hour,

made from pure winter wheat. Sift

once, for the purpose of removing the

Bangle-board.

lumps, then measure, and when baking-
powder is used, add it to the flour, after

measuring, and sift three or four times.

This lightens the flour and mixes the
powder thoroughly through. When
cream of tartar and soda are used instead of
baking-powder, add the cream of tartar to
the eggs, wht'n half beaten, and the soda
to the flour, in the same way as the baking-
powder is added. When substituting
cream of tartar and soda for baking-pow-
der, use in the proportion of one teaspoon-
ful of cream of tarter and a scant half
teaspooufulof soda to two teaspoonfuls of
baking-powder. I like the results of
the latter much the best, for the cakes, as
a rule, are finer-grained, keep moist
longer, and are more wholesome.
The next in order is creaming the butter

and sugar, which, to obtain the best re-
sults, must be done thoroughly. Sift the
sugar once, then measure, and if the but-
ter is hard, warm the sugar slightly, which
will soften the butter without melting it,

and save a great deal of hard work.
When the flour is ready, the sugar and

butter creamed, the next in order is to

Paper Flowers

That same day another teacher called,
and after sitting upon the chair in a gin-
gerly manner, said

:

"Mayn't I sit upon the floor? I am not
accustomed to a chair."

Even in many of the schools and
churches the native pupils sit upon the
floor. Ella Bartlett Simmons.

FREE TO INVALID LADIES.
A safe, simple home treatment that cured me after

years of Buffering with female troubles, etc., sent free
to ladies with full instructions how to use it. Address

D. L. OJ'.ilE, South Bend, Ind.

prepare the eggs. .There are several ways
in which these are used, three of which
we will consider. First, where the whites
are used only; second, where the yolks
are used only; third, where the entire
egg is used, but added separately.
In making the first, have the flour ready,

the butter and sugar creamed thoroughly,
then beat the whites of the eggs until very
stiff, using a whip beater. The Mrs. Van
Deusen egg-whip, a new invention that is
just beifig put on the market, is by far the
best I ever used for this purpose. To the
butter and sugar add the milk, the whites
of the eggs and the flour. Then stir or

•300 VARIETIES

• FLOWER
• SEEDS

beat all thoroughly, or until light and
smooth.
In making the second, prepare the flour

and the butter and sugar the same as for
the first, then beat the yolks to a light
foam, using any kind of a beater for this.

As a rule, cake-makers do not beat the
yolks enough, for the reason that they
were never taught that it would make
any difference in the quality of the cake.
Simply stirring or mixing them up a
little will not answer the same pur-
pose. Add the beaten yolks to the butter
and sugar and stir or beat until very
light, then add milk and flour and stir or
beat until light and smooth.
In making the third, the flour is first

prepared, then cream the butter, sugar and
yolks together until very light, unless
more than three yolks are used, in which
case it is better to beat these separately,
and add to the creamed butter and sugar,
and then stir or beat -until very light.
Then beat the whites until very stiff, and
if cream of tartar and soda are used instead
of baking-powder, add the cream of tartar
to the whites, which makes them stiff and
creamy and prevents them from breaking
down, which they will do if thoroughly
beaten without the cream of tartar. To
the creamed mass add the milk, the whites
of the egg and the flour, and stir or beat
all in together until light and smooth.
Never attempt to stir the milk in separ-
ately. This is a point well worth remem-
bering, for if stirred in alone it is apt to
separate the batter, when by stirring it in
with the flour it saves time and produces
a smooth batter.
All cakes should be flavored to taste.

The flavor can be added to the butter and
sugar, which will moisten it and help to
make it cream easier, or added after the
flour. As far as its retaining its strength
is concerned, the latter way is preferable.
All cakes will be better if made with cold
material. The butter and sugar must of
necessity be warm in order to cream easily,
but if set in a cold place while the other
material is being prepared will soon cool
again.
Bake all cakes in ungreased molds, and

when baked invert all loaf-cakes, except-
ing those containing fruits or nuts, and let

them hang in the molds to cool. This will
keep the cake from settling and make it

much lighter.

All cakes should be placed in a moderate
oven and allowed to raise to the required
lightness before browning over. After
they have raised, increase the heat and
bake as fast as possible without burning.
We have tried to make this very plain,

so that all our readers who are interested
in the art could comprehend it, and learn
to master it easily. But should there be
any part that they do not understand, they
can make the inquiry through the Farm
and Fireside, and I will answer through
the same.
In my next I will treat on the art of

making angel, sunshine and the choicer
sponge-cakes. Mrs. C. A. Chapman.

PAPER FLOWERS.

"I never saw such a woman as you are
for flowers," said my friend Marion, com-
ing in briskly from the frosty air, "but
dear me, roses in February

;
really, you are

too extravagant. How lovely they are

—

but, oh, dear me, why—they are paper!"
"Yes, not so extravagant as it seemed,

but have they lost all their charm for you
now that you know they are paper?"
"No, indeed ; but what charming imita-

tions they are! Where did you get the
paper to have them appear so natural?"
"Well, it is a new kind. It is Japan

paper, shaded in the sheet. It is used
mostly for sweet-peas, pinks and tulips.
Aren't these tulips perfect?"
"They are, very."
"And so easily made. Then, too, some

of the shades are just the things for roses.
The sheets are smaller than the other
paper, at the same price, but it is so well
adapted to the flowers we want to make of
it that it is better than to buy the plain
paper and tint it with water-colors.
"The shades, used properly, adapt them-

selves to the construction of a rose, mak-
ing- them vie with the natural ones.
"The sweet-peas are perfect as faras colors

go, and a large bunch makes a very pretty
decoration.
"The morning-glories are made of the

crape-paper, and the color-veins are put in
with water-colors.
"Fine wire is wound with green paper

for the stems, as they must be quite thin.
Of course, you must not have too many of
them, as that cheapens the effect."

"Well," said Marion, "these little adorn-
ments do brighten up home, and I think
that is what we ought to do. What do you
do with them when they fade?"
"The same as other flowers—destroy

them. I never believe—in keeping any
decorations past their time. They are like
everything else. When they have served
their purpose I am through with them. I
never could understand why people would
keep shell-work, worsted-work, hair-work
and all such things when their beauty is

gone. Why not supply their places with
something newer, something fresher and
more in touch with these times? There
never was a time when there was so much
beautiful work to be done as now.
"It does me good to see quite elderly

ladies busy with the most beautiful silk
embroidery on linen, painting on china,
and such work, instead of piecing quilts
or knitting stockings. I know of several
who do lovely and creditable work in both
lines." L. L. C.

A FORTUNE
CAN BE MADE GELLING THE

Mrs. Van Deusen Cake Molds

The Only Successful Mold.

Every housekeeper will have them, apply at once lo

C. A. CHAPMAN , Sole Manufacture*,
CLIFTON SPRINCS, N. Y.

latest Novelty for 1894.
Magnificent fruit. Largest and
finest overgrown. 14 berries

,
fill a quart. Took/First Five

STRAWBERRY. 53r*%%W&
again in 1S93. Deep red, solid, delicious flavor.
Flower perfect. S2.5U per 12, $16.50 per 100, postpaid.
Priced Catalogue of Strawberries and all Decorative
Hardy Plants, Shrubs and Trees at low rates, sent
free. Lar^e stock. B. M . WATSON,
Old Colony Nurseries, PLYMOUTH, MASS.
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i

Tbe Choicest Collection and best offer A
ever made. All new seeds put up for us by ^
an old and reliable seed firm, sure to grow 2
and bloom; everybody's favorites. 10 •
Choice Annuals; Asters, 12 colorsjBalsams, 8
8 colors; Pansles, 4U colors and markings;'^
Petunias, 10 colors; Phloi,20 colors;Plnka, X
10 colors; Sweet Peas, 12 colors; Sweet™
Alyssum, Verbenas, l^colors, ami Zinnias, ^
8 colors; fonnintr a beautiful assortment. 110

£ you will send us ON LY 12 CENTS, ensh or stamps, with —
names and addresses of two friends likely to subscribe for our paper, J™ we will send you postpaid,Ihe complete collection, comprising over 9

9 300 varieties, enough for any ordinary garden, and also our G
9 splendid magazine and family story paper for Tour months. "We ££ make this liberal offer to gain subscribers for our paper which we ^& want to i ntro'luce in every family. We guarantee to please orT
"cheerfully refund mrtnev am' mnl'.e7f>n a present o( seeds and paper.

™
• Address L. N. CUSIIMAN, Pub., 63 State St., Boston, Mass. •

A MAN MISSING
Ouroft'pron another page will miss the best
thing- of the year. Our Portfolio is a rare
work of art, and is the next best thing to a
visit to the World's Fair.

ROSESD.
I and
C.

J
Will grow anywhere, with a little I

I sunshine, water, and care. Vou canl

|
learn how to grow them, and everyf

other flower of import, from our

i Hew Guide to Rose Culture
I for 1894. If you so request.we willsend '

I free, this book and a copy of our Floral

I Magazine,«Success with Flowers.'

?The Dingee & Conard^

Company,
West Grove, Pa.

StahPs
Double Acting

t Excelsior Spray-
1 ing Outfits prevent
] Leaf Blight <!fc Wormy
I Fruit. Insures a heavy^
'yield of all Fruit anoB^
Vegetable crops. Thous-
ands in use. Send 6 eta. for
catalogue and full treatise

I
on spraying. Circularsfree.

\WM.STAHL,Quincy,lli:\

Beeman's Pepsin Gum.
CAPTION^—See that the name

Beeman is on each wrapper.

The Perfection of Chewlug
Gum and a l>clicious Remedy
for IndlgrfNtion. Each tablet con-
tains one grain Beeman's pure pepsin.

Send 5 cents for sample package.

HE BEEMAN CHEMICAL CO.
39 Lake St., Cleveland, 0.

Originators of Pepsin Chewing Gum.

WeWD to FAMILIES
IANOS HRCANS
£150 to $150OV$85 to $500-

Absolutely Perfect!

[ Sent for trial " in your
Pown home before you
buy. Local Agents

' must sell inferior instruments or
charge double whatwe ask. Catalogue free
MARCHAL, *V SMITH PIANO CO.,

885 Ea*t Slat St., X. Y.

No local dealercan compete with us

WALL
in variety or price. Our
new designs and colorings
are handsomer this year
than ever before.

PAPER
Our "Guide How to I

Paper and Economy!
in Home Decoration," I

mailed free with samplesfl

Beautiful Cold Paper, 5c. per Roll.
We carry the largest stock in tbe country, and

can save you 50 per cent, on every roll of paper you
buy. Nomatter where you live, if you have any use
for wall paper, send 10c. to nearest address to pay
postage on a large package of samples. One
good agent or paper hanger wanted in each town
to sell from sample books, price $1.UC.

ALFRED PEATS,
80-88 W. ISth St., 186-188 W. Madison St.,
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Mention this paper.

"We e ive away Lace Curtains, with $4, $6, or $3 orders.
"White Tea Set, 56aud 7(1 pieces, with $11 and $13 orders.
Pair Ladies' Dongola Kid Hoots, with $6 orders.
Safety Bicycle, Cushion Tires, with $80 orders.
Decorated Granite Dinner Sets, 112 pieces, with $20 orders.
Hanging Lamp and Decorated Miade, witli $10 St $12 orders.
Violin, Banjo and Guitar, with $12, $1G, and $25 orders.
Moss Kose Tnilet Set, with $15 orders.
Stem Winding Swiss Watch, Ladies' or Boy's, with $10 orders.

Send tor our FREE Illustrated Catalogue.

GREAT CHINA TEA CO.,
210 State Street, Boslou, mass.
Mention this paper when you write.

If afflicted with
aore eyes use Dr, Thompson's Eye-Water
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WAITING.

"Five years-to wait !" Don't do it,

My innocent, blue-eyed maid,
For the years may last a lifetime
While your youthful roses fade,

While your eyes are red with weeping
And watching the treacherous sea,

Till you sing the song of the lone one,
"He never came back to me."

Five years to wait, while others
Are dancing the dance of youth,

And the one perhaps you are trusting
Is breaking his vows, forsooth!

"I shall wait for my love, my darling,
Who has sailed far over the sea.

Five 3
Tears, or ten, or twenty," \

Said the blue-eyed maid to me.

So she wrote her sweet love letters,

Or tended her garden flowers,
Or watched the restless billows .

On the beetling cliffs for hours;
While she turned her suitors pining
Away from the cottage door,

And waited, patiently waited,
One long, long year or more.

" "Tis very weary waiting,"
Said the blue-eyed maid to me,

And she glanced at her last new suitor
And then at the restless sea;.

As she glanced at the roses fading
In her garden fair and bl ight,

Twice come, twice gone, since he left her,
Two years before that night.

And she married her last new suitor
Before the winter sped,

And she wrote to her absent lover
On the day that she was wed

;

She hoped he would not suffer,

That the shock would soon be o'er,

And the answer soon informed her,
He had married a year before.

A PRETTY JABOT FOR THE NECK.

The material for this is enough surah
silk to make a small square, which should
be hemstitched; any color that is desired.

The oue illustrated is pale blue. Then for

a border make wheels from the following

directions of letter A sewing silk, and use
them as a border. The wheels should be
made first, and the size of the center
graded by them, either the width of three

or four, as desired. Make the number for

the two opposite sides first and then fill in

the two remaining sides. The detail of

these wheels will be found illustrated in

February 1st issue.

Abbreviations.—Ch means chain or

chains; st, stitch or stitches; s c, single

crochet; d c, double crochet; tr, treble or

trebles ;
lg-tr, long treble ; *, repeat.

Group of threes:

First row—Ch 7, join with 1 s c, ch 4, 23

tr under loop of 7 ch, with 1 ch between
them. Join in third st of 4 ch with 1 s c,

and 1 d c in ch 1.

Second row—Ch 5, * 1 tr in next ch 1, ch

2, repeat from * twenty-three times. The
last time omit the 2 ch, and join together

with 1 tr in third st of 5 ch.

Third row—Oh 5, make 2 lg-tr (thread

over hook twice), under tr that joined

previous row. Counting 5 ch as 1 lg-tr, so

there will be 3 lg-tr in all, keeping the last

stitches of each tr on hook (now have 4 st

on hook after the first group). Throw
thread over and draw it through them all

at once, ch 1, to keep them to place, eh 3,

not counting 1 ch. Repeat all around, hav-

ing 3 lg-tr in each group. After last group
ch 1, and join to the first group of threes

with 1 tr, 1 d c over trto center the thread.

Fourth row—Ch 5, 1 d c under 3 ch,

repeat all around, making twenty-four
loops, fasten. Each wheel can be crocheted

together with 4 loops of 5 ch, skipping 2

loops at the corners.

FOR FILLING.

A small star: First, ch 5, join, ch 1, 16

d c in loop of 5 ch, ch 8, 1 s c in loop of 5

ch on wheel, ch 5, * miss 1 st, 1 tr in next
d c, ch 5, 1 s c in next loop of 5 ch, ch 5.

Repeat from * all around, join in the third

st of 8 ch, fasten. Ella McCowen.

MAKING WASH DRESSES, ETC.

Time was when the material for our
summer gowns could not be purchased
until the summer season had well nigh
come; but enterprising business men now
display the daintiest and most artistic

of summer fabrics almost as soon as*the

holiday goods are out of demand.
Being able thus early in the season to

select the requisite material, experience
has taught me that it is best to make up,

during the month of March, the most if

not all of the clothing necessary fop the

coming summer. Beginning with the

underwear, if it is not bought ready-made,
following with skirts and night-dresses,

finishing with the dresses. First, those

for morning, lastly, those for afternoon

wear or for visiting.

How we enjoy having a fresh, bright

muslin or gingham all ready for wear
when the first warm days come. How,

too, we usually dread to wash them on
account of their shrinking, and instead of

returning from the laundry "as good as

new," find them far too tight and too
short. Necessity being the mother of in-

vention, has taught us how to make
dresses so that they can easily be let out,

aud no one be the wiser.

In cutting the skirt of a dress that will

shrink when laundered, allow one inch
extra length. When the skirt is finished,

take a tuck on the wrong side of hem of

sufficient depth to take up the extra
length; or if the skirt is finished with a
ruffle, take the tuck on the wrong side of

skirt so the seam will come under and be
hidden by the heading of the ruffle. Allow
for extra large seams for both shoulder

Pretty Jabot for the Neck.

and under-arm, and stitch these carefully

by hand to make them fit properly ; then
stitch on the machine one fourth of an
inch nearer the edge. Cut the sleeves an
inch longer than usual, sew on the facing

and turn up the extra length with the fac-

ing and stitch down with blind stitches.

In sewing in the sleeves, the gathers
should be a trifle fuller on top than usual
and a tiny plait taken on the under side of

sleeve to correspond with the extra seam
under the arm. The belt should be made
as much longer as the extra seams are

deep, the extra length turned in at the

ends. The dress, when finished, will look
and fit as well as though made without
allowance for shrinkage.

When it is necessary to have it laun-

dered, the tuck in hem should be taken out,

the sleeve facing ripped, the sleeve let out,

and faced as usual, the belt ripped back to

the under-arm seams, the hand-stitching

in these taken out, the plait in under part

of sleeve being let out to accommodate the

enlarging of the waist, and the belt again

put in place. The collar should next be
removed, the inner shoulder seams taken
out, the gathers in top of sleeve being
scattered a little to make it set well.

Lastly, a new collar should be added to fit

the increased size, and the dress is ready to

be laundered, and may be worn afterward

with the proud consciousness that it looks

just as good as new. It has neither

shrunken so as to be all out of proportion,

and then being lengthened and enlarged

afterward, thus becoming potent to eveiy

observer; but being let out before washing,

the fact is not manifest afterward.

Of course, it is some trouble, but three

hours' time should be sufficient for the en-

tire letting-out process, and is time well

spent.

We have also found it a great time-saver

to make allowance for a tuck in the dresses

of growing children. This tuck is taken,

of course, on under-side of hem and can be

let out as desired. We have found it

economy, too, when buying dresses to

purchase enough material for two pairs of

sleeves. If of wash goods, that left is now
and then washed so that when the new
sleeves are made there will be little, if any,

difference in the appearance. It is also

well to have enough material for two
waists for children's aprons, if they are

made in the popular Gretchen style, as

one apron skirt will always outwear two
waists. We wash the extra material occa-

sionally, so it looks like the old, and when
the new waist is made, turn the back of

the skirt to the front. In this way the

parts where the least wear came formerly,

now get the most wear, and I think "it

pays," for I can make a new waist in the

same length of time it would take to put
on a patch or two, and the child is spared

the mortification of wearing patched gar-

ments.

How many of the Fabm and Fireside
readers use light-weight flannel or tennis
flannel for night-dresses? I have used
tennis flannel for ourselves and children
for three years, and never again expect to

use muslin excepting in case of sickness.
They may be made plain or as fancy as

one desires. They are so much more easily

laundered than muslin, and if not lace-

trimmed can, "in a pinch," go unironed
and yet look very well. They are much
cooler in summer than muslin, for being
of open weave they allow the heat from the
body to pass oft' much more readily than
does muslin. In winter they seem much
warmer, for being soft and fleecy they do
not chill one as does muslin. It is the
same price as muslin, ranging from eight
and one third cents to fifteen cents a yard,
according to quality, but as* it wears so
much longer than muslin, it is therefore
cheaper in the end, and saves making as

well as buying. These are only a few of its

good points.

For every-day colored skirts for children
I like it better than anything I ever
tried. I get it also in a very heavy
quality to make little jackets for the
children to slip on of cool mornings and
evenings during the summer while at

their play.

Clara Sensibaugh Everts.

GROWING TOMATOES.

Thinking that your readers might be in-
terested in the manner in which I grew a
tomato-vine eight feet in height, I have
had an illustration made which, with the
description I give, will make it very easy
to understand. First, procure two poles
three or four inches in diameter at the
large end, and ten feet in length. Place
them on the ground side by side, so they
will be about twenty inches apart at the
large end, and ten inches apart at the
small end. Next, make some slats one
inch thick by two or three inches in
width. Nail one across at the top, another
thirty inches from the large ends, and
three more between, so as to be an equal
distance apart. Then set firmly in the
ground, and with a hoe or spade make a
basin-shaped hole at the base of this
ladder large enough to hold a pail of
water. Set the plant in the center, and
after it has got well rooted and stocky, say
fifteen inches in height, it should be tied
to the first slat and the hole filled with
water several times each day. When it

has grown pretty well up to the second
slat you must push the vine toward the
side on which the first slat was nailed.
Then nail on a slat on the other side of the

Tomato Grown on Trellis.

pole, and half way between the first and
second slats. Fasten the vines to this slat,

and as the vine keeps climbing upward,
you must keep putting on slats, and fas-

tening the: vines to them. In this way you
will soon have trie woodwork completely
covered with a dense growth of green
vines and leaves, and such an abundar.ee
of fruit that will astonish you. I used
the yellow plum-shaped tomato, but any
vigorous sort with a large top may be used.
The yellow fruit on my vines, growing in

clusters, was
,
very ornamental, and

admired by all who saw them. Although
not as valuable for general purposes as

some of the larger red varieties, they make
really fine pickles, and are very acceptable

in the winter-time, with the thermometer
at ten below zero, and snow to the top of

the front fence. Frank Finch.
Clyde, N. Y. '

'

FLORICULTURE and
KITCHEN GARDENING.

BEDS OF ANNUALS.

Oftentimes one is so situated that it is

impossible to use the standard bedding
plants, such ascoleus, geraniums, begonias,
etc., for that purpose, and reliance must be
made wholly on annuals from seed, grown
at home. The objection to this is often

made that the plants are not uniform in

size, so that a bed of mixed annuals is far

from a graceful affair. Of course, this ob-

jection holds good with a miscellaneous
collection, but if the species and varieties

are selected with proper regard to the ma-
ture height of the plant, it may be easily

overcome. Here arc a few examples of

w hat may be done in bedding with annuals.

A bed, circular in form, can be made very
attractive by having the greater portion of

it of named varieties t>f petunias.

For example, select a first-class strain of

single, mixed petunias for all of the bed
except the outer edge ; here leave sufficient

room for a double row of the single pure
white. Such a bed will be pleasing and as

uniform as one could ask. Here is another.

A bed of dwarf nasturtiums made as fol-

lows: For the center use King of Tom
Thumbs, a deep scarlet. The next two or

three rows, according to the dimensions of

the bed, plant with Pearl, bearing creamy-
White flowers. The outer edge make of

Empress of India, a scarlet sort with very
dark green foliage. Another handsome
bed is made solid with Empress of India,

and is bordered two rows deep with sweet
alyssum.

For a rather shady spot a solid bed of

Torenia fournieri, a low-growing plant

with bronzy-green leaves, bearing a pro-

fusion of blossoms of good size, sky-blue

in color, with spots of a darker blue and a

yellow center. This is one of the best

of plants for bedding or for baskets and
vases, and is used extensively by florists

in preference to plants strictly grown for

the purpose. Seed should be sown early

in pans or boxes in the house, and the

young plants set in the open ground after

the weather becomes warm.
Phlox drummondii and verbenas are

desirable plants for bedding, either sep-

arate or arranged with other plants. . For_.

vines, we have the climbing nasturtium,

the moon-flower, morning-glory, Thun-
bergia, balloon-vine, canary-bird flower

and cypress-vine, all annuals, and easily

grown and desirable.

Surely, from the collections nanied, to say

nothing of the half hundred other desir-

able annuals readily grown from seed, one
ought not to be at a loss to know how to

have a flower garden of great beauty.

BULBS FOR SPRING PLANTING.

Tuberoses are again decidedly in favor,

the Dwarf Pearl being the variety mostly
used.

In parts of the country where but few
plants can be set outdoors before the latter

part of May, lovers of the tuberose should
start the bulbs in pots in the house in

March or April, transplanting to the open
ground not earlier than June. By this

method we may be assured of obtaining

an abundance of bloom before frost in the

fall.

The improvements in varieties of gladi-

oli have been very great, some of the

named sorts being most remarkable for

size and markings. The named varieties

are, however, quite expensive, though one
can use a few of them for the confer of

beds composed of other plants. The mix-

tures now offered, especially among the

light sorts, are equal to the named sorts of

a few years, and for massing or bedding

arefuilyas effective" as the named sorts,

while being much cheaper in price. Set

the bulbs as soon as the ground is warm
(about May loth, as a rule), selecting bulbs

of fair size and perfectly sound. A warm,
rich and mellow soil will bring out the

beauty of the flowers. . As the plants grow,

stake each oue and tie the plant to the

stake. This should be done by the time

the plant is a foot high.

What shall we say of tuberous begonias?

No one can question the beauty of the

blossoms nor the desirability of the plant

for pot culture. In outdoor culture there

is much conflict of opinion as to,the desir-

ability of the plant. After several years

of experimenting in this climate and soil
'

(New Jersey, about fifty miles from New
York City, soil quite sandy), I have

come to the conclusion that tuberous

begonias, to do well outdoors, must bo

bedded in partial shade. The experience

of others near me accord with iiuiue. One
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of the finest beds in this vicinity last sum-

mer was located in a city park, and in

considerable shade. Other growers have

been successful in growing and blooming I

the plant under hot sun in an exposed sit-

uation. Not withstanding this difference

of opinion, tuberous begonias are worthy

of extended culture for bedding purposes,

and one will at least be on safe ground by

planting them in partial shade. Save a

few bulbs from your stock and pot them ;

they are perfect gems for pot culture.

Tigridias are worthy of a place in every

garden. They bloom profusely through

the summer and are very easy of culture.

The blossoms slightly resemble a gladiolus

in form, but are borne on the end of the

flower stem, one to each stein. The char-

acteristics of the blossoms are spots on

backgrounds of a deeper shade of color.

Pavonia grandiflora, a high, bright crim-

son with yellow-mottled center; Grandr

irlora alba, white, with yellow cup spotted

with crimsou,and Grandiflora lilacea, lilac

with purple and white spots, are all first-

class sorts.

Millia bi flora (Mexican star-plant) is very

desirable for bedding. The flowers are

pure waxy white, borne freely on the

flower stalks, and are in constant bloom

from early summer until frost. The bloom

is very fragrant, and lasts, when cut, in

water a long time. For a sunny spot the

plant is especially desirable.

Among lilies, auratum, lancifolium,

L. roseum, L. album and longiflorum may

be planted in the spring in situations

where they are to remain. They will

bloom well the first season, and being

hardy (protect lightly in the winter in the

North), will increase in size and beauty

with each succeeding year.

CLIMBING VINES.

Probably no class of plants has given

more dissatisfaction, as well as satisfaction,

than those coming under the common
name of "moon-flower." The cause of dis-

satisfaction was generally due to the

inferior sorts or varieties sent out by irre-

sponsible seedsmen. For the most satis-

factory results, the following varieties

should be used:

Ipomoea Grandiflora hybrida (the true

and original "moon-flower"), bearing im-

mense white flowers opening in the eve-

ning and on cloudy days. The plant

grows very rapidly, the foliage being thick

and profuse.

I. limbata bears a rose-centered, violet

flower edged with white. Not so rapid a

grower as the above, but very desirable.

I. coccinea, also known as star ipomoea, is

similar to limbata in its manner of growth,

but its flowers are of a dazzling scarlet.

While I. "Heavenly Blue" and I. leari

("the blue dawn flower") do fairly well in

selected situations and in good soil, they

are more desirable as conservatory or

greenhouse plants.

TropiBolum lobbianum, or Lobb's nas-

turtiums, are more desirable as trellis

vines than the ordinary tall nasturtium.

The flowers and leaves are small, but are

more compact and borne in 'great profu-

sion from early summer until frost.

There are many other climbing vines of

easy culture which may be grown from

seed. Among the most desirable are

balloon-vine, thumbogia, cypress-vine

and sweet-peas.

For permanent use the list of hardy or

half hardy vines is so large that one can

obtain sorts to satisfy the most fastidious.

Among the hardy flowering vines we have

the favorite and fragrant honeysuckles,

the charming wistaria and the beautiful

clematis. Among recent introductions,

the Clematis paniculata is most valuable.

It has proved hardy as far north as Maine,

and it also stands well the heat of the

South. The flowers are pure white -and

very fragrant; they are borne in clusters

and in great profusion. The vine is a

strong and rapid grower, and unlike most
climbing vines, is an autumn bloomer,

rarely blossoming before the latter part of

August. I can unhesitatingly recommend
it for liberal planting.

The heavy Chinese matrimony-vine is

desirable, especially for covering out-

buildings. The manettia-vine is reconir

mended for the same purpose aud for

trailing along fences.

For beautiful effects, probably the Am-
pelopsis Veitchii, or Boston ivy, as it is

called, cannot be surpassed. It bears no
flowers, but the delicate and exquisite for-

mation and coloring of the leaves make
bloom unnecessary. The vine is especially

desirable for training over stone or brick
buildings; it throws out delicate "feelers"

covered with a) gummy substance, which

enables them to cling closely to any rough

surface, 'flic leaves are a pretty green in

spring and summer, while in the fall

I the changes in shades pf color are as

varied as the leaves of the maple-tree.

The vine grows quite rapidly, and its

growth is very thick. Entirely hardy, and

will give entire satisfaction.

OLD-FASHIONED FLOWERS.

The old saying that "history repeats

itself " seems to be as true of floriculture

as of other things, for the tendency is

toward a cultivation of varieties which we
have learned to term old-fashioned.

Among annuals so largely grown in our

"grarxdiriother's garden," there is consid-

erable call for such things as amaranthus,

Antirrhinum (snapdragon), catch-fly, can-

dytuft, sweet-rocket, four-o'clocks, zinnia,

etc., while the rage for hardy perennials

includes, among the good old sorts, lark-

spur, bleeding-heart, foxglove, day-lily,

iris, forget-me-not, phlox, peonies, pop-

pies, etc.

This tendency toward the cultivation of

the old garden favorites is to be com-
mended, especially with those who own
the little real estate they occupy, for while

After the first two years, hardy plants

require comparatively little attention, be-

yond the working up of the ground about

them in the spring and the division of

their roots after they get too large for the

space you intend them to occupy.

With the wealth of floral treasuresoffered

at prices within the reach of all, there

seems to be no reason why every person
with' soil at their command cannot revel

in flowers. In the majority of cases, the

rules of culture are so simple and require

so little effort to carry them out, that the

results pay many fold for the labor ex-

pended.

PETUNIAS FROM SEED.

The last few years have witnessed im-
provements in the strains of petunias truly

wonderful to those who were familiar

with the old types which, for many years,

were termed "very nice." The improve-
ments seemed to have touched every
desirable part- of the flower, and we have
gained size, form and markings which old

culturists would not have dreamed pos-

sible. Nor is the improvement at an end,

if we believe the statements set forth in

some of - the catalogues for the season now

seed lightly with light soil, and afterward
press down lightly. Water with a syringe
or by shaking water from a whisk-broom,
so that the seed will not be washed out.

GOOD THINGS TO TRY.

Lobelias of all kinds—Gracillis, blue and
alba white, of the trailing kinds, suitable

for baskets or vases ;
Crystal Palace com-

pacta, dark blue and white; Gem, pure
white. Use these kinds for borders or

beds, or for mass hi g by themselves. Sow
seed indoors in March or April, and set

out the young plants when the weather
becomes settled.

Godetia deserves to be better known. It

is one of our handsomest annuals, dwarf
in habit and profuse in bloom ; the blos-

soms are also very large. Duchess of

Albany, white, and Lady Satin Rose, a

delicate rose tint, are fine sorts.

If heliotrope in its perfect form and
beauty is desired, grow it in the open
ground. Have tried different varieties on
different soils, and the best success was
last year, with plants grown from cuttings

set into the open ground about the middle
of May, ii.) moderately rich, sandy loam.
The variety used was the old Nero, a rich,

purple, almost black. During the month
from August 15th to September 14th, we
cut from a dozen plants nearly two hun-
dred blooms of large size. It was noticed,

however, that cuttings taken from these

plants were very difficult to make root,

the majority of them failing entirely. A
prominent florist who saw this bed—or

rather, border—of heliotropes, remarked:
"If you could grow such blooms as these

under glass in winter, your fortune would
be made." Have a bed of heliotrope this

summer. Nothing will give you better

results for the time and money expended.

A few of the large flowering Phlox
drunnnondi will be a pleasing addition to

the garden. For a mixed bed, the mixed
varieties will answer nicely. The seed

had best be sown in boxes indoors and
transplanted to the open ground in May.
This method will give a more uniform ap-
pearance to your bed than if the seed were
sown in the open ground.

FERTILIZERS FOR FLOWERING PLANTS.

As a rule, stable manures are thebest and
most convenient fertilizers for use in the
outdoor flower garden. Unless it is well
cared for and properly worked and turned
before using, it is not safe to apply it di-

rectly in the holes which are to contain
plants. The better way is to thoroughly
incorporate it with the soil when spading
up the bed, working it in and fining it

with hoe and rake.
There are several commercial fertilizers

which are used for flowering plants when
they are grown in pots, either indoors or
out, but for open ground culture we prefer
stable manures. On one occasion a mem-
ber of the family, wishing to lengthen out
the available supply of fertilizer, used for

a bed of geraniums a lot of Mapes' com-
plete fertilizer. How we did revel in
geranium blooms that year, and what enor-
mous plants we had; but when we came
to take them up in the fall for storing du-
ring the winter, alas! we found no roots to
speak of; the plants had been all foliage
and bloom, and at the end of the season
were practically worthless. Experiments
since with* several commercial fertilizers

have convinced us of their value when
plants are grown in pots, and the value of
stable manures for open ground culture.

METHOD IN THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.

It is fully as' easy to start right with the
vegetable garden and have a full supply
from the earliest to the latest, as to have
only the medium to late sorts and then
not" of the best kinds.
The first thing to think of is the prep-

aration of the soil, and this should be begun
as soon as the frost and water is out of it,

so that it may be properly worked. Have
it plowed or spaded deep, well worked up
and made fine, aud you have made a great
stride in the direction of success. As soon
as the soil is in the right condition, look
out for a warm day and sow the first lot of

peas. Put in enough only for two or three
pickings, but sow at intervals of ten days
until you will have all the peas you want.
With radishes it is a good plan to make

a first sowing quite liberally, and instead
of making other sowings, simply drop a
seed or two in at the time you pull a radish
out, and you will keep up a good supply
with little labor.

In lieu of a hotbed, a little space in the

kitchen near the light and heat, and a few
shallow boxes, will enable you to obtain
plants for early setting of lettuce, peppers
and cabbage.

The Lungs auk Strained and Racked by a
persistent Cough, the general strength wasted,
and an incurable complaint often established
thereby. Dr. D. Javne's Expectorant is an af-

fective remedy for Coughs and Colds, and
exerts a beneficial effect on the Pulmonary
and Bronchial organs.

A FORTUNATE MAN is he who can have the
delights in his own home that cost the mil-

lions which were expended on the World's
Pair Buildings and Grounds. Read our offer

on another page.

Petunia.

no one will question the desirability of the

soft-wooded plants, such as coleus, gera-

niums, heliotrope and the like, one can
hardly get from them the pleasure which
comes from the strong, mature growth of

hardy perennials and other plants which
occupy the same bed year after year.

Further, the wide range of adaptability of

this class of plants enables one to beautify

every part of the grounds, which is not
possible with the plants used for tempo-
rary bedding. We do not mean to advocate

the use of hardy perennials to the exclu-

sion of other plants, for oftentimes no
plant will answer our purpose as well as

bedding plants. For color effects, the vari-

eties of coleus are unrivaled, and for

design work and the formation of distinct

borders, the alternantheija is used to better

advantage than any other plant. Combi-
nation beds of coleus, geraniums, cannas,

caladiums, begonias and the like are more
striking than beds of other plants could
possibly be. The point, therefore, is that

the best results can be obtained, taking

the grounds as a whole, by the use of both

bedding plants and hardy plants, and
especially as we have said, for the reason

that each can be used in situations not
congenial to the other. .

being received. This *is truly an age of

progress in floriculture, as in other things,

and the beauties of nature in this regard

are placed within easy reach of even scanty

purses.

Our illustration is from sketches made
of single types raised during the summer
of 1893, from seeds labeled "Finest mixed
fringed double." The result was about

ten per cent of double blossoms, the bal-

ance single. While we expected a larger

per cent of the double form, the beauty

and variety of the single were sufficiently

attractive to make up for the disappoint-

ment.
A strain of seed known as "Giant of

California" is attracting the attention of

petunia lovers, by the beauty of the blos-

soms. The flowers are large and unusually

deep-throated, many of them beautifully

marked and fringed.

Petunias are easy of culture, and by suc-

cessive sowings of seed may be had in

bloom from early June until frost. The
class is only half hardy; hence, the plants

for early flowers must be raised from seed

started indoors. Becareful in sowingseed
—which is very fine—to scatter it thinly,

or the work of transplanting the yonng
seedlings will be most tedious. Cover the
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THE GLORIOUS COMING.

Oh, weary laborers in the field,

Hope on and sing, nor heave a sigh

;

The happy day is drawing near,

"The glorious coming draweth nigh!"

Work on and spread the precious news,
Proclaim it wide to low and high;

Be swift the Master's call to heed,

"The glorious coming draweth nigh !"

Gird on thy armor for the strife,

Go forth and on thy God rely;

Turn not, nor falter, but trust on,

"The glorious coming draweth nigh!"

Be strong, be true, go far and wide,

Till all shall Jesus magnify;
Be holy, spotless, like thy Lord,

"The glorious coming draweth nigh!"

Then hasten to the harvest-fields,

The days are passing swiftly by;
The "little while" will soon be gone,

"The glorious coming draweth nigh !"

' —American Messenger.

THE POWER OF CHRIST.

I

am the vine, ye are the branches : he
that abideth in me, and I in him, the

same beareth much fruit: for apart

from me ye can do nothing." (John
xv. 5. Rev. Ver.)

When I was a student at Princeton, Prof.

Henry had so constructed a hugh bar of

iron, bent into the form of a horseshoe,

that it used to hang suspended from another

iron bar above it. Not only did it hang
there, but it upheld four thousand pounds'
weight attached to it! That horseshoe

magnet was not welded or glued to the

metal above it; but through the iron wire

coiled around it there ran a subtle current

of electrici ty from a galvanic battery. Stop

the flow of that current one instant, and
the huge horseshoe dropped. So does all

the lifting power of a Christian come from
the currents of spiritual influence which
flow into his heart from the living Jesus.

The strength of the Almighty one enters

into the believer. If his connection with
Christ is cut off; in an instant he becomes
as weak as any other man.

—

T. L. Cuyler.

EACH DAY.

The Christian who is intent on serving

God most acceptably will look upon each

day as a fresh field of effort, a new cam-
paign, to be entered upon with bright

hopes and. unfaltering purpose. "Why
should it not be made a little better than

any previous day in his history, a little

more free from defect, a closer approxima-
tion to that absolutely perfect day which
it is

1

the height of his ambition to present

to his Lord? It will be in some respects a

different day from any that went before.

The temptations and opportunities will

not be precisely the same. The outcome
of its conflicts and varied experiences will

be exceedingly satisfactory, or the oppo-

site, according to the amount of watchful-

ness and will-power and wisdom that are

put in. Let every day be attacked buoy-
antly and bravely ; thus shall every night

find cause for gratitude and cheer, and
every added month shall bring us nearer

to the great goal of a ripe and rounded
character perfectly pleasing in the sight of

the All Holy.—Zton's Herald.

TWO STRINGS.

An honest peasant surprised an infidel

one day, who was jeering at him for be-

lieving the Bible, by the reply

:

"We 1 country people like to have two
strings to our bow."
"What do you mean?" inquired the

infidel.

"Only this," rejoined the poor man;
"that believing the Bible, and acting up to

it, is like having two strings to one's bow;
for if it is not true, I shall be a better man
for living according to it, and so it will

be for my good in this life. That is one
string to my bow. And if it should be

true, it will be better for me in the next
life. That is another string, and a pretty

strong one it is. But, sir, if you do not

believe the Bible, and on that account do
not live as it requires, you have but one
string to your bow. And oh, sir, if its tre-

mendous threatenings prove true—oh,

think what then will become of you!"

—

Christian Witness.

Of all the visitors at the World's Fair there

was not one but wished that he could retain

those magnificent views. Of course, every
visitor retains them in memory, more or less

indistinct, but the camera retained them as

real and natural as life. Our collection of

over 200 Photographic Views of the World's
Fair, as advertised on another page, is simply
a marvelous sight. No one should f;iil to
secure them. One full collection with de-
scriptions and map will be sent free.

THE UNCERTAINTY OF PLANS.

A youngcountess in Hanover, Germany,
was a noted unbeliever. She was espec-

ially opposed to the doctrine of the resur-

rection. Before her death she gave orders

to have her grave covered with a slab of

granite clamped to other stones, and on
the stone should be engraved the follow-

ing words: "This burial-place, purchased
to all eternity, must never be opened."
All that human power could do to prevent
that grave from being opened was done.

But a little seed found lodgment in a
crevice of the stones that covered that

body, and sprouted. The tiny shoot found
its way between the stone side and the

slab that lay on the top of the grave. It

grew by degrees, and at last actually lifted

the heavy slab, and forced the gravestones

apart. Thus the grave was opened, after

all, and that, too, without any miracle. A
large tree growing there now attests the

powerlessness of human plans. The peo-

ple of Hanover are said to regard this

grave with a kind of awe, feeling that it is

a sort of prophecy of the great resurrection

day that is yet to come.

—

Sunday-school

Times.

THE DIVINE BIBLE.

I look upon the Bible as the book for the

world, and I see its divine authorship as

plainly as I see the authorship of God in

the stars, which I know no human me-
chanic could have built in his work-shop
and flung out into space; but when the

critics pick away at the Bible, I say, "Well,

it is no great matter ; if it gratifies them it

does not hurt me, and as long as all the

universities in the world combined are not

able to make another Bible that shall be so

cosmical in its range of appeal, and so

mighty in its power over men and women,
over mind and heart and life, and over the

growing civilization itself to which it

ministers, I rest assured that this is God's
book, and not man's—as certain as I am
that this is his globe under my feet, and
not something which human carpenters

have builded."

—

Rev. Dr. Slorrs.

HAVE YOU READ IT?

It is told of Franklin that at one time in

Paris he was greatly ridiculed for his love

of the Bible, and that he made up his mind
to find out how many of the scoffers had
read it. He informed one of the learned

societies, of which he was a member, that

he had come across a story in pastoral life

in ancient times that appeared to him very

beautiful, but he would like the judgment
of the society upon it. On the evening

appointed Franklin had a reader of finely

modulated voice read to them the book of

Ruth. They were in ecstaeies over it, and
one after another rose <o express gratifica-

tion and admiration, and the desire .that

the manuscript should be printed. "It is

printed," said Franklin, "and is part of the

Bible."

—

Ram's Horn.

ARE YOUR EYES ON JESUS?

"I press toward the mark for the prize of

the high calling of God in Christ Jesus."

In passing through a field it is difficult to

pursue a straight course unless the eye is

fixed upon some immovable object, toward
which the person is moving. Persons lost

on the prairies, having no land-marks, fre-

quently wander in a circle for hours and
sometimes for days without making any
definite progress. If one moves toward

some object, keeping that only in view, he

will be very likely to make a straight

path.

Christ is the mark for every Christian.

Set your eyes on him and allow nothing

else to attract your attention. If you do
this you will make a straight path.— The
Firebrand.

CURE FOR GRUMBLING.

In a love feast in Yorkshire a good man
had been drawing out long complaining
strains of experiences about his trials and
difficulties in the way to heaven. Another,

of different spirit, followed, who said, "I

see our brotherwho has justsatdown lives

in Grumbling street. I lived there myself

for some time, and never enjoyed good

health. The air was bad, the house bad,

the water bad; the birds never came and
sung in* the street, and I was gloomy and
sad enough. But I 'flitted.' I got into

Thanksgiving street, and ever since then

I have had good health and, so have my
family. The air is pure, the water pure,

the house good; the sun shines on it all

day; the birds are always singing, and I

am as happy as I can live. Now7 I recom-
mend our brother to 'flit.' There are
plenty of houses to let on Thanksgiving
street, and I am sure he will find himself a
new man if he will only come, and I will
be right glad to have him as a neighbor."

C Tays hooked—turn.twist,

wriggle. The De Long
Patent Hook and /^y^)
Eye. k

See that

hump?
Trade-Mark Reg. April 19-92.

Richardson & De Long
Bror.,

Philadelphia.

MARY JANE DISHWASHER
Does perfect work: saves time, labor
and trouble. Thousands sold. Only
$3.00. You want Mary Jaue. Attents,
here is your chance. J. K. PUKXN-
TON & CO., lies Moines, Iowa.

As a sample ofour 1000 BARGAINS wewill send FREE this
Hard Rubber Fountain Pen, "Warranted a perfect writer,& im-
mense In. Bargain Cataloeufc, for 10c to cover postage.

* BOBT. H. ISGEBSOLL & BBO., 65 Cortlandt St., S. X. CitT.

B!0 JOB LOT OF SiLK REMNANTS
FOR CRAZY PATCH-WORK.

OWING to the hard times there has been dumped on the
market an extra big lot of odd pieces of silk and satin

that are just what ladies want for crazy patch-
work. We were fortunate in securing them
cheap, and will give one of our special paMC
packages to any one sending 10c. for a three
months! subscription to Comfort, the Prize
Story Magazine. Three lots and an elegant
piece ofsilk PLCS!! contain 36 square inches,
together with five skeins of elegant embroid-
ery silk, all different bright col-
ors, all for 25c. postpaid; three
25c. lots for 65c., five for $1.00.

A Cute Foot=Rest
FREE.

"Useful Ornaments
arc sought after at ail sea$pus
of the year. People do not
realize the quantities of
goodsthatare sold through
the mails. Inventors arc
daily trying to get up
something to sell by mail
that will be pretty, useful,
and cheap. A pretty foot-
rcst could never be ob- Agz^
tained at a low price be- 4kis 1'j

fore (they sell for
$1.00 each at the
stores), but by get-
ting up something
that is turned nut
by machines in
pretty colored
durable goods, to
be filled with cotton or any cheap or cast-off substance and
^hen sewn up, we can now give a premium that -will be
welcome in every room in all the homes from
IMiiiue to California. It comes in the shape of a
handsome Spaniel Bow-Wow, lying down, size about 8x12
inches, andean always be placed fur an ornament when not
in use by grandma or yourself or comnanj' as a Foot Rest.
It will create untold merriment when lying in front of the
fire, it is so life-like in shane and cojpr. Although entirely
new, 57,39ft have already been sold, and millions ,more
will be in use before many months. Agents will find them
great sellers, and shoula order at least a dozen to start
with. To introduce, we will send a sample postpaid to
any one sending 13c. for a three months' subscription to
Comfobt. Two Rests and Comfort C months for 25c. ; five
for 50c, one dozen, $1.00; one Rest and 10c lot Remnants,
20c ; one Rest and 25c lot Remnants, 32c.

/
Address, Comfort Pub. Co., Box 12J » Augusta, Me.

DOUBLE
Breech -Loader

$6.00
RIFLESS2.00
WATCHESGUNS

BICYCLES $15
AIL kiudj cheaper than else-

where. Before you boy,
send stamp for catalogue to

POWELL & CLEMENT CO.
ICG Main St., Cincinnati,O.

PRINTING OFFICE I5C
A large font of Typo (over4A) with Fignres,

Holder, Indelible Ink, Pad, Tweezers, Corkscrew,
e;c, as shown in cut. complete in neat case; Best
Linen Marker, Card Printer, etc. Regular Price 50o
Sample postpaid for 15c. to introduce, with C&t-
aloeue of 1000 new articles. CAT. FREE. *

LNGERSOIA & Bro.65 Cort IandtSL N.T.City

AV/C*DV tlCmil Invention for man or woman.VC.ni UOtrUU Sample gent (sealed) 25 cts. 2
for 40 cts. Rubber Specialty Co.,Box 104, Oswego,N.T.

MyE£,ECTRIC BELT sentonTRIA!LTi"PT7T'
Give size.Dr.Judd,I>etroit,Mich.Want agts.-C JXXiXi

MR SYSTEM THE BEST
fWe want reliable women in every town ^
sell 86.00 worth of Teas, Spices and Baking
Powder for us, and get a set of SilverKnives
and Forks free, or 812.00 worth, and get a set

iof China Dishes free. No money required
instil you deliver goods and get premium^
wXTHOMAS, 48-50 E. 3d St, CincinnaJfTO.

SHALI, YOU BUY

A BICYCLE
IN 1894.

No. 2.—The pig expresses its gratitude.
(See No. 3, on page IT.)

The HARTFORD SAFETIES
are made in designs and sizes
for Men, Ladies, Boys and Misses,
and are light and strong. In any
case be sure and send for a cat-
alogue to

THE HARTFORD CYCLE CO.,

j HARTFORD, CO>K. d

CDCC A fioe uk s °ld
ted watch to evt'ry^^B reader of this paper.

Cut this oat and send It to us wltn
your Cull name and address, and we
will send you ooe of these elegant,
richly jeweled, gold fiuished watcbee-

by express for examination, and if

you think it is equal in appear-
ance to any $25.00 gold watch
pay our sample price, $3.50 and
express 'charges, and it is voids

Guarantee for 5 Years
sent with every watch, and if

you sell or cause the sale of six ive

will give yoa One Free. Write at

once, as we shall seDd out samples
for 60 davs only. Address

THE NATIONAL WPF'C
& IMPORTING CO.,

334 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Mention this paper when you write.

LYON &. HEALY,
57 Monroe St., Chicago

Will Mall Free their newly enlarged
Catalogue of Band Instruments, Uni-
forms and Equipments. ;'*00 Fine II-

1

lustrations, describing every article '

required by Rands or Drum Corps.
Contains instructions for Amateur Bands,
Exercises and Drum Major's Tactics, By*
Laws, and a Selected List of Band Music.

A Whole Year's Entertainment for 40 Cents.

Hours at Home is a splendid sixteen-page story paper. We will send it one
year for Forty Cents together with

Twenty Complete Novels by Famous Authors.
These Twenty Novels are bright, breezy and very interesting, are printed in

good readable, type, from new electrotype plates and on good quality of paper.

They are bound in two good-sized quarto volumes of sixty-four pages each,

three columns to a page and handsomely illustrated.

The literary matter contained in the Twenty Complete Novels would ordi-

narily make twenty large books similar to those regularly sold at ten to twenty-

five cents a copy. The titles and authors of the Twenty Novels are as follows:

1

I

j

i

ERIC DERING,
B¥ "THE DUCHESS."

MID PLEASURES,
BY MARY CECIL HAY.

GEO. CAULFIELD'S JOURNEY,
BY MISS M. E. BKADDON.

SHE LOVED HIM,
BY ANNIE THOMAS.

NANCE,
BY EMMA \Y. PHILLIPS.

MYSTERIOUS LODGER,
BY' WM. H. DANCER.

A MOMENT OF MADNESS,
BY FLORENCE MARRYAT.

BETTY'S VISIONS,
BY RHODA BROUGIITON.

A SECRET DIARY,
BY* DORA RUSSEL.

A HASTY WEDDING,
BY E. U. BURBAGE.

FOR MONEY OR FOR LOVE,
BY MONA CAIRD.

A SWEET GIRL GRADUATE,
BY ELLIS PEYTON.

MY FIRST OFFER,
BY MARY CECIL. HAY.

,

LOVE'S RANDOM SHOT,
BY WILKIE COLLTNS.

HELEN WHITNEY'S WEDDING,
BY MRS. HENRY WOOD.

ALL'S FAIR IN LOVE,
BY "THE DUCHESS." '

A FATAL CHOICE,
BY ADELINE SERGEANT.

A PHANTOM LOVER,
BY VERNON LEE.

THE LOST BIRTHRIGHT,
BY AMANDA M. DOUGLASS*.

THE GREEN LEDGER,
BY MISS M. E. BKADDON.

i

We will send the above named Twenty Novels also Houbs at Home for one

year for only Forty Cents. We guarantee full satisfaction or return your

money. Send postage stamp or postal note, and address all orders to

HOURS AT HOME, 285 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 1198
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S®* READ THIS NOTICE.-©a
Questions from regular subscribers of Farm and

Fibeside, and relating to matters of general interest,

will be answered in these columns free of charge.

Querists desiring immediate replies, or asking infor-

mation upon matters of personal interest only, should

enclose stamps for return postage. The full name and
post-office address of the inquirer should accompany
each query in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries must be received at least two
WEEKS before the date of Lie issue in which the answer
is expected. Queries should not be written on paper

containing matters of business, and should be written

on one side of the paper oni.v.

Oromid for Onions.—U. L. 11., Mystic,

Iowa., writes: "Will land now covered with
hazel-brush make a good patch for onions?
It is a dark, sandy loam."
Reply by Joseimi :— 1 f well cleared, properly

enriched and well prepared, 1 can see no ob-

jection to its use as an onion-patch.
Clover.—H. W. H., Franklin, Pa., writes:

"I have planted some wheat and timothy and
intend t,o sow clover in March. I can get
some hard-wood unleached ashes at ten cents
a bushel. I would like to know how many
bushels I shall use to the acre."
Reply:—Use about forty bushels per acre.

Fertilizer for Oats.—\V. J. F., Deitz, W.
,Va., writes: "What commercial fertilizer,

costing not more than S20 to $28 per ton, would
pay best for oats, on a soil a mixture of sand
and clay? I want to follow with clover."
Reply by Joseph :— I would try simple dis-

solved bone. Of course, it depends on the
condition of the land what else may be
needed.
New Onion Culture.—J. H., Savannah,

N. Y., writes: "Please describe the new
method of growing onions. I think it, is

called the transplanting system." .

Reply- by Joseph:—Grow plants In flats or
beds under glass in February or March, and
set In open ground in April or May. You find
the particulars given in "The New Onion Cul-
ture" and "Onions for Profit," either work
costing fifty cents.

Hand Cultivators.—0. R., Muncie, Ind.,
writes: "Please give name of best hand cul-
tivator. There was one described in Farm
and Fireside last spring as being the 'light-

est and best.' I forgot the name and number
of paper."
Reply by Joseph :—I do not remember any-

thing about this hand cultivator. 1 use the
Planet Jr. and Gregory's flnger-weeder, and
would not do without either for my purposes.

Ponltry Feathers as Manure.—W. O.
D., Upper Alton, 111., writes : "I can get sev-
eral loads of feathers from poultry-dressing
houses for the hauling. Will they make
good manure for watermelons to applyr in the
hill on sandy ground? How should they- be
treated? What is the best commercial ferti-
lizer for the same crop?"
Reply by Joseph :—Poultry feathers,.prob-

ably soaked more or less with blood, will
make a good manure for almost any crop. If
I had them, I think I would put them with
horse manure in alternate layers, and fork the
whole over from time to time until well com-
posted and reasonably fine. Then put a
shovelful or two to the hill of melons, well
eiixed in with the soil. Use bone-dust, and
perhaps tobacco-dust, in the hill, both as fer-
tilizers and bug repellers.

Grain in Orchard—Field Peas.—M. T.,
Angola, Ohio, writes: "Is it injurious to grow
oats in a young orchard? Please give some
information on field peas, when to plant, how
much seed to the acre, how to handle them as
a forage crop, etc/'
Reply by Joseph :—Whatever you do, don't

sow grain in a young orchard. Better not
attempt to grow fruits. Grain gives the trees
a terrible set-back. Grow any kind of hoed
crops, peas, beans, cabbage, corn, potatoes,
etc. If you manure well, these crops will do
no hurt to the young orchard. Field peas,
especially as a forage crop, are not appreciated
as much as they deserve. I like oats and peas
for this purpose, sowing a bushel or a bushel
and a half each per acre as early in spring as 1
can get the ground in order, and cut the crop
before ".heoats are ripe, either feedingdirectly
from tne field, or curing and harvesting in
the same way as we do hay. It makes the
very best of feed. Oats and peas, in fact, are
our chief reliance asa summer feed.
Coal Ashes as Manure—Management

of Asparagus and Rhubarb.—H. K.,
Davenport, Iowa, writes: "Can sifted hard
and soft coal ashes be used as a fertilizer for
squashes and melons? When should I -dig
and mulch my asparagus beds? My rhubarb
is getting poor and thin. How can I renew
rny beds?"
Reply by Joseph :—Coal ashes are worth

next to nothing as fertilizer. Better use them
ks absorbents in closets, stables or poultry-
houses. Then when mixed with manure and
soaked up with urine, they become a fine
manure for any crop. Dig up your aspar-
agus beds in early spring. If you have any
fine, loose manure to mix in withthesoil in
order to make it loose and warm right over
the crowns of the plants, it will be a good
thing to put it on. ( foar'se man ore, as a mulch,
I would not put on until after the cutting
season. If you wish to make extra applica-
tions in spring, you can give a dressing of
nitrate of soda, say 250 pounds per acre. Prob-
ably your rhubarb beds are getting worn out.
It takes high feeding and good care to pro-
duce fine stalks. If you apply plenty of good
manure, and stir the ground well among the
plants, a bed will last many years. Try reset-
ting part of the bed in highly-manured soil,
and continue heavy manure applications.
Alfalfa.—B. C. B., DeSmet, S. I)., and I). L.

G., Pierce, Ohio. Alfalfa is not as hardy as
common red clover and will never supersede
it in northern latitudes. It requires a rich
loam with a deep, porous subsoil. It will not
thrive at all on compact clay land with hard
subsoil. It is a perennial, starts slowly, and
requires two or three years to become well
rooted, and is therefore not suited to a short
system of crop rotation. It stands drouth and
heat much better than the clovers, is very
nutritious and yields large crops. For hay it
must be mown early, or just as it is coming
into bloom. It should be sown alone in the
spring about early corn-planting time on well-
prepared ground. Fall plowing is better, but
early spring plowing will do. Plow deep and
narrow thoroughly and frequently until
warm, settled weather. Thorough harrowing
before seeding will destroy the young weeds,
and leave the land comparatively clean.
Alfalfa may be broadcasted or drilled" in. The
latter is the better way, as the seed should be
covered from one half to one inch. For rich
land, properly prepared, twenty pounds of
good, clean seed an acre is sufficient. By the
time the alfalfa is a foot or more high, the
held may not look very promising. Theremay appear more weeds than alfalfa. Mow
high, and take all off the ground. The alfalfa
will immediately start up again. After one
or two mowings it will be in full possession'
it a good stand was obtained at the start. Theseed can be obtained from any reliable seed

VETERINARY.
^Conducted by Dp. H. J. Detmers.**-

Professor of Veterinary Surgery in Ohio State
University.

To regular subscribers of Farm and Fireside, an-
swer*} will be giver, through these columns free of

charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,
the applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attention will tie paid to such a request. Inquir-
ies should always contain the writer's full addresB.
Queries must be received at least two weeks before the
date of the issue in which the answer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries directly to

Db. H. J. Detmeus, 1315 Neil Avenue. Columbus. Ohio.
Notei—Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column, must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but for other
gniMl reasons. Anonymous inquiries are uotanswered
under any circumstances.

Ulcerating' Noses.—L. H., Delta, Neb.
Your hogs probably have been ringed, and
now suiter from swine-plague', or so-called
hog-cholera.

Probahly Too Fat.—C. L. J., Mountville,
Ohio. Your sows, probably, were too fat, and
your pigs, In consequence, may have starved
to death for want of milk.

"Spells" of Lameness.—I. C. W., South
Sudbury, Mass. What you describe is prob-
ably due to a rheumatic affection that ban
resulted in more or less contraction of the ten-
dons and ligaments. Still, all such cases re-

quire for a definite diagnosis a thorough
examination.
Foot-mange.—T. R. D., Morris, Manitoba,

Canada. Your mare, it seems, is affected with
foot-mange. First, wash her legs thoroughly
with soap and water. This done, wash them
with a flve-per-cent solution of creolin (Pear-
son) in water, and repeat this wash once a day
for about a week or more. When you begin
with the treatment, clean out the stable, par-
ticularly the floor of the mare's stall, most
thoroughly, and provide clean and dry bed-
ding. Also, clean curry-comb and brush, .so

from that source, too, no new infection may
take place.

Bloody Milk.—M. A. H., Magazine, W.Va.,
writes: "I have a cow that had her calf last

May, and has been doing well until a week
ago. Then she gave bloody milk from one of
her front' teats for a few days. Now her other
front teat gives .bloody milk, and is obstructed
by clots of blood. She is fed on clover and
timothy hay, and some mill feed twice a day.
We exp'ect her to he fresh next April."
Answer:—Under the circumstances stated,

it will be best to make the cow dry ; not at
once, but gradually. The udder, very likely,
is congested, and the blood comes from rup-
tured capillaries.

So-called Scratches.—E. C. S., De Graff,
Ohio. What you describe seems to be a case
of scratches, or grease-heel. The sores can be
brought to , healing by applications, three
times a day, of liquid subacetate of lead, one
part, to olive-oil, three parts; but in cleaning
the feet, no water must be used, and the
horse must be kept in a stall with a clean and
dry floor, and out of mud, manure and water.
After a healing has been effected, the swell-
ing, if it is not yet too callous, may be reduced
by bandages during the night and exercise
during the day. Bandaging must be com-
menced at the foot, and each time the ban-
dages are put on or removed the swelled legs
should receive a good rubbing.

Lost a Hoof.—S. D. D., Columbus, Ohio,
writes: "A horse, four years old, cut his foot
just above the hoof by getting it over a barbed
wire, so badly that the hoof came off and a
new hoof and frog came. The part above the
hoof still bleeds some and hair does not grow.
How can the hair be made to grow over these
immense scars? What will harden the new
foot so he can stand work this summer on the
road? The accident occurred in July, 1892, and
the new hoof has been on about a year, but he
limps when trotting."
Answer:—Horny scars will never produce

hair. The horn of the new hoof is morbid
horn, not normal, and, if at all, the horse can
be enabled to go only by judicious shoeing.
Whether good shoeing will be able to remove
the lameness depends upon the condition of
the hoof.

A Superfluous Teat.—G. S., Tidioute, Pa.,
writes: "I have a cow that has five teats'that
give milk. The fifth one, which is very short,
is right on the upper end of one of her hind
teats, and when milking- her the hand takes
hold of the fifth one and causes the milk to
run in the hand. It is only about one fourth
of an inch long. Could there be anything
done to heal it up while she is not giving
milk? She is dry now."
Answer:—If such a superfluous teat is too

troublesome, it may either be removed en-
tirely by means of'an elastic ligature at a time
when the cow is dry, or the opening may be
brought to a close by cauterizing the same
with a stick of lunar caustic. In either case
it is best to have the operation performed by a
veterinarian.

A Cutaneous Affection.—C. A. O., Jeffer-
sonville, Vt., writes: "I have a mare, six
years old, that has small pimples and boils
under the collar where it rests upon the top of
her neck. The boils break and run for a day
or two, then heal up, and others come. Some-
times there is a large number at once."
Answer :—First clean the affected parts

with soap and warm water, and after that
apply, once a day, as long as the animal
is not used, a three-per-cent solution of
creolin (Pearson) in water. If the animal has
to be used, substitute a mixture of lime-water
and oil, equal parts, and apply it every time
the harness or collar is put on and taken off,
but see to it that the collar, particularly
where it comes in contact with the horse, is
at all times scrupulously clean and perfectly
smooth and welt fitting.

Probably Impaction of the Third
Stomach.—It. P. I)., Mansfield, Va. Your
cow, it seems, died of impaction of the third
stomach, probably caused by indigestible
food, too rich in cellulose. The few leaves
you sent me arc insufficient to analyze the
plant to which they belong, especially if one is
not familiar with the flora of your state, nor
with the popular names given to plants in
every section of the country. In the Mis-
sissippi valley the term "ground-ivy" is
applied to an entirely different plant (Nyeta
glechomal. Still, the leaves do not look
to me like leaves of a poisonous plant.
You make a remark concerning "foul
play," or in other words, poisoning. This
is something that can, in most cases at
least, be decided only by a chemical analysis.
The poisons usually used for criminal pur-
poses; however, act much quicker, become
fatal in less than four days, and if cattle are
poisoned outdoors, it is, as a rule, done by
mixing the poison with salt. Besides that,
the symptoms produced.by all the more com-
mon poisons are different from those de-
scribed by you. This, however, does not mean
that poisonjng is altogether out of the ques-
tion. Your case, I think, would be a proper
one for investigation for your agricultural
experiment station.

Uniform
Success.

When people are suffer-

ing it is no time to try ex-

periments. Then*they want

something on which they

can rely, whose action is certain. That is why Allcock's
Porous Plasters are so popular.

For more than a quarter of a century they have vindi-

cated their claim to the highest place as an external remedy
for pains in the chest, lame back, sciatica, soreness in the

muscles, and kindred troubles.

Any one who has used Allcock's Porous Plasters
once is sure to do so again when the need comes, because

experience has proved their value. He will also, if he has

opportunity, tell his neighbor. In proof of this, witness

the great number of cordial testimonials from people of

every walk in life. All use

Allcock's Plasters

'2,000
Builds and Equips

A Creamery
In a most substantial manner, large enough for
600 to 1,000 cows.
"We are very much pleased with our machinery and the

way it is set up. Our entire plant cost us barely S2,00O, and
is considered more convenient than other creameries in this sec-

tion which cost considerably more."
West Watekford, Vt. Carpenter Bros.

$2 ,265 " Our creamery complete, with full apparatus, cost

$2,265."
Adena, O. Adena Creamery Co.

$2,300 Built and equipped the Mt. Pleasant (O.) Creamery.

$2, 700 "Our building, including cold storage and ice-

house, with entire apparatus, cost us $2,700."

Lamoille Valley Creamery Assn.
East Hardwick, Vt.

$3,000 "We are much pleased with our plant, costing

$3,000 for building, including ice-house and cold

storage, and first-class machinery."
East Canton, Penn. Silverdale Creamery Co.

$3 OOO TheWestmoreland Creamery,Westmoreland, N'.H.,
' one of the best in the State, cost less than $3,000.

Why pay fancy prices for inferior apparatus and buildings, when you can get the

best for reasonable figures ? Our reputation for First=class goods is unequalled.

Send for pamphlet "How to Build Creameries," containing twenty-
illustrations, free upon application.

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., Bellows Falls.Vt.

BEST FERTILIZERS ON EARTH
FOR

CORN, OATS, VEGETABLES, FRUIT, ETC.,
ON SALE IN EIGHT STATES.

Manufactured by NOLTE <fc DOLCH FERTILIZER CO., Office and Works, St. Louis, Mo.
Oldest and Most Experienced House in the West.

EXCELSIOR SPRING CURRYCOMB.

"

Finest Steel- Throughout, Light, Flexible, Durable.
Fits every curve. Vibrates over the surface, can never
clog. Its blades are of superior advantage in eomr-

ing mane and tail. Ask dealers for it, or send 40c for sample, postpaid
G. W. WALTON & CO., Sole Mfrs., 146 W. Madison St., Chicago 111.

THE SPRING GURRY COMB.
CLOCK SPRING BLADE.

Soft as a Brush. Fits Every Curve.
The Only Perfect Comb. Used hy U. S. Army and by Barnum &
Bailey and Forepaugh Circuses. Sample mailed, post-paid, 25'cts.

SPRING CURRY COMB CO.,
131 S. La Fayette St., - SOUTH BEND, IND.
The Excellence of this Oom'b is Guaranteed by the Editor of this Paper.

Toxemic Hemagrlobinuria.—J. W. B.,

Franklin, Tenn. Your work-mules died of
Toxemic hemaglobinuria, also called Lum-
bago gravis, rheumatic paraplegia, spinal
paralysis, azoturia, etc. As the disease is

usually fatal, the treatment (even the best)
uncertain and your mules are dead, a few
hints in regard to prevention will be of more
use to you (and to others, too) than a descrip-
tion of the treatment. The disease, as a rule,
only affects animals in a good or"very good
condition and accustomed to steady work, if

the same are kept idle, without any exercise,
for a few days, and are then hitched up.
Therefore, if such horses %>.r mules have to be
kept idle for one reason or another, it is ad-
visable not only to keep them on a lighter
diet during their idleness, but also to allow
them, if possible, all the voluntary exercise
they arc willing to take Further, as a rule,
the first symptoms of the disease, consisting
in knuckling over or unsteadiness in the hind
legs, manifest themselves after the horses or
mules are driven only a short distance; say a
mile or two, or even less. These symptoms,
unless the animals are given immediate rest,
so.on develop into more or less complete par-
aplegia, and thus the prospect of recovery
becomes rather poor. On the other hand, if

the animals are immediately unhitched and
allowed to rest wherever they may be, as soon
as the first symptoms make t heir appearance,
and before paraplegia or paralysis develops,
the prospect of recovery is much better. The
prognosis is always bad if the urine is red or
dark colored, or if the patients have been
down, or unable to get up, for more than three
days. Hence, it is advisable to stop work at
once and to unhitch the animals as soon as
the first symptoms are noticed. It seems that
in your case the abnormally dark color of the
urine, although undoubtedly present, escaped
your attention. In the more severe cases the
urine is apt to pass off drop by drop.

$2.00 $2.00
State size of roof and will mail sample free.

GEO. E. GLINES, 4» West Broadway, N. Y.

No. 3.—A surprise.

iSee No. -1, on page la.)
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Rider Haggard writes 4,000 words of a
novel at a sitting.

The fish which escapes from the hook seems
always the largest.

Japan, according to a new census just com-
pleted, shows a population of 41,089,940.

Don't kick like a mule, but kick like a
patriot and philosopher.

The DeKalb Fence Co., of DeKalb, 111., whose
advertisement appears in this paper, are
manufacturing a steel wire picket fence, which
they confidently recommend as the best yard
and lawn fence made. It is from eighteen to
fifty inches high, and neat and durable. We
know of no company that is manufacturing
a better grade of fence, or that has given better
satisfaction to their patrons. Parties wishing
to obtain their circular giving full description
and illustration of fencing, together with
prices, should drop the firm a postal card, and
mention the Farm and Fireside.

If one awakes in the night and feels hope-
lessly wide awake, a good remedy is a glass of

hot water. It should be sipped while almost
at boiling hetit, and one who tries it will find

himself going to sleep like an infant, and get-

ting, too, the most restful and peaceful sleep

imaginable.

WORLD'S FAIR PORTFOLIOS FREE!

To bring our through car line running be-
tween St. Louis, Louisville, Cincinnati, Pitts-
burgh, Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia
and New York, with its superb service of vesti-
buled trains, Pullman dining, parloranddraw-
ing room sleeping-cars, before the traveling
public, we have prepared an elegant portfolio
of World's Fair views, taken from the official
Government photographs.
These portfolios will be issued weekly until

the volume of twenty numbers is completed.
Size of portfolio, 11x13 inches, sixteen views

in each, three hundred and twenty in all, and
will be sent free to any address on receipt of
ten cents each in coin or postage-stamps, to
cover cost of mailing. Upon receipt of full
subscription, $2, each number will be. mailed
as fast as issued. Sample copies can be seen
at the office of this paper.
Cut this out, state where you saw the adver-

tisement, and forward to O. P. McCarty,
General Passenger Agent, Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern R'y, "Portfolio Department,"
St. Louis, Mo.

Add one half ounce of ammonia and one
half ounce of alcohol to a cupful of sea salt,

and mix these ingredients with a quart of hot
water. Bottle the whole and let it stand for a
day. When you wash, use a little of the
liquid with the water in the bowl. Sponge
your skin well, and you will be surprised at

the revelation, however clean, apparently,
the skin was before.

CALIFORNIA EXCURSIONS.

The well-known Phillips Excursion Com-
pany has arranged to run bi-weekly excur-

sions to all principal California and other
Pacific Coast cities, from all points on the
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern Railway, via
St. Louis, Kansas City and Denver.
The parties will be carried in Pullman Tour-

ist cars leaving Parkersburg 2: 00 A. M., Cincin-
nati 8:25 A. M., Thursday, January 25th, Feb-
ruary 8th and 22d, March 8th and 22d, and
passengers will be booked through to destina-
tion. There are no Pacific Coast tours offering
so good accommodations at less expense.
For full information address A. Phillips &

Co., S. E. Corner Fourth and Vine Streets,
Cincinnati, Ohio, or call on nearest ticket
agent of the B. cfc O. S. W. R'y.

Pineapple Sherbet.—One can of grated

pineapple, or one pint of fresh fruit, one pint
of sugar, one pint of water, one tablespoonf ul

of gelatin dissolved in hot water, one table-

spoonful of lemon. Mix well and freeze.

A NEW CURE FOR ASTHMA.
Medical science at last reports a positive cure

for Asthma in the Kola plant, found on the
Congo river, West Africa. So great is their
faith in its wonderful curative powers, the
Kola Importing Co., 1164 Broadway, New York,
are sending out large trial cases of the Kola
Compound free to all sufferers from asthma.
Send your name and address on postal card,
and they will send you a trial case by mail free.

The earliest known lens is one of rock crys-

tal unearthed by Layard at Nineveh, i This
lens, the age of which is measured by thou-
sands of years, now lies in the British

museum, as bright and as clear as it was the

day it left the maker's hands..

CONSUMPTION CURED*
An old physician, retired from practice, had placed

in his hands by an Bast India missionary the formula
of a simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and per-
manent cure of Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh,
Asthma and all Throat and Lung Affections- also a
positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and all
Nervous Complaints. Having tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousands of cases, and desiring to
relieve human suffering, I will send free of charge to
all who wish it. this recipe, in German, French or
English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent by mail, by addressing, with stamp, naming this
paper. W. A . No yes, S2(i Pcncers' Block, Hoc/tester, N. Y.

Max O'Rell says the Englishman conceals
his wickedness, while the Frenchman boasts
of it. The American does not boast of his
crimes, but he might as well. He puts them
all in the morning paper next to pure reading
matter.—Bill Nye.

MUSIC GIVEN AWAY.
Here is the biggest bargain ever offered. Send ten

cents for three months' trial subscription to our charm-
ing literary and musical magazine and wo will send,
absolutely free, 163 songs, words and music complete,
including After the Ball, Cradle Song, Twixt Love and
Duty, That ifl Love, Old Madrid, Maiden's Vow and
157 others—all for ten cents, stamps or silver. Address
American Nation Co., 122 A. Pearl St., Boston, Mass.

Cultivate the love of home from earliest

infancy. Avoid too large farms and over-
work, two causes of much of the dissatisfac-

tion regarding country life.

What is the Magic Electrical Rod? See ad.
i

A REMARKABLE EXPERIENCE.

M. E. Bronson is general collector for D. S.

Morgan & Co., the great agricultural imple-
ment manufacturing concern at Brockport,
New York. He was en route from St. Paul to
Taeoina, Wash., on the Northern Pacific rail-

road recently, and as his business required a
stop at Spokane ljalls, it was necessary to
have the conductor, who took the train at
Hope, Idaho, indorse the ticket. To accom-
plish this, Mr. Bronson left his wife asleep in

the berth and went ahead through several
coaches to the day-coach, in search of the
conductor. On returning through the train,

Mr. Bronson opened the door to a sleeper and
turned back to ask the time of a porter he
had just passed, set his watch to agree with
Rocky mountain time, and proceeded to his
own coach, about 10:30 p.m.: The rest of his ex-
perience is better told in his own language as
taken from the Tacoma Register:

"I started back, knowing 1 had left the door
open. I crossed over the platform through
the vestibule, and supposed I had got through
the door in the sleeper ahead of me, as I saw a
ray of light to my left, and turned, as I

thought, to go around the buffet. To my hor-
ror, however, I had made a mistake, and
walked through the door of the vestibule,
which was wide open. I had stepped off into
space, and whizzed through the air, down,
down, into Lake Pond d'Oreille, which is fifty

feet deep. The bridge across the lake is one
and one half miles long, and-I went off about
the middle. When I was falling I expected
to be dashed to pieces in a deep canyon. I

struck on my feet, and was conscious, but
went down under the water, and worked
lively to get on top again. As soon as I shot
out of the water I saw the spiles of the bridge
about ten feet distant, and swam to them and
held on until I looked around to find 'where I

was at.' I climbed up a spile twenty feet, and
then out to the end of the braces by working
hand over hand to the outer end—up and over
—which, as I am something of an athlete, it

was possible for me to do."

After such an experience it was no wonder
Mr. Bronson was in a dilapidated condition.
Covered with ice, his left leg broken and near-
ly exhausted, he dragged himself three quar-
ters of a mile to the end of the bridge, where
he broke in the shanty of the bridge-tender,

and made himself generally at home by
building a fire, appropriating the blankets,
etc. Four hours later he flagged a freight

train, and was taken aboard and on to Taco-
ma. When Mr. Bronson's wife joined him
twenty-four hours later, he was sitting un-
concernedly in a car, with his leg bandaged,
but thankful enough. She had gone on to

Tacoma, and missing her husband, had anx-
iously watched every train until she found
him.

CEMENT FOR CELLAR FLOORS.

Numerous methods for making cement-

floors have been presented. Among them the
following is said, to be the most desirable, pro-

ducing the best results:

Take of coarse gravel or broken stone and
sand, four parts, and one part each of lime
and cement. Mix in a shallow box, shoveling

over from end to end until thoroughly mixed.
The saud, gravel and cement are mixed to-

gether dry. The lime is slaked separately and
mixed with just enough mortar to cement it

well together. Six or eight inches of the mix-
ture is then put on the bottom, and when well

set, another coating put on, consisting of one
part of cement and two of sand. The same
process will serve for building a cistern where
no brick is intended to be used in bottom or
side walls. A cement of one part of sand,
two parts of ashes and three parts of clay,

mixed with linseed-oil, spread over a base of

concrete just described, makes a surface very
hard and durable and smooth, and said to

resist the weather almost if not quite as well

as marble.— Canadian Architect and Builder.

HORSEMEN, YOUR ATTENTION.

When you attend the various horse sales

which will take place at Chicago, Indianapolis,

Cleveland and Lexington, remember, the Big
Four Route is the Best Line to reach each of

these cities. Solid trains run daily with Wag-
ner Sleeping-cars, Parlor-cars, Dining-cars

and Compartment-cars between Cincinnati,

Indianapolis and Chicago.

It is the direct route between St. Louis, In-

dianapolis, Cincinnati, Dayton, Springfield,

Columbus and Cleveland, with unequaled
service. It is much tqf your interest to take
the route which offers the most advantages.
Remember this when you buy your tickets.

D. B. Martin,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.

E. O. McCorjiick, Passenger Traffic Manager.

SONS-IN-LAW.

One of the cases where a cheap article is

often at least as good as a dear one is in the

matter of sons-in-law. How often it happens
that the plain, cheap Json-in-law who exacts

no bonus, and even in some cases contributes

to his wife's support, turns out in the end to

be really more valuable and satisfactory than
the bankrupt loafer prince, who costs a
million or two at the start, and all that he can
lay his hands on afterward.

—

National Baptist.

A WONDERFUL ANNOUNCEMENT.
_S*.V>5 buys a Sl 'i.rm Koad Cart: S.W.00 a $7.1.00 Top'Car-

riage. Easiest terms ever offered. For particulars send
this notice to SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., Chicago, Ills,

$2,500 I|l GOLD'
-AND-

VALUABLE GIFTS
TO SUBSCRIBERS HflD AGENTS Of

THE MEMPHIS COMMERCIAL.
50c. GETS $500 IN GOLD.

In order to further increase the circulation ofTHE WEEKLY COMMERCIAL, already the
largest in the South, and in order to interest and
inform its readers on the value of the cotton crop,
the greatest product of the Southern States, THECOMMERCIAL offers a giftl of

$500
to the one sending in the nearest to the correct
guess on the number of bales of cotton in sight on
April 27, 1894.

We give below the figures for this date in past
years. The crop in sight includes port receipts,
overland movement, estimated Southern mill tak-
ings, and stock at thirty-one interior towns, in
excess of September 1. Crop in sight the last Fri-
day in April for previous years is as follows:

1889, 6,725,383 bales ; 1890, 7,068,904 bales; 1891,
8,247,323 bales ; 1892, 8,665,852 bales, and 1893, 6,226,-
928 bales.

LIST OF GIFTS.
1—IN GOLD

, S500.00
2—Cotton gin 300.00
3—One set antique oak furniture 110.00
4—One gold watch 50.00
5—One scholarship in Memphis .Business

College.... .'. 80.00
fi—One double-barrel breech-loading gun.... 30.00
7—One cooking stove with all utensils 30.00
8—Five barrels finest flour 25.00
9—One barrel fine molasses 25.00
10—One set Chambers' Encyclopedia 25.00
11—One Pullman Mandolin, including case

and instruction book x 20.00
12—Six coils barbed wire 20.00
13—One Imperial Guitar 20.00
14—One barrel granulated sugar 20.00
15—One fine saddle (for lady or geutl 15.00
16—One fine trunk 15.00
17—One set fine harness 15.00
IS—30 lbs. fine smoking tobacco, in sacks 15.00
19—One set farm implements, including

bulltongue plow, pony plow, 1 harrow.... 15;00
20—Same as above 15.00
21—One fine family Bible 15.00
22—One corn sheller 10.00
23—One set carpenter's tools 10.0Q
Nos. 24 to 123, each 6 months' subscription

to Daily and Sunday Commercial 375.00

THIS IS NO LOTTERY,
It is a guessing contest, open to all, and will ed-
ucate the people on this very important crop, and
is like offering a prize to the mo6t studious at
school.
One hundred and twenty-four prizes are to be

given away to the 124 guesses that are nearest cor-
rect. The nearest gets $500 in gold; second, a $300
cotton gin, and so on.
The first 2,000 sending in guesses, in addition to

competing for one of the above prizes, will receive
each a copy of the Seaside Library, worth 20 cents
each.
Write your order in the following form, and re-

member that no attention will be paid to your
guesses unless accompanied by 50 cents for THEWEEKLY COMMERCIAL twelve months:

Weekly Commvrcial, Memphis, Tenn.:
1 hereivitK inclose you 50 cents for twelve

months' Subscription. I guess thai the cotton
crop in sight April 27, 1894, will be

.Bales.

Write your name, post-office, county and state
plainly. Agents wanted. A liberal commission
offered to agents, also large gifts to those who se-
cure the largest lists of subscribers. THE COM-
MERCIAL always fulfills its promises. It offered
$1,500 on the crop of 1890 anU '91 and Zach T. Dun-
can, of Camden, Ark., won the money. Last year
W. H. Drftne. Baresville, Miss., received the $500.
THE COMMERCIAL holds the receipts for these
and every other ^prize it ever offered. As to our
reliability, we refer you to every bank and busi-
ness house in Memphis, Tenn.
Write THE COMMERCI A L for full list of prizes

and freo sample copies. Send in vour subscrip-
tion, with guess, at once. AS NO GUESSES WILL
BE RECEIVED -AFTER MARCH 31. DON'T
WAIT but send in to-day. If you send in four
newteubscribers at 50 cents each (remitting $2.fl0)
you can get your subscription free, anil you and
each subscriber you send have a guess at the cot-
ton crop".
Remit by money order, expeess order or regis-

tered letter. Do not send stamps. Reni£iiil" r. no
guesses recorded after March 31. (Mention this
paper.) Address
THE COMMERCIAL, Memphis, Tenn.

READ THIS SPECIAL OFFER
For 2-5 cents additional (that is, for 75 cents) we will send you The Memphis

Commercial One Year, which allows you to participate in the Cotton Crop
Guess. "We will also send you Farm axd Fireside One Year, and also
your choice of any one of the premiums named below./
Orders for The Commercial only should be addressed to them as above.
Orders for this "SPECIAI, OFFER" should be addressed to Farm and

Fireside as follows

:

Publishers of Ffll^jVI flfSlD FI^HSIDE,
Springfield, Ohio.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed find 75 cents, for which please seud

THE MEMPHIS COMMERCIAL ONE YEAR,
—ALSO

—

FARM AND FIRESIDE ONE YEAR.
Also mail, free of all cost to me, the ONF premium marked thus X

p"""
'""""fl 55 Views of the World's Fair. (See page 23. i

Make a cross
£ Uncle Tom'S Cabin. (Seepage ii.)

in front of the Columbus at the Rpyal Court of Spain,
name of the

, 6qq p0pUlar Songs. (See page 22.)

sdeTtrthus^X * 5 Books
>
Numbered as follows:

I guess that the cotton crop in sigh t April 27, 1894, will be Bales.

Name ,
* 1.,.

m^ST-Don't send postage-stamps, unless you add 2 cents in stamps extra. For direc-
tions how to send money, see top of page 2.

FENCING
IRE ROP

m
Railroad, Farm, Garden, Cemetery, lawn
Fencing. Pricesdown. Freight paid. Catal'g. free.

McMulieu Woven Wire Fence Co., Chicago*

/Always mention this paper when answer-
ing advertisements, as advertisers often
have different articles advertised in several
papers.

14 KARAT p
cA¥L

CUT THIS OTJTaod send It to

us with your name sml address
and we will send you this beautiful

gold finished watch by express for

examination. You examine it at

the express office, and if you think
it a bargain, pay our sample pric*

.j . and express charges and it is

yours* It is inatruiticeutly engrav-

ed, open face, cut shows back of

case, and eqwil In npppftranre to

a genuine Solid Gold wuteli. A
guarantee for 5 years and beautitnl

gold plate chain and charm sent

free with every walch,write to-day,

this may not appear again, mention

whether yoo want gents' or ladies*

size. NATIONAL WPF'C
& IMPORTING CO..
334 Dearborn St., Chicago, XU.

Mention this paper when you write.

See Our Great free Offer on page 23.
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MY TURKEY FRIEND.

I

'save one turkey on the farm that re-

gards me with feelings of undis-

guised admiration and undying
affection. She* is a young- turkey-

hen, with her first brood of little

ones, and. was very wild at first,

but she, as well as the little ones, soon
' learned to come at my call, eat from my

hand, and seem never happy when out of

my sight. In fact, she seems to have pro-

found faith in my power to protect her

from all dangers, seen or unseen, and evi-

dently thinks she could not manage to

raise her brood of turkeys at all, unless

under my immediate supervision. ' •-

There are generally a good many hawks
flying around, but whether they have an
eye on poultry or fish I am unable to say,

for they frequently dart down to the river,

which is very near, after fish ; but the

sight of a hawk is enough, and wheruslie

sounds her warning note and bolts for the

door, while I almost fall over myself in

my efforts to see what in the world is the

matter now, and often get out in time to

see perhaps a hawk, but more likely a

crow or a harmless blackbird. -/.

"For shame, Patty," I say, and then she

clucks her brood out from their hiding-

place, generally under the edge of the

porch, in the grass, where nothing can be

seen of them but their round, black eyes

shining like beads, that watch our every

movement.
One day they were wandering around

over the grassy hillside, when suddenly I

heard a terrified squall from Patty; look-

ing out I saw her looking down at the

ground, with her neck stretched to the

utmost, her wings spread out and every

feather on her body literally on end. She
would look at the horrible object, then

run screeching part way to the house, then

back again, too much afraid to leave her

babies to come all the way. I could not

see anything but knew she was not mak-
ing all that fuss for nothing ; so I walked
out where she stood, almost speaking, in

her efforts to tell me of her trouble. Still

I could not see anything, until, going very
<-lose, in a little hollow I saw something
that made me jump as well as Patty. A
great, glossy snake lying perfectly motion-
less, its eyes fixed on the little turkeys
who stood huddled up together too badly
frightened to move. I hurried away to

get something with which to kill it, leav-

ing Patty dancing around like she was
possessed. I got the hoe and in my haste

missed hitting the snake altogether, but
leaving holes in the ground large enough
to have buried it in. The third stroke,

however, was a little better aimed, and the

hoe struck his snakeship just behind the

ears, as he had turned and was rapidly glid-

ing away and put a stop to his wild career,

but such a blow would have shattered the
constitution of an anaconda, I am sure. At
any rate the enemy was ours, while Patty
stalked triumphantly around, showing no
more signs of fear, even when I carried

the snake to another part of the yard and
partly hid it in the grass purposely to fool

her. But since then she is worse than ever
and talks to me through the screen door
half the time, of the dangers of outside

life, evidently preferring the inside, but
there must be a limit somewhere, and I

draw the line at the door; but often when
the door or screen stands open, some big,

glossy turkey stalks in perfectly fearless,

for they know they have a true friend in

A. M. M.

FEATHERING OF COCHINS.

One of the evidences of purity in the
Cochin fowl is that the shanks are heavily*

feathered on the outside down to the end
of the toes, and the middle toes should be
well feathered. When young, they are
almost naked for a while, as they feather
slowly, but when fully matured they are
heavily feathered, which enables them to

stand the cold well. They are excellent
layers if not made too fat, and they should
therefore be fed with judgment. As sit-

ters and mothers, the hens rank higher
than those of any other breed.

LOW PRICES.

Prices for poultry were lower this year,
•during the months of November ami
December, than for any corresponding
months for a decade. It is due to /he fact
that so many persons are out of work in
the large cities, and they could not afford
to buy poultry. Eggs, however, hold their
own in prices and sell readily. Broilers
are scarce, and as soon as the frozen stock
is gone, will bring good prices.

A_PHYSIC!AN TALKS.

THE KEIIAKKABLE STOKV AXI) AFFIDAVIT OF
UK. LEWIS BJ.UNDIN.

AFFLICTED WITH PARALYSIS FOR TWENTY-
FIVE YEARS—PRONOUNCED INCURABLE

BY THE FOREMOST PHYSICIANS OF
THE WORLD—A CASE OF
WORLD-WIDE INTEREST.

(From the Philadelphia Times.)

Many survivors of our late war left the

ranks unwounded, but with broken consti-

tutions; an instance in point is Lewis D.

Blundin, a resident of Hulmeville, Bucks
county, Pa. In relating his experiences

and what he had suffered in consequence
of the hardships he had encountered Mr.
Blundin said

:

"I was born at Bridgewater, Pa., in 1841,

and went through the war as private, ser-

geant and hospital steward in Company C,

28tii Pennsylvania Volunteers. My ser-

vice was'active, and while in Georgia 1 had
an attack of typhoid fever, which left me
weak and a ready victim for future disease.

My kidneys Were then affected, and this

finally developed into spinal trouble

which lasted through my army service. In

1866 I was mustered out with an honorable

discharge and entered the Jefferson Med-
ical College in Philadelphia as a student.

I graduated two years later with adiploma,

but did not practice. At that time I was
living in Manayunk. One day, after I had
graduated, I was lying on a sofa at my
home in Manayunk, when I felt a cold

sensation in my lower limbs as though
the blood had suddenly left them. When
I tried to move them I was horrified at the

discovery that I was paralyzed from my
hips to my toes. The paralysis was com-
plete, and a pin or a- pinch of the*flesh

caused no pain. I could not move a

muscle. I called in Dr. William C. Todd,
of Philadelphia. He made a careful and
exhaustive examination of my case,

sounding and testing, and finally an-
nounced that my trouble was caused by
inflammation of the spinal cord, and that

I would likely have another stroke of pa-

ralysis. I consulted Dr. I. W. Gross and
Dr. Pancoast, of Jefferson College, Phil-

adelphia, with the same result. I called in

Dr. Morehouse; of Philadelphia, who said

that no amount of medicine would ever

prove of the slightest benefit to me.

"One day last September I decided to try

Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People. I

sent for some. I had always been troubled

with a sort of vertigo after my first stroke

of paralysis to such an extent that when I

got out of my bed my head would swim
and I had difficulty in saving myself from
falling. My appetite was bad, digestive

organs ruined and no assimilation of food.

In addition to my many other ailments,

rheumatism held a prominent place. By
the time I had finished the first box of

Pink Pills I was comparatively free from
these minor ills. Relief followed upon
relief with astonishing rapidity. First one
ail would disappear ; then another until the

pills got to work upon the foundation
stones of my trouble—paralysis. Before I

had taken the six boxes of pills, I was sit-

ting in my chair one afternoon, when I

felt a curious sensation in my left foot.

Upon investigation I found it had flexed,

or in other words, become movable, and I

could1 move it. From that time on my
improvement was steady and it was not
long before I was walking around on
crutches with little or no discomfort. It

was three years before taking the Pink
Pills that I had been able to use the
crutches at any time. My health is daily
improving and I feel sure that Pink Pills

have done me more good than all the doc-
tors and all the medicine in the country,
and as they are not costly I can easily

afford the treatment."
Sworn to before me this 15th day of May,

1893. George Harrison, Not. Public.

These pills contain in a condensed form
all the elements necessary to give new life

and richness to the blood, and restore shat-

tered nerves. They are an unfailing spe-
cific for such diseases as locomotor ataxia,

partial paralysis, St. Vitus' dance, sciatica,

rheumatism, nervous headache, the after

effects of the grippe, palpitation of the
heart, pale and sallow complexions, that
tired feeling resulting from nervous pros-

tration
; alldiseasesresulting from vitiated

humors in the blood. They are also a spe-

cific for troubles peculiar to females. In
men they effect a radical cure in all cases

arising from mental worry, overwork, or
excesses of whatever nature.

These Pills are manufactured by the Dr.
Williams' Medicine Company, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., and Brockville, Ont., and are

sold in boxes, at 50 cents a box, or six

boxes for $2.50, and are never sold in bulk
or by the dozen or hundred.

Qi-ops
Are what you want. You want them, too, at the least

expense. We can help you to such crop with our Scien-
tific Fertilizers, which we sell at lowest wholesale
rates, and deliver at your station, freight prepaid, jump-
ing right over the expensive agent or middleman. OUR
BOOK tells about it; it will help you. You can have it

for the asking. Address

THE SCIENTIFIC FERTILIZER CO., 294
WORTH AVE.,
Worth Side, PITTSBURGH, PL

Many Old

Worn-Out FARMS
Won't Produce a Profit.

require so much fertilizing
that farms and gardens
The rich, loamy soil of Michigan Farms produces a fine crop
without this expense. The near markets, general healthfulness

of climate and freedom from cyclones, blizzards, together with good society, churches, etc., make Michi-
gan Farms the l>e«t in the world. Write to me and I will tell you how to get the best farms on long
time: low rate of interest. O. M. BAHBIES, Land Commissioner, Lansing, MJch.

BUCCIES & HARNESS AT HALF PRICE
$50 Buggy $25.

I

Buy of factory, save lliddle-

$10 Harness $4. 75 | man's Profit. Catalogue Frre,

U.S.CART & BUCCY CO. CINCINNATI, 0.

B
SEND FOR

. Sample copy ol

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE.
A Handsomely Dlustrated DEX CIIDD1 ITCMagazme and CatalogiofOttOUrrLltdFREE. A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

Ginseng!
Highest prices paid for prime quality, well dried

GINSENG ROOT and quick returns by T. A.BRONSON, 54 Cedar St., New York City.
Correspondence solicited. References furnished.
Established 1865.

Mention this paper when you write.

, BENNETT STUMP PULLER—9 Sizes
Horse and Hand Power.

Prices $25 to $150.
Three Days' Trial. Cat.
f& 1000 rec. free. H. L.

"Bennett, Westerviile, 0.

SAVE MONEY
$90 Top Buggy $52.50
$65 Top Buggy 36.75
$75 Spring Wagon 42.25
$40 Boad Wagon 24.75
$130 4-Pass Surrey 77.50
$15 Texas Saddle 8.25
$45 Cowboy Saddle 25.00

Single Harness $3.75, $5.25 and $10, same as sell for $7,

$10 and $18; DoubleTeam Harness $12, $17. $20,same as
sell for $20, $30, $35. We ship anywhere to anyone at
WHOLESALE PRICES with privilege to ex-
amine without asking one cent in advance. Buy from
manufacturers, save middlemens' profits. World's
Fair medals awarded. Write at once for catalogue and
testimonials free. CASH BOTERS' UNION",
158 W. Van Buren St., B 16 , Chicago, 111.

Mention this paper when you write.

THE

PATENT VARIABLE FRICTION PEED
Best Set Works in the World.

Saw Mill& Engine
Received the Medal and HighestAward
at the World's Columbian Exposition.

Warranted the best made. Shingle Mills, Machinery
and Standard Agricultural Implements of Best Qual-
ityjtt lowest prices. Send for Dlustrated Catalogue.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO.. Ltd.,
YORK, PENNA.

Mention this paper when you Write.

lTreatSuccess"Jr.
POTATO DIGGER

Is HAIXOCK'S LATEST
IMPROVED, and sells

to farmers already owning
S90 and $125 Diggers.
Why? Because of its

Greater Efficiency
and Simplicity.
Don't fail to have one

of our NON-CLOG-
ABLE Weeilers.
It saves more labor
than any other farm
tool, and gives great-
er security to the plant thi

any other Weeder. 8eml a 2-cent"stamjTTbr our 1894
Catalogue, with full particulars, and terms formtroduc-
tion, to suit the times. Give P. O., County and state.

D. Y. HALLOCK & SON, YORK, PA.
Mention this paper When you write.

HEALTH
How to gain ami how
to keep it. By positive
method. For particulars,
send Kicents (silver) to P. 0.
Box 5(14, Eugene, Oregon.

MAGIC ROD
ELECTRICAL

A wonder worker; makes
ight figures fly through the
ir. ' Unlimited fun for
young and old. Any boy can

use it. Guaranteed. 20 cents ; dimes mailed
Electrical Hod Co., Box 72, Oak Park, III.

CYCLONE GRASS
AND GRAIN SEEDER

Given free if not superior to any
seeder ever offered the farmer.
200,000 of our seeders in use.

SENT ON TRIAI,.
Agents Wanted.

For circular, special price, etc., address
CHAMPION SEEDER CO.,Urbana, Indiana.

Mention this paper.

BUCKEYE
SPRAYING
PUMPS
Also BUCKEYE Force

and Lift Pumps,
COLUMBIA Steel & Iron!

Turbine Wind Engines,

STEEL DERRICKS, Ironf,

Fence, BUCKEYE La;vn

Mowers.&c. Sendforcircular'*

MAST, FOOS & CO., SPRINGFIELD, 0.

"w / y/ y/
\ / \ i \ i

\ i \ i \ i

t

—

T

The mesh, around, the po.net offence
shows Tiour theHnce is made.

LOST $13,198,729.00
Worth of Advertising

Just because some people do not send for
Catalogues, Prices, etc, and keep themselves
posted on what and where to huy.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE COMPANY
30 N. Locust St., TREM0NT, Tazewell Co., 111.

No. 4. -More of it.

(See No. 5, on page 20.)

MPtlVQ (silver; pays ror our Handsome
I W PEOPLE'S JOURNAL one year,

Ion
trial, and your addreis in our " AGENTS' DIREC-

TORY," which goes whirling all over the United
States to firms who wish to mail FKEE, sample
papers, magazines, books, pictures, cards, etc., with
terms, and our patrons receive bushels of mail. Great*
est bargain in America. Tryit; yon will be Pleased,

T« D. CAMPBELL* X 115 Boyleston, lad.

10
High
Arm

flfejaw pn buys $50 Arlington KIug>

\l f toll machine, $U buys $40
0 aWU Arlington King, $13

buys f;J5 High Arm (Jem machine, we
sell all makers and styles, from cheap-
est $7.1)5 to best Arlington King,
$17.50. We take all risks, pay freight,

ship anywhereonSO days free trial in
any home without asking one cent in ad-
vance; machine to be returned at our ex-
pense if unsatisfactory, AH attachments
free. World's Fair Medals Awarded. Over

PEi 100,000nowinuse. Buy direct from factory.
Saveagentslarge profits. Catalogue and testimonials free. Write
at once. Address (in full) CASH BUYERS' UNION.
358-164 W. VanBuren St., Dept.B24

, Chicago, III.

THIS MACHINE FOR $14. FREIGHT PRE-PAID.
We now offer for the next sixty days this elegant Oxford High Arm Im-

met work best of walnut or oak, each machine warranted for ten years
|H predelivery guaranteed and will sell a few at this extremely low pt jee$14, freight prepaid, or will ship machine on thirty days'

trial* subject to approval and examination for $15. When cash in full mc-
companies order for one of these machines if it is not satisfactory in every res-
pect, do the work any family sewing machine can do, we bind ourselves upon
the return of machine to refund all money. Where can you buy on better
terms? no not let. this opportunity of a life time pass if vou are Id need of a

first class sewing machine, (,'ut this out and send it to us to-day with
J*

-

'; your order. Our large catalogue, showing the machines awarded Pre-
"•*5i* mium Medal at the World's Tail, Chicago, sent free to anv address,

OXFORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 340 Wahasb Ave., CHICAGO.

(
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THE CITY CHOIR.

I went to hear the city choir.

The summer night was still;

I heard the music mount the spire.

They sang : "He'll take the pil—

"

"I'm on ! I'm on !" the tenor cried,

And looked into my face.

"My journey home ! My journey home !"

Was bellowed by the bass.

"It is for the—it is for the—"
Shrieked the soprano shrill.

I knew not why they looked at me,
And yelled "He'll take the pil—"

Then clutching wildly at my breast,

Oh, heaven ! My heart stood still

;

"Yes, yes," I cried, "if that is best,

Ye powers! I'll take the pil—"

As I half fainting reached the door,

And saw the starry dome,
I heard them sing: "AV'hen life is o'er

He'll take the pilgrim home."
—Nprth American.

LIGHTNING DIGS POST-HOLES.

THE man with the gingerbread was
watching his neighbor labo-

riouslydigging post-holes.

"They didn't dig 'em that way
out in Colorado where I lived,"

said he. ,

The neighbor, who was a hired

man, dropped his patent "digger," lopked
around to see if his employer was visible,

found he was not, and took a seat on the
ground, ready to listen.

"How did you work it?" he asked. "By
steam?"
"Steam?" said the man with the ginger-

bread. "Naw. Done it by lightning."

"Lightning?"
"Yas. You see, in the part of the state I was

in they is no metals of any kind in the
ground, and no trees. I've often watched the
lightning cavortin' around in the heavens -fer

a hour at a time, jist achin' fer somethin' to
strike at, but not bein' able to do so 'cause

they wasn't nothin' it could take a start at—
no attraction, you see. Well, one day I was
a-sweatin' away, just like you would be if the
boss was around now, when a old feller, that
lived there before I come, come along and
says he'd show me a scheme to save all that
work. You can bet I was willin', so he sends
me to the house fer a bag o' tenpenny nails,

and he plants a nail in every place I had
marked for a hole. 'They is a storm comin','

says he, 'and if I hain't mistaken, she is

a-goin' to do the job in one whirl.' I didn't

say nothing, fer honest, I thought he wuz
crazy, an' I 'lowed I'd better humor him.
After he got all the nails planted he dragged
me away to a safe distance an' told me to

watch her wprk. Pretty soon the storm came
aloug, with more thunder and lightnin' in it

than you will see here in a month o' Sundays.
Directly it got over them nails. Then—bliff!

blam! It went to pluggin' away at them there
nails stuck in the ground, the most delighted
lightnin' you ever see to get somethin! to
shoot at. And ev'ry time she hit there was
the neatest post-hole dug out you ever see. I

did haf to trim a few of 'em with a spade, but
as a gineral thing they was as neat as a body
would want to look at. Natur' is mighty use-

ful if you know how to handle her."—Indian-
apolis Jom~nal.

HIS ARITHMETIC.

The kid was taking his first lesson in arith-

metic.

"If you eat one apple now and one ten min-
utes later, \^hat will that make?" asked the
teacher.

"Two," responded the young mathemati-
cian.

"Then if you eat two more, what will that
make.?"
"Four."
"Then three more, what will that make?"
The boy hesitated a moment.
"Green or ripe?" he inquired.

"What difference is that?" asked the teacher
in some surprise.

"A good deal," responded the boy. "If

they're green, three more'll make me have a
pain."—Detroit Free Press.

A MATTER OF DOUBT.

He was in a sad plight when thP7 brought
him into the house, shaking from an invol-

untary ice-water bath in the skating-pond.
"Johnny!" exclaimed his mother, aghast,

'where have you been?"
The boy was silent.

"Why don't you answer?"
" 'C-'cause, m-mother, I can't exactly say."
"Why not?"
" 'C-'cause, I d-dunno whether I've b-been

skatin' or s-swimmin'."— Washington Star.

GOOD NEWS—WONDERFUL CURES OF
CATARRH AND CONSUMPTION.

Our readers who suffer from Lung Diseases,
Catarrh, Bronchitis and Consumption, will be
glad to hear of the wonderful cures made by
the new treatment known in ErtTope as the
Andral-Broca Discovery. Write to the New
Medical Advance, o7 East 6th Street, Cincin-
nati, Ohio, and they will send you this new
treatment free for trial. State age and all
particulars of your disease.

ENTIRELY REASSURED.

She—"Oh, Jack ! I'm so disturbed. I have

just dreamed that burglars broke in the house
and shot you."
He—"You are not superstitious about it,

eh?"
She—"Yes. My old nurse always said the

dreams we have by day come true."

He—"What stuff! Why, yesterday after-

noon I dreamed the butcher presented his

bill and I paid him."

LEARNING THE BUSINESS.

New boy—"I tried to sell a woman one of

them cheap clocks while you was out, but
she wouldn't take it, 'cause it didn't run."

Notion dealer—"How did she know it

wouldn't run?"
" 'Cause I wound it up."

"You ain't got the sense of a last year's

bird's nest. Thein cheap clocks ain't meant
to be wound up till the customer gets 'em
home."

A DIFFERENT APPLICATION.

Elder sister—" Come 1

, Clarence, take your
powder like a man. You never hear me
making any complaint about such a little

thing as that."

Clarence Callipers (sourly)—"Neither would
I if I could dauo it on my face ; it is swallerin'

it that I object to."

COOKING-SCHOOL DESIGN.

Little girl—"Mothersays she's much obliged

for the use of this dress pattern."

Woman—"All right, little girl."

Little girl—"And she wants to know if

you'll lend her your pattern for sponge-cake."

AN EMBRYONIC HUMORIST.

Teacher—"Jimmy, what is the chief prod-

uct of the Malay peninsula?"
Jimmy—"Malayria."

LITTLE BITS.

I cannot sing the old songs,

They heard the maiden say,

And then the guests with one accord

Arose and said "Hooray !"

— Washington Star.

She asked him to buy her a toque,

But he promptly averred he was broque,

So she bowed down her head,

And most meekly she said

:

"I'm sorry, my dear, that I spoque."
—Indianapolis Journal.

She—"He's no poet. Why, he makes 'how'
rhyme with 'wood.'

"

He—"No poet? Who but a poet could do
that?"

A subscriber writes, asking the meaning of

the "silent watches of the night." We answer
with pleasure that they are those which the

owners neglect to wind up before retiring.

"Would you call Dauber a number one
artist?"

"Well, er—I should think from his luck

that number thirteen would nearer describe

him."— Chicago Inter-Ocean.

"Why does Mr. Spatts wear such short

trousers?"

"Because they fit him. I asked him for a
small loan, and he said he was so short his

corns made his head ache."

—

Tt-uth.

Binks—"How is that revolution in Cuba
progressing?"

Jinks (who reads the papers)—"It's all over."

Binks—"You don't say! What becamte of

the revolutionists?"

Jinks—"They were both caught, I believe."

"Would you call Dexter a poet?"

"No, sir. He is a riminal."

"A what?"
"Riminal. That's a word of my own. If a

man who commits a crime is a criminal, I

don't see why a man who commits rhymes
shouldn't be a riminal."—Life.

The father of the family was acting tempo-
rarily and unexpectedly as host to the young
man who was waiting for Miss Gertrude to

come down.
"I see the tariff question is likely to come up

in Congress this season in spite of everything,"

said the elderly party, with a praiseworthy

effort to put the young man at his ease.

"Y-yes, sir."

"And there's likely to be some trouble, when
they come to tea and coffee."

"Yes, sir."

'

"As to sugars," pursued the father of the

family, warming to his subject, "lam not so

sure. In the case of refined sugar, of course, it

is not so hard to see what ought to be done.

The trouble will come when they take up raw
sugar. What is your idea, Mr. Spoonamore,
as to raw sugars ? "

"I—I think they ought to be cooked," ven-
tured the young man.— Chicago Tribune.

FARMING THAT PAYS.

Get a farm accessible to the best markets,
where the climate is temperate all the year
round, where there are good schools and
churches, and good neighbors, and where land,
capable of producing the best sellers, can be
purchased at low prices. The farms that pay
are in Virginia. Send for catalogue and learn
how others have prospered. Address"U. L,
Truitt, General Traveling Passenger Agent,
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Cincinnati, Ohio.

"What! Hevef?" Well, Hardly Ever
an opportunity presented for as much enjoy-
ment, for so little outlay, as we extend in our
World's Fair offer. See offer on another page.

You Dye in

30 minutes

Turkey red on cotton
that won't freeze, boil

or wash out. No other
will doit. Package to
color21bs.,by mail, 10
cts. ? 6 , any color—for

wool or cotton, 40e. Big pay Agents. Write quick. Men-
tion thispaper. FRENCH DYE CO.Vassar.Mich

SENT FREE.
UNITARIAN

PUBLICATIONS
. Sent Free. Address

P. O. III., Unitarian Church, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Letters from Mothers

speak in
warm terms
of what
Scott's
Emulsion
has done
for their del-

icate, sickly

children,

It's use has
brought
thousands back to rosy health.

Scott's Emulsion
of cod-liver oil with Hypophos-
phites is employed with great
success in all ailments that re-

duce flesh and strength. Little

ones take it with relish.

Prepared by Scott & Bowne. N. Y. All druggists.

me OWEN
ELECTRIC
BELT.

[Trade Mark^]

DPI. A. OWEN.

The Only Scientific and Practical Electric Belt

for General Use. Producing a Genuine Current

of Electricity for the Cure of Diseases.

OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

contains fullest information, list of diseases, cut of
Belts anil Appliances, prices, sworn testimonials and
portraits of people who have been cured, etc. Pub-
lished in English, Gorman. Swedish and Norwegian
languages. This valuable catalogue or a treatise on
rupture cured with Electric Truss will he sent to any
address on receipt of six cents postage.

The Owen Electric Belt and Appliance Co.

Main Office and Only Factory,

THE OWEN ELECTRIC BELT BLDG.
201 to 211 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Largest Electric Belt Establishment in Hie World.

MENTION THIS PAPER.

DOES
TOBACCO
TASTE
GOOD

user says, "Oh, yes." Think a mo-
ment—first chew didn't? "No, that's

so." Made you sick? "Yes." Your

taste required educating, until the

nervous system learned to like and

look for its tobacco stimulant. Now
you chew or smoke ALL THE TIME,

because you have to. If you want to

free your nervous system from to*

bacco's power use

NO-TO-BAC
because it acts directly on the nerve

J

centres, destroying the nerve craving
,

effects, builds up and improves the i

entire nervous system. Makes WEAK 1

MEN STRONG. Many report a gain of
|

ten pounds in ten days. You run no <

physical or financial risk—NO-TO-BAC
sold under

OUR GUARANTEE
IS PLAIH AND TO THE POINT.
One box, $1.00; three boxes,
30 days' treatment. $2.50. Is

GUARANTEED to cure TO- ,

BACGO HABIT in any form, t
or money refunded. We 6
don't cluim to cure every-

i

one, buttlie percentage is 1
so large, we can better af-
ford to have good will of
occasional failure, than
his money. We have FAITH

~ in NO-TG-BAC. If you try No-
To-Bae, you will And that it is to you

PUBLISHER'S
I We, the publlah-t
Jers of this pupi'i\ +
tknow the S.R.Co.j
ito be reliable and!
tdoasthey agree. I

JThb* we

^GUARANTEE.
To-Bac, you w

WORTH STS
WEIGH GOLD.

Book callei "Don't Tobacco Spit and ?
Smoke Tour Life Away," mailed for the s
asking. Buy No-To-Bae from druggist or 4
mailed for price. Address TheSTERLING ft

HBMEDif CO., Chicago Office, 45 Randolph A
6t.; New York Office, 10 Spruce St.; Labo-
/atory, Indiana Mineral Springs, Ind. (2).

H afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Vvaier

DATCUTO Etc quickly obtained. No Attorney's
rfl I rll I A fee until allowed. Advice and circular
I HI 1.11 I U free.C0LUMEIUC0.,615FSt.Washiagwra, DC

DATCIIT0 T«0MAS P. SIMPSON, WASHINGTON, D. t.

Ill I Lll I A attorney s fee until patent ob-* ** tained. Write for Inventor's Guide,

PATENTS
LEHMAN N, PATTISOK & KESBIT,
Washington, D. C. Examina-
tions Free. Send for circulars

PATENTS

I

FRAPTKUN H. HOUGH, Washington,
D.C. No attorney's fee until patient ia
obtained. Write for l7iventor*s Guide

A TELEGRAPH OPERATOR'S
WOKK IS PLEASANT,

and pays good wages the year
round, in good times and bad.We teach it quickly, and start our

graduates in railroad service. Write
for free Dlus. Catalogue. Address

Valentine's School ol Telegraphy.
Janesvllle. Wis.

"ECONOMY IS WEALTH."
Canvassers wanted to sell the

Improved Hall Typewriter.

k Writes all languages.
* Price, $30. Great induce-
ments to agents. Send for cat-
alogue and terms. Address
N. TYPEWRITER CO.,

611 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.

No. 5.- Added features.

(See No. 6, on page 21.)

GlimpsesH
...of the

World's Fair..
A Selection of

* t on °Ens °F THE
1 / U WHITE CITY

Seen through a Camera.

Instantaneous Photographs-"Snap Shots"

AH riain Buildings
All State and Territorial Buildings

All Foreign Buildings
Grounds... Statuary... Lagoons... '

Also Characteristic Scenes from

The flidway Plaisance
A Beautiful and Lasting Souvenir
of the Fair.
A Grand Holiday Gift.

PRICES:— Paper covers, inclosed in handsome en-

velope ready for mailing, SOc. Beautifully bound in

Cloth, gold embossed, in a neat box, SSI.©O. Sent post-

paid to any part of the world on receipt of price.

Liberal Terms to Agents.

LAIRD & LEE, Publishers

26s WABASH AVENUE CHICAGO, ILL.

Solid through trains between Cin-
cinnati, Toledo and Detroit.

Pullman Vestibuled trains between
Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Chi-
cago. _

Through car lines from Cincinnati
via Indianapolis to St. Louis; also
Cinc^nati via Indianapolis to De-
catur, Springfield, Ills., and Keo-
kuk.

Wm. M. Grkene, D. G. EmrAiim
Gen'l Manager. Gen'l Psis^ AfrH., I

|
. Cincinnati, Q..«i
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gccent fubfetion^.

Pernin's Universal Phonography ; in Ten
Lessons, by H. M. Pernin, author of "Par-

Bin's Shorthand Books," editor of "Pernin's

Monthly Stenographer," director of Pernin's

shorthand institute, and published by the

author, Detroit, Mich., seems to fill a long-felt

want, that of simplicity in taking down notes

and reading them afterward. This com-
prises celerity in writing, then- being no
shading, no over and under line position, few

dots, contractions and word signs, and thus

great legibility. In these particulars it is as

much of an improvement over the older

methods as typewriting is over script.

This work also includes simple instruction

in writing and punctuation, and many val-

uable exercises in business correspondence.

Its concluding testimonials are from educa-

tors, reporters, amanueness, business men,
clergymen and the press.

-CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

Potato Machinery, manufactured by the

Aspinwall Manufacturing Co., -"Jackson,

Mich.
Chapman's Artificial Artesian Water Lift-

ing Process. Specially interesting to parties

who irrigate. American Well Works,
Aurora, 111.

Illustrated Garden Annual. Cole's seed

store, Pella, Iowa.

Selection in Seed Growing, embracing papers

read at the world's horticultural congress.

W. Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Catalogue of vegetable seeds, field and
flower seeds, etc. Plant Seed Co., St. Louis,

Mo.
Vegetable, flower and field seeds. Frank

Ford, Ravenna, Ohio.

Orange county nurseries. J. T. Dwyer, pro-

prietor, Cornwall, N. Y.

Cheese factory, creamery, dairy, machinery
and isupplies. Childs & Jones, Utica, N. Y.

Book of the "Planet Jr." seed-drill. S. L.

Allen & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Everything for the fruit grower. Reid's

nurseries. E. W. Reid, Bridgeport, Ohio.

Storrs & Harrison Co., Painesville, Ohio.

Seeds, shrubs, plants, trees of all kinds. An
old and thoroughly reliable house.

Floral Treasures. The Goode & Reese Co.,

Springfield, Ohio. Make a specialty of roses.

Catalogue of F. B. Mills, Rose Hill, N. Y.

General seed catalogue.

Vick's Floral Guide for 1894, showing a
number of novelties. James Vick's Sons,
Rochester, N. Y.
Seed annual of D. M. Ferry it Co., Detroit,

Mich. A fine catalogue from a first-class
house.
Almanac and catalogue of pure-bred poul-

try. C. C. Shoemaker, Freeport, HI.
Garden and Farm Annual. Johnson &

Stokes, Philadelphia, Pa. A beautifully-
illustrated catalogue, embracing a large line
of novelties.
Poultry supplies of all kinds. Johnson &

Stokes, Philadelphia, Pa.
Catalogue of American seed, for sale by the

old reliable house of D. Landreth & Sons,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Catalogue of seed potatoes, grown and for

sale by L. L. Olds, Clinton, Wis.
Northern grown tested seeds. Northrup,

Braslin, Goodwin & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Illustrated hand-book of seeds of all kinds.

W. W. Rawson & Co., 34 South Market street,
Boston, Mass.

A BOON TO HUMANITY.

A number of our great and most inveterate

tobacco smokers and chewers have quit the
use of the filthy weed. The talismanic article

that does the work is NO-TO-BAC. The re-

form was started by Aaron Gorber, who was
a confirmed slave for many years to the use of

tobacco. He tried the use of NO-TO-BAC, and
to his great surprise and delight it cured him.
Hon. C. W. Ashcom, who had been smoking
for sixty years, tried NO-TO-BAC, and it

cured him. Col. Samuel Stoutener, who
would eat up tobacco like a cow eats hay,
tried this wonderful remedy, and even Sam-
uel, after all his years of slavery, lost the
desire. J. C. Cobler, Lessing Evans, Frank
Dell, Geo. B. May. C. O. Skillington, Hanson
Robinett, Frank Hershberger, John Shinn

1 and others have since tried NO-TO-BAC, and
'in every case they report not only a cure of
the tobacco habit, but a wonderful improve-
ment in their general physical and mental
condition, all of which goes to show that the
use of tobacco had been injurious to them in
more ways'than one.

All of the above gentlemen are so well
pleased with the results that we do not hes-
itate to join them in recommending it to suf-

fering humanity, as we have thoroughly
investigated and are satisfied that NO-TO-BAC
does the work well and is a boon to mankind.
The cost is trifling—a dollar a box—and the
makers, The Sterling Remedy Company, have
so much faith in NO-TO-BAC that they abso-
lutely guarantee three boxes to cure any case,
or refund money. One box in every instance
in the above, effected a cure, with one or two
exceptions. NO-TO-BAC has a wonderful sale
upon its merits alone, throughout the United
States, and can be secured at almost any drug
store in this country or Canada, and it is made
by The Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago
office, 45 Randolph St. ; New York office, No. 10

Spruce St.—From The JPress, Everett, Pa., Decem-
ber 15, 1893.

A FORTUNATE MAN
Is he who can have the delights in his own
home, that cost the millions which were ex-
pended on the World's Fair buildings and
grounds. Read our offer on another page.

fl ftEMT^ ma!i '' ™ on(1y. CiitilopDeqniflt selling hoosehold

Audi I dirticlen I'rets Clin* OUe.Co. 78 VV.Wash. St. Chicago.

RUBBER STAMPS. Best made. Immense Catalogue Kret
to ageutB. The (i. A. Harpek Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

$5

400 cards, mottoes, games, pdzzles, *c,
aots full outfit and this ring, 2 cts.
TUTTLB BKUS. MFU. Co.. TuTOIiST, CONN.

Per DAY CASH. Wanted—Men or women in your
county. Enclose stamp. Pioneer MfgCo.,Chicago.

wi i I I/HUD ntlfU TLCTU witb Crystai-inh. Stops pain and dc

P.Truman,MD.,WclUBridge,N.K

WE
^rlNT TODtodistributocirfuUrs, namuled, ote.. In your locality for oar nrn»

.iicalool'biif nJvtrtlM'ra. I.I <; ,'
l or tliuiiiuaj. CASH 1WID. No cin.ivs^nn.

EdoIobo stomp. DISTMBUTINU 13UUEAU, f.O.ltoi 11*25, N0w YorlcCity.

i
wanted in erery town. Something

* new. 875 a month. Write quick,
rSherman A Butler, 26YY. Lake St. Chicago

I JITCOT OrtMOO WORDS and MUSIC, 0 Tricks,

LAI tO I OUflUdlM Gkunfls, 9C Secrets, Dream
I Guide, 17 Pictures Pretty Glrl&.QBd Hawaiino 3 motttha.all for

j
14 one-cent stamps. 1 1. BELL <& CO., Station A, Boatou. Maaa.

AGENTS
Wanted. I-iberal Salary Paid*
At home or to travel. Team furnished
free. P. O. VICKEBT, Auyusta, Mo.

SALESMEN WANTED tJtotaT.^'Sw"^.
,

r«n
on sight to every business man orfirni ; liberal salary, money

advanced for advertising mid expenses. Permanen position.

Address with stamp, KING MFG. CO., A 64 Chicago, III.

AGENTS MAKE $5 a Day ,

Greatest Kitchen
Utensil Invented.

iletailsiiS cts. i to ti sold in a house. Sample post-
age paid, fivecents. PORSHEE & CO.Cincinnati.O

MIICT UAVC AGENTS AT ONCF. Sam-
IfiUOl 11A V E pie Sashlock free by mail for 2c.

stamp. Immense. Unrivalled. Only good one ever
invented. Beats weights. Sales unparalleled. SIS
a day. Write quick. BROIlAKJ>, Box 87 . 1'hila.

Hr'ONTC I I neuci samples of thifl Clioppiug«<jcrs 1 O - Knife, FRIOE.yesfree.postpaid,

iUbo other newfast selling articies.just out. Immen-
se sellers. Big pay. Write at once,a postal will do.

The Rundell Mfy.,Horseheads.N.Y, or Juliet. 111.

LADY WANTED
at home, to assist us preparing &&-

drcaaus, also oiLcr writing and easy
offiuewotk. 125 to $30 per weukentiro
year. If convenient enclose stamp.

WOMAN 'B C0-0P£RATiV2i TU1J.KT CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS. (Iao.)

TOUR FUTURE REVEALED.

i

Send your name and address to Box D
1692, Boston, Mass., for free book, which]
tells you how to read your ownfortune.

i
For two years

AWOMAN'S SUCCESS.,-

~

a^Hoiia©. Instructions FREE to lady readers. Send stump.

CNo humbug), DUtS. 3, A. ULLNNINtJ, lioxlG- Anna, Ohio.

A

{do you want work ?j8 We can put you in the way of making from $20.
to $50 weekly, in any locality, if you apply at

3

_once; no peddling, women succeed a. well as^
•men. No humbug, we mean just what wej

ay. Address at once for full particulars. •
'Man'frs," Box 5308. Boston, HassJ

IvWw
©say.

$12 TO $35
PER WEEK

Can be uiadeby working
lor u.s. Parties preferred who
have a horse and can give their
whole time to our ousiness.
Even spare time will pay splen-
didly. This announcement is of

special interest to farmers and farmers' sons, and others
residing in the rural districts. A few vacancies also in
towns and cities. B. F- JOHNSON *fe CO.,

No. 5 South 11th St., Richmond, V».

SELL MUSIC
ward's Musical Monthly. Send ten cents and receive
copy with five full size and complete pieces of latest vocal
and instrumental music. Address WOOliWAMD'S
MUSICAL MONTHLY, 842 Broadway, N. Y.

We will pay a
liberal Salary
to Agents who
will take subscri-
bers for Wood'

IF YOU WANT WORK
that is pleasant
and profitable
send ue your ad-

dress immediately. We teach men and women how
to earn from $5.00 per day to $3,000 per
year without having had previous experience, and
furnish the employment at which they can make
that amount. Capital unnecessary; a trial will cost
you nothing. Write to-day. Mention this paper.
E.C.ALLEN <fc CO., Box 1013, Augosta3 Me.

500 BOOKS, &c FREE!
SEND 10 CTS. and we PRINT your full address
on 1000 (2 color) GUMMED LABELS, 500 posfc-f

paid to you to stick on your letters, papers, &c,
and 500 postpaid to 500 agency firms, publishers
and manufacturers, who will mail you 500 sample
books, novelties, pictures, magazines, papers,
&c, Free with your printed address on each.
G. P. CoRTiBH.of So. WilUngton.Ct., writes ae follows;

"The FREE sample books, papers, 4c, I received from the
500 firms mentioned, if bought would cost me 125 to 940.
Am delighted." Big TVT .-i i 1 C?Q.
No. 215 Frankford and GIrard Aves., Phila., P»,

ill $500 Help You Out?

J

60, yoo
can have

! W e
offer you the Sole Agency for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, something that SEELS AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Double
the Price, though not answering the purpose
half so well. You can mala- from $500 to 8700
in three months, introducing it, after which it will
bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-
tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or coun-
try. Don't Miss this Chance. Write at once to
J. W. JONES, Manager, Springfield, Ohio.

THE MINSTREL SHOW. A book
It'ull of fun. Contains Comic Songs,
End Men's Jokes and Stories, Co-

'nundruma, Darkey Dialogues, Stump
Speeches, Burlesque Lectures and
'Plantation Sketches, Farces, After-
pieces, Negro Songs and Dances,
Banio Solos, Songs and Marches. It is
the largest and best collection of Min-
strel wit ever published, and all who

enjoy a good laugh will find it just the book. We send thiswreat Book JPree to anjaone sending us XOcentsto pay
postage. Also our Catalogue Guns, Revolvers, Musical In-
struments, Magic Tricks. All Tor lOe. Order quick.

BATES &c CO., 74 Pearl St„ Boston, Mass.

THIS RING FREE.
It looks worth $5.00, but retails as low
as #1.50 or $3.00. Beautiful in design,
the fashionable ring in New York for lady
or gent. We want the names of well-to-do
people, towhomwe desire to send a sample
of our great monthly paper THE GUI OK.
These names are worth 10 cents each as
fubscribers. and we pay for them by send-
ing you this ring FREE. SEND US
ONLY 15c. for the GUIDE 4 months,
also list of 15 people, and we send you at once nlmo-
lutelv Free this Beautiful Ring and our paper4 months.
The Agents' Guide, 122 Nassau St., New York, N. Y.

GENTS WANTED ON SALARY
or COMMISSION, to handle theNew Patent
Chemical Ink Erasing Pencil. Agents mak-

ing S50 per week. Monroe Eraser Mf'g Co., X 98, LaCrosse, Wis.

AGENTS SSSS
and Farmers with no experience make $3.50 an
hour during spare time. A. D. Bates, 164 W. Rob-

- bins Ave., Covington, Ky., made $21 one day,
8SI one week. So can you. Proofit and cata-
logue free. J. E. Shepaeb & Co., Cincinnati, O.

CARDS FOR 1894. 50 Sample Stylet.
AND LIST OF 400 PREMIUM ARTICLES
FREE.HAVERFIELDPUB CO.CADIZ.OHIO

lOO
HOLD TO THE LIGHT CARDS and two
SAMPLK ALUt-'MS OK CAKD* Fuli AGENTS, ALL POST-PAID,
10 CENTS. AJ !-..

. UAH H I . U CARD CO., 0AD1Z, OHIO.

Bend Co. stamp for Sample Hook of all the FINEST and
LATEST Stvloa in Hovtleil Eil^e, HidiUn fJumc, Silk
FriiiKc. Envelope »ml Oilling CARDS FOIt 18W. WE

SELL GENUINE CARDS, NOT TRASH. UNION CARD CO., Columbus, Ohio.
CARDS

NEW CARDS
S0nif2c. RtampCnr Uio FINEST SAM PLE ROOK of

.... 1
1..- II.. Numo, .-II. Fringe, I j . Ilov.l

V". JWTShapo Calling C«rd», Etc. o*»r offsrud,

NO TKaSU. Enckojo Card Co., LacoyTlllo, Ohio.

^/wv TRANSPARENT St Acquaintance CARDS.
q #W Pioturoi, Gai

, Ser&p

, Songfi, Stories, Ac; 60 Triclce ia

S Maeie, Aetni'e Sample Book of Every Stvlo of Card used, te

Adjustable Hint, £« 2o. ALL1NG & COmDUROAH, COMM.

M AA Sample etvlcs of Now Cards Si » CT CT
kLKI I ''rrmnnris for 1>!M. Agt'u largeP P* S& Ci
"TWWSamplo Book of genuiuo Hidden Name, Silk

Fnotro, Envelope, Bevul odpo & Fauey aliapo Calling Carda.

all for 2 cents. CROWN CARD CO., OADLfi, 0IU0.

rOUR NAME on 25 beautiful cards

I AU LUUltAPll ALLIUM. 1 KINU, 1 KNIFE. I S
IWi.Pi Pmoil, l raL GOLD PEN A AO K NT* 9 OUTFITB
OF -lai) SAMPLE CAKD3, 8CRAP PIOTUllliH, A^.T
ALL. 10c. KINO OALiDCO.. N0KTU UAVEN. CONtl.l

kY0TJ» NAME on
• c

L
TK ANSPARRNT8. Etc, ir„ 16 PORTRAITS OP NOTED

LADIES, WITH OUR NEW POPULAR STORY PAPER, WAYSIDE GLEAKINOS.
TUKBH UUNTHS. ALL FOB lOo. BIRD CARD CO.. CLINTON V1LLK. CONN.

VOUR NAME On25 Lovely Cards.

480 Alburn Mottoes, &

c

>0 Conversation andUou
ng Cards, 1 Ring, 1 Coi

qI Scarf Pin. New Combination
... ,_ Pen & Pencil, ami Agent's

OUTFIT FOR im* ALL luo. GLEN CARD CO., WORTH HAVEN, CONN.

F»rp ISO LaUht SON«;S, including "After
rnCC the Bull, "to all sending 3 one-cent stamps
for postage. GEM NOV. CO., B. 87, Frankfort, Ind.

[3T™C "T I \I P- 'want a man in every locality
L»C 1 ^V** I I V d to act aa private Detective under
Instructions. Experience unneceeisary. Send stamp for par-
ticulars, Kationai. Dbtbctivb BtraiAo, Indianapolis, Ind.

100
IIC C fC III Artiolcs wanted in every family, with
t/SlM r w full instruotiona to Agents. How toROHnnnn make eag? living. All postpaid lor

10 cents. HOME SUPPLY CO., CLINTONV1LLE, CONN.

YOUR
NAME
beautifully

prints" on 25 LOVElT CARDS
J

Assorted Fans, Baskots, Euvelopo Cards, Silk?

Fringed, etc., etc., 1 sot Joker's Cards, (But-i

ton Busters) 12 Comic Transparent Cards,
(Great Fun) and our Eureka. Budget; Tbia is a Gold mine [you wan tit] con-

taining 79 valuable MonejMnking Secrets from which fortunes are being made;
Popular Songs, Autograph Selections, Golden Wheel Fortune Teller,Dictionary

Of Dronnis, Flirtation Signals, The Lovers' Telegraph, 15 Portraitsof PopiUttf

Ladies, Etc.", Etc.; also our Popular paper 3 months. All for 10 cent3.

CLINTON BROTHERS, CllntonvlUe, Cuuiu

Cheap Printing
$3 PRESS prints cards, Ac. Circular
presses. Small newspaper si ze$4'l. Great
money maker and saver. All easy, print-
ed i iiles. Write for catalogue, presses,
typo, paper, &c. to factory,
Kelsey *fc Co., Meriden, Conn.

SEND for free Catalogue of Books of Amusements,
Speakers, Dialogues, Calisthenics, Fortune Tellers,
Dream Books, Debates, Letter Writers, Etiquette,
etx. Dick & Fitzgerald, £4 Ann St., New York.

U Nfil FTflM' <
! CARIN has 80ld forS2.00. I send it

£oronly10c.,po8t-p'd. E.K.MASOS, 182 Church St., N.V.

5 BOOKS FREEWe will send :t3 Complete stoi les by celebrated authors151 Latest Uomic and Sentimental Songs; Mrs Caudle^Curtain Lectures, funniest book ever published: A Guide toNeedle-work, Knittingand Oroebet, anti a good Cook Book.
Fulfils to all who send 1 It cents for a 4 month's trial sub-scription to Modern Stokies, a large 16 page, 04 columnhandsomely illustrated Story Paper. Address3IOUEUN STOKIES, 8J Warren St.. NenVork

TURKISH HAIR ELIXIR
Urowa a U«avj Board, a Glossy Moustache, Beautiful Eyebrows, of
Luxuriant Uair on Bald Heads in one month or money refunded.
A preparation that may be relied on, and every pkgo ia sold with a
guarantee Price 25 eta. ready for uho, 3 for (iu cuj. sealed by mad.

TltEMQNT MAN'G CO., Sta. A, Boston, Maua.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray-
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.

50c, and $1.00 at Druggists

MOTHERS SEE HERE,
I will Cure your Girl or Boy of Bed-wettingm two weeks. Send me $1.00 for the Medicine

or Prescription, either one. Particulars free. •

DR. S. C. CLARK, 15 Court Sq., Boston, Mass.

DRUNKENNESS'
,1s a DISEASE,
It can be Cured

_'by administer-
ing Dr. Haines' dolden Specific. It can ba
given without the knowledge of the patient, if
desired, in coffee, tea or articles of food. Cures
guaranteed. Send for circulars. (rOLDEN
SPECIFIC CO., 18S Bace St., Cincinnati, O.
BSPThe Only Cure. Beware of Imitators.

TRUSSES on 30 PaysTria!

Easy, durable and
„ cheap. A radical

cure effected. Send for sealed catalogue.
Eggleston Truss Co. 09 Dearborn St. Chicago.

1 DCT [T We win s<-'»d 15e Popular
1%C Km Songs, words and music, also IS

i in Complete Novels by most fa-
ta^mmmmsxa muus authors, and the largest and

I best story paper in the world E6 months absolutely free if

I you send lOc. to pay postage. Thisoffer is madeonly
I to introduce our paper in new homes. Order Quick.

I SOCIAL VISITOR CO., Box 3139, Boston, Mass.

No. 6.—Grand finale and

—

(See No. 7, on page 24.)

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

|F «T F0LK3 Educed, 15 lbs.b JH 1 ** tB .** a month; anyone
| U I can make remedy at home.

Miss M.Ainley, Supply, Ark.,
|
says, "I lost 431bs. and feel Bpleudid." No
starving. No sickness. Particulars (sealed)
»2c.HALL & 0O.,B.,Box 404,St. Louis,Mo.

m f Electrobole gives Instantf Wakv relief, final cure in a few
days, and never returns

:

no purge: no salve; no suppository. Mailed free
Address J. H. Reeves, Box 695, New York City, N V.

PositiveOure. By mail. Sealed
Book Free. Address Dr.W. S.
Rice. Box F, Striitliville, N.Y.RUPTURE

OPIUM
or Morphine Habit Cured at
Home. Trial Free. No Pain.
Comp'd OxygenA»s'o,Et.Way»e,IJMi,

OPIUM
Morphine Habit Cnred in 10
to 20 days. Mo pay till cnred.
Dr. J.Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

CANCER
Its cure by scientific local treat-
ment. 20 Years Experience.
Book. Free. Drs. McLeish and

Weber, 123 John Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

nFAFNES? & HEAD NOISES CUREDU tflUftl y 111

;

'' Invislble Tubular Cushion. Whispers litfard,
— Successful when all remedies fail. Sold only rnpr

6y F. Hiscox, 853 B'way, NewYork. Write for book of proofs T Kilt

"Perfect

Manhood

AND

How to

Attain It."

A Wonderful
New Medical
Book, written
for Men Only.
One copy may
be had free on
application.

Erie

Co.,

Niagara Square,

Buffalo N.Y.

EVERY DISEASE OF MAN,

WOMAN, CHILD, POSITIVELY CURED
Without Bad Tasting Medicines, for Almost Nothing.

WE CURE
BLOOD DISEASES,

FEVERS, SCIATICA,

KIDNEY TROUBLES,
LIVER AILMENTS,
RHEUMATISM,
PARALYSIS,

LUMBAGO, CRAMPS,
NERVOUS DEBILITY,
IMPAIRED VITALITY,
FITS, DYSPEPSIA,
CONSTIPATION,
FLATULENCY,
CORPULENCY,
Sick Nervous Headache,
NEURALGIA,
BACK-ACHE,
HEART DISEASE,
DIARRH4EA,
SLEEPLESSNESS,
RUPTURE, ETC.

i It is the scientif-
) ic opinion of the
. World's experts
' that in electric-
) ity we have one
>
of the greatest

i

healing agents.
,
One of the best
applications of

' it is in the
1 BLISS IMPROVED
1 ELECTRO-GALVANIC

) BATTERIES AND

> APPLIANCES,

> Which are so ac-

curately adjust-
ed that they can
be worn by a
child or adult,
and produce no
harmful shock
to the most de-
bilitated body.
They are simple
in construction,
very comforta-
ble, and can be
worn with
costu _

or close fitt

without being
noticeable.

VALUABLE

BOOK FREE,

in be I
°f Bliss' Applia

l any / a 'so a ^ew °^ '

loose \ testimonials,

tting ( ;ible informatio

Special Afflictions of Women
Are most effectively treated by specially con-
structed appliances. Our Woman's Belt is the
IZLOSt perfect made. Thousands of women have
been made entirely well by using it. If you hare
any trouble, write. Your letter will be seen only
by the lady expert who manages thin department.

"Electricity in its

Relation to Thera-
peutics, " contains
brief descriptions of
d iseases and symp-
toms, and full details
of Bliss' Appliances,

many
Valu-

i formation for
everyone. Gladly
sent free to anyone
sending 10 cents to
covercostof mailing.
Send now if you have
anything the matter
while you have our
address before you.

Testimonials.
We have thousands

of unsolicited testi-
monials from cured
persons.

Besides curing all the diseases here listed, the electric force is so applied to all important organs as
to keep the body at a uniform temperature, Alleviate the effect, of Overwork, Worry and Want of ExercUe, to
Prevent Chills, Assist Digestion and Improve Nutrition, to Restore Exhausted Nerve and Brain Force, to give Tone to
Every Nerve, Muscle and Organ, and thu-t promote Good Health and Strength.We want to cure every reader of this advertisement who suffers from any
disease of any nature, we would rather loose many sales than fail to cure a

singrle case.

DEAFNESS CURED
Permanently, no matter of how
long standing. Ours is the on! y
contrivance that will really
cure this disease. If deaf, or
growing deaf, write us to-day.

We will fend circulars to those not wishing our book. Correspon-
dence confidential. Mention this paper every time you write.

THE B. B. BLESS ELECTRIC CO.,
We refer to any bank in Iowa

Falls for our financial standing. IOWA FAiLLS, IOWA.



THE FARM AND FIRESIDE!.

HOME TOPICS.

Eried Parsnips.—If you wish your
parsnips to be especially nice, try

this way of frying them, which I

have never seen published and
have only just learned myself.

Scrape the parsnips and parboil

^ in salted water, then
<^S1 —2==L—» before putting them

in to fry,dip each piece in molasses, then fry

as usual, and see if they are notpronounced

by all who eat them as "the best parsnips

I ever ate."

Bran Coffee.—A cupful of hot coffee,

with plenty of cream, is relished by nearly

everyone with their breakfast, but many
of us cannot drink coffee without feeling

some bad effect from it, and again good
coffee is quite expensive. The following

recipe makes a coffee which can be drunk
by children, dyspeptics or any one, without
any danger, and certainly from an econom-
ical point of view it is a success : Moisten
two quarts of wheat bran with ateacupful

of New Orleans molasses, mixing and rub-

bing it'well together until all is moistened
alike. Brown it in the oven as you would
brown green coffee, and then use it the

same as any coffee. A little coffee may be

mixed with it if it is not liked clear; one
teaspoonful of coffee with 'live of the bran
will make three cupfuls of coffee. There is

a hygienic coffee composed entirely of cere-

als, which may be bought at twenty cents a

pound, but nearly everyone likes the bran

coffee just as well, and it costs about two
cents a pound—not counting the trouble of

preparing it.

Pandowdy, or Apple-slump.—A New
England friend who was visiting me du-

ringthe holidays,in talkingof old-fashioned

dishes, said: "Do you ever make apple-

slump?" I did not know it by that name,
but when she told me how she made it,

recognized an old friend I had been famil-

iar with when a child, under the name of

pandowdy. It is a good, wholesome, old-

fashioned dish, by whatever name called,

and is made as follows

:

Pare, quarter and core enough tart apples

to fill a deep earthen pudding-dish heaping
full; stew them with as little water as pos-

sible until about half done, then season
them with molasses, cinnamon and butter.

Put them in the pudding-dish and cover

with a crust made of short biscuit dough,
rolled a half inch thick. Bake this in a

slow oven about an hour, covering the top

Bonbon-basket.

if the crust is liable to get too brown.
Break the crust in small pieces into the

apple, stir it together and put it back in

the oven for another half hour. Do not

have the oven very hot. This can be served

hot or cold. When cold it should be of a

jelly-like consistency.

Talking About Children in Their
Presence—The wise parent will not do

this, either to repeat the cunning ways and
bright sayings of her little ones, or to speak

of their faults or shortcomings. "Very

little children will notice when they are

being talked about, and in the former case

will have their self-esteem unduly fostered,

in the latter will be unnecessarily hurt and
mortified. Often the parents who flatter

their children by repeating their sayings
when they are little, are the ones who are

mortified when they are older by public
reproof for faults their own course has in-

duced. The child cannot see why sayings
and actions which he has heard talked of as

bright and funny are now frowned upon,
and although hurt and mortified, he seeks

to hide it by a sullen and obstinate temper.

It is only through loving sympathy, a

watching for little peculiarities of mother
and little suggestions of father's character

cropping out in our child, a remembrance
of the feelings and fancies of our own
childhood and a prayerful dependence on
the guidance of the all-wise Father, that

we can hope to lead our children through
childhood and youth to a pure and noble
manhood and womanhood.

Maida McL.

even and straight, in order to have a nice,

smooth rope. Paste with good, stainless
paste that will dry quickly (such as comes
for the purpose, and can be purchased at
the book-stores) these strips together, lap-

ping just enough to hold securely.. You
now have one long string. With assis-

tance, twist this as for cord, taking care to
twist enough before doubling. After
doubling, twist again and wind tightly
around the hand. You will now have a
firm rope to build the basket with.
Join one end of the rope neatly and

securely to the small piece of cardboard
already covered for the bottom. Paste the
rope around and around, pressing it firmly
together, until it is six rows high. Care
must be taken to keep the sides straight.

Now fasten the lid by means of very
small paper cord inserted through the
rope of basket middle of one side of the
lid, and tied on top in pretty bows. This
acts as a hinge.

Cut three strips of paper two inches wide,
for the handle. Before
twisting, put a piece of fine

wire, one half the length
of the paper when gummed
together, and twist, double,

twist and double again.

This makes a firm, thick

handle. Paste this very
securely on the outside of

the basket, on each side of

the middle, pressing it

tightly to the rope of the
basket.

Now the basket is ready for the decora-
tion. Make a small bow of paper ribbon
cut across the crape, and paste .on the lid

in the center. Surround this with violets

made from tissue-paper No. 123, 68A and
62, using olive-green No. 9 D for the stems
and leaves. Cut your paper into squares

Diagram for
Petaxs.

OAK-LEAF EDGING, CROCHETED.

Abbreviations.—Sh, shell; ch, chain;

st, stitch; tr, treble; d c, double crochet;

s c, single crochet.

There are two rows of shells. Crochet
the row with the edge on first, and the

row with heading on next, crocheted all

opposite the first row, joining the first and
second rows of shells together with 1 s o

in each loop of 5 ch. Also, each oak leaf

has five ferns, and when crocheting the

second oak leaf, join the first fern to the
last fern of the first oak leaf, where the
fourth row is joined.

First row—Ch 16 st, 1 s c in seventh st,

miss 3 st, 1 sh (3 tr, ch 1, 3 tr) in next st,

miss 3 st, 1 s c in next, ch 5 ; turn.

Second row— 1 sh in sh, ch 11, 1 d c in

sixth st of ch, * ch 5, 1 d c in the same st;

repeat from * four

times, making five

loops of 5 ch ; turn.

Third row—* 1 d c, 5

tr,l d c in 5 el) ;
repeat

from * five ti mes, mak-
ing five ferns, and join

first fern to the loop

of the first row. 3 d c

on first 3 st of next 5

ch, ch 2, 1 sh in sh, ch
5; turn.
This completes one

oak leaf.

Fourth row— 1 sh in

sh, ch 2, join in mid-
dle of last fern, ch 3,

1

sh in sh, ch 5; turn.

Repeat from second
row for length re-

quired, andat the end
)

after 3 ch of the fourth

row. Omit the rest,

and put 1 s c in each
st of the last sh. Oak-leaf Lace, Crocheted.

Ch 20 st. 1 tr in fourth st, ch 2, miss 2,

1 s c in next st, miss 3 st, 1 sh in next st,

miss 3 st, 1 s c in next, ch 2. * Join to the
first loop of 5 ch of the first row of sh, ch 3

;

turn.
Second—Tr on second tr, ch 2, 1 sh in sh,

ch 2. Join to next loop of 5 eh. Repeat
from * in first row for the length required,

and at the end, after 2 tr and 2 ch, crochet

1 s c in each st of the last sh, ch 4 and join

to first st of the foundation ch.

the lower edge.

First row—* 1 tr in second stof first fern,

keeping last loop on hook, 1 tr in second
st of next fern. Crochet all loops on hook
off as 1 tr, (a) 1 picot (ch 5, 1 d c in first st

of ch), 1 tr in center st of second fern,

1 picot, 1 tr in same st, 1 picot. Repeat
from * three times, and also repeat from *

to (a) once. Repeat from first * for length
required. Ella McCowen.

BONBON-BASKET.

One of the many beautiful articles which
can be made from crape-paper, and which
would be suitable for a gift to a friend at

all seasons of the year, is a bonbon-
basket.
The cut represents one made of violet

crape, the lid covered with paper violets.

Cut from white, medium cardboard two
oblong pieces, eight inches long and three

and one half inches wide, and two a trifle

larger for the lid. Cover smoothly one
large and one small piece on one side with

crape-paper, and the other large and small

pieces on one side with the crape, slightly

puffed. This is done by drawing the fin-

gers across the grain a couple of times.

Now paste the small pieces together, and
the large pieces also, and put under a press.

You are now ready for the rope, of

which the basket is made. Cut across the

crape twenty strips two inches wide, very

of one and one half inches, and fold twice,

in order to make eight lobes. After cut-

ting on the dotted lines, take two of these

and place -one inside the other, so the lobes

or petals will alternate; pinch together

from the center, attaching the stem—a nar-

row strip of olive-green, cut about one
eighth of an inch wide and six inches
long, twisted as you would lamp-lighters.

When dry, open with some dull instru-

ment and slightly ourl the petals, some
outward and the center ones inward. Ar-
range the different colors, some without
stems, over the lid and a few on the bow,
pasting them in place. O. M. Smith.

FOR THE LITTLE FOLK.

The patron saint of Valentine's day is

the merriest, brightest little saint on earth.

His name is Cupid, and one day out of the

three hundred and sixty-five he claims for

his very own.
This day, the fourteenth of February, is

a combined Christmas and Fourth of July
celebration to him. Many sleepless nights
has he had throughout the year, when
wild pranks have been contemplated, wild
schemes made or rhymes evolved which
no one could write but Cupid himself.

There is no dependence to be placed up-
on the little fellow. He does just what
you don't expect him to do. But there is

one nice thing about Trim, after all—he is
not a bit particular in what circle of soci-
ety he moves.
Everyone knows him, and somehow

everyone has a sneaking regard for him.
That's Cupid.
There's another good thing about him—

he has learned to perfection the secret of
making other people happy, and he's back
of all the jolly little messages and pretty
little cards which are flying around just at

this time.
At no time during the year does he re-

ceive so many smiles and so much atten-
tion as on St. Valentine's day. On almost

every valentine a picture of his chubby
little self may be seen.
There are valentines of every kind this

year; many of the inexpensive ones are
bright and pretty. This valentine is apt to
make the children laugh ; there is such a
funny little darky's face on a plain white
card. The darky is holding up in his small,
black hands the soles of two big shoes, and
here is the verse that is written below

:

My heart and all this to boot;
My sole adores the precious one,
Oh, come and heel my woes!

Your Valentine.

Another valentine represents in shape
and color a large watermelon. The melon
opens, and within is the verse:

Two souls with but a single thought;
Two hearts that beat as one.

Another represents a little colored girl

in a field eating a melon almost as large as
herself. Under the picture is written:

Massy sakes, don't I love you !

A valentine easily made is of thick,
rough paper cut in the shape of the sole of
a shoe. On the outside, with a drawing-
pen is written in gilt letters, "A Whole-
souled Confession." Within are love
verses, original or not, just as the sender
may choose.
A rather novel home-made valentine is a

heart cut out of thick, white paper. A
yellow paper pumpkin is its only orna-
mentation, and underneath are the words,
"My heart is as full of love for you as a
pumpkin is full of seed."
Sometimes the cards are tinted and the

tie matches it in color. With the lettering
in gilt it makes a pretty valentine.
An odd affair is a card of thick, rough

paper. A match is tied in one corner and
a bow of ribbon in the other.
Another white paper heart has in one

corner a net made of wire, and caught in
its meshes is a tiny spider. This is the
verse written in gilt:

Love that hath one in his net.

A valentine which the girls are making
this year is a plain white card. At one
side is a small "four-in-hand" satin tie.

The verse is appropriate

:

Blest be the tie that binds.

A dainty valentine is made in this way:
Cut out of thick paper two large hearts.
Cover them with light blue silk, then
cover the silk in turn with bolting-cloth.
Sew together and paint a vine of blue

i forget-me-nots around the edge of the
heart. In silver lettering write the words

:

Greetings loving, greetings true,
Take them, dear, they're all for you.

A pretty valentine card is in the shape
of a bottle of perfume. It opens, showing
a pretty verse inside. A dainty sachet to
be sent as a valentine is a pink silk heart
perfumed with the fragrance of the rose.
Upon the outside is a rose made of ribbon,
and peeping out from the petals is the pic-
tured face of the sender. In gilt letters
are the words:

In every heart, as all the world knows,
Cupid is hiding under the rose.

A present which makes a nice valentine
to send to a little girl—and a big girl, too,
for that matter—is a box, in the shape of a
heart, filled with dainty bonbons. It
should be tied with ribbon and accompa-
nied by the old but good sentiment,
"Sweets to the sweet."

Valentine book-marks are made of broad
bands of violet ribbon, with dark purple
pansies painted upon them.

An Opportune Friend will be found in Dr.
D. Jayne's Expectorant, when racked by a
severe Cold, and the many Lung or Throat
affections which sometimes follow. This old
remedy has met the approval of two gener-
ations, and is to-day as popular, safe, and
effective as ever.

"PAPA WON'T BUY ME A BOW-WOW."
No, but he will send for a set of our World's

Fair Views, If you show him how he can get
them for nothing. See page 19.
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6,500 Orders in One Day. Subscribers Delighted Everywhere.
There is a Perfect Avalanche of Orders Pouring in from Subscribers all over this I,and for Our Grand Collection of

of the World's
These pictures are truly wonderful in beauty and effect. They are

Historical, Superb, The Best,
Educational, Sublime, The Finest,

Entertaining, Magnificent, The Grandest.

Some of the pictures are 9 inches wide by 12 inches long, on heavy enameled paper 11 inches wide by 14 inches long, and are the

grandest pictures of the World's Columbian Exposition in existence. They are

Copies of $25.00 Worth of Superb Photographs.
The achievements in Mechanics, in Architecture, in Art and in Science of that great event, with all its marvelous Exhibits, Scenes and Surroundings,

which produced the sublime spectacle, has passed away, but thanks to photography, it yet lives for the entertainment

and edification of the multitudes and for posterity in a realistic and

Magnificent Panorama
Showing pictures of the grand Exhibition Buildings, of beautiful Foreign, State and Territorial Buildings with their glittering domes and towers, of

massive Arches, of noble Statuary, of jetting Fountains, of beautiful Interior Exhibits, of Venetian Gondolas, gliding over the winding

Lagoons, of Pavilions, of Foreign Villages, of Cafes, of the Wooded Island, and many other attractions of the Dream City and

The Famous JVIidcuay Piaisance, the Bazaar of Rations, of the Side-shocus of the World's fair.

-«>-

THE GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT OF THE AGE.
On the shore of Lake Michigan, from May 1 to October 30, 1893, stood the Magic City

—the Dream City—that caused the whole world to halt and gaze in wonder and
amazement. This was the crowning event in America's history of 400 years. Every
nation from "Greenland's ley Mountains to India's Coral Strand," from darkest
Africa to the islands of the sea, poured forth their riches as tribute to the World's
Columbian Exposition, that it should be the most marvelous display of ancient and
modern times. All that the brain of man and woman had conceived, that human
skill could execute, was there. Among these was the largest building in the world,
the largest engine in the world, most powerful electrical machinery in the world,

fastest train in the world, greatest cannon in the world, strongest search-light in the
world, highest wheel in the world, most extensive collection of paintings in the world,
and a thousand and one other greatest things were there within an area of 633 acres,
of which 250 acres were covered with buildings that alone cost Twenty-three Million
Dollars. All this wealth of the earth and genius of mind was concentrated there to
exemplify the imperial glories of our nation. Only the spirit and the pictures of this,
the eighth and greatest wonder of the world, remain with us. The spirit will make
our nation greater and all humanity better, while the pictures make a pictorial his-
tory that will tell the story to all the children of men.

THOSE WHO WEAT TO THE FAIR
Will live again in these pictures and accompanying descriptions, the de-

lights they experienced on that memorable trip to the Fair. They are sure

to exclaim, "Why, it seems as though I am right there!"

THOSE WHO DID NOT OO
Will find in them a source of great delight and education. With such pic-

tures and descriptions they can yet visit the Fair in all its glory. Parents

should secure this beautiful pictorial history for their children,

THESE PICTURES MUST BE SEEN TO BE APPRECIATED. It is impossible to describe their beauty in words. They contain all of the finest views and
photographic gems of the World's Fair. They are worthy of a prominent place on the center-table of the most elegant mansion, but we furnish them so reasonably
that they can now be had to ornament the humblest home.
The photographs of these same views sold on the World's Fair grounds for from 50 cents to three dollars each.

A Partial Iiist of the 55 Vieuus.
THE COURT OF HONOR, LOOKING
EAST. Considered the most majestic
scene that has ever been wrought by the
hands of men.

COLUMBIAN FOUNTAIN. A magnif-
icent picture of this beautiful fountain at
the head of the Grand Basin.

LOOKING NORTHEAST ACROSS THE
GRAND BASIN. Showing the "Farm-
ers' Bridge," corner of the Agricultural
and Liberal Arts Buildings, the Casino and
Peristyle.

GROUP OF SAMOANS. Of all the strange
people on Midway, these attracted the
most attention.

INTERIOR OF THE MANUFACTURES
BUILDING. This view gives an idea of
the immensity of this wonderful structure.

TRANSPORTATION BUILDING. This
was one of the most attractive and gor-
geous buildings on the Fair Grounds.

THE UNITED STATES BATTLE SHIP,
"ILLINOIS." An exact reproduction of
one of America's finest war vessels, fully
equipped.

IRISH VILLAGE AND BLARNEY
CASTLE. This shows one of the most
popular villages on the Midway.

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE EXHIBIT
A part of the United States Government
exhibit, which drew great crowds.

NEW LIBERTY BELL. Cast from his-
torical metal relics and inscribed, "Glory
to God in the Highest."

THE PERISTYLE. Erected to symbolize
the thirteen original states, and crowned
with statuary emblematic of the progress
of the world.

THE VIKING SHIP. A reproduction of
the Norwegian ship in which it is thought
that Lief Ericson first discovered the New
World.

THE ELECTRICITY BUILDING. Was
345 feet long. 700 feet wide and 104 feet high.

OLD VIENNA. A realistic picture of this
famous amusement resort and eating-
house.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING. Not
only a beautiful building, but contained a

_ wonderful exhibit.

CALIFORNIA BUILDING. Next to the
largest state building there, and cost
875,000.

WEDDING PROCESSION IN THE
STREETS OF CAIRO. A great attrac-
tion.

COLUMBUS' SHIPS. These were exact
reproductions of the Nina, Pinta and
Santa Maria, in which Columbus first

sailed to America.
THE "JOHN BULL" LOCOMOTIVE.
This is the oldest successful locomotive
ever used in America, and now belongs to
the government.

INTERIOR FORESTRY BUILDING.
This was the best exhibit of sample woods
and trees of the world ever gathered to-
gether.

THE OSTRICH FARM. Showing live
ostriches and methods of raising the os-
trich in southern California.

THE RUSSIAN PAVILION. The Rus-
sian Pavilion exhibit in the Liberal Arts
Building was very fine indeed.

THE INDIA BUILDING. This was a
beautiful building, NO by (iO feet, in which
tea formed the main exhibit.

THE FERRIS WHEEL. The highest
wheel in the world, and the mechanical
wonder of the age.

SEVERAL STATE BUILDINGS, and 30

others, showing Grand Buildings, Glitter-
ing Domes, Noble Statuary, Jetting Foun-
tains, Beautiful Interior Exhibits, Foreign
Villages, Wooded Island, Etc.

Where one of our magnificent Panoramas of the World's Fair is seen, it results in

the sale of from ten to one hundred more; therefore, in order to introduce it at once, we
will give the

55 Splendid Photographic Views Described Above

FREE to Any Person
Who subscribes for the FARM AND FIRESIDE for one year at the regular price,

50 cents a year.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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Boy Direct from Factory" Best

MIXED PAINTS
? At WHOLESALE PRICES, Deliv-
a ered FKEE. Stores charge you SI. 25 per

^ gallon. Our pi-ice 75c. to 90c. for
W better Paint. "'Carbon Black" Roof Paints
M KOc. in bbl6. SaTe middlemen's profits.

\ Paints for Housps, Bains, Wagons, etc.
m In use 52 years. Indorsed by Grange and m
i Farmers' Alliance. Write for Samples. v
9 <J- W- INGEESOLL, 440 Plymouth Street, ^
^ Brooklyn, New York. ^

%<C$ I 1 VV\V steYl tower

MFO CO.

Any

50c.TRIAL S
Of Choice Seeds and Plants,

Our object in offering thus cheapis to introduce our goods." --*a
secure your future orders. Please tell your neighbors ahouifi.
Set U—2 Beautiful Palms, 2 sorts, strong plants TO;-" B—16 packets choice Vegetable Seeds, aU different
" E—20 packets choice Flower Seeds, all different

'

'

" F—10 Lovely Carnation Pinks, 10 sorts 25
" Q—10 Prize Winning Chrysanthemums, 10 sorts
" H

—

i Superb French Cannas, 4 sorts "
!

*' J—10 Elegant Everbloomlng Roses, lOkinds 50e
" K—8 Grand Large Flowered Geraniums, 8 sorts 50d" M—24 Fine Gladioli, large Flowering Bulbs SOc
" P—0 Hardy Ornamental Flowering Shrubs, 6sorts 50c
R—6 Choice Grape Vines, 6 sorts 50c

One-half each of any two of these sets 50c

3 Sets for $1.25, or 5 Sets for $2.00,
Delivered at Tour Postoffice Prepaid. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Order these sets by the letters. Send now from this advertisement, as these Introductory
sets do notappear in catalogue which contains 16S pages and will be sent free with first order. If none
oi these sets suit you, and you want anything in our line do not fail to send for it, free, as we wantyou to see our prices before ordering elsewhere. It Is one of the best Issued; containshundreds of illustrations and full descriptions of one of the largest and most complete"*°eks In A.merlca, including many new, rare and valuable novelties. We grow7oO,u»u .Roses yearly; many other things as largely. Are headquarters for the choicest

Trees, Shrubs, Vines, Roses, Bulbs, Plants, Seeds, etc.
40th YEAR. 1,000 ACRES. 28 GREENHOUSES. LAST CALL, ORDER NOW.

THE STORRS & HARRISON GO., Box H, Painesville,
L
<&.

E

BOX WORTh $3.50
35 Regrular Size Packets, ONLY 50 GENTS, t

A The great demand for our 50 cent Complete Garden Collections In years past induces us to
]

X offer the same again. Many who have tried every collection they have seen advertised, pronounce this
j

! the greatest bargain they have ever obtained. Our Seeds are the Best and Cheapest, and we
j

OFFER THESE GREAT INDUCEMENTS TO GET EVERYBODY TO THY THEM. This Great COMPLETJi
JUABD£M Box contains One Packet each, i

i
ASPARAGUS, Barr's Mammoth, giants, good qual.

,
3USH BEAN. Rust Proof Wax, best bean grown.

I

POLE BEAN, Golden Champion, productive, good.

I

CABBAGE, All Head, large, sure header,

i
CUCUMBER, New Everbearing, early, productive,

i

CORN, White Cory, earliest, best, sweetest,

i

LETTUCE, Grand Rapids, best forcing.

I

MUSKMELON, Netted Gem, unsurpassed quality.

WATERMELON, Dixie, luscious; has no equal.
ONION. Early White, early, sure cropper.
PEAS, Bell's Extra Early, best early.
PARSNIP, Improved Guernsey, best for table use.
RADISH, 15 Choice Summer Sorts, Mixed.
SQUASH, Fordhook, best for general use.
TOMATO, New Stone, solid, large, good.
6 PACKETS Other Choice Vegetables.

15 PACKETS Choice Flower Seeds, including such sorts as Crozy's Canna, Sweet Nicotiana, Etc.
All the above, (best outfit for a complete vegetable and flower garden ever offered )—20 full pack-

k ets choice vegetables, and 15 packets rare flowers in a box with ournew Book on Summer Gardening
|
by mail postpaid for only SOc. Send for it. Address, J. J-BELX, Flowers, Broome Co., N. Y.

A
Day's

.Work

On the farm used to mean fifteen long hours.

Now-a-days, with the PLANET JR. Labor Saving

Farm Tools, a farmer can do as much work in less

than half the time, and do it better—have plenty

of time left for other things. The PLANET JR. Book
for 1894 tells you just how it's done. It places you
20 years in advance of old-time methods. Tells

you the secret by which others have become suc-

cessful. If you are working for profit, you can't

afford to do without this book. We send it free.

S. L. ALLEN & CO., 110? Market St., Pnilada.

Mention where you saw this advertisement.

FARM
Made of Best Galvanized

STEEL
WIRE

Best Fence and Gates for all purposes. Write for catalogue giving
full particulars. THE SEDGWICK BROS. CO. Richmond, Ind.

Mention tins paper when you write.

A
SOLID
STEEL
ENCE

The best and most easily erected fence in use~ Sot
j

wire. Cut from solid steel plates, better known as

Expanded MetalJ
Combines beauty, strength, durability, and economy. Write for.

Catalogue No. 33 .giving particulars and showing this material^

framed in ornamental designs for lawns.

#

CentralExpandedMetal Co., 531WoodSt,Pittsburgh,Pa* mm
Mention this paper when you write.

THOMPSON S grass

SEEDER
SOWS CLOVER,
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA,
RED TOP, FLAX,

and all kinds of
GRASS SEEDS.

20 to 40 *
Sows any quantify.
—evenly, accurately.

ACRES PER DAY in wet, dry and
Send for circulars, mr*' 5?Snj windy weather.

0. E.THOMPSON &S0NS W w-9"t4oibS .

NO. 12, River St., YPSILANTI, MICH.

HEEBNERS' Level Tread
With SPEED REGULATOR.
For 1, 2 and 3 Horses.

,

HORSEPOWER

GEM
BEST

in the world.
Send for circular.

CLOVER
CUTTER.

WILSON BROS.
EASTON, 1'A.

To show how true this is, and to prove to planters everywhere that

BUrpee'S aretheBeStSeedS that Grow,

,tc offer TWO FAVORITE FORDHOOK COLLECTIONS
for 1894, giving unequaled value, as advertised below

:

FORDHOOK FAMOUS VEGETABLES!
is collection is appropriately named, as it embraces five of the most famous
vegetables introduced from Fordhook Farm, It contains one full-size packet
each of aU the following:

—

BURPEE'S BUSH LIMA. The only busk form of (he true large Lima,
Bean^ universally pronounced the most remarkable of tiew vegetables,

BURPEE'S SUREHEAD CABBAGE. This world-famous Cabbage has
an unequaled record for seventeen years.

NEW "ICEBERG LETTUCE. On pur colored plate we show a single
head accurately painted from nature, and have truly told the decided merits
of this rare novelty.

BURPEE'S MELROSE MELON. No other melon is so handsome
in appearance, and none can approach it in delicious^Jlavort

WHITE VICTORIA ONION. Famous for the large size it attains,

One packet each of the above Five FAMOUS FORDHOOK Vege-
tables would cost 60 cents, if selected at retail from our catalogue, but we
include the fivepacketsin our Famous FORDHOQK COLLECTION
for 25 cents, postpaid, to any address. On each packet is printed an illus-

tration, together with our registered trade-mark and directions for culture

FORDHOOK FANCY FLOWERS 1

This collection is entirely new, and embraces seeds often easy-growing
annuals ofreal beauty, that should be in every flower garden. It con-
tains one full-sized packet each of the following:

—

New Yellow DOLICHOS, an unique novelty tor 1894. ASTERS,
Choice Mixed, of many types. BALSAM, Burpee's Superb Ca-
melia—Flowered, of allcolors. Marguerite CARNATIONS, per-
fect double flowers, in four months. CALLIOPSISCoronata, large,
brightest yellow. DIANTHUS,Mixed, choicestChinese andJapanese
Pinks. MIGNONETTE, New Erfurt, large flowers, richly fragrant.
Fordhook strain of Grandiflora PHLOX, brilliant and perfect.
SALVIA Splendens andVERBENA hybrida, mixed, ofevery color.

The entire collection, one packet each of these ten Flowers,
mailed to any address for 25 cts., -which is less than one-third the
regular retailprice, ifpurc/tased separately.

KT &\ eh we will mail both these choice collections

I Ol «_>l9a and also, as a premium, HOW TO
COOK VEGETABLES. This new book, by Mrs. Rprer, principal
of the Philadelphia Cooking School, containing 182 pages ofinformation
most valuable to every housewife in town or countiy.

JSS^These.Fifteen varieties ofchoicest vegetables and most beautiful
flowers, with the Cook Book, at retail, are fully worth $1.95, but will be
all mailed for 60 CENTS, less than one-third actual value to any
address, or to two separate addresses ifdesired. Entire satisfaction guar*
anteed. Order TO-DAY 1 and ask for

Burpee's Farm Annual
The Leading American Seed Catalogue.

A handsome book of 172 pages, with hundreds of illustrations from photographs,
and beautiful colored plates painted from nature. Many new features for 1894. Note-

worthy Novelti** not to be had elsewhere. Original, interesting and instructive. It tells all about the BEST
SEEDS that grow. Mailed free to all who plant seeds; to others on receipt of ten cents, less than cost.

W.AtleeBurpee&Co.,Philadelphia,Pa.

e^ rtr^s>—.

\ /GreatestShow
ON EARTH
TftHtlEO

No. 7.—Great transformation scene.
(See first 6 numbers on iuside pages.
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The Highest Award
in the World,

Is the unqualified approval of every customer.
; Our fence has won at every Fair or Exposition
; where entered, but what does a practical
farmer care for that? The fighting qualities

!
of a soldier are proven on the field of battle, not

' on dress parade.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

T A T> TVS" UPRIGHT & HORIZONTAL.A .XaLJEljJLTJL From s 11 v.

ENGINES
with STEEL BOILERS

Specially adapted and large! y
need for driving Grinding
Mills,Wood Saws, Corn Shel-
ters, Saw Mills, etc., affording
best power for least money.
Send for pamphlet and state
^jur wants to
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THE WAGES OF LABOR.

In some things history certainly repeats

itself. In 1844, fifty years ago, the Balti-

more Clipper said : "The most inveterate

opponentof the tariff will not avow thesen-
timent that the wages paid for American
labor should be reduced to the European
standard ; and yet, such would be the result

if the protective system should be abol-

ished—that is, if the laborers of the United
States can obtain employment at all,

which is at least doubtful. We know
that thousands were unemployed in 1S42,

when the duties were reduced to twenty
per cent, who would have been glad

to have accepted even the price paid
in Europe. 'Experience is a severe

teacher,' and we presume that none.of our
mechanics or manufacturers desire to have
the lesson of 1842 repeated. If they do,

they have only to lend their aid to secure
the repeal of the present tariff, and they
will again have the opportunity to take
their fishing-tackle to the wharves to sup-
ply dinners to their families. The differ-

ence between the prices paid in Europe
and in this country for labor of various
kinds may not be generally understood,
but the fact must be evident to all, that
without the tariff the manufacturers and
mechanics of the United States cannot
successfully compete with those of Europe
unless wages in this country be reduced
to the European standard."

How familiar this sounds. Compare it

with some of the discussions on the same
question in the papers of to-day. With
the change of a word or two, the article of
1844 could not be distinguished from one
of 1894.

The writer proceeded, just as is done
to-day, to give a statement exhibiting the
American and European prices for labor
of various kinds, artisans, mechanics, day
laborers, etc. Although half a century has
made little change in his argument, it has
made a gratifying change in his list of the
wages of labor. Even after a reduction of
twenty-five per cent, the wages of 1894 are
considerably higher than those of 1844.

THE HASKELL BILL.

The Ohio Wine and Spirit Association

has published and distributed resolutions

against the enactment of new liquor laws
adopted at its recent annual convention.

This liquor organization has unintention-

ally rendered the cause of temperance good
service. Its bold and threatening attitude

will arouse the friends of temperance to

renewed efforts to secure more effective

legislation against the evils arising from
the traffic in intoxicating liquors. One of

the bills to which this liquor organization

particularly objects is the Haskell bill,

now pending in the Ohio legislature. The
bill is one for straight local option for

counties, cities, wards of a city, incorpo-

rated villages, and townships outside of

the limits of any city or incorporated vil-

lage. The main section reads:

Sec. 1. That the question "shall the traffic

in intoxicating liquors as a beverage be pro-

hibited" shall be submitted to the qualified

electors of each and every county and of each
and every voting precinct therein in the state

of Ohio at the next general election held the
first Tuesday after the first Monday in No-
vember and at the corresponding election

every second year thereafter. Notice that
such question is to be submitted shall be
given by the sheriff of each and every county
in the state ija his proclamation of said gen-
eral election required by law.

Said question shall be printed on all the
ballots below the several lists of the candi-
dates for office with a blank space on the left

of each question in which to give each elector

a clear opportunity to designate his choice by
a cross-mark as follows :

Shall the traffic in intoxicating liquors
as a beverage be prohibited?—Yes.

Shall the traffic in intoxicating liquors
as a beverage be prohibited?—No.

Section 6 requires druggists to keep a

register of sales of liquors upon prescrip-

tion open to public inspection. The re-

mainder of the bill relates mainly to its

working plans.

The most notable feature of the bill is

the provision for a biennial vote on the
question of saloon or no saloon in every
voting precinct in the state. Agitation,
perpetual agitation, of the liquor question
is purposely provided for.

"OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE IS NO
END."

The Publisher's Weekly records the pub-
lication during 1893 of five thousand one
hundred and thirty-four works, an in-

crease of two hundred and seventy-two
over those recorded in 1892—the mostactive
year the book trade has known. It gives
the following summary on the book pro-
duction of 1893:

"There are more novels published than
any other kind of literature; and more
English and other foreign novels than
American; short stories were plentiful
from both English and American authors;
many translations were made of the best
works of the French, German, Spanish
and Slav novelists of the day. Next in
figures come theology and religion, juve-
nile works, law, education and language,
literary history, poetry, biography, polit-

ical and social science, description and
travel, history, etc. But as all these
departments are increased in numbers by
new editions of old works and new editions

of standards, and also by reprints and im-
portations, we take them in our review
according to the importance of the num-
ber and standing of the new works added.
From this point of view the department

of political and social science was second
to fiction in interest and also in activity.

It was influenced, no doubt, by the ex-
treme and widespread interest manifested

during 1893 in every phase of the tariff

question and the financial problems which
disturbed the country. It embraces mon-
ographs without end, written by authors

the most opposite in views, and bearing
upon theories the most conflicting. Need-
less to say, it is almost entirely made up
from the contributions of American
writers. Biography we have rated third

in richness and freshness; it includes the

most delightful class of literature our
writers produce. Frank and spontaneous
and with a sincere literary quality, the

biographies of the year constitute a class

of works of permanent value; they are

mostly from American writers, the Eng-
lish works of this class, of which a number
were issued, being almost altogether im-
portations; the translations included here

were the cream of French biographical

literature, with a few German books and
one Italian. Theology and religion count-

ed fourth in importance, in place of second

as in former years ; the additions to it were
not notable, and the larger number were
by American writers. Here, likewise, the

English works came out in limited im-
ported editions; there were very few
reprints. Description and travel was less

noteworthy in its additions than in former
years. Literary miscellany was larger in

numbers than in actual importance. His-
tory did not show a single important
work on an American subject by an Amer-
ican author. Poetry amounted to nothing.

Physical science embraced an unusual
number of good works from American
and English writers. Except in the de-

partment of fiction and biography, no
demand was evident for the work of Eng-
lish or other foreign authors."

WHEAT CROP OF 1893.

The January report of the department
of agriculture estimated the wheat crop of

1893 at 396,000,000 bushels. The Cincinnati

Price Current, one of the most reliable

trade journals published, regards 450,000,000

bushels as a moderate estimate of the

crop; this is 54,000,000 bushels above the

government report. It characterizes the

government report as the most faulty one
ever offered from the government bureau.

The question whether the department has

underestimated the crop of 1893, as it did

in 1891 and 1892, is to be investigated. The
senate has adopted the following resolu-

tion:

Whereas, A number of leading commer-
cial newspapers, like BradslreeVs Weekly, the
Cincinnati Price Current and many others,

persistently dispute the reports of the agri-

cultural department relating to the yearly
wheat crops of this country and its estimates
of the amount of wheat in this country at dif-

ferent periods, usually largely increasing the
quantities beyond those published in the

reports and estimates of said department;
and
Whereas, Sueh printed statements from

unauthorized sources largely control the mar-
ket price of wheat, and thereby reduce its

price to American wheat producers, to their

great injury, if the reports and estimates of

the agricultural department are correct;

therefore,

Resolved, That the secretary of agriculture

be and is hereby directed to send to the senate

at his earliest convenience:
1. A statement of all the wheat, including

the visible and the invisible, there was in this

country March 1, 1893, together with the entire

wheat crop harvested in this country during
that year.

2. The amount of wheat that has been used
for food and seed purposes between March 1,

1893, and February 1, 1894; the amount of wheat
that will be required for like purposes in this

country between February 1 and July 1, 1894,

together with the amount of wheat and flour

as wheat that has been exported out of this

country since March 1, 1893, with the surplus
available for export between February 1 and
July 1, 1891, after deducting the above from
the estimated surplus March 1, 1893, and the
entire wheat crop of that year, according to

the latest information and most reliable ex-

perience found in his department.

The resolution courteously assumes that

the department's figures are correct, but it

will lead to a searching investigation of its

methods of crop reporting. If the depart-

ment's estimates are correct, the price of

wheat has been depressed by the state-

ments in the trade journals, greatly to the

injury of the producers. If the journals

are right, the department is responsible

for the disappointment in prices which
the producers have suffered. The forth-

coming report will be read with interest.

WHEAT AND SILVER.

The fact that wheat and silver recently

touched very low prices at the same time,

has brought forth another flood of argu-
ments on the silver question. Statistical

tables of prices are republished with the

,

object of showing that silver and wheat
have maintained a parity, that they rise

and fall together, and that an ounce of sil-

ver always purchases the same quantity of

wheat. In the arguments based on the
tables given, little or no attention is paid

to supply and demand, production and
consumption. The accuracy of the con-
clusions is invalidated by this omission,

but a fair use of the same tables would
make it impossible to reach these conclu-

sions at all. The statistical abstracts of

the United States, published by the treas-

ury department, give the annual average
export price of wheat each year back to

1817. When the prices of wheat for the

years following 1870 are compared with
the prices of silver bullion for the corre-

sponding years, the theory of parity be-

tween silver and wheat finds some support.

It is this part of the tables of prices that is

used.

But when we examine the complete
table of wheat prices running back to 1817,

we find that there is no connection or

relation whatever between silver and
wheat. For a period of nearly sixty years,

beginning with 1817, the price of silver

remained practically stationary at about

$1.30 an ounce. During the same period

the price of wheat varied frequently and
considerably, showing such extremes as

$2.25 a bushel in 1817 and 67 cents in 1827,

86 cents in 1845 and $1.85 in 1856. In some
years an ounce of silver could buy three*

pecks of wheat; in others, seven peeks.

Silver was constant; wheat varied from

year to year. The parity theory is a

myth. The complete tables of prices show
that the price of silver did not depend on

the price of silver bullion. Only when a

comparatively small part of the statistics

is given does the parity theory appear

plausible. Handled as unfairly, statistics

could be made to show that the more sil-

ver dollars the government had in the

treasury and in circulation the lower the

price of wheat.

The complete table of wheat prices run-

ning back to 1817 is found in the thirteenth

number of the statistical abstracts of the

United States. Some of the earlier and

later numbers give the table running back

to 1866 only.
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Since the note on this sub-
Hondnras . . . ., ,

ject m another column was
pottery

written, important action
Company. nag been taken by tne

United States post-office department. As
the result of an investigation into the

legality of the Honduras Lottery Company
in its relations to the postal service the

postmaster-general has issued "fraud"
orders against the president of the com-
pany and others connected with it. Post-

masters at certain named cities are

prohibited from delivering registered mail,

or making payments on money-orders to

certain named persons or firms connected

with the lottery company. Post-masters

are also forbidden to certify money-orders
payable to persons connected with the

company outside the United States. The
department will also take steps to pros-

ecute persons connected with the company
for violating the lottery law. The way of

this transgressor has not yet been made
hard enough, \'

A recent bulletin of the
The "Vineless „ ,

Texas agricultural ex-
Yam, periment station says

that the Vineless Bunch yam and the

Early Bunch yam are one and the same
variety; that it originated in Mississippi

in 1884, and that it is probably a sport of

the old-fashioned yam. As to the value of

the new variety, the following testimony

is given : The Vineless is beyond question

a great acquisition in sweet potatoes. It

has a short, stubby vine, which seldom
grows over two and a half feet long. It

can be planted closer in the rows, culti-

vated and dug easier than the running
varieties. The tubers grow in a bunch
near the surface. It stood the drouth

better here last season than the other thirty

varieties (tested at the station ), and ranked
second in yield. The table quality ranked
equal to the best when dug. It produces
slips abundantly. The tubers are smooth
and rather above the medium size.

In regard to the value of sweet potato

vines the bulletin says : "Farmers usually

allow the tops to decay on the ground.
They make an important feed for stock,

and especially for dairy cattle. This is

true in particular of the tops of the Vine-

less, which remain green during very

severe droughts when grass usually is

scorched and killed by a burning sun and
dry wTinds. Since they grow in bunches,

and stand up well, they can be cut with a

mowing-machine and put up like regular

forage crops."

Government

Report on

Farm
Animals.

The estimates of farm
animals for January,
1894, made by the de-

partment of agriculture,

indicate a decrease in

the number of horses, as compared with
January, 1893, of a little less than eight
tenths of 1 per cent; an increase in mules
of about nine tenths of 1 per cent; an in-

crease in milch cows of nearly fourtenthsof
lper cent, and in oxen and other cattle of a
little less than 2 per cent. Sheep, in the
interval between these dates, have suffered

a numercial loss of nearly 5 per cent, and
hogs have fallen off in numbers nearly 2

per cent.

In prices, horses have declined 21.9 per
cent, mules 12 per cent, milch cows have
remained almost stationary, but with in-

creasing tendency, while oxen and other
cattle have lost 3.8 per cent. There has
been a decline in the price of horses
throughout the country, excepting in the
states of Rhode Island and Idaho. The
range of prices is from £15.80 per head in

New Mexico, to £95.43 in Rhode Island, the
average being S47.83. The price of milch
cows has advanced in some sections, but
the decline in other parts of the country
has so nearly offset the increase that the

average for the country remains at about
the figures of 1893.

The decline in the price of sheep has
been considerable in the past year, not-

withstanding the decided decrease in num-
bers. Hogs have also fallen in price, but
there is every appearance of rapid recovery.

A comparison of the numbers and
values for two years past is presented as

follows:

Wool.
A careful canvass of the sit-

uation, says the American
Sheep Breeder, shows the wool clip of the

United States for 1893 to have been 364,-

156,666 pounds, or 26,656,666 pounds in

excess of the largest yield reported in any
prior year. Of this large output, 04,000,000

pounds were taken from Slaughtered
sheep. The number of sheep slaughtered

during the year is forty per cent greater

than in 1892, and the price of wool at the

close of the year thirty-three per cent
below the prices realized in 1892, or the

lowest in the history of the country. The
last three items in the above summary are

a rather dismal commentary on the prom-
ises of better times so freely dispensed by
the advocates of free wool in the tariff-

reform canvass of 1892.

NOTES ON RURAL AFFAIRS.

NO MILLENIUM YET.

The world is certainly getting better all

the time. In consideration of this steady,

! onward move, we can easily get reconciled

J

to the apparently slow rate of progress. If

j

we plant a tree, we may watch it hour
after hour, or day after day, we will not be

able to see it grow. Yet it
_
grows, and

I

when in ten or twenty years we compare
i the stately tree, and its far outstretched

I limbs laden with precious fruit, with the

i branchless whip which we planted at the

]

start, we can get an idea of what has been
achieved in so short a time. And still the

growth continues, and the tree gets larger

and larger. Thus it is with the progress

of the world toward civilization. We may
not see the Change from day to day, but it

occurs just the same, and becomes apparent

NUMBERS AND VALUES OF FARM ANIMALS.

Stock.

Number.
Increase (+)

or de-

crease (—).

Value.
Increase

or

decrease.1893. 1894. 1893. 1894.

Mules

Oxen and other

Swine

Total

16,206,802
2,331,128
16,424,087

35,954,196
47,273,553
46,094,807

16.081,130
2,352,231
16,487,400

36,608,168
45,048,017
45,206,498

—125,663
+21,103
+63,313

+653,972
—2,225,536
—888,309 .

3992,225,185
164,763,751

356,876,353

547,882,204
125,909,264
295,426,492

8769,224,799
146,232,811

358,998,661

536,789,747
89,186,110
270,384,626

—8223,000,386
—18,530,940
+2,122,308

—11,092,457
—36,723,154
—25,041,866

2,483,083,249 2,170,816,754 —312,266,495

The changes in value per head are also shown as follows

:

Stock.
Value.

Increase

or de-

crease.1893. 1894.

861.22

70.68
21.73

847.83

62.17

21.77

—813.39

—8.51
+.04

Mules

Stocks.
Value.

Increase

or de-

crease.1893. 1894.

Oxen and other
cattle

815.24

2.66

6.41

814.66

1.98

5.98

—8 .58

—.68
—.43

Will hardly cover the loss
»75.ooo,ooo

sustained by the sheep
industry of the United States during the

year 1893. To the depreciation in the value

of the sheep must be added the decrease in

the value of the lambs and wool produced.

The wool clip of 1893 was 364,152,666

pounds. No wonder the flock masters are

tumbling over themselves to get out of the

business.

Antioleo.
Oleomargarine is a French
invention. It is said that

it originated in the desire of the French
government to provide the poorer classes

with a cheap substitute for butter. M.
Mege was employed by the government to

make experiments in this line, and the

original process of making oleo is his

work. But France has very strict laws

regulatingthe sale of oleo. Under statutes

for the "repression of frauds in the sale of

butter," it is absolutely forbidden to offer

for sale, import or export under the name
of butter, oleo or any other butter substi-

tute, under penalty of fine and imprison-

ment, confiscation of the articles and
publication of the convictions. The sale,

transportation, exportation and impor-

tation of butter substitutes are permitted

only when they are in packages legibly

labeled with their true name. As far as

French law can go, the oleo tub must
stand on its own bottom.

The laws of Denmark, a country famed
for its dairy productsand dairy inventions,

prohibit oleo from being colored in imita-

tion of butter, require it to be handled in

packages different in shape from those

used for butter, and forbid dealers in oleo

from selling butter. The laws guard the

interests of consumers, and allow oleo to

be made and sold for what it is.

in ten or twenty or a hundred years. Nor
does it stop then. The world continues to

get better, and there is indeed a great deal of

room for improvement. The "millenium"
is far, far away ; it will not come in a day,

it will not come suddenly, and all we can

do is to plod along in that direction

steadily though slowly.

Recognizing the truth of these state-

ments, why should we make ourselves

miserable worrying over the ills and evils

of this world? Why despair of the future

when we see might triumph over right,

or when we meet corruption in politics,

and see the readiness with which the

masses of the people allow themselves to

be cajoled, and wheedledand forced into the

support of. selfish bosses? Vice often

triumphs over virtue ; but as the world's

progress toward civilization and improve-

ment is steady, we may rest assured that

this triumph can only be a temporary one,

and virtue and right will come out ahead
at last. I have this absolute faith, and
therefore, while trying to help the good
cause along, with my sympathies, with
voice and pen, and in every other possible

way I know, I do not feel like committing
suicide when things go the wrong way.
All wrongs will surely be righted in the

end.
EVIL INFLUENCES.

The daily press announced, just a day or

two previous to this writing, that the

Louisiana Lottery Company, which it was
thought had been driven out of this

country by adverse legislation some time

ago, is still doing a thriving business in

Florida. I cannot understand how the

great dailies could have been kept in igno-

rance of this fact so long. For many
months the following advertisement, in

large display type, has appeared in the

programs given out at theaters:

CONRAD! CONRAD! CONRAD!
CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

In accepting the presidency of the Hon-
duras National Lottery Company (late Louis-
iana Company), I shall not surrender the
presidency of the Gulf Coast Ice and Man-
ufacturing Company.
Therefore, address all proposals for supplies,

machinery, etc., as well as all business com-
munications, to

Paul Conrad, > Honduras,
Care Express,

Florida, TJ. S. A.

Here we have an instance of the great

power of evil influences, and the up-hill

work which the world is engaged in on its

march to progress. This lottery company
has swindled the people of the United
States out of many millions of dollars a

year. They have been enabled to do so by
appealing, as many swindlers do, to a

prominent w-eakness of the average human
being. People know that for every dollar

the company receives it returns only fifty

cents. Yet such is their love to "take

chances," or to give the goddess Fortuna
an opportunity, that they are only too

willing to pay to the concern ten or

twenty million dollars a year, and to take

in return just half as much. It was to be

expected that the company would not
relinquish its hold on the people's pocket-

books without desperate efforts of resis-

tance. Now see how cleverly it advertises

its business without giving the authorities

of the United States a chance to interfere.

It looks to be an advertisement of the

Gulf Coast Ice and Manufacturing Com-
pany. Id reality it is an advertisement,of
the Honduras National Lottery Company
(late Louisiana State Lottery Company),
giving their place of business in Florida,

and the e*press company by which they
can be reached. I have omitted both the

name of the town and that of the express

company, in order to avoid giving this

concern still more advertising. I believe

that the ado which the daily papers are

now making over the discovery of the

company's doings in Florida, giving full

address, wrill be welcomed more than feared

by the company. Possibly it is the very

best of free advertising for them. They
must know, however, that public opinion

in the United States is against them, and
while yet able to defy it, in the end they
will have to yield. The world is movinpr

on, and its onward march is inimical to

lotteries and trusts and bosses and corrup-

tion in the high as well as in the low
places.

WRONG-DOING UNDER PROTECTION.

There is a limit to people's endurance

and toleration . Petty swin dies may escape

notice for a long time, and continue un-

molested. But wrhen the wrong becomes

glaring, or the swindlers impudent, or

trusts too greedy, or parties too corrupt,

the people will be heard from with a force

that is convincing. Unfortunately, how-
ever, petty wrong-doing is frequently

under silent protection.

Last summer a stranger, with his

wife, happened to get into the Butterick

elevator-house at Suspension Bridge,

without knowing it to be a private

establishment. Both looked out of

the window upon the river below, but

without taking the elevator, were going to

leave, when an attendant stepped between

them and the door, asking for the custo-

mary fifty cents apiece. At first the gentle-

'man (a minister of the gospel) refused to

pay, but finally, in consideration of the ter-

rible effect the fracas seemed to have on

his wife's nerves, yielded. He then lodged

a complaint against the elevator man for

assault, and the judge imposed a fine of

$10 on the offender. This seems all right,

and yet what would the Butterick Eleva-

tor Company care for an occasional fine of

§10, when they make large amounts of

money every year by just such practices

as the one for which a §10 fine was imposed.

There are a number of resorts of a similar

kind, and where similar practices are in

vogue in the vicinity. The hackmen aid

them in getting victims, and are paid for

doing so by the owners. The city author-

ities could stop these practices, and the

extortions of the hackmen, if they were

inclined to do so. But the hackmen and all

the rest of the people who live and often

prey on visiting strangers, are a power.

Theycommandvotes. They bringtrade. In

short, theyarenottobe trifled with, and the

abuses are allowed to continue without

undue interference. But even here public

opinion forces a gradHal improvement.

The world moves on, and the wrong prac-

tices will have to be abandoned in the end.

T. Greiner.
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EXTRACT FROM PRESIDENT* N. C. BERRY'S
ADDRESS.

entlemen :—To-night we are

assembled to hold the thirty-

ninth annual meeting of this

society. At this time I can

with propriety congratulate

you upon the prosperous and
nourishing condition of this organization.

Th tre-are now more than 400 members en-

rolled, and with a little effort the number
can be increased to 500.

The present outlook for fruit growers is

not by any means hopeful; on the con-

trary, the prospect is rather discouraging.

This industry, like almost every other,

has suffered from several causes. Many
will attribute their failure to excessive

production, while some will ascribe their

losses to the ravages of diseases and
insects. I will not attempt now to trace

the causes of failure, but rather suggest

some means to meet and overcome the

di faculties which confront us. As regards

excessive production, all are agreed that

there is annually sent to market an over-

supply of indifferent fruit. Buyers and
consumers everywhere complain that not

enough attention is given to the produc-
tion of high-grade fruit, and that conse-

quently the markets at certain times be-

come glutted with an article, the sale of

which has to be forced. Gathering, hand-
ling, sorting and packing come in for their

share of criticism and condemnation. It

is, therefore, obvious that every fruit

grower and horticulturist should give

more care and attention to these impor-
tant details. The best business methods
should be adopted. The demands of the

various markets should be attentively

studied; old and worn-out machinery and
tools should be discarded, and labor-saving

devices and implements should be em-
ployed, so that the greatest economy in

labor can be practiced. Wastefulness of

all kinds in cultivation and management
should be avoided and expenses reduced.
When competition is so keen, success is

impossible if we do not keep fully abreast
with the times both in thought and
methods.

The youth who propose to follow this

pursuit should prepare themselves by a
course of study at an agricultural school,
where the dignity and importance of their

calling will be impressed upon them, and
where a desire for knowledge and a taste

for study and science will be acquired.

The condition of affairs in the cities of this

country to-day furnishes evidence enough
that it is unwise and foolish to forsake the
farm with a view of bettering one's self at

other industries; thousands are now out of
employment and without homes, and
many are without the necessaries of life.

Is it not possible to encourage the young
men to believe that the opportunities for

reward upon the farm are as great, if not
greater, than elsewhere ? Should not the ad-
vantages and pleasures of outdoor life, and
the disadvantages of indoor occupation, be
considered and compared? Do we fully

•realize what a privilege it is to possess
acres of good land, pleasantly located and
producing satisfactory crops? The farmer
and fruit grower are ever in close com-
munion with nature.

Secretary Morton reminds the croakers
that only about three per cent of all mer-
chants escape failure, where as hardly
three per cent of the farmers fail. Statis-

tics show that agriculture is safer than
banking, manufacturing and railroading,

taking all things into account. There is

no farmer, he says, of good sense and good
health, who cannot make a good living for

himself and family, and that is as well as

the majority of men are doing in any other
pursuit. And there are numerous in-

stances of profitable farms and well-to-do
land owners, but everyone of them attri-

butes his success to industry, persever-
ance, vigilance and intelligent effort.

There seems to be no good reason why
farming and fruit growing should not pay,
and pay well, if the business be conducted
on correct business principles. Let those
advanced in years make way for those who
are soon to succeed them. Give the young
men a chance, and let their standard be a
high one. There should be no scrub stock
on the farm

;
horses, cattle, sheep, swine

and poultry should all be of the best
breeds, and attention should be given to
develop breeds suited to special purposes.
Cultivate only so much land as can be

properly cared for. A few acres well tilled

will yield more profit than a large number
half cultivated. This assertion is verified

in the old countries, where land is scarce,

and where, consequently, high cultivation

is imperative.

Enthusiasm and a desire to excel should

be infused into every undertaking. Then
will the farm be cared for and not forsaken,

and an intelligent course of tillage adopted

;

sterile fields will become fruitful, and our

country will boast of a sturdy, enlight-

ened class, happy in the enjoyment of

God's greatest gift to man—good health

—

and proud of their possessions.

L. B. Pierce.

THE NATIONAL DAIRY CONGRESS.

Agreeable to the call of the committee on
permanent organization that was chosen

last -October at the world's fair, the con-

vention was called to order promptly at 10

o'clock a. m., with President Henry M.
Arms, of Springfield, Vt., in the chair and
C. L. Gabrilson, of New Hampton, Iowa,

secretary.

The meeting was held February 9, 1894,

in the Forest City House, in the city of

Cleveland, Ohio, and twenty different

states were represented. On motion, H. M.
Arms, C. L. Gabrilson and D. P. Ashburn
were chosen committee on credentials. A
short recess was taken to perfect this

work.

In twenty minutes the convention was
called to order, and the committee on cre-

dentials reported there were twenty states

properly represented, except Ohio had a

much larger number than could be ac-

cepted as voting delegates for the National

Dairy Congress, and the committee
further ruled that each state represented

should have two votes. Whereupon the

Ohio delegation retired for a few moments
and on motion, J. McLain Smith, from Day-
ton, Ohio, was chosen chairman of the

Ohio delegation, and empowered to cast

the two votes for Ohio in the national

convention when consultation with the

other delegates had by majority decided

what the Ohio vote should be. The meet-
ing was well improved every moment
with discussion of all questions affecting

the great dairy industry of the United
States when no special business was
before it.

At 11:30 a. m. the meeting had then be-

come properly prepared for the orderly

transaction of business. The minutes of

the Chicago meeting that had the incep-

tion of this great National Dairy Congress
organization under consideration were
read and approved.
The following delegates were then ap-

pointed by President Arms on a committee
to draft constitution and by-laws, and to

nominate officers : Henry Talcott, Jeffer-

son, Ohio; D. P. Ashburn, Gibbon, Neb.;

G. A. Bowen, Connecticut; H. I. Wing,
Georgia; C. D. Curtis, Wisconsin. The
committee retired, and the convention
proceeded with discussion of all questions

bearing upon the good of the dairy inter-

est until 12:30 p. m., when they adjourned
for dinner until 2 p. m. The afternoon
was devoted entirely to the pent-up
oratory and very wise suggestions for the
advancement for the dairy cause. It was
such a love feast of acquaintance and
recognition of the practical dairymen of

this nation as were never congregated
before, and although separated so far apart

by states, they found themselves uncon-
sciously near together in heart and sym-
pathy with this most important farm
industry, representing in wealth by far the
greatest amount of any of the great long
list of agricultural industries. At 7 :30 p.

Mi the evening session was commenced.
The committee on permanent organization

made a partial report as follows

:

Article 1.—This association shall be known
as the National Dairy Congress.

Art. 2.—The object of this dairy congress
shall be to promote the dairy interest of the
United States and elevate the standard of all

Its dairy products.

Art. 3.—This dairy congress shall be com-
posed of two delegates from each state dairy
association and one delegate from each ex-

periment station carrying on dairy exper-
iment work; provided that in those states

where no state dairy association exists, the
governor may appoint two delegates who
shall be practical dairymen.
Art. 4.—Each state dairy association may

appoint two delegates for the next annual
meeting, one for one year, and one for two
years, and each year thereafter appoint one
for two years.

Art. 5.—The annual dues shall be twenty
dollars for each state dairy association, and
ten dollars from each experiment station, to

be used for the expenses of the dairy con-
gress.

Art. 6.—Its officers shall consist of a pres-

ident, vice-president, secretary and treasurer,

who shall constitute the executive committee.
Art. 7.—The president shall preside at all

meetings, and in his absence the vice-pres-

ident shall be the presiding officer.

Art. 8.—The executive comrflittee shall

have power to transact all business not done
at the annual meetings.
Art. 9.—In all meetings each state repre-

sentation shall be entitled to three votes, to be

cast by the delegates present.

Art. 10.—This constitution may be amended
at any annual meeting by a two thirds vote of

the members present.

This report was received, considered

seriatim and adopted, each article as

above recorded.

The executive committee are left per-

fectly free to pursue any line of work that

will fairly comply with Article 2 of the

constitution. They can aid and assist the

formation of dairy schools wherever
needed to advance the quality of the Amer-
ican dairy product. Tfiis will, no doubt,

all be done in connection with state dairy

associations and experiment station work.
They also have unquestioned power to

receive into honorary membership all

manufacturers of pure dairy goods, by ex-

acting of them a sufficient guarantee that

they will in no instance manufacture any
cheese but honest, full cream cheese and
perfectly pure butter. For an annual fee,

not excessive at all, they can publish to

the world all the manufacturers of honest
dairy goods, who see fit to enroll them -

selves in membership agreeable to condi-

tions of the executive committee. In the

same manner can they give character and
assistance to the honest retail dealers of

this nation, and publish the names of all

dealers who will comply with the require-

ments. The information so thoroughly
given to the consumers of food will point

out to them the honest dealer in dairy

goods in every city or village store of the

nation, and there is then no excuse for

them to buy hard, indigestible, skim-milk
cheese,*or that which is lacking at all in

virtue, and bogus butter, filled cheese and
adulterated milk can be buried in the same
ignominious grave. There is a mountain
of good that can be accomplished by this,

the most important organization ever

completed to elevate the purity and stan-

dard of food.

At 10 o'clock p. m. the meeting adjourned
until 10 a. m. Thursday morning.
Promptly at the appointed hour the meet-
ing was called to order by Chairman H. M.
Arms. The committee on organization

and nomination made their complete re-

port through their chairman, Henry Tal-

cott. The committee reported the nomina-
tion of Henry M. Arms, Springfield, Vt.,

for president ; John F. Hickman, Wooster,
Ohio, vice-president; D. P. Ashburn, Gib-
bon, Neb., secretary; C. L. Gabrilson, New
Hampton, Iowa, treasurer. The report

was adopted.

Toward the close of both forenoon and
afternoon day sessions, profitable discus-

sions occupied every moment of time.

A friendly and open meeting was held

all the time between the National Dairy
Union board of control, in session at the

Hollenden House in Cleveland, Ohio, the

same day of this convention. The utmost
harmony prevailed between these two
national associations which have much in

common interest, but as a matter of neces-

sity must consist of some different mem-
bership, as their line of work is to be dif-

ferent in many respects.

The Ohio state dairy association was left

an open question until February 23d, when
at an appointed meeting and time in Co-
lumbus, Ohio, it will be completed. It

was the most important meeting ever held
in the United States to advance the interest

of purefoodin thedairy line of production.

Henry Talcott.

LAP-ROBES AND SHEEPSKIN BAGS.

People have lots more sense now than
they used to have about keeping comfor-
table, both in and out of doors. For in-

stance, last winter I was annoyed with
cold feet while sitting in my study,

though there was a delightful fire all the
time. This winter I am free from the old

trouble, and give the good wife all the credit.

She placed a sheepskin rug beforemy table

and my feet are warm. On the road it is

noticed how common it is to see lap-robes.

Some of these are made of sheepskins,

others are goatskins, and many are queer
skins that we do not know what sort of an
animal they came from—probably sheep
from some foreign country. These all

cost money, and ought to; but why not
make them from the home flock? Tan,
trim and sew enough skins together to

make a robe the desired size; color them, if

desired, to the most suitable shade; orna-
ment by binding the edges with pinked
felt of desired colors. There is room for

some skill and taste in ornamenting the
tanned side of this robe, also.

The sheepskin bag is not original with
me, but is suggestive of comfort for use in
cold weather. It may be made for one or
two persons. Use skins enough to make
a bag three and one half or four feet long
—whether for one or two persons—sew the
trimmed edges together two thirds of the

way up the sides, leaving enough to sit on
and the front side to come up over the lap,

and protect the lower part of the chest.

This bag, like the robe, may be used wool
side in or out, as preferred, and to suit the

weather. The ornaments, too, of the bag
may be more or less elaborate, as preferred.

Any one will very readily see that there

is comfort in such wraps. If there is any-

body needing and deserving protection

against cold and storms, it is the farmer

and his sons, while going to and from
market these cold days. Much of the

above was suggested by what I saw at

the world's fair, in the exhibits of foreign

nations. They were very pretty, and sold

for enormously high prices. But why not

make our own? R. M. Bell.

HOW TO CHECK A RUNAWAY HORSE.

As soon as the driver sees the disposition

to run in the horse he is driving, let him
begin the rapid jerking first on one line

and then on the other, not gently, but

with such force as to bring the bridle-bit

from one side to the other through the

horse's mouth. This new motion so con-

fuses the animal that all other fear is taken

away. From many years' driving I have
never found this method to fail on the

most refractory horse. Of course, you
should never drive any horse without the

best of strong leather, that will stand any
strain you need to put on it.

A. H. Van Doren.

HENS IN THE WOODS.

If a poultry-house could be arranged

near a body of woods the hens would find

a large share of food, even in the winter,

if no snow was on the ground, and also

secure exercise, for they would indus-
triously work in the leaves and endeavor
to turn over some stray insect that had not
made its hiding-place very deep, or which
was snugly ensconced under the leaves.
The only objection to such a location is the
liability to depredations from minks and
other enemies ; but as to the success to be
obtained in securing eggs from the hens
it cannot be denied, especially if they are
assisted with other food and have warm
quarters at night.

Mrs. Annie Lovegrove
New York City.

Broken Down System
A Sufferer With Rheumatism

;i
Loses Strength and Sleep

Like a New Woman After Taking
Hood's Sarsaparilla.

"C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

:

"Gentlemen :—I have been troubled with
rheumatism for the last five years. 1 was so

bad at times that I could hardly walk or lift

my hand to my head and I could not sleep

nights. My appetite was so bad that when I

would eat anything I would suffer with much
distress in my stomach. I read a great deal
about Hood's Sarsaparilla and thought I would
give it a trial. I got a bottle and it did me so
much good that I kept on taking it until now I

Feel Like a New Woman.
I cannot find words to express my thanks to

Hood's Sarsaparilla for the good it has done.

Hoocfssf>Cures
I shall always use it in my family and also

recommend it to my friends." Mrs. Annie
Lovegeove, 31() West 25th St., New York City.

Hood's Pills become the favorite cathartic

with every one who trys them. 25c. per box.
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IN GARDEN AND FIELD.

Forcing Vegetables.—As I have

repeatedly told in these columns,

I find a great deal of pleasure

and satisfaction among my
greenhouse, hotbed and cold-

frame crops. It is worth a good

deal to me to have choice lettuce, radishes,

young onions, tomatoes and other things at

a time when other people have none, and
when we seem to have a greater appetite

and relish for these things than we have
for them during their natural season.

Indeed, they look more beautiful now
than at any other time of the year. With
shrewd business tact and management,
and in suitable locations, these greenhouse
crops can be made to pay, too. But we
must not imagine that building green-

houses and growing lettuce, radishes,

mushrooms, green onions and the like

will be a panacea for hard times and make
farming pay better than it does in the reg-

ular way. While there is absolutely no
limit to our productive power, so far as

these crops are concerned, consumption,

at present prices, must be restricted to

very uarrow limits. There are only com-
paratively few people who cau afford to

eat lettuce in winter, when they have to

pay 75 cents a dozen heads, or tomatoes at

65 cents a pound and cucumbers at 50 cents

apiece. The tendency of prices in all

lines has all this time been steadily down-
ward. Before the consumption of forced

vegetables can ever become general, prices

will have to drop materially, and indeed,

they would fall very rapidly should the

production of these articles be doubled or

trebled.

These thoughts came to me when I heard

Dr. Peter Collier speak so enthusiastically

about the business of forcing vegetables,

as he did at the last meeting of the West-
ern Sew York Horticultural Society. His

words were backed up by a fine exhibit of

lettuce, radishes, beans, mushrooms, etc.,

all grown at the experimental greenhouses

at Geneva. I am full of enthusiasm my-
self, but I have learned that it is easier to

figure out profits on paper than to secure

them in reality, especially when we figure

out profits by the acre, on the basis of

results obtained on a little plat.

The products, or surplus products, of the

station experiments have been sold in

Geneva at good figures—tomatoes at 65

cents a pound, mushrooms at 75 cents to

SI a pound, cucumbers at 50 cents apiece.

Figuring on this basis, Dr. Collier says an
acre under glass might be made to produce

§11,000 worth of vegetables, and that a per-

son with a quarter of an acre in green-

houses might make more money in three

months than he could on his whole farm
the rest of the year. I should be sorry if

this impression would get abroad, and to

see people take Dr. Collier's statements at

their par value. The station people them-
selves would probably meet 1 with many
serious disappointments, were they to

engage in growing winter vegetables on a

one-fourth-acre scale in the expectation

that they could realize comparatively the

same favorable results as obtained on the

rather limited scale as at present con-

ducted. If Collier's enthusiastic accounts

were to induce a considerable number of

' persons to build large forcing-houses and
engage in this business as a speculation,

there would be disappointment enough to

last for a long time ; and indeed, the station

would do more harm than they could

repair by their regular work in years.

With good management, as stated before,

the industry of winter gardening can \e
made profitable, but it will not make peo-

ple suddenly rich.

The Ohio experiment station has made
similar experiments for a number of

years. Professor W. J. Green, who
has this branch in charge, I believe, and
who was also present at Rochester, has
been taking a very conservative course.

No flashy statements have gone out from
him. He finds forced lettuce and radishes

quite profitable, but I think he appreci-

ates the necessity of "making everything
count;" in other words, of reducing the

expenses of the crops in every possible

way, and of avoiding the production of

crops which cannot be sold at pay-
ing prices. Winter tomatoes, for in-

stance, are not a profitable crop with
luiii, simply because there are too few
people in his vicinity willing to pay such
a price per pound for forced tomatoes as

would leave any chance of profit for the

grower. Radishes and lettuce are the

money crops during winter. When they
are done with, toward spring, tomatoes are

planted out on the benches which would
otherwise be vacant, and the crop is

brought inty market just a few weeks in

advance of the earliest outdoor tomatoes.

Cucumbers can be grown in the same way
and at the same time, and both crops will

pay fairly well.

But to make vegetable forcing during
winter pay, crop must follow crop in rapid

succession. Indeed, I have this down
"to a fine point." I grow my lettuce

plants in flats, transplanting several times

and giving more space at each time. Then
when bench space becomes vacant by the

removal of one crop, large plants are ready

to go in again. If I happen to have smaller

plants only, I set them twice as closely as

I want them left in the end; give them
two weeks' growth and then take up every
other plant—then perhaps half grown

—

and set them out in a bed just cleared

from a preceding crop. I am now taking

out a crop of Grand Rapids lettuce planted

out on the bench just four weeks ago.

Prof. Green tells me that he grows this

variety exclusively, because he can grow a

crop in six weeks, while Boston Market
andother forcing sorts require eightweeks'
time to come to full development. This
is true, and yet I prefer the Boston Mar-
ket, which makes most excellent heads.

In justice to the New York experiment
station, be it said that their vegetable ex-

hibit deserves the highest praise. The
lettuce looked especially fine, and when
put on the market in new boxes, as placed

on the exhibition table, I believe it must

sell, and sell well. The mushrooms were
also fine and remarkably large.

Cabbage after Cabbage.—A Kansas
reader writes that he wishes to plant cab-

bage on the same ground where he nad
cabbage last year. The ground is rich and
will be well manured with stable manure.
He wants to know whether his plan is all

right. No, it is not. It is never safe to

plant cabbages after cabbages, or after tur-

nips, or after radishes, or rape, or mustard,
etc. The disease known as "clubroot" is

very liable to attack succeeding crops of

this family, although such crops, espec-

ially in old gardens, or on soil containing

plenty of lime, or heavily fertilized with
ashes and commercial fertilizers, some-
times remain free from clubroot for years.

I do not like fo run any risks, however,
and always change the location of cabbage
and similar crops. With this precaution I

find no difficulty in growing good cab-

bages. They are a paying crop, even if

prices do not rule very high.

Why Celery Stalks are Hollow.—J.

B., of Rhode Island, wants me to tell him
why celery is sometimes solid, sweet and
brittle, and at other times hollow and
worthless, when grown in the same place

and from the same seed. I have often tried

to solve this puzzle, and if there are people

who know and can explain it, I would like

to hear from them. I am sure that neither

seed nor variety has anything to do with
stalks being hollow, and that the cause of

the trouble is mostly in the soil and treat-
ment. I do not remember the time that I
have had reason to complain of hollow
stalks. My celery is always solid and
brittle.
If the land has plant-food enough to

produce a quick and succulent growth, I
do not think that you will find hollow
stalks. The course of treatment, there-
fore, which I would advise in order to
grow brittle stalks is as follows: Make the
land excessively rich, especially by appli-
cations of nitrogenous manures, such as
well-rotted horae manure (from well-fed
horses), or of fish compost, dried blood,
nitrate of soda, etc. Set good plants; cul-
tivate early and often. If possible, provide
partial shade for the plants and irrigate in
dry weather.

I grow White Plume and Golden Self-
blanching for early, and Giant Paschal
and New Rose for late. White Plume does
not equal Golden Self-blanching in quality,
but surpasses it in vigorous growth. Pas-
chal makes the thickest and most solid
stalks of any kind*I ever tried. The pink
sorts are of better quality than the ordi-
nary varieties, and I am glad that we now
have a Pink Plume, introduced this season
by Peter Henderson <fe Co., of New York
City.

Knapsack Sprayer.—An Ohio reader
asks what manufacturer makes the best
knapsack sprayer. The right way for him
to do is to look up the addresses of adver-
tising manufacturers and write to them
for circulars and price-lists. All the knap-
sack sprayers that I have seen advertised
are serviceable for small-scale operation^,
and every home grower ought to have one.
At the last meeting of the western New
York fruit growers, I saw a new-style
knapsack with automatic agitator, which
pleased me as well as anything of the kind
I have yet seen. It was exhibited by the
Field Force-pump Company, which, I be-
lieve, have advertised in Farm and Fire-
side. But do not expect too much of
these knapsack sprayers. It is hard work
to carry and operate them for any length
of time, and they are not well fitted for
spraying large trees. They do first-rate for
small gardens, potato patches, vineyards,
etc., and indeed, they come handy for
many other things, as spraying cellars,
outhouses, hen-roosts, etc., with germi-
cides, insecticides, etc. Joseph.
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THE ONLY GUARANTEED LITER, BLOOD AND LUNG REMEDY IS

DR. PIERCE'S GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY.
This is the only remedy, of its class, so certain in its curative action, that it can be

sold on trial—money returned if it doesn't cure. You pav only for the good you get.
For Torpid Liver, Impure Blood, all Skin and Scalp Diseases, and for Consumption,

(which is Lung Scrofula) nothing has ever been produced to equal or compare with the
" Discovery." For Weak Lungs, Bleeding from Lungs, Short Breath, Coughs, Asthma,
and kindred affections, the "Discovery" surpasses all other medicines. To build up
needed strength and wholesome flesh, in recovering from the Grip, Pneumonia, Fevers
and in all Wasting Diseases, it is unequaled.

It enriches the blood when impoverished, thereby feeding the nerves with healthy
stimulus, soothing, strengthening and toning them up, thus curing Nervous Prostration,
General and Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, and kindred Nervous Maladies.

WHAT OTHERS SAY OF DR. PIERCE'S GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY

:

lift Downs

'S

Mrs Mills

ASTHMA CURED.
Mrs. ISAAC LOTMAN, of Thurlow, Delaware

Co., Pa., writes: "My brother, Harry C. Troup,
had been sick for ten years with asthma. He was
treated by ten different physicians, who said he
could not be cured. He had to sit up at night, he
got so short of breath ; he suffered with fearful
headaches and had a bad cough. After taking
Doctor Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and
' Pleasant Pellets,' he did not get short of breath,
and can sleep all night."

DOCTORS ENDORSE IT.
AN EMINENT PHYSICIAN OP ARKANSAS, TELLS OP
SOME REMARKABLE CURES OP CONSUMPTION.
W. C. KOGERS, M. D., of Stamps, La Fayette Co.,

Ark., writes: "Consumption is Hereditary in my
wife's family ; some have already died with the dis-
ease. My wife has a sister, Mrs. E. A. Cleary, that
was taken with consumption. She used your
" Golden Medical Discovery," and to the surprise
of her many friends, she got well. My wife has
also had hemorrhages from the lungs, and her sis-
ter insisted on her using the 'Golden Medical Dis-
covery.* I consented, and it cured her. She has
had no symptoms of consumption for the past six
years. People having this disease can take uo bet-
ter remedy."

PAIN IN CHEST.
E. B. NORMAN, Esq., of Anon, Oa., says: "I

think the ' Golden Medical Discovery ' is the best
medicine for pain in the chest that I have ever
known. I am sound and well, and I owe it all to the
' Discovery.' "

SALT-RHEUM; FLESH CRACKED
OPEN AND BLED.

Miss LOTTIE CLARK, River FaUs, Pierce Co.,
Wis., writes: "I suffered for three years from
salt-rheum, and after having been unsuccessfully
treated by a good physician, I began the use of
'Golden Medical Discovery.' The humor was in
my hands. I was obliged to keep a covering on
them for months at a time, changing the covering
morning and night. The stinging, burning and
itching sensation would be so intense that at times
it seemed as if I would go crazy. When I bent the
fingers, the flesh would crack open and bleed. It is
impossible for me to describe the intense pain and
suffering which I endured night and day. After
taking six bottles of the ' Discovery ' I was en-
tirely cured. '

'

ECZEMA AND OLD SORES.
FRED PESTLIXE, of Alexander, Genesee Co., N.

Y., writes: " I had eczema and ulcers on the legs.

Previous to this affection I had had dropsy after
the grip. I now feel perfectly well since I took the
' Golden Medical Discovery.' My legs are all healed
up and I feel like a new man. I cannot feel thank-
ful enough to you for your ' Discovery ' saved my
life."

RUNNING SORE.
Mrs. KTTHN. of 618 E. 16th Street, New York

City, writes :
" I had a running sore upon my neck,

and had it operated upon three times, and still it
was not cured. I was also run down very much.
There was a decided change after using Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery. I took a few bottles
and was soon cured. Later my husband had a
lump behind his ear; he tried your medicine, and
one bottle cured him."

WASTED TO A SKELETON.
ISAAC E. DOWNS, Esq., o* Spring Valley, Rock-

land Co., N. Y., says, " For three years I had suf-
fered from those terrible diseases, consumption, and
heart disease. Before taking Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery I had wasted away to a skele-
ton; could not sleep nor rest, and many times
wished to die to be out of my misery. Step by
step, the signs and realities of returning health
gradually but surely developed themselves while
taking the ' Discovery.' To-day I tip the scales at
one hundred and eighty-seven, and am well and
strong.""

CONSUMPTION.
Mrs. SARAH S. SNEED, of Clin, Iredell Co., N.

C, writes :
" My daughter was first attacked with

pneumonia and pleurisy in very bad form and
was then taken with a very bad cough, which kept
growing worse and worse, until finally it seemed as
though she had consumption very bad. The phy-
sicians prescribed cod liver oil, but to no benefit. I
procured two bottles of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medi-
cal Discovery and she grew better. She hasn t felt
any return of lung disease in over twelve months.
She was nothing but a skeleton when she took the
first dose, but to-day she weighs 135 pounds."

REDUCED TO A SKELETON.
Mrs. MIRA MTLLS. of Sardte, Big Stone Co..

Minn., writes :
" One year ago T was given up by

rny family physician and friends; all said I must
die. My lungs were badly affected, and body re-
duced to a skeleton. My people commenced to give
me your 'Medical Discovery.' and I soon began to
mend. It was not long before I became well
enough to take cbarsre of my household duties
again. I owe my recovery to Dr. Pierce's Golden,
Medical Discovery."
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Orchard and Small Fruits.
CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

SPRAYING FOR INSECTS AND FUNGI.

Spraying for insects and fungi is another

important line of experimental work, and
many questions are yet unsettled. Prof.

Hutt, the newly-appointed horticulturist

at Guelph agricultural college, said he had

been visiting the fruit farms of Messrs.

Maxwell Bros., at Geneva, N. Y., and

though they have large plum orchards

they do not spray, but capture and cre-

mate the curculio in the old-fashioned way.

The cuculio and stung fruit are gathered

in a sheet ten or twelve feet in diameter,

made like an inverted umbrella, and sup-

ported on a light, two-wheeled barrow. A
slit in the sheet, opposite the handles,

allows the tree to enter, to the center. The
limbs are jarred with a padded bumper,
and everything on the sheet rolls into a

tin drawer at the bottom.

Mr. Geo. Cline, of Winona, Ontario, said

he had been spraying his plum orchard

with Paris green for about twelve years

past, and has thereby succeeded in pro-

curing a fair crop almost every year. In

parts where he had omitted spraying, the

crop had failed.

—

Canadian Horticulturist.

HENRY WARD BEECHER STRAWBERRY.

This strawberry is the production of an old

and experienced strawberry culturist, Mr. H.

H. Alley, of New Jersey, who has produced,

fruited and tested, during the last twenty
years, over three thousand seedlings from
crosses of the best varieties in cultivation;

few of which, however, have reached the high

degree of merit fixed upon by him as the stan-

dard of their introduction. _For enormous
yield of large, tine berries under all circum-
stances, this lias few equals. It is a cross

between Champion and Sharpless, and pos-

sesses the valuable characteristics of both

Henry Ward Beecher.

parents; namely, in fruit, the firmness and
rich color of the Champion in its palmy days,

and the size of the Sharpless; while in plant
it has the strong habit and perfect blossom of
the Sharpless and the hardiness and produc-
tiveness-of the Champion. Its quality is high,
being sweet and luscious, and it comes as near
to the ideal strawberry, or perhaps nearer, as
has yet been reached by any other sort.

Whether for market or the home garden, it

will be found combining in itself more good
qualities than can be found in any other so"rt,

and whilst it ripens the bulk of its crop in

midseason, as compared with other varieties,

its season is a long one.

It is being introduced by the J. T. Lovett Co.,

Little Silver, N. J.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
,

BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

Salt for Fruit-trees.—Mrs. R. A. D. A
small amount of salt is generally beneficial to

fruit-trees growing on inland soils. I should
use about three or four pounds to a peach-
tree which spreads twelve or fifteen feet, or
300 or 400 pounds per acre. A large amount of

salt would be hurtful. It should be applied
in the spring, broadcast, around the trees or
fruit plants.

ReiK'uins Strawberry Beds.—C. D.,
Hull, Iowa, writes: "I would like a little in-
formation in regard to strawberries. I have
a bed that I picked two crops from. It was a
matted bed. Last summer, as soon as done
fruiting, I plowed the bed in rows, leaving a
space between the rows of about three feet,
in which I worked a lot of fine manure. Will
it be satisfactory if I set this space with new
plantsin the spring and plow out the old rows
as soon as done bearing, and then work in
more manure? Or will it be more satisfactory
to plant in a different piece of ground?"
Reply :—It will be much more satisfactory

to plant a new bed on other land than to try
to renew the old bed as you propose, although
it may be done your way.

duckweed.—N. G. F., Crawford, N. J. The
plant you sent is chickweed (Stelleria media).
The best and only way of eradicating it from
your garden is by rigid cultivation. It flowers
from very early in the spring to very late in
the autumn, and increases from seed as well
as from the roots. If it is rigidly kept down
one season it will die out. The trouble gener-
ally is that when one undertakes to cultivate
it out that it is allowed to get a little start

when other things take up the attention, or

late in the fall, when we are through with our

garden work, it is neglected. The application

of manure would not prevent it. It is most
abundant where the land is moist and rich.

Best Chemical Fertilizer for Fruits.—
S. W. S., Basket, Pa. I cannot tell you exactly

what you had better use, because you do not

give prices and analyses, but what you want
is the phosphates and potash. I have some-
times obtained this most cheaply by using

rendered bone from soap-works and a little

potash, but ground bone and potash is just as

good, though ground fresh bone is often more
expensive than rendered bone. Sometimes I

have used kainite, which is a low-grade pot-

ash salt; at other times a high-grade muriate

of potash. I have used 200 pounds of kainite

and 400 pounds of ground bone per acre with

good results. In case a potash salt of high
grade was used, much less would be required,

say not over fifty pounds per acre.

Best Varieties of Fruit.—W. B., Tyrania,

Ohio. Among the best fruits for your section

are the following kinds, named in the order

in which they ripen : Strawberries—Crescent,

Warfleld, Haverland, Bubach, of the produc-

tive pistillate kinds, and Beder Wood and
Gaudy of the bisexual kinds. The last is

latest <5f all. The Beder Wood is an excellent

pollenizer for the early kinds. Among the

best red raspberries (those that increase from
suckers) are Hansell, Marlboro, Cuthbert. Of

the black kinds (those that increase from tip

layers) are Souhegan, Ohio, Nemaha. Of the

pears, Tyson, Bartlett, Seckel, Angouleme,
Anjou. Of the peaches, Alexander, Crawford
Early, Crosby, Crawford Late, Heath Cling.

Currant-worms.—G. F. D., Rosedale, Oreg.,
writes: "I want to know what to do for
wormy currants. The berry is stung in the side
when it is small, and the egg does not hatch
until the berry is ripe. Last season we picked
the fruit before the worms came out and de-
stroyed them. If you know of a better way to
get rid of them we would like to know it."

Reply:—Your treatment is the proper one,

but in addition, if chickens could be conve-

niently allowed to run among the bushes,

they would probably destroy some of the

crysalids. It is a very troublesome insect

pest, and if possible, neighboring currant

growers should combine for its destruction,

as the endeavors of one grower would avail

but little if the others neglected this pre-

caution.

Planting Walnut.—T. O. S., Girard, Kan.
The walnuts (that is, black walnuts, which I

suppose you mean) should be wintered over
where they can freeze. I like to put them in
small pile.s and cover with sod. They should
be planted in the spring, about two inches
deep, two feet apart in rows eight feet apart.
Between the rows corn should toe grown until
the trees need the room. The corn shades
them and makes them grow upward. As they
get large they should be thinned out, so as to
allow room to grow. Any coarse, side
branches that come out should be cut off.

The thinnings will do for fli'ewood, and will
make good fence posts by the time the trees
are ten years old, if on rich soil. By the time
they are twenty years old they will be large
enough for lumber, and generally pay a large
percentage on the investment; that is, of
course, in localities favorable to this wood.
The thinnings after the sixth year will pay
well for the labor of cultivation. I do not
know how it is in Kansas, but in several
western states there is a bonus offered for
grove planting, which one can easily avail
themselves of. It has. been estimated that
black walnut trees twenty years old, and well
grown, will cut 250 feet of lumber each, and
that to this age 250 trees could easily be grown
on an acre. One-year-old trees are surer to
start with than the nuts, if carefully handled.

Planting Apple Crafts—Hillsides for
Apples and Peaches.—W. L. P., Watalula,
Ark., writes: "Will apple-trees come into
bearing earlier by setting grafts where the
trees are to stand, than by growing in the
nursery one year and then planting or setting
where wanted? (1) Which is preferable, a
north or south slope for both peaches and
apples? (2) If both slopes are where an or-
chard is wanted, which would be best for each
kind?"
Reply:—It is my opinion that apple-trees

will not bear any earlier if the grafts were al-
lowed to grow where tfiey stand. I have
seldom seen trees grown in this way. But if
the labor of cultivating around and fussing
with the small grafts was counted in, I am
very sure it would be found more profitable
to grow them a year or two in the nursery be-
fore setting in the orchard. Strong one-year
grafts may often be planted to advantage in
the orchard. (1) A north slope is undoubt-
edly the best for an orchard in any of the
western states, for the reason that it is less
liable to drought; is not exposed to the most
drying winds of summer; the fruit buds do
not start so early in the spring. But this is
not saying that a south slope will not often do
well. In fact, there are many good orchards
on southern slopes. In addition to the above,
perhaps it should be said that it is yery im-
portant to locate the orchard on high land,
so as to secure Wihat is called "air drainage;"
that is, in such a location the colder air set-
tles into the valleys and the trees are thus
protected from it. (2) Should prefer to put
the peach on the north slope, as the buds are
much more liable to be injured in the late
winter and spring from warm weather start-
ing them into growth and then being fol-
lowed by a cold suap.

MrRRACUA I flNnC FOE SALE. 70,000acres innCDnHOI\H LHHUd Lincoln Co. Those meaning
business, apply to Hugh Ralston, Eock Island, III.

GRAPE vines.
HH All best varieties. High-

est Grading. Small Fruits. Introducer of unrivalled
new Red Jacket Gooseberry & Fay Currant.
Catalogue free. Geo.S.Josselyn, Fredonia,N.Y.

WHITE SCH0NEN OATS
The Schonen Oats have been tested with 40 varieties
at the Wisconsin experiment station. Prof. W. A.
Henry says: "Up to date the White Schonen has proved
itself superior to any variety against which it was
tested continously." 1 bu., SI. 50; 2% bus., S3. 15; 5 bus.,
$5. Also thoroughbred seed corn. Write for circu-
lars. Address J* Xt» ALBERT, ^Freedom, 111.

H

Gnew Van Deeman Strawberry plants
and our 1894 catalogue by addressing
lElizabeth Nursery Co. .Elizabeth, N.J

.

Ifill DDCn round potatoes. 1 barrel worth two of
IUn-Onr.0 one crop seed. No more scabby pota-
toes. 500.000 Berry plants, true. 50,000 asparagus,
fine.etc. Write for catalogue. J.W. Hall, Marion Sta., Md

TPP1? PRUNING the year round. G1R-X XVJliXj DLE1) TREES saved. VERMIN
kept off. DISEASES cured. GRAFTING as-
sured. I'ROTECTIO CO., Collinsville, Conn.

3 909 009 Asparagus Roots. Largest stock in
,000,000 U. S. 5 best kinds— Elmira and Colum-

bian White. All kinds of Vegetable Plants in season.
I. & J. L. LEONARD, Iona, Gloucester Co., N. J.

mmGRAPE VINES
100 Varieties. Also Small Frulti, Trees, Ac. Best
rooted atock. Genuine, cheap. 2 sample vines mailed for 10c.
Descriptive price list free. LEWIS KOE8CII, FrcdonI«,N.Y.

GRAPE wiEs
» "Via BB Small Fruits.

All oldaod newvarieties Extra quality.Warranted
trad. Lowest rates. New Descriptive Catalogue Free.
T. S. HUBBARD CO., FREDONIA, N. Y.

STRAWBERRIES AND FINE FRUIT.
Do you intend planting any Strawberries, Raspber-
ries, Blackberries or other small fruit plants. Hoses
or novelties? Send for my RO-page catalogue and the
best report on strawberries ever published. Free
D. BRANDT, BOX 311, BREMEN, OHIO.

The largest atock of select FRUIT
TREES, PLANTS AND VINES
at the lowest prices. Send for 1894
Catalogue; 72 pages of valuable
facts for the fruitgrower, Free.

T. J. DWYER, Cornwall, N. Y.

BANQUET STRAWBERRY
Equal to wild berry in flavor. CROSBY PEACH,
frost proof. Fruits every year. Colored plates.
Full descriptions. Free Catalogue. All fruits. Write at
once. HAIiE BR OS.,South G las toiilniry,Conn.

for Spring Planting. Apple,
Pear, Plum and other var-
ieties. The Monarch
Plum. liourgeat Quince,

fineBt grower, best yet introduced. Japan Plums,
Crosby Peach and small fruits. Very fine stock. Our
Catalogue sent free, 6end for it.

Fred. E. "Voting, Nurseryman, Rochester, N. V.

flitrate of Soda
CONTAINING

THE EQUIVALENT OF NEARLY

20% OF AMMONIA
IS THE

CHEAPEST FERTILIZER
KNOWN.

800,000 TONS Used Annually in Europe.

SEND FOR

Full Descriptive Pamphlets
FREE OF CHARGE.

(REE SPRAY PUMP»*.tlm
you mean business and want agency send 10c. We will
send a complete pump that will do the work of any RIO
spray. A. SPEIRS, Box 53 No. W indham, Maine.

\0 nnn F0 ? vegetables November 1, 1894. we are
V£|UUU going to give $500 in cash prizes Novem-

ber 1, 1894, on each of the following veg-
etables, viz: (1) Tomato (Favorite) $300 for a ripe to-
mato in 60 days from the time the seed is sown; $50 each
for the four earliest raised in 1894. (2) $25 each for the
twenty heaviest heads of Surehead cabbage. (3) $50
each for the five, heaviest Keystone watermelons; $250
for a Keystone weighing 100 pounds or over. (4) $500
for the largest Moon pansy blossoms raised in 1894,
making 32. cash prizes of $2,000. This is done simply to
advertise our business. Send 50 cents in silver and we
will send 1 plct. of each of the above 4 vegetables and
pansy seed, and record your name for competition on
prizes. Terms for competition, two witnesses is all
necessary. Evergreen Seed Farm, Towanda, Pa.

Chk' TO INTRODUCE OUR SEEDS.
^# ifc *

,

°r 25 cents we send 6 vkts. seeds, reg.
r*/ \Jr price 65c, Finch Tree Tomato, Sure

T^U'TTIXj' Head Cabbage, T. Ever-bearing Cucum-
JP XyJCj jl2a ber, Henderson Yz Dwarf White Celery,—" Denver Market Lettuce, and 15c. pkt.
Imported German Pansies,2o varieties, freea to all who
send silver or P. Note. To first 100 orders received
after Mar, 1.0t1i, and each twentieth order thereafter,
with names and addresses of 10 Farmers or Vegetable
Growers,we will send 25c. worth of seeds Free, your
selection from Catalogue which will be sent with above
collection, also our Cash Prize offer, and information
how to get Koses, Bulbs and Flower Seeds Free.
Address Enterprise Seed Co.,Box 12,Newark,New
York. Reference 1st National Bank,Newark,New York

Estab. 1840.

Choicest Large-Flowerefl Sweet Peas 75 ctsl
Sent to any address free by mail on receipt of price, also
a copy o£ our beautiful Illustrated Garden and Farm
Annual, Address, CROSMAN BROS., Rochester, N.Y.

For Sale in Large or Small Quantities.

W. K. GRACE & CO.
Hanover Square, New York.

RESPONSIBLE AGENTS WAITED.

FREE TO ALL

!

Our 100-p. illustrated
Catalogue mailed^ree
to applicants. Choice

I

Plants and Seeds at
reasonable prices;
satisfaction guaran-
teed. Try one of our

I One-dollar Collec-
Itions; 15 choicest va-
rietiesof either Eoseb
Carnations, Gerani-

ums, Vereenas, Petunias, Abutilons, 6 ass'd
k Palms, Gladiolus, Hardy Perennials, Har-
U DY Shrues, or 20 packets of Flowkb or Vege-
A tabls Seeds, or half of either collection, de-

ft
livered, postpaid. Give us a trial. Address

ij NAWZ & JTB0KEE, Louisville, Ky

To introducemy SEEDS
and BUliBS, I will mail
2 NewExcelsior Pearl Tube-
rose Bulbs ; 1 Orange-Flow-
ered Tuberose—a rare nov-
elty, sure to bloom early: 3
Gladioli Bulbslovely spikes,
all colors; 1 pkt. mxd. Sweet
Peas, over 20 sorts, every
color; 1 pkt. World's Co-
lumbian Pansy mxd. .lovely
colors; Ipkt. Fringed Phlox
mxd. colors, and a wonder-
fully attractive flower; 1

pkt. Marguerite Carnation, gives elegant flowers in
four months from seed ; 1 pkt. Golden Gate Poppy,
nothing makes a grander show ; 1 pkt. mxd. Flower
Seed, over 100 kinds, that will grow and bloom freely.
The above choice Seeds and Bulbs are selling for 51.00,
but as I have grown 100,000 collections simply to in-
troduce my Seeds and Bulbs, will mail the complete
lot nicely packed for only 25 cents, to par postage,
packing, etc. They will bloom this season and make
a great display. Order at once before all are taken.FD M 1 1 I Q —Bargain Catalogue Free.—

. D. ITIILLO, Box 250, Rose Hill, N.Y.

Lovely
Flowers
Given
Away.

T1MBRELLD C" I rYCELDORADO
STRAWBERRY I I ka 1 Smf^ ***s& BLACKBERRY

"THEY HAVE NO EQUAL," says E. S. Cab-
man. R. N. Y., and H. E. Vandeman, U. S. Dept.

A
mint?/*" FRUIT TREES,aian.iv.n. j. ., cbtxu. J-L. ju. v AJN UEMAN

, SJ.O.Jjept.
|

meat Ol H llhkWl
SMALL FRUITS, VINES, ROSES, ORNAMENTALS.
CRATES and BASKETS. NEW FRUITS A SPECIALTY. C Ul DCin RrirftrQilnrt flhinBuy direct. Don't pay double prices. Illustrated Catalogue FREE. £ « ntlUi DIIQgcJIOrT, (J II 10.

,1894,
and Flowers.

$'360.00

CashPrizes,see

VicteFlota»^ui(

The Pioneer Catalogue of Vegetables
Contains 112 pages 8 x 10 1-2 inches, with descriptions

that describe, not mislead j illustrations that
instruct, not exaggerate.

The cover is charming in harmonious blending of water
color prints in green and white, with a gold background,

—

a dream of beauty. 32 pages of Novelties printed in 8 dif-
ferent colors. All the leading novelties and the best of the
old varieties. These hard times you cannot afford to run
any risk. Buy HONEST GOODS where you will receive
FUCL MEASURE. It is not necessary to advertise that
Vicks' seeds grow, this is known the world over, and also
that the harvest pays. A very little spent for proper seed
will save grocer's and doctor's bills. Many concede Vick's
Floral Guide the handsomest catalogue for 1894. If you
love a fine garden send address now, with 10 cents, which
may be deducted from first order.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. JAMES VICK'S SONS.

NOVELTIES.
Branching Aster,
(Often sold for Chrys-

anthemum.)
Hibiscus, Sunset,

Dahlia, Ethel Vick,

Large Morning Glories,

Double Anemone,
Charmer Pea,

Maggie Murnhy and
other Potatoes.

440 to 740 f
bu. per acre.otato IS KtnS -

When scientifically fertilized and cultivated, potatoes yield enormously.
See this record of ACTUAL Potato crops grown in large fields :

In 1888, 653 bushels per acre ... .In 1889, 579 bushels per acre.
" 1890, 742 " " ..».." 1891, 538
" 1892, average from 300 farms in a bad year, 446
'HOW WAS IT DONE? We tell in our pamphlet,

"NEW nETHODS IN POTATO CULTURE."
Send for it ; it is free. Also, for

'

' Scientific Fertilizers : How and Why They Act"''
I containing valuable papers on agricultural experiments and latest 'methods in Truck-
1
ing, Potato-Growing, Fruit and General Fanning. We have a

GRAND PLAN OF SELLING.
No agents ; no middlemen : Fertilizers sold direct to farmers at agents' wholesale rates.

Freight prepaid by us. Lowest prices. Highest quality. Special fertilizers for Potatoes, Cab-
• bage, Onions, Tobacco, Corn, Fruit, Grain and Grass. Books, giving full explanations, mailed free.

IENTIFID FERTILIZER C0.
f-%SE$£r PITTSBURGH, PP-

^ ^®=* We have two expert chemists constantly employed in studying crops and preparing our Scientific Fertilizers.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs, Hamrnonton, New Jersey.

PRACTICAL RESULTS.

THE first year at tbe poultry

business causes many surprises

to the beginner. The best in-

formed persons, those -who may
have taken advantage of the

experience of others, and who
may have resorted to all the literature

to be obtained, will also find when they

have passed through the first year, that

there were a thousand and one facts

that could not be detailed or explained.

In fact, many things occur with one which
may not happen with others, and which
may never occur again, but every transac-

tion is a contribution to the knowledge of

the poultryman.
It is better to expect nothing the first

year. Something will be gained, however,
and that is experience. In the manage-
ment of large numbers, there are many
matters which will happen and which can-

not be discovered except by daily obser-

vation. Every poultryman, whether a

beginner or not, is capable of originating

something, and he is as liable to make a
discovery that will revolutionize all pre-

vious theories and methods as is the vet-

eran. The beginner who has read poultry
literature has, however, a great advantage
over him who has depended on experience
alone, for literature is really the published
experience of others. There is no pursuit,

however, that does not require the practice

of the theories to make them more famil-

iar and better understood. In the poultry
business one has to understand not a flock

only, but the individual members of the

flock.

Practical results always point to success.

The first year may be an entire failure,

with loss of time, capital and labor, but the

cause of the failure maybe discovered, and
a knowledge of the cause may be of more
value than the pecuniary loss. One must
not estimate the results by the operations

of a single year. Hundreds of farmers
have failed with crops one year and been
successful the next, owing to more favor-

able conditions the second year; and the

poultryman who has failed, yet discovered

the cause and learned more about how to

manage, may in the end be benefited by
his losses, as he will be more careful and
be better informed in regard to future op-

erations.

SNOW-STORMS AND POULTRY.

In the wild or native state, the hen is in

a country where snow is unknown, and
the domestic hen still inherits some of the

characteristics of the original stock.

Very cold weather is severely felt by
poultry- The combs of the cocks some-
times become frozen, and the hens will

seek shelter in order to guard against cold

winds. When the ground is covered with
snow, the hens are helpless and must con-

fine themselves to some location that has

escaped the covering of snow. They can-

not seek food and they will not lay, because

they are struggling to prevent freezing to

death. When they are obliged to roost

outside they are tortured with cold and
the fear of their natural enemies under-

neath. It is due to the "survival of the

fittest" that they exist at all during some
seasons. When snow-storms occur, a

space should be cleared of snow for the

hens, and they should be sheltered. Plenty

of food should be provided, and warm
water given three times a day. They
should be given cut straw in which to

scratch, and their comfort attended to. If

they are warm and in good condition, they

will lay during the coldest days of winter.

MARCH AND APRIL.

March and April are Wo of the most
unfavorable months in the year for poul-

try that are not carefully attended to, as

there will be frequent cold rain-storms.

Roup prevails in the early spring months
more than in winter, owing to dampness,
and the hens will venture forth on moder-
ately warm days, seeking a change of food,

when they should be inside. Care and
attention must be bestowed until the sea-

son sets in warm, and all risk of exposure

to cold rains has passed, and the hens will

then be better prepared for laying.

KEEPING POULTRY MANURE DAMP.

At this season the droppings are quite

an item, and they are more valuable in

winter than in summer, because the food
is more concentrated. To keep them prop-
erly they should not become dry under the
roost, but should be collected daily. Mix
one peck of kainite (German potash salts)

with one bushel of dry dirt or sifted coal

ashes. Now mix this with the same quan-
tity of droppings, and place them in a
barrel or hogshead. You may also scatter

some of the kainite and dirt under the

roosts. Instead of keeping the droppings
dry, as is frequently suggested, keep them
moist (not wet) with soap-suds. The result

will be that the moisture will prevent loss

of ammonia, the sulphuric acid of the

kainite and the fat acids formed from the

soap-suds, will form several chemical com-
pounds, which will not only preserve the

valuable qualities of the droppings, but
will render them more soluble, as well as

prevent the formation of silicates (which
happens when the droppings are dry), and
when you attempt to use the droppings
the ammoniacal odor will convert you to

the damp process.

USE THE INCUBATOR.

Chicks may be hatched in incubators as

late as March or April, and bring good
prices. It is well ,

however, to hatch during
the whole year, as the experience of raising

the chicks at all seasons will be very val-

uable another year.

There are many points in favor of the in-

cubator. In the first place, it is no longer

a matter of doubt that the incubator will

hatch, as there are thousands in use that

are doing gopd work. They save the time

of the hen, thus permitting them to be of

greater service in producing eggs, and by
the use of the incubator, all of the early

chicks intended for pullets can be hatched

at one operation. Do not aim to do too

much at once, however. Begin with
a small incubator. One holding one
hundred eggs is large enough to begin

with. Do not expect an incubator to hatch
if you do not perform your part. As a
rule, nearly all failures are due to the eggs

not being fresh or perfect; hence, great

care should be exercised in using those

from the best sources only.

THE TURKEYS IN WINTER.

The turkeys receive shameful treatment

on some farms. They can be taught to

roost inside, but it is seldom that a warmer
place is afforded than the tree limb, the

birds seeking to protect themselves as

much as possible by roosting in trees that

serve partially as wind-breaks. Their feet

sometimes become frozen to the limbs, and
many cases of lameness of turkeys may
be traced to the exposure during severe

weather.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.

If you will collect your eggs often, so as

to avoid having them severely chilled,

and place them in a cellar where they will

not freeze, they can be kept for six weeks,

and will hatch as well as newly-laid eggs.

Turn them over three times a week, and
select only eggs that are of normal size

and perfect in shape, if they are to be used

for hatching purposes.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Objection to Our Statement.—In your
January 1st issue of Farm and Fireside,

under caption of "Cheapest Foods for Win-
ter," the statement Is made that "wheat at

ten cents per bushel is not cheap at all if the

object is to secure eggs." I cannot see any
reason bearing out such a statement. If I am
in the dark and laboring under difficulties

and in ignorance in this matter, I should like

to have the light turned on. My very small
experience and observation make me join

issue with the proposition. I would like to

see enumerated some good reasons for the
bold assertion. There are not a few "in the
boat with me" who may run their craft upon
the reefs unless our course is changed by some
good pilot. J. W. S.

Manchester, Va.

[Thanks, as we consider it afavor for readers

to express themselves freely. We have sta-ted,

that "wheat at ten cents per bushel is not
cheap at all if the object is to secure eggs, if

the hens do not lay." We were discussing the
advantages of other foods than grain.]

Get the best. The best is the cheapest. This

business axiom applies to Sedgwick Bros.

Co. (Richmond, Ind.) Woven Wire Fencing.

See advertisement in this paper.

FARMING THAT PAYS.

Get a farm accessible to the best markets,
where the climate is temperate all the year
round, where there are good schools and
churches, and good neighbors, and where land,
capable of producing the best sellers, can be
purchased at low prices. The farms that pay
are in Virginia. Send for catalogue and learn
how others have prospered. Address U. L.
Truitt, General Traveling Passenger Agent,
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Cincinnati, Ohio.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Roup.— L. B., Lebanon, Mo., writes: "My

chickens are all dying with some kind of dis-
ease. The eyes swell, they become blind, the
throats are covered with a substance, and they
emit a very foul odor."

Reply :—It is roup, and probably caused by
exposure. Inject two or three drops of kero-

sene in each nostril once a day, and add a
tablespoonful of chlorate of potash to each
half gallon of the drinking-water. It is

cheaper to destroy them and disinfect the

premises.

Mouse with Two Stories.—L. H. G., Lake
Ridge, Mich., writes : "What is your opinion
of a house with two stories, so as to save tbe
cost of roofing?"
Reply :—It may save some in the cost, but,

will entail more labor. Those who have used
houses with two stories do not give encour-
agement for their use. It is better to have
the hens on the ground floor.

Buckwheat.—J. K., Freeport, Neb., writes:
"Is buckwheat good food for laying hens and
growing chicks? Is It as valuable for that
purpose as wheat or corn?"
Reply:—There is no better food than buck-

wheat, and it is more valuable than wheat or
corn for that purpose, but gives the best re-
sults when fed in connection with other
grains.

Peafowls.—Mrs. H. R., Rothdun, Idaho,
writes : "How old should a peafowl be to be
used for breeding purposes?"
Reply:—Both "the male and female should

be at least two years old.

Commission Merchants.—J. W., Gadsden,
Ala., writes: "Will you please give me the
names of responsible commission merchants
in the best markets?"
Reply:—We have no means of obtaining

the addresses of commission merchants, and
we would not care to assume the responsibility
of recommending them unless well known to
us. Those who advertise are usually enter-
prising and reliable.

Poultry Do Have
These diseases. The first is what diphtheria is ton /\mq human beings, and closely allied to thatKUv r m disease. Symptoms are, sneezing like a
ft avttttt? cold; sliRht watering of the eyes; run-
WAiNftXia, ning at the nostrils, severe inflammation

Eheumatl"Itt. *n *ne throat, canker, swollen head and
«" ""*! eruptions on head and face. A breeder

LEG of fighting game fowl which from
VTV ATrWT«5fl their habits, are more liable to roup tlTan
WliAiMiiaB. others, gives us a TREATMENT,
which he saya is a Positively Sure Cure for the

By the use of

JOHNSON'S
Anodyne Liniment

Space here will not permit giving his full directions for
use. Send to us for full particulars, by mail, free. It
also cures all Bowel Complaints, Leg Weakness and
Rheumatic Lameness like magic. Sold everywhere.
Price, 35c, 6 bottles, S2.00. Express paid. Pamphlet free.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mass.

Poultry Supplies^>-
Our Line is Most Complete.

J Our Prices are Right.

^ Our Illustrated Circular is Free.

Write for it. JOHNSON S. STOKES,
217 & 219 Market St., Philadelphia,Pa. J

NEW ROOT? mrtLm L0SS IN poultry,
1X1 Xj w DUUJi fien t free to any aililivss.

J. IS. WHITE, South Glens Falls, New York.

INCUBATORS Jftfltigp2c stamp for circulars. Address 1.LB vj,^P B^MOJ
S. Howard Mekbyman, Bosley, Md.

MONITOR INCUBATOR
Illustrated Catalogue for stamp.

Medal and Diploma Awarded at the World's Fair.
A. F. Williams, 28 Race St. Bristol. Ct.

THE
WORLD'S FAIR ™£S
MEDAL and DIPLOMA,
oar LNCTJABTOR and BROODER

Combined. If you are interested in
Poultry, ft Till pay 7011 to Bond 4 cents in

stamps for 72 page catalogue, giving valuabla

points on Poultrj Culture. Address

Reliable Inenbator Co., Qolntry, ILL

Poultry Guide.
Send 10 cents for the nicest poultry

guide ever published, containing
28 large pages ; 35 engravings. All
about poultry for profit and pleas-
ure. How to raiBe poultry, how to
make money handling poultry,
etc. We have the largest poultry
farm in the West and breed 30
varieties. Stock for sale. Dalbey
Bros., Washington C. H., Ohio.

EOGS FOR HATCHING.
B. Minorcas, P. Rocks, W. Wyandottes
Langshans. W. Leghorns, B. Cochins*

SI per 13; Bvff Leghorns, $1.00.

Practical Farm Poultry says: Get
the B. Minorcas for layers; they will
lay you 200 large white eggs in a year.
Fowls havegood range and areguar-
anteed pure.Send for illus.catalogue.
W. W. SKAMPANORE, LITTLE SILVER, 11. J.

LJARNESS
jLSl^mT^tM^mnM LEATHER HARNESS to

select from, shipped subject to approval at wholesale
firlces. KING 4 CO.. Hrrs.. 5 Chureta St., Owego, New York.

Send 2-cent stamp
for illustrated cat-
alogue, 70 styles of

World's Fair comes to

"THE PAGE"!
At least tbe President does when he wants

fence. Last month his Manager called on our
agent and bought 600 rods. It's now delivered
and paid for, at the same price you can buy.
Plenty of fences "just as good" were offered
at cut rales^but four years trial, beats a
Medal with Hon. Thomas W. Palmer.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

IVORY

NO IRRITATION.

EGGS CHEAP.!

"""HE PROCTCF? & CAMF3LE CO., CIN'TI.

FINE POULTRY- Blk. Spanish, Blk. Minorcae.best layers,
lowest prices. Eggs, 13, 90c, 50, $3.'J.Case,Milford,N.J.

From choice selected Pure Bred
i
Poultry . of the mostnoted prize
winning strains.Fineillustrateu

descriptive catalogue free. 1 H. GREIDER, FLORIN, P..

SEND FOR
Sample copy ol

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE.
A Handsomely Illustrated DCCOIIDQI ICO
Magazine and Catalog, of DLL OU V f LI L5
FREE. A. I. ROOT, Medina. O.B

INCUBATORS& BROODERS
Brooders only $5. Best and cheapest for
raising chicks ; 40 first premiums ; 3,000

testimonials ; send for catalogue.

G. S. SINGER, Box533,Cardfngton,0.

MONEY IN SPRING CHICKENS.
["The Hen Is Not In It.

The invincible egg hatcher
_ does the business. Price,
$17.00. Big money. Send lets,

for Catalogue No. 36. It tells

all. 2600 sold in 1893.

BUCKEYE INCUBATOR CO., Springfield, Ohio.

EGGS™ FOWLS
COD CAS C FroI» 50 varieties. Largeet
rlin dALC liAMJF. In the Went.
1600 prizes at lO Shown In 1898.
Send three one cent stamps for best Illus-

trated Catalogue size 8 x n, 32 pages.
1 CHAS. GAMMERDlnGER, COLUMBUS. I-

Mammoth New Catalogue Almanac
A NO GUIDE TO POULTRY RAISERS.

64 large pages, printed in colors. Descrip-
tion of all leading varieties of fowls. Over
50 fine Illustrations. Plans for Poultry
houses. Remedies for all diseases. Recipe
for Poultry Powders. The finest tiling

out—everybody wants one. Only 10c.

C. C. SHOEMAKER, Freeport, 111., U.S.A.

Ginseng!
Highest prices paid for prime quality, well dried

GINSENG ROOT and quick returns by T. A.
BRONSON, 54 Cedar St., New York City.
Correspondence solicited. References furnished.
Established 1865.

\ Improved t\EERLE5S HATCHEK
SOLD UNDER A GUARANTEE

J that it is positively eelf-resulating
-"1 and will hatch fully 80 per cent,

of fertile eggs, or it can be returned
and money refunded. Reason-
able in price. Self-Regulatine

BROODERS. Send 4 cents for catalogue.

H. M. SHEER & BRO., Quincy. III.

THE™VICTOR
INCUBATOR
Hatches Chickens by Steam.
Absolutely self-reeulntine.
Tbe simplest, most reliable,

and cheapest first-class Hatcher
in the market. Circulars free.

GEO.ERTEL <fc CO., Quincy, HI.

HATCHER.
The Most Perfect

INCUBATOR WADE.
Quick and certain ; Hatches
every egg that a hen could
hatch; Regulatesitseif auto-
matically; Reduces the cost
of poultry raising to a mini-
mum. Best Ln every way-
lowest in price. Send for
Illus. Catalogue. SIMPLEX
HATCHER CO.. 0UIHCY. ILL.

SIMPLEX

HATCH CHICKENS By STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Simple,

Perfect
and Self-

Regulating

Thousands
in successful
operation.

Guaranteed to
hatcha larger
percentage of

fertile eegs. at
less come than

any other Hatcher.

Lowest priced first-class

Hatcher made.
Send 6c* for Catalogue.

Circulars free.
Patentee ana

GEO. H. STAHL, Quincv,
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THE DEAR LITTLE WIFE AT HOME.
John,Tlif dear little
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Noughts of you—
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art with light;

eet to-day, John,

iu« to-night.

Fur though yen are worn and weary
You needn't be cross or curt;

There aiie « onls like darts to gentle hearts;

There are looks that w ound and hurt.

With the key ill tile latch at h.olne, John,

Drop troubles out of sight;

To the dear little wife who is waiting

Go cheerily home to-night.

You know she will come to meet you,

A smile on herfcunny face.

And your wee little girl, as pure as a pearl,

Will be there in her childish grace ;

And the boy, his father's pride, John,

With eyes.so brave and bright;

Fi 1
1 n i the strife and the din to the peace, John,

Go cheerily borne to-night.

body were in one perpetual turmoil, only
holding grimly to that one resolve:

"I am going to New York."
When the steamer reached the wharf he

went on shore, dodging this way and that till

he reached the great, broad, dirty, noisy

street. There he shrank back into a corner,

and sat down on a fender. He had reached

New York, but he bad not the remotest idea

what to do now that he had got there.

The crowd of busy people hustled and
jostled about him. Truckmen, shouting and
cursing, fought their way with heavy loads of

freight on and off the wharf as hour after

hour he sat there, till at length his attention

became fastened upon a little boot-black, vig-

orously plying his trade and gathering in

half-dimes. He liked his face. He admired
his energy; but he looked down at his own
club shoe and crutch and sighe'd.

Late in the afternoon the boot-black came

"I s'pose mine's Peter," the other explained,

"but we're too husy in New York for long
words if short'ns'll do. Lemme call you
Sid?"
Sidney nodded.
"Got anything ter do next?"
He shook his head decidedly.

"Say, d'y'ever shine boots?"
Sidney's mouth was full of apple, but he

looked down at his twisted foot and thrust it

out a little.

There was a pause for a moment, then Pete
continued

:

"I'd a brother like you. He'd got a foot like

your'n an' a crutch, but him an' me we went
partners, an' I'll be licked if he didn't get

more shines 'n I did, an' never went 'round
callin' up trade a bit. He'd just sit down on a
piece o' carpet, in a good place, an' folks'd

tumble to his lame foot faster'n he could tend
to 'em. He died a'most a year ago, he did, but

III pi t:
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tl the

[irtui

try yc

lit,

What though the ti

Though the shafts

May hurtle near an

And the laggard f

You are passing rich already;

Let the haunting fears take Hi;

With the faith that wins success

Go cheerily home to-night.

fate

3 drear,

lit;

John,

I Will!
Sidney Attwood's Ambition.

HAKRY WILLARD FRENCH.

Chapter II.

ANOTHER DOCTOR'S OPINION.

When the village doc-

tor read his letter

Sidney Attwood
was lying in a com-
mon bunk, among

the steerage passengers, upon a

steamer from Baltimore for New
York. He was trembling from

head to foot, frightened almost

out of his.senses, and cringing

and shuddering at every sound.

When the first theft was dis-

covered he had at once reported

it to Tom, who, to his horror,

suggested that Sidney probably
did it himself.
"Yoh's forebber doin' tings an

not knowin' it," Tom remarked,
indifferently. "I seen yoh take
some ob it. Jess look in yoh.coat

pock' an' see ef 'tain't dab dis in-

stunce."
0

Sidney felt in his coat pocket,

and sure enough there was some
money there. His abnormal
credulity yielded to Tom's asser-

tion, and he confessed the theft

and returned the money.
When he knew from Aunt

Cloe's question that more had
been stolen, he sought through
his pockets and everywhere else,

before seeing Tom, but all that

he could And was a gold eagle

which the doctor had given him.
He knew that he had not stolen

that, but Tom still insisted:

"Yoh doan know fo' sho when
yoh tuk it, an' how's yoh 'spect

ter know jess what yoh done
widit? Yoh's a born tbief. Dat's

what 'tis, an' it's gwine ter keep
a comin' out jess 's long 's yoh
lib. 'P I wuz yoh an' had dat
trouble top o' all de ress, I'd jess

leeb a note foh de doctor fessin'

I did it, an' den make foh de
canal an' drowned mysef."
Tom went home sure that Sid-

ney would follow his advice, and
considering certain promises
which Colonel Attwood had
made him, if Sidney did not live

to claim his property, Tom
thought that he had played a'very masterly

• game.
Sidney did aecept Tom's opinion, but

when it came to going to the canal, he simply
shook his head and repeated :

"I am going to study medicine. I will be a
great doctor. Then I can cure myself.
He knew the way to Baltimore, and that

there was a steamer from there to the great
city of New York. He had one gold eagle and
must make it go as far as'it could. He made a
little bundle of necessary clothes, wrote the
note, took his crutch and started. He did not
dare to say good-by even to Aunt Cloe, but
tears filled his eyes as he paused for a moment
at the door to listen to her singing.
"Sue's been almost as good to me as the doc-

tor," he said to himself, "and I'm glad that I

didn't steal from her, anyway."
He brushed the tears away and closed the

door behind him.
From that moment till he found himself

upon the moving steamer he hardly remem-
bered an incident. Frightened, cringing,
trembling, jumping all the time, his mind and

Bet you're hungry," observed the boot-black. When he revived they were sliding rapidly down
the ladder. But the bewildered boy held his hands firmly behind him.

slowly toward him. He was eating an apple
and holding a large one in his hand.
"Say, don'tcher want 'n apple?" he asked.
"Thank you," Sidney exclaimed, taking it

eagerly and beginning to eat.

"Bet you're hungry," observed the boot-

black with satisfaction.

"Awfully," Sidney responded.
"Seen ye here all day, ain't I?" he asked.

"Ever since the steamer got in," Sidney
replied.

"Got any folks in New York?"
Sidney shook his head.
"No place to go?"
Another shake.
"Lost?"

'

He Shook his head again.

"Run away?"
Sidney thought for a moment, then he

nodded.
"Well I'll be licked," observed the hoot-

black sympathetically, coming a little closer

and sitting down on the fender. "My name's
Pete. What's your'n ?"

"Sidney," said the cripple between bites.

I've get his piece o' carpet an' his box yet. It's

a fine one, an' the boys wanted ter buy it, but
I wouldn't sell it 'cause 'twas his'n."

There were tears in the boot-black's eyes,

though he tried to hide them. Sidney was
almost crying, too, when Pete looked away up
the wharf and said

:

"Ef you ain't got nothin' better yer can
come 'long 'i' me, same's my brother, an' have
his box an' carpet, an' see 'f yer like it."

"Indeed I will," Sidney exclaimed, smiling
through his tears.

"Come on, then," said Pete. "We'll have
supper. Then we'll go to the room an' I'll

teach ye. Don'tcher mind the fellers. They
allers bother new ones; but I'll show 'em
you're my friend, and they knows me."
He was guiding Sidney gently across the

street, but one firm, dirty little fist doubled up
squarely as he spoke.

Thus the little cripple weathered the first

rough touch of the real world, in spite of the

village doctor's fears, and he found in it

something very tender and gentle, in its own
rough way.

Pete entered lieantjly into the plan of

studying medicine, when the ambition was
gradually explained to him.
"We'll juss work an' save right 'long," he

exclaimed. "I'll give up smokin'. It's a bad
trick, anyway, for a boy. An' when we've got
enough to start on, you'll go studyin' an' I'll

keep right on shinin' an' savin' till you get
fixed doct'rin'. Then you'll lay up, too, an' set
me up as boss of a news-stand, won'tcher?"
"You bet I will, Pete," Sidney exclaimed,

already falling into the ways of the world he
lived in.

The little partners occupied a room at the
very top of a large tenement building, and at
the end of eighteen months had more than„
two hundred dollars hidden away under their
clothes in Pete's strong chest.

"We're just boomin' fine," said Pete. "But
I wisht I could borrer your shoe an' crutch
when you go ter studyin'. I'm 'fraid trade'U

fall off more'n half when I come to go it

alone."

Sidney had become much more of a real boy,

but his frightened nerves had not forgotten

to take note of every sudden sound, when one
night he was roused by Pete, pulling his arm
and calling

:

"Sid! Sid! Wake up! The house is on fire!

I didn't mean ter wake yer up so quick, but I

couldn't help it. Keep cool now. Get on yer
togs . lively. I'll buckle yer shoe. There.

Take yer crutch an' yer box. Here's the car-

pet. Get down-stairs an' outer the crowd juss

as quick as you know how, but mind yer don't

slip an' fall. I'll sling our things inter the

chest an' bring it down an' meet yer where we
was blackin' last night. Be care-

ful."

And Pete literally pushed him
out of the room.

* The stairway was filled with
smoke, but Sidney shut his eyes
and held his breath and jumped
along on his strong foot. As he
turned at the end of the first

flight a volume of hot smoke
•'dashed in his face, and almost
stilled him. Against the red
glare outside he saw a "fireman

standing in an open window at

the end of the hall, and heard
him call to him to come that

way, for the stairs below were
all on fire.. Pete did not know
how bad it was, and if he waited
he would never get out. Sidney
called to the fireman :

"Pete is up-stairs! I must go
back for him!" and resolutely

began to climb again, while
every instant the heat and
smoke grew more intense. He
had taken but a few steps, how-
ever, when he felt the fireman
catch him in his arms.
"Pete's up there!" he gasped.

"Pete ! Leave me alone, I say ! I

am going back to Pete !"

He struggled for a moment, but

the smoke overcame him, and
when he revived they were slid-

ing rapidly dc-wn the ladder.

Flames burst irom the windows
and scr.ched them as they
passed', and almost as they
touched the ground there was a
fearful crash, a lurid glare and a
dense shower of sparks falling

all about him. He looked up.

The entire upper part of the
building had fallen in.

"Oh, Pete! Pete! Pete!" he
cried, and engines thundered,
and firemen shouted, and people,

half crazy, rushed in every di-

rection. He had dropped his

crutch in the hall, but his box
and carpet still hung by the
strap upon his shoulder as he
limped along, dodging and
stumbling, without knowing
whafhe was doing, still moan-
ing: "Oh, Pete! Pete! Pete!" till

he realized that he had left the

crowd behind him, and was at

the very spot where Pete had
promised to meet him.
He crept into the sheltered

corner and sat down on the

pavement, looking up into the

sparkling sky. He wondered if

the angels were already carrying Pete farther

and farther away from him, up through those

bright stars, and why God should have taken

such a boy as Pete and left a good-for-nothing

cripple to limp about.

Great, burning tears ran down his cheeks,

and he watched until the stars grew dim and
the sky grew bright. Then he forgot his sor-

row and fell asleep.

The street was full of people when he woke,
and a man who had been watching him for

some time came up and spoke to him. He
spoke very poor English, and with a strange

accent, but Sidney realized that he was mak-
ing him a wonderful offer, if he would put
himself in his charge, and do nothing all day
but sit where he should tell him, with his foot

so that everyone could see it, and his cap up-

side down beside him. He told Sidney that he
already had many people engaged in the same
way, and how rapidly they were all growing
rich, and of a multitude in New York who had
already made great fortunes by his help.

The little cripple listened with wide-open
eyes, never doubt.ng the truth of the
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stories. It was a wonderful opportunity

;

he must nave money, and how hard and slow

it would be, beginning all over again to earn

it blacking boots, all alone, without Pete.

What the man proposed seemed to him very

much like begging, and yet it might not be.

But suppose it were? If so many did it, and
became so rich, why should not he? He must
have the money, or he could not study

medicine.

Sidney had gained one excellent quality

from Pete's counsels. It was caution. He
realized that his brain was so bewildered that

he could not think, and the most of a promise

which the vile beggar manager could extort

from him was that if he decided to accept he

would meet him at that place at six o'clock in

the afternoon.

All day long, between choking sobs for Pete,

the temptation returned and grew constantly

stronger. As if to help it along, work came
slower than ever before. Early in the after-

noon he limped onto the wharf, where he

and Pete often spent an hour ortwo on Thurs-

days to catch the passengers upon the Ger-

man line steamer sailing that day; but it was
still the same. He stood by the great post at

the gang-plank, silently looking on, without a

customer. He had no heart to call: "Shine

yer boots, gent? Shine?" for Pete had always

done that for both, and done it merrily and
lustily.

His eyes were so full of tears that he could

not see even if any one did nod to him. So he

stood there, and the ship's doctor, who was
taking a last turn on the wharf before the

steamer started, paused for a moment to look

at the ragged little boot-black, with a strange

mass of curling hair, a heavy club shoe, a thin,

white face and great black eyes.

"They would haunt one forever," he said to

himself, "if they looked resentment for an
injury," and to obtain a better glimpse of

what might lie behind them, he called to Sid-

ney for a shine.

He forgot that his boots had been carefully

polished less than half an hour before. He
was simply watching for an opportunity to

obtain one good look into those eyes, and as

Sidney bent over the first boot he turned, in

surprise, and looked up. It was so sudden
that the ship's doctor started, involuntarily,

and uttered an exclamation in German.
They were surely very strange eyes, at that

moment, filled with so many conflicting emo-
tions, and to the doctor's still greater astonish-

ment, the little boot-black replied to his

exclamation in excellent German ;
though he

simply said that he could not improve the

boots by blacking them.
"Nevermind. Go ahead and try," said the

doctor, and as the brushes began their work,

he asked, "Are you a German?"
"No, sir," was the brief reply, but a little

later Sidney asked : "Isn't Germany the best

place to study medicine?"
At that moment the fifteen-minute whistle

soui'ded '
and tne little cr'PP le started and

shudd'£red '
causiuS tne doctor to forget to

answer his questiou. He had almost finished

his work wheH he repeated:'

"Can't any one^ecome a great doctor if he

studies in Germanyv..
The ship's doctor loo£ed at the cringing

little cripple with a sm'M, of P"? as he

replied: . ^
"I suppose that philosophy would s£^ laax

if any one really tries he can accomplish

he will, and surely there are chances enoug£

for studying medicine in Germany, if that is

what you mean."

He looked at his boots, put his hands in his

pocket and mechanically asked

:

"How much?"
"It is nothing, sir. I have not made them

any brighter," Sidney said, and began packing

up his brushes.

The doctor threw a quarter on the carpet

and turned away.

Sidney had no heart for work. He threw

the box over his shoulder, and leaned against

the post, trying to settle the question of his

future. A new idea had occurred to him. He
was struggling with it, with might and main,

when a gentleman, holding his little daughter

by the hand, came down the gang-plank with

others, who had been bidding friends good-by.

Sidney's eyes rested on the little girl, and

involuntarily he uttered a cry. The gentle-

man looked down at him. The cripple's eyes

fell, and he muttered:
"Shine yer boots, gent? Shine?"

"Not to-day," said the gentleman kindly,

and was going on when his little daughter

tugged upon his hand, whispering:

"See, papa, he's lame and looks so tired.

Give me a gold dollar for him, papa, please"?

There was no resisting the appeal. He gave

her the coin, and she stepped timidly up to

Sidney ; but the bewildered boy held his hands

firmly behind him, so she dropped it into his

pocket, whispering:
"You'll not spend it for anything naughty,

will you? And if you see me some time, will

you remember me and tell me what you did

with it?"

"Of course I shall remember you!" Sidney

exclaimed. "I have always remembered you

;

but I didn't know that you were real. I

thought you were an angel."

With a merry laugh she joined her father,

never thinking of that autumn morning

down in the Shenandoah valley, or realizing

that there upon the wharf she had just been

one of God's best angels, with a helping hand

for a troubled heart.

"I guess I'll settle this matter right off

quick;" Sidney said to himself. "I can't go pn

shining boots without Pete. It's no use. If I

go with that man, I shall be a beggar."

He thought of the gold dollar in his pocket.

"And there's only one other thing that I

know of that I can do. Now," he said, step-

ping away from the post and lifting his lame
foot. "If I'd be proud to tell her I put that

dollar with money I got by begging, then I'll

go with that man ; but my foot shall not touch

the wharf again till I decide, and the minute
I decide I will do it."

[To be continued.]

THE QUEEfl OF THE POOR-HOUSE.

he was not at all regal in appear-

ance as she stood in the door of

her daughter's house that lovely

spring morning, quite unmind-
ful of the sweet scent of the

apple-blossoms, or the song of

the robin in the elm-tree as,

with her withered old hand
lifted anxiously to her eyes, she peered down
the long village street.

The cottage was low and brown, with wood-
bine, now bare and leafless, running over the

porches. The open door revealed a small par-

lor, plainly furnished, yet neat and spotlessly

clean, and three children, one looking down
the street beside the figure in the door, the
others beside their mother, Maria Jackson,
who sat in a low rocker with an expression of

anxious interest upon her face, a face thin and
still pretty in spite of the lines of care traced

upon it.

The old lady was tall and broad, and she

wore a faded, black bonnet, covering but par-

tially the hair underneath, which had not
turned a generous or pretty gray, yielding up
its dark coloring reluctantly and fitfully, so

that shades of color from brown to a greenish-

yellow, from that on to a silvery white
streaked her head with curious effect. A black

shawl was folded about her ample shoulders,

a flower with sprangling leaves embroidered

in the corner which hung behind her, and a

trunk stood just inside the door, evidently

ready for the coming of a dray.

"It's mighty queer, Mari'. It can't be John's

given up going to-day?" with a questioning

inflection of a voice none too sweet or soft.

"There's ino telling, mother. John always
was queer." Maria set her lips firmly over an
unvoiced suspicion of her own.
"He wasn't either. It was always you that

was queer, Mari'," replied the old lady with
querulous impatience.

"Maybe Uncle John's gone and left you,

gramma," suggested the child by her side,

usually her favorite.

"Shut up, you little huzzy ! As if your uncle

would dare treat his mother that way. Just

like you, Mari', bringin' up the children to be

sassy and disrespectful to their old gramma."
The child in disgrace cowered hastily back

from the box on the ear which the grand-

mother's uplifted palm threatened, while

Maria bit in the words which came to her

lips; she did not wish this last hour of her

mother's stay with her to be one of conten-

tion.

Half an hour slipped away, the train whis-

tled in the distance, another half hour of sus-

pense, and still no John appeared, and th/e bid

lady sank down on the trunk in 'anxious per-

plexity, y
A nil|bbor's boy dro,Ve"past on a grocer's

wagon. yr "-w -*

Did you see anything of John?" called

Maria from the-doorway.

Yessum. John is gone, seen him get on the

train myself."

"He's gone, mother," said Maria, stepping

back into the room with a curious white look

upon her face. "You might as well take off

your bonnet."

The old lady gave hera look of mingled fury

and sorrow, rising slowly to her feet and

walking to her room with halting steps. Then

the door closed with a bang which shook the

windows, and the little family were alone:

"Gramma's awful mad, ain't she?" said little

Susie.

"It is a mean trick, anyhow, to play off on

an old lady. If I was a man I'd lick Uncle

John, I would," and little John, his name-

sake, doubled his small fists threateningly.

-"We shall have to go right on bein' good an'

quiet, an' sewing long seams," mourned

Bessie, the eldest. "It was going to be such

fun having no one but mama to boss'us."

But Maria said nothing, going about with

that queer look upon her face.

Meanwhile John, Sr., was speeding away on

the train with the creepy feeling of a man
who has been stealing sheep and is caught

with the smell of wool upon his hands.

Really, the poor fellow had been suspended

between the frying-pan and the fire during

his visit to his mother and sister.

Martha, his wife, had charged him in no

uncertain tone to come home alone.

"If you bring that domineering old woman
here, she will rule your house without me in

it," she had said at parting.

Martha was not given to idle threats, and

John, with a vivid remembrance of the size

and warmth of the maternal temper, quaked

in his shoes at the idea of being left alone

with it.

"John, you must take mother home with

you," had been Marians first confidential asser-

tion. "Lisha said in his last letter that he

should never come back from the mines so

ldng as I kept mother, and I can't remain a
widow always for her sake."

"What's the matter with her and Lish'?"

asked John, feeling his hair rise on his head.
"Why, she will interfere, and you know

Lisha, how set he is as to the divine right of a
man to rule his own household."
"John, my son, I've about concluded to go

home with you," said the old lady a day later,

in a mildly patronizing tone. "I hate to leave
Mari' and the children, but I feel that a
change would be good for me."
And John thought of Martha, and wished

he had never been born. Still he was not
brave enough to make the confession which
would turn his visit into a mimic invasion of

a hornet's nest, and allowed his mother to
pack her trunk, quite unsuspicious of his

felonious intent. The saying,

"He who fights and runs away,
May live to fight another day,"

Fitted his case exactly, and he followed its

suggestion.

The day following John's escape the old

lady emerged from her bedroom (where she
had shut herself in, refusing to speak to
Maria, whom she evidently blamed for the
whole transaction), dressed for the street, and
stalKing-out»of the house with an air of mys-
terious importance.
"Gramma hasn't even uncorded her trunk

yet, mommie," said Susie, after peering into

the deserted room with a child's curiosity.

"I wonder where she can have gone?"
Maria asked herself uneasily.

She found out the week following, when
Mr. Bowman, the overseer of the poor, drove
up to the door and entered briskly.

"Well, old lady, if your trunk is ready we'll

go right along. I'm in something of a hurry
this morning."
"Go—go where?" asked Maria, looking ready

to faint.

Her mother had stepped into the bedroom.
"Well, Mrs. Jackson, your mother repre-

sents to the board that she has no means of

support, that you don't want her, and that

her son doesn't support her, and that she has
no refuge but the county-house. It is all true,

Is'pose? I know Lish' Jackson's mind—,"
lowering his voice cautiously.

"Yes—but—but I'd work my fingers to the

bone to give her a home somewhere else,"

said poor Maria, sobbing and wringing her

hands in distress. "It is such a disgrace, Mr.
Bowman. Everybody will blame me, when
I've done the very best I could. What shall I

do?"

"Do? Well, now, Mrs. Jackson, if you'll

take my advice, you'll let the old lady go and
try it a spell, anyhow. The county's rich

enough to stand it, and a woman ain't in duty
bound to harbor anybody or anything that

separates her from her own lawful husband.
Now that's a clean case, accordin' to my mind,
if you'll allow me to speak it."

"Well, good-by, Mari'," said the old lady,

coming out from the bedroom with her bon-
net and shawl on, an-d dragging the trunk,
not over large or heavy, by the handle.

"I hope you|K enjoy the inside of your
house as m'ueK as I shall the outside."

"Ob; mother! How could you?" sobbed

Maria.

"Some folks' pride needs 'umblin', I reckon,"

was the grim answer, as the trunk was lifted

out of the door. "Tell Lisher to run up an'

see me when he comes home," with which
parting sarcasm she marched out of the door,

followed by the children, who, not at all

understanding the drift of affairs, plied her

with curious questions, until Mr. Bowman
flipped his whip over the horse's back and
drove off.

"That I should ever live to see my own
mother driven off to the poor-house," sobbed
Maria disconsolately, as they went. Still,

after she had had her cry out, and had satis-

fled the eager questioning of the children, she

was conscious of a feeling of sweet relief

creeping into her heart.

"We can have some codfish for dinner, now
gramma's gone, can't we?" asked little Susie.

"Say, mommie, can gramma pick out her

dinners and say what she'll have up there to

the poor-house, like she did here?"

"I'm, afraid not, Susie. I fear poor gramma
will be treated to codfish far oftener than she

likes there," replied Maria, with a hysterical

compromise between a laugh and a sob.

The poor-house was a large, plain building,

situated upon the very top of a bare, bleak

hill. It looked like a vast bird-house, with
its regular rows of windows and its utter sim-

plicity of design, and so it was a refuge for

the fledglings of poverty who had nowhere
else to go. There was not a tree or shrub to

shelter it from the winds in winter or from
the fierce rays of the summer's sun, and the

inside was as barren as the outside of those

little adornments which distinguish a home
from a place merely in which to stay.

There was the smallest possible complement
of furniture which bare necessity demanded
in the rooms of the inmates, with a little

more of luxury and home comforts in the

apartments occupied by the overseer's family.

The building was a new one, just erected by
the county, and with reference to its future

growth and the probable increase of its pauper
population, so there were more rooms than
inmates at present, hence the new, boarder
had no difficulty in securing a choice of

rooms.
Quite unbeknown to Maria she had kept a
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small sum of money, which she had brought
with her when she came (after the breaking
up of her own home), adding to it from time
to time by doing embroidery and plain sew-

ing, and zealously adding every penny to her

hoard.

She had certainly made hay while the sun
shone, and with this mammon (unrighteous

or otherwise) she proceeded to make for her-

self a little aristocracy in the stronghold of

mendicacy.

The best room in the building was placed at

her disposal, furnished neatly and dwcently,

and far more comfortably than those of other

less favored Inmates, and added to it were
sundry private furnishings of her own;a pair

of white curtains at the window and a white
spread upon the bed, with a picture in a gilt

frame of a very meek, awe-stricken little

man, Maria's father, who had slipped quietly

out of the world some years ago, quite unable

to keep pace (or peace) with his more ener-

getic wife.

Money assuredly causes the equine quad-
ruped to pace merrily, and grandmere un-

packed her embroidery materials and hung
out her sign (figuratively speaking) for plain

sewing to do and was happy.
Of course, all this luxury in high places

could not fail to excite the envious indigna-

tion of the other inmates.

"Holds up 'er head as sassy as Queen Victory

herself," said one old woman, whose temper
was her only inheritance from the past of

better days.
" 'Pears like she thinks she's here to rule

the whole kit of us," remarked another. "I

think we'd better call 'er the queen."

This happy suggestion seemed so perfectly

appropriate to the circumstances that it

gained favor at once, and "gramma" became
the "Queen of the Poor-house," a title which
tickled her peculiar sense of humor delight-

fully when she heard of it.

It was her nature to rule, to be looked up to

with deference, and here she was monarch of

all she surveyed, in her limited sphere, and it

is doubtful if Maria's home, honorable as it

was, though humble, had ever afforded her

the satisfaction which this small kingdom on

the hill-top gave her.

Mrs. Bowman, with a family to sew for, was
only too glad to employ the really skilled

fingers of the queen upon her accumulating
work, besides which she was given the neces-

sary sewing for the institution, keeping her

busy the greater part of ber time. Then, too,

she found sale for her embroideries in the

town, so that really her bag of dollars grew
heavier rather than lighter as time went on.

Maria went to see her as soon as she could

overcome her natural repugnance to seeing a
relative in such a place, but the queen was
haughty and repelled her advances coldly.

"Oh, mother, how can you endure to stay in

such a place?" remoustrated Maria, tearfully.

"Do come away and let me find you a respect-

able boarding-place."

"I'm very well suited as I am, Mari'," an-
swered her highness freezingly. "I'm wel-
come here, and there's no one to say, 'Why do
ye so?' Better go home and coddle Lisha, and
keep your tears for your own old age. Mebbe
you'll have to live with your children some
day."

"Oh, mother, don't. I've tried, indeed I

have, to live peaceably."

"But it is no use trying, Mari'," answered
the old lady quickly. "I'm an Episcopalian
and you want to be a Methodist ; you like cod-
fish and I don't. We can't even wash dishes
the same way, and here I don't have any to

wash, so you keep to your, castle and I'll keep
to mine. They call me the queen here, and I'd

rather be queen of the poor-house than a sub-

ject anywhere else."

So Maria went home, better contented since
she had seen with her own eyes how perfectly

contented her mother was, and tried to over-
ride patiently the tide of petty gossip in the
village, which accused her off sending her
poor old mother to the county-house in her
old age.

There came a day, however, when the
queen's pride of place was laid low; when
sickness, sore and grievous, laid hold of her,

and then her heart cried out, as it never had
before, for her own, and bitter as it was to at-

tend her in such a place, Maria came flying to
her bedside, and the faint-hearted John and
his stronger helpmeet, Martha, were sum-
moned.
"I've been a rantankerous old woman to

you all, I'm afraid," she said feebly, after the
prayers for the dying had been read over her,

"but try and think as well of me as you can.
There's enough—in the— little—black bag—to
bury—

"

One long-drawn sigh, and the reign of the
queen was over. Mks. F. M. Howard.

TAKING OUT A PATENT.

Persons who arc likely to apply for a patent
would do well to cut out and preserve the
following instructions

:

1. Write to the commissioner of patents,
Washington, 1). C, requesting a copy of the
"Rules of Practice," which he will send free.

Then carefully read from page 9 to page 17,

about the articles which may be patented,
and the form of application and drawings. In
another part of the pamphlet there are
specimen applications and drawings.

2. Prepare an application in accordance
with therules, make or procure drawings such
as the patent office requires, make oath to

your papers and send tojfcthe commissioner of

patents with $15. This is the first government
fee. Later, if you receive notice that a patent

will be issued, then ,a second government fee

of $20 must be paid.

3. Some people are able to prepare their own
papers and drawings properly; but those who
are not consult a lawyer and employ a
draughtsman. Patent lawyers' charges vary
according to the importance of the case ; but
they seldom ask less than $20 or $30, and some-
times more, besides the cost of the drawings.

4. If an inventor is afraid that someone will

steal his idea before he can put it in shape, he

can protect himself in two ways. First, he
can make out a paper called a "caveat," and
send to the commissioner of patents. This

document briefly describes his invention,

and declares that he has not yet perfected it.

It will be good for a year, if no one else has

gotten ahead of him; and it may be renewed
for another year. The caveat is described on
pages 52 and 53 of "Rules of Practice," and a

specimen caveat is given further along in

that publication. A fee of $10 must be paid to

Uncle Sam for each year a caveat is in force.

Another way to guard one's rights is to tell a

trusty friend about the exact nature of the

proposed invention, and have that friend

make a record of the date, so that, if necessary,

he can swear to it, and thus prove priority of

invention, if some one else wrongfully Claims

the credit. This plan is as good as the other.

5. Some inventors take the precaution to

have an expert in Washington search the

patent office files, to discover whether any-

body has already patented his idea. Such
experts can be hired for between $2 and $5.

C. If a person cannot easily raise the money
to pay the government and his attorney, he

can sometimes sell a quarter or a half of his

right to a manufacturer or other person for

enough to cover the necessary outlay. In

order to perfect the invention, some expense
for material and experiment is often incurred,

and this, perhaps, can be met in the same
way. If no lawyer or manufacturer is willing

to advance a cent for this purpose, the inven-
tor may well doubt the value of his idea.

Money is often wasted by patenting a worth-
less article.—New York Tribune.

AN ARIZONA RIVAL OF THE SPHINX.

It is not generally known, but is given out
as a fact, that one of the most curious and
interesting formations in rock in the world is

to be seen a short distance east of the stage

road between Tucson and Oracle, and stands
on a knoll several feet above the surrounding
sand-hills.

When first seen, we are told, the effect is

startling, and the mind has to get over the

shock before the peculiar object can be com-
prehended. It is a most perfect representation

of a camel, and is formed of one piece of

granite. This curiosity is of colossal size, but
perfectly proportioned. It is about sixty feet

high, and is very white and smooth. There
are very few fissures on the surface, and they,

strangely, are in the proper places to form
features. The only real projection from the
surface is exactly placed for an eyebrow. The
two humps are plainly to be seen, and the
neck is curved beautifully.

The trouble is that we could not prove that
the figure came from the hand of nature,

which is usually more haphazard in its man-
ner of doing things than to put wrinkles and
eyebrows in their proper places. Perhaps
some of the first discoverers of the sphinx in

modern times attributed its authorship to an
upheaval of the earth's crust, but everybody
in this age knows better. As medieval man
has been traced to Arizona, and his methods
and implements discovered therein profusion,

why should we say that every curious forma-
tion bearing the image of some beast or other
thing was not his work a thousand years or

more ago?—Sail Lake News.

SHARP TONGUES.

It is a pity that girls who are disposed to be
witty at the expense of others do not know
how unattractive they make themselves, and
how often they offend against good taste. A
smart girl sometimes says unkind and untrue
things about her comrades, and thinks it all
right when those to whom she says them
laugh at them. Don't be deceived, girls. Two
or three sharp and uncharitable speeches may
warn your best conquests off the premises of
your heart, though that heart may be kind
and true and loyal, and put upon its mettle,
would disown the acrid utterances of that
thoughtless little tongue of yours. Cutting
speeches do not pay in the end. They cause a
laugh, perhaps, but leave a bitter memory.
And they are not always true. Don't be funny
at the expense of truth, of charity, of good
breeding.

HOW'S THIS!

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
'UrC

'

F. .1. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, Ohio.
We. the undersigned, have known F. .1. Cheney for

the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to
(Tarry out any obligation made by their firm.
West & Tmax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo. Ohio.
Waldiiig. Rinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, Ohio.

Hull's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting di-
rectly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Price, Toe. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Testimonials free.

* FOR

10
CENTS.

SEEDS *

I will send 5 pkts. either Flower A
or Vecetnble seed and a copy of A
Tweed's Seed Almnnae. or will £
send Almanac Free. Best book A
out. H. E. Tweed, Ripley, Ohio. A

******************************

\TR££&
Fruit and Ornamental. Cnrinrr Plantinrr Handsome uew
Grapes, Shrubs, Boses, for 0|ll Dig I Iflimilg,, ig© page
Awarded Several Medals at the World's JPaiv. Catalogue Free.

Ellwanger & Barry

get there Qalzer-5 Northern Grown .Seeds - potatoes
\

ELI i;'!^. RA D
ISHjMMfMMHM "

»,«5? .PER BRL

Hit: NEW APPLE; PEAR AND NOT TREES io%\%%\%.
Starr, the largest early apple ; Paragon, and other valuable sorts; Lincoln Coreless,
Seneca and Japan Golden Russet Pears in collections at reduced rates. NUTS—
Parry's Giant, Pedigree, Mammoth, Paragon and other chestnuts. Walnuts-
French, Persian, Japan, English and American. Pecans, Almonds and Filberts.
Fleagnus Longpipcs, Hardy Oranges, Dwarf Rocky Mountain Cherries,
free from insects, black knots or other diseases. SMALL FRUITS, Grape Vines,
Currants, etc. SHADE TREES — Immense stock of Poplars and Maples,
Ornamental Shrubs and Vines. *ST" Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue Free.

POMONA NURSERIES. WILLIAM PARRY, Parry, N.J.

BEST FERTILIZERS ON EARTH
FOB

CORN, OATS, VEGETABLES, FRUIT, ETC.,
ON SALE IN EIGHT STATES.

Manufactured by NOLTE & DOLCH FERTILIZER CO., Office and Works, St. Louis, Ho.
Oldest and Most Experienced House in the West.

Wilson's 1894
PLANT. TREE and

aiogue
Live Stock Annual

112 pages, handsome colored plates. Hundreds of natural illustrations. Full of useful information. All kinds
of guaranteed Garden Flower and.Tield Seeds. THE WORLD'S FAIR PREMIUM and other Pro-
ductive Potatoes Specialties. Also all kinds of Choice Roses and Rare Flowering Plants. New and
popular varieties of Small Fruits. - Grape Vines. Fruit and Ornamental Trees. Thoroughbred Land and
Water Fowls. Bronze Turkeys. Eggs for Hatching. Registered Pigs. German Hares, Sec. Catalogues free
on application. Address SAMUEL WILSON, M ECHAN ICSVI LLE, PA.

Better

Ever
1894

Established 1316,

Is Different from Others.
It is intended to aid t he planter in selecting the
Seeds best adapted for his needs and conditions,

and in getting from them the best possible results.

It is not, therefore, highly colored in either sense ; and
we have taken greatcare that nothing worthless be put
n, or nothing worthy be left out. We invite trial of our

Seeds.We know them because we grow them. Every plant-
er of Vegetables or Flowers ought to k-now aboutour three

warrants; our cash discounts; and our gift of agricultural
papers to purchasers of our Seeds. All of these are explained
a the Catalogue, a copy of which can beyours for the asking.

J. H. CRECORY & SON, Marblehead, Mass.
When you write, mention this paper.

TREES AND PLANTS.
UPON our 250 acres of nursery we have every class ot hardyTrees and Plants

; Fruit, Orna-
mental, Nut and Flowering. Mary and Henry Ward Beecher Strawberries and

Lovett-'s Best Blackberry are among the most valuable novelties. In our catalogues named'
below (which are the most complete, comprehensive and elaborate published by any nursery
establishment in the world) all are accurately described and offered at one-half the
price of tree agents.

lOVETT'S GUIDE TO FRUIT CULTURE tells all about fruits, their merits and
defects; how to plant, prune.cultivate, etc. Richly illustrated. Several colored plates. Priceioc.

_
LOVETT'S MANUAL OF ORNAMENTAL TREES AND PLANTS is authori-

tative as well as instructive; a model of excellence in printing and illustration. Gives
points and plans for ornamental planting. Price, with colored plates, 15 cents.

Established 40 years. We successfully ship to all parts of the World.
1 All who order either of the above and name this paper will receive an ounce of Flower Seeds free.

1

Mention where you saw this advertisement.

RAWSONS^SE
Are not the miscellaneous, hap-

|

lected seeds of the very
on our own trial grounds,
not only grow, but will

1
represent. For reli

1 tiveness they have
1
excelled by none.

1 seeds for the flower
vegetable gardener, seeds
Book for 1894 should be i

that is worth telling about
growing, without any waste
advantage in a great many ways

W. W. RAWSON

hazard kind, but carefully se-

first quality. We test them
]

and know that they will 1

produce just what we

'

ability and produc-
won a reputation
Our specialties are

]

grower, seeds for the 1

all kinds. Our Seed
j

your hands. It tells you all
(

farming, gardening and flower (

words. You will find a copy an
WE SEND IT FREE.

CO., Boston, Mass.

Mention thiB paper when you write.

NEW CROP ONION SEED
*1 OO PER POUND —
*D V Either RED WETHERSFIELD or

— YELLOW DANVERS.

<fcp.25 PER POUND for
&«m American Grown Prizetaker,
In lots of FIVE POUNDS of one kind or assorted
as desired. With every £5.00 order goes Free a
copy of Greiner's Newest and Best Book,
' ONIONS FOR PROFIT," telling all the Se-
rets of Success in Old and New Onion Culture.

If You Garden for Profit
you can save money and should buy at Wholesale

r
Prices, as quoted in BURPEE'S BLUE LIST

for 1894. It is mailed Free to Market Gardeners every-
where, who, while entitled to the lowest prices possible,

should alv/ays be sure to get Only the Best Seeds That
Grow! BURPEE'S SEEDS ARE WARRANTED,—

feiv equal
t
none better—and are annually sold direct to many more

planters than are the seeds of any other growers.

W. Atlee Burpee& Co., Seed Growers, Philadelphia,Pa.
If you have not already seen BURPEE'S FARM ANNUAL for 1894, write for it TO-DAY Ahandsome book of 172 pages, it is pronounced by papers everywhere Tiie fading . imerican Seed Catalogue.

It tells all about the Choicest Vegetables and Most Beautiful Flowers for The Hume Garden.
Always meution this paper when you write.
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A DRESSMAKER'S DILEMMA-A FACT.

I'm but a simple dressmaker in quite a hum-
ble way,

Who tries to do her duty and would never dis-

obey
A plain commandment given in the Scrip-

tures unto men,
For I read my Bible every night from half

past nine to ten.

Now Uncle Jim who preaches in the chapel

over there,

And knows bis Bible backwards (though I've

also heard him swear),

Came in to me the other night and solemnly

sat down,
And said : "Maria, let me see your last unfin-

ished gown."

I knew he hated fashions, but I humbly
brought the dress

;

He took the sleeves, examined them, and cried

in triumph: "Yes,

I feared as much; yt>ur style in gowns has

gone from bad to worse,

Until at last you've brought yourself beneath

the prophet's curse !"

I looked in blank amazement at my uncle;

was he mad ?

What could he find so awful in a simple shoul-

der pad?
This year, since fashion willed that ladles'

shoulders should be high,

We had to pad the dresses. Paris to blame,

not I.

He took my Bible from the shelf before my
wondering eyes,

And found the thirteenth chapter of Ezekiel's

prophecies,

And "Read," said he, "the eighteenth verse,

'Thus saith the Lord God : Woe
To th' women that sew pillows to all arm-

holes!' Is it so?"

The words were there as clear as day. "And
now," said Uncle Jim,

"Just choose between the prophet's curse and
fashion's latest whim;

'Tis you Ezekiel had in mind, to you the Lord
saith 'Woe!'

If in your dresses from this time another pad
you sew."

Thus saying he departed, and I turned the

matter o'er,

And after half an hour felt no wiser than
before

;

At last I thought I'd venture forth, to ease my
troubled mind,

And ask our learned rector, who is always

very kind.

I found him in his study, and in listening to

my case

I thought he laughed a little, though I could

not see his face,

And then he opened certain books, and cer-

tain foot-notes read,

"The authorized translation is not quite cor-

rect," he said.

—Tfie Spectator.

SOMETHING OUT OF NOTHING.

Hard times had been knocking at the

door of Charles Freeman's home for some
time. During much of the summer he

was without work of any kind, and at the

beginning of winter was working only

half time, and no prospect of things being

any better before spring.

Mrs. Freeman, being possessed of what a

New-Englander would term faculty, set

herself to evolve "something out of noth-

ing," in the way of winter supplies for

their wardrobe, and so well did she succeed

Fancy Braid.

that she bids me tell the readers of the

Farm and Fireside of her success.

True, she had old garments to begin on,

but as in that state they were practically

worth nothing, and by many would have

been used for carpet or paper rags, her

achievements merit chronicling.

She first began planning for garments

for Ollie, the seven-year old daughter, and
found that she would need only one new
suit, two aprons for school, and under-

wear. The accumulations of several sea-

sons of old underwear were brought out,

and by skilful piecing two good, complete
suits were soon finished for the little maid.
From the best of the lower parts of her
father's knit shirts were provided,two good
skirts. But what Mrs. Freeman consid-

ered her masterpiece was the making of a

dress for Ollie from a worn suit of her

father's. This was coat and pants of soft,

fine, gray cloth, which, when ripped,

washed and pressed, was made into a little

iiiiiiii««iiiiifi«fi«iSiiSiiiigfi
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"blazer" suit, the jacket being a little

long, as the skirt had to be pieced a little

in the back near the belt. The front gore

of the skirt was of dark red broadcloth

that had done duty over and over again.

The back of the skirt was obtained from

the best parts of the trousers, narrow side

gores being cut from the coat after the

blazer was cut. These side gores over-

lapped the front a trifle, and were held in

place by large buttons covered at the

tailor-shop, the centers gray and outside

of the red cloth. i These same
buttons were also used on the

blazer, the lapels of which
were piped with the red. The
waist of the dress was of the

red, plain in the back, with

pretty, full blouse front. From
the larger pieces left of the

gray were pieced a pair of

gaiters, or leggings, to button

over the boots, and from the

scraps of both red and gray

was evolved a cunning little

cap. So Ollie had a complete

suit that cost only twenty-five

cents in money, twenty cents

for the covering of buttons

and five cents for thread, for

Mrs. Freeman found old lin-

ings that answered admirably.

The two-year-old baby, Carl,

had reached that transition

period when they felt he must
lea've off Mother-Hubbards
and other girl dresses, and don
boy's attire. From the best of

Ollie's last winter's flannel

dress was made one for him,

open in front, with long, plain

waist and scantily-plaited

skirt. This would answer all winter for

an under dress.

In the closet was found a fine, pretty

gingham dress of Mrs. Freeman's, made
with moderately full skirt and long pol-

onaise. It was just as good as new, but in

the first and second washings it had
shrunken so badly she could no longer

wear it. From this was made first two
aprons for Ollie, one a Mother-Hubbard,
cut quite low in the neck and sleeveless, a

five-inch ruffle of the same being put

around the neck; the other a little low-

necked, sleeveless Gretchen, with narrow,

bias ruffles in neck and armhole.

There was also enough material left to

fashion two dresses for baby Carl, for hap-

pily little boys' dress skirts do not need to

be so full as a girl's. One of these little

dresses was made of two widths of the

goods, with three box-plaits laid front and
back, then the neck, shoulder seams and
armholes cut. The little suit was buttoned

in front, and a belt of the same added to

fasten in front and hold the plait in place,

which, being open from here down, formed
the fullness for the skirt. What difference

did it make if it was pieced at the waist

line? The belt hid all that.

The other little dress had a long waist

buttoned in front, with three narrow, bias

strips stitched on both front and back, and
the scant skirt set on with a little heading

of its own. With the addition of three

little new blue dresses, Carl was fully fixed

for every day.,

Among his "baby" dresses were two
little white Mother-Hubbards with skirts

just alike. From these two skirts Mrs.

Freeman easily made a "boy's" dress, with

long waist, open in front, and rather scant

skirt, the buttons on the two old dresses

answering for the one new one. There

were also two other little white dresses

that were yet quite good, each dress hav-

ing been cut in two straight widths from

neck to hem, one then being shirred in

about the neck, the other having been laid

in fine plaits to simulate a yoke. These
were carefully ripped apart, the opening
in the back sewed up, and in one the seam
covered with a strip of insertion taken
from another of his old white dresses. The
fullness was then laid in half-inch tucks
on each side of this, extending from neck
to belt. The front was fixed to correspond,
the buttons and buttonholes being cov-
ered by another strip of the insertion. By
the addition of a deep cuff, the old sleeves

could be made to do duty again. These
cuffs, the collar and detached, overlapping
belt were made of plain white goods—the
dress was of striped material—and a pretty
suit, number two, was then complete.

The other white dress just mentioned,
after being ripped up, had a deep seam
taken down the back from neck to waist,

ending in a plait at the waist. On
either side of this was laid a box-plait

extending to the waist. In the front, from
neck to belt, was a double ruffle with box-
plait on either side. The deep cuffs, put
on to make the sleeves long enough, had a

narrow ruffle around them, and the edge
of the collarwas finished with a tiny ruffle.

With these three white dresses for best

—

which had not cost a cent excepting for

thread—Mrs. Freeman decided she could
get along for the winter. As Carl's under-
wear had all, including skirts, been pieced

from the best parts of that left after Ollie's

was made, and his little coat and cap fash-

ioned from an outgrown cloak of Ollie's

—

mate friends to whom she confided the

secret.

There was also enough of the astrakhan
left to make her a pretty and serviceable

muff, and Mrs. Freeman had just cause to

be proud of her "make-overs."
Clara Sensibaugh Everts.

NOVELTIES.

Photograph-holder.—As the album
has gone out of style as a decorative cen-

mm
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even his stockings cut over from her old

ones—all the expense for his winter cloth-

ing was for the three blue calico dresses

and for shoes.

For herself she needed but little except-

ing a cloak ; but when an accident occurred

to Mr. Freeman's overcoat, necessitating

the purchase of a new one at once, she

knew they could not afford money for a

cloak, too. She was in despair, until she

remembered a fine, black beaver new-
market that had been purchased sev-

eral years before, but after two
winters' wear had been laid aside, as,

she having grown stouter, it was a

little narrow across' the shoulders and
tight about the waist. In the back the

skirt had been cut off just below the

waist line, and set on again in full

plaits, so that the back of skirt, when
ripped apart, consisted of two widths

as wide at the top as at the bottom.

These easily cut new backs for the

three-quarter length jacket she pro-

posed to make. The sleeves were
plain and tight, but she found that by
putting a six-inch piece at the bottom

she could cut new sleeves from the

lower part of the fronts of the cloak

and still leave the upper part of the

desired length. The original cloak

had a six-inch band of astrakhan

across the bottom of front and ex-

tending up the side of the plaited-ih

back, ending in a fancy ornament
above the plaits. Of this, deep cuffs were

made to hide the piecing of the sleeves. A
modern rolling collar and a facing down
the front, which allowed of the cloak being

enlarged a trifle more than the new back

had done.

When it was complete Mrs. Freeman
proudly wore a cloak that looked every

whit as well as the one her next door

neighbor paid fifteen dollars for. Neither

did any one know or even guess at its be-

ing "made over," excepting the few inti-
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ter-table piece, it is a quandary with many
what to do with the photographs. It is

very nice to preserve the different ones of

the family in an album, which can then

be safely laid away in a private drawer,

but for those we want to keep for showing,

a very nice receptacle resembling a book
is the best. The covering may be of gray
linen or pongee silk decorated with paint-

ing. Or a bag made of any nice material,

finished around with a puffing of silk and
drawn up with ribbons. This can hang
beside the fireplace or the piano.

Fancy Braids.—In combination with

simple crocheting, these braids make very
pretty trimming for underwear. The
stitches in the samples are so simple as to

need ho explanation to one who under-

stands the use of the needle.

Cord-work.—This is the revival of an
old-time work. The pattern is first basted

down on the lace and then carefully cut

out ; it is then followed with a good qual-

ity of white cord, which is fastened down
with buttonhole-stitch taken wide apart.

The lace which is basted beneath the work
is to be cut away from all the plain linen ;

it also gives the effect of fancy stitches.

Coronation Braid.—Another style of

braid also
1

revived from the past. It is

used in combination with embroidery up-

on linen doilies and table centers, and is

sewed on firmly with a needle.

Denim.—This useful fabric now comes
in other colors than blue and brown. A

j

very pretty color is a pale green. It is

j used for sofa-pillows and decorative pur-

I poses. With large effects in convention-

|

alized figures worked in dull shades, it

makes a very fetching decoration. It can

be used in a telling way as floor-covering,

using rugs where the most wear would
come.
• Satin-faced Drilling.—In pale colors,

greens and other shades, satin-faced drill-

ing is used for table-covers.

Louise Long Christie.

To see women knitting stockings, begin-

ning at the toe; children with heads

wrapped round and round in various ker-

Fancy Braid.

chiefs, but with little limbs and feet bare

even in wintry weather; old women still

wearing their hair in long plaits down
their backs; gentlemen callers entering a
parlor with uncovered feet, but covered
head—these are only a few of a thousand
customs in Persia that are so directly oppo-
site to our own.

No farmer should build fence until he has

written to s. \\. Garrett, Mansfield, Ohio, for

catalogue of Picket and Wire Fence Machine,

best in the world. Wire at wholesale direct

from the factory to the farmer.
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HOME TOPICS.

Eggs.—

Eggs should never be

cooked before they are

twenty-four hours old, as the

white of a newly-laid egg is

not set. For cake-making or

custards the eggs should be
two days old. The white of a

freshly-laid egg cannot be beaten to a stiff

froth unless it is first put in the ice-chest

for an hour or two. If kept in a warm place,

eggs will very soon become unfit to eat,

although they may look all right, and no

odor can be detected.. The shells are

porous, and the air penetrating them, de-

composition soon begins. The best test

for eggs is to put them into cold water ; if

they sink, they are fresh enough for cook-

ing. It has been discovered that unfertile

eggs will keep much longer than those

that are fertile, and on this account many
poultry raisers keep their laying hens sep-

arate from the rest of the flock, unless

they want the eggs to hatch. The old rule

for boiling eggs three minutes is not the

best one, as in that way the outside of the

white is toughened, while the yolk and

inner part of the white remain raw. The
best way is to put the eggs into a bright

tin pail or saucepan, pour in boiling water

enough to cover the eggs, put on a tight

cover and let them stand on the back of

the stove, where the water will not boil,

for six minutes. The eggs will then be

jellied all through, and no part of them
hard.

A Medicine-cabinet.—Some time ago I

described a medicine-closet built in the

wall, but everyone cannot have that, as it

vis too much trouble and expense to make
it after the house is built. The one I give

now any one can make in a few hours, and

the expense is trifling. When finished,

this cabinet will be both useful and orna-

mental, and when placed above the wash-

stand in a bedroom, will relieve that and
' the bureau of numerous bottles of vas-

eline, bay rum, tooth-powders, etc., besides

medicine-bottles.

Have a box made as wide as the wash-

stand, about eight inches wide and the

same in depth. Stain it to match the fur-

niture. Put a small, brass rod across the

top of the open side, on which to hang a

curtain. If you have a small, framed mir-

ror whose length is the width of the box,

it may be put in the center of the open
side, with a little curtain on either side of

it. Set the cabinet on two stout, iron

brackets at a convenient height above the

wash-stand. The top can be used as a shelf

to hold a clock and pair of candlesticks or

some mantel ornaments. The brackets

and mirror frame may be gilded, and with
a pretty curtain this cabinet will be an
ornament to any room.

A friend of mine, who has several grown
sons and daughters, says she is going to

have one put in the upper hall, where all

Medicine-cabinet.

the simple remedies, an alcohol-lamp, tin

wpip, hot-water bag, etc., may be kept and
be convenient for each member of the
family. Maida McL.

AN ASTHMA CURE AT LAST.

European physicians and medical journals
report a positive cure for Asthma, in the Kola
plant, found on the Congo River, "West Africa.
The Kola Importing Co., ll&l Broadway, New
York, are sending free trial cases of the Kola
Compound by mail to all sufferers from
Asthma, who send name and address on a
postal card. A trial costs you nothing.

A FORTUNATE MAN
Is he who can have the delights in his own
home, that cost the millions which were ex-
pended on the World's Fair buildings and
grounds. Read our offer on another page.

The Art of Cake=making.
[Continued.]

As was promised in our last, the subject

for this article will be the art of making
angel and sponge cakes, which is entirely

different from that of butter cakes.

How few cake-makers we find who make
successfully both classes. The reason for

this is that they make them all by the

same method, and what improved the one
injured the other, and we find very few
making the more delicate sponge-cakes,

because they have tried to make them in

the same way as they did the other class,

and have failed so many times that they

have given up in despair, considering the

art too hard for them to master.

These cakes are the most difficult and at

the same time the easiest class to make.
The most difficult because they are the

most sensitive, and everything must be

right in order to insure success. If every-

thing else is right and spring-wheat flour

is used instead of winter wheat, the cake

will not rise easily and will be tough.

Again, if the rotary beater is used instead

of the whip, to beat the whites of the eggs,

it will not fill the mass With the required

air-cells, and the cake will not raise easily

and will be tough ; and even with all this as

it should be, the cake can be spoiled by stir-

ring it too much after the flour is added,

for every stroke of the spoon at this point

tends to toughen the batter. When all

this is right, they are the easiest and most
reliable cakes to make.
Then, first let us take up the angel cake,

in which are used the whites of the eggs

only, and the easiest cake to make, provid-

ing everything is right; but being the

most sensitive, many have tried it, and
not having followed the required rules,

have failed. And thus it is that the im-
pression has gone forth that this cake is so

difficult to make. Let all who have this

impression follow carefully these instruc-

tions, and success will surely crown their

efforts.

In making this cake, select fresh eggs,

pastry flour (winter wheat) and granulated

sugar. After sifting the flour three or four

times, measure and set aside the required

amount ; then sift the sugar once, measure
and set aside. Separate the eggs, putting

the whites in an ordinary mixing-bowl
large enough to hold the cake. Add a

pinch of salt to the whites of the eggs, and
with a whip beater beat them about one
half, or until they are nicely foamed
through; then add the cream of tartar

and beat until very stiff. Now lay

aside the beater, add the sugar, and with a

spoop beat until the sugar is dissolved and
the mass looks smooth and creamy, being

careful to beat up all the time, to keep the

mass light, for if this is broken down it

will not rise again, and the cake will be a

failure. Add the flavor and beat it in ; then
add the flour and fold it lightly through,

being careful not to overdo this. At this

point it is better for the batter not to be
mixed enough than too much, for if any
flour is found in the batter when being
transferred to the mold ; it can be mixed in

after it is in the mold, but if it has been
stirred too much, the batter will be tough,

and there is no remedy.
This cake must be baked in an ungreased

mold, allowing it to stick to the tin so that

it can be inverted and allowed to hang in

the mold to cool, which is the only way
known to keep it from settling.

For the sponge-cake, prepare materials

'as for angel cake, putting the whites of the

eggs in the large bowl in which the cake is

to be mixed, and the yolks in a small bowl.
Beat the yolks until light and foamy, then
beat the whites as for angel cake, adding
the salt and cream of tartar in the same
way. To the beaten whites add the sugar,

and with a spoon beat until it is dissolved

;

to this add the beaten yolks and beat until

thoroughly mixed. Add the flavor and
beat it in, and last the flour, and fold it

lightly through, the same as with the

angel cake.

The formula for mixing the sunshine
cake is exactly like that given for sponge-
cake, and these, like the angercake, must
be baked in an ungreased mold and al-

lowed to hang in the mold to cool.

These cakes, as at rule, will require a
hotter oven than butter cakes, for the bat-

ter being lighter, they will rise quicker,

and therefore should be baked faster.

Although the same rule applies to this

class as to the others, which is to allow the
cake to rise to the required lightness be-

fore browning over, then increase the heat
and bake as fast as practicable.

Mrs. M. A. Chapman.

LADIES' FIGARO WAIST, WITH RIPPLE SKIRT,

SLEEVE-CAPS AND CUFFS.

The model of this handsome waist was of

heliotrope satin with Zouave-jacket, sleeve-

caps, ripple skirt and cuffs of olive velvet,

trimmed with Byzantine braid. Belt,

corsage straps and butterfly bows of velvet

ribbon. This is a stylish design for a

dressy house waist, and will be much used

for summer street toilets.

No. 4047.—Ladies' Figaro Waist.

The Zouave-jacket with sleeve-caps can

be made separately if so desired, so that

the waist can be worn either with or with-

out the jacket. Very stylish combinations

can be effected by the mode, which will be

found a good model for sateen, percale,

gingham or other cotton material, a com-
bination of plain and figured goods being

particularly stylish. Lace insertion is

very popular for trimming just at present.

Black India silk, with velvet and cream
lace insertion, makes a notably effective

and stylish waist.

ladies' coat basque, with vest.

Navy blue hopsacking, with vest of

white corduroy, was chosen for this simply
stylish basque. It is a notable favorite for

early spring costumes, as its graceful out-

lines will be found becoming to both

youthful and matronly figures.

Vests of brocade satin and silk are at

tractively combined with basques of plain

woolen textuxe, and the early spring novel-

ties will make up charmingly by the mode
The broad revers can be faced to match the

vest, or else made of the basque material

In order that the readers of the fashion

columns of the Farm and Fireside may
not only read about the latest styles and
newest patterns, but have the patterns

themselves, I have arranged to furnish

patterns No. 4046 and No. 4047 for ten cents

No. 4046.—Ladies' Basque.

each.- This is furnishing the patterns at

cost, but I do it to accomodate our readers.

Every pattern is cut according to the

latest styles and designs and thoroughly
complete and reliable in every way. Full
and explicit directions for putting together

the garment accompany each pattern. In

ordering, give the number of the pattern

wanted, also bust measure if for ladies, and
age if for children, and send a silver dime
or ten cents in new, clean stamps, and I
will mail you the pattern, postage prepaid.
I am sure that you will be delighted with
them, and agree with me that they are a
great bargain. Address

Editor Fashion Department,
Farm and Fireside,

Springfield, Ohio.

A WONDERFUL ANNOUNCEMENT.
S8.95 buys a Sl5.no Eoad Gart; S3K.00 a S75.00 Top Car-

riage. Easiest terms ever offered. For particulars send
this notice toSEABS, ROEBUCK A CO., Chicago, Ilia

Can't Let
the De Long-

Hook & Eye.
Richardson

&*'

DeLong Bros.

Philadelphia.

See that

hump?
Trade-Mark Eeg., April 19-92.

A FORTUNE
CAN BE MADE SELLING THE

Mrs.Van Deusen Cake Molds

The Only Successful Mold.

Every housekeeper will have them, apply at once to

C. A. CHAPMAN , Sole Manufactures,
CLIFTON SPRINCS, N. Y.

T~' , fF ^flNRwnnmh Fly-Shuttle

LOOM
Weaves 100 yards per
day. Catalogue free.

C. N. NEWCOMB,
311 W. St. Davenport, Iowa-

/"J/"\/~V t~\ Rich and Fragrant, is what every
I II II I I I housekeeper wants. BURPEE'SVJ^^ IMPERIAL ROASTER always

ensures this. Costs little

;

f\ 1^ |_J saves money: roasts
1^ 1^ JLJiCi % quickly; gives delicious

coffee. Send to-day for

—— "Good News for the Breakfast Table."

T. B. C. BURPEE, 1620 N. Ninth St., PMla.,Pa.

Beeman's Pepsin Gum.
CAUTION.—See that the name

Beeman is on each wrapper.

The Perfection of Chewing
Gum and a Delicious Remedy
for Indirection. Each tablet con-

tains one grain Beeman's pure pepsin.

Send 5 cents for sample package.

THE BEEMAN CHEMICAL CO.
39 Lake St., Cleveland, 0.

Originators of Pepsin Chewing Gum.

PIANOS ARCANS
$160 to $1500U$86 to 8500.

Absolutely Perfect

!

I Sent for trial in your
Pown home before you
buy. Local Agents

1 must sell inferior instruments or
charge double what we ask. Catalogue free
MA RCHAIj *fc SMITH PIANO^CO.,

East 81st St., W.Y.

The Pocker Washer
is warranted to wash IOO PIECES IN
ONE HOUR, as clean as can be washed
on the washboard. Write for prices and descrip-
tion ROCKER WASHER CO.,
Liberal inducements to live agents. Ft. Wayne, Infl.

No local dealer can compete with us
in variety or price. Our
new designs and colorings
are handsomer this year
than ever before.WALL
PAPER

Our "Guide How to
Paper and Economy

|

in Home Decoration,'
mailed free with samples!

Beautiful Cold Paper, 5c. per Roll.
We carry the largest stock in the country, and

can save you 50 per cent, on every roll of paper you
buy. No matter where you live, if you have any use
for wall paper.send 10c. to nearest address to pay
postage on a large package of samples. One
good agent or paper banger wanted in each town
to sell from sample books, price $1.0C.

ALFRED PEATS,
80-83 W. 18th St., 186-188 W. Madison St.,

NEW TOBK. CHICAGO.
Mention this paper.

We give away Lace Curtaina, with $4, $6, or $8 orders.
"White Tea Set, 56 and 71) pieces, with $11 and $1:1 orders.

Pair Ladif a' Dongola Kid Boots, with &<i orders.

Safety Bicycle, Cushion Tires, with $80 orders.
Decorated Granite Dinner Sets, 112 pieces, with %'J.O orders.
Hanging Lamp and Decorated Shade, with $10 & SI- orders.

Violin, Banjo and Guitar, witli $12, $1G, and $25 orders.

Moss Rose Toilet Set, with $15 orders.
Stem "Winding Swiss "Watch, Ladies' or Boy's, with $10 orders.

Send for our FREE Illustrated Catalogue.

Gr-EfcE-A/JT CHINA TEA- CO.,
210 State Street, Boston, Mass.
Mention this paper when you write.

RIPVPI CC Before You Buy A Wheel write
DEUI uLLO for our bargain list of hish-grade
second-hands. Good wheels §10 to $75. Address
EISENBRANDT CYCLE CO., BALTIMORE, Md.

Buy your GROCERIES and
other Household and Farm aup-1

plies otJACOBY BKOS.\
•206 N. 2nd St., ST. LO0IS, MO.I
who Retail at Wholesale prices.

'

SAVE MONEYS
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RESERVES FOR SICKNESS.

Every mother or housekeeper at the

head of a family or household should, if

she can possibly afford anything beyond
the things sufficient unto the day, hold a

certain quantity of supplies in reserve for

sickness. If a household is large, this is

more difficult to do with slender means
than if small; but the necessity, in that

case, is largely increased.

In these days, when it is possible in cities

to buy almost everything ready-made, at

a moment's notice, in the stores, less at-

tention is paid to this matter of household
and ,

family reserves than it deserves to

have devoted to it. We act on the same
principle of living from hand to mouth
where there are daily markets, though there

is less to be urged in its favor.

Sickness comes on us suddenly, like a
thief in the night. More often, perhaps,

than otherwise it comes in the hours of

darkness, arousing a startled family from
sleep to the emergency of sudden and def-

inite action. Often the manifestations of

disease are of so violent and distressing'

a

nature that a bed must be changed, and
the sleeping-garment of a patient, before

a physician can be admitted to the sick-

room. In the haste and excitement there

is often difficulty in finding the things

desired, unless special provision has been
made for a situation like this, and those

who minister to the sick one know just

where the sheets, pillow-cases and gowns
are to be looked for.

A number of nightgowns—as many as

one feels able to afford beyond those in

constant use—should be laid away in some

Cord-work. /

special drawer, easy to get at. Also, things

required for the bed in another drawer,

near by. There should always be a reserve

of soft, fine towels and napkins. In ad-

dition to these, it is well to have abundant
rolls of clean, old muslin rags. All these

things should be in one series of chiffounier

or bureau drawers. There is less confusion
than when one is compelled to unlock
trunks and take out their tills and hastily

rummage through their contents.

No matter how many changes one may
possess, those designed for use in sickness

or other emergency eases should always
be kept separate from the others.

It is not necessary that garments for this

use should be elaborate. The less heavy
tucking and embroidery there is on them
the better. They can be very simply
made, and ought to be, as they are thus
less cumbersome. But in material and
make they should be as dainty as possible.

Some ladies never wear any but cambric
gowns, while others find these too thin

and cool for all seasons of the year. If

cambric is used, a few hemstitched or

feather-stitched tucks, which can be laid

very flat on account of the thinness of the

goods, make a very delicate arrangement
for the yoke, if Mother-Ilubbard, or the

front, if sack. An edge, not too wide, of

fine Smyrna lace or hand-made Valen-
ciennes furnishes a desirable finish.

If muslin be wsed instead of cambric, it

should be of one of the lighter qualities.

We used to think "the heavy New York
mills and Wamasutta brands most desir-

able, on account of their greater durabil-

ity; but since washerwomen, one and all,

use fluids of destructive properties in the

laundering of aur clothing, it takes quite

as long for acids to eat the threads of one
make of cotton as of another. And surely,

one who has once slept in Lonsdale gowns
would not willingly change into what is

heavier.

With light muslins, tucks are not alto-

gether tabooed, but they should be used
with caution, and never be carelessly laid

to overlap each other, and so become
bungling. Ruffles of dimity, cambric or
even light embroidery may be used, al-

though lace, to my thinking, is

preferable. The gown should
always be sufficiently full. Even
the largest size of those to 15e

bought in the stores are open to

the objection of lack of fullness.

They are seldom made with
sufficient breadth in the skirts,

except for very small women.
This difficulty the mother may
avert by making her own or

her daughter's in time of health.

She may thus avoid restriction

of movement when, fevered and
weary, she tosses from side to

side, seeking rest, on a bed of

sickness.

The men of the family should
also be provided with extra
night-shirts, although these it

is not necessary to make at

home.

Iknew a lady who, when well,

prided herself ont her elegant toilets. In
order to dress up to the standard she set for

herself, she restricted her night and under
clothing to exceedingly few changes. Taken
suddenly ill one night, when one of her
two gowns had not been returned from
the wash, she was obliged to be arrayed in
a faded, old blue wrapper when the physi-

cian arrived. All

the other conveni-
ences were of like

nature. In speak-
ing of the matter
afterward, he said

he was never more
surprised in his

life, although his

experience had
long since taught
him that there was
often a very great

difference between
the way people ap-

peared on the
streets and the

houses they lived

in and night-clothes

they wore.

In these days of

cheap muslin,
when seamless
sheeting of excel-

lent quality, two
and a half yards

wide, can be bought
in different grades

from twenty to

thirty cents, the wider ranging a little

higher, nq one needs to waste much time,

as formerly, in the over-and-over sewing of

seams in sheets. A salesman who recently

sold me some of this seamless sheeting,

volunteered a piece of information that

may, or may not, be worth something.

He said that in tearing the muslin it

should not be torn from edge to edge, and
neither should it be cut; but it should be

torn from the fold, each way. Said he, "If

you find one side longer at one end, and
the other side longer at the other, don't cut

any off. Hem it as it is, and when it is

washed it will come out all right." We
have all had our difficulty tyith a corner

too long or a corner too short, on these

sheets, and perhaps this advice may be of

value. There is no advantage in buying
unbleached sheeting with the expectation

that it will bleach out after awhile and
wear longer, for the reason above given

concerning the washerwoman. Even
where ladies do their own washing and
eschew sal-soda and washing-fluids, an

unbleached sheet never comes to the clear

whiteness of a bleached one. There is

always something dingy about it; it irons

less smoothly, and is not so cool and rest-

ful to the touch.

In the matter of pillow-cases, there is

nothing so convenient in sickness or so

pleasant to sleep on as a case with an open-
ing in one end, into and out of which the

pillow can readily be dropped. A case like

this should fall below the end of the pil-

low, and on this surplus end the taste and
fancy may work its will. Embroidery, a

ruffle, lace or what not may edge the deep
hem, above which a cluster of tucks looks

very smart. When we are well, we may

button or tie our pillows into tight-fitting

cases elaborately covered with needle'work,
if we like and can afford it; but when we
become sick, the simplest way is always
the best.

Physicians are averse to the use of

"comforts" in zymotic diseases, in which
the contagion is carried by means of

germs. They prefer blankets, which can
readily be washed. Where an extra pair

of pretty blankets can be reserved for

A LANSINGBURG MIRACLE.

A RAILWAY MAX TALKS.

PHOTOGRAPH-HOLDER.

sickness only, and washed after each case

of it, such reserve is to be recommended.
A physician once told me of the death of a

little child from diphtheria by sleeping

under the comfort which had been over

her brother, who had recovered from the

disease.

Winter days and evenings, when one can-

not go out so freely, and does not desire

constantly to read when other work is done,

furnish a good season in which- to do the

muslin sewing suggested, if one has not

already sucli reserves against sickness.

Minnie W. Baines-Miller.

TROPICAL BEDDING.

Plant life furnishes many desirable

forms which may be used for grouping
even in the far North, and produce effects

truly tropical in appearance. From seed
we may easily raise plants of Ricinus, or

castor-bean, and by a judicious use of

varieties produce good effects. Nicotina,

a species of tobacco-plant, may also be
raised from seed, and furnishes us with
plants for tropical effects. Nicotina red-

flowered is a magnificent variety, with
large, luxuriant foliage. The bloom is

an immense cluster of bright crimson
flowers, and lasts from midsummer until

frost. The plant will grow five or six feet

high. N. colossea is a handsome variety.

The foliage is rose-colored early in the

season, gradually changing to deep green
with reddish veins. The leaves are very
large, and the plant readily attains a height
of five feet in one season.

The varieties of the ornamental leaf

beet, a beet with no tubers, are very
effective in tropical bedding, but do not
exceed two feet in height. However, they
must be used by themselves or as borders
for the taller plants.

For plants of a more enduring character

the varieties of cannas are very desirable.

The several strains now furnish us with
all the shades of greeu and brownish-red
in the foliage, with bloom from brilliant
red to the most delicate yellow. The
plants, according to variety, vary in height
from one and a half feet to six or seven
feet and often taller, so that it will be
readily seen what striking effects may be
produced in tropical bedding by the'use of
the proper varieties. As a rule it is best
to obtain the dormant roots early, in
March or April, pot them and start into
growth, so that they will show six to nine
inches of vigorous top at trausplanting-
time, the latter part of May.
Caladium esculentum, or elephant's-ear,

as it is commonly known, is indispensable
in tropical bedding. The foliage is of an
attractive shade of green, broad and droop-
ing on a strong stem. It certainly re-
sembles in size and form an elephant's ear
more than anything else. The dormant
bulbs may be started early in pots as
directed for cannas, or planted out in the
open ground in May. When used in con-
junction with cannas, as they generally
are, formings the border or foreground,
they should be started in pots and after-
ward transplanted. Caladiums are very
desirable for partially shaded situations,
and form a most attractive background,
with begonias, ferns, torenia and other
plants of a similar nature (requiring par-
tial shade) in front.
In the hands of a careful grower, not

necessarily a skilled grower, we know of
few things with which we may produce
richer or more striking effects for so small
a cost as with the plants here described.
A close study of the individual markings
of the several varieties of each class will
enable one to group them in a most artistic

and harmonious manner.

LITERALLY HALF DEAD, HIS CASE PRONOUNCED
HOPELESS BY PROMINENT PHYSICIANS—
A STORY OP SURPASSING INTEREST

VERIFIED UNDER OATH.
v . [From Troy, N. Y., Times.]

I am the most conservative reporter on
the staff. I despise the chimerical, I court
the real. I burrow in facts. I am from
Lausingburg. We don't often get a good
thing from there, but here is one. F. C.
Kimball last night gave me the following

:

"I am a plain, straightforward man.
Originally from Lausingburg, where now
reside my mother, brother and sister, sev-
eral years ago I moved to Rochester. There
I was in the employ of the Erie Railroad as
yard and freight superintendent. After a
strain to my back, caused by heavy lifting,

three years ago, I developed so-called rheu-
matism. It was an increasing thing for
two years—at times worse, again better. I

wmked intermittently. If I would shut
my eyes I would fall down. My feet and
legs soon lost feeling—were dumb. This
extended to my stomach and at times to
my hands. Doctors Lee and Spencer, of
Rochester, finally pronounced my case pro-
gressive locomotor ataxia, said it was in-
curable, and that they could only ease my
sufferings. Up to this time I had been sick
nearly two years. Before this and for sev-
eral "months I was confined to my bed.
Pins stuck into my limbs the full length
gave me no feeling whatever; my legs
seemed wooden. To pound them gave off
a noise like wood. So I say, as I lay there
I was absolutely one half dead—dead from
the waist down. There was one word
written in large characters all over that
sick-room—C-L-A-Y. Life departed from
my limbs, that word best expressed what
was left. I sent for Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills, to Schenectady, N. Y., and took
them irregularly for two months. They
didn't seem to help. All of a sudden one
morning one of my legs began to prickle
—seemed as though rubbed with nettles.

Then, perhaps, you think I did not inves-
tigate that medicine. I began to mend
fast; got some circulation, got control of
my bowels, and after a few weeks got out
of bed and tried to stand. At last I could
walk—now I can run. And Pink Pills

cured me. The doctors said I couldn't be
cured, but I am. If you will allow me I-

should like to make affidavit to the above
to emphasize the matter in every partic-

ular." This was accordingly done.

Sworn and subscribed before me this 4th

day of April, 1893.

Jas. A. Van Voost, Notary Pubiir.

Mr. Kimball's mother said: "While I

believe in answers to prayers and prayed
earnestly for his recovery, for I am a Chris-

tian woman, and believe my prayers were
answered, I do think Pink Pills were the

means the Lord used to effect my son'«

cure. I want you. to meet my daughter,
Mrs. G. H. Morrison, with whom we are

living here, and the Rev. George Fairlee,

pastor of Westminster church, who lives

with us, and hear what they have to say."

The reporter heard from the lips of the

sister and theirpastor, corroborative words
of all that has been said. The reporter also

ran across the son-in-law, Mr. G. H. Mor-
rison, cashier of the National Bank of Troy,

who said : "He says he was cured by Dr.

Williams' Pink Pills, and I think that is

about the size of it."

Mr. William H. Flandreau, the druggist

at 814 River street, Troy, said :
' "This is a

most wonderful cure from locomotor

ataxia—a so-called incurable disease."

Druggists say that Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills have an enormous sale. An analysis

proves that they contain in a condensed
form all .the elements necessary to give

new life and richness to the blood and
restore shattered nerves. They are an un-
failing specific for such diseases as loco-

motor ataxia, partial paralysis, St. Vitus'

dance, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism,

nervous headache, the after effects of Ja
grippe, palpitation of the heart, pale and
sallow complexions, that tired feeling re-

sulting from nervous prostration ; all dis-

eases resulting from vitiated humors in the

blood, such as scrofula, chronic erysipelas,

etc. They are also a specific for troubles

peculiar to females, such as suppressions,

irregularities, and all forms of weakness.
They build up the blood, and restore the

glow of health to pale and sallow cheeks.

In men they effect a radical cure in all cases

arising from mental worry, overwork or I

excesses of whatever nature. Pink Pills

are sold by all dealers, or will be sent post-

paid on receipt of price (50 cents a box, or

six boxes for $2.50—they are never sold in

bulk or by the 100), by addressing Dr.

Williams' Medicine Co., Schenectady,

N. Y., or Brockville, Ontario.
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FI,ORICTJI/riTRE and
KITCHEN GARDENING.

IMPROVED TEN-WEEKS STOCKS.

The blossoms of the stock of to-day are

no more to be compared with those of five

years ago than are the blossoms of the

pansy we know to the small bloomer of

its earlier days. The blossoms of the best

varieties of stock are not only many of

them double, but they are very perfect in

form, more profuse in bloom and more
lasting than the older sorts.

Our illustration was drawn from life

from blossoms on plants in the green-

house. The seed was sown on the 10th of

March and the first bloom appeared on the

11th of May, a period of about nine weeks.

I Of course, allowance must be made for the

advantages of glass in bringing the plants

to perfection so quickly. The variety is

the Dwarf Snowflake, which is extensively

used for forcing by florists. The same
sort planted in the open ground, seed sown
the last of May, were in constant bloom
until frost. This variety is one of the best

for cutting, and like the famous sort, "Cut
and Come Again," seems to enjoy being

robbed of its bloom.

To have the best success with stocks and
to enjoy their bloom through a long sea-

son, the seed should be sown from March
to April in shallow boxes in the house.

Seed should not be sown in the open
ground in the North much before the

middle or last of May, depending on the

weather.

The plants from seed sown in the house

should be transplanted when an inch high

into other boxes, and if transplanted a

second time before being finally set in the

open ground, the plant will have a more
compact habit. The soil used for trans-

planting-boxes should be moderately rich.

It must be very fine, however, and is. best

when of a loamy character. In trans-

planting to the open ground, do the work
when the soil is moist, soon after a shower.

If this cannot be done, considerable care in

watering must be taken until the young
plants become well established.

Besides the varieties named, the several

colors of the Dwarf Large Flowing class

and the Giant Perfection class are the best

for general culture. N

The best effects with stocks are obtained
by massing either in solid beds by them-
selves or as deep borders for other plants.

When used for beds handsome effects may
be obtained by the use of the named colors

planted in rows ranging from the darkest

sorts in the center to the white at the outer
edge. In borders care must be used to

select sorts uniform in habit of growth,
being careful as well that the plants in the

rear are taller than the stocks used for

borders. The reverse of this plan would
make an otherwise well-arranged bed a
hideous affair. Stocks require some pa-
tience and care to grow them well, but
they will surely repay you in beauty of
bloom.

SIMPLE HOTBEDS.

It is taken for granted that the majority
of the readers of this journal know how
to construct hotbeds, if they already have
not one on the grounds. The kitchen gar-

den is, however, distinctively the garden
for the family, and the wife and daughter
will have more to do with it than the men
folks, and hence there may be some con-
flict over the privileges of the "real" hot-
beds in which the large quantities of

plants for large areas are raised. But with
a few shallow boxes, her warm kitchen
and the sunny window, mother may be
independent of father and the boys and
raise her own vegetables as well as flower
plants. In making the boxes for the
kitchen hotbeds, see that they are small
enough to handle, when filled, without
straining one's back. A good size is about
fifteen to eighteen inches long and nine or
ten inches wide; three inches is deep
enough, and two inches will answer for
many seeds. Have the soil moderately
rich, but by all means have it fine.

After sowing the seed, the soil must be
kept moist at all times, and when the
young plants appear, give plenty of light,
but avoid setting too close to the glass or
the sun will burn the tender seedlings.
When the young plants are an inch or

two high, transplant to other boxes of soil
and give less heat, the object being to
gradually harden the young plants so that
they may be placed in the open ground at
the proper time without being obliged to
protect them at night.
Of course, even the miniature hotbeds

described are not necessary except for cer-

tain plants, like tomatoes, etc., and even
then for the kitchen garden, where but
few are needed, we would advise buying
the plants if possible. By having the soil

prepared early and selecting the warmest
locations for. the earliest sown seed, we
may dispense with the hotbed in many
cases and still have vegetables among the

earliest.

PLANT NOTES.

Calla lilies may be treated in two ways
during the summer, both of which have
their adherents among florists as well as

among amateurs. After the plant has

done its winter work, cut the tops off to

within an inch of the soil and lay the pot

on its side in a shady spot where it will be

wet only by the rains. In the fall (Sep-

tember) start the plant into full growth by
giving it the usual can of water, food, etc.

The other way is to take the plant from
the pot, shake off the soil about the bulb

and place in a dry place under cover. As
soon as the top has dried down, separate it

from the bulb and place the latter in a

thoroughly dry place, allowing it to re-

Don't fail to include the following va-

rieties in your list of geraniums to buy
this spring. We have tested all of them,
and you can rely on their being all that is

claimed for them. Souvenir de Mirande,
a profuse bloomer, a delicate single pink-

white center, shaded to white. Mrs. E. G.

Hill, a superb salmon, very large truss.

Scarlet cloth, single large florets of a soft

texture, but brilliant scarlet color. La
Favorite, one of the best and most pro-
fuse blooming white sorts, double. Beaute
Poitevine, large, sime-double flowers ofta

beautiful salmon. Immense truss and a
free bloomer.

* * Si

For vases or tubs or boxes filled with
plants grown from seed the following is a

good selection : For the center or for tall

plants we will need palms, pandanus or

gravillia, which should be bqught already

of good. size. For upright growing sorts

of moderate height, we can raise from
seed calendula, centaurea (white-leaved),

heliotrope and browallia. For trailing or

drooping sorts, from seed raise alyssum,
candytuft, Lobelia gracillis, oxalis, pe-

DwAEr Snowflake.

main until September, then pot in rich
soil, and after the top is well through the
soil, treat in the usual way. In our ex-
perience the result of the last method is

to obtain earlier and more blossoms, but
the plant is not, as a rule, so well furnished
with foliage as under the first treatment.

Lovers of pansies must bear in mind
that as a class the plants require good soil

and an abundance of water. Partial shade
is also necessary for their best success.

Our most complete success in many years
was with plants from March-sown seed
indoors, the plants when too thick being
thinned out and placed in shallow boxes
about four inches apart. Early in May
these boxes were placed on the east side of

the house, on the ground outdoors, where
they had the sun until about ten o'clock.

Surrounding buildings shaded them the
rest of the day. All summer long, except,
of course, on rainy days, the plants were
watered twice each day, morning and
night. The soil was one part well-

rotted stable manure to three parts good
garden loam. The blossoms were very
large and were on the plants in great

abundance from early June until severe

frosts in the late fall.

tunia and nasturtium. This selection will

make a good display at a moderate price

and give an abundance of bloom from
early summer until frost.

The improvements in asters have been
as pronounced as in other plants. Here
are a few we tested during the past season,

and we can recommend to our readers
with full confidence.

In the chrysanthemum-flowered class,

which are dwarf, growing only about ten
inches high, and bearing full double
flowers in clusters, the porcelain color

shaded to a white center is very fine. The
shading is exquisitely delicate and the
variety is a profuse bloomer.
The comet class are very desirable, re-

sembling the Japanese chrysanthemum
in their many twisted petals. The solid
colors are most desirable, pink and white
the best shades. "Queen "of the Easters,"
the earliest of all varieties, is a valuable
new sort, dwarf in habit and free bloom-
ing. The flowers are pure white and
double. "Guess King" is a good variety
for contrast with above; not early, but
bears an abundance of blackish-purple
flowers, globular in form.

FREE TO INVAliID JLADIHS.
A safe, simple home treatment that cured me after

years of suffering with female troubles, etc., sent free
to ladies with full instructions how to use it. Address,
Mrs. D. L. OEME, South Bend. Ind.

ALTHOUGH the railroad dis-

aster stopped him it didn't

stop his watch, for the watch

case was a Fahys Monarch (14
Karat) Gold Filled Watch Case.

These cases are as strong,
handsome, and as durable as solid

gold and at \ the cost. Guaranteed
to wear twenty-one years. Your
jeweller keeps
them. Look
for this name

and trade-

Trade Mark

.

Joseph Fahys& Co,

Fahys
mark. Send for free

pamphlet, "From A
to Z of a Watch "

Case."

41 Maiden Lane, N, Y%

PRETTIEST BOOKPDCCEVER PRINTED, r It.Kd
jjtk BB OB Bfe Cheap as dirt

Cheap, pure, best. 1,000,000 extras.
Beautiful Illustrated Catalogue free,
li. H. SHUMWAY, Rockford, IU.

SEEDS
THAT PAY ARE
SEEDS

THAT GROW.
Our seeds are all fresh, tested and reliable.

They are sure to grow if given a chance. It
will pay you to get our Catalogue of Seeds and
Plants, before placing your orders. Send for
it to-day. Address
F. W. RITTER & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

SPRAY,

Stalil's
Double Acting
Excelsior Spray-

l ing Outfits prevent
Leaf Blight & Wormy

I Fruit. Insures a heavy-
' yield of all Fruit anew
Vegetable crops. Thous-
ands in use. Send 6 cts. for

i catalogue and full treatise

| on spraying. Circularsfree.

\WM.STAHL,Quincy,lll.\

Always mention this paper when you write.

BEAUTIFUL CRAZY quilt of 500 sq.
'in., made with

pkg.of 64>splendid Silk pes.,asstd.bright colors,25c;
5 pkgs., SI. LEMARIE'S SILK MILLS, LITTLE FERRY. H. I.

BABY CARRIAGES^*!,*
ywhere to anyone at Wholesale Prices without pay-

ing one cent in advance. We pay freight. Buy from
factory. Save-deal- I $18.50 Carriage for $9.25.
ers' profits. Large $12.00 " " $6.95.
illustrated catalog

|
$5.00 " " $2.J5.

free. Address Cash Buyers' Union,
16* West Tan Ouron Street, BS, Chicago, III.

Until you see the
beautiful and fast
colors made with
"PERFECTION"
Dyes. Sample
cards showing
new colors sent

FREE. For 40c. we will send you 6 pkgs. of any
colors you wish to try. Single pks. 10c. Agents
wanted. "W. Cushins & Co., Box 45 Foxcroft, Me.

Dont Dye

TERRIFF'S PFRFFflT WASHFR
tp is warranted to wash as clean as
Scan be done on wash-
-board. Machines

sent on trial at
S wholesale price
where not intro-

duced. If. not satis-
factory money re-
funded. Liveagts.
wanted. For terms
and prices write 75000 iu | Use

PORTLAND MFG. C0.Boxl4,Portland,aichi
Mention thiB paper.

NAMES WANTED
"We want the names and
post-office addresses of
any active, intelligent

canvassers for books or household goods whom you
may know of in your neighborhood or elsewhere ; also
of persons whom you think would make good agents,
and who are needing profitable employment. We will
send a book containing 75 complete stories by popular
authors, to any ono who will send us not less than 5such
names. Address 1,ADIES HOME COMPANION,
Book Department, Springfield, Ohio.

High
Arm $17.50

buys $50 Arlington King
machine, :' 1 buys $40
Arlington King, $12

buys $35 High Arm tiem machine, we
sell all makes and styles, from cheap-
est $7.95 to best Arlington Kinp,
$17. 5U, We take all risks, pay freight,

ship anywhere on 30 days free trial in
any home without asking one cent in ad-
vance; machine to be returned at our ex-
pense if unsatisfactory. All attachments
free. Wokld'rFair Medals Awarded. Over
100,000nowin use. Buydirectfroni factory.

Save agents large profits. Catalogue and testimonials free. Write
,at once. Address (in full) CASH BUYERS' UNION,
158-164 W. VanBuren St., Dept.B24

,
Chicago, III.

LYON Sl HEALY,
» 57 Monroe St., Chicago

Will Hall Free their newly enlarged
Catalogue of Band Instruments, Uni-
forms and Equipments. <00 Fine Il-

lustrations, describing every article '

required by Bands or Drum Corps.
Contains instructions for Amateur Bands,
Exercises and Drum Majon's Tactics, By-
Laws, and a Selected List of Band Music.
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"IF WE KNEW."
If we knew the present year
We should hail our Lord's return,

How the thought would soothe our anguish,

How our hearts with love would yearn. '

All the burdens we must carry

Would be easier to bear

Could we know he would not tarry,

He, the fairest of the fair.

His most gracious word we know,
"Lo, I'm with you to the end!"

Gently as a nurse he careth,

And will all our ways defend.

Burdens shall no more oppress us

When our king his face reveals,

Neither fear nor care distress us
When the heart his presence feels.

This new year our last may be,

And for us our Lord may come;
Weeks and months so swiftly flying,

Bring us nearer heaven and home.
Let us then rejoice with gladness,

For our Lord's return draws nigh. 1

Jesus comes! then banish sadness,

"Quickly come!" our hearts do cry.

THE CIGARETTE VICE.

The useof cigarettes is liotruerely

the use of tobacco, it is a vice

by itself. In reformatories

where the cure of the opium,
alcohol and cigarette habits is a

business, cigaretee patients are

not restricted from smokingcigars or pipes,

which are regarded as comparatively harm-
less. The cigarette works a special evil of

its own, which tobacco in other forms does

not effect. This evil result may be due to

drugs, or to the paper wrappers, or to the

fact that the smoke of cigarettes is almost
always inhaled into the lungs, while cigar

smoke is not. As to that, let the experts

decide ; about the fact of the effect there is

no doubt, and no dearth of evidence. No
other form of tobacco eats into the will as

cigarettes do. The adult can carry off a

good deal of poison of one kind or another

without disaster, and his duties being

fixed and his will formed, he is usually

able to make his minor vices subservient

s
to his more important obligations. And
so it happens that it is a matter of constant

observation in clubs, and wherever there

are intelligent men who allow themselves
all the creature indulgences that they
dare, that these experienced persons are

constantly "swearing off" cigarettes for

longer or shorter periods, and smoking
cigars instead. The cigarette fetter begins

to gall, and they fling it off. But young
boys do not do that. They have not dis-

cretion enough, for one thing, and for

another, cigars cost too much for them,

and cannot be smoked surreptitiously in

a spare moment. It is the infernal cheap-

ness of the cigarette and its adaptability

for concealment that tempt this school-

boy's callow intelligence.—Harper's Weekly.

HUMILITY.

When I think of the immensity of the

universe, I am filled with the sense of my
own utter insignificance, and am ready to

exclaim with David, "What is man that

thou art mindful of him!" The freedom of

the human will and the starry heavens are

the two greatest marvels that come under

our observation, and when I think of all the

mighty worlds around us, to which ours is

but a speck, I feel what poor little worms
we are, and ask myself, what is greatness?

I do not like such a word as design to be

applied to the Creator of all these worlds

;

it makes him seem a mere artificer. A cer-

tain amount of anthropomorphism must,

however, necessarily enter into our con-

ception of God, because, though there

may be infinitely higher beings than our-

selves in the worlds beyond ours, yet to

our conception man is the highest being.
— Tennyson.

START WELL.

Much depends upon a cheerful start for

the day. The man who leaves his home
with a scowl on his brow, and a snap at

his children, and a tart speech to his wife

instead of a kiss, is not likely to be pleas-

ant company for anybody during the day.

He will probably come home with the

temper of a porcupine. Wise plans should

be laid for every day, so that it be not an
idle saunter or an aimless bustling to and
fro. Yet to make good speed on the right

track, we must not start overloaded; not

too many things to be undertaken, lest they

prove hasty botchwork. The journey is not

made in a cushioned car, but on foot, and
the most galling load is vexations and wor-
rying care. One step at a time is all that the

most busy Christian can take, and steady

walking ought not to tire any healthy
body or soul. It is the overstrained rush,

whether in business or study, that breaks
people down

;
especially the insane greed

for wealth or the mad ambition, goading
brains and nerves to a fury. The shattered
nerves and sudden deaths in all our great
business centers tell a sad story. A good
rule is to take short views. Sufficient to

the day is the toil thereof; no man is

strong enough to bear to-day's load with
the morrow piled on the top of it. The
only long look far ahead that you and I

should take should be the look toward
the judgment seat, and the offered crown
at the end of the race. That is the way to

get a taste of heaven in advance.

—

Rev. T.

L. Ouylcr.
« » *

WORTH REMEMBERING.

"Faith is the,sacrifice of the understand-
ing to God; repentance the sacrifice of the
will."

"A gift to the Lord is to be measured by
its self-denial, not by its actual amount; or
as one has happily put it, by what remairfs,

not by what is given."

"When a man measures the Bible by
himself, the book is sure to be wrong; but
when he measures himself by the Bible,
he is sure to be wrong."
"It is not talent, nor power, nor gifts

that do the work of God, but it is that
which lies within the grasp of the hum-
blest ; it is the simple, earnest life with
Christ in God."
"Patience strengthens the spirit, sweet-

ens the temper, stiffles anger, extinguishes
envy, subdues pride; she bridles the
tongue, refrains the hand and tramples
upon temptations."

"If I could go down to my grave and
have it honestly written above it, He did
what he could, I would rather have it than
a monument of gold reaching to heaven.
Do all the good you can, to all the people
you can, as long as ever you can.—Moody.

THE FLAPPING OF A FLY'S WING.

Sir John Lubbock says: "The slow
flapping of a butterfly's wing produces no
sound; but when the movements are
rapid, a noise is produced, which increases
in shrillness with the number of vibra-

tions. Thus, the house-fly, which pro-
duces the sound F, vibrates its wings
21,120 times a minute, or 335 times a sec-

ond ; and the bee, which makes the sound
of A, as many as 26,400 times a minute, or

440 in a second. On the contrary, a tired

bee hums on E, and therefore, according
to theory, vibrates its wings only 330 times
in a second."

Marcy, the naturalist, after many at-

tempts, has succeeded by a delicate

mechanism in confirming these numbers
graphically. He fixed a fly so that the tip

of the wing just touched a cylinder, which
was moved by clockwork. Each stroke of

the wing caused a mark, of course, very
slight, but still very perceptible, and thus
showed that there were actually 330 strokes

in a second, agreeing almost exactly with
the number of vibrations inferred from
the note produced.

DO NOT RESIST GOD.

You perceive by the light of God, in the
depth of conscience, what grace demands
of you; but you resist him. Hence your
distress. You begin to say within, "It is

impossible for me to undertake to do what
is required of me." This is a temptation to

despair. Despair as much as you please of

self, but never of God. He is all-good and
all-powerful, and will grant you according

to your faith. If you will believe all

things, all things shall be yours, and you
shall remove mountains. If you believe

nothing, you shall have nothing, but you
alone will be to blame. Look at Abraham,
who hoped against every rational hope!
Look at Mary, also, who, when the most
incredible thing in the world was proposed
to her, did not hesitate, but exclaimed,
"Be it unto me according to thy word."
Open then your heart. How can grace

find room in so straitened a heart? All

that you have to do is to rest in the teach-

able spirit of faith, and no longer listen to

self, and those things which seemed the

greatest difficulties will be insensibly

smoothed away.

—

Madam Ouyon.

A SPLENDID FREE OFFER.

We have the best and surest remedy in all
the world for the speedy and permanent cure
of Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Biliousness, Con-
stipation, Liver Complaint, Sick Headache,
Nervous Debility, Rheumatism, and even Con-
sumption in its early stages. We will gladly
send a valuable, free trial package post-paid to
any reader of this paper who will send us his
or her name and address. If it does not do
what we claim the loss is ours not yours.
Write to-day. Address
Egyptian Drug Co., 29 Park Row, New York.

fOOOOOOOOOO#
O It is now beyond dis- O
Q pute that Q
Beecham's*

) Pills(

Worth a Guinea
a Buz.

(Tasteless)

O are a specific in all O
cases of Indigestion, O
Biliousness, Sick-

headache, and kin-

dred troubles.
25 cents a box.

'OOOOOOOOO

A Weak Digestion
strange as it may seem, is caused
from a lack of that which is

never exactly digested—/^. The
greatest fact in connection with

Scott's Emulsion
appears at this point—it ispartly
digested fat—and the most
weakened digestion is quickly
strengthened by it.

The only possible help

in Consumption is the

arrest of waste and re-

newal of new, healthy

tissue. Scott's Emulsion
has done wonders in Con-

sumptionjust this way.

Prepared by Scott & Bowne, N. Y. All druggists.

the Qwen Electric Belt

, AND APPLIANCES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

TONE

UP THE

CURE

MANY
DISEASES

WHEN
ALL

OTHER

REMEDIES

FAIL.

GET ONE.

A GENUINE CURRENT OF ELECTRICITY
Is generated in a battery on the belt, and can
be applied to any part of the body. The cur-
rent can be made mild or strong as the case
may require, and is absolutely under control
of the wearer at all times.

OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Contains fullest information regarding the
cure of Acute, Chronic and Nervous Diseases,
Sworn Testimonials with portraits of people
who have been cured, Price List and Cuts of
Belts and Appliances, and how to order, pub-
lished in English, German, Swedish and Nor-
wegian Languages. This catalogue will be
mailed to any address on receipt of six cents
postage.

THE OWEN
Electric Belt and Appliance Co.

Main Office and Only Factory,

THE OWEN ELECTRIC BELT BUILDING,
201-211 STATE ST., CHICAGO, HE.
The Largest Electric Belt Establishment in the

World.

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

WOTJBLE
Breech-Leader

$6.00
RIFLES $2.00

WATCHESGUNS
BICYCLES $15
All kinds uucaper tbau else-
where. Before you bay,
send stamp for catalogue to

POWELL & CLEMENT CO.
1G€ Main St., Cineinn»ti,0.

10
T. D.

f\gMTO (silverj pays ror oar nanasomtt
^/CB« I O PEOPLE'S JOURNAL odc year,
on (rial, and your address in our " AGENTS' DIREC-
TORY," which goeB whirling all over the United
States to firms who wish to mail FREE, sample
papers, magazines, books, pictures, cards, etc., with
terms, and our patrons receive busbelsof mail. Great-
est bargain in America. Try it ; yon will be Pleased.

CAMPBELL* X 115 Boylestou, In<L

I (% W£ We will send 15G Popular
It \ Cm Ei Songs, words and music, also 12

Fi^ji Complete Novels by most fa-
Bv^^wBca inous authors, and the largest and

I best story paper in the world 3 months absolutely free if

lyou send lOc. to pay postage. Thisoffer is madeonly
I to introduce our paper in new homes. Order Quick.

I SOCIAL VISITOR CO., Box 3139, Boston, Mass.

I GANT
55
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Tobacco users say. Ab! maybe you say

so yourself. There are millions like

you, with what physicians call a "T0-

, BACC0 NERVE"—that is, your nervous
system is completely under tobacco's

narcotic stimulant, and when you say,

"I CAN'T QUIT," you tell the truth.

The proper way is to treat the dis-

eased nervous system by using

i

no
1 MAKES IT
s

EASY,
because it acts directly on the nerve

Centres, destroying the nerve craving

effects, buiids up and improves the

entire nervous system. Makes WEAK
MEN STRONG. Many report a gain of

ten pounds in ten days. You run no

physical or financial risk—N0-T0-BAC
sold under

OUR GUARANTEE

PUBLISHER'S

IS PLAIN AND TO THE POINT.
One box, $1.00: three boxes,
30 days' treatment, $2.50. Is
GUARANTEED to cure TO-
BACCO KABIT in any form,
or money refunded. We
don't claim to cure every-
one, but the percentage is

1 We, the publish,
{era of this paper,
jknowthe S.R.Co.
.to be reliable and'
|doa8they agree. I so large, we can better af-

, Jims we f0r(i t0 have good will or
if PIIIDIIITrr i occasional failure, than
: f bUAKAN I tt.i bis money. We have FAITH
t .i.,.,,.,,.. InNO-TO-BAC. If you try No'

To-Bac, you will find that it is to you

WORTH ITS
WEIGHT IN COLD.

Book called "Don't Tobacco Spit and

LSmoke Your Life Away," mailed for the '

asking. Buy No-To-Bac from druggist or t

mailed for price. AddressTheSTEKL1NG
REMEDY CO., Chicago Office, 45 Randolph
St.; New York Office, 10 Spruce St.; Labo-
ratory, Indiana Mineral Springs, Ind.

BIG JOB LOT OF SILK REMNANTS
FOR CRAZY PATCH-WORK.

OWING to the hard times there has been dumped on the
market an extra big lot of odd pieces of silk and satin

that are just what ladies want for crazy patch-
work. We were fortunate in securing them
cheap, and will give one of our special panic J

PACKAGES to any one sending lUc. for a three
months' subscription to CoMFOKT, the Prize
Story Magazine. Three lots and an elegant
piece ofsilk plush contain 3G square inches,
together with five skeins of elegant embroid-
ery silk, all different bright col- .

ors, all for 25c. postpaid; three

25c lots for G5c, five for $1.00.

A Cute Foot=Rest
FREE.

Useful Ornaments
arc sought after at all seasons
of the year. People do not
realize the quantities of
goodathatare sold through
the mails. Inventors are
daily trying to get up
something to sell by mail
that will be pretty, useful,
and cheap. A pretty foot-
rest could never be ob-

'

tained at a low price be
fore (they sell for
91.00 each at the
stores) , but by get-
tingup something
that is turned out
by machines in
pretty colored
durable goods, to
be filled with cotton or any cheap or cast-off substance and
then sewn up, we can now give a premium that will be
welcume in every room in all the homes from
Alaine to California. It comes in the shape of a
handsome Spaniel Zfow-HW, lying down, size about 8x12
inches, and can always be placed for an ornament when nut
in use by grandma or yourself or company as a Foot Rest,
it will create untold merriment when dying in front of the
fire, it is so life-like in shape, and color. Although entirely
new, .:t*.H1 have already been sold, and millions tmore
will be in use before many months. Agents will find them
great eeJlers, and should order at least a dozen to start
with. To introduce, we will send a sample postpaid to
any one sending 1.3c. for a three months' subscription to
Comfokt. Two Rests and Coaifobt C months for 25c. ; five
for 50c., one dozen, $1.00; one Rest and 10c. lot Remnants,
20c. ; one Rest and 25c. lot Remnants, 32c.

Address, Comfort Fob. Co., Box 121 » Augusta, Me.

AND STEREOPTICONS
afford the host and^cheapest means of object t^achiof for

<olle«ea, School*, and Sunday Schools. Our a»
eortmcnl of Views, illustrating Abt, Scismcb, Histobt,
tent and Parlor Entertainment* etc. nothing can
£7*Chnrcb. Entertainments, Public Exhtbl-

». — mmgmmm m UlT a verV yrojitmbit businga/or
i\ \g%M V" I a person with small capital. We are

. I I WW mm mm mm (be largest manufactorers and deal-
ers, aad ship to all parts of the world. If yon wish to know bow to order, how to conduct Parlor
,Katertainmeats for pleasure, or Public -Exhibitions, etc., for MAKING MONEY,

M^rMCTCD' 250 PACE BOOK FREE.MCALLISTER* ftife. Optician, -lil Nassau Street, New Yorh,

MAGIC LANTERNS
KiiUiJion and Teatki. is iinmenue. Por Hone Amukc

be found as instructive or amaaing.
Hons and Pop
hular lliustrat-
led Leeture

THIS MACHINE FOR $14. FREIGHT PRE-PAID.
We now offer for the next sixty days this elegant Oxford High Arm Im-
proved Singer sewing machine—perfect—reliable, finely finished, adapted
to light and heavy work, self threading Cylinder Shuttle, Self Set-

ting Needle, complete set ofthe latest Steel Attachments, cab-
inet work best of walnut oroak, each machine warranted for ten years,
safedelivery guaranteed and will sell a few at this extremely low price,

S14, freight prepaid, or will ship machine on thirty days'
trial, subject to approval and examination for $15. When cash in full ac-

companies order for one of these machines if it is not satisfactory in every res-

pect, do the work any family sewing machine can do, we bind ourselves upon
the return of machine to refund all money. Where can you buy on better

terms? Do not let this opportunity of a life time pass if you are in need of a

first class sewing machine. Cut this out and send it to us to-day with
your order. Our large catalogue, showing the machines awarded Pre-
mium Medal atthe World's Fair, Chicago, sent free to any address.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 340 Wabasl Ave., CHICAGO.
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6®-KEAD THIS NOTICE.-®a
Questions froin regular subscribers of Farm and

'Fireside, and relating to matters o£ general interest,

will be answered in these columns free of charge.
Querists desiring immediate replies, or asking infor-

mation upon matters of personal interest only, should
enclose stamps for return postage. The full name and
host-office address of the inquirer should accompany
each query in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries must be received at least two
Weeks before the date of the issue in which the answer
is expected. Queries should not be written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written

on one side of the paper only.

Celery—Cheese.—H. M. H., Farley, Kan.
Send 30 cents to Tuisco Greiner, LaSalle, N.

Y., for "Celery for Profit." Send 25 cents to

J. A. Monrad, Winnetka, 111., for "A B C of

Cheese-making."
Kicking Heifer.—N. P., .Carrier Springs,

N. C. To break your heifer from kicking,
place her in the sole charge of some cool,

level-headed person, who will treat her with
uniform kindness and firmness. While being
milked she should be securely fastened in a
good stanchion.
Spoiled Eggs as Fertilizer.—R. C. I.,

West Union, Iowa, writes: "I live near a
large cold storage, where thousands of dozens
of eggs are stored. These are sorted before
they are shipped, and a great many spoiled
eggs are thrown out. Are these spoiled eggs
of any value as a fertilizer? If so, how should
they be scattered, and how thick should they
be spread on corn and timothy land? How
would they compare per barrel with good
horse manure?"
Reply by Joseph :—If the value of the fer-

tilizer could be measured by the bad smell of
the article, spoiled eggs would undoubtedly
head the list. I have no analysis of bad eggs
at hand, but there can be no doubt that they
would make a good fertilizer, rich in nitrogen.
How to apply them is the question. I think I

would compost the broken eggs with horse
manure, dry muck or litter of any sort.

Fertilizer Queries.—P. B. S., Charles
county, Md., writes: "Please tell me if equal
parts of kainite and bone-meal mixed with
sheep droppings are a complete guano for

corn? If not, what should I add? Also, is

not one fourth of a ton of muriate of potash
equal to a ton of kainite? Which is the best
way of using, dropping a handful in each hill

or putting it in with a machine? The land is

stiff clay. Can guano men sell pure bone-
meal for $30 per ton? Is it not mixed with
bone from sugar refineries? What does nitro-
gen generally sell for?"
Reply by Joseph :—Kainite mixed with

bone-meal is a complete fertilizer; so are
sheep droppings a complete fertilizer, and
consequently the mixture of both would be.

If you apply the mixture (which is good
enough in itself) for corn in the hill, you
shouTd be careful not to put in too much
kainite. Usually the safest way to apply
kainite Is in the fall. Muriate of potash has
about fifty per cent of potash, kainite about
twelve or thirteen per cent. Pure bone-meal
usually costs about 130 or $32 per ton. The
bone refuse of sugar refineries is bone black;
pure bone-meal is ground raw bone. Nitrogen
in available forms is worth from fourteen to
sixteen cents per pound. Nitrate of soda, for
instance, which contains about fifteen per
cent of nitrogen, usually sells for $45. You
should read "Practical Farm Chemistry."

VETERINARY.
*$g<Gonclueted by 13p. H. J. Detmers.lji*

•Professor of Veterinary Surgery in Ohio State
University.

Xp regular subscribers of Farm and Fireside, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of
charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,
the applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attention will be paid to such a request. Inquir-
ies should always contain the writer's full address.
Queries must be received at least two weeks before the
date of the issue in which the answer is expected. Sub-
scribers may Bend their veterinary queries directly to

Dr. H. J. Detmers, 1315 Neil Avenue, Columbus. Ohio.
Note.—Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column, mu6t give their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but for other
good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

Mullein. H. M. D., M. D., Pine City, N. Y.
Mallein bears the same relation to glanders
(Malleus humidus) as tuberculin to tuberculo-
sis. The technique is the same.
A Fistule on the Hip.—E. C. R., Strat.ton,

Neb. Such a fistule, if of three years' stand-
ing, can be cured only if a competent veteri-
narian administers and superintends the
treatment.
Hogs Sweating.—C. O. K., Rock Grove, 111.

If you keep fifteen hogs together in one pen,
and the hogs are sweating in cold weather,
they very lfkely pile, hog fashion, on top of
each other when going to sleep, and thus cause
the sweating.
Injured Tendons.—H. M. G., Chetopa,

Kan. As the case is an old one, the injury
or straining happening over a year ago, there
Is no prospect of recovery unless a competent
veterinarian can personally conduct or super-
intend the treatment, and even then the re-
sult may be unsatisfactory.
Probably Actinomycosis.-D. McD.,

Yankton, S. D. What you complain of may
be actinomycosis. If the tooth had been re-
moved in time, and if immediately antisep-
tics had been applied, the morbid process
might have been stopped in its incipient
stage. It is probably too late now to do any-
thing. Consult your veterinarian again.

Chronic Diarrhea.—0. C. M., Coalton,
Ohio. The chronic diarrhea you complain of,
it seems, is due to a chronic intestinal catarrh
and extreme old age. It therefore is not
probable that a cure can be effected, or that
any treatment will pay. If you are of a differ-
ent opinion, and wish to spend some money,
employ a veterinarian.
Slobbers.—G. L. D., Stoneburg, Tex., writes

:

"I have a three-year-old filly that slobbers
profusely while eating. Often a teacupful of
saliva is left in the feed-box where she eats.
Please tell me what to do for her."
Answer:—It is probably nothing more seri-

ous than spoiled or moldy food, perhaps hay
full of fungi. Change the food and feed noth-
ing but what is sound and clean.

Cannot Swallow.—J. D., Forest City, Iowa.
If your colt cannot swallow, there is probably
paralysis—partial only, perhaps—of the
tongue or of the pharynx, etc. The teeth are
not at fault. Young colts always have sharp
teeth and ought to have them. They should
not have been filed, because smooth teeth can-
not perform their functions, and are no better
than a smooth millstone. To file teeth is
indicated only if the teeth (of an old horse,
for instance) are not regularly worn off, and
thus have long, sharp and projecting points,
which cut the gums or the tongue. Nothing
can be done by way of treatment against
paralysis.

So-called Bog-spavin.—A. S. W., Platte,

Mich. What you complain of is a so-called
bog-spavin, or an enlargement of the hock-
joint. It does not cause any lameness. If you
want to do something, you may make repeat-
ed applications of tincture of iodine, say once
a day for a few weeks, but do not expect more
than a reduction.

Kingworm.—R. H. O., New Vienna, Ohio.
What you describe is ringworm. A cure will
be effected if you apply, once a day, either
some tincture of iodine or a five-per-cent
solution of creoline (Pearson) in water, or else

a five-per-cent solution of carbolic acid, pro-
vided you thoroughly cleanse the stable,

especially remove all bedding and rubbish,
and take care that no new infection will take
place. A creoline solution is probably prefer-

able, because it is non-poisonous.

Bitter and Foaming Milk.—0. L. H.,
Wellington, Kan. Your cow is not to blame,
and the feed you give—bran, ship-stuff, wild
hay, and hay and straw mixed—is all right.

The milk, after it has been drawn from the
udder, is invaded by bacteria. It will there-
fore be necessary to disinfect the milking
utensils, to clean and disinfect the stable and
to keep the milk—temporarily, at least—at an-
other place until the place where it usually is

kept has undergone a thorough disinfection.

All this would, perhaps, not be necessary if it

were known when the bacteria invasion takes
place ; but as it is not, it will be safest to disin-

fect everything named, even the churn and
the vessel in which the cream is kept.

Swelling in the Parotid Region.—J. A.
H., Roanoke, W. Va., writes : "I have a mare
that is swelled from the ears down to the
throat. The swelling commenced about nine
months ago. There is nothing else wrong
with her, so far as I can tell. I have used lin-

iments, but they did not reduce the swelling
any."
Answer:—If the swelling is solid and some-

what nodular, and your mare a gray, it very
likely is a melanotic tumor (melano-sarcoma)
and nothing can be done, except leaving it

alone. All irritating applications, liniments,
etc., increase its growth. If it is fluctuating,
it may possibly be due to a filling up of the
air-sacs with purulent mucus, but in that ease
you would have noticed something else
wrong with the animal. The same would be
the case if the swelling is caused by an in-
flammation of the parotid gland. If your
mare is not a gray, have the swelling exam-
ined by a competent veterinarian.

Thumps.—M. J. D-, Adelaide, Cal., writes:
"Is there a cure for my horse? He has the
thumps whenever I work him. My son is

plowing him. After he rests all day Sunday
he does not have them Monday, but has them
Tuesday and the rest of the week. He gener-
ally gets over them during the night, but
sometimes has them as bad in the morning.
What I mean by the thumps is that his sides
keep thumping."
Answer:—I am not quite sure whether what

you call "thumps" really is what is usually
called so—that is, a visible and even audible
thumping all over the body, but especially in
the hind quarters, and synchronous with the
beating of the heart—or whether what you
call thumps is merely a severe case of heaves
or chronic difficulty of breathing, and what
you call thumping caused by the excessive
contraction of the respiratory muscles at each
breath. If the latter, it is incurable, and the
horse is worthless, or nearly so. Ifthe former,
there is hope that it will permanently disap-
pear, if the horse has rest for a sufficient
length of time and if not overworked.
Cut by a Barbed Wire.—C. D. B., Grass

Lake, Mich., writes: "I have a three-year-old
colt that had his leg raked by a barbed wire,
about three weeks ago. I have used salt and
warm vinegar, with a little turpentine mixed,
but it does not heal. There is a fungus puff of
what I call proud flesh, about two inches
square. What can I do to make it heal? It is-

on the hind leg, just below and in front of the
knee-joint."
Answer:—Do not use any more irritating

substances; they necessarily increase the in-
flammation, and thus prevent the healing. If
you mean by "knee" the hock-joint, destroy
the luxuriant granulation, or proud flesh, by
one or two applications of finely-powdered
sulphate of copper. This done, dress the
wound twice a day with a mixture of iodo-
form and tannio acid, equal parts, and a
bunch of absorbent cotton, and then apply a
bandage—bandaging to be commenced at the
hoof. Renew dressing and bandage twice a
day. If you mean the knee-joint, and if

therefore the wound is above the hock, the
bandaging may be dispensed with.

Breast-boil.—W. C. W., La Junta, Col. The
swelling in front of the sternum of your horse,
if it feels, as you say, "like a gathering when
it is almost ready to open, but has not changed
much since September 1st," very likely is a
cystic tumor. If it is, there are two ways of
removing it. One by peeling it out—a radical
way, but requiring, especially at that place,
an expert operator—and the other to open it
and then to destroy the inner coat or lining
by means of caustic. As it is impossible to
give a definite opinion as to the real character
of such a swelling without an examination,
and expecting that no competent veterina-
rian will be available in your place, I advise
you to ask your physician to explore the
swelling with a fine trocar, or with an ex-
ploring needle orsyringe, and then if it proves
to be a cystic tumor, or perhaps after all an
abscess, to split it open, and after the con-
tents have been discharged, to fill the cavity
with absorbent cotton saturated with a con-
centrated solution of sulphate of copper.
Your physician will inform you concerning
the further treatment.
Infectious Abortion.—F. B., Mill Creek,

Utah. What you complain of is infectious
abortion. First, remove all cows with calf
which have not yet aborted and do not show
any signs of it, to another place which has
not been occupied by any of the cows that
have aborted. Secondly, clean and disinfect
the premises where the abortions have taken
place, and do not have the same fwiipied by
any cows with calf until the disinfection is
complete and thorough. Third, wash the
vulva and posterior part of the vagina, also
the tails of the cows with calf once a week
with a milkwarm solution of creoline (Pear-
son) in water (3 to 100). Fourth, if any further
ease of abortion takes place, burn the fetus
and the afterbirth, inject into the uterus of
the cow a one-per-cent milkwarm or -blood-
warm solution of creoline, and wash the tail
and external genitals of the animals once a
day with a three-per-cent solution, until no
more discharges take place. Fifth, the cows
with calf, after having been separated and
been removed to another place, must be fed,
taken care of, etc., by persons who do not at-
tend to the cattle left on the formerly occupied
premises, so that even in that way an infec-
tion will be impossible.

Pleurisy Pains and all Asthmatic and Bron-
chial Affections are soon relieved by that cer-

tain remedy for Coughs and Colds,Dr.D.Jayne's
Expectorant.

A Tumor.—E. D., Gowen, Mich., writes:
"I have a noble farm dog that has a bunch
growing on his neck near his breast. I
noticed it one year ago. It was then about
the size of a hen's egg. It is now more than
twice that size. It is hard, but loose. It is

pressing on the windpipe, which causes a bad
cough and difficult breathing."
Answer:—The tumor, if you desire to have

it removed, must be excised, but as important
and large blood-vessels and nerves—carotid
artery, jugular vein and pneumogastric
nerve—are in close proximity, it requires a
competent surgeon to do it.

Strained Tendon.—R. A. K., Bois Blanc
Island, Mich. The lameness you complain of
is caused by overstrained flexor tendons, in
consequence of too hard work or overexer-
tion. If you had given the animal rest, and
not constantly worked her, recovery would
have taken place. Your liniments, ammonia,
turpentine, etc., have caused the animal great
pain, but have not done a particle of good. If
you had promptly rested the animal and ap-
plied cold water as soon as the injury hap-
pened, there would have been do difficulty.
It is too late now. If your mare does not eat
well, it is partially on account of old age, par-
tially on account of pain and exhaustion
caused by her lameness, and partially, per-
haps, on account of your condition powders.
Good oats, sound hay and proper care are the
only condition powders that are good.

Probably Choked and Killed by Dos-
ing.—R. H., Platteville, Wis., writes: "Will
you please state the cause of the death of my
three-month's shoat. I had two shoats in a
pen, and fed them three times daily on
warmed skim-milk and scalded corn-meal,
and at intervals shorts and bran and ear corn.
They grew well and looked all right, until the
boar pig refused to eat and had fits of cough-
ing and vomiting. It seemed hard for it to
cough anything up. I put some copperas in
the milk, but it did not care to eat, so I mixed
about a quarter of a teaspoonful in some
warm milk and gave it to the pig ; but it died
a few hours afterward."
Answer:—It is possible that your pig got

choked, perhaps on some foreign, sharp or
pointed body contained in its food, which
body, perhaps, became lodged in the chest
portion of its esophagus, or perforated the
same and caused the hemorrhage. Death,
very likely, would have resulted under all
circumstances, but undoubtedly was acceler-
ated by dosing or drenching the pig with
milk and sulphate of iron. Drenching a pig
is exceedingly dangerous under all circum-
stances, no matter what the nature of the
drench may be, for as soon as the pig squeals,
it will go down into the lungs.

An Intestinal Fistule.—S. G. B., Gales-
burg, Kan., writes : "About three months ago
I had a mare kicked on the ninth rib, about
eight inches up from the lower part of the
belly. She was kicked by a horse unshod. It
swelled badly, and in about six weeks broke
and discharged a little matter. About two
weeks after I noticed particles of food passing
out. The mare at rfirst had a good appetite,
but now refuses to eat, and is getting very
weak and poor. Liquid continues to flow
from the sore (which is about one fourth of
an inch in diameter when not distended)
nearly all the time. Is there anything I can
do for her?"
Answer:—What you describe—an intestinal

fistule, probably into the colon—is a rare but
interesting case. Unfortunately, not much
can be done. The fistulous opening possibly
might be brought to a close by first cauteriz-
ing the opening, after the same has been thor-
oughly cleaned, either with nitrate of silver—
if it is not too wide—or with a pointed, red-hot
iron, and then by applying to the surrounding
skin a good blister (oil of cantbarides, for
instance) that will cause, sufficient swelling to
effect a closing. But even if this should prove
successful, the existing adhesion between the
perforated intestine and the peritoneum, and
very likely the extensive peritonitis, will ren-
der the animal worthless and are apt to cause
its death.

IBarren Mares
i

Made to breed regularly by the use
of our improved Impregnator. No
skill necessary to use it. Every in-

V strument fully guaranteed. The

•Perfect Impregnator
^ is simple, scientific, safe and certain.

^ We have hundreds of testimonials
from the United States, Europe and
Australia. Sent, with full directions,
on receipt of price, five dollars.

SPECIALTY MFG. CO., 143 Main Street,
' OARROI.LTON. MO.

Refer to Commercial Bank, St. Louis ; Mid-
land Bank, Kansas City, and to all banks in
Carrollton.
A Book " Aboiit Barren Mares " sent free.
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HAVE YOU FIVE

OR MORE COWS?

If so a " Baby " Cream Separator will earn its cost for

you every year. Why continue an inferior system
another year at so great a loss f Dairying is dow the
only profitable feature of Agriculture. Properly con-
ducted it always pays well, and must pay you. Yoa
need a Separator, and you need the BEST,—the
"Baby." All styles and capacities. Prices, $100.

upward. Send for new 1894 Catalogue.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.,

GENERAL OFFICES:
74 Cortlandt St., New York.

NIAGARA GRAPE VINES FOR SALE.
AudresB C. F. Shumaker, Silver Creek, N. Y.

Trr* H.O FOR HATCHING. Send for catalogue.
XiUTUrO C. F. Shumaker, Silver Creek, N. Y.

500 Fine, Large Chicks
at half price. Plymouth Rock,
Leghorn, Hani burgs, "Wyandot tes.
Bantams, Langsbans. Cochins and
Brahmas. Eggs $£.00 per fifteen.
Send two-cent stamp for twenty-page
catalogue, gives full information.
JOE A. DIENST, Columbus, O.

MUSIC SALE
To reduce our
stock of Music
we will send by
mail* postpaid,

70 pieces full sheet-music size, all parts complete, in-
cluding Marguerite, Man in the Moon, Mary and John,
also Marches, Waltzes, Quadrilles, etc., all for 20c.
Satisfaction given or nionej"back. Read this: Mr.
II.—Am very much pleased with the music sent me;
it is worth 10 times the money. R. J. Allen, Hoosick,
N. H. After the Ball, and 100 Songs with music, 5c.
F.F.Hathaway, 339Wash. St. 3 Boston,Mass.

NEWTON'S HEAVE, COUGH
and DISTEMPER CURE.

A GUARANTEED

jSSflDN

"DEAWHEAVES**' V CURE.

Positively Cures HEAVES. COUGHS, COT,»S,
DISTEMPER, Indigestion, Skin Eruptions,
(Worm Expeller), and a grand conditioner.
Used for years by Doctors J. V. Newton and O. J.
Carter, Veterinary Surgeons, Toledo, O. Price $ 1 .00
per package by dealers or forwarded direct. Send 6
cents in stamps for "The Roadster," fastest records,
stable hints, &c. l»~Try Marshall's Hoof Cure.
I tie NEWTON HORSE REMEDY CO.I46Summil St. Toledo. Q>

«SO TO $60 SAVED ON NEWBICYCLES
8125 high gTade Safety

$50; $100 pneu. $60; 840
cush. ball $20 etc. Larg-
est and oldest dealers in
|U. S. Easy payments. We
sell everywhere. Cata.
free. Rouse, Hazard & Co.,

Mfrs.
> 32E St.,i

>eoiia,lll.

RFAH THI^ Good artificial whiskey made cheap.
Rt.nl/ iniO Send me25c.for the recipe how to make
it. Address J. F. Watts Receipt Co., Brume, Miss.

"What I Never?" Well, Hardly Ever
an opportunity presented for as much enjoy-
ment, for so little outlay, as we extend in our
World's Fair offer. See offer on another page.

f

m A Woman's Heart
Is always light when her home is clean and bright.

Gold Dust
Washing Powder

Makes everything clean and bright. The floors,

L

the doors, the pots and pans, the silver ware
and dishes have an entirely different aspect
when this modern labor-saver is used, it's
the most popular cleaner, at the most
popular price. Ask the Grocer lor it.

k
The N.K.Fairbank ComDany,

CHICAGO,
St. Louis, New York,

Philadelphia,
Boston.
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Over 25,000 women in this country are en-

gaged in the decoration of different kinds of

china and pottery.

In the past twelve years the Bell Telephone
Company has paid 523,106,096 in dividends.

And yet they say talk is cheap.

"When the farm is once brought under a

profitable system of management it is the

most constant of business enterprises.

The ""Western Trail" is published quarterly

by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Railway. It tells how to get a farm in the

West, and it will be sent to you gratis for one

year. Send name and address to "Editor

Western Trail, Chicago," and receive it one
year free. John Sebastian, G. P. A.

THE SIMPLE LIFE OF SOME GEORGIA
DWELLERS.

The mountaineer, with his covered wagon
laden with apples and cabbages, is beginning

to wend his way to our town, says the Tocoa

Kews. He and his conveyance make a pictur-

esque sight, but of this fact he is as ignorant

as he is of the ways of fashionable society.

Up among the spurs of the Blue Ridge, where

the atmosphere is cool and bracing, where

cool, clear springs burst boldly from the

craggy hillsides and rush gleefully seaward,

and where nature presents some of her most
charming phases, the mountaineer has built

an unpretentious house. Though perhaps not

fully appreciative of his surroundings, he loves

the mountain and his humble and peaceful

mode of life.

An ancient philosopher has said, "That

man approaches nearest to perfect happiness

who has fewest wants." Measured by this

rule, the mountaineer is quite a happy indi-

vidual. He desires no better house or furni-

ture than he possesses. His little farm fur-

nishes him an abundance of corn for bread and
for "mountain-dew," rye, wheat, cabbage, etc.,

while chickens innumerable swarm around

bis cabin, and ros5r-cueeked apples hang in

profusion from the orchard trees. He is not

ambitious, and he pines neither for wealth

nor fame. The old-fashioned loom and spin-

ning-wheel are in use in his household and
furnishes the cloth used by him.

He needs a little money to pay tax-es, and
for some other purposes, occasionally. One of

the easiest ways frequently for him to obtain

cash is to convert some of his corn into a

liquid form. He has no more compunctions

of conscience in doing this than the housewife

in making jam out of blackberries. When he

does not resort to moonshining to make mon-
ey, at this season of the year he loads a wagon
with cabbage and apples, occasionally placing

a jug of mountain-dew or a keg of applejack

under his produce. He hitches his slow but

sure oxen to the wagon, and starts to market,

often twenty-five, thirty and even fifty miles

distant. Time is not regarded as mone3' by

him, and if he is absent from home eight or

ten days he cares not. He carries food for

himself and cattle, and sleeps in his wagon, so

his expense on the trip is nothing. When his

produce has been disposed of he buys some
salt, a little sugar, and that is about all. If

his load brings him five dollars or ten dollars,

he considers that all clear profit. A little later

in the season he may be expected to return

With chestnuts.

Thus for generations has lived among the

grandest scenery of Georgia the mountaineer,

in this primitive and simple way. Perhaps it

was of such as he of whom the poet said,

"Where ignorance is bliss 'twere folly to be

wise." The mountaineer is a unique charac-

ter, but be doesn't know it.

FOR SANDY GROUND.

The new forage plant (Lathyrus) introduced

recently from Germany has produced, accord-

ing to the report of the Michigan Experiment
Station, four tons of hay per acre on light

sandy soil at oue cutting. It affords excellent

pasturage, will stand the severest drought and

extreme cold. Lasts fifty years without re-

seeding. For 25 cents we mail three packets of

seed with pur 1891 Seed and Plant Catalogue,

containing full description of this plant, how
to cultivate, etc. 100 pages. Vaughan's Seed

Store, 26 Barclay St., New York ; 88 State St.,

Chicago.

AN ANCIENT YANKEE NOTION.

-We are indebted to Pompeii for the great in-

dustry of canned fruit. Years ago, when the

excavations were just beginning, a party of
( 'incinnatians found in what had been the

pantry of a house many jars of preserved figs.

One was opened, and they were found to be

fresh and good. Investigation showed that

the figs had been put into the jars in a heated

state, an aperture left for the steam to escape,

and then sealed with 'wax. The hint was
taken, and the next year fruit canning was
introduced into the United States, the process

being identical with that in vogue at Pompeii
twenty centuries ago.—American Druggist.

CONSUMPTION CURED.
An old physician, retired from practice, had placed

in liia hands by an East India missionary the formula
of a -simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and per-
manent cure uf Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh,
Asthma' and all Throat and Lung Affections, also a
positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and all

Nervous Complaints. Having tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousands of cases, and desiring to
relieve human suffering, I will send free of charge to
all who wish it. this recipe, iu. German. French or
English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent by mail, by addressing, \\ith stanip. naming this
paper. W. A . Noves, S2o Pacers' Block, Rochester, N. ¥.

SCHEME FOR AN OCEAN TROLLEY.

It is pretty well understood that, the limit

of speed in ocean steamers is about reached if

the present models are adhered to, and that if

there is to be any gain in swiftness it must be

by the trial of a new form. The difficulty is

to devise a vessel of which the structural

strength shall be great enough to carry

the massive engines requisite for increased

speed, and at the same time to resist the force

of the ocean storms. If the sea were calm
there would be no difficulty in increasing the

speed of the "ocean greyhounds," but with the
tremendous force of the waves and storms it

Is not possible to do this with the present

models. It is not impossible that the solution

of the problem lies in the submarine ship, and
that the passengei' steamer of the future will

go under water instead of across its surface.

The advance made in the planning and work-
ing of submarine boats in the last ten years

makes this seem not wholly impossible, as it

must have looked once, and there is no doubt
that the freedom from the effects of surface

storms would allow a swiftness which could
hardly be arrived at on the surface. It might
also solve the qustion of sea sickness, as it is

probable that submarine locomotion would
be much smoother and less disturbing to the
stomach than the present method of travel-

ing. All that one can say, however, is that

we shall see what we shall see.

Perhaps the steamer of the future will be
operated on a trolley by means of a subma-
rine cable. The advantage of this plan would
be great, as it would overcome the necessity of

carrying immense quantities of fuel and of

keeping the vessel loaded down with enor-

mous engines. All the delay and difficulty

and expense of managing furnaces and
engines on board ship would be done away
with by the oceanic trolley system, and the
ship could be made so much lighter that it

would go whizzing across the ocean in a
couple of days. Danger of accident could be
brought to be no greater than it is at present
by having a sufficient number of repair

steamers on the route, which could keep the
cables in repair, and in case of any accident to
the trolley could bring the passenger boat
into port, or.put it again in connection with
the cable.

There can be no question that the proper
means of crossing the AtfWntic quickly is by
some system which will allow the motive
power to be applied from the shore, either by
a trolley or a cable. The limit of speed for

ships that carry engines and fuel is certainly
practically reached on the surface, and there
are difficulties in the way of submarine
navigation which it would be hard to conquer.
The trolley system is capable of great exten-
sion, and we may yet live to go to Europe by
its means.

—

Boston Courier.

We call attention to the advertisement of

The Curtis Steel Roofing Co., Niles, Ohio, in

this issue. They are guaranteeing to furnish

the best steel roof, painted with one or two
coats of Graphite Paint, as desired, and
are selling their product direct to the con-
sumer—an object to the farmer. If in need of

roofing, they will gladly quote you prices on
application.

HOW TO DRY WET SHOES.

When, without overshoes, you have been
caught in a heavy rain-storm, perhaps you
have known already what to do with your
best kid boots, which have been thoroughly
wet through, and which, if left to dry in the
ordinary way, will be stiff, brittle and un-
lovely? If not, you will be glad to learn what
I heard only recently, from one whose expe-
rience is of value.

First wipe off gently with a soft cloth all

surface water and mud; then, while still wet,

rub well with kerosene-oil, using for the pur-
pose the furred side of canton flannel. Set

them aside until partially dry, when a second
treatment with oil is advisable. They may
then be deposited in a conveniently warm
place, where they will dry gradually and
thoroughly. Before applying French kid
dressing, give them a final rubbing with the
flannel, still slightly dampenedwith kerosene,

and your boots will be soft and flexible as new
kid, and be very little affected by their bath
in the rain.

—

Harper's Bazar.

DETERIORATION OF VARIETIES.

Professor Bailey states that the varieties of

the tomato scarcely remain distinct after a
generation or two. He thinks that there is

no vegetable which deteriorates so rapidly as

this; they soon lose their distinguishing char-
acteristics. He, however, naively remarks,
"It is not certain that all this variation is

chargeable to the running out of the variety."

Mr. Murray Hill—"I want you to come
around to my house and look at my portrait,

painted by my daughter. I tell you, Dauber,
it's a perfect likeness. That girl is a second
Rosa Bonheur."
N. B.—Mr. Murray Hill is not aware that

Rosa Bonheur paints beasts exclusively.—
Texas Sittings.

FORTUNE OR MISS-FORTUNE.

If you have no employment, or are being
poorly paid for the work you are doing,

then write to B. F. Johnson & Co., of Rich-
mond, Va., and they will show you how to

transform Miss-fortune into Madame-
fortune. Try it. \

STAFF IN THE ALHAMBRA.
There is a general impression that staff, the

material so abundantly used for the rich-

looking architectural works of the great ex-
position, is of French origin. But it appears
to have been introduced into; Europe by the
Arabian Moors, and much beautiful work
composed of this or kindred material is still

extant in Spain. Some of the finest examples
are to be found in that grand historic oldMoor-
ish fortress, the Alhambra, at Granada, which
was finished and decorated about the year
1348. Washington Irving, in a note in his de-
lightful volume, "The Alhambra," says:
"To an unpracticed eye the light relievos

and fanciful arabesque which cover the walls
of the Alhambra appear to have been sculp-
tured by the hand, with a minute and patient
labor, an inexhaustible variety of detail, yet a
general uniformity and harmony of design
truly astonishing; and this may especially be
said of the vaults and cupolas, which are
wrought like honeycombs or frostwork,
with stalactites and pendants, which con-
found the beholder with the seeming intri-

cacy of their patterns. The astonishment
ceases, however, when it is discovered that
this is all stucco-work; plates of plaster of
Paris, cast in molds and skilfully joined so
as to form patterns of every size and form.
This mode of diapering walls with arabesques
and stuccoing the vaults with grotto-work
was invented in Damascus, but highly im-
proved by the Moors in Morocco, to whom
Saracenic architecture owes its most graceful

and fanciful details."

WHAT THEY GOT.

When Artemus Ward died the press of Eng-
land and America was filled with tributes to

his memory. In New York a meeting of

newspaper people was held, at which it was
resolved that his memory should be perpet-

uated. The manner in which this was done
was amusingly illustrated by a story told in

Harper's Magazine some years ago. Whether
or not the anecdote would be true, to-day we
do not know.
A few summer's ago I passed a week's vaca-

tion at Waterford, Maine, and during my
visit went to the village graveyard to view
the final resting-place of Artemus Ward.
With some trouble I found the grave, there

being nothing about the plain, white slab to
distinguish it from any similar ones around.
While thinking and wondering that no mon-
ument had ever been erected to the humorist,
a countryman approached, to whom I said :

"My friend, can you tell me why it is that
Artemus never has had a monument erected

to his memory?"
"Well, stranger, I guess I kin," was the

reply. "You see, arter Artemus died three or

four hundred printer fellers down in New
York City got together and passed some beau-
tiful resolutions, saying that Artemus should
have a monument, and they would pay for it

then and there; and then they took up a col-

lection, which amounted to twenty dollars

and sixty cents, so I'm told; and since then
this town hain't seen either the monument or

the money ;
but, stranger, we did get a copy of

the resolutions !"

THE PNEUMATIC AGE.

This is rightly to be called, some say, the

pneumatic age. This feature is most conspic-

uous in the pneumatic tires of bicycles, j et

we also have wagons with pneumatic tires,

which have cut down all records of speed of

horses; we have elevators with air cushions,

pneumatic tubes, pneumatic guns, pneumatic
bells, and the latest is a pneumatic saddle,

whose cushion of air diminishes for the rider

the shocks of the most erratic steed. Soon
between mankind and all the ills and jars of
life the inventor may place a cushion of yield-
ing air. It is well that, as civilization becomes
more complex and the frets of life more
numerous, so, too, there should be more appli-
ances for diminishing friction and softening
jars. "To him who wears a shoe," says the
proverb, "the whole "world is covered with
leather." So may it be that, to our pneumatic
age, shocks and frets will become as if they
did not exist.

MUSIC GIVEN AWAY.
Here is the biggest bargain ever offered. Send ten

cents for three months' trial subscription to our charm-
ing literary and musical magazine and we will 6end,
absolutely free, 163 songs, words and music complete-
including After the Ball, Cradle Song, Twixt Love ana
Duty. That is Love, Old Madrid, Maiden's Vow and
157 others—all for ten cents, stamps or silver. Address
American Nation Co., 122 A. Pearl St., Boston, MaBS.

ACUTE VISION OF BIRDS.

Birds have very acute vision, perhaps the
most acute of any creature, and the sense is

almost more widely diffused over the retina
than is the case with man

;
consequently a

bird can see sideways as well as objects in

front of it. A bird sees—showing great un-
easiness in consequence—a hawk long before

it is visible to man
; so, too, fowls and pigeons

find minute scraps of food, distinguishing

them from what appear to us exactly sim-
ilar pieces of earth or gravel. Young
chickens are also able to find their own
food, knowing its position and how
distant it is, as soon as they are hatched,

whereas a child only very gradually learns

either to see or to understand the distance of

an object. Several birds—apparently the

young of all those that nest on the ground-
can see quite well directly they come out of

the shell, but the young of birds that nest in

trees or on rocks are born blind and have to

be fed.— Chamber's Journal.

WONDERFUL CURES OF CATARRH AND CON-
SUMPTION BY A NEW DISCOVERY.

Wonderful cures of Lung Diseases, Catarrh,
Bronchitis and Consumption, are made by the
new treatment known in Europe as the
Andral-Broca Discovery. If you are a sufferer
you should write to the New Medical Advance,
67 East Gth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, and they
will send you this new treatment free for trial.
State age and all particulars of your disease.

SPECIAL SALE.
SATISFACTORY WALL PAPERS.

8c. for postage 100 Samples, Half Price.
F. H, Cadt, Providence, B. I., guarantees to suit you.

CIDER PRESS
The only press awarded medal
and diploma at World's Fair.

HYDRAULIC
Send for free catalogue
and full particulars. •

HYDRAULIC PRESS*1

MFG. CO. Mt. Gilead, Ohio

Mention this paper when yon write.

FERTILIZERS ARE

UNPROFITABLE
Unless they contain sufficient Potash.

Complete fertilizers should contain at

least 6 per cent of Potash. Fertilizers for

Potatoes, Tohacco, Fruits and Vegetables
should contain from 10 to 15 per cent of

Potash. Farmers should use fertilizers

containing enough Potash, or apply Potash

salts, such as Muriate of Potash, Sulphate

of Potash and Kainit. For information

and pamphlets, address German Kali

Works, 93 Nassau St., New York City.
Mention this paper when you write.

SPENGERIAN
STEEL PENS
ARE THE BEST

FOR

EXPERT WRITERS

ACCOUN-

TANTS

CORRES-

PONDENTS

RAPID

WRITING

ENGROSSING

Sold by STATIONERS everywhere:.

Samples FREE on receipt of return postage, 2 cents.

O BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.SPENGERIAN PEN CO.,

81

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER I NO MONEY REQ UIRED IN ADVANCE!

FOR 60 DAYS ONLY.
FREE EXAMINATION.

Box of 50 Cigars and Watch for 82.75 .

100.000 TESTIMONIALS RECEIVED.
CUT THIS OUT and send it to us with your name and address, (no
money/required In advance) and we will send to you by express,
same "day as we receive your order, one box containing SO of
Our Celebrated Sc Clears, and in tbe same package a gen-
uine Solid Nickel Plated Watch, stem winder and setter,

enamel dial, oil tempered, unbreakable main spring, finely fin-

ished train, jeweled balance, dust proof, finely polished case ; a
splendid time keeper and fully warranted for five years, a guar-
antee with every watch. We will also send in same package a
beautiful Gold Plated Chain and Charm to go with the
watch. You examine the goods at the express office and if satis-

factory, pay the express agent $2.75 and express charges, and the
box of 50 cigars, and watch, chain and charm are yours. As this

offer is made solely to introduce our famous 5c cigar, and to

protect ourselves against dealers and speculators ordering in

large quantities, we will not sell more than three boxes
and three watchen to any one person. Write to-day. AddreS3

The CHICAGO WATCfi CO., tf*"

V
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From Geobgia.—My letter, which you pub-
lished in the issue of December 1, 1893, brought

me many letters of inquiry- Frequently the

number reached eight a day ; these came from
Maine to Nebraska. In this letter I shall try

to answer them all. I would not advise any
one to come to this country now without
some capital. Farm-hands get from 88 to $10

per month and rations, which consists of

four pounds of bacon and one peck of meal
for six days' work. White laborers are

boarded. The laborers are principally negroes;

they are also strong competitors in many of

the trades, especially blacksmithing, carpen-

tering and painting. This country needs
farmers. Provisions and forage have a home
market at good prices, and we have good ship-

ping facilities to northern and eastern cities

for fruits and vegetables. We are not subject

to storms and tornadoes, or to severe droughts.

The land is timbered with long-leaf yellow
pine. The trees are not thick on the land, are

long-bodied, with small top, and the roots

generally go straight down. There is no
undergrowth. Native grasses grow in the
woods during summer, from one to one and
one half feet high, and make splendid graz-

ing, especially for six months, commencing
with April. The cattle and sheep on ranges

are never fed, only gotten up at marking and
shearing time, when those that are to be sold

are sorted out. The buyers drive them to the

cities, where they are sold to the butchers.

Not being fed in winter, stock becomes poor,

but in May all are in good order. Some of the

sheep on the range are never seen by the
owners. All sheep are penned at certain

times. The lambs are marked, the fleece is

tied up and also marked. The owner pays for

shearing and takes the fleece. Cattle and
sheep have never been improved by crossing

with improved breeds. The surface soil is

sandy, intermixed with dark pebbles ; the sub-

soil is clay. The mode of clearing the land is

as follows : Th.e timber is deadened by gird-

ling, the trash is burned on the ground, and
the land is fenced and plowed. To, one not
accustomed to it, it looks very slovenly, but
I;thiuk it' the better plan, as the trees are no
more in the way than the stumps, and in a
few years the sap rots and falls to the ground,
and the dry heart can be split into rails, or
burned much more readily than when green.

These, heart rails will last fifteen years. It

costs here about SI per hundred to put rails

into fence. I am building board fences.
Fencing costs me $5 per thousand feet at the
saw-mill. I split my posts from dead heart
timber. They cost me two and one half cents
each. A man can dig, when the ground is wet,
seventy holes in a day ; when the ground is

dry, the clay subsoil becomes very hard and
one half the above amount would be a good
day's "work. We plant our corn in rows six

feet apart, and from two to three feet apart in

a row, one grain in a hill. At last plowing of

corn we generally put in two rows of peas to
every row of corn. The peas mature the same
time the corn does. When the corn is gath-
ered we gather what peas we require for seed,

then turn in the hogs, and they fatten from
the peas. We consider the pea crop worth as
much as the corn. We have some varieties of

peas that will lie on the ground all winter,

and come up the summer following. We fer-

tilize our com and cotton; in fact, all crops
should be fertilized. My corn crop of sixty
acres yielded twenty bushels to the acre. I

used two tons acid phosphate, worth $16 per
ton, composted with stable manure from four
mules, and two hundred bushels of cotton-
seed worth here fifteen cents a bushel. One of
my neighbors for several years past has been
raising fifty bushels of corn to the acre. From
one hundred acres I got two thousand bushels
of oats without using fertilizers. One of my
neighbors this year got six hundred bushels
of oats from twelve acres, using no fertilizers

under the oats, but had oats on same1 land
the year previous. After the oats were cut
in June he planted peas ; when peas were ma-
tured he put his hogs in to eat the peas, and
in October plowed under the vines and sowed
oats. This method is the best method for im-
proving our land, as it costs nothing; tile peas
for the hogs pay for all the work. Hogs will
live on the range, but do much better when
they are fed. Some years I cut two crops of
hay from same land, after cutting my oats.
I fertilize the land for hay. Lumber, rosin,
turpentine and cotton have been the main
products of this country. From overproduc-
tion and scarcity of money, prices of cotton
have declined in the past twenty years from
thirty to seven cents a pound. Lumber and
naval stores have also declined in price, but
not as much. A few years ago fortunes were
made in a few years in the lumber and the tur-
pentine business when properly managed.
But generally the operators enlarged their
business, bought large tracts of land, and bor-
rowed money, expecting the business to con-
tinue good. For the past year it has been
almost impossible for them to get their papers
renewed; since the financial crisis our banks
have not been loaning money. The producers
of cotton are in much the same fix. When
cotton was twenty or fifteen cents a pound,

the planter had plenty of money, generally

spent much of his time hunting and fishing,

or perhaps lived in town, and had an overseer

to look after the hands, and the overseer

would also do the hunting and fishing. If the

planter needed more money before the crop

was made, he could readily get advances on
cotton crops. Now this staple is below cost of

production. They cannot readily change, as

they are obliged to have advances made them
to enable them to make a crop, and cotton is

the only crop on which they can obtain it.

Besides, to change requires an outlay of

capital, they require different implements and
machines for planting, cultivating and har-'

vesting the crop. As a class, the southern

cotton planters are sociable, fun-loving and
generous to a fault. Wheat is grown but little

this far south. When cotton was twenty cents

a pound, no one would grow wheat ; now there

are no mills to grind it. There are plenty of

mills to grind corn. Most of the vegetables

grown North grow here, and many that can-

not be grown there do well here. Cabbage and
Irish potatoes do well,but will not keep, as they

mature in the summer. When planted late,

so as to mature in the fall, it is difficult to get a

stand of plants. Building material is very

cheap. Kiln-dried and dressed flooring and
ceiling at mills are from $5 to 812 a thousand
feet. The climate is so mild, it is not neces-

sary for comfort to ceil or plaster a house
inside ; very few farmers' houses are. Neither

is expensive clothing required. In this

county are a number of families from Ohio,

that came here last winter. Some bought

lands when they first came; others did not
till this winter, as they wished to spend the

summer and see crops, etc., before buying.

All have remained. They say the heat is not

as severe as in Ohio, as there is more breeze

here, and the nights are cool. Sunstrokes are

unknown here. We have no sand-flies or mo-
j

squitoes, except near water streams and
ponds. There are two churches at Abbeville,

Methodist and Baptist. The Presbyterians

also have service there. The schools are not
as good as in some of the northern states, but

are gradually improving. There was no rail-

road in this county until seven years ago.

Abbeville has about two thousand inhab-

itants. It is located on the Savannah, Amer-
icus and Montgomery railroad. It is the

county-seat of Wilcox county. A new rail-

road is being built from Abbeville south
toward Florida, eighteen miles of which is

completed and in operation. The land not

inclosed by fence is what we call the range
for cattle, etc. It is free to all. One may own
one thousand head of cattle, and not own an
acre of land. Any one coming with a view of

locating if pleased, will be shown the country
by the citizens without expense of horse hire,

etc. There are no real estate agents here, but
there is plenty of land for sale, either cleared

or in timber. Cleared land rents for 82 an
acre. The Southern Passenger Association has
authorized the sale of land-seekers' excursion
tickets February 8th, March 8th and April 9th

at one limited first-class fare for round trip,

from Ohio river cities to points in this state,

good for twenty-five days fromi date of sale.

Abbeville, Qa. A. K. F.

The Keystone Woven Wire Fence Co.,

Tremont, 111., manufacture a superior article

of farm fence which is effectual, durable and
absolutely harmless to stock. If you are in-

terested in fencing of any kind, be sure and
send for their 32-page, illustrated catalogue
which gives full particulars and a lot of val-

uable information for fence builders.

BUCCIES <fc HARNESS AT HALF PRICE
$50 Buggy $26. I Buy of factory, b&to middlp-

i$10HarneBs$4.75
| mu'i Piroflt. CaUlogne Free.

U.S.CART & BUCCY CO. CINCINNATI,!).

GRAMMAR OF PALMISTRY. Most entertaining book pub-
lished. Post paid 75c. Henry Altemus, Phila., Pa.

AMERICAN GARDENING is the authority on Fruits, Flow-
ers, Vegetables and the care of the Home Acre. Three
months trial (6 NosJ, with Fruit, Flower or Vegetable
Calendar, 25 cents. One year,with Farm and Fireside,
$1.25. Address American Gardening, New York City.

Miller's
Wall
Paper.

J

Get the Best. New designs for '94. Low-
est prices. Samples, 5 cts. Perfect imita-
tion stained glass.

Agents Wanted.KEKWIN MILLER <fc CO.,
643 Smithfleld Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Just Out ! 60 Cts.

'Coming or the Bridegroom."
Sacred Cantataby O. P. Hansm, attth.Tyroiien. Quttn.

Id order to mtroduco this Cajit.t. fct once, v, will
give s.i u premium on sample order only. Album of 21
fine views of the vforld'B famous places, worth 40 cts.,

or LayB of Sweden" song book, worth 40 cts.
0. F. HANSON i CO., 317 Main St., Worcester, Mass.

TM7^tTf^"D "NT Calves with THE JOHN
XJ J2J LI\J l\ IN MARCH CO.'S Chemical
^IHtV&HUBBIiH&Bm Dehorner. Six years suc-
cessful. At Druggists or prepaidSl. Pamphlets free. Ad-
dress 17-19 RiverStrreet, Chicago.The application of any
other substance is an infringement of patent 478,877.

FOOT POWER MACHINERY.
COMPLETE OUTFITS.

Wood or metal workers without
steam power can successfully com-
pete with the large shops by using
our NewLabor Saving Machin-
ery, latest and most approved for
practical shop use;also forlndustrial
Schools, Home Training, etc. Cat-
alogue Free. SENECA PALLSMFG. CO., 51 Water Street,
Seneca Falls, New York.

A
Long
Row

to hoe with an old-fashioned hoe means a
back-breaking task. With a PLANET JR. Double

Wheel Hoe, Cultivator, Rake and Plow, you can hoe
it, rake it, plow it, or cultivate it—whichever you
wish—almost without an effort. There are 20 other

PLANET JR. implements equally helpful to the

fanner. You can learn £tll about them by sending

for the PLANET JR. Book for 1894. It's worth its

weight in gold, but costs you nothing.

S. L. ALLEN & CO., 1107 Market St., Philada.

.THE.

COOLEY CREAMER
Continues to Lead the Van.

It was Awarded MEDAL and DIPLOMA of Highest Merit

At the WORLD'S FAIR, CHICAGO,
AND BUTTER MADE BY THE

COOLEY CREAMER PROCESS
Scored the Highest Number of Points Through

all the Series of Tests,
Showing that for Finest Product it

Still Leads the WORLD
as it did at Paris, la 1889.

Made in all sizes for Dairies and Farm Creameries.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS FREE.TO ALL.

YERMONT FARM MACHINE CO,, Bellows Falls, Yi.

SS^ari.
mn
Sd
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?arifeSS Won't Produce a Profit.

The rich, loamy soil of M-tchigan Farms produces a fine crop
without this expense. The near markets, general healtbfuiness

of climate and freedom from cyclones, blizzards, together with good society, churches, etc., make Michi-
gan Farms the best in the world. Write to me and I will tell you how to get the best farms on long
time; low rate of interest. O. M. BAM£S, Land Commissioner, .La using, Mich*

Many Old

Worn-Out FARMS

28
Write
to-day

1 IA/ 1 DDC is the result ofour displays at the World's Fair-

A YVA l\ UlJ more than any otherArm in Horticulture.

Vaughan's Seeds and Plants
have made a worthy record, VAUGHAN'S GARDENING ILLUSTRATED for 1894

tells the whole story of Gardening to date. Splendid plates of

Cannas, Pansies and Sweet Peas shown by us at the Fair and on

which we received highest awards. We think this catalogue

just a little bit better than some others. It is expensive

but we will MAIL IT FREE.
Our Souvenirs of the Fair:

1 Pkt. World's Fair Pansies,
1 Pkt. World's Fair Sweet Peas

1 1 Pkt. World's Fair Canna Seed,
postpaid with Catalogue for

ifyou name Farm and Fireside.

With our stores in Chicago and New York
West promptly, saving time and express charges

as well as Garden Tools, Planet Jr. goods, etc.,

freights, we sell cheaper than any firm in America.

24<
we serve the East and
on Seeds and Plants

which, owing to low through

26 Barclay Street. VAUGHAN'S SEED STORE . 146-148 W. Washington St.

NORTH STAR CURRANT
ISperfectly hardy; will stand any climate;
strongestgrower—3 1o 4? feet in onestrmmer.
Fruit Large, sweet, most delicious flavor.
Berries do not shell or drop off ; most
prolific Picks 25 per cent, more fruit. Full
particulars and fine colored plates free.

THE JEWELL NURSERY CO.,
Nnrsery Ave. 31, Lake City. Minnesota.

•300 VARIETIES

• FLOWER
SEEDS

The Choicest Collection and best offer v
ever made. A 1 1 new seeds put up for us by q
an old and reliable seed firm, sure to grow
and bloom; everybody's favorites. 10 •
Choice Annuals; Asters* 12 colors;BaIsams, C
8 colors; Pansies, 40 colors and markings; j|
Petunias, 10 colors; Ph!ox,20colors;Pinlis, ?
10 colors; Sweet Peas, 12-colors; Sweet J
Alyssam, Verbenas, l8colors, and Zinnias, '
8 colors; forming a beautiful assortment. 110

0 you will send us ONLY 12 CENTS* cash or stamps, with ^— namia and addresses oftwo friends likely to subscribe forour paper, ^*: we will aend you postpaid,the complete collection
,
comprising over 9™ 300 varieties, enough for any ordinary garden, and also our 9

Q splendid magazine and family story paper for fonr months. We Q£ make this liberal oiler to gain subscribers for our paper which we
j» want tointroduce in every family. We guarantee to please orj™ cheerfully refund money and make vou a present of seeds and paper.

™
• Address L. N. CtSHMAN, Pub., 53 State St., Boston, lllass. @

TO A "OTW UPRIGHT & HORIZONTAL.
J£ X^JB^JLVA From 8 H P.

ENGINES.
with STEEL BOILERS
Specially adaptedand largely
used for driving Grinding
Mills,Wood Saws, Corn Shel-
ters, Saw Mills, etc. .affording
best power for least money.
Send for pamphlet and state
your wants to

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.,
Springfield, ohio, or no Liberty st., N.vxitj.

100 Ms. Fence $35U^m^m Send stamp for circular. ^mv ^mr

BUCHANAN FENCE CO., Smitlrrille, Ohio.
I have 200 rods of your fence in use. Stockmen and

others say it is the best wire fence made. Have just
closed contract for 4 miles to be put up before the mid-
dle of April next. J. M. STONE, M. D., Manager D.
W. Squires' stock farm. Feb. 1, '94.

Mention Farm and Fireside when you write.

Automatic Mixer and Barrel Attachment.
Endorsed by the leading Entomologists of the TJ. S.
60,000 in use. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-
funded. Illustrated catalogue on spraying, Free. A
valuable illustrated book on "Our Insect Foes," given
to each purchaser. Mention this paper. Address
P.C.LEWIS MFG. CO. Catskill.N.Y.

Mention this paper when you write.

5f£FENCING

POULTRY" & RABBIT NETTING
Railroad, Farm, Garden, Cemetery, Lawu
Fencing. Prices down. Freight paid. Catal'g. free.

McMullen Woven Wire Fence Co., Chicago*

Mention this paper when you write.

5Ton $45.
Other sizes proportionately low. I Sent

Every Scale warranted. | on trial.

Catalogue Free. Address

OSGOOD & CO.

S

(Mention this paper,}

am ton, N.Y.

##############*
# Keystone r*-^—"

JlSC'riARBim KEYSTONE J
SC HARROW. JPulverizes fall plow-
ing, corn stalk orja"
stubbleground.plow-^

edsod, etc. Turn b %m
under manure or^f

grain sowed broad-—
Has Ball Bearings, DoubleW

Lever, Truss Frame,
Square 8hafts, Square ml
Hole Discs andSpools,™
Rood Scrapers. Does Jfc
not require weight-

W

ing. ^
DISC SEEDER #

'® and DRILL, #
Pulverizes, sows, covers

W

— all at once. Saves ™"

time, men, teams,mn
seed. A perfect sue-

»

cess. Send for freeJfc
pamphlet,"The Rea-

W

son Why."

Keystone Mfg. Co., $
: (Branch houses well STERLING, ILL. mm

located
.
)

1 Mention this paper.
; /

,

#######*##»#»
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A SIGH FOR SPRING.

20- to 30°—Night and morning.
30" to 40°—Night or morning.
40° to 50°—Now and then.

50 to 60°—God knows when.
60° to 70°—Amen.

SHE HAS NEVER.

She paints dainty pictures on plates,

And embroiders for hours and hours,

Writes verses imploring the fates

TO sprinkle ambition with showers.

She always is up with the lark,

And is seen with her cheeks rosy red,

Walking rapidly down through the park
With her nose pointed straightway ahead.

She lectures on mummies and things

That survived in the long ago hence;

She's a coflier on solarized rings,

As a linguist she's counted immense.

Adroitly she pulls at an oar-
Can she act on the stage? Well, she can.

She has gained all her wants, and some more,

But she never has collared a man.
—Providence Journal.

SHOULD HAVE READ THE BIBLE CAREFULLY.

bashed at nothing, a commer-
cial traveler in the South once
propounded a question to a

couple of clergymen, whom he

encountered on a railroad train,

which illustrates how easily a

man may be tripped on a sim-

ple, little "catch" problem.

The drummer entered into a conversation

with the ministers and entertained them
amazingly with his brilliant conversation,

touching men and affairs. Gradually the

topics changed, until at last the talk was of

Dr. Talmage and his visit to the Holy Laud.

"Speaking of the Holy Land," said the

graceless commercial man, "I was quite in-

terested to read in a New York paper recently

that a party of explorers in Palestine had dis-

covered a huge heap of bones, which, from
their size and quantity, are supposed to be of

the children which Herod ordered killed.

They were found in a cave, which bad been

closed for centuries, which accounts for their

preservation."

"Indeed!" replied one of the clergymen,

much interested. "I had not heard of it. It

is certainly a surprising discovery."

"Yes," continued the drummer, "and oddly

enough, while nearly half of the bones are

bleached white, the rest were as black as

ebony."
"Remarkable," ejaculated the clergyman

who had already spoken, while the other

looked at the drummer suspiciously.

"What is your theory?" he continued. "Do

you think it possible that the bleached bones

could be of males, and the black of females?"

"Possibly," replied the more communica-

tive clergyman. "I am not an anatomist,

however, and can't say what effects long ex-

posure has on the bones of the sexesl"

"And you," persisted the drummer to the

other. "What is your opinion? Do you think

it possible that the white bones belong to

male infants and the black to female, or vice

versa? That 'is the problem that now excites

the discoverers."

"Really," replied the other, "I don't know,

but possibly, as you first put it, the white

bones may be of the male children, and the

black of the female."

Shortly after this the clergymen reached

their destination and left the train. Just as

it was about moving off, the drummer, who
had been chuckling to himself the mean-

while, thrust into the hand of one a card,

upon which was written the words:

"Excuse me if I suggest that you read your

Bibles hereafter with greater care. Had you

done so in the past, you would have known
that boy babies only were ordered slain by

Herod."

SERIOUS DEFECT.

A hungry pedestrian had put up for the

night at a wayside inn, and found the supper

rather scanty, the most substantial part of it

being a single sausage.

With a fault-finding look and a gesture he

called the innkeeper to his side.

"Is that the best you can do in the way of a

sausage?" asked the traveler.

s.'Why, now," said the host, "isn't it good?"

"Oh, it is good enough, perhaps, but the

ends of it don't suit me."
"The ends! What's the matter with them*"

"Too near together," said the hungry man,

and the innkeeper took the hint.

CALIFORNIA EXCURSIONS.

The well-known Phillips Excursion Com-
pany has arranged to run bi-weekly excur-

sions to all principal California and other

Pacific Coast cities, from all joints on the
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern Railway, via
St. Louis, Kansas City and Denver.
The parties will be carried in Pullman Tour-

ist cars leaving Parkersburg2:00A. m., Cincin-
nati 8:25 A. M., Thursday, January 25th, Feb-
ruary 8th and 22d, March Sth and 22d, and
passengers will be booked through to destina-

tion. There are no Pacific Coast tours offering

so good accommodat ions at less expense.
For full information address A.Phillips &

Co., S. E. Corner Fourth and .Vine Streets,

Cincinnati, Ohio, or call on nearest ticket

agent of the B. & O. S. W. R'y.

A TECHNICALITY.

"How did Mistah Jackson come out wif 'is

trouble wif de deacons?"
"Does you hab ref'rence to de trial dat de

hen-house 'currence gave rise to?"
"Da's what I means."
"He's reinstated in membahship, he Is."

"Golly! I thought hit were a clah case."

"No'n deedy. What dey charged 'im wid
wus chickins, an' dey couldn't prove nuffin'

but tuh'keys."— Wellington Star.

ETHEL'S EXCUSE FOR BEING GOOD.
Ethel used to play a good deal in the Sab-

bath-school class. One day she had been very
quiet. She sat up prim and behaved herself

so nicely, that after the recitation was over
the teacher remarked:
"Ethel, my dear, you were a very good little

girl to-day." •.

"Yes'm. I couldn't help being dood. I dot

a tif neck V'—Eli Perkins.

ITS ANTIQUITY.

As the first of the pilgrims stepped upon the
stern and rock-bound coast, a red man ap-
proached them.
"How?" exclaimed the aborigine.

The wayfarers, tossed by tempest, looked
wearily into each others' eyes.

"This," they observed, "must be that much-
mooted Indian question.
After which they effected a landing.

IT WAS FULL OF THEM.
Shortly before Gen. B of Ohio, left to rep-

resent his country abroad, he sold most of

his household belongings. Among them was
a piano. A local music dealer went to see

him about it.

"What kind of a piano is it, general?"
"Oh, it is a pretty fair piano."
"How many octaves has it?"

"Dunno, but it is full of 'em."

AN ADORNMENT.
Hoppers (in the ball-room)—"What in thun-

der is that paper Mrs. Richley's got pinned on
her dress?"

Mopps—"Well, you see Mrs. Richley's dia-

monds are so valuable she doesn't dare wear
them in society, "and so she wears that paper.
It is an affidavit that she does havie 'em."

—

Chicago Record.

ANOTHER KIND.

Mr. Meanitall—"I am jealous. Miss For-
aoloque."

Miss Foracloque—"You should not be, Mr.
Meanitall. Jealously is a green-eyed mon-
ster."

Mr. Meanitall—"In this case it is wall-eyed
pug dog!"

GENUINE REGRET.

"De Bilk is going to the dogs!"

"Awful sorry to hear it."

"Why? Is he a friend of yours?"
"No; but several of the dogs are."

COULDN'T KEEP THEM.

Sammy Shopley—"Do you keep eggs?"
Mr. Sanditt—"I do not. 1 sell them as fast

as I can, so they'll be fresh."

BITS.

Maybe the trees turn red/ because losing

their summer dresses they haven't more just

now in their trunks.—Philadelphia Times.

She—"What swell turnouts Maud's new
beau always has."

He—"Yes, I have just found out about them
—he gets 3jj3 a day for exercising the horses."
—Detroit Tribune.

Oratorical eloquence is well enough, but all

the fine speeches in the world can carry con-

viction with them no more surely than the
criminal's simple plea of guilty.—Buffalo
Courier.

Mama—"Harry, I want you to come in

now and amuse the baby."
Harry (aged five)—"You'll have to excuse me,

mother; I'm not in the low-comedy line."—
Boston Transcript.

He—"With you I should be the most con-
tented of men."
She—"But how can we live without an in-

come?"
He—"You forget that contentment is riches."

She—"And you forget that riches have
wings."—Vogue.

Instructor—"Miss B, of what was Ceres the
goddess?"
Miss B—"She was the goddess of marriage."

Instructor—"Oh, no! Of agriculture."

Miss B (looking perplexed)—"Why, I am
sure my book says she was the goddess of

husbandry!"

TO CATARRH SUFFERERS.
A clergyman, after years of suffering from

that loathesome disease, Catarrh, and vainly
trying every known remedy, at last found a
medicine which completely cured and saved
him from death. Any sufferer from this

dreadful disease sending his name and address

to Prof. Lawrence, 88 Warren Street, New
York, will receive the means of cure free and
post-paid.

"What! Never?" Well, Hardly Ever
*

0
s
d

an opportunity presented for as much enjoy-
ment, for so little outlay, as we extend in our
World's Fair offer. See offer on another page.

You Dye in

30 minutes

Turkey red on cotton
tbat won't freeze, boil

or wash out. No other
will do it.^Package to
color 21bs., by mail, 10

cts. : 6 , any color—for
wool or cotton, 40c Big pay Agents. Write quick. Men-
tion this paper. FRENCH DYE CO.Vassar.Mlch

niTPllTP Etc. quickly obtained. No Attorney's
i A I nil I A fee until allowed. Advice and circular
I n I 1.11 I U free.COLLAMER &C0. 615 F St., Washington, D C

THOMAS P. SIMPSON, WASHINGTON, 0. C.

No attorney's fee until patent ob-
tained. Write for Inventor's Guide,PATENTS

PATENTS
LEHMAPiS, PATTIS0N & KESBIT,
Washington, D. C. Examina-
tions Free. Send for circulars

PATENTS
FRANKLIN H. HOTJGH, Washington,
D.C. No attorney's fee until patent is

obtained. Write for Inventors Guide.

Learn Telegraphy.
Salary Paid While Practicing.

ain Line
Practice.

Young men and women wanted. Address
The Centbal Union Telegraph Company, Oberlin, O.

HOME
CTIinY Success in Bnsi-w I w L# I ness depends largely
upon one's learning and knowledge of
business affairs. If you tcish to succeed

take a thorough Business College course at Home, by
Mail. Highlycommended as a practical,convenient and
economical plan of study.Catalogue andTrialLeseon2c.
BRYANT cV STRATTON, 449 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

A TELEGRAPH OPERATOR'S
WORK IS PHEASANT,

and pays good wages the year
round, in good times aud bad.
We teach it quickly, and start our
graduates in railroad service. Writ©
for free Dlus. Catalogue. Address

Valentine's School of Telegraphy,
Janesv lilc, Wis.

"ECONOMY IS WEALTH."
Canvassers wanted to sell the

Improved Hall Typewriter.

Writes all languages-
Price, $30. Great induce-
ments to agents. Send for cat-
alogue and terms. AddreBS

N. TYPEWRITER CO.,
611 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.

MARY JANE DISHWASHER
Does perfect wort; saves time, labor
and trouble. Thousands sold. Only
$3.00. You wantMary Jane. Agents,
here Is your chance. J. K. PUKIN-
ION & CO., lies Moines, Iowa.

PRINTING OFFICE I5C
A largo font of Typo (over 4A) with Figures,

Holder, Indelible Ink, Pad, Tweezers, Corkscrew,

etc, as shown in cut, complete in neat case, Best

Linen Marker, Card Printer, etc Regular Price 50c

Sample postpaid for 15c, to introduce, with Cat-

alogue of 1000 new articles. CAT. FR£E. *
LNGERSOLL& Bro.65 CortlandtSU N.Y.Clt j

500 BOOKS, &c, FREE!
SEND 10 CTS. and we PRINT your full address
on 1000 (2 color) <> I' 31 31 ED LABELS, 500 posH
paid to you to stick od your letters, papers, &
and 500 postpaid lo 500 agency firms, publisher^
and manufacturers,who will mail you 500 sample
books, novelties, pictures, magazines, papers,
&c, Free with your printed address on each.
G. P. CnariBS, or So. Wiuingtoa, Ct, writes as followa

"The FREE sample books, papers, Ac, I received from the

600 firms mentioned, if bought would cost me $25 to HO.
Am delighted." Big "TVT eli 1 Co.
No. 215 Fraakford and Girard Aves^ Pblla., P*J

Will $500 Help You Out?
1 eo, you
an have

W 6

offer you the Sole Agency for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, something that SELLS AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Double
the Price, though not answering the purpose
half so well. You can make from $500 to §700
in three months, introducing it, after which it will

bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-

tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or coun-
try. Don't Miss this Chance. Write at once to

J. W. JONES, Manager, Springfield, Ohio.

THE MINSTREL SHOW. A book
(full of fun. Contains Comic Songs,
End Hen's Jokes and Stories, Co-

iiindrums, Darkey Dialogues, Stump
Ipeeches, Burlesque Lectures and
*lantation Sketches, Farces, After-
pieces, Negro Songs and

v Dances,
ianjo Solos, Songs aud Marches. It is

the largest and best collection of Min-
strel wit ever published, and all who

enjuy a good laugh will find it just the book. We send this
Great Book Tree to any one sending us lOcentsto pay
postage. Aiso our Catalogue Guns, Revolvers, Musical In-
struments, Magic Tricks. All for lOc. Order quick.

BATES & CO., 74 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

BEAUTIFUL
SHAWLS FREE

Owing to the failure, dur-
ing the recent panic, of a
large manufacturer ofFine
Cashmere Shawls we
were enabled to secure an ,

enormous quantity of Plaid '

Shawls at a fraction of the ,'

cost to manufacture, aud
propose to give them
away absolutely Free
as follows : To every per&on
who sends us 25 cents for .

one year's subscription to
MODMItV STOKIKS.
a large lfl-page handsomely
Illustrated story and family
paper, containing fascina-
ting stories and a choice
piece of sheet music ench
issue, by authors of world-

wide reputation, we will send one shawl absolutely IK ICE.
Remember there are. no conditions, our offer is fair, square

and absolute. Every person who cuts this ad. out and returns

to us with 35 cents for our paper one year t:ets a shawl
FREE. If vou want one send now. Address,

MOOfr:K\ STOKIKS, 87 Warren St., Hew IforF

SEND A SLIP OF PAPER tbe lit* of jour finger ud
10 cents in Silver and I kiIIiluI jou one of these Solid
Rolled Gold Rings an J id j Catalogue of Ringa> Emblimi,
Witcbei and Novel tiei for agents to sell. 91.00 an hour
cajiJj made. Address C. £. MARSHALL, Lockport, N.I.

Ayrpy IICmil Invention for man or woman.VCni UOUrUt Sample sent (sealed; 25 cts. 2
for 40 cts. Rubber Specialty Co. .Box 104,Oswego,N.Y.

PO B V CM KQ reduced, 15 lbs.L A I
rUi-KO a month; any one

g |J I can. make remedy at home.
Mies M.Ainley, Supply, Ark. t

says, "I lost 43 lbs. and feel splendid." No
starving. No sickness.Particulars (sealed)
2c.HALL &CO.,B.,Box 404, St. Louis,Mo.

MOTHERS SEE HERE,
1 will Cure your Girl or Boy of JBed-w etiine

In two weekg. Send me $1.00 for the Medicine
or Prescription, either one. Particulars free.

DR. S. C. CLARK, 15 Court Sq., Boston, Mass.

Is a DISEASE*
It can be Cured

_ by administer-
ing l>r. Haines' tiolden Specific. It can be
fiven without the knowledge of the patient, if

esired, in coffee, tea or articles of food. Cures
guaranteed. Send for circulars. «OIiDEJT
SPECIFIC CO., 185 Race St., Cincinnati, O.
CSS*The Only Cure. JBeteare of Imitators.

drunkenness:

TRUSSES on 30 DaysTrial

Easy, durable and
cheap. A radical

cure effected. Send for sealed catalogue.
Eggleston Truss Co. 69 Dearborn St. Chicago.

TURKISH HAIR ELIXIR
Grows a llaavj Beard, a UIobst Moustache, Beautiful tyehrowa. of

Luxuriant flair on Bald Heads in one month or money refunded.
A preparation tbat may be relied on, and every pkge is sold with a
guarantee. Prieo 25 of. ready for use, 3 for 5U cts- sealed by mail.

THEMONT MAN'U CO., Sta. A. Boston, Mass.

RUPTURE
PositiveCure. By mail. Sealed
Book Free. Address Dr.W. G.
Rice. Box F, Smithville, N.Y.

OPIUM
or Morpnine Habit Cared at
Home. Trial Free. No Pain.
Comp dOiygeisAJS'n.Ft.Wayoe.IiMi.

IIFAFNESS & HEAD NOISES CUREDllr BMi t^y '"V Invisible Tubular Cushion. Whispers hr-irj.
Successful when all remedies fail. Sold only rDET

6yF.Hiscox,853 B'way, New York. Write for hook of proofs I* KtC

m -wF" -f^ Electrobole gives instanty relief, final cure in a fo\t*OB Hhm ^tatvP days, and never returns;
no purge : no salve; no suppository, flailed free.
Address J. H. Reeves, Box 095, NewYork City, N.Y.

"Perfect

Manhood

AND

How to

Attain It."

A Wonderful
New Medical
Book, written
for Men Only.
One copy may
be had free on
application.

Erie

Medical

Co.,

Niagara Square,

Buffalo IT. Y

EVERY DISEASE OF MAN,

WOMAN, CHILD, POSITIVELY CURED
WE CURE

BLOOD DISEASES,

FEVERS, SCIATICA,

KIDNEY TROUBLES,
LIVER AILMENTS,

RHEl JIATISM,

PARALYSIS,

Ll'DIBAGO, CRAHPS,
NERVOl'S DEBILITY,
IMPAIRED VITALITY,
FITS, DYSPEPSIA,
CONSTIPATION,
FLATULENCY,
CORPl'LENCY,
Sick Nervous Headache,

NEpRALAIA,
BACK-ACHE,
HEART DISEASE,
DIARR1MEA,
SLEEPLESSNESS,
RI PTI KE, ETC.

Without Bad Tasting Medicines, for Almost Nothing.
VALUABLE\ Itisthescientif-

) ic opinion of the
.World's experts
'that in electric- V'
ity we have one \(

j
of the greatest

,
healing agents.

l One of the best
applications of

I it is in the
1 BLISS IMPROVED
1 ELECTR0-CALVAN10

> BATTERIES AND

) APPLIANCES,

\ Which are so ac-

curately adjust-
ed that they can
be worn by a
child or adult,
and produce no
harmful shock
to the most de-
bilitated body.
Thex^are simple
iu construction,
very comforta-
ble, and can be
worn
costu
or ch
without being
noticeable.

Special Afflictions of Women
Are moat effectively treated by speciully con-
structed appliances. Our Woman's lielt iB the
most perfect made. Thousands of women have
been made entirely well by using it. If you have
any trouble, write. Your letter will be seen only
by the lady expert who manages this department.

BOOK FREE.
"Electricity in its

Relation to Thera-
peutics, " contains
brief descriptions of
diseases and syniD-
toms.and full details

s and can ue ; of Bliss' Appliances

rn with any )
" Is

?.
a fe

.

w
,

of ma
,
n*

itun e, loose \ testimonials \ nlu-

close fitting, < able information for
-everyone. UladJy
' sent free to anyone
| sending 10 cents to
i covercostof mailing.
Send now if you have
'anything the matter
while you have our
uddress before you.

) Testimonials.
) We have thousands
i of unsolicited testi-
monials from cured

' persons.

Besides curing all the diseases here listed, the electric force is eo applied to al! important orrnns as
to keep the body at a uniform temperature, Alletlule the efTecK of Oterwurk, Worry Mill Maul of Kxt*r«"I»e, to

Prevent Chills Assist Digestion and Improve Nntrlllon, to Ke<>lore Exhnuslecl Nerve an<l Brain Force, to gfw Tone to

Every Nerve, Mu<irle aiitl Orr/un, and I In: promote <>oort Health and Slrentrth.

We want to cure every reader of this advertisement who suffers from any
disease of any nature. We would rather loose many sales than fail to cure a

singrle case.
We will send circulnrs to those not wishing our book. Correspon-

dence confidential. Mention this paper every time you write.
DEAFNESS CURED

Permanently, no matter of how
long standing. Ours is the only
contrivance that will really
cure this disease. If deaf, or
growing deaf, write us to-day. i

THE B. B. BLISS ELECTRIC CO.,

IOWA FALLS, IOWA,We refer to any bank in Iowa
Fulls for our financial standing.
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Recent §MMiat«w&

Successful Training—When and How.
A very excellent booklet that is worth many
times its cost to every boy and girl in the

land. Price 25 cents. J. P. Hutchison, Shreve,

Ohio.

In His Name. A new and tuneful collec-

tion of songs for the use of Sunday-schools,

young peoples' societies, and for general wor-

ship and Christian work. Price 35 cents per

copy, $3.60 per dozen, S25 per hundfed. The
Emma Pitt Publishing Co., Baltimore, Md.
Anti-higher Criticism, or the Testimony

to the Infallibility of the Bible. $1.50. Hunt
& Eaton, New York. This is a symposium of

certain addresses delivered at a conference

held last August at Asbury Park, compiled and
edited by L. W. Munhall. The list of essayists

embraces men of the highest education and
most honored positions. They are the finest

collection of facts on the "other side of the

question" yet published. It does not ridicule

or abuse the higher criticism, but it meets it

with hard facts. ,We heartily commend it to

all who wish to have the evidence for and
against the higher criticism, feeling sure that

a perusal of the book will confirm and
strengthen their faith in the Book of Books.

Prince Siddartha, the Japanese Buddha,

by John L. Atkinson. $1.25. Congregational

Sunday School and Publishing Society, Bos-

ton, Mass. This is a book giving the Japanese

own account of their greatest god. In these

days, when so much is said about Buddhism
and the Oriental religions, this book will

prove interesting and valuable, in showing
how poor indeed is the light of Asia as com-
pared with Jesus, the light of the world. We
especially recommend it to young people, as

giving them a true accouflfc of the greatest of

the false religions.

Amateur Fruit Growing. A practical

guide to the growing of fruit for home use and
market. Written with special reference to

colder climates. A -concise manual covering

all the important points in practical fruit

growing. Just the book for beginners. Price

50 cents. By Samuel B. Green, professor of

horticulture in the university of Minnesota,

St. Anthony Park, Minn.
Greenhouse Construction. A complete

manual on the building, heating, ventilating

and arrangement of greenhouses, and the

construction of hotbeds, frames and plant

pits. By L. B. Taft, professor of horticulture

and landscape gardening, Michigan agricul-

tural college. Orange Judd Company, New
York. 1894. 209 pp., illus., 12 mo., cloth, $1.50.

catalogues received.

Creamery Package Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.,

makers and jobbers of butter, cheese, egg and
fruit packages; creamery, cheese factory and
dairy supplies and apparatus, etc.

Pomona Nurseries. Strawberries, blackber-
ries, raspberries, grapes,currants, gooseberries,

etc. William Parry, Parry, N. J.

Wholesale price list for market gardeners
and florists. "Blue List." W. Atlee Burpee &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Complete list of seeds, plants, fruit and or-

namental trees. The Storrs & Harrison Co.,

Painesville, Ohio1

.

Wholesale price list. Cleveland Nursery Co.,

Rio Vista, Va. -

Annual catalogue of "True Blue" seeds. A
specialty of tomatoes. A. W. Livingston's
Sons, Columbus, Ohio.
." Horticultural guide. Currie Bros., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Lovett's Guide to Fruit Culture. J. T.

Lovett Co., Little Silver, N. J.

Annual catalogue of Archias' Seed Store,

Fayetteville, Ark., and Carthage, Mo.
Threshing machinery and engines, manufac-

tured by the M. Rumly Co., La Porte, Ind.
Burpee's manual of thoroughbred live stock

and fancy poultry. W. Atlee Burpee & Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Special catalogue of seeds, embracing some
of the leading novelties, specialties and offers

for 1894, made by W. Atlee Burpee & Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Catalogue of strawberry and other small
fruit plants. Slaymaker & Son, Dover, Del.

HORSEMEN, YOUR ATTENTION.

When you attend the various horse sales
which will take place at Chicago, Indianapolis,
Cleveland and Lexington, remember, the Big
Four Route is the Best Line to reach each of
these cities. Solid trains run daily with Wag-
ner Sleeping-cars, Parlor-cars, Dining-cars
and Compartment-cars between Cincinnati,
Indianapolis and Chicago.
It is the direct route between St. Louis, In-

dianapolis, Cincinnati, Dayton, Springfield,
Colur bus and Cleveland, with unequaled
seryice. It is much to your interest to take
the route which offers the most advantages.
Remember this when you buy your tickets.

D. B. Martin,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.

E. O. McCormick, Passenger Traffic Manager.

GIRLS
Make money, and lots of it, as
agents for our journal. Light,
genteel' work. Earn your new
dresses, new cloaks, your hol-

iday money, and be independent. Success
sure. We pay the largest cash commission
offered by any publishers. Be sure.to write to-
day to FARM AND FIRESIDE. Philadel-
phia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

\ Derma-Royale Is pure, mild and so harmless that a whole bottle may be drank without the least serious effect.
(

IxOYEIxY HflGES, WHI^E HSHDS.
Nothing will CURE, CLEAR and WHITEN

the skin so quickly as

The new discovery for curing cutaneous affections,

removing discolorationB from the cuticle and
bleaching and brightening the complexion.

THERE NEVER WAS ANYTHING 1IKE IT.

It is as harmless as dew and so simple a child

can use it. It is highly recommended by Physicians
and its sure resultB warrant us in offering

<L<^flfi REWARD —To assure the public ot its

tftOUU ^Zjl^iZ. merits we agree to forfeit

Five Hundred Dollars cash, for any case of eczema,
pimples, blotches, moth-patches, brown spots, liver

spots, blackheads, ugly or muddy skin, unnatural
redness, freckles, tan or any other cutaneous dis-

colorations or blemishes, (excepting birth-marks,
scars, and those of a scrofulous or kindred nature)
that Derma-Eoyale will not quickly remove and
cure. We also agree to forfeit Five Hundred Dollars
to aD-y person whose skin can be injured in the

slightest possible manner, or to anyone whose com-
plexion (no matter in how bad condition it may be),

will not be cleared, whitened, improved and beauti-
fied by the use of Derma-Boyale.

Put up In elegant style in large eight-ounce bottles.

Price, $1.00. EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED.
WE WIIX BE tILAD TO SEND ANYONE A

ONE DOLLAR BOTTLE FOR NOTHING
TO INTRODUCE IT. 3®* SEN D US YOUR FULL P08T-OFFICE ADDRESS TODAY
'THE DERMA-ROYALE COMPANY, Corner Baker & Vine Streets, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE HANDY. If IITFII Agents everywhere to sell our

WANIEU Stove Polishing Mitten

You can make from $3 to $5 a day sure, for every
lady buys one at sight. It keeps her hands per-
fectly clean and.polisb.es the stove better and quick-
er than a brush or rag. Sample by mail, 35c. a sot.

Address, NEW ENGLAND NOVELTY M'F'G
CO., 24 G Portland St., Boston, Mass.

LAND EXCURSIONS.
Baltimore cVr Ohio Southwestern Railway
Will sell Land-Seekers' Excursion tickets at
one fare for the round trip, to points in Vir-
ginia, Kentucky,Tennessee,Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi, February 8th, March 8th
and April 9th, and to Arkansas, Louisiana,
and Texas, February 13th, March 13th, April

s
10th and May 8th, 1894, good returning thirty
ways from date of sale. Stop-over privileges
will be granted in the States named. For
information as to rates, etc., apply to nearest
ticket agent of the Baltimore & Ohio South-
western Railway.

THE WORLD'S WASHER.
' No other saves bo much labor or
takes so good care of clothes. Bet-
ter work, than any washboard. At
wholesale where no agent. Shipped
Bafely anywhere, freight paid. Get
free circular before buying any
other. C. E. ROSS, Lincoln, III.

WALL PAPERS.
Send 10 cents for postage. We will mail you the
largest and best selected line of samples at lowest
prices in the U. S., with instructions how to paper.

D A DCD IS A M P C D C should have our Sample Books.
rArtn nANUtnO Price $1.00. Nowready.
CHAS. M. N. KILLEN, 614-61 6 8. 20th St.,Philo.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE.
TO INTRODUCE THE FAMOUS
IMPERIAL WHEELS

we sell samples at abso-
i lately manufacturers*
prices. Strictly high grade.
All latest improvements. Il-

lustrated circular iree. Great opportunity for
Agents.AMES Sl FROST CO. CHICAGO, ILL.

Haj>Tdy" Cobbler completeshoe
and Harness Kit

for home use. Great time
and money saver. Arti-
eles separate cost $6. Price^ 2G articles, boxed, 20 lbs.,83.

No. 2 without extra har-
ness tools, 22 articles, 17
lbs., ©2. Catalogue free.
Agents wanted. In order
give R. R. or Exp. sta-
tion andname this paper.

KUHN&C0., Molinea lll

CONSUMPTION
SURELY CURED.

To the Editor—Please inform your readers
that I have a positive remedy for the above
named disease. By its timely use thousands
of hopeless cases have been permanently
cured. I shall be glad to send two bottles of

my remedy free to any of your readers who
have consumption if they will send me theii

express and post office address. Respectfully,

T. A. Slocum, M.C., 183 Pearl St.. New Yorfc

COLUMBIA
STEELWIND

MILL
New in Principle,

mm/ Beautiful in
Smf Appearance.

Powerful in Operation^
Centains covered Internal Gear.

TTneqaaletl in the line of Pumping Wind
Mills. We solicit the closest investiga-
tion.Also Columbia Steel Derrick!,

Iron Turbine Wind Engines.
Buckeye Force k Lift Puinpg,

Tank and Spray Punipi*, Buckeye
and Globe Lawn Mowers. Iron Fenc-
ing, Creatine, Etc. Write for circulars.

MAST, FOOS & CO., SPRINGFIELD, 0.

AGENTS COIN!
Money selling Eeveridge'sAu-

.

tomatic Cooker. Latest and |

best cooking utensil ever invent-

ed. Sells at sight. One Agent
|

sold over 1700 in one town.
One sample Cooker froe to I

good agents. Advertising matter I

furnished. For full particulars ad-'
dress W. E. BEVERIDGE,

BALTIMORE, Md. I

#»CUfC male big money. Catalogue qnlek selling household
AUCn I Oarticlesfree. Cline Jlfg.Co. 13 W.Wash. St. Chicago.

RUBBER STAMPS Beet made. Immense Catalogue Free
"to agents. The G. A. Harper Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.

FILLYOUR OWN TEETH
with CnysTALnre. Stopapain and de-

cay. Lasts a lifetime. Circularfrea
T-F-Trumao,MD.,WeUsBridge,N.J

WE
WANT YOtTtodUtTibnto circulars, nnmplcs, etc.. In yonr locality for our ejn*

dicatoof bio ad»ortiBt>rs. S3 to $i> in>r thousand. CASH PAID. No ctinrnssing*

Eaclo»i«loiip- DISTRIBUTING BUREAU, P.0.Borl92B. N«w York City.

0 Jl CftG ufflAft CASH for distributing circulars. inclow

v4'0U I Of IUUU atam P" U.S. Distributing Bureau, Chicigo

AGENTS
wanted in every town. Something
new. t75 a month. Write quick.

Sherman * Boiler, 26W.Lake St. Chicago

• »TCOT CflMPC WORDSand MUSIC, 6 Trickn,

LAI COl OUnUdlO Games, 06 Secrets, Cream
I Guide, IT Pictures Pretty Girls, and Magazine 3 months, al 1 for

,
14 one-cent stamps. H. BELL A CO., Station A, Boston. Mass.

AGENTS
Wanted, liberal Salary Paid.
Athomeortotravel. Team furnished

free. P. O. VICZEBT, August*, Me.

U WPI CTnU'Qi*AniMhaesoldforS2.00. I send it

NULt IUN1 0wADIN an dIll'sMagazine,6months
for only10c.,post-p'd. E.F.NAS0S,132 Church St., N.V.

PLAYS
Dialogues, Speakers, for School,
Club and Parlor. Catalogue free.
T. S. DENISON, Pub.Chicago,Ill.

(END for free Catalogue of Books of Amusements,
.Speakers, Dialogues, Calisthenics, Fortune Tellers,
IDream Books, Debates, Letter Writet'6, Etiquette,
"etc. Dick & Fitzjerald, tti Ann St., New York.

YOUR FUTURE REVEALED. I

Send your name and address to Box D
1692, Boston, Mass., for free book, which
tells you how to read your ownfortune.

t>AI CCI1CU U/AllTCntosellourgoodsbysamplestotlie
NALtoMtN WAN I til wholesale and retail trade, aell

on sight to every business man or firm ; liberal salary, rnoney

advanced for advertising and expenses. Permanen position.

Address with stamp, KING MFG. CO., A 64 Chicago, 111.

at home, to assist us preparing ad-
dresses, also other writing and easy
office work. 125 to $30 per week entire

^^^^^^^BBBBBBHBSBBBBBflBBBJBB je^ir. If convenient enclose stamp.
WOMAN'S C0-OPERAIiVa XOILET CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS. (Ia«.)

LADY WANTED

AWOMAN'S SUCCESSES
at Some. Instructions f'ICEE to lady readers. Seod stamp.

iNo humbug), H1BS. i. A* 31AN N IN (J, Box15. Anna, Ohio.

.00 PER 1000 CASH FOR
DISTRIBUTING CIRCULARS. MUST HAVE MAN IN
YOUR COUNTY AT ONCE. ENCLOSE 4 CIS. STAMPS
WITH REFERENCE. PIONEER MFG. CO., CHICAGO.

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY
or COMMISSION, to handle the New Patent
Chemical Ink Erasing Peneil. Agents mak-

ing $50 per week. Monroe Eraser Mfg Co., X98, LaCrosse, Wis.

You can now grasp a fortune. A new
guide to rapid wealth, with 240 fine en-
gravings, sent free to any person. This
is a chance of a lifetime. Write at once.
Lynn& Co. 48 Bond St. NewYork

$5

YOU
Something

New.
Mention this paper.

It will pay you
to write CHAS.
O. RHODES,
Groton, P> , Y.,
and secure an
agency for the
beet thing out.

V

Z We can put you in the way,of making from $2oja
8*to $;o weekly, in any locality, if you apply atJ

once; no peddling, women succeed as well asg
_ men. No hambag, we mean just what we*

say. Address at once for full particulars,
Man'fra," Box 5Sft8. Boston. Mass.

**************************
I A PRESENT. £
* OEND us your address and we will make you a?* O present of the best Automatic WASHINC ** MACHINE in the World. No wash-board or rub-

*

,g,
bing needed. We want you to show it to your friends, A,

a oractasagentifyoucan. You can COIN MONEY !* We also give a HANDSOME WATCH tpjhe *V first from each eountv. Address Koom V_ V
* N. Y LAUNDRY WORKS, 80 Murray Street, STTY. *
**************************

AGENTS $75 a week
using or selling PRACTICAL
PLATING DYNAMO.Tnemod-
em method, used in all factories

to plate new goods. Plates gold,
silver, nickel, etc., on watches,
jewelry, table-ware, bicycles and
all metal goods , fine outfits for

agents; different sizes; always
ready; no battery; no toy; no
experience; no limit to plating
needed ; a great money maker.

W. P. HARRISON & CO., Clerk No. 15, Columbus, Ohio.

100

14 KARAT

GOLD PLATE
COT THIS OCT and send it to us

with your name and address and we
will send you this watch by express

for examination. A Guarantee
For s Iters and chain and
charm sent with it. You ex-
amine it and if you think it
a bargain pay our sample
price, t2.75 and express char-
ges, and it is yours, it is
beautifully engraved and
warranted the best time-
keeper in the World for the
money and equal in appear-
ance to a genuine Solid
Gold Watch. Write to-day,
this offer will not appear
again.

THE
NATIONAL MFG.

—AND

—

importing co.
334 Dearborn St,.

CHICAGO. ILL.
Mention this paper. .

IIQFrill ArfccleH wanted In every family, with
\fw& 1 W M full instructions to Agents. How to

I make an easy living. All postpaid for
lOoents. HOME SUPPLY CO., CLINT0NVLU.E, CONN.

We Will Print
Your Name On
25 Fringe, Velvet, Laoc En vtlopo, & Satin Cards. <

1 Pack LOVERS' CARDS, 1 Pack MYSTERY k
CARDS, and our BIG VALUE PREMIUM I

COLLECTION containing Valditob moQey-makineSeereta, STORIES JOKES,
GAMES, PUZZLES, PARLOR MAGIC, EXPERIMENTS, t_c latest SONGS,

j(which everyone wants), Valuable RECIPES,

J500 VERSES, GAMES, &c,, complete FORT-
JUNE TELLER, 10 model LOVE LETTERS.very
Jcomical, ourSTORY PAPER 3 MONTHS,FINE
)SET WORLD'S PAIR VIEWS, and OUTFIT of
(Cards, Novel tice. Jewelry, &c. All for only 12ota.

STAR PRINTING CO.. ,
CLINTONVLLLE, CON*

Mention this paper.

AGENTS HERE
and Farmers with no experience make $2.50 an
hoar during spare time. A. D. Bates, 164 W. Bob-
bins Ave., Covington, Ky.. made 881 one day,
881 one week. So can you. Proofs and cata-
logue free. J. B. Seepard & Co., Cincinnati, O.

IF YOU WANT WORKSiS
dress immediately. "We teach men and women how
to earn from $5.00 per day to $3,000 per
year without having had previous experience, and
furnish the employment at which they can make
that amount. Capital unnecessary: atrial will cost
you nothing. Write to-day. Mention this paper.
E.C.ALLEN & CO., Box 1013, Augusta, Mo.

500 SCRAP
PICTURES, CARDS, MOTTOES, STDDLES PQPI
GAME UAI'PV-QO. LUCKY, 2c. & Present t K t(
PARDEE St CO., MONTOWESE, CONH.

if*. M «%O f°R 1894. 60 Sample Styles
K - «tA 1HP 1 B AND LIST OP 401) PREMIUM ARTICIJE3%JP% Wj> FREE.HAVERPLELD PUB C0.CAMZ.0HI0

noi7I> TO THE LIGHT CARDS and tw»
100

Send £c. stamp for Sample Book of all the FINEST ind
LATEST Styles in Beveled Edge, Hidden Nome, Silk

Fringe, Envelope and Calling CARDS FOR 1894. WE
SELL CiENULNE CARDS, NO'J TRASH. UNION CARD CO., Columbus, Ohio.
CARDS

NEW CARDS
Sond 5c. flttimpfortho FINEST SAMPLE BOOK of

Biddon Name, Silk Fringe, EDvilopa.Befsl

,., -nnerShacoCalUncCrds, Etc. orer offered,

NO TRASH. Bnckofo Cud Co., LucayTUlo, Ohio.

m2f\£\ TRANSPARENT Se Acquaintance OARDS, Bern*
\m \J\9 Pictursi, Games, Songs, Stories, ae.; 60 Tricks in

» Mario, Ascent's Samplo Book of Every Style of Card used, ft

Adjustable Sing, fflr^o. ALL1NG 4 C0.,DPRHAM, CONH.

Sample styles of Neir Cards &ppgg
Premiums for 1894. Agt'a large m W\ Ei J&
Sample Book of genuine Hidden N»mo, Silk

Prince, Envelope, Bevel edge <fe Fancy shape Calling Cards,

u CROWN CARD CO., UADIZ, OHIO.

FOUR NAME °" 25 BEAUTIFUL CARPS

iAUTOUliAl'HALBDM. 1 EINO^ 1 KNIFE, If
Pochot Pencil. Imt. GOLD PEN & AGENT S ODTFtTB
OF 480 SAMPLE CARDS, SCRAP PICTD SES, &c P
ALL 10o, KING CAB.D CO.. NORTH HAVEN, CONN. B

YOUR NAME on
;L0V£LY CABDS.l RING.l LACE PIN, 1 ?0ONTAIN PEN,
J
l SOUVENIR ALBUM, 400 ALBCM VERSES, 8 COMIC

TRANSPARENTS, Etc.. Ac, 18 PORTRAITS OF NOTED
LADIES, WITH 0OR NEW POPULAR STORY PAPER, WAYSIDE GLEANINGS.
THREE MONTHS. ALL FOB 10c. BIRD CARD CO.. CLINTON VIU.S. CONN.

VOUR NAME On 25 Lovely Cards.

480 Album Mottoes.&o
Ltion andCourt-i
Ring, 1 Comio^

[owCombination
uctl, and Agent's

OUTFIT FOR 1894. ALL lOo. GLEN CARD CO., NORTE HAVEN, CONN.

35!?^^5°|J&0 Conversati<

S
0 C2k§^5^ 0

I
iD S Cardn, 1 B

|o rfSSS^MP1

Z\ Scarf Pin, New
l2£3£3^°°°i0 Pen St Pencil,

EPILEPSY

FBrr 150 Latest SOSf«S, including "After
,rnCE theBall," toallsendingSone-centstamps

lor postage. GEM NOV. CO., B. 87, Frankfort, Ind.

ft SOLID GOLD RING FREE!
TO GIRLS, your
address If you would
like one ot these beau-
tiful solid gold lings
free.Yourcfioiee with.
_out paying one cent*
"No.l ia solid gold, set
withgenuinedianiond.

No.SisBolideetwithgenuine pearl. No.3isasolidgoid
band ring beautifully engraved. Will you agree to do
a few hours* work showing our new goods to your
friends, .£ we will give you your choiee»of these beau-
tiful rings! 8end right away as we want only one girl

In each neighborhood. .We have given,away over 15,000

rings the paat two year*. Address,

I, m. Association. »«» OBABBOBS ST., CHICAGO, Hi r

Dr. O. Phelps Brown—the
noted Epilepsy Specialist
and Herbalist—discovered
that Epilepsy is caused by a

|YD l^TT^I peculiar de'rangeuient of the
vF-I* X AJ-k5 stomach, and prepared his cel-

ebrated HBEBAL REMEDIES for Epileptics, which
have cured thousands of cases. Send for particulars,
testimonials, and his "Treatise ou the Cause and Cure
of Epilepsy." J. Gibsou Brown, /"ITTTJT^C!
47 Grand St., Jersey City, N. J. ^UxTJEjO

WORK and MONEY
FOR Alilj. Newest and most successful plan. Light

and pleasant work and Big Wages. Men, Women,
Boys and Girls can work for ue, either part time or

all the time ; in your own neighborhood or over your

own and adjoining counties. Our agents are doing

big business now, because of the novelty of the plan

and great value given for the money ; and agents like

it because we pay the Biggest Cash Commission. Suc-

cess sure. Don't be idle ! Here is your chance to

Get into Paying Business! Write to-day for

special terms to agents, which are mailed free, or

Save Time by sending 50 cents for Outfit and special

terms, and go to work at once.

Address FARM AND FIEESIDE,
Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Ohio.

ikMIIIIifl morphine Habit Cured in 10

Hull I (nfl to 20 days. Sfo pay till cured.
%MW lUIVI DR. J. Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

CANCER
Its cure by scientific local treat-

ment. 20 Tears Experience.

.-Book Free. Drs. McLelsh and
We'oer, 123 John Street, Ctncinnatl.Chio.

i
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Buy "Direct from Factory" Best

MIXED PAINTS
At WHOLESALE PRICES, Deliv-
ered FREE. Stores charge you S1.25 per
gallon. Onr price 75c. to 90c. for
better Paint. "Carbon Black" Koof Paints
fiOc. in bbls. Save middlemen's profits.
Paints for Houses, Barns. Wagons, etc.
In use .

r
>2 years. Indorsed by Grange and

Farmers' Alliance. Write for Samples.
0. W. INGEKSOLL, 240 Plymouth Street,

Brooklyn, New Tork.

IDEAL^1
t

AND

STEELTOWER

STOVER MFG CD.
S07Eiverst. FREEPORI. ILL.

MUSIC
For the Farmer's Home.

Every farmer's home, as well as every other home, should have its Organ*
or Piano. There's nothing that brings such good cheer after the day's
toil as sweet music. We are the Largest Manufacturers of Organs
and Pianos in the world, and the only ones who sell direct from thefactory
to the family at the maker's lowest price. We have studied the
farmer's condition, and know just what he wants ; we make SPECIAL
" TERMS and PRICES on our famous

ORGANS AND PIANOS
to suit the convenience of farmers. Tou can gave from 850.00
to $200.00 by buying direct from the CORNISH factory, besides
having the benefit of liberal credit. Notes accepted in payment.

Organs from $27.50 up. Pianos from $175.
Every Instrument guaranteed and shipped on free test trial

for 60 days. No satisfaction, no pay.
Send for our new mammoth Catalogue,handsomely lithographed

in colors, showing the latest styles, and giving prices of the best
Organs and Pianos. A WONDERFUL BOOK

This is your chance. Don't neglect it. Highest testimonials and references
furnished to any one. Address

CORNISH & CO.,Washington/New Jersey.
Established nearly 30 Years.

GEM
BEST

in the world.
Send for circular.

CLOVER
CUTTER.

WILSON BROS.
EASTON, PA.

looking HAY CARRIER
'1011 A UOODl *

with the latest and best improvements.
Hay Forks and attachments, ltwillpay
you to write for Catalogue and low in-
troducing prices. Address
OBORN BROS.,b<«c Marion, O.

The GARRETT PICKET &
WIRE FENCE MACHINE
Weaves to the -posts. BeBt in the
world. Thousands in use. Guar-
anteed. Freight paid. Agents
are reporting big sales. Machines,
Wire, etc., at wholesale direct to
Farmera where I have no Agent.
Catalogue free. Address the man-
ufacturer, 8. H. GARRETT.
MANSFIELD. OHIO.

[steel presses]

10 DEDERICK'S WORKS, ALBANY*NY.

WOVEN WIRE
FENCE

2 No. 9 and 11 No. 14 wires
50 in. high. Make it your-
self for 16c per Rod.

2^Horse high, bull strong,
^pig tight. Make it yourself
for 22 Cents Per Rod.
Catalogue free. Address

KITSELMAN BROS.
2Eidgeville, Indians.

$2.00$2.00 Per ioo square feet-
State size of roof and will mail sample free.

GEO. E. GIiINES, 42 West Broadway, N. Y.

flilO-00 FOR A
016 MACHINE
to weave your fence at

25 Cts. per Rod.
10 No. 11 Gal. wires. Cross
wires No. 12, J£ in. to '2 ft.

apart. Weaves 30 rods a
day. Agents wanted.
Catalogue free, address
CarterWlreFenceMch.Co,
Box 29, Derby, Ohio.

HENCH &, DROMGOLD'S
ALL-STEEL FRAME

SPRING-TOOTH HARROW

Teeth Quirl.hj

THE BFST Adjusted

Tooth Holder ever invented, byonlytoosening

The tooth is heldin position bya Ratchet me "**

with whichit can be adjusted so as to wear from 15 to 18 in-

ches off the point of the tooth. The largest Spring Tooth
Harrow manuf're in the world. Over 35,000 now in use.

Our New Steel Frame
CORN PLANTER

,
with Fertilizer Attachment.
For simplicity, neatness,

strength and dura-
'bility cannot be
equaled. We also

a manufacture Circu.
larSaw Mills, Culti-

k vators. Grain Drills,

-^/Threshers.Engines,

and all kinds of Agricultural Implements. Sold by all re.

liable dealers. Don't be deceived. Insist uponhaying

our eoods Agents wanted in unoccupied territory, uata-

logue Free, HENCH & DROMGOI.D,York,Pa.

Estabd] JACKSON BROS. [1852.

H. Y. STATE DRAIN TILE AND PIPE WORKS,
134 Third Avenue. ALBANY. N.Y.

ROUND
and SOLE TILE

Also agents for Akron
Salt Glazed Pipe, Fire
Brick and Cement.

Warranted (he
Most Practical
Machine Made

BENNETT'S IMPROVED

TUMP PULLER.
Sent anywhere in the U. S.

ON THREE DAYS' TRIAL
Screw,cable& hand power
LIFT 15T0 150 TONS
3 styles 9 sizes, $25 to $150
Cat. with 1000Rec. Free

H. L. Bennett & Co.
WESTER VILLE, 0.

kWELL drilling machinery
MANUFACTURED EtV

WILLIAMS BROTHERS,
ITHACA. N.Y.

| MOUNTED OR ON SILLS, FOR
[
DEEP OR SHALLOW WELLS, WITH

1 STEAM OR HORSE POWER
j SEND FOR CATALOGUE
^ADDRESS WILLIAMS BROS. ITHACA, N.Vv

Mention this paper when you write.

MURRAY
VEHICLES and HARNESS
Time Tried and Tested and Endorsed the world
oyer as the Best and Cheapest on Earth.
Single Baggy Harness, - - S.9S
Double Buggy Harness, - 15.70
Single Farm Harness, - - 17.67
Double Farm Harness, - 28.94
Top Buggies, .... - 55.95
Road Carts, .... 14.90
Boad Wagons, .... 31.75
Spring Wagons, ... - 43.50
Farm Wagons (2 horse) - - 39.50

Pine 160 page Catalogue, free.

Wilber H. Murray Ml jr. Co., Cincinnati, O.

Mention this paper when you write.

"THIS BEST IS THE CHEAPEST,

THRESHERS, ENGINES. SAW MILLS,
HIILLEBS. STACKERS. BOILEBS,

For Pamphlet, giving full description, write
to THE AULTMAN & TAYLOR MACHINERY CO., Mansfield, 0.

,

When writing mention thiB paper.
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The mesh, around the panel ofFend
shews Jiotsr tfi* Fence is madt.

THATAMOUNT
of fence that is in nse in the State of Illinois

alone would go more than ten times around the

world. Send for CATALOGUE of farm fencing.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,

30 N. Locust St., TBEMONT, Tazewell Co., 111.

Mention this paper when you write.

mailed free.

It will pay you to buy a Saw
with "r>ISSTON"on it. It will
hold the set longer, and do more
work without filing than other
saws, thereby saving in labor
and cost of files.. They are made
of the iiest quality crucible cast
steel, and are

Fully Warranted.
For Sale by all Dealers.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.

EXCELSIOR SPRING OORRY COMB.
Finest Steel' Throughout, Light, Flexible, Durable.
Fits every curve Vibrates over the surface, can never
clog. Its blades aro of superior advantage in eo't-b-
Ask dealers for it, or send 40c for sample."postpaidWALTON & CO., Sole Mfrs., 146 W. Madis m St., Chicago, 111.

THE SPRING GURRY COMB.
_
CLOCK SPRING BLADE.

Soft as a Brush. Fits Every Curve.
The Only Perfect Comb. Used by U. S. Army and by Barn u in &.
Bailey and Forepaugh Circuses. Sample mailed, post-paid, 25 cts.

SPRING CURRY COMB CO.,
131 S. La Fayette St.. - - SOUTH l!i;XD, IND.
The Excellence of this Como is Guaranteed by the Editor of this Paper.

Be 6ure and mention Farm and Fireside.

The Poindexter

Two Horse Chain

Cable Power.
The Cheapest and strongest

Power on the market. "\V rite
U6 for full description of Horse
Powers, Corn Splitting Ma-
chines, Feed and Ensilage Cut-
ters, Farm, Bark and Cemetery
Fence or Fencing material.

£*uiiitlejcter ]91f{f. C'o.3 In-
(li(tiittpolis

;
Jitd., 17. S.A..

A
SOLID
STEEL
FENCE

The best and most easily erecteafeiice ra use.

wire. Cut from solid steel plates, better known as.

Expanded MetalJ
Combines beauty, strength, durability, and economy. Write for

,

Catalogue No. 33 ,giving particulars and showing this material^

framed in ornamental designs for lawns. y

CentralExpandedMetal Co., 53 I Wood St.,Pittsburgh,Pa*

Mention this paper when you write.

Grant's Household

Repairing Outfit

$2,00,
JTJST WHAT YOTJ

WANT.
Will pay for itself

many timos over dur-
ing the year. *

The outfit consists
of the Tools and Ma-
terial Bhown in cut.
Anyone can do his
own half-soling and
mending of
Boots, Shoes, Robbers,

Harness, Fnrmture,Etc,
We also furnish

Half Soles ( cut to ex-
act size) and Patches.

Price for Outfit. $2.
Send for Catalogue.

JOHN H. GRANT,
342 Wabash Avenue;

Chicago, Illinois.

Mention this paper.

HALLOCK'S
SUCCESS " WEEDER

Entirely new in construction. More effective

in tillage and greater security to the plant than any
other Weeder The most profitable investment ever
offered the farmer. Send 2.-cent stamp for our W94
Catalogue, with full description and introduction
terms to suit the times. Give P O., County State.

D. Y. HALLOCK & SON, YORK, PA.
Ben tion this paper when you writs.

THOMPSON S CRMS
SEEDER

SOWS CLOVER,
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA
RED TOP, FLAX,

and all kinds of
GRASS SEEDS.

20 to 40 tKs

Sows any quantity.

—evenly, accurately.

ACRES PER DAY J£f*R|M in w el. dry and
Send for circulars. fiC^** jpSn. windy weather.

0. E.THOMPSON &S0NS Ww-^oib,.
NO. 12. River St., YPSILANTI, MICH.

Mention this paper when you write.

Best Fences and Gates for aU
purposes. Free catalogue giving
particulars and prices. Write
THE SEDGWICK BROS. CO., RICHMOND, IND.

Mention Farm and Fireside.

THE
FARQUHAR

PATENT VARIABLE FRICTION FEED
Best Set Works in the World.

Saw Mill& Engine
Received the Medal and Highest*"Award

at the World's Columbian Exposition.
Warranted the best made. Shingle Mills, Machinery
and Standard Agricultural Implements of Best Qual-
ity at lowest prices. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO., Ltd.,
YORK, PEN N A.

Mention this paper when you write.

MORGAN
SPADING
HARROW

STILL GROWING.
20,000

Highest
Award
Columbian
Exposition.

The best pulverizer. Don't confuse this tool with
other rotary Harrows. It is a general purpose Har-
row. Will work wherever a Harrow is needed, and
where others fail. Send for circulars. Also of latest

improved SPRING TOOTH HARROW.

D.S.MORGAN & C0.
br
c
oh^or,Vl'.v*

Mention this paper when you write.

CABLED FIELD AND HOG FENCIN o.

Also Steel Web Picket Fence and Steel Wire
Fence Board. Write for circulars.

DeKALB FENCE CO., 38 High St, DeKalb, III.

Mention this paper when yon writ*.

Burr-Stone Grinding Mills
\tf e offer yon the best mill on the

market at soch ft low figure it will

pay yon to write to us. They aro .

the best constructed, leastcomplicated

and fastest grinding milll yet pro.

duced. gATlSFAOTIOIt
GUARANTEED.

Send 2ct stamp I

for onr 4S-pagJ
Illustrated
Catalogue.

IJJONARD 0.
HARRISON,

EOS A HEW SAVES, CPHS,
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DAIRYMEN'S POLITICS.

In no uncertain words does the editor of

Hoard's Dairyman commend the work of

an honest official, and denounce the fraud-

ulent sale of imitation dairy products.
"It did us good," he says, "to call on Dr.

F. B. McNeal, the energetic dairy and food
commissioner of Ohio. It seemed refresh-

ing to step into the office of a man who be-

lieves that it is his duty to stand by the

people, consumers and farmers alike, as

against the foul nest of frauds and adul-
terators who are conspiring to ruin the
health of the one and business of the
other. The Ohio commissioner has shown
his honesty and ability in prosecuting
food adulterators, for he brought down on
himself, at the late election, the united
hostility of the grocers' association. All
the money that the oleo combine could
use was put into the field to defeat him for

re-election. But Democratic and Republi-
can farmers alike vied with each other in
standing by the man who was standing by
them, and the result was that his majority
was next to that given Governor MeKinley.
"That is the kind of politics the Dairy-

man rejoices in and will advocate. When
the dairy farmers learn to punish traitors,

and stand by their friends, irrespective of
party, in putting down this swindle of
adulteration, in demanding the right kind
of laws and their vigorous enforcement,
then, and only then, will they show hard
dairy sense, and be entitled to be called
independent American citizens, who,
'knowing their rights dare defend them.'
* i! * If people want to deal in the
fraudulent stuff, let them do so without
counterfeiting honest butter. That is fair
and right. Now is the time to commence
the agitation of this matter. The prosper-
ity of oleomargarine means the death of
the dairy interest, and it is high time for
dairy farmers in every state to take this
position and stand to it like men."

THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH.

There is a rising clamor for the distribu-

tion of wealth. Hard times have intensi-

fied the feeling among certain classes that

there should be an equal distribution of

wealth. It is proposed to accomplish this

by indirect methods of confiscation of

property. These efforts to reform society

and bring about the millenium are en-

tirely misdirected. The millenium can-
not be a millenium' unless it is based on
exact justice. Let the proposed distribu-

tion of wealth be measured by this stan-

dard.

Wealth may be, frequently is, dishonestly

accumulated. The, money or property re-

covered from a thief is restored to the

owner and the thief is punished. If gov-

ernment confiscates wealth dishonestly

accumulated, it should restore it to those

from whom it has been taken. It has
not the right, by the standard of exact

justice, to make an equal distribution of

stolen wealth among all the citizens, un-
less it was taken from all alike. It is an
insult to an honest man to offer to him a

share of stolen wealth.

Wealth may be, commonly is, honestly
accumulated. If it is, government has no
more right to take it from the possessor
than it has to enslave men and use their

labor. It has no more right to confiscate a

million honestly earned than a dollar hon-
estly earned.

The remedy for the evils growing out of

the dishonest accumulation of wealth, and
they are many, is not in its confiscation

and equal distribution, but in its preven-
tion. With the prevention of the dishon-
est accumulation of wealth there would be
no occasion for the clamor for the distri-

bution of wealth. The reformation should
certainly be made at the right place. The
present clamor is without due regard
to justice, and can accomplish nothing
good, but represents just so much wasted
energy.

THE BLAND BILL.

The Blandsilver seigniorage coinage bill,

which passed the house and is now pend-
ing in the senate, reads as follows:

Section 1. That the secretary of the treasury
shall immediately cause to be coined as fast

as possible the silver bullion held in the treas-

ury purchased under the act of July 14, 1890,

entitled, "An act directing the purchase of
silver bullion, and the issuing of treasury
notes thereon and for other purposes," to the
amount of Ihe gain or seigniorage of such bul-

lion, to wit: The sum of fifty-five million, one
hundred and fifty-six thousand, six hundred
and eighty-one dollars, and such coin and
silver certificates issued thereon shall be used
in the payment of public expenditures; and
the secretary of the, treasury may in his dis-

cretion, if the needs of the treasury demand
it, issue silver certificates in excess of such
coinage, provided that said excess shall not
exceed the amount of the seigniorage as herein
authorized to be coined.

Sec. 2. After the coinage provided for in the
first section of this act, the remainder of the
silver bullion purchased in pursuance of said
act of July 14, 1890, shall be coined into legal

tender standard silver dollars as fast as pos-
sible, and the coin shall be held in the treas-

ury for the redemption of the treasury notes
issued in the purchase of said bullion. That
as fast as the bullion shall be coined for the
redemption of said notes, the notes shall not
be reissued, but shall be canceled and de-

stroyed in amounts equal to*tbe coin held at

any time in the treasury derived from the
coinage herein provided for, and silver cer-

tificates 'shall be issued on such coin in the
manner now provided by law, provided that
this act shall not be construed to change ex-
isting law relating to the legal tender charac-
ter, or mode of redemption of the treasury

notes issued under said act of July 14, 1890.

That a sufficient sum of money is hereDy ap-

propriated to carry into effect the provisions
of this act.

Under the operation of the silver bullion

purchasing act, the government bought
silver and paid for it in treasury notes.

The seigniorage, that is, the difference be-

tween the cost of the bullion at market
rates and the face value of the standard
dollars that could be coined from it,

amounts to $55,000,000. This bill provides
for the coinage of this difference into stan-

dard silver dollars, and the issue of 'silver

certificates against them. But the bill goes
much further than this. It also provides
for the coinage of the whole mass of silver

bullion iii'the treasury and for the issue

and the gradual exchange of silver certif-

icates for the treasury notes with which
the silver bullion was purchased.
Since the market value of silver has de-

preciated, the bullion in the treasury is

not *vorth to-day, by many millions of

dollars, what the government paid for it.

Therefore, the first section of this bill pro-
vides for inflation pure and simple.
The treasury notes issued under the act

of 1890 for the purchase of silver bullion
are practically redeemable in- gold. The
object of the second section of this bill is

to substitute for them certificates redeem-
able in silver. This substitution is to be
made when notes come into the treasury
through the ordinary business transac-
tions.

The bill is misnamed. It is a bill for the
inflation of the currency, but it has brought
the silver question to the front again, and
we may look for a long struggle over it in
the senate.-,

COST OF WHEAT GROWING.

In a recent number of the American
Agriculturist J. R. Dodge, who was for
many years statistician of the department
of agriculture, says

:

"If former statements of wheat growers
are correct, much of the last crop was
grown at a loss. The export price for the
last fiscal year was a fraction less than
eighty cents, the average farm price being
only sixty-two cents, while the average
price in Nebraska was only fifty cents, in
South Dakota fifty-one, North Dakota
fifty-two at 'the nearest railway, and at

points remote from market scarcely forty
or forty-five cents. It is not long since
the growers in these districts declared that
the crop would not pay the expense of cul-

tivation at less than sixty cents. As the
yield of this region was not much more
than twelve bushels an acre, the gross pro-
ceeds were only about six dollars an acre.

What sort of cultivation would this pay
for, defray the expense of threshing and de-
livery, and meet the interest on the invest-

ment, to say nothing of profit?" * * *

In conclusion he says: "The exclusive
wheat belt is receding. It is well that it

is. Long since miscellaneous agriculture
and horticulture took the place of exclu-
sive wheat in western New York. Twenty-
five years ago one could scarcely find
butter enough in eastern Minnesota to

grease a griddle, while the autumn nights
were lighted with bonfires of thousands of

tons of wheat st?aw, where now diversi-

fied production and plenty rule. Now
there are counties in South Dakota where
such a change has already been effected.

Perhaps low prices will prove a godsend to
western agriculture, by driving exclusive
wheat culture out o.f existence. Let wheat
have a place in rotation, with twenty to
thirty bushels _tc an acre as a yield, but

put labor to a better use than swelling a

surplus product to the depression of prices.

There is no need of growing wheat at a

loss, where other products are demanded
at fair prices, and it is unwise to persist in

competing with half-price labor in Russi
and the few-cents-per-day competition in

India. It is perversity that nothing but
hard times can cure. There is a conserva-
tism that resents advice to quit unprofit-

able culture as impertinent interference

with one's right to do a foolish thing. If

anything will cure tjhe wheat craze, the

present prices ought to suffice."

CO-OPERATION.

In an article in the February number of

The Altruistic Revieiv Dr. Dodds outlines a

scheme of co-operation as follows: "By
the possibilities of right co-operation I

mean nothing more nor less than this:

That an organization be effected which
shall have proper backing and be under
the control of thoroughly honest manage-
ment, which shall supply to its members
certain lines of goods (not everything, for

much is impracticable, and we would not
do away with the middleman entirely) at

an actual advance of, say, from five to ten

per cent. Let those who go into this

organization pay a stipulated fee each
year, or once every three years, as they do
in insurance. This fee will go toward the

payment of salaries, for advertising and
for the printing of catalogues. These cat-

alogues should be issued annually, and
should as nearly as possible quote both the
regular retail price and the price to mem-
bers. They should contain printed .in-

structions so complete and yet so simple
that a child could have no excuse for

making a mistake in ordering goods. Such
an organization would require a head
office under efficient management, with a

number of typewriters to copy orders and.

forward them to the different factories.

In most instances the manufacturers them-
selves would ship the goods direct. In
some cases 'mixed' orders would come in,

and for such a shipping-room (not a ware-
house) would be necessary. The saving
by such a simple arrangement is self-

evident. On many articles it would run
from twenty to forty per cent. * * * It

should be the duty and avowed purpose
of such an organization to break down
speculation in wheat, pork, cotton, etc.,

and further, to. act not only as the purchas-

ing agent for its members, but to act as the
selling agent as well. * * * Such a
movement would, of course, be stren-

uously opposed by all dealers and many
manufacturers', but properly managed and
based upon strictly honest business prin-

ciples, such an organization could be made
of untold advantage to all farmers and
workmen, saving in the aggregate thou-
sands upon thousands of dollars. The
bases already exist for large usefulness in
this line, but there would be the distrust

which is the natural outgrowth of former
companies which valued dollars above
principles."

An organization similar to the one here
described was incorporated under the laws
of Illinois, last June. Its operations will

be watched with interest. The keystone
of the scheme is cash. There seems to be
no good reason why such organizations

cannot become as safe and beneficial as

building and loan associations, which are

practically co-operative banks. Good,
honest business management is as neces-

sary for the latter as the former. It is not
difficult to find it for the one; why should
it be for the other?
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of mature, marketable potatoes southern
growers plant this seed early in July.

For seed potatoes they plant later, so that

the first hard frost will check the growth
when the tubers are one half or two thirds

grown. Northern growers should thor-

oughly test this second-crop potato seed,

particularly for their early crdp.
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We believe that all the advertisements in
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men, and do not intentionally or knowingly
insert advertisements from any but reliable
parties; if subscribers find any of them to be
otherwise we should he glad to know it.

Always mention this paper when answering
advertisements, as advertisers often have dif-
ferent things advertised in several papers.

Under Its

Own Colors.

The Iden bill, prohibit-

ing oleo from being

colored in imitation of

butter, passed the Ohio senate. In all

probability it will pass the house and be-

come a law. Producers of genuine dairy

products and consumers of both genuine

and imitation products will commend leg-

islation that makes butter substitutes sell

under their true colors.

obio
At a conference of Ohio
dairymen, held in Co-

Dairymen's
lurQbuSi January 11th, a

Association. state organization was
organized with the following officers:

President, J. P. Bradbury, Pomeroy ; vice-

president, Prof. T. F. Hunt, Columbus;
secretary, L. P. Bailey, Tacoma; treasurer,

B.*B. Herrick, Wellington ; executive com-
mittee, H. Dubois, Vigo, A. B. Thompson,
Delta, E. F. Smith, Columbus, J. R. Hunt,
Columbus, and F. M. Wilson, Selma.

Under the plan of organization delegates

from this association will attend the meet-

ings of the.National Dairy Congress. An
account of the latter was published in

our March 1st number.

During the past dec-

ade the practice of
Seed Potatoes. growing..two crops of

potatoes in one season on the same ground

has been largely increased in Kentucky,

Tennessee and some other southern states.

The second planting is done in midsum-
mer, immediately after the first crop has

been dug. This second crop grows until

the vines are killed by frost. It consists

mainly of medium to small potatoes that

are immature. Those of marketable size,

usually about one half the crop, find ready

sale in the southern markets. The rest

are saved for seed. Second-crop seed

potatoes have given wonderful results,

and the raising of the second crop for this

purpose is now an established business.

The principal merits claimed for second-

crop seed are that the potatoes keep in a

cool cellar without sprouting, shriveling,

or losing their vigor; that they never send

up but one sprout, whether planted whole
or cut to small pieces; that the yield

from them is large,, with all the tubers of

full marketable size, and that the crop is

earlier. The superiority of these imma-
ture, second-crop potatoes for seed over

well-ripened potatoes is so marked that

they are used for the July planting as well

as the spring planting. For a fall crop

Under this heading
readers will find some-

thing of special interest in "Garden Gos-
sip" in this number. We wish to call

attention here to the fact that there are

many tracts of land, varying in size from
a few square rods to many acres, that can
be prepared at small expense for intensive

gardening. These lands are a special kind.

There are certain conditions that make
them susceptible to the improvement in

mind. Usually they are loam or muck
soils, swampy or entirely covered with
water, underlaid with gravel and located

so that they can be drained. The main
improvement consists in draining them in

such a way that the water level is lowered
to the necessary depth below the surface,

say four or five feet, to fit them for

cultivation. With this preparation these

tracts of land become gardens over reser-

voirs of water. In droughts the growing
crops are irrigated by subsoil water raised

by capillary attraction. All that is neces-

sary during dry weather is to keep the

cultivator going and the surface soil well
stirred. The irrigation is regulated auto-

matically by the condition of the weather.

The dryer it is, the greater the capillary

attraction, and the growing crop never
suffers from lack of necessary moisture.

In rainy weather the drainage provides
for the quick removal of surplus water.

This is natural subirrigation, and beats any
system of artificial irrigation ever devised.

The gardener who has such a tract of land
has a bonanza, needing only intelligent

development to make it bring -him the

largest possible returns.

NOTES ON RURAL AFFAIRS.

THE EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

At various times I have been criticising

the stations and their doings. They are

public institutions, maintained by money
out of the national treasury, except the

one at Geneva, N. Y., which is supported

by the state. It is the privilege and the

duty of the sovereign people to watch
their servants, and hold them to their task.

Without a watchful eye upon them, mis-

uses and neglect of duty would soon creep

in. The public, as a rule, are far too leni-

en\ and far too ready to overlook misman-
agement and bad practices in public offices,

simply because what is everybody's busi-

ness is nobody's business. And people, it

seems, are not served any better or gov-

erned any better than they deserve to be.

The first question is: Do the stations

serve us well? Some do and some, it

seems, do not. I confess I have never been
oversanguine about the experiment station

work, being well aware that there are not

men enough in the country to equip fifty

stations at the pay offered, men who com-
bine the abilities of the investigator with
practical training, who understand the

needs of the average soil-tiller, and know
how to bring the results of their investi-

gations before the public in such a way
that the people will have some benefit

from it. The station staff often consists

largely of young men with a little labor-

atory experience and very little practical

training, and, of course, none of the riper

judgment that comes with age. I do not

blame the stations or the station officers

for this, but the whole system, which is

radically wrong and untenable ; indeed, I

believe without a parallel in the list of

public institutions. The authority that

furnishes the money for their mainte-

nance has no control over their actions.

The money may be expended properly, or

it may be wasted; the work may be done

to suit the public, or it may not; yet the

general government has no choice, but

must pay. Each station being left to work
out its own Halvation, goes about it inde-

pendently from all the rest, and the conse-

quence is we have scattered efforts, useless

repetitions and sad omissions. The farmers

of this country have been* led to believe

that the establishment of these stations

was a great concession to them (as un-
doubtedly it was); that the stations belong

to them, are under their protection, and
that nobody should say aught against these

institutions. I know it . requires courage

to criticise them, and still more to ask for

a change in their relations. Whatever

may be thought or said of Secretary Mor-
ton, common sense should teach us that he
is right when suggesting that the depart-

ment should be given some chance to

oontrol, direct or advise the .stations and
station management. Such a change
would give us a greater concentration of

effort, a better division of labors and lines

of action, and do away with many of the

present loose methods, useless repetitions,

etc.

Heretofore the stations have had a good
and proper excuse when explaining the
meager results of their investigations thus
far brought out

;
namely, that it takes time

—a great deal of time—to accomplish
something of real value.

Dr. Peter Collier, in his address before

the Western New » York Horticultural
Society last January, reiterated this claim,

so often heard before. The public will

concede the point, but it seems that there

should be a limit to the time required to

show what is being done; and the New
York state agricultural experiment sta-

tion at Geneva has been in existence too

long po put us off much longer with prom-
ises of glorious things to he achieved in

the indefinite future.

That the stations are doing some work
cannot be denied. The bulletins show it,

and by their bulletins they must be judged.

I have a stack of tbem right before me,
bulletins of a large number of the various

stations. What a lot of labor and study
and paper they represent! And, with the

exception of the bulletins of the smaller
number of stations, what a lot of worth-
less literature they are so far as the average

farmer's needs are concerned. What good
things there are in them are hidden among
a lot of figures and tables and meaningless
sentences. Very few of these bulletins

are of any value to the average farmer.

The lessons contained in them are seldom
pointed or clear enough, and for this reason

they are usually lost. What a waste of

paper and printing ink ! It seems to solve

the problem how to accomplish the least

good with the greatest outlay.

The department of agriculture once

started out to find a remedy in its farmers'

bulletins, station record, etc. But the de-

partment itself labors under the same
difficulty. Of the thousands upon thou-

sands of volumes of reports sent out pro-

miscuously through the country, many are

never looked at, the majority are just

glanced through and thrown aside, or put
upon the shelf to add to the farmer's

library, and not one in a hundred is ever

read through with interest and attention.

Again, what a waste of paper and ink

!

These bulletins and reports, etc., contain

lessons, and often valuable ones, lessons

which could easily be impressed upon the

farmer with telling effect ; but in order to

do this they should be presented in a

different way from what they usually are.

They should be condensed and presented

in plain, popular language, sharply and
pointedly. H instead of a year's series of

bulletins, to the number of a dozen or

twenty, the stations will send out one
small bulletin of clear meats, leaving out

everything not essential, the farmer will

read and learn and be benefited.

Some of the stations give a summary of

points brought put in their bulletins. It

is a good thing. The North Carolina sta-

tion has now adopted the plan of having a

popular summary of the contents of every
bulletin to occupy the first eight pages of

the bulletin. "This," the station says,

"will be complete in itself, and gives to the

popular reader about all he would desire to

learn from the experiments described.

These eight pages only are sent to the gen-

eral publication list in the state. The
complete bulletin is sent as usual to all

scientific exchanges, newspapers, exper-

iment station officers, boards of control,

etc. The advantages of this plan are that

it supplies the farmers only what they

particularly and most generally wish to

know, and also prevents any wasteful dis-

tribution of many pages to those who
either do not have the time to study, or do
not have the inclination or the abijity to

investigate the matters described in detail

in them."

Here is an innovation of true merit, and
the other stations and the department,

boo, will do well to follow suit. The great

trouble, howeverj is that editorial talent

seems to be a rather rare thing with station

and department employees.

The Ohio station, as already stated on
an earlier occasion, has found another way
to make itself of service to the public;

namely, by its newspaper bulletins.

These are short articles in which the les-

sons of the bulletins are pointed out in

popular language. They are sent to ;he

various agricultural papers for publica-

tion.

RASPBERRIES FOR EVAPORATING.

A most interesting and valuable bul-

letin, and one which is certainly worth
sending out in its present i unabbreviated)
form, comes from the station which gives

us so many other good ones every year,

the Cornell University experiment station,

of Ithaca, N. Y.
It is bulletin No. 57, on raspberries and

blackberries. Growing and evaporating

blackcaps is an important farm industry
in many sections of New York state.

Farmers usually find it more profitable

than raising grain or hay. The bulletin

gives information on planting, pruning,
harvesting, drying, yield, profits, etc.

Every farmer in the state, or any other

state, who is interested in raspberry grow-
ing should have a copy of it. Most of

the growers still have their berries picked
by hand. Mr. Fred W. Card, the writer of

the bulletin, recommends the use of the
berry-harvester, a simple affair, consisting

of a canvas tray some three feet square,

there being only enough wood about it to

form a framework and enable it to be
moved about. Under the corner which
rests on the ground there is a sort of shoe

of wood, enabling it to be slid along from
bush to bush easily. In one hand the

operator carries a large wire hook with
which the bushes are drawn over the can-

vas, or lifted up if too low down and in

the way. In the other hand is a bat re-

sembling a lawn-tennis racquet, with
which he knocks off the ripe berries.

This is merely a canvas-covered loop of

heavy wire fastened in a convenient han-
dle. The berries are allowed to become
pretty ripe, and the plantation is gone
over but two or three times in a season.

The dried berries have to be run through a

fanning-mill to free them from leaves,

etc., and then picked over by hand before

being put upon the market. The cost of

gathering and cleaning in this way is esti-

mated at one cent a quart, against two
cents per quart being paid for gathering

the berries by hand.
In the following I give a recapitulation

of the points found in this bulletin :

(1.) Black raspberries can be made a
profitable farm crop when grown for evap-

orating purposes and gathered by the aid

of the berry-harvester, regardless of prox-

imity to market. An average yield with
good culture is about seventy-five to eighty

bushels per acre.

(2.) An average yield of red raspberries

is about seventy bushels per acre. An
average yield of blackberries is about one

hundred bushels per acre.

(3.) A majority of growers find low sum-
mer pinching of blackberries best for most
varieties.

(4.) Growers are equally divided in

opinion as to whether red raspberries

should be pinched back at all in summer.
If pinched, it should be done low and
early. The canes shoujd be made to

branch low.

(5.) Evaporating red raspberrir has not

yet been found profitable.

(C.) There seems to be no immediate
prospect that blackberries can be grown
profitably for evaporating purposes.

(7.) Berry canes which made their entire

growth after July Gth stood the winter as

well as those which grew during the whole
season, or better.

(8.) Removing all young canes from a

plantation bearing its last crop of fruit

materially increased the yield.

(9.) Raspberries and blackberries can be

successfully grown under glass, but re-

quire artificial pollenation and a compar-

atively high temperature.

(10.) Under ordinary conditions, thin-

ning fruit of raspberries and blackberries,

other than done by the spring pruning,

does not pay.

(11.) Cutting off the bearing canes early

in the spring does not induce autumn
fruiting of the raspberry.

(12.) Frequent spraying with water

throughout the blossoming period did not

interfere with pollenation and subsequent

fruit production.

(13.) The only remedy for red rust is to

dig up and burn at once every plant found

to be affected. Cut away and burn all

canes affected with anthracnose pits, and

spray the plantation with Bordeaux mix-

ture. Root-galls weaken the plants, caus-

ing them to appear as if suffering from

poor soil. Removing the plants and burn-

ing the roots is the only remedy.
T. Greiner.
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A FEW POINTS ABOUT POTATO GROWING.

ast summer I wrote about potato

culture, proposingbefore plant-

ing-time to notice some points

then necessarily omitted. The
interest in this crop grows as

the price of wheat, cattle and
wool decrease, and I cannot but think that

there is danger that many farmers may
make the mistake of trying to compete with
regular growers when their soil is not

fitted to produce a paying crop, and at

only fair prices they may lose money. I

trust that nothing 1 have said or may say

may lead any one to drop usual crops and
go extensively into potato culture until he
is very sure that his soil is adapted 1}0 the

crop. I write especially for those who have
already decided to grow a few acres, and
who may still lack some of the facts that

experience would give them. Whatever
is worth doing at all is worth doing well,

and all who incur the expense of planting,

'tilling and harvesting a field of potatoes

should make reasonably certain of getting

the best possible yield.

I know of »o plant that responds to ex-

tra culture in such degree as the potato.

It is quite true that it does not pay to neg-

lect any crop, but especially foolish is the

man who plants potatoes unless he is will-

ing and able to give them tillage when
needed. This may be more true of lat-

itudes south of New England and northern
Michigan than in those sections, as the

potato delights in a cool climate, and what
we lack in favoring climate south of the

best potato belt we must make up in till-

age. Much heat is hard upon potatoes,

and drought affects the growth of the tubers

in the ground far quicker than it does

corn or wheat or hay. We counteract the

effects of lack of rainfall in warm sections

of the country by* giving such tillage that

moisture is retained in the ground, and
we especially have to light all weed growth,

as weeds are great pumps for extracting

moisture from the soil. So much for the

absolute necessity of good tillage.

For the main crop of potatoes, seed from
more northern latitudes gives the best re-

sults. The tubers are usually larger and
more vigorous, and in cutting, each eye has
more meat to feed it when putting forth a

sprout. Northern potatoes do not sprout
so quickly in the early spring, and all seed
is better if it can be kept unsprouted until

placed in the ground. But I have two
cautions with reference to seed from a dis-

tance :

1. There is always difficulty in getting

a variety true to name. The productive-

ness of varieties of potatoes varies much,
and one may order a favorite variety and
get something radically different. This
rarely happens in ordering from seedsmen,
but seedsmen ask a price so much higher
than the market one that while a farmer
may be willing to order a few bushels, he
rarely feels able to get a sufficient amount
for extensive field planting. The usual

way is to order from a commission mer-
chant, or buy from a home merchant, and
it is not possible to recognize many
varieties by the appearance, owing to vari-

ations produced by soil and climate and
the remarkable similarity of scores of

varieties. In one instance Iknow of heavy
loss to a grower from planting a couple
of hundred bushels of seed that was sent
under a name that did not belong to it. In
fact, commission men know little of

varieties. They class all varieties under
iree or four popular heads, according to

general shape and color.

2. Potatoes are easily damaged by heat
)r frost while stored in cellars, and one
lay injure his chance for another crop by
inwittingly planting damaged seed,

leated seed is especially to be feared, as

3ne can hardly detect the injury until the
spindling vines, or total absence of vines,

tell him of the mistake he has made in his

planting. If the sprouts and small po-
tatoes that grew in the piles of potatoes
liave been carefully screened out before
le lot is shipped to the grower, he is at

ie mercy of the shipper. Much frost

causes potatoes to soften and rot after be-
ing exposed to heat, but a slight frost

Jamages the eye and causes dark streaks
mder the skin, while otherwise .the tuber
appears sound. I assure the beginner that

lothiftg is more disheartening than heated
ar slightly frosted seed potatoes. No ex-
tra culture can undo the mischief. If I

seem to emphasize this point too much, it

is only because I am amazed every year at
the carelessness of some about the condi-

tion of the seed used, although a poor

stand of plants always rewards their

efforts.

Although northern potatoes are best for

the main planting, there is another class

of seed potatoes that is excellent for early

planting. In the South two crops of pota-

toes are often raised in the same year.

The seed for the second planting is taken

from the first crop, and the second crop is

harvested when frost comes. This second

crop often consists of rather small tubers,

and they make the best early seed that we
can obtain. They are barreled by the

growers, and can be had of southern com-
mission merchants. Those that are sent

North are quite inferior in size and impress

one as being unfit for seed. Many of the

tubers are much smaller than a hulled

walnut, and a beginner is inclined to throw
them to the pigs and pocket his loss. But
the fact is that these little tubers are full

of vitality, often send out only a single

sprout, and the vines are rank growers.

They do not set very freely, and the new
tubers are ready for market sooner than

those grown from any northern seed. As
there is often only one stock in a hill, the

rows need not be over thirty inches apart,

and the hills in rich soil should be about

fourteen or fifteen inches apart. If one
has a home market for his crop and earli-

ness is a desirable thing, I venture the

assurance that if he will try this second-

crop seed of any early variety he will have

cause to thank the Farm and Fireside

for the suggestion.

It is a difficult m'atter to advise in regard

to varieties. Some do well in one kind of

a soil and fail in another. There are a few
general rules, however, to be observed.

The general market usually wants a long

potato of the Early Rose, White Star or

Burbank type. In one city all long, white

potatoes are called Burbank ; in another

they are Stars, all depending upon the

reputation of those two varieties in the

city. The point for the grower is this:

The blue potato, or the red one, or the

rough netter round one is not the one
most wanted. Unless I had ahome market
for the crop, I would never plant any
potatoes of the Blue Victor or Dakota Red
types, as I would have to accept a cut on
the market price when disposing of them.
It is always best to grow what the public

wants. This thing of undertaking to

educate the public may do very well in a

small village market, but it is an utter

failure in large towns and cities.

A round potato is often a better yielder

than a long one on thin land. If it is bright

and thin-skinned, it will sell very well
even in fastidious markets. The Early
Hebron is a potato of this type. It is a

very satisfactory potato. The Late Hebron
is too rough and dark, but is a big yielder.

For quality nothing surpasses the Early
Ohio. The Rural New-Yorker No. 2 has a

vigorous vine and is satisfactory with
many. A score of good round potatoes

might be mentioned, but when the soil is

good and the crop goes to city markets, the
long white or pink-tinted varieties are

preferable. Of these there are many good
ones, some adapted to one locality and
some to another. The grower should ex-

periment with standard varieties that are

new to him, seeking the one best suited to

his s«il.

The chief points that a grower should
consider at this time are, (1) a good soil,

(2) a good seed-bed, (3) a good variety of

potato, and (4) a perfect stand 'of vigorous
plants. David.

PERSIAN FAT-TAILED SHEEP.

Mr. C. P. Bailey, of California, the largest

breeder and importer of Angora goats in

this country, in connection with a grand
exhibit of goats, showed ten head of Per-

sian fat-tailed sheep at the world's fair.

About three years ago a small flock of

these singular sheep were presented to the

United States department of agriculture,

to be placed under favorable conditions for

acclimation as an experiment. The late

Jeremiah M. Rusk, secretary of agricul-

ture, after due consideration, sent them to

Mr. Bailey, believing the surroundings

would correspond with their native habits

so nearly that they would do well. The
selection proves to be a fortunate one, as

the sheep not only maintained themselves

in good health, but increased in numbers
very rapidly. They appear to be as hardy
as Spanish goats, which they resemble in

several respects.

The color of these specimens of the breed

\vas entirely nondescript, since they had
various shades, though mainly black and
white, without any uniformity among the

different individuals. They were of good

size, and appear to be quite as domestic as

any other breed of sheep known to us.

Their ears were large, and hung down
alongside of their faces quite like the
Angora goats.

They were without horns; their wool
was coarse and hairy and wholly without
attractiveness as we esteem wool in this

country. Their heads were large and well
placed on strong necks that gently sloped
to the shoulders in the most approved
pattern of modern standards. The car-

casses were uniform in type, with straight

backs and underlines. The legs were strong
and straight, set well apart. The fore

quarters were light, while the hind quar-
ters presented the most ludicrous appear-
ance, owing to the curious accumulation
of fat.

This exhibit- attracted much attention
from visitors who for the first time enjoyed
the opportunity of looking up this orien-

tal breed of sheep that has come down 1

from patriarchal times without any change
of type, form or color. Persia has not
kept pace with the world in progress and
improvements. The shepherds still follow

the wandering life of their ancestors three

thousand years ago. Their sheep consti-

tute a large part of their wealth. What
they are to-day they have been from time
immemorial.

It is interesting to know that Mr. Bailey
is of the opinion- that the Persian sheep
will be more than a curiosity, a real acqui-
sition to the mutton-producing sheep of

this country, whether the fleeces afford a
profit or not. In their native country
these sheep are very prolific, and do not
seem less so' in this country. It is probable
that Mr. Bailey will continue to breed
them pure and distinct, but it would be
interesting to know how they would cross

with other breeds. In due time, no doubt,

Mr. Bailey will make an official report to

the government of this curious and inter-

esting experiment of acclimating this

breed of sheep in this country. In the

meantime, it is safe to conclude that this

experiment's in the best of hands and is

being conducted in such a way and under
surroundings that will produce the best

and most satisfactory results.

R. M. Bell.

CARE OF FARROWING SOWS.

A sow that is bred in autumn should be
fed liberally during the winter a well-

balanced ration, instead of being kept on
an exclusive corn diet. She should be fed

some corn, especially in cold weather, as

this is one of the best foods for keeping up
the animal heat. ' She should not be
allowed to become too fat, and she will not
if given- proper food in reasonable quanti-

ties. Daily exercise is of the utmost im-
portance. This advice is rather late to be
acted upon now; but it will keep.

As farrowing-time approaches she should
be separated from the hogs, and placed in

a dry, sheltered place, and be given a small
quantity of short hay or straw for bedding.

I used to put up the regulation fender
about six or eight inches frona the wall,

and the same distance above the.floor, to

keep the sow from lying on the pigs, but I

noticed that pigs w*ald often be crowded
against the fender and injured, so it was
abandoned. If a proper amount of bed-
ding is given there is little to be feared.

Her food at this time should consist for

the most part of loosening slops, as costive-

ness and consequent feverishness must be
carefully guarded against.

When the critical time arrives, I believe

it is best to leave her severely alone^and
let nature have her course. If the treat-

ment thus far has been correct, the chances
are a thousand to one that both she and
her offspring will do well without any
disturbance or fussing on the part of the

attendant, unless it be found that his ser-

vices are absolutely necessary.

The sow is apt to be feverish at farrow-

ing-time, and should have access to plenty

of pure, fresh water. But she should have

no food until she appears hungry, and
then only a few handfuls of bran and mid-

dlings stirred in a half pailful of warm
water. Do not tempt her to eat, and be in

no hurry to crowd her with food; for the

first few days the pigs require but little

for their sustenance. Generally the ten-

dency is to crowd her too much at the be-

ginning, and then stint her when the pigs

are started and when they should be fed

liberally.

After the first week the ration should be

gradually increased, and by the time the

pigs begin to eat she should be brought up
to full feed, and should have all the milk-
producing food she will eat up clean three

times a day.

Sometimes, in spite of all precautions the
sow will be found in the act of destroying
her young. I have never had any trouble
of this kind, but have known it to be pre-
vented by moistening the pigs' backs with
a cloth saturated with coal-oil.

Lastly, if you would avoid scours, keep
the sleeping-rooms perfectly clean and
dry, and give the dam no swill that is

very sour.

The writer knows from many years of

successful experience that if these sugges-
tions are faithfully followed, but few pigs

will be lost. With present prices of hogs,

compared with that of everything else,

nothing will pay better for careful atten-

tion to details than raising pigs.

Auglaize county, Ohio. J. Al. Dobie.

MORE POTASH NEEDED.

1. Fodder crops, pasture grasses, corn
stover and hay, all remove large amounts
of potash from the soil, and these crops
oocupy a large proportion of our improved
lands.

2. The urine of our domestic animals
contains about four fifths of the total
potash of their excrements.

3. When urine is allowed to waste, the
manure is poor in potash.

4. When manures are exposed to rains,
much of the potash, being soluble, is

washed away.
5. Nearly all the special fertilizers are

especially rich in phosphoric acid and do
not contain enough potash.

6. Superphosphates were the first ferti-

lizers to come into general use among
our farmers.

7. When the farmer buys a fertilizer, he
still, nine times out of ten, calls for a
phosphate.

8. As a result of the above conditions,
our soils seem to be quite generally in need
of more liberal applications of potash.

9. In the case of corn the need of potash
appears to be particularly prominent.

10. For a good crop of corn the fertilizer

used should supply 100 to 125 pounds of
actual potash per acre; 200 to 250 pounds
of muriate of potash or one ton (50 bushels)
of good w.ood ashes will do this.

11. With ordinary farm or stable manure
it will generally pay to use some potash
for corn; 125 to 150 pounds of muriate of
potash has given profitable results.

12. The liberal use of potash means more
clover in our fields, more nitrogen taken
from the air, more milk in the pail, a
richer manure heap, and store-houses and
barns full to overflowing. It means also a
sod, which, when turned, will help every
other crop.

13. For the potato crop, the sulphate
appears to be much superior to the muriate
of potash, promoting both yield and qual-
ity in much higher degree; 300 to 400
pounds of high-grade sulphate of potash
furnishes enough of this element.

14. For oats, rye and grass, nitrate of
soda applied just as the growth begins in
spring has proved very beneficial; 300 to
400 pounds per acre should be applied.

—

Prof. W. P. Brooks, Massachusetts Agricul-
tural College.

Carrie Orene King

Save the Children
By Purifying Their Blood

Hood's Sarsaparilla Makes Pure
Blood, Cures Scrofula, Etc.

"My experience with Hood's Sarsaparilla has
been very effective. My little girl, five years
old, had for four years a bad skin disease. Her
arms and limbs would break out in a mass of
sores, discharging yellow matter. She would
scratch the eruptions as though it gave relief,

and tear open the sores.

Two Bottles of Hood's
Sarsaparilla caused the eruptions to heal and
the scabs peeled off, after which the skin be-
came soft and smooth. As a family medicine

HOOD'S
Sarsaparilla

CURES
we believe Hood's Sarsaparilla has no equ;>l

and I recommend it." W. L. King, Blnff
Dale, Tex. Be sure to get HOOD'S.

Hood's Pills are the best family cathartic,

gentle and effective. Try a box. 25 cents.
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GARDEN AND FIELD NOTES.

Subirrigation.—Subirrigation on
the greenhouse benches is a

success, quite decidedly so.

There is a little expense con-

nected with the fixing of the

benches; but our winter veg-

etable crops, lettuce and radishes, seem
to do better when subirrigated than
when watered in the ordinary fashion

by sprinkling. A material advantage of

the subirrigated benches is also found
in the saving of time and labor. Sprink-

ling the beds takes a dood deal of time
when the weather is clear and the soil

dries out fast. When beds are arranged

'for subirrigation all we have to do is to

turn the water from pail or hose, as the

case may be, right into the upright tiles or

boxes at the corner or sides. Another ad-

vantage is that there is no objection to the

use of washing suds in the same manner,
while we would not like to apply them
from above directly upon plants such as

lettuce, etc., which are intended for table

use.

When we come to arrange a piece of gar-

den or field for subirrigation, however, we
stand before an unsolved problem. In
theory everything seems plain sailing.

All we have to do is to place at the upper
' end of patch a box in which to turn the

water, washing suds or other liquids, to

be carried along in lines of small-sized tile

to the opposite end. Very few practical

trials have thus far been recorded. The
placing of the tiles will require thought

and judgment. Both the distance between
the lines and the inclination or fall of

each line.must be determined according to

the character of the soil. There are some
soils that letthe water pass through almost

as readily as a sieve, and others that take

up the water very slowly. In sandy and
other soils of the former character, the

tiles can be laid on considerable of an in-

cline, and as closely and tightly as pos-

sible, otherwise the water would all soak

into the ground long before it comes to

the end of the line, leaving the lower part

of the patch dry. In clay soils, on the other

hand, the tiles may have to be laid on a

dead level, and with plenty of cracks and
openings all along the line, otherwise the

water would all rush to the lower end, giv-

ing this an excess of water, and leaving

the upper end only scantily provided.

In short, the proper way of laying the

tiles for subirrigation requires a nice ad-

justment and consideration of all condi-

tions, and we will have to experiment a

good deal before we have this thing "down
to a fine point." But it is a timely ques-

tion, and apparently a matter which inter-

ests a great many gardeners ; in fact, all

who wish to make themselves as inde-

pendent of climatic and atmospheric con-

ditions as possible.

Irrigating the Celery Patch.—I

think I have at .several times in these col-

ums referred to the "New Celery Culture,"

which involves a system of close planting,

and of allowing the stalks to bleach, par-

tially at least, in the density of their own
foliage. I set my plants five inches apart

in rows ten inches apart. If you get the

plants to grow two feet high, and of pro-

portionate thickness, you have an incred-

ible mass of green stuff on a small plot.

To achieve such a result, however, you
must furnish the plants not only with
great quantities of available plant-foods,

but with an abundance of water at the

same time, and indeed at all times.

Few people have even an idea of the
quantities of water that this immense
mass of celery will pump up, partially as-

similate, and partially evaporate into the

air. Don't be deluded by the claim that

this heavy foliage shades the ground so

completely that the evaporation of mois-
ture from the soil is reduced to a min-
imum. It is not the evaporation from the
soil that we fear in this case, but the con-
stant absorption of water by the roots and
the exhalation from the leaves. Celery
thus closely planted may do all right with-
out artificial watering when the season is

reasonably moist; but during dry weather
it needs watering, not by sprinkling from
overhead, but by frequent soaking of the
soil. I should think that subirrigation

would be just the thing for this crop. I

will have a patch arranged for irrigation

by tile lines in this manner; but in the
meantime I am in need of information
myself.

Another thing that I consider a great
convenience for a celery patch is a kind of

a screen to provide half shade. The Wis-
consin experiment station has used one for

shading a strawberry patch, and reports
satisfactory results. The device consists of

posts driven into the ground at reasonable
distances, and standing six feet above
ground. These posts carry a network of

poles. A quantity of brush, just enough
to give a nice mixture of sunlight and
shade, is placed upon the poles.

There can be no doubt that celery and
many other crops, especially strawberries,

gooseberries, currants, etc., would thrive
under the protection of such a screen, and
I hope that ma,ny of our farmer readers
will put up a structure of this kind in their

gardens. A dozen posts, a few poles and a
little brush are easily procured and put up.
Growing Carrots.—On clean land of

medium fertility carrots are not a difficult

crop to grow. A reader writes from Wis-
consin that ho has a little patch of loam,
not excessively rich, but now in clover of
two year's standing. The question is
whether this land can be considered good
for growing carrots, and whether manure
should be plowed under or spread on top
after plowing. Carrots do best on a fibrous
loam, and do not like soils filled with
fresh manure. In this respect they are
like potatoes. It is an excellent practice to
feed the manure to clover, and the clover
to the carrots or potatoes. If the land,
however, is not as fertile as may be de-
sired, fine manure may be spread on the
clover sod and plowed under, while such
materials as hen manure, ashes or concen-
trated fertilizers of any kind may be
applied broadcast after plowing, and 'thor-
oughly worked into the soil with the
harrow.
In many localities carrots are a promis-

ing farm crop, and may be made as profit-
able as any other ordinary farm crop,
potatoes not excepted. Under favorable

circumstances three or four times as many
bushels of carrots can be grown on a cer-
tain area as potatoes, and the selling price
is often not much, if any, less. The crop is

highly and justly valued is food for horses,
and in large demand in our cities for just
this purpose.

Gardening for Money.—A Texas reader,
having bought twelve acres of land at £25
an acre, wants me to map out a plan for
him how to make the most money out of
his land. This 'is easily done. The sim-
ple recipe is

:

Raise the crops which will thrive best on
your soil and under your management,
and sell best in your market. True, this is

pretty general advice, but it is all that I or
anybody else could give under the circum-
stances. If I were suddenly transferred
into our friend's shoes, I would undoubt-
edly have to spend some time, efforts and
experiments in the study of the situation,
before I would select just the most paying
crops, and possibly I might make a num-
ber of mistakes before I would hit it just
right. With a town of 3,500 inhabitants
within a distance of one and one half miles,
and these people willing to pay pretty fair
prices for ordinary garden vegetables, I
have an idea gardening could be .made to
pay. But you will have to feel your way
along as best you can.

Ashes and Cow Manure.—Part of a
reader's garden is heavily fertilized with
wood ashes, another part with cow manure.
Now, he wants to know what kitchen veg-
etables should be planted on one part, and
what on the other. This is not easily told.
If the ground has been well manured with
stable manure some time in the near past,
and is yet rich in humus, ov consists
largely of mucky matter, any vegetable
could be grown on the patch fertilized with
wood ashes. If the land had been rather
poor previous to the application of ashes,
then I would plant on it mostly vegetables
which do not require, much nitrogen
among them, especially 'beans and peas.
Potatoes and tomatoes would probably
also do well on thafpart of the garden. On

the other part plant lettuce, cabbage, rad-
ishes, turnips, vines, spinach, onions, etc.

Joseph.

STUDY YOUR SOIL.

It is not to be supposed that every far-
mer has or can have a great deal of knowl-
edge of agricultural chemistry; but in
this age of literature on the subject, and
the practical, careful experiments being
conducted by experiment stations and
individuals, the results of which are made
public, couched in the plainest English,
it is fair to presume that the average
farmer could, if he would, increase his
store of knowledge of this important sub-
ject. I am aware of the fact that many
times cheap fertilizers are bought because
it is a question of cheap brands or none at
all, but in nine out of every ten of such
cases it would have been better policy to
invest the same sum of money in half the
quantity of fertilizer, and bought the brand
rich in some one or more chemical prop-
erties which were essential to a certain
crop on which the grower depended for a
main money crop.
In my section there are extensive marl

beds, and I can point out farm after farm
which has received no other fertilizer in
years; they are simply "marled" to death.
There are dozens of brands of cheap

fertilizers in the market, and in many cases
the cheaper the price the more is claimed
for it as a general fertilizer ; a sort of pan-
acea for all the ills that soil is heir to.
As in the case of marl, so with certain

commercial fertilizers—they*are applied
not only because they are oJTeap, but be-
cause the farmer does not know its value
to his soil; too often it is a case of simply
"fertilizer" without,the slightest regard to
the needs of the soil. Surely, the needs of
the soil should be studied as closely as the
needs of one's live stock. Why give your
soil continued doses of phosphoric acid
when it needs nitrogen, any more than to
keep your cattle on a steady diet of hay
or corn fodder when they need grain?

G. R. K.

CURES OTHERS
The only medicine for

woman's peculiar ailments,
sold by druggists under
a positive guarantee,
from the manufacturers,
that it will cure in every
case or money will be re-

funded, is Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription. This guarantee
has been faithfully carried out for many
years. Did this medicine not possess extra-

ordinary curative properties this offer could
not be made by a house of well-known re-

sponsibility and integrity.

The treatment of
many thousands of
cases of those chronic
weaknesses and dis-

tressing ailments pe-
culiar to females, at
the Invalids' Hotel
and Surgical Insti-

tute, Buffalo, N Y., has afforded a vast ex-

perience in nicely adapting and thoroughly
testing remedies for the cure of woman's pe-
culiar maladies.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is

the outgrowth of this great and valuable ex-

perience. Thousands of testimonials received

from patients and from physicians who have

The Outgrowth

of k Vast

Experience.

A Powerful

tested it in the more aggravated and obsti-

nate cases'which had baffled their skill, prove
it to be the most wonderful remedy ever de-
vised for the relief and cure of suffering
women. It is not recommended as a " cure-

all," but as a most perfect Specific for
woman's peculiar diseases.

As a powerful, invig-
orating tonic, it imparts
strength to the whole sys-

TnillP tern, and to the uterus or
I URIIla womb and its appendages,

in particular. For over-
worked, "worn-out," "run-down," debili-

tated teachers, milliners, dressmakers, seam-
stresses, " shop-girls," housekeepers, nursing
mothers, and feeble women generally, Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription is the greatest
earthly boon, being unequaled as an appetiz-
ing cordial and restorative tonic. It pro-
motes digestion and assimilation of food,

cures nausea, weakness of stomach, indiges-
tion, bloating and eructations of gas.

As a soothing and
strengthening nervine,
"Favorite Prescription

"

is unequaled and is in-

valuable in allaying and
subduing nervous excita-

bility, irritability, exhaustion, prostration,

THE

Worst Gases.

hysteria, spasms, and other distressing, ner-
vous symptoms commonly attendant upon
functional and organic disease of the womb.
It induces refreshing sleep and relieves men-
tal anxiety and despondency.

"Favorite Prescript
Piiprn tup tion " is a positive cure
UUnco I nC for tne most complicated

and obstinate cases of
leucorrhea, or •'whites,"
excessive flowing at

jmonthly periods, painful menstruation, un-
natural suppressions, prolapsus or falling of
the womb, weak back, " female weakness,"
anteversion, retroversion, bearing-down
sensations, chronic congestion, inflammation
and ulceration of the womb, inflammation,
pain and tenderness in ovaries, accompanied
with "internal heat."

and those about to become
mothers, should know that
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip-
tion robs childbirth of its tor-

tures, terrors and dangers to both mother
and child, by aiding nature in preparing the
system for parturition. Thereby "labor"
and the period of confinement is greatly
shortened It also promotes an abundant
secretion of nourishment for the child.

Mothers!
i

WOMB DISEASE.
Mrs. W. O. Gtjnekiel, of No. 1461 South 7th

St., Terre Haute, Indi-
ana, writes: "I had
been a sufferer from
womb trouble for eight
years, having doctored

.with the most skillful
physicians, but finding
only temporary relief
from medicines pres-
cribed by them. I was
advised by a friend to
take the ' Favorite Pre-
scription,' which I did,

and found, in taking six

bottles of the ' Prescrip-
tion' and two of the
' Discovery,' that it has
effected a postive cure,
for which words can-

not express my gratitude for the relief from
the great suffering that I so long endured."

Mrs. Gr/NEKEL.

SHORTENS LABOR.
Mrs. W. C. Baker, of South Bend, Pacific Co.

Wash., writes: I

began taking your
' Favorite Prescrip-
tion' the first month
of pregnancy, and
have continued taking
it since confinement.
I did not experience
the nausea or any of
the ailments due to
pregnancy, after I
began taking your
'Prescription.' I was
only in labor a short
time, and the physi-
cian said I got along
unusually well.
We think it saved

n»e a great deal of
suffering. I was troubled a great deal with
leucorrhea also, and it has done a world of
good for me."

Mrs. Baker.

Mrs. inman.

FEMALE WEAKNESS.
Mrs. F. L. Inman, of Manton, Wexford Co.,

Mich., writes :
" I be-

gan taking ' Favorite
Prescription ' about a
fear ago. For years
have suffered with

falling and ulceration
of the womb but to-
day, I am enjoying
perfect health.
I took four bottles

of the 'Prescription'
and two of the 'Guld-
en Medical Discov-
ery." Every lady
suffering from female
weakness should try
the ' Prescription'
and 'Golden Medical
Discovery.'

"

PERIODICAL PAINS.
Miss Mary J. Tanner, North Lawrence, St.

Lawrence Co., N. T., writes : " I was sick for four
fears. For two years
could do no work. I

had five different physi-
cians, who pronounced
my case a poor or im-
poverished condition of
the blood, and uterine
trouble, il suffered a
great deal with pain in

both sides, and much
tenderness on pressing
over the womb. I
bloated at times in my
bowels and limbs. Was
troubled with leucor-
rhea. I could not
sleep, and was troub-
led with palpitation of
the heart. Suffered a
great deal of pain in
my head, temples, fore-
head, and eyes. I had
a troublesome cough, and raised a great deal,
and at times experienced a good deal of

Miss Tanner.

pain In my chest and lungs. My voice at
times was very weak. I suffered excruciating
monthly, periodical pains. Since taking seven
bottles of your 'Favorite Prescription' some
time ago, 1 have enjoyed better health than I
have for more than four years previously

;

in fact, for several months past I have been
able to work at sewing. I have gained in
weight thirty-nine pounds since taking your
medicines ; the soreness and pain, of which I
formerly complained so much, have disap-
peared. r'

GENERAL DEBILITY, SICK HEAD-
ACHE; MANY ACHES AND

PAINS.
Mrs. J. H. Lansing, of South Glen's Fdtla,

Saratoga Co., N. T., writes : " After my third
child was born, I barely gained strength enough
in two years' time, so as to be able to crawl
about to accomplish the
little house work that I
had to do, and that only
by lying down to rest
many times each day;
had sick headache very
often, many pains and
aches all the time. After
I had taken one bottle
of your 'Favorite Pre-
scription' I could see a
great change in my
strength and less sick
headaches. Continued
taking the medicine un-
til I had taken seven bot-
tles of the 'Favorite'
and one of the ' Golden
Medical Discovery.' I am now able to do
housework for myself and husband and two
children aged nine and five. I also take dress-
making, and enjoy walking a mile at a time
when I can have the time to do so. And I am
sure it is all due to Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription as I know I was failing fast before I
commenced to take it."

Mrs. Lansing.

A Treatise (160 pages) on "Woman and Her Diseases," sent in plain, sealed envelope, on receipt of 10 cents for postage.

Address, WORLD'S DISPENSARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,

Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, BUFFALO, N. Y.

WHY NOT YOU?
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Orchard and Small Fruits.*
CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

SPRAYING FRUIT-TREES FOR FUNGOID
DISEASES.

From an address delivered before the

New Jersey State Horticultural Society by
Dr. Charles Parry.

Many fruit growers use the Bordeaux
mixture regularly on their apple as well as

pear trees for fungoid diseases, and it is

no doubt beneficial, not only in securing

finer fruit the year it is used, but by keep-

ing the leaves healthy and hanging late on

the trees, more fruit-buds are formed and

a heavier crop of fruit is secured the fol-

lowing year.

The Bordeaux mixture has a magical

effect upon the grape. So uncertain had

the grape crop become in some parts of

New Jersey from the rot and mildew that

many growers grubbed out their vine-

yards, but the mixture has so changed the

state of affairs that the grape crop is now
one^of the most certain and reliable grown,

and many growers who grubbed out their

vines a few years ago are now planting

anew.
Our improved method of making the

Bordeaux mixture consists of using prus-

siate of potash to determine the'amount of

lime necessary to neutralize the sulphate

of copper, instead of weighing a »small

amount of lime, and slaking it each time.

It is difficult in some places to get small

quantities of fresh lime, and a large

quantity, if not used, soon spoils. By
keeping on hand a bottle of the solution of

prussiate of potash, costing five or ten

cents, a bushel or more of lime can be

slaked at a time. Then after the sulphate

of copper is dissolved, add the milk of

lime until the test shows there is sufficient,

then add enough water to make the re-

quired quantity, say about eight gaMons
for each pound of sulphate of copper. A
few drops of the prussiate of potash in the
sulphate of copper solution gives a deep
brown stain ; as the lime is added this stain
shows less and less, and when it no longer
appears there is enough lime added. The
old plan of dissolving the sulphate of
copper was to use hot water, or to put the
lumps in the bottom of a tub or barrel and
stir them. By this plan the water on the
bottom became saturated with the copper-
salt until it could dissolve no more, and
being heavier than the pure water, it re-
mained on the bottom, and prevented
further solution, so that it took days some-
times to dissolve large lumps of the copper-
salt. The proper plan is to place the
lumps of sulphate of copper in a grape-
basket and suspend it in the water as near
the top as possible. As the water takes up
the salt it becomes heavier and sinks,
while a fresh supply surrounds the salt.

Thus a constant circulation is maintained,
i and it is surprising how quickly the lumps
are dissolved.
The effects of the Bordeaux mixture were

strikingly shown the past season in a large
f orchard of Bartlett pear-trees affected with
leaf-blight. This orchard blooms freely
every spring, but persistently fails to bear
fruit. A series of experiments upon the
orchard with various fertilizers, running
from one half ton to three tons per acre,
was interesting, but was not effectual in
producingfruit. The leaves in this orchard
generally fall in July and August from
leaf-blight. To counteract this, a series of
plots were sprayed with different mixtures
a different number of times, from four to
six, and at different seasons of the year
from April to August. Without going
into detail, it is sufficient to say, by the
last of September there was not a leaf to be
seen in the orchard, except on the sprayed
trees. Those that had been sprayed sev-
eral times, and especially those which had
been treated for two years, were as rank
and green with abundant foliage as they
had been in the spring. It could be plainly
seen on tall trees how far the spray had
reached ; below the line the foliage was
green and abundant, above that line the
trees were as bare of leaves as in winter.
Another noticeable feature was the differ-
ence in the fruit-buds. On the unsprayed
trees these were small , puny buds that could
hardly be distinguished from leaf-buds.
On the sprayed trees they were large and
plump and gave every promise of abun-
dant fruit. The trees sprayed in 1892 bore
twice as much fruit in 1893 as the unsprayed
trees did; while these same trees that have
now been sprayed two years promise to do
.still better in 1894.

From a careful examination of the dif-
ferent plots, sprayed a different number of
times, and at different seasons of the year,
we came to the conclusion that for that or-
chard two sprayings, one on June 1st and
the other on June 15th, were for all practi-
cal purposes sufficient.

While it is not so necessary to spray the
Bartlett pear in neighboring orchards as it
is in this one, there are nevertheless other
varieties, such as Clairgeau, Flemish
Beauty and Louise Bonne de Jersey, that
are of little value without it, and are so
much improved by it that the pears look
like different varieties of fruit. Another
point in favor of spraying the Bartlett is
its effect in making the fruit hang longer
on the tree, and as the late Bartletts sell
the best, the crop will bring more money
therefore.
The quince is another fruit that is greatly

beaefited by the Bordeaux mixture, and

where it is applied regularly and sys-
tematically, year after year, this shy-
bearing tree changes to a regular and
abundant bearer of large-sized, handsome
fruit, that colors up well and sells at the
highest market price.

TWO SUPERIOR NEW FRUITS. ,

THE ELDORADO BLACKBERRY,

An accidental seedling, has been iu cultiva-
tion for twelve years, and at different exper-
iment stations for four years. It has never
been winter-killed, or failed to produce a
full crop. The vines are very vigorous and

hardy. Summing up its qualities, it is pro-
ductive, hardy (not being Injured in Minne-
sota), of extra fine quality and sweet, without
core—a combination never before attained in
a blackberry.

TIMBRELL STRAWBERRY.

This new berry was first offered to the public
last season. It is of large* size, a good shipper,
enormously productive and of best quality.
The plant is a strong, robust grower, will

withstand any temperature, and will not rust
under the hottest sun of the South.
E. 'w". Reid, Bridgeport, Ohio, is the intro-

ducer of these new fruits.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

Old Peach Seeds.—J. C. B., Brinkerton,
Pa., asks if peach seeds three years old will
grow. I think so, if the meats appear
sound. I should soak them in water for a
few days, until the water reaches the pits,
but be careful not to get the pits too much
water-soaked. Then mix the seeds with
sand and allow them to freeze until spring.
You can then tell by their appearance
whether they will grow, for the good seed will
have started a little by that time. The seeds
should then be sifted from the sand, and all
that are not frost-cracked should be cracked
with a hammer before planting.
Klberta and Crosby Peaches—Winter

Pears.—E. B., Moravia, N. Y. The Elberta is
one of the handsomest peaches. It is a yellow
freestone, having a bright yellow skin with a
red cheek, and very hardy at the North, and
one of the most promising new kinds. Season,
September at the North. The Crosby (Excel-
sior) is especially valuable on account of un-
usual hardiness of its fruit-buds. It is said to
be the hardiest of peaches in this respect. ' It
resembles Wheatland very closely. It is of
medium size, of a deep yellow color, with bril-
liant red on the exposed side. In quality the
best of the yellow-fleshed peaches, and a free-
stone. Its fault seems to be tendency to over-
bear, which must be remedied by severe
thinning. It ripens just before Crawford
Late. Three good winter pears are Anjou,
Lawrence and Winter Nelis. The best of all
is the Anjou, which, though a late autumn
pear, maybe easily kept Into winter by a little
Qxtra care.

Care of Young Orchard.—R. B., Angola,
Ohio, writes: "I have an orchard that has
been set two years. The first season I culti-
vated it in corn and followed the corn with
wheat. Last spring it was sown in clover,
but the drought killed most of the clover.
Last winter I mulched most of my trees with
stable manure, and will inulch the remainder
this winter. I will die around the trees and
work the mulch into the ground around the
trees. The ground is high and the soil is thin.
Would it be a good plan as soon as the clover
seedjs ripe next summer, to sow in rye, and
the following spring plow the rye under and
sow in clover? Would the rye make a good
fertilizer?"
Reply:—The treatment you propose for the

orchard is an excellent one to follow. While
the rye would not add very much to the fer-
tilizing elements in the soil as we usually
consider them, it would by its decay improve
the physical condHion of the^soil, and make it
much better fitted for tree growth, and less
liable to injury from drought. The clover
would hardly do well if not sown until after
the rye was pretty high, so I would prefer to
sow to buckwheat, which is an excellent or-
chard crop to protect the soil from the sun,
and does well even on poor land. It would
then be well to seed down very early with
clover, and a light seeding of oats the follow-
ing spring. By that time the land should be
in good condition.

NFRRA3KA I ANftQ FOR SALE. 70,000acres innr.DnHai\H LHNUd Lincoln Co. Those meaning
business, apply to Hugh Ralston, Rock Island, 111.

LANTS
Jjjjjj^'

TREES
Currants, Gooseberry! I S^'ESSl
Asparagus, Grapes, for Catalogue,

j. 8. COLLIN 8' SON, Moorestown, N. J.

P!

FARMER'S
SAW MILL. 4 h p. and larg-
er sizes. Send for prices.

DeLoach Co., Atlanta, Ga.

3 9QQ QQQ Asparagus Roots. Largest stock in
fOOOiOOO V. S. 5 best kinds—Elmira and Colum-

bian White. All kinds of Vegetable Plants in season.
I. & J. L. LEONARD, Iona, Gloucester Co., N. J.

I. D. R. M. CHERRY.

Not Life Size.
For the truth about it, and

Other Rocky Mountain
Novelties,

Address
CHAS. E. PENNOCK,

Port Collins, Colo.

I Pkt.

Each.

for only
75 cts.Choicest Large-Flowered Sweet Peas

Sent toany address free by mail on receipt of price, also
a copy of our beautiful Illustrated Garden and Farm
Annual, Address, CROSMAN BROS., Rochester, N.Y.

'a bargain

Collection of

10 Choice Annuals ( everybody's favorites ), all newB
fresh seeds, sure to grow and bl6oni thin season.

"

Pansy, 40 colors and markings; Phlox, 20 colors; Ver-|
bena, 18 colors; Pinks, lOcolorsfPetunlu, 10 colors; Asters,!

12 colors; Balsam, 8 colors; Mignonette Sweet mixed,]
Sweet Peas, 12 colors and Sweet Alyssum* fl

CAP 10 PFWTQ and the name and address of two"
rUii IZ ULn I 0 of your friends who growflowers,|
I will send, post-paid, the complete collection, onel
pkt. each of tbe ten varieties (enough for any ordin-"
ary garden.) This is a BONAFIDE offer, made to intro-i
duce my home grown flower seeds to new customers!
and which I guarantee to please you or the amountJ
paid refunded, and the seeds given as a present.
Address, Miss C. H= MPPINCOTT,
319 and 323 Sixth Street, South, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN,J

SEEDS AWAY
FOR TRIATi. I have found that the best way to ad-
vertise good Seeds is to give away a sample for trial.

If you will send me a 2-cent stamp to pay postage I will

mail free one package, your selection, of either Cabbage,
Oarrofc, Celery, Cucumber, Lettuce, Musk or Water Melon.
Onion, Parsnip, Pepper, Pumpkin, Radish, Spinach,
Squash.Tomato,Turnip, or of Flower Seeds^Aster, Balsam,
Oelosia, Carnation, Mignonette, Pansy, Phlox, Poppy,
Sweet Peas, Zinnia, or Verbena, and one of my 1894 Cata-
logues, j Under any circumstances do not buy your Seeds
until yoa see it, for I can save you money. Over 200,000

people say my seeds are the cheapest and best. I have
earliest'vegetables on record. Discount and large prices
to agents. 60 cents worth of Seeds free with $1.00 order
Write to-day. F. B, MILLS, Box 22. Rose Hill, N.Y*

Roses Given Away

FREE TO ALL
We make everyone a present of grand new Bose, that
orders anything from our Illustrated Catalogue of
Roses, Chrysanthemums, Palms, Begonias, Ferns,
Dahlias, Geraniums, Carnations, and everything else

with which to beautify the flower garden and conser-
vatory. Our flowers go to thousands of homes all over
the U. S. and Canada, and each year doubles the de-
mand for them, because they live, grow and bloom,
and we sell them at "hard-time" prices. To induce
all to grow our flowers and to prove their excellence,
for 60 cents we will send/by mail, post-paid, each
plant labeled and no two alike : 12 strong, well-grown
Tea Roses, or 12 Flowering Begonias, or 12 Fuchsias, or
12 GeraniuniB, or 12 Dahlias, or 12 Geraniums, or 12

Chrysanthemums, and 4(1 other special collections, and
a grand new Rose with each order, free of charge. Our
catalogue is free to all. It tells what flowers to plant,
and how to grow them. Send for it to-day to

A. B. DAVIS & SON,
Established 27 years.

LOOK! READ!! ORDER!!!
New Ever Bloom-

ing Dwarf Calla,
"The Little Gem,"
continues to grow and
blooms for years without
ceasing, and the quanti-
ty of flowers which a
large plant produces is

astonishing. It seldom
grows higher than fifteen inches,
for plants that will bloom this season,
25c. each. Five plants for SI. For $1
we will mail to any address § large 2-yr.
old hardy hybrid perpetual Ro6es, or 9
large 2-yr. old ever blooming Roses for
immediate effect, or our Champion Set of
20 strong, stocky, hardy, ever blooming
Roses, or 20 fine, large double Gera- _
niums, or 20 fine single Geraniums from the Bruant
strain, English Prize, Tricolors or Zonals, Fuchsias,
20 splendid Carnations, 20 beautiful Coleus, 20 Ver-
benas, all colors, or 16 fine, large flowering Begonias.
For 50c. we will send -you one strong plant each of
the La France roses, white, pink, striped and red, and
with this collection will add a large plant of the
Datura Wrighti, or Angel's Trumpet. This is a great
novelty, has immense flowers, grows to be a tree, and
is perfectly hardy. The set of La France roses, large
2-yr. old plants, including Angel's Trumpet, for 75c.
Any 3 of the above setB for $2.50, any 4 for $3.00,
any 6 for $4.00, or the entire 12 collections for
$7.00. Write for catalogue and make your selec-
tions. SCHMIDT & BOTIiEV,
Springfield Greenhouses, Springfield, O

Mention this paper.

H
ICU DDtn round potatoes. 1 barrel worth two of
IUII-UI1LU one crop seed. No more scabby pota-
toes. 500,000 Berry plants, true. 50, nno asparagus,
fine.etc. Write for catalogue. J.W. Hall, Marion Sta., lid

r^R'I<,
^<

, PRUNING the year round. GIR-XIXJ^SU DIjED TREES saved. VERMIN
kept off. DISEASES cured. GRAFTING as-
sured. PROTECTIO CO., Collinsville, Conn.

GreatBig^-S Bargains
in plants for next 30 days, E.H.UPS5N,Wilniot,Ind.

8M GRAPE VINES
100 Varieties. Also Small Fruru, Tree«, Ac. Best
rooied stock. Genuine, cheap. 2 sample vines mailed for 10c.
Descriptive price-list tree. LEWIS KOE8C1I, Fredonla,N.Y.

GRAPEVINESIfT Hi Small Finite.

All old and new varieties. Extra quality.Warranted
true. Lowest rates. New Descriptive Catalogue Free.
T. S. HUBBARD CO., FREDONIA, N. Y.

GRAPE vines.W rnmrn M KB AM best varieties. High-
est Grading. Small Fruits. Introducer of unrivalled
new Red Jacket Gooseberry * Fay Currant.
Catalogue /ree. Geo.S.Josselyn, Fredonia,N. Y.

The largest stock of select FRUIT
TREES, PLANTS and VINES
at the lowest prices. Send for 1894

Catalogue; 72 pages of valuable
facts for the fruitgrower. Free.

T. J. DWYER, Cornwall, N. Y.

STRAWBERRIES AND FINE FRUIT.
Do you intend planting any Strawberries, Raspber-
ries, Blackberries or other small fruit plants, Roses
or novelties? Send for my 60-page catalogue and the
best report on strawberries ever published, Free.
D. BRANDT, BOX 311, BREMEN, OHIO.

BANQUET STRAWBERRY
Equal to wild berry in flavor. CROSBY PEACH,
frost proof. Fruits every year. Colored plates.

Full descriptions. Free Catalogue. All fruits. Write at
once. HALE BROS.,South Glastonbury,Conn.

ROSES AND LILACS FREE!
Send us 10 cents for a Two Months' Trial Subscription
to Ingalls', Magazine, and we will send you a beautiful
Colored Study of Roses and Lilacs Free! Address,
J. F. INGALES, Lynn, Mass. Box 5.

RFARINR peach and APP |e Orchards
ULHIIHlU in De8t {ruit section of the United
States will cost you only $35 per acre. Will net $50 to
$100 per acre per year. Send stamps for particulars to

C. F. MOUNT, 1093 1st Ave.,Clereland,Ohio.

MILLIONS FOR FARMERS. New Farm and Garden Seeds.
Coffee raised for lc. alb., some say better than store

coffee, matures in 4 months, very productive. Flour
corn makes bread whiter aud better than wheat. 4

times as productive. 4 times as much corn fodder as In-
dian corn. 25 varieties of greatest merit known. Send
for catalogue free. Address A. H. KNAPP, Lindley, N.Y_

I nnU uror I 6 fine large Gladioli bulbs, 25 cts.,
LUUi\ ntnt ! 15 for 50c. ; 100 for $2.00. Smaller
bulbs, will bloom this summer, 15 for 25c; 35 for 50c;
100 for $1.50. These are all extra fine mixed colors.

One ounce of my exquisite Sweet Peas with every
order. Silver or P. 0. Note (no stamps).

S. J. GALLOWAY, Eaton, Ohio.

EVERGREENS! Shade and
Ornamental trees. Large varieties of
Spruces, Pines and Arbor Vitaes, all

sizes for Windbreaks, Hedges and Or-
nament. $1 to $20 per 100. $4 to §100
per 1000. Received highest award at
the World's Fair. Illustrated Cata-
logue FREE. Local agents wanted,
DMII | Evergreen Specialist,

• fl ILL, Dundee, Illinois.

EVERGREENS.
.j5 Largeststock inAmer-

ica, including

Colorado Blue Spruce
and Douglas Spruce
of Colorado.
Also Ornamental,

ShadeandForest Trees,
Tree Seeds, Etc.

B, DOUGJLAS&SONS,
Waukegan, 111.

FERTILIZERS ARE

UNPROFITABLE
Unless they contain sufficient Potash.

Complete fertilizers should contain at

least 6 per cent of Potash. Fertilizers for

Potatoes, Tobacco, Fruits and Vegetables

should contain from 10 to 15 per cent of

Potash. Farmers should use fertilizers

containing enough Potash, or apply Potash

salts, such as Muriate of Potash, Sulphate

of Potash and Kainit. For information

and pamphlets, address German Kali

Works, 93 Nassau St., New York City.
Mention this paper when you write.

I

NORTH STAR CURRANT.
THE JEWELL NURSERY CO..

Nursery Ave. No. 31. Lake City. Minnesota.

PERFECTLY HaBDY in any climate.
Berries do not shell or DROP OFF.
Fruit large most DELICIOUS FLAVOR.
Very sweet, uses only half the sugar.
FINE 3 year "plants. 5Q cts. each, $5 doz.

TREES
THAT-

THRIVE

Headquarters for Pear, Plum, Apple, Nut, and all other
Trees, of the best. Also the finest and best Strawberries,
and Choice Small Fruits. Writefor our Catalogue oj'1394.

You will be interested in our Big 4 Jr. and Frost Proof
Strawberries. THE ROGERS NURSERY CO.,
AgenlsWanted. (Department I.) Moorcstowu, N. J.

QRPH CTHAT HAVE LIFE IN THEM,SCCU^^fp^ HARD TIMES
OUR PLiAN THIS SEASON is to give all we possibly can for the money. We are cutting down all
our expenses to help us do this. We shall only do enough advertising to let you know we are still doing
businessand a largely increasing business too. We havea handsome Illustrated Catalogue for 1894
containing descriptions of new and old Standards in VEGETABLES AND FLOWERS, and we
send it FREE. It tells how LEONARD'S PREMIUM ALBUM cont?ici !?S? 72 Phot°-

you can procure a copy of graphic Views of the

WOPI IV ^ PAII? It will prove a pleasant reminder to those who saw the Fair and to those
M*v«-if «^ rrtiiv.. who did not it will furnish a good idea of the beauties of tbe "WHITE

CITY." A SAMPLE PICTURE TAKEN from PREMIUM ALBUM goes with each Catalogue.»«"S.S. F. LEONARD, Seed Farmer and Merchant,

153 and 155 W. Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs. Hammonton, New Jersey.

SPRING FEEDING FOR EGGS.

Farmers, as a class, do not draw
a line, when feeding poultry,

on the merits or inequality of

the foods provided. They feed

the same foods during all sea-

sons, allowing more corn in

winter, however, and if any variety is

secured by the hens it is not because the

farmer directly provides it, especially in

summer, but because the hens assist them-
selves.

The spring is the best season of the year

for the hens to produce eggs, and also to

hatch out chicks. It is not unusual to

have a lot of fine, healthy hens that do not
lay when spring arrives. As a rule, all

hens that have not given a good account
of themselves in the winter will begin to

lay as soon as spring opens, and keep at it

until late in the summer, but the farmer
who has been generous to his hens in

winter is more disposed to continue the

same food in spring, and gets his hens en-

tirely out of condition for laying.

It requires but little education to under-
stand the difference between nitrogenous
foods and carbonaceous foods, which may
be given somewhat by the simple assertion

that the former produces lean meat and
the latter the fat meat, so far as it applies

to animals. Nitrogenous foods also sup-

ply the albumen of the eggs, while the

carbonaceous foods provide the yolk. Of

course, the carbonaceous foods, being fat-

producing, necessarily sustain the heat of

the body. "We mention the above, in a

brief manner, in order to call attention to

spring feeding.

In the spring it is customary to depend
largely upon the early green food. We have
known farmers to turn their hens out on
rye early in the spring, the result being
that the hens became poor and ceased lay-

ing, although they also had grain at night.

This was caused by the rye being too lax-

ative. When very early in the season,

after rye begins to grow, it is composed
mostly of water, the water containing also

laxative salts in its composition, the hens
being reduced in flesh and become debil-

itated by feeding upon it. The proper

method would be to allow the hens a mess
of meat (about a pound to sixteen hens),

or cut bone and meat, in the morning,
turn the hens on the rye for an hour, and
gradually extend the time daily, giving a

full mess of grain at night.

Hens will not lay a large number of eggs
unless they have nitrogenous foods, but
will become too fat on grain and soon
cease to lay, as a rule preferring to hatch
out broods of chicks. Ground meat, cut

bone from the butcher, sheep livers, trim-

mings of lean meat, milk and curds are
nitrogenous foods. Reduce the grain in
proportion as you provide the other foods.
Whenever possible, let the hens be com-
pelled to scratch for their grain. There is

but little advantage in mixing ground
grains, unless for the purpose of adding
something else, such as linseed-meal, and
too much work is done in that way. Sun-
flower seeds will answer in place of linseed-
meal. It is better to feed whole grains
and scatter them widely.

GEESE IN SPRING.

The goose is a good mother, and takes
great care of her young. When the gos-
lings are out they must not be allowed on
ponds, as cold water is detrimental, caus-
ing cramps by chilling them. The old
geese are better for breeding purposes than
those that are young. It takes the eggs
four weeks to hatch. The best food for
them is clover hay, cut fine, and scalded
or cooked turnips. Bran and ground oats
may be sprinkled over the mess. Geese
prefer bulky food, hence they should not
be fed on grain entirely, or they will prove
unsatisfactory as layers, and their eggs
will not hatch.

BUY YOUR EGGS EARLY.

Do not overlook our recent admonition
to procure eggs of pure breeds as early as
you can do so, as the early-hatched chicks
will have more time for growth. There
are some excellent breeders who advertise
in these columns, and nearly all are well
known to the editor of this department as
reliable, and who will endeavor to please
every customer.

FIRE I

The Are which occurred In our office and
manufactory yesterday will not delay us In
any way in filling orders. We have already
moved into more extensive quarters, with 75

mechanics at their benches. All of our depart-

ments are running in full force. "We are

already shipping Incubators and Brooders as

before. Reliable Incubator & Brooder Co.,

Quincy, Feb. 22, 1894.

SELF-OPENING POULTRY-HOUSE.

The illustration is to show a contrivance
by which the hens let themselves out of

the poultry-house in the morning, when
they come off the roost. The house can
be shut up at night to protect against

enemies, but the fowls can come out at

any time, so as to permit sleepy poultry-

men to slumber without being compelled
to get up and open the door. The hens
will be up and out early without giving,
any person annoyance. When the fowls
wish to go out they always resort to some
accustomed place near the door. One may
step on the platform to which the chain of
the spring is attached and her weight pulls
the spring down, the staple is released
from the catch and the weight of the
board causes it to fall, which opens the
door. •

The designer, Mr. Smith« M. Evans,
Alabama, says that it works well and is

very satisfactory. In the illustration A
is the opening for fowls to enter; B
is the hole through which the staple in
the door passes to catch on the spring
catch inside; C is the spring catch with
chain (D) attached to the trap-door (E), on
which the fowls step, the weight of their
bodies drawing down the catch, which
liberates the staple (H), and the weight of
the door (G) causes it to fall, allowing the
fowls to come out at the opening (A); I is
the spring latch of the catch and P F show
hinges. The arrangement is very simple,
and can be applied to any poultry-house.

Contrivance for Self-opening POULTRY-
HOUSE.

Any person can make the contrivance,
and it is given here for the benefit of all
who may be interested.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.

To procure good laying pullets, use the
eggs from your best hens. Select a male
from a good laying strain, pure bred, of
such breed as you prefer, and mate him
with the selected hens. If the hens are
also pure bred, so much the better. Use
these eggs for produoing pullets and sell
the young cockerels as soon as they are
large enough for markets Push the pullets
in growth and your flock will be better the
next season.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Mating Ducks.—B. L. S., Salem, Ohio,

writes: "What proportion of ducks should
be with one drake?"
Reply :—Five females and one male are con-

sidered the proper number.

The Standard.—E. McM., Elgin, 111.,
writes : "Is there a book called 'The Stan-
dard,' and what is it used for?"
Reply:—'The Standard' is a book used by

the American Poultry Association for denning
the points of the different breeds of poultry.

Preserving Ejfgs.—B. C, Burning Springs,
"W. Va., writes : "I wish to know how to pre-
serve eggs. Please state in the Farm and
Fireside."
Reply:—Use only fresh eggs, keep them in

a cool place, and turn them half over three
times a week. It is the best of all methods,
and no solutions or mixtures are necessary.

Floors.—E. L. B., Chatham, N. Y., writes:
"Would a cement floor or a board floor be bet-
ter thau earth, and which should be preferred,
cement or boards?"
Reply:—The cement floor is excellent if

kept well covered with straw, but boards are
better in some respects, though offering a
harboring place for rats, which is not the case
if the floors are of cement.

Disease Among Ducks.—H. M. D., Glou-
cester C. H., Va., writes : "My ducks refuse to
eat, they drop the grain they pick up, their
eyes get small, they lose the use of their legs,
and they are beginning to die."
Reply:—Change the food, giving less grain

and more ground meat. They have perhaps
been overfed, and also exposed to dampness.
Bran and meal, with cut clover or leaves of
corn fodder, scalded, should also be given.
Keep them dry, using straw.

Loss of Motion.—N. P. K., Corry, Pa.,
writes: "I have lost several hens tbe past
season. They appear to lose the use of their
legs and remain on the floor with their wings
extended, but eat readily for several days and
Anally die."
Reply' :—Remove the male from tbe hens

and keep them on straw, no roo6ts. Tbe diffi-
culty is frequent with fat hens, and as soon
as removed from the male they begin to re-
cover.

Damp House.—A. S. P., Pottsville, Pa.,
writes: "My bouse is covered with tarred
paper on the walls, with building paper over
it, yet tbe tarred paper becomes wet and
remains so."
Reply :—Nearly all new houses are damp

the first winter. Tarred paper also condenses
the moisture of the air, as it is colder than
the air of the room because of its contact with
the outer wall. Allow the air free circulation
during the day.

Probably Itoup.—Mrs. L. H., Hartford,
Pa., writes : "There is a disease among my
turkeys and chickens. At first they begin to
droop, and in a short time are lame."
Reply :—As both turkeys and chickens are

affected alike, the cause may be roup, due to
exposure. If they have been compelled to
roost outside, they may have been injured by
having frozen feet. The only remedy is to
keep them dry and warm, as it is too laborious
to treat so many by handling each one.

Blindness.—Mrs. S. N. C, Ashtabula, Ohio,
writes: "What is the cause of my hens ap-
parently becoming blind? They are otherwise
healthy. Three of them, are blind and an-
other nearly so."
Reply :—It is one of the results of exposure

to a draft on the heads at night, probably
from a crack in the wall or from a top ven-
tilator. There is no remedy but to keep them
warm and dry, anointing the eyes with a
few drops of sweet-oil, but they do not always
recover their sight.

FORMS OF GOVERNMENT.
The forms of government of the different

nations of the earth are many. A classified
list of all nations, with their forms of govern-
ment, geographical locations, size and popula-
tion will be found in the People's Atlas of the
World, as described on page 24. Thousands of
dollars in value are given away with every
Atlas.

INCUBATORS& BROODERS
Brooders only $6. Best and cheapest for
raising chicks ; 40 first premiums ; 8,000

testimonials ; send for catalogue.

G.S. SINGER. Box533 9 Cardlngton, 0.

HARNESS Send 2-cent stamp
for Illustrated cat-

_ alogue, 70 styles of
•CUSTOM HAND-MADE OIK LEATHER HARNESS to

select from, shipped subject to approval at wholesale
Prices. KINO & CO.. Jlfrs.; 5 C.urth St., Owego, New York.

B
SEND FOR
Sample copy ol

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE.
A Handsomely Illustrated D C C C 1 1 D D I ICC
Magazine and Catalog, of DC C DUllLICd
FREE. ATI. ROOT, Medina, O.

C inseng!
Highest prices paid for prime Quality, well dried

GINSENG BOOT and quick returns by T. A.
BRONSON, 54 Cedar St., New York City.
Correspondence solicited. References furnished.
Established 1865.

SEA SHELLS poultry.
Beat thingknown to produce Eggs. Some parlieles of
Fish are attached, which makes these shells nrore val-
uable for feeding. 6 barrels £4.00, or sample barrel
$1.00. S. YOUNG, BAST HARWICH, MASS.

500 Fine, Large Chicks
at half price. Plymouth Rock,
Leghorn, Hamburgs, Wyandottes,
Bantams, Langshans, Cochins and
Brahmas. K«gs!$2. 00 per fifteen.
Send two-ceut stamp for twenty-page
catalogue, gives full information.
JOE A. DIENST, Columbus, O.

Mammoth New Catalogue Almanac
AND GUIDE TO POULTRY KAISERS.'

64 large pages, printed in colors. Descrip-

tion of all leading varieties of fowls. Over
50 fine illustrations. Plans for Poultry
houses. Remedies for all diseases. Recipe
for Poultry Powders. The finest thing
out—everybody wants one. 'Only 10c.

C. C. SHOEMAKER, Freeport, III., U.S.A.

WHITE HOLLAND TURKEY EhSS from selected pur. trod blrdi. Uggt

92.60 for 11. C. I. Johnson, Summerville, Pa.

PURE BROWN LEGHORNS. Best Layers
known. Eggs *1 per 15. A. BAGWELL, Reno, Ky.

PURE BRED POULTRY ^^.'"sto'ek'for LTe
8

Catalog free. Address Mt. Airy Poultry Yards, Rural Retreat, Va.

NEW BOOK LRn0 t

^T
free

l,

T
L
o
0S

!ny
,, iWMl

J. E. WHITE. South Glens Falls, New York.

TTI6H SCORING S. C. Brown and White Leghorns and B." Plymouth Rocks a specialty. 3 Grand Varda of Prize
Winners. Eggs, jil.OO for 13; $2.00 for 30. Stock for sale
cheap in fall. Robt. L. Gray, Winchester, Va.

CPP0 PUCAD From choice selected Pure Bred
LuUO bll LHl i

Poultry, of tbe most noted prize——» winning strains. Flpe illustrate^
descriptive catalogue free. 1. H. QREIDER, FL0I1H, PA.

INCUBATORS
2c stamp for circulars. Address
S. Howard Meeevman, BoBley, Md

$8i00

EGGSMFOWLS
CAD C A I C From 50 varieties. LargestrUn OALC KAN6E la the Weit
1600 prizes at lO Shown tn 1898.
Send three one cent stamps for best Illus-
trated Catalogue size 8xn, 32 pages.

CKAS. GAMMERDINGEB, COLUMIUS. 0-

THE
WORLD'S FAIR JESS
MEDAL and DIPLOMA,

on oar INITABTOR and BROODER
Combined. If you are interested in
Poultry, ft will pay you to Bend 4 oeoU In
stamps for 72 page catalogue, giving Vaviu&bl*

Points on Poultry Culture. Address

Reliable Incubator Co.» (Joiner, Ufc

re
t
Poultry Supplies_^>»

" Our Line is Most Complete.

J Our Prices ire Right.

^ Our Illustrated Circular ia Free. +
Write for it. JOHNSON & STOKES*

T 217& 819 Market St.,Philadelphia,Pa.

I

P Improved i-nEERLES5 HATCHEH
SOLD UNDER A GUARANTEE
that it is positively self-reculatine
and will hatch fully 80 per cent,
of fertile eggs, or It can be returned
and money refunded. Reason-
able in price. Self-Re*nlating

BROODERS. Send 4 cents for catalogue.
"

H. M. SHEER & BRO., Quincy, III.

THE IMPROVED

^ |OT^OR
INCUBATOR
Hatches Chickens by Steam.
Absolutely self-reKulnting.
The simplest, most reliable,

and cheapest first-class Hatcher
_ in the market. Circulars free.

GEO. ERTEL <fc CO., Quincy,llUr_

Cata-
logue

,

4 cents

SIMPLEX HATCHER.
The Most Perfect

INCUBATOR MADE.
Quick and certain ; Hatches
every egg that a hen could
hatch; Regulates itself auto-
matically ; Reduces the cost
of poultry raising to a mini-
mum. Best in every way-
lowest in price. Send for
Illus. Catalogue. SIMPLEX
HATCHER CO.. QUINCV. ILL.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Simple,

Perfect,

and $el^

Regulating

Thousands
in successful
operation.

Guaranteed to
hatcha larger
percentage of

fertile ej?gs- at
less cost than

any other Hatcher.

Lowest priced flrst-clMI
Hatcher made.

Send 6c for Catalogue.
Circulari free.

Patentee and
Hole

Saanaiactarer GEO. H.STAHL, Quincy, III

fnotato ?S K?nS •
440 to 740 J
bu. per acre.

J
(

When scientifically fertilized and cultivated, potatoes yield enormously. < I

See this record of ACTUAL Potato crops grown in large fields :

(

,

In 188S, 653 bushels per acre ... In 1889, 579 bushels per acre. , >

" 1890,, 748 " "
• • - •

" 1891,538 " " <

" 1892, average from 300 farms in a bad year, 446 " "
1

'

' HOW WAS IT DONE ? We tell in our pamphlet, I
1

"NEW A\ETHODS IN POT/YTO CULTURE." #
Send for it ; it is free. Also, for

"
Scientific Fertilizers : How and Why Tliey Act,"

• containing valuable papers on agricultural experiments and latest methods in Truck-
I ing, Potato-Growing, Fruit and General Farming. We have a

GRAND FLAN OF SELLING.
No agents ; no middlemen : Fertilizerr sold direct to farmers at agents' wholesale rates.

,

'Freight prepaid by na. Lowest prices. Highest quality. Special fertilizers for Potatoes, Cab-
Ibage, Onions, Tobacco, Corn, Fruit, Grain and Grass. Books, giving full explanations, mailed free. (

. ..M ww.M.w.a. aw - asaa a u .aa i .a ww.j ^11 Ul 111 OIUCI, PITTSBURGH, Pfl.
W 4Fj£~ We have two expert chemist* constantly employed in studying crops and preparing our Scientific Fertilizer*.

THE SCIENTIFIC FERTILIZER CO./ftK'J&r

'. HARTMAN PANEL FENCE WIRE,
j• HARMLESS TO STOCK SAMPLE AND DESCRIPTION FOR ONE ac. STAMP. WITHSTANDS CHAN6ES S

|
ECONOMICA L,

MADE ONLY BT

HANDSOME.

» STR0N6.

CHICAGO BRANCH:
508 State St.

2 " lfl£IDE,
Hartman Mfg. Co.,of Ellwood City,"Wf

ELLWOOD CITY, PA.
»•

IN TEMPERATURE,

LOW PRICE

3 inilRes. LE-
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I Will!
Sidney Attwood's Ambition.

HARRY W1LLARD FRENCH.

Chapter III.

THE OPINION OF AN EXPERT.

ie ship's doctor still thought of

the cripple as lie walked the

deck at the last moment hefore

the steamer started.

"There's something remark-

able about that hoy," he said to

himself. "Let's have another

look at him." And he turned

to the rail by ttie upper gang-plank, down
which friends of the departing

passengers were still hurrying,

while men on the wharf held the

ropes, ready to pull it back when
the whistle sounded.

Sidney stood not far from the

post where he left him. His club

shoe was lifted in the air. His

body was twisting about and

cringing. His hands, clasped be-

hind him, were pulling desperate-

ly upon each other, but his eyes

.
remained steadily fastened upon

a coil of rope.

"That boy's nerves are in a

frightful condition," muttered

the doctor; "but he has a will

there that is capable of meeting

emergencies, and if he lives, it

will some day rule his body as

calmly as it is now ruling his

eyes."

He had looked farther and seen

more than the village doctor.

But he was hot an expert. He
was simply interested, as every

•German student is, in met-

aphysics. The last whistle blew

while he was watching. The men
caught the gang-plank, and as if

to show how little authority his

will had over his body at present,

Sidney sprang into the air, strug-

gled for a moment to keep the

elubshoe from touching the

ground, lost his balance,
stumbled, fell, picked himself up,

and—
Probably in the excitement of

the moment the ship's doctor,

who was watching him, was the

only one who noticed the little

atom of a boy dodge under the

gang-plank, slide down the lug-

gage-chute beneath it and leap

into the open port.

A queer combination to run
away to sea," he muttered, and

' the steamer moved out into the

channel.

High and low, fore and aft he

sought the little cripple, until he
came to the conclusion that he
must have gone overboard in-

stead of into the port; had been
(

found and sent back by the pilot;

or had changed his mind at the

last moment. In any case he was
disappointed, though he hardly

knew why. But when it was
growing dark, from between two
cases of meat left on the deck for

immediate use, he saw the tip of

a wooden shoe protrude. The
space seemed too narrow for any
human body to stow itself away,
and with a shudder, thinking
that the boy must have been
crushed there, he peered arduous-
ly into the crevice.

"Shine yer boots, gent? Shine?"
came faintly from the shadows.
"Ay, ay, boy! Come on, now,

and shine them up good," he ex-

claimed with a sigh of relief,

speaking in English, not caring

to have the cripple recognize

him.
Sidney crept quickly from his hiding-place

and began his work, and though his body con-
tinually cringed and twisted about, his hands
moved rapidly and skilfully.

"Where are you bound?" the doctor asked.
"To Germany," replied the boot-black.

"Got your ticket?" asked the doctor.

"No, sir; but I've 'most three dollars toward
it," said Sidney, "and the rest I can make up,

blacking boots on the way."
The doctor only smiled, and presently

asked

:

"Got a father and motherV
"My mother is dead," Sidney replied.

"And your father?"

"That boot's done, sir," Sidney said, and the
doctor, who was watching him closely, saw a
tear fall on the box as he changed his feet.

"What are you going to do in Germany?"
he asked.

"Study medicine," replied the boot-black, as
he began on the other shoe.

"With only three dollars in your pocket?"
the doctor repeated.
"I will do it in some way," Sidney replied.

"Any one can accomplish anything, if he
really tries."

The doctor smiled, for Sidney was repeating

in English what he had said to him in Ger-

man, on the wharf.

"But it is harder for some than for others,"

he added.
"It will be the very hardest for me," said

Sidney. "That's why I'm going to Germany,
to get the very best doctors to teach me. And
maybe some of them can cure my foot."

The doctor glanced at the helpless little foot,

twisted under the other on the deck.

"Where there's a will there's a way," he
repeated, but added to himself, "though
there's will enough behind those eyes, there's

precious little else to help it out. Poor boy!"

The work was done. He stamped upon the

deck and inspected his boots, while he
thought of something else, and asked:

"How much?"
"You paid me a quarter on the wharf, so I

owe you three shines more, at least," Sidney

repeated, looking up for the first tim«.

looked about him for a moment, and turning

to the doctor, asked

:

"Is this your room?" Receiving a nod in

reply, his face lit up with a smile which com-
pletely transfigured it as he exclaimed, "Why,
then you are a doctor, too!" And from that

moment a strong bond of friendship existed

between the ship's burly young doctor and the

timid cripple.

"Why does everyone think that I can't be a

doctor?" Sidney asked one evening as they

sat together.
"It is because they do not know you," the

doctor replied.

"But I will be, even if all the world says I

can't," exclaimed the cripple.

"And that is just the reason why," replied

the doctor, stroking his curly head. "It is the

easiest thing in the world for one who has

made a failure of life to lay it all to fate and
say that circumstances are to blame for what
he is. It is the grandest thing in the world
for one to make a success of life in spite of

fate and everyone's opinion to the contrary.

"YOU SHALL. HAVE BOTH NURSE AND TEACHER, HOSPITAL AND LECTURE-ROOM, SO DO NOT FEAR,
NOT A GROAN ESCAPED FROM THE PALE LIPS.

The fact that he had bean so easily recog-
nized was only another proof to the doctor of

a reliable authority working away behind
those eyes, as independent as could be of the
almost useless body, and he stood looking
down into them, wondering what else he
could find there, when Sidney roused him
with the question

:

"Is there any place upon the ship where a
boy could buy some bread?"
"Heavens !" exclaimed the doctor, suddenly

realizing that, useless as it was, that frail

body was at least capable of suffering.

"Bread, after being down in that crack for

half a day? Nonsense! Come with me and
have an honest supper. We'll give that box
to a steward to keep for you until you leave
the ship. You couldn't do anything with it

on shipboard, but I'll see you safely to the
other side."

Supper was followed by a warm bath in salt-

water and a bed upon a sofa in the doctor's

room. Sidney submitted in wondering silence

until he lay in bed, a very different being
from the boot-black on the wharf. Then ho

You have a great deal against you, Sidney, but
you have only to remember that all together

does not amount to anything unless you yield

to it. You can surely conquer if you will,

and I surely believe you will."

"I surely will!" Sidney cried, catching his

hand and pressing it to his lips.

During his student life, which had only
recently given him his degree, the ship's doc-

tor had been a favorite pupil of the world-

renowned Dr. ,von Opel, professor in one of

the leading medical schools of Germany.
Either to cure his protege's lameness or to

teach him the mysteries of anatomy, no bet-

ter man could be found. To him the ship's

doctor sent Sidney, having provided him with
a proper outfit, a crutch, what money he
could spare and a letter of introduction to

the greatest mau who ever held a surgeon's

knife. 9
"Life seems like one sad good-by," Sidney

said, and his lip quivered, as he sat in the
express, prepared for the journey.
"While you're climbing a ladder you'll

never be able to take the rounds along with

you," said the doctor, smiling as he waved a
farewell.
Sidney watched the strange sights, and tried

to realize that he was actually in Germany
and on his way to study medicine; but it

seemed almost impossible.
Dr. von Opel was sipping a cup of coffee and

smoking a long-stemmed pipe, when a ser-

vant presented the letter which Sidney had
brought. He carefully adjusted his pipe and
read:
"The bearer of this is as curious and inter-

esting a composition as was ever covered
with the human skin. He is an American,
but proficient in German. He is well ed-

ucated and refined, but I found him blacking
boots upon the wharf in New York. He is in

search of the best man in the world to cure
his deformity and aid him to become a doctor
of medicine. I will be responsible for him
and his expenses, and before you have known
him long I am sure you will say that I am
right, and that with a currency better than
gold he will reward you."

"Joseph was a queer boy, always
doing odd things," muttered the
professor. "I wonder what he
has done now. Show me the young
man."
It was fortunate for Sidney that

the professor's wife was present
at the time, with a motherly
heart that was as large as her
husband's head, for the impres-
sion which Sidney produced as he
entered may have been startling,

but surely it was not prepossess-

ing. He was better aware than
the professor himself into what
an important presence he was be-

ing led. It had required the nerve
and courage of one both strong
and brave to make his way from
the Shenandoah valley to the
great German university; but it

required more nerve and courage
than the whole combined to pre-

sent himself to Professor von
Opel.

The professor said, "Good-morn-
ing," ajnd stared at him. Sidney
tried to speak, but not a sound
would come from his quivering
lips. \

"You want to study medicine?"
said the professor, with an accent
that sounded almost like a sneer.

It was quite unintentional, but
it sent a cold shiver to the crip-

ple's heart, for all of his hope, all

of his future he had centered in

that man. He did not try to

speak. He leaned heavily upon
his crutch to keep his body as still

as possible and simply nodded.
"You want a nurse more than a

teacher, and a bed in a hospital

more than a seat in a lecture-

room," was Dr. von Opel's first

comment.
The professor's wife saw two big

tears making their way down Sid-

ney's cheeks, and going to him,
she led him gently to a chair,

saying:

"You shall have both nurse and
teacher, hospital and lecture-

room, so do not fear. You have
a lame foot, and something must
be done for it. You are not very
strong, and we must help you if

we can. You have made a long
journey from America to find us.

You must be "^ery much in earn-

est, and those are the people who
i

always succeed in everything
they undertake. So you must
keep up your coui'age."

By this time the professor had
recovered a little from the first

shock of seeing such an un-
promising specimen thrust upon
his good graces. He began to

question Sidney concerning his

life from babyhood. Then he
made a careful examination of

every part of his body. He was
several days about it, and before

i he had finished he was as much
interested in the cripple as the

ship's doctor had been.

"Joseph was right about that

boy," was his next comment, and Sidney

found both nurse and teacher, hospital and
lecture-room in the professor's own home.

Vainly they endeavored to persuade Sidney

to have the operation on his foot delayed un-

til he was stronger; and when at last the pro-

fessor yielded and promised to perform it the

following day, Sidney looked up with such a

strange light in his eyes to say, "I thank you,"

that the professor stared at him in blank as-

tonishment, and turned away, muttering,

"Joseph was right."

The morning came. It was impossible to

produce unconsciousness, on account of his

doubtful heart, and wide awake, the little

patient lay stretched upon the operating-

table, while the great specialist, surrounded

by his assistants, performed one of the most

painful operations of tenotomy. Not a groan

escaped from the pale lips, however, as the

knife crept on its subcutaneous way, severing

the contracted tendons. There was not a

quiver even in the most delicate muscles of

theface. They were held like iron. Notanerve
in the frail body flinched, to the very end.
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When his work was over, however, and the

assistants were straightening the foot and
packing it, Dr. von Opel sank into an arm-
chair, trembling as though he could never
perform another operation in his life.

"His calmness was simply superhuman,"
the professor said to his wife. "His will-

power is marvelous. I believe he will come
out all right."

The next morning the professor reported of

his little patient:

"He is doing wonderfully well. His quiet

courage will either carry the day or kill him
before we know it. He was so pale and still

this morning that 1 thought he was dying,

when he opened his eyes, and upon my word,
asked if he might not begin to study med-
icine in bed."
A few days later he was berating "those

outrageous nerves! They are enough to kill

the boy, without any severed tendons requir-

ing all his strength , for recovery." There he
stopped short, for he recalled the superhuman
courage and calmness of those same nerves

during the operation. To conclude, he sim-

ply muttered, "Joseph was right. As curious

a combination as was ever covered by a
human skin."

"If he had a body like other boys, what a

wonder he would be," the professor's wife

remarked, enthusiastically.

"I am not so sure of that," replied the pro-

fessor. "I am more inclined to think that if

other boys had his body they would be more
like him. A blind man sees with his other

senses because he must; but restore his eyes

and the rest lose their power. We all have
the power to say 'I will,' but we lack the cour-

age to mean It. He has not a spark of vitality

outside of his will, but he has a tremendous
amount of courage to back it up, in an emer-
gency, and an intense persistency of purpose
to hold him up to the mark between whiles.

For instance, he will never have the full use

of that foot, he will never have complete
control of his muscles unless he comes upon
an emerseney that calls out the will he
showed during the operation; but in the
meantime he will never give up. The more
he has to contend with the harder he will

fight. He will keep on plodding toward what
he is aiming at, and when the heaviest blows
fall on him he will make the biggest leaps

forward. He has not a shadow of the
chance which most boys have, but he has
found out how to make use of courage and
perseverance, and unless his body breaks
down altogether on the way, they will even-
tually land him at the top of the ladder of

fame."
The professor's wife listened to her hus-

band's long explanation with perfect confi-

dence in what he said, for she knew that it

was the opinion of an expert.

In time Sidney was moving about again on
crutches. So far as straightening the foot was
concerned, the operation was a complete suc-

cess. But the professor was correct; there

was not vitality enough in the frail body to

give it any strength. At the end of two
years, when he finished the preliminary
course and entered the medical department,
he walked with a single cane, but any sudden
nervous shock rendered the foot as weak and
helpless as it was at first. The triumph was
grand enough for the time, however, and he
began the direct study of medicine with a
heart so happy and full of hope that the little

boot-black on the wharf in New York seemed
only like some Impossible dream to him.
At the beginning of his second year, how-

ever, a blacker cloud than any rose before

him. He suddenly discovered that he was
utterly unable to witness the sights of the
dissecting-room, much, less an actual oper-

ation. Again and again he threw himself
into the dangerous surroundings with all the
persistency of desperation, but with the
first sight of blood or suffering his heart

stood still and he was carried outunoonscious.

"He will conquer in time, just as he will get

over his other troubles," the professor said to

hig wife. "But it would not help him to tell

him so. He knows it already."

Sidney bore the disappointment as he bore

the operation, as he bore everything—just as

the professor knew he would. When at last

Dr. von Opel persuaded him that for the time
he must give up taxing his strength with use-

less experiments, he simply replied

:

"For the present you are right; it seems to

be impossible. But some day, in some way,
Iwill!"

[To be continued.]

OPALS.

The prejudice against opals appears to be

disappearing. Anyhow, they are popular.

There are several varieties of opal, and there-

fore several degrees of merit. The precious,

or noble, or oriental opal is the supreme. This
has all the colors, and when these colors are

broken into spangles It is then called the
harlequin opal. Then comes the fire opal, or
girasol, with hyacinth red and yellow reflec-

tion—the former comes from Hungary, the
latter from Mexico.
The common or semi-opal are non-opales-

cent. The hyrophane, or oculus mundi, Is

non-transparent, but becomes so by immer-
sion in water or any transparent fluid. The
cachalongis nearly opaque and of a bluish-

white color. The hyalite is colorless, pellucid

and white. The opal jasper, or wood opal, Is

the petrifaction of wood, opalesoent, but
without the coloring which makes the

"noble" gem so precious.—Lewiston Journal.

THE LITTLE BOY THAT DIED.

JOSHUA D. EOBINSON.'

I am all alone in my chamber now.
And tbe midnight hour is near.

And the faggots' crack and the clock's dull tick

Are the only sounds I hear ;
'

And over my eouj in its solitude

Sweet feelings of Badness glide,

And my heart and my eyes are full when I think

Of the little boy that died.

I went one night to my father's honse—
Went home td the dear ones all.

And softly I opened the garden gate
And softly the door of the hall.

My mother came out to meet her son
;

She kissed me, and then she sighed.

And her head fell on my neck, and she wept
For the little hoy that died.

And when I gazed on his innocent face,

As still and cold he lay,

And thought what a lovely child he had been,

And how soon he must decay,
"0 death, thou lovest the beautiful !"

In the woe of my spirit I 'cried, - - '
*

For sparkled the eyes, and the forehead was fair f
Of the little boy that died.

Again will I go to my my father's house.

Go home to my dear ones all.

And sadly I'll open the garden gate,

And 6adly the door of the hall J

I shall meet my mother, but nevermore
With her darling by her side ;

And she'll kiss me and sigh, and weep again
For the little boy that died.

T shall miss him, when the flowers come.
In the garden where he played :

I shall miss him more by the fireside.

When the flowers have all decayed

;

1 Bhall see his toys and his empty chair,

And the horse he used to ride,

And they will speak, with silent speech,

Of thef little boy that died.

I shall see his little sister again,.

With her playmates about the door,

Ami I'll watch the children at their sports,

As I never did before ;

And if in the group I see a child

That's dimpled and laughing-eyed,

I'll look to see if it may not be '

The little boy that died.

We shall all go home to our Father's house

—

To our Father's house in the skies.

Where the hope of our souls shall have no blight,

And our love no broken ties ;

We shall roam on the banks of the River of Peace,

And bathe in it6 blissful tide ;

And one of the joys of our heaven will be

The little boy that died.

And therefore, when I'm sitting alone

And the midnight hour is near.

And the faggots' crack and the clock's dull tick

Are the only sounds I hear,

Oh, sweet o'er my soul in its solitude

Are the feelings of sadness that glide,

Though my heart and my eyes are full when I think
Of the little boy that died.

A WOMAN HORTICULTURIST.

The name of a California woman Is now
added to the list of successful feminine hor-
ticulturists. This one is Mrs. Henry Bar-
roillhet. She is the widow of a San Francisco
banker, who gave up his entire fortune on the
failure of his bank. At his death his wife set

to work to supply flowers to the San Fran-
cisco markets, and she now owns one hun-
dred and forty acres • of land, all under
cultivation. Seven acres are in orchards, and
there is an immense violet bed, twenty acres

In extent. There are seven acres of chrysan-
themums; roses, lilies and other flowers

divide a good many more acres between them.
Two thousand eucalyptus-trees and three

thousand pines, sequoias and other trees are

very profitable, the branches and leaves serv-

ing for decorations.

Every day during their respective seasons,

eight thousand chrysanthemums, two thou-
sand bunches of violets and eight hundred to

one thousand Duchesse de Brabant roses are

shipped to the city. Hundreds of other flow-

ers, of course, go with them In fragrant com-
pany, but the specialties are violets at 82.50

per dozen bunches, and chrysanthemums at
from one to five x;ents apiece. Last season
there were eighteen thousand chrysanthe-
mum plants in bloom, including two hundred
and seventy-Aye of the finest Japanese vari-

eties. When Mrs. Barroillhet was shipping
two thousand bunches of violetB daily she had
only a five-acre bed. Since then she has. en-
larged it by fifteen acres, so that the number
of bunches will be quadrupled.
This flower plantation is said to be a perfect

Eden. The proprietress personally attends to
every detail of irrigation, cultivation, gath-
ering, packing and shipping. Her success
demonstrates what a .plucky and intelligent

woman can do when thrown on her own
resources.

The great fall in the price of wheat, cotton
and all the things a farmer sells has not been
met by a similar fall in the'price of all the
things he buys, but -in some things even the
farmers' reductions have been surpassed.
Pianos and organs of the most excellent qual-

ity and beautiful finish are made and sold for

half what they cost a few years ago ; so farmers
are not alone in their reductions. One of the
oldest of the Piano and Organ makers—the re-

liable old Marchal & Smith Piano Co.—has
kept step ^vith the times and outdone even
the farmer in the reduction of the prices of
their beautiful instruments. If you want a
piano or an organ write to The. Marchal &
Smith Piano Co., 235 East 21st Street, New
York, or cut this out for future use.

ENGLISH THE WORLD-SPEECH.
The advocates of English as the universal

language have received a coadjutor from an
unexpected quarter. There recently appeared
in the JPreussvicTie JahrbuecJwr an article from
Dr. Schroer, advocating making the study of

English obligatory in the schools. The rea-

sons assigned for this are more interesting

than the proposition itself. The need of a
universal language has long been felt. The
effort to introduce Volapuk was a recognition
of this, but Dr. Schroer condemns any at-

tempt to construct an artificial world-speech.
A language, he says, without historical devel-
opment, literature or linguistic relations will

not be studied by any considerable number of

people until it becomes universal, and hence
it cannot become universal at all. This
means that if we are to have a universal lan-

guage, it must be chosen from existing lan-

guages, and of course from the number of

those that are widely diffused and spoken by
great civilized nations.

Attempts to introduce artificial languages
are not only hopeless, but they are unneces-
sary, for, says Dr. Schroer, there Is already a
universal language, and that is English. But
in what sense is English a universal lan-

guage? It is, says Dr. Schroer, one which, by
Hb spread over the whole earth and by the
ease with which it may be learned, has
reached a position so far in advance of all

others that neither natural nor artificial

means can deprive It of Its assured position

as the future means of international inter-

course. He therefore concludes that "the
English language is the world-speech, and
will, to all appearance, become more and
more so every year."

This tribute to the English language is the
more impressive because it emanates from
one who has no bias i*i Its favor from its being
his mother tongue. The statements which he
makes are fully borne out by facts. The lan-

guage is spoken by the richest and most pow-
erful commercial nation of Europe, In the
greater part of North America, In the Sand-
wich islands, India, South Africa and Aus-
tralia. Since the beginning of the nineteenth
century, the number of English-speaking
people has grown from 25,000,000 to 125,000,000.

There is no prospect of any check to the
progress of this triumphant tongue. It may
be added that the study of English gives access

to incomparably the richest literature in the
world. Its claims to the primacy are so em-
inent and evident that even foreigners
acknowledge them. It affords a practical

and easy way to the attainment of the great
desideratum of a universal language.—Louis-
ville Courier-Journal.

THE PHYSICAL STRAIN INVOLVED IN HIGH
SPEEDS.

The exaction that modern railroad speed
makes, on the physical stamina of railroad

men is demonstrated in the fact that seven
engineers are required to take the Chicago
flier out and seven back, says the Boston
Transcript. The running time between New
York and Chicago is twenty hours, and the
average speed is forty-eight miles an hour.

Each engineer and engine runs three hours.

Machine and man return with a slow train to

their starting point, to relieve the strain on
both. Then the engineer is given forty hours'

rest before he goes on the flier again. This
rest is absolute, no work of any kind being
required of the engineer.

Though the average speed is forty-eight

miles an hour, the locomotive must at some
points be driven at sixty or more. The phys-
ical strain on the men in the cab at those
bursts of jppeed is something terrible. The
engineer has fifty things to look out for, and
is being shaken and swayed all the time. The
fireman is constantly feeding the insatiate

furnace. On the run of fthe Eftipire State

express, three tons of coal are shoveled from
the tender into the furnace between New
York and Albany. It Is not wonderful that
the engineers of this train are given alternate

days for rest and recuperation. Fast travel

not only wears out rails and machines, but
human creatures' lives.

•THE HOT BLAST-FURNACE THREE THOUSAND
YEARS OLD.

"Is there anything new under the sun?"
asks the Railway Review, and then adds, "Sol-

omon was right." The more the past is ex-

plored the more evident this becomes. A
prehistoric blast-furnace is the latest discov-

ery. Prof. Flinders Petrie, in 1890, convinced
himself that in a remarkable mound called

Tel-el-Hesy, in South Palestine, would be
found the remains of what was one of the
strangest places in the country down to the
invasions of Sennecherib and Nebuchadnez-
zar. The explorations, said Mr. Bliss at the
Palestine exploration fund meeting recently,

have fully verified this forecast. Amid all the
evidence discovered by Mr. Bliss of the civili-

zation of that remote age—wine-presses,
treacle-presses, alkali burnings and innumer-
able others—by far the most curious is the
disclosure of an iron blast-furnace, arranged
to give strong evidence of being intended to

heat, in its descent, a blast of outside air
forced through passages before entering the
chamber at the level where twyers are
usually found.
"If this theory be correct," says Mr. Bliss,

"we find, fourteen hundred years before
Christ, the use of the hot-air blast Instead of
cold air, which Is called a modern improve-
ment in iron manufacture due to Neilson, and
patented in 1828."
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THE PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., CIN'TI.

SEEDS
FREE FOR TRIAL
We have tbe Finest and

Cheapest Seeds to be found
in the world and we want

every reader of this paper to try one of the fol-
lowing collections Free. They would cost you
from 75c. to $1.00 purchased elsewhere.

1st FREE OFFER, Vegetables, 1 pkt. each.
BEET, Mitchell's Blood Turnip, earliest and best
CABBAGE, Surehead, sure to head.
CELERY, Golden Self Blanching, the best.
LETTUCE, Denver Market, fine new sort.
WATERMELON, Dixie, luscious, great bearer.
ONION, Selected Globe Danvers, standard sort,
RADISH. Summer Varieties, 15 choice kinds.
SQUASH, Fordhook, best, new sort.

TOMATO, Picture Rock, a grand tomato.

3d FREE OFFER, Rare Flowers.
FORGET-ME-NOT, New Giant Flowered, large.

CANDYTUFT, Fancy Mixture, best bouquetsorts.
CALENDULA, Double White, very showy.
CLARKIA, Salmon Queen, richest col'd double.
CHRYSANTHEMUM, White Bouquet, fine flower.
GAILLARDIA, Perpetual Flowered, rich, showy.
POPPY, Riverdale Mixture, fancy sorts only.
SCABI0SA. Dwarf, Double Striped, lovely, grand.
SNAPDRAGON, Show Mixed, penciled blossoms.
ORNAMENTAL GRASSES, 25 choice sorts.

Either of the above collections, (9 packets vege-
table seeds, or 10 packets flower seeds) Mailed
Free on following conditions: Send us 10c. for

either of above collections, or 20c. for both, and
we will mail them to you; also "Book on 8um-
merGardening," and include in each lot a check
for 10c. This check you can return to us at any
time and get 10c. worth of seeds, t hus the collec-

tion really costs you nothing. (We charge this

10c. to prevent people from sending who have no
use for the seeds.) We want yon to try ourseeds.
H^Both collections, book, and packet each of

the lovely early Cornation Marguerite and
profuse blooming Begonia Vernon and a 25c.

check for 25c. Book free to seed buyers.
J. J. BELL, Flowers, Broome Co., N. V.

flaule's Seeds
Lead All/

QUR NEW "SEED BOOK contains not
only everything new worth having,

but the cream of all the good old stand-
byes in Vegetable, Flower, Field and
Grass Seeds, as well as Flowering Plants,

Bulbs, Small Fruits, Fruit Trees, etc. It

is mailed free to those desiring to pur-
chase, to others on receipt of five 2-cent

stamps, which does not cover half its

cost. A few of Its special features : 593
illustrations, $2350 in Cash Prizes, etc.,

etc. Address

WM. HENRY MAULE,
171 1 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mention this paper when you write.

1894
To THE FLOWER AND VEGETABLE GARDEN.

Beautifully Illustrated and containing a Magnificent
COLORED PLATE. Will be sunt Free. Address,
{Established 1840.] Cbosman Bro's, Rochester, N. Y.

Mention this paper when you write.

300 VARIETIES

FLOWER
SEEDS

The Choicest Collection and beat offer 9
ever made. All new seeds put up for us by a
au old and reliable seed firm, sure to grow 7
and bloom; everybody's favorites. 10 ~
Choice Annuals; Asters, 12 ColonjBalsims, •
8 colors; Pansles, 40 colors and marking*; A
Petunias, 10 colors; Phlox, 20 colors;PInka, 5
10 colore) Sweet Pew, 12 colors; Sweet*
AlTssura, Verbenas, l8colors. »Dd Zinnias, W
8 colors; forming a beautiful assortment. I fQ

yon will send ub ONLY 12 CENTS, cash or stamps, with fnanus and addresses ot two friends likely to subscribe for our paper, 7
we will tend you postpaid,the complete collection, comprising over J
300 varieties* enough for any ordinary garden, and also our W
splendid magazine and family story paper for fourmonths. Vft £
make this liberal offer to gain subscribers for our paper which we £
want to Intro-luce in every family. We guarantee to pleats
cheerfully refund mnnev and make vmt •» rrefpnt of seeds and paptr. » '

Arrets L. N. CUSHINAN, Pub., 5.1 Slnte St., Boston, Hast. •
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TABLEAUX.

"Tableaux vivants," or "living pictures,

afford much pleasure and well repay their

trouble. The following effective and easily

executed ones may help our young readers to

get them up. A raised platform or a good-

sized, strong table, having some material

drawn around it to hide the legs, will answer

for a stage. A curtain must also be hung
across, which can be caught or drawn back

when each tableau is on view.

"The Flower of the Family" always takes

well. The curtain rises, disclosing a flour-

barrel on which is painted in large, showy
letters, "flour." After a pause of a few sec-

onds, the front staves of the barrel, which

have been loosened, are pushed aside, and a

pretty child Qf four or five years, attired in

quaint, fancy costume, steps out, and after

gracefully saluting the audience, the curtain

is drawn. i

"Bedtime"—a connected tableau and panto-

mime in three scenes—is exceedingly pretty.

The first is a young mother seated near the

bed with her little three-year-old child in her

lap all ready for bed. As the mother' counts

the little one's toes, a clear voice behind the

curtain repeats the old nursery rhyme:

This big toe took a naughty hoy, Sam,

Into the cupboard after jam ;

This little toe said, "Oh, no, no !"

This little toe was anxious to go.

This little toe thought 'twasn't quite right,

This tiny little toe curled out of sight.

This big toe got suddenly stubbed.

This little toe got ruefully rubbed,

This little frightened toe cried out, "Bears 1"

This little timid toe said, "Let's run upstairs."

Down came the jar with a loud slam, slam, _

This tiny little toe got all the jaw.

In the second sceue, the child kneels beside

her mother with clasped bands, while in the

background an angel hovers. The third scene

discloses the child in bed asleep, one little

arm tossed over the^ cover, her curls show-

ing on the pillow, and the mother's arm
resting lovingly over her as she bends

to see that all is, well. An angel with out-

stretched hands and wings hovers over

the back. The lights are turned low, with

only a dim glow on the stage, and the tableau

Is lovely. The angel is represented by a girl

eight or nine years old, with a sheet draped

about her, leaving neck and arms bare. Her
face, nock, arms, shoulders and long, wavy
hair are powdered a dead white, and she

stands on a low step-ladder, also draped in

white, she being higher and nearer the bed in

the last scene than in the second. The wings
are wire frames covered with paper. The
bed is made by placing a broad board on
four chairs. To the back of those intended for

the head, a light frame is fastened, making it

about fourteen inches higher than the foot.

Both are then draped with sheets, making a
very pretty little child's bed.

"dood-night" is pretty as a finale. The
lights are turned very low as the curtain rises,

disclosing a little girl in long, white night-

dress, with bare feet peeping out beneath, her

white nightcap scarce confining the pretty

curls. In one arm she hugs her loved dolly,

while in the other hand she holds a lighted

candle. After a moment she sweetly bids the

audience "good-night," and the curtain falls

for the last time.

LET US BE REASONABLE.

Fifty years ago some good Whigs would not
touch a "Jackson paper" except with the
tongs, and the Democrat was not less intoler-

ant of the Whigs. "We laugh at them both
to-day, and most of us, whatever our party
feelings, are able to admit that neither Henry
Clay and Daniel Webster on one side, nor
General Jackson on the other, can be justly

charged with plotting his country's ruin.

But are we really more reasonable than they
were? What do you think, you who read this

paragraph, of your political opponents? Do
you think they are sincere and honest and
patriotic, or base and malicious?
A senator, during the great silver debate,

admitted that those who advocated free silver

believed that it was right as sincerely as he
believed it was wrong. He was roundly up-
braided by some of his party associates at
home as little better than a traitor.

On the other hand, no words are too strong
to express the opinion of some silver men as

to the selfishness and dishonesty of those who
oppose free coinage.

Hawaii! The tariff! Are you able to believe

that those who differ from you differ hon-
estly? Or do you class them all together as

unpatriotic and reckless? Let us blow off a
little steam and cool down.

POINTED SAYINGS.

The proverbs -of savage races are generally
pointed and pithy. The Basutos say, "The
thief catches himself;" the Yorubus, "He who
injures another injures himself;" the Wolofs,
"Before healing others, heal yourself." In
Acra they say, "Nobody is twice a fool;"
among the Oji, "The moon does not grow full
in a day," "The poor man has no friends." A
Pashto proverb says, "A feather does not
stick without gum." Others are: "A crab
does not bring forth a bird," "A razor cannot
shave itself," "Cross the river before you
abuse the crocodile," "Truth is spoken only
by a strong man or a fool," "Perseverance
always triumphs," "The thread follows the
needle," "Preparation is better than after-
thought

CALIFORNIA AND THE MID-WINTER FAIR.

A more favorable opportunity than the pres-

ent to visit California will probably never be

offered. The rates for excursion tickets, via

the North-Western Line, are the lowest ever

made, and aside from the delightful semi-

tropical climate of California, the Mid-Winter

Fair at San Francisco, which is now in the full

tide of success, is a most potent attraction to

the turist and pleasure-seeker. The trip from

Chicago to California is made via the North-

western Line in the marvelously short

time of 3Y2 days. Palace Drawing-room
Sleeping-cars leave Chicago daily, and run

through without change, and all meals en

route are served in dining-cars. Daily Tourist

Sleeping-car service is also maintained by this

line between Chicago and San Francisco and

Los Angeles, and every Thursday the party is

personally conducted by an experienced ex-

cursion manager. Completely equipped berths

in tourist sleepers are furnished at a cost of

only S6.00 each from Chicago to the Pacific

Coast, thus enabling passengers to make the

journey in a most comfortable and economical

manner. The North-Western Line has issued

a number of illustrated pamphlets descriptive

of the Mid-Winter Fair, and also containing

detailed information concerning rates, routes,

etc., copies of which will be mailed free upon
application to W. A. Thrall, General Passenger

and Ticket Agent Chicago & North-Western

R'y, Chicago, 111., if you mention this publica-

tion.
,

GARDENING BY ELECTRICITY.

By the use of electric light the Hon. W. W.
Bawson, of Arlington, Mass., claims that he

makes a gain of five days in each of his three

crops of lettuce—that is, two weeks in a sea-

son—that the gain on one crop pays all the

expenses of the electric lighting for the sea-

son, thus giving him the gain on the other
two for extra profit. His attention was first

called to the usefulness of the light by the ad-
vance made in the growth at the ends of his
greenhouses next the street and in the glare
of the electric light. This was so marked that
he introduced the light through his lettuce
and cucumber houses. Dr. Bailey, of Cornell
university, says as the result of his own ex-
periments, that the influence of the light is

greatly modified by the interposition of a
glass roof. Plants injured by a naked light
were benefited by the protected light. Five
hours' light per night at a distance of twelve
feet hastened maturity a week or ten days,
but proved injurious to young plants and
those newly transplanted.

Latest Styles in Hair Goods.
New illustrated catalogue sent free.

Goods sent by mail everywhere.
Best'quality natural curly Bangs, in

ordinary colors, from $1.50 up.
French Hair Switches from $1 .75 up.
Second quality Switches from $1.00

np. S. C. BECK,
Importer and Manufacturer,

36 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Fa.

I7DCC by return mail, full de-

f f\1 1— scriptive circulars of
MOODY'S NEW * MOODY'S IMPROVED
TAILOR SYSTEM OF DRESS CUTTING.
Revised to date. These, only, are the
genuine MOODY TAILOR SYSTEMS.
Beware of imitations. Any lady of
ordinary intelligence can easily and
quickly learn to cut and make any
garment, in any style, to any meas-
ure, for ladies, men and, children.
Garments gu aranteed to fit perfectly
without trying on. TheMOODY
Tailor System Co., Cincinnati, 0.

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA
BREAKFAST—SUPPER.

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which
govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well-
selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast
tables with a delicately flavored beverage which may
save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judi-
cious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of'subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever there
is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by
keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame."— Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only

in half-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thUB :

JAMES EPPS & Co., Ltd., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

No local dealercan compete with us

WALL
In variety or price. Our
new designs and colorings
are handsomer this year
than ever before.

PAPER
Our "Guide How to

Paper and Economy
in Home Decoration,"
mailed free with samples!

Beautiful Cold Paper, 5c. per Roll.
We carry the largest stock in the country, and

can save you 5U per cent, on every roll of paper you
buy. No matter where you live, if you have any use
for wall paper, send 10c. to nearest address to pay
postage on a large package of samples. One
good agent or paper hanger wanted in each town
to aell froir sample books, price $1.0C.

ALFRED PEATS,
80-82 W. 18th St.,
NEW YORK.

186-188 W. Madison SU,
CHICAGO.

The
sower has no

second chance. If
you would at first suc-

' ceed, be sure and start with

'

FERRY'S
SEEDS.

Perry's Seed Annual for 1894
contains the sum and substance/
of the latest farming knowl-
edge. Every planter should

'

have it. Sent free.

D. M. Ferry& Co.,
Detroit,
Mich.

IWe are the largest growers of farm and vegetable seeds inthe world. Wheat, Oatsi
I Barley, Corn, Clover Timothy, Grasses, Potatoes, etc., in enormous quantities. 1,000.

1 000 Roses and Plants. 35 pkgs. earliest Vegetable seeds, enough for a garden, post
I paid for $1.00. 18 pkgs. late Vegetable seeds, 60c. Say. our Great Northern Oats
I yielded 216 bush, from one bush, sown! Did you ever hear the like) Pkg. of thisOats
I and catalogue free upon receipt of 8c in stamps. 10 Farm Seed samples. 10c. With

15c. Our great catalogue, 130 pages, for 5c postage. Write to-day.

J9HN A.5ALZER5EED fe; LACR?5SE, WIS.

THE LITTLE DARKEY Dixey Watermelon
are fully illustrated in our unique and beautiful Seed Manual for

1894. If you are an up-to-date Gardener you should be familiar

with its pages. II is free if you are a buyer of SEEDS
JOHNSON & STOKES, air and 219 ^i^few', pa;

lilt: NEW APPLE, PEAR AND NUT TREES 3
5
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Starr, the largest early apple ; Paragon, and other valuable sorts ; Lincoln Coreless,
Seneca and Japan Golden Russet Pears in collections at reduced rates. NUTS—
Parry's Giant, Pedigree, Mammoth, Paragon and other chestnuts. Walnuts-
French, Persian, Japan, English and American. Pecans, Almonds and Filberts.
Eleagnus X<ongpipes, Hardy Oranges, Dwarf Rocky Mountain Cherries,
free from insects, black knots or other diseases. SMALL FRUITS, Grape Vines,
Currants, etc. SHADE TREES— Immense stock of Poplars and Maples,
Ornamental Shrubs and Vines. J8®* Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue Free.

POMONA NURSERIES. WILLIAM PARRY, Parry, N.J.

Wilson's 1894 Orrn Catalogue
PLANT, TREE and ULLU Live Stock Annual

112 pages, handsome colored plates. Hundreds of natural Illustrations. Full of useful information. All kinds
of guaranteed Garden^ Flower and Field Seeds. THE WORLD'S FAIR PREMIUM and other Pro-
ductive Potatoes Specialties. Also all kinds of Choice Roses and Rare Flowering Plants. New and
popular varieties of Small Fruits. Grape Vines. Fruit and Ornamental Trees. Thoroughbred Land anp
Water Fowls. Bronze Turkeys. Eggs for Hatching. Registered Pigs. German Hares, &c. Catalogues freo
on application. Address SAMUEL WILSON, M ECHAN ICSVI LLE, PA.

Human

Machines

It has been said that the PLANET Jr.

Labor Saving Farm Tools, are almost human
in their operation ; for example, the PLANET
Jr. Hill Dropping Garden Drill, sows the seed,

covers, rolls down and marks out the next

row in one automatic operation. The
PLANET Jr. Book for 1894 illustrates and

describes 20 other machines of the same fam-

ily. It is full oflabor saving suggestions from

cover to cover—a book worth reading and

worth heeding. We send it free.

S.L.ALLEN & Co.,
1

Philadelphia.

TREES AND PLANTS.
UPON our 250 acres of nursery we have every class of hardyTrees and Plants

; Fruit, Orna-
mental, Nut and Flowering. Mary and Henry Ward Beecher Strawberries and /

Lovett's Best Blackberry are among- the most valuable novelties. In our catalogues named^
below ( which are the most complete, comprehensive and elaborate published by any nursery
establishment in the world) all are accurately described and offered at one-half the
price of tree agents.

LOVETT'S GUIDE TO FRUIT CULTURE tells all about fruits, their merits and
defects ; how to plant, prune,cultivate, etc. Richlyillustrated. Several colored plates. Priceioc.

LOVETT'S MANUAL OF ORNAMENTAL TREES AND PLANTS is authori-

tative as well as instructive ; a model of excellence in printing and illustration. Gives
points and plans for ornamental planting. Price, with colored plates, 15 cents.

Established 40 years. We successfully ship to all parts of the World.
1 who order either of the above and name this paper will receive an ounce of Flower Seeds free.

W.T.L0V

VEGETABLE GARDEN
There is profit in vegetable gardening if you grow the

right kind ofvegetables. The first essential is to get the

Bright kind ofseeds. Rawson 's vegetable seeds are known
to thousands, but perhaps not to you ; we make this

: offer for the sake of better acquaintance. For 50c. we
'will send the following choice collection of vegetable
seeds selected from our special market gardener's stock.

Rawson's Puritan Tomato, Rawson's Summer Cab-
base, Rawson's White Spine Cucumber, Arlington Favor-
ite Beat, Danvers Yellow Globe Onion, Imp. Danvers
Carrot, B. Seed Tennisball Lettuce, [Globe Scarlet Radish

,

Paris Golden Celery, Arlington Lone Smooth Parsnip,
Rawson's Sea Foam Cauliflower, Prolific Marrow Squash,
Thick Leaf Spinach and Arlington Canteloupe Melon.
With or withouttbis collection we will send you free Rawson's Seed
Book for 1894. Ithas been compiled with a special thought for the
gardener's wants, and is full of practical hints from cover to cover.

W. W. RAWSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

SOcTRIAL SETS
Of Choice Seeds and Plants.

Our object in offering thus cheap is to introduce our goods and
secure your future orders. Please tell your neighbors aboutit.
Set U—2 Beautiful Palms, 2 sorts, strong plants 5f)c
'* B—16 packets choice Vegetable Seeds, all different. . 50c
" E—20 packets choice Flower Seeds, all different 50c

ft <JWIWwL\l All " F—10 Lovely Carnation Pinks, 10 sorts 60c
' G—10 Prize Winning Chrysanthemums, 10 sorts 50c
' H—i Superb French Cannas, 4 sorts 50c
1 J—10 Elegant Everblooming Roses, 10 kinds 50c
' K—8 Grand Large Flowered Geraniums, 8 sorts 50c

•' M—24 Fine Gladioli, large Flowering Bulbs 50c
', J?

—
§ J?.

ar<Jy Ornamental Flowering Shrubs, 6sorts 50c
R—6 Choice Grape Vines, 6 sorts 50c

One-half each of any two of these sets 60c

Any 3 Sets for $1.25, or 5 Sets for $2.00,
Delivered at Your Postoffice Prepaid. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

.»»Pj2™VLe™iot
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rom *h,s advertisement, as these Introductory
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not."PPear in catalogue which contains 1G8 pages and will be sent free with first order. If noneof these sets suit you and you want anything in our line do not fail to send forit.free, as we want
h^!;.i^.

8
i

ee «'»:,ee» before ordering elsewhere. It Is one of the best Issued; contain.
JJ. T- f llln "tra"«»« Md f«H descriptions of one of the largest and most complete
£k« mer,ea» Including many new, rare and valuable novelties. We erow
* Jtoses yearly; many other things as largely. Are headquarters for the choicest

Trees, Shrubs, Vines, Roses, Bulbs, Plants, Seeds, etc.
40th TEAR. 1,000 ACRES. 28 GREENHOUSES. LAST CALL, ORDER NOW.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box H, Painesville,
L
C
A£? Ohio.
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LADIES' BASQUE.

This style of basque will be found
very generally becoming, as

the full vest is well adapted

to slight figures, while the

pointed lower edge gives a

taperingappearauce to a rather

stout waist, and the soft fall of the "Bed-
fern" revers do not accentuate the width.

The model as here shown was of corn-

flower blue Henrietta-cloth, once more a

favorite in the fashionable world, the full

vest and collar being of black moire
jaconne, showing a floral device.

The edges of revers, collar and cuffs are

neatly finished with a jet cord.

The full vest can be omitted, if desired;

the lining being smoothly covered and
buttoned in the center, will give a stylish

vest effect.

By the same method a smooth back can

be substituted for the drawn one here

shown, the pattern providing for both
styles.

The ripple skirt can also be omitted, if

desired, a pretty, short, pointed basque
being the result.

Pattgrn cut in five sizes
;
namely, 32, 34,

36, 38 and 40 inches, bust measure.

ladies' waist with ripple tunic open-
ing ON THE SIDE.

Pearl-gray crepon is here stylishly com-
bined with satin of the same shade. The
trimming is violet gimp, the design show-
ing clearly where it is put on. Satin is

used for the double puffs on the sleeves,

collar, belt, short tunic, and the puffed

trimming on the waist and 'wrists of

sleeves.

This trimming consists of a bias band
three and one half inches wide, gathered

on both edges to form a puff. A single

row of the gimp is sewn on both sides of

the puff of satin.

This design will meet with merited
approval from young ladies of good form,

who favor waists having few seams, and
concealed openings. The long tunic can
be omitted if so desired, the short one
alone giving the modish look to the waist.

The model is notably handsome in black

velvet, with satin or moire, trimmed with

jet passementerie. It is suitable for all

kinds of fabrics, and is quite as effective

when made of the material and trimmed
with braid, jet, gimp or passementerie.

Pattern cut in five sizes
;
namely, 32, 34,

36, 38 and 40 inches, bust measure.

In order that the readers of the fashion

columns of the Farm and Fireside may
not only read about the latest styles and
newest patterns, but have the patterns

themselves, I have arranged to furnish

patterns No. 4051 and No. 4058 for ten cents

each. This is furnishing the patterns at

cost, but I do it to accommodate our readers.

Every pattern is cut according to the

latest styles and designs and thoroughly

No. 4051.—Ladies' Waist with Ripple
Tunic.

complete and reliable in every way. Full

and explicit directions for putting together
the garment accompany each pattern. In .

ordering, give the number of the pattern

wanted, also bust measure if for ladies, and
age if for children, and send a silver dime
or ten cents in new, clean stamps, and I

will mail you the pattern, postage prepaid.

I ana sure that you will be delighted with

them, and agree with me that they are a

great bargain. Address
Editor Fashion Department,

Farm and Fireside,

Springfield, Ohio.

HOME TOPIC8.

Fritters.—Be,at two eggs without sep-

arating, add to them one half pint of milk
and about one and a half cupfuls of flour

(some flour thickens more than other), and
a half teaspoonful of salt. Beat this batter

until it is perfectly smooth, then add one
heaping teaspoonfui of baking-powder.
Drop the batter by spoonfuls into smoking
hot fat; when brown on one side, turn and
brown the other side. These are delicious

eaten with maple syrup. Apple, orange
and banana fritters are made by adding the
fruit to this batter and frying the same as

plain fritters.

The bananas should be peeled, cut into

halves lengthwise, and then cut each half

into two pieces. Dip each piece into the
batter and fry a nice brown. Dust them
with powdered sugar and serve hot.

Oranges should be peeled and sliced

crosswise, the seeds removed, then each
piece dipped in the batter and fried.

Cottolene is especially nice for frying,

but if you use lard it is better to add to it

about one eighth its bulk of beef suet. In
frying anything it is of the greatest im-
portance that the fat in which it is fried be
just right. It must be deep enough

to completely immerse the article to be
fried, and hot enough to cook the outside

quickly, so it will not absorb the fat and
become greasy. A piece of white bread

may be used to test the fat. If it browns
while you count twenty-five, the fat is hot
enough for doughnuts; if you can only
count twenty while it browns, it is right

for croquettes and fritters. The fat should
be strained after using and put away for

use again.
Plant Trees.—Dr. Holmes has said, "I

have written many verses, but the .best

poems I have produced are the trees I

planted on the hillside which overlooks
the broad meadows, scalloped and rounded
at their edges by loops of the sinuous
Housatonic."

The observance of Arbor Day and the

work of village improvement societies has
done much during the last twelve or four-

teen years to beautify school grounds,
roadsides and public parks, but there is

still room for effort in this direction.

Hundreds of country school-houses stand

to-day without a tree to cast its welcome
shade over the little group of children who
daily assemble there. And thousands of

miles of public highway stretch their

length between two fences, nothing more.
Not a tree to give shade to man or beast.

In the matter of tree-planting, as in other

things, an object lesson is an efficient

teacher. A number of years ago a lover of

trees near a New England village planted

them along the highway passing his farm.

His neighbors, stimulated by his example,
did the same. The idea spread, and to-day

that village is reached through avenues of

noble trees, and it is ndted for the number
and variety of trees within its limits.

The observance of Arbor Day in schools

will be of lasting benefit. Teach the chil-

dren the beauty and benefit of trees ; let

them have a part in the planting, and they
will be interested in protecting what they
have helped*to plant, and the work will be
carried on by them in future years.

In France and Germany thousands of

miles of roads are shaded by trees. Not
only are forest trees planted, but apple, pear
and cherry trees also. One writer speaks
of traveling for days through an almost
continuous avenue of cherry-trees in going
by a circuitous route from Strasburg to

Munich.
A writer in the American Garden, a year

or two ago told of his satisfaction with
apple-trees as wayside trees. He had
planted eight or ten different varieties, all

of which were now in bearing, and were a

financial success as well as unique beauti-

fiers of the roadside.
"W. M. K.," wellknown to many readers

of the Farm and Firesdie, has told me
how he plants trees which rarely fail to

live and thrive. First, make a circle, not

less than three feet across, where the tree

is to be set. Throw out the top course to

the full depth of the spade, putting it by
itself. Then put the next course in

another pile, and lastly the subsoil by
itself in a third pile. In planting, put the

sods first thrown out, grass side down, in

the bottom of the hole. Use enough of the

best soil to raise the tree to the proper

height. Place the tree, letting it lean a

trifle toward the point from which the

strongest winds blow. Straighten the

roots of the tree carefully and put the fin-

est, richest soil next to the roots. Tread

the fine soil down carefully as it is thrown
in, and see that the roots are spread hor-

izontally as the filling proceeds. Complete

the work by throwing on the subsoil,

which will serve to some extent as a mulch.

Every few weeks during the summer
mulch the trees with freshly-cut grass,

and they will very rarely fail to grow.

Maida McL.

HANDKERCHIEF-BOX.

For this useful and ornamental article,

select a good, strong pasteboard box the

desired size and shape, tear off the side

pieces of the lid, and cut of light-weight

cardboard a piece the same size; cover this

with a piece of white crape-paper, puffed

slightly by runningit through the fingers,

for the lining of the lid. The outer side is

covered with strips of green and white

crape cut two inches wide, pasted alter-

nately along one edge, and woven back

and forth in basket-work, until the top

looks like a chess-board ; it is necessary to

paste the edges of the stripes only. Now
cut a stripe of linen two inches wide, and
almost as long as the side of the lid that

you wish the hinge on, crease the linen

through the center, and paste one half

securely and smoothly to the lid; the inner

lid can now be pasted to the top, and the

whole put under a press to dry. Mean-

March 15, 1891.

while cover the sides of the box with a
strip of white crape smoothly drawn
around, and fastened at a corner, allowing
a good turn-over around the top and bot-

tom. Cut of light cardboard a piece to fit

the bottom, both for the inside and one for

the outside ; cover the one for the inside

with a puffed piece of white crape, but do

No. 4052.—Ladies' Basque.

not put it in until the sides are lined. To
ornament the sides a piece of green crape

two inches wide, pasted through the mid-
dle to form a quilling, and a cord of green
and white pasted around with a knot in

front to conceal the joining, makes a very
pretty finish. When dry, by running yt>ur

thumb across the quilling it will open out

like a ruffle, if cut across the grain. This
gives a more graceful%ppearance to the

box. The side lining will be more easily

adjusted if the pieces of crape are pasted to

a piece of stiff paper cut to fit the interior

of the box, and is much nicer if one strip

can be made to line the four sides, joining

in a corner ; run the strip of crape slightly

through the finger to puff it a little before

pasting to the paper; now paste in the

bottom. Sachet-powder put between the

layers of the bottom is quite an addition.

The lid should be pasted securely to the
box, and dried before the side and bottom
linings are fit in. Finish the top with a cord
of the two colors put on in any manner to

suit the taste. A bow of crape or a bunch
of flowers can be added ; but the checkered
top is very pretty just finished with a cord.

Your box is now complete, and I am sure

you will feel repaid for your trouble, and
be satisfied that you have an article that

you can present to either a gentleman or

lady that will be very acceptable and use-

ful. Mary E. Smith.

ABOUT THE HOUSE.

After the spring house cleaning every
housekeeper likes to make some new addi-

tion to the house in the way of decoration

or comfort.

If you intend it to be a chair this year,

for a resting-place, the illustration we give

in willow, with the addition of cushions on
the seat and back, with the evening paper
waiting in the pocket, would certainly be

a most inviting place to come to.

Beside it might set a daintily-appointed

tea-table for two, all ready, with the lamp
lighted under the tea-kettle for tea or drip

coffee, whichever is preferred.

These can be bought cheaper now than

at any time for years—in prices varying

from $2.50 to $5. The one in the engraving

for $4. They are of copper or brass, and
with care should last a lifetime.

A good coffee-pot is a much-desired arti-

cle. Some housekeepers use a coffee-pot

for years. Why not try a new one once in

awhile? With this one you will not be

bothered with it boiling over, or of having
the grounds discolor the pot itself.

It has the advantage also of being able to

use the coffee as we can have it ground at

any store. So few grocers are willing to

keep pulverized coffee, and one must
always have the express charges added to

the price of the coffee when sending away
for it.

The new linen made this month for
various parts of the house can be neatly
initialed in white floss, giving it a more
distinctive character.
The "throw" herein illustrated is made

of very thin veiling, with flowers of yellow
and white felt with brown centers, the
white ones all on one end and the yellow
ones on the other; narrow, green baby rib-

bon attach them. When it is hung the
veiling is almost- invisible.
The addition of a new picture, or new-

curtains even, serve very much to brighten
up and improve the whole home sur-

roundings. Louise Long Christie.

When the Mucous Surfaces of the Bron-
chia are sore and inflamed, Dr. D. Jayne's Kx-
pectorant will afford prompt relief. For
breaking up a Cold or subduing a Cough, you
will And in it a certain remedy.

Initials for Marking Linen.
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HOW TO WRITE SOCIETY NOTES.

It has been said that a crucial test of the

early advantages—almost "the" crucial

test, especially in the case of a woman—is

note-writing.

Letter-writers of quiet and refined taste

will choose good, black ink and heavy,

white paper of hand-made finish. The

envelops should be rich in quality, but

perfectly plain. The address may be

stamped at the head of each sheet with

dark red, blue or silver, in small, clear

Roman lettering. It gives a stylish finish

to the sheet, and is simple, elegant and
useful. Another very good fashion is to

have the address enameled in colors or sil-

ver on the upper left-hand corner or across

the flap of the envelop. This is for the

benefit of postal officials, who may by this

means be enabled to return the letter at

once if not called for.

How any one can be allured into confid-

ing their thoughts to flowered paper, or

paper with corner pieces, garlands and
arabesque borders is past understanding.

A young girl once brought to me for cor-

rection a formal society note written on

cheap, ruled paper with the design of a

lurid green star fastened to an impossible

_hook in one corner of the sheet. In the

center of the star was a blazing green light-

house, an emblem very beautiful to the

girl, because her father was in the shipping

business. In contrast, was the note of a

lady whose ancestors traced their geneal-

ogy back' to the Danish invasion of Eng-
land. It was written on rich, white paper,

and at the head of the sheet was stamped
a cup, a Plantaganet rose and three fleurs-

de-lis, together with the motto, "God is

our help." This emblazonment modestly

In wedding announcements the hour

and church are left out.

Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison
announce the marriage of their daughter

to

Mr. William Alexander
Monday, October the eleventh

Eighteen hundred and ninety-three

Buffalo, N. Y.

At Home
Thursday, November third

from three to 8ix and seven to ten

S10 Delaware Avenue

Another announcement card is simply

:

Married
Mr. Henry James Copeland

Miss Emily Eustaphieve "Windsor

Thursday, November the ninth*

Eighteen hundred and ninety-three

Trinity Church
New York

When dinner or luncheon invitations

are engraved, a space may be left on the

card for the name of the guest to be writ-

ten. When ladies write their own invita-

tions, the formula should be

:

Mrs. Sydney Howard
requests the pleasure of the company of

Mr. and Mrs. James Fitagerald

on Thursday evening, June the twenty-sixth

at nine o'clock.

The favor of an answer is requested.

Mrs. Henry Lee Morris
Luncheon

Tuesday, February the eleventh

from two until four o'clock

No. 516 Delaware Avenue

. The best form for a general invitation is

:

Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Hayes
request the pleasure of your company
Wednesday evening, December seventh

at nine o'clock

147 North Street.

Throw of Thin Veiling.

covered a space not as large as the petal of

a violet, and suggested the history of her

family for a thousand years.

A society note should be dainty in ap-

pearance and perfectly correct in style. A
finger-mark, a misspelled word, or any
lack of courtesy and good breeding will

subject the writer to unpleasant remarks,

if not to scorn and derision.

Invitations should be engraved in

elegant, round script, without flourishes.

The faint angular script is still used, but
is not much in favor. All names and dates

are written in full, and also the words
"Avenue" and "Street." Punctuation is

omitted unless required to make the

meaning clear. A wedding invitation is

worded : ,

Dainty Tea-kettle and Lamp.

Mr. and Mrs. St. Cyr
request the honor of your presence
at the marriage of their daughter

Cymbelline
to

Arthur Stuart Lauterdale

Wednesday, June the twenty-first

Eighteen hundred and ninety-three

at seven o'clock

Church of the Ascension
New York

A very common error is that of sending
a written invitation worded:

Mr. and Mrs. Hare
request the pleasure of

your company

This is admissible on engraved cards,

where it would be inconvenient to have a
separate card engraved for each guest, but
on written invitations it is discourteous,

not to say wildly ignorant and improper.
For afternoon teas and receptions, "At

Home" cards are used, with the day and
hour engraved or written in the lower left-

hand corner.

Mrs. Walter T. Wilson.
Mrs. Samuel Ames.

At Home
Thursday, November seventeenth

From four until six 285 Summer Street

and eight until eleven

The word "ball" may be used for a pub-
lic affair, but a lady never invites you to a

"ball" at her own house. The invitation

should read

:

Mrs. Herbert Taylor
requests the pleasure of the company of

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Cotes

on Friday evening, November seventh
at nine o'clock

Dancing The favor of an answer is requested

A young lady should never send an in-

vitation in her own name. Even young
men who wish to give an "At Home" must
have the name of a lady chaperon on
their cards, as follows

:

Mrs-. John B. Manning,
Edward C. Manning, Harry M. Root.

At Home
Saturday, January fourteenth

four until eight 259 West Utica Street

In reply to notes of invitation, never
send a card with the word "regrets" or

"accepts" written on it, unless you wish
to insult your hostess. Send simply your
card without penciling, or write a courte-

ous note.

Mr. and Mrs. Moore
have pleasure In accepting

the polite invitation of

Mr. and Mrs. Bonnet
for dinner on Wednesday, at seven o'clock

Or,

Miss Alice Lord
regrets that a previous engagement

deprives her of the pleasure of accepting

the kind invitation of

Mrs. John Champlaln
for dinner on Friday evening, at seven o'clock

Willow Chair.

In replying to an invitation, address the

one who invites you. Never "avail" your-

self of an invitation and never use the

word "decline." In refusing an invitation

it is always courteous to give an excuse, if

possible.

A pretty, informal note of invitation

runs:

My Dbar,Miss Clements,
'If disengaged, will

you oome to luncheon with us on Saturday
next, at two o'clock?

Yours sincerely,

Harriet Smith
December the fourteenth.

In reply, Miss Clements writes:

My Dear Mrs. Smith,
I have much pleasure

in accepting your kind invitation for Satur-

day. Believe me, »

Yours cordially,

Anne Clements,
December the fifteenth.

An informal invitation to dinner is

written as follows

:

Monday
My Dear Miss Brown,

We are to have a small
dinner party on Saturday, December the
second. Will you give us the pleasure of your
company ? We dine at seven.

Very sincerely yours,

Jane Wood.

Miss Brown writes

:

At Home
My Dear Mrs. Wood,

I shall be pleased to
accept your kind Invitation to dinner on Sat-

urday, December the second.
Yours sincerely,

Katherine Brown.
November the twenty-first.

To write, "Dear Mrs. Wood, I will be
pleased to accept your kind invitation,

would show both ignorance and lack of

good breeding.

Very playful and informal were those

little notes sent between Lady Dufferin

and the poet Rogers:
"Mr. Rogers—Will you dine with me on

Wednesday?"
"Lady Dufferin—Won't I?"

Frances Bennett Callaway.

CONTRIBUTED RECIPES.

Lemon Crackers.—
3 cupfuls of sugar,

1 cupful of lard,

1 pint of sweet milk,

4 eggs, whites of, well beaten,

3 teaspoonfuls of lemon,

2 teaspoonfuls of baking-powder,
VA ounces of bakers' ammonia.

Mix well and roll thin. Cut in squares,
prick with a fork and bake in a hot oven a
light brown.
Hermits.—
2 cupfuls of sugar,
1 cupful of butter,
1 cupful of raisins, chopped fine,
1 cupful of nut-pits, chopped,
K cupful of sour cream,
2 eggs,
1 teaspoonful of soda,
1 teaspoonful o£ cinnamon, allspice

and nutmeg.
Roll thin and bake in a quick oven.

MBS. DOHA M.

HOW'S THISI

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney for

the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to
carry out any obligation made by their firm.
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, Ohio.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting di-

rectly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Testimonials free.

THIS IS IT:
the De Long
Hook & Eye

k

Richardson & '

DeLongBros.
Philadelphia. /lUS

See that \V

hump? o
Trade-Mark Beg., April 19-92.

SPENCERIAN
STEEL PENS
ARE THE BEST

FOR

EXPERT WRITERS

ACCOUN-

TANTS

CORRES-

PONDENTS

RAPID

WRITING

ENGROSSING No, 36

Sold by STATIONERS everywhere.

Samples FREE on receipt of return postage, 2 cents.

SPENCERIAN PEHM. i

8,:^JLAr-

Mention this paper when you write.

If You H^ve
No Bath Room

Don't Hi

- K t
Portable, Self-heating.

•/VlOSCly ' Adapted to City or Country.

Folding Bath Tub.
Send 2 cents for Illustrated Catalogue showing 13

styles of Tubs, Improved Water Heaters, etc.

riOSELY FOLDING BATH TUB CO.,
"A" 161 So. Canal St., Chicago, 111.

Mention this paper when you write.

We elve away Lace Curtains, with $4, $6, or $8 orders.
"White Tea Set, 56 and 70 nieces, with $11 and $13 orders.
Pair Ladies' Dongola Kid Boots, with $6 orders.
Safety Bicycle, Cushion Tires, with $80 orders.
Decorated Granite Dinner Sets, 112 pieces, with 820 orders.
Hanging Lamp and Decorated bhade, with $10 & $12 orders.
Violin, Banjo and Guitar, with $12, $16, and $25 orders.
Moss KoBe Toilet Set, with $15 orders.
Stem Winding Swiss Watch, Ladies' or Boy's, with $10 orders.

Send lor our FREE Illustrated Catalogue.

GJEtH^r CHINA TJEA. CO.,
210 State Street, Boston* IHtass.

Mention this paper when you write.

TERRS PERFECT WASHER
fy,

is warranted to wash as clean as
^can be done on wash-,,

board. Machines
v* sent on trial at™ wholesale price
where not intro-

duced; If not satis-
factory money re-
funded. Liveagts.
wanted. For terms
and prices write 75000 in

PORTLAND MFG. CO.Bo* H.Portland, Mich.

Just Out! BO Cts.

Coming of the Bridegroom."
Sacred Cantata by C. P. Hanson, auVt. Tyrolien Quetn.

la order to introduce ibis Cantata at once, we will

give as a premium on sample order only, Album of 24
One views of tlie world's famous places, woriu 40 eta.

,

or " Laya of Sweden" sonf; book, worth 40 ots.
C. P. HANSON 4 CO., 317 Main St.. Worcester, Mass.

Get the Best. New designs for 'y4. Low-
est prices. Samples, 5 cts. Perfect imita-
tion stained glass.

Agents Wanted.
J. KERWIN MILLER <& CO..

643 Smlthfleld Street, Pittsburgh, Pa,

Miller's
Wall
Paper.
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THE MIDDLE-AGED TROUSSEAU.

f the ladies who begin to read

this article are inclined to

literary criticism,they at once
make fun of the title. They
say it reminds them of those

ambiguous sentences given

for collection in our old

rhetoric lessons. For instance, "The lady

was sewing with a Roman nose," or "I

saw two men digging a well with straw

hats." My merry critics will say that they

do not wish middle-aged clothes in their

trousseaux, but very young clothes; in

fact, only clothes that are brand new. The
defense allowable for my title is its brevity.

It is shorter than "Trousseaux for Middle-

aged Ladies." "Oh!" exclaim the pros-

pective brides of nineteen, twenty or

twenty-five years, "if that is what you
mean it does not concern us!" No, my
dear girls, pass on to another column ; but

before you go, let me tell you that love is

just as sweet and graceful to the middle-

aged as to the youthful. Hearts are like

trees—there is more sap in a young one,

but more fire in the old.

In spite of those statistics which show
that after thirty a woman's chances to

marry are very few, one by one the mature
maidens are courted and wedded, till a

spinster of sixty is a rare bird indeed.

Middle-aged women generally marry well

and justify the proverb that "there is luck

in leisure." The only thing that can make
ridiculous the bride of forty is t;o see her
assume the dress of a girl of sweet six-

teen.

Without repeatedly referring to age, let

us suppose that we have in mind women
from forty to forty-five. A blonde at this

age does not look badly faded if she has
preserved her disposition. The charm of

blonde beauty is never the brilliancy

which results from contrast, but the del-

icacy which is found in harmony. This is

not seriously impaired at the age of which
we speak. Black garments enhance the

porcelain tints of a young blonde face, but
later the black needs to be relieved. Black
with pearl-gray stripes, black with figures

of dull y«llow-brown, or black with
touches of red will be .very becoming.
Some of the "changeable" silks now in

vogue are just the thing for middle-aged

blondes. Olive-green, tending to yellow,

will suit them. Light, warm browns are

equally good. A brunette at forty-five has

either become quite gray-haired, or her

coloring has simply faded from intense

brown to a brown which has lost its fresh-

ness. The gray-haired brunette is hand-
some. Her eyes are either gray or piercing

black. This grayness of th© hair is a hint

from nature. It means, wear dresses of

the same tint. Some ladies are annoyed
that their hair does not become uniformly
gray, or instead of being a clear white it

takes on a yellowish tinge. Before at-

tempting to remedy these defects, consult

a physician, for it will never pay to sacri-

fice your health to your vanity, and many
ointments recommended by unknowing
persons are injurious. Concerning every
physical imperfection (apart from health)

the best plan is to accept it and make the

best of the situation. The gray-haired

woman need not repine. She can make
herself beautiful. Gray, hair may be
dressed with curls or waved front, and
arranged according to the most stylish

fashion. At present the mode of 1830 is

revived, and being so picturesque we wel-

come it. The "part" which a poet has

likened to

"A moonbeam from forehead to crown,"

Is a pleasing novelty after the long reign

of "bangs." The hair at the sides, above
the ears, is curled quite elaborately, and
then the back hair is piled high in a knot
and surmounted by a tall comb.
Gray dresses of all kinds suit the gray-

haired brunette. There are iron-grays,

silver-grays and pearl-grays. A positive

touch of blue or a vivid dash of scarlet

can be effectively managed to give accent
to these costumes, but no rule can be given
for these embellishments. A fine taste

will place them correctly.

The faded brown woman remains to be
considered, and to tell the truth, her case
is the most difficult. She cannot wear
gray at all, and black brings out all her
wrinkles. Her most fortunate selections

will be in browu. Leaf-brown, gold-brown
and ecru will supply a range of tints

which will afford good results. These all

admit of a few bright touches of scarlet.

She can also wear a dull red dress, and if

she gets precisely the right pink it will
wake the sleeping roses in her cheeks.
The best dress to be worn during the

marriage ceremony is a suit which is

appropriate for traveling or on the prom-
enade. It is not necessary for the bride of

forty-five to array herself in a white satin

gown with veil and orange-blossoms.
Two or three well-made suits, with two

pretty house dresses, a few waists, and

ing the right to sell in her own city, and
the dolls that ' had before sold by the
dozen, now sell by the hundred dozen.

In less than a year the lady had in her

employ over a hundred girls, and her
paper girls and boys, priests and nuns,,

babies and nurse-girls sell in every city in

the United States.

"Where do you get the patterns for the

dresses?" I asked, when visiting her estab-

lishment, looking at the
boxes and boxes that were
brought in for my inspec-

tion.

"Oh, I just think of them,"
was the reply.

The principal characteris-

tics of the dolls are their

perfect naturalness and
daintiness. The babies look

as if they might laugh and
cry, the little girls are just

like the genuine article, and
even the nuns have the exact

number of beads on their

rosaries.

The dolls are all made of

the best material, and the

newest styles of dress are

caught and followed as ex-

actly as in any daintily-

dressed miss of six or seven.

Lillie C. Flint.

AN OHIO MIRACLE.

THE REMARKABLE STORY OF AN OLD LADY
WHO HAS BEEN AFFLICTED WITH

PARALYSIS EOR MANY YEARS.

Paper Dolls.

hats for different occasions, will complete
an outfit that is not extravagant, yet equal

to all demands. To err on the side of be-

ing too plain is safer than an approach to

ostentation. The dresses to be worn ex-

clusively at home may be gayer than the

others. In the eyes of a new husband his

bride is charming. He will not make crit-

ical remarks. His wife will not seem old

to him. If the honeymoon is during the

months of the dawning year, a bridegroom,

even if pa?t middle age, will feel what
Emerson expressed in his beautiful poem

:

Spring still makes spring in the mind,
When sixty years are told;

Loves wakes anew this throbbing heart,

And we are neyer old.

Over the winter glaciers

I see the summer glow,

And through the wild-piled snow-drift,

The warm rosebuds below.

K. K.

CANDIED LEMON PEEL.

To prepare candied lemon
peel, take twelve thick-
skinned lemons, loaf sugar,

four pounds, a little pow-
dered alum, and water, four

cupfuls. Cut the peel from the lemons

in long, thin strips and lay in strong

salt and water over night. Id the morn-
ing boil them until tender, in soft water,

and they appear almost transparent, but

not so soft as to break. Dissolve half a

teaspoonful of powdered alum in enough
water to cover the peel, and let it remain

in it for two hours. In the meantime pre-

pare the syrup by stirring the sugar into

three cupfuls of water, with the strained

juice of three lemons, and boil until it

"ropes" from the end of a spoon. Put the

lemon peels in this and simmer for half an
hour. Take out and spread on a sieve, and
shake gently, tossing up the pecli until

almost dry- Now sift granulated sugar

over them, spread on a clean cloth, and

HOUSE GOWNS.

One's street dresses preserve their fresh-

ness much longer if they are removed
when coming in the house, as sitting about

in them, and often lying down for a little

rest, will put creases in them very hard to

remove. A less expensive house gown is a

great saving to better dresses.

The cut we give is of a plain material,

trimmed with figured goods.

The plain princess back and
full front gives it more the

appearance of a dress than a

wrapper, and by the addition

of ribbons it can be given a

very dressy appearance. A
soft, red material is very
pretty in its effect, and is be-

coming to old and young.
L. L. C.

PAPER DOLLS.

We have all seen the beau-

tiful paper dolls that are

.found in nearly all of our
book and toy stores, so dainty

and delicate that they look

like fairy creations. They
are essentially woman's
work, and nearly all the

work of one woman, who
had "tried selling books,

painting, teaching, and failed

in each.

She thought that the paper

dolls, that had amused her

sisters and their little friends,

might amuse other little peo-

ple. With fifty cents' worth
of tissue-paper, a fewr fancy heads and a

bottle of mucilage as her only capital, she

began work.

The first dozen were taken at a book-

store in her native city, where they at-

tracted the attention of the agent of one of

the largest novelty stores in New York
City. He inquired the name of the man-
ufacturer, visited the lady and made her

an offer for the exclusive sale of all the

dolls that she could supply.

The lady made her bargain, only reserv-

House Dress.

when perfectly dry, pack in a glass jar.

Fresh citrons may be candied by the same
method. '

A piece of string makes a simple barom-
eter. Take a piece of string about fifteen

inches long, saturated in a strong solution
of salt and water, let it dry, and then tie a
light weight on one end and hang it up
against the wall and mark where the
weight reaches to. "The weight rises for
wet weather and falls for fine. The string i

should be placed where the outside air can
freely get to it.

COMPLETELY HELPLESS—BEYOND THE HOPE
OF MEDICAL AID—RELIEVED AT LAST

IN A MARVELOl'S MANNER.
(From the Toledo Blade.)

In a neat little home in Farmer, Ohio,
live the Rev. Silas S. Hyde and his wife.

The two are now close to the seventy-
seventh mile-stone and have been married
fifty-two years.

For over twenty-five years Mrs. Hyde
has been practically a home-tied invalid.

During the earlier years of her illness a

succession of fevers and other ailments,

peculiar to women, led up to a stroke of

paralysis which occurred about ten years
ago. At this time the dread disease laid hold
of her left side and was what is called wast-
ing or creeping paralysis. The seven years
which followed its first appearance were
marked by a steady aggregation of the

powers of the disease and were full of

misery. Three years ago it culminated in

attacking her right side in the same way,
and there was little hope at the time of her
surviving the second shock. Different

physkianswereemployed, but were unable
to alleviate her sufferings. In addition to

her former sickness paralysis is inherited

—both her mother and her grandmother
having been carried away by it.

Rev. Mr. Hyde, in response to the in-

quiry of a reporter, said: "It is ten years

since Mrs. Hyde was first attacked with
paralysis, and about three years ago she
had a second shock. From that time on,

for two years, she was practically helpless.

The disease left her in such a condition

that it was necessary to exclude the visits

of our neighbors. The least excitement
was too great for her. Physicians whom
we consulted gave no hope, and medicine
which we used appeared to do no good.

About one year ago, in a paper of one of

our cities, I noticed an advertisement of

Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People,

and sent for some of them. Two or three

weeks after she first began taking the pills

I noticed a decided improvement. From
being absolutely helpless she gained suffic-

ient strength to be up and about the

house, and to perform some of the lighter

duties of the household. Steadily she has
gained a little in strength. She is now-

able to see her friends and neighbors as of

old, and, on pleasant days, able to be out.

At the time Mrs. Hyde commenced taking

the medicine, her mind was failing, but*

the pills have checked that tendency and
her mind now appears as bright and active

as it ever was.

"The wasting process in paralysis is ac-

companied by most severe pains and
cramps which occur at intervals and cause

terrible suffering. Since Mrs. Hyde began
taking Dr. Williams' medicine, about one
year ago, these symptoms, with their

moments of excruciating pain, have disap-

peared. Mrs. Hyde's left side was par-

alyzed first, but she is now able to walk
about and use her left arm more than her
right."

At this point in the conversation Mrs.
Hyde entered the room. In spite of her
years of iUness she is a very fine looking,

bright old lady. "Yes," she said, "I want
to corroborate what my husband has said

in relation to my case, and to say further,

that before taking the medicine I was quite

deaf, but am able now to hear much better.

It has also strengthened my eyesight; has
restored my appetite which I had almost
entirly lost; and last, but not least, I can

sleep, which I could not do before taking
these pills. I am surprised that anything
could accomplish so much."
"Yes," said her companion, "that's it.

If the few years that remain to her or us
can be made reasonably free from pain,

and she permitted to retain her mind, it is

a great deal. While I should not like to be
quoted extravagantly, lam willing to give

Dr. Williams' medicine the credit due;
and what we have said seems to mequitea
sufficient recommendation for others, and
we do our duty only in saying this."

Dr. Williams' Pink PiUs are an unfailing

specific for such diseases as locomotor
ataxia, partial paralysis, St. Vitus' dance,

sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism, nervous
headache, the after effect of la grippe, pal-

pitation of the heart, pale and sallow com-
plexions, all forms of weakness either in

male or female, and all diseases resulting

from vitiated humors in the blood. Pink
Pills are sold by all dealers, or will be sent

post paid on receipt of price (50 cents a

box, or six boxes for §2.50—they are never
sold in bulk or by the 100), by addressing
Dr. Williams' Medicine Co., Schenectady,
N. Y., or Brockville, Ontario.

/
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FI/ORICUI/TURB and

KITCHEN GARDENING.

DESIRABLE HARDY SHRUBS.

Ornamental shrubs are necessary for

best effects when one is in a location likely

to be permanent. Shrubs supply a form

and character of bloom not attainable

with herbaceous plants. Hydrangea Pan-

iculata grandiflora, described elsewhere in

this issue, is one of the best of our flower-

ing shrubs. The Althea is another of great

value, particularly if trained by judicious

pruning in desirable forms. The best

varieties are the double pink and double

white. Then we have the varieties of

spirsea, of which Van Houtteii is one of

the best, bearing large, white flowers in

great profusion. For permanent effects,

nothing is more striking on a lawn than

the varieties of the, hardy magnolias. Of

course, they will be quite good size before

they will bloom in any profusion, but

they are handsome in habit of growth,

clean and in every way desirable. Con-

spicua, pure white, and Soulangeana, white

and purple, are the best varieties. These

must not be confounded with the famous

southern magnolia variety, grandiflora,

for unfortunately we of the North cannot

enjoy this sort, as it is rarely seen north of

Richmond, Va., though we have seen

single specimens blooming under favored

conditions on Long Island, N. Y.

Those who are familiar with the old-

fashioned snowball
will acknowledge its

beauty, though its

habits of growth were

not all that could be

desired. In the im-

proved variety Japan

snowball (Viburnum
Plicatum), we have a

sort that should find a

home on every lawn

in the country. In

habit it is compact

and not at all spread-

ing, the chief objec-

tion to the old form.

The foliage is light

green during the sum-
mer, turning darker

as the season advances,

and requiring quite a

severe frost to cause

its fall from the bush.

The following descrip-

tion from an author-

ity covers the ground
better than any lan-

guage we could use,

hencewe quote: "The
leaves are in pairs
along the stem, and
from the base of each

leaf a ball of flowers

appears. There are

often as many as ten

pairs of these, or
twenty balls, on a

branch eighteen
inches long. These
balls, as they expand, all face upward, so

that a full view of their great beauty is

always to be had."

The flowers are from four to six inches

across. The shrub begins to bloom early,

until at four or five years after planting

its profuse bloom is worth seeing. We
have a specimen, on our grounds on which
we have counted not less than a hundred
perfect blooms at one time.

In the use of shrubs it will be found a

good plan to group them, rather than to

dot them here and there over the lawn.
Altheas, Weigalias, Cydonia Japonica,

Forsythia and Cornus Masculata group
well together. A group of Hydrangea
Paniculata grandiflora by itself is most
attractive, while magnolias should be sep-

arate specimens. Good judgment must
be used that a wide expanse of lawn and
unobstructed view are not sacrificed to a

display of shrubbery.

very young, and is most lavish with its

immense trusses of rosy pink.

Thomas Hogg is very similar in all

respects, except that it is* pure white in

color.

Impetrice Eugenia is a variety which
succeeds well on some soils, and where it

does well bears large, pinkish-blue flowers.

Hydrangea Paniculata grandiflora is

known as the shrub hydrangea, and is

without a rival as a hardy blooming
shrub for the garden. Begins to bloom
when quite young and grows from four to

six feet high and correspondingly wide.

Its panicles of flowers are pure white

when first they appear, but change to a

pretty shade of pink, deeper at the base

than at the point, as the season advances.

Most profuse in bloom, and worthy a place

in every garden. Entirely hardy in the

United States.

THE BEAUTIFUL COSMOS.

Among our late summer or early fall

blooming annuals none are more popular

than Cosmos, types of which are shown in

our illustration. Seed should be sown
this month in shallow pans or boxes,

transplanting the young plants to the open
ground after the weather is thoroughly

settled. The blossoms are borne in grace-

ful clusters and in great profusion. The
colors, or shades of color, are clear and dis-

tinct, the most popular and desirable being

the shades of pink and white.

Cosmos maybe grown in pots, if desired,

GOOD PLANT8 FOR SUMMER BLOOM.

The varieties of hydrangea, the Japanese
class, are most desirable plants for late

spring and early summer bloom. They
are easily grown, and in a climate such as
is enjoyed in the middle states may be
planted in the open ground, where they
can remain year after year with but a slight

winter protection. If grown in pots, they
oan readily be wintered in the cellar with-
out giving them any care from fall to
spring other than an occasional watering.
Otaksa is one of the best of this class of

hydrangeas. It begins blooming when

Cosmos.

and as they are late fall bloomers, the pots

may be taken into the house oh the ap-
proach of frost, when they will continue
blooming for some weeks. If desired,

young plants of cosmos maybe purchased
already for planting, thus avoiding the
trouble of raising them from seed.

ARRANGEMENT OF BEDDING PLANTS.

Whether your beds of plants are a suc-

cess or a failure this year will depend
largely on the taste displayed in arrange-

ment. By this is meant not only the

proper grouping of plants of one kind,

but the harmonious arrangement of color

and shades of color, as well as the placing

of the plants according to their height at

maturity. This is readily seen to be most
important, as the following will show:
Supposing we have two lots of carma-
plants, one a variety of the old Indian
Shot type, which grows to a height of

seven to ten feet ; the other of the Crosy
type, dwarfs rarely growing over four and
a half feet high. The arrangement of a

bed or border, it matters not what its shape
may be, with these two sorts would be
very attractive, provided the dwarf sorts

were used in the foreground. To reverse

the arrangement would, of course, com-
pletely hide the nice dwarf plants and
make the bed an absurdity, instead of a

thing of, beauty it would otherwise be.

Of course, this is an extreme case, but the

same law should apply with all plants, the

varieties of which vary materially in their

habit of growth as to height.

With coleus, for example, many—in fact,
j

the majority—of the sorts grow about

alike, and may therefore be grouped in any
desired way if the shades of color are har-

monious. In an oval or round bed we
may use VersphaffeHii, crimson, and Golden
Bedder, yellow, together, with one as a

border for the other. But in using Hero,

a variety almost black, with Golden Bed-

der, it would be necessary to make the

border of the latter sort, using Hero for

the body of the bed. Of course, two such

varieties could be used in the reverse by
mounding the bed higher in the center, so

as to build up with soil to the required

height.

Now, a word as to harmony of color:

This is one of the most important parts of

attractive gardening. It is, of course, well

known that certain shades of one color

clash with certain shades of another

color, hence so-called mixed beds are not,

as a rule, satisfactory. The shades of color

by themselves are more or less attractive,

but in conjunction with other shades are

positively hideous.

The best way to avoid any incongruity

in this regard is to buy varieties by name
and color and usually avoid mixtures.

Of course, this does not always follow, for

our seedsmen, as a rule, have their mix-
tures all that are desirable. In the mix-
ture of nasturtiums, Thunbergias, sweet-

peas and some other plants grown from
seed sown in the open ground, we rarely

find any clashing of colors, but as a rule

we would advise the purchase of kinds by
their variety name, or at least by color, to

produce the desired effects in bedding.
: »-«*».»

' GLOXINIAS.

One of the finest of our summer-bloom-
ing plants. The flowers are somewhat like

a morning-glory in shape, but many of

them larger, and most beautifully marked.
The prevailing colors are crimson, scarlet,

rose, white and violet, many of them
handsomely speckled. To obtain the best

results with gloxinias a light, rich soil

should be used in the pots, and the plants

have a shady situation.

Gloxinias may be raised from seed sown
now in shallow pans in a warm room, and
the seedlings carefully transplanted to

other pans or pots when two inches high.

VEGETABLE NOTES.

After all, for general table use we have
found Improved White Spine and Nichol's

Medium Green cucumbers better than any
of the newer varieties. The' white spine

is, perhaps, the best for early, but for

medium and for pickles the Nichol's

Medium Green will be found very satis:

factory.

The readers of this paper have read

more or less of the excellencies of the

onion, "Prizetaker." We find it in the

New York markets to be one of the best

for sale, the retail demand being very

large. The beauty of the bulb, together

With its size, attracts the housekeeper, and
when brought upon the table its exceed-

ingly mild and delicate flavor makes her a

friend of the variety for all time. Occa-

sionally we hear reports adverse to its

keeping qualities, but with ordinary care

we have had no more trouble keeping it

than other varieties. Give it a place in the

kitchen garden this year. It is worthy
of it.

§ • j^jV •
•
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For a succession of really good table and
canning varieties of tomatoes, those which
have passed the "novelty" stage, we will

make no mistake by having Mikado, Pon-
duosa, Trophy, Perfection and Acme.
There may be some objection to Trophy as

a "run-out" sort,* but like the Wilson
strawberry, if we ge}i good plants of it

from selected seed, it will be found still in

the front rank. We have grown Trophys
from seed saved from perfect specimens,

which sold in the market over any of the

other sorts named above.
% * -*-

The Gordon Wax bean is another of the

good old sorts which should have a place

in the kitchen garden. The "men-folks"
may laugh at us for being "old-fogyish,"

and will point with pride to their new
sorts in the field, but they'll eat their share

of the Gordon Wax every time-
* * *

We tried the Electric beet last season for

the first time ; soil, sandy loam. We found
it all that was claimed for it in color,

sweetness and flavor when grown strictly

as an early sort. It is as early as the earli-

est Egyptian, butwhen sown for a medium
crop, if not harvested early, it was, with
us, a total failure ; coarse and pithy.

A Class in Grammar.
Teacher :

—" Now, my boy, we have learned
that 'watch' is a noun, and also that it is in the
neuter gender; can you tell me what case it is

in?"
Tommy [son of a leading- jeweller]:—"Yes, sir,

if it is a rattling good watch it would be in a
Fahys Monarch Gold Filled Case I" Tommy
was right.

Fahys cases

are as hand-
some and dur-

able as solid

Fahys
gold and cost much less. They
are guaranteed to wear 21 years.
Look out for this name and trade mark on every
case. Send for free pamphlet " From A to Z
of a Watch Case."

/§>^|4ft Joseph Fa^hys &- Co.,

. MONARCH 41 Maiden Lane, New York.

s
EEDS
O WARRANTED. O
Best in the World.

_ ' By mail, postage paid,
®s 1 cent a package and up.
SGrand lot of EXTRAS given

J with every order. Prettiest

H and only free Catalogue in
= the world with pictures of
I all varieties. Send yours
sand neighbors' address.

Mention this paper.

To introducemy SEEDS
and BULBS, I will mail
'i NewExcelsior Pearl Tube-
rose Bulba ; 1 Orange-Flow-
ered Tuberose—a rare nov-
elty, sure to bloom early; 3
Gladioli Bulbs lovely spikes,
all colors; 1 pkt mxd Sweet
Peas, over 20 sorts, every
color; 1 pkt. World's Co-
lumbian Pansy mxd.

, lovely
colors; lpkt. Fringed Phlox
mxd. colors, and a wonder-
fully attractive flower; 1

pkt. Marguerite Carnation, gives elegant flowers in
four months from seed ; 1 pkt. Golden Gate Poppy,
nothing makes a grander show ; 1 pkt. mxd. Flower
Seed, over 100 kinds, that will grow and bloom freely.
The above choice Seeds and Bulbs are selling for $1.00,

but as I have grown 100,000 collections simply to in-

troduce my Seeds and Bulbs, will mail the complete
lot nicely packed for only 25 cents, to pay postage,
packing, etc. They will bloom this season and make
a great display. Order at once before all are taken.

FD Mil I © —Bargain Catalogue Free.—
. 0. IfllLLO, Box 250, Rose Hill, N.Y.

Mention this paper.

Lovely
Flowers
Given
Away.

oses
How to get the best, and
how to grow them suc-
cessfully—that's the text
of our new

Guide to Rose Culture
forl894. Ittellsyouhow
to get thefamous D.& C.
Boses on their own roots;
gives the very latest and
best information for the
culture of all kinds of

flowers. We send it free to anyone, together with -

a sample copy of oar interesting floral Magazine

"SUCCESS WITH FLOWERS."
THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.
Mose (trower* and Seedsmen, West Grove, Jf

OUE HEW 1891 FLOWEE SEED OFFER.X FLOWER SEEDS

Varieties, FREE!
An Unparalleled Offer by
an Old and Jtellable Pub-
Ilnhliig House ! Thb Ladies'
World is a large 20-page, 80-

column Illustrated Magazine for
ladies and the family circle. It

Is devoted to stories, poems, ladles'

fancy work, borne decoration, house-
keeping, fashions, hygiene, juvenile
reading, etiquette, etc. To introduce

this charming ladies' paper into 100,000

homes where it Is not already taken, we
now make the following colossal offer : Upon
receipt of only 12 Cents in silver or stamps,
we will send The Ladles* World for

Three Months and to each subscriber we will also send
Free and postpaid, a large and mapnifcent Collection

of Choice Flower Seeds, 200 varieties, including Pansies,

Verbenas, Chrysanthemums, Asters, Phlox Drummoodh, Balsam,
Cypress Vine, Stocks, Digitalis, Double Zinnia, Pinks, etc., etc.

Remember twelve cents pays for the magazine three months and this

entire magnificent Collection of Choice Flower Seeds, put up by a
first-class Seed House and warranted fresh and reliable. No lady can
afford to miss this wonderful opportunity. We guarantee every
subscriber many times the value of money sent, and will refund
your money and make you a present of both seeds and Magazine if

you are not satisfied. Do not confound this offer with
the catchpenny schemes of unscrupulous persons.

Writelo-day. Don'tputlt offl Six subscriptions and J

six Seed Collections sent for 60 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER!
To?nyIa<te
sending us 12 .

cents for above offer, and naming the
j

paper in which she saw this advertise-

me«(, we will send free, in addition to

all the above, one packet of the celebra-

ted Marguerite Carnation (half-dwarf
variety), the only Carnation that will bloom
from'eeed the first season. It produces In great
abundance, large, exquisitely fragrant flowers or the
most brilliant hues, in the various shadesof white, red,

pink and variegated, fully 80 per cent, being double,

Plants begin to bloom in four months after planting, and
continue in greatprofusion until frostcomes. This packet

of seeds is alone worth the price charged for the entire combination.

ANOTHER GREAT OFFER! S?xr»
subscription price) we will send The Ladles' World for One
Year, together with our magnificent Collection of Choice
Flower Seeds above described, likewise one packet of the ex-

tensively advertised and popular Marguerite Carnation. Addre* j

S. H. MOOKE 4s CO., 27 Park Place, New Fork.
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WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN.

Away in«the sea, oh, I wonder where,

Somewhere, somewhere in the water blue,

Where the winds are soft and the skies are

fair,

In a mystic country no man ever knew,
My ship rides safe in a dreary calm

;

Perhaps by an isle where the lotus grows,

I'erhaps.by an isle of the spreading palm,

Perhaps—who knows? Ah, yes, who knows?
But her cargo is safe where'er she be,

And her crew will tire of the lazy life,

And her prow will cut a course through the

sea

Some day, I know, like a gleaming knife.

But oh, as I patiently sit and wait,

It seems so long to me, so long

She lingers outside the harbor gate,

And her sailors list to the mermaid's song.

But the ships come in, and I'll yet see her

In time that is long or time that is short;

Although, forsooth, she seem to prefer

The sunny isles to the grimy port.

— Carl Smith, in Harper's Weekly.

THREE PAIRS OF SHOES.

There they are, in a neat little

row under the mantel in the

children's bedroom. A pair of

twelves, a pair of nines, and a

tiny pair of fives, belonging
to the baby. They are all

more or less wrinkled and worn, and
the pair of twelves have holes in the toes,

which caused me to say a little while

ago to the sturdy wearer of them, that

there was "no sense in his kicking out
shoes like that," and if he was not more
careful he would just have to go bare-

footed. He heard me with the utmost
indifference, as I know from the fact that

the threat was hardly out of my mouth
when he asked me if I knew whose little

boy he would have been if I had never
been born.

"You might have been the little boy of

some papa who couldn't have bought any
shoes at all," I said reproachfully.

"Oh, well," he said calmly, in the full-

ness and beauty of his childish faith, "God
has millions and millions of shoes, and I

could just ask him for a pair whenever I

wanted them. Don't you see, papa?"
Three pairs of shoes! Three pairs of

tender little feet upon the untried border
of life's mysterious land. I sit and look

at the little shoes, wondering where the
feet that wear them will be led in the time
to come—the little feet that

Through long years
• Must wander on 'mid hopes and fears.

How much I would give to know the

future, that I might stand between them
and the temptations so sure to assail them,

that I might guide them from pain and
sorrow, if I could! There is something
strangely appealing and half pathetic to

every father and mother in the sight of a

row of little shoes I see before me now.
They arouse the tenderest instincts of

one's nature. I don't know why.
The wearers of the little shoes may have

been very fretful or mischievous or trying

all day. You may have been "all out of

patience" with th§m. You may have
whipped the little hands, or put the rebel-

lious little ones to bed, declaring that

they were "worrying the life out of you."
But they are not worrying you now, and
you are going about picking u-p a little

stocking here and a little skirt there, with
nothing but tenderness in your heart

toward them. You think 01113' of how
precious the wearers of the little clothes

are, and there is no melody on earth one
half so sweet to you as the music of the

baby voices as they knelt around you a

little while ago, saying, "God bless mama
and papa, and keep us all safely through
the night." You will hear no sweeter

music than that this side of paradise.

You reproach yourself for lack of tender-

ness and patience as you look at that little

row of shoes, and sometimes you fall to

thinking if the wearer of any one pair of

the little shoes would wear them no more
—if you should-awaken some morning, as

heartbroken fathers and mothers have
sometimes awakened, and find that the

wearer of the little shoes had gone from
you in the night, to wear the garments
that wax not old.

Three pairs of little shoes! There are

tears in your eyes as you look at them
now, and perhaps you steal softly to the

bedsides of the little sleepers to make sure

that they are sleeping sweetly and safely,

and to touch their little hands or their cool,

moist brows with your lips, your heart

filled with tender memories, with hopes
and fears, with unspoken prayers. Three

pairs of little shoes! Three little pilgrims

just setting out on a voyage of life, their

frail barks as yet untouched and unharmed
by adverse winds and waves, God bring

them all to port.

—

Detroit Free Press.

PUFFED UP, BUILT UP.

St. Paul declares that "knowledge puff-

eth up, but charity (love) edirteth."

"Puffed" means blown, as of a bladder.

How many of us are blown up, instead of

being built up—puffed, not edified?

"Knowledge puffeth up." That is, knowl-
edge without love, mere head knowledge.
Things divine .an not be known by the

head alone. The head and heart must
unite in the study of God and of his truth.

Indeed, God is cognized by the soul only
through love.

The reason why "knowledge puffeth up"
is that all things connected with the mind
of man are carnal, without love. Thereason
why love edifieth is that love is of God and
God is love. Even faith must "work by
love" in order to edify the soul, or build

up the church. Many men are sent to col-

lege and to the theological seminary, and
then ordained to the Christian ministry,

who never accomplish anything in the

way of building up the kingdom of God.

They are puffed up with knowledge
"through their fleshly minds." They
preach about the kingdom, but they can-

not preach the kingdojrn of God, for they
know nothing about it as they ought to

know.
Read thethirteenth chapterof first Corin-

thians. How insignificant is everything

by the side of love. Love "is not puffed

up." Charity never fails, knowledge shall

vanish, prophecies shall fail, tongues shall

cease, but love being of the very essence

of the divine nature lives forever. "Fol-

low after love."

FILIAL DISOBEDIENCE.

Dr. Adam Clarke, when a boy, one day
disobeyed his mother, and the disobedi-

ence was accompanied with some look or

gesture that indicated an undervaluing of

her authority. This was a high affront.

She immediately took up the Bible and
opened on these words, which she read

and commented on in a most solemn
manner: "The eye that mocketh at his

father, and despiseth to obey his mother,

the ravens of the valley shall pick it out,

and the young eagles shall eat it." (Prov-

erbs 30:17.)

The poor culprit was cut to the heart,

believing the words had been sent imme-
diately from TTeaven. He went out into

the fields with a troubled spirit, and was
musing on this terrible denunciation of

divine displeasure, when the hoarse croak

of a raven sounded to his conscience an
alarm more dreadful than the cry of fire at

midnight. He looked up, and soon per-

ceived this most ominous bird, and actu-
ally supposing it to be the raven of which
the text spoke, coming to pick out his
eyes, he clapped his hands on them, and
with the utmost speed and trepidation ran
toward the house as fast as his alarm
and perturbation would admit, that he
might escape the impending vengeance.

THE FIRST SCRIPTURES.

The Scriptures were first written on
skins, linen cloth or papyrus and rolled up
as we roll engravings. The Old Testament
was written in the old Hebrew character
—an offshoot of the old Phoenician. It was
a symbol language as written, having no
vowels. The consonants only were writ-
ten and the vowel sounds supplied by the
voice. The words ran together in a con-
tinuous line. After the Hebrew became
a dead language, vowels were supplied to
preserve usage, which was passing away.
After the Babylonish captivity, the writ-
ten Hebrew was modified by the Aramaic,
and schools of reading taught the accent
and emphasis. Then came the separation
of words from each other, then division
into verses.

—

St. Louis Republic.

AN IDEAL HllNISTRY.

What is»an ideal ministry? What is con-
secration in the ministry? It involves
personal religious experience. Every
minister is supposed to be born again.
The minister is supposed to have the con-
stant and clear witness of the Spirit, the
assurance of his sonship. He is expected
to be holy, to know by experience what it

is to be crucified with Christ, and alive
unto God wholly. In all these things,
however, he is on the plane of the life of
the church, the leader up to the heights,
but with the flock on the same plane. This
life can be maintained only by much
earnest prayer and divine fellowship, by
earnest communion with the divine word,
and much holy meditation. Aconsecrated
ministry involves still more.

MISS RAE'S LIBERAL OFFER.

Editor':—Please inform your readers that I will send
a beautiful i waltz song entitled "Ob, Bird of Joy"
i regular price $1 .00), and several other pieces choice
sheet music with a Hftmple copy of a musical magazine
to any reader who will send me two stamps for mail-
ing, and the address of tw o or three friends who are
interested in music. Miss Viola H. Rae,
P. O. Box 1729. Boston, Muss.

oLudJr. (Paw-

Gold Dust Washing Powder
Is every woman's friend. Ask your grocer for it. Sold in

four pound packages. Price 25 cents. Made only by

THE IM. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Chicago, St. Louis, New York, Boston, Philadelphia.

ou can buy this

Piano for $145
IF YOU BUY IT NOW,

It has octaves—is 50 inches high—60
inches long—with Triple Veneered Case,
Rosewood Finish and Ivory Keys. It is
a beautiful Piano, First-Class through-
out and Guaranteed for 10 years.
We do not ask a penny till you receive the

piano and see bow beautiful and excellent It
is. Give the money to your Banker or Mer-

chant to hold and we will send the piano to
you, to be paid for after 15 days' trial in your

home.
We will send you FREE a beautiful Catalogue

showing other pianos from $180 to $1,500. But

DON'T WAIT TO CORRESPOND.
Put your money in your Merchant's or Banker's hands and send your order at once.

This price can not remain for ever and a day's delay may be an opportunity lost.
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SEND YOUR ORDER TO

MARCHAL & SMITH PIANO CO., 235 E. 2 1st St., New York.

MAGIC LANTERNS
AND STEREOPTICONS
afford the best and cheapest means ofobject teaching f«T

College*, School*, and Sunday Schools. Our**
_ Bortment of Views, illustrating Aar. Schnce, Hibtoet,

and Tutu, is immense. Vor Hone AntuAcmcnt aud Parlor Kn terlulnment, etc- nothing can
be found as instructive or amusing. (C7*Ohiircli Entertalumema, Public Exhibi-
tion* and Pop- snsav j* %^ A ff mm (XT* ^ verV profitmblt iusinag/or
olar IIlustrat- ^mw £% WW Wm S I a person with tmaU capitai. We are
ed Lectures B VT mmm mm ma the largest manufacturers and deal-
ers, and ship to all parts of the world. If you wish to kacrvr how to order, how to conduct Parlor

r
EntertaiDmenta for pleasure, or Public Exhibitions, etc., for MAKi-PiO MONEY,

m« a f 1
' Vex c'nT 250 PACE BOOK FREE.

MCAL.Eb19TkK» Mfg. Optician, 19 Nassau Street. New Y«rk.

THIS MACHINE FOR $14. FREIGHT PRE-PAID.
e now offer for the next sixty Jays this elegant Oxford High Arm Im-

proved Singer sewing machine—perfect—reliable, finely finished. adapted
to light and heavy work, self threading Cylinder Shuttle, Self Set-

ting Needle, complete setofthelatestSteel Attachments, cab-
inetwork best of walnut or oak, each machine warranted for ten years,
safedelivery guaranteed and will sell a few at this extremely low price,

$14, freight prepaid, or will ship machine on thirty days'
tria I , subject to approval and examination for $15. When cash in full ac-

companies order for one of these machines if it is not satisfactory in every res-

pect, do the work any family sewing machine can do, we bind ourselves upon
the return of machine to refund all money. Where can you buy on better

terms? Do not let this opportunity of a life time pass if you are in need of a
first class sewing machine. Cut this out and send it to us to-day with

Ipfe. your order. Our large catalogue, showing the machines awarded Pre-
assfe mium Medal at the World's Fair, Chicago, 6ent free toany address.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 340 Wafiasl Aye., CHICAGO.

WEAK
NERVED
TAKE

BAC
Guaranteed Tobacco

|

*** CURE.

NO-TO-BAC;

Millions of men are daily tobacco spitting and
smoking their lives and money away, to say noth-
ing of the wasted nerve force, vitality, manhood
and energy sacrificed to the TOBACCO 1

IIABIT.
Cured a hundred thousand to-1

bacco users inl893andyou can'
buy and use NO-TO-BACun

der an absolute guarantee to cure, or money ret
funded. One Box costs 11.00; three Boxest2io, at,
Drue Stores, or by mall on receipt of price.

PfllVTFR Imitators—Frauds traffic on our
• WW I Ell good name. You run no financial'
orDnyslcal risk whenyou buySO-TO-BAC, It's 1

worth to you Its weight In gold. Head our book
'Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life Away.'
"ailed free for the asking. Address
THE STERLING* REMEST CO.,

CHICAGO OFFICE, NEW YORK OFFICE
1 45-47 Randolph St., 10 Spruce St., 6 .

LABORATORY , Indiana Mineral Springs, Ind.i

If afflicted

Mr. vjm ~h
Dr. Ttompseii's Eye-Watsr

Famous Comic Recitations.
This is an entirelynew

book, just published, and
it contains one hundred
and ten of the very best
humorous recitations, as
recited by the most fam-
ous elecutlonists of the
day. These embrace rec-
itations in the Negro,
Yankee, Irish and Dutch
dialects, both in prose
and verse, as well as hu-
morous compositions of

every kind and charac-
ter. Among its contents
are: "The Ship of
Faith," "The Dutch-
man's Mistake," "The
Courtin'," "Mygel Sny-
der's Party," ''De Cake
Walk," •' Uncle Ike's
Roosters," "WatermiU-
ions," "The Freckled
Faced Girl," "Paddy's
Dream," "The Dutch-
man's Serenade," " How

Old Mose Counted » "O'Grady's Goat," " The Tale of

Maloney's Cow," " Parson Jingleiaw's Surprise," " Mick's

Courtship,V "Josiar," "Nora Murphy and the Spirits,

"The Countryman at the Show," " Intensely utter,"

"Taking Toll," "How SockerySet a Hen," "Tim Mur-

phy's Irish Stew," "Schneider's Tomatoes," What Trou-

bled the Nigger," and 86 others. The contents of this book

have been selected with great care, the aim being tp in-

clude only the best, hence it contains the.cream of fllty ol

the ordinary recitation books, and is without doubt the

best collection of comic recitations and readings ever

published. A book of 64 large double-column pages,

neatly bound in attractive paper covers. It will be sent

*y mail post-paid upon receipt of only Ten cent*

for a three months subscription to .

COMFORT, Box 2185. Augusts, Main e.

EVERY LADY WANTS OUR
STOVE-POLISH INC MITTEN.

} Will polish a stove better than anything o«
-•id keep your hands clean at the earn.II1P

( ~>. ,.,1"M
UJIal Sample Mitten and Dauber by mail, 30 ct».

BOSTON NOVELTY CO., BOX 1540, BOSTON, MASS.

time. Ladies 'buy it at sight. They all
want it. Bii? Profits to.Agents.

DOUBLE
BrMth-Lo.der

S6.00
RIFLES*!.

M

WATCHESGUNS
BICYCLES $15
All tiuds cheaper min tlf-

where. Before you buy,

•end stamp for catalogu t*

POWELL 4 CLEMENT CO.

1M M*la 8b,n.d. .m,U.
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8SF BEAD THIS NOTICK."®a

Questions from regular subscribers of Farm and
Fikeside, and relating to matters of general interest,

will be answered iu these columns free of charge.
Querists deBiring immediate replies, or asking infor-

mation upaD matters of personal interest only, should
enclose stamps for return postage. The full name and
poBt-oifice address of the inquirer should accompany
each query in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries ruu6t be received at least two
weeks before the date of I lie issue in which the answer
Is expected. Queries should not be written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written
on one side of the paper only.

Time to Kill Sprouts.—J. H. H., Millville,

0. Midsummer. Keep down all the young
sprouts that appear after the first cutting.

Shoemaker's Wax.—J. W. B., Saegertown,
Pa. Melt together Swedish pitch and tallow.
The quantity of tallow must be determined
by experiment. You can probably buy it as
cheaply as you can make it.

Soot as Fertilizer.—J. B., Phoenix, R. I.,

writes: "Will it do to mix fertilizers with
dry soot from under the boilers?"
Reply by Joseph :—I can see no objection

to mixing dry soot with any of our ordinary
fertilizers ; at the same time I fail to anticipate
much benefit from it, either. Coal soot is not
especially rich in plant-foods.

Dealer in Wood Ashes.—E. B., Dennison,
0., asks for the address of a reliable dealer in
wood ashes as near his location as possible.
He should look up the advertising columns of
Farm and Fireside. I believe several dealers
have kept their cards running in the paper
every spring and fall, and if they do not ad-
vertise' now, they certainly will or should.

Joseph.

Quick-acting Fertilizer for Grass.—J.

C. W., South Sudbury. Mass., writes: "What
is the best mixture to top-dress newly-seeded
land to start the grass into a clean", quick
growth early in the spring? The land was
in squashes last year and received six cords
of stable manure per acre."
Reply by Joseph:—It seems to me that the

land is rich enough to give a good growth of
grass. But if you wish to give an extra stim-
ulant, apply a hundred pounds of nitrate of
soda in early spring.

Three-horse Ivener.—N. W., Littleton,
Col., writes : "How can I make a three-horse
everuer for a walking-plow, so that the off

horse can walk in the furrow?"
Reply:—The evener illustrated by the ac-

companying cut is a good one for use on
plows. The vertical iron is about two inches

wide, one half inch thick, and long enough to
make a one-half-inch hole near each end nine
inches apart. The one-half-inch hole for the
plow clevis is three inches from the lower
hole for double-tree clevis and six inches from
the upper hole for single-tree clevis. The
wooden bar for double-tree is about five feet
long. By adjusting the plow beam properly,
the off horse can walk in the furrow.

Celery Queries.—Wm. H., Emporia, Kan.
Any soil that is very rich and mellow and a
little moist (not wet) is good for celery grow-
ing. By sowing seed too early there is danger
of the plants bolting (going to seed) instead of
making nice, salable stalks. We do not sow
before the middle of February, and March
1st, I think, is yet early enough. The first
plants may be set in open ground early in
May. The old way of setting in trenches is

out of date, but may be necessary where the
summers are very hot and dry. Our earliest
celery is ready for use or sale in the latter part
of July or early in August.—Joseph.

Dairy Queries.—L. D. H., Somerset, Ky.,
writes: "(1) What are the best methods of
making good cheese from fresh milk?
(2) What is the best way to separate cream
from new milk, and where can the necessary
implements be obtained? (3) About what is
the product of cheese per gallon of good Jer-
sey milk? (4) Is there any method of pre-
serving, milk and cream from souring that
does not injure it for use?"
Reply:—(1) It would require too much space

to give in full the best methods of making
cheese. Send 25 cents to J. A. Monrad, Win-
Inetka, 111., for "A B C of Cheese-making."
(2) The centrifugal separator and cold, deep-
setting cans. Send for circulars to the man-
ufacturers of dairy apparatus who advertise in

V our columns. (3) Rich Jersey milk will make,
when properly handled, a pound of cheese
to the gallon. (4) By pastuerizing—heating
it to 160 degrees Fahrenheit and then cooling
it to 40 or 50 degrees.

,

Alsike C'lover.—S. G. P., Breedsville,
Mich. We can recommend alsike clover to
you for a trial. If your soil is adapted to it,
you will be pleased with it. Sow it in the
spring as you would common red clover, at
the rate of six pounds to an acre. If intended
for hay, sow a little timothy seed with it, about
four pounds to the acre. Alsike has a fine,
branching stalk, bears many blossoms and is
inclined to lodge. Its growth is not as rank
as red clover, it yields less, but is very nutri-
tious and a good fertilizer. An alsike clover
sod plows as mellow as a garden and the soil
is full of fine, fibrous roots. Alsike is free
from the fuzz or fine hairs found on other
clovers, and the hay is never as dusty. There
is no better hay for horses than a mixture of
alsike and timothy. In appearance and
growth it is a medium between common red
clover and white clover. It is a favorite with
beekeepers, as it is a better honey plant than
white clover. It thrives best on a rich, moist
clay loam. It does not do as well on dry soils,
as it has no long tap, or water, root like the
red clov«r or alfalfa.

VETERINARY.
**Gondueted by Dp. H. J. D*tmers.>8S*

Professor of Veterinary Surgery in Ohio State
University.

To regular subscribers of Farm and Fibeside, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of
charge, where an immediate reply by mall is desired,

•he applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attention will be paid to such a request. Inquir-
ies should always contain the writer's fun address.
Queries must be received at least two weeks before the
date of the issue in which the answer is expseted. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries direotly to

Dr. H. J. Detmers, 1315 Neil Avenue. Columbus, Ohio.
Note.—Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column, must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but for other
good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

Spavin.—W. C. S., Berwinsdale, Pa. Please
consult Farm and Fireside of December 1st.

Unthrifty Hogs.—(J. S. R., New Athens,
111. Your hogs that are coughing, have nasal
discharges, are bleeding from the nose, and do
not fatten, either have lung-worms (Stron-
gylus paradoxus), or the same suffer from
swine-plague. It is probably the former. If

it is, nothing can be done.

Inveterate Case ofThrush.—H. M., Fruit
Hill, Ohio. Such a bad and inveterate case of
thrush as you describe requires the attentive
treatment of a competent veterinary surgeon.
If you attempt it yourself you will never suc-
ceed. It may, therefore, be best that you send
the animal to the Cincinnati veterinary hos-
pital, on Walnut street, for treatment.

Lnns-worms.-g. E. L., Dublin Mills, Pa.
Your sheep, it seems, have lung-worms
(Strongylus fllaria) in tjie bronchi and their
finer ramifications. If so, nothing can be
done except, perhaps, to save those least af-

fected by good food and good care. The pre-
vention consists in keeping sheep away from
low and wet ground and pools of stagnant
water, especially during the summer months.
A Morbid Orowth.—J. W. M., Tecumseh,

Neb. What you complain of is probably a
sarcoma; or, maybe, a polype. Since there is

not only a discharge of "matter and corrup-
tion" from the nostril of your mule, but also
from the eye, any treatment may be too late.
If anything at all can be done, it must be by a
surgical operation, radically removing the
tumor or morbid growth. If that cannot be
done, the case is hopeless.

Garget.—F. B. E., Gambier, O. Hard, in-
durated knots in a cow's udder, caused by
garget, as a rule are permanent, and if the
affected quarter is dry it is best to leave it

alone. If only one quarter is degenerated,
the loss of milk will be but slight, and if two
quarters are that way the loss, of course, will
be greater, but will not amount to half the
quantity that would have been produced if

the whole udder were in a normal condition.

A Lame Cow.—W. M. P., Freeport, Me.
Examine your cpw and see if there is a frac-
ture of the metatarsal bone just below the
hock-joint. If there is, and you can bandage
the leg in such a way as to give some support
and to keep the fractured ends in contact, do
so. If not, see to it that the cow will not get
sores on account of constantly lying down. A
broken bone in a young cow will heal in about
eight weeks, or possibly a little sooner.

Weak in His "Kidneys." - A. D. F.,
Waverly, Pa. If you mean to say that your
horse is weak in the loins, that is, suffers from
partial paralysis in the hind quarters, when
you say "weak in the kidneys," nothing can
be done if the case is an old one, and some im-
provement may be effected if it is of recent
origin. In that case a good blister of oil of
cantharides (1:4) applied above the loins will
be advisable. The expression, "weak in the
kidneys," is sometimes used in that sense, but
really has no meaning.
Chorea.—C. M. C. B., South Hartford, N. Y.,

writes: "What is the matter with our pigs?
Whil* feeding them I notice that when they
commence eating they tremble and tumble
over and seem to have fits, which last from
three to five minutes. They are not doing
well on good 'feed.' "

Answer.:—What you call "fits" is probably
chorea, or so-called St. Vitus' dance. It affects
principally young, weak and anemic an-
imals. If the food is faultless, you may give
to each pig ^aily ten drops of Fowler's arsenic
solution. Chloral also effects an improve-
ment, that is, quiets the animals, but its effect
is only temporary.
Tuberculosis.—T. B. B., Centerville.Wash.,

writes : "I wish to ask how to detect tuber-
culosis in cattle. Please give symptoms of
the disease."
Answer;—The presence or absence of tuber-

culosis is best ascertained by a subcutaneous
injection with tuberculin. Of course, it
requires a veterinarian or a physician to do
it. To give you the symptoms of tuberculosis
iu cattle would require a great deal of space,
and would have no object, because by the
symptoms alone only far advanced cases can
be diagnosticated with any degree of cer-
tainty, and even then it requires a veterina-
rian accustomed to make a physical exam-
ination of the chest by auscultation and
percussion. The first stages of the disease
cannot be diagnosticated from the symptoms
alone by anybody; at least, not with any
degree of certainty.

30 to 36 La Sale St.,

New Era Disc Churn

The Acme of Fine Butter

in Five Minutes.

Challenge! All Competitor!

IN TIME, QUALITY,
QUANTITY.

The Diso Churn Co.,

» Chicago.

KflForaPIRST-OLASS
,JU PNEUMATIC

$37SAFETY BICYCLE.

J.E.Poorman,5w,5th,Cin.O.

iBENNETT STUMP PULLER—9 Sizes
Horte and Hand Power.

Prices $25 to $150.

Three Days' Trial. Cat.
I& 1000 rec. free. H. L.

'Bennett, Westerville, 0.

High
Arm SI7.50E

boys 150 Arlington Slat*
machine* $14 buys $10
Arlington King, $12

buys $35 High Arm (Jem machine, we
sell all makes and styles, from cheap-
est $7 ,95 to beat Arlington King,
$17.50. We take all risks, pay freight,

*hip anywhere on 30 days free trial in
any home without asking one cent in ad-
vance; machine to he returned at our ex-
pense if unsatisfactory. Alt attachments
free. Woild's Fais Medals Awarded. Over
lOO.OOOnow in nse. Buy direct from factory.

Save agents large profits. Catalogue and testimonials free. Writ*
at once. Address (in full) CA8H BUYERS' UNION. '

1B8-164 W. VanBuren St., fcpt.BZf , Chicago, III.

iBarren Mares
Made to breed regularly by tbe use
of our improved Impregnator. No
skill necessary to use it. Erery in-
strument fully guaranteed. The

•Perfect Impregnator

JACKS and JENNETS
FOR SALE.

T huve the largest and finest as-
sortment in tin' Statu. Send for
catalogue. A. W. HOPKINS,

Pern, La Salle Co., 111.

is simple, scientific, safe and certain.
We have hundreds of testimonials
from the United States, Europe and
Australia. Sent, with full directions,
on receipt of price, five dollars.

SPECIALTY MFG. CO., 143 Main Street,
CARROLLTON, HO.

Refer to Commercial Bank, St. Louis ; Mid-
land Bank, Kansas City, and to all banks in
Carrollton.

Book " About Barren Maret " sent free.~

Mention this paper when you write.

WORLD'S
FAIR

AWARDS
Br*d,,t»7.tO. "4" Bride, «4S. TWO MEDALS

i and one Diploma for Beauty,
Strength and Vlieapnetm.UvVr

50,000 of these vehicles have
been aold direct to the people.
iSend at once for our complete
/catalogue (D) of every kind of
vehicle <& harness,also book
of testimonials, they are free.

ALLIANCE CARRIAGE CO., CINCINNATI, O.
Mention this paper when you write.
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The mesh, around, the panel ofFence,
jhours ham tha Fence it meute.

THINKING-
about a thing is not doing it, but man seldom
does a good thing without thinking about it.

Send for our CATALOGUE of Farm Fencing.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,
30 W. Looust St., TREMONT, Tazewell Co., 111.

WALL PAPERS.
Send lO cents for postage. We will mail you the
largest and best selected line of samples at lowest
prices in the U. S., with instructions how to paper.

PAPER UAMCCDC should have our Sample Books

.

rArCn nAnUCnO Price $1.00. Now ready.
CHAS. M. N. KILLKN. 614-616 8. 80th St.,l'hllu-

KARAT plate.
CUT THIS OUT aud send it to

us with your name ami address
and we will seud you this beautiful

gold finished watch by express for

examination. You examine it at

the express office, and if you think
it a bargain, pay our sample price

$2,75 and express charges and it is

yours. It is magnificently engrav-

ed, open face, cut shows tack of

case, aud equal In nppearane* to

a genuine Solid Gold watch. A
guarantee for 6 years and beautiful

gold plate chain and charm sent

free with every walch.wrlte to-day,

this may not appear again, mention
whether you want gents' or ladieB'

size. NATIONAL M'F'C
& IMPORTING CO..
334 Doarborn St., Chicago, IU.

Rod's Home Repairing Outfit

Consisting of 3 Iron Lasts and Standard, and SO first-
class, full-sized Tools and Materials s enableBoneto do
his own half-soling, boot, shoe, rubber, harness and tin-
ware repairing, neatly boxed. 20 lbs. , »3. No. 2, without
harness and soldering-tools, J2.00. No. 8, for half-soling
only, II. Half-soles,10,12, and 15c a pair. Hame-straps,
8c; Hitch-straps, 15c; Breast-straps, 40c. Double Lines,
1.50; plain straps, blacked and creased, half usual prices.
Blacksmith Tools, Saddlery, etc., cheap. Live Agents

wanted everywhere. Send for free catalogue.ROOT BROS.. MEDINA. OHIO.

$4.95 IS ALL YOU PAY!
14K COLD PLATE WATCH S BOX
OF 100 niRBRS Fref enqiriitiation.

jjO"' CUT THIS OUT and send It to us

(I* v^Ofl wit^ ?
our name a"d address, and

ylP
we will send to you by express lOOofW flK „|SS onr eelebrated 6c Cleuri, and in

- -1' the Bame package, this beautiful
i(F 14 Earnt Gold PlatcWaUb.huntlnjr

Btyle, equal to solid gold in appear-
ance, and a perfect timekeeper, a
guarantee for 5 years with every
watch. You examine watch and
cigars at the express office, and If

satisfied pay the agent J4.95 aDd
the express charges and they are
yours. Mention in your letter
whether you want gents or ladies
size watch and write lo-diiy as
this may not appear again. Address

CHICAGO WATCH CO.,
SSI Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

S. SEPARATORS
. . Were Awarded . .

Medal and Diploma of Highest Merit

AT THE

WORLD'S FAIR.
flADE IN THREE DAIRY AND TWO FACTORY SIZES,

a

These separators are the most simple in construction. Re-
quire less care. Will run longer without clogging. Are
certainly taking the front rank.

In the great dairy district of Vermont and New Hampshire
more new creamery plants have been supplied with these
separators in the last year, than all our competitors com-
bined can boast of. Such a record, gained by repeated tests,

is conclusive that

THE U. S. SEPARATOR * the best.

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO.,

Send 'or Illustrated Circular.
' BELLOWS FALLS, VT.

THE SECRET IS OUT AT LAST.
HOW to GET something

for nothing.

to SAVE worry,
health and money.

HOW to 8PARE your-
nVyVV self and wife many
days of hard work.

HOW

toMAKE your hay
without hiring

THE ROCK ISLJtND
Rock Island, Illinois!

PtOW COMPHNY,
Mention thispaper.

HOW
help.

HOW toyAY tor this ma-
llU I V chine with the cash
savings of a season and have
a surplus left to its credit.

can all be learned
by mailing postal

to us with your name and
address.

THIS

HAIR ON THE FACE, NECK, ARMS OR ANY PART OF THE PERSON
QUICKLY DISSOLVED AND REMOVED WITH THE NEW SOLUTION

= AOP6H6

*

AND THE GROWTH FOaEVEB DESTROYED WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST % *
» * * INJURY OR DISCOLORATION OF THE MOST DELICATE SKIN.

DlgcoTered by Accident.

—

Ik Compounding, ao incomplete mixture was accidentally

spilled on tbe back of. the hand, and on washing afterward it was discovered that the hair was
completely removed. We purchased the new discovery and named it MODENE. It is perfectly

pure, free from all injurious Bubstances, and so simple any one can use it. It acts mildly but
Burely, and you will be surprised aud delighted with the results. Apply for a few minutes aud the

hair disappears as if by magic. It has no resemblance whatever to any other preparation ever used
for a like purpose, and no scientific discovery ever attained such wonderful results. IT CAN
NOT FAIX. If the growth be light, one application will remove it permanently; the heavy
growth such as the beard or hair on moles may require two or more applications before all the

roots are destroyed, although all hair will be removed at each application, and without slightest

injury orunpleasant feeling when applied or ever afterward, modkne sppbhcbdes iclkcteoltsib.

-Recommended by all who have tented its merits—Used by people of refinement
Gentlemen who do not appreciate nature's gifiof a beard, will tlnd a priceless booo in Modene,

which does away with shaving. It dissolves and destroys the life principle of the hair, thereby

rendering its future growth an utter impossibility, and is guaranteed to be as harmless as water

to the uk in. Young perions who find an embarrassing growth of hair coming, Bhould use Modene
to destroy its growth. Modene Bent by mail, in safety mailing canes, postage paid, (securely

Healed from observation) on receiptor price, $1.00 Per bottle. Send money by letter, with your
full address written plainly. £7*Correspondence sacredly private. Postage Btamps received the

same as cash, (always mention your county and this fafkb.) Cut this advertisement out.

LOCAL AND I MODENE MANUFACTURING CO., CINCINNATI, 0., U. S, A.

OEHERAL AGENTS Manufacturers of the Wehenl erode Heir Preparations.

WANTED, I Vol can register your letter at any Poat-offioe to ini-jre its lafe delhir/.

We Offer $1,000 FOfi FAILURE OS TELE SLIGHTEST INJPK1?. (E/*ETEBY BOTTLE atTABAJiTEEW.
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(But pfedtoujj.

The Court of Honor is now a study in white

and black.

Edison claims that women make better

electricians than men.

Failures are with heroic minds the step-

ping-stones to success.

—

Halibti/rton.

Don't bathe inflamed eyes with cold water;

that which is as warm as it can be borne is

Ix-tter.

Paris has an insurance company that re-

fuses to insure the life of any one who uses

hair-dye.

Light without heat is the now engrossing

problem which men of science are confident

the near future will solve.

"This taxiu' incomes ain't the thing to do

to make the country rich," said Uncle Silas.

"They'd oughter tax expenditures. People'd

spend less'n and save more then."—Harper's

Bazar.

CHEAPEST LANDS IN THE WORLD
considering the quick cultivation, varied pro-

ductions of high quality, and practically no

time from the great markets of Chicago, Mil-

waukee, Detroit, etc., are in the famous fruit

belt of Michigan, along the eastern shore of

Lake Michigan. A populated region with

schools, churches, railroads, steamboat lines,

telegraphs. Millions of people to buy all fruit,

vegetables, garden truck as fast as it grows,

and transportation ready, quick and cheap

enough to get it to them. So to §20 per acre.

Write to B. F. Popple, G. E. Agt. C. & W. M. R'y

,

375 B'way, New York, or West Mich. Land. Co.,

Muskegon, Mich. Mention this paper.

THE GREAT DESERT.

The greater part of the desert of Sahara is,

it has been ascertained, from 6,000 to 8,000 feet

above the level of the ocean. The desert is

not rainless, but showers cover it with grass

for a few weeks every year, large flocks and
herds being maintained upon its borders, and
the oases are depressions in which water can

be collected and stored. It was at one time

believed that the whole of the desert was
below the sea-level, instead of only a compar-

atively small part of it»

CALIFORNIA EXCURSIONS.

The well-known Phillips Excursion Com-
pany has arranged to run bi-weekly excur-

sions to all principal California and other

Pacific Coast cities, from all points on the
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern Railway, via
St. Louis, Kansas City and Denver.
The parties will be carried in Pullman Tour-

ist cars leaving Parkersburg2: 00 a. m., Cincin-
nati 8:25 A. M., Thursday, January 25th, Feb-
ruary 8th and 22d, March Sth and 22d, and
passengers will be booked through to destina-
tion. There are no Pacific Coast tours offering
so good accommodations at less expense. ,

For full information address A. Phillips &
Co., S. E. Corner Fourth and Vine Streets,
Cincinnati, Ohio, or call on nearest ticket
agent of the B. & O. S. W. R'y.

NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE.

Well-known minister (after midnight)—

"Who's there

Man on the outside—"I represent the Morn-

ing Trombone. Did you close your service With

the benediction, as usual?"

This is an actual occurrence.

—

Minneapolis

Times: .

DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA?
If you do, you will be glad to hear that the

Kola plant, found on the Congo river, West
Africa, is reported a positive cure for the dis-

ease. The Kola Importing Co., 1164 Broadway,
New York, have such faith in this new dis-

covery, that they are sending out free by mail,
large trial cases of Kola Compound to all suf-
ferers from Asthma, who send their name and
address on a postal card. Write to them.

COURTESY IN HOLLAND.

In Holland a woman is a secondary consid-

eration—and a poor consideration at that. No
Dutch gentleman when walking on the side-

walk will move out of his way for a lady.

The latter invariably turns out, no matter
how muddy and drfngerous the street.

FREE TO INVALID LADIES.

A lady who suffered for years with uterine troubles,
displacement?, leucorrluea and other irregularities,
fuuud a safe and simple home treatment that com-
pletely cured her, without tITe aid of physicians. She
will send it free with full instructions how to use it

to any suffering woman who will send her name and
address to Mrs. Rev. A. M. Ti'rxeh, South Bend, Ind.

CORK AS A POLISHER.

A clean cork is a valuable polisher used with
powder or oil for such things as andirons,

rods, tools, hinges, etc. For removing spots
from marble, it is better than a cloth in apply-
ing pumice or rotten stone.

WOULDN'T A SALARY COME HANDY?
See advertisement of a "Chance to earn

money," on page 19, if you want a position.

_ . .. Is a much better safeguard
Education

Qf nberty than . g & gtand _

ing army.

—

Edward Everett.

CONSUMPTION CURED.
An old physician, retired from practice, had placed

in his hands by an East India missionary the formula
of a simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and per-
manent cure of Consumption, Bronchitis. Catarrh,
Asthma and all Throat and Luns Affections, also a
positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and all
Nervous Complaints. Having tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousands of cases, and desiring to
relieve human suffering, I will send free of charge to
all who wish it, this recipe, in German, French or
English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent by mail, by addressing, with stamp, naming this
paper. W. A. Notes, 820 Powers' Block, Bocheeltr, N. Y.

_ , „ On a carpet need not distress
Coal-oil ., . ...

a housewife, for if she will
Spilled wait in patience for perhaps a

week, or sometimes a little more, it will en-

tirely disappear without having anything
done to it. Having the doors or windows
open will, however, help to hasten the evap-
oration.

. „ , For sofa-pillows is theA Moth-proof T u . j _. ,

.
Japanese shifu^ It is

Material made in pale blue, soft

green with golden threads, and reddish yellow.

It is really a thin tapestry cloth in which sev-

eral tints are woven.

A WONDERFUL ANNOUNCEMENT.
$8.95 buys a $15.00 Road Cart; S36.00 a S75.0O Top-Car-

riage. Easiest terms ever offered. For particulars send
this notice to SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., Chicago, Ills.

The first duty toward children is to make
them happy. If you have not made them
happy, you have wronged them ; no other good
they may get can make up for that.— Charles

Buxton.

The Corean does not have the trouble of

carrying his umbrella in his hand. It is like

an ordinary umbrella in shape, only it is

smaller and has no handle. It is made of oiled

paper, and is worn on the head over the hat.

BEST OPPORTUNITY
Ever offered to make money by investing in a tract of
15,400 acres of land. Write for particulars. \V. A,
Wood, Victoria, Texas.

Humble we must be, if to heaven we go

;

High is the roof there, but the gate is low.
—Herbert.

It's deep mystery—the way the heart of man
turns to one woman out of all the rest he's

seen i' the world, and makes it easier for him
to work seven years for her, like Jacob did
for Rachel, sooner than have any other wom-
an for th' asking.—Gew-ge Eliot.

FREE TO INVALID LADIES.
A safe, simple home treatment that cured me after

years of suffering with female troubles, etc., sent free
to ladies with full instructions how to use it. Address,
Mrs. D. L'. OR3IE, South Bend, Ind.

You want an Organ. * Of course
You want the BEST. The

MASON & HAMLIN has won

HIGHEST

I HONORS
At All Important
World's Fairs since

that of Paris, 1867, in-

cludingChicago,i893,

and is absolutely

UNRIVALLED.
B*~ If your local

dealer does not sell

our Pianos and
Organs, we will

send on approval
direct from factory,

to responsible par-
ties, at our expense.

New Style 2327. Writeforparticulars.'

New Styles at Popular Prices just out.

Sold on our Easy Payment Plan or Rented
until purchased. Catalogues free.

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN & PIANO CO.,
BOSTON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY.

The Garden Spot Of America *»» t^e market We offer on easy
tonus improved sto*& and grain farms, fruit, garden, orchard and truck lands,
fishing shores and oyster banks. Climate mild and healthful. The lands are
rich, easy to work, and near the markets of Baltimore and Washington. Write for

mapsand circulars.Southern Maryland Development Co., Bel Alton,Charl«s Co..iId.

MUSIC SALE
To reduce our
stock of Music
we will send by
mail, post-paid,

70 pieces full sheet-music size, all parts complete, in-
cluding Marguerite, Man in the Moon. Mary and John,

j

also Marches, Waltzes, Quadrilles, etc., all for 20c.
Satisfaction given or money back. Head this: Mr.
H.-Am very much#pleased with the music sent me;
it is worth 10 times the money. R. J. Allen, Hoosick,
N. H After the Ball, and 100 Songs with music, 5c.
F. F. Hathaway, 339 \Vn«h. St., Boston,3Iass.

SAVE MONEY
$80 Top Buggy $52.50
|65 Top Buggy 36.75
$75 Spring Wagon 42.25
$40 Road Wagon 24.75
$130 4-Pass Surrey 77.50
$15 Texas Saddle 8.25
$45 Cowboy Saddle 25.00

Single Harness $3.75, $5.25 and |10. same as sell for $7,

|10 and $18; Double Team Harness $12, $17. $20,same as
sell for $20, $30, $35. We ship anywhere to anyone at

WHOLESALE PRICES with privilege to ex-
amine without asking one cent in advance. Buy from
manufacturers, save middlemens' profits. World's
Fair medals awarded. Write at once for catalogue and
testimonials free. CASH BUYEKS' UNION,
158 W. Van Buren St., B 16 , Chicago, 111.

ELGIN
"

SmSSmSmmm They Are.

or Waltham.
WARRANTED FIVE *YRS.

Dust proof case,solid silverlne
or oresiiver, warranted not
to tarn ish and to look better
and wear longer than solid
silver and much stronger.
Your choice of genuine
Elgin or Waltliam
works, stem wind and
set. Bear in mind this
is a dust proof, Bcrew
bezel case, a regularllO
watch, and we will sell

them at S4.95 for 60

days only. Send usyour
name, post office ad-
dress andname of your
nearest express office,

and we will ship the
watch there for you to
examine. If fully satis-

fied pay the agent our
price 84.95 and ex-

press charge, and take
the watch, otherwise

don't pay a cent. Address
B.H.EIBK&CO.WholeiiloJeveltti

172 Washington St. Cbkigo, 111

PANSY, Vaughan's "Odd Mixed."
This now celebrated strain contains

an extra large proportion of Reds. -

Striped, Brown, Gold and Silver Edge, and like
colors, attractive from their distinct and peculiar
markings. The thousands who admired these at
^he Fair say it is the most novel mixture which
has ever been offered in Pansies. You are
sure to be pleased if you try it. Pkt., ioc

WORLD'S FAIR SWEET PEAS.
So many of our visitors at the Fair have

asked for a small quantity of the large flower-
ing kinds in the rare colors there shown that
we have put up a mixed packet containing ten
finest varieties, which we offer as World's
Fair Sweet Peas. Per packet, 15c.
Our Catalogue containing over 100 pages with

colored plates of many flowers on which we
received World's Fair Medals, goes free with
any of these offers amounting to 25c.
Write To-day, East or West.

z Q£O

\& Undoubtedly the

f£ most distinct and
lo" beautiful of all

«the varieties of these
grand flowers ex-
h ibited in theWorld's

l£i Fair Canna Beds.The
• original stock pur-

chased by us at a
/jb cost of 2,000 Francs
V* for 13 plants. It

/jb is the largest of all

Canna flowers and
«b 1 o o m s constantly

the entire summer.
/fh Decidedly the best of
y'this class of plants.

Price, 50c.

V Our Special Offer I

1 P,ant Florence Vaughan Canna
(€ To all who mention

1 pIant True Little Gem Calla -™ XZ Z 1 Pkt -
Pans^ "Odd Mixed."

I
i pkt. World's Fair Sweet Peas.

WORK
FOR ALL. $75 a month salary and ex
peases paid. If you waot employment write
at once top. O. VIC EERY, Augasta.Maine.

GENERAL AGENTS
AND

CANVASSERS

!

Something new. Beaver
Heel Tips for stockings.

' comfort. Saves mending,
use wearing rubber boots,
shoes. Sample pair 15c.

D. M. Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

LYON & HEALY,
57 Monroe St., Chicago

Will Ball Free their newly enlarged
Catalogue of Band Instruments, Uni- /
forms and Equipments. 400 Fine II-

1

lustrations, describing every article
'

required by Bands or Drum Corps.
Contains instructions for Amateur Bands,
Exercises and Drum Major's Tactics, By-
Laws, and a Selected List of Band Music.

Lovely Complexion.

Pure, Soft, White Skin. %
Have you freckles, moth, black-heads, •)

i blotches, ugly or muddy skin, eczema, (o
tetter, or any other cutaneous blemish ? a)
Do you want a quick, permanent and ab- (.
solutely infallible cure, FREE OF COST
to introduce it? Something new, pure,
mild and so harmless a child can use or e)
drink it with perfect safety. If so, send

your full Post-office address to

MISS MAGGIE E. 3BIL.ETTE.
134 Viue Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 9

1^ AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. ^ij

FOLKS REDUCED
From 15 to 25 lbs. per
month by a harmless
treatment administered 9&by practicing physician of 17 years' experience. ^°/^\

bad effects; no detention from business; no starv-J \
ing; no wrinkles or flabblness follow this treatment. It improve*

the general health, clears the &kin, and beautifies the complexion.

Endorsed by physicians and leading society ladies. Thousands cured.

PATIENTS TREATED BY MAIL
Confidentially. For particulars call, or address with 6c in stamps,

O. W. F. SNYBEK, M. X>.,

260 M'VICKER'S THEATER BUILDING. CHICAGO.

ASTHMACURE.

" The Greatest Medical

Discovery o( the Century.

DR. HAIR'S
An infallible cure within the reach of every

asthmatic. Asthma that for years has withstood
every medicine, inhalant and climate,.yields to a
few weeks' treatment. One trial bottle will be
sent free to any asthmatic who will pay express
charges. A valUHbH^ampJjlet cm Asthma, Bron-
chitis and Hay Fever, fri t. DR. B. W. HAIK,
233 Wnt Fourth Street. Cincinnati, Ohio.

ARE YOU DEAF?
DON'T YOU WANT TO HEAR ?

THE AID DE PHONE will surely help
you if you do. It is a new scientific inven-
tion which will restore the hearing of any one

not BORN deaf.

L M. PRINCE, 134 W, 4th St.. Cincinnati, 0.

ANTI-NICOTINE
Cures Tobacco Habit in all its forms. 76 cents per
box of 50 tablets. 3 boxes for £2, with guarantee of
cure. .LOOMIS DRUG CO., Waupaca, Wis.

ft)

ft)

ft)

ft)

ft)

ft)

ft)

ft)

ft)

ft)

ft)

ft)

§)

THE BIGGEST OFFER YET M
$3.0Q Worth for Only 25 Cents

Little Gem Calla.
A perfect miniat-

ure Calla, only one
foot high and pro-
ducing perpetually
perfect snow white
blossoms. It begins
to bloom when only
a few inches high in
a three inch pot, and
continues. Matures
quickly many new
plants from offsets.

Each, 30c. ; 2 for 50c.

The whole
postpaid
for only
$1.00

"We desire to introduce our Goods into every family in
the country. To do this we must become known to
them, aud they to us. We want the name of every
lady iu the land, that we may send samples of our
Goods to. We have the fastest selling and .best
talking line of goods ever offered.
The above cut represents a box we have prepared

specially for the ladies from our large accumulation of
Silk Remnants, etc. Each box contains from 100 to
150 pieces of Silk, carefully trimmed, and specially
adapted to all kiuds of art and fancy work. The most
beautiful colors and designs. With each box is four
skeiusof the very best embroidery silk, assorted colors.
Send us 25 cents in stamps or coin and get this i—au-
tiful assortment.

PARIS SILK AGENCY, 74 Church St., New York.

BEAUTIFUL
SHAWLS FREE

Owing to the failure, dur-
ing the recent panic, ot" a
large manufacturer ofFine
Cashmere Shawls we
were enabled to secure an
enormous Quantity of Plaid
Shawls at a fraction of the
cost to manufacture, aud
propose to (Tlve them
away absolutely Free
as follows : To evtjry person
who Sends us 5J5 cents for
one year's subscription to

MODERN STORIES,
a large lc pn%e handsomely
Illustrated story and family
paper, containing fascina-
ting stories and a choice
piece of sheet music each
Issue, by authors of world-

wide reputation, we will send one Bhawl absolutely FRKK.
Remember there are no eruditions, our offer Js fair, square

and absolute. Every person who cuts this ad. out and retornrt

to us with 35 cents for our paper one year pets a shawl
FREE. If vou want one send now. Address,

HlODERiV STORIES, 87 Warren St., Mew Yoi*

THE HIDDEN KEY THAT UNLOCKS THE FUTURE.

The MYSTIC ORACLE FORTUNETELLER
And Witch*s Key to Lucky Dreams.

This Book tells your own or any one's for-
tune better than any Clairvoyant can. Tells
actly what will happen to you. Contain-
ing secrets of the greatest value and most
remarkable usefulness to every
human being. Contains a list of
Lucky and Unlucky Days, a list ;

of Fortunate Hours; also Napo- '

leon's Oraculum, or the Book of
Fate, found in the cabinet of Napoleon
Bon&parte,who estimated it as his greatest
treasure, being in the habit ofconsulting \

it on all occasions, and having always
found its revelations the truest insight
into futurity? If you are in Trouble, or want to
find anything out, tells you exactly what to do;
success ofyour Future may depend on your reading this great
Book, for it will guide you to Prosperity and Riches. This
Book can bring you Good Fortune. You can Control olhera
and Find Hidden Treasures. Frice lO cents. Address,

CHAS. HOWE, SOX 1540. BOSTON. MASS.

\tX CDCTBTT Send us your full

Ifl <n ^ b\ Ea Eh name aud ad-
fpNIi dress and we will send you 100
uK Havana Perfectos 10-cent cigars

(retail value §10) for $7.75. In
order to introduce our cigars, we
will send you free an elegant
richly jeweled Elgin style hunt-
ing case (20 years guarantee) 14K
gold-tilled watch, stem-wind and
set (retail value $25). The 100 ci-

gars and watch cost only $7.75
C.O.D. Full examination allowed

1 before you pay. Size ladies1

watch, 2 inches; gents*, 3 inches. Address Dep*t61
Riverside Cigar Co., 173 Greenwich St., N.T.

i

Sriin TUIC Good artificial whiskey made cheap.
nLHU I nlO send me 25c.for the recipe how to make
it. Address J. F. Watts Receipt Co., Brame. Miss.

RHEUMATISM, SSS^SS FREE!
H Rheumatic Sack Co., Milk St., Boston, Mass.

aii fiw stopped free by Dr. Kline's Great
J* I I O NerTe Restorer. No fits ao'llHUe nervousness after

. dsc MttreloUfl cures. Treaufieand &2.00 Trial Bottle
I Free to Fit Cases. Send 10 »R. kline, arch street,

I PHILADELPHIA, PA. For sale by all druggists. Only Sure CUre.

lOTUIIA S Wl ITH N ICH T'S—
-~

Aol HWIA AND HAY FEVER REMEDY

free.
Sold under positive guaranty.Samples

Ii. SMITHNIGHT, Cleveland, Ohio.

CANCER
Send

Permanently Cured !

Home treatment S20 to $35.

stamp for book. _ .

,

JNO. B. HARRIS. Port P»7ne. Al».
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EXTRACTS
FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

From NebrasiA.—We can raise nearly all

kinds of grain and grass. Alfalfa does well

and is grown in many places. Hogs and

cattle fatten on it without grain. We have

sod houses yet, though there are a great

many frame buildings going up. The sod

school-houses will soon be a thing of the past.

We are buijdingsorne good school-houses and
churches. P. J.

Faunlon, Neb.

From Georgia.—I am an adopted citizen of

northern Georgia. I cam» here from Jersey

seven years ago. I have a good farm on the

mineral belt which runs through the state.

Nearly all the minerals are found here, gold,

silver, copper, iron, etc. The soil is an aver-

age one for all kinds of grain, vegetables,

cotton, etc. The country is well timbered and
watered. Climate and health arc good. Im-
proved lands sell at $15 to $25 an acre; un-

improved, So. J. H. V.
Macoupin, Ga. »

From Alabama.—I read with much inter-

est Joseph's reply to a young railroad man
who had $1,500 or $1,800 and wanted to go to

farming. The advice was about this: "Stay

where you are. Stick to the thing that you
understand, and from which you are securing

a certain support." I would not call in ques-

tion the advice. Probably that was the
proper thing to say. But I want to say, if the

young man wants to farm, he ought to come
to Alabama. Tho ninety or hundred acre farm
he wanted would cost him from $5 to $10 an
acre, according to location. He can work the

year round, have good health, and raise nearly

everything that grows. Good people are

welcomed by our folks. We need them, and
they need our lands which are unoccupied.

Montgomery, Ala. W. B. C.

From Missouri.—Southern Missouri con-

tains many thousands of acres of government
land subject to homestead entry. Any person

desiring to know where the land is, can do so

from the United States land office, Spring-

field, Mo. There are many better countries

than southern Missouri, but not for the poor
man seeking a home. I simply give my ob-

servation and experience. I took a homestead
of eighty acres of nice land; not rich, it is true,

neither is it poor, but 1 can make'a living on
it, and the best of all, I can be independent.

This. .country i.s rough, and in many places

very rocky. It lies in the mountain region
of the Ozarks, is well watered, and geologists

speak of this country being rich in minerals;
but it will take capital to develop these hid-

den treasures. The soil produces well under
favorable circumstances, and is especially

adapted to fruit culture. C. C. H.
Geraldine, Mo.

From California.—No other state has as

great variety of soils and climate as Califor-

nia. As to health, here on the Sacramento
river we have some chills and fever. But
from the peaks of the coast range of moun-
tains to the ocean on the west, and to the
edge of the Sacramento valley on the east,

the country is very healthful. My favorite

location is the ' beautiful Capay valley
ot Yolo county. This valley is one to two
miles wide and twenty miles long. Cash creek
runs through it. This valley, until six years

ago, was a wheat belt. Now the large farms
are being subdivided into small tracts for fruit

ranches. Prices vary, owing to location and
quality of land. The Southern Pacific rail-

rgad runs the entire length of the valley. The
foothill land adjoining the valley is consid-
ered the best fruit land in the state, and is

offered at 88 and upward per acre. Most of

the valley land is offered on five years' time

at seven per cent at $50 an acre and upwards.

Here are special inducements to those blessed

with $2,000 to $5,000. The upper half of this

valley has received six car-loads of fruit-trees

this year. H. S. T.

Guinda, Yolo county, Cal.

From Kansas.—The land within a radius of

one hundred miles of Kansas City Is a lime-

stone soil of the finest quality. It produces

all kinds of grains, grasses, fruits and veg-

etables. With good land, good water, an
abundance of building material, a good cli-

mate, good health, and one of the best markets
in the United States we naturally feel well
fixed. The city now has a population of
about 200,000, is metropolitan in all Its appoint-
ments, Is the largest distributing point for
agricultural implements in the world, is sec-
ond only to Chicago in stock and meat pack-
ing, and very near as a grain market. The
commercial and manufacturing Interests are
large and constantly increasing. The farms
near the city are small ; gardening, fruit grow-
ing and dairying occupy most of them. Land
is cheap, considering all the advantages—from
$50 to $250.an acre. M. M. W.

While Church, Kan.

From Nebraska.—Our country is well

supplied with running brooks, all made from
springs, as we have no lakes, sloughs,

marshes or any dead water. We find abun-
dance of water by digging from twenty to

forty feet, and the water is pure and cold. We
have abundance of hay lands, and fine graz-

ing on the richest of blue-joint grass. Stock
is herded for the season for from 75 cents to $1

a head. We have two distinct qualities of

land. The larger part is of a dark, heavy loam
soil underlaid with clay subsoil, which sells

for from $12 to $20 an acre, according to loca-
tion and improvements. The other is a dark,
sandy, loam soil underlaid with clay subsoil.
This is our sugar-beet and fine corn lands.
Sugar-beets raised on these lands test the
highest per cent of sugar in the world. These
lands can be bought to-day for from $9 -to $15
per^acre. These dark, sandy loam soils raise
from twenty to thirty tons of beets per acre,
and bring the farmers $5 per ton. We have a
healthful climate. We are in the corn belt,
and frost or hot winds never injure our corn.

Oreighlon, Neb. # B. H. D.

From Florida.—The village of Lawtey is In

what is known as the "flatwoods," a peculiar

soil formation, which in its various localities

embraces about 13,000,000 acres in Florida. It

is piney woods interspersed with bay-heads
(swamps), in which the pine gives place to

cypress. This is low, flat land, which in the

"rainy season" of midsummer is covered,

acres in a place, with an inch or two of water.

But the dense, stiff wire-grass will enable one
even then to pass over it almost dry-shod.

This low land is rather too moist and frosty

for the best results in fruit culture, though it

is excellent for strawberries. But its future

destiny lies, I am convinced, in the direction

of stock growing. When this aboriginal wire-

grass runsoutitis replaced by the flat-grass or

Louisiana-grass (Paspalum platycaule), which
is almost evergreen, and which covers 'the soil

with a thick, dense carpet. A Louisiana-grass

sod, when perfectly established, can be pared
off an inch thick and lifted up in sheets
eighteen inches square. All kindB of stock

are exceedingly fond of it, and I consider an
acre of flatwoods well set in Louisiana-grass
worth fully as much intrinsically as an acre
of blue-grass in Kentucky. If not yielding
qujteaS much pasturage at anyone time.it
yields it ten months of the year, and such a
winter as last, all the year round. Beef made
on wire-grass is tolerably poor eating, espec-
ially in the winter when the grass becomes
hard and dry; but made on this Louisiana-
grass, it is excellent. Sweet potatoes are as
easily grown here as Irish potatoes in Ohio.
And with the addition to them of a little
cotton-seed meal, the problem of making
first-class beef, pork, mutton and milk is

solved. We have here a little colony of refined
northern people, and we desire additions to
our numbers for the sake of society. We are
six miles from any body of water. It is per-
fectly healthful here. Transportation is first-
class. We have a good public school, and a
church edifice that cost $4,000. S. P.
Lawtey, Bradford county, Fla.

Lost—a lame back I

•

Continuous desk work, exposure
to cold, overstraining of the mus-
cles, are almost sure? to result

in back-ache. To relieve the

pain, restore the suppleness to

the muscles, in fact to cure

promptly and effectively without

necessitating cessation of labor,
e

USE

lAllcock's
Porous

i

Plasters:

±m y*v Turkey red on cotton

W All DIVA 1n that won't freeze, boilWW W w 1 1 I or wash out. No other
0* ' will doit.^Package to

30 minutesKr«
wool or cotton, 40c. Big pay Agents. Write quick. Men-
tion this paper. FRENCH DYE CO. Vassal-.Mich

SPECIAL SALE.
SATISFACTORY WALL PAPERS.

8c. for pOBtage 100 Samples, Half Price,
F. H. Cady, Providence, R. I,, guarantees to suit you.

Beeman's Pepsin Gum.
CAPTION.—See that the name

Beenan is on each wrapper.

The Perfection of Chewine
Gnm and a Delicious Remedy
for Indigestion. Bach tablet con-

tains one grain Beeman's pure pepsin.

Send 6 cents for sample package.

THE BEEMAN CHEMICAL CO.
39 Lake St., Cleveland, 0.

Originators of Pepsin Chewing Gum.

RIPVPl EC Before You Buy A Wheel write
DlbluLCO for our bargain Mat of high-grade
second-hands. Good wheels $10 to $75. AdclreBS

EISENBRANDT CVCLE CO., Baltimore, Md.

BUCC1ES & HARNESS AT HALF PRICE
$60 Baggy $25.

j

Buy of factory, nave ffllddlr-

$10 Harness $4.76 j man's Profit. Catalogue FrafA

U.S.CART 4 BUCC Y CO. CINCINNATI,!).

D I AV P I C C ow EAS*
D I V I VLE« PAYMENTS
New or2d hand ; lowest prices, largest
stock; makers&oldestaealersin U. S.

We sell everywhere. Catalogue free.
ROl'SE HAZARD & 00-32 J5 St. Poorln, III.SSjlph

AMERICAN GARDENING is the authority on Fruits, Flow-
ers, Vegetables and the care of the Home Acre. Three
months trial (6 Nos.), with Fruit, Flower or Vegetable
Calendar, 25 cents. One year, with Farm and Fireside,
$1.25. Address American Gardening, New York City.

DEHORN Calves with THE JOHN
MARCH CO.'S Chemical

_ Dehorner. Six years euc-
et'Hsful.At Druggists or prepaid$l. Pamphlets free. Ad-
dress 17-19 RiverStreet, Chicago. The application of any
other suhstance is an infringement or patent 478,877.

FLORIDA ORANGE GROVE, for Sale or Exchange, for north-
ern city property! 1500 Orange trees of hest budded

varieties, 200 other trees, Pears, Plums, Persimmons,
Figs and Grapes, all bearing. 00 acres near town on rail-

road. Springs and running water, good soil and best

location in state for all purposes! Sell part or all, no en-
cumbrance. Eefer to Rev.S.L.Harkey,Kutztown,B8rk8Co.,Pa.

THE WORLD'S WASHER.
No other saves so much labor or

takes so good care of clothes'. Bet-
ter work than any washboard. At
wholesale where no agent. Shipped
safely anywhere, freight paid. Get
free circular before buying any
other. C. E. ROSS, Lincoln, 111.

HajCdV Cobbler completeshob
and Harness Kit

for home use. Great time
and money saver. Arti-
cleBseparatecost86. Price

Eg 26 articles, boxed,201bs.,*3.
fi^l No. 2 without extra har-

D'j ness tools, 22 articles, 17

lbs., 12. Catalogue free.
Agents wanted. In order

i?J give E. R. or Exp. ettv
~~

i tton andname this paper.

I

KUHN & CO., Moline.lH

Mention this paper.

HAVE YOU FIVE

OR MORE COWS?

r0" y

fff

If so a " Baby" Cream Separator will earn Its cost for

you every year. Why continue an inferior system
another year at so great a loss ? Dairying is now the
only profitable feature of Agriculture. Properly con-
ducted it always pays well, and must pay you. You
need a Separator, and you need the BEST,—the
"Baby." All styles and capacities. Prices, $100.
upward. Send for new 1894 Catalogue.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.,
GENERAL OFFICES!

74 Cortlandt St., New York.

niTCMTO Etc. quickly obtained. No Attorney's
r U I rll I A fel; U"' 11 allowed. Advice and circular
I n L.II U free.COLUMER SCO. 615 F St., Washington, DO

DATTMTO TH0MSS p - sihpson, Washington, d. c.

rfl I rll I A No attornoy's too until patent ob-
l n UII I V tained. Write for Inventor's Guide,

LEHMAN!!, PATTISON & NESB1T,
Washington, D. C. Examina-
tions Free. Send for circularsPATENTS

Salary Paid While Practicing,

nilU'T (If) to school to learn Book-keeping, but write
UUn I OU to J. II.Goodwin, 623, 12ir> Broadway, N.Y,

Learn Telegraphy.
Main Line
Practice.

Toting men and women wanted. Address
The Central Union Telegraph Company, Oberlin, 0.

A TELEGRAPH OPERATOR'S
WORK IS PHEASANT,

and pays good wages the year
' round, in good times and bad.
We teach it quickly, and start our
graduates in railroad service. Write
for free Ulus. Catalogue. Address

Valentine's School of Telegraphy.
JauesvlHe* Wis.

"Wo want the names and
post-office addresses of
any active, intelligent

canvassers for books or household goods whom you
may know of in your neighborhood or elsewhere ; also
of persons' whom you think would make good agents,
and who are needing profitable employment. We will
send a book containing 75 complete stories by popular
authors, to any one who will send us not less than 0 such
names. Address SADIES HOME COMPANION,
Book Department, Springfield, Ohio.

NAMES WANTED

OEM
BEST

in the world.
Bend for circular.

CLOVER
CUTTER.

WILSON BROS.
KASTON, VA.

LOOKING HAY CARRIERFOR A GOOD l

with the latest and best improvements.
Hay Forks and attachments. It will pay
you to write for Catalogue and low in-
troducing prices. Address
OBORN BROS.,i<oiC Marion, O.

The GARRETT PICKET

&

WIRE FENCE MACHINE
Weaves to the posti. Beat Id the
world. Thousands in use. Guar-
anteed. Freight paid. Agents
are reporting big sales. Machines,
Wire, etc., at wholesale direct to
Farmers where I have no Agent.
Catalogue free. Address the man-
ufacturer, 8. H. GARRETT*
MANSFIELD, OHIO.

CIDER PRESS
The only press awarded medal
and diploma at World's Fair.

HYDRAULIC
Send for free catalogue
and full particulars.

HYDRAULIC PRESS
MFG.CO. Mt. Gilead, Ohio

^FENCING
C DflDC QPI V ART

POUIiTKY &"RABBIT NETTING
Railroad, Farm, Garden, Cemetery, Lawn
Fencing. Prices down. Freight paid. Catal'g, free.

McMullen Woven Wire Fence Co., Chicago,

SPRAY

WW
.Stall 1'*

Double Acting
, Excelsior Spray-
\ ing Outfits prevent
Leaf Blight *t Wormy

I Fruit. Insures a heavy.*
' yield of all Fruit andl^
Vegetable crops. Thous-
ands in use. Send 6 cts. for

j
catalogue and full treatise

j on spraying. Circularsfree.

1 WM.STAHL,Quincy,lll.\

A fine 14k gold pla-

ted watch to every
reader of this paper.

ffQCut this ont and send It to us with
^ your Fall Dame and address, and we

will send y-o one of these elegant,

richly jewe.cd, gold finished watches
by express for examination^ and If

you think it is equal In appear-

ance to any $25.00 gold waich
pay our sample price, $3.50 and
express c rges, and It is yours.

u&rantee for 5 Years
sent with every watch, and it

you II or cause the sale of six we
will give > ->u One Free. Write at

once, as we shall send out samples
for 60 davs onlv. Address

THE NATIONAL M'F'C
& IMPORTING CO.,

334 Dearborn St.. Chicago, HI*

Many Old E?ADIff&
Wnrn Mnt mm HI The rich, loamy soil of Michigan Farms produces a Sue cron
IT Ul!l-VU I ara 1 1 |f ^0 without this expense. The near markets, general nealthfulness
of climate and freedom from cyclones, blizzards, together with good society, churches, etc., make Michi-
gan Farms the best la the world. Write to me and I will tell you how to get the best farms on long
time; low rate of interest. O. M. ItAJCA KH, Land Commissioner. Lansing, Mich.

^a?
ir

farms
mU

a
C
nV

e
g
t

a
1

^nf WOll'J PfOtlUCe 8 Profit.

BUY THE

ing- mane and tail.
G. W. WALTON &

EXCELSIOR SPRING CURRY COMB,
Finest Steel- Throughout, Light, Flexible, Durable.
Fits every curve. Vibrates over the surface, can never
clog-. Its blades are of superior advantage in comb-
Ask dealers for it, or send 40c for sample, postpaid,
CO., Sole Mfrs., 146 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

THE SPRING CURRY COMB.
CLOCK SPRING BLADE.

Soft as a Brush. Pits Every Curve.
The Only Perfect Comb. Used by U. 8. Army and by Barnum &
Bailey and Forepaugh Circuses. Sample mailed, post-paid, 25 cts.

SPRING CURRY COMB CO.,
131 8. La Fayette St., - - SOUTH BEJIB, IW».
The Excellence of this Comb is Guaranteed by the Editor of this Paper.
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There was a young maid from Sioux,

Who put on a tan-colored shioux,

Which made folks grin,

For it matched her skin,

And off in a rage she flioux.^

—Atlanta Journal.

A POEM WITH A POINT.

j
Only a pin ;

yet it calmly lay

On the tufted floor, in the light of day;

And it shone serenely fair and bright,

Reflecting back the noonday light.

Only a boy; yet he saw that pin,

And his face assumed a fiendish grin;

He stooped for awhile, with a look intent,

Till he and the pin alike were bent.

Only a chair; but upon its seat

A well-bent pin found safe retreat;

Nor had the keenest eye discerned

That heavenward its point was turned.

Only a man ; but he chanced to drop

Upon that chair, when fizz! bang! pop!

He leaped like a cork from out a bottle,

And opened wide his valve de throttle.

Only a yell; though an honest one,

It lacked the element of fun

;

And man and boy and pin and chair

In wild confusion mingled there.

WONDERFUL DISCOVERIES.

The professor, who had for a long time
been pawing over tlie corn in the
farmer's corn-bin for some purpose

known only to himself, at last came
up excitedly to the place where the

farmer was milking.
"Mr. Grassey," said he, "I've discovered a

remarkable thing—a very remarkable thing."

"I want 'o know!" said the farmer, the

surge of milk in his full pail ceasing for an
instant. "In the corn-bin, tew!"
"Yes, sir, a remarkable thing. There isn't

an ear of com in your bin that has an odd
number of rows of kernels on it!"

"Sho!" answered the farmer. "You don't

tell me?" The pour of milk started in again,

louder than ever."

"It's a fact."

"Wal, now't you mention it, I can tell you a

remarkable fact. You may take the exact
number of married people in every state in

the Union and compare 'em, and there won't
be an odd number in that lot of statistics."

"Ha!" said the professor contemptuously.
"There's nothing very remarkable about that.

Married people usually come in pairs, don't

they!"
"Dew tell!" said the farmer. "An' so do

rows of kernels on ears of corn. Guess you
wa'n't fetched up on a farm, professor."—
Youth's Companion.

NOBODY.

A Kentucky office-seeker in Washington
who had an idea that he was a distinguished

and prominent citizen when he first came,
had hung around and been disappointed until

he was in the last stages. Then he thought of

home and how to get there, and away he went
to Colonel , passenger agent of the
railroad.

"I say, colonel," he said, persuasively, "I

want to go home."
"Why don't you go?"
"Got no money. Can't you give me a pass?"
The colonel stiffened his spine.

"We, give passes to nobody," he replied

firmly.

The face of the -despairing diappointee
showed a faint smile of humility.

"Well, colonel," he pleaded, "give me one;
I'm nobody."
And the colonel loaned him a special for a

week.—Detroit Free Press.

SYNONYMS.

Steal a chicken, and you area thief; steal

$1,000 from your employer, and you are an
embezzler; steal §5,(100 from the government,
and you are a defaulter; rob your competitor
on the stock exchange of $10,000, and you are a
financier; rob him of S100.000 to 3^00,000, and
you are a wizard or a Napoleon of finance;

wreck a railroad and gather it inpand you are

a "magnate;" wreck a great railroad system,
and you are a "railroad king;" conduct a "ne-
gotiation" by which a strong nation plunders
a weak nation of thousands upon thousands of

square miles of territory, and makes the weak
nation pay millions of money indemnity for

the wrong it has suffered, and you are a diplo-

mat. Truly, "the times are out of joint."—
Religious Herald.

BEFORE THE VENUS OF MILO.

Smithers (reading sign, "Hands off")—"The
poor idiots! Do they think any one could
look at that statue and not know the hands
wei£ off?"

FARMING THAT PAYS.

Get a farm accessible to the best markets,
where the climate is temperate all the year
round, where there are good schools and
churches, and good neighbors, and where land,
capable of producing the best sellers, can be
purchased at low prices. The farms that pay
are in Virginia. Send for catalogue and learn
how others have prospered. Address U. L.
Truitt, General Traveling Passenger Agent,
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Cincinnati, Ohio.

OF GOVERNMENT.

One angel met another on the jasper street,

taking earthly observations.

"What are you looking at?"

"Men."
"And what do you see?"

"I see wise men living under laws made by
fools and knaves, and submitting of their

own wills."

"Strange," said the other. "And how do
they justify such a system ?"

"They don't justify it. They say it's all

wrong."
"And why do they submit?"
"That I cannot tell."

"And what do they call such a strange

anomaly?"
"Politics."

THE HONEST DENTIST.

"Harry, dear, I found an honest dentist to-

day," said Mrs. Cumso to her husband.

"You don't sa3T
! Tell me about this wonder-

ful freak of nature."

"Well, he examined my teeth and said they

didn't need anything done to them."
"What did he charge you for that?"

"Only five dollars, when he might have

worked all day, and charged me ten or fifteen.

Doesn't that show he was honest, dear?"

"No; it shows he was lazy."—Life.

KNEW THEIR WEAKNESS.

An exchange has a story of a wise son who
knows not only his father, but his uncle.

"Johnny," said his teacher, "if your father

can do a piece of work in seven days, and
your Uncle George can do it in nine days, how
long will it take both of them to do it?"

"They'd never get it done," said Johnny.
"They'd sit down and tell fish stories."—

Orange Count;/ Farmer.

DOWN IN ARKANSAS.

"Well. Jim, how's the ague?"
"Didn't I tell you about that? Why, I went

into old man Sharp's field one night about a

week ago, and the old man got up and loaded

his gun in the dark, 'n' cuss me if he didn't

blow me full of two-frain quinine pills! I

ain't had an ache nor a shake since."—Life.

THE PROPER IMPLEMENT.

"Do you believe that all flesh is grass, Mrs.

Small?" asked Mr. Hunker of his landlady,

who requested him to carve.

"Yes, sir; that is what the good book says."

"Then I'll trouble you to have the lawn-
mower brought in, instead of this carving-

knife."

ACCORDING TO HIS LIGHTS.

"How do you like that colored valet you
imported from Alabama?"
"He won't do."

"What's the matter?"
"I told him last night to get out what I

needed for the ball, and he brought me my
razor."

LITTLE BITS.

"Please give me a penny to buy something
to eat with," said a beggar.

"To eat with?" said the person accosted.

"What's the matter with your mouth?"

"You must let the baby have one cow's milk
to drink every day," said the doctor.

"Very well, if you say so, doctor," said the

perplexed young mother, "but I really don't

see how he is going to hold it all."

Sleepy citizen—"What do you want in my
house?"
Burglar (presenting gun)—"I want money."
Sleepy citizen—"Good Lord ! Give us your

hand—so do l."—Cleeeland Plaindealer.

Johnny—"It's just like a fussy old maid,
anyway."
Mama—"What's wrong now, Johnny?"
Johnny—"Well, teacher told me not to speak

out, loud, and then kept me in for whis-
pering."

"But why are you so very anxious to see a
whale, Mrs. Trotter?" asked the captain, after

the lady had inquired for the twentieth time
if one was in sight.

"I want so much to see one blubber, cap-
tain. It must be very impressive to see such a
large creature cry."

"What's the subscription price of your new
paper?"
"Two dollars a year."

"Is it intended for any particular class of

readers?"

"Yes; it's for those who have two dollars."
—Implement and Carriage World.

He—"And so you are really attending a
cooking-school, Miss Clara?"

She (brightly)—"Yes, and it is such iun."
He—"I suppose you can make nice bread

already?"
She—"No; I have nothing to do with mak-

ing bread, but 1 can make lovely angel cake.

I am only taking the classical course."

A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY—CATARRH AND
CONSUMPTION CURED.

There is good news for our readers who are
victims of Lung Diseases, Catarrh, Bronchitis
and Consumption, in the wonderful cures
made by the new treatment known in Europe
as the Andral-Broca Discovery. Write to the
New Medical Advance, 67 East 6th Street, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, and they will send yon this new
treatment free for trial. State age and all
particulars of your disease.

fFREE!
Our large 24-page catalogue of Or-
gans, also our new and elegant cat-
alogue of Pianos, containing 16 pp.
We have the largest manufactory
in the world, from wnich we sell

direct to the consumer at whole-
sale prices, tnus saving the profits
of the dealer and the' commissions
of the agents. We furnish a first-
class Organ, war-
ranted 20 years, tf% f~% mm 5O
with stool and J7\ J / ..
book, for olily^LZ/W a
No money required until instru-

ment has been thoroughly tested in
your own utmse. Sold on instal-
ments. Easy payment.
We positively guarantee every

Organ and Piano twenty
.
years.

Send for catalogue at qnce if you want to obtain the greatest bargain ever
|

offered on earth. Write your name and address plainly, and we will send
by mail same day letter is received.

As an advertisement, we m m Qf> Stool, Book and Cover
(

will sell the first Piano of T(t l ~ ~ Free,
our make in a place for only %U I L %J M Regular price, S350.00.$1 75°
Beethoven Piano a "

d Organ Co.,
P. O. Box 628 Washington, N. J.

Increased Appetite
is one of the first good effects

felt by users of Scott's Emulsion
of cod-liver oil with Hypophos-
phites. Good appetite begets
good health.

Scott's Emulsion
is a fat-food that provides its

own tonic. Instead of a tax up-

on appetite and digestion it is a
wonderful help to both.

Scott's Emulsion ar-

rests the progress of
Consumption, Bron-

chitis, Scrofula, and
other wasting diseases

by raising a barrier of

healthy tfesh, strength

and nerve.

Prepared by Scott & Bowne, N. Y. All druggists,

™ OWEN
ELECTRIC
BELT.

[Trade'Mafk.]

OR. A. OWEN,

The Only Scientific and Practical Electric Belt

for General Use. Producing a Genuine Current

of Electricity for the Cure of Diseases.

OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

contains fullest information, list of diseases, cut of

Belts and Appliances, prices, sworn testimonials and
portraits of people who have been cured, etc. Pub-
lished in English, German,. Swedish and Norwegian
languages. This valuable catalogue or a treatise on
rupture cured with Electric Truss will be sent to any
address on receipt of six cents postage.

The Owen Electric Belt and Appliance Co.

Main Office and Only Factory,

THE OWEN ELECTRIC BELT BLDGK
801 to Sll STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Largest Electric Belt Establishment in the World.

MENTION THIS PAPER.

Cured the Doctor
IN 1870

And will cure you. Used lo-
cally and internally. Call or
send for Free Book "Com-
mon Sense Talk." Pack-
age per mail, $1.00.

Dr. Sykes' Sure Cure Co.,

334 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111

500 BOOKS, &c.,FREE !

f

FIRM

WANTS

500

AGENTS.

SEND 10 CTS. aod we PRINT your full address/
on 1000 (2 color) til 31HKD LABELS, 500 post-f,

paid to you to stick od your letters, papers, &c,
and 300 postpaid to 500 ageacy firms, publisher*/
and manufacturers, who will mail you 500 samplex
books, novelties, pictures, magazines, papers, *

Free with your printed address on each. >
O. P. CoRnaa,«f So. Willingttro.Ct., writes m follow :\y

"The FREE sample books, papers, Ac., I 1 from th*
£00 firms meatOBod, if bought would cost me f"J6 to 940...

Am delighted." Big Mail C?«0« &
No. 215 Frmkford and Glrard Ave*,, 1'bila.. Pa,'

GOLD! DIAMOND! PEARL!
BINGS FREE f

!

Girls,do you want one? If so, send
us your address and take your
choice, it don't cost you a cent.
Will you agree to do a few hours
work showing our new goods to
your friends > That is all we ask.
State which ring you want. All
solid gold. No. 1, set with genuine
diamond ; No. 2,with genuine pearl;

No. S, richly engraved band ring. Send NOW, we want
one girl in each neighborhood. "W'e gave away over
15 000 rings in past two years. State size. Address

I. M. ASSOCIATION, 269 De«born8t.Chle«go,UU

PRINTING OFFICE 15°
A Urge font of Typo (orer4A) with Figure,.

Holder, Indelible Ink, Pad, Tweezers, Corkscrew,

etc., &9 shown in cut, complete in neatcaao. Best

Linen Marker, Card Printer, etc. Regular Price 50c

Sample postpaid for l&c. to introduce, with .Cat-
alogue of 1000 new articles. CAT. PRES.
INGEESOU. Ss Bro.65 CortlmdlSU.V'V.CUj

Solid through trains between Cin-
cinnati, Toledo and Detroit.

Pullman Vestibuled trains between
Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Chi-
cago. _____

Through car lines from Cincinnati
via Indianapolis to St. I.ouis; also
Cincinnati via Indianapolis to De-
catur, Springfield, Ills., and Keo-
kuk.

Wm. m. Greene,
Gen'l Manager.

D. G. Edwards,
Gen'l Pass. Ag't.,

Cincinnati, O.

BIG JOB LOT OF SILK REMNANTS
FOR CRAZY PATCH-WORK.

OWING to the hard times there has been dumped on the
market an extra big lot of odd pieces of silk and satin

that are just what ladies want for crazy patch-
work. We were fortunate in securing them
cheap, and will give one of our special panic i

packages to any one sending 10c. for a three

months' subscription to Comfoet, the Prize

Story Magazine. Three lots and an elegant

piece ofStLK PLUSiicontain 36" square inches,

together with five skeins of elegant embroid-
ery silk, all different bright col-

ors, all for 25c. postpaid; three

25c. Iota for 65c, five for $1.00.

A Cute Foot=Rest
* FREE.

Useful Ornaments
are aoughtafteratall seasons
of the year. People do not
realize the quantities of
goodsthatare soldthrough
the mails. Inventors are
daily trying to get up
something to sell by mail
that will be pretty, useful,

and cheap. A pretty foot-
rest could never be ob-
tained at a low price be- ;

fore (they sell for
$1.00 each at the
stores). Put by get-
tingup someth i ng
that is turned out
by machines in
pret ty colored
durable goods, to
be filled with cotton or any cheap or cast-off substance and
then sewn up, we can now give a premium that will be
welcome in every room in all the homes from
Maine to California. It comes in the shape of a
handsome Spaniel Bow-Wow, lying down, size about 8x12
inches, and can always be placed, for an ornament when not
in use by grandma or yourself or company as a Foot Rest.
It will create untold merriment when lying in front of the
fire, it is so life-like in shape and color. Although entirely
new. .%7,wlt$f» have already been sold, and millions imore
will be in use before many mouths. Agents will find them
great sellers, and should order at least a dozen to start

with. To introduce, we will send a sample postpaid to
any one sending 13c. for a three months' subscription to
Comfoet. Two Rests and Comfort C months for 25c. ; five

for 50c., one dozen, $1.00; one Rest and 10c. lot Remnants,
20c; one Rest and 25c. lot Remnants, 32c.

Address, Comfoet Pub. Co., Box \Zl » Augusta, Me.

P&Boy Combin-
ed. Runs 8 days,

, keepsperfecttime& furnish const-
t antly all the most
charming & pop-
ular tunes. Plays
anything from a>
simple song to ft
difficult waltz or
operaticselection.
To introduce it,

one in every co-
unty ortownfura-

s ished reliable per-
sons (either sex)
f who will promlsd
(to show ft. Send

iTvc iitor's Co.» New York City, jp, Ot Box

Cheap Printing
S3 PRESS prints cards, &c. Circular
pressSS. Sinallnew8papersize$44. Great
money maker and saver. All easy, print-
ed rules. "Write for catalogue, presses,
type, paper, &c. to factory,
Kelsey & Co., Meriden, Conn.

UNITARIAN
PUBLICATIONS

. Sent Free. Address
P. O. M.. Unitarian Church, Jamaica Plain, Maes*.
SENT FREE.
If afflicted wit
ore eyes use

1

Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water
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The Political, Economy of Natural, Law.

By Henry Wood. The titles of a few of the

twenty-four chapters will give some idea of

its contents. Among them are, The Law of

Co-operation, The Law of Competition, Com-

binations of Capital, Combinations of Labor,

Profit Sharing, Socialism, Economic Legisla-

tion, Can Capital and Labor be Harmonized,

The Distribution of Wealth, The Centraliza-

tion of Business, Booms and Panics, Money
and Coinage, Tariffs and Protection, Industrial

Education, etc., etc. Lee & Shepard, Boston.

$L25.

Bright Light is the cheerful name of Mr.

S. W. Straub's new singing-book for Sunday-

schools and young people's meetings. Over

one hundred hymn-writers and over fifty

composers are represented, making the most

refreshing variety. It is well bound, and the

type Is clear. It contains 208 pages. The price

is 35 cents. The publishers, S. W. Straub &
Co., 215 State street, Chicago, 111., offer to mail

one copy of Bright Light for examination

upon receipt of 20 cents.

The World's Parliament of Religions,

edited by Rev. John Henry Barrows, D. IX, is

the only authentic and at all adequate history

of this wonderful parliament, one of the

most significant events of the century. Other

abridged publications are in the market,Wt
.the one in hand is the only authorized work.

St comprises two volumes of some 800 pages

•each, excellently printed and well bound. It

ij|s a complete history of the parliament, and

|gives all the proceedings and addresses of the

. convention. In addition the work is greatly

(enhanced by fine portraits of many of the

speakers, cuts of buildings and temples in

foreign lands, etc. Published by the Parlia-

ment Publishing Co., 90 and 92 Dearborn street,

Chicago, 111. The Historical Publishing Co.,

/Dayton, Ohio, general agents for central

states.

catalogues received.

Dr. Sykes' Sure Cure for Catarrh. Dr. Sykes,

'334 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

Roses, Chrysanthemums, Dahlias, Green-

house and Bedding Plants. A. B. Davis & Son,

Purcellville, Va.

Noxall Incubator. George W. Murphy &
Co., Quincy, 111.

Home-grown Seeds. James J. H. Gregory,

Marblehead, Mass.

Vest Pocket Reference Book, showing reli-

able seeds for sale by Tillinghast Bros., La
Plume, Pa.

Tuberous Begonias, Hardy Perennials,

Shrubs, etc. Oasis. Nursery Co., Westbury
Station, Long Island, N. Y.
Farm and Garden Supplies. Griffith, Tur-

ner & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Wholesale Trade List of the Lake Shore

Nurseries. L. W. Carr & Co., Erie, Pa.

Wholesale Price-list of Pleasant Valley

Nurseries. J. S. Collins' Son, Morestown,
Burlington Co., N. J.

Gardening Illustrated. Published by Vaugh-
an's Seed Store, 88 State street, Chicago, 111.

Price-list of the Fruit Land Nursery. Thos.
J. Ward, St. Mary's, Vigo Co., Ind.
Choice Western New York Seed Potatoes

and Grains. O. H. White & Son, Miller Cor-
ners, Ontario Co., N. Y.
Catalogue of "The Gold Spike" fruit farm

and poultry-yards. E. H. Upson, Wilmot,
Ind.
General catalogue of fruit and ornamental

trees, roses, etc. Ellwanger & Barry, Roches-
ter, N. Y.
Circular of Champion harvesting machin-

ery. Warder, Bushnell & Glessner, Chicago,
111., apd Springfield, Ohio.
Hardy ferns and flowers, over sixty kinds of

lilies, 609 plants and orchids, etc. Edward
Gillett, Southwick, Mass.
Fruit and ornamental trees, small fruits,

roses, etc. Fred E. Young, 6 Willard Park,
Rochester, N. Y.
Circular of Conrath raspberry. Conrath

Bros., Ann Arbor, Mich.
' "Why Bonanza Farming Pays," describing
the visit of the world's fair foreign commis-
sioners to the Northwest. Will be sent free.
William Deering&. Co., <7£icago, HI.

Tobacco Caused Consumption—No-To-
llae Cures the Tobacco Habit and

Consumptive Gets Well.

Two Rivers, Wis., Feb. 2.—[Special.]—Great
excitement and interest has been manifested
in the recovery of an old-time resident of this

town, Mr. Jos. Bunker, who has for several

years been considered by all his friends a
hopeless consumptive. Investigation shows
that for over thirty-two years he used three
and a half pounds of tobacco a week. A short

: time ago he was induced to try a tobacco-habit
cure called "No-To-Bac." Talking about his

1 miraculous recovery to-day he said: "Yes, I

used No-To-Bac, and two boxes completely
cured me., I thought, and so did all my friends,

that I had consumption. Now they say, as
you say, 'how healthy and strong you look,

Joe,' and whenever they ask me what cured
my consumption, I tell them No-To-Bac. The
last week I used tobacco I lost four pounds.
The morning I began the use of No-To-Bac I

weighed 12734 pounds; to-day I weigh 169, a
gain of 42% pounds. I eat heartily and sleep

well. Before I used No-To-Bac I was so nervous
that when I went to drink I had to hold the
glass in both hands. To-day my nerves are
perfectly steady. Where did I get No-To-
Bac? At the drug store. It is made by the
Sterling Remedy Company, general western
office, 45 Randolph St., Chicago, but I see by
the printed matter that it is sold by all drug-
gists—I know all the druggists in this town
keep it. I have recommended it to over one
hundred people and do not know of a single
failure to cure."

WORTH A GUINEA A BOX.

COTEKED WITH A TASTELESS AND
SOLUBLE COATING.

A WONDERFUL MEDICINE FOR

j Indigestion, Want of Appetite, Fullness
after Meals, Vomitings, Sickness of:

the Stomach, Bilious or Liver-Com-
plaints, Sick Headache, Cold Cliilts,

Flushingsof Beat, Lowness of Spir-
its, and All Nervous Affections,

\< To care these complaints we must remove
4 1 the caase. The principal cause is generally
<

' to be found in the stomach and liver : put
<

1 these tiBO organs right and all will be well. From
4

\
two to four Pills twice a day for a short time

*
,
will remove the evil, and restore the sufferer

< i
to sound and lasting health.

<
' Of all druggists. Price 25 cents a box.
, New York Depot, 365 Canal St.

FITSCURED
{From U. S. Journal of Medicine.)

Prof.W. Il.Peeke,wliomakes a specialty of Epilepsy,

a as without doubt treated and cured more cases than

any living Physician ; his success is astonishing. We
have heard ofcases of20 years'standing cured by him.
lie publishes a valuable work on this disease which he
sends with a large bottle of his absolute cure, free to

any suffererwho may send their P.O. and Express ad-

dress. We advise anyone wishing a cure to address,

Prof. W. H. PEEKE, F. D.,4 Cedar St, New Yoite

IJI"||TPm«ks bli^monpT. (rii.locuc qulek nulling household

AUCH I Oartlelesfree. CUne Blfc.Co. 78W,W»»h.St. Chicago.

RUBBER STAMPS. Best made. Immense Catalogue Free
to agentB. The S. A. HakPeb Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.

WE
WANTTOtTto distributo circular!, •ftmple*. •to., h>7»»* !o«*,llTl>>rooT»Tn'

dicB.t«ofb'.ff ul'ertisor*. 1-1 to $0 p«r thousand. CASH PAID. No onavujiag.

JSacloioBttmp. DISTRIBUTING BtiaHAU, P.O.Box 1926. K«w X«k CUjr.

FILLYOUR OWN TEETH™^T"^«^r

AGENTS
wanted In every town. Something
new. 176 a month. Write quick.
Shermana Batter, MW.fcake St. Chicago

u M0I CTnil'Qr, ADIII h ^»°>dfort2.00. I send it

MULE IUM OHADIR andIll'sMagazine.6months
foronlylOc.post-p'd. E.F.«iSON,132 (Ihnrcil St.,H.Y.

C*ll CCUCU lUillTCntosellourgoodsbysamplestotha
SALtoMtN WAN I tU wholesale and retail trade, "ell

on siKht to every business man orfirm; liberal salary, money
advanced for advertising and expenses. Permanen position.

Address with stamp, KINO MFG. CO., A 64 Chicago, 111.

UDY WANTED
»t bono, to Malst os preplan? wi-
dresses, also other writing andefcsy
office work . |25 to $30 per week ontirabMHMHHBHbw Tear. If convenient enclose 8tamp.

WOflUli'B CO-OmiATiVS TOILET CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS. (ln«.)

AWOMAN'S SUCCESS!:^
atHoDOe^InstructionsFRKE to lady readers. Send stamp.

(Ho humbug}, I1BS. 1. A. BANNIfiU, BoilS. Anaa, Ohio.

IOUE FUTURE KETEALED.1
Send your name and address to Box D
1692, Boston, Mass., for free book, which
tells you how to read your ownfortune.

MUST UAVE AGENTS AT ONCE. 8am-
171UO I tlAVE pleSashlook free by mail for 2o.

stamp. Immense. Unrivalled* Only good one ever
invented. Beats weights. Sales unparalleled. $12
a day. Write quick. BROHARD, Box 87 . Phlla.

ABEHTS MAKE S5 a Day utensil Invented!
Ketails 35 cts. 2 to 6 sold in a house. Sample post-
age paid, five cents. FORSHEE & GO.Oinoinnatl.O

$5
.00 PER 1000 GASH FOR
DISTRIBUTING CIRCULARS. MUST HAVE MAN IN
YOUR COUNTY AT ONCE. ENCLOSE 4 CTS. STAMPS
WITH REFERENCE. PIONEER MFQ. CO., CHICAGO.

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY
or COMMISSION, to handle the New Patent
Chemical Ink Erasing Pencil. Agents mak-

ing $50 per week. Monroe Eraser Hfg Co., 1 98, LaCrosw, Wis.

RUBBER GOODS mail
Ladies or Gents send for Free catalogue. Biff Profit* To
Agents. A. U.BETT8 & CO., 7S Water St. Toledo, O.

KG6NTS!
Send your name
and I will prove
to you that I

j have the beat selling goods out and
will Bend you samples FREE, prepaid

Big Pay. The Rundell Mfy., Horseheads, N.Y., or Joliet, HI.

A BOSTON MANUFACTURER wantB a correspondent in
every town to send him certain local information such
as any woman or bright young person can get in half
an hour; it is likely to pay the sender from $1 to $10,
according to value. For eight 2-cent stamps he will
send full instructions and a pretty aluminum thimble
that lookB like silver and weighs only one fourth as
much. Address Oldham, Box 1539, Boston, Mass.

DO YOU WANT WORK T
» We can put you in the way of making from $20,
tto $50 weekly, in any locality, if you apply at

fonce ; no peddling, women succeed at well as
'men. No hambng, we mean just what we 1

Isay. Address at once for full particulars, <

l"Man'frs." Box 5308, Boston, Masa.i

AGENTS™!
and Farmers with no experience make 82.50 an
boar during spare time. A. D. Bates, 164 W. Bob-
bins Ave., Covington, Ky„ made 881 one day,
881 one week. So can you. Proofs and cata-
logue free. J. E. Shepabd <fc Co., Cincinnati, O.

IFYOU WANT WORKa»S
dress immediately. We teach men and women how
to earn from 95.00 per day to 93,000 per
year without having had previous experience, and
furnish the employment at which they can make
that amount. Capital unnecessary; a trial will cost
you nothing. Write to-day. Mention this paper.
E. C. ALLEN <fc CO., Box 1013, Aoensta, Me.

Can be made by working
for us. Parties preferred who
have a horse and can give theirnrn 1111" PI/ whole time to our business.

r r K VU r r H ETOn 8Pare time^ pay "p'en-
1 l»l I lata 1 1 didly. This announcement is of

special interest to farmers and farmers' sons, and others

residing in the rural districts. A few vacancies also in

town* and cities. B. F. JOHNSON ot CO.,
No. 5 South 1 1th St., Richmond, Va.

$12 TO $35

TRADE

Iff I IITPH A9e"*s everywhere to tell our

WAN I tU Stove Polishing Mitten
You can make from $3 to 55 a day sure, for every
lady buys one at sight. It keeps her hands per-
fectly clean and polishes the stove better and quick-
er than a brush or rag. Sample by mail, 35c. a set.
Address, NEW ENGLAND NOVELTY M'F'G
CO., 24 G Portland St., Boston, MasB.

400 CARDS. MOTTOES, QAME3# PUZZLES, *o.,
AST'S FULL OUTFIT AND THIS KINO, 2 CIS.
TOVTLH BEOa. Mi-U. CO., TOTOttBT. CONN.

CARDSFOR 1894. 50 Sample Style*
AND LIST OP 400 PREMIUM ARTIC1.EB
FREE.UAVERfLELDPUB CO.CADIZ.OHIO

tooHOLD TO THE LIGHT CARDS and two
SAMPLE ALBUMS OF CAKOS FOK AQENTS, ALL POST-PAID.
10 CENTS. Addrwa, BAN NEK CARD CO., CADIZ, OHIO.

CARDS LATEST Styles In Bevelod Edge, Hidden Name, Silk

Printw, Envelope and Calling CARDS FOR 1894. WK
SELL GENUINE CARDS, NOT TRASH. UNION CARD CO., Columbus, Ohio.

NEW CARDS
S*od 2c. •Umpfor tha FINEST SAMPLE BOOS of
•ntuao Bidden N»mo. Sill frlnga, Edv«Iop«, B«val

Idge, Finer Bhspa Collinr; Card*. Etc. oTer offered,
NO TBASH. Bnckojo C*rd Co., L»c«i*lllo, Ohio.

*yf\{\ TRANSPARENT * Acquaintance) CARDS, Scrap
k 0W Fioturei, Games, Songs. Stories, *c. ; SO Tricks la
S Mario, Areut's Bamplo Book of Every Stylo of Card used, &
Adj»»rtbl»aiorJ f»raa. ALLIHQ 4 CO.,DURHAM, CONN.

OUR NAME On 23 BEAUTIFUL CARPS

I AI)to5VapJ ALBUM, 1 SING, I KNIFE. 1

Pock*! P.neH, lmt. SOLD PEN At AGENT S OUTFIT
OF 4B0 SAMPLE CAKDB, 60BAP P1CTUKEU, A„.
ALLlGo. JUNG CARD CO.. NORTH HAVEN, CONN.

Y0UK NAME on
^LOVELY GAUDS. 1 KING.l LACE PIN, 1 FODKTAIN PEN,
I SOUVENIR ALBUM, 400 ALBUM VERSES, 8 COMlO

TRAN3PA RENTS, Etc., Ac. 1G POSTRAITS OF NOTED
LADTIB, WITH OUR NEW POPULAK SToRT PAPER, WAYSIDE GLEANINGS,
TRJtMH ttoKTHa. ALL COIi. lOo. BIBD CARD CO- CLINTON VJLLB- CONN.

On 25 Lovely Cards,

' 48U Album Mottoee.&c

|50 Conversation andCot
I log Cardi, 1 Ring, 1 Comio"^
I Soarf Pin,NewCombination

_ J Fen Pencil, and Agent*!
OUTFIT FOB, 1894. ALL 10c GLEN CARD gO„ NORTH HAYEK, CONN.

AVTRV IIQETIII Invention for man or woman.VUm UOLr Ut Sampie ei3nt (sealed) 25 cts. 2
for 40 cts. RuBBEfi Specialty Co.,Box 104, Oswego.N.Y.

FOR LADIES ONLY
Valuable Secret that cost me $5.00 and a Rubber Shield for 30ct3.

D£B3. J.&.EIM3MAN & CO,.2fiBiV6rSt„ CHICAGO, ILL.

mm mn rni t/C reduced, 15 lbs.
hi A I a month ; any one
WT MM I can make remedy at home.

Miss M.Ainley,Supply,Ark.,
says, "I lost 43 lbs. and feel splendid." No
starving. No sickness. Particulars (sealed)
,2c.HALL & CO., B.,Box 404.ST. Louis,Mo.

MOTHERS SEE HERE.
I will Cure your Girl or Boy of Bed-wetting

In two weeks. Send me $1.00 for the Medicine
or Prescription, either one. Particulars free.

DR. S. C. CLARK, 15 Court Sq., Boston, Mass.

DRUNKENNESS!

VOUR NAME

m
YOUR

Hf NAME
JMEWfr beautifully

printed to «5 LOVELY CARDS
Aawrted Fans, Baskets, Envelope Cardi, Silk

Fringed, etc., eta., 1 aet Joker's Cards, (But-

ton Bugtera) 12 Comio Transparent Cards. '

(Great Fun) »nd our Eureka Budget; ThisiB aGold mine [>ou wantit] coo-

taming 79 valuable MoaojMalcinf' Secreta from which fortunes are being made*

Popular 8ou$t>, Autograph Soleotions, Golden Wheel Fortune Teller.Dictionarj

of Dreams, Flirtation Bignali, Tho Lovers' Telegraph, 15 Portraitaof Fopulajf

Laijitiy Etc., Etc.; also our Popular paper 3 months. All for 10 oentrV

CLliHTON BUOTUEBS, GUutouTlUes Coiuu

CDCC 150 I*»*cst SONGS, including "After
ilCC the Ball," to all sending3 one-cent stamps

for postage. GEM NOV. CO., B. 87, Frankfort, Ind.

I ATCOT CniUPC WORDS and MUSIC, 6 Tricks,

LAI Cdl OUllUdlO Gamoa, 96 Secrets, Dream
I Guide, 17 Pictures Pretty Girls, and Magazine 3 months.all for

,
11 one-cent stamps. H. BELL & CO., Station A, Boston, Mass.

ACent8 Wanted* Catalogue with Discount and Orange Knife for

t«ntjoe»u. HARTFORD SILVER WARE CO., Hartford, Conn.

I

$80'A MONTH^^S^IT^m^IA
$40 a month to distribute circulars, salary paid monthly. Sample!
of our goods and contract free. Send 1 0 cts. for postage, packing,!

Bto. W« Mban Bdsinbs3. UNION SUPPLY CO.. Chicago,

$15.00 TO $40.00 A WEEK
Can be Aade working for us. Of special interest and
value to all farmers. Spare hours can be used to good
advantage. 8. I. Bell & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

A CHANCE TO EARN MONEY.
Salary and Expenses paid or commission if pre-

ferred. Salesmen wanted everywhere. No expe-
rience needed. Address, stating age,THE C.XuVAN
DUSENINURSERY CO., Box F, Geneva, N. Y.

HAVE oo
A
orCIGAR'S?

A 15c. CIGAR FREE. IT COSTS NOTHING
to secure a delicious smoke. Drop us a postal and we will

mail one of our genuine CUBAN made HAVANA Cisars,
the finest made. Nkwton Bennington & Co., N. T. City.

AGENTS WANTED on Salary to Sell Cigars.

10
T. D.

#la?a\ITC (stiver; pays ror our tiaDttsoms

OBaPI I V PEOPLE'S JOURNAL one year,

on trial, and your address in our 41 AGENTS' DIREC-
TORY," which goes whirling all over the United
States to firms who wish to mail FREE* sample
papers, magazines, books, pictures, cards, etc., with
terms, and our patrons receive bushels of mail. Great*

est bargain in America. 2V|(il;_TOU will be Pleased,

CAMPBELL* X 115 Boyleston, Ind.

Will $500 Help You Out
n iff
r car

so, you
:an have

1 it! We
offer yon the Sole Agency for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, something that SELES AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Double
the Price, though not answering the purpose
half so well. You can make from $500 to $700
in three months, introducing it, after which it will
bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-
tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or coun-
try. Don't Miss this Chance. Write at once to
J. W. JONES, Manager, Springfield, Ohio.

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

lis a DISEASE*
It can be Cured
by administer-

ing Dr. Haines' Wolden Specific. It can be
given without the knowledge of the patient. If

desired, in coffee, tea or articles of food. Cures
guaranteed. Send for circulars. €!OM>EJI
SPECIFIC CO., 185 Bare St., Cincinnati, O.
Csi Tlir Only Cure. Beware of Imitators.

T
on30DaysTrla)

Easy, durable andWn cheap. A radical
cure effected. Send for sealed catalogue.
Eggleston Truss Co. 69 Dearborn St. Chicago.

RUSSES

TURKISH HAIR ELIXIR
Grow* a Ho»tj Be&rd, » Glossy Moustache, BeftUtif ut Eyebrowa. of

Luziirlftnt Hur on Bald U«ad> in one month or mono; refunded.

A preparation that may bo relied on, and every pkge is sold with a
guarantee. Priea 25 oU. ready (or use, 3 for 50 cu. lealed by mail.

TRXMONT MAN'Q CO., Bta. A, Boston, Man.

RUPTURE
Positive Cure. By mail. Sealed
Book Free. Address Dr.W. S.
Rice, Box F, Smithville, N.Y.

OPIUM
orMorphine Habit Cored at
Home. Trial Free. No Pain.
Comp d OxygenAjb'd, Ct,W»yaeIio4>

OPIUM
HABIT. TheBEST CURE known.
Olven before pay la required. Dr.
M.C.Benham &Co, Richmond, I nd.

OPIUM
morphine Habit Cored in 10
to 20 days. No pay till cured.
Dr. J.Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

MftCNESS & HEAD NOISES CURED
H ff~ SBr by iuy Invisible Tubular Cushiou. Whlspera heard.™"~ Successful when all remedies fail. Sold only pn

by F. Hiscox, 853 B'way, New York. Wri te for book of proofs T KbC

CANCER
Its care by scientific local treat-
ment. 20 Y«ari Experience.
Book Free. Drs. HcLeiah and

Weber, 123 John Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

ml f Electrobole gives instant

2^tk relief, final enre In a fewai 9mm days, and never returns

;

no purge : no salve ; no suppository. Mailed frje.
Address J. H. Beeves. Box 695, NewYork City, N.Y.

"Perfect

Manhood

AND

How to

Attain It,"

A Wonderful
New Medical
Book, written
for Men Only.
One copy may
be had free on
application.

Erie

Medical

Co.

Niagara Square,

Buffalo N.Y,

EVERY DISEASE OF MAN,

WOMAN, CHILD, POSITIVELY CURED
Without Bad Tasting Medicines, for Almost Nothing.

WE CURE
BLOOD DISEASES.

FEVERS, SCIATICA,

KIDNEY TROUBLES,
LIVER A ILSIENTS.
RHETJMATIS9L,

PARALYSIS,

LUMBAGO, CRAMPS,
NERVOUS DEBILITY,
IMPAIRED VITALITY,
FITS, DYSPEPSIA,
CONSTIPATION,
FLATULENCY,
CORPULENCY, *

Sick Nervous Headache,

NEURALGIA,
BACK.ACHE,
HEART DISEASE,
DlARRHtEA,
SLEEPLESSNESS,
RUPTURE, ETC.

) It is the flcientif-

> ic opinion of the
. World's experts
' that in electric-
ity we have one

) of -the greatest
,
healing agents.

l One of the best
' applications of
* it is in the
* BLISS IMPROVED

f EUCTBO-CALVANIO

|
BATTERIES AND

) APPLIANCES,

| Which are so ac-

curately adjust-
ed that they can
be worn by a
child or adult,
and produce no
harmful shock
to the most de-
bilitated body.
They are simple
in construction,

s
very comforta-

^ble, and can be
.worn with ai

costun e, loo
lor close fitti _.

without being
noticeable.

VALUABLE

BOOK FREE.

be
1
of Blu

my ) ?
l9

?.
8

ose \ testam

ngi ( able lr

Special Afflictions of Women
Are most effectively treated by specially con-
structed appliances. Our Woman's *i$elt is the
most perfect made. Thousands of women have
been made entirely well by using it. If you have
any trouble, write. Your letter will be seen only
by the lady expert who manages this department.

"Electricity in its

Relation to Thera-
peutics, " contains
brief descriptions of
diseases and symp-
toms, and full details
of Bliss' Appliances,

'
io a few of many
timonials. Valu-
information for

everyone. Gladly
sent free to anyone
sending 10 cents to
covercostof mailing.
Send now if you have
anything the matter
while you have our
address before you.

Testimonials.
We have thousands

of unsolicited testi-
monials from cured
persons.

Besides curing all the diseases here listed, the electric force is so applied to all important organs as
to keep the body at a uniform temperature, Alleviate the effects of Overwork, Worry and Want of Exercise, to
Preveat Cfallla, AsaUt Digestion and Improve Nutrition, to Restore Exhausted Nerve and Brain Eoree, to give Tone to
Every Nerve, Muscle and Organ, and thus promote flood Health and Slrenplh.

We want to cure every reader of this advertisement who suffers from any
disease of any nature. We would rather loose many sales than fail to cure a

single case.
We will pend circulars to those not wishing our book. Correspon-

dence confidential. Mention this paper every time you write.
DEAFNESS CURED

Permanently, no matter of how
long standing. Ours is the only
contrivance that will really
cure this disease. If deaf, or
growing deaf, write us to-day. I

THE B. B. BLISS ELECTRIC CO-,

IOWA FAIXS, IOWA,We refer to any bank in Iowa
Falls for our financial standing.
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Bay "Direct from Factory" Best ^

MIXED PAINTS
At WHOLESALE PRICES, Deliv-
ered FREE. Stores charge you SI.25 per
gallon. Our price 84c- to $1.01. lor
better Paint. "Carbon Black 1

' .Roof Paints
60c. in bble. Sate middlemen's profits.
Paints for Houses, Barns, Wagons,
In use 52 years. Indorsed by Grange

POSITIVELY FREE.
Our New ORGAN and PIANO BOOK.
Colored Portraits, Special Offers, and

a fuH Particulars of all our famous

ORCANS AND PIANOS
fSold to anyone at wholesale price, for
i Cash or on Terms to Suit.
iOrgans$27.50. Pianos 8175.00.
3 to-day for this VALUABLE BOOK.-®*

PflRNKH £ Pfl WASHINGTON, NEW JERSEV.
WUfllllvn 01 bU. Established 27 Tears.

$2.00 Per ioo square feet $2.00
State size of roof and will mail sample free.

GEO. E. GrLINJBS, 42 West Broadway, N. Y.

812
OO FOR A

MACHINE
to weave your fence at

25 Cts. per Rod.
10 No. 11 Gal. wires. Cross
wires No. 12, Y2 in. to 2 ft.

apart. Weaves 30 rods a
day. Agents wanted.
Catalogue free, address
CarterWlreFenceMch.Co*
Box 28, Derby, Ohio.

THOMPSONS GMSS
SEEDER

SOWS CLOVER,
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA
RED TOP, FLAX,

and all kinds of
GRASS SEEDS.

20 to 40 «K

Sows any quantify.
—evenly, accurately.

ACRES PER DAY
Send for circulars.

in wet, dry and

0. E.THOMPSON & SONS Wwei 9 ht 4oib.!
NO. 12, River St., YPSILANTI, MICH.

HEEBNER'S m
With SPEED RECULATOR
For 1 , 2 and 3 Horses

Patent LEVEL-TREAD
orse- Power.

it

LITTLE GIANT Threshing Machine. _
Threshes Grain, Rice, Flax, Millet and Grass Seed. Fully
Warranted. Feed and Ensilage Cutters.Feed Grinders,&o
HJSHJi.VJilt & SONS, Lansdale, Ya., V. 8. A*

IDEAL
OUR
1833]

MILT-
. STEEL TOWER

STOVER MFG CO.
t)7Blverst. fREEPOBJJllx

The Page Sits Up
1

With Itself Nights.
No necessity for rushing out clad In scant

attire to regulate the ratchets, on account of
a sudden change In temperature Every
panel and every foot of the ''Page" is"wouna
up'' every hour and every minute ready for In-
stant action, and "give and take" Is Its motto

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

HENCH&DROMGOLDS
ALL-STEEL FRAME

SPRING-TOOTH HARROW

Teeth Quickly

THE BEST Adjusted

Tooth Holder ever invented, by only loosening

The tooth is hold in position bya Ratchet me nut-

with which it can be adjusted bo as to wear from 15 to 18 in.

ches off the point of the tooth. The largest Spring Tooth
Harrow manuf 're in the world. Over 35,000 now in nse.

Our New Steel Frame
CORN PLANTER

, with Fertilizer Attachment.
For simplicity, neatness,

strength and dura-
' bility cannot be
.equaled. We also

| manufacture Circu-
larSaw MillsJpulti-

kvators, Grain Drills,_ "Threshers,Engines,

and all kinds of Agricultural Implements. Sold by all re.

liable dealers. Don't be deceived. Insist upon having
onrcoodJ Agents wanted in unoccupied territory. Cat**

|gfa*/r«fc H£NCH & UROitltiOLD,York) Pa.

FARM u.™c"T
.f J""""™"

ENGINES
with STEEL BOILERS
Specially adapted and largely
used for driving Grinding
Mills, Wood Saws, Corn Shel-
Jers.Saw Mills,etc.,affotding
best power for least monev.
Send for pamphlet and state
your wants to

JAMES JLEFFEL & CO.,
SPRLNGF1ELD, OHIO, or 110 Lib.rty St., N.Y-Cifo

\vVELL DRILLING MACHINERY.
MANUFACTURED BV

WILLIAMS BROTHERS.
ITHACA. N.V.

[MOUNTED OR ON SILLS, FOR
IDEEP OR SHALLOW WELLS, WITH
1 STEAM OR HORSE POWER
SENO FOR CATALOGUE

"ADDRESS WILLIAMS BROSJTHACAiN.Y?

HALLOCK'S
SUCCESS WEEDER

PATENT VARIABLE FRICTION FEED
Best Set Works In the World.

Saw Mill& Engine
Received the Medal and Highest*"Award
at the World's Columbian Exposition.

Warranted the best made. Shingle Mills, Machinery
and Standard Agricultural Implements of Best Qual-
ity at lowest prices. Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO., Ltd.,
YORK, PENNA.

'THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.'

Entirely new in construction. More effective
in tillage and greater security to the plant than any
other Weeder The most profitable investment ever
offered the farmer Send 2-cent stamp for our 1894
Catalogue, with full description and introduction
terms to suit the times. Give P. O., County. State.
D. Y. HAL.LOCK «fe SON^ YORK, PA.

COLUMBIA
STEELWIND

MILL
\
New in Principle.

Beautiful in
Appearance.

Powerful in Operation.
Curtains covered Internal Clear,

qusled in the line of Pumping Wind
Mills. We solicit tbe closest investiga-
tion, auo Columbia Steel Derricks,

Iron Turbine Wind Engines,
1Bucke? e Force 4 L 1ft Pumps,
i and Spr.T Pump., Buckeye

I Globe Lawn Mowers,Iron Fenc-
E, Creatine, Etc Write for circulars.

MAST, FOOS & CO., SPRINGFIELD, 0.

THRESHERS, ENGINES, SAW. MILES,
HUELERS. STACKERS, BOIEERS,

For Pamphlet, giving full description, write
to THE AULTfliN t TAYLOR M1CHISEKY CO., Mansfield, 0.

Mention this paper when you write.

MORGAN
SPADING
HARROW.

STILL GROWING.
20,000

Highest

Award
Columbian
Exposition.

The best pulverizer. Don't confuse this tool with
other rotary Harrowa. It is a general purpose Har-
row. Will work wherever a Harrow is needed, and
where others fail. Send for circulars. Also of latest
Improved SPRING TOOTH HARROW.

O.S. MORGAN & C0.
b
I°h%:^M:.

v>

HORSE POWER Ajftr
Engine and Boiler OluJ

SAW MIL I. ENGINE AND
BOILER, 8450.00.

Other Sizes in Proportion.
ENCINES and BOILERS
FROM 2 TO 500 H. P.

For Circulars address
If HST80IC BIOS., SPEINGFIKLD, 0

'Burpee^
AND PRODUCE THE CHOICEST VEGETABLES AND MOST BEAUTIFUL FLOWERSTHOUSANDS OF PRACTICAL PLANTERS POSITIVELY PRONOUNCE

BURPEE'S the BEST SEEDS that Grow.
To make acquaintance with Flower Lovers everywhere, we offer the special Collection for
1894, advertised below, giving at a merely nominal price the most beautiful new varieties of

Pansies, Poppies and Sweet Peas,
SIX NOVELTIES, with a BRIGHT BOOKLET, all for 25 Cents.

Last year we distributed 52,000 copies of the booklet

—

"All About Sweet Peas." This
season- we have had three well-known writers to tell about "Pansies, Poppies, and Sweet
Peas." A bright booklet free with each collection. As these three flowers are at present
Justly fashionable, we call this collection FORDHOOK FASHION COLLECTION
for 1894. It embraces one full-size packet each of:

—

NEW SWEET PEA,—AMERICAN
BELLE. The 1'lokal Novelty for

Can only be had direct from us, as
have all theseed in existence. Extreme-

ly early, wonderfully free-flowering—
of most unique and decidtd beauty. The
standard is a uniform, clear, bright rose,
while the wings of crystal-white are de-
cidedly spotted with rich purplish-carmine

—

an original departure in coloring.

ECKFORD'S GILT EDGE, or SUR-
PASSING SWEET PEAS, lhis grand
strain of New Sweet Peas in mixture was
obtained direct from Mr. Henry Eckford,
and is unequaled.

jjjj BURPEE'S DEFIANCE PANSIES,
S|j|r Finest Mixed. Ol perfect form, and un-

usual substance, the flowers frequently meas-
ure two and one-half to four inches across.

SUPERB NEW IMPERIAL GER-MAN PANSIES. Embracing all known
colors in Pansies, the vividly-colored fancy

ip>| varieties. blotched, veined, mottled, and margined
jg^' in combinations that would be thought impos-

sible until the flowers are actually seen.

NEW CARDINAL POPPY. Glowing cardinal scar-

feys ^Jgg BMB jj^p^ let flowers , which are uniformly of enormous size and

\ *in® iJKjl A (P*
' / perfectly double.

[" ft WlJrfll \f GOLDEN GATE POPPIES. It you already have
X. ^-iMmm; ffWmS&rWzis&iSi&&%: s€^' this magnificent strain you can gi\e this packet of seeds to a

\~:v^ :'^ neighbor or friend.

Tlie distinct new Pansies, PopMes and Sweet Peas are faintedfrom
nature in a beautiful colored plate. II e iemi it flat with Burpee's

Farm Antiualfor jSq4.

Our enormous stocks especially grown of these most
BEAUTIFUL NEW FLOWERS enable us to oner the

" COMPLETE COLLECTION— one packet each of the six
varieties described—mailed to any address for 25 Cents, or Five
Collections for $1.00. With each collection we include Free a
copy of our new booklet,

„ " PANSIES, POPPIES AND SWEET PEAS."
>EE&£H. Specially written for us by three well-known authors. Mr. Charles L. Burr, of Massa-

chusetts, tells how to grow (and know) Pansies; Mr. James H. Bancroft, the horticul-
tural writer, treats in an attractive and instructive manner of Poppies : while Sweet Peas
are delightfully discussed by Miss Lennie Greenlee, of North Carolina.

f»" Never before has it been possible to secure such a choice collection of the most fashionable flowers
for so little money. In these " hard times" this collection, consequently, should command a very extensive sale
Will you not help us by telling your friends about this FORDHOOK FASHION COLLECTION ? If you
can get four others to join their orders you will secure your own collection free, as we mail Five Complete Col-
lections with five books to any one address or to five separate addresses f©r $1.00.
Order To-Day
and ask for

The Leading American Seed Catalogue. A handsome book of 172 pages, hundreds of illustra-

tions from photographs, and beautiful colored plates painted from nature. Many new features

for 1894. Noteworthy Novelties not to be had elsewhere. Original, interesting and instructive, it

should be read by every one who has a garden. Mailed Free to all who plant seeds; toothers,

on receipt of 10 Cents, which is less than cost.

W. Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Mention where you saw this advertisement.

Burpee's Farm Annual for 1894,

Be sure and mention Farm and Fireside when replying to this advertisement.

!
SOLID

JSTEEL
FENCE

The best and most easily ereoredien.ee in use~ Hot)
wire. Cut from solid steel plates, better known as

Expanded MetalJ
Combines beauty, strength, durability, and economy. Write for

,

Catalogue No. 33 ,giving particulars and showing this muterialjj

framed in ornamental designs for lawns.
CentralExpandedMetal Co. , 53 1Wood St.,Pittsburgh,Pa:,

Mention this paper when you write.

FARM
Made of Best Galvanized

STEEL
WIRE

Best Fence and Gates for all purposes. Write for catalogue giving
full particulars. THE SEDGWICK BROS. CO. Richmond, Ind.

Mention this i>ap»r when yon write.


